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THE SIDDHANTA KAUMDDI.

Sjfewf tst^iw ?»§tft: iftmsr * I

Having 'saluted the Three Sages, and reflected over their sayings, this

Light of the Truth of Grammarians is composed by me.

Note

:

—The three sages or founders and expounders of Grammar ore

Pacini, Kityftyaua. and Patanjali. Their sayings or works are respectively known

as the Sdiras, the Vdrtikaa, and' the BhaHya, The word " Kanniadi " meats Light,

or the Revealer ; and " Siddhanta" (sefcfcled-end) means the Truth established Bitot

full investigation or discussion. The word "Siddhnnta Kftiuhudi" therefore,

means the book that reveals to mankind the truths of Grammar as proved or

demonstrated by the great Grammarians.

CHAPTER I.

DEFINITIONS.

W TOW

1 a i u ( n )
; '

r J
( k )

;
8 e o ( fi )

;
a ai au ( ch ) ;

s ha ya va ra ( \)

>

9 la ( n ) or 1 ( an ) ;
7 fta rna ha na na ( m ) ;

8 jha bha ( ft ) ;

a
- gha dha dha

( ah )-;
10 ja ba ga da da ( i ) ;

u kha pha chha Jha tha cha ta ta ( v ) ;

18 ka

pa(y); "to sha sa(r ); »ha(l)



SiduhAnta Kaumuci ( Chapter h

These fourteen aphorisms are called "the Mahelvara. Sutras"

or the aphorisms of MaheSvara. They are useful for forming technical

terms or Fratyaharas like «T*&c. The final consonants in these (r.<f. «r., 9)

are called %H a word which is defined later on. The 8T in the Sfitra m. 3s also

m ii The st in the other consonants like % % * &c. is not fH, but only for

pronunciation.

Note .—The jrwmrc is a grammatical symbol or abbreviation* ucl is fow»»d

by taking any letter whioh is not an %H letter and joining ib "With may non-efficient

letter that follows it. This gives a narae which stands for the former non-efficient

letter and for all the other letters intervening between it and the nouMjffloisnt letter.

Thus WTO. means all the vowels, f^ means all the consonanta, VS^ means all Soft

unaspirate consonants, *r^ means all hard unaspirate consonants, Though namer.

one pratyih&ras could, be formed, practically however, there are only 48 praty**

haras ; as given below;—

««L) r^n w^u^rnrxiiT^i t^i^i?T^"a^tm!;im.> *rc,» <*V vt»l n^i
*w i qw urcij «m,i *trji *t^ i ^ i «r^ i ^ \m. i jra.andm

ParibkAshd /.—The same letter w is made use of as *r$**W or

an indicatory letter both in the sixth sdtra Ps^and in the first «Tf *^i

There arises consequently the doubt, whether the pratyfthiras VT% and

«w when they are employed in Pacini's Grammar are formed with the <*(of

the former or with the qr,of the latter sutra, and one might, on that account,

consider it impossible to ascertain what Panini intended to denote by ff%

and fw when he employed these terms, To remove this doubt there

is the following paribhasbl :

—

*nra*rr«Ttr rW^rt%<Tfrr?ff| sRSTCWrn i

" The precise meaning of an ambiguous term is ascertained from in-

terpretation, for a rule, even though it contain an ambiguous term, must never-
theless teach something definite,"

Accordingly we learn from interpretation that the term *tw except in
Sutra I. i. 69, is formed by means of the % of the first sutra and that the
term «w is formed by means of the or. of the subsequent sutra. (Kcilhorn).

Nota s—The letter f occurs twice i» the above aphorisms, first in aphorism
five, and then in the last. The object of the first <f ia to include that letter
in the Fratyaharas ^, ^ ^ and f^. fl0 that the rules applicable to bhm
Pratyabftras, should apply to ? also. Thus qfc, the «T changed to * tho.gh m

;
6

- "• S
'

* 67
' ^ ?Wf. iere the visarga is changed to » by VI. 1. 114. S, 165.

faffing or fitful*, here q is optionally changed to n after f by VIII. 3. 79.
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S. 2325. The second 3 in the last Rutra, is for tbe purpose of including it in the

Pratyaliaras, *$, tB, BJ^and jp? II As sstfifff, ^ftff, here fS.is added before q by
VII, 2. 35. S. 2184. *^f|wrr or ^ifwr, hein the f is optionally changed into f by
I. 2. 26. S. 2617. »|«T»*PI here w is elided by VIII. 2. 26. S. 2281, SffoWS bere the.

aorist is formed with the affix «Rf after the root ending in f, by III. 1. 45.

S. 2336.

JWbte .-—The «T in w»£ is made f(f,
for the sake of forming the Pratya-

hira t, so that K, may denote npt only the single letter {, but the two letters K. and

K II This is useful in sdfcra I. 1. SI. S. 70, by which the Gu?a and Vuddni of «ff

becomes «TQ and srn^H

tfftra ^sswfJnwni 11

1. In the ( or of the ) sAtra^ ( 14th stltra in the

above ) let the final letter
(

i. e. «*,) be'^n II

Note:—The antra has been explained in two different ways by th»

author. First: "In the (or of the) BiHra 13 (H aiitra of the Alphabet), the final

consonant (t, e. ^) is f?j
11 " The second explanation, and the authoritative one

is that which is given later on in the text, i, e. " In upadeia or tocluiical fortnuloa

and terms of grammar, the final consonant is non-efficient."

* 1 fuff*f?fa ^$?rr l % i K I *\ II

2. An initial letter, with a final vt letter as a final,

is the name of itself and of the intervening letters.

Applying this sfttra to the technical term fi^j (i.e. to the word

tw taken as a *f^rr or technical term denoting all the consonants begin-

ning with \ of sOtra 5, and ending with n^of the last sQtra, and not as the

sutra 14th, of the above alphabets; we come to the second interpretation of

the sGtia Bnaroniil

* I tcw^n^ \\ \ \ I \ II

2 a. In an Upades'a, let the final hal or consonant be called in 11

Upadesa means the first enunciation of a term in Grammar. (Really

it is the name of those technical terms of grammar which are formed for this

purpose of instruction only, but which are not the current' words of the

language). Thus we get the sanjfias or terms like opt^, and str^&c.

All the final consonants of roots, affixes &c. are indicatory, As in

the pratyahara sQtras»T J » <*; here ^ is %H II ff <* %; here as, is {<g u oj
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sft^; here *;!<>?*« «T «H; here «* is km It is only in upadc^a, that a

final consonant is « W Not therefore, in stfhg*i or m«m> w»ich «e cam*

plete words.

Notes—Thin sAtra gTift <y?PT SCTT explains the mode of interpreting prolyl.

haras. Thus tlie praty&h&rasiR^ meana those letters whose beginning \% «t wid

whose final fff is ft II

Wby do we say with the- 'jtfnaHud icatory letter V Becrin»e a praty*h&rft

like g^ would he otherwise ambiguous. It might be doubted whether it is farmed,

with the final \ of sfh» and. refers to the first five ease-affixee, or whether it i%

formed with the initial^ of «T and therefore refei-B to the first aeven cnSe-nffiKPs,

The present efltra cleare np the doubt. A pratyabara is formed with tho final fij

and not with the initial fq; I)

\ i eq^asngxtfam m. \ \ \ x i * «

^Ttssprf^rsfSrsftri mil n uftrfrtsnrfawir: *rf*pftw: h *<wj?rfw*f»t

3. The nasalized vowels are fn in TJpftdefo. or

original enunciation.

The followers (or knowers of) Panini's Grartimar say that the

Ariunasika words in the sutra should be inferred by the way in which it

is treated by Fanini. Thus the vr of the sutra w^ (6th alphabet sfltra), 10

considered as anunanisika, and therefore, it is fn j the result of which is that

we can form a Pratyahara k with the s, of the sfltra fi^c?, and the sr of the

sutra w^\ and thus this Pratyahara 5 Ra denotes the two letters ^and w II

( This gives the reason why ssr of «^was said to bem in the 1st page.)

In counting the letters denoted by a Pratyahara the in letters should

not be counted. Thus *t% denotes all the vowels only ; the ffj letters %%,
^ and f, are not Included. For letters ^, £,*• are not vowels, by Pani-

ni himself treating them as consonants ; as the word *r$f|rrfOT in this very

sutra shows, For had ^ been a vowel, then the « of anun&sika would have
been changed to 1 before t5.11 Similarly in other places also Pacini has
shown that «| is not a vowel.

The technical terms formed with the help of the sutra, *<rfa?$m
&c (I. 1, 71 S 2) are called Pratyahara.

Note:—A-nnnasika or nasalized vowels are |^ that is indicatory, when
occurring in taohnlfeal words. Thns in fa^, m, fr*, the aiiuuftaika f is I*.
The original silbra contains fclie word 'upHdesa' which we have translated an
technical term. 'Upadesa' literally means 'instruction' or the first mentioning
of. a thing either ir, a Bfttra-pafta, or ganap&tha or dhAtnpAtha &o.
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Note .—From this sfltra up to sutra 9- o£ the third Pida of th® 1st

Adhydya of P^aini there is a dosci-iptioti of servile or indioatory letters called f?^

" In Pnaini's Grammar there ia no visible sign of the nasality of a vowal—henoo

we can know a vowel to be nnsalized only from P&^ini'a explicitly aimaiting than

it is 80, or from oar finding that he treat*) it in such a way that we must conclude

he regarded it as nasal." An upadesa is defined as signifying an original enun-

ciation, tliafc ia to aay, an affix (piatyaya), or an ungment (agama), or a verbal

toot (dhatu), or in short, any form of expression which occurs only in technical

treatises of grammar, and whioh is not a word ready for use, but one of the snp»

posed original elements of a word. Tht»n in the root^ ' to increase,' the final sf

is indicatory, the real root is <pfs II Bo also the final ®f of f^ is ffg II

Note :—If the word ia not an upadesn, tlion the nasal vowel is not (f|| ||

Ab bt*i btt «T7: II A word may be an upadesa*and nasal, but if it is not a vowel,

it need not be \\ as the affix Rfasj, in afltra III. 2. 74 S. 3418 ( Sfrfrr »rfH<5. «Rf»fW

qf«l<TW) It is only the nasal vowel of an -upadsea that becomes $^, and not mil th®

vowels. The wovd f^ occurs is autrna VII. 2 16. S. 3036 (»Ttffa*C &o.).

4. A vowel whose time is that of short u, long a

and the prokted u, is called respectively hrasva short, dtrgha

long, and fiuta prokted.

S + «; + f-|«-?f: ; that is, the m Is the plural of «, ( as fttrw is

the plural of *ug ) I' ( This 41 denotes the three kinds of * II The

genitive plural will be tto, meaning " of u's "
). Let the vowels whose time Is

like the three ? s, get respectively the name of hrasva, dlrgha and plnta. Each

one ol these again will be of three sorts, according as it is udatta, anudatta

svarita.

The » u halving one matra or measure is short, having two measures

is long, having three measures is pluta. This sQtra defines the three kinds

of vowels according to their vitUrd. The ktter % li has heen taken to Illus-

trate the rule. The phrase js^^fcgiTi - is a Samahara Dvandva compound,

in the singular, and is exhibited In the masculine gender, contrary to the

general rule II. 4, 17 S. 821,

The word KAIa. means measure of time required for pronouncing a

vowel,

As ffa ' curd ' »nj ' honey' here % and 1 are short, $s?rfh *hft, here f
is long. *«rf?TJ «T»^rq Devadatta ! Here m a is pluta or prolated.
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These words are used in the following sutras I. 2. 47 5. 3*8. VII. 4. 35,

S. 2298 VIII. 2. 82 S. 93.

wn^nftS a*nfr3 *tfm«pHi*i ftwfrsapnm?'' r^iqr 1 «rr \ h

5. The vowel that is perceived as having a high

tone is called Uddtta or acutely accented.

Let that vowel be called udatta which is pronounced from the higher

part of its proper place of pronunciation such as throat &c. as ntiV II

Here Wr being an indeclinable is udatta by the rule that declares all NipAtas

are acutely accented on the first ( ftwm STrwjfTW 1
) ll ^ is the nom, Plural of

qi| 'who' $1 is acute on the final, being a substantive; for all ft*^ (Pratlpadikas)

are antodatta by the rule ftm&n 3SW ( Phit Sutra I. 1, )• VI + 1*1 HereW
being a ^termination, is anudatta by III. 1.4 S. 3709- Then H of mi is replaced

by bt ; the affix srajs replaced by tfr(VII. I. 17 S. 214.), and we have | + 4«»V,

the q the single substitute for 4 + f is Udatta by VIII. 2, 5. S 3658.

With this sutra begins the description of the three sorts of vowet

accents. The accent placed on a vowel by raising the voice is callled udatta

or acute accent. The udatta is not marked in writing in Sanskrit. We have

followed the German system, by putting a small « above the vowel The
word ' vowel ' of the previous sutra is understood in this also. These
accents are the qualities of letters, and are well known in the sacred and

profane literature. The vowel which is perceived as having a high tone is

called udatta, This tone depends upon the organ from which the vowel is

pronounced. In the various organs, 9uch as the throat, palate &c. if a vowel

is pronounced from a higher part of that organ, it is called udatta. The
vowel in the pronouncing of which there is the restraining and checking oi

the bodily parts, and in which, there is dryness and roughness of tone, as well
as a contraction of the larynx, is said to have the acute accent.

* 1 ^Skgjnr. i \\ \ \ %»

w

8. The vowel that is perceived as having a low
tone is called Anuddtta or gravely accented,

The word "vowel" of s. 28 is understood m tms sutra. As «nft*.ll

This is a compound of the noun vk% with the verb «r*«r ( srWnrfo ) II

The word^ is formed from the root «R ' to gb ' with the affix *&%, there
is guna of « and we have Mn.» The affixw^ is anudatta, being a ft*
affix, (III. 1. 4 S. 3709) ; and % being a dhatu is uda-tta (VI. 1. 162 S. 1671.)
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and so the word *Hpl.is also adyudatta. The w of wpr is also udatta, because

it is a dliatu (VI. i. 162 S. 3671). Then by J I. 2. 19. S. 7&2 (3
,

7<mf?r3?
-
1 we

compound the upapada sfc(. with 4s^, and add the affix PWl -by 111. 2. 59.

S. 373 (*tf^<H.&c)- Then by samasa accent (VI. 1. 223. and 5734.) or by krtt

accent (VI. z. 139 S. 3873) the word srs^f retains its accent, while the first

member of the compound loses its accent. Then the ^ of «r$* is elided, and we
have srfc + sn^.= s$fr^ The loss of accent takes place by VI. 1. 158 3. 3650.

The vowel accent known as grave or anudatta is pronounced by lowering the

voice. In writing, the anudatta is marked by a line underneath the vowel.

The vowel which is uttered from the lower portions of its special place of

pronunciation gets the grave accent

In pronouncing an anudatta vowel, there h slackening of the organs,

and mildness, as well as softness and sweetness of tone: while there is ex-

pansion and widening of the bryn*,

7. The vowel that has the combination of Uddtta

and Anuddtta tones is said to be svarita or circumflexly

accented.

The word "vowel" of 1. 2. 28 S. 35 is understood here also The svarita

or citeumflexed accent is pronounced by the combined raising and falling of

the voice. It is marked by a perpendicular line on the top of the letter.

The word is used in sutra VI. r. I85 S. 3729. " The affixes having an
indicatory f£ i have svarita accent." As 3?«if kauya ffrfnisikyam, *4 kvA.

This sfitra is not to be understood to mean that a svatitu is the resul-

tant of the combination of two vowels, an udatta vowel with an anudatta

vowel. It means the accent midway between the two well-known qualities of

letters known as acute and grave accents.

* I ?r^r%?T TTRrw^w'? 1 ?J 1 1 Vt I!

TSTrftwrsTrfaaRWuri ft;w u

8. Of it (svarita) the first portion is uddtta, to

the extent of a half measure, or prosodial length.

The word krasva in the Sutra is redundant. In a Svarita accent, the

first half portion is to be understood to have the udatta accent, The remaining
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half, will consequently be anudatta. 1/' an udatta or another svarita follows it

then this anudatta portion of the accent is distinctly heard. Otherwise,

according to Pratigakhyas, the udatta portion is only heard. In the following,

the anudatta is heard : ^vftsi&r: ; C*lff n it 1 OTi i W^f# * sfr « While

in the following the udatta is heard : btN^T^ 3?ff^?nc I'

Thus each vowel has nine forms, as it is hrasva, dtrgha or pluta, as it

is udatta; anudatta or svarita. Every one of these nine, has two more forms

:

nasal and not nasal : as is taught in the next sOtra,

flote .—According to Siddhanta, the word f^ is uaelwii. According to

Kasika, it is important, as given below.

It has been denned that svarita accent is a combination of udatta and

anudatta. It remained doubtful what portion was acute and what grave.

The present sutra clears up the difficulty, by declaring that in svarita, the first

half is acute and the other grave.

The phrase ardhahrasva is used to indicate half the measure of

a short vowel. Thus if a short vowel is svarita, its matra being one, half

will be uddtla and the other half anuddtta. If a long vowel, whose matrfts

are two, be svarita, then \ will be ud&tta, i\ will be anudAtta. W*plula
(protracted) vowel be svarita, then first half measure will be xiddtla^wA the

remaining 2\ measures will be anuddtta. In short, the udatta portion of a

svarita must not occupy more time than is taken in pronouncing a half .short

vowel Thus in fipqq, ?ikyam the a is svarita, half being acute, the other

half, grave or monotony
;

in 3p% kanyd, the long & is svarita, its first half

measure is acute, the remaining i\ is grave; in *rrwrfr \ rnanavaka,

here a prolated is svarita, its first f is acute, the balance ik measure
is grave,

In the above examples, ^r $ STSftTr • &c, the accents are Urns formed, Tha
•vroi'd tpr is the Locative form of f%5, formed by adding tlie affix wr?t (V. 3. 12.

S. 1959) a-nd substituting ** (VII. 2. 105. S. 1960). The word & in therefore!

Bravita-accenfced, because formed by the fif<t affir sr?l (VI. 1. 185, S. 3729). The
•word *: becomes aimdatta by VIII. 1. 18, S. 403. 8&rf. is adyudatta, becauno it

is derived from the root sr^ with the affix ^R!£; the affix lifting Wf; malum the
word adyudatta (VI. 2. 197, S. '368(3). Now ViH-afcrri-fc'W. the amuiltta
combining with udatta become* udafct* (VlII. 2. 5, S, 3658) : therefore w? of %
beoomea udatta. The ivarifca i& being followed by the udatta *r , causes the letter
Half t. e. the anuditta half of the svarita to be heard. This is indicated by 4
namely svarita above and anudatta below. This ia a short svarita.

In the example wriT^S*. the svarita is a long vowel. The word
V is udatta by Phi* accent, as shown above (S. 5). «rfr is also finally udatta
by PhU accent. The udatta $ of* combining with the anudatta bt f etrj !(
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becomes svarita (VIII. 2. o. S. 3659), V ; this svarita followed by udatta %ft of

sttfj, is heard in its anudatta portion si 4 11

In the third example «W^ # 4 Sfpj the svarita is followed by an-

other svarita, and in this case also, the anudatta portion of the svarita

is heard. The word I : is antodatta by Phit accent (See S. 5) ; the visarga

is changed lo *, and ^+^»w by guna, and this (ft? becomes udatta, the

resultant of udatta plus anudatta is udatta. In Wff the final bt is svarita, the

first tr is therefore anudatta. The anudatta sr of *nd" combining with the

udatta wf of *f> becomes all svarita (VIII. 2. 6", S. 3Q59) *".*. sir's-, this-svarita

ft/ is followed by the svarita *t of it:, and hence the anudatta portion of sva-

rita »ftf 3s heard here also. The word st$' is svarita ending because it is

formed by adding the f%jj affix o^pf to the root sr*. (VI. 1. 185, S. 3729). The

if of BT^f does not take Vriddhi substitution, because of the

Paribhdthd II—*EfffrgC??fif^tf4W*(T1 W

A rule is not universally valid, when that which is taught in it, is

denoted by a technical term.

In the last example sn^fiftSi gtrFfST, the f of |% is svarita, the pf has

eka-sruti accent by the rule JT^tmwFiff tr^rlr 1 11

Hence here the svarita being followed by anudatta, the udatta half of

the svarita is heard.

«*. gwn"r%mrsra5frs3?rrfa«?i: l \ l \ I «? II

f*«rr*rratn 11

9. That which is pronounced by the nose along

with the month is called Anundsika or nasal.

Let a letter which is uttered by the mouth in combination with

the nose bf1 called annnasika.

The result of the six sutras given above, is this : The vowels «r, f, «\

and W have each eightee'i forms. The vowel ?? has twelve forms, because it

has no long form. The diphthongs if, q, afr and $r have also twelve forms,

because they have no short forms. Thus there are altogether one hundred
and thirty two vowels in Sanskrit.

\o usipr^jrcnc ^n$K 1 1 1 \ i «, 11

m*^PTPRr«RTtintfr^r?rs;q sw ire 5?^ nmw ?re<3rs<T m<i 11 *^rf%^%^
mm Wffi

1 T^jmrsr? ?rng i ^woif «^ri rj^rwrf fan 1 aiTwftaRRrsr 1 siqTJrcml

itftTW ^ 1 irl^fr: 5*FJrm3 1 wfr?raf: aR»ffre*i *nfrai ^re*. 1 fiffrg^RW f%#i?5r»i;

«

2
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nftrars www h *ft wrrft mrt ft<*n wr«Rrawt 11 tamvrf i ^t«r^e%-

fa *n* **« • (ftwwrt a ftri*w «
*w ««*ft* *****

*
«w «

»

10. Those whose place of utterance and eftort

are equal are called savarna or homogeneous letters.

Let those letters be called savama, which have with each other a

common place of utterance, such as throat, palate &c, as well as a common

abhyantara prayatna. That is, when the place and prayatna are the same,

then the letters are savarija.

i. The letters *r, % tsc, T, «c, y, f, : have throat as their place and

are gutturals or Kantha.

3, The letters f, *, er, *, IT. *T> 1. *T( have the palate and are palatals

or Talavya.

3. The letters %, *, v, rg, % or, *, Ti have the rmwdhft, and are cerebrals

or Murdbanya.

4. The letters ^, % «r, % q, st, g, tf, have the teeth and are dentals or

Dantya.

5. The letters », q, <*, *, m, »t, m <t, have the lips and ate labial*

or Osh^hya.

a. The letters *, st,<*, *r, *, have also the nose, and are also nasal

A The letters %\ have the throat and palate, and are Kantha—ta-

lavya 1. e. gutturo—palatals,

t. The letters «fy «rt, have the throat and tne lips, and are Kantha-

oshtfiya i. e, gutturo-Iabials.

d. The letter q has the teeth and the lips, and is dant-oshlhya /. t.

dento-labial.

«. The letter x w is Jihva-muliya or root of the tongue,

f. The letter m anusvara is pure nasal.

The above are the ttnAna or places of utterance of the letters.

The Prayatna is of two sorts, the inner called abhyantara, and the
external called bahya. The first or abhyantara i« of four kinds, namely,
spriihta, Jshat sprbh^a, vivrita and samvrita.

:. The Sparta letters have sprishta prayatna.

2. The antastha letters have lshat-sprishta prayatna.

3- The ushma letters and the vowels have vivrita prayatna.
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4. The short *r is samvrita in usage (prayoga) but in Gramn ar, as

a formative element, it is always treated as vivfita- This fact is indicated

by Panmi himself in the last sdtra of his Grammar, i.e. in the sutra «*ot

(VII I.4. 68 S. 11), which means that the letter sr which has been all along treated

in Grammar as vivrita, is now made samvrita. ( See the following sutra )

«fr* 1 ?nn * I5«i 11

11. The 3f which was considered to be open (Brf?f)

in all the preceding operations of this Grammar, is now made
contracted (#ftf) II

The first »T is here fky$ or open ; the second is *rf?r or contracted.

The epen »T is now changed to contracted *r V " In actual use the organ irt

the enunciation of the short sr is contracted ; but it is considered to be open

only, as in the case of the other vowels, when the vowel sr Is in the state of

taking part in some operation of Grammar. The reason for this is, that if the

short wr were held to differ from the long wi in this respect, the homogeneous'

ness mentioned in I. 1. 9, S. 10. would not be found to exist between ihern, and

the operation of the rules depending upon that homogeneousness would be

debarred, In order to restore the short st to its natural rights, thus infringed

throughout the Ash^dhyayi, P4nini with oracular brevity in his closing

aphorism gives the injunction *t«t; which is interpreted to signify—Let short

•T be held_to have its organ of utterance contracted, now that we have reach-

ed the end of the work in which it was necessary to regard it as being other-

wise.' (Dr. Ballantyne).

The present sutra occurs in the second division of Ashtadhyayt, i. e.

the last three Padas. The whole Asht&dhayi has 32 padas ; they are divided

into two parts—the first 29 Padas forming one group, the last three, the

second group. For the purposes of the application of a rule in the first set

(7} Adhyaya) the rules in the second set ate considered as non-existent. There-

fore though the w is made samvrita by this rule, it does not interfere with

the «r being considered as vivrita throughout the rest of the Grammar. The

sutra which declares the rules in the last 3 padas (Trip4di),as non-existent for

the purposes of the rules in the 29 padas (j\ Adhyaya) is the following,

*rPr*imsirir. 1 *rr s<rnramn*ir«ft *rm fwwftrart forramffi 5* «rftr it *rm»r!%<*

wtft 11 *(srjnwr^Rfi|*i*ir u forts ^rcs «*rar nxv %«TTs^TOrs^»*ror mvm zvHi^
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•qg^i'r «?s"^»r <rc i«» q*r *rc ijwzw «M : *tfmni% wfw • <rPwtft: i Mwrgs i

mit *nw ii wfaf lw'jsfaros^w Wigtown nmmwxm- 1 ar%twm f«*f--

»

Hi'sruHP wah i wn bvjtw. i *ww swit. i *w mi; i **rx«itf*i'3 mtxm m<nk-

mT'^ «rr?r 11

12. Whatever will be taught hereafter, upto the end

of the work, is to be considered as not taken effect, in rela-

tion to the application of a preceding rule.

This is ao Adhikara Sutra. Therefore the Tripadi rules are asiddha

with regard to the j% Adhyayt rules. Even in the Tripiklf, a previous rule

is asiddha with regard to the subsequent.

Thus the letter fT is samvj-ita really, though treated as vivfita,

As regards the Bahya-prayatna, we have eleven modifications

j

namely i vivara, 2 samvara, 3 $v&sa,4 nada, 5 ghosha,6 a-ghosha? sdpa*prai>&,

8 mahaprana, oudatta, 10 anud&tta, 11 svarita.

Verse :—The double of khay ( *g, % s, y, «*, % z, «, AS, <f ) letters,

the khay letters themselves, the *^; and *<t, the visarga, the gar letters

( *r. «T> Sr ) are svasa, aghosa, and expand the throat, i. e. are of vivara pray-

atna. The other letters (*. e. the %% letters, the yamas of %^ letters and the

anusvara) are ghosha, samvara, and nada prayanta. The odd letters of the

vargas, the doubles of first and third, and ar* letters are alpa-prfina.

Explanation :—The word jfins a PrStisSkhya term. It is the name
of the letter- when doubled, on account of any one of the first four letters of

the varga being followed by the fifth i.e. by a nasal. Thus *Fw fFt'< V9^V>
BT'nfi'T-. nm%, here the doubled letters % jg;, n and v are yruna r\e. only
those letters which have the same form i.e. the second «, <n, &c. are called

yama. The iga letters are the first and second letters of the varga : the ten
letters sj? <jr, <*, ff &c

, The yamas of these <jtb letters, so also the Jthvamullya,
Upadhmanlya, the visarga and the sibilants are vivara, svasa, and aghosha.

The other letters are samvara n4da, and ghosha. The first, third and
the fifth letters of a varga, the yamas of first and third, and *,<, pj and tr are alpa-
prtaa. The others i. e. the second and fourth letters of the varga, and ir <T W ?
are mah&-prana.

'
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Though the Bahya-prayatna is of no use in determining' the savarna-

hood of letters, yet they are of use in finding out the nearest equivalent to

Setters to be replaced &c.

The 25 letters iw ton are sparsa, The four letters at, <T.ff,sr, are antastha.

The four letters ?r, % tr, % are Ushma. The vowels are Svara, The * 3R and

x f are called Jtvamulhya and Upadhmanlya, ( They represent the lost sibil-

ants of w varga, and q varga).

«fr th ST' h these are anusvara and visarga. Here ends the determina-

tion of sthana ( organ of utterance ) and prayatna ( effort

)

/. vArt

;

—The letters vg and n should be stated to be homogeneous

with one another.

From the explanations in the above two sutras (10 and 12), the

letter.

st becomes homogeneous with f

f »r w wr

% .1 r, f

SC ij 11 w

To prevent this incongruity,we have the followingsQtra which declares

that there can be no homogeneity between a vowel and a consonant.

Note:—The following Hues Bummmiae the above, the vowels ivre vivftra,

svnaa, and aghosha. The f^ letters are sivmv&rft, nlda, and ghoshn. Tiio firat, tliird,

fifth letters of the varga, and ^letters we alpa-piana. The secoud and the fourth

letters of the varga, and Vac letters are mahl-prftna.

wr?t 1 ?t«tt ft 11

13, There is however no homogeneity between

vowels and consonants, though their plaee and effort be

equal.

The words of this sutra are m, vn%, fifr II The word btt^ is

a compound of WT+TWi and means "a vowel along with *rf '' It There is

no homogeneity between the ®rfn letters and the consonants. Therefore in

#1 +Wr the f of ff^ is not changed to 3 before ?, nor in ifir + $(1!?* the % is

lengthened before v, nor infi^+ #1 ar>d qfa + m*f any change takes place.

But for this sutra, the letters * &c. would have been treated as vowels, just

as long and pluta letters are also vowels.
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•*#&& fttftas fft ir^r^: 1 9Tr>ft*wrrs7T nrf ff*^ *r?rr w* i smg qR^r

^srwffttfir s*rr: ?ir<f?r =rr7fftfsi<r u Trwrfaft rw*r*«wwwnrirftwHf'r«r tr^n-ft

f^wwss^rft i mh< i awsysmnrfa >rf*«ww > m fa**<Trf*rf??Pr ffa ^ *** *

*wRi ii argirftrwtS'Tftr^pTf'T «r?3r fl;*?r i JHmgnrRrarw f%«*-. tfm

«

14. The letters of the Pratyahara «m i, e. the

vowels and semi-vowels, and a term having % for its indi-

catory letter, refer to their own form as well as to their

homogeneous letters, ( except when they are used as pra-

tyay&s or affixes or ) except when specifically so ordained.

The pratyahara ant in this sOtra includes all the vowels and liquids

This is the only instance where stjt pratyahara refers to the second «J of Pp*.

The letters included in 8^3 , and the letters having an Indicatory « refer to,

and include their homogeneous letters also. Thus ^ refers to all the five

gutturals ^, ?s, *r, q, ff , similarly % g, g, and 5, as in sOtra I. 3. 8. S. 195. Similarly

«T includes short, long and protracted st. The words ' its own form ' are

understood in this sutra, being drawn from the previous sGtra. Thus sutra

WITS'*' ( VI, t. 87 S.69)/ when a vowel comes after ar, guna is the single substitute

for both.' Here though the rule mentions only short *r, we take the long srr

also. Thus not only *i+ftr:='fw ', but »r?r + CW = itfli 1 So also in sutra

«ren «% (VI 1. 4. 32 S. 2 11 8), 'there is longf in the room of *r when the affix 'chvi'

(V,4.soS. 2117J follows.' Here long srr is also included; thus $««r 4- ifiTjfiWfSwfN

Etrfir and «5T|r + 5ftr:rRr-«R^FfjfH. So also in sCUraawrW V (VI, 4, 148 S. jn)
'When longf follows, there is elision of thef or «T of the base,' the rule applies

to the bases ending in long f and srr also.

This rule of course does not apply to affixes. Thus sutra III, 2. 168.

S. 3148. says, ' after words ending in the affix san, and the words Ssansa and

bhiksha, there is 3.' Here *is an affix and therefore does not include long gj.

Thus fags ' a beggar.' So also in IV, 3, 9, S. 1379. the short *r only is to be

taken and not the long one.

The word sriRtrn: in the sQtra means "that which is not ordained

(prattyate = vidhiyate)," That is unless where a letter is specifically ordained,

it always includes its homogeneous letters, in certain cases, The sutra

means " The s*oj letters (vowels and semi-vowels) when not specifically so

propounded by name, as well as the letters having an indicatory a denote
their savarna letters also." The btoi here is a pratyahara formed with the
second ^of piw, The words § , 3, 5, g, j, are formed by * and are vft<t Ii
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The result of this is, that vf denotes 18 letters ; so also f and ? . The

•S denotes 30 letters, and so also «t The diphthongs ?*$, sir. arr denote \z

letters,

2. Vatt.—The letter ty is not to be considered homogeneous with'ij

nor «n with »fr 11 For had \ been included in q, and 8% in »ft, then where was

the necessity of the sutra ^ 4V"«r ? These letters need not have beeri taught

separately. Therefore, the diphthongs do not denote 24 letters each, but 12

letters only.

Though the prohibition of the sutra «rrw|r«T(I-i. 10 S. 13) applies, accor-

ding to the literal interpretation of the sutra, to the tr^. letters only, namely,

to the nine letters specifically taught in the Maheshvara sfltras, and not to

the letter STT which is not so taught there, yet there is no homogeneity be-

tween sn and f tt For according to our interpretation of the sutra, the letter

«TT is specifically mentioned in it. For we do not analyse it as ^ 3T"^?i%, but

as Jr W-W^p ¥$T> ar>d we translate it as ' There is no homogeneity between a

hal letter and an and ach letters." Therefore in ftsjqrft: the letter wr is not

changed to * by VIII. 2. 31 S. 3579- (f is substituted for ^ before a jhal letter

and at the end of a word). The word akshara-samamnaya means the sutras

teaching the alphabets i. e. the 14 Maheshvara sutras.

The letters «f, *, H are of two kinds, according as they are nasalised

or not nasalised. Therfore, a non nasalised % s, « will denote also the nasa-

lised letter :
*'. e, the simple letter % q, m include the nasalised $H # 11

The sense of this sutra Brojffij; &c therefore is that the *\m letters,

namely the fourteen letters taught in the Mahesvara sutras, they aloM denote

their homogeneous letters also. But <c and f though included in wrt^ pratya-

h£ra, denote their single forms only, for they have no other letter homogene-

ous to them.

qrf <vni $%\ 1 *tHcfa *rwrr«ui

15, The letter which has q; after or before it, be-

sides referring to its own form, refers to those homogeneous

letters which have- the same prosodial length or time,

By the last sutra it was declared that a vowel standing by itself included

all the letters of its class. Thus bt includes sir ; and f, y ; &c. This sutra

lays down the rule by which the very form of the letter is taken and not all

the letters of its class. This is done by placing a ft either after or before the
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letter. Thus a^ means the very letter bt and not all its homogeneous letters,

Similarly tjf
means short 7 only and not Jong or protracted ?f.

The sutra consists of two words m?- and ?rew?)rcw. Taparah mean3

that wlu'ch has a f after, it or that which is after 5. Tat-kala means having the

same time. According to time the vowels are divided into short, long and

protracted. Short vowels have one measure, long vowels two, and protracted

vowels three. A consonant lasts half the time of a short vowel. Therefore a
letter preceded or followed by If refers to its own form as well as to those on-

ly of its homogeneous letters which have the same time. Thus the letter WH
will include the udatta, amidatta, svarita(both nasalised and non-nasalised) «
and not the long and protracted form, in all 6 forms.

This sutra declares an injunction. The anuvritti ofw^of the previ-

ous sutra does not run into this sutra. Any other letter than sm; may be follow-

ed by vi and the rule of this sutra will apply to that also, This rule qualifies

the previous sutra which would therefore mean that an W$ letter which is not
followed or preceded by a ^ includes its homogeneous letters also.

Thus in the sutra VII. I. 9 S. 203. UTfnfvm iff. 'After words end'mg in

«ni (i. e. short wr ), qw takes the place of fa**,' Thus ^c 11 But in m^f which
ends in long vn and whose prosodial time is different from *r, this rule will not
apply, and we have m$l?H- 11

Therefore st^, c* s* denote six letters each, namely n, 4, *t, 8f, 4, H 11

«|»f denotes twelve letters,
"~ ~"

Kt 1 ifsrar!^ I * I tl I II

16, m, k and **r are called vriddhi,

This defines the word vriddhi. The letters srr,^ and <&r are vriddh!
letters. The sutra consists of three words vriddhi, at and aich. *mj means the
long m, the final * being indicatory only, and is for the sake of the pratya-
hara aich, and the pratyaharaH means the letters ^ and sft.

The indicatory * in s^ serves the purpose of showing that the very
from w having two matr'as or prosodial measure, is to be taken. This ralso joins with the succeeding vowels % and *r by the rule of fm(l I, ?0 S. I

O

or that
« which precedes or succeeds ,,» and indicates that these vowels must

be taken as having two matras only, though they may be the result of the
combination of vowels whose aggregate matras may be more than two. A short

tZ k
°n

t
""^ l0°g V°Wel h" tWO

'
a"d a Consonai*^ half a matrl

^usbyarule of tft* or euphonic conjunction of letters «* + **=*?, as
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*r?r + 3TTW**H?rW » Here fr has two matras and not four, " So also in «R$to*
the vowel \ the resultant ofm+$ has only two, not four, matras.

17. st, ^ and wr are called guna.

Each one of the letters n, <? and btT whether radical or secondary

is called a guna letter; as the initial vowels in the following:—srf%, " he

moves" ;
qfiT " he comes", scfTflrf "he goes" Here the initial vowels of the

roots se,*, and ;jS£ have been respectively gunatcd into stt,,^ and aft before

the third person singular termination fa tl

The term Guna occurs in sutras like flRRjurs (VII. 3. 82 S. 2346). "Let

there be guna substitute for the ik of the root f*pj; 'to melt."

$<s 1 ^grrc^fr mm 1 \ 1 3 1 ? 11

f^m(%nr **rrftr qrpmr* *$•• 11

1. The words beginning with bhu ' to become/ and

denoting action, are called dhatu or verbal roots.

This de fines the word dhatu or root. The list of Sanskrit verba

begins with the root bhu ' to be.' Sanskrit Grammarians have divided all verbs

into ten classes, according to certain modifications which their roots undergo

before certain terminations. The ten classes are aa follows:

—

i. Bhu class. 2. Ad. 3. Hu. 4- Div. 5. Su. 6. Tud. 7. Rudh
8, Tan. 9 Krt 10. Chur.

The «rr in the sutra is for the sake of suspiciousness ; for the regular

sandhi of w-f-wrrft is »^iRf and not wprfir i
while Tatvabodhini considers that

«n is a separate root. According to it the sfitra should be analysed thus

w-f nrr^-gfr. vrffr serr?> «wf wrOTtra* «rr *[HW " word Bhu &c, and like «rr denoting

action are called Dhatu." «rr
" to blow,"

19. From this point forward upto the aphorism

Adhirt-Svaro (1.4.97 S. 644), all that we shall say is to be

understood to have the name of Nip&ta or Particles.

The word in^of this sutra serves the same purpose as the word cha

of I. 4. 55 S. 2575 ; namely, it makes the words Gati, upasaiiga and Icarmapra-

vachnlya take two names, i. e., their own name as well as the name Ntpatft.

3S
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The letter < in mftwnt to to remove doubt, i e., aphorism I.+ 97 S- $44. should

be taken as the limit, and not sutra III. 4. 13 S. 3440. which has the word

isvare also.

no 1 snapft s*^ " Vs 1

20. The word cha 'and,' &c, arc called Nipata

or Particles, when they do not signify substances.

21. The words pra. &c, are called Nipata when

not signifying substances.

The following is the list of stw °r ' prepositions:' «r, to, *W, W, *n$i

snr, f%w. sw, f%, sti^,, fa, srft, srft, g, «?& wrf^r, jti^, #£, 37 11

The making of this a distinct aphorism, when it could well have been

included in the last, is for the sake of giving the pra &c, words two names,

namely, those of Nipatas, as well as upasargas under certain circumstances,

*, e., when they are in composition with verbs, Not so, however, the cha &c,
words. They never get the designation of upasargas.

When these words signify substances they are not Nipatas. As «W
Wilt &*n "the excellent army conquers" Here the word 7tf is not a Nipata,

22. The words pra &c, get the designation of

upasarga or prepositions, when in composition with a verb.

As sr
4-^%fa =!jwrqf^. Here the dental ?r is changed into cerebral or

because of the »r getting the designation of upasarga (See sQtra VLU. 4, 14

S. 2287). Similarly <rR<n^, norr^, <Tr?arp^t 11

*rw fetn%fr ^rctfrasir. nRrasara 13; u tr «r<r aw qx^ «r$ *r* p^ TCS^it
ft wrs^r* «tpt stfYwlr s s* «rr*r ufa <tR 37 \ i% itpw: i>

23. The words pra &c, are called also Gtati (as well

as upasarga) when in composition with a verb.

*« 1 * *f?r f^wm \ \ \{ 1 ya n
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24. " May or may not " is called vibhasM or option.

This sutra defines the word Rwsrr Where there is a prohibition as

well as an alternative course left open, it is called option or vibhasha. The

commentators mention three kinds, of vibhasha :—prapta-vibhasha aprapta-

vibhsftha and praptaprapta-vibhasha. The first occurs where there is a gener-

al rule already given; and then follows the optional rule; the second belongs

to that class where there is no such general rule, but there is an optional rule,

the third is intermediate between the two. This sutra specially applies to

the last class.

Thus the root fVr ' to swell,' by virtue of the rule ftvrrqr ^¥ (V. I. So

S. 1695) forms its perfect tense, either by samprasarana. or in the ordinary^

way. Thus the third person singular is either 3JSTPT or Rr^W U

Vt 1 *# sti 5T3^rno«?wr 1 ? 1 ? 1 e* 11

wfto w $6 siiti qs?srr% n\ star m fa^rr 11-

25. In this Grammar, when an operation is directed

with regard to a word, the individual form of the word pos-

sessing meaning is to be understood, except with regard to a

word which is a definition.

This is a rule of interpretation. The word & which means ' one's

own' denotes ' the meaning,' and the word ^r denotes ' the individual form of

a word'. The sense of the sutra is that a word denotes both things expressed

by those two words ^- and ^r, vis., its meaning, and its form. Thus a rule

applicable to arffc will be applicable to the word composed of sr, »t
, q;, % and

not to the words synonymous with agni, such as, Tr^ps ssr?W &c,

vs. 1 $w fafe^??^ 1 \ 1 x i \s^ ir

nf^*i ii

26. An injunction which is made with regard to a

particular attribute, applies to words having that attribute at

their end as well as to that attribute itself.

This sutra consists of three words :—$in ' by what (attribute),' fafa:
' rule,' »r^^ having that (attribute) at its end.'

This is a rule of interpretation. When a rule is made with regard to

a particular attribute or letter, it means also words having those attributes or
letters at their end. Thus there is a rule (111. i. 97, S. 2842.) declaring " let there

be the affix «tn after the vowels." Here the phrase '« after the vowels" means
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and includes " after the roots ending- in vowels, as well as roots consisting of a

single vowel." Thus fa-m^^m*. Therefore, this sutra means that when

a rule is laid down in this grammar with regard to a particular attribute, that

rule, besides being applicable to that particular attribute, is also applicable to

words ending in that particular attribute. Thus a rule laid down generally

with regard to vowels, will apply to words ending in vowels ; a rule laid down

with regard to certain forms, will apply to words ending in those forms.

Thus the sutra rtf§ (III. 3. 56, S. 3231-) ' after* there is sr? ' declares

that the affix ach would come not only after % s
but after any expression that

ends in * ir Thus * + »r?-'SW,f* + *T'5"- **!' »

Vart -.—The present rule, (called tadanta-vidhi) must not be applied

to rules relating to compounds (sama'sa), and to pratyayas (affixes), Thus

sutra II, 1. 24, S. 686. declares that a word in the accusative case is compound-

ed with the words s"rita, atita &c, As SRE+f^R^Jfiefsrat 1 ' involved in pain.*

The present sutra must not be applied here, and we cannot say that a word in

the accusative case would be compounded with another that ends in irita ; for

tadanta-vidhi does not apply here. Hence we cannot form a compound of

Similarly, in rules of affixes, Thus sutra IV. 1, 99, S. U01, declares

" that the words sfgr &c,, take the affix <k*." Thus 5rar+ tF3£,» *tm*pr; 1 But we

cannot apply the affix phak to the word ^r^, the tadanta-vidhi not being ap-

plicable here, The descendant of sgspT?' will be called ?ft«rsttf% ! and not as above.

The above vartika is however qualified by the following ;-

—

Vart :—The above vartika does not apply to words formed by affixes

that have an indicatory ^(^sff, ?j), short or long, or where a rule is pro*

pounded with regard to letters. Thus the affix ktavatu (I. 1. 26, S, 3012) has
an indicatory 3, and we have $3^ . A rule which will apply to'kritavat will

apply also to the word which ends in kritavat Thus the feminine of krilavat

is wtift (IV. 1. 6, S. 455) the feminine of sukritavat will be sukritavati. Simi-

larly rule IV. 1, 95 S. 1095 »m^ says " after sr there is the affix f?r ." This
is a rule relating to pratyayas, but as it is propounded by mere letters, the
rule of tadanta-vidhi will apply here. Thus qrsr + ?sr »^iftrt the son of Daksha,'

27. The cessation or the absence of succeeding
Uttevs is called pause or avasana.

The word avastaa occurs in sutras VIII, 3. 15, S. 76 &c,
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fofarfira^rmsn sffirqi sf^rcncP writ n

28. The closest proximity of letters, (there being

the intervention of half a mktrd or prosodial length between them)

is called contact or sanhita.

When words are in sanhita, they are glued together by the rules of

sandhi, As f$rsr = ^Rf + ar*.

g*»s fa&n *r >to mil it

29. That which ends in sup (case-affix IY. 1. 2.

S. 183) or in tin (III. L 78 S. 2154 tense-affix), is called a

pada or inflected word.

30. Consonants unseparated by vowels are called

conjunct consonants.

81. A short vowel is called ' light ' (laghu).

^ tfq%*s I \\ « I \\ II

32. When a conjunct consonant follows, a short

vowel is termed ' heavy ' (Guru).

33. And a long vowel is also termed heavy, (Guru).

— ;q:-
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paribhAshAs or rules of interpretation.

34. In the absence of any special sth&ni, whenever

guwa or vriddhi is enjoined about any expression by using the

terms guna or vriddhi, it is to be understood to come in the

room of the ik vowels only (i
;
u, ri, and & long and short,)

of that expression.

Wherever, in any rule in this Grammar, guna or vriddhi is

ordained by employing the terms guna or vriddhi, there the word " ikah "

in the gentive case, meaning "in the place of ik," is to be supplied to com-

plete the sense,

The present rule will apply where- there is the specification of no

other particular sthani or the letter to be replaced.

Thus sutra VII, 3. 84 S, 2164 declares:—" when a sarvadhatuka or an

ardhadhatuka affix follows there is guna of the base." Here the sthani or the

letter which is to be gunated, is not specified, and to complete the sense,

the. word "ikah" must be read into the sutra. The rule then being, "when

a S. or an A. affix follows there is guna of the ilc vowels of the base." The
guna of? or f is iy ; of 3 or 3?, is s?r> of <% or «£ is spr,, of ^ is vm,-, and their

Vriddhi is q, aft, TTC. and srr^ respectively. Thus ifl'+*rffl-%+9!>rftr'-*t«[ftr

" he leads."

28. The short, long, and prolated, when enunciated

as such, by using these terms, are to be understood to come
in the place of vowels only.

When in this book ' short '

' long ' or ' prolated ' is taught by using

the words Arasva, dtrghaox pluta, there the word achah, in the genitive case,

meaning " in the place of the vowel " is to be supplied to complete the sense.
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As will be found in the sutra I. 2. 47. S. 318 "there is the substitution of harsva

or short in the neuter gender of the crude-form." The word ' in the place

of the vowel ' must be inserted in this sutra to complete the sense. That is :

—

the hrasva is substituted in the place of the vowel of the crude-form. As

^ is shortened to ft in forming the compound with *rftr in *rfifft, ^r to *%J> If

to V{& M

36. Of whatsoever the augments enunciated are

distinguished by an indicatory ^or %, they precede or follow

it accordingly.

This sutra explains the special use of two of the indicatory letters

^and e£ Where the indicatory letter of an augment is c that augment is to

be placed before the word in the genitive case with regard to which it is en-

joined"; while a %Ft augment is to be added after the word exhibited iri the

6th case with regard to which it is enjoined. Thus, there is a sutra (VII. 2,

35 S.2i84)whichsays"ardhadhatuka affixes beginning witha consonant except

«t, have R,". The question may arise where is this ^f? to be added, ip the begin-

ning or the end or the middle of the ardhadhatuka affix ? This sutra answers

the question. The indicatory \ shows, that it is to be placed before the

ardhadhatuka affix. Thus the future termination <r*jft, is an ardhadhatuka

affix : when this is added to the root,1t takes the augment f^, Thus *f + ^4«
**tft=nft<atffr, ' he will be.' Similarly mPm ' he will cut'.

Similarly by sutra VII. 3. 40. S. 2595 the root *ft takes the augment
gar in forming the causative. This having an indicatory ff is to be added

after the word *ft, as, »ft + g^+fi>rgr+ft~*uVrcr ' he frightens.'

3vs
I ftwf«tssn?<w | \ \ \ \ y\s ||

37. The augment that has an indicatory w comes
after the last among the vowels, and becomes the final por-

tion of that which it augments.

This sutra explains the use of the indicatory *. The augments
having an indicatory *, technically called pr^ augments, are placed immedi-
ately after the final vowel of a word. Thus there is an augment called -&1,

in which 3 and *are ff£, and the actual augment is q;. When, therefore, it

is said " let 3* be added to the word," the letter ^ is added after the last

vowel. Thus the plural of T«m ' milk ' is formed in the following way ;—TO?
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+ wt +* (VII. I- 72 S. 3i4)=-Tam% (VI. 4 8 S. 250). Here *is added bet-

ween if and « i. e, after the *r of 9, which is the final vowel of the word i and

before this w the preceding short vowel is lengthened. Similarly g^** 4- fir

(III. 1. 77 sTaS34)- t? +W+W+Rr (VI. 1. 59 S. 2402)—p*rftr »
Similarly

The word *r«r: is in the genitive case, having the force of nirdharana

or specification; it has the force of the plural, though exhibited in the singular,

being taken as representing the class. The meaning is ' among the vowels.'

This sutra is an exception to sutras I. 1. 49 S. 38 and III. r. 2, S. 1 81 by

which an affix is added at the end of the word exhibited in the 6th case.

\* \ *fr wfrfrn i*m as. n

38. The force of the genitive case ia a flfttra is that

of the phrase "in the place of" when no special rules quali-

& the sense of the genitive.

This sutra explains the mode of interpreting words used in the pos-

sessive case (sixth case) in the sutras of Panini. The genitive case or shashthl

denotes many sorts of relations in Sanskrit, such as causation possession,

relation in place, comparison, nearness, proximity, change, collection, compo-

nent member, &c. So that when a word is in the genitive case in a sutra

generally, the doubt may arise in what sense that genitive is to be used. This

aphorism lays down the restrictive rule for the interpretation of such words,

It says that theforce of such genitive is to convey the meaning of 'in the place of.'

Thus in the sutra 34, the word ?a^is in the genitive case j the literal

translation being :

—
" of ik there is guna and vriddhi." But " of" here means

by virtue of the present rule of interpretation " in the place of," So that the

sutra means 'in the place of %*;,'

The word wr here is synonymous with jRrjf or ' occasion.' Thus

in the sentence 3*tfuif ?*rrst ski TOTfdjntHi the word sthane, means ' pr asange

i. e. wherever there is occasion to spread darbha grass, spread there the gara

instead. Similarly in sutras 3r??f£: (II. 4- 52 S. 2470), orgqr Tf%T: (11,4, 53 S. 2453),

the words 'asti,' and ' bru
'
are in the genitive case, and mean, ' wherever there

arises occasion to use the verbs am or jsr use there the verbs w or «c«r instead

respectively.' Thus *rfa?jr, Hftg*, ^sstn, are the future, gerund, and pas-

sive participle respectively of btct
;
so also, qprfir, T^* and qfiUMj*, are the same

forms of gr.

The word wrfoflT is a bahuvrlhi compound of two words, not in

apposition, (vyadhikarana bahuvrlhi, see II, 2. 24 and 35), and it qualifies the
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word shastyht. The compound means mfa ?ir»frs?%, ' that which assumes

the peculiar relation denoted by the word sthana.' Consequently the seventh

case-affix is not elided in this compound ;
on the analogy of compounds like

^%^rm' &c. Or *tjTT* «lf»frs^u srRfo the qr in sthane is anomalous.

|£ I ^wroTPKm: I % I ? 1 ^0 11

rajF *rf*f wn»*t *rfirtr ! swi »• «p^ffprcrcr»?r# ?pt wr*rcr v*m'% *rtfw "

39. "When a common term is obtained as a substitute)

the likest of its significates to that in the place of which it

comes, is the actual substitute.

There are four softs of proximity or nearness :—(1) nearness in place

or **tpt ( i. e, palate, throat &c. ) ; (2) nearness in meaning or sf£ (such as,

singular terminations to e used after words used in the sense of singular); (3)

nearness in quantity or ir*Tr>r(such as a short vowel to replace a short vowel,

a long vowel, a long one); (4) nearness in quality or gor (such as aspirates to

replace aspirates, and sonants to replace sonants). Of all these approximates

the first viz,, the nearness in the organ of utterance has preference, in the

selection of proper substitute.

Thus in applying rule VI. 1. ioi, S. 85 " when a homogeneous vowel

follows ak, the corresponding long vowel is the substitute for both," we
must have recourse to the present sutra for finding the proper vowel. Thus—

>

W +wA'-WW ; he*-e the substitution of the long «rr, for the two short

bt's, is an example of substitution by nearness of place, for both st and *TC

are gutturals.

Wherever mere exist several kinds of proximity between that for

which something else shall be substituted, and its possible substitutes, there

the proximity as to the organ of speech is weightier than the rest, i, i.
t
there

that only is substituted which is nearest as regards the organs of speech

with which both are uttered.

Thus in finding the guna substitutes off and s out of the three guna
letters bt, ty and a^r, we find that «r is a proximate substitute having regard

to prosodial measure, *'. e. sr and f and 3 have all one matra ; while having
regard to the proximity of the organ of utterance, we get tj and efl ; the

latter however prevails to the exclusion of the first ; as, $cnt Wr7(W.

*nr»ftr*!Hf*rar fttft^R' «*& ^rfaftorrnreffc?^ nfet ****** 11

40. When a term is exhibited in the seventh case

in these sutras, the operation directed, is to be understood

4 S
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as affecting the state of what immediately precedes that

which the term denotes.

This is a declaratory of interpreting sfltra. When in a sutra, a word

is used in the locative <case, the operation ordained by that sfltra is to be per-

formed on the word preceding it. Thus in the sutra faffr wnfk (VI, 1, 77, S475 the

word srr^ Is in the locative case, which sutra, therefore, means that %, «, % vt

followed by a vowel (ar*) are changed into o,*[, £§, («iw), The literal

translation of the s ft tra being:—' Of ^ there is qyt in *r? .' The force of

* in ' or the locative case being to induce changes in the letter preceding the

vowel. Thus ?f^r+ s*?^«i» **g?3?«i i so m®wt , <nmnpro.

»

«? I aswrf^a^ l $ I \\ y* II

41. An operation caused by the exhibition of a

term in the ablative or fifth case, is to be understood to en-

join the substitution of something in the room of that

which immediately follows the word denoted by the term.

This sfltra explains the force of words in the ablative case when

employed in these aphorisms, As the locative case refers to a preceding

word, so the ablative refers to a succeeding word,

Thus sutra VIII. 4. 6i,S.il8 declares that 'after ^c, ofstha and stambha,

the substitute is a letter belonging to the class of the prior/ Thus srf +<-trr*t*t,«

Here the word &%'• is exhibited in the original sutra in the ablative case, and

by the present sutra it means that a dental letter tt, must be substituted in

the place of stha, and by I. I. 54, S. 44 this dental takes the place of *t,we

have gt+iHRi^^^-MTH^.

42. The substitute takes the place of only the final

letter (of that which is denoted by a term exhibited in the

genitive or sixth case).

The rule of substitution by nearness of place applies to the last letter
of the word which is exhibited in the genitive case and not to all its letters.

Thus by sutra VII. 2. 102, S. 265 it is declared mvttm> " in the place of WC &c,
there is «t." It does not mean that the whole word ?*<[, is replaced by «r

;

though at first sight it may appear to mean so ; but it means, by virtue of
the present explanatory sutra, that the last letter of^ namely * is to be
replaced by «T,
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43. And the substitute which has an indicatory w
(even though it consists of more than one letter) takes the

place of the final letter only of the original expression.

This sutra is a*n exception by anticipation to sutra I, r. 55, S. 45. By
that all substitutes, consisting of more than one letter, replace the whole word*

Thus in forming the dvandva compound of-TTf' and fi^r there is a rule

(VI. 3. 25, S. 921) by which U is declared:—' In the place of words ending in 3£

there is the substitution of stth^ in forming dvandvas.
1 Now the substitute

*Tr*R£ is a f^H. substitute, and therefore it applies to the last letter of the word

and not to the whale word, vis, the *£ of m% is only changed into arr and not

the whole word ,* and we have the compound Hr?m7?Rf, so also fftTTTtalfk

«« 1 *u%: <rc^r I { i ? I w it

44. That which is enjoined to come in the room
of what follows is to be understood as coining in the room

only ofthe- first letter thereof.

When any operation is to be made in a word following another, such

operation fs to be made in the initial letter of such subsequent word. This

13 an exception to sutra I. 1. 52, S. 42. ( BTJfrss?^ ) To give an illustration:-^

there is a rule (VI. 3. 97, S. 941) by which it is declared :
" In the place of vt%

used after the words fit and su^and the particles called *m**\ there is $." This

rule may be stated in other words as:
—

' In the place of wi there is f" when *nt

follows flr or smr^' Now it is clear that $ is not to replace all the letters of btt

but only one. By sutra 42 that letter would have been the last letter of 3T<r, but

this sutra makes an exception, namely, where an operation is directed to be

made in a word, simply by reason of its being placed after another word ; such

change is to be made in the beginning of such second word. Therefore, the $

replaces the arof sr^and we have ffc; + «T5,=$t(the final ar. is added by V. 4< 74t

S, 940) ' an island,' suntfrt ' promontory.'

45. A substitute consisting of more than one letter,
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and a substitute having an indicatory sr take the place of the

whole of the original expression exhibited in the sixth case.

This sutra is an exception to sutra I. i. 52, S. 42 by which it was de-

clared that an &deSa or substitute replaces only the last letter. This sutra on

the contrary enjoins that an adesa consisting of more than one letter replaces

the whole expression in the genitive case, and not only its last letter. Even

where an adesa consists of a single letter, but if it has a %&$ its indicatory

letter, it replaces the whole word.

Thus, there is a sutra ,f%*rf%s (H. 4. S3, S. 2453) which means 'in the

place of f,let there be ar^r ' Here the adesa <?% consists of three letters (more

than one ), and therefore, it replaces the whole word 5 and not only the last

letter 3;, That is to say in forming certain tenses the verb » is replaced by **,

Thus the future tense of ^is g^Rr ' he will speaU,'

Thus in the sutra smw af^r, (VII, 1. 2i, S. 372) "after the stem of

«f£T alt^is substituted for the ending of the Nominative and Accusative plural."

The substitute sf[|T is a (fttt substitute and therefore it replaces the whole of the

affixes srsr and 3t^ not only their initials as would have been otherwise requited

by the preceding; rule srnt trr^q, For by that rule the initials only of the

affixes n^ and^ would have- been replaced by «ft. This sutra is in fact an

exception to the last sutra.

affcff*r**K5f

»

st^W' "nfopfom 11 fHft=er ffrFtff*s*s t% im*^ *w$ n f$i#$r& »

46. In these aphorisms, when a word is marked
with a svarita accent, by that an adhikara or a governing
rule is to be understood.

When in this collection of grammatical stttras, there is any sfitra

that has a circumflex accent, it denotes that it is either the beginning of a
subject and the subsequent sutras are governed by it, or that it ends a sub-
ject and separates the previous sutras from the following.

As a rule, the sfiti-as are not marked with accents ; it is therefore
from commentaries that one has to learn whether a sutra has a svarita or
not. Thus the following sutras, must evidently have svarita as they are go-
verning sutras

; *w ( III. j s . S . 1S0.
) «&» ( IR h gi S . 2829 ), ««,

(VI 4. 1 S. 200).w (VI. 4. 129 S. 333).
*

ParibhMA. Of (these four kinds of rules,-** ) a subsequent
(rule,) a mtya (rule) an antaranga (rule), and an apavada (rule), each following
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rule possesses greater force than any one of, or all, the rules mentioned

before it.

Note:—By 1. 1. 2,8. 175. w&aro tanghUVintafiulbsMrnent fax) Nile supersedes

& rule which, precedes ( jf ). Thin ParibhmBhfi farther expands the sumo.

An anitya rule is stronger than a Para (it) rule. As g^rRr^i V-

(III. 1. 77 S. 2534) gittt wRw TO (II I. 1.78, S. 2543) as ^n%, Here the nitya

affixes *T and to debar even the qt rule of Guna of the light penultimate vowel

of VII. 3- 86. S. 2189. Similarly prtrtrrand f^nw Here the augment arr? by

III 4. 92, S. 2204 being a nitya rule supersedes even the subsequent (<T<)

rule VI. 4. 107 S. 2333 which required the elision of the 3 of fvjg- before the

affixes «r and n »

Thus|r£-1- f%^V HI 77 S. 3 576. Vikarana^beforeSarvadhatuka; (nitya)

VIL3.86S.218g. Guna for ar (para but anitya). III. i.77S.2534.applies

before the substitution of guna for sand It would apply also if guna were substi-

tuted fors, and if 33; were changed tosfrfti On the other hand VII. 3. 86 applies

before V is added to g?;, but after the addition of ^ to g^ guna could not by

VII. 3. 86 be substituted for y, because the latter would have ceased to be

penultimate. Accordingly III, I. 77 is nitya and VII. 3. 86 is anitya
;

III. 1. 77 takes, therefore, effect first and we have fir + fa, and subsequently

VII. 3. 86 is no longer applicable. A nitya is thus defined :—A mle which

would apply if another rule that applies simultaneously were to have taken

effect, and which applies when that other rule does not take effect, is nitya,

a rule with which such is not the case, is not nityc

An antaranga rule posesses greater force than even a nitya rule,

Antaranga is a rule the causes of the application of which lie within ( or

before ) the sum of the causes of a bahiranga rule ; in like manner that rule

the causes of the application of which lie without or beyond the sum of the

causes of that antranga rule is bahiranga. In the formation of «rr*rf9r?ft nom.

dual of the neuter noun nrion", we have two rules, first VII. 1,73.8.320. by which

if, is added before the dual case affix <tft; and I. 2.47 S. 318. which requires the

shortening of the stem srRoft to iimftr II Though the q; augment is nitya, it is

for the time being suspended in favour of the antaranga rule causing shor-

tening and when the stem is shortened then the tj; is added. For had W been

added first, then srmtfH would end in a consonant and the rule of

shortening I. 2. 47 S. 318 would not have applied, as the stem was not

vowel-ending.

An apav&da possesses greater force even than an antaranga rule.

A rule which is giyen in reference to a particular case or pat ticular cases, to

which or to all of which another rule can not but apply, or in other words
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which all fall already under some other rule, supersedes the latter, Thus

%3uR:> "tftaf-. I' fW + stftorxft + fcr, here the antaranga rules strcst-' and fgfteiW

would supersede even the m rule of savarna-dirgha, -and sr + w would be n
$+f would be # it But savarna-dtrgha rule being an apavada rule supersedes

the antaranga guna and yan-adesa.

Paribh&shd. That which is bahiranga is regarded as not having

taken effect ( or as not existing ), when that which is antaranga ( is to take

effect ). Thus, in the formation of *%n, from faff+H, % is substituted for the

woff%f,by VI.4, I9S.2561. weobtain thusf^nFf+Jr. Here two rules apply simul-

taneously, vie, VI. 1, T] S. 47. which teaches the substitution of \ for \ before ^
and VII. 3. 86 by which guna should be substituted for the penultimate f
before the affix *r, and the question atises, which of these two rules should take

effect ? The substitution of a for % is caused by 3;, that of guna for $ by *r; as

then the cause sr of the substitution of w lies within or before the cause n of

the substitution of guna, and, on the other hand, the cause *r of the substitution

of guna without or beyond the causey of the substitution of «r,~-- the substi-

tution of v for f and the rule VI. 1, 77 that teaches it, is antaranga; and the

substitution of guna for j and the rule VII, 3, 86 that teaches it, is bahiranga*

Accordingly VI. 1. 77 must take effect, because VII. 3. 86, so far as the taking

effect of VI. 1. 77 is concerned, does not exist.

Paribh&shd. The followers of Panim do not insist ( on the taking

effect of a rule, when its cause or causes disappear ).

In other words, ' an antaranga (operation) does not take place when
subsequently, (in case the bahiranga operation were to take place), the cause

or causes of the antaranga (operation) would disappear by (the taking effect

of) that bahiranga (operation).
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On Vowel—Sandhis.

<w i *$t *n&fa « 1 1 * i w u

47. The semivowels % *r, jr, *$;, are the substitutes

of the corresponding vowels *, sr, sff and 55: (long and short),

when followed by a vowel.

This sutra is rather too wide. It must be restricted by VI. 1.101,8.85

namely, the following vowel must not be of the same class as the preceding,

for the application of this rule, Thusgvft-r-^qiW Here the long f of H*ft

is replaced by ^ which is the nearest substitute, having regard to sthana or

organ of utterance.

Thus we get ^wwh-WW U

This gives occasion to the application ofthe following rule requiring

.reduplication :

—

««: I mfa «* II * 1 U l
«vj n

48. When a vowel does not follow, there is option*

ally reduplication of^ (all the consonants except^), after a

vowel.

Therefore, the letter ^ is doubled, and we have:

—

Now, a doubt arises as to the applicability of this rule of doubling by
the following consideration;

—

49. A substitute (adeSa) is like the former occupant

(sthani) but not in the case of a rule the occasion for the ope-
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ration of which is furnished by the letters ofthe original term.

Now the substitute a should be considered as f which it has replaced;

and as f is a vowel, this ?r should be considered as a vowel, That being so, *£

is not followed by a consonant, but by a vowel, and so sprr^rdoes not apply,

and HI should not be reduplicated.

This doubt, however, is set at rest by the next half of this sutra

itself, which says sRtfMfr—"not when a rule of letter is to be applied." The

a 'is like £ but not for the purposes of the application of the Letter—rule

like sraf% T " The 'S, therefore is properly doubled.

But is not this »fTl^r^ exception set aside by the following sutra ?

wfiajvaplPrc* i <n:fitf*raTS5rr^: ?irrpm*irii wrftwfrppn i$&n tern R$t

50. A substitute in the room of a vowel caused by

something that follows, should be regarded as that whose place

it takes, when a rule would else take effect on what stands

anterior to the original vowel.

This sutra consists of three words:— are*: genitive of the pratyahara

W% meaning 'of a vowel,' and means an adesa which takes the place of a

vowel. The words ades"a and sthanivat are understood and are to be supp-

lied from the preceding sutra. The second word is 'parasmin' loc, sing, of

'para' meaning 'in the subsequent.' The locative has the force of 'on account

of or by reason of.' The third word is purva-vidhau loc. sing, of purva-vidht

meaning 'a rule applicable to a preceding thing.' The whole sutra thus comes
to mean that an adesa which replaces a vowel becomes sthanivat(likevowel),

provided that the substitution has been occasioned on account of something
following and when a rule is to be applied to anything preceding such an
adesa.

Therefore *( would be wtT^fC to f because it is a vowel substitute
caused by something which follows namely * of sr^ and the rule of doubling
is to be applied to vj a letter which precedes n II

To this we answer "No", because of the following sutra.
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51. Not so, hi rules relating to the finals of words,

to the doubling of letters, to the affixing of varach, to the

elision of ya, to accent, to homogeneous letters, to anusv&ra

to the lengthening of "vowels, and to the substitution of ja&

and char letters.

This sQtra lays down an exception to the previous sutra, by which

it was ruled that an adeiSa which replaced a vowel becomes sthanivat under

certain conditions. This sutra says that a vowel ades"a is not sthanivat under

the following circutntances.

1. T^rfcffl'Ri
—'A rule relating to the last letter of a word.'

2. fs/fo^fa; 'a rule relating to the doubling of letters.' In the

sandhi ofgvfr + ^Tf^ we have 3g*rwa-i- 3TK3 Here § is changed into ^ If this ^
were sthanivat to f , then the rule by which *£ could be doubled before 3 would

be inapplicable. But n is not equivalent to f, though its substitute; and

we have the doubling of q. and get the form sj5Tcre«r Therefore, in rules

relating to the doubling of letters the ades"a is not equivalent to the sthanl.

3. ^faPr, ' a rule relating to the affix ?jr=Er.

4. q^tTftfSr: ' a rule relating to the dropping of ya.'

5. tfTOln^ ' a rule relating to accent.'

6. ?T3"3TftF%s 'a rule relating to the substitution of homogeneous letters,'

7. aTl^rtPrfa' ' a rule relating to anuswara.'

8. ^tfaw ' a rule directing the substitution of long vowels for short

vowels.
1

9. gjf^fSr:
1 a rule requiring the substitution of soft unaspirate con-

sonants, of pratyah&ra *f% in the place of hard consonants.'

10. ^pifa: ' a rule requiring the substitution of the letters of "q^

pratyahara instead of other consonants.

v* 1 ^m zKmfa 11 s 1 « 1 ^ 11

52, In the room of %& letters, there is substitution

of srq; letters, when srsnr letters follow.

A mute letter is changed to a sonant non-aspirate mute, when a

sonant mute follows it.

This is the well-known rule of softening the hard letters. Thus

5 S
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At this stage, the sutra after the following turns up for application.

53. The substitution of a blank (lopa) signifies dis-

appearance.

This defines elision,

Jf«*ftvnTOift ^Tff^T ii qwpRWli ft* ftw firiNw*»W ftw>W« ! i

f$ft: i ^r«0: i sjrafip n

54. When a word ends in a double consonant, the

last consonant is dropped.

Therefore in gfvrjtf- gprret, the final letter of the conjunct con-

sonat, namely the letter % should be elided. But this mishap to the letter \
is prevented by the following Vdrtika. *w ffferWT ^r8^' "Prohibition must be

stated with regard to the elision of semivowels." Therefore the % is not

elided.

But then appears the following V&rtika which requires the doubling

of «^ also, 3<npraraftr^t "The letters of the vp{ class are reduplicated after letters

of the war, class."

Thus we have four forms with the doubling of u and ^optionally,

I, One ^ and one gr as g«g»rre?|. I

3,- Two as and two as as g^csgrotit |

3, Two qs and one qr. as g^g<rrw : I

4. One a and two ^s as ij[
1
^«J<roE^^.• I

So also Hg+eTK: sijstfv ; wfti', wfsit: 1

X* I Wf^TWtd g?R?r IU I « I W ||

sro«fw tliw «nWre^F «ft *tr#r^r ir«wfa 1 pnftft nr*rfo ?Pr 1 «m*?r%
far* 1 <t*wft f&t& •*<<&( 1 ggrrf^ft *rrW n ow* ^ *

11 T*s*n>ft rnftr <n% i> «rr

3<T^«T*r. * 11 s«r??ft i yrm*ft 1 g*5i*tft 11

55. There is not reduplication of the letters of
<pntra\ when the word Mini follows, the sense being that of
reviling or cursing.

This debars the reduplication required by sutra 48. Thus grnftf
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<*ircr <rft "O sinful one ! thou art eater of thy own son". Here the word

JptTftfft" is used simply as an abusive epithet But when a fact is describ-

ed, and the word is not used as an abuse or srnsftr, the reduplication

necessarily takes place. Thus swrf^fr *rPWr 'a kind of serpent, that eats up

her voung ones'.

Vdrt :—So also when <pr is followed by S^rft^t U As ;r*C3^rRnft wrftr-

*ft II So also jm<Tter^ft u

Vdrt:—Optionally so when the words f« and 5^ fellow. As $w£
or gwfflr, ^K^( or s«r3r»>ft ll

vw I Bnnjflrg ot^^rs* ll < l a I %» ll

»*rftS 1% m%$ it flnw i vff- • ?nr : ncr«g*i tr^.ii

56. According to the option of $&kat%ana, the

doubling does not take place when the conjunct consonants

are three or more in number.

As W- mar:, u*g*, n<sp u

X« l ^«r wsrbtct II * 1 « 1 XUI

lf«T T I >*Hh I W3TT II

57. According to the opinion of S&kalya, there ib

reduplication no where*

As wp*;, Bfjn if

V I ^rsfrTT^rorra; II * l a i v* ll

ffW T I *PR I TWT**. ll

58. According to the opinion of all Teachers, there

is no doubling after a long vowel.

As ft**, TCPl,

X*. i wft ^nwf k H * i a I «* ir

*W W^tH?WCT«TtTW#) ITW I *«%4<T: ll T?«lft?r II

59. There is reduplication of*i%, i. e. all the conso-

nants except 5, after the letters * and f following a vowel.

The word «^of VIII. 4.45 S. 116. is understood here. According
to others, the *r is also understood, and this is an optional rule, Thus
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to i *$ ?m zfa tft<r. i < i « ii w 11

?<?: «r«* q^r art: wr«r qft i ffa sm^ ffcsmnro'ftr *rart «*r ^wre t

*frTrcw># g *rrfs?fr ^rs^rfasr %Wm\\ u ar^f «tfhif wr*nwft*Mrihr n wijwt n

60. After a consonant, the following semi-vowel or

a nasal is elided optional!)-, when the same letters follow it.

In the case of elision (as required by this rule) as well as in

the case of want of reduplication, (for the reduplication is after all optional),

there would be one common form. Why then teach this lopa rule at all?

This lopa rule is particularly applicable in cases like srrft# fT%= To the word

W%r is added the affix st (or^) by IV, I. 85,8. 10 77. and we have WTft&; now this-

q not having been obtained by doubting, would not have disappeared by any

one of the preceding rules. Hence this lopa-rule. Thus aditya+ya (IV. I,

85) = adity fya (the a is elided by VI. 4. 148 S. 3 n.)= adityya. Then by ap-

plying the present rule we have aditya with one y only.

There are nine letters in qn pratyahara, i, e. n, n, ^. w, *T, *r, y, or and

n
;
when hh. follows another are; here the substitute and sthani contain equal

number of letters, therefore the rule of yatha sankhya I. 3. to., S. 1 28 applies.

Namely 3 must be followed by % n by ?, * by * and so on : and not n follow-

ed by 5T, or k etc. Therefore there is no elision of 1 1n mtwn though *t a

yam letter is followed by q another yam letter,

61. For the vowels or, % 3ft and arr are respectively

substituted arcr , arrsr , sc* and srf^r when a vowel follows.

Note,—The yathft snnkhya rule 1. 3. 10 S. 128 applies here also, and bo <;

is replaoed by sts, q by strt, sfr by strand sfr by sir^ » Or srijx would bo the
proper substitute of q, BT^ofarr etc. by the rule of str4ue-auts\,rta,ma I. 1, 50 8 89.
For

q; etc. are compound letters or diphthongs, 1j=.bt + *, 8%=.8T + * etc. and so their
moat approximate substitutes are 8^, srsreLo, Hence the author of SiddlUutu
has not read the yathft sankhya rule here, bat later on.

Here arifiea a doubt, are not the final ^ and ^ in those substitutes, $fj
lettew P For were »b not taught in ribr-aK**pt 1.8.8. S.l. that all final consonants
are f^P IE then, these q and q- be ^, then they require to be olided by the fol-
lowicg rule.

n I ?rw sjti: II* I ^ 1 6. 11
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™" ——W*»^—'"I "
I
^—^-*^—— — — |l I II '! M—>>— H I! H I I——^MHM— I I'l.l. l- im 1 !

62. Of this, (namely of what which has been, called

%$ }
there is elision.

There is no elision of the final n, and s in stzt, srw.srrn and

Brig., because these letters are not f$ or indicatory. Why are they not indi-

catory? Because the very fact of their being expressly so taught shows it;

otherwise the substitutes would have been «T and arr only: in fact, the q, and

^ do not get the designation ^ at all here,

Now applying this rule of diphthong sandhi, v/e have: ^; + q;<=»^;

n«nf?f' 1 3;mo#rsrrf^frr wferosfr PrqrRr?r: 11 ^rr^er *?*nr srajwrnrfcwlmrsr era»m*T

g^ar tfer satf^ri 11

63. The substitution of «^and str for 3?t and «IV

also takes place before an affix beginning with ?r II

The qrat are those which end in 5 viz a** and sua;. Of the four substi-

tutes taught in the preceding sutra, those which end in ar (viz. stt and arrs) also

come when an affix with an initial q follows. It follows that the substituted

letters must be afr and a%. Thus ??r + 3 = nj + s =» nrsq milk By sutra IV-3-160S

1538 the affix qq; is added to nr and <rqw in the sense of modification. Simi-

larly %+qs?i(s?p};( what can be crossed by a boat ). Here also ^ is add-

ed by IV-4-91 S. 1643 in the sense of " to be crossed," the word so formed

meaning 'a river' &c.

Vart:—The word nt is changed before or% in the Vedas- As nT + ^1%
-*vs$fa as 9?rt fo^r, ^orr ^f^nRrg«frq- h Why do we say 'in the Vedas '

?

Observe nraftr. II

Vdrl:—This substitution takes place in secular literature even, when
referring to the measure of a road :—as, nsgfer HrWTpr rrer-- <l nsafa meaning

Wntig»JHIl The word gfH is an irregularly formed word so taught in sutra

III. 3. 97. S. 3274.

Now a douot arises in the case of nEgj%
;
should not the % be elided

by VIII. 3, 22. S. i;ior by VIII. 3. 19, S.67. No. For the sutra **Rfrfa W*&
has really a ^ in latency before it ; the real sutra being <J*rt*fr &c. This ^ is

invisible by trie rule mt <$&{?> VI. 1. 66 S 873. So also in the vartika xftj$r

O^J'tM'WIRI, there is this invisible ^before © U Therefore the adeSa is wr*
with the \, that is, the 9 is not elided.
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Why the * is not liable to elision in «T«ar and *rrwi by the application of

VIII. 3. 19 or 22, and why should it be so liable in nsgm only? The rules

VIII. 3. 19 &• 22 apply to pada bases only, Nowifr before ffir is a Pada;

while *rt or 4r before nqr is not a Pada but a Bha base, by I. 4, l3» S. 231.

*tr|r jr«ra <ft wrtiW*r«i*frfir«rarf$ sfaPrifrera stpwiwu *rewww«

6i. For the final diphthongs «ft and aft of & root, are

substituted sr^and ^respectively, before an affix beginning

with % then only when such diphthong has been itself first

evolved by that affix.

The words tj^J, qpwfa *n*i% are understood in this sutra. The word

flt^TT means 'caused by that' i. e, caused or occasioned by that affix beginning

with n II Thus 3 forms its Future Passive Participle by «rff (III. 1.97 S, 284. 2.)

this affix causes the guna of ^ by VII. 3, 84:S.2l68. Thus ^4-^=^+^, which

according to the present sutra becomes ?js*phi So also %—*?t+H~yst(%)\ 5+°*tfl

(III. 1. 125 S, 3304.)=& + ^ =sr^l fl!TS3H,and %r^>?( *rrs*n Vi Why do we say 'caused

by that affix itself '? The substitution will not take place, when the change

is not caused by that affix. Thus the Passive of% with the upasarga mi is

«TT + ?4-*r«+^ II Hereby Samprasarana (VI. 1. 15 S.2409),**becomes 3,as*rH-* +

q+?T, now bysartdhi«ri4-3=wVI.i. 87 S.6o, we have Bfr + ^=»rn% 11 Since

sft is not caused by n, there is no <st^ substitution. So also sfmw,. Wiwf%',

ftnmf%! (IV.I.9SS.I095). The word t& in the aphorism has force of limitation,

with regard to roots. In the case of roots, w and stT before q are changed
then only to v\% and ^\\ when q has caused the production of «TT; wfr ; in case of

nouns there is no such limitation. Here the substitution takes place whether
the «i has caused the production of tfj and sir or not.

**\ 1 ifRararwh ww\% \\ 1 1 % I ^\ )\

ifrrit %q <m %* *ri ! w

65. In^ and 5T^ there is substitution of srtf for

a: only then when the sense is that of "to be possible
to do ".

The roots fa and ft before the affix^ (HI. 1. 97 S. 2842). assume these
forms when meaning to be able to do the action denoted by the verb. AsWflg=W^ +^^^; so also sis* 11 Why do we say when mean-
ing " to be possible to do " ? Observe w» WT, ^W II Here the meaning
h that of ' necessity ',
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I—wiiiiiim i ^^—«—n^ i . 11, . hmi iii..n 11 .1 mi iimi——w in».».! m» ml . ..i.ii.ib.

$$ i sr^r^ct^ ihiu^ii
?t?h sfgwroffa* ?^4« 1 %nrc BpHisftfir isrr stit^t nmm ^wpr 1 ^jittr?^ 1

66, In %m there is substitution of spy for m

when the sense is that of ' exposed or put out for sale,

saleable \

The word trw is derived from •# ' to buy ', with the affix nH. ',
the

guna <j being changed to q II The word ?r?*f means ' for the purpose of that
'

i. e., for the purpose of being bought by the purchasers. As i*<-«|t ^T :
, ^ficq:

%*W II Why do we say ' when the sense is that of saleable'? Observe <$i(

^t ^I«j q *eaft?> ?ffcnw " we want to purchase corn, but it is not put out fa* sale ".

<aRn t w ?ft 1 wtfi[ 1 nrs<T *? 1 fr^s 1 !%=« 3*w f^raig^n! 1 3<r aw 1 ^n?^< u

67. <j and ^preceded by w or err and at the end of

a pada, are elided before an «n letter, according to the opi-

nion of oakalya.

When this lopa once takes place, there js no further combination of

vowels ; because the rule of <nPTira<3K'3, of VIII. 2. I. S. 12. intervenes and

makes this lopa as if non-existent. Thus, we have 9t + ijf? = 3f*jf$ or ?*iif$

( Hari ; come ). so also fasoft + f% = i%k«I ?? or Rps'Tl'^' I and r^+TOt?:
= fwjr*m' or faangwr; saft +sw = 3J*ra?sj>: or ?jrris*> : H

In the following examples tfrrPr + srfar and ^t + f^i the rule VI. r. 77
S. 47 and this rule would have applied respectively because g-ff?r is really

ST?lf??T and ?rt; is really sr??r: the sr being elided. An $desa is equal to the

Wf?t as we have been taught in Sutra I. I. 56 S.49. Therefore we ought to have

forms like cfirarcrfor and ^[^:, But this is prevented by Sutra I. 1. 58 S 51,

for an adesa is not equal to a wiP* when a Padanta rule is to be applied.

Now the substitution of semivowels by sutra VI, 1, yy S. 47 or the lopa of

this Sutra is a Padanta rule and hence the &de^a is not equal to a Stbani.

As ^ srrtfT or sfrgreW, ^r^ BTrw or sMsrar^r, mw ssk or swrsw*, stt*
or nr wt, *rarcrf^: or sr^rr BTrftni: 11
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68. From here upto VI. 1. Ill inclusive is always

to be supplied the phrase "for the preceding and the follow-

ing one is substituted
"

This Is an adhikara sdtra, In every sutra upto VX I, 112S. 255,

( excluding the last ), whatever we shall teach, there in the room of the two,

namely, the preceding and the succeeding, it should be understood, that the

substitution is one. These form the well known rules of ekddesa, one letter or

form replacing two consecutive letters &c,

ee. \ srrsgnr: II * U 1 ^ II

mmfafa «re ?Itw^ swft*t: wwffcrrarct t z¥ki t vftr- t nfwtrs it

69. The guna is the single substitute of the final

st or arr of a preceding word and the simple vowel of the suc-

ceeding (*r or srr+a vowel=sguna).

The word stPt isunderstood here. For the vowel which follows an

v{ or btt, and for the st or bit which precedes a vowel, in the room of both

these vowels, there is the single substitute, namely, guna. Thus w + f*j|t

vso I 5*nrtqr. IU I K IX? II

flaws*. » ^wkktc i«rars$ i scm t^srmfl ift ft^w h

70. When a letter of am pratyahara comes as a

substitute for m it is always followed by a ^.

This sutra consists of three words vis,, ?i which is the genitive singular

of m and means literally 'of«ff' or 'in the place of «r'; the second word
is aro., a praty&hara denoting sr, ? and 3 long and short ; the third word

is vjx.i which qualifies writ and means ' having a * after,'

This sutra is useful in fixing the proper substitutes ofm $r Thus, there

are only three guna vowels st, <j and aft. Of these what is the proper guna for

«? By the application of the rule of 'nearness of place' we see that m is

the nearest substitute. So that st is the guna of ig ; and further by this

rule, this ar must have a ^ after it. Thus though technically speaking *r is

the guna of sfc, the actual substitute is srr^n

The * in the text has been taken by some to be a praty&hara formed
by the letter t and sr of m.\ and thus it includes the letters ^ and w. In
that case the sutra would mean, that btot substitutes of m and 5f are always
followed by ^ and a respectively, Thus the guna of ri~ ar, of Ii sal.
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It has already been taught that m is the name of 30 letters.

Vie:—18 forms of^ and 12 forms of^. In the place of these 30 Vowels,

whenever an sr and ( or 7 is substituted, it must always be followed

by a ^. Therefore ?f«rt+,nfr^: = 5iW3Tf^[! Here sr is followed by * as the nearest

substitute of?£. Similarly fPT+^rt' =*W**rTC'. Here *r is followed by w as the

nearest substitute of ?j. Similarly there is doubling when the rule vr% K$P*Q*L

(VIII. 4. 4<5 S. 59 ) is applied.

*l 1 srdsrft *rercf 1
s 1 y \t\\\

qr^r ftvrs; 1 ^Rr ft^ ar^ nrofir fa*?g, 1 3>«Tf$: 1 $«rf&: 1 $wnr.f& 11 ^ur %Vn isrr'ft

*ro fRr i#ftr <w suwiro ft?^w 1 wi mfa %r% 1 nn wmvs. {*k«t ^T^a^ti Verse:

71. A mute or Sibilant (v^r
)

preceded by a conso-

nant and followed "by a homogeneous mute or sibilant, is

optionally elided.

W|hen there is not doubling and there is hpa under this rule,

then we have only one v. But when there is no lopa or when there is doub-

ling, then we have two as. Thirdly, when there is doubling, but there is no

lopa, then we have three ^s. Thus Krishnardhih ; or Krishnarddhih or

Krishnardddhih.

BytheVartika irtft wtix\m^ (See Sutra 54), when *rir: is taken In

the ablati/e case and w- in the genitive case ; namely, when the V&rtika

is translated as "after a ?r»r letter, there is doubling of the n*T letters," in that

alternative the ^ is also doubled in sr^RFK:. The f^here also will be doubled

by the rule of erifcr""* (VII. 4. 47. S. 48), Therefore ^PSfircs will have 4
forms as given in the verse above mentioned. As Tavalkarah ; Tavallkarah ;

Tavalkkarah; Tavallkkarah.

^ I tfe£l% 1 * I % I «« II

<»ffqff n

72. The Vriddhi is the single substitute of w or

*TT of a preceding word and the initial diphthong of the suc-

ceeding ( 3T or srr-l-diphthong=vyi(ldhi).

The word orrq; is understood here. For the diphthong which follows

an st or wr, and for the a* or sir which precedes a diphthong, in the room of

both these preceding and succeeding bt or srr and diphthong, there is a single

substitute viz, the Vriddhi. This debars guna taught in the sutra 69. Thus
Krishna+Ekatvam = Krishnai katvam

; Gafiga+oghah=Gangaughat, Deva
+ aisvaryam= devaiSvaryam. Kjishna-f autkanthyam= Krishnaut kanthyam.

6 S
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sir?: i **n*« fa* • awi« ' *r *rooifwn i swrwrnsiffi** *Wrffr wrfoiwW

s*it « ^if^iTon-. * » «* i w^fts tftw&fa <Mt i ftffftrtjwRwwt ^ft<* * it fiw-

$$t«(5 *
ii §t?t i ftg; ii <flr$npr?°f Trww? vxm. u "sr*f?rf«r cr*>i ^t»t wftmmr-

5fSrR^r!t"iHT3rni?^r ^^ «wsr*r g **rcwrar&3f«nis i tiw^i $tf«s u w
^sratgwl'- i^wftfaift' UfwrifHW aajuT- i w q(%*^fiT n w nw- «f*r

^ i ?nr <rc«"T Tfffs^T fr§' i Vp i W u *«3 fa top i *?w f«r nftrft^n^ i

sa$Nf«ro5n<i fas i t«r. i 3Hrs«r-H«r'. i sw ii *w <* grasmmsr * u s^ti *rr- gutt-

«: i frW?r pri. i ww ti jwwats^i^^'rasrtw'r * ii JTr°te,i «r«ar «rpJff^wrPr u

aim -^ h

73, The Yriddhi is the single substitute for the

«r or w-\< of ofa (root * ) and «P*fa (root n«r), and for ar or *Tf

-1-31 of ss (the substitute of w in 3T* by YI. 4. 132 S. 329).

The whole of the last sutra and arr^ are understood here. The <j*y of

the last sfttra qualifies the root % in qrWi i. e. when the root f assumes the form

5 by internal changes, then applies this Vriddhi rule. The q\ does not quali-

fy the root vt% as that root always has an initial diphthong, nor docs *pw

qualify gKS for a? is not a diphthong. Thus OT + qftr.--=a^flr
1 *V-i-*rk|ft = $r«m

HB-i-3;t! = TBI? " In the last example, guna was the substitute required by

VI. i. 87 S. 69, the present sGtra ordains Vriddhi instead. In the case of qflr and

qvjRT, the Vriddhi was debarred by VI. 1.94, S. 78 this sutra makes an excep-

tion' to that rale. The present sutra is an exception to VI. 1. 94 and not to VI.

1.95, S. 80 because the maxim is S^WTW *T*(*S<Kftr4fcl<n*P% HtW*. " Apa-

vadas that precede the rules which teach operations that have to be superseded

by the apavada operations, supersede only those rules that stand nearest to

them, not the subsequent rules." Therefore the present rule does not apply

here,:— ST + STH-ftf =3<T + <j?r =3W ( Here though j is changed to q, the

rule does not apply). Therefore the form arff^ is wrong. So also ?qr-l f?r =

srw for here the root f has not assumed die form tf, therefore the rule dues

not apply, the word qfa qualifies the root % n

VAtl-,—The Vfiddhi is the single substitute when aw is followed by

ajrS'ft, as wjftwft $nr 11

Vdrl -.—The Vrfddhi is the single substitute when & is followed by

f< or ifa or tftoft thus ^, &#, ^oft { \ The woid ^ is formed by the affix

«*H added to fafr&s (Ad. 8. ^rftiTWor tto*=?W the compounding takes place

by II. I, 32. S. 694) Another form is M = ** irProtfoK % TOwl? with the affix

faff* ( III, 2. 78 S, 2988 ).
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VArt:—The Vriddhi is the single substitute when Jf is followed by 31?,

*&. 3rf%. irnr, Jpm i
as ifr?;, trrc:, $rr*:, Itf:, tr«t! 11 But by the maxim 3T*fcr£H$fir

fTfWfTW STfoi^, a maxim which we infer from the sutra VIII, 2, 36 S. 294

where the word tjrst is taken separately from <nf. the rule applies only to gjy

and not to g;*^rs(. Therefore we have qfs^pf, and not jfr*?rr^ • The word tr«r

is derived from the root ^g 'to wish' (Tud. 59), *? 'to go' (Div. 18). and y«r

'to repeat' (Kry, 53), by adding the affix trsj, and the word <j«i is derived

from the same roots by adding "ur^; w This Vartika ordains Vjriddhl, while

VI. r. 94 would have caused tftCT; ir While the roots fa 'to glean ,
and fe

'to go' to injure, 'to show', (Rh. 115 and 642), form $<T
: and fs^s with the

above affixes , and with it, their forms will be jj«rr and rj&T> ll

Vdrt;—The Vriddhi is the single substitute when a word ending in

«r is followed by s*?T and forms an Instrumental Tatpurusha compound: as

gflTT^ifri=^flr^'i ll Why in Instrumental? Observe irjt^j: II

Vdrt'.—Uhe Vriddhi is the single substitute when the word qpq fol-

lows the following ;—sr, ^s?rc, 5fi**^> mH U As jrrtftff ' principal debt
',

TOnm"%. 'the debt of a steer'.

Vdtt;—So also when the words s^ir and ftf are followed by m<%:—as,

mmv\% and ^r^* ll The word mm$ means a debt incurred to pay off a

prior debt. The Dasarna is the name of a river and of a country. The
word m<n means inaccessible place as well as water, in addition to its well-

known meaning of debt.

\sy 1 ^TTOirfera' *i& 1 e 1 * 1 M it

wWwi£M«»vkswrfr **rat <ft if^ww wru 1 jrr*sfo 1 «««««J-Rr 11

74. The Vriddhi is the single substitute when the

*r or arr of a preposition (upsarga) is followed by the short 5ff

of a verb.

The word srrjj; is understood here also. When a preposition ending

in ar or arr is followed by a root beginning with qj; the Vriddhi is the single

substitute for the precedent sr or srr and the subsequent m tl This debars

the guna taught in VI. 1. 87. S. 69. Thus 3<r + «K*«®n =9^*6%, xn*6fa tl

vs^ 1 s^crrf^rsr 1 * 1 % 1 <^. ll

75. And this single substitute is considered as the

final of the preceding (form), and the initial of the succeed-

ing (form).

The single substitute taught in "VI. 1. 84 S. 68 is considered in the
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light of the final of the preceding form and the initial of the succeeding. An

4de*a is like the sthani, but in an ekadeSa, the sthani Is indeterminate, or

rather the sthani is the collection or the sum of the preceding and the succeed-

ing. Hence the necessity of this sfltia.

Therefore the j; is Fadanta in wr&ft fcc, and being considered as

final, the next rule applies :—

«sft waft * <ft ^sw fira&ttw mm* i ifir ftatft irilr i iwwt vwk*

76. The Visarjaniya is substituted for r before a

«&i£ consonant or when there is a Pause, provided this \ is

final in a pada.

The word *;:is understood. The visarga is the substitute of ^ final

in a Pada, before surd consonants and sibilants, or at a Pause.

Therefore the ^ of wo$&t should be changed into visarga; but this

is not so ;
because Panini himself in bis Sutras «*r*W$ (VIII. 3. 8, S. 3630)

and tfirifrfftitartfti ( HI. 2. 186, S. 316; ) has not changed the ^into visarga.

The word upsarga itself denotes its correlative dhatu, as the word
father denotes the correlative word son.

The repetition of the word dhatu in the sutra VI. r. 91 S. 74 is used
in order to prevent the application of the rule VI. 1. 129, S. 92 which causes

W*H%*T* or non-sandhi of m. The optional non-sandhi is even prohibited

with regard to this qj.

ws I *r §«*Tfar&: 1 c I ? 1 &3 11

77. According to the opinion of Apigali, the Vyi-
ddhi is optionally the single substitute, when the «r or m of
a preposition is followed by a Denominative Verb beginning
with 5fj ||

Thus qrfifaft or tfntfrit imtfMit or rorthrf* U The «c and « ate
considered as homogenous letters, therefore the word * in the last sutra
includes s also, The name of the Grammarian Apigali is mentioned tor the
sake of respect

;
the «rr itself was enough to make it an optional rule
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The short m and short t$ are only to be taken, because the letter <c

in the sOtra has a *r after it. Therefore the rule would not apply to long

Hf, Therefore we have only one form in 37 + j^rftufir " sqERf(taffi.

v»*
i on% qwrc 1 * 1 \\ vi it

*rfa wmfcrast u %f wrir gp-irfr *rr 11 srqT^mfr 1 sWtftaier 1 $r$rif?r > HPftufff i»

<$r TtPi^r 11 fasrnrssrw>r*r 1 *pw mx&m i mfScfHraraw 1 srrMnt f%n » flfa* u

78. For the «t or «tt of the Preposition + o; or «Tr of

a verbal root, the second vowel is the single substitute.

The words sen-it, 7<rcr»frar^lr are understood here. In an upasarga end-

ing in wt or sn followed by a root beginning with q" or B?r, the vowels coalesce

and the single-substitute is the form of the second vowel (t*3K«t) h This

debars Vriddbi taught in VI. 1. 88 S. 72, Thus "jra^; ^"taffr n Some read

into this sutra the option allowed by VI. 1, 92, S. T] according to them the

para-rflpa substitution is optional in the case of Denominative roots. Thus

vtasfafo or gfofftiqfa, fttftaffi or ftiftqfa,

Vdrt:—The Para-rupa substitution takes place when ^ follows a

Word and the sense is not that of 'appointment.' Thus |pmf$-Wf (where

will you eat) meaning there is no room for you to sit and eat or I do not

think that you will get food to eat, Here the sense ofw is that of uncertainty.

When the sense is that of fairr»T the Vriddhi takes place : as t?W«r(
(Thy

alone,)

wtnt i*8j %s*wp q apnfr5sq *rfj?ft wtt " tr^^if^g tn^r nvwi * *r«r

>' n ^ramjs 11 %>>&%• 1 fra*r 1 tftmni %<«•%% 1 #*rrsrfrsf?i: 1 Hfftor 1 ?<#«rr 1 matter 1

wraith 11 srcjfnFrtw^ir 1 i smrffrswi: 11 srrfif?r«Totrs5B[ ihttW !
1 sfr?^a^n ^Hf^r

m i) <^rg-. 1 ?v^rg: 1 f3r**ts: 1 fSrnfhr: 1 *r*rf% f%^ 1 ?r%gi n

79. The final portion of a word, beginning with the

last among the vowels in the word, is called fk .

This sutra defines far, It is that portion of a word which is included

between the last letter and the nearest vowel. Thus in the word »rF*»fr%g^ the

portion %% is fir ; so also in Bfagg the portion sg;

,

The word sr*n in the sutra is in the genitive case, which has the force

of nirdharana or specification
; and though it is in the singular number, it

represents class name, meaning ' among the vowels.'

This sutra is used here in order to make it applicable to the follow-

ing VArtikas,
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VArti ;—-The Para-rupa substitution takes place in the case of

W&W etc. It takes place in the re portion of these words and not merely of

the letter st, though the anuvritti of btT^ is understood here. Had the Para-

rupa been only of st, we could not have got the forms like *)«fruT which is

formed by Hl^Vrr. The following is the list of Sakaiidhwadi words— r.

WcRsg:—the well of the Rakas («*+**£ well). 2. *,^:~the well of the Kark4>»

3- ^vm—unchaste woman (fss+srer) 4. €r<W—€w+«W J (hair parting

when not meaning ' hair parting, the form is *w the boundary limit).

5. jp^—the lord of the mind. 6. frSfarr—*fif ±fat (Here fqr means plough

stick). 7. Wjfpftsn. 8. T?(3gn%i—tcr»cr: + «n5^?r (one to whom handfufs of

offering are made i. e, an honored man). So also 0. ?rrt{f : when meaning

a variegated beast or a bird, otherwise the form is eRflp-—«r* + *»j|f : (the

chief member of a body).

The Sakandhwadi is an Akritigana, i, e. no complete list of thh

class is given anywhere, but whenever we find a compound word, in which a

para-rupa substitution has taken place, to the exclusion of the ordinary rules

of Sandhi, we may safely place that word in this class. Thus ^-f^^ite^T
from which we have the secondary deuvative form mfc$ : t We have the

regular form *Trm°3"i also,

Vati:—The Para-rupa substitution takes place optionally when «TTSJ

and s^tB are compounded with another word; as ^jpy wftfj ! =?tn^$ s or (tjHfigs/ia

also fwtef or fawfhir •' When not a compound the Vriddhi is compulsory ;

as mw>

^9 1 3?twr?raj 1 e 1 % 1 v, n

aftFi srrfr htw w*hWw mn. » RnrrqHT: 11 ftra tyf% 1 ftforft u

80, For the ** ox *n + *ft of sfa, or+ the vowel of

the Preposition arr^, the second vowel is the single substitute.

The srrft is understood here. Thus ftprrq + 3t5;?W = ftrTPft *W- Similar-

ly im + srr + ?f? = fa^ + in?- fmfft «

Question .-—In the last example the form could have been obtained
by the regular rules of Sandhi also, as ftpr-t-snr+ ff**?*W + *ft-ftf*ft

.

Where is then the necessity of this rule ?

Answer:—The wrr could not combine with ftr*r, for the rule g$"«rrg-

<5TO%$i^r the upasarga must first combine with the dhatu and then other
Sandhi rules must take place. The combination of <m«T and vrnj is an
antaranga rule, while Sandhi is merely a bahiranga rule. Therefore wn; first

combines with the dhatu jft and forms jft and then this <jf| combines with r«j«tn
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in ^fa ii

81. The f of ?m is the single substitute for tho mz
(of a word denoting imitation of an inarticulate sound) +
*fa II

The sound which is not distinct and clear, is called b^tR ; when some

one utters distinctly something which has some resemblance to that sound, by

some contrivance, it is called sig^T or imitation of that sound. Thus yzit+

5f?i = <TfcF?r ii

Vdrt:—This applies when the word consists of more than one syllable,

Therefore it does not apply in the following:—wj + %ffi =^fa II

^ i sfFErfer^rTOrcq- g <*r i s i 1 1 ts. ii

82. This substitution does not take place when a

sound-imitation word is doubled, here, however, for the final

jj+t of *ft, the single substitute is optionally % ( the second

vowel ).

Vdrtik:—There is diversely the repetition of the word when the affix

sjT^ follows.

The doubling takes place by this Vdrtika. The word amredjta is

defined in the next sutra.

^ I ctpt *n3rrerfe?nt l^i^i^ll

83. Of that which is twice uttered, the latter word-
form is called &mrecjita ( repeated ).

Thus q?fi T?fr+?r^ = ^ip2,

+ f +Rr = t^fl<Tew. Now, thi.s para-rupa rule

is optional. The regular form therefore, will be without the elision of the

final a^as >^q;+^fi+f(^ = <?5r^ isf^r. The qr_ is changed to ^ by the next
sutra.

** \ «3f srcrtwa I
= l * \ \\\\

84. A corresponding sr, *, n; s or ? is substituted
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for all consonants ( with the exception of acmit owels and

nasals ) at the end of a word.

As *mr *nr. **fo? wr. «rf**f*r«: «w, POP* **

"

$mine > fty*ro ii aft «<fa wr « fnsswc t w **k. w*r*«rk i *fwt i *ttf%

«Vr &fa ?s q»gwnft fwt *T"M f«<W5 1 *rr«req wt ft^ mfcm >mt < wf*r#r«

s^r^r , Atonal g Aw? $r wwft i w «w* i rirwift «*« tf« tift»

jr$f?t*rerw% ii

85. When a simple vowel is followed by a hom-

ogenous vowel, the corresponding long vowel is the single

substitute for both the precedent and the subsequent vowels.

Thus fcr+ Wffc starffc', tf+fai """fittf ft«S+*W- » ftqmn Why do

we say "when a vowel follows"? Observe ^irpft M The word «rf% is

understood here also. The word ?r«r3f, therefore, qualifies the won! mfk under-

stood. The rule will not apply if a homogenous consonant follows, As jjmtt

^ li The { and <fl are homogenous, in spite of 1. 1. IQ: S, 13 for that prohibi-

tion does not apply to the long f and *f, because the rule of classification and

inclusion contained in srssftuftSfW ^IsiWi: (1. 1. 6$ S, 14) is not brought into

operation at the time when fru %f%\ (I. 1, 10) rule operates, because of its being

a portion ofm$ rule, Therefore, so long as it does not come into operation it

is not accomplished. Therefore first the rule of TW.IT^r comes into play, then

the rule of ^4 definition (1, 1.9S, 10) and then comes the *nf<WtW»t (t. 1. 68

S. 25). Therefore in qrgr agrwr those srqr only are taken which are not included

in the class of homogenous vowels i. e. only the 9 vowels contained dirtetty in

BfT^, and not the *nf<£ vowels which. I. r. 68 would have denoted. Therefore

though short % and « are not m$ by I. r. 10; the lo»g\ and «cr would be savarija,

The sutra stop mft #«* would have been more clear if stated as *«Kn% ff% !
I

Why do we say ' an ws, or simple vowel ? ' Observe Cc + f»?W Why do

we say 'by a homogenous vowel?' Observe tfvr+wr^ssfwr »

V&rt .-—When ^ short is followed by* short, the long substitution

is optional
;
so also with ?? 11 This vartika is necessitated because ( I ) the

two sfc or gr—the precedent and the subsequent—are not homogenous, because
one is samvrita and the other vivrita, or (2) because their prosodial length
is 1% and so the word <tf cannot be applied with consistency in their case
(SWISS &c)
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1 1

Or 3rdly (and this is the opinion of Bhattoji Dilcshita) the single

substitute short m or short c? (which comes in the place of sr-H^ or Hf+Ef)

is really long consisting of two matras, in this way :-•#£ +• mm*} «= frflr ^
^+«C^Ri II These two k's are not visible in writing, but are there. They
constitute one matra, for each consonant has half a matra. Thus one matra,

of two k's and one matra of m make two matras really and though apparently

short (£ is retained, it is practically long, Similarly in the case of $ there

are two n's. In other words, the short sr (that comes in the place of two

ijt's) contains latent in it two t's, of one matra and its own self of one matra.

Similarly the single substitute 5$ contains merged in it two w's (of one matra)

and its own self of one matra,

Thusfrg + «R^r(; = fVH^n:i or ft^ff^:, so also ^[+??^t^ iifrwam;: ot

*P|skr:i 11 The #* of 3* is ^ 11

Moreover, by the rule of mm^ VI. I, 1 28. S. 92 the Sandhl is optional,

86. la the room of «* or aft final in a Pada, and

the short % which follows it, is substituted the single vowel

of the form of the first ( q; or aarr ) II

Thus & +W = C<S*f, ftsift 4- *re a fafiuttsst 11 This supersedes the subs,

titutes *PR and sr^ 11

t® \ ^q-sr fkw^X Tft\ \€.\\\ \Vi It

fii^^Vg^crw firtfo err inPfiKr?: 'wmrfir 1 firs^i »frs«r?r 1 <tv**m fti*

fanr*^ 1 «tcp% fara. 1 »fr: 11

87. After ift (when it retains the form nr and ia final

in a pada) the subsequent a? may optionally be retained every-

where, iu the Yedas as well as in the secular literature.

Thus ms* orrfrsmu Why do we say ending in an qr§< vowel?
Observe fsmg +*r*iw»»T ,

3ro*q*7*. Here iff does not end in ^r but has assumed
the form 5 and so the rule does not apply.

Why do We say at the end of a pada ? Observe «ft ;

«TrtfRr Prf^t * «rf% <tt <rep% *ito^ vmv irm% 1 qrar*lr f**i *rft 1

7 s
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88. According to the opinion of Spho^yana,

there is the substitution of frar^ for the st of *\t when it is

followed by any vowel,

The anuvritti of ^Rr ceases, that of sn% manifests itself. Thus «ft+

«T«r= *r^r«r« , so also *Pm%TS;, nfr^nw, *nff£ff, or in the alternative we have

"Trsirq,, tftsfainfr, MNrs., Tig*" The mention of Sphotayana is for the

sake of respect, for the anuvritti of l^»rm was already understood in it.

Why do we say final in a Pada ? Observe «rft. This is a vyavastbita vibha-

sha, hence in «T^rw: the 3T^?_ substitution is compulsory and not optional,

<!% I vk * 1 * I \\ VCi «

89. The substitution of srar for the %rt of nt ia

compulsory when the word 5*3[ follows it.

Thus t&w, ii

Note

:

—The Pftniiii reads this sutra as ?fjf«iT ftrapj II Bhattoji has road the

word nifcyam, in the next sftfcra, instead of this.
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CHAPTER IV

Non-Sandhi.

«&<tp irwsn* ^% %sr% faer jtikstt *g:

»

rffi ®wr * tfr* *THrcf3f i wft t$T »

90. The Pluta (VIII. 2, 82 etc. S. 93) and Pra-

grihya (I. 1. 11 etc. S. 100.) vowels always remain unaltered

when followed by a vowel (so far as the operation of that

vowel is concerned).

Thus rffefwr \ stt ^Ntfit, ?ft tpsr u Th6 force of the word nitya is

that these pluta and pragrihya always retain their form and are not

influenced by the rule of shortening given below.

Thus in ffr fft " The two Haris ( Hari and Har ) are Lords, " the

present sutra applies fully ; for the long \ of^ bejng Pragyhya, because it is

the f of the dual number, retains its form. The subsquent rule does not apply,

because \ is followed by a savarna letter, i, e, £. In i
er?»{|- + a(r»r=> ,

nf5f5 *nr
u The

chakrin is here", the $ of^# is neither Pluta nor Pragrihya, because it ts

Nom. Singular, and therefore the subsequent rule of shortening fully applies

to it, there being no scope for the application of any other rule.

But in ffl +Wf both the present sutra and the subsequent sutra find

scope, and the subsequent sutra would make it «fft (j^r II But the word nitya

prevents this, and we have fft qr^r il

w*m f#s^orsf^T "ftmm *5>f?w *rr i sr«r swfafwr^^r v^fhrn fat
trc^^i^w *r ztfan ffa nr«i rwj* \ <qfa aw i *m$x i q^Rrr tfn fa*, i ni$f u

91. According to the opinion of Sakalya, the

simple vowels with the exception of «r, when followed by a

non-homogenous vowel, retain their original forms ; and if

the vowel is long, it is shortened.

Thus «nft4-sT*f»'*rf^3T^ natm 1^
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The name of Sakalya is mentioned for the sake of respect. Because the

alternative nature of this sutra is clear from its very formation. According

to Mahabhashya, theT in the sutra is redundant. If it be said that x is

necessary to draw the anuvritti of Prakriti-bhava, that is not the case. For

the mere fact of making the long vowel short, shows that there is; Prakriti

bhava. For if there were to take place Sandhi after shortening, as xnft+a^T

»iilf^)37W=, 'e'^,f )
tnen where is the good of shortening, for the last form

could have been obtained without shortening. Why do we say final in a

Pada ? Observe ntfft II

Two Vdrt .-—This rule of Sakalya is prohibited in the case of words

which form invariable compounds (nitya samasa ) and of words formed by an

affix having an indicatory g;:—Thus 8T«^^T<*^^^ PWmiifwrW? The

word uffcra is formed by a flrgr affix, namely by ^ (V. I. 106 S. 3495), added

to «srg: and therefore the 3 is changed to ir 11 Before a fas affix the previous

word is considered a pada (I. 4. 16). Of nitya-compounds areW*Wr. ^TW:,

ssir^il'n, fiira*^ which are so by II, 2. r 8 S. 761. Thus «rr«r*r: is an example

of compound
; and <Tr49. formed by the affix ir^see I. 4. 16, S. 1252.

92. According to the opinion of Sakalya, the

simple vowel followed by su retains its original form, and if

the simple vowel is long, it is shortened.

Thus H«r+^= sr«9£ft or srgift : u The f$ vowels must be final in a

Pada here also, otherwise we have Sandhi as 8Tr-h«e«ss^=:*rt*$tT 11 Even in

compound this non-modification is observed, thus Sff+^«ffap£?rffnrtfi»tt$ or

Wl^nTrffll Why do we say when followed by ^? Observe, ^r|5f ti Why
do we say "the simple vowels (aTEfiO"? Observe fWJW (ffcf + WOll
This rule applies even when the vowels are homogenous (which were except-

ed by the last rule), and it is not confined to f^ vowels as the last, but
applies to 3T and arr also.

t* 1 *Tf^7 h <%m s^m*. \< u 1^ 11

93. TJpto the close x>f this chapter (Second Pada
of the Eight Adhyaya), is always to be supplied :

« the last

vowel of a sentence is plrrta and has the acute ".

This is an adhikara sutra. All the three words »', e. " the last vowel
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'
' "^^^^^'^^

' '
'

'i nn
iwi. ii i h iiiilmj pun ' m i muwum. mimnmumu

((?) of a sentence ", "pluta" and "acute"—are to be supplied in the subs-

equent aphorisms to complete the sense, upto the end of this Pada. What-
ever we shall treat hereafter will refer to the final vowel (re) in a sentence,

and it will get the pluta lengthening and acute accent,

w I jrctrr*nrr% *m \< \\ \*\ II

ht »ror »rwif»!nrti(Mi»wir% tstrht w*ta *tj?r ?**wr > *? ' «Hiia«ii"«if% h >mrsp^ftw M*f

wm. ii *rrf«rrefa >ft»s i Brrgwrft tiiwri \n. i «rrg«^r^RPTri%?r | n

94. la answer to a salutation, but not when it

refers to a $udra, the last vowel of a sentence becomes pluta

and gets the acute accent.

The word wvkitVI means "respectful salutation of a superior or elder

by an inferior or junior for the sake of obtaining his blessing. It consists of

three acts r. rising from the seat, 2. touching of the feet, 3. the uttering of

the formula of salutation." The word irsrfiSj^T^T means, the blessing given by

the superior or elder in answer to such salutation, In giving utterance to

Eiich blessing, the last vowel of the final word gets udatta and acute, provided

that, such blessing is not pronounced on a Sudra,

Thus acrfH«rrc3[ >*rfws? « I do salute you, I am devadatta ". is said by

Devadatta to his Guru. The latter says vfr vrrgwrr^Tfa wH? \ » "O
Devadatta! be thou long-lived"

Vdrt :—Prohibition must be stated with regard to women also. As

wrr>srm Tr*4? Js said by Gargt To this the Guru replies :—*fr STrjwnft

*r*nrf*T! 11

Ishti:—This prdation takes place there only, where the Proper Noun

Gotra &s. with which the salutation was made, is employed by the Guru at

the end of the sentence ; and not where the position of the Proper Name &c

is different. Therefore not here, ^r^ fOTPSfSr ;^mr <m5*«flH njffa, for here

the word Devadatta is not used at the end of a sentence.

Vdrt;—The prolation is optional, when Ht follows such Proper Name,

or when the Person addressed is a Kshatriya or a Vaishyn, As $r *Tf*ftT#

%?nrws? 11 Reply (1) arrgiTra; TrWww *r.| or (2) m®^ <rfa "w»t *f> 11

So also when a Kshatriya is addressed, as «rflriTO«r f*jpT*$f¥ *fr>. Reply (1)

•rrswiifa F^r»k * or (2) 8Trgwir!|.<rPTw^h Vaishya: srnwnra ^?rrttlj%s^

*fts 11 Guru : sTtgwrrnfa ^rmSfr ^ or «rrg^r%^ i^fTrfer • «

^X > ^I^% V 1 5 R 1
V* 11
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95. The final vowel of a sentence beeomen pluta

and acute, when used in calling a person from a dfatance.

The word «h here includes, ' addressing in general \ and not only

•calling'. Thus there is proktion here *rars* fa«r \m*W k O devadatta \ drink

the gruel ".

e* I ||«^t ts*r. I s l R l ^ it

(j^: nqfa 351^ «nr?N snr^sffar =$«: *qrn i > \m tm\\ n

96. When the words | and §; are employed, in ad-

dressing a person from a distance, there the | and % alone get

the pluta and the accent.

As f \ m, orw^ \ II

P^r w** *rcn ^fiprwm^Hnqwfa ?j?rtf eg*s w?r i ^ \w ifft^fi
%^tT * i w- fat i *firct^e*r3jr«$ nr ger i btjj^ fa»u w* \\ qWtftf <mfar*k

«

97. In the room of a prosodially long vowel, (with

the exception of s$) though it may not stand at the end, there

is substituted a pluta for one at a time, under the above cir-

cumstances (of two previous Sutras,) in the opinion of Eastern

Grammarians.

This sutra indicates a special sthanin for the pluta vowel tought by

the two previous Sutras. With the exception of «c, for every heavy vowel
though it may not be the final vowel of the vocative word, and for the final

vowel also, but only one at a time, there is pluta substitution, in the opinion

of Eastern Grammarians, Thus V^rr or ^rf^ or qR(?H^ U

Why do we say gfr: "of a prosodially long vowel"? So that the *r

of «r in Devadatta may not be prolated, for this sr is short.

Why do we say «pj?r. "with the exception of qf"? Observe $wr \ II

The word qlr^n shows that the prolation should not be simultaneous,
but of one at a time ; not >|^^ ll

The word irrsrrn. " in the opinion of Eastern Grammarians "
is used

for the sake of creating option. So in one alternative, there is no prolation
at all.
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^qfttlalSHTK? f^^S^rfR<T»ft ^Stgrf^^Rr I STCgfRRT^ qTrftgR ^ffr?ft??tfi I

S^W ^ sra i §^%r?j i «t(*^w i ar^ ?^=%s<^m ^ $i*ft%r «3[aw faftww i *wr *

98. Before the word *r% in tlie Padapa^ha, a Pluta

vowel is treated like an ordinary apluta vowel.

The word ^rftqir means the affixing of 51^ in non-Rishi texts ; i. e,

when a Vedic text is split up into its various padas or words and ffff is add-

ed. That is in Padapa^ha, the pluta is treated like an ordinary vowel, and

hence there being no sjfjfaW (VI. 1. 125), there is sandhi. Thus g>«rw|

Ufa =5{W5Wt ti Why have we used the word q% " like as" ; instead of saying

" the PJuta becomes Apluta " why do.^e say " Pluta is treated like apluta " ?

By not using eff^, the whole Pluta itself would be changed into Apluta, and

would give rise to the following incongruity. There is prakriti bhava in the

case of pluta and pragrihya. A vowel which is pluta need not be pragrihya,

nor a pragrihya, a pluta. But where a vowel is both a pluta and a pragrihya

at one and the sametime, there will arise the difficulty Thus in the dual

*nfr, the 5 is pragrihya. It may be made pluta also as «mft \ H Now if before

$ffi the pluta became apluta, then we shall not hear the prolation at all in

wrafr jfif formed by *nft ^ + ft% II For here the vowels will retain their form

by being pragrihya by VI. 1. 125, S. go, and in addition to that they will lose

their pluta, by the presenfcrule. But this is not intended. Hence the pluta

is heard in *tt?r I ff% 11

•^8.
1 ^ *inRHH?<ir^r nmtvn

^ "^rsf%r <ftscgtf?rcr ean^ 1 Psrgft ^ ^% 1 fag^ftt 1 fagft \m 1 f*»3fl*c*,i

*m*i ftvmi'i, 11

99. According to the the opinion of Chakravar-

mana, the pluta ? \ followed by a vowel is treated like an

ordinary vowel.

Thus f*rs f? \ lft-f*3ftftr 11 fag $\\ VKorf*n$m.\\ The name of

Chakravarmana is used for the sake of making this an optional rule. This

option applies to |t% rule (VI. I. 12Q, S, 98) as well as to words other than,

^i%li In the case offfir it allows sandhi optionally, when by the last rule

there would have been always sandhi. In the case of words other than |fa

it ordains prakriti bh&va optionally, when there would have been always

prakriti bhftva by VI. 1. 125, S. 90, This is a case of wptf^WTsn:, prapta and

aprapta both,
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\*o | iffaffamn awn 1 1 1 \ I U»
tf^r fir** n*j«tnti mn i tft <pftt Mi ^n «t| *rt * <*%* f$t i

100. A dual case affix ending in f or g; or «c is

called Pragrihya, or excepted vowels which, do not admit of

sandhi or conjunction.

As a general rule, Sanskrit allows of no hiatus In a sentence. If a

word ends in a vowel, and the next word begins with a vowel, the two vowels

coalesce, according to certain rules, This is called sandhi. But pragrihyas

are exceptions to this sandhi, " they are certain terminations, the final vowels

of which are not liable to any sandhi rules." This s<ltra gives three of these

terminations, viz., the duals of nouns or verbs ending in j ( ff ), ^ (^ ), of

T ( T? ) *' Tluis :—*# T^r > ft^*^ ! *$f wg[. Here according to the general

rule of sandhi, the final if
of (f(f and the initial % of \%f ought to have coales*

ced into an $, but it is not so, because s# is the nominative dual of fftH

V&rt:—The prohibition of »PTtT &c, should be stated in treating of

the pragrihya nature off, 3; &c. Thus *r»fV (two gems) + pr«» T»ffa ''like two

gems." So also 5*q#f " Hke a couple," 3(*<nfar " like man and wife," tfc#*

••like heaven and earth." Some say that this vartika is unnecessary. Be»

cause the final member of the above words, is not j$, but the particle f only

;

which has the same meaning as iva>

\9\ \ ^^frwi^i \ 1 \ \\\ 11

wwmr^lr ftywtt m- > «r»ft far- 1 wp«iw««»wiln •nfaw *r$*sf i

writ «ire?rc> <pKrcrsrar3«rfa

"

101. (The long f and gj) after the H, of the pronoun

«t^ are. Pragrihya.

In the pronoun »r?^, the dual termination in f, 3? or ij will be pra-

grihya by force of the last sfitra, but the present sutra makes this addition,

that in the case of 8Tf^, all terminations ending in f, 3j or if and preceded by

H, of whatever number they may be, will be pragrihya. As a matter of fact,

there are only two such terminations satisfying the above conditions, namely

spft and sr*r . The rule may therefore be put in the following words :—"The
terminations of wff and «T« nom. plur, masc. and nom. dual of the pronoun
srqw are pragrihya." As an«ft far: I vmm I *f» »n*rn> . There is no example
of the word adas ending in <J.

Why do we say " after the letter n" ? Because in the example *ri%+
W*=WS% *, the if, preceded not by ij but by the s»r of *T^(V. 3. 71, S,
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2026) is not pragrihya, which it would have been by the influence of the last

sutra which includes qr as well as f and «r, and from which the word dual
is not supplied here, else this rule would be useless.

?o* I ft I ? I ? I \\ II

102. The affix *r, (the Tedic sabstitute of the case-

affixes), is a pragrihya.

In the Vedic Sanskrit, the declension of nouns sometimes differs

somewhat from the ordinary Sanskrit, One of the peculiar Vedic termina-

tions, which replace the ordinary declensional terminations is called |r (VII.

! 39, S. 356 0- Tllus OTWI'jnfSKTtfl'

Of this substitute %, the initial <<r is indicatory, the real suffix being ^.

This final 7 is a pragrihya.

\o\ I fsHTRT ccsrifSTT^ I %\ I I $« II

^rsmrrfr Brr^r^: jpjw; mn. > X ftp** ' x «**« 1 * fara^ 1 * sw. 1 srmffc'-

«frwr^ 1 fa?i? fararar«t HJifersPTfa»tl- ^ 3: 1 i^pm* fs*tf WJ iyr<ww '»wftf%'?i it

103. A particle consisting of a single rowel, with,

the exception of the particle srn^ is a Pragrihya.

Alt such particles technically called nipata which consist of a simple

vowel without any consonant, are pragrihya and therefore, are not liable to

the rules of sandhi. As f %% has the sense of wonder. 3 Tfar> » has the

sense of a doubtful question.

arr? which is not a pragrihya, has four significations :—(r) Asa
diminutive particle when joined to adjectives and nouns, arr + arwr**,-* afrwt**

(2) as a prefix to verbs, it expresses the senses of "near" "nearto," and with

verbs of "motion," "taking" &c, it shows the reverse of the action, as n*. 'to

go sTr«m,' 'to come,' set + ff? = i?ft, (3) as showing; the limit inceptive ( wrPrftfa)

"from /'"ever since," as DTrsWT: "ever since his birth," (4) as showing the

limit exclusive (*ufar), "till" "until" as *TT+*ra**rfl:**irr«iflWnti "until

the reading begins." When the particle m ha* not. any one of the above

four senses and is used in expressing regret &c, it is a pragrihya, as *n tj^

f%F5T#!T " Ah 1 such there once was," srr <# 1*n§'. " Oh I do you think so."

V* 1 sffc* 1 * 1 \ I \\ 11

wr^<?r Prqw n*jw: mn. 1 wr?t im: 11

8 S
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104. The final aft of a particle is a pragrihya.

As WTWSflT: II

*»«, i ^^ ?miif5^Rrm^ i \ ) \ i it 11

105. The final «Ti" of the vocative singular before the

word jiff according to Sakalya, in secular or non-vedic litera-

ture, is pragrihya.

This sutra gives the opinion of the Rishi S&kalya, so that It is an

optional rule. Thus the forms above given are correct.

In arsha literature the sandhi is imperative, not optional, as ifmm

t«« 1 3«r. 1 1 1 1

1

I* ii

106. The particle 3^r before***, according to Sakalya

is a Pragrihya.

This sutra consists of the single word^ meaning » U This is also

an optional rule. Thus i %{q or ftrfllt

\W I 3f I ? I ! I \< II

107. The praticle $ replaces ®sf in non-vedic

literature, and it is a pragrihya in the opinion of $&kalya.

Before the word |fit the word ^sx is replaced sometimes by sfi the

long nasal A $ + %Rr=$ ffir or f^Rr «

^°s i *re^ sft ^t i * i 3 i ^ h

»ra* tto ^r fr *n ?an^f^r i fas 3^* i ifogm. i irenRrawmTpm' u

108. ^ is optionally the substitute of the Particle %
when it is preceded by a ^consonant (all consonants with

the exception of semivowels, sibilants, « and «r), and is

followed by a vowel.

Thus kimuuktam or kimvuktam. The s is a Pragrihya and there-

fore would have remained unchanged, this ordains ^ optionally. This «T

being considered asiddha, the * is not changed to anusvara in the abova
example. * ,'<
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When thfs t is followed by ffijr r and preceded by a unconsonant,

then by I. 1. 17, S 106 it is optionally jjijsj, and it may be replaced by ^ it

When it is not a pragrihya, then it is changed to %by qorrtai( VI. 1. 77 S 47 ),

or to a by the present sQtra. In the case of irorflflr ^ , there is anusvara by
VIII. 3, 23, S 122 as f%ftRr 11 When it is a Pragrihya, then it is changed to ^by
the present sutra as f%faf% or f%5 ffa 11 So also with $ substitute, where the %
will be nasal : as f%f*fiSr, or gf[ will remain unchanged, as ftm,0\ fftr II Thus we
have five forms with jf?r II

109. The finnal f and gj of words giving the sense

of the locative case are pragrihya.

This sutra finds its scope in the Vedic literature generally. There

is a sutra (VII. 1. 39, S. 3561 ) which declares that " in the Vedic Sanskrit,

the case-affixes sup are often replaced either by g or are altogether elided,

or they are changed into a letter homogeneous with the prior letter, or wrr,

or wrfC. or *f, or arc or 5T, or 3*rr, or srr^ or srr^ takes their place. " Let us take

the example where a case-affix is changed into a letter homogeneous with the

prior. Thus the case-aff.x of the seventh case is Rr ( \ ). In forming the L.

S. of n\" body, " we have n\+%. The f will be changed into a homogeneous

letter with 3; and we have ?FJ+3:>=n* " in the body, " as, wr«re«CT *HH*t«£ ( for

HTWU ?F*ri ). This is the Vedic form, the secular form being *s*f. Similarly

*h<t + ? ="&tf " on the Gaurt, " as €mr ^tiQ srftFw ( Rig Veda IX. 12. 3 ). It

is in such cases, therefore, that the long t and 4 are used in the sense of

locative, and are pragrihya.

It is only long i and A which are pragFibya, anQ" not ariy other vowel,

though used in the sense of locative. Thus by the same aphorism (VII. 1.

39 ) da ( a ) may be employed to denote the seventh case-affix, Thus BTftr +

ft^wfh-vr-swi 'in the fire,' as, firat ^ ftjfr «rm urerfW n firm am4t wwr
( Rig Veda V. 37. 5 ). Here «Wr though in the locative case, its final is not

pragrihya. Therefore vm + ?Rt - wrtffi II

The $ and ^ must be of the 7th case. Therefore «r^r + ei ( 3rd s. )<•

*tRr + C( letter homogeneous with the prior )«»reft 'with wisdom '. Here t is

in the sense of the instrumental case and is not pragrihya,. Thus irffi" + f%
Mnftftr 11

The word *rtf is used in the- aphorism, in order to exclude the appli-

cation of this rule to cases like the following. Thus in forming the compound
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of «TRir«l " in the well " and ww " horse, " the case-affix is elided, and we get

qftr-t-sw Here, no doubt, the word *nft is in the locative case, though the

case-affix is elided ; but we cannot say that the long f ol vapl has the Jtttse

of the locative. Here, therefore, we shall have saodhi ; as, «n*W " the horse

near the well. " in other words, the present aphorism is not to apply to the

final $ or aj of words standing as the prior member of a compound term

( pQrva-pada ) ; for words like *pft &c., in the above example, can never, by

themselves and alone) denote the locative case ; while words like ^r$, formed

in the way described already, give the sense oi the locative, even alone, though

they be placed anywhere in a sentence.

\\* \ grqfor^iiwia'Ufav- 1
<? 1 8 i w II

110. The anun&sika is optionally the substitute

of an «fn^ vowel which occurs in a Pause, and is not a

Pragjrihya,

«T. f and », short and long, may, when final in a Pause, be pronounced

as nasals, provided that they are not Pragrihya. The sp^ here is a Pratyahara

with the first 15 11 Thus ffSSr* or qfq,

Why do we say « which is not a pragrihya ' ? Observe *f"ft(
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The Sandhi of Consonants.

111. The letter *r and the dental when coming in

contact with fl and the palatals, are changed to a and palatals

respectively,

ist. *r in contact with jf: as, f^ + ii% = jftqjHT,

2nd. *r in contact with $:—as, «^ + f^l
f

HT = *RT*'fti%
,

f

3rd. 3 with w—*f^f^+>fa=«tf*'fl%,%nr. so srcg*0%n

4th. 3 with 5:—srq;+H*it=si*rtj;.

5th.*rarrc followed by twrc:; as.irsr + srCIII. 3- 90S 3268) =^ + ^=*^:,

m^+ ?j - nr^rsrr n In fact the instrumental case ^$r showsthat the mere contact

of *r andg with ^ and 3 isenoughto induce the change, whether sg is followed

by 55, or ^ be followed by sg i\ Other examples of mere contact are :-—

Sth. (a) tr followed by 3 is changed into *P as, qrcw + fir-'K* + lt + fir

(III. 1. 77. S 2534 VI. 1. i6S24i2) =w* + ft = 'W* + Rr=(VHI. 4-53 S * 2 )

=1<BrRr H Similarly h*st forms ^srrt, OT forms f*ffi II

The next aphorism flnt (VI II. 4. 44 S. 112) which prohibits the change

of g into 5 when following the letter % indicates by implication that the rule

of mutual correspondence according to the order of enumeration ( I. 3. 10

S 128 ) does not hold good here.

Had the sutra been qft ifti ^ *. e. instead of instrumental, had there

been the locative case, then the rule would not have applied to cases covered

by the fifth clause,

miwrau«:i»itwii

wrww ni*m *g?f n mn 1 urn-. 1 jutj 11

112. Iu the room of g there is not a palatal substi-

tute, when sr precedes.

The words T and %: are understood here, This is an exception to
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the last rule. Thus flre + <r (III. 3- 9* S. 3268)~Pnt + H (VI. 4 »9- S. 2561)

<=fw II SimilarlyW !

*Ffr «STr <r«t «5' mn. ' on«w. 1 arrant 1 tor 1 nfrm 1 iftrih*%r n

113. The letters ^ and dentals in contact with $
and cerebrals, are changed into «r and cerebrals respectively.

The word^ is to be read into the sfltra. Here also there is absence

of mutual correspondence according to the order of enumeration.

(1) ?r with q as, *j»rn + «lBs*='(C»»eTO i

(2) i=r with 5, as, w3+tfn*Rf~*mgtaW «

(3) 3 wi^ T as"%y+ <(r=»toru U

(4) g with 5, as rftt+rfNiT-ffghCT U 'TR^+tl^%«ntVlrfft II

«u 1 1 ^^rf^Titt^w I < l « I
a* M

STIlflta SWT^* m I TO^TFWfVrcwrmH: *ETt: £$ mn. I <R*W I «K.t I

wmfare. 1 it 1 *t» fcn, 1 srfci* 11 * snmref?i'm<f <mM?r sr*^ n spurr* t

114. After 5 final in a Pada, the change of a dental

(*g) to a cerebral (§), does not take place, except in the case

of the affix jtth: H

Thusq^+^^^^^jfft 11 «rS + ^=sr<Sr W

Why do we say <T?(s?rr!t ' final in a Pada'? Observe fo+ j>f -fy+fc™

Why do we say ft: ' after 5 ? Observe ^f$w + tTT^™ ^TffeT* li

Why do we say s**r* < except in the case of the affix nam '
? Observe

«[«+1 ,re.'=qot,<Jt|ff II This exception is very inadequate. Hence the following

Vdttika:—lt should be stated rather that sr«rf% and nnft as well as nx%
are not prevented from undergoing the cerebral change, As, qwum,' of six',

^nrreRn ninety-six, «r°otn$: six cities '.

*W 1 3t ; ft 1 * 1 y 1 *\ H

wifa «R«re <& Tfsrij, 1 «5«ra! ti

115. In the room of 3 there is not a cerebral subs-
titute, when <? follows.

The word 4 is to be read into the aphorism. As, «*fqv-q*rai H
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Here the Sutra fr?^ srdw ( S. 84, ) should be read again, by which a

soft consonant is substituted for the hard. Thus '!H3S.+ ^<=, *l*iw ; PTO+

116. In the room of a *r letter (every consonant

except 5 ) final in a Pada, when a Nasal follows, there ia

optionally a Nanal substitute.

The word q^r^r is understood here. Thus W^+gTrfti-TS^STR5 <>r

T?T?;StrR: I This rule does not apply to r as n^C,+ f?: *» ng&?P II

Why do we say 'final in a Pada ' ? Observe, aR:+Rr=#r9' U Here

there is no option. So also t|wnf% 11

Vdrt:—When it is a pratyaya or affix that follows, the nasalisation

is obligatory in the secular language. Thus rTrt+nr^w^flwrrspi., similary

f%rs*R^il It is, however, only before the affixes *rq and mt that the change is

obligatory, and not before every affix beginning with a nasal. How do you
explain the form SfifWrT: in the sentence ^\^v. aRgronT : ' ? Bee. use the f is

used in qsrfr^ class, (For a. list of the words belonging to this class, see

Ganapatha VIII. 2. 9).

%\*\ Stff 1 S| 9 1 $a II

117. In the room of g ( a dental ) when the letter

<B follows, one homogeneous with the latter is substituted.

Thus ^fi+^-tiira'-; TWim+f^r?T = f<!rsTFgfoRr 11 Here tr has been

changed to pure w, while the dento-nasal s^ is changed to a nasal $ 11

5?: qvfr: wr?H*>fts ^m^-- win. 1 *tf*> <rc«*> 1 wrrro. i irw**^ I WTPWet

n g *srft ^Rr t^s 1 *r*'# «rf?r ^rc^sfar^ri!; 11

118. After g-f, in the room of the *r of stha and
stambha, the substitute is a letter belonging to the class of

the prior (i. e. a dental is sustituted for this ^t ) II

As 35+?trrfrr=^;+mTr?rr= ^ + TnrT( VIII. 4.63 s. 120 ) = ?n;+trr?rr

(VIII. 4. SS S. i2i)=3*FmiT, »?[.Via»iail«Traww.ii So also with «r*2J, as, ^Tf*f?rTf

*"Tf*Hgi. &c. (See 1, 1. 67 S, 41 and 54. S. 44)
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Here the Aghosha (Surd) and Mahapniija *tjs changed to % which

is also Aghosha and Mahipraaa. This then is optionally elided by ^rft^rft

(S. 71). But in the alternative when there is no lopa, the «£ia heard in pro«

nunciation.

By the rule jjrftr (5. 121)) the v is not changed to ^ letter, be-

cause the rule of nsf is not applicable to «r; for this w is considered as non-

existent for the purposes of an; rules,

m- <&& to sfcwtf *n mti 1 Srawar «rrf*% H?nrwf^ ^ffpRwinwm wttfr

<nf*a$wW ' ^r«Tfti nmlK- 11

119. In the room of the letter K t after ( a sonant

Mute) there is optionally a letter homogeneous with the

prior.

The pratyahara |ra includes all Mutes. But practically sonant Mutes

are only taken here. The substitute of ?; will be H by the rule of nearness

of place of utterance, because' « is a ghosha (sonantV, Mahiprana (aspirated)

and Samvrit (contracted) and so is also w. Thus stai.+ (fft«Wlftt or

^0 I m&Hfe I «: 1 « \t% II

•nwr^iww *iw tit *t wvtf% \ y* >g^rmm *% w

120. In the room of w preceded by a surd Mute,

there is oplionally the letter ^.when a vowel or *T, w or *

follows such V II

Though fpn means all Mutes, the rule, however, applies to surd

mutes. The words |tb and 3mi?t<?«(t are to be read into the sutra. Thus

mt+ftre =TO+fto(S. 84) = n*+fa'i a TO+f&w-«r«+ffcPl. At this stage

applies the next Sutra,

m 1 *srft « i < 1 y i w n

»9R <ft ipsj "«(tt *%-. \ iRt w?rcw im* 1 *f«w: 1 iffsftw ii ww*ftftf *rr**-

1* II eO€fW%T I *«tgWf I *Tfa fare I TT^awiroRr II

121. In the room, of ^ , there is the substitute m^
when ^ follows,

A sonant non-aspirate mute is the substitute of a mute, when a surd

mute or a sibilant follows. The words pat and "«rcs are supplied from the last

sutra. Therefore ^ is changed to ^ and we havfe the form nT*OT or *,(*&( t
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V&rtika:—It should rather be stated when a letter of «re, pratya-

hara follows. The sutra only gives ar? letters, the V&rtika adds the letters

W, and the nasals. Thus cTfl+ *Wr%?t = w^i^T-

Why do we say when a letter oFwrqrpratyahara follows ? Observe irras

m 1 Htsg^Ws 1 * \\ \\\ II

*&&& T^ig^w w*fo i srarssnrcg i fft qf$ \ T^5n% fas. i *rw?t h

122. Tlie Anusv&ra is substituted for **, at the end
of a word, before a consonant.

Thus sft^% ii The word %$ is understood in this sutra. The *. must
be at the end of a pada which we get from sutra «T«t;?R^ (S. 42) ; therefore

not here ; n*q^.

\r\ I JTsarrqi?!??!^ §f% i ^ i 3 1 vj 11

nm nm "m^imn mmaww wr?ni *mrRr 1 wrrmwr 1 *tf% f%$ 1 'r^r 11

123. The Anusv&rais substituted for the q;and *> not

final in a pada, before all consonants, with the exception of

Nasals and semi-vowels.

Thus *Kr?i§, srrawfa 1

Why do we say ' before a BfPt consonant' ? See"n«&.

Note ;—Why do wo say ' not final in a Pada' P observe t!3T^ ^if^i

\W 1 3Tg*^Tc*tr ifa <n:sr«PTt: 1 «; 1 y I V5 11

wj, 1 wf^ 1 arfS^rfTi 1 i^s-fri i 5[T^! i ?jf*7rfrs i ii^wsr °n% £rr^ eratrfa'K

124. In the room of annsv&va, when T^r. follows, a

letter homogeneous with the latter is substituted.

Thus stifti'-i sftl^rH;, lif"^:, *0Tvr, ST^fl ! These are thus formed :

—

To the causal chnr&dl root bt$;i (meaning pada and lukshana), we add the

participial affix *?K. Thus anf +=?K. The causal sign it is elided by the sutra

ftSTSre. \\* (VI, 4. 52. S. 3057). Then by the present rule, we have rrr|fft

The \ here is the ^ augment, Or it may be from the root *t% (meaning
lakshana) where the augment 31, becomes anusvara by VIII, 3. 24. S. 123,

and then this ^ becomes |j.

*rf5*m' comes from the root stst (meaning puja), with the affix ?K.

The % is not elided by VI.' 4. 30 S, 424.

9 S
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gifaffrf: is formed from the root $rr (meaning prattghata). The

augment 3* is added to the root belore the%5, participial affix. This \ la

changed into %
WW is formed from the root «* (meaning upasama ) with the

affix w (See VII. 2. 27. S, 3068). The «r of m. is lengthened by VI. 4, 15,

S, 2666. The 5; is changed to ^ by the present rule.

gf*KH: is formed from the root gwj. (meaning grantha) with the

affix tk. In gtfjSsr, the h is not changed into % though required by VI 1 1, 4. z

S. 197. Because the ot?w is asiddha, and therefore by the prior rule VIII. 3,

24. S. 123. the fr is first changed into anusvara ( VIII. 2. 1, S, 12 ). That

anusvara is again changed into *r by the present rule, n being homogeneous

with 5 11 This change again being urfsrw as if it had never'taken place (VI II.

2. 1. S. I2J- the «r is never substituted for *r 11

erasfrr 1 Sfaw- 1 afw^i Jtiweu sr«tr3*m*CT wsg*<rfSr«frrww 11

125. In the room of anusvata final in a Pad a, the

substitution of a letter homogeneous with the latter m
optional.

Thus srjjitf* or «$ swift ; <-n#sr or srasfflr; %&mt 1 or wwc ; Kf?f*g;

or it ?it^.

Here the anusvara has become nasal % \ ?£ in the other alternative.

?** 1 lit ^rfo *nr. ^h s
1 3 1 *X 11

ft^srer w^rtr t>^wt^ wit. 1 *rars. 11

126. n is substituted for the *t of^, before the word
pending with the affix %^r II

Thus stcjti 11 The substitution of »r for *r is for the sake of preventing
the anusvara change ( VII. 1. 40. S. 3562. ), Why do we say ' before <r»r

'
?

See im<t ( VI. 4. 40. S. 2986. Vart ). Why do we say ' of a* ' ? Observe f%

*«U V. 4. 70 S. 9SS ). Why do we say* ending with fiPTC.' ? Observe ^tff^mr,
mtN^R, »krf5iriiara, 11

The fc^ is added by III. 2. 61 S. 2975 the ^ is changed to % by VIII.
2. 36. S. 294. which is changed to ^ at the end of a word, in ^r^ u «mrm is

formed by «ws
affix, as it belongs to Brahmanadi class.

W» \ I *roft gn s i 3 \ \\ \\
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127. k is optionally substituted for *!; before that 5
which itself is followed by a w II

The 1. may be changed to anusvara or remain unchanged before a

word beginning with 5f H Thus far or faf»E§fl«ri^, ' what does he cause to

shake '

?

Vart :—Before ^r, jj; and £, the preceding «*, may be changed to % «r

or 3- respectively.

Now, by this V&rtika, three letters 0,9;,$, are ordained in the room

of 3., 9,$, But the rule does not say which letter is to be substituted for

which letter. To remove this doubt the following interpretation siUra

should be remembered :—

\^£ 1 mn ^wmg^r. wtrth \\ 1 \ 1 1° 11

128. When a rule involves the case of equal numbers

of substitutes and of things for which these are to be substi-

tuted, their mutual correspondence or assignment of each, to

each, is according to the order of enumeration.

Therefore as under the former rule, the letters to be substituted are

three in number and the substitutes are also three in number, therefore applying

the present rule, ^ would be replaced by«l;T by 3; and ^ by b, Thus we

have fi^tf: or f% ff- ] RfF» W$nft or f% £*qf?t J ffi% §JTO«% or f% jprrcfo

m I «nft h: I « I ^ I V« II

«*<ft m;\X nm n- mv 1 fanjsfi 1 f%^ it

129. ^ is optionally substituted for %, when it is

followed by % which has a ^ after it.

H becomes % before a word beginning with %; as fJj$,*3fT or fe ^f^.

W 1 wnt'. ^5^ tcrft 1 < \\ 1 ^ 11

130. The augment ^ is added to a final ;f , and the

augment s to a final t^
}
before a sibilant, optionally.

The §3? and 5^ augments being considered as asiddha, there is no
*«r change, i. e, soft letters are not substituted for the hard. Before giving
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the examples of this sutra, the following V&rtika must be applied, in order

to get the proper forms,

VArtika :—According to the option of Acharya Paushkarasftdi, the

letters of ^pratyahara are replaced by the second letters of their class, when

followed by a sibilant ( a letter of ^pratyahara ).

Thus wfmr< or jttfsrgi or jrrf*ref i gnwsjrs' or giT«Tr«rf: or gtrww

KW I ^ f% §2 I ^ 1 3 1 H II

m^m sw if r writ i m^w > t^w »

131. After a word ending in 3 there may optionally

be added the augment atoa word beginning with ^ ll

Thus qs?^'. or «r»ff*<T-

The word ;§: is to be construed as Ablative singular, and not Genitive

singular of ^ because of the maxim wsfSft*r Ts^iftPlWr TH'far*£ U

«* 1 5HST I 1 I $ \\9 ||

TOwms^ro sfr > s**srs or sjtf; u

132, After a word ending in ^ ^ is optionally the

augment to a word beginning with 53; ||

Thus g?^: or ^?g-. u

^ i fir g*s 1 * 19 1 m n

^wr^Rfw^fft g»?r writ > sr^rsiVRr Gr^f^r; 1 w ?r?rcr?rftr ^irm 1

Hsgrg: > srat^s^; ! sr5??9^ 1 srstgs ) 3r#r 3^^ sprw sr^rrf^fs "ram* «*rrorr-

fa? g^ST5^^TRT flmrq^r?t 11

1.33s- The augment ^ may optionally be added to a word

ending in % when a word beginning with q follows.

By rule VIII. 4. 63. S. 120. there is an optional s1

. By the rule iftfipft

VIII. 4.65. S. 71. there is elision of the grin, the other alternative. Thus
^s&gs or crsssergi or ^ssijngi or ^p^gs

iy& i ®$\ %m\v^ ^pgfaiaraj ^ 1 ^ ur 11

g»r">ft<tr. < mess- u

134. After a word ending in ^, qr or ^ which is

preceded by a light vowel, the same consonant ^ , *jr or q; is

added invariably at the beginning of the next word, which
commences with a vowel.
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The word 3^: is in the Ablative singular here ; and ffprnj qualifies

**: ; and g^ itself qualifies the word tp^q understood, and thus there is

tadanta-viddhi. Though the word <r^f (VIII. 1. 16 S. 40) is in the Genitive

singular, yet it should be converted here into Ablative singular, because of its

connection with &m II Brf%r is in the Locative singular, but should be cons-

trued as Genitive singular here : it is exhibited in the 7th case for the sake

of brevity, and of the subsequent sutras. yn. is a pratyahara meaning sf, or and

*r j and so also JFf^is a pratyahara containing the three augments g^, 55^

and 3? 11

In other words ^ is augment after f. <*r after <g and tj after ^_ ; or that

these letters are doubled practically. Thus^ is the augment after a word

ending in?, as jntfl£?P*jr » 35* is the augment after a word ending in SJ, as

3*T<"Wl' II 3^, is the augment after a word ending in ^, as Hftvptfi

?V< i ^wi gfe I * \\ 1 X II

135. ^ is substituted for the sr of ?r?r(and thereby $ or

af is substituted for «r) when the augment H follows, in a

Hamhitd.

m. I «T*T3*rf%<r. ^^T § «N \€ \ % \ \ \\

er*r ^ff^t %'• j.^rrs5TiRriW ^r Wit 11

136. In the following sfttras npto VIII, 3. 12, this is

always to- be supplied :
—

" But here a nasal vowel may
optionally be substituted foi* the preceding vowel after which

$ has been ordained."

This is an adhikara sutra. For the letter which stands before that

letter for which 5 has been substituted, there is substituted a nasal vowel, in

this division of Grammar, where ^ is the subject of discussion.

Thus sutra VIII.3, 5, S. 135 says "In the place of the final of m., there

is 5 when spr, augment follows," The vowel «T of *r»fc becomes nasal; as %Wflf
^tarsfa, Irnf^i 11

W& I 3Tg^foKTcq€rs^K : I < I \ I « II

137. After what -precedes ^, if we omit to substitute

the nasal, then anusvara shall be the augment.

The substitution of nasal is optional by VIII. 3, 2. S. 1 36. "When nasa
is not substituted, we add an anusvara to such vowel. The word srsr should be
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read into the sutra to complete the sense, 1. e. sTSTrffiranc WFQt % fo? ! " a letter

other than a nasal ", i, e. a letter for which nasal has not been ordained, and

which stands before $ ||

Thus VIII. 3. 5. S. 135 teaches $ substitution of the lofsm an anusvara

would be added. As ^tefixrf, ^fefirfsn^ II

Some say " the word <nc; in the sutra means *ran, and so we need not

supply the word stmj; from outside". They say sryrrftWTft "TC ! » s^rrRiwnr^'

;

i, e. the anusvara takes place in that alternative when there is no nasal. That

anusvara is an augment and not a substitute. It is an augment to the vowel

which precedes % II

By the rule ^TOWft^M*: the 5 is changed into Visarga and by the

next rule this Visarga is changed into ^,

\\£ l fa^cfcfowr w. I «= \\ 1 *« II

crR fanfrtoiCT *• m<i 1 wmft «rr wflrar <rrR#? fWV jtF*t 11 tfspOTf $r

Wl 1 8TgwrR?rffttjfr5?r^rqw?rSr«ra»iRPWFritrqR sit t Tr^rrowrsr^rrawrtwro-

•BWRi 1 srstifSwrar ernroir w- 'sra *fit ^f%^r tsl i «Tgww?rrH5wn:wTft ftfcr gnro 1

138. ^r is the substitute of a visarga, "when a hard

consonant (^rr) follows.

The word crft is understood here. There is Visarga also by the rule

STOft VIII. 3.36. S. 151. Then we have the following VArtika which ordains q;

always, and never visarga.

Vdrt -.—For the finals of q% 3* and bri^ there is always substituted

b Thus applying the previous four rules we have sn, + srraf = *ra, + gir +^ (VI. 1 13; S.2SSo) =^+^+^+^f (VIII. 3.2, S.i36)-OTraf or^f If

According to Mahabhashya, there is elision of ^ after m.
Thus there will be 108 forms of this word trerrtf U Thus freu^lf and

itisnti with the elision of ^ \\ Then with two % as ^writf , srwfatf II Then
we apply VIII, 4.47S.48tothis latter, and have threes, as %Wc^f|f, or %W^tf II

The anusvara is considered to be a vowel (srf) for this purpose. From the
three nasal forms ^^, t^sfp^ and Irewwrr. we get three more by doubling
the * by the vartika to qpr. 11 The three forms having anusvara, will also
double their anusvara in addition to as doubling. Thus we have 12 forms in
anusvara : and six in nasal^altogether 18 forms. Then the w will be doubled
and trebled: and thus with one *, two v and three *, we have 3 x 18 = 54 forms.
This will be doubled (2 x 54° 108) when «rn is nasalised.
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«T*ft *?rfr 3*$rss«jr 5: ?*rrq; i sgiw%Tlrrssnsra^ft ormsfaremj * *K* «t% ! Trtr I

fa?S I itfft* HSfPl f^» I ^fnsj: I *5*ffRr$*T H Sam?. »

139. ^ is substituted for the w of 5^, (whereby the

^ is changed to 1r or # ) before a surd mute (wr) which is

followed by a vowel, semivowel or a nasal (w*. pratyahara).

The word $$ is formed by the Unadi affix fggq; added to the

root 53111 There are two views of Unadi formed words—one considers

them as derivative words, the other regards them as non-derivative or ^ft

words. If the word 3^ be taken as a derivative word (vyutpatti paksha)

then the exception "apratyaye" of the sutra VIT. 3, 41, S. 155 would

apply, and j_ would not be changed to «t,by VIII, 3. 41. S. 155. To prevent

both these incongruities, the Vartika q ^mfn^f %'• (see the preceding

sutral always ordains gr and never $11 Thus g« + afiTifitt :»ffl^+afiff?afiaf:«'

J* or 3x31? + aftflfa; (VIII. 3. 41. S. i55)=S*Wffow or l^n%Wf (VIII.

3. 2 & 4 S. 135 & 136). Similarly $?J*T or jfcST:

Why do we say ' before a surd mute '? Observe jfW ;, jn^r; (V, 4
92. S. 729) Why do we say 'followed by a vowel or semivowel or nasal *?

Observe $ifffa, 3§Jt: "

Vdi-lika:—Not so when -^ follows Jjp'i in those cases where iwp^ w
substituted for^ (II. 4. 54 S. 2476). As ^^H^ H vem is formed by adding

^ to to (HI. 3- "5 S. 3290).

wf^STStr 1 mftf»55f^r 1 ^fitfwr»w 1 stew 1 vm few 1 ?far 1 ar*"^ f%« 1

Hf«^: wsfgfe: 1 aw^r^l JroRreffir 11

140. ^ is substituted for the final ^ of a word, with

the exception of the ^ of JTCTTC before a gra^ letter ( ©, a:,

*f, *, ff, ar), which is followed by an mqr letter (vowel, semi-

vowel and nasal).

The word aurrft is to be read into this sutra. The word srtror^ in the

sutra is in the Nominative case, but it has the force of Genitive. ^^1,+
ftsf*T=<rrrfc+rerfrr (VIII. 3. 7- S. r40)=^ , +ftP»sr(VIII.3.isS.;6)«w^i+

IW*»f (VIII. 3- 34 S. i38)-mflK+fe^ : (HI. 4. 40 S. *?6r)=*r&msfa* or

*rrffr*OT^r (VIII. 3. 2-4 S. 136, S. 137). Similarly "«rfffcwa^r or ^rftftflVW »
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Why do we say of a Pada? Observe ff% U Here the ?C,g( %\ is not

changed to ^ before fir, because it is not final in a pada. Why do we say

•with the exception of the n. of *rwi! ? Observe jnrr^ 1Hrf%. JTOT^mfflfU

Why do we say 'when ww follows ®^' ? See wtWLWS«fr' » <33f is sword, he

who is dexterous in it, is called wre^s (sr^V, 2, 64 S. 1864).

141. ^ is optionally substituted for thes^of^ before

Thus fj.+Trf|=fi;4-«nfl{=f : +<n$ (VIII, 3. IS, 8. 76), At this stage

applies the following sutra.

ffctf <n* 1 * x Tt$ t * * 7rft 1 f •. "nft 1 $ irt* 1 ?wrrf? 11

142. x *?> and x q are optionally substituted for

the -visarga, when, followed by a hard guttural or a hard

labial.

The word *r 'and' in the sutra indicates that the visarga also

comes. By the maxim apr * JTiR &c. this sutra debars the sutra VIII. 3, 34
S. 138 which ordians ^ for the visarga. But it does not debar VIII, 3. 35.

S, 150. Therefore we have the visarga in qpsp $rtH1 &c.

Thus we get | x <rff| or ^ x <m? or | . irfl or \ : qnl or ^n(| II

143. ^ is substituted for the ^ of WF£ when it is fol-

lowed by another "sni; which is au &mredita.

Hereby the vartika, under S. 138, the*; is changed to $ ll Or the
next -sutra applies :

—

T>*^«"« taP*W «T= mvn 3 «» I x « * T^rcw?! | (ft 91 t iitffaiTH 1

144. *r or «r is substituted for the visarga, before a
hard guttural and labial in the words m% and the rest.
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This is an Apavdda to Sfltra VIII. 3. 37S. 142. «^is substituted after
q;

or 3, and % everywhere else. Thus 8^:, 2, $m$Ht (with arw of $*T *mr?fi ).

3. «T3«3*s (VI.3. 23 S. 98 1) 4. ipiwfc (VI. 3. 21S. 979) 5- 'TO^re' ; 6. xn&ft

(from sp'r ' to buy' with the affix f^rg) because it belongs to Sampad&dt class. )

7. stfwefis ( from mfttft in the sense of jprw v$: )• tf WRPJ. ( the 5 is

by VIII. 3. 12 S. 143). 9. sf$«$fcr*fr, 10. ngsw^, 1 1, wgsww?. 12. <rff«a?T*

13. «nj«
,TTOMi No complete list of this, class is given anywhere. It is an,

alcritigana

Thus mmK or srtWTR 11

145. In the fltitras of Panini beginning witli thisup-

to YI. 1. 157 inclusive, the words ^%rrorrff ' in an unbroken

flow of speech/ should be supplied.

This is an adhikara or governing sutra, exerting Its influence upto

VI. 1. 158. Whatever we shall say in the sutras preceding that, must be

understood to apply to words which are in #ftm(
that is, which are pro-

nounced together with an uninterrupted voice,

?VW I & * I * I \ I ^ II

«*rr<$ ?5r^t *r: 1 «** "^n t: 1 TOPrcurffarwrnIrs $ftflr »* n 1 wwtr 1 ftrfsmr u

146. The augment ^ is added to a preceding short

vowel also when ® follows in an uninterrupted speech.

To a short vowel followed by % is added the augment ft In

Sanhita. Here we must remember the rule S*fant%pT (VIIL 2. 1 S. 12.) to get

the proper form.

Thus er + OTW«*?r«t+BFmr. Here appear two rules, (1) VIII. 4- 40

S. 11 r requiring the q; to be changed to ir
; (2) VIIL 2 39. S. 84 requiring the

fl to be changed to %\ By the maxim <j$HTfa«w the "^.will be considered as

non-effective for the purposes of arw change. Therefore we apply this

second rule first and get

Wt+6Tnr (VIIL 2. 39 S. 84.) Here appear again two rules (1)

VIIL 4. 55. S. 121 by which $ required to be changed into a t^ letter,

and (2) VIIL 4. 40 S. Hi by which $ required to be changed to 55 . The
latter takes effect, the former being considered as asidhha, and we get w» +

0M, and then ^_is changed to «s— pp^+ETW (VIIL 4. $$ S. 121.)

10 S
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Here appears the rule VIII. 2. 30 S. 37« requiring ^ to be changed

to s^. But ^ was obtained by VIII. 4- 55 a rule subsequent to VIII 2. 30

and therefore it is considered as asiddha, and so % is not changed to «*u

Thus we have sregrw, fipr'SW »

147. The augment q; is added to the particle m and

the prohibitive particle m, when 5 follows in a continuous

text.

This sutra ordains ^necessarily when by VI. 1. 76 S. 149 it would

nave been optional, Thus sn'effrcjiffr, m%s%n, «

148. The augment q;, is added to a long vowel,

when followed by $ in a continuous text.

The 555, is added to the long vowel and not to $, as we learn from
Panini himself using it in the sutra ftw ?rcrgn*$rar &c. II. 4. 25. S. 828.

Had gq? been added to 1$, then ^ being changed to -*r by VIII. 4. 55,
there would have been two -sf's, and not the form *^ as used by Panini
himself in the above sfttra. Or if by applying the maxim %{%nuTOOtf^
(See. S. 204) the 5 may not be changed, (because the ® was the occasion

for the addition of
jj;
and this ^ should not cause the vanishing of this 0-,)

then also we should have w after ® asm and not -eg- 11 This indicates that

g^ is added to the long vowel.

Thus %f%s**?f (i

149. The augment ^ is added optionally to a long
vowel final in a full word (Fada) when followed by *U

Thus ^5ft ^srur or Bftt WT «

-:o;-
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The Visarga Sandhi

V& i ftsttm w i <; i 3 i v* ii

ft«S«rrar ii

149 A. ^ is the the substitute of a visarga, when a

hard consonant far) follows.

This sutra has already been taught before. It is repeated here for

the sake of the visarga Sandhi. Thus T3s^+HW==ft53l+ 5fraT=f%«$"' + Wtt

First, the ^ of the affix g of the nominative singular is changed to

5 by VIII. 2. 66. S, 162 ; and then this ^is changed to Visarga by VII I. 3.

IS S. 76 and then this Visarga is changed to w by the present rule. This

pr is not again changed to 5 because with regard to 5 this vlsarga-born R is

considered as asiddha

150. The visarga is the substitute of visarga, when
it is followed by a hard consonant (^r ) which itself is follow-

ed by a sibilant (qjr) II

The word ?ctt<n; is a Bahuvrthi, meaning that which is followed by ^
In other words, when a sibilant follows a hard consonant, the preceding

visarga remains unchanged. Thus Eft! ?^:, ERrEnrs WW u

Though the sfjtra could have been shortened by saying qftt ?r
; yet

the longer form is used, in order to indicate that the jihvamulfya and upadh-

maniya changes also do not lake place, in cases like 3TrSf: c?rrer»t, ^p toffpt^it

WI^5FftKni^ II

mTr tor' * 11 tfTCTrcrr • ?f«$«t 1 7% fasrtf^ *W*pil 11

151. The visarga is optionally the substitute of

visarga, when a sibilant follows.
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As ?fc ^ ° r tffa$fo>

V&rt :—When the sibilant is followed by a hard consonant, there is

optionally the elision of the preceding visarga, Asmmm orWWW
?fagKfft or ?ft- wfa u

In the other alternative there will be Visarga or the ^change, Thu*

we get three forms unftrnrr or tPP WOT or tffWW-

ireRlr ii

151 A. x «r> and x 1 are optionally substituted for

the visarga, when followed by a hard guttural or a hard

labial. This sutra has already been taught before (S. 142.)

Thus «: -t-tfTA or aj x stftfftr ti The m and <r in x « and* ^ are for the

sake of pronunciation only, The substitutes are the jihvamQliya and the

Upadhmaniya ; two lost sibilants belonging to the class of m? and «r

respectively.

The rule VIII. 3. 34, S. 138 does not apply, because this sQtra Is

an apvada to that. But VIII. 3. 3$. S. 150 will not be debarred. As
qms ^ra^9Tfti«ETRr>*U There is no vipratishedha between VIII. 3, 35, and 37,

In fact, because of the asiddhahood of one with regard to the other, (VIII,

a. i). svety rule in these three chapters stands by itself, and ignores the

existence of the subsequent rule. Hence VIII. 3. 35 would not have been

debarred by VIII. 3 37.

To get this, some divide this sutra into two:—(1) ^qri " The visarga

Is the substitute of visarga before a guttural or labial which is followed by
a sibilant," (2) x sjr x for "The jihvamQliya and upadhmAniya are substi-

tutes of a visarga before a guttural and a labial in every other case."

V\\ 1 ^is^rfr 1 « 1 \ 1 ^ I!

fr«ii*ii»W[uttisi;r«if%ii

152. ^ is the substitute of a visarga before an affix

beginning with a hard guttural or labial.

_

The w0),,iW% means " when the guttural and labial are not at the
beginning of a word," in other words, when they stand at the beginning of
an affix,
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V&rt;—This is possible only before the affixes «rrer. 8fT> fT.ancI W*r
Thus <T*rc<TrcraL (V. 3. 47 s. 1993); "wesm. nwsm*>(V- 3. °> S. 2022);

(V. 3. 70 S. 2025)

i

mms., iwreirmtw (III. 1. 9 S. 2663).

Vart:~~Prohibition must be stated, when the visarga belongs to an

Indeclinable : as, jjr?fs ^fewi

Vart;—The visarga which comes from ^ is only changed to ^ before

qrrTt a"d not any other visarga. As q*ff5frr«lf%. and ewrefir«lf?r ; but not here,

153. $ is 'the substitute of that visarga, which is

preceded by f or srand is followed by an affix beginning with

a hard guttural or a labial, under the circumstances mention-

ed in the preceding sutra.

Thus ^rftwircrar ; gR's^?^; sfteircr; tfftw*^ 11

V& 1 inres^Vtefo 1
s

1 $ «°

»

<rrRi*rastororf%fo*i sr: m&-> venv 1 spurrier 1 srwrrnrtftwRi: f% m*t

154. For the visarga of awjg; and g^g: there is substi-

tuted ^ before a hard guttural or a labial, when these words

are Gati (I. 4. 67 and 74 S> 768 and 775).

Thus wssR^rfer

"

The word sj*iw is optionally a Gati word when it is combined with

the verb % because it belongs to the class of *u<WT<l &c. ( see Ganap&tha

under I. 4, 74 ). When it is not a Gati word, then we have w. qpfrRr " ST"^.

is always a Gati when it is Indeclinable ( I, 467. S 768 ), Thus gewrofn H But

when it is not a Gati word then <g jf>T£Eqr: where 5^ Is a noun and is declined

as £ ( N. S ), ifr ( N. D
), 3^ ( N. PI

;

S"A 1 sssrow <^rsrr6Tq?T 1 «; \\ 1 a? 11

BTsreraes fare. 1 stRts w»frf?r 1 ^ig: ^TrU i ^t^sar'afnrHM^zt n «rsp*. 1 ^wtfts

155. «us (substituted, before a hard guttural or a
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labial, for the visarga which is preceded by % or s, and is not

part, of an affix.

This applies to the visarga of fH> 5^> *flRL» *"*?> "^K.^ mK »

Thus RSff^ff HTrR <!¥?T1. , 55?!?'^L

»

Why do we say ' when not belonging to an affix'? Observe «tt%:

sjftfft,W **$™ " How do y°u eJCPlairL^ ^f ? For here in ^ : &c '< the

^ of the affix is elided by VIII. 2. 24, S. 280. and the T, of *rst is changed to

visarga; this is not the visarga of an affix, and ought to be changed to «r it

Ans.—The inclusion of the word *rg«53p in Kaskadi class (VIII.

3. 48, S. 144). indicates by implication, that ^ change does not take place of

this visarga in vfg:, qx& &c : the only exception being ^rg ; « The reason of

this is that the visarga here does not follow a simple sr, but an ekade^a tf

obtained by *H-8T=»(VI. i. m S. 279.

)

Vart

:

—Prohibition must be stated in the case of g$^J ; as Sff^iTTf

or i|i <mm 11

156. The visarga of the Gati fat**; is optionally

changed to ^r before a hard guttural or a labial

Thus fa«SRrtf, or far- Sffrft 11

2^ ^Hmnmf Rra*ta t^r^t m m\n. ww* ' fiNftfrft > ft' itCNftenfif 1

157. v is optionally the substitute of the visargas of

fiw&fa* and gg^when they are used as Numeral adverbs,

(before a hard guttural and labial).

The affix gw
( ^ ) is added to the three words dvi, tri and chatur in

the sense of krtvasuch by V. 4. 18, S. 2086,

As ft: ^£\fa or ft«fi<nir ll

Why do we say ' when used in the sense of kritvtiswch or Numeral
adverbs'? Observe •erg^qn* where w is compulsory by VIII. 3. 41. S, 155.

VF I *S^t: *t*p# ll
t;

1 ^ 1 yy 11

««*J^!f
Mw VZ®^v

' ******* «* «*»
'
n*mi® ' *3 ! «RwRr 1
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158. For the visarga of words ending in^ and g^c,

before a hard guttural or labial, there is optionally substi-

tuted q, when the two words stand in correlation with one

another.

The t is understood here, Thus g-ffi«?TiTrf?f or srffis ?jfftf?r
(
^5: imm or

*T3«3>tflt H

Why do we say ' when the two words are correlated' ? Observe m&3

Sjffi), f^T^gfisf where gf^: is not in construction withfersf, but with nrgg d

The word gprut here means sqtfcir or mutual relation of two words
;

and not "having the same meaning," or it may mean both, In fact ^pffw? is

equivalent to srr^n^rr i. e. the syntactical want of another word to complete the

sense. It does not here mean 'compound.' But it being a T^rvt the word g^rtj 5s

understood here (m*i'< itfrfa: II. r. 1 5, 647.). The employment of the word

m*rw$here indicates that it is a different samarthya from thatofll.i. 1. It does

not denote qsrP?Wr' or T^fruf which is the samarthya of compounds where

two or more words denote one object, The samarthya here means vyapeksha

which is thus defined irii^raf!, W&fi" 4f W£?t T%r, fltfi qf qtn: "the syntactical

union of two words expressing two different ideas."

ta'atf&i'fiwi s^wretm* Pra vr< m^i fefr m$r> 1 qffatrfs^t \ *$*mm.\

qztfc 1 swrraf ftsrnfa 11

159. The visarga of an p* or ^-ending word,

which is not preceded by any other word, is invariably

changed to ^in a compound, when followed by a hard gut-

tural or labial.

The word s^and 3R are understood here, Thus ^T^r^W qg'RfPTmw II

Why do we say when it is not preceded by another word ? Observe
TOHfifi ufSsviT. The option even of the last hOtra docs not apply to these

examples.

The inclusion of the word srffisfifiwr in the Jfiemft class ( VIII. 3. 48,
S, 161 A ) indicates that the «r change will take place even when there is no
compounding as well as when there is no sq^flT or co-relation. But when there

is 3?i<tw the «r change is compulsory.

Q.—The word ^f% is derived from the root fp*. by adding the Unadi
affix ji§ (TJn II. 109), and sr^by the Unadi affix *r§ (Un II. 117), therefore
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on the maxim JTWwn &c, the word *&tr: would denote th« mere forms «f^
and *rs^ and not forms like WST^ &c. then what is the necessity of em-

ploying the word STgWfWW in the sfltr*

.

Ans.—The very employment of the word amittara-pada-sthaiya in this

sutra, is an Indicator (jfiapaka), that the restriction of the fallowing maxim does

not apply with regard to the affixes f% and 3f:— Jr«Wf»r tmflt m ffw wrufcf.

^^^7;r^2i «f^trr»j " an affix denotes, whenever it is employed in Grammar, a

word-form which begins with that to which that affix has been added and

ends with the affix itself." This maxim not applying, we have WT«!%!iraif

or <&mffi- *iwra by the previous sutra VIII. 3. 44.

(2,—Why is not there option in the case of compounds also by the

previous sfltra ?

Ans :—Because the word ?rRL$r there means rarqw, and therefore does

not apply to compounds.

*&m*ft i *w &ra.i Atiw. i sTirsararo i^ra: i mm*- 1 mft f^? i m- ifift t w^w-

160, For the visarga of a word ending in »ro;, with

the exception of an Indeclinable, w ia substituted in a com-
pound, when a form of $ and ?^w , or the words *fcr, spw, m%
§?fl and sfjifif follow, and the first word is not preceded by
another word.

Thus ir-warasro, (III. 2. 1 S. 2913.) ^-srewr*, far—fnrcdrcri,

Why do we say *njs " a visarga preceded by short «r or the visarga

of the word ending in bet:" ? See tflnsirt: h

Why do we say " with the exception of an Indeclinable"? Observe

The word qin$ is understood here also. Therefore not here • «ri

The wordq^^ is also to be read in this. Therefore not hereWWP Sift: II

'

\\K 1 3Tvi: ffasft <fc I < 1 3 1 fts ||
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1

161. For the visarga of «rvm or %t*^when not

preceded by another word, and followed by the word <r^ in

composition with it, there is substituted qj
Thus swrp*. rffaWMLH

The word *r»n% « understood In this, therefore not here *w «r$»r,

The word stg^rwrctfW ta alsQ understood here, Therefore not in the

following «rcnflrc W."

WW II

i6l A,*for * is substituted for the visarga, before a hard guttural and

labial in the words mm and the rest This sutra has already been taught

before (see S» 144). It is read here again for the purpose of Vwrgu-Sandku

Thus *fi + qK-*iR*i*:U
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On Combination of Case-endings,

162. For the final ^ and for the * of &%% is substi-

tuted % at the end of a word. This debars Wl..

Thus,f^r + ST&t, here Sir^is a word formed with the Nominative

Singular case affix §. This ^ will be changed by the above Sutra into is

and not to a 3^ letter. Thus, we get fam+srw?. Then applies the next

rule :—

^nrcqisf^* 3 *r ^^r 1 smro smfsfa: ^mttfrrj; 11

163- The 1 is the substitute of ^ (the r substitute

of a final ^ VIII. 2. 66.) when an w, which is not a vluta,

both precedes and follows it.

This sutra debars the 3 of VIII. 3. 17 S. 167 The % taught in the Tripfldi

VIII. 2, 66 S. 162 is not adddha though so required by VIII. 2. 2 S. 12. for

the purposes of 3 substitution required by the present sutra of the 6th

Adhyaya . This is because this sutra specifically mentions the word \ and

t
wsn ordains ^ in its stead. Had this sutra not perceived the % of VIII. 2.

66. it would have simply ignored it and not mentioned it at all.

The phrase grit is understood here., as well as the word atfe? of VI. I.

109, Therefore f^+^!~fti?r+3+sw^i At this stage, the next sutra

VI. I, 102 raises a doubt, viz, should sr and 5 of ffcr+S become a long Wf as

\ts \ stmror*. <jfora^: i $ | \ \ \*\ \\

164. For the simple vowel of a nominal-stem and
for the vowel of the case-affixes of the Nominative and the
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Accusative in all numbers,, there is the single substitution of

a long vowel corresponding to the first vowel.

The- words 3T?fj: and fr3= are both understood here. The word jrtrtrr

here means the jpTftf fawrfai i- e. the 1st case of the Nominative, and

includes here the factor I^HtTfi also. This sutra teaches the substitution of a

vinsr or a homogenous long vowel corresponding to the first vowel. But

this rule does not apply in the case of f$pj sr^-spr^*- because of the following

apavdda rule.

ar^fffir <ft h s§<re<#$: 1 srrgri 1 net T^frmffW 1 f^rs^: 1 sr<T jrt ?m:
f*5 1 m sTsr 1 srffht 5w:t%h 1 *j3n»T*Tr > ^ffrtHn 1 m gsrra* *m wrft 1 c^err-

firaifHep t«sj?5 1 w^rrftf? Rsf«pi 3 HW*wtfsnra«Pi* 1 hwsttoj 3 ^ *n*n$

^SiSr^r nfaritlMRt 1 ar^r srer fa*. 1 f%sa «ra **' far* 1 ssrc^r ffit =g?t: 11

165. The substitution of a long vowel homogenous

with the first, does not take place when sr or ?rr is followed by

a vowel ( other than ar ) of the case-affixes of the Nominative

and the Accusative.

Therefore fiPW + *r^: = fafts'sfc 1 The ar T become guna by the err?*jrr:

(VI. I. 8?. S. 69 ) and the subsequent sr of sr«q is elided by tj^.' t^rfffT^fir (VI.

1. 109. S, 86 ), Why do we say ' after a short bt' ? Or why have we added a

H to 9T ? So that the long srr may be excluded. Observe ffn +ST«r«%?n' *W II

The word wrfar is understood here from VI. I. 109. S, 86. k must be followed

by a short a*; thus t*?* + BTT*Ptrr ~ sjarrn^r I Why do we say 'preceded by

an apluta *r'? The rule will not apply if a Pluta vowel precedes it, As tfff

g^m * bt^T 5Ttf$ 1 Though the word is er<f in the sutra, and it means only

short bt and neither long arr nor the pluta tsr$, yet the word is repeated in the

sutra for the following reason. In the above example ijff g^rrr* BTtr*<Tri$, the

«T of gtrtr*ri5 prolated by VIII, 2. 84. This prolation being effected by a

Tripadi rule, would not be perceived by VI t. 113, and for the purposes of

this latter rule the prolation is uon existent, send the bt is still short. Therefore

to make the prolation siddha or effective for the purposes of VI. I, 1 13, the

word " pluta" is specifically mentioned in the sutra. The % of *r»j would not
have produced this result, because that q; found its scope in preventing the

application of the rule to the long^x U

Why do we say " when followed by an aptuta «* ? " Observe fiteg «ra

StoHtT ! "O Agnidatta I let the milk remain." Here »r* of Agnidatta is pluta

by VIII, 2, 86. and it being asiddha,. the present rule would have applied.
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*« Ufa «rm * i W* H

srrsrW i "^t^ %n irat Rticr i sm. ii

166. The * is the substitute of u (the % substitute

of ^ YIII. 2. 66) when it is followed by a soft consonant and

preceded by an apluta short «T II

The ?$. pratyahai'a includes all sonants or soft consonants. Thus

The 3 substitution takes place in the case of that ^ only which Is

called 5 in this Grammar ; i. e, ^ with the indicatory letter 9; therefore not

in imTi,+aTT=srnR«r or ^nre+»ve#=>*rafr® •

Now we take up the Sandhi of^rm +*$ \ Here the 'Sf is first chang-

ed into 5 by VIII. 2. 66. Then we apply the following rule :—

<jh^w fajiw ^rerct "ft 1 «tot5*i ^rr. 1 wr: rrafi^rw i^Jfi \%(fm 1

^rosr garret 1 *t *mf&!tf\?.' 1 ftftRr sprwrriimrft, 1 %^ wr^*mr*r^ srwrrtrmr

Mreti 1 >t«rr ^[^ $% ii

167. w is substituted for the ts called x, when it is

preceded by $r, ^mr, srgr, st or an, before an w^ letter ( vowels

and soft consonants).

In the Sutra *nfr, «rar have not been combined by the rules of Sandhi.

Thus we get^r^+tf=f^+S3=f!ira + ??=^ITlS ot wrfiflf I In one cases we

elide qr by the rule pfttrs mratwR* ( VIII. 3. 19. S. 67).

Why do we say ' when followed by a letter of «nr praty&hara '
?

Observe *$[: ^ff<r 1

Though in the Sutra the 3, being considered as asiddha, the ^ will be

changed not to e but to visarga
;
yet this visarga being considered as

sthdnivat to % will be changed to \\ Moreover, it should not be objected

that this is an alvidhi and therefore, the visarga will not be stMnivat to q,

because here the whole word-form 3 is taken and therefore it is not an alvidhi,

In the surra Hrw, Hffr^, wqrqr. are three particles ending in g. The g
will be changed to 3 and the $ to a and thus we have ^, wr^and *r4fc?.
Here applies the next sutra \—
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%ftw atra% w R£«rrw 11

168. 5 and ^(iu *ptH.&c. and after sr or m> at the

end of a Pada) are pronounced with a lighter articulation be-

fore an ws^ letter, according to the opinion of Sakatayana.

The effort in pronouncing which is very light is called laghu-pra-

yatna-tara. Effort or articulation is a quality of the person who utters and

which is the cause of the utterance of a letter, w and ^of lighter articulation

are substituted for the final «r and ^ in *frw, tffrp?, sr^r^. or after an «t or

srr II The lighter % will replace the heavy *, and so the lighter q, the heavy

*.«

Thus tfkrsr, *r?tTO5r, sr^rarT, sr^. or ^ smii, wrwrgsn: or urcrr *vt»

romffar: or srr^r wrfir«(i, WW or pw, or %t*w*w 11

The lighter articulation results from the relaxation of the muscles and

the organs employed in speech. The places of pronunciation are palate &c,

the organs are the root, the middle and the tip of the tongue. When the con-

tact of the tongue with the various places is very light, the articulation isr

laghu-praytna-tara. In fact, a and % are to be slurred over.

?$\ I wfttit rrr^*T 1 K I % 1 30 II

wr«g?r 1 ?jgjTaiBT<T^ ^r^ga 1 w?res fa* i Sra* 11

169. *r preceded by «tf and final in a Pad a and when

it is not pronounced with a light articulation is always elided,

before an 3ro letter according to the opinion of Gargya,

There can be no «r preceded by ^1, so only a is taken in explaining

thesutra, Thus vfrafsgfr ll

The making of it a separate sutra, is for the sake of indicating that

this is a necessary (nitya) rule and not a vibhasha rule. The name ofG.lrgya

is used simply honoris cansa ( pujnrlha). The elision of laghu-jjrnyatna \
which VIII. 3. 19 would have otherwise caused is hereby prohibited. So that

the laghu prayatnatara w does come also. As Hra^gH 11

Why do we say final in a Pada ? Observe mni.

^So t ^fa ** T3[ | 5 I ^ t ^ II

sra<n?rar! T^^ra^m^ sfa m 1 *r7tp*rrRi! 1 <*> fa«r. 1 H^rg^n 1 ^t»
*hmrt3jr ^r* 1 qf| 3 unmfrRr mm srRt *?t«w cr^^^rij- t^sts; 11
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170. »and ?r (preceded by ar, or m at the end of

a pada), and followed by g-, when it ie a word, are elided

necessarily.

The particle 3 is a full pada or word That Particle is meant here by

the word 3^ and not the g^ which is a root obtained by the samprasarana

of^ 11 Thus *r 3 iprtRt'' it

Why do we use the word tff "gr when it is a pada''? So that the rule

may not apply to 3^ the form assumed by%»r,by samprasarana, as ?rsir 3ff=?r-

ssigfTn 11 Ouere:— 551 , could never have meant the form assumed by^, far the

samprasarana of f^, is s, the 3j is merely indicatory. Moreover the maxim or

lakshana- pratipadokta &c, will prevent the inclusion of this ?% resulting from

vocalisation, when there is a separate Particle us£ II

The word <rf is used here for the sake of the subsquent sutras

like VIII. 3. 32. This is also a nitya rule, and not optional, Had it been

optional, there would have been no necessity of this aphorism, because VI 1 1.

3. 19. would have been enough.

Note .—The maxim above referred to " WtTT KftPTtrrCTr: STf^IffiffcPC T?^«t

"

means :

(Whenever a term is employed which might denote) both something

original and also something else resulting from a rule (of grammar),—or

(when a term is employed in a rule which might denote) both something

(formed by another rule) in which the same individual term has been emp-
loyed, and also something else formed by a general rirle,—such a term should

be taken to denote, (in the former case) only that which is original, and (in

the latter case) only that (which is 'formed by that rule) in which the same
individual term has been employed.

\*\ t #5 q&fcpt, I
«: I $ I W II

% ?rf|T 1 % ftisf»* 1 H«?r ?w«t 1 aenfr wi% 1 $11 *w- 1 ^rr nn^ 1 tffc f%;n 1 ^rr^ w

171. (The *r whether lightly pronounced or not
preceded by tfr, **t>, m$i, or by & or *r, being final in a pada,
is elided) before a consonant, according to the opinion of all

the AcHryas.

Thus 5fa. taffr; ftftrci*, *rtpre$h wtorffc Vrr iwrr«,^rqrPsr 11

Why do we say followed by a consonant ? Observe wrniS or \®& u
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?\s* I dsvjfq I ^m $<*. II

BT!rr-fftrffr Js?^ n swifawrftg^ m^m.. ° 11 art r«5tf1 1 rmw trf<f srr 1 S3?tafa¥fl-

v<ifa: I i>r f^r»frq^piVqr 11

172. When no case-ending follows (i. e. at the end

of a Facia in the narrower sense), r is substituted for the q; of

®r?^ II

This debars 5. Thus 3T?t$ : 1 ar^ot' 11 Why do we say 'when no case-

ending follows ' ? Observe a^>3t»I, Here s-called ^ replaced the final ^ of *r^

by VIII. 2. 68. S. 443. The difference between this ^-called * and the ordinary

^ is illustrated in the above set of examples. The ^-called * is changed to '

by VI. 1. 113, S. 163. the ordinary * is not so changed.

Vart.—Before the words ^;q, rjf% and j^p^k, the ^ of bt^, is changed

to t, As BitT^T* ; *m*$rcrf%wr. So also st^kt^, though the word ^ is

not tff% II This is on the maxim ?efifarftSKre3R«iwrrf£ which means :

—

That which has undergone a change in regard to one of its parts, is by no

means (in consequence of this change) some thing else (than what it was

before the change had taken place). aT?k*T*!tTW..

Vart.—The words st?t &c. before ifff tic. should be enumerated. That
is, the finals of st?^. &c. are replaced by 5 or t before <Ti% &c. As sr^fS: or

eT^Tft or BT?itrfg:
; <?p?fep, »rn <Tt*: or «?r>"TW; £<ft?n, g.«Tf?f! or wxqf^ « Here 5.1s

substituted for the final j of 3T??,&c. which at first sight may appear super-

fluous. But it is so ordained, in order to prevent the visarga change of

this ^.

*\s* i ft ft 1 < \\ 1 \* n

TO?s'*$<fti3r<T: wanu

173. t is elided before a t n

Note.—The eulrn, is v ft rmd not 5xs ft |i That Ik ft ft in (ho form which

t: ft and (|! ft will both assume. <c: is the Gcnitivo of J , and ft: would ho the Geni-

tive of ^ 11 Tlie siifcra in not confined to ^ only, bub to every t, in general including

*Stl Thus sfftTfra, fCr^li

\W 1 g«5lft Tjq^r fvOHvi: ( $ I 3 I ^ I)

sror Hr<r.ai?fff?r rr«rr trfsT^ofstfr?; surra^r?^ qft s^nrofr $$-. mn. Sir 1 wt \

SjFrrsrcq ft^HH 1 pfts; 1 wTumb 1 n^m %iz&^^ ^Rj ^£f ftftfa <ftq; ^ ww 1
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174. Whoa f or ^ is elided, for the preceding

it, ? and % a corresponding long Yowel is substituted.

Thus 3*£+<«ft-s*troflr; t?H+w-«ft W! *n5rc.+<G**-*Prt* i

Why do we say ** .
ObserveW W from the roots W ' to Injure

'
and '^

to exert.' Here the « is not lengthened because it is not included m sr^

pratyahara.

The word p: is thus formed, R+ *K ( «t ) - £» + W ( it*' VI 1 1. 2, 3 1. S.

324VCT + w ( *«r«r*toBfsw VIII, 2. 4° S. 323o)-« + *.(TO V"l. 4. 41)-*

+ o + »( *>**»' VIII. 3. I3.S. 2335). Here * is elided, but as the preceding

vowel SB is not included in «rw pratyahara, which includes only sr, * and a-

( the <*. being the first qr ), so there is no lengthening.

The word^ ' for the preceding * is used m the sutra in order to

indicate that there is the lengthening of the m> vowel, even when no other

word follows it ; in fact the lengthening is of the preceding vowel alone,

irrespective of any other word following it or not Thus srgrqf *, tffa; 11

The word vrml- is thus formed. To the root ^r " to covet " we add

the intensive affix atfg* and the affix r^ and fir*, and the doubling. Thus

we get the form «wf«^ the second person singular of the Imperfect of the

Intensive, and we get the form nvuni- II

JVbfe—The word srWi is thus formed;—

*yC+*rf+f?r*( the 2nd Per. Singing.)-

£<i + o + Rr (qfrsfa^r II. 4« 74- S. 2650 )=»

Trg.*iw,+ Rr ( m.A'iv- VI, 1. 9. S. 2 39; )=-

»rj( £»*+(%= ( 5* q^.S#: VII. 4. 82. S. 2 630 )=

n*r»jr+rt ( 9P5TI1W VII. 4. 60. S. 2179 )
=

mn&H-Rr ( ^f§fiN§r^) VII. 4. 91. S. 2652 )
=

3t^+Rr(3T^rt^T^ VIII. 4. 54. S. 2182 )
=

5in>£+f% ( st^aff^W ^ VII. 3. 86. S, 2189 )=
3trn£+w(??j«r III. 4. 100 S. 2207)=

<si*ri[+ o ( ?«®5rrc!wjr VI. 1. 68. S. 252 )=

5f^ ( qw*fpret?»rocVllI. 2. 37 S. 326 j

-

3r*f£ ( ST^T W5^ VIII. 2. 39 S. 84 )
=

srsfa ( Vf VIII. 2-. 7S S. 2468 )=

5t4+o+^(etRviu. 3. 14 s. 173)=

sptf+*,( the present Sutra ) which with the augment «r*Y§^*$«^$
8T? VI. 4. 71 S. 2206 ). becomes srsptfs II

The word #j«s is formed from fsj$+<r. The * is changed to % by
VIII. 2. 31. S. 324. and the v is first changed to * by VIII. 2. 40, S, 2240 and
then to « by VIII. 4. 41, S, 113.
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Thus we get ffr^+y. The first ^ being elided by VIII. 3, 13. S. 2335,

we get the form Fshj: by the present sutra.

Now we take the sandhi of TT1.+w -> *mt.+ *trs . Here two

sutras simultaneously apply viz. f'pinr VI. 1. 14- S. 166 causing the

substitution of s for X and the sutra KfXK VIII. 3. 14. S. 173. causing the

elision of * . What sutra are we to apply ? Here comes the following Inter-

pretation sutra.

m 1 fa*ri%>§ *ri: mfoim a mil

175. When rules of equal force prohibit each other,

then the last in the order herein given is to take effect.

The word ffaftt*fa means ' opposition of rules of equal force.'

Thus, the lopa rule being the para rule would cause the lopa of t, of

»Prt. beforew But here we must remember the rule of 5$*rfB\M, (VI II. 2. r,

S. 12 ), therefore, the rule of elision of *: (VIII, 3. 14. S. 173 ; is considered

asiddha for the purposes of z required by VI. 1, 114. S. 166. Therefore we
have 3. Thus we have i?n +rc='mfW II

$\sq 1 nsrcnft: ^r«fr s*£r*sngr^jrr% k% i * I ? I \\\ \\

fti% P ijwr ** * afr^erir^ %$. 1 *re» ftr*» ' ?fo f%% 1 ^rs*r 11

176. After «w? and ^ there is elision of the ease-

affix 'FT (of the nominative singular), when a consonant follows

it, when these words are not combined with <*» ("V. 3. 71

S. 2026.) and have not the Negative Particle in composition.

Thus <j*r: + firsts = <rsr faroji II ^ q& || Why do we say ' without Jff ' P

Observe v^s^t 5JF' (I

Note:—The words ir^q;. and^ with the affix ST^r*^, which falls in the

middle -would be considered just Hlce the iffrsj; and ?r^, -without such affix, and in.

faot would be included in the words \tf(% and w£, hence the necessity of the pro-

hibition. The general maxim is s F*Httj<rf?T?T*?fS; *f?9r*T *nq% ' any term that may
be employed in Grammar denotes not merely what is actually denoted by it, bat

it denotes also whatever word-form may reBult when something is inserted in that

-which, is actually denoted by it.'

Why do we say " when not compounded with the negative particle"?

Observe srcpfilT' II In the compound with the negative particle ursjr , the

second member is the principal and takes the case affixes. Why do we say

' when followed by a consonant' ? Observe tf^TSW 11

12 s
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raw i *r t* lift 1 9 TOtFw > *§fai*m* 5 w*^fr spfr® a*^anpmpn5i«ir

177. The case-affix of^'he/ is elided before a

^vowel, if by such elision the metre of the foot becomes

complete.

Thus%imrcf^ jprft iW ( R'& IJ - 34> i. )»*p wrc; ®raft* f w^rf

,

3inrt f**ft *raSf

)

4< accept ( Brihaspati I ) this good burden ( of our praise
)

He who rulest,

"

According to Vamana the author of Kas*ika, this rule is confined to

Vedic metres only. According to others, the rule is applied to all jSlokas with-

out any such distinction.

In explaining this sutra we have used the word flfspr " only then " in

order to limit its scope ; and this we get by the force of the word ^ m the

sfitra VI. I. 133* S. 3526, which immediately precedes it in the order of Ashta-

dhyayt, Therefore there is no elision here, because the verse is completed

without elision.

5§ts?*tr3WSSRre; ( Raghuvansa ) we cannot say 5 b^h; or wjk &c,

%5 iw craft 'zkwm (Rig 1 32. is) *tkqftgf«fa ( Rig VI n. 43. 9 ).

The case-ending being elided, the Sandhi takes place. Why do we say
' when by such elision the metre of the line is completed' ? Observe *r ^ytW;
WPPW M The word *rr% in the sutra is for the sake of distinctness : for

the purposes of metre would not have been served by eliding the affix

before a consonant, for then the syllables would remain the same. It is by
sandhi that a syllable is lessened

; and sandhi would take place only with a

vowel. According to Kasika the PUa must refer to a Pada of the Rig-

Veda only. Others explain the word <h* as ' a foot of a floka ' also, and
according to them this rule is not confined to Vedic metres only. Thus we
have :-4n ^raftm t

t %%m aflsrf&v,Vrofi *wmt It *foft **w*i tj
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CHAPTER VIII.

On the declension of Masculine Bases knding in Vowels.

vug waM vmm 't Tfr^sfa*ensTPretf warfare? ot^ ti

178. A significant form of a word, not being a

verbal root (dhdtu), or an affix (prataya) or a word ending

in an affix, is called a prdtipadikct or crude-form or Nominal

base.

This defines the word "prfttfpadika'' or crude-form. The pr&tipadikfl.

is the intermediate stage (n the development of a full word (pada), from the

undifferentiated are called the dhatu or root It Is that part of a word which

is capable of receiving the case-terminations.

The word sr*f th means having signification. With the exception of

verbal roots and affixes, a word-form having a significance or meaning la

called pratipadika,

«w *hn% «jtfr *rrn) q$ nw ^mRr ?rf$ e^ra^sr i ?ft mzm *r

»

179. The forms ending in Krit affixes, or Taddhita

affixes, or compounds are also called Prdtipadika,

This further explains the use of the word pratipadika. " Suffixes for

the formation of nouns are of two kinds. Those by which nouns are derived

direct from roots, Primary Suffixes. Those by whfch nouns are derived from

other nouns ; Secondary Suffixes. The former are called Krit, (I II. r. 93 S. 374)
the latter Taddhita (IV, 1. 76 S, 530). Thus -mjana, man, is derived from the

root mj'an by the krit suffix st: but stfffa janhia, appropriate for man, fs

derived from *w jana by the Taddhita affix %\ tna. The name pratipadika

would apply both to spr java and shft janina, as nominal bases, ready to

receive the terminations of declension" (Max Mliller),

Of the compounds, there are six varieties, vis., Tat-purusha, Karma*
dharaya, Dvandva, Bahuvrlhi, Avyaytbhava and Dvfgu.
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In the last sutra, the words "not ending In an affix" were too exten-

sive ; this sutra makes an important provision in favor of words ending in

Krft and Taddhita affixes. So also compounds are also called pratipadika.

The word Samasa is used in the sutra to make a restrictive rule, where in a

collection of words, the first part is a pada or a complete word, then the

word pr&tipadiha would apply to that collection of words only, which forms

a compound and to nothing else ; therefore the term PtAtipadika would not

apply to a sentence* Being restricted to compounds only, It, of course, does

not apply to sentences.

^© | s?Epr, \\ \ \ i \ ii

180. An affix.

This is an aphorism intended solely to regulate the sense of others.

From this place forward up to the end of the Fifth Book, whatsoever we

shall treat of, will get the name of 'Pratyaya' or an affix.

181. And subsequent.

This is also an 'adhikftra' or regulating sutra, and is understood in all

subsequent aphorisms
;
or it might also be called a 'paribhasha' or interpreting

aphorism. That which is called an affix comes after, or is placed after, the

'dhatu' or root, or the 'pratipadika' or crude form.

"•nrotriw'T ft«3r *«irw* ^r^r^temw^irr nnq; s^smt ma? it *rr$$wH u

182. (From this point forward as far as the end of

Book Fifth,, whatever we shall treat of, should be understood

to come), after what ends with feminine affixes r% or *rr?,

or after a crude-form.

This is an 'adhikara' aphorism pure and simple. It simply consists

of terms which other aphorisms, in order to complete their sense, are under
the necessity of borrowing. In other words, this stttra points out the base
i^rrr to which the affixes beginning with g treated of in the next sutra, and
ending with 9r1,(V. 4. 151), are to be applied.

The sutra consists ot three words. The term tft is a common name
for the three affixes 3^, tffo and $r*.i The term art* is the common name
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for the three affixes V(%, OTT. and -jit** I These are feminine affixes and are

taught from sutra 4 to 65 of the Fourth chapter, The word jrrRfitflSi means

'crudeform' and has been defined insOtra 1. 2.45,46, i.e, that which is possessed

of a meaning, not being a root or an affix; or what ends with a KrEt or a

Taddhita affix. The word ®m, sffiHTltW? is a Samahara-dvandva or Collec-

tive aggregate of these three words.

Paribhasha'. Why have we employed the word 'riy-ap' Jn the

aphorism ? Is not the word pratipadika wide enough to include the words

ending with the feminine affixes, by virtue of the paribhasha :
—

" A pratipa-

dika denotes, whenever it is employed in grammar, also such a crude-form

as is derived from it by the addition of an affix denoting gender "?

Ans : The words gf)- and *rrf are specifically mtd in the sutra in

order to indicate that the Taddhita affixes should be added, offer the words

have taken the Feminine affixes and not before.

Note :--The KMika gives the following answer to the above question.

Not so. The paribhasha you quote applies to that case where

there is a rule relating to an individual word-form given in the Sutra itself.

In other words, " this paribhasha is applicable when a word is employed in

grammar which either denotes pratipadikas generally (as the word 'pratipadi-

ka* does in this sutra) or denotes a particular pratipadika, (such as the words

grr, tssnr.tnm *foT. and mRr, in II. 1. 67)." That is, in II. x. 67, the

masculine form yuva, also includes the feminine : but not so everywhere,

Moreover the words, a%, m% have been employed in the Sutra, in order to

make the taddhita affixes applicable to feminine words ending In long f (jft)

or long «n (wO Thus the feminine of 'WW,' and Wwr' is, 'srrnft' and 'fRoft',

the feminine of '^' and 'rim' is '<sr$T' and '*rmr' 11 After these words we
can apply the taddhita affix %?*' : as '^rrfforo/ 'fftfJUPCT/ *<sr§T?ra7 and

'lIHRW' U

Now, had we not used that word (

fiy-ap' in the Sutra, and wished to

express the same idea as is done, say, by the word ' kalitara,' we could not

have got this form at all.

The word wrW takes #t^ by IV. r. 42 ; to which when m% is added,

the vowel is shortened by VI. 3. 43; and we shall get the form 8R|^wtrr II

Why do you then say that the taddhita affixes could not be applied, but for

the words riy-ap?

A To this we answer, that by the rule of vipratishedha, the taddhita
would have debarred the feminine. Thus when feminine alone Is meant and
not comparison, we shall have Weft ; and when comparison alone is meant and
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not feminine, we shall have m<VHt ;
but when both feminine and comparison

are meant, then would arise the difficulty ;
and according to the general max-

im, the taddhita would have debarred the feminine, But by using the word

*iy-ap, it Is shown that first the feminine affixes are to be added, and then

the comparison maldng affixes.

The objector says:—The inclusion of sft and err^ in this sui.ra Is

useless, for the following reason :—all bases ending with the Feminine affixes-

can be considered as Pratipadikas, on the strength of the maxim Pratipadika

grahane linga-vishishtasya &c. For example, **«: " mother-in-law," derived

from the masculine «ssrs< with the affix 3^ (see Vartika under IV. t. 68. S.

523. «*igw*iN;rcr OTtBtT*J). Here the word v&g must be a pratipadika, other-

wise no case affix can be added to it, because it is neither a ^f nor an nrgr

ending word. But we see that case-affixes are added to it, and it can only

be if the maxim above given be universally valid. Holding the above maxim

to be valid, we come to the conclusion that all words ending in Feminine

affixes (such as #r, err* , 3; etc.) are Pratipadikas ; hence there is no necessity

of using the words aft and *rrq; in the sutra.

Ans. So far as the addition of case affixes, are concerned, we may
consider the inclusion of #f arrqr as superfluous. But this stoa not only

ordains case-affixes, but Taddhita affixes as well ; for the sutra means " Let

all the affixes taught upto the end of the Fifth Book—whether case-affixes-

or Taddhita &c. come .after bases ending in ?ft

—

m% and after Pratipadikas.""

So that the Taddhita affixes will be added to Feminines after the words have

taken the Feminine affixes and not before. This we infer because the words

^t and wrri are used i'1 the sutra. Thus we get srrSpfjr or errf$w H If tbe

Taddhita affixes were added first and then the Feminine, we could not have

got the form snfftsfir N F°r tne swarthika^ added by V. 4, 29. S. 2097. to-

«rr«j being most antarang would come first and then the feminine «TT«r. Thus

bttS + isir + wrr =» srr^sfVT ll Consequently the WT afsJ could not be changed to f
by etfrranr: VII. 3. 46. S. 465.

For the sr here is not that <rf which has replaced a long m 11 But If

we add the Feminine affix first, we can get the desired form, thus ;

—

wqf + Si-t-BTrj^sttafaRr, here the long vq of suritf is shortened by qpn
VII. 4. 13- S. 834.

And so we can apply the rule zfoti and get srrr%r

183. (After what ends with, the feminine termina-
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tions S?r or srPJ, or after a crude-form, the following affixes

are employed) :
—
Singular, Dual. Plural.

1st. su (s) au jas (as)

2nd. am aut (au) gas (as)

3i
-

d- tt(a) bhyam bhls

4th. Ae(e) bhyam bhyas

Sth. rtasi Cas) bhyam bhyas

6th. lias (as) OS Sm

7th. Ai CO OS sup (su)

In the above affixes, letters like 3 * in g and w$! are 'anubandhas'

employed either for the sake of facility of pronunciation, or as distinguishing

marks. The final lis employed for the sake of forming the pratyAhaia gft,

which is the collective name for the above 21 case-affixes. The letters 3T, vj,

ff, y and q are jjj or servile letters.

sRr#r ftwtfrjrer^fw 1 psjn?;^ ssrrftm fMffff jhtittoj wrRwr-' srm
?rHrairftff?rffi snim-> 11

184. The triads of conjugation al affixes and case-

affixes are also called vibhakti or Inflective affixes.

The word ftw3; means a complete triad. Thus g-R*ft ftftatfftr means
the three affixes of the seventh case, i, e., the locative singular, dual,

and plural. So nnm ftvrfa; means the third person, singular, dual, and
plural.

185. Of fj* the case affixes, the three expressions

in each successive set of the three, are also severally called

singular, dual and plural.

186. The dual and singular case-affixes are employed
Heverally in the sense of duality and unity.

^v» I «Tf5 *5* !spto 1 u y \\\ 11
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187. In expressing multeity, a Plural case affix is

employed.

Declension of Masculines ending in sr II

Now we take up the declension of the word KlH ending in short *t n

In Nom. Sing, the affix § is added,

Thus ni+^=?ri+?='tR+?. "W ii In forming the Dual, the follow-

ing applies.

ffiftfa 11 xtft II

188. Of the words having the same form, and

all in the same one case-termination, the last one is only

retained.

This Is a very important sutra, and deals with what is technically

called Ekasesha (or retention of one). When there are two or more words

of the same form, and the same case termination, standing together, one is

retained and the rest are dropped.

Thus WH+OT-V^. The word y$t is formed by adding the affix

«fo to *pt and by superseding VI. i. 102. S. 164 by VI. x. 104 S, 165 and ap-

plying VI. 1. 88 S. 72, we get the vriddhi. In forming the Nom, PI. we add

315. Thus tm +91*1,11 The 3^ is indicatory by the following sutra.

*«. 1 15 I K \\ I * I!

nOTmtr mi.^f sp 1 tftf ^s&rrar* 11

189. The initial palatals and Unguals. of an affix are

indicatory.

Thus the ^ of^ would become %<£. So the affix is really *&{.

But is not the final *r,of sjg; also %?£ by the sutra s?!*?** I. 3, 3. S, 1, ? No,
because of the following exceptions :

—

I*.* 1 *r fe*p$r gqgqr. I K\ \ 1 a n

fttffo-w^fa^fWffrcr «tr n If ; 1*1% qmtw %n* 11

190. The final dental consonants, and the final

^ and ^ are not \^, in affixes called vibhakti or inflective

affixes.

Therefore the w of 3^ is not %$ Thus *ra + *TW. At this stage
the following rule appears which requires the sr + wto be changed to *T by
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191. AIbo when the short at, not being final in a

Pada, is followed by a Guna, letter, then In the room of both

the precedent and the subsequent—the single substitute is

the form of the subsequent i, e. the Ghana,

But this ekidesa rule is superseded by the subsequent rule jpwtl*

vkwtfo VI, I 102. S. 164, which requires the lengthening of the preceding

vowel ; while the present sfltra ^tftirfr debars the immediately succeeding

sutra WPKW^ #4i VI. 1. 101. S. 83. by the maxim :-—

Parihh&skd -.—Apavddas that precede (the rules which teach opera-

tions that have to be superseded by the ApavAda -operations), supersede (only)

those rules that stand nearest to them, not the subsequent (rules).

Therefore the nearest rule VI. t, rot. S. 85 is superseded by the pre-

sent sutra and not the subsequent rule VI, 1, 103, S. 164. Thus *rT+Br^«*

trap . The Vocative case is like the nominative ; the only difference is in the

singular. The Vocative singular is called Sambuddhi by the following;-—

*s.n 1 mtfsrsnr tf^ftr. I % t $ l W. II

tf«ire> Jwrrar w** tfgf&rtftf wit u

192. In the sense of vocative, the singular number
of the first case-affix is called Sambuddhi.

Thus the vocative singular of <j»T is <;pr + f I' Here the following

sutra applies.

qs'^WRrwrjfrerpgejifr i5?££*\ 1 ^snf?nmnif^fWT*«rf f%%srorT#t 1

1

^ktt^Ri 1 ? xm 1 > *r#r 1 > mv 1 tf^fn fas
1

'?^ fttofr 1 m ft wmiimmf

193. The consonant of the nominative-affix (q and
its substitute «n* ) is elided in the Vocative singular, after a
nominal-stem ending in tr. or sft or a short vowel,

The elision here being taught with regard to the base whkh Is

a fcf1% and which is qualified by having ? or sft or a short vowel for its final,

it does not apply to "$ cfitT^Pr '

13 S
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In ^ sr?r«t I there is not the elision of the n of the affix *m, the subs.

titute of 5 ; for the affix there is bt^(VII. i. 25). This affix being tot, causes

the elision of the final er of *fitre (VI. 4. 143), and we have «*r?lV <R^» here we

have not a pr&tlpadika which ends in a short vowel, but in a consonant, hence

5 is not elided. See also VII. 1. 25, The word tra; is used in the sutra in

order to indicate that the guna substitution required by fffRT W* • VII. 3,

108, is stronger than lopa. Therefore in t ^ft-t-g, the affix is nnt elided, first,

and then guna substituted for \, but first there is guija substitution and then

the affix is elided, similarly 9 i%*% For the guna substitution is stronger

than elision, because it is a rule subsequent in order, the elision being VI,

1. 69, the Guaa being VIII. 3. 108 ; and because Guna is a nitya rule, There-

fore when $ft is gunated to ?t, there being no short vowel, left, the elision

of g would not have taken place had the word q^ been not used in the

sutra.

Now the accusative singular Is formed thus: wh+bth. Here applies

the following Sutra.

\Vi 1 wfir q^t 1 * 1 \\ \w 11

wwsntf** <tw sfcrispwf«r mK 1 vim, 1 u^t 11

194. There is the single substitution of the first

vowel, when, a simple vowel is followed by the «r of the case

ending wh, \\

The word sr^t is understood here. Thus trr-l-w^OT*!. So also

accusative dual crT + B!r«lwr as before. Now the accusative plural is formed

thus :—TOl + TO! it Here applies the following sutra,

^ 1 grwi^r%% I % i 3 1 «; 11

«tftr?PT5raMwr?Tr wsnwrt x& *g: 1 *fic top <tt^«^rr 11

195. The initial ® and *r, and the gutturals of all

affixes, except Taddhita, are indicatory.

The initial 5 , ^, gj_, *gr , «!,, % , ^ of affixes are indicatory, except in

Taddhita affixes.

Therefore <n being *q> the affix is wq\ Thus tR + aro;. At this

stage applies the following sutra :—

-

196. After such a long vowel homogeneous with
the first, % is substituted fox the w of the Accusative case
affix fl^in the masculine.
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Thus OT-H?r*l='«:r*r+«T'l~*T*in3[,ii Now, should not the final i^ of wrr*.

be changed to tjj by the following sutra 7

wmTf9nrrjtcs;q>5owr!ffi^r(i i ffer °»% «m «

197. The substitute w takes the place of % even

when a vowel, or *r, Er,ff , or a guttural, or a labial, or the

preposition a*T, or the anusvara gw intervenes, siugly or con-

jointly, causing separation between i and the anterior K or **,

provided that these letters occur in one word.

The particle an is a vowel and so included in are; pratyahara.

Its specification in the sutra shows that the restriction of the rule to the

letters occurring in the same word, does not apply in the case of sir^i in

which case the rule applies to letters separated by another word,

K"otb :—The praiydhara «T3 stands for vowola and the lotfcera ?q^K and

it includes the ayogav&ua letters aiiusvira, and visiirga. Therefore tho mention ofc

3H in fcho sdfcra could well have been avoided, for «m here denotes anusv&ra. Thus

mwi, ^om, Rtf^r, f*rft<nr, §*<»nr, mw &c-

The 5 means all the gutturals, e. g, ac$jur, ijigur, n^K st^T II

The 3 means all the labials, e. g. #ir, x$w, T^to, ^*4m, l^otf II

The vrrcjneans the particle an: e, g, qqf'niSH from n^ (VIII. 3, 34)

fTO°W«I (of VI IK 4. 14).

So also when the anusvara separates the letters e, g. ^"l^, %vtom. H

It is from the root ff?f«rr, the giis added, because the root is 5^
(VII. I. 58) and ^changed to anusvara by VIII. 3. 24. Q. Well the inter-

vention is here by Anusv&ra and not 3*1,, why is then «|»t taken in the sQtra ?

The wor-d gn in the sutra refers to anusvara, and must be taken co-

extensive with it,. Otherwise the rule would not apply to words like 3$ut from

^*!?ffe*n'Tll Here the anusvara is not the substitute- of the augment 5«i

but an original anusvara. Even where there is an augment gn, but where it

is not changed into anusvara, the rule does not apply. As J^Hl, 5f»q*fow;.

from %(%: tfr«Hrtfi 11

The rule will apply even when these letters are combined in any pos-

sible way, or occur singly. As «ri<n, here a guttural and a vowel i. e. 2 letters

come between * and s* II See VIII: 3. 5 8 in the case of «i it

But the present sutra is not applicable to enr* because of the
following sutra.
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198. Of a * final in a Pada, oris not the substitute,

Thustmr^u

199. After whatsoever there is an affix enjoined,

whether verbal root or crude-form, that which begins there-

with in the form in which it appears when the affix follows

it, is called an Inflective base or stem, (anga).

Note;—The words of this sutra require some explnnal ion. YftBnmfc after

whatsoever; pratyaya-viclhili compound of pratyaya. laeauing an affix unci vklhih

a precept, i. e. a rule enjoining an affix ; tudadi, that which beg'ma therewith

;

pratyaye-»in a pratyaya i.e. when a pratyaya follows; is called a base.

After whatsoever there is an affix enjoined, whether it be a verbal

root (dhatu) or a nominal base (pratipadika), the word-form having that as

its beginning, is called an anga, with regard to the affix that follows. The

word yasmat is used in the aphorism to point out the thing named, as anga
;

because the word tadadi follows it. This defines ihe word anga. The

word 'base' is thus a relative term with regard to its affix. Thus^ + tjr*31

qrrif he will do, ?tT? he will lose. srRsjhWi $fi«# Here because the root

$ and f get the name ajn they are gunated by (VII. 3. 84) : similarly because

OTS &c get the name Anga, their vowel is vriddhied in srfqn*: &c.

The word kri hri are anga with regard to the affix ta &c, ^jj + bioj-

sftanTi; mVZV • Here upagu and kapatu are anga with regard to an.

Similarly ^ + ^ + <rt = q;R^ + ^; » ekR^TC : Here the whole word-
form karishya is regarded as anga, and as such the short a? is lengthened by
VII. 3. roi

; because though the affix vah is enjoined after the word kri, the form
which begins with kri i. e, karishya will also be called anga when the affix is

to be added. The word tadadi, therefore, has been used in the sutra, to

make the definition of Anga applicable to the forms which a word may as-

sume after taking the intermediate vikaranas like sya &c, or g*r before the

final affixes. Thus fps+ 5*+? =» i^+f =• fo^rft (VII. 1. 72 and
VI. 4. 8) leunda + num + i = kundan + i = kundani, bowls. Here the
whole form kundan is called anga, and as such it lengthens its vowel before
the case-affix i by VI. 4. 8.
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Why have we used the word ''vidhi" "enjoined" in the sutra? Observe

Here the word fStfft "this much or as much" is really an affix, as we

shall show later on. But as this is not ordained after stri by any rule, the

word strf does not get the designation ergf before it. Not being an Anga, the

f of str! is not elided by imfa* (VI. 4. 148. S. 3".)

That the Pronoun jqift is a mere pratyaya is shown by the history of

its derivation as given below :

—

m+**t=f**+ t*3[(»%T'^fi !ft^: VI. 2. 40. S. 1 841,) thesis changed to

n ll The affix «ra[ is added to idam with the force of "measure" by V. 2. 39

read with V. 2. 40.

- f3*l+ *^fa changed to %$ by VII. 1. 2 S. 475- *Tr^ft)=f'H+T*WL

(rnjflnr vi. 3. 90S. 101 8.)

«-0 + |?Bj(f is elided by VI. 4. 148 q^f?r"=r)=?3rfj + #r<J,=f«[?fr Feminine,

Thus fqtfV is really a Pratyaya, for the base ?^ is altogether elided.

Why have we used the word jrafa "when the affix follows" in the

sutra? For would not the word ^frr? limit the designation 8Tff to that only

after which there was actually an affix ?

Ans. No. Because without the word ireft the sutra would have run

thus " after whatsoever is an affix enjoined, that which begins therewith is

called an Anga." In this view, we could not get the form *rjT*r the 3rd Per.

Sing in the Perfect ( f^O of the root ^W^ ' to cut,

'

This is thus formed :

—

srvs+^-a^+^+sfrCVl. 1. 8, s. 2177 fkf&irftPmim)

=f>^+5r>-^+«r (VI. I, 17 S. 2408 fswrora-^^'TPi

)

=*ITJCfr+-5p
!ar + 8T(Vri. 4- 66 S. 2244 toj and .3^5W )

= ^ +5^+^ (VII. 4. 60 S. 2179 ?OTiwr: ) = T5rcT 11

If the word " pratyaye " did not exist, then the designation anga
would be applied to the whole base plus the affix I e. ( j^^H-st ) as a whole.

That being so, * + ar*r will assume the form of sap* for the q will be vocalised

by VI. 1. 17. For the bt in the place of «c will not be sthanivat by *r«rt

"fitorct. J^Pr^f ; because to be sthanivat there must be an efficient cause out-

side (Ti), as st of ops., but this sr of orra was, by hypothesis included in the

Anga designation. So there being no qt cause, the st substitute of q? in \
will not be sthanivat ; and not being so, it will not be considered as a sarnpra-

sarana vowel. The sr of 1 not being a Samprasarana, the prohibition of

H qamwt &c. VI. I. 37 (when a semivowel has once been vocalised, there is
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no vocalisation of the other semivowel that precedes it, will not apply,

and so * will be vocalised to *

^oo i vnF**r i * i y 1 1 ii

200. Whatever will be taught here after tipto the

end of the Seventh Adhyaya, its consequent upon the stem

(anga).

This is an adhik&ra sutra.

\«\ 1 3ra=fa^rrfairr?w*. I «

1

1 1 %R tl

201. After a stem ending in p, are substituted pr

for the Instrumental ending srr * an??: for the Ablative ending

ar^, and ?*r for the Genitive ending arw ||

Thus cr^of the «r being changed to 1 U

ssrrtr gfa <ft BTsrsjfBi #* wrt i w«? n

202. Before a cane-ending beginning with Q or «
(literally a consonant of q-sr Prafcyahara), the final *r of a No-
minal stem is also lengthened.

The whole of the pharse srsf flrqf «ff^ is understood here (VII. 3. 101

5. 2170.

Thus vh + hith =wmwjT«l

Rs? I arm f*TST fo( I v» 1*1 Ml

203. After a nominal stem ending in *r, q^ is subs-

tituted for the case-ending f«^ \\

The ddesavpi consists of more than one letter and therefore, replaces

the whole of this, by the rule iR^Psfaq^foi I, 1, 55, 5.45. Thus OT + qfl
.^r>( u

*«>« | #£: 1 \s 1 \ 1 ^ ||

«T!rrsffrw^> pat* ajfa; wm uron 1 5? wrfamPn qftatu ss^gft *ft
fa 1 *fiftnww«ir Wfoftfo* *j|in«eift <tR>tw a^? mfm 1 aimmk vqtf^Kfr
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204. After a stem ending in sr, there is substituted

*T for the Dative ending ^ ||

Thus nn+if-inn-g-ttRHJ. Here the n being taken to be sthanivat

to v gets also the designation of §pi and therefore the wr of XFJ is lengthened

before q by the rule VII. 3. 102, S. 202, The maxim tffstqnriwnr Rl^ eft-

ft^f fl^PNtW- " tftat which is taught in a rule the application of which is

occasioned by the combination of two things, does not become the cause of

the destruction of that combination " does not apply here. Thus n is

substituted here, because the preceding word ends in a short BTj thus this

short «T occasioned the existence of ai, therefore this n cannot occasion the

destruction of *r II But that however it does, for it is on account of this ^,

that the preceding st is replaced by srr II The anitya nature of this maxim

is indicated by Panini himself, by forming the dative of tat as TOTO in Sutra

III. r. 14 &c.

They.- is the anomalous Genitive case of the Dative ending j^; this

affix is exhibited without any vibhakti in VII. x. 28 S, 382. The ys should not

be taken as the Genitive singular of w the affix of the Locative singular,

So also ^rermri as before. The dative plural is formed thus tpl + m*^
Here applies the following Sutra :

—

Ufa f%9s 1 *rowr« 1 gfi '(m. 1 q^wrn 1 ara^w «

205. Before a case-ending beginning with ^ or ^
(lit. a itb consonant), in the Plural, «? is substituted for the

final «r of a Nominal stem.

As m*n". 11 Why in the Plural ? Observe m-- ; tprer II Why before

a case-affix beginning with a frf? consonant? Observe ^rar^TI (the lengthen-

ing here is by VI. 4. 3, S. 300). Why a case-affix ? Observe TT«nq., and not
<f*rrar* II

Now, we form the Ablative Singular, it* +3# « tr*T + srrn (by VII. r.

12. S. 2or). Here the 3; of the affix should be changed to 5; by^ *ws%
and ? will then optionally be changed to ?r by the following Sutra.

*o«
1 roraft 1

c 1 a 1 ye 11

wnmnr wft ivt tt ?ji
1 tmn 1 mrx ' iW ^rngg?i« 1 mim* 1 <r»Ni 1 <mm

S7 W tflfr flft«T STK»Etff II
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206. The ^is optionally the substitute of a

that occurs in a Pause.

The words TffsfrTj.is understood in the sutra, A sonant or a surd

non-aspirate may stand as final in a Pause: but not an aspirate consonant

By VIII. 2. 39, S, 84, a non-aspirate sonant can only stand in a final position,

This ordains that a non-aspirate surd may also stand as the final, when there is

Pause. Thus *Pffit or *.mi, The final n and % may be doubled by iTTfa ?
(VIII. 4. 47) we get four forms as mt<t or KJW^t, or CWr: or wm$, II

iV. B.—This is not approved by Tatvabodhini, as the meaning of the sutra

sBf^r T is that after a vowel every consonant except $ may be doubled pro-

vided that a consonant follows ; for the word sr^ • non-vowel ' does not mean

absence of all letters, but rather the absence of vowels only, Inferentially

there must be a consonant. Bhattoji has taken the negation in *nrf%r in the

sense of Prasajya pratishedha ; while the proper view is to take it as a

Paryudasa pratishedha.

So also^rHr^lP*.; KtfrWs tfiwi ll In tPJWr when the tr is doubled, this^

will not be changed to h by jsRt VIII. 4. 55. S. 121. but it will remain as *r

only, because there is difference between *f and w as regards effort, the

3 being 3T5«t RrTT. Had ?r and sr been the same, and had n been produced by

'jgR-Bf' then there would have been no need of teaching the substitution

of ^ by H in Sutras like VIII. 4, 49. S. 2342.

Ro\9 I 3T*% 9 I « ! \ I Rott ||

efrRr «ft *r«fr53F?«t twv wr«t 1 m$r< 11

207. Before trie case-ending tit% rj. is substituted

for the final st of a Nominal-stem.

As*;fa+9ftq;=?:r*rar:

Now, we have to form the Genitive plural :—<pr + srr*. Here comes the

next Sutra.

ros 1 g^rarft 3* [ \s \\ 1 x« ll

j?wr??(rr«i'?irfrEffrrorjfr?TO^r^ prnw wrfi 11

208. The augment * is added before the Genitive
Plural ending ®m, after stems ending in a short vowel, after

stems called Nadl (I. 4. 3 &o), and after the stems ending in

the Feminine affix 3rr II

Aswr+n+*n*»
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At this stage applies the next Sutra.

^ i iufa 1 * 1 a 1 \ 11

HrPr "fts5T??npq H& rcr?t I *Pfmr« 1 &ft %f% #3f vmft Ttearqrrfry «i mr^r 1

^TmqR*rrsfTf^rm^ 1 infract «w*iT5g:mu«wR*Tnrr wvafr nflt 1^1 1 sft^&n"

209. The long vowel is substituted for the final of

the stem before the Genitive Plural affix wre; (having the

augment «j?).

Thus *pr+nni=sn*ir ||tRtii

The sutra JjftT (VII. 3. 102, S. 202) would also have caused length-

ening and being a subsequent one would also have applied, yet it does not

apply here, because of the ParibhAskd ?ff*rera«W>fr ftf^ftPH flflfarflW "

'(That which is taught in; a rule (the application of) which is occasioned by

the combination (of two things), does not become the cause of the destruction

of that (combination).' But the very fact that this sutra is enunciated here

debars the above Paribhdshd,

Now, we have to form the Locative Singular ;—KlH + f -tft H So also

xmv 11 The plural will be flT + g-tfa+g (VII. 3- 103. S 205,) At this stage

applies the following sutra.

210. Upto the end of the third P&da of the Vlllfch.

Book, is throughout to be supplied the following : "A. cere-

bral letter is substituted always in the room of —
-, when

this letter does not stand at the end of a word."

1\\ I fWRti I * I * U* II

211. From this, upto the end of the third chapter

of the VHIth. Book, should be supplied in every sftfcra, the

following :

—
" when a vowel (with the exception of *! or «rr),

or a * or a guttural precedes."

The word ?qr is a pratyahara formed with the second ^ of frej II It

includes all vowels and semivowels except a* and *n II Of the semi-vowels K.

is only efficient
: so that only is taken in the 'translation. §? means the letters

of the 5R class. Thus \%m> is supplied in VIII, 3. 59, to complete the sense.

14 S
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212. <sr is Hubstituted for that *t which in a substi-

tute (of the ^r of a root in Dhdtapilfcha by VI. 1. 04. 8. 2264),

or which is ( the portion of) an affix, under the above men-

tioned conditions (VIII. 3. 57, 58.8.211,424), of being

preceded by an V3̂ vo\Yel or a guttural.

The word cerebral is understood here from VIIT. 3. 55, as well as ^r

from VIII. 3, 56. Therefore, the *r is replaced by «r both being f 'ivn'tn and

Aghosha. Thus'Tr^gii Why do we say 'when preceded by f«r vowel or .5'?

Observe urtoII Why do we say a substitute ?r or that which is an affix' ?

Observe gifts ; Jjfroi' ; $ftw< the % here is part nf the Churadi root facr " lo

go," arid is neither a substituted % nor the *T of an affix li Why do \ye say

'not final in a Pada'? Observe tf^trit Similarly should be declined

$<ot 13^ and all other words ending in «t II

DECLENSION OF w n

Dative, AW. Gen. Loc.

mm wiTrt *mw xm

mm-. m*v Kmvnvi «roj 11

DECLENSION OF PRONOUNS.

213. The words sarva, < all,' and the rest are called

sarvan&ma or pronouns.

The words ending in sarva &c. are also sarvandma. This we Infer

from the Sfitra s^ ^ I. 1.31.5, 224 which prohibits the application or the
term Sarvanama to Dvanda compounds. (That is in all other compounds
except Dvandva

, the words ending in Sarva &c. are sarvanamas. For
some other exceptions see I i. 29. and 39.. S. 222 and 223.) Therefore, we

Nom. Voc, Ace. Ins.

Singular *TTS fWll tm *ftw

Dual wr ^*rcr! tr^ trip

Plural WHT* * wv- l *w* «1>
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have the form T<:wek with thc afi 'x *^(V. 3- IO S. 1957.) The word qvR ending

in satva gels the name of sarvanama and therefore the affix trails added to it,

Similarly wflRirak Here the affix srepq;is added by V. 3. 71 S. 2026.

\\* I STCT. 5ft 1 ^ \\ 1 V» l\

214. After a pronominal stein ending in «r, £ (gfr) is

substituted for the nominative plural (anr)

The substitute is long if for the sake of the subsequent sutra VII.

1. 19, S. 310 which givey in the dual the forms like wi"ft, q%$\. In the case

o1h3 and words ending inst. it matters little whether the substitute be short

* or long i for their sandhi will always result in q\

The substitute tff consists of more than one letter namely of ^ and f,

and therefore it replaces the whole of the Sthdni 3TS[ (I, I. 55 S. 45)

It is not like the substitute § &c, of the Sutra VI. 4, 127. S. 364

which replaces the final n of sr^ &c, for q; is an affix of which m {3 an

anubandha, and the following Paribhasha" applies to it

PraibhAsh&\—(That which, wnen destitute of An ubandhas, consists

of only one letter,, must) not (be considered) to contain more letters than

one when (one or more) Anubandhas are attached to it.

But tfr like 37 and 51 is not put down as an affix in Paninl's Grammar
and therefore their initials 3? and ^ are not Anubandhas. For the Sutras I.

3. 7 and 8 St 189 and 195 are applicable only to Pratyayas. But tff is nowhere
orignally taught as a Pratyaya. It becomes a Pratyaya only then when
it replaces thc whole of *rq; and before such substitution iffi not being a

ptatyaya the t^ can not be called %\; when it is substituted for the whole of

s^r then it becomes a pratyaya and then its ^becomes an Anubandha.

Note;—Ths opinion of Sekhant is that tf of tfi is f?[ from its very begin-
ning; beomiso it is liable to eliaion ( ??g*rrq"fn« :'R3iTij?flrij: ) o.ud bo the who)
affix 5^T is replaced beca.uHa the substitute is f%£!l

Thus *pt -t atf? - *ft -l- ftr = tr? + j « qjf.

1?i<
1 srebrrw: *w I vs

1 1 1 ^y 11

215. After a Pronominal stem ending in sr ^ is

substituted for the tr. of the Dative.

Thus rift (
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216. After a Pronominal stem ending in m there is

substituted *m^ for the Ablative ending sff^ and f%^for the

Locative ending c U

Thus srwr?t i

*?vs ( wftr sr^r:^ I \s U I

H

5
! II

«refaw Ts^fa^ f trV, F?«r, ar*r, ^rtr, <m, w, «***r. wr^rat, >prt, wr$

<ro to to <rro w3. w^f. <w> ft. 5*to *reTO *roa. ftrac *rif i

s*TOts?s%f?r ii smnffH fS^wnwrprflr i

>ref?r i 3f>ra i

wssrerft Jnwr » *mft sr^rftlt snmmdf fivnm^ *wfts > gfiwfiTf^ft

^i^ i w ?$>rofa: i swrrar«j«g i? gw*r < *wrEWT3>nrs *rmTfr*ff*r

othctsi (i

8*??n: stf^afrnfer irv^rssftRr *?««»* * » *rmm sR »

217. After a Pronominal stem ending in ®r or m,

the affix *rrn; of the Genitive Plural gets the augment w at

the beginning.

The word W5l of the hst s^trg. is understood here. Thus^TPfc

(The.** is changed to ^ by VII. 3. 103. S. 205 and the^ is changed to ^ )

ig^H^. The r6st of the declension of q«r is like *tT.

Note:—But vrorre of Wit; II Theanriof the sfifcra is the Genitive Plural

ending W1j and nob the mn of the Locative Singular prdainedby.VII. 3. 116 S. 270

;
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for that arri, takes the augments zrz, arr^ or ?qr£ (VII. 3. 1V2-114), while Lho pro-

sen t ani takes g? or g?jl Nor the 3T[»t of the Perfect Tonne (III. 1. 85 &c),

tecause that refers to verb anil not to SarvanAma; nor the sir? of V, 4. 11., for

the same reason, The -word arrfa is exhibited in the sufcra in tli6 locative case

for the sake of the subsequent aflfcr-n VII. 1. 153. For the purposes of the present

sfltra, it should be construed, as if it was in the Genitive case (btpt: ^^TrET! sOi
because ^nforff-

- being in the Ablative case, the augment jj^will be added afc the

beginning of the affix following it, on the maxim tTWR^TTWt II

Other Sarvandmas ending in «r as f%$^ &c., are similarly declined.

The Sarvandmas are thirty-five in number, namely :— I ^1 ' all,'

2 (^ ' all,' 3 s*T ' two,' 4 tto ' both,' words formed by the affix 5 t?T* such as

gftfc
' which of two,' words formed by the affix 6 ^rn as spfrff ' which of many,'

7 3T5JI 'other,' 8 anpaifft ' either,' 9 f^ ' other,' 10^ ' other,' 1 1 ?^f ' other,' 12 "p(h

'half,' 13 m ' all/ 14 f%*r 'whole,' So also 1 5 q$ 'east/ ' prior/ 16 <rc 'subsequent/

17 s=w: ' west or posterior/ 18 ffior 'south 01 right/ 19 $rK 'north or inferior,

' subsequent/ 20 swe ' other or inferior,' 21 arm 'west or inferior,' are sarva-

namas when they imply a relation in time or place, as shown above, unci

not when they are names. So also 22 <pr when it does not mean a kinsman

or a treasure/ but means ' own.' So also 23 Br^t when it means 'outer,' or

' an under or lower garment' is a sarvanama. 24 wif. ' he, she, it/ 25 ^ ' he,

she, it/ 26 tf?J who/ 27 tpr? 'this/ 28 ^w'it/ 29 ST^ ' that/ 30 q^K 'one/ 3c

f$ 'two/ 32 gs»^ ' you/ 33 jrwj; '1/ 34 vr^g ' you/ 3 5 f%^ ' what.'

The word 3H 'both' Is always used in the dual number; as %$t, 9m*zu*r,

The object of its being inserted in the list of pronominaJs, (whilst its declen-

sion does not differ from that of ?rc), is its taking the augment BT^tr (V, 3, 71.

S. 2026) which it could not have taken, if it were not a pronominal ; as inrsfft II

Q. But, could not the same purpose have been served by adding

the affix cfi by sutra V. 3. 70. S. 2025 ?

Ans. No. For, the affix ar^"q- being added before the final vowel of

sj*r leaves the g*r always a dual word on the maxim n'l^z^f^T^f^^T *T?$f

i. e. " (Any term) that may be employed (in Grammar), denotes (not merely

what is actually denoted by it, but it denotes also whatever word-form

may result when) something (is) inserted in that ^which is actually denoted,

by it)." Therefore, areR^ being inserted in 3*r does not change its character

of always being in the dual, while cB being added to it would have destroyed

that character. Had it lost its character of being always a dual, then in the

case of 3r affix, it would have required the insertion of aTq=er by sutra V. 2. 44.

S. 1845 as it takes it before the affixes qr and ?jct in ijvrqtp, wpr II There-

fore Katyayana has said,
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V&rtika :—The word g^zi is used in other places where the sense of

4tial is not necessary. According to Kaiyata, **m has no dual number
; but

according to Haradatta it has, Therefore, before the affix S[H, (Nom. PI.),

the substitute bt^ (V. 2.44- S. 1845) being considered as *trrpr«r^ to nn%

which it replaces, the word **m is considered as ending in %is$ and therefore

it would have been optionally a sarvandma by the sutrti I. I. 3 3. S. 226. But

the affix wrer. being added irrespective of any fttfffi?, it is an antaranga rule

and therefore, it makes gwj always and not optionally a satvan&ma. Thus3^
but never <mn\ : tt

The words zm and 3^ in the above list are affixes ordained by

VII, 1. 25. S. 315 and V, 3. 92 S, 2047 &c. By giving these affixes In

this list, it is meant that the words ending in these affixes are *T*far*r II This

is according to the Paribh&shA. :—" An affix denotes, whenever it is employ-

ed (in Grammar, a word-form) which begins with that to which that (affix)

has been added and ends with (the affix) itself."

Q. If so, then the words ending in W* and ^q, should also be

called n ( I. 1. 22. S. 2003).

Ans. This is not so, according to the ParibMshA :—" An affix, when

employed in a rule which teaches the meaning of a technical term, does not

denote a word-form ending with the affix,"

The employment of the word sr??r (m.jfffog^ ' that which ends with

4 Sup or Tin') in I, 4. 14. S. 29. indicates (the existence of) this Pari-

bhasha ; for, if the Paribhasha did not exist, 8T?*r would be superfluous,

because %fa& alone would, in accordance with the preceding Paribhasha,

denote that which ends with ' Sup ' or ' Tin,'"

Q. But this is also a n'jrr ftfa and therefore the affixes w^K, %%n
should not denote the words ending in those affixes.

Ans. In spite of the above Paribhasha, the affixes ^rnt, ^nH denote

here the words ending in those affixes. Because giving these affixes the

name of sarva-ndma, would be useless, because nowhere in this Grammar,
these affixes by themselves have been treated as Sarva-n&ma.

The words stwrh; and <*m?w are not derivative words formed by the
affixes Jjirc and ^etT, but are considered as primary words, and, therefore, they
naturally denote fSjqfo specifying sry^ denoting, f^forofoneout of two, and
erMKTC denoting ffivfar or determination of one out of many, In other words,
they do not get the force of f^far by virtue of sutras V. 3, 92 and 93 S. 2047
and 2048 but by their inherent force. The word s^n^, however, not being
read In the above list otsarvandmas is not a Sarvanama,
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There are two vt in the above list, namely W^ and }&, having the

same meaning namely " other," and both ending in ST. But the final *r of one

is udatta, and of the other anudatta. Some give^ as a separate word end-

ing in
*t

and say that both have anudatta accent. The word nt means

"half." The wordW is a sarvanama, when it is synonymous with the

word «$ 'all/ and not when it means 'equality,' When it has the latter

sense of ' equality,' it is declined like m i. e. like ordinary words ending

in or, as I'anini himself indicates in I. 3. 10 S. 128. where he uses the regular

Genitive plural S1RW, meaning 'among or of equals.' As a pronominal the

Genitive plural would have been H^qT'*. II

Vart:—The word &FZX when qualifying the word 3ft ' a city,' is not

to be treated as a sarvanama, and is, therefore, declined like ordinary nouns.

As. n*n*Pff 3ft <TCrfit
' he lives out of the city,'

£#' 11 wifwmqrwr^rHq'fr &wmt 1 Eg^qrfqt fas. ' sfaTr wq^P 1 ifswr s?r*i: 1

Bwsnur wi,i a^r; $w 11

218. The words ptlrva 'prior/ para 'after/ avara

'posterior/ daltshina 'south/ uttara ' uortli/ apara ' other/

and adhara ' inferior/ when tlioy discriminate relative posi-

tion, not when tliey are appellatives, are optionally sarva-

nama, before the affix jas.

These seven words have already been mentioned in the list of Sarva-

namas. They are always sarvanamas, when they have the meaning given to

them in the list, *'. e.
t
when they imply a relation in time and space, but when

used in any other sense than vyavastha or the fixed limit with regards to

their own meaning, limit in time and space, they are not sarvanamas, nor are

they so when they are used as appellatives fwtf). Thus, when the word m$W
means 'clever,' it is not a Sarvanama, as, sr®<nr *Tt*ffir: 'clever minstrels,'

similarly Inawi$W 'the Northern Kurus,' the word ^t is not a pronominal,
for though it declares a direction, it is a Proper Noun (like Northmen).

When these seven words are sarvanama, they are declined like sarva,
except in the nominative plural when they may be declined either as sarva-
namas, or as ordinary nouns. The option allowed in the case of these words
Is a prapta-vibhasha.

W I ^*rairrRra?nw*Tm; i \ \ \ \ ^ \\

fsr^ 1 srrwrfr *fir ?r 1 srrrawrri^a <wn 1 srrcrcrstrr m 1
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219. The word sva ' own,' when it does not mean

a kinsman or property, is optionally a sarvanama, before the

affix sra;.
,

The word ^ when it does not mean a grrft ' kinsman ' orm 'property'

or 'wealth ' is always a sarvanama, in every number and case, as it has been

enumerated among the pronominals, except in the nominative plural where it

is optionally so, Tims $r 5«TP orW STr; ' one's own sons,' *% iTfSfi or ctt "TTf:

' one's own cows',

But when it means ' kinsmen ' or ' articles of property ' wp alone Is-

the nom. pi. As, ^ %W?ft 'these kinsmen' sr^nn m H

220. The word antara being always a sarvanama,

when meaning "outer" or "a lower garment," in optionally

so before the affix 5^.

The word Wtn: when it means affair, vis., 'outer' is always sarvana~

ma, so also, when it means 3<TOWW*f or 'a lower garment' Thus*P*ft»Tjp

or arsrpr ij^r 'outer houses, the residence of Chandal, and other low castes.'

So STfcfr, or ure^r: wa^rr: 'the inner garments, such as petticoats worn

under the upper garments." The word «r»<rc when used in the above sense

is always sarvanama, but in the nominative plural, it is optionally so. But,

when it is not used in the above senses, it is never a sarvanama, e. g.

*tt*wt^r, qrcrfa ' be lives between the two villages,' where the regular locative

is WJcft II

221. ^ri<t; and fc*ra; are optionally substituted for

the Ablative and Locative endings, after <j<=f and the eight

that follow it.

ThnB f^HlH or &Efr?r , Hkfan, ov g$, qxwm. or T^, T^* or <ft, wWSTIf. or

mxxn, nmfetn. or 9T^c, ^<nwrf[ or ?f$rorff[, ^orftn^ or Hfefo, ZrVCmtK' or

<3rm^ STTCRnqr, or gxft, strong, or STTOti;, 3T<TCf^, or 3T<ft, srqwrff » or swift,

*wft*^, or M*ft, wrr?t, or *$[% , wm^ oc sir, sT;<rr.w?t or sp^rfC siwrei;'*. or
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The word '^»' when denoting a numeral is always singular. But:

in any other meaning, it may have other numbers also, as f5K,^WIw (*of some )

'f^f ' has eight meanings

w \ n *§£*$• nnnil

^^ *r HNii^r^ 1 1 vt srerorm't* «t?^hrw% srl'inreraT Ptf«twwT « *raror ••ww* f*r«inw*

eWt^r flflifiqf^ ffit ^ tmi% i^^^ kwh*i<wV i i wrm gsftsti snraws; i

222. The words sarva &c, are not KarViurlma when

they are intended to be employed in. a Bahuvrlhi compound.

Thus «V$rftir»w«™wroR3?ff ; ' Similarly, srfcfr fam*jwi- Tssl^w^r: !

Here the affix «?^r? is added by sutra V- 3. 71 S, 2026 in the .sense of con-

tempt or unknown relationship. Here before the taking place of th>~ com-

pound, the name of the sarvdnama is prohibited with re^urd to the wntds

WJJCTL and *T?^ other wise, in ordinary language, the word ST-Cf would

have been used, as it is employed, in the above analytical stage. This «nr^,

would have been retained even in the compound, as it in retained in the

compound grmtmivg. whose analysis is *(TiFW{?itr w«*fli. itut the word

^q; and hh not being treated as a satvanama take only the ordinary affix

^j (V, 3. 70 S. 2025) and not the affix arc Had they been trusted as

sarvattatiia then «r$r«r would have been inserted before tf; by V. 3. yi S. 202ft

giving the forms «crr?t and If^Rl and these forms would have been retained m
the compound.

But Patanjali has given the forms wwfl^FS: and JOTfjftfUfi and
has shown the futility of having made this Sutra at all. According to his

opinion, this Sutra, is unnecessary. Therefore, according to the maxim, when
the three sages differ, the opinion of the last one is authoritative, we should
follow the opinion of Patanjali in this matter.

Vdrtika ;—The words *r§ Sec, when employed an proper names (tETJtrf)

or as a secondary member of a compound Oar«rcnwr) are not to Ik: declined as

sarvan&ma. This we infer by Panini's using such a biff word as Sarvapflma,

instead of making a short technical name like f£ &r. Therefore ?r*r &c are

Sarvanamas when they have the meaning of "all &c. " as given above
in the list, because only those words have been included in the list

15 S
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-which have the appropriate meaning of "all'* Stc, and not words which

denote something else, though their form may be " sarva Sic." Because in the

list such words are only included which have the attributes of the thing defined.

Therefore, the rules applicable to these words by the fact of being called

sarvan&ma &cfrairik or the rules applicable to portions of them by the fact of

their being enumerated in this list WWW<ffi§ do hot apply, Thus the rules VII,

I. 25. S. 315, VII. 2, 102, S. 265 and V1L 2. 106. S. 381. are rules of wrwrot

«Rl£r, that is rule9 which have taken up particular portions of words given

iri tliis list. These rules do not apply to words when they are used as ^T
and'Tra^tt Therefore ifqi be the name of a person, the dative will be

epfcr, as ^qfq ^f$ "give to the person called Sarva" Here the dative is not ^p£$[

Similarly when these words are so compounded with others as to lose their

original independent character, namely when they are 3<rer4pr, they are not

treated as sarvanama, but follow the regular declension, as srRfiepuat qff

"give to (him who is) Above-all." Similarly w^Srffi W^ Here there is not the

substitution of stff as required by sutra VII. 1.25.8.315. For «KW would

have formed *8Na; but srfcl^crc does not form srflpjj'Kit but stftrawr*. because

here 3R?TC is «<m#T and therefore 9TOHTO <SRiq iule VII. i. 25 S. 315 does not

apply. Similarly STf^*rs[;. Here Vll. 2. 102 S. 265 requiring the substitution

of «i for the final of h? and the rule VII. 2. 106. S. 381 requiring the substi-

tution of ?r for the non-final % do not apply. For though the ordinary form

of Nominative Singular of^ is ?p, the compound of^ with v*fh will not be

arfSW in the nominative, but srftffi^

.

223. la the Instrumental Determinative Compounds

the words sarva &c. are not sai-vanama.

Thus the word *twt$ is a compound of »ira and v§ => nr^rsfj^ mean-

ing' prior by a month,' where the word masa is in the instrumental cose.

This compound will be declined like ordinary words, e, g, its dative will be

«im^rfa, though the dative of «i when standing by itself, is «£?$* ; II The
same will be the case even when there is no compounding, but the 3ense is

of the Instrumental compound ; as HrcTT S?(fa II

224. And in the Collective Compound, II. 2. 26 the
words sarva etc., are not sarvanama.
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Thus "CofrSPtfUrtTI ll This sufcra prohibits the designation Sarvanama

wHh regard to the whole compound, and not with regard to its various members.

The word $fTC therefore is already a SarvauAina. Then there arises the following1

difficulty. Why should not g^ba added to STflin the genitive plural, giving no

the form tfur'Mfltt'CTI ? We reply, that arm. gets §?.only then when it is ordained

after a Sarvanama. Here ifc is not ordained after a Sarvanama, but after a D vnnda

compound which is not a Sarvanama.

This prohibition applies to J:he compound as a whole and not to its

various members. If so, why should not the augment g^ come before the

genitive plural affix art'i (VII. 1. 52, S. 217) in the case of %m also here, by the

rule of rTfrri^f. This is not so because in explaining thai sutra, we 'have

used the word f%f|<f?*r ». e. fj£ is added only to that aw which is specifically

ordained after a Sarvanama and not to every sttt in general. Thus, the com-

pound safarorc means, yvi ' the castes,' stpjTT ' the orders ' and ffrr. ' the others.*

The word fcK in this compound is not to be treated as a sarvanama, but an ordi-

nary word. Therefore, in the Genitive plural we have :—^on>srH?rq-oHgr and not

W'tara • So also sjfocnw of the priors and the posterior&

•spsvuK ;W* ^ff'mmai ?m ^^ *% ^mw *rr m^ \ nvfttftnt 1 wto-

225. (Their dvandva compounds) are optionally

sarvan&ma, when the nominative plural termination jas

follows.

It declares that before the termination^ (which is the termination

of the nominative plural and which in the pronominals is replaced by $jt),

the dvandva compounds may be treated either as sarvanamas or as ordinary
words. Thus the plural of $orfa«fcre may be either q^psr^js or *r*fm$t; that
is, the word may take either 3^ or ^f?. \\

The option allowed in the case of the application of the affix ss^
1st. pi. to the dvandva compounds of pronominals, does not extend to the
dvandva compounds of pronominals which take the affix srqrq; (V, 3. 71),
There the sutra 224 is absolute. Thus, *ranw?rfflr! Here swp^ is not added
but eff only in the plural. This affix srsp (svzr*r) comes before the last vowel
with what follows it, of the pronominals and indeclinables.
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226. And also the words piutfiama 'first'; eli&rama

'last/ as well as words ending with tne affix taya (V. 2. 42);

alpa'few', ardna ' half *, katipaya ' some,' and noma 'half
1

axe optionally sarvaninta, before the nom, pi. termina-

tion.

Thus we have rot or mm** **& or "*rew, ***% or «t*Wt ®Rt or s^jf*

*gft<& or liw, sft or"Sw, ipft or Hjw* «

The words *• optionally when the affix 3*5 follows*" are wrederstood

in this sutra. By the worf ^^ in the aphorism, is meant word* ending in the

affix «t The rest arc pratipadikas or crude bases. The word "%* has al-

ready been enumerated among the pronominals, tiherefore, the optica in its

case, Is what is called pr&pta-vibhl5&, the result of which will be that though

In the nom- pi. it may be declined like OT, the rest of its declension is like

sarva, while in the case cf prathama &c. the nom. pi, may be like sarva, but

the rest of their declension must be like that of rr*t- The word ubhaya, has

been formed by the addition of the affix m, and it is already enumerated fn

the list of pronominals, therefore, by the present sutra, its nom. pi. admits of

two forms.

The application of the affix kan or akach must depend upon the

nature of these words, if pronominals, then akach, otherwise kan.

Vart -.—The words formed by the affix ?$fa such as, ft%u and feft*

are optionally declined as sarvanama before the case-affixes having an indi-

catory ^ (f%Tf), Avhich are the singular terminations of dative, ablative, geni-

tive and locative, as, ftsfaw or ft^raw, fftraw or %$*&,

ParibJdsh4.—(h. combination of letters capable of) expressing a

meaning ( denotes ), whenever it is employed ( in Grammar,, that combination

of letters in so Far as it possesses that meaning, but it) does not denote (the

same combination of letters) void of a meaning.

Therefore q^wtoro and not q^rKk^r. Here the affix is *ir#* and
not tffa-. and in the affix 5w#ro, the portion tffo has no independent meaning
of its own.

Here ends the declension of Sarvanamans.

tff

Nom. Voca. Ace Instr. Dati. Abla. Geni, Locative,

Sing. «§*. ?«* tfl «%»r srM&r ttfmxn *%?* ^rtfare;

Dual ?jff "*3f ^ ivfcm, wfimn. nvfrm. ^ikSi' *k$tt
Ph «* "«* ««fa *$! 1$W ^vs(; tftmi. S%
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Now, we take up the declension of the word fsfrsbc i» The Nominative

Singular will be Mft + g^fHSR:: 11 The nominative dual will be PripH-atr M

Here applies the following sutra.

f?p&rer; i $m%n. w%w T<,m«an^ » fa^fon i w£i$t i rWw i w ?Hrtr n *j?m^ i

ftjiwrfl fft^ t g Prafcratr fo&ra >rRr *ft#gfR« » «*n fo»*r ftrsrclftilr 'wrarcw* ii

*PRr#iftTw sffiRyfo f*rfo;^«r ^t *&m* i tnre wwiftw^

«

227. ^n^j; may be substituted for sn:r
?

optionally

before a caso-affix beginning with a vowel.

By the Paribh&shA ;—( A word or base which occurs in a rule ) in

which ( the term ) Tl or **$ *s valid, ( denotes ) both that ( word or base by

itself ) and ( it denotes ) also ( any word or base ) which ends with that

( word or base ). The substitute aR^will come in the case of frrsjc also.

The substitute wt consists of more than one letter and therefore by
sutra I, I. 55. S. 45, should it not replace the whole of r& ? No, because

of the following

ParibkAskd ;—Substitutes take the place of that ( or of part of that )

which ( in a rule ) is actually enunciated, Therefore ^w will replace the

5K portion of f^c and not the whole. But the rule is "ssr<r is replaced by

3nsy " There, is no sm with long sir in fnirc i
then why should there be any

substitution? But this substitution takes place according to the Pari-

bk&shA :—That which has undergone a change in regard to one of its parts,

is by no means (in consequence of this change ) something else (than what it

Was before the change had taken place). Therefore 3tr. of fffsft is considered

the same as rtsw H

Thus f'rsfH^^fSri^+^^fMrcsft. The plural will be f^wc^r: \\

The Instrumental singular will be formed by btt as ffrsfarf. The
substitute vibhakti ending pr or wrni 's debarred by gtrrr and does not take

place in the case of f5t%. Thus ftsforr ; ftsfc^ &c.

In the other alternative and also before the case affixes beginning

with consonants, the declension of Prsjr. will be like serf II

According to the Vrittik&ra the affixes f?f and arfif will come by the rule

of purva-vipratishedha, prohibition in anticipation
; and as the HfaqraTrcwr is

not oi universal application, the Instrumental and Ablative singular forms will
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bef?P5kf%T and ftsft^and not ftsfwr and Prsfa: The Instrumental Plural

will be f^ifci I Those who follow this opinion make the Genitive singular

ft&^ n But all this is against the opinion of the Bhasyakara.

Nom. Voca. Ace, Instr. Datf. Abla. Gent. Locative

S»g. Mo P* fMrwr* ft^w fMwa fMtan ft*w ftiwflr

Dual f%in:tf fMwtt Mr* ft*«ww* FrWaPiflrimwn* Mrron »*M»»

Pl. fsriw. ft*rar« ft$«r« Piift: MRw* Fr*fc* BAfflt ft*"**

OPTIONAL FORMS

Sing. fsrlK: fHkc f&m. fMftT fr^TOH Ptlrrjqr prlrow fMft

Dual fMr?f fMftt faitCr fn^r^q; Mttt^r"; fMrcrwircr. Pr§rc#! f?m#;

Pi. fMnn firfor f^ri. ft% ft§ft«t< fo$tu»: ntwtfort* f?r$fts

ttt. ftr. «nra^T, ira, wj, ftm *t^, wt, ^. «RPi. *iwt , snpfT, «ms wt

«fff: i nrfr i vm- i ir?* i <rrtr i <ri i qrffj. i <m i <rrt*r f?rrf|

»

228. In the weak cases (beginning with the accusative

plural) the following stems are optionally substituted :—tr^r for

«n^ } ^ for ^cf, ?ig; for wfaw, sto; for nw f ff for c^j, frm for

f^TOT, W^q; forw^
, ^q; for <gp,$r% for a^, qm* for q^j;, spf^ for

niflc, ^^ for ^^ anci Ararat for 3rr^?r n

The Kasik& gives arras* as the substitute for sTrsrsr. This is a mistake,

Thus qrs !
, Trtf; Ti?rsj Twnfr, if: or «rr^r^ T?r or trftr^ &c

W. 1 ^^?T5^j^?r H l S 1 *\ II

229. The first five ease affixes comprised in the
praty&ham sut (»'. e,, the three case-terminations of the nomi-
native, and the singular and dual of the accusative) are

called also sarvanamastMna
; except the case-affixes of the

neuter gender.

^V I ^rTi^wlrcrjr^r^
I ? i a i ?vs n
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230. "When the affixes beginning with' ^r (IV. 1. 2)

and ending in W*(V. 4. 151.) follow, not being Sarvan&ma-

sthana (1. 1. 43) then that which precedes is called pada.

«?^Rrfl«"Tr^g h sRcjr^rTf^ wrfit«**rfan irc'iH5 tot: i* mti mvL 11

231. And when an affix, with an initial *r or an

initial vowel, being one of the affixes, beginning with 35

and ending in *R, follows, not being Sarvanamasthana, then

what precedes, is called Bha.

*^ 1 ^rearcn^RT izm 1 ? 1 a \\ 11

%n z&k ^psttn s^vrrw fsnr' wi»T*t^^<( fcsrr Iron «ct <ms*rairrTOr Tilpr

wsrarefa *%tfa 1 is^f* 1 *ror 5^?* ni f?r: 1 ?frr 1 unmi. 1 ^^Rrmft 1 trap 1 *raT 1

232. From this sfttxa up to the aphorism Kad&rabi

Rarmadharaye (II.2. 38 S. 751.) only one name of each thing

named is to be understood.

Note. "What is that name then P That -which comes laab, where the claims

are otherwise equal (I. 4. 2. S. 175) and that which, were its claims disallowed,

would have no other opportunity of conducing to any result, -would be the recogni-

sed name. As a short vowel is called ' light ' hy I. 4. 10, S. 31 and it is also oalled

' heavy ' when it precedes a conjunct consonant (I. 4, 11, S. 32) Thus a short rowel

haa two names 'light' and 'heavy,' But it will not be called 'light' whenifc

precedes a conjunct consonant, but will have only one name i. e., ' heavy.' Thus in

Pnr to divide fe? to split, the f is 'light' while the same letter is 'heavy 'in

ftrw teachirg faw begging.

Thus in the root ?f^ the «T is ' heavy ' and therefore in forming ita

aorist we have the form Wffi?W^ • Similarly STOWj; . The rule YII. 4. 98 not

applying here, as that rule is applicable to laghu vowels only.

Therefore, in the affixes beginning with the Accusative Plural and

whose initial letter is a vowel, the preceding stem gets the name of bha

only and not that of pada. The result of which is that the hard consonants

are not changed into soft. Thus the accusative Plural of ^?r is ffl: The

Instrumental singular is $srr tl Thesis not changed to if by the ^ rule.

But before the affixes beginning with consonants, the preceding stem gets

the name of Pada and we have the softening of the consonants, as w*d^ &c„

Similarly Ac. PI, *ires, Ins. Sg. Sraf. Before the affix wvi. the ^ of m*^ will
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be changed to $ which will be changed to * which being elided, we have the

forms *rr»np?., irPr' w

233. "Whatever will be taught in the following up to

the end of the sixth Adhyaya, should b» understood to apply to

he nominal stems called Bha <I. 4, 18, 19 S. 231 and 1896),

234. Of a Bha stem ending in wj;, the «r is elided.

^^«i I isrreif ^ w> w?n^ i s I « I ? H

Wf ii% t^ 3 st^wrtt *srenr <w*,i * i^nftfiftit t WTpttftflc g w itffer » nw fan

235. After r and 5. the m; is the substitute of %
when they occur as component letters of the same word.

Therefoie the Ac. PI of g«p*is formed by eliding the «T and changing

the s^into <*; as fwp; Ins. Sg. gwtf n

If we apply the rule of ^tnPrcqrpr by sutra «m- Tcf^^^ ( I. I. 57

S. 50 ), and this we can do by explaining the compound pftrva-vidhau = purva-

smad vidhau meaning " when a rule is to be applied on account of or after

something which precedes the substitute " and consider the fftf to be wrf3^
to ar, in that case also the *t will be changed to or by the rule VIII. 4. 2 S. roy,.

i. e. n is changed to t»r even when a vowel intervenes. But as a matter of

fact, the tfrn^i is not $nft9c( according to the following vartika.

V&riika:—In the last three chapters of the 8th Book of Panini'a

Ashtadhyayi, the rule of ftnfiffil will not apply.

236. The J* at the end of a Nominal-stem, which
is a Pada (I. 4. 17 S. 230.), is elided.

The words n and urnr^Sf in the text are to be taken in the genitive
case

;
the sign of the genitive being elided here.

The elision of n by this Sutra being considered asiddha for the
purposes of the application of the previous Sutras, there is not the lengthening
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of sutra VII. 3. 102 S. 202. or the f substitution of VII, 3, 103. S. 205. or the ty$

substitution of VII. 1, 9. S 203. Therefore the forms are fn*^ and not JJIWS.J

wsfftt and not ^1 ; fW- and not |*rws; H

^\s I tat f^?fr: ltl»lWII

wfa 1 «<$• <mi i TffWsf^ H»af<iHf<* wsrto^i « «rar •*
' "St* **t>*ft ^wnW *rr^

237. In a Bha-stem euding in w^, the ®r is optionally

elided before the Locative ending t and before the ending

Sift ($) of the Nominative and Accusative Dual Neuter.

As an(*>r or ttyfk. In all other cases the word ^% is declined like

^PT, The word f|"r# 13 a compound of hi and 41 and not 1% for the stem is

not Bha there.

The word xjffi in the sutra VI, l. 63 S, 228 is used in the sense of

jpsrc ie. the affixes therein taught, are illustrative only :
**>*• substitution will

take place even when a Sarvanamasthana affix follows, Therefore, where

the dual affix «ft is replaced by «(fh and it is a Sarvanamasthana affix there

also that rule VI. 1 63 applies, for we have in the Bhasya the example of

^RpfHt Similarly also the following are valid.- "T^ftwftsi%raT«(." here

vrf is changed before the Nam. Sg % ; which is not a weak affix, "ffrsB^pfrntf

*fti" here $^ is changed to f$ in the Norn, Sg, These are from Amara-lCasha,

and strer*^ JTfor^: " They ( the Devas ) said to the Prana in the mouth" (Bri-

hadSranyaka I. 3, 7 ), Here rtrfJt is changed to wish before the affix n I

wtm*n means that which is born in the mouth. The word ft«r,(hand.) is used

in the neuter gender in the Bhasya of Patanjali. Therefore the following

usage is correct :—-q$rrjtr*$0*g ?t$M*fiV*ir<rar", l ft is also masculine gender

because it is used along with $fsr wr^ TOfijri it

Now, we take up the declension of the word anf> l

'Bwrr?^fwrf«trsfiTi^ v mn. iPr 1 sent 1 mft 1 n| t ftmmfdhr • 1 wrY| 1

eoraft \ «n% \ *r$s *rw mm%< 1 mm(% 1 mmwfH 1 wn|

u

238. wrs^ may optionally be substituted for «r$,

in the Locative singular, when a Numeral, or fa or mv pre-

cedes it.

16 s
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WW —*——'' "I !"! ' I WW* IWW II— Willi- a— m i n i '"'»''" IHIN I- I WPIMW—WWuPJUimiwuiww.1, Hum i j | L „ „ , ^

Thus ^rifT^ «Sdf:, II The Locative singular of this is attftf or g^, u

So also Bjf.ii With ^—sqjt-^^W,^ with «=tra~serrar^ er«trf(%, srwttf n These

are TjcR^r^f^rHr^T:. and this very sfltra is an indicator that n%% may be compounded

with other words than a Numeral, or ft or ffra H Thus we have *r*nr| or *r$Ff

fffi, (II, 2. i). But *$$ and 8T«nr|[ only.

Note.—The compounding in the above examples takes place by the mle

II. 1. 51. S. 728., with the force of *r* IV, 3. 11. S. 13 81. Thus {|4-*m,
Here we add the Samds&nta affix Z%hy the rale V. A. 91 S. 788 and the STf^is

replaced by «nj hy V. 4. 88. 8. 790. While the flffcm'fr affix r^ which was or-

dained by IV. 3, 11 S. 1381 is elided by IV. 1. 88. S. 1080.

Here ends the declension of mason! iuo words ending in Wf.

Norn. Ace. Ins, Dat. Abl. Gen. Loc,

Singular it* TKHl <?f^t WT Tret* <nwt «rr\

or or or or or

to <ftl TO W , 1ft

Dual <nfr <ntr W-*if «TTrr«rt <?nu>*?ra.q^f TTf^t: •nf^i

or or or or

i^ir* TfirNti to* #'
Plural we turn <*f^ <ri*t <n>n* <rr>n: wit "rtff

or or or or or

^tf (
ITS OPTIONAL FORMS ARE SHOWN BELOW)

Ace. Ins. Dat. Abl. Gen. Loc.

Singular ... w * W: ^Ws <«
Dual •• v%m\*L <fi£M»l ^V?. f^T: «rffT*

Plural W: jtffc UQV 5$* w* <ror

**TS ( ITS OPTIONAL FORMS)

Singular **» trar *W 1RP iren *rn^

Daal • I* *rc«tns: nws; tr»«ira. *1%: m^:
Plural m^t 1?PTi HT>*S Hr>3f: ircrt* tig

^T ( ITS OPTIONAL FORMS
)

Singular ii* %*m ^s3r $w>t: SgOTTS tf*t
Dual in W<x% m^^ §<W»t. l*^*'

Plural ^1t%: W* tw U^H* S$3
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Now, we take up the declension of the masculine words ending In stf

such as faw-

iffaforr% tfa * >ft «r«r*i%! $m*$r$ *t **mti |ftn 1 faw^r 1 »s«r$p{$: 1 fawn*

239. The substitution of a long vowel homogeneous

with the first, does not take place when a long vowel is

followed by a nominative or accusative case-affix beginning

with a vowel (other than «r) or by the Nom. PL affix st*t II

The long vowel required by VI. 1. 102, S. 1G4. does not take place

in the case of wards ending in long vowels. Thus Nominative Singular of

ftuj'tf is f^Tf ; Nom. Dual f%wr + sit- fwl'r by the general rule of Vrddhi

and Nom. PI. is fiwrr by lengthening the homogeneous letters sr and srr,

In the declension of ffartT the above forms are regularly obtained.

In the case of Nom. Dual, the lengthening required by VI. r, 102, S. 164. is

debarred by VI. r. 104 S, 165, as well. In the case of Nom, PI, firem* 3ftT

(srcr) there will be no harm if VI. r. 102 S, 164 be applied, for even that rule

will give the form f%«W<W. Therefore in the case of (%Wi the present SQtrn.

Is not absolutely necessary But we have given it here for the sake of logical

consistency, for this Sutra applies to stems ending in long vowels like »fNh

the Nom. Dual and PI. of which will be Urar and ift& respectively.

*y° i wrar *rr?rr : mm t«© 11

•foFStfHi 1 ?rfr: 1 fffrfa fRffs i frfri 1 #f wry*' 1 m 1 *w fkmm 1 mntf% frrrf*-

240. The final w of a Bha stem, when it ends in a

root, is elided.

The/o/a will be of the final vowel by 1. 1,528.42. Therefore Accu. PI.

will be Pm: j Inst, Sing. ftrcnr ; rWH^nj &c.

Like ftHsrfr should be declined, tfiysWT &c Why do we say the «rr

of a root? Observe ^?rtj, (the accusative PI. of Wr), Its Instn Sing, will

be?nr+!rf=frfr by lengthening of homogeneous vowels. Its Dat. Sing, will

be srfT+y-fii by Vriddhi. Its Abl. and Geni. Sing, will be fffP + rfa or

V*r=?l?r: by lengthening. Its Gen : and Loc; dual will be wr + 5RiraL»?rft»
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by Vyiddhi. Its Loc. Sing will be ^^+ft«»^ by guna. The *est are

tike f*mr.

By the rule of jmga vtMagtt (%»#P*mrflf <lrr%0 *'. i.
M From a rule

which we have obtained by taking part of a rule as a separate rule, we may

derive such results as may be desirable," the present Sutra may be divided

into two SOtras eg, (i.) awn, the final WTof a Bha stem is always elided; (a)

<*Hfrr, the final m of a Bha Stem when it ends in a root is always elided,

Thus are formed <m- and «pri the Genitive Singulars of KtvS and ink, For

Panlni himself has declined WW &"d isrrby the elision of m, see VIL i. 37.

& 3,332. ( «uT%»nKWa*i*> and III. 1. S3. S. 3$$?, (mm whob> )

Here ends the declension of words ending in long *tr.

Nom. Voc. Ace. Ins, JDat. Abl. Gen. Loc.

Singular f^JpTft >• flWfl! PpSTJ* f^STr ftW* <%VT' flPSTO 1 fiTOfa

Dnal fWt it fo»*tt f<Mfr fWn**T$ PWTW$ f^W^WT ftVft' r^tfr*

Plural ftnew „ ftwrp f^t<T! f*wrPr' f^snwi flwrw ftMW* ftraTra

to
Singular tuft ^W WJ OTT fft" Wis frtf» ift

Dual f(|f „ir|t trfr ?rfr*wi. frrtmrs. mp^m ww vfo

Plural ufn „«fT?f. snrat wrf»ri ?r?w erfw frjrs ?r?rg:

Now we take up the declemioa of the word tfr; The Nom-, sing, will

be $R: Nom. Dual will be'|R + ^t=-fft by lengthening the preceding vowel VI.

I. 102. S. 164, The Pl\ is ^R + spr 11 Here applies the following-

W\ 1 sr% m 1 vs 1 3 1 tov 11

swrarrcnfw son wrarra <ft 1 fw n

241. Before1 the affix *m: of the Nora. Fl„ guna is

substituted for the final short vowel of a nominal stem.

Therefore the * of ^ is gttqetted to if, Thus tfH*Ts»$;+*t«!j •»*»?('

I

The Vocative Sing, will be *ft+g Here the following rule applies,

W i tfww girt t
v»

1 ^ \ \^ 11

242. For short * and * final in a nominal-stem, a
guua is substituted in the Vocative Singular.
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Therefore the f of#c is changed to «r and the affix is elided fay VI.

1. 69, S, 193. Thiw we getf *.

The Ace. forms are ffrtt , «f», tfm .

The Instr: sing is #+«f. Here the Mowing two rules apply.

243. The rest of the words that end in short ? and

^ are called ghi with the exception of the won! sakhi.

Thus fft is a ghi word. Why *> we say 'the rest of the words'?

Observe *fa, for iffr being- a feminine ikhhi df^<» not get the nume of ghi but

retains its name of ««<#; for otherwise its declension will be mh firmed by
appplying the ruleVII. 3. I ta S. 268 and VII. 3, m S, 245 But.mk is ofcourse

a wrong form. Though by the rule 1. 4. 1. S. 232 if the word getis its designation

ghi, it can never get the designation nadi and vict vtrm t
ond >ot which is a

nadi word can never be called jfki, and s<> even if the word «w h»d not been

used in the sutra, there would tv>r have been any fear of *tf% being' confounded

with a ghi word, still frr is uved in the «sutra for the sake of precision and

clearness. Why do we say shurt % and « ? Observe <cWMt \\ Why do we say

f and 3 ; ? Observe «n% U

,W«£e.—-This defiBM lb« wonl ghi, Hie peettKftnty of the dtcltmsioa of ghi

wovda will he treated l&fc« on, The wwd hrwiTft is Bmdsnitwd an this satr*-

The word ahwha or 'fch® wat* implies 'tha word* ending in shwfc f or f
winch, are not the naia«i of femalos, or if they twa feiaiume uamas, they aro not

aadi words.'

As sr^r (ire. Before case- affiles having a« indicatory ft, the ghf

nouns gunate their vowel VIL 3. in. As «#<t+^«»r%+^ss*r»»r^ "to the

jfire," So also irs+1»s«rw|f " to the wind " But the declension, of sakhi ia

these cases isi—wir *w*f Wif* and fr^.

244. *rr ia substituted for the ending wrr of the Ins-

trumental singular, after the Qhi sfcemsj when they are not
Feminine.

The word wrflf is the ancient name of the affix *r. Thus eft+ «f»$ft+*tc
.=9ft<m. Why do we say when they are not feminine? Observe »tfH+*i
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Now we form the Dat : Sing. *R + r. Here applies the following

Sutra.

245. For the * and * of the stems called fir (I. 4. 7.)

Guna is substituted in the Dative, Ablative, Genitive and

Locative Singular.

Why of ft stems ? Observe *#. Why in the Singulars of the Dat,

Abl. Gen. and Loc. only? Observe ?fo*ir?r I) The word case-ending ( sft ) is

understood here also, as the counter-examples are y<$ &c. II

The word <^r is formed by adding #r? to 73 (IV, r. 44 S. 502). 3^ is

not a case-affix, though it is f^ and is added to «rf which is ffe[ U

Thus ?ft + £=»?!;+«?=?&.

Now we form the Ablative singular, #+3%=ft+st$ (the f of $ft

is guyated by the present SQtra). At this stage applies the following

Sutra.

246. In the room of "* or aft (in the body of a word),

+ sr of the case-affix wg; of the Ablative and Genitive Singu-

lar, the single substitute is the form, of the precedent,

Therefore ^:+wr»'=^' The genitive dual will be fjft! The pU$rorr*r u

Now, we form the Loc. Sing, ?ft+f^=^+f 11 ( The % is gunated

by the preceding sntra ). At this stage applies the folowing rule.

%wi raft: i^i 3 1 ?{«. 11

247. After a Ghi I. 4. 7) stem ending in short * or

3-, Str is substituted for the % of the Loc. Sg. acid «T is substl
tuted for the final of such Grhi stem.

Therefore ^+ ?=^ + 8fr=^, | The Loc. du. and pi. will be rift
and ^ftg respectively,

sft<TRr, srfH <ft, sfifa &c. are declined like $ft II
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DECLENSION OF |ft

Nom. Voc, Ace, Ins, Dat. AW. Gan. Loc,

Sing. «R« *ft «fti fftw m ffc its tft

Dttttl. fft •># fG tf*»*n* »fv*r* fftnirn rS?» «*»

Plural. *w ,•***= *ft* tf*f*< «ftnn fR»* ffforr« *fi$

Now we decline the word <E5t% W There applies the following rule,

^W I M?t^^ I ^ I ^ 1 &\ it

248. s*^ ( Wj; ) Ik mtbHtituted for the % oi'mkf before

5 of the Nominative Singular, (hut not iu the Vocative

Singular).

Thussftfc+g-ffiHU+sii The »?^ being a jth augment, replaces

the final only, and not the wholc{ I, i, 53 S 43}. Now apply the following rules,

249. Tho letter immeduitely preceding the last

letter of a word is called the penultimate.

Therefore in tm\, the s* of « is penultimate or sw. Being wNtt

the following rule applies to this jr.

250. In a stem ending in m tho preceding vowel is

lengthened in strong cages, with the exception of the Voca-

tive singular.

Therefore, the «r is lengthened and we have OTf^+ty Now the

affix q. consists of a single letter and is called m^ by the following rule.

251. An affix consisting of a single letter is called

an Aprikta.
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The result of this H,being called WJ«* is that it is elided by the

following rule.

w«r*: > <Nh%* i fowitqnf»*s i srfiwif i sMttr tori ^r^Rmwsrfttrai

ftrcr wpur^^ w* n%i srt^sWt fcitfotif tm $ffl;i f¥w *TO*if$ Pfc»U

252. After a consonant, there ie the elision of the

nominative-affix ^, and the tense-affix w and r% (when redu-

ced to the form, of it; and w) heiug consonants; and so also

after the long vowels | and ht of the feminine {affix #r aud

^rr^)) there is the elision of the nominative affix ^ H

The sfitra translated literally means ;—After a word ending in a con-

sonant, or#t, or W* when a long vowel, the affixes f, ft and {tr when reduced

to a single consonant affix (fTP*?^) are elided. But Rr and # are elided

only after consonant and hence we have transla ted it as above.

Why do we say "after a consonant, or a feminine affix i and *rr"?

Observe wft'i *Npfo ll Why do we say "after a long-vowdled feminine

affix" ? Observe i%#qtf*r., wfiref^'i where the feminine affixes have been

shortened. Why do we say " when followed by $ f«> and f% " ? Observe *$-

n&fl U The fa being read along with fk, does not include RrX> but refers to

fa^ only. Why do we say 'when reduced to a single letter* > Observe Pr*rr%

Why do we say 'the consonant is elided'? Observe f$$%x
\\ Here the

aprikta affix ax of the Perfect is not elided ; though it being the substitute

of fa is like $r, and ought to have been elided, had the word fi* not been

wsed in the sutra.

Why do we say ' first consonant' ? Observe tHN.

Why has the elision of ^ f i X * ( flft) and *r
( for ) been ordained

after consonants, as they would of themselves have been dropped by VIII.

2. ?3, being the finals of a compound consonant ? Then the forms *m, Wt
could not be evolved. As ^4-$*TP*nt+q; ( VI. 4. 8. S. 250)-*^* and
by eliding * by Rule VIII. 2. 23, the form Would have become ^sTr**' and
the final s* could not have heen elided by VII I. 2. 7 ; for it is a maxim enun-
ciated in the very opening of the Second chapter of the 8th Book, that in
the last three chapters of that Book (2nd, 3rd and 4th Chapters), a subsequent
rule is as if it had not taken effect, so far as any preceding rule is concerned

;

therefore, the rule VIII. 2. ; ordaining the elision of *, does not find scope,
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since VIII. 2, 23 (ordaining elision of ^,) is considered as if it had not

taken effect.

Thus Nom, Sg JWfff Voc Sg, f ^T In forming the Dual frf^r + «$r the

following rules apply.

W 1 ^smg-OTSfpcl" 1 vs 1 ? 1 &% 11

*nsg^*rm stts^rfi wtrraw! towtfwt writ «

253. After ^fm, the endings of the strong cases,

with the exception of the Vocative singular, aw f%?* ti

That is, they cause Vriddhi according to the following rule :—

254. Before the affixes haying an indicatory 3^ or

nr, Yriddhi is substituted for the cud-vowel of a «tem.

Thus w%+»ft»*r%+$r»aWarar. Similarly Nom. PI. i-rww, Ace. Sing.

*nm*Pt, Ace. dual 0?sHft II

Instrumental Sirttf. will be formed by the affix st; and as the word

^n% is not a fa word (See I. 4. 7. S. 243) it does not lake *r or gv na as

required by VII. 3. 120. S. 244 or VII. 3. I. S. 24J. Thus we have sn%+

Dative Sing, will be ^f%f + ^»?r^.

In forming the Ablative and Genitive, the following rule applies:—

ftrRna*iTwif tfr#rararr*qr swiMtrn-wtf "ns* *f&*«?w *wmi 1 «u|:

»

255. There if, the substitution of 3" forarofar^;

of the Ablative and Genitive singular, after ^r% and *&,

when for the % of those two stems w ia substituted.

The phra.se £i%TOr: aiui ^ are understood here also. The xsq means

and includes f*H and K«ff when the f is changed to *(> and <sr denotes f?r and fft,

the % being changed to V II Tina •> fli% + «W,/":WJ ! as WfUl'etiym, srag.- **r* 11

So also T^rfrBst^, ijwi ipcwjt The illustration of eft is ^uft which is derived

from the Denominative Verb thus: ixmn ffa-"^'. WCTfT^Sft'^B'W + ^q^
(III. 1. 8.) = *r$r2[ (VII. 4. 3). Now by adding fevi to the Denominative root

Sf#q we get Stuff: 'one who wishes for a friend'. The Ablative and Genitive

Singular of this word will be ^# + ^^=^^5^ also, Of #Y we have the

following example. 2*tf*reo
:

r?T =<5?fat add.rf^S =^ft : . the Ablative and Genitive

17 S
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singular of which is also ^, the s*of f£?r being the substitute of q; of

Nish^ha is considered like % (VIII, 2, 1) The peculiar exhibition of nq and

m in the sutra, instead of saying directly «F&<rfJM« indicates that the rule

<loes not apply to words like wrfSsfa &c: where we have Yrftfltff:, «frra3' fl

The word *rf?ren% « fa in spite of the prohibition (I. 4. 7), for that prohibition

applies only to *rf«r and not to a compound which ends in it, on the maxim

*tr»raerr*iffrqT'*%'T wtsflftRpftfta » "That which cannot possibly be anything

but a Pratipadika does (contrary to I, I, 72) not denote that which endb with

it, but it denotes only itself"* According to some this rule applies to all «$•

andtfr, such as gn$5 one who loves pleasure' Ogcrf**^* »$*flR| + H(*% ). and $$>.

'•one who wishes a son' (^p*t*sftr==Stfta+ft«rO) Thus g«ws, BWj &c .

w 1^ 1 « i 3 1 \\* «

*u^w#f* f?r%*rat%ft«irr 1 s^tTemT t 3?n?fa 1 ^rRrsrtrlpr *Br $*mrlw**r*rT«irq.

»M?3i#sg«r t 1 §^^ ! 1 ^nsr ?«jtft 1 <r!mfa»irfa?T' <j*?rr wrf%^<sr 1 w ^ar v&Ri

fw> 1 <T{frm3ri w-T'SnsrfWf^ 1 tim&cs/zR^jmfa jpr?}ff ^nSlr *=rRr^>PTflrsf>f^rf%».- I

256 After a stem ending in. % or s short, and which

is not a Nadi or a Ghi, air is substituted for the % of the

L ocative Singular,

As ^szfr the rest of the declension of this word is like $rfc

But the declension of this word, when it forms the final member of a
compound, is somewhat different, Thus the word ^snar meaning a good
friend, is declined as §^T, gs^r, gwm*: Here the adding of the affix *TT^
( VIII, 1. 93. S. 24S. ) and treating the case affixes as fan as required by
VII. 1. 92- S. 253. are operations which relate to the «Tjf. or base and therefore

those rules apply not only to the single word qn% but to a compound word also

that ends in si% But the compound word gtffa has not exactly the same
form as »=n%, therefore the rule I.4.7. S. 243 which makes the specific mention of
the word *rr% does not apply to g*rf&. Therefor ; the word §g% is fa and its

Instrumental and Dative will be gsftnr and 39^ 11 Similarly in Ablative
andGenitive singulars the $ being gnnated by VII. 3. in S. 245 the last rule
will not apply, because here the bases are fff$ + stjt and 53$ + srftr and
g*r§C + nr. The last and the present rules apply only to that form of afa
where the f& is changed to *w,
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1

In the case of sr# words srre[ is taught by the previous sutras; in the case

of fa words «fr preceded by a* substitution of f% letters will be taught in the

next sutra, so by the rule of exclusion, the present sutra applies to words

other than nadl and ghi,

Therefore the Ablative, Genitive and Locative Singular of gig*srr wll

be g^ct:, l^» and g*r*|lr respectively.

Similarly the compound word aqrFfTffl% meaning ' one who has thrown

away hia friend ' ($m masculine) is declined like Jjsrcn: II

But the word "U*WT<$)r when treated as a Bahuvrihi compound, mean-

ing *he whose friend is the Supreme' may give rise to a difficulty- For, here

gfigr'is merely a secondary word, the real word being the object denoted by

the word <rciraft3. We therefore cannot treat ^fjg to be the srf or base, as

we treated it in the case of the word jrcrctr. How is this word qwrnJr to be

declined? It is declined like *r^5Tr, for though the word *fi% here is merely a

secondary word and not the base or srjf.yet the rules of sr3^ and fnq; apply

to this case also. Thus <re»rcP*rr and <RJRnarlr &c.

Now in the declension of the word arfatfRsr when it is a compound

meaning 'he who has thrownaway his friend'fatjft feminine) the affix z\ does not

apply, because the rule which says that the Masculine includes the femini-

ne is not universal. That rule is thus enunciated : nrfa WK*T$3r fsjjfprRreemffr

*m<n%i.e. 'A Pratipadika denotes, whenever it is employed (in grammar),

also (such a crude form) as is derived from it by the addition of (an affix

denoting) gender.' Now applying this Paribhasha to rule V. 4, or S. 788

which declares that the affix e^_ is added to the words rajan r ahan, and safchi

when at the end of a compound, the Masculine word ^rfijr would include the

feminine word *n#r also and therefore the form ought to be BTfffgt?r and not

•rfHraRfc This anomaly, however, is prevented by the fact that the above

Paribhash4 is not universal. The word stffl^fitf is declined like fft and not

like the word trflr ; and therefore sth^ and fowj do not apply. Because, the

word fl?jfir has been shortened to 8% by the rule L 2, 48, S. 656 and this ^fig

is, therefore, merely a secondary word and not an original word like the nfor

in g?rR?f &c, above given. Therefore, the following Paribhasha applies to

this word :—awmrrlrTfl^B^rf &c. i. e. " Whenever a term is employed which
might denote both something original and also something else resulting from
a rule of grammar,—or when a term is employed in a rule which might
denote both something formed by another rule in which the same individual

term has been employed, and also something else formed by a general rule,

—such a term should be taken to denote, in Lhe former case, only that which
is original, and in the latter case, only that which is formed by that rule in

which the same individual term has been employed."
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257. The word pati is called ghi, only when it is in

a compound.

The word pati would have been ghi by the sutra I, 4. 7, S. 243 ; the

present sutra is, therefore, a niyama rule, restricting the use of ghi in the case

of pati to its occurring in composition. The word eva 'only' is used in a

restrictive sense.

As <r«rjr 'by the lord' but '^jjrftnrrby the lord of the worlds.' So also qn%

and wrq^% ; ij?g: and jrq^r, T?tr and vgr$\ &c. When Tf?r is ghi, there is guija

of the vowel before the four fj^ affixes by VII. 3. Ill,

Now we take up the declension of the word qrf?T which is always

plural. This word is called ^rsnt or a numeral as well as ^ by the" following

two rules, and therefore, there is some peculiarity in its declension,

258. The words bahu ' many,' gana ' class,' and the

words ending in the affix vatu (V. 2. 39), and 4ati (V. 2. 41)

are called numerals (saukhy&).

The word SRfer is formed by the affix ^ft therefore it is a Sankhya.

W I SRT =* I \ I \ I ^H ||

3mi»?rr wwr H$$?n wr* u

259. And the sankhy&s ending with the affix dati

are called shat.

Because the word vrth is formed by the affix 51%, therefore it is called

«tr . The result of being called *? is that die declensional affixes are elided.

The elision of an affix generally takes place by using one of the three words

as given in the following Sutra.

260. The disappearance of an affix when it is caused

by the words Ink, «lu or lup are designated by those terms

•espectively-
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When an affix is elided by using the teim Ink, that disappearance

gets the appellation of Ink, similarly when an affix is elided by using the

terms s*lu or Iup, the disappearance gets the name of 3lu or Iup.

The nominative and accusative affixes after the word 3jf<r arc elided

by using the term ^, as is shown in the following Sutra.

261- The Nom. aucl Aec. Phvral endings are elided

after the Numerals called ^ (I. 1. 24 S. 369).

Therefore sjvTtt-t- ifl, or ?#r-f- *[flE.™ ^r*t •!• O or sjffft (-0, Now, what

is the effect of this zero, does it produce its action on the stem or docs it not?

Naturally one would have thought, that when an affix is elided, with it must

also vanish all the operations that that affix would have caused on the base.

But this is not the case by the following Sutra

RtR I srerraft JTsiqwr** I ? 1 ? I ^ II

7«ft grtsft mftti *& w?t 1 in *fa ^Tn s&r uik 11

262. When elision of an aiiix has taken placo (lopa),

the affix still exerts its influence, and the operations

dependent upon it, take place as if it were present.

Therefore though afrw is elided after ^r?f, yet it would cause the fttna

of the j of afifd, by VII. 3. 109 S. 241. Therefore Lhe % of jfiRf requires to be

gunated;but this contingency is prevented by the following Sutra,

*Trs?P I TO I *fra,l W*is Tw- II

263. Of the base ( anga ), whose affix has been

elided by the use of any of the three words containing

3, the operations dependent on it do not take plaec, regarding

such base.

This sutra is a special exception to the previous aphorism which was

too extensive. It declares, that when an aftix is elided by using the words

335,1 *§, or g* , then the ' sign ' or Hfoj or the peculiar virtue of the affix also

vanishes, Thus there is an important difference in the elision of an affix
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by force of the words gqr &c. ; and by the word wfa II In one case the

virtue of the affix subsists inspite of the elision, in the other it does not

Here the affix is elided by enouncing the word 'luk,' the result is, that the

affix cannot produce any change which it would otherwise have caused, in

the anga or inflective base ; such as guna &c.

Thus we have «fr (Norn PI) ERft (Ace. Pi); «ftft: (Instru, PI); *iT«nt*

(Dat. PI ) ; *RW( Abl. PI ) ; ****( Gen. PI ) «ft* ( Loc, PI ),

The word mmt (I,) VFK (Thou), and the words called ^ as

defined above are alike in the three genders. Therefore the word *rf% is

masculine, feminine and neuter.

The word ft is always used in the Plural, Thus <^:, (Norn, PI, ) ; *ffr(

(Ace. PI.) ; PrflP (Instr. PI.) ftwj= (Dat PI.) flhu: (Abl. PI.) But the Genitive

Plural is formed in accordance with the following sutra,

264. srq- is substituted for fe before the Genitive

Plural affix wnt II

As «rw*R («florr>r, however appears in the Veda j as ^ofluft SUflflW)
When the word ft forms the last member of a compound, even then also its

declension is as above ; as wprqr<Tr*. But some say that in those compounds

where ft is not a principal word, but only a secondary member of a com-

pound, there this substitution will not take place. According to (hem the

form would be Rranftotr*. But the proper form is fltawqwi. here also.

The Locative Plural will be ft^.

Now we take up the declension of the word ft which is always used

in the Dual Number,

The first rule that applies to it is the following.

Wi I CTTOfftm: I vs u \ \o\\]

q*m?Kms?3rw «rft»r# 1 fi^mTfolft: 1 ft r won. \ t fltfr' r i ftt<rW»rt

f* 1 Cr 1 ir^ft3;rsmsftff ; 1 ?R^ 1 jrrtrrs> 3 <wtf fsrrf! 1 8?f£«jrft:, 1 ^rg??r«ft 1 *rfr«ft

3 ^rer-
1
wm57?rg *i«rarrcr vm**i 1 ?rrsT^rsqr^(^! 1 atr^rPt*. 1 aft§3(>(r *$*!wu
265. For the final of &$ and the rest, there is

substituted w, when an affix, called vibhalcti, follows.

Now the question is what are the *p*rft words. ^m words belong
to the class of w'strn and form a sub-division of it and would have been th«
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following, viz :—***T, FT?, 3T. <^TC, f*$ «T?g, tpu, ft. gsr£, sTer?, *T^?J and T%* but

the is/kit given below excludes the last four words from the list of R^ffif.

/f///* -.--The nrerft sub-division begins with, the word hr- and ends

with the word ff (inclusive),

The word ff belongs to the class of srsfrft and therefore its final f is

changed to »r before the affixes, that is the base assumes the form of f t

Thus ft (Nom. Dual)
; fr (Ace. Dual)

; fp^T^, (Instru, Dative and

Ablative Duals) %$U (Genitive and Locative Duals), Why have we said

that the «*TTf$ words do not include the last four words? Observe the declen-

sion of *Vl which is declined as HTn*. *Tr*ftT, M«Rrs ( Nom. Sing. ; Dual and

Plural).

When WfrR words are used as *fcjrr (appellative), or, ST^nfa (secondary

members of a compound), then their final is not replaced by vj . Suppose

the word 1% is the name of a person, then it will be declined as ffs (Nom,

Sing.) v (
Nom

-
DuaI) i «*» :

(
Nom

-
P1

Similarly, when the word ft is an «ma»k as «rf%i$ (he who excels ff),

It will be declined as srmif: (Nom. Sing.), that is like fft

But when ff is the principal member of a compound, the wr substitu-

tion will take place ; thus TKurfr &c.

The word attS^tfa is thus declined ;—*#r$wft: ( Nom. Sing.) irtrfwl'ft

(Nom. Dual), but the Nom. PI, will be SfWm: by the following Vartika,

VArtika :—After the word trT^the affix *r comes in the Plural num»

ber denoting the descendant. This Vartika debars the rq affix of IV. J. 9&
S. 1096.

The Accusatives will be ^rjSffltH^ (Sing.)
; ^fwWV (Dual) ; fJRWI

(Plural)

Here ends the declension of Masculine words ending in short \

-:o:

Masculine long f

«rrffjr»$r 1 > ?twftt n arm g$' 11 «rrcr«nft* 1 *rajr*$r 1 <?r?nf*r^ 1 ineiimir 1 «fraw%»*rra^

»

*rrTtrni 1 mwmi: ^ 1 ?u?rff«ft : ^ 1 srnrn*^ 1 tf Er«rr5T 3ft ' & 3 *H°W: > ^rtrw»ft 1

«rnrji»ft3 1 tr* *r3H<*rnw 1 arrfajsrstrcr *rtffaf«Ti 1 qrrRr F*rerRfr?r Tfr : §$•• ' «n"«fr» fr*

Now we take up the declension of the word ^rwrnfr. This word 1«
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formed by the Un&di affix long $ (See Uoadi Sutras Chapter III. 158 and

Chapter IV. 1.) added to the root *rr to measure, The word literally means

'wind measurer' or ' moving swift as the wind'. It is the name of a kind

of an antelope. The affix f of *rr?rjnft is r%?E ( Unadi Chapter 111,159.)

Therefore *r?rtm + f = urewft. The long m being elided by the rule VI. 4 64

S. 2372.

The Norn. Sing, is «rrwnft" : II The dual is formed thus :—*rrcnpft +*?!'.

Here the rule VI. t. 102 S. 164. required the substitution of a single long $

in the place of t + «Jr But this is prevented by the rule VI. 1. 105. S. 239,

and we get the regular form «n?TT*3t- Similarly Noin. PI. ftBTO : I The Voc.

Sing> qra»Pft:. The Ace. Sing, is thus formed:—«HrftPftH- wr* The single

substitution required by VI, 1. 102. S. 164. is set aside by VI. I. 105. S. 239.

But this latter rule is set aside by the Apavada rule VI. I. 107. ( wrffi $?:

)

S. 194. by which there js the single substitution of the first vowel, when a

simple vowel is followed by the wr ot the case ending w*fc Therefore the Ace.

Sing is «rr?n$ra; The Ace. Dual and PI : are srmsrwft and Tnwffa- The Inst

:

Sing, is irHsrnfl. The Ins: Dual and PI: are q^tipfr-tPl. and *rr?PT*i?(% The Dat

forms are «rrair«l Siwftmro; inttrt?1^ The Abl Sing is mrrJW The Genitive

Sing and Dual are ?rrri:r«? : and sratprair: The Genitive PI : is WPPWt, . The
augment ?p is not added, because the word ends in a long vowel.

The Loc. Sing is thus formed «HflJ(4t+f,»3raJpft. The Loc, PI : is

qraiT'flg 11

So the words ^fsff ( literally that which goes or carries one, that t's

" a horse " or "a road;") and tpft ( that which protects or drinks or the sun and

moon ) are declined like qr?iJT*ft. These words are also formed by the affix %
(Unadl III. 159 ).

If the word «rr?Wft be derived by nj^and not (%!<l$ then in the Ace.

Sing and PI, and Loc. Sing the forms will be qrasr^W, nrrTJT*^' and mwrfwf

respectively. *T?T'Pfr may be derived by flpT in this way. qrfppfr f*TT srr«n:Rr ffW

*[Tfljr<?f. Here it is a Denominative verb in the sense of achara, formed by the

affix fir* (1 1 1. 1. 10 and ir S. 2664 and 2665) and to this Denominative root,

flK» is added again in the sense of agent (,
II L 2. 76 S. 2983 ). The Ace. S.

theiefore is, ^wr'fl + *r*= fraro + 3 + ST*. Here n is substituted by VI. 4 82.

S. 272 and the word is declined like iftft.

Now we take up the declension of the word vgwwft ( one possessed of

many admirable qualities ). The word 1*31, is formed by the affix fast, added

to isr the substitute of tow ( V. 3. 60, S. 2009 ). To this is added the affix

sPr* by IV. I. 6. S. 4SS to form the feminine Vqtft
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The Norn. Sing orwffcrntfY is n^mft + g » ars^ratft + o ( the affix being

elided by VI. 1.68 S. 282 ).

The Nom. Dual and PI : arc srg^s^r, srip^qi

The formation of Voc. Sing, is peculiar and the following rules apply.

Note:—The word Wf%«fdt 5h a Balni-vrfiii compound. Thi-ie in |!^fi? by

the rule VI. 3. 34. S. 831. The WtunJUStitii aliix ?R% in not tuldiid bncaumj of the

rule V 4. 156. S. 894. The long f mniiml to bo whortonud by 1. 2. 48. S. G5(3 is

prohibited by the Yftrtika under V. 4. lOti. S. 8!H.

266. Word-forms ending in long i and ft, being

names of females which are ttlwaya fomiiiiues are called Nadi,

The word a is a compound of % +3>. The word stryakhya means that

which by itself denotes the name of a female. These words must be always

feminine, having no masculine of the same form, as the word gramani has.

As the words fmt\ Kumar! ' a virgin ' *prr*r yavagOh ' rice gruel.'

Why do we say ending in f and ^ ? Because feminine nouns not

ending in these vowels will nut b*s declined like Nadi words. Thus while the

Dative offurift will be gropeir, the Dative of jft^ will be $f|% .

Why do we say ' which are feminine'? Because if they are names of

males, they will not be called Nad?. As WPPft' 'leader of a village '; %scffn

•leader of an army '; *jp7|; 'a sweeper'; their Dative being *trf% %^?» ^TP5<%.

Why have we used the word akhya 'name' in the text? Because the

feminine gender must be denoted by the word itself and not by any other

epithet used along with the word. Thus if the head-borough or the sweeper

should be of the female sex, the Dative Singular would still be w^l f%&,

and m<% f^rq

.

Vartika :-—The gender of the word as originally used should be

taken and not the gender of the Compound word. Here the original word

wrcft is feminine and though the Compound word *rf%r*wr is Masculine still

for the purposes of getting the designation of Nad! the whole word ^Stimr

will be treated as Nacit, though %m& in this Compound word is merely

a secondary member (upasarjana)

Therefore srgSmwr getting the designation of Nadl is affected by the

following rule in forming its Vocative.

18 S
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«i*arrvfai ?w*?ntt *r ?w w^ tfg'a'f i w *ri^rf% i <rfer «n^ra^H

»

267. A short vowel is substituted in the Voc. Sg.

For the srr of the feminine, in the sense of 'mother, mother-

dear', as well as for the long vowel of the words called Kadi.

The Ace. Sing and Dual are MfSnrcft*, *f*ftft*ct respectively.

The Ace, PI. is sr§>sra#*

There is no peculiarity in the Instrumental forms.

In forming the Dative forms, the following rules apply.

\& i awn srsrr. i « i $ i U=4N

«ronrrc$wf f£amr?m mn. >

268. The augment s^ is added to the ease-end-

logs of the Dat. Abl, Gen. and Loc. Sg. after the stem

called Nadi.

When this ari^is added, there is the single substitution of a Vriddhi

Vowel by the following rule.

*<ts. I arrosr I * \\ I 6-a II

269. The Vriddhi is the single substitute when the

augment srr^is followed by any vowel.

The sirf. is the augment which i^ff case-affixes take after itadt-wot&s

(Vtl. 3. m). «rs^refHsrr^-i-if =='is5rei& (Dative Singular). (The an* is the

augment also in the Vedic Tense wQ, similarly, ^f^-q^tr;

The augment g^ is added to the Genitive Plural by VII. I. 54. S,

208. As ari^tatfRra;.

For the formation of the Loc. Sing., the following rule applies.

mte.—The anuvritti of qfa ceases : that of stf* however, is present. Thai

vowel that is subsequent to the augment arrg;, and the an? which is precedent to
vowel—in the room of these two i. e. the 9Tr? find the"vowel—subsequent and

pveceaent the Vriddhi ia the single substitute. The augment err? is added to the
roots heginnmg ™th a vowel, in the Imperfect, Aorist and Conditional Tenses
(VI. 4. 72 &o). Thusw, ^m,^^ fl^^yfit|^^ fwm rootg f^%
(Bhtt. 641), 5* «*? HW (Tud, 32) and 5 ?5f «Ttift (Tud. 20).
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Note—The %'md' in the sutra shows that theqwnale, laugh fc in VI,

i. 95, 96 when ^. «TT and sn^ follow, ia superseded, when the preceding v»w*l

is w^n Tims n?ttfta?i;, B^rfara: 11 su +wr -*n*T, irr^yit^^w^ it

*rc*rr *riw um-ft 1 ^wflrfmtPtWfrrcr afrlrft far* 1 ?«pfmWfr S^w: 1

270 For the ending * of the Loc, Sg. tliere is

substituted ^PH, after a stem called Nadl, after the Femiuimw

in wrr, and after Hi II

The augment 33; is not added to this frr^bufc only to the »n*rv
nf Heiii-

tive Plural; because g^ of the Sutra VII. 154, S. 208 is superseded by the

subsequently taught augment wrr?.of the VII. 3. 1 12. S, 268.

Thus^f%nwfV + r^=w5»jm#+BTr^+(3F(VII > 3. 112. S. 2G8;«wpSwfl"*-

The rest of the declensions of qri^rerefl' are like those of srmtpfl H

The declemion of the word BrRrs^Tf is as follows :—

Nom. Sing, is «tf?rftvn: U Here the affix u is not elided as in the

last case, because £ of w$\ is part of the word w*»fr and is not a femtnirj* aftix

and therefore the rule ty^r*' (VI. 1.68, S. 252) does not apply. The rest

of the declensions are like those of sr^^Efl- tl

Aote.—The word Pr^fr ia formed, by the Unadi affix | (TJnfcdi Sittm III.

160 ?$T&*r, as w^+g^+^arvft) H

Now, we take up the declension of the Masculine word grmfr II Thh
word, though ordinarily feminine, when it is derived from the Denominative
root ^rctfr meaning a Brahman who desires a grerfr or acts like a wm% (III, 2,

76. S. 2983) is Masculine, namely, the Denominative Verb fftrfr considered so
be formed by the affix sp^ (III. 1. 8 or III. t. 10 S. 2657 or 2664;. with the
affix |f?T of III. 2. 76.

Note— a B jptrfrai, ftnMk . *fak . sm^r^m. . *ftt*rwarr*
, wgrorac , *rpTwmr*r

.

The word wHofr is formed by 1%^, affix added under III. 2. 61 , the »t
is changed to <n by «ra wirer* ; and the nor substitute In the Locative is bv
VI. 4. 82.

r

Thus ircrfr+g = §wr¥f u gis elided by VI. 1. 6S S. 252

In forming the Dual, the following rules apply.
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271. Before an affix beginning with a vowel, there

are substituted for tho sr of g, the characteristic of the roots

of the fifth class, for tho final K, f, v and 3J of a root, a« well

as for the gj of ^r, the %% (fur % or \) and v% (for 3r or s»).

The substitutes sus^ and 3^ have indicatory r and therefore they

are applied at the end and by the rule of nearness of substitutes jig^ replaces

j and «*(?_ replaces 3 (whether long or short). Thus fwftt + $t - frartj **

+ ^f . But this is prevented by the next Sutra.

Note.-—Similarly srr«prrSar, tr^^ar, w^fra", from the roots of the 5th

class. f«Tr*ra5i S3^5 !
, MS ;

> ftw, fWi S% 3* 1 and gfr and jr*' H

R^ 1 n^wiT^f^rn^r^q I <u y i ^ H

jrcft "ft i fR( **r 1 $iflft 1 tprrfc i > prrR 1 srf*r wftr ** 1 $*&» 1 $*rnfc 1 $*& 1 ^r*nr-

aif: * 1 fjirrthnra. 1 frcrars.) a# 1 srwj'r 1 jp>t?: i ijvuh 1 «%-$;
1 sirajfftgifti 1 W"^-

»rc$ RrcftTrr?? raft*m 1 5f"tr 1 s^m 1 ? 3* 1 gw*m 1 s^mi swni. 1 t* wr»r*ft** 1

EK«t riff sf&ft $fa3rf*rawrri$ 1 rt 1 1'ftimr tfrWfafsr ft*f? gfaw* »#<a*t ufa nT?w-

272. A semivowel is substituted before an affix be-

ginning with a vowel, for the final % or f of a root, not preceded

by a conjunct consonant forming part of the root, when the

stem is not a monosyllable.

Thus instead of f^ff wc get jjot adeSa, therefore gpnft+afr-fTr^h iTTrfl

The Vbc. Singis>§*rrR 11 The Ace. Sing, Dual and PI, are $w&,
3ft$r, W& There are no peculiarities in the Instrumental forms.

The Dative Sing is §rc& The Ablative and Genitive Singulars are

§HW\i U The Genitive PI, is ^mftTPUl The Loc. Sing, is ff»n*fr«Ul

The word sjvft is thus declined :—**rr', ijdft: qui:, jfvjpr, «W &c. This
word is derived from the root n,r with the profix 7 , The q is changed to f
by Unadi IV. 115. Thus ro+fl?£-iifr The short \ is lengthend by VI, 4.

2. S, 2559. So we have Tqr.
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The declension of the word gsft 1 It is formed by adding the prefix

g^ to the verb «ft. Therefore this long f cannot be said to be preceded by a

conjunct consonant, for the conjunct consonant of the Sutra menus the

conjunct consonant of the verbal root and not the conjunct consonant obtained

by adding a prefix to the simple root like sfr- Therefore, the present Sutra

applies to <?# which is declined as sjtfV:, sjKifr • 3^: ;1 3i¥r !
; Ace. Sing ts^mtf

Loc. Sing SPfJTPI. 11

In the same way should be declined the word ^m^ff, the Norn. Sing

of which is trpiofti ll

•

How do you explain the forms igftm'- where there is not gor though

5^ is a Gati, and the word ff^pfa: where the woid ^f%?K is a Kfnaka. ? We
reply that the preposition 5^ is not a Gati with repaid to the word \ftt

beomse

we analyse the word as g:fttT?rr #p5«ti< a Bahuvrihi compound, in which jr is

Gati with regard to the word f^?f understood, This compound is formed by

the Vartika irrft^I qrg^T^; &c. ( II. 2. 24, S. 830. ) by which the subsequent

term tWT is elided after the Gati word 5^. In fact, the word Gati is a relative

term with regard to the verb which a preposition immediately qualifies, and

not with regard to any other verb with which it may be accidentally in contact

Similarly iF*wft: should not be analysed as an Ablative compound < fyar*ft

?r?tr$<sr ^rer' ) formed by I. 4. 25. S. 588., as fWOT rf>5w m tfWKtfh hut a<s ^ftrwr-

^r**F* ,
jpfl': *fb ll 1" the first case the compound would mean "a person afraid of

a scorpion '
; in the other case, which is applicable here, the fear arising from

a scorpion. In the second case jjw?? is not a Karaka with regard to *flf. There-

fore the vartika applies to it

tffrafifaFr mffi ifr gf^fqr 1 iRt mrft 1 «rcsrrafJN$"fa 1 *reftof?r 1 «t*p ft*rr, 1

^f«r?> 1 fliarr 1 snsrrqt 1 ^mw 1 9 srefr 1 <nfa grOTrwwraifa ttW mftsfa TOwsnssprir-

9P«rrf%fcT ms 1 Q*sm*3L 1 srarsr 1 *if% *<$ 1 ^*w 1 *r? ^r*r nkn Tfa ^rer= 1 <Tf?hHyiftT?r

*rtfr: 1 g*gf'i'eBr#f?r g?fb 1 gjTfaeercftfir gffb *nwr 1 g^r 1 g??r 1 *wmitfa frsfarrffi

T?<nr5^re* 1 s*g< 1 gs^ ! g*r 1 sifftestftRr wfh 1 WTf%«^rfW wft; 1 TOfaf*rofftf%

jraftth 1 tpri *Rrr€r4w(. 1 wr*i»raKforar**rn isssnfttgm ' S*gp 1 w*?* wft*gp 1 u«^-
«T5T! fiFf* 1 gjwjfcn M$r 1 ufcfi& 1 gfarni i a'ftrarst: sf&fin wift 11

273. The semi-vowel substitution does not take

place in the case of a terns ending iu ^01* the word *r*St, before

affixes beginning with a vowel.

Thus nftnj—irRrgfr, jtRth*.- ; g^ft—gftrtt, grqrc< u
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Now, we take up the example of a word formed from a Denominative

root,namety,the word ?p£r which is thus formed qwm ?m%^w£wm (i.e.he who

desires a friend). Thus the root *ngro is a Denominative root, to this is added

the affix rjtc. and the letters wr and v fire both elided. Here the elision of a

being considered as wrr^. there would be mfm under the previous SQira

in declining the word *R&. This is prevented by the following.

Vdrtika:—when there is elision before the affix rift, the elision is not

considered as sth&nivat.

The rules by which the word ^<sft is formed are the same which have

been already referred to in forming the word fmff as explained under VII. 3,

1 16. S. 270. In declining this word 5=n^V which means "he who desires a friend"

the same rules are to be applied which were applied to the word *n% meaning

a friend ( see VI. I, 68 and VII. 2. 115. S. 252, 254 ), because of the maxim

f^faf^H^irs^foref 11 Therefore we g^et the Nominative forms s^r;*TOt%

Stisra:, Voc. f *Erefh. The Ace. Sing is srerrapl: It is thus formed fliift-n**

Here VI. 1. 107. S. 194 requires Purva-ru[>a, that is fl^rt But that rule is set

aside by ihe subsequent rule VI. 4. 82. S. 272. lequiring^ which would have

given the form 33SP&
j

Both these forms are wrong, for the last rule even is

set aside by the subsequent rule VII, 1. 92. S. 253. Hence the form ^r + spr,

=» wart*!. 11

.The Ace. Dual is *m*tt- The Ace, PI. is ?r«W for the Ace. PL not

being a, Sarvanamasthana, there is regular Sandhi. There is no peculiarity

in other cases of this word spsft, meaning 'one who desires a iriend'.

'There is another word 0$r which is thus formed *r$ %h ^n Wt'fim'"

It is a Bahu-vrlhi compound formed by II. 2, 28, S. 848, The h? is changed

to a by VI. 3. 82 S. 849. In forming the Denominative verb from this ?rer,

we add the affix <w\ by III. 1. 8. S. 2657. Then, we add long $ by VII. 4. 33

S. 2658. and thus we get the Denominative root ?p5fa[. From this root, we
get the masculine noun *r# with the affix f|j<T on the analogy of the previous

word.

Similarly are also formed the words §# meaning 'one who desires

happiness'; and gtf meaning 'one who desires a son'. The declension of these

words is as follows :~Nom. Sing, trtf, . gtfft . gtf:. The dual is^ $ m* i

§?§r, The Abl. and Gen. Singular forms are ^33: ; 5*531 ;
gtjs . by applying

the sutra VI. 1. 112. S. 255.

Similarly the words tf\: , w«ft.-
,. j^f}^ meaning respectively 'one who

desires cut off things' e. g. flowers &c; 'one who desires Vishnu'; and 'one who
desires crowd ' &c. are to be declined.
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Note:—The word rjjqr th the pnst participle of fchs root Pf to cut ; the

niahthdlfiB obauged t" T hy "VIII. 2. 44. 8 3018. $wf is hha past participle of

the root % to wane, the ?r is changed bo q by VIII. 2. 53. S. 3032. Similarly

JTCrftlis the past participle of the root ??q[ fco make noise, preceded by tlio preposition

IT The nishthd ?r is chan'ged to *1 by VIII. 2. 54. S. 3034 The Samprasdrana

takes plaoe by VI 1. 23.

The Norn. Sing forms are ig\it
;

efff'ft' ; Jrefi*ft: In other cases their

declension is like the word g?ft &c, except the Abl. and Gen ; Sing. Here

in these cases the words do not really end in asft and <fr and therefore the rule

VI. I. H2 S 255. is not strictly applicable to them, but as the *f of fpr and

the T of wri and JT?cfr*T are substitutes of 5T and as these are taught in the

Tnfiddi, namely the last three chapters of the Askl&dkyayi, therefore the it

and *T substitutions are considered asiddha for the purposes of the application

of the rule contained in the 7^ adhyayas. In oth«r words these words are

considered as Btft; srrttt ; mfftsfr ; and the rule VI. 1. 112. S. 255 applying to

them ; we have the Abl ; and Genitive Sing forms as ^?g: , 8jn*g: \ sr^l*g'' M

But the declension of the similarly formed word U^ft, derived from the

noun SJ^T through the derivative verb ^y«^fr«( with the affix rf^ is different.

Sjs^f is the past participle of the root gw where the nishtha V! is changed to

m by VIII. 2. si. S. 3030 Thus the Norn. Sing, is 3j*gfts The Nom. Dual and

PI are 3jr«frar ; and ^jfs^rai* with the affix *«R£ by VI. 4. 77. S. 271 and not

with Km because the long £ is preceded by a conjunct consonant. The

Abl and Geni ; singular is sjrfcfiqi &c,

Similarly qgft is formed from the past participle era; where the Nishtha

H is changed to ^ VIII. 2. 52. S. 303 1 after the root t'er, ' to cook,

'

Here ends the declension of the masculine words ending in long f II

:o:—

—

Declension of Masculine words ending in gr 11 The declension of the

word $[«j is like that of ?R 11 So also of r?"^; «tTS, *rr3 i>

The declension of the word m*g is somewhat different in the first

five cases, where the following rules apply.

V»a I g5jsR^|: I \s I ? I EMI
^r^s^g^* grit in* srai\lr Q$mm?tfi <ft i *re*rsw sut^ sfrfwap wft-

274. The word ^T*5 ' a jackal ' is treated in the

strong cases (with the exception of the Yocative Singular) as

if it ended in <Z^(t) II
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Note:—-The word T%\*$ is dccliw'A like itftsz in Urn strong ewes. As

1^,i^, *m?; Wn&W, T&lifau 1^ Ifi'r^m wi-ak eases, tod%fet in the

Voofifclvo Singalivr, The accent in the strong uases is ako that of the^ affix, i. e.

acute on the final. The word ift«S is formed by the affix w^ (Un Rffir%Tfa <fcc,

1.69).

Tlie word »t*5 is treated as ?6r^ and therefore the rules applicable to

the words ending in sr apply to it, viz, the following Sutras,

275. Gima is substituted for the final a£ of a stem,

in tlie Locative singular and in the Strong cases.

This rule requires jprf to be changed to W^, but this is prevented

by the following,

v»* i ^sjfRj^^ftsJr^rf <*r \ yj i \ t v* \\

276. Anan ( srg;) is substituted for the final of the

stems ending in »ff as well as for the final of u&inas, pura-

dangas, and aneh as, in the Nominative Singular (but not in

the Yocative Singular).

swfRrg'rercn' #& wr#f^r *r$?n*r*«rft "ft i *n*rrfaitT?<n sjj^T l%M$r Prawript I

277. lit the strong cases, with the exception of the

Yocative singula*, the penultimate vowel is lengthened in

9rc, in. stems formed by ^ and <£a affixes, and in ^5, arj,

*»f , ?*>?>^ ^I> *m and sparer H

The words ^w &c, in this sutra are taken to denote Niyama, for ii fp^r

&c, be taken as derivative words formed with the affix ^ or g^, there was no
necessity of their separate mention in this sutra, because the word^ and «[^of
the sutra would have included them. Therefore we say the inclusion of these

words shows Niyarna, or restriction, namely.other derivative words formed by the

Unadi affixes^ and g^are not governed by this rule, such as the words ftf
W^ &c. But the word 3*13 is governed by this rule, because we find the 33^'
in the Mahabhasya, Thus we get the forms *m ; WW. ; wrcmti *Sfefti
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In the Instrumental and other cases, there are double forms and the

following rules uppty:

—

278. sfir'g may optionally be treated as Kroshty,

before the endings beginning with a vowel, in the Instru-

mental and the cases that follow it.

As nrgi or sBfjntr, m£ or wrs%
( *f|: or ifrer, i^ffft or ?fi£[, %t%?; or

jptgfi 11 Bat nfrg-j; in the Accusative Plural, and spt^**!! before consonant-begin-

ning affixes.

In forming the Abl. and Genitive, the following rules apply.

^ 1 ?J£?T^ I % I { I Ut II

279. In the room of aff+sr of the case-affix $rw of

the Ablative and Genitive singular, the single substitute is

the letter short 3-
II

Note:—Thus ftg + &**!,« tjfarq; (The ar must always be followed by *_ I. 1,

51 though this $ ia not tho substitute of s& only, but of % + s? conjointly: ou th«

maxim that a substitute which replaces two , both shown in the genitive casa,

as ^f: and STSRTOft in this autra, gata the attributes of every one of these separa-

tely as the son G of a father A and mother B (though both conjointly produce

him) may ha called indifferently the son of A. or the son of B, So the $ m»y
be called the substitute of parser) ll Tho final n, is then elided by VIII. 2. 24

and ttb have ffg^ffj: II Thus srU<crfBKfft, fr5 : PT* II

?*» I TCCTG9 I "5 U I Vi II

^fa<f5^t># 5?: $Rrnfa«r*»T 1 t^p*. 1 *ffreR 1 *ffrft :
1 <rfr jmtr t wr* 11

280. Of a word ending in a conjunct consonant,

only *r is elided, if it comes after *: ;
( but any other con-

sonant coining after *: is not elided).

Thus iftrg + bt**;™ WftjJ^ It Here the final «*. is elided and thesis
changed to vi.sarga. Thus we get ?frsj: Before the Gen; Pi ; s*j«£ 3ft«5 requires

to be treated as #r| by VII. r. 97. S, 278 but this is prevented by the following

VAtt:—5T, and 3? augments come in supersession of the Tfich-vadbhava

ordained by the preceding sutras. Thus the Dative of the Neuter noun

19 S
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4i«—»« «»m»m«Biii«iii 1 11
,

. » 1 1 . 11 1 , 1
" '

'

"" ' " "*"
1 11 1 .

ftzrjStKg will be Rwest^ spim, ft?tiT«^r.«pR3Wra. and not
F
rfr|> u Similarly

with g?., as %\%>\w, ll

The Loc forms are weft or $m; *tftgn &c.

Before affixes beginning with consonants there is only one form.

Note-.—The word ^^ is formed from tha rait 1§X to ary' av 'to call'

with the affix jj^ bjrthe UnAdi I. G9. Similarly the word #r| in former! from the sftm*

root with the affix %% ll Both words denote the same ohjucf, i. e. ' a jacktU '. Bnfc

the word g?f$5 is detective in the first five cases, where ifrtg supplies the want.

, Here ends the declension of Masculine words ending in short 5 ll

:o:-

«rR(H% » Briarqwcr r i srr?mg?Tr>i. 1 srfjrsrwi 1 ora^; 11

Now, we take up the declension of Masculine words ending in long

gj (i As gs ( name of a celestial songster). The Norn : and Ace : forms are

S2 :
;
0r; SjT 1 5*5 BfriWH ta-

in declining the word aqfaTi', the Nadi rules will apply, i. a I. 4, 3,

S, 266, 267, 268 &c. The Voc. Sing. H therefore. \ stfwg II The Dat

;

Sing is. »tftr«r^r » Abl : and Gen. singular STm-er^Tf:; Gens; PI; w?Rf "«r^rni;j

Loc. Sing STra^sm H

Now we take up the declension of the Noun mwi U The Nora.

Sing : is 1335/. U

In forming the Nom ; Dual the following rule applies

gfa 1 «tfcrg;i^?ffi
î
^ qqj%<a& 1 tmfit \ «ua«r %wfl% > itf gp*jiw 1 sfT%frrq"' far* 1

5' 1 #r 1 3^* •' WTOMfa fm. 1 **l! 1 s?fir 1&% 1 sra^m^ts* f%i; 1 *fi*a;fr 1 ^fjsg^i 1

Tcftenft f%«* 1 <rogtr 1 §ft f%* 1 ggr,gi i wg: 1 *r s^rari 11 **g#r i ^5?; 11

281. "When, a case-affix, beginning with a vowel

follows, then the semivowel a is substituted for the final

^ of a stem containing more than one syllable, if the stem

ends with a verbal root ending in a; not preceded if by a con-

junct consonant forming part of the root.

As no roots at the end of a stem end in short s, the latter is not

mentioned in the translation. Thus ^5^ 'a sweeper' :—d. Wi^(, pi. »8W ;

so also fir?rcfr and *ra*J:, and ffffa dual *TiF?*n and q$???ri » But g^rg?

and g^i before tense-affixes (non—g* ) > b—gfr, gv ( because consisting

of one syllable only ). Why do we say forming pait of the root? Observe, was

;

wfr ; WP ll Here the conjunct consonant is not part of the root but is
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part of the preposition 3f + $=> 3?g H Why do we say when not preceded by

a conjunct consonant ? Observe *fisns, sRzgfr, 9v^i > Why do we say that the

first member must be a Gati or a Karaka ? Observe. Wi?£, TW S^'r ; 41*i5j*l» «

Why do we say when a case-affix follows ? Observe ^sg; ll

But the declension of the word ^w is not governed by this rule but

by VI. 4 85. S. 273. Thus Nom: forms are ^ ; ?*rsfh*W » So also

But the declension of the Noun ^<srr^ ( the frog) is different and Is

governed by the following rule.

W 1 **!*«« 1 * I « l «* ll

^jgftP^ftegoTrflpr^or sgwRrs! 1 s^fr 1 &w 1 1***, 1 £»% 1 s**^ i $pt g;^<x 1 £nPrffir

15ft 1 ^^r 1 sitw 1 tf§qi% g irc if* *rre» i wrf'faf' tot^"!.! ^re*€f 1 *»?rw 1 g^i**?-

282. ^ is substituted for the 3; of ztitv^ also, when.

a case-affix: beginning with a vowel follows.

As q«srMrr, *wW U

This is an exception to rule S 273.

The words sp?
,
£w

;
51^, qj^ra , tffcfctj , fifqgr are Unadi formed words

Under Unadi sutras I. 96, Thus |*w: "an author" or "a reciter"; £««; 5*mT! ; ??*r>^;

?«fr; S*w^> The rest of the declensions is like those of fan The words***

is formed from the root e«^ with the affix 3; (technically §r)ll But there

is another word £ig (meaning a kind of tree, snake or monkey) formed from the
indeclinable word £^ to injure and the verb w with the affix (^ i| The
declension of this word is governed by the following

VAtt:—The semi-vowel substitution takes place when £*, qjp: and
^precede w, as £»f)r, £«<?:, gsr*|f, 3*rMt:*rrcp4V (sfKrvft). grro^: (^:r«rO ll

In this vartika, one reading is ?r*, and another reading is m\K, namely
3VOT or grre^( the meaning of both is the same, because zm is formed by the
affix 3TW without changing the sense, under sutra V. 4. 38, S, 2106).

The word 55^ must be taken as a masculine derivative word, and not
the word g?r4; which is always feminine.

The Nouns s«i and sRpcrVr are declined like $*rq*r ll

Note;—According to Eastern Grammarians, these two word* tx$ dec-lined
like ^qr$ ll

Here ends the declension of Masculines in long ar 11
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Declension of masculines ending in sr.

f^nsi i farm i >t4 vjrfffi : ni ^rirf^prppi; i ir i *$t i TC i % n: u

We take up the declension of the word tflf . It is governed by the

rules already referred to before, namely VII. 3. 1 10. S. 275; VII. t, 94.

S. 276., VI. i. in. S, 279. and VIII, 2,-24, S. 280. Thus wm, v*mKb

wrw Voc > ytw

Vdrtika .-—After words ending in *t, the dental H is changed to

cerebral T.

Therefore Genitive PI : is *na°lf II

The declension of qcar &c mentioned in VI. 4, ir, S. 377, is like v-n^rll

So also that of SSfrg H

But the declension of fqrfr is not like this, f^r is a Unadi formed word,

about which there are two views. Some consider Unadi affiles as no affixes

at all, and theiefore Unadi words, as ^Jf* words. Others consider such words

as derivative. According to the first view, the declension of ftf is governed

by VII. 3. no, S. 275, and the n» of far is gu?ated, Thus Nom. Dual and

PI : are ftrW; ftW-.

According to the second view, the word ft$ is considered to be formed

with the affix q\ and padded to the root qT 'to protect' by Unadi sutra II. 94.

Then the sutra VI. 4, 11. S. 277 is read in a restrictive sense, by taking the

word TW as restricting the rule only to^ &c and not to fag. Therefore, we

never have mrHr but always fWr. Thus ffar, f^r, fiftf- ; faw*, fq^r. The

rest of the declensions is like those of qrg. The words Wtt%, W? &c arc to be

similarly declined.

Nom Acca, Instr. Dati. Abl. " Geni. Locative.

Sing *rnir qrart *imr *jr% *jrg! qrg: **r?rft:

Dual *n;n?y *rrartr *rtf«ir qrf*nf qtn«if vmrr' ww:
Plural vrmn:: w^ w^ft: vjr^w. m^m qri<rr»i, vrr?f

Sing

Dual

Plural

mle.

:o:

fa?rr ft** fa*r fq% ftj; ftg: fayrf?

ft?ff ! fa** fqff*T: PPgpqi fafj»*i: ftforf fq?3

The declension of the Noun ;j is sir, *rcr, *«• The Voc. Sing, is ^ ^: II

In the Genitive Plural there are two forms according to the following
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a. fsfraw arm *rr *tf= ^an, 1 fira. 1
1°"^. 1

283. So also 3 before the Genitive Plural xm. is leng-

thened optionally.

As ??r aurr sjTej, and ??r sjoif ^rli According to some this option is con-

fined to the Vedas, according to others it extends to secular literature also.

Here ends the declension of masculines ending in short ig II

:o:

Declension of masculines ending in long ^ II

fe; 1 i 1 RrtTr 1 fav tfsrr? ^it 1 ^ranfftr g ^3?ra ?r?r scar ^m t aqr^orr-

^13"^r hi* 1 ssr 1 Jfr 1 fiz 1 ^r 1 &% 1 sr 1 if 5?rrft 11

3? and a are two roots, when imitative names are formed, we get the

nouns 5; and a II These nouns are treated like verbs % and aonthe following

maxim, PatibhAshA;—"An imitative name is like original." Therefore the

rule VII. 1. 100 S. 2390. read with I, I. 51. S. 70. applies to these words.

Thus we have j%^and R^as bases. Therefore the Norn .• forms are gftt ; faffi

f%*! ;#};. f%*r,iac; These are, in fact, declined like the nouns ending in con-

sonant ^ as f?r^ 11

The above ParibhAskA is, however, optional and the ft, substitution

may not take place. In that case, the rules VII. 3. 110S. 275 and VII, 1. 95.

S. 276 requiring the gunation and srI; substitution do not apply, because

those rules are confined to bases ending in short =r as the word aRf£ in those

sutras shows, for the indicatory q; shows that the short m is to be taken ( see

I. 1. 70 S. 1$ ), Therefore, the declension of these words is ags, %\, ^:; er^, *pr

;

fi;;5fir r

$etc.

Here ends the declension of masculines ending in long iff

:o:

Declension of Nouns ending in ^ 11

t^ *rs^ amresqiC&Tsa^i JT^f 1 fi^rr ^jR«rq g s<toti 1 na^ri Taw i na?r«i.i

na&r m*£a,i *t*ot 1 »r*5i 1 sfag^rcg tea >ffi&tvi iw^i ^mr?a^ *>w 1 *rgp? »

*r§a 1 ^qrft v

We take the declension of nouns »r*c5 and it^rs the imitative

nouns formed from the roots n*55 ' to go ' and ^c^s ' to be able '. In the Nom.
Sing, we have 3Rf by VII. I. 94. S, 276, as *rcr, WXJ II In the other strong

cases, we have guna by VII. 3, no S 275, as «r*Bt; TT3: ; »T*rai., n»tfft. nwsat;

*T*W; *raj II
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In Abl. and Gen : singular, the sutra VI. i. nr. S. 279 and I. r. 51.

S. 70 will apply, Therefore, th£ ?j + bt of the affix will be changed to «

followed by !5, u Thus we have «r*?s + 3tw« n$$+ H. (I The «r itself will be

elided, because it is a final consonant Thus, ye have ns$u So also WfS.&c.

Here ends the declension of Nouns ending in & n

•:o:-

Declension of Nouns ending in y II

Now, we take up the declension of the word % \\ This word is thus

formed; ^j+?:=^! or s-r 1: = §r:i) The shorty is the name of Kama (Cupid J,

as it may be considered to be derived from the word «t meaning

Vishnu with the stt?B| affix % meaning the son of st tl Similarly | may

be considered to be the feminine of sr, namely the wife of Vishnu, %
may therefore mean ' he who is accompanied by Kama" or ' he who is

accompanied by Lakshmi," Therefore, the word % is declined as %:, q$!

srai 11

Similarly the word ^ which has also two meanings, 'he who

remembers Kama (f)' or 'he who remembers Lakshmi'. The word fSTfl

being NishthA is placed first in this Bahu-vvfh't compound by II. 2, 36 S.

899. Thus we get ??%:, ?w& • Sim' II

Here ends the declension of Nouns ending in q II

:o: —
Declension of Masculine Nouns ending in aft ll

We take the word nt; to which the following rules apply;

—

284. The endings of the strong cases are Um
after nr II

That is, these affixes produce all the fart operations: such as Vpddhi
&c. As «?t'., nrlr, «W. W Why have we added a ^ after nt ? The rule applies

to the form nf, and not when it assumes the form *j, as in fa^nj;, W?Q: II

Note:—How do you explain the forms ? f^ffr, $ WJW- P This is done on
tkema*im^ff^3^?trcftT*t f$[fc^, (when an operation which is taught in
the Angadhikara VI, 4.-—VII. i. has taken place, and another operation . of

the Angadhikara is subsequently applicable, this latter operation is not allowed
to take place),. For when Guna once takes plaoe before the Vooative and
Lhe.tfominatiTt Plural affi* by VII. 3.108-109, the POT operation of this rnl«
will not .again teke place. Or %r< in the antra may be construed as Sam-
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bandha-lakshanA Sastht (a Genitive denoting a general relation); and tl>«

meaning will be "that sarvanamasthana affix, denoting singula*-, dnal, plural,

which refers to the meaning of «Tt or 'cow" While in P^g, fclie sai'vananHisfchana

affix does not refer to 'cow' but to another object, aauiely to a,
i{ person' who

possesses brindled cowa. f[ iu »trq[ in tbia view is for specification only.

wr«J.»niq% i %? • arf^wrj aT^'wu Trui nHrr i «rr: i *rer i *t> i 'tis i f^rrr? i arnfr

forftfa qpsnii f^f%*rfsr^rsr'i *n ten §*&: i gartr 1 ^wv 1 3Trw<f^rrf«r?a stnrwrf
*rfarlr sgragRrk? 1 > nr% 1 ? *rrw 1 3; rig: ^nr ststs, <:w"r: I *wrlr 1 ?wre: 1 s^i-n^i

fTRrrfr 1 wn-- 1 srswl 11

285. For «rt of a Nominal stem+sr of the Accusative

case-ending wqc and v?q, the single substitute is src I!

The word a*ra ! is a compound of 8TT+aff?f: II Thus »ir+=*R,=*Tr% *fr+

ar^-ini ll Thus nt<T^i »rp <m- H This debars the Vriddhi of VH. 1. 90.

So also irf or «rr: <r^; as the word djr is also a nominal stem ending in ®ft II

The Sarvanamsthana affixes are faq; aftcf this word also (see VII. 1.90)

ivhich would have caused Vriddhi, therefore, this orr debars the Vjiddbi.

The word kr. here means the affix of the Accusative Singular, as it is read in

connection with the case-affix $r» and as the word g<£ of the last sutra

governs this also, Therefore sm the verbal Tense-affix of the Imperfect is

cot meant: thus we have w^RTS., srffPtS. II *Tr»l, *mt; «rt: ; mi ; «f% ; •?*: etc.

f&ttika:—The sutra VII. I. 90 S. 284 should be read as aftm^
meaning the ending of strong cases are f&nj after bases ending in vn I'

Vdrtika;—And the endings are piif after those bases only which

have sfr in them. Thus, the Noun gor is declined as gailr: ; g^ffr, §*<[?: 11

Some read the sutra as ncrw f&nft so that the' «ule will apply to sift-

also: as, 4f', tirfr, **W- ll If the reading be taken *rrer:, then we extend this

rule to of also, by taking rft as merely illustrative of all words ending in aft

;

and this is done by the letter % in iffars, for the w\K rule applies to letters, and

not to words, so that nhf: means and includes words ending in sft 11

The Sarva-ndma sthdna affixes are Pt^ only after original bases

ending in aft and not after a derivative base ending in sfr ll Therefore the

Sarvanama sthana affix g or 5jg; coming after the base vrnfr. which the Noun

*rrg assumes in the Vocative case is not to be treated as f«Ff£, because the sit

here is derivative. Therefore 1 HRl, ? »Tnw ll

Similarly, the word f^H formed from wr + 3 meaning 'he wh
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remembers t or ^g', is declined as ??ffr--, if?TO, WTrf: ; witn., <^r|t;

*^«n etc.

Here ends the declension of Nouns ending in ift tl

:o:

Declension of Masculine Nouns ending in \

We take the vvord^ (wealth).

era' i Kim i irarffimrfa u

286. .Before a case-ending beginning with, a conso-

nant, srr is substituted for the final of ^ II

Before affixes beginning with vowels, the q o{\ is changed to btt« by
the ordinary rules of Sandhi, Thus *p, <$[, KW; *TCTC. , dft, m<; Kim, *PA\* &C

Here ends the declension of Nouns ending in If.

Declension of Nouns ending in s^r,

We take the word *&, It is declined as r&s, mftt trw, j^ppc,, m%,
'fiFPT' etc.

The sutra VI. r. 93. S. 285 applied only to bases ending in aft and not

to those which end in sri
-

. Because srf and s?f are not savarna letters, a fact

which we learn from Paninl mentioning them separately in the Maheswara
sutras if sftT and q btc^

Here ends the declension of Masculine Nouns ending in vowels.

:o:—

.

.

DECLENSION OF flfa

Nom, Ace. Ins. Dat. Abl. Gen. Loc. Voc.

Singular Wat *P3Vq qrW w& ^v^i q-qg; ^fa ^ 3$
Dual *rar% *rejr£r mfrift *rr%«tf srRsrwri *nav ^*s% ; ^?jrr%

plural flrara' <ar<3K q-far*rs sflsw ^few *r#Tit. ^rf%5 ^w
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Norn.

Singular fj^TCir

Dual ggrsrot

Plural &mtm

Nom.

Singular qf^t

Dual tflft

Plural qflijs

Nom,

Singular vtqf^i

Daal £nft

Plural *wm'

Nom.

Plural q;Rt

Plural

Dual

Nom.

Nom.

•r

Nom.

Singular «{f%t|:

Dual tffatfV

Plural wrfiTTg:

30 S

Ace. Ins. Dat. Abl. Gen. Voc.Loc.

ipnara g^rf^TTT g*ra^ sj€«?n s^ 1 iprefr

Ace. Ins.

qfffwti

Dat. Abl.

q£l q?gs

Gen. Loc.

qf?rg

^

Voc.

*q%

"Tffr

7«W

VocAce. Ins, Dat. Ab. Gen. Loc,

ffrcft «w*ir* ^im^i w^tf ^rqsrr! *«r?fri w^at

wrfti. w?mmi wTr^qi swu* Srsfati, vqfag igrqn«T:

^fa

Ace, Ins. Dat Abt. Gen. Loc.

ft

Ace,

ft*

Ace,

Ins. Dat.

ft

Ins. Dat.

V-atr* Do

Abl.

Abl.

Do

Gen. Loc,

wms fas

Gen. Loc.

«rf«r&

Ace Ins.. Dat, Abl. Gen. Loc.

•Tfiift^ 8rfmt*ir *iV%€n wrRffc wrftn[: «rrarfr

«rra# sTmre^r^. stRi^ki^ sTRrfswin-L srfasfr = «rf?rafi-«

*rRri(fa, wafijw *rtlif*«r- Btfsrftm: •nmtfftt'?. wrfafts
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*%%ft*

Nom. Act. Ins. Dat. Abl. Gen. Loc. Voc.

Si aH^rrT^r^r^t^ri^rffrfr BT^i?wsT ifrs^fa: wrTyOT' eftftffnr «ftipf%

D. airtf^r srr^sWr w^ft^ s^^r^w ^(fwtft^, tRr^r^r; b|>|^^^ ^ri#Rr

Nom. Ace, Ins. Dat. Abl. Gen. Lac. Voc.

Siuguiai- frrtjuffr. ^raR'fti «rr?nr«*r «rr?rtf»% trow «rrsr«r«r: wrtpt %«mpr*
i-o or

Dual «rra«m*4> sm'fit *rn^>w?t%^m%mm>w mww'- ^mx*^-- ,<

piurai >rt?fff«c. <rt*«$(^ ^RfspftfJf. qr^rtfta: qmsffff^w trrasrw(re.m?w*% ,.

or

%^\
Horn. 'Voc. Ace, Ins. Dat, Abl. Gen. Loc.

si. *fwi<jft %*§ws[f% sf^mtfta. *§"wrc«ir *§3ra& *rgw*«' *r£*n*?*iT: fpwwi,
d. n%*y&h qr^ssjarezfr *5>ara**iY «f§$ratfiwq"r „ „ s^isw „

p. sjg^Jiw „ ^^r^^ft^, sriV^aWJT: ^-§%rai#^: „ *5^tffawrff*rofa

"Nem, Voc. Ace. Ins, Dat. Abh Gen. Loc.

S.*tfHB*»ft; % sTfa^mf^rftasTfawsr srRft^ strp^ww: wRT?s$*3r-. srRrfs**^

P srffTP^*i5r arffr^lr «ffa?j$*l?r sTrtr^rwtf ,, „ srRn*$wfts fftr?raf*w*

>tomi Ace. Ins. Dat Abl. Gen. Loc, Voc.

Singular §»,r?T ^qrf*. tflrcft ffaiH $wtf: $nmb qmm*. >fprrfy

Dual g^r^r „ gwtftmr &«fati §mft«us $*n4f: „ „
piura.1 grvSi: „ ^rffiw ^TrftfSrs awfrir* $*r¥rs „ »

Nom. Ace. Ins. Dat, Abl. Gan, Loc. Voc.

Sing *>#: IT^I WW H«< smt srmi *?«««(. W>5t!

Duftl tJ*Bt irvqr «r>ltmf iT^f-atr rw»Jlf TT«ift: Sfiqr qvq|

PJural sfM(: «I«H' «r*tfft: *$**(: «pft*q; S«0*t 9%s mqt
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Ins. Dat, Abl. Gen. Loc.Nom. Ace.

Sing suft: g^w sps^ir a^% 3?Hr. gwii fwunr.

Daal srofr a^llr 3#[**if ssft^f 3*rft*«rf xr«m ! 3^n
Plural *««*. «w2(i 5Jsftw 3#Ni 3#w- s^ri. grfr^

Nom. Ace. Ins. Dat. Abl. Gen. Loc.

King Gireoft'- trw*** wsr *tw^ w*n hiw *rm«st

Daal SfpWlir *TRo;
*fr «TRoft*Tf m^ft^f irm%gf TR^r *rm°«}|:

Plural qr»W: npioq: wmoftfai srrfw^ *TRTtN!Tr*I 3rf WfltJ

St

Nom. Ace. Ins.

Sing fft; {%?W fastf

Daal foft faqt *ft«lT

Plural ffjqs f*ra : fflfW'

Sing gfO-:

Dual g?§r

Plural g?qt

Nom.

Singular <|g:

Dual wij

Plural tfw

Nom.

Singular ^rer

Daal werft

Plural ^rcrc'-

Nora.

§?lfr

Ace.

sign;

*$?*

Ace,

Jtfrem

Ace.

WW

liko

Dat. Abl. Gen. Loc.

fftq fffBC RS- faWR.

?ft^: ?f(*Hii nrm-i. n?<$

ifvft:

5T^

Ins- Dat. Abl. Gen. Loc,

sig^r si*nr ^r%t «rmr: tinr

^S'»*Ht W*lt W*lf if^rj w^:
ix?5FV ^g**; sr^m; <5iHf(ri *rg^

Voc.

Voc.

Voc.

R&

Voc.

tthrr

Hoc,Ins. Dat Abl, Gen.

*rgr sRi^r ^1% ^re% ?pf«5: Hirers wr«g; sfTrirr: spreR $r£r
*r«gWT wfsg^r w«s5^t iwgp j*rgi.

Ins. Dat, Abl. Gen. Loc.

Singular |T£: m Mr §1 S£ ! sw p*r«
Dual $fr jt' $P*n $g™ -H*** W !

.flfn

Plural $£: m- fgpr: W» g£* ! Wm £KH
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W£
Nom. Acc. ins. Dat. Abl. Gan. Loc.

Singular 5fc5^:

Dual «?n^r

HSfiSGTf IBftB* (gjTTt^J

Plural <sra«7* qrw^ri ijRwrf <*i«liS:

Nom. Acc Ins. Dat, Abl. Gen, Loc.

Singiilm ^: *m$s* tfnjjfr ^fS> *W : Hgf« mft
DaaJ ^glr ^str (Fr$«W PT**nf ^OT ??rg?i-« **H*r
Plut-al WS^: <prg*t? Wgw. €**p*: ^$*nt f^rf WSS

Singular ^crfiT:

Dual ^«rf*f|"

Plural ^srf^;

wwt W^ «ref«r: <nrF*r:

"wfg^iri "refg*^* spri^f W%
q«rfgr>r: vrfgrni: **cf$wj: «psrfwtf

*
Nom. Acc:. Ins. Dat. Abl, Gen. Loc.

Sing

Dual

Plual TO

*r * ^
?^f £*«tf ^wrf

sjf^r.- ?mi f«i;

f

3=

•to

»?R

Nom, Acc. Ins, Dat. Abl Gen. Loc.

Sing

Dual

Plural

Pro Rfft fare:

sW* stftafa tfto?*

Brrnr; qftwb «&**!:

fatr< fact'

OR
Nom. Acc. Ins. Dat. Abl. Gen. Loc.

Sing

Dual

Plural

1'

til It «g>*ii e^r ^
«§w apm ^ t

Nom. Acc. Ins. Dat. Abl. Gen. Loc,

Sing

Dual

Plurjd

»T»R7H «r*ar «n^ ^ ns^
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*
Nom. Ace. Ins, Dat Abl. Gen. Loc,

Sing

Dual aft

WW

Plural w *W flf*

*
*«i< TO 1T5

Nom. Acc. Ins, Dat. Abl. Gen Loc.

Sing

Dual

ft:

«rrat

«TTH

*nft «fl«lt

•ft: «?f:

Pineal «rw «TTt «ffi* «fr»w «T TT3 11

Nom, Acc. Ins. Dat. Abl. Gen. Loc.

Sing

Dual

Plural

*

Nom. Acc, Ins. Dat. Abl. Gen. Loc.
Sing

Dual

Plural

trot

Km-

<crar

Nom, Acc. Ins. Dat Abl. Gen, Loc.

6bg

Baal

Plural

M3lT; *tJl?

*wptr

-:o:-
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CHAPTER IX.

Declension of Feminines Ending in Vowels.

Now we take up the declension of the word urr. ( This word ts

formed from the root w,' to play ' with the affix spar and the feminine affix

*T* ) The Nom. Sing is vft The affix g is elided by VI. I. 68. S. 252. In

forming the Nom : and Ace : Dual the following rule applies:—

287. After a stem ending in the feminine affix WT, k

ib substituted for the dual endings afr of the Nominative and.

Accusative.

The ^ in sfVy is for the purpose of including sffc also. There Is, in

fact, no such affix as art? taught by Panini any where, Thus (wr + aft-

The PI : will be <*rs H

The Vocative Sing is formed according to the following Sutra.

W* 1 ^?Ct ^ I VS I 9 I *•* I

288. ** is substituted for the final stt of a Feminine

stem, in the Vocative Singular.

Thus WH-a-ft + g-ft ll The affix g is elided by VI. 1. 69. S. 193-

Thus Voc ; Sing. Dual and PI : are ^ ft, $ tf, $w respectively.

The Ace: forms are w*; ft; ^ ; 11 The *r is not added in the

Ace s PI • because it is feminine. The rule VI. t. 193. S. 196 applies only to

the Masculine nouns.

In forming the Instrumental, trie following applies.

289. Before the case-endings afar arK| before w of
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the Instrumental, <* is substituted for the final srr of the

Feminine-affix.

Brr? is the name given to the affix er, the Ins, Sing, by the ancient

grammarians.

Thus wH-ef-^+stn-Wini The Enstr: dual and Pi. forma are OT^tsj.

WTT%: 11

In forming the Dative, the following sutra applies ;

—

*V> I TOW I ^ 1 3 I \l\ I

srrT: <t«i frjcTTW «trar»w ?2tT(T 1 srSrilF* 1 W& 1 OT<3r§fa! i wrap 1 onft'

wig 1 tr* s«t'(W: 11

290. The augment *rr^is added to the Dat. AM.
Gen and Loc. Sg- after a Feminine stem ending in arr II

ThusOT + a^wraj^+^-Wr^+^-wft according to VI. 1. 88. S. 72.

The Abl : and Gen : Singulars are thus formed ;—CTr + arW" <m + m[,+-

•ftr-WNU + ST^-Wn' I'

The Gen : and Loc : dual wft* is formed as follows wr »• 8Tr^« ift +

WX( VII. 3- ios S 289 )- Wjf: II

The Gen : PI : is WT<nP*.( t* being added by VII. 1. 54. S. 208 ).

The Loc. Sing, wrap^is formed according to VII, 3. 116. S. 270.

Thus wr + w?:+flr =OTr+«[r?.+ 3Tr»i:« wwr.11

The Loc. dual and PI : are wfri and ^rg ll The Feminine Nouns

fir &c. are to be similarly declined.

:o:

Now we take up the declension of the Feminine Pronoun *ref II In the

first three cases, it is declined like vn It In forming the Dative and oilier

cases the following rules apply :

—

Rs.? 1 sr?farsr. *wr^*«r 1 v» 1 3 1 \\v is

sTrasamforas tw^i fen-- wiz "em^rTsr m?'- 1 w^rs^w 1 ^& 1 wtoin ^ 1

qsRfftrw ^Wtt «r«orr<nft srfom ?i% g?, 1 m\m*{ 1 srawinj «i3p 1 ««rig 1 ?<t

ft*fr?3 BTWrT : II

291. After a Pronominal stem ending in long m
of the Feminine, the Dat. Abl. Gen. and Loc. Sg. receive

the augment ^rr find the 3Tr of the stem is shortened.

As m&. fir«g&. tn^t $*%, mfq, hw H^wr, Hiwr;, ftwip, top n««rr f
,
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But srg&t where the stem does not end in long stt of the Feminine

This debars the augment *tT* Thus Dat: Sing is formed as follows.

«q? + CT1+ i*= 3# + 'SIT+ * =*#&»

Similaily the Abl : and Gen : Singular tffatf.- is formed.

in Gen : Fl : §5. is added by VII, 8. 52 S. 217. Though the Feminine

pronoun *r\ i s not mentioned in the crafft class, yet the word ff«(r is called

(TCFtPT, f°r tne ekades'a *n of *re? ( *tf + *rr~*ptf ) is considered as the final

of the first, and hence the rule VII. I. 52. S. 21; will apply to it. Thus we

get the Gen : PI : ^rflPl, it

The Loc: Sing is thus formed^ + f^=s^r + ^r + «rm-^«tnj;ii The

Loc : Dual and PI : forms are ^fifr and ?Rri H

So also other Feminine Pronouns ending in «rr like fts?r &c. are to

be declined.

«nr m*mi «rr win. 1 sr^sl^r 1 3ms?f& 1 fa^Rrwi'frcfft *fo vffrftnw*

292. The Sarvan&ma words are optionally declined

aa such when they occur in a Bahuvrlhi. compound signifying

direction ( II. 2. 26. S. 845 ).

Thus 3rTC$f$[ or *rarc$jfr&[ 11 The Bahuvrlhi compound specifically

taught in II. 2. 26. S. 845 and not every other bahuvrlhi. Therefore when the

word s^rn or g^ are so compounded as to denote a mad woman who cannot

distinguish between North and East, there the word afrqp? ( a mad woman
who cannot distinguish between North and East ) though a bahuvrlhi com-

pound, formed of pronouns denoting points of compass, but as the whole

compound does not denote the intermediate points of the compass but is the

Name of a person, it is not treated as a Sarvanama. Therefore its Dative Sing

will be 3tKJ5^ atK* not "rc$i& II

The word smstfif is used in the sutra only for the sake of distinctness,

for the sutra would have referred to Bahuvrlhi compound even without

employing the word bahuvrlhi in it.

The word *RT(r is a Sarvanama denoting ' outer
1

and so it is declined
as ST*t«1i ws& meaning the outer court, but when the word BTSfftf denotes

a city* it is not a sarvanama and therefore its declension will be V*m.\k nn*
( See Vartika under sutra VII. 1. 52 S. 217 ).
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The word rl^str and fFrfalr. are similarly declined except in the fsTj

affixes to which the following rule applies.

error fi^: ***r* wctt** aw i *f <j»r wp?§ *rw£ • #«w ra'tgmiowinrqt

«

*wrnf'rafifw: ii 1 a*** I ? arsr i ? *t» » "TOgm v tWHsawf fftfr T li 1 Brw*r% i ^
ernrffc i > srfN% i mn aprar i tffarwTwnssrtui snfa g?= •rcwsrcflL i ^rorniwrft i ift

3?srfr n wru i w ^f^sTRw^nr tfr*nir iwr ^HTmrRHrsrrar wfawirri ^rpHTccr *ro&r ?Rr

^f^ri^rtifTO i *rafa ansrf^re* ?qTpr^rraiwrr?TrHrRi3T i srra5 smr: i wfV nrfs i

qwiTs i nwm*c< i "#us. i ff* qawnft rcw siren i «j* TtfftfTJjg i ?t*fT«iTfMfrft 7»

^ *ref% i air arrl%i% Jrf^a Hfrrswwi^rsstri *r^r *wni?i i *& %*&nvR$$sft m

wrimrww* *wftTii«Mi<*r "STrrVni uR:wif?rlrTr«<ni,i wrr^r *re?F *rc : w* «n?i?-

wtrn i swSrasftn^ wsrfirfaqTr?!; i «rfsr if% frrfaaRrar ***. i srcr I TOr i ^r»qrPr?gTft i

w gr? * <wr«p*. i frtrrur f*»R i f%«j: i f?r*rr

»

293. After racflrrr and *j£tar the Dat. Abl. Geu, and

Loc. Sg. may optionally get the augment mtt before which

the 3ir ia shortened.

As fttfro or fttfNra; ftorare* or w^t^rSr, rfcrffcren' or ffcflmrar:, *ptt*iw

or fifhrrar: fjtfrawni or ft?fairar»i.; $#swr.; or H^ramr* n

The remaining forms are like those of w ll

Now, we take up the declension of the word «rwrr II

According to VII, 3. 103, S. 267. the Voc. Sing is "I st** |l So also

1 wns 11

The final «tt of the word ending in simple gr, w and sr is not shortened.

Thus ^ 3T«ri% j ? «T*fiw ; > 3tf**% 11

The declension of ^tn is somewhat peculiar. Thus Nom. Sg, sm 4-

g = ^rcrj Nom, Dual. -snT + atr^STWr; 3W is replaced by arcfT.(VII. 2. ioi S.

227 J
before the sutra tfr (VII. 1. 18. S. 287) could be applied, In Gen: PI:

^^substitution takes place before the augment 5^ could be added ; hence

sni^ii But the ^r.q; substitution is optional, so when there is no arw substi-

tution and before consonantal affixes ^w is declined like <Hf II

Some form the Nom. Dual as 3n$fh their reason is that ^ft will

repV ce sfr even where anw substitution takes place and tff^TfSwr'OTrTr is not

of universal application. The Paribhasha is as follows :

—

^THTRWrn f^tf^fatf flfl^HTW i. e. "That which is taught in a rule

the application of which is occasioned by the combination of two things,

does not become the cause of the destruction of that combination." This

21 S
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argument however is incorrect for the form 3rr.?ft is nowhere to be

found. Ques. srcflt replacing 'tf may be considered as like 3T<r by the rule

of *iTrf*WWT (I- *• S 6- S. 49), therefore the five rules mentioned above, namely,

VII. 1. 18. S. 287. VII. 3. 105, S. 289. VII: 3- H3- S. =g«j ;
VII. S. 203 ;

VII. 3. 116 S. 270. apply to mm Similarly those rules would apply also

to *r$ the substitute of *rn%^Tr ; m*T the substitute of rw, Vf. the substitute of

ftfHf
' an army'. (See VI. 1. 64 S. 2264).

Answer. No, for the wrfMfj; rule does not apply in cases of «rrp^|% n

For the five rules mentioned above apply only to those Feminine forms

which end in long srr and not to those forms which are substitutes of such

long 3tr ending word. In fact , in the above rules the word <*tpt. ^V should

be construed as compounded of wrr + 8TT"3r = srrqr and ?Hi = #t; that is those

Feminine words in bttt and rr which retain their srr and % in this state before

the affixes are added and not those words which do not end in vn and \ 11

For the same reason, the forms arfrf^ri and fa^TOrr*^ are not to be governed

by these rules for they end in short arc and short V H Similarly the Dative

of arrw? will be sTfipjrgrji U Here also the augment qrer will not apply.

qCT is substituted for ^ff%^r in weak cases and is then declined as

TO:; Instr : Sg. nm &c, when this substitution does not take place TtTltan"

is declined like wr 11 Similarly tflTO is declined. But before the affixes

*Jtre,&c. the 5tjs changed to f by the following rule.

ft**«K \ Pt^H: 1 §n n tffa <r% m.i ^\ 1 vnrftraHrraror ffc^rar jftr zmim 1

1

•r <r?r«Trrgrftr% &i n 1 Pr^g 1 f%?;§- 11

294. For the final consonants of vrasch, bhrasj, srij

mrij,yaj, raj, and bhr&j, and for the finals and 31, there is

substituted <* before jhal letter, or at the end of a word.

Thus $&*}—m\, a^t, jieBtro.sj^^d qzu si«3i 1 m^nn, 1 wrrria; 1 f^t

Thus Pl^+^j^^tlr^ + ^rn^fSr^r^yrifrHi II By VIII. 3. 29, S- 131,

there is an optional augment % before the Loc. PI : g<j, ; then this $ is

changed to i* and » to ^ 11 This last substitution being considered as asiddlta

because it is a f%<nf! rule, the? and $are not changed to e and v as will

be required by Vdrtika under VIII. 3.28, S. 131. Nor will the rule VIII.

4, 42. S. 1 14. apply. Thus We get. ft«g or preg ll

Now appears the following rule also for application.
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flf% <jr?*ifarftF?r ^rararKuissrfof^ i 3'»r?r sj^i sr^ft i ftwur* i prf** i srsw-

nf?p &fa°r sfaft 1 ^Nrrr^rw I H<ft « tr^ t H?rr 11

295. ^r is substituted for <r or S" before '^r tl

Therefore r%+g (Loc. Pl.)=fn^+g-=R(^+§=PI^.+g=But the

application of this rule would be wrong, for the *JII rule is considered as asiddha

for the purposes this rule.

Some explain the last Sutra by confining it to roots only, they read

the anuvritti of *rraf: in that Sutra from the previous Sutra, VIII. 2. 32

S. 325. According to them, theie will be st. when *r?J rule is applied. Thus>

f^mrs, 1 fSrft«T: I
In fact, according to this opinion, there is no substitution of

«r and so f^J+ xqrq; is changed to R'a+wfll, Therefore, according to them, the

Loc. PI. will be f%|r+§=-HW+g=1^3+5 = ^+11, Thesis not changed to

^ by VIII. 2. 30 S. 378, because the ^^substitution is considered as asiddha.

VArlika. Before the affixes of the Ace. PI. and the rest the words

ifai "TrTTr and *rrg are optionally replaced by n\% :
trer and ?$.

Therefore Ace. PI. of <*<[ will be<|?r ; Instr : Sg. <J?rr; Instr - Dual ^m^PI.

In the other alternative and in the strong cases, namely the first five inflec-

tional cases VtfHf is declined likew The Feminine ^TTt is declined like fanj^r'tt

The Feminine ttm; is declined likefft except in the following cases :

—

The Ace. PJ. is j^ff: ; there is no H because it is Feminine. Similarly the

Instr: Sg. is n?m and not mfc\j because VII. 3 120. S. 244. does not apply to

Feminine nouns.

Before the f^q; affixes, *tr?ris governed by the following rule,

RE.S I feft S^KT \\ I « I % II

fgg^wrcr ffr^iw f^nn^fjjjfrCiiffr jpft n vm^ f%wf «rr fft *wr ^ft

flFr% <ft 11 wrmLTW 11 *t?ai 1 *ma 1 h*hv i hw i Tfrssrisr s?rf%R V^NtsrrH ti

296. When a case-affix Laving an indicatory n (nit)

follows,, then feminine words • ending in short % and ^ are

optionally termed Nadi, as well as feminine nouns in long t

and u which admit of iyan and nvan. ; but not so the word

stri, which is always Nad!.

Feminine words in long t and u- have been defined as nadl, words in
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short vowels can never be termed nadJ, while even some words in long vowels

have also been excluded from the scope of the definition, if they take iyafi and

uvan. The present sutra declares an option in the case of all the above words,

when a case-affix having an indicatory r follows.

The case-affixes having an indicatory ixi are the Dative, Ablative,

Genitive and Locative singulars, Thus we have ;—

Dative »m*r or »?&, *R> or^'m or P$fo ;
Ablative and Genitive *ft

or >mrr:, vpfr, or tjfff:, ffrC- °r fw i
Locative n?fr or H^m, mi or q«ri, fftrtt or

rftaf li So also W^r or «ft &c. But stri is always ^% Sec,

When the word m% is treated as a NadJ word, then the Loc. Sg,

requires aft bj- VII. 3. 118, S. 256. But this is prevented by the following rule,

«*: 11

297. After the Feminine nadi words ending in % and
3" short, arr*i: is substituted for the % of the Loc. Sg.

When this rule does not apply, then it is treated as a fa word and

rule VII, 3. 19 S. 247 applies. Thus Loc. Sg : is qotr^or i^ft.

The words wfa, t^lt &c - are declined like »n?t 11

Now, we take up the declension of feminine nouns ending in qj
like fo*j, and *m% the feminine of fa and *rg£ which are formed by the follow-

ing Sutra,

298. fens is substituted for ft and <sn?nz for srgr in

the feminine, when a case-ending follows.

^tt 1 aifo ?: ^cr: 1 v»
1 3; 1

g»o
11

f*Wi vtnfkmm fcrrw wrtf* 1 tMNforanraw 1 few a
1 «rrfa

299. r is substituted for the ^ of ft^ and <*<n$
before case-affixes beginning with a vowel.

In the Genitive there is the augment i< under VdrtttaVlIl. 2. 24. S,
280. Thus ft* + 3r + arr^- ft* + *(*. Here the Sutra VI. 4. 3, S. 209, requires
the lengthening of the * but it is prevented by the following SQtra
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tprarcTfa $<% tt w\<t 1 fagorra. 1 f?r>p 1 fisrarftrff Rr*g;*rftSr«r»rr>nr 1 fimcrw-

Rto 1 ftarag»rr t vrrft « fa?W *rar» 1 \ n 1 fr^ri * 1 wv * 1 nrft 1 «Tr*ft 1 ntts 1

5%«|i
1 w^ft: ) >t«r nr?nr<t t <?»r sfewi n «ft 1 ? rer 11

300. The finals offing; and 'srtq are not lengthened

before ^jq; II

The Loc. PI : is f%w§.

The word fararr, qualifies f% and "erg? and not the word srjf 'stem 1 which

is of course understood here. Therefore, though the anga may be feminine,

yet if f% and "^5?. refer to Masculine or Neuter nouns, the substitution will

not take place: as frorsrarswr' 0I" iwfar €rf^r m sreqr srgpqri - fSranr', 'a Bi ahmant

to whom three are beloved.' dual, fww, Pl.ffiww II Similarly firqimr:. nrat^rtt,

fiwwrc: ll The word faqfa will be declined like nr?T. The only distinction

being that the genitive PI. will raqfiraPTT*.

Similarly the substitution will take place even where the anga refers

to a Masculine, or a Neuter; when r%and tijj^ refer to a Feminine
;
as ffarffW

KTfPWSTOOT8rT^ = fa"fW'*l' B
'

r5W (VII. i. 94) ffafiNfr. ftwfm'- H

If the compound is analysed as pw\ f^gi ^?q fTtfH, namely, if the com-

pound refers to a neuter w jrd, then the form will be firarS'. Here the Nom :

and Ace. case endings § and stu are elided by VII. i. 23 S. 319 by using the

word gas. Therefore, there being no jiwh wsrpn ( See I. 1. 63. S, 263 ), there

will be no ftf substitution. But if the Sutra I. i. 63. S. 263 be considered as

not of universal application, then the R*ct substitution will take place and the

Nom : and Ace. Singular will be ffaft|T. The Nom : and Ace. Dual and

Plural will be formed by the following VArtika:—
VAritka\~T\\e guna of VII. 3. no S. 275 is debarred in anticipation

by VII. 2. 100 S. 299 and therefore there will be the augment gqr.by VII. 1.

73 S. 320. Thas the forms are froRr^ft and raqra^fa.

Before the Instrumental and other case-endingsthere will be optionally

3^ or the 1. substitution, because the word may be treated optionally as

Neuter or Masculine. Thus ffafircN or [fan*1Tr &c,
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Now we take up the declension of the Feminine Noun ff. The % of

f|[ Is replaced by *r according to SAtra VII. 2. 102 S. 265 and it assumes the

form %. To this is added the Feminine affix 8-rrtr and thus we get the form

Sj, It is always Dual and is declined as \; $; %WFt>; VWKi WW, **TP; *%: I

Now we take up the declension of the Feminine Noun nHK Its

Nominative: forms are ^ft;*fNft;*fl>$: I Its Voc. is^ttrR according to VI I.

3. 107 S, 267. Its Dat : will be »f$ by VII. 3. H2 S. 268 and VI. 1. 90 S. 269.

The Feminine Nouns ^foft and n^r &c. are similarly declined.

Now we take up the declenson of the Fern : Noun Wsft. There arises

the doubt as to whether this word should take the affix spiff under Sutra

VII. 1. 93 S. 248 and the affix should be treated as,f3rfl by VII. I. 92. S. 253

on the maxim that " A Pratipadika denotes, whenever it is employed in

grammar, also such a crude form as is derived from it by the addition of an

affix denoting gender. " For the above rules only use the Pratipadika form

JUsft and so according to this maxim, they may apply to the Noun q-qfi when

it is Feminine, But this is not the case, however, when a Vibhakti is to be

added, because then the above maxim is set aside by the following.

Paribhdshd:—"A Pratipadika in a rule that teaches an operation

which affects the Pratipadika before a case-termination after the Pratipadika,

does not denote a crude form derived from the Pratipadika by the addition

of an affix denoting gender."

Thus Nom, forms of ^m are *p£r. sraPtf; *nw: The rest of the

declensions are like those of nKI\

Now we take up the deciensicm of M$*ft. As this word is not formed by

the Feminine affix i, therefore the Nom : Singular affix 5 will not be elided,

because the rule of elision taught in VI. 1. 68 S. 252 applies only to those

Feminine words which are formed by the Feminine affix I The word R^jft

is an Unadi formed word. The long $ is not a Feminine affix. Thus Nom.
Sing, is rcyft: 11 The rest of the declensions are like those of nrft.

So are the words *jfy fl*fft &c declined.

Note:—Some consider the $$ift to be formed by the Vartika SjffarereFflW
under IV. I. 45. S. 503, the affix 3*fw is added to every <£^ word ending in y or f
with the exception of the affix fifi. According to this view, pj^*ft, ^ft etc. are 3*f
formed, and so the Nom : Sing affix will be elidod after them.

.—^o_

Now we take up the declension of the Feminine Noun :^sft Its Nom
Sg, is #t Its Vocative Sg. is ? fi*
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In forming the Nom : Dual and PI : the following rule applies.

301. 5«T3F is substituted for the? of ^ft before an affix

beginning with a vowel.

As ftrat, ft?*t: n

In the Ace : Dual and PI : the following' rule gives option ,as regard

the %nv ddeia.

\9\ i sjTtfa^fr*. i s i a i
^o it

srfa srRr t rerir vx^ ^r wr?r. I fsra* i <sfrX i ftror i flsra: 1 §fh i few i ft «ai

sgTTrHrefars^Pp «rceqr«5fiar ww t #t sir t #tfs^Ju'ir3T'rqr&n>)r. »i

susr "T ii 3Tftrera ! i ? arRrtr i ? a*f%rei% i ? aTftrsra; u i\*mr- ii 3Tf%f«Ri i

rrarepi. i stferrerar i srmf^rzr: i arfrrefci; i aTf?jrer<nr ii ^m ii btRimn i wRr%: ^ i

«trea»ra;r>: "* Prw ror^swrff f^Trq-^r i ?qr>sfrsf%r ^*t<% reran s»:g<ra$% n

*r* 5 3* i arfarer i arftrertfr i wrfircftfar i sTRrfieRr < a^mR^er i "^rofrrfsrrfr

«tVWi*3**reT«<ra!r nwn i wft^ra or «raii%r9ir i BTraT^R-. ^ i 3Tf?r#; ^ i stfftreror ^ i

rRrfisrarftwirft i f%rar 3 Jrft«T s^fc 1 trf% srRrefh 1 sTrafisrar 1 feftr j*«?»*rr% sp^wppi-
g^r Rf^?qs 1 «reftRr 3 W3ar^n*nft«i§w <%rer: 1 ^*^»m3?wtf£faira PWcft

^S &iw 1 arr?frera 1 3Tf?rwq 1 wrrlrfcrar: * 1 arr?f#: ^ 1 srRrcfttwn 1 aTf?rf%r«irc. 1

»rrfr#r i ^ft: 1 fatr 1 Psrhi

302. The substitution of 5*^ for the £ of stri is optional

before the accusative endings an* and sjw («hO II

Thus f%fWor «Rn; f%ra: or ^:

The Instr: Sing is f^^r; Dat: Sing fair. Abl : and Gen: Sing:

f%rqr: ; Gen : Dual fta%: Gen : PI, is formed by the addition-of g?v to the exclu-

sion of j!H£, because -JS^is taught subsequently. Thus 5fwr* The Loc. forms

are reraft.; ftrqr: ; #5.

Now, we take up the declension of 8rRrr%, which means "one who has

surpassed the woman." Its Nom. Sing, is STfareT; ; Dual sr|%r%^r.

Verse :—The f^ substitution, being taught previously, is superseded

by the following rules in the Masculine, because they are taught 5u.b5e4Ajenr.ly,

viz. the rule of Guna(VII. 3. 109, S. 241; VII. 3. in S. 245.) > the ^substitu-

tion in the Instr : (VII. 3. 12O. S. 244) ; the aft substitution (VI I. 3. 1 [9 S. 247J
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and the .??. augment (VII. I. 54- S. 208) hi the Neuter the S* being subsequent

replaces the f?»£.

Thus the rule 'mfon' gives us the form stfirW. The Voc forms are

* aTf%& ; 1 *rmrer*ir ; ? *n%«W' The Ace, forms are «rf?rfw*w, or »rl%f%H;

;

«Tftffc% ; wrraffcTC: or «rf%r«fh& The Instr. Sing is ^EtfqTOt. The Dat Sing is

*rnmS (with the guna, according to VII. 3. in, S. 245). The Abl. Sing, is

<&ftm> ; The genitive forms are 8TRT&:, srfirrerefr: ; BTRrf^TO.. The Loc. Sing,

is sriwr formed by sre^r % (VII. 3.

1

19. S. 247) The Loc. Dual is *rmf$raf:.

Verse :—The pr^ substitution taught above, is compulsory before the

affixes of the Gen. and Loc. Duals (Viz. «n^) also the Nom. and Ace. Duals (aft)

and 'optionally before the Ace. Sing, and Pi. vm. and ffW and nowhere else when

the m becomes the secondary member of a compound which denotes a

Masculine.

When the compound srfafa denotes a Neuter, then the declension is

as follows :—Nom. and Ace. forms are srfaffc; srRnfc'fi; wrnrefh% The aug-

ment pLis added to the affixes of the Dual and Plural by VII. I. 72 and 73

S 314 and 320 The Instr : Sing : is vrmf^RT; VII. 1, 73. In the dative and

the rest, the Neuter is optionally treated like the Masculine according to VII.

1. 74 S. 321. Thus the Dat : Sing : is stf^ft or 3Tf?rfla5f. The Abl : Sing i is

wrr%% '• or aTfaf%aT. and so also is Gen : Sing. The Gen ; and Loc : Dual sTfff-

mm- or srRn%'»fr: &c.

When the word »tf?ri% is Feminine then it is declined almost like the

Masculine srfirf^ with the following exceptions :—The Ace. PI : is srfMfo';

Instr : Sing : «rf%raqr. Before the f>jf case affixes, the rule of I, 4. 6 S. 296

applies and there is the option. The word arofr of the Sutra I, 4. 4. S. 303

which is read by amtvntti in i,l-c Sutra I, 4, 6, S. 296 is confined to that form

of ^?r which takes the substitution \v^. Therefore the prohibition regarding

the non inclusion of the word ssfr in the Sutra I. 4.6, S. 296 refers to that form

of sfr which ends in long 5 and not to short f as in «rffrr%. The result is that

the rule I. 4. 6. S. zg6 will apply to the word mf?rf§r and it will be optionally

treated as a Nadi word. Therefore, the Dat : Sing : is either 9TTHr%?t ( as a

Nadi ) or *Tf?rr%q ( as a ghi ) The Abl : and Genitive Sing : forms are cither

*tf?Ti%ror: ( as a Nadi ) or arfiw ( as a ghi ) The Genitive PI : is arffffsr^r^ .

The Loc : Sing : forms are either BTf%f%rari, or 9TIWr II

-:o:

<Now, we take up the declension of the Feminine Noun sh\ Us Nom
;

forms are »ft,; fvqr, fas'-

The Vocative is governed by the following rule ;-—
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303. Feminine words ending in 1 and u which admit

the substitute ( v*^ ) iyan and ( sragr ) uvan ( VI. 4. 77 ) are

not called Nadi ;
except the word stri, ( which is called nadl

notwithstanding its substituting iyan)

The Vocative Singular is therefore^ tfj- : 11

The Dative Sing is fwt or rati ; Abl : Sing is fSjqr: or f^q: by I. 4. 6.

S. 296.

But iu the Gen ;
PI : the following Sutra applies:—

fiRr <ffNrro?t 1 f^jfr^^rtfT^r^^^ ?Tf%Rr W»fi' 3 gs|in 1 sifpsr tfrftRr for? 3 $**#-

»«f 1 ww wftr t Jreii ir«r 5r% fircw» 1 §§ *fr^r= gg «irait ^ f%*r? 3 ?f%»i% g*ft.-

Rfr*crc f^rfr fwirTirf%= n <pi ?a«<T<rcmfa s<*fa*%mf<faf ^r«i* 1 "^^r^r^q: 11

304. Feminine words ending in 1 and ft, though
admitting iyan and uvan substitutes, are optionally termed
Nadi, when the affix am (Gen PI.) follows, but not so the

word stri, which is always Nadl.

ift + sir* = w %n& + arrw = Prum.; or ># + »rr»* = *ft + g* + *pj.

(VII. 1. S4-) = ifWri;

The Loc. Sing, is pnfo or faqri. I

The word nvft is declined like ft$*ft according to the author of 5frT>»?rc

and others, because it is taken to be a word which is always Feminine ; and

which by its own annotation is Feminine without the help of any other

word. But according to Kaiyata it is to be declined as a Masculine Noun, be-

cause it does not denote any gender. When this word is analysed as wfSCT *ft:

then it is to be declined like wfft The only peculiarities being in the Ace :

Sing and Plural, where the forms are sreni.and snij; l

The word gvfr when analysed as, gsj^^rj "that woman whose under-

standing is good" or when analysed as gsgmrifa W 'She who meditates well
',

then it is declined as *$\ according to ?frT author. According to others it is

22 S
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to be declined as a Masculine Noun. But when it is analysed as a npfan*

Compound §§, vft'
' Good intelligence' it is always to be declined as aFeminine

Noun like >sfr-

The Feminine Noun srpTuft ' a female head af a village' is to be

declined like the Masculine Noun Wfoft ; because leadership of a village

is, as a general rule, the duty of a male person, and so the word *rm«ft in ex-

ceptional cases only denotes a female, and then it musthave some epithet used

along with it to indicate that it refers to a woman. Similarly, the word ism,

' a sweeper ' applies primarily to a male person though a woman may occasion-

ally take up that work.

, o-

Declension of Feminines ending in 3,

The Feminine Noun "^3 is declined like »rf%. We take up the declen-

sion of the Feminine Noun sptg. In its declension, the following rule

applies :

—

305. The word %[*§ is treated as ifit ended in «w,

in the feminine, before all case-endings.

And because 3fitg is treated as ifit was sft|, the feminine will be for-

med by the affix 3^ by IV. X. 5. as given below :

—

1 ga . \ «k*t af| stR>?p gnf%1 g$^ qfji ( q^ ijsrrnftr^ h^'- i wv*} 3^ 1 s*£:; 1

306. The affix #(5 is employed, in forming the femi-

nine, after the crude-forms ending in ?g or in q; I

Thus wig becomes ift€> and is declined as Nom : spi^t; m$t ; vfteyv I

o

Declension of Feminine nouns endings in ^,

The Feminine Noun *« is declined like *rtfr ; » is declined like >*ft. Its

Voc. Sing is ? §*•. I How then does the Ehatti use the Voc. Sing as f>| in
the following passage *r ft*: vnftl §« ' ? The Bhatti has misapplied Sutra
I. 2, 48 S. 6$6 which is not applicable because « is not formed by any
Feminine affix but by the affix f added to the rootVr (See Unadi II. 68). If
he has not applied that rule, he might have applied the Sutra VII, 3. 107. S, 267
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and so shortened the vowel in the Vocative. But g»| is not a Nadi word,

because of the prohibition I. 4. 4, S, 303 and so the rule of shortening will not

apply to it, The use by Olidasa oi the form gg in the sentence fw% gg
fa»8Tf sgfl! is also erroneous.

The Feminine Noun ^w is to be declined like the Masculine Noun

wig; •

Now we take up the declension of the Feminine Noun «p£. By the

V4rtlka. under VI. 4. 84. S. 282, the gj is replaced by \ and thus the m% sub-

stitution is prevented, and therefore the prohibition of the Sutra I. 4. 4. S. 303

does not apply to g^ which is declined like a Nadi word. Thus the Voc.

Sing is \ $n$. The Ace. forms are 5*f»%; g^M?!
J

t"l*i:

In forming the Gen. P). the following rule will apply.

30^ 1 ^sn-^rc^ or: K I « 1 ^ 11

n« ft«$ oin ?mtt; 1 wrc«rarWmw^f%#3n»for^m$>li 1 w snTwr Tt^fg?. 1

3H$otmi q<sft*r. 1 ^3»rar f%!3refrsrr*Trcr?i 1 ?? *ntfw: %fapnftr 1 jw^c «$* ^«fig 1
31**

«rrar 3 % fir's ' ^w s^w *sft s<rrsf$: sirftrW mis ; 1 «ptMY 1 *<rfar*

»

307. In a compound, the second member: of which

is a monosyllable, there is ur in the room of 1 of the second

member, provided that the n is at the end of a pr&tipadika,

or is the augment gi, or occurs in a vibhakti ; and when the

first member contains a cause of change.

Text:—The or is repeated in this sutra merely for the sake of distinct-

ness, £ and not to make the sutra obligatory as is the view of the author of the

Kasika), Because the sutra would be an obligatory rule even without it,

because, the very fact that a separate sutra is commenced, shows that it is not

an optional rule like the sutras VIII. 4. 10 and 11, S. 1054. and 1055. The
augment *rr is added, because it is subsequently taught and' supersedes the

^i of the V&rtika under VI. 4, 84 S. 282. Thus jn^oTPT, II

Now, we take up the declension of the Feminine Noun ^<^\ II

When the word means a frog, it is both a Feminine and a Masculine and

hence according to the opinion of Kaiyata, the Voc. Sing, will be f q<4l%: II

According to others, the Voc, Sing is ? ?nrfg 11

According to the Lexicographer Yadava, srefg is feminine when
denoting a frog or the herb called Punarnava ; and it is masculine when,

meaning a frog only,
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The Norn : Dual and PI : are q*fc$t ; qtfav ll

The declension of the Feminine Noun mw is like that of the Masct

Noun.
:o:

Declension of the Feminine Nouns ending in m \\

We take up the declension of the Feminine nouns pr« &c, In the

declension of these Nouns the following rule applies,

«rs?3cr%»*: *mft«P* Jtevfit n m- »

mm famm* fprRr sftw erar i «iw *rmffi ?ftrcr w*nwmw- »

308 The feminine affixes qftv and «pj are not em-

ployed after the- stems called ' T* ' ( I. 1, 24 ),
' ^p$ ' &c.

The following seven words belong to the Svasr&di class:-—^grr ' a

sister
', gff?tr ' a daughter'; T^Rt ' a husband's sister', qrai 'a husband's

wife ', «mtr ' a mother ', f%fl: ' three ', *ma ' four '.

There is lengthening of the perult ;mate Vowel by VI. 4. 11. S,

277. in the case of ^ij 11 Thus the Nom : forms are wn j <^rrr> ; <&mK? t»

The feminine Noun *tr? is declined like ffi? II In the Ace : PI : the

form is nrjjff II

Declension of Feminine Nouns ending in ^ 11

The feminine Noun** is declined like the Masc : Noun\ |»

:o:

Declension of Feminine Nouns ending in 8TT II

The feminine Noun qr is declined like the Masculine Noun sft u

Declension of Feminine Nouns ending in srf 11

The feminine Noun % is declined like the Masculine Noun *$t »

~:o:

Here ends the declension of the Feminine Nouns ending in Vowels.

Nom. Ace. Ins, Dat. Abl. Gen, Loc, Voc.
Singular mi <>rni. <r*r Ktfh wrw CTTCP www ?ft
Dual w ft W»«n*r a W^! >t ? ft
Plural ^*jf: <«f: «r*?rf*T^ w^j a wir* mu ? W-
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<tftf

Nom. Ace. Ins. Dat. Abl, Gen. Loc,

Singular ^^ mfc. «4ir ?>$& spfoin 11 ff*fwi.

Dual wt «* ^Wfwira. ir 11 sr^fl ti

Plural sprfs •1 » trcfarq, wffa

Nom. Acc. Ins. Dat, Abl. Gen. Loc.

Singular SITCS^ TUVgfai gfTTt^W •<W^& ».•Sjfoff! 11
{SR^ratl,

or or 01"

STtTCS^ Z.-Vlfa: TtRf^r't?

Dual 3Tf«:i5 „ SWS^WIS. » )i JtK^WP 11

Plural zw%$ „ ^rerotfPn 3^tii?ft»*i: » 'nw?!far*nrcs?fa
or

TO
Nom. Ace. Ins. Dat. Abl. Gen. Loc.

Singular WX 3fTO*I. SHOT 3R% 3W$: »* srcftr

Dual stroY Ii 3Rr«ir*r ,, 1) 3R^rt T»

Plural m&'< I)

OR
11 TOU anrg

1

Nom. Acc. Ins, Dat. Abl. Gen. Loc,

Singular 3TCr !HtTH 3ITOT auras awrars 11 arcrw*

Dual 5ft » 5nr*«ifw „ >i SfltfP 11

Plural snji >> 11 stooip* 3R(S

Nom. Acc. Ins. Dat. Abl Gen. Loc.

Singular llfttm *rrRr*rr* nm ^ ^rs w. n«
Dual rri^r% >) tr**ir^ „ » *<$v 11

Plural siiT^5Fit: «kp *rer^ n*&

Nom. Acc. Ins. Dat, Abl. Gen. Loc.

Singulr f^ir fwr* Prirr Pt% Rrws ffiw WRr
Dual faft »

or
fMtP 11 J)

Plural ftw') HttP
or or

i> fHVHL fhzm
or

or



CHAPTER X.

Declension Of Neuter Nouns Ending in Vowels.

We take up the declension of the Neuter Noun %m it In forming

Nom : Sing the following rule applies.

$os. i arnrs?* i
vs i| i jja ||

309. After a Neutral stem in sr,m is substituted

for u and mi the endings of the nom. and ace. sing.

Thus SftPT+*T1,=¥m( See VI. l. n 7. S. 194)

In forming the Voc. Sg. the consonant only of the Nom : Sg. is elided

by VI, 1. 69. S. 193. Thus f apt; i. e. the n of wr* is elided and not the st,

$\o I gfj^nnv I V9 I ? I ?8. II

310. After a neutral stem, % is substituted for the

nom. and ace. dual afr and the base gets the designation of

Bha.

Note;—By Sutra L 1. 4.3. S. 229 ths affixes coming after Neuter

bases are not Sarva-vdma Sthdna
i
consequently the base before such affixes

is bha by I. 4. 18. S. 231 if such affix begins with a Vowel. # is such an affix

and therefore the base before this affix is bha and hence the following rule

applies,

vrc3proMM<r ! wrffatft *W * «ft 1 immft ffir 11 $tv- m ffRfaft

qw * 11 9f% 11

311. The final % and *? (both long and short), of

a bha stem, are elided before a Taddhita affix and before the

feminine affix | \\

Thus 9pf + tf « vm + f - ^irift. But this is not the correct form.

The elision of st- is prevented by the following VArtika,:—
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VArt:—Prohibition must be stated in the case off (<&), when it is the

substitute of aft (VII. i. 18), being the case-affix of the nom. and ace. dual in.

the neuter and of certain feminines in long srr (I Before this t, the preceding

vowel, | and »r are not elided. The stem before this f is also bha by I. 4. 18

in the case of Neuter nouns. Thus ^rrT + f = fn^Ml It is owing to this

Vartika, that we have inserted the word ' feminine ' in the translation of the

sutra.

In forming the Nom : and Ace : Plurals, the following rules apply

^R I 5^5W>. ft: I >S I I I %• «

312. After a neutral stem, * is substituted for the

endings of the Nominative and Accusative Plural ( gt^ and

Thus hit + wr or ^ « hr -f- Rt. Now, this f% gets the designa-

tion of Satvan&ma Sth&na as taught in the next SQtra and being so called,

the Sutra after that applies to it ; by which a s^ is inserted.

\\\ 1 fa 3&Trarc«nTO 1 \ 1 \ 1 *\ II

313. The affix fa (VII. I. 20) is called sarvan&ma-

sthana.

\V* I «»!£««** fr^r: \ vs \\ 1 vsr \\

314. The augment -jq; is added in the strong cases

to a Neuter stem ending in a consonant (other than a nasal

or a semivowel), or ending in a vowel.

ThusicttT + fa = 5etrT + 3* + ftt=?r»n 1.+ ?="¥rcr + ft-swft.
The penultimate vowel is lengthened by VI. 4. 8, S. 250.

The Ace : forms are similar to those of the Nominative. The rest

are declined like those of Kxn 11

Thus are. to be declined the Neuter Nouns q% q*, <K?5 &c,

:o:
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Now we take up the declension of the word mi- In its declension,

the following rule applies.

315. 3f^is substituted for the Nom. and Ace. sin-

gular endings § and sw after the five Pronouns %wc &e. (i. e.

the stems formed with the affixes 1. Sfcrc, and 2. %%% and the

stems 3. *?rc, 4. *wr and 5. «l**?rc).

Note .—Theso are the five pronouns, which in the list of Sarvanamana are

read together ( See 1. 1. 21. S. 213)—%m, W»> \m, «TH» and *T»W » Thus g^
+ ST^^^tTtfl (the WT o£ katara elided by 3 ) : as W^mgf??!, 8R?rCJJ 1^ II

The force of this indicative letter g- in the affix BT*£j[ is to elide the

final vowel by the following Sutra.

W\h ieia i mw
ftrfa <ft *m awfr- mn.\\ iron* n mm i *$**$. » aR> i ^wrfa i *$®t fm. \

x&w. i egffs^wre'T^rftfa tpfoiofq^: q^enftfrt tfifeww t *rfffi i 1 «»r?rcn i

<j5srara3Tf?r%>?T *mw * n s*r?n»u ^ctt^t $> ^f%Tra ,rRm«rqf *r arc*u snrw wrcft

«rift i irons, *wflr $w B«s*tr*n*5*

»

316. Before an affix having an indicatory ^, the

last vowel, with the consonant, if any, that follows it, is elided

in the case of a bha Stem.

Thus gtrftt- § ot- ari^qRn: + HT?;q[= WM.+ w?;=qnK? or sua^ (& is op-

tionally changed to qr by VIII. 4. 56. S. 206.)

The Nom : and Ace : Dual and PI. forms are qj?ft; ^nrofGt

Why have we read the anuvritti of bha in this Sutra ? Observe qsnfi

Note'.—The anuvritti of Iha is read into this Stitm from VI. 4. 12S. S. 233,

the -word 1*^?r ia formed by adding the affix :§;? to the word qsi(H with the aug-

ment *rs.(V. 2. 48 & 49. S. 1849 and 1850) Thus qs^ + 3? The affix ^ does

not cause the elision of the «r^ of fm% hut the ^ ia elided because it is final in a

pada (See VIII. 2. 7. S. 286).

Why do we make the affix have an indicatory?;? In order to

prevent the lengthening of the vowel in the nominative singular : as ^nx +
*1H<°'mKn.hy VI. 1. ioz, In the case of the accusative, srqr being the subs-
titute of n* will be sthftnival, and give us to«[ by VI, 1, 107 even without
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9 ll Why not make the affix merely $ and not ttffjf ; it would give WT<Jl'

&e. without tha aplication of a'rry rule of Sandhi? The simple
*f
would not

give us the Vocative $ mttlt The final would have been elided in the Voca-
tive, as being an aprikta. See however VI. X. 1. 69, S. 193.

If in the sutra VI. 1. 69, there is the anuvritti of the word 'aprkta '

then there is fault with regard to Wt(i. e. the vocative of members in »r*£ will

not be elided, f §p¥*l will be the form required and not f $otf ) ; if however,

the anuvritti of aprkta ceases, there will be anomaly with regard to pronouns

imn &c (i. e. we shall not have the form «r W:<j but > a&?w). Therefore, by

reading the affix W| with an indicatory 3jr i. e reading it as *r^ we get out of

this dilemma, and so there is not the elision of srq[ in jrtcj &c in the vocative

,

nor is there lengthening of the vowel fawni, which would have been the

form had there been no $),

Thus the Voc : Sing. is% m*H:

The Ace. forms are similar to those of the Nominative. In the rest the

declension is like that of the Masculine.

The declension of *W1. ?«*> *T*8t and srwRrt is like that of sffac Thus
sm*Ti Wt*i **'*K and sTSBRTCft ll The word v&rt* forms Its Norn : and Ace

:

Sing bt*w* arid not *»«rcpH( ii Therefore it is a mistake to say trrwairft-

sTRjailTii ll

V&rtika :—Prohibition must be stated with regard to the word ijarcrc

although it is formed with the affix %m,. Thus its Nom : Sing is qwui. and

not yumi.

-:o:-

Now, we take up the declension of the Neuter Noun ffnrc meaning

' one who does not decay ' (srfiraiFTT **x «R«t). The srr of *m is shortened by

I. 2, 48. S. 656. Thus we get the form srsrc. Thus stsr: + g = ««rc + st*

(VII. I. 24. S. 309). At this stage Sutra VII, 2. 101. S. 227 requires the

substitution of sirjr in the place of WT, but this is prohibited by the maxim

«Rrwr?W>ft faftrefat'lfi w^rrw?^ that which is taught in a rule the application

of which is occasioned by the combination of two things, does not become

the cause of the destruction of that combination. For st* is added to sisrc as

it ended in «T and since st' has caused the production of v\H, this latter affix

though beginning with a vowel will not cause mwto be substituted for«re 11

Thus Nom. Singular is sjswidual is-srosft or aw,

In the case of Nom Plural there is affix fin and when *rc»* is sub-

stituted, then we have the augment 3* (VII. 1. 72. S, 314; tiecau.se far is Sar-

vanamastliana. This g* must be added after the srcn substitution has taken

23 S
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place, because arc^ substitution is taught by VII. 2. 101 S, 227, which is

latter in order of the Asht&dhyayi than ^augment which is taught by

VII. 1.72 S, 314

Thus mm + ftr~*nircs + f* + i-«nwnp + ? h At this stage, ap-

plies the following Sutra,

stsotPt 1 ^rft ^f^rT^T?T**rr^ wfovn w&n*m*i 1 nw. 4ft<UQ<fi<*j<WT 1 gar. 1

IK 35PS, BTreq. 1 sfN 1 sir 1 swfawre 1 ssrft 1 **t i s?«nf*rwrft 1 srr?rri% 1 srrtflr i

317. In the strong cases with the exception of Voca-

tive singular, the penultimate vowel is lengthened, in the case

of a stem ending in ^ with a Nasal consonant preceding it,

and of tnfaj II

That is, a stem ending in the conjunct consonant s^, elongates its

penultimate vowel before the affixes of the first five cases.

Thus ar^RfrS'. When 3R*r substitution does not take place, the Nom
PI. will be snrirfor In the Ace : Sing :, we have »nsrc + st*-

Here three rules present themselves simultaneously; first luk-elision

of the affix srg, by VII. 1, 23, (2) then the 8T^ substitute n. by VII. r. 24, (3)

and thirdly, swq^ for arc by VII, 2. 101 Of these ggir-elision is superseded by *r«

of VII. 1. 24 which is an exception to Vil, 1. 23 ; and in its turn sr*£is repla-

fced by the *rc*rof VII. 2. ioi aR^being substituted for are, we have Wm%,
"now luk cannot again appear and cause elision, as it has already lost the
opportunity ; and we are left with art alone, and have btsito 11

When there is no^ substitution, the Ace. Sing, will be WW*. II

The Ace
:
Dual will be sraKsft or s^ft and PI : *rwfft or sreraN II

The rest of the declensions is like those of the Masculine.

Note :—The folia tranfft is thoa evolved ar5jt + f (1 Here if the ^mg.
inent be added first, it will be a portion of tbe anga, an d will not be an inter-
Mention to nnytkhig which is to bo added or operated upon the anga. But this
augment will be an indention with regard to *RT which u bub a portion of the
word HSK „ go that an operation applicable to m will not take effect, because
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of this gn intervention. And though iadantavidhi applies in these chapters

( TfTjfTfsrafft fl*Sf «qr ?Tf«cTfB( "^ ),
yet the maxim is that the substitutes only replace

those which are specifically exhibited in a rule (fof^HfTHTO ^rt|W *reir?T ), there-

fore 3TOJ would not replace 3(W which forms only a portion of a fall word 3J3IT It

Even if the substitution does take place,the gn, would be found after the *^ of MVQ II

Therefore, the ^w substitution should he made first, because this is a Bub»eqnonl.

rule; and having dene so, the «!»£ should be added after-wards under VII. 1. 72.

The form oftst^ is thus evolved. We have srsrc + sr»£ II Here on the

maxim qsR^ssnt?)^ sriwrwu. we substitute snw for src also, (for aft and

3t*;r are considered as one). Then appears VII. I. 23. ordaining the luk of

3r«tand VII. 1. 24. teaching 9T1H The latter rule is preferred for the reasons

given above.

Now, we take up the declension of g^q &c referred to in Sutra

VI. I. 63. S. 228.

The word 53*1 is replaced by 55; 3W by^ and srrcq by sTpatand

*fta by ht^.

Thus in the weak cases (that is, Ace. Plural and onwards) the forms

are gfi? 5?r, &?vpi &c ; srarnr ; »?7rr, ***«<* &c ; mmft, srrerr, Brr^qri &c ;

»jff%, tiwr, »rr»arr«i, &c.

In fact, the word *r$m is used in the Sutra VI. I. 63. S. 228. in order

to indicate method, so that not only the words mentioned in that sutra, but

other words also take such substituted forms before the weak cases.

Therefore the author of Mah&bh&sya gives the example of ' fmT^rsqr

TCTrar' Here there is not the elision of the final of the conjunct

consonant

Note i—ifaT^SP is thus formed. From the root q"ar wo form tp^f with the

affix eg^ in the sense of instrument and location, under Sutra, III. 3. 93. S. 3?71,

meaning the vessel for cooking. To tp^;i is added the feminine affix #|<t. IRT^SI

ipsrifJ^TfcTT'fr Here in forming the compound the genitive sign is elided by war

and the affix so elided leaves no trace behind by the Sufcra I. 1. 63, S. 263 and

therefore »rf?T would not have been substituted for fjfa, but for tke fact of our

having explained the word jp}f% in the sense JT^ffn:.

By taking this compound under I. 4. 20. S. 3390 and taking it to be

a bha, there is not ^rTI'H OTT. Moreover, if in the Sutra VI. 1. 63. S. 228. the

anuvritti of S^Rr be read from the Sutra VI. I. 60 S. 3514, yet these words are

formed in secular literature also. Because, in Sutra VII. 4. 48. S. 442, the

author of Mahabhashya has read the following Vartika. 'n^g^Rr meaning

q[ is substituted for the final of *»m before a bha affix in the Chhandas, Now
«rerf*T (VII. 4. 48. S. 442) is a rule of Chhandas. Therefore the repetition of
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g<f?3r in the V&rtika indicates by implication that gr^H rules are not confined

to the Vedas only but are found in secular literature also. In iact, this is

the opinion of Kaiyat who says that the inclusion of *rrn in VI, i, 63. S. 263.

is for the purposes of Chhandas only. The repetition of the word

Chhandas irmraftB'wiir VArtika under Sutra VII, 4. 48. S. 442. indicates that

q-ij&c substitution take place in secular literature also.

?ftw «rrRrTft^wrs5js?r« %w mn 1
«#? 1 emn 1 tftarn 1 *w JjPtamqRwro

sr% wR?*infiTt%rcr 1 n

318. The short vowel is.substituted 111 the neuter,

for the final vowel, of a prfttipadika.

Thus *$m becomes sftvc which is declined like mi U The Dative Sing,

is «sffara 11 Here *rr is not to be elided by rule VI. 4, 140, S, 240 before the

affix §t on the maxim ' ftfrmrw* &c. (See S. 316)

-'.O'.'

Now, we take up the declension of <nft II Thus Nom : Sg, *TR + git

Here applies the following rule.

^ 1 CBratfjcrarni I \s \\ R|ll

#ar{Sjfi'«ewfS& w<t 1 *tR tl

319. The nom. and ace. singular case-endings q
and 3r*j are elided after a Neutral stem.

Thus <rrR+g=«nrR+0=*rft 11

The Nom : JQual is^fR + aff t i At this stage, the following, rule

applies.

f»wwiNw3rTr»rT! m^ R*r^r 1 ^rR°ft 1 irtffar 1 T^afw PrVjwrftwrsrr-

«w tfffWstfSNft 3<>r' 1 ? *ft 1 ? *rR 1 srrrr * i mRorr 1 qf£?fh%»j5t src 11 f^r?*^-
qn*3»»*%g«i 5^17^1*11 TrRoii TiRor.-

1 *rRtfn 1 iiftrat f^i Ttfrrar Stf'i

*ritf<TR.i ^fRroi 1 vrRorn 1 ?<?rft $fa?[ 11

320. The augment 31* is added to a Neater-stem
ending in a simple vowel, except a*, before a case-affix begin-

ning with a vowel.

Thus *iR+2*+$i=*|ft+3natf( VII. 1. i9-S3io)=*rR°ftn The
Nom : PI : is *m:{r% n
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The Voc : Sing : has two forms ^ ?rfi: or f qrR ll ? <*ft is formed by

the gunaof f under rule VII, 3. 108. S 242 and though the affix is elided,

still it leaves its effect behind, in spite of the rule I. 1. 63. S. 263 which declares

that when an affix is elided by g it leaves no trace behind. In fact, (he

rule I. 1. 63 S. 263 is anitya, according to one view. But if that rule

is not considered anitya, then we have the next form fc <nft II

The Inst : Sing : is qflfitJtr il

The Dat : Sing: is irft+fcnl Here the rule ttffcm VII. 3. til S. 24S

requires guna. But the guna is set aside by the following Vdttika.

V&ttik. The augment £* comes by superseding in anticipation the

rules of Vriddhi, «ft substitution, gfurc an<^ gu W*' Thus frftSr: II

The Abl : and Gen : sing is frfw ti

The Gen : dual is <Ttft<*frs H

The augment 35. 's added by the Virtika JTHfr. Sec, under sutra

VIII. 3. 24. S. 123. in forming the Genitive Plural ; and the short f is leng-

thened by VI. 4. 3. S. 209. Thus we get the Gen ; Plural ; srCraiRll

The Loc : Sing : and Dual are qjftfllj and inMr: respectively. Before

the cosonant beginning affix g of the Loc ; PI : it is like that of fft ( VII. 3,

119. S, 247.)!. e. (irR^u

-:o:'

Now we take up the declension of vprrff II It may be a Masculine

or a Neuter Noun. It is not exclusively a Neuter. Hence the following

rule applies :—

W i gfonfrg wifoijw §sr?rj«re?*r I vs i \ \ \s« 11

WfftlfaftHflft HrfaTSSKftTJ* #* $m *qtpmf*T I SPWR I WPflfirsi 1 ?snit 1

*Nr JrtfcKii >ftg$frer«ra #§ *f* fr^n 1 are i s^ 1 «rtf5tRRra^nt 11

321. A neuter stem ending in a vowel, except si

of which there exists an equivalent, uniform masculine, is

treated like the masculine, in the opinion of Galava, before

the vowel beginning affixes of the Instrumental and the cases

that follow it.

Thus the Dative Singular is either vpn^l or vpnftit Sec The rest of the
declensions is like those of tjjfr. 11

<ft§ is the name of a tree and is of Masculine gender
; its fruit called

<flg is of neuter gender. This last word has only one form. Thus the Dative
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Singular is <ftg* and not ifr^ H This is because the word tft§ denoting ' fruit

'

has no corresponding Masculine word denoting fruit, for the corresponding

Masculine tft§ refers to the tree, and not to the fruit ; so this word <%
cannot be said to be iflt^Rrg^r u

:o: ,..
, .

..

Now we take up the declension of the Noun *(% It In the declension

of this word the following rule applies :

w §&f i gPwr i itfjrtr " T«air i sfirfr i ig i Tg?ft i «rgi% i $ *<?m > *<j i <pr»T«qrf*

»

ertr &Rtw fairer i ft^|ii i ffa?ft\ i fa*wre% I s^aiT ^w^sjfttiiftwr^ (

Rra^reir i fttmf&i i stf5*^ i f?; t ffiw^n* i gg 1 si^ 1 551% 11 sprerw; I s^r 1

§§Ptt » ^r? t qrgtft 1 srrfgf* 1 1 hhtm > *jt£ 1 *ir*r 1 *n?<>ir 1 <rt snwfrw »

322. The acutely accented spj; ( «R^ ) is substituted

for the finals of asthi, dadhi, sakthi, and akshi, before the

affixes of the Instrumental and- the cases that follow it, which.

begin with a vowel.

Note *—Thus w$, sthJ, Wilt, **f, ^mft, ^WH. »Roft W*W II The words

stf^I &o have acute on the first syllable, the substitute STHff would have been also

anudStta, but for this sutra. The stem getting the designation. *r, we elide the %(

(VI. 4,. 134 ), the udatts. 9? being thus elided, the oase-ending, which was anud/ltta

before, now becomes udatta ( VI. 1. 161 ). The stems ending -with ' asthi &o

'

and though not neuter, are governed by fchis rule. As ftnreUT srn$!<»T*r
r
ffcr^H H

Why ' before the affixes of the Instrumental and the rest ? * Observe STRf'ft,

qff^ft u Before affixes beginning with a cosonant, we have srMfpqpi, ff^mni. II

Thus^Rr + an ( Ins-sing
) =^ + ^+5Tf =^ + ^+arr The a? is elided

by VI. 4. i34=*W , so also D. S. fw G. A. S. w, G, and L. D. ^ft: L. S,

^fV, or fqfJT H In the remaining cases, it is like qrft as :

—

N. S. tf*r, N. D. tfvpft N. P. ym 11 Before consonantal affixes the

form is 5(tyqm, &c.

The v^ comes even after bases that are compound but wh'ch end

in srffcT &c as^fawrii

The word gf£r is thus declined :

—

N. A. S gfa, N, A. D. tfitft N. PI, gtftfa; Voc.^ jftr or % gfa 11 I. S.

gfvrar or Sfair ( VI. 4. 85 S. 323 ) the Ins. S. of ijfr however is jr^r or *fSRr

( VI. 4. 82 S, 272
)
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1

-

ir

The word Tg is thus declined : as N. A. h%, ngpft, "fwr^, Voc. | *nfr

or f IS ; D. S *P*%, never *w% and 30 on.

So also the- words sr*f &c. The word m% optionally assumes the

form *3 by the Vartika under VIII. 2. 41 S. 295. Thus ?^ft or m*8*t V

So also farafrcg, RrsjBSpsgyft U The plural will have 5^ by prohibiting

in anticipation the %&&jl ( VII. 1. 95. S. 274 ), as fSrest*^ 1 In Ins, S and

other cases, when the rule VII. 1, 74 applies, we have two forms as ^nwfgr

or Orasrt§frr> ifrwrg'or f^qmns^ IT In other cases theie will be one form wilh

g* alone, as ffrMii£<ir fSf^sgn II There will be^ by gpjfat as ffawr^ra, 11

The Noun g^ is declined as follows: Nom : and Ace : forms are

SS, mft, m& « Instr : singular is gp?rr or spprr It

The Noun qr? is declined as follows :—Nom and Ace : forms are

lift qiauft, qtgfor (I The Voc : Sing, is 1 ito or $*|pjr U

The Instr : Singular is vrrsrf or ^rym II

Similar is the declension of yifr, *$% &c.

-:o:

Now we take up the declension ofmift ending in aft II In Neuter,

the art is changed to 3 in accordance with the following Sfttra :

—

«nf^«pirHS J?ws *rSi <r*r fit? mil 11 irg
i inj'ft 1 jib^ ! vg^rfft *? t s?<t 1

vfrcsit u*j ffo im ^%wtm*vw* 1 qfriSrsfr 1 jtR: i jrftoft 1 uflfa 1 warr 1 q^v?itrr%-

323. Of «eaj. vowels, ^ is the substitute, -when short

is to be substituted.

Note

:

—This sfitra points out the 5?*7 substitutes of t^%. "We know there are

Bhort and long vowels in Sanskrit, but properly speaking the qf^ vowels have

no corresponding short vowels. Therefore, when, in any rule, ij^ vowels are

told to be shortened, this sutra declares that the short vowels of <r and ifr, sff and

Wf, for the purposes of the rule, will be f and ? respectively, Thus, I. 2. 47

declares;
—"the short vowel is the substitute in the neuter of a crude from

provided it euds in a vowel." Therefore in compounding sjRr + \ , Uie q must be

shortened.. Properly speaking ^ has no ahort vowel corresponding to it, but by

virtue of this sutra, % supplies the place of such a short vowel, and we have itRtR
" extravagant' so qr ?rffig 'disembarked or landed,' iff, gqraj ' near a cow.' All avya*

yibhava compounds are neuter (II. 4 18).
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Why do we say ' of y\' P Because the abort of other vowelu -will not be |^,

Thus the short ofw is 5?. Q® + m$ a flft ®W •^ + 1TW - wftm I

Why do we say ' whea short is to be substituted P '
B ecattse when fcfjfl or

pmlated vowels are to be substituted for Jf* , the f$ will not bo the substitute. As

IWW Devadattft ! tfft^ !

Thus Nom : and Ace : forms are nj, Ufflj irffft. The Instr? Sing, is

UU^ir etc, This word is not treated like a Masculine one because it has no

conespondittg Masculine form, 'nft' which is derived from the root^to

give with the prefix «r. The\ being changed to ft by the present Sutra, we

get the form qft It is declined as follows :—Nom : and Ace ; forms are »rft

Hft#, an?i%. Instr: Sing, ifa. By the maxim fqfor &c
t
that is "That

which has undergone a change in regard to one of its parts, is by no means

in consaquenceofthischangesomethingelse, than what it was before the change

had taken place," the rule applying to^ will apply toftalso. Hence the rule

m^ VII. 2, 8£ S. 286 will apply to »ift also. Thusforms before wt and ft;

will be 5?rPWi.and t^rfa 1 According to Madhava, the Genitive P 1 : will be

JKTW1.I the augment 3^ being added by the Vartika g*n%t&c. But as a

matter of fact, there is not srr before ^in accordance with the Maxim tfftwr

!?f% Rfi#W, »'. a. That which is taught in a rule the application of which

occasioned by the combination of two things, does not become the cause of

the destruction of that combination." That is to say this, maxim does not

apply and it is not of universal application, as we have already

shown under Sutra VI. 4. 9 S, 209. There the correct form is irthra; 11

The word g$ which is the shortened form of g4r meaning that which

has a good boat, is declined in the Nom : and Ace : forms as -g^ gj^
13$ tl ThelnstrandDat: Singular forms are ^/^respectively, &c

Here ends the declension of Neuter Nouns ending in Vowels,



CHAPTER XI.

Declension op Masculine Nouns ending in consonants.

Now, we take up the declension of the word raft derived from the

root Cm.
' to taste,

'
' to lkk ' with the affix Hr l! The Nom :

Sing :
is

&%+ § tt The ?. is changed to w by the following rule.

f^rf i f?jfn ft?s i Gm\ fott » for- i faff i fine*!* > W«S

«

324. * is substituted for % before a jhal letter and

at the end of a word.

Thus faH-g = fint+ ( The § is elided by fpwrra VI. i. <58 S. 252. )

=f5Tt( The * is changed to * because it is final in a pada )=»f%? ( VII f. 2. 39

S. 84 ) or r««( VIII. 4- 5& S. 206
)

The Nom : Dual and PI : are foft ; fa|i ll

The Ace : forms are rfifa, f«fl ; fftf s M

The Instr : forms are jf^f, fs^w, f§r^ft: H

TheLoc: PI: is fazng ( The it being optionally added by VII I.

3. 29. S, 131 )or frffgli

:o:-

Now we take up the declension of smrSto? >l It is derived from the

Denominative Verb $r«rn?$niT ( WP^rwrf'Tr»f«gt?ir one who desires a *Rffr?.

)

Here the following sQtra is inapplicable, though the root ?rcflrW begins

with f ll

^1$ ?f^ww «T! wrsfTfaws% f 1 **'*% Put 1 mttfpraH «iqf wfs; 1 ?h-
fwwrwr totS u»#$jfsr < $* rWf wm%\ sr^r *r w<t 11

325. Of a root beginning with ^, in original enunci-

ation, the q is substituted for s, before a jhal letter or when
final in a Pada. •

24 S
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But srprra?. does not become sTrfw* because the anuvrltti of the word

3Tl?i is understood in the above SGtra and as in the Dhatupatha there is no

root like sulfa?, so this rule is inapplicable ( See the Not given below ).

Why have we used the word upadesa in explaining the present sutra ?

So that there may be «i substitution in wr^r^ which does not begin with f in

its conjugated form, but the root of which begins with f i\

Note :—For the final $ of a ir-beginning root., ^ ia substituted -under frimilar

oircumsraiices. Ab wr, ?«JH t
qrojHfflC, mB%& , "fy'W, ft*$*l, frs^l. , *1l$% from

JB and g?Ml For the q[ of the affixes £ &o, q in substituted by VIII. 2, 40,

before which, the V[ becomes »r by VIII. 4 53. For the sr in WEr^? is substitu-

ted «r by VILI. 2, 39, or w by VIII. 4 50, and ^ becomes •$ by VIII. 2. 87.

Why do we say "of a root beginning with f" ? Observe B*r, S!5*i,

The force of the genitive case in qnsfr! is not to mRke it in apposition

with the word f&: but it has the force of denoting a part as related to the

whole : so that it means "the word which begins with $ and forms part of a

root, for the $ of such a part is substituted^." What does follow from it ?

The letter tt is substituted in w*r also, which begins with sr n For without

the above explanation ( WWtWW W WfMrefWWfCT WW* &c - )>
tne ^ would

have come in examples like *ff?H #5, without the augment Br, but not where

there was the augment *T II Moreover, that it is an VTWrafrT fir will appear

necessary in sutra VIII. 2, 37.

If it has the fore of denoting a 'portion or membar', how do you explain

the forms ^rr. ff*g»j , for here no portion \$ taken but whole word? This

will be explained on the maxim of sen^nj; HTT: "An operation which affects

something on account of some special designation, which for certain reasons

attaches to the latter, affects likewise that which stands alone, and to which

therefore, just because the reasons for it do not exist, that special designation

does not attach". (wwftRprt Ttift'Wt ) H Or we may explain the sutra, by saying

'that root which begins with x in its original enunciation in Dhatupatha' ?

Thus in original enunciation the root is f^not beginning with ^ II If a De-

rivative root be formed from it like ^rcf$8T ( ^nff%3W*gf?f = fPrra?rR![), it is a root

which, begins with '%; the % of this Denominative foot, however, will not be

changed to sr, for it is not a .root of upadesa. Therefore, when we add ftRt,

to this root, we get wri^s by VIII. 2. 31, and no' *riI5T* •'

Now we take up the declension of 'j«' II Here the following sutra

applies :

—
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>rraH?ra% * <j?rh?. HTSrrefrwrw <<&•• ^rrn *T«r wrfsr^rc ^r^r^r "rcr^r ti q^jpft

gratftfa ^riRrnr^^^r^af 3 *s t wni T^wqfc *rf^iti 1 <r?r i f^x 1 Pirer*! 1 *i*fc 1

326. For the letters «, n, v or 5 in the beginning

of a monosyllable, and belonging to a root, or a portion of

it and which ends in *u, *r, sr, 3" or % there is substituted *r, sr,

^ or isj respectively in that portion of it which begins with

^ and ends with 5^ before yt or ^, or at the end of a pada

( word ).

' In explaining this sutra, we have used the word wrwr or a member
or a portion, The root itself may be of more than one syllable, but if there

is any member m it, which satisfies the requirements of this sutra, that is to

say, which begins with *, n, T or q and ends with $r, vr, q, y, q, in other words,

which begins with the third letter of the Vatga, except sr and ends with

the fourth letter of the Varga, then for q is substituted *t, for ir, q, for t, *,

and for ?, t* II But had we explained the sutra by saying ifrBr^fr^TfFr:. that

is, of a root which is monosyllabic and satisfies the above qualifications then

we could not have got the form *r$<i from the denominative root nf^ffi The
word n>j<T is derived from the root *rf*ni by the affix f^%_ to the root and' the

elision of vn ll The f is changed to vj 11

The anuvritti of ^rfS* ceases here and is not to be read in the sfttra

This had commenced from VIII. 2. 26 of the Ash^a dhyayi.

By taking the letters *r and v:* in the sutra, the substitution does not

take place before any other letter, such as in 3**71, ft"ST ll Here ^ is not

changed to vr 11

By applying the maxim s^ffr^^i'?*!^ that is " Ad operation which

affects something on account of some special designation which for certain

reasons attaches to the latter, affects likewise that which stands alone and

to which therefore, just because the reasons for it do not exist, that special

designation does not attach ;" the rule will apply to simple roots like to g^r

&c. also. Therefore 5^+g, =»5^+ 0=55 + = 5^=gn orvgaril The Nom :

Dual and PI : are §?r; 59:

In forming the L,pc : PI : the present sutra will apply a,wi we get

the form £§r 11
(J q; being changed to wby VTII. 3. 59. S. 212 ).

In declining '

jf?
' the following rule applies.
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w ?w ^ <* mw® **p**c i «^r *' >F* '
w 1^1W Kftiffs > S»*pii

Hrywrcti w« i wr?s i wet • ^ SW^W11 " fir«w?ifawflrifiw<rrfhfaflrwi

327, The « of druh, muh, snuh, and snih is op-

tionally changed to * before a jhal letter or at the end of

a word.

The f of these words is changed to n optionally ; in the other

alternative it would bo changed to ff II Thus Nom : Sing is j^ or w$ or

sr? or vs% n

Instrumental, Dative and Ablative Dual is ff»WH.or vrf»*r*. Loca-

tive PI : is enj or W3?g( VIII. 3. 29. S. 131 ) or sregJl

Similar is the declension of g^, ^and f%^n

:o:

Now, we take up the declension of faxjrerf II The Nom : forms

are Ewr? or fwrr? ; ft*HW$t, fw^np: ; Ace : Sing and Dual are fWrrf*,

In forming the Ace : PI : the rule after the following applies,

because the base gets the designation of ' bha ' before this affix ; that is the

semi-vowel qr is changed to * ll This change is called ?rTOrcn (Samprasa-

rana ) or vocalisation, which is defined in the following stoa.

3*s 1 *«r«n shmrcow; 1 ^ 1 \ \< \\

%t; wr% Jrg5awr%n^s wrawwfe?: wt?i 11

328. The ik vowels which replace the semivowels

yan are called samprasdrana.

Note .—This defines the word samprasirana. or vocalisation. It is the

name given to the change of semi-vowels into vowels. The prfttynhdra ik includes

the four pimple vowels
if, 3, sjf and ^, and their corresponding semi-vowels are O , ?£,

^, and $ included in the praty&hiira yan. The word sftraprasat'ana is properly the

name of the vowel which has replaced the semi-rowel, Thus the past participle

of Wt,' to sleep,' is formed by adding the nishthS, affix ^ (see sutra 26). So

that we have w* + *r. But there is a rule (VI. 1. IS) by which there is samprasfl-

raiiftof the 7 of <pr* before the f%ij; affixes, and we have the form gpr: 'slept'"

Similarly from ^-7^!, q^-fS^L, <«P|-ftar:, H**^*.*^-?**- The term sa-

mprasaranft is also employed to designate the whole process of the change of the

semi-vowels as in VI. 1. 13 ; VI, 4, 181.
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VIM *m 3^ 1 « 1 w 1 ss* 11

329. The % in^ is vocalised to 3; ( 3^ ), when the

compound stem is Bha.

\\o 1 ^MHi im i iwf 1 % 1 1 1 ^otf n

330. There is the single substitution of the first

vowel for the vocalised semi-vowel and the subsequent

vowel.

Thusnw^+^-f^ + ^+w^+irj^-'f^r+^+^^Mrrf' ( The
Vriddhi is according to VI. 1, 89. S. 73 ) The Instrumental Singular is

ft^Tfl and so on,

If qrg in fturcr^, be considered to have been formed by

the affix f&^ under sutra III. 2. 64 S 3410, then there will be affix fa*r after

it by sutra III. 2, 75, S 2980.

Note :—The word ^m^is a f&* formed stem by III. 2. 64. It can never stand

alone, but, must be preceded by an upapada : henoe we have used the word

"compound." Tins f?r<§Tf! II By VII. 108, sar+STT (of*r)=3j
;
and then

ft»* + W." f^ftf the Vriddhi being substituted by VI. 1. 80. This form conld have

beenevolved by Bi'mple samprasftrajja thus : JT0 +^+^t^=TO + ^4-8TJT ( VI, 1.

108 )™«tB + «!fr$+ WT»I. ( the affix f&s III. 2. 64, will produce guna ) <=jr|rtji ( VI. 1.

88). In fact fi% is never added to^ ( III. 2. 64 ) unless the preceding member
ends in ST and thabBT + sff of m will always produce sfl II The making of this

special samprasdrava in 3;t, indioates the existence of fclie following maxim: srrirqj

Sf^Sf'nWJf ; and the samprasftraija being a bahiranga operation, in considered as

asiddha for the purposes of gnva which is an antaranga operation : therefore,

we can never get the form urrf II

:o:—

Now we take up the declension of %&%$, In its declension the

following rule applies :

—

W I ^gr??T$sftTg3r?r; i « i ? i e* 11

331. «g^r and ®r§? get the acutely accented aug-

ment sqfT ( aim: ) after the s in the strong cases.

Thus ar^gs^ g^spRfpj + g " Then applies the following rule,
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^rflaqtwregftfr «r i srrfii n

332. awfS^ gets the augment 3** before the ending

1$ of the Noin. Sgv (and Vocative).

By the last sreg^ gets the augment bit after * in the strong cases,

and or in Vocative Singular (VII. 1. 99), It thus becomes atrqir^rf,and BTnfS.ll

By the present sutra ^ is added after this arr and ar II The case-ending is

elided by VI. 1. 68, and the final ?, by VIII. 3. 23. Thus we have ipt^.

Nominative Singular ; and WR^q^in the Vocative Singular. The augments

err* and ^Pl (VII. I. 98, gg), do not supersede gn, nor are they superseded

by g* ll

The gn is specifically taught by this Sutra, the % is not changed to ^

by VIII. 2. 72 S 334. The final ^ is not elided, because the elision of ^
by VIII. 2. 23. S 54 is not perceived by VIII, 2. 7. S. 236, requiring the elision

of^because oftherule VIII. 2. 1. S 12. So the n is not elided. Thus the

Nom : Sing is wif^. In forming the Voc : the following rule applies.

%^ I am* *rpfr I « U I 8.MI

^nffrw wsr's^r » <w«irTTr«ri > % «^1 1 *Tf|ift ! «ri$Tf « 1 wpqpfr 11

333. ^g* and awjir^get the augment st after the ^

in the Vocative Singular.

This debars the previous rule. As, f stnf1
*,, ^ WT^rfr, WJ<|«W. II

The Instr: Sing, is ST^pr

Before the affixes «^, fa : &c, the % is changed to * by the following

rule.

msswaw «'mV^ r> wmvft » sriismPwrfo i *rr%nr far* \ ftwu
«w% *fi* r%t 1 «^r»r.i e^«w, 11

334. % is substituted fox the final ^ of a word formed
with the affix srcjr and ending in *r and for the final of ^r,
«^r and «rag5 at the end of a Pada ( in the wider sense I. 4.

14, 17 ).

Thus <tr«Tgq>*rra &c
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Why do we say that the word formed with the affix 3JJ must end in

it ? Observe f^rfR..

Why do we say final in a Pada ? Observe tRin; s*TCtPl.

:o:

Now, we take up the declension ofgtmtS,. In Its declension, the

following rule aplies :
—

at^iea w- sro #aifw mn 1 3*rer£i &m% 1 scthtIH gtraif: 1 sn«rrf-

wnftwrft \ ft ?t?<t *h$ s^ri sr? sfir f0?r« 1 %%£ snw*. t^=r. 1 ar^prftra storm

335. «i is substituted for the ^ in *«$, when this

occurs in the form of w? ( wr ) II

Thus g*rqTfj ^F? 's derived from ^ by the affix ffcr (III. 2. 63 S 3409),

there is vriddhi of the penultimate, the f is changed to is (VIII. 2. 31). and

the upapada is lengthened ( VI. 3. 137 S. 3539).

Note '.—srnri q-. -would -have been enough, for there is no other form ^rr^

except this derived from R5J: why then the word is used in the sflfcra P There is-

another form flf;? not derived from H^ II Thus Q%~TH Trlflf = H3"., CT€tq 8W3 = QTfT:U

He in -whose name there is the letter y is called ?fy ; as h^-

II

Why do we say ' in the form of m\' ? The rule will not apply when

the form is gr?, as grarorfl,, gTCTHIL ll Why do we say *p " for the q- " ? So
that the Sfr of HT^ may not be changed to cerebral : the ^ is already cerebral.

Here ends the declension of Masculine nouns ending in H 11

:o:

There is no masculine noun ending in 3 though on the analogy of trie-

Noun 5KH5T (See 340) we may form tp^ meaning qfoTTOTra: and decline as sfpg

,

«rar, 3TO: yet this ^ will allways be elided by the rule VI. 1. 66 S. 873, We
take up, therefore, the declension of the Masculine nouns ending in q^eg g{^
In its declension, the following rule applies :

—

33C I ft* ffaU * I * I <K II

S^'! 1 gfttr 1 w^ :
' $&&, 1 gitft

»

336. wr is substituted for the filial of the prafcipadika

%* before fj (Nom. Sg« and Voc. Sg.)

•Note '—There is a nominal-stem f^ which is taken here. It has no indica-

tory letters annexed to it. The r»ok {%% is not to be taken here, as it has the in'
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diwitoi-y letter iy and is exhibited in the Dhatupatha as f|g II The nominal-stem

derived from f|f. doc«s not take aft, butg;, the Nom. $g. of which is «jj fls atf^ng

(See VI, 4. 19, and VI. 1. 131).

The rule VI, I. 68 S 252, required the elision of ?J; but this is preverir

ted, because <wV is not Hrrftfflr. to % for the purposes of Bnfcrfa rule VI. 1. 68. S

552, Thus the Nom; forms are gsft:, ^\kt, gftt:. The Ace: forms are

Before MW* and fa: the following rule applies ;

—

f*%s??rrt*r »*rt: w«nrr$t i w®*x* ' 3ST* !
i "^r^itii «*gp:s i ^31^: 1 «nf4:^ii

337. For the final of the nominal-stem ff%, there

is the substitution of s, when it is a Pada (I. 4. 14 &c).

Note :—The portion qf of the word WS must be read into this autra from

VI, 1. 109. The word ft^ie here a nominal-atem and not a verbal-root. Tlma

ffff mm 1*3 »Wf:, H'n*. ^f^ fH amrn, wfti || We hare said that f^ar ia

here a pratipadika and not a dbatti, for as a dhatu it ought to have its set vile

letter (anubandha) and should have been read as ftj It In the case of its being

used as a verb, there takes place the aubafcitnfcion of long gj for qr. by VI, 4, 19. In

that ease we shall have "SJ^pgron*!, > 3T»fl$lfa' II The afj with a ff shows that Bhort

3 is meant, and debars 3>I (VI, 4. 19). In the case of 3;^ substitution the forms

will be SJHUI, "gf^T' II The :jftf also cornea because it ia taught in a, subsequent

Btitra, Why do we say ' when it ia a Pada ' P Observe fteft, f%%'» U

Thus Instr : Dual and PI. are g^rn ;
%%*(%'•

Here ends the declension of Masculine nouns ending in qr 11

:o'.'

Declension of Masculine Nouns ending in $.

We take up the declension of ngft. which is always Plural. Its

om;Pl: is ng^+^^^gl + wrre+^fl (S. 33r)=-^wn: l Its Ace; Instr;,

Dat. and Abl : PI : are ^^:, ^rgffi:, "q&w, n^i respectively.

In forming the Gen : PI : the following rule applies:

—

$|<r 1 q^vgpSpeqr I v» 1 { 1 w II

«r53Ja%*ap.*rg;r*'qr TOnwt ^rrni: mi 1 <n^nft^ 1 urgwfri.u

338. The augment sj is added before the Genitive

pi. ending mm after the Numerals called 'shash', and after

Text:—The n is changed to 01 by VIII, 4, i. S, 235 and this <* is

optionally doubled by VIII, 4. 46. S, 59.
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As "qgoifa a A numeral ending in ^ is not ' shash ', hence the specific

mention of flrg^ll

Note:—This rule applies to compounds ending with these numerals, when
these latter are the principal member, as TOI^ITl, TCTWrHPR, IWrsprjfa, , bat

ft^ini.1 fk*N**(n.> f5Jl"*lfl<r* > where the Numerals are senondary (upasariana).

In forming the Loc. PI, the following is held in abeyance, because

the RraStfw taught there applies to that ^ which is derived from ^ and not to

every c

^E. I d: Ufa I * \\ I Kt II

?nui'ft>rfT^T <^\m faNMV$t m?*farai 1 «rsrau «rc»r ft^ m^ ti

339. Visarjaniya is substituted for the 3 called

t ( and not any other ^ ), before the Locative Plural case-

affix § II

This rule not applying, we have -*js +g «"«r3? + g by VIII. 3. 59 S.

212. Then rule VII 1. 4. 46 S. 59 requires optional doubling, but this is

set-aside by the following.

\4o 1 sncr5f% 1 ^ I a 1 yt i

niwr$ if5, %«m 1 faarTg'cr*. 1 rnvri^ 3ww > ^'marf* 1 ski?* g^ssf *r »TmwT:

tan* 1 sm$i 1 «pw 1 «r<* f <fii<55

"

340. There are not two in the room of a sibilant

(^ ), when a vowel follows,

Note 1—The word H is to be read iuto the sfltra. This debars tbo applica-

tion of rule VIII. 4, 46. S, 59. Thus apffit, *^Rr, OTR$:, BT^tf: II

Why do we say arfar ' when a vowel follows ? Observe ^51^ 11

Text -—Thus •**%&.

Now, we take up the declension of fftrang^ which may he declined in

all numbers (See Note under S. 338). Rr*rarg* + g»fa*wg + '!rr+ 1,-t *r (VII, 1,

98. S. 33l)»Rra"t(W. In the Voc : Sing, instead ofam there will be ain by

VII. 1. 99. S. 333. Thus ? faJvm: 1 The Nom : Dual and PI • are fsunrnmr,

fwrwc:, As -«rgt here is a secondary member of a Compound, the augment

5?, required by VII. 1. 55. S. 338 is not added to the foimation of the Gen: PI;

Thus we have ftrHTgtfl. But if the compound be not a Bahuvrihi, and ^3^
be a principal member, then the Genitive PI. will be faq^rgorfar u

Here ends the declension ol Masculine Nouns ending in JMI

—,

25 S
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Declension of Masculine Nouns ending in $

Now we take up the declension oft»ffl$. This is derived from the

Noun gpm. or sfflfar by passing through the !tfft*rar under the rule ?r«qrof%

Wre, that is, when the sense is sftw eRTSST «rr n«TP>rs that one speaks of Kamala

or Kamala. Thus <R»r?r+far^( of nrfsniT ). To this we add the affix r^,

when the forw is elided by VI, 4- 51' S. 2313, Thus we get m%. Its declen-

sion is Nom. WPS., *&m> 1PW. Its Loc. PI. is m*§. ( The ^ being changed

toff).

Here ends the declension of Masculine Nouns ending in $.

There is no noun ending in 3^. Therefore we take up the declension

of Masculine Nouns ending in *. In the declension of these nouns, the

following rule applies,

W 1 wtft nrrah I <= R I *« I

wta r< wrwrcir 1 5WwrRwu?n?rqT t i jrerrwnttftt nwi 1 »w^r 1 tmw< 1

341. t is substituted, at the end of a Pada, for the

final w of a root.

As !H!T*, this is formed by adding fore, to the root *r*. II The leng-

thening takes place by VI. 4. 15, S. 2556. The ^ being considered as asiddha

is not elided by VIII. 2. 7. S. 236.

The word v&n is understood here also. So we have TOrnr, TtTPn where

«T is not at the end of a pada.

The Nom : forms are urn*? «mwt mOT ; The Instr : Dual is

:o:

Now, we take up the declension of f^, 11 In its declension, the

following rule applies ;

—

W 1 far. «r: I
vj r \\v\ ll

342. % is substituted for fe^ before a vibhakti affix.

As *;!, £\, %, ^tt., gir ( cf^n^ 11 The substitution takes place even

when the augment wr^*w is added. Therefore, the substitute is here zrr and

not sr which latter would have been sufficient for r%1 II For k of fgRX being

replaced by W ( VII. 2. 102 ), the % would be left, which would be replaced
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by 9T, had the sutra been fat^H and the forms would have been the same

( s$ + sr4 »>=« VI. 1. 97 ). See V. 3. 1, 13 &c. The rest of the declension is

similar to that of *rf II

Now, we take up the declension of f^n, 11 In its declension the follow-

ing rule applies.

WW w: ?aipsft <TC I nt?pn"rTTTrf : 11

343. it is substituted for the final va of y^q; in the

Nominative Singular.

The substitution of ^ for ^is to prevent the bt substitution of VII. 2.

102. At this stage applies the next sutra.

%w *fts$ w$i ^ftf i ^rShT! 1 win. 1 «sm*i<pr <re**«ro T 11

344. 3T*x is substituted for the ^ of re** in the Nom,
Sing, masculine.

As ww, 11

The case ending g is elided by VI. 1. 68. S. 252, In other cases, sutra

VII. 2. 102. S. 265. would apply and there will be Para-rupa ( VI. 1, 97. S.

191 ) and so j$i will assume the form f% |l

At tlite stage, will apply the following rule.

W1WI«UI ?°*» 11

fm to n-. wft^r 1 ftr 1 f>i «si*ft; wte* sn^^ffi 11

345. And H is substituted for the 5 of ^^ before

a case-affix.

As *ft, vf, vm., t$t, ?«?ri.ii Thus nt + 9:r»i=^9T+ -in ( VII. 2, roa S

265.) s-fw + «ni( VII. 2. 109 S. 345')=?ro.( VI. 1. 97, S. 191).

It is a general rule that there is no Vocative case ofsrjrff words.

In forming the Instrumental and other cases, the following rule

applies :

—

\VZ 1 8Pn*n>S I \S I * I \\R II

BTSfH&rc&ifi qits^qrsrfqf fan^r 1 ariPrfir *r*?nrc»*i§<T: t^t switch;! 1 st*pt it

346. 3T»r is substituted for the •%% of ^n in the

Instrumental singular and the cases that follow, pro vided

that the augment akach is not added,
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As «ftHf »m%: U Why do we say " not when *r is added by V. 3,

71"? Observe %*&&, ?T*r*fs " The word sn* (*nfa) in the sutra is a

pratyahara, formed with the arr of H7 ( Ins. Sg ), and ^ of g* ( Loc. PI ).

Before consonantal affixes, the following rule applies,

^y\s 1 sfo mm i *s u i «*

«

347. The *?; of %%*{. is elided before an ap case-affix

beginning with a consonant, provided that the augment 3T*»«

is not added.

Here applies the maxim—"The rule I. 1. 52- S. 42, by which

a substitute should take the place of only the final letter of that which is

exhibited in the genitive case, is not valid where what is exhibited in the

genitive is meaningless, provided the rule teaching the substitution does

not teach a change in a reduplicative syllable.
"

Having elided fij of fw, the only portion that remains now is n
which is replaced by «r VII. 2 102 S. 265. Thus we have only st left. Thus

m + HRf.U Now VII. 3. 102 S. 202 declares that a final wis lengthened

before a case affix beginning with *P*ti But the solitary bt is initial and

cannot therefore be final and so it should not be lengthened. To remove this

doubt, we have the following Sutra.

^fiffcp* ft^n *Rr$im?Tfwsj?i j*r wit i *n«n*.

«

348. An operation should be performed on a

single letter, as upon an initial or upon a final.

Thus n + »mn=. snuiTI. 11

In forming the Instr : PI : the following rule applies :—

mn&Rftwttffa^ t wt » <p*ra, 1 7ft' 1 »rm. i Prawn* ?%; <T*Tnsr8-

. 349. This substitution of^ ( required by VII. 1.

9 S 203 ) does not take place after ^*t and ar^r, except

when they end in ^ 11

Thus w + i?-!=i?Fh:( VII. 3. 103 S 205 ) The dative forms are thus
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formed :—*f + £=«*& (VII. 1. 14 S. 215 ) ; w + **!*= TTmPl ; ST+m-."^ V

The Abl :, Gen : and Loc : forms are as follow:—srw^t ( VII. 1. 15 S. 216 );

W«CT<t; q«I ;
. srw ( VII. 1. 12. S. 201); siT%: (VII. 3. 104. S. 207 and

VII. 2. 112. S, 346) ;^rn( VII. 1 52. S. 217 ) ; wfapi;( VII. 1. 15. S. 216) ;

<rS( VIII. 3- 59«- 212 ).

When ww*; is added the forms are as follows:—Norn : *tiftt<i, xq^,
*>T% ;

Acc : mm, w£t, ft«kth, ; Instr : &$&, f^mr*, *n%= 11

By the following rule, when ^fn is used in the second clause of a

sentence referring to a man already mentioned in the first clause, the form

Is different in the Instr : and other cases.

350. In the room of idam 'this,' in case of its

re-employment in a subsequent member of the same sentence

and referring to the same thing (anvadesa) there is the sub-

stitution of 3T^ which is anudatta i. e., gravely accented, when

the third case-affix and the rest follow.

Note :—The word BTf*rf«ff means literally saying (idefia) ' after ' (arm) or

after-say or re-employment.

«T|r (actually sr) replaces ^f* in all cases except the nominative

and the accusative, when anvadeSa or repetition is implied. ^ replaces

the whole of to. by I. 1. 55 S. 45. and not only the final «*..

Text :—The substitute bt^t will replace fqn., even when the latter

takes the affix «war (V. 3. 71.

J

g»rrorcg 1 gm^g gtrops 1 ^^rgT^fT^r^: 1 fesremWrr. 1 w?fr h3w> i *rarr 11

351. When an affix of the second case or ^r (Ins.

Sing.) or atfa; (Loc. dual.) follows, «W which is anudatta is the

substitute of %$yt and oft^ in the case of its re-employment.

AnvadeSa means the employment again of what has been em-

ployed to direct some operation, to direct another operation. Thus,
" The grammar has been studied by him (anetia), now set him (enam)
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to read the Vedas" or again "of these two (anayok) the family is illustrious

and their (enayah)wealth is great," The cases in this form are:—Ace.

WK, «*tr, WW., Instr; Sing: qnn; Gen : & Loc. Dual ipr^i t

Here ends the declension of Masc : Nouns ending in %

There Is no Masculine noun ending in f. Now we, take up the

declension of Masculine nouns ending in
'J

e. g. girir which is formed by the

affix Hrw added to n"3,(III. 2. 75 S. 2980) Its Nom : forms are 5*r$
f g»mf,

5»rt>ts ; Loc. PI. is gnw^g
,
g»T»r£g or grrojg.

If it be formed with the affix ffcr* (III. 2. 76 S. 2983), then by VI. 4.

IS S. 2666, there is lengthening. Thus the forms will be g«TT°J, ^ntJfflr, 11W.

;

the Loc : PI : is gnr^S ,

g«Tl*ra>5. or gnr<31

Here ends the declension of Mas : Nouns ending In qj.

Declension of Masculine Nouns ending in %,

Now, we take up the declension of <HHL. Its Nom : Sg. is {pff^-l-ga

trsTPi+5 (The penultimate being lengthened by VI. 4. 8 S, 25o)=<r^ri+0

(the affix being elided by VI, l, 68. S. 2$2.)«**rat (the «!, being elided by VIII.

2.7. S, 236.),

In forming the Voc : the following rule applies :

—

3V* I «T faQgvqt: I < 1 r l <r |l

fJm?rm^f?irE5[«i^«r<7r'j. 1 t*% «3rm. 11 ynTrcf* nTaqrttr ny*w * 11 ^Frfa fitar srai ^ft-

nr«rr. wrPrcii 1 'faifira <rflf«nrrt 1 Trfa *rf?qfewsRr<st 1 wrfarrtr mil <rKHrot

352. (But such q;) is not elided in the Locative and

Vocative Singular.

This debars the elision of sj, which otherwise would have taken place

by the sutra VI II. 2. 7. S, 236. The examples of non-elision of % in the Locative

singular are to be found in the Vedas. As <wr aft^CRig. I. 164. 39). Here
the sign of the Locative, namely, % (fg») is elided by VII. 1 39 S. 3561. In the

Vocative singular the * is not elided ; as > <nra,, ^ *WK »

The very fact of the prohibition of the elision of nj, as contained in

this aphorism, indicates by implication
( jfiapaka ), that a word does get the

designation of pada, though an affix has been elided after it by using gas, yet

such elided affix does sometimes produce its effect inspite of I. 1. 63. S, 263.
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Van :—Prohibition of the prohibition must be stated, when the Lo-

cative word is followed by another woid in a compound. That is, when a

compound is a Locative Tatpurusha, the \\s elided : as, n<fr* ffiRTf »W-^

The Nom : Dual and PI : are tisrr^r; trsrmi l

The Ace. Sing and Dual are enrrw.; srsrwt 1

The Ace; PI. is thus formed :—*t3m+ (&w. Here trsw, gets the designa-

tion of bha by I. 4. 18. S. 231. and therefore the wr of K\m% is elided by VI.

4. 134 S. 234. and the sjis changed to 5f by VIII. 4. 40. 5. 111. The elision

of st is not Sthdnivat, because it is so prohibited in Sutra VII, 2. 1. S. iz.

Nor can the elision be considered asiddha on account of its being bahiranga.

There are two aspects under which *hj[r or technical terms, and Pribhk-

sh&s may be viewed in Panini's Grammar. One is qtftfapr'g and the other is

HJlforrcW The former *. e. qifrfti WSTTTfaTW means that "Samjnas and

Paribhashas remain where they are taught ;" and the latter, i, e, m^M stlfl-

TRWl. means that " Samjnas and Paribhashas are attracted by, or unite with,

the rules that enjoin certain operations, provided that Samjnas occur or are

valid in those rules, and provided the Paribhashas concern them."

Here we take the first alternative and the change of tk into sj being

asiddha in the view of the rule I. 1.94. S. 38., there is no antatangd-hood and

so the Paribhasha which declares that "antaranga is stronger than bahiranga"

finds no scope for application. Therefore ^ and sf combining form ft. Thus
we get the Ace. PI. trST Inst. Sing is tr^TT

Similarly qw «*?fa^ ll Here «4ri1 is in the Locative case. s^»r^+- f^-
sstTO* + (VII. 1. 39, S. 3561) Here the affix is elided by using the word -gar,

and therefore there will be no pratyaya-lakshana (I. r. 63 S. 263). The result

would be that the word sjfpr^ would not get the disignation of *{% (lJ«J[f?l3
:^ <

T<f)

because it has no gv after it, so the rule h WT (VIII. 2. 7, S. 236) will not hold

good, and therefore there will be no elision of 1; of sqfa^ ll But in that case

the present Sutra would have been useless. But the very fact that this sutra

is made, indicates that the rule ?r ^ifrrjfW is not nitya, and so, there will be

pratyalakshana. That beiner the case, the word sjfril, becomes vr, and so rule

VIII. 2. 7 would have applied to it, but for this Sutra.

Although * *i;rr excludes and debars q<fsfn but in this case it has been

superseded by the former.

NowwetakeuptheformationofAcc.pl, Thus KV3F{ + ^rer~n
,

gr +

+ 1.+ 5r^(3TSt lTis'T) Here the zero will be sthanivat(by st*t. <nftl1,1. 1. 57 S. Jo)

That being the case, n, will not be changed to ^ : and so we could not et
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the form *r*T'. H But the lopadeSa is not stbanivat, because of the vartika

wWra^T T SMrft** (See Mah&bhashya I. i. 58 and Siddhanta VIII. 4. 1)

If it be said that the lopa rule is Bahiranga, because it takes place

on Recount of the affix^ which is out side ; and the change of n_ into sr is

inside it, or antaranga; and therefore the lopa will be asiddha with regard to

^5^, then we reply that there is no relation of Antaranga and Bahiranga here.

The Paribhasha «Tftrjr qftpcji &c. is derived from the Jfiapaka of to 3tfF,

(VI. 4. 132 S 329.) which belongs totheVIth Adhyayaand consequently does

not see the •sfer vidhiof the VUIth Adhyaya (VIII. 4. 41 S. 1 11.) by thesutra

^ffri%>?, and so there will be no antaranga Bhava. This proceeds on the view

of sp-nt^T Paksha.

r»T7J^prr?T^T?FT t *f 1 Tr^p-nnsr 1 *rnf*r: 1 r.r?r 1 wzw-- 1 <w> 1 <\$r< 1 trsrrn 1 trfSr 1

353. The elision of a final * ( VIII. 2. 7 ) is con-

sidered as if not to hare taken effect, in applying the

following rules
; ( 1 ) rules regarding case-endings, ( 2 ) rules

regarding accents, ( 3 ) rules regarding any technical term of

Grammar, and ( 4 ) rules regarding the augment q; before a

Krit-affix.

The word i^fa in the sutra applies to all the four words preceding it :

as g^f^ftr, Pftfeffa &c- The force of the Genitive compound in wtfnr, 35ETT-

f%fa* gfafa is that of ordaining the existence of something : e, g. when an

accent is to be given to a word, or a particular designation is be given to it or

when?i; is to be added to it, ( wsfffn^) it The compound ganfaf^T means

however, the rule relating to the case-endings themselves, as .well as, the rule

which would apply to a word, when a case-ending follows ( ^r*f?rP>PT ) H

( 1 ) g^rfifa:—-As a'su'^i, ?TOf*Ti It Here the elision of ^ of «T3l^ and

H«H being asiddha, the fasr is not changed toijff by VII, 1. 9. S, 203. So also

irsTMSTO, rf^t, ^sifj, ?r$r!j 11 Here the finals ot <:m and g«fr are not lengthened

before wrf by Jjfsn? ( VII. 3. 102 S. 202.) nor changed to it before || by (VII.

3. 103 S. 205 ) : as in jramf and sits of the stem ending in bt n

The eiision of ^taught by VIII. 2, 7 S, ^36, would be asiddha by the

general rule VIII. 2. 1 S. 12. the specification of the four cases in which it is

asiddha shows that it is a restrictive or niyama rule. That is, the elision of

\ is considered a&iddha only with regard to these four rules, and no other. It is

not a5iddhainiTlrfr7|%(ti^+^g--i-gr-j;nr-t-jn-qf^rr5fF^III. 1.8. S, 2657 VII,
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4. 33 S. 2658). There would not have been longf had the T^ffa been asiddha. So

also ursirarar there is lengthening, ( VII. 4. 25 S. 2298.) and VTaiPi there is

ekadeSa ( VI. I. 101 S. 85).

On the other hand, from the elision's not being regarded as having

taken effect, there is neither prolongation of the vowel (VII, 3. 102 S. 202)

nor the change of«r to ^r (VII. 3. 103 S. 205). nor the substitution of q» for

flnj(VII. 1. 9-S. 203).

Thus Instr : dual and PI : are trsr^r* and tfsrfai respectively. The
Dative forms are *r%, *r3p?n*r,, *r5T*3' ;.Abl : and Gen Sing : KW > Gen : dual

and PI : *l^t: and VfOH. respectively, Loc : Sg. trftf or flsrffi II

:o:

Now we take up the declension of Jiftrf^ri, U This word is formed

by the Unadi affix tnfHn.( Unadi I. 156 ) added to the root srf?rft* ' to shine.'

It is declined as follows :—Nom: forms are CTRr7^rr,wffff%^r#r, JrRrf^rrit ll

In the Ace: PI :. the base being bha, the °sr of f%^ is elided

( VI. 4. 134. S, 234 ) and then the following rule comes into operation,

«rfa3HR:*Tr«n frh»ff*R t vita 1 srferfr^ 1 Jrfir#|wmt 1 *mt 1 nwft 1 imR: 11

354. Of a root ending in ^ or ^, the penultimate

f or ^ is lengthened, before a consonantal beginning affix.

The lengthening takes place here, the elision of ST is not considered

here as sthanivat because of the prohibition in I. 1. 58 S. 57 with regard

to ^fW%f! and so * becoroes penultimate.

Nor is this elision by VI. 4. 134. S. 234. a bahiranga and therefore

asiddha, for the purposes of this rule which is an antaranga, for the reasons

already given above under VIII. 2. 8. S. 352.

Thus Ace ; PI : is JrRrfrj: U Instr: Sg. nfirtr^ &c,

:o: —
Now we take up the declension of *&*% ll Its Nom : forms are

*rw, »r»7t%, «rwR*ri 11

But in Bha cases there will not be the elision of «t of »TO, because of

the following prohibition.

26 s
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355. The w in w* is not elided when the Bha
stem ends in spj; or usj; with a consonant preceding

* or n ||

Thus Ace : PI : *m* ll Instr : Sing and dual mwt, *m*mK
&c. Similar is the declension of sm. '• Norn. tm> WJir^f, WBTOi, Acq. jrgapit^

s^r, ffSTT; Ins, srgTotr, H5PW5., sr$rfSr: II

:o:

Now, we take up the declension off^^ll In its declension the

following rule applies :

—

WS I s^ST^ranirf & I cm *% n

356. The penultimate vowel is lengthened only

before the affix fa ( Nominative and Accusative PL ), when

the stem ends in ^, or ?q; , or <£?*; or er^Jrg; and nowhere

'else.

To this prohibition is the exception contained in the following sfttra.

W I ^ <* it I « I \\ II

%*%vft i f^rsT' i !*?<**. i ff^c n

357. The penultimate vowels of a stem ending in

?h; , «p* , T*5* or H$mK are lengthened before the affix ^ of the

Nominative Singular hut not in Vocative Singular.

Thus f*r?T, II The n is elided by VIII. 2. 7. S. 236. and the case-affix

by VI. 1. 68. S. 252. In the Vocative singular we have ? f^?;*. ll

The n is changed to f by VIII. 4. 12 S. 307. Thus we get the

following forms N. D. ?**<irr ; N. PI : f^on, Ace : Sg. and Dual :

spreara. and fsr^r respectively.

In Ace : PI : the bt of ^is elided by VI. 4. 134 S. 234 and the

9 is changed to guttural by the following Sutra.

3V* I Cr^erf^l 1 vs
1 3 I %* II

fStfRr foir% ^ sirapj isRft *t «k $%V*rrcw f^ mn 11

358. A guttural is substituted for the it in ^q; before

an affix having an indicatory «r
, or or and before q; II

The next Sutra f5ft<$HNq is divided by the author into two parts.

Vt2, first, ?%' and then st^w ll
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3*6. 1
%t%:

I ^ 1 tt l ^ ||

359. The *r, in the root 59;, is changed to ur, when

the verb is preceded by a preposition competent to cause.- the

change,

As jre*»nrti: ll This requires the ^ of ^fij^ to be changed to wi But

to this the second half of the above Sutra makes an exception.

^% «K I 3T?lir*T I *3 I y I ^ II

%% sqr^ *ti^r t^ttct? srlir °r*wr? fa^W 1 n^rc <f< fi^n^'rutfssnt sr wrFT-

*f<l 1 fw 1 f^ar ?wft 1 35 f^rsr s^t^f^ "i?* wtotw swrcrro^ft^??: 1 q*

359 A. The ^ of sq; is changed to "qr when it is pre-

ceded by short 3? and in no other case, that is to say, when 53;

retains the form %% and not when the *r is elided and 5^
assumes the form $r or when the a? is lengthened.

ThusJnrfJcp 11 This interpretation is given because it is possible to div de

this Sutra into two by the maxim jfrift*rm'rr?e!%raf ! i e, "from a rule which

we have obtained by taking part of a rule as a separate rule, we are allowed

to derive only such results as may be desirable."

Paribh&shd :
—"A rule, may it enjoin or forbid anything, either en-

joins or forbids only that which is nearest to it in some other rule."

This maxim being set aside by the fact of the ;scfnTf>n»rv
- the Sutra

VIII. 4. 12. S. 307. ordaining *m also ceases. The elision of 8T is not sthani-

vat because otherwise the 9 will never be followed by 1 and so there will be

no scope for Sutra VII. 3. S4 S, 358. Thus Ace. PI. is *$%w, Instr.

Sing : f^ar &c.

But the optional form fsrtfT: with a cerebral m instead of dental T,

according to the opinion of Madhava is a mistake, because it is opposed to

Katyayana and Patanjali. The ^ is never changed to or.

The nouns wfg^, sq^f^, 3?^^, g^are similarly declined.

sRTR^ is formed with the affix f^ and not %rt_. The %n_ portion in,

«TCH?^[. has no meaning; and so the rules VI. 4,12. S, 356 and VI. 4. 13.

S, 357. should not apply to it, However these rules are applied, in accordance

with the following Paribhdshd,
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Patibhdskd;—"Whenever sr^ or f^orsr^or n\ t
when they are taught

in Grammar denote by I. i. 72, something that ends with these, there they

represent these combination of letters both in so far as they possess, and also

in so far as they are void of a meaning".

Loc : Sing of wto* is «T*if*nr or sr«Ml II

Loc, Sing of £sr*is vf*"* or g^fa n

o

Now, we take up the declension of *TWt In its declension, the

following rule applies.

•re^s^ *r $r s^fTR^t mn 1 m %n 11

360. g; is diversely substituted for the final of

sr of ^ is f$. And thus we get H^ffr

Here applies the next Sutra, showing the force of this indi-

catory *K,

3*< I «ftr^f wfewnE^sw^*. I u i ; i v»« n

T Hrsrrorrrr sis?$*ir1rre[Trr%s}!r?t w^j qwHs*»rcTTP»f*: 1 sf^fafa faitsft n^cg wmm-
f^fH *rft' » i^^tir 1 i^'Hi 1 If »ms* 1 iq^s^w 1 «m#r 1 i^r- > i*tchi 1 «T«rar*^i^-

«nft 1 gsrprfa *mr 1 s*?#rffrfr *#ffi *rr^nri **miii ®*ww, sr'sfrvrt g 3r^s<ft-

fn t^if. 1 »m^THt 1 «mrf: i §fc tra^ 11

361. Whatever has an indicatory 3;, % and &, (with

the exception of a root), and the stem srer , (iT3jr%) get the

augment jpr. in the strong cases-

Thus Nom : Sing, is ttmm. The penultimate sr is lengthened by VI.

4. 14. S. 425, The affix 3 is elided by VI. 1. 68. S. 252. and the « is elided

by VIII. 2. 23. S. 54-

The form being 1«nrf[, the elision of n takes place by the Tripadl

rule tiqmPrft? $1V VIII. 2. 23, S. 54. and therefore this elision is not perceived

by the 3$ rule of the Sixth Book of Panini {i.e. VI. 4. 14. S.425). Thesrof f??t

therefore not being penultimate will not be lengthened, as it is not lengthened

in Verbal Nouns like gtf^ &c, where also the elision of $ is held to be

asiddha. Why do we lengthen it in the case of «rtpiV Because of the word

qgs in the last Sutra VI. 4 128 S. 360,
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As this word i^rer^ requires the help of sr<£?5 to give us the proper

form, the author of Mahabhashya has effected the formation of traffic, by the

Unadi I. 159, and he has also assumed that the affix Rgv will effect the same
form when added to *m in secular literature, and therefore he has in his com-

mentary stated that the Sutra h*HT *§?* is a redundancy, The author of Bhatti

Kavya also uses the form in secular literature as :—$rW^lf^rW f%:Stft Tig<j TWT^II
" That Maghavan eats fearlessly the sacrificial offerings in the sacrifices."

The Nom : Dual and PI. will be «r^Scfl
,

; H^RTi 11

The Voc : Sing will be ^ nm^i II

The Ace. forms are jh-j^h, inrevft, inpRT: II

Instr ; forms are nmm, HT^-STI, &c.

When h is not substituted for the final ^ of »r^5*, then the Nom:
Sing is jprer 11

V&rtika :—In the Chhandas, the affixes $ and qfa<^ are added to

nouns in the sense of *ig<t (See Sutra' V. 2. 122. S. 3498.) Therefore if the

word H^'R.he formed with srprq; added to »pr then the word sp?^ will have

acute accent on the middle in the Chhandas alone, but in the secular literature

it has acute accent on the final also. This is the difference, as »PT%.

The Nom : Dual and PI. are HW%, *mfT: H

In the Sarv^namasthana affixes, *mmi, without $ is declined like trsT^«

Thus N. D. iwr%, N. PI, *jsr^sf: ; Ace. S. D. are IWTI and *ra?rr#r.

In forming the Ace. PI, the following rule applies :

—

BTSPrTRf f%* I WW I T^cTT I fePCT T^tft I araftf% fal. I WW*. I fsffar I 1W*ff-

ftmft « 3ft !
1 5rir 1

i*«irfa«n'ft 1 5^5* mSffi ?>% 11

362. The ^ of »jq;, g^si; and jroerijwhen ending

in ^becomes vocalised, but not before a Taddhita affix.

Thusir^^+?TH=.H^J9T^+^ = 1^^t.+^ ( 3 and «t become * by

VI. 1, 108. S. 330 )=.JT«fl^+^q.( ST and 3 become afr by VI. 1. 87. S. 69 )

-=1^'. II

Why do we say ' when ending in sr^' ? Observe Ace : PI: *mm>(:

when the noun, is *m^ and not i^^il In this case the Instr; Sg. is

*W<U II

The feminine form of nmn is *fepRft II Why do we say ' not before a

Taddhita affix ' ? Observe mwwi tl
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The Inst : Sg. and Dual of im^are »rarcr, *W«W &c. Similar

is the declension of ^il Thus ^; ( Ace. PI. ), ^r ( Instr : S. ) ; jg^r*

(,
Instr: Dual ) &c.

Now we take up the declencsion of g^il

g^+5r^=g+gr + ^+^w ll Here theqofj would also require to>

be vocalised. But this is prevented by the following Sutra.

\%% I ?t esrwcot srsmrcaru; I e I ? I ^ 11

^rrc^t tot y*m *m> Hirarw t wan. t \fi m\iw^\ i arsr r& scrrq^;^

363. When a semivowel has been once vocalised,

there is no vocalisation of the other semivowel that may-

precede it in the same word.

So ^ of 5P1 is not vocalised, Therefore, by the inference to be

drawn from this rule, the final semivowel is vocalised.

Thus Ace : PI : is gsr:
; Instr : Sg, and Dual are nsjr, g?r«r

and so on.

Note :—Though the rule of. vocalisation does not specify what particular

Semivowel is to be vocalised, yet according to the maxim that the operation is to

be performed on the letter nearest to the operator, the second semivowel in tlia

above cases is vocalised and the first is not, by force of this rule. Had tho first,

semi-vowel been vocalised, then there woiil.d be no scope foe this sutra, because

then no semi-vowel will be found preceding a vocalised letter, This siitra is

ajfiapaka that the vocalisation commences with the second of tho conjunct

aemi-vowels.

Though the anuvritti of ^*mrc<*f was understood here, the repetition

of this word shows that the prohibition of double vocalisation in the same
word applies even when the semivowels are not contiguous. Thus by VI. i.

133 there is vocalisation of the word n^n,, the ?f being changed to ^, the q is

not changed as a^r ll It might be objected that when 3 off , and 3 the

samprasarna of ^ coalesce into one by sandhi rules, then there being the

substitution of one long 3; for the two s's and this is sthanivat to the

original, the 3 and g; of g?r^ should be considered in fact as contiguous and
not separated by an intervening letter, and therefore, the explanation given

above does not hold good ; we reply. The substitution of one long vowel for

two vowels, is not considered sthanivat (See I. 1. 58 S.51). Even though it be
considered as sthanivat, it is still a separating letter.

Now, we take up the declension of sr^ n Its N, S, is 9T*rf, Its Voc :

S, is?sr^
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t I 1^— — '»» !! II I I II ..II ... !! . 1

In forming the N. D. and other cases the following rule applies.

$«;« 1 srek ^rarasrer: 1 1 1 « 1 \y& 11

sHrscjl. 1 «rt?tr 1 *r?r?r: 1 ar^rr 1 a^wnf'TOrft 1 sttst 1 fan. ' arTif ; q3*r«rf|; u

364. *j (which is changed to ^ in the strong

cases, and forms the feminine in I unaccented) is substituted

for the final of the stem «HN;, except in the Nominative

singular or when the word is joined, with the Negative

particle.

The real substitute is fj, the 5£ is for the sake of making this affix an

^f*ni;, so that in sarvanamasthana cases we have gi augment VII. I /o,

S. 361. Thus *T*str, arfoi:, wrtora., «r^wr, wW-, srlnr, stl??wi, &c.

Why do we say when not having the negative particle h ? Observe

wpflft (N, S). The rest of its declension is similar to that of *T5^ 11

In the declension of irfa^i tfa^ &c the following rules apply :—

^riwrcrs??^' m*it ^ftisrr arrftfa sr^^srarar <pr s^ftwRrs^rRr^' 11

365. wrac(air)i8 substituted for the final of 'pa-

thin ' ' mathin ' and ' rbhukshin ', before the ending ?j ( of

the Norn. Sg. )

Though the sthanin here is a nasal (i. e. sjQ, yet the substitute aqrr is not

to be nasalised by the rule of nearness ( I. 1. 50. 39) but to be pronounced
purely for the arr^ of the surra is really S«+3|T<1, indicating that pure sir is to be
taken and not the nasal «?? I'

3$e 1 wtecssfonrcift I vs 1 \ 1 k\ \\

366. sr is substituted for the 5 of ' pathin, mathin

and rbhukshin, ' in the strong cases.

Note :—Though the ammitti of srffl; was here, the separate mention of

«TJj is for the sake of VI. 4. 9.S. 8541. by -which in the case of »£V|f^r^ we have two
forms, 9tSWnI1

l and.^3|(ffOT^II

3*tf I «fr?*r. I \9 U I
*»» II

i«rr?r n
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367. to is substituted for the q of pathin and ma-
thin, in the strong cases.

Thus q«*n:, "Twrrtf, t'itt', iftrrs, T^rr^ I'Tr: ii

\s*i I «^r a*yfa: I ^ I ? I ^ II

>t<rPfi *rarr: g«e«f?r ^wnrfiraerr^wfsc 9% i i fi^-«T% vrsrrfl^n: i grift i ^
*rhr«KVfTs«ii gwrf^ 'S'wfi' > s^MTf i ^t^Tr i g^vrft isw i g<r*r 1 wifq^jfaaift ii

368. The last vowel, with the consonant that fol-

lows it, is dropped in pathin, mathin, and rbhuksliin, before

an affix beginning with a> vowel or T (before which the stem

is called Bha I. 4. 18).

As w>, qirr, <t$t, ots, iTr, x$*, mwt'; mm*> ^H^ h

In the Feminine the affix ?^t will be added by IV. r, 5. as Tl'*j^+ s^tr,

and the fsj, is elided before the affix 3^ by the present SCitra. Thus gqsft

srnCV, and bt*stfr Ifar.

In the Neuter, there is not lengthening of VII. r. 85. S. 365. because

the affix is elided by using the word gj^(VII. 1 43. S. 319) and therefore the

affix g leaves no trace behind by 1. 1. 63. S. 263, Thus gqfa Wt, Thus gtfal +

ii-gifal+O o mf^ ( The final sjjs elided by VIII. 2. 7, S. 236).

In the Vocative Sing, of the Neuter Noun j-ni^s*,, the elision of jj is

optional, according to the following Vdrtika :

—

Y&rtika :—In the Voc. Singular of the Neuter nouns, the elision of

final q; is optional.

Thus f grfSrs* or% gqfa.

The short $• of §<rr5fr is not gunated (as it is gunated in y $t ) because

of the prohibition contained in VIII. 2. 2. S. 353 by which the elision of ^ is

asiddha in the case of case-endings.

In the Nom : Dual, the base being bha, the ft portion of qfipi is elided

before the Dual affix sft. Thus Wf^ "

In the Nom : PI, ( f% ) which is a Sarvanamasthana affix (I. 1. 42.

S. 313) there is no elision and the rules VII. 1 86 and 87 S, 367 and 368

apply and so we get the form gqwjtft d

The Ace : forms are the same as the Nominative ones, as urf&.^ift,
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The Instr : Sing : and Dual are §T«rr, g<rf*r**ira. U

The Dative Sing : is gqij &c.

Now, we take up the declension of qvq^. It is a q?i word by the

following definition,

qrrsErr nr^r *r %^tr i3L«ur m<i 11 «r^% &$ 11 <pp«r ^ 1 %mt f^r*r. 1 fiwr- 1

f3RW^«rr<i 1 q-sftf*; w^w r i «r?^rg*ltarRr 3? 11

369. The Sankhyas having «? or »r as their final

are called shat.

It is one of the peculiarities of q*^ words that they lose their nomina-

tive and accusative plural terminations (VII. 1. 22. S. 261 ). Thus <f*r 7*T II

Why do we say ufrsnc II Observe f^gsri and trriffif' II

Note :—This sutra defines the term sr? which, ia a, suhdivsion of the larger

group sankhya. Those Sankhyas which end in q^ or si, are called q^ |l The word

sankhya is understood in this sutra, because the word «wr*ffr is in the feminine

gender, showing that it qualifies Bankhya which is also feminine.

The numerals that end in sr or 5f are six, namaly ^«rq[ ' five/ <fqr ' six,'

a*?T1, ' seven/ are^' eight,' h^ ' nine,' m% ' ten.'

The word s&% in the sutra shows that the letters «r and !T must he
aupade^ika i. e., must belong to the words as originally enunciated and not

added afterwards as aflix &o. Thus in mnft ' hundreds,' tNJWTpI ' thousands,'

eTfffHri ' of eights ' the «r is not radical, bat an augment, and therefore they are

not «i<£ and the nominative and accusative plural terminations are not elided ;

assrttf^+s^.jsrarfa&o-

In forming Nom : PI : of wr we have *r?r+ftr Then we add f* by
VII. 1. 72. S, 314. Thus we get ^ra^+Rr I Here the word is a sankhya and

ends in q; 11 Why should not this Rr be elided by VII. r. 22. S. 261. This

is not elided by the maxim i(VWRt qft*n«rr » For the maxim, see VII. r. 13.

S. 204, Because it was the presence of Rr that caused the insertion of^ and

now this n cannot cause the destruction of its originator. Thus we get

*1<hPt II <S?9lfat is also similarly formed.

The Instr, Dative and Ace : plurals are "js^f*: qnr«t;, vrsn**:

respectively.

The augment 5^ is added by VII. S5- S. 338 in forming the Gen.

PI; Then the following sutra comes into operation.

27 S
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*r*i, \ Hm^i 5 t §*3*lr i fsfaq^tr i fa*w5*rrcV i faqqs^rrc: i froqs^Hi. >' <# sh*^
370. In a stem ending in % the preceding vowel is

lengthened before the affix ?w&; II

Thus qs^-f ^n(VII. I. SS> S. 338) -i*^R+1WL(VI. 4- h S. 37©.) =

qs-TFrPI. (^ being elided by VIII. 2. 7. S. 236 ).

The Loc, PI. Is ts^. Similar is the declension of <|WT3*r. Thus

N. PI. «TC»iq3*T, Gen : PI, is wts^R.
When «r>^ is a secondary member of a compound, there is neither

g« of Sutra VII. J. 22. S. 261. nor the 5^ augment of VII, 1. 55. S, 338,

Thus firqqs*5^ is declined as Nom : fffJros^r, ffaqsTr^r, fif«TT5^"rT- ; Ace,

Similar is the declension of STR^, 13*. and ^\. In the declension of

*H%\ the following rules apply.

%^\ I 3TS1 adr feRTfir I \9 I ^ | <W N

are* srr?* ^ra^rfr fa*^

«

371. sir is substituted for the final of 3^ before a

case-ending beginning with a consonant.

^ i anam stNt 1 « \ \ 1 \\ \\

^m 3c"Tsrt% 1WH* wren awcu are^r sMrafir §* ?R^w9t»rr5<n^?Rrq; 1 ?reM 1

<H*tr£r 1 sreiflT; iwrera: ^ 1 arer^tT 1 srerg 1 srrsmrre 1 are 1 ^te i ssrrit ts^ji i «W?r
?^i^rHi%n^^ 1 *if%f3raTg:i 5?3irfflr^fqf%^^rT^?trrR !

!rar^r?Tf?^»ii emW^
^f^^nwr^rf^refsiw iftarer smft 1 ^T^^r^gtfr^trTwf irmr'q x& t g *uourrai*i

?r fsircrfr ww^^f^tw^'u fsrcrer»srii ffirareiffif.ifvrmRrwi: 3 1 ffirarergi

372, After the stem snzr ( the form assumed by

<*S* "VH. 2. 84 ) 3Hw is substituted for the ending of the

Nominative and Accusative Plural.

Why have we taken the form srer and not «TS ? Observe sre RrsfaT,

STS «Rq u' This peculiar construction of the present sutra ( arer, W- instead

of !«s«P ) indicates, that the srr substitution for the s*of srsri. takes place in

Nom : and Ace. Plural
;
and that it is also optional, which we infer from
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the jnapaka of VI. i. 172, S. 3718. where the word £r<* indicates that there

are two forms of sresj; H This sutra is, moreover, an exception by anticipation,

to the sutra VII. I. 22, S. 261. by which the plural Nom. and Ace. endings are

elided after the numerals called srwH The elision of case-endings taught by II.

4. 71, S. 650, is not, however, barred by this rule ; the elision taught therein

will take place, whether this rule applies or not, Thus BTEgsrs, 3^e:*rn5' n

Note .—The use of tfetftj in sflfcra VI. 1. 172. S. 3718 indicates that the word

BTff^has two forms, and the substitution of longer taught iuYII. 2. 84, S. 871. tliuS

becomes optional, because of this indication. Otherwise the employment of the word

$qf?l would beuseless,for by VII. 2, 84 which is couched in general terms, STS*! would

always end in a long vowel. There is another use of the word ^ftqfcfr namely, it

makes the word ifStl. with long 3*t ( VII. 2. 84 ) to get also the designation of

q^lt For if arcr^ was not to be called a «f? , like acre^, then there would be

scope to the present sfitra in the case of a^Efl, while it would be debarred in the

case of sreq without long <?rf, by the subsequent rule VI. 1. 180 which applies to

ST? word, and henoe the employment of the word ?fh^|i| would become useless.

The regular declension is as follows :

—

srefc, ww, wsxsk, mrfa', arew, xmw, wrentqt, *ter§ w

When there is not the lengthening ofsr of sre^, that is when the

base is not wfSW, then we have sre, are, i. t. aqtssj is then declined like Tgrepi, (V

When «*e^ forms a secondary member in a compound, it is declined

like (ctsh; II Thus the Ace : PI : is fsrarwr: n The if is not changed

to or because the elided ar is considered as sthanivat, because of I, I. 57. S.

50 where the word "j^ftn* is explained as <groifvft l> And as here, because

of the prior ( *rk ) letter ?, the subsequent letter ?f requires to be changed to

or, the elided w becomes sthanivat and prevents the change.

Moreover the form may be evolved by following the maxim of

aw&fifWTW then the elision of a* of ars?* being considered as a bahiranga for the

purposes of the antaranga rule of «g^ ( VII. 4. 41. S. 113 ) then also there

will be no change.

Because the elision rule VI. 4- 134. applies to an operation brought

about by an external cause like. SP^ while the change of q, to uj is internal,

therefore the latter is antaranga to the former, and does not perceive it

.

So also Ins, S. fifarsgr &c.

The lengthening of sr in to 9T[ which we have inferred in the case of

a?£^ before 5MJ and srw (see above) is to take place then only when sreq, retains

its primary sense and not when it is a secondary member in a Bahuvrlhi

compound. As in the compound ffcire^ meaning " he who loves eight per-

sons," the word aTBsj is secondary, the principal woi4 being the lover : there-
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fore we do not get at all the lengthening of *r in iwx&l. before 3jw and ^ \\

While there will be optional lengthening before affixes beginning with conso-

nants. As ranqrew* or faqre»ajfr »

Verse :—This word ffarei, resembles wsh, in all the cases, except the

cases beginning with a consonant where it resembles $nff. Before consonantal

cases, the base is ftgffsr K

Here ends the declension of Masculine Nouns ending in %
-:o:-

Declension of Masculine Nouns ending in w.

Now we take up the declension of gw, It is formed by adding the

affix fet% to the root gw. The w is changed to *r by VIII. 2. 37. S. 326 ;

then vf is changed to ?, optionally to *r,by ^prfrfS'li' (VIII. 2. 39, S. 84). Thus

N. S. is g^ or 35?; Nom. D, gvfy. N. P. gv^s Ins.: S. fw Ins : D. g^suffii,

Loc, PI. geg.

Here ends the declension ot Masculine Nouns ending in w.

~ :o:

Declension of Masculine nouns ending in 3^ 11

Now we take up the declension of g^ It is formed irregularly

by adding the affix flK^to the root 33^ by the following Sutra.

W> fan m<i t arorgfSr^'rRr f%fa<5ff# ftTr^rB^ 1 ^577*1^%! fipu

373. The words sip?^ ' a domestic priest
',

^vys?

' impudent ' 5^ ' a garland ' f^ ' a direction ' and g-ftors? ' a

quatrain ' are irregularly formed by adding tlie affix fs?q;

;

and so also after the verbs ajsrej ' to worship ', gfsr * to join

'

and S*^ ' to approach ', the affix fgrq; is employed.

The affix ftfjs^ comes after the three roots ^», bts^, and ^s^r II Being

read along with the above-mentioned five irregularly-formed words, there

Is some irregularity in the application, of %^ to these verbs.

The affix fifa; comes after .gftr? and sks^ when these are uncombmed,

Note:—Otherwise in combination the affix would be flfi"* ( III, 2. 6 L. S.

5975 ). The diffierence between f^<jr and ftfa is that the latter gives ns the Nom :

S ^ i
while the former will give us the N. S. gaff as in STu^gac tl

Of the affix tt^ the sk and n. are indicatory ( f^ ; ; the affix

is really ri 11 This is a 33 affix or the affix from which a nominal stem is

formed directly from the verb. %% is defined, in the following sfltra

.
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himim iiii i 1 Mima in " i "" " ll himmw ih imiim iiu i u > ' " » ww iw i n i n> j in tup ww " ^"""' »
' " » ' " " ™"" m iMwwwttUPiwiiM

|VS« I f^f^ I 1 I I I S.? II

ftfaflar wtfipRft f^f(*w- jispp ««*$! mw. "

374. In this portion of the Stitras in which there

is a reference to verbal roots, any affix except ri^t ( tense-

affixes ), is called $3; 11

The Kfit affix ft is elided by the following sutra.

*«* I %?$*7^ I * I * I 6.^ II

375. There is elision of the affix & when reduced

to the single letter ^ II

Note:—The affix fa includes f&f%, ft^(,, ftst &o. In all these, the real

affix 18 %, which being an aprikta (I. 2. 41 S. 251), is elided. Thus BTfffT, «ot$r

(III. 2. 87 S. 2998). Here the affix Rrr; is elided. So also fs^,^1?^ (III. 2.

58. S. 432). Here the affix f^ap^ is elided. So also spf*w$, llfWl^, {gftw^ (III. 2.

62 S. 2976). Here the affix fiq is elided.

Why do we say " of an aprikta—an affix consisting of a single.Ietter"?

Observe $ff : formed by the affix ft* ( ft being the real affix ) ; so also ssrpjftt

formed by ftajn, see Unadi Sutras IV. S3- 44- No root can become a noun unless

some krit affix is added to it (see x. 2. 45 and 46) ; hence the necessity of these

imaginary affixes, in order to raise certain roots bodily, without any change,

to the rank of nouns—from Dhatu to a Pratipadika the way lies only through

an affix. And though these imaginary affixes are after all totally elided, yet by
I. 1, 62, they leave their characterstic mark behind, namely, the derivative

word becomes a nominal stem &c. Thus f%^ words are adverbs (Gati) and

Indeclinables.

The word 3^ being a sf^J w°rcl gets the designation of Pr4tipadika

by I. 2. 46 S. 179 and therefore we add to it the case affixes g &c, Thus
N, S. gqf +§ 11 At this stage comes the following sutra for application.

^« i g5fosmt% i
vs i % i v*t

3%' wfapretrft sr^iwrlr « S^rr : < ^rnr^^ tint it

376. The nominal stem gar gets before the strong

cases the augment % when it does not stand in a compound,

Thusf +ij+^+R»3+^+5T + (the ^ being elided by VI. I. 68. S.

252.) .=5+3 + ( the 31, being elided by VIII. 2 23. S. 54).

Thus we get a^ 11 Now applies the following sutra.
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ty»9 \ %?W9!W^ 5*. I * I * I «ft I)

ifrsnarsTr wrra?*[ ^nfssm?v- wmw* » hw ji^irsirrtNTr i^rc: i g$ i

Hwr^rsfr^tRr g^sgprpc: <kw%' i swRrarsTrat' fRfW^ t i g*tr i 3^: 1 gssmi

ssirr 1 gsrt 1 gur 1 g»«wf»reirft 1 **mfe Tm. »

377. A stem formed with the affix fe^ under III. 2.

58 &c, substitutes, at tlie end of a word, a guttural for the

final consonant.

Note :—The word <j^H is understood hero. The word f|ff!rc!rJi is a

Babuvrtbi moaning ' that stem which has kvin as its affix. ' For the final consonant

of such a stem, a guttural is substituted. As ftcTS'jraj. (HI. 2. 58), pTC<|s^,

The ij; being changed to guttural, we get f; Thus g^ becomes 3^
( Nominative Singular).

In forming N, Dual thesis changed to anusv£ra by VIII. 3, 24,

S. 123. and this anusvara is changed to sj being the nasal letter belonging to

•g( varga. But the anusvara as ordained by the subsequent Trip&di rule

VIII. J. 24, S. 123, is asiddha for the purposes of the application of VIII, 2.

30 S. 378 which required the anusvara to be changed b guttural.

Thus gp^r ( N, D.
) gsm ( N, PI. ) Ace : forms are fs^re, ?*#,

jr*: j Instr: forms are witr, g***ff«l &c.

Why do we say btotw in the sutra VII. 1. 71. S. 376. Because in

compounds like gasr,, there is no gn augment. In declining this word

the following rule applies

—

*««: 1 gr: $: I s I S U» II

^ \ WS^ ' §3"^ 1 §3*r. \ g%ftftr vna^^^rcfaftrerors^ t f¥ra?r fn^r; 1 %n?
t i g^ft >jpu*ra- fft g*« i gsr Rftw^rrr^ ^rw^q^ 1 fc^nrergfar' 1 *?r*ii *?T5^r 1

uprar- 1 f*rcf% 1 aWn i*to.» si^sr^ \ us. \ «?, 1 xm 1 n^ t *i^g i us?s > w f%ws.i

s^r 1 i|^r 1 %^5r: i frog* 1 Rra^f 1 ft*«j^r 1 fwqsr; ' 5? irsre^r: $& nfii ^tl"

<?%*ft 1 tR^s. 1 «mre>tr wfsrai^'^RTfi; 5^i3r $RTfrf?r wft^r isft 1 *i*g tr^^ftnr-
Rrf% srro 5^*1 1 ftw^ 1 r?*r»ti ^•^wqrPfprrrf n to sr%i sp <r?r^

fl
11 wfr<ft m'-

f^^^^r^fm^ "r^Hre* 5m t 1 tRstsji ^ srsTtfrRr wars 1 tReti^t i vimrw "

378. A Guttural is substituted for a Palatal, before

a jhal letter or at the end of a word-

This requires the change of or to a guttural ;. e. of m class. The $?*
ordained by VIIR 2, 62. S. 377 is asiddha or not perceived by the present

Sutra, which is antecedent to VIII. 2. 62. S. 377 in the order of enunciation
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by Panini. In the case of f^J^ and ^q-a
, the 3t is not changed to a Tetter of

the 3? class even when we take words to be formed by the affix r
ifo under

Sutra VIII. 2, 62 S. 377. The reason for this we shall explain under Sutra

erg^ VIII. 2. 68. S. 443 in declining the Neuter noun.

Thus Nom : forms are ggaj. or gg*r, gg^r, gg^: u In the Sutra VII.

I. 71, S. 376, the root is exhibited as gSrs showing that that root of the Dhatfl-

pa^ha should be taken which ends in f, viz. the root gr%^ni*f, the 7th root of

the ^11^ class. Therefore it does not apply to the root S^^pa the 10th

root of the (WW class and is Atmanepadi. In the latter case, the form will

be 3^
Now we take up the declension of *5TS5i. It is derived from *gfsr ' to

move' and ' to feel done up ' by adding the affix ftR* II

The f of *sf*r is elided because it is ^ff, leaving behind (tgw to which

the augment gt is added by VII. 1 58. S, 2262. Thus we get^ + !i + 3B.

Then ^ is elided by VIII. 2. 23 S, 54. Thus we get *5Pi. In the N. S. the

affix fj is elided by VI, 1. 68. S. 252. Thus the N. S. remains as ^. The

N. Dual and PI. are ?a^r and *srysr: &c.

Now we take up the declension of *pa. By VIII. 2. 36. S. 294.

the ^ of ^R, is changed tow. Then the w is changed to ^ by VIII. 2. 39.

S. 84. and VIII. 4. 56. S. 206. Then $ is changed to \, Thus we get N. S. ii*

or xv$. The N. D. and PI. are *ror, Km: II Loc. PI. is tpjjS or w?p;. Similarly

is declined firars. So also "^sr . Its Nom. forms are ^s;,^3rr ,
*%^-. H

The Nom. forms of firaw^ are Rcgq?; or ft^jn^; , ftxjg^r, f^Hj^sr: 11

With regard to ^tot and *W[ there is not gutturalisation as will be fur-

ther explained under Sutra VIII. 2. 68. S. 443. The N. S. of <msw is<ri?W.H

The word front given above is formed from that root $rn which be-

longs to "KTrf^ subdivision of »^rf| gana, *'. e. the root |^jTf
' to shine ' *uR 875.

and not the root ^ra number 20 of the >-<jrft where it is exhibited vnm ^tHf.

This we do, because the root qi^ is read along with root ^rs in the fjTrft sub-

division ; and as the VIII. 2. 36. S. 294. mentions tr^[. and ^rsj, together, the

gps here should be taken as the srrsrof the q;ircfir class, where also both are

enunciated together and not the other mm which is shown along with trw,

\l3| and w% (Dhatupatha «cri| 193, 194 and 195). In the case of this

WJt there will be 3,13 and not «p3r, Thus N. S. is RwfJ or fTOT»T. Instr. D.

Rr$l«-qf &c.

V&rtika. When ?n? is preceded by upapada «rft there comes the

affix f^"! and the v\ is lengthened and sr is changed to w "When it is final in a

Pada. Thus N. S. of qftsn^is tRbTI? which means one who has gone out

leaWng every thing. The N. Dual and PI, are •ITCsfreft and qf<5IT5T-

respectively.
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Now, we take up the declension of fts^rsr. In its declension, the

following rule applies :—

3>as. i flares sj^prer: I s I \ I \ys II

379. The final vowel of fk$$ is lengthened before

g?g and *;i^ ( the form assumed by *$$)

Thus f?R^r^!, *' a one whose wealth is the whole universe. The rule

applies to the tf?; form of *r$; in the Nominative singular, and not when it

retains its own form : as ft*wsft» fawrcrar! U

The q<r is taken in the Sutra only as an illustration of its Padanta

form. It does not mean that the form f^rrctf is not valid. Thus N. S.

has both forms, /, g, fesmi^ and ftsfrtrf.

Now, we take up the declension of y$n. In its declension the follow-

ing rule applies.

%*o i "ret: *tamraK% v i
s i * i v. II

q?n% taffi **•
<ft 3' Hqm^ron ^wratrcWr wra i ^ i w$. i nm ?^^r

*»# 1 ?rfrem <rcw% t 11

S80. The w or m, when initial in a conjunct con-

sonant, is dropped before ajhal affix and at the end of a word.

Thus to .the root ^f» we add the affix f%?ri and the 1 is vocalised into

sr by VI, 1. 16. S. 2412. and then the h being elided by the present

Sutra, 3t is changed into «r by VIII, 2. 36 S. 294. which is again changed

into ? or s as in the case of *je already shown above under VIII. 2. 30. S.

378. Thus N. S. is f£ or $g\

In forming N. Dual, the 5 is changed to ^ by VIII. 4. 40. S. in.

This qj is again changed to $ by VIII. 4. 53. S. 52. Thus N. D, is fsgft. N.

PL is fwii .

Now we take up the declension of ^si^r^r. This word is irregularly

formed by adding the affix f?3<S,to the root jrt with the upapada (subsidiary

term) »Rg in combination, (See III. 2. 59. S. 373). The Rppj formed word

is finally changed to guttural by VIII, 2, 62, S. 377. Thus the N, S is

fRl^l? or 3tf>(n;. N. D, and Plural ^tfa^r and TO*W "
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Now we take up the declension of 3r^. By Sutra VIII, 2. 24. S.

280. no consonant after l^ is elided except 15, Therefore 5 is not elided*

though it is the final of a conjunct consonant.

Though the final 3 would have been elided even after £by VIII. 2.

23, the special mention of % after ^ shows, that this is a niyama rule. So that

any other letter than £ following after fs
will not be dropped. Thus 5RW from

*T? +-^"5.(111. 2. I77S. 3'57)» hereof is not elided, though final in a pada,

but is changed to a guttural by VIII. 2. 30. S. 378. and to at by VIII. 4. 56.

S, 206 Thus N. S. is g;a| or *rA N. D. and Pi. are^^f and *rf: 11

Here ends the declension of Masculine Nouns ending in ^.

There are no Masculine nouns ending in sr, tt or $.

We talce up now the declension of Gtf£. The £ of OT£ is replaced by st

by VII. 2. 102. S. 265. and then there is the substitution of the form of the

subsequent by VI. 1. 97. S. 191. Thus we get the base ?r before the case

affixes.

In forming the Nom. Sing, the following rule applies :

—

m*^*, BrRr?^f?t ifm nftmfTwtrii 11 &$m >TTi^r wsrcrSr vr 1 stc t ?rtr 1 ?ir- 1 «^wc »

381. For the non-final ?£ and $ of 9tf &c. there is

substituted F in the Nominative Singular.

As?T?:+g«=w + 3T+a (VII, 2. io2)=tsst + 3T + g ( VII. 2. 106) =w
( VI, 1. 97). Similarly *r: from ?ti£, <PT from q^as tj?R[ +9= ij?t4-8T + qr (VII.

2. io2) = to + 9t + ^(VII. 2. 106 )= <{<*' ( VI.i. 97 ). So 8T«fr from STf^by the

sQtra. VII. 2. 107. Why do we say 'non-final'? Observe >%, *r H Had

not this word been used, the case-affix would not be elided in the vocative,

as then .there would have been no short vowel, as required by VI. r. 69. S. 193,

This rule only applies to «?$rf$ words, which as we have already shown,

begin with^ and end with ft; in the list of sarvanamas. Therefore this will

not apply to ?ro, which is not included in the WjfiRr class.

Nor should it be stated that "this rule could not have applied to the ft

of ?ir, for if it did so, what was the necessity of teaching w substitution in the

place of a«r? by VII 2. 94 S. 384. That sutra could have been madeas^l^r ^t

instead of **rrMr for it would have been better to say at once let «** be

28 S
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the N. S. of osh?;, instead of first making it <sni. and then changing the form

into ?%" H To this argument we reply, that the rule of ^substitution will

find its unrestricted scope in words like STf^'l, where wt, is a secondary

member only. In the case of mn. the present rule would have applied. When

these words *. e. m? &c. are used as proper nouns or sanjnas ( «Kr ) or when

used as secondary members of a compound, the rules of ww VII. 2. 102 S.

265 and *r?* VII. 2. 106 S. 381. will not apply because they are sarvanamas,

for see explanation under sutra I. 1. 29. S. 222, Thus WR^ sift, ww-j *rifcnt,

The pronoun «r; is declined as ju-, tr> \ W "W^ »s declined as q*(:,

In re-employment or sn^f^J for which, see II. 4. 34. S, 351. we have

Ace. forms <[?r«l, l^, q?u«fc 'Instr: Sg. iprsr; Genitive and Loc : Dual q?uff: 11

;o:

Now we take up the declension ofg«^ and vstf*^ In its declension,

the followingrules apply :

—

S«rwRwf to* * *m*R «r«rarfirfN»fr*ramr: wni 11

382. *rw; is substituted for the Dative case-affix «c and

for the endings of the Nominative and Accusative iu all

numbers, after the stems g«;Rf and 3^05 II

Note :—The "^ the ending of the Dative is exibited anomalously in the sfifcra

without any case ending (compare VII. 1. 13, #:) jrtEprift: meansj'of the first and second

cases,' Thus 3«»^f5;=.g^+^ (VII. 2. 95)=jj»!r+1' (VII. 2. 90) = 3;^ + st*
VII. 1, 28) = g»qri

>
(VII. 1. 107 or 97) ; similarly «j*re.H

Then the rule after the following applies, to understand which the

following rule is necessary.

V*\ i *ror$?cw 1 « u 1 tu
swfw?n>

383. The substitutions taught hereafter upto VII. 2.

98 take effect with regard to the portions of g«^r and scsflf

upto % i. e. the substitutes replace 3«t and a*?** II

This is an Adhikara Sutra and exerts governing influence on all the

seven subsequent sCitras in the order of Ashtadhyayi.

yw 1 m\$ eft 1 * 1 3 1 tti 11

384. In the Nominative Singulars is substituted

for g*q; and a*5 for st^ II
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\€\ I 5PT &W I W I * I 6.0 II

*r«t 1 3T?i 1 n$ st s£r^ sft f^f^r wr ar*m smfa Rta mffl; ss^r T^ft qrrfep^rssrr-

*3F*rr?rq; jrorfrrf 1 ^n, 1 'stfoiff g^fwtfr n %t sfairTrcrsr ?ri, 1 hit 1 *r«r *fff ?wft *«rrr»t-

^rspRi<nTwf%^Hr 11 hi nqWNspsrejr ^rr rswn sfrq: 1 *r t ^sraRrijf sr;fr ?pt sssf

385. In the remaining cases where ( sir or ?r is not

BUDstituted by VII. 2. 88. and 89. S. 387, 392. ) there is

elision of the final of yushmad and asmad.

Thusg»i?; + l=fwi£ + sr»i( VII. I, 28 S. 342)=^?; (VII, 2. 94. S.

384 )+3T«t=^ + 3T1.( 5 is elided by the present sutra ) = *th (by VI. 1. 97, S.

191. and VI. 1. 107. S. 194). Similarly, the N. S. of wre^ is st^ II

Why is not ?ri. added in the feminine in ' saw $1

'

' BTTOlffr 'for ?^ +

strand 9T5 + 3re,the purvarupa rule ordained by VI. 1. 97. S, 191 and VI. r.

ro7. S. 194. though subsequent, is after all bahiranga, and would be set aside

by the antaranga rule ordaining ?ri, to be added to w and srf ?

True. But $**% and s«Rf; have no genders and therefore they have

no feminine forms and consequently would not give occasion to the addition-

of the affix jrcr,

Or, in order to avoid all this-diffisulty about irksome would elide the

3T£ (or 1? portion) ofg^ and srw? under this sutra. They argue that by

the previous sutra VII. 2. 91, S. 383 the portions' 'yushm' and ' asm', namely

the portions upto «l of gstf?; and aqpr^ are replaced by substitutes. The por-

tion that remains (%«r.) is bt?;, and it is this sr$ which is to be elided.

According to their view, the word %«r does- not refer to the vibhakti

or case affix, but the force of Locative in^q-

is that of a genitive, meaning "of

the %5r (remaining)" and to point out the particular sthdni which is to be

replaced. Therefore in gof^ and WT^, the gni. and ?r?n portions have

been already operated upon by other rules, the \w- that remains is arqr portion.

In this view, the Sutra should be translated as "in the remaining cases (i, e.

where srr is not substituted as by VII. 2, 88, S. 387, nor a as by VII. 2,89

S. 392. there is elision of the remaining (a*£
)
portion ( I. 1, 64. S. 79) of these

two ( g«?£ and srwr)

"

In the feminine, there is one more point to be considered even in the

light of the second explanation. Tn g«lij;+sT»t,:=*T + ST?t + 3T»i if we follow the

ordinary rule of ftJTllr^T then acrij should be elided first by %$ ^g: then should

apply the rule of BTtfr g*r if at all. Then the form will be rf 4-bth 11 Here tr-

ends with *r, and so would require it* in the feminine, and the same difficulty
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again recurs. To clear up this point, we state that the rule of elision (*i«r ^tr:)

is bahiranga, because its efficient cause lies outside in the affix »f«i, while the

«T?fi 5s* rule is antaranga, because the occasion foi its application or the effici-

ent causp is within the very form sr+»r<fr Therefore wft 3J"r will apply first,

we get «tt[-f *t«k. Then «r<J produces its effect i. e. wj; is elided, and we get

*»+*** it As there is no ST in *, it would not require <rrtr n Thus we get

vft. in the feminine also.

So also mnm^, tots* , wrfira* and sren?H ,
In forming the N. Dual,

the following rules apply.

386. 33 is substituted for g^ and sim for a^, when
the bases themselves denote duality.

387. 2&1 is substituted for the final of g**^ and ?^H?
before the ending of the Nona. Du. in the spoken language.

As g^pr , arrsrr* U It would have been better had the Sfitra been

enunciated as " sffft." only. Why in the " spoken language " ? Observe g$

l^irPt <fam *Wrtr in the Veda, so also srm« 11

Why ' upto «' ? Observe gg^T?, sri^iq; 11 The ^ (V. 3. 71 S. 2026),

is not replaced. Similarly VII. 2. 97 S. 389, teaches that sr and *r replace
' yushmad ' and ' asmad

'
in the singular; by the sCitra VII. 2.91.8.383.

' yushm ' and ' asm '
are only replaced. Thus eprr, rw the^ portion remains

for which *j is substituted by VII, 2. 89. S. 392. Had the whole been replaced,
then the w of ^ and q would have been replaced by 3 (VII. 2. 89 S. 392) and
given us undesired forms like^ and «<r ll Similarly the forms g^ra
and «n^Kl*ajt1 would not have been evolved.

In forming the N. PI. the following rule applies.

\€< [ *j^*ft 5rr§ 1 « 1 3 1 mi
wm\ fwn w^\ tojww 1 wmw 1 «titf«i » vrfta* 1 ?? ^ atro^*
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388. In the Norn. PL stjtr is substituted fox g*qj

,

and m for w&t. II

Thus 333, , raw , qwsnqi, "f^rra*, srfsr&at*, «fawei

»

Now some one may object that 3^ (Norn, PI) should be changed

into*ffr(VII. 1. 17. S. 214); after $ in gs^ has been elided by %HW1- »n the

first sense ; for then the base is g«t which ends in sj which is the efficient

cause for the application of :sw *fl- rule. To this we reply, that the following

maxim prevents this incongruity :—

Maxim :—If one sutra of the Angadhikara (VI. 4, r. to VII. 4. end) has

once been applied, another sutra of the same Adhikara is not subsequently

applicable.

Therefore 3»« is not replaced by qft. Or we may say that in the

sutraV iwrn** ( VII, 1. 28 S. 382 ) one more n is understood, i. e. the sutra

is sf WTOTOW, which *r indicates that "spr will not be changed into any other,

form, but will remain always as sr« ending in *r.

%tt I anflftroreifr l «mw H

389. &c is substituted for g«n; and w for s^n; when
the bases themselves denote a singular expression.

35.0 1 fetfontf «r 1
vs r 1 <w 11

390. w is substituted for the final of 3'n^ and 3H£Wf

before the endings of the Accusative.

As *n$, nt%, gsrw, srrar^

»

^M I ^r «H « U I RS. if

391. ^ is substituted for the sr of^ the affix of

the Accusative Plural after j|*Hf and 5TO»$ II

s^has been exhibited in the sutra without any case affix. Thus gwrft

+s*«=g<^+'i!H«*gwn+'i

S. (theq is elided by <Ei%«T[s?rw mv VIII. 2. 23. S. 54.

and «T is lengthened by VII. 2. 87 S. 390.) The substitute^ replaces the

initial «r of s*$ on the maxim su>: W3 I. I. S4. S. 44. because the operation

is ordained after g«nij\ Thus go?^ and a^FUi This debars 8^ (VII.

,. 28, S, 382,

)
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\s,\ I «frsRsr I « I ^ I <t II

392. q- is substituted for the final of g^wf and bt;^

before a case-ending, which is not a substitute, and which

begins with a vowel.

Thus mm, rrer, wft, Tfir.^qr:, wnvtr- h

3*^ I 3««T^T^rCifT^ ! « I * I *% II

393. an is substituted for the final of giq-f and sts*^

before a case-ending, beginning with a consonant, when it is

not a substitute.

The substitute case-endings are given in VII. r. 27—33, S. 399 &c.

Thus g?rr>*?r^, wrrwira:, gsfrPr;, *reHrf*P 11

\*x 1 gioWr &fa 1 \9
1 * 1 *>y n

snralfafcirw gwiisft sfr ^f% 1 mr^ifi 1 %^ mv 1 3***1 nm; 1 qT*m*qi. 1

TWitr* \ wft&n*. 1 ^Rrim 1 g*rr«ir«j. 1 strew* 11

394. In the Dative Singular jptr is substituted for

2<srr and jr?r for s^w II

The affix sr«i.is substituted for I1 by VII, 1, 28, S, 382. the fj is elided

by VII 2. 90. S, 385.

Thus g*s*, tst?, tot^w, iwwg;, srftirg*** , srrlrc*Tsr, 3*r«tr^
str*r«ir3:ii

3EA I wwhww I « I ? I V II

**&t *m *r«ra;*r srf^rs wr* 1 wren «r^ atTHtrsaKfrw <?t i *r^rff¥*rTi?»fT«rat

395. w* or 3t??tu; is substituted for the Dative m^
after ' yushmad ' and ' asmad.'

As g«j»qw and tw*^ II As the sutra is constructed f*u#M|^)
not easy to say whether the substitute is *«tH or wr*a[^ 11 If it is «m then

have two cases, (1) eliding the final ? of yushniad and asmad, by VII, 2. go.

S. 385 and adding m«t, (2) eliding 3PE of yushmad and asmad by VII. 2. 90, and
adding »!«ni It has been already shown in S. 385 that VII. 2. 90, is capableof two
explanations, one by which yushmad and asmad lose their 5 only, and byanother

Wt II Similarly with *r«t? we have also two cases, Thus we have four cases.
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as ( 1 )
yushma + bhyam, ( 2 ) yushm + bhyam, ( 3 ) yushma + abhyam, ( 4 )

yushm + abhyam. In the case of the first (yushma + bhyam') we can get the

proper form, though it may be objected that yushma + bhyam should be

equal tog«%*ircLby VII. 3. 103. S. 205. This ^substitution will not take place,

however, by force of the maxim wf%% !FT$TTffRRf f$f$f&?i??j "when an operation

which is taught in the angadhikara has taken place, and another operation

of the angadhikara is subsequently applicable, this latter operation is not

allowed to take place."

The second case is an impossibility, namely, yushm + bhyam can give

us no form. The third case yushma + abhyam will give us the proper form

g«f*q»t C?r + 8T = 3T by VI. 1. 97 S. 191). Moreover the accent also will be op the

middle g^SI. by VI. 1. 161, the udatta bt of yushma being elided by the

anrdatta ^r of st^it , the acute will be on the anudatta ?r II It should not be

objected that in VI. 1. 161, the word a^ of VI, 1. 159 S. 3680 is understood, and

the accent will be on the final. We shall show in that siitra, that the udatta will

fall on the srrft {beginning) of the anudatta term which causes the elision.

The fourth alternative yushm + abhyam is free from all objections,

396. This substitution of 3T?j; is made in the singu-

lar number also of the Ablative, after yushrnad and asmad.

As *??; and «?£ II For the substitution of ?^ and *{ see VII. 2.97;
S, 389, and ?^ and jj +^ = c^f^ and *rq; by VI. I. 97. S. 191,

It would have been better to have enunciated the Sutra as ' 3^3^.'

Abl. Dual n^r^r^, ari^wtf*.

y»vs 1 T^wr 3^ l \s 1 =* 1 %x 11

srpsr q**r**ir ^rs^i^ 1 .jot?, i wift 11

397. 3T?j; is substituted for the Ablative 5*1** , after

!£**% and 3T^h$ II

As gwrq;, B^Kfl. 11 The 5 is elided by VII. 2, 90, S. 385 before the case

ending *qn and gwr + sr^-gs^ by VI. 1. 97. S. 191.

3^ I ?reW ^% 4 vs 1 % 1 «,« h

398- In the Genitive Singular ?T«? is substituted for

g«j? and HH for 3T*jt «
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399. s?w(L 1. 55), is substituted for the Genitive

ending 3?w after .gusTf and s?*fl$ II

Thus a*r and *ra ; &&ft: t Wmi II

The indicatory sr of ar^I shows that by 1. 1. 55, S. 45 the whole of the affix wr^

ia to be replaced s otherwise it would have replaced only the first letter of the affix
5

and the affix not being a substitute-affix, rule VII. 2. 89 S. 392 would not be appli-

cable to it. The Tpn is substituted for $*H%, and HH for *rc*T£ by VII, 2. 96 S. 398 and

^q+-8T (bt^), and »^ +«*<=•««( midn«by VI. 1. 97. S. 191.

*rr«if to* arc an* wrfc i wrfw g?r fo^tf ^rg^rf^r: i gww.1 W»rara.»

mf% 1 *ft 1 g<ffts 1 arrays 1
gong 1 swrrg

«

*raw*pt w^^nrrTMr gwwnft 1 wrarofs^srapw^T g*rrcir sroraft u x

gs^i^fg <rc?r arf?w 55: hI^t ?r 1 srrfrs^lr g«w*fr «wrnrft 11 s» 11

«& wnanrw g*rrfr ft«fa ct% i writ ir«rrvr%g^ftjrfW«r>w n * 11

?wf it «ct arfrrafr^ ?Rr ft*fe i *rflr«* 1 v&m. ' wf%^nt 1 srfiriri: i srRt&ire. i

sTfterai. 1 aarfrf^ri^ 1 srfifarcs 1 wssff^ 1 arftrcrs* i 8Tf?r?t«tr 1 arr?fT*Tr 1 srfltsrrmr*

»

wRmwn* 1 ^flrsTtfT*. i wrfifaift: i *tf%g^iL i srfifasii i «tfa«rtwint, i sri?tai«rc«i i

wrr?!??{«ii 1 ^rlm^Ri s^trar 1 *rfitwi ^ 1 *rrarc?t 5* » «nf*t wmi 1 srRtai 1 wRi«w

»

wrRts^arr-- 1 wfiriSirs i srf^rar* i wtfirarara i stfawffi i arftprfa i *rr?rprars i «rRrwn <

3*rr*, *nri 11 stRpstsct t$ t%Tf gst^rsg m*»«i i ^m»j^t?g i wRrgqra. \ \

wnmn. \ 1 wftgrri* 1 srarap*,! srT?rg«raT 1 aroraw i srRrgTr»«iit \ » srwimwini 1

1

*iErg*nft: 1 ?r«jmPr« 1 «ir% 1 *rRra^»!rtl 1 «r?air^»«ra, 1 yr^ran 1 srfJrgTu.* i wmnarflR 1

wtRri srRrgwr: 51 1 wthw^p * 1 *rf?ia*ranu wrwinrai. 1 stfrrasrfa i srnnnft » wRr-

fsTWrpwcRr ik^fe wn$&&*ti wwt ' »ft*ra»Trss 1 atr^rgarre ^ 1 spwrcfr«t, \ •

HtRtssRr^ 1 ^mwiPt, 1 5srfaraCTf«ti i ?T??«w?r i wRrawrwtn, 5 1 atrswr^rn % * 3rRt5«wr^! 1

«rere«Hf?n I ^f% l^mws^qtl^-^WH*!,! 3=(%^#: l ^feJgBTfji wmtn 1 atrt^r 1

«rRi5SH%i t>
1 SfnRq^ir: tj 1 ?rft3«u3rai 1 w^wi^ 1 fr^g^fit 1 ^?qwftt 1 »?fftg-

«ttg I «THRirw 11

400- m*m is substituted for the Genitive plural

affix *rw (VII. 1. 52 S. 217.), after yuslimad, and asmad.

W*r is the affix atrw of the Genitive plural with the augment s II Thus
othi^b and <w?{m* II Why is it read <-rw and not nrtr, when there is no »
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at the time when the substitution is ordained ? It is read as m* in order to

indicate that srrarn will not get the augment ^, for otherwise ' yushma ' and

'asma ' having lost their 'd' by VJI. 2. go, S, 385 end in at, and so by VII,

1. 52, S. 217 would cause the genitive affix to get the augment ^ ; the present

Sutra removes that also. The substitute is exhibited with a long scr, in order to

makeaT+arr="W in 3pr + 9TMK*r, had it been short ST, then there would have been

no lengthening, but ST + BT^scr by VI. 1. 97. S. 191. If you say 'the very fact that

srsfiw was taught and not giff , would prevent para-rtlpa and cause lengthening'

;

we reply, that the st of V(fR\ would find its scope in preventing rr substitution.

For without sr, we should have n«i + E»ni=g«WUVII. 3. 103S. 205).

Why has Panini used the form *tr« and not 3rr*r; ? The objector may
say there was no necessity of using qjm for the following reason:—gs^-f-

WW as the base a«T?£ ends in a consonant, the sutra ^rrfa ST$rm: JK. f VII. 1. 52

S. 217) cannot apply here, as its efficient cause (1. e. an anga ending in a vowei)

is absent We reply to this, that after the elision of F[ by ^ ott:, (VII. 2. 90.

S. 385) the u? will come, because then the base ends in a vowel. To remove

that sr, Panini has stated gpn siranr II

But when the sutra^ gffa' is taken in the second sense, there is no

necessity of inserting q; in. the Present sutra, as in that case, the base will end

hi a consonant whereby the sutra *fam%; g^is prevented.

-:o:-

Verses :—When 55^ and WI?: denoting a unity or a duality in

themselves are members of a compound, which may denote any number,

then also «sr and g*r will be substituted for as^ and H and spr for st?*?; i) ( r )

But when they are followed by g( Norn. S. ) ^g (Nom . PI, ), 3=

( Dat. S. ), $% ( Gen. S. ), then J**F£ will be replaced by *s, arar, g*q and ?pr

and aw?; by st?, qr*r, *r*r and »r*ni ( 2 )

Now these supersede,^, and *nr by being taught subsequently to the

rule teaching set and %& substitutions. While ssf and »T are superseded by the

above, by the rule of «£&' l%f^p* «l ( 3 )

When the compound denotes a singular or a dual number, and the

component members $**% and *rc*T? denote a plural number, then grar, bt^,

H and *r will not be substituted for them, as the efficient cause (one-ness or

duality ) is wanting here. ( 4 )

I. g«JJ^ AND 3TSR<|; SINGULAR.

Now we take wrftpsn* and sr^?* H When these compounds are

analysed, they stand thus : *lt Ttf WRT =WfW, it siftWS' = WSJ**. U

29 S
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Here the component parts B«tS and sr^ denote singular number,

and the whole compound means a third person. The compound is thus

formed srfa+.Spr^aTRtg'"!?; and so also STRf-ar?H^ W These are dvitiya

Tatpurusha compounds : and consequently they get Pr&tipadika samjfil

and g in the Norn. S. Thus stRiE5*?^^ It Here the component number

owr{ denotes a singular, and the compound itself is followed by g, and so the

rule contained in the second verse applies : and we have «rfa?*r«* and

Now we take up suRfgw^+i&CNom. Dual.)=tfraf3«is: + «T^ (y jww-
WC.VII. I. 28 S. 382). Here the rule contained in the first verse applies, so we

get *m& + ^H," *tf%W1 So also wrf^r* II

Then arf^wwr^+^stw » Here the second verse will apply, and we

have vrRrsq + 3th>= *tfftft« U So also wfatfW. II

Then in Ace. Sing and Dual we have arfasiTSand m%*TP*by the first

verse. In Ace. PI. we have arra^r^ and nwiT^by the same.

The Ins. forms are derived by applying the first verse : as srf^fir,

Wf^rwm?, wfiNrr*' &c. In the Dative Sing, the second verse will ; ppl , and

thus we get wrR^*!* and nrRwjj^il In the remaining numbers of the Dative,

the first rule will apply.

In the Ablative, the first verse will apply, as *rRrprfl[ { S ), btRrTH

(D. )«tfte«rarff(Pi.)

In the Gen. S. the second verse will apply, and so wegetarrenra

and *tRpti ll In the remaining numbers the first verse will apply.

In the Locative Sing, Dual and Plural the first verse will apply.

II. gtflcjr AND ST^Tf IN THE DUAL.

When the compounds wrRtgwjt and swft. are analysed as ^RtwrsrT:

«fi and srifWRT: art^TS., then :—

WTftawrs+^STffT^ + ST^aTft^ and so also sr^H Here the

second verse will apply. In the Norn. Dual the first verse will apply, and we
get mftfwj, and STSTPTR, ll In the Norn. PI. the second verse will apply,

and we have «Tftf»«i and stRttjpt ll

ki all numbers of the Ace. the first verse will apply, as urfrgsrw,
and srnrftt*;, and srsrprr*; and srsrrcrg; U In the plural we have arfog^ij; and

In the Ins. numbers the first verse will apply • and we have arftg^
wrrtfw'rroTC.and 3Tf%g?nft :

, and tronro, srailPTOiand vmirft: ll
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In the Dative Sing, the second verse will apply and we have aTffrgwi*^

and arfiTWJ,. The dual and plural are formed by the first verse ; as arrfflgsfpqr^

and srfaB^S. and st3?T*lTW* and srar«r*3* »

In the Ablative, the first verse applies: as srfits?ni, *tfrffR|(f\ and

^Rra^srn and sraififc BmWl and 8T3<rrc«l*!; w

In the Gen. S. the second verse will apply and in the Dual and

Plural the first : and we have ; 9*Rt?W> arRrg^ «ffaw*r3>*r 11 So also awfWT.

sf?rr?rar: and sTctUTRFiS.

«

In the Loc. Sing. Dual and PI. the first verse will apply and so we

get :—8Tf%B?rfH, wRrgw*', *rfir5*C5 l» So also sroratti, «l3n*rar: and *rai?rr§ it

III. 3«U§; and ww^[ in the Plural.

When a«n^ and srwf denote plural : as simaEr^r nwtr^ or stwr; »

Here the fourth verse will apply, and srfirgwTS: and vffo-sKq; will be declined

as follow:

—

Nom. Ace. Ins. Dat Abl' Gen. Loc.

Singular arR^w BTftg«flrr*t, srfir^wrar «Tfa3«is ^fag^c Tftftre *rfirg«ffa

«T3T?n ar?T?»ni arsrww ^rnn^ »t?twci wrRwt Bisrwft

Dual arffrnsrirw „ BTfag«tr«ir^ „ „ aqngcnftf „

BT^wrw ,. stwwt*^?. „ „ BTsr^rah
. „

Plural srRiarei^ strf?rasiir«i; 8rf%aK»itPT' sTftrgorwra^fagwrit «TRrg«»inirq:*rRrgwirg

srRr^ra: «T3TWR srcwrfts bthjw^^ mmwi stowus. snwpn^

ao? iq^cr i tf 1 \ 1 \t II

401. Upto VIII. 3. 54, inclusive, should be always

supplied in every subsequent sutra, the phrase *' of a word,*'

or " to the whole of a word/'

Note i—This is an adhikara sutra, and extends up to VIII. 3. 55, in order

of enunciation of Panini's Aslifc&dhyayi.

a** i i?rs i ^ i ? i *® ii

402. Upto VIII. 1. 68, inclusive should always be
supplied the phrase "after a pada."

«°3 i «»3^ra w*<n*rarT I * \\ \ \* li

?wrrf^swii

403. Upto VIII. 1. 74, inclusive is to be supplied

the phrase "The whole is unaccented, if it does not stand at

the beginning of the foot of a verse"
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404, For the Genitive, Dative and Accusative Dual

of yushmad and asmad, are substituted cir*^ and^ respectively,

when a word precedes it and if it does not stand at the begin-

ning of a foot of a verse, and these substitutes are anudatta.

All the three sfltras «j^r, 7^ and 9*3^ ^Wtf^rfr are applicable here.

Note:—These two sr^and ^ come in the Dual only, because other substi-

tutes have been tauglit for the Singular and Plural in the two subsequent sutras,

«o\< i sif5rrR5R *recfr^T I « l \ l \\ II

405- For (the Genitive, Dative, and Accusative)

plural of yushmad and asmad are substituted ^^ and wpt res-

pectively, (when a word precedes, and if it does not stand at

the beginning of a foot of a verse, and these substitutes are

anudatta)

This Sfltra debars the the substitutes ^and sft taught in the previ-

ous Stitra.

ao$ i ^mnw^wsRFT i c i g 1 3% n

406- For the Genitive and Dative Singular (of

yushmad and asmad are substituted ) % and it respectively,

( when a word precedes and if it does not stand at the

beginning of a foot of a verse and these are anudatta).

«o\s
1 c^Twr fitftarar. I «? i \ i ^ n

"ftwrissg *tr<ft? ?T»r%^sft^ w \ ^pft % nsft *r ?R-. «ug wft #r ftgs »\ii

gcr if % f?t#<tr: qiWrsft % ?ft 1 *ifr swjrsf *n ftri ?rlr «fr swipes1*

q: * sp II R II

TfTW^r : fare. 1 fliw^r *rr 33 1 erf 713 1 m qrg 1 3T<usr*r r%* 1 "MfcSlfas sfttfr-

^qfnri^qii^^f^T^^ 1 *r? 1 ?f?r *w*$$\ mrfi 1 %israrngft sntfi? 11

sm^rw fMfwr*K*iwr?rfw ?^&nv * ti <nnf^ it^n 1 W*r? 1 1 ^ *f v*

& ^rTW^ai 3Tf\wr wskHt it ^fi®v * u ar^i^t g ft?* 35; 1 vrrat t *rar-

sftw l qrrfr ^ ws?flffffi ^r I S% % IT ?^ M
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407. For the Accusative Singular of yushmad and

asmad are substituted c^r and W respectively, under the same

circumstances.

Verses.—"May the Lord of SH preserve thee (twa ) and me ( ma) also

here—may He give to thee ( te ), and to me ( me ) also, felicity

!

That Hari is thy ( te ) Lord and mine (me) also.

May the Omnipresent preserve you two (vam) and also us two (nau).

May God give felicity to you two ( vam ) and to us two ( nau ).

Hari is the Lord of you two (vam ) and also of us two ( nau
)

May He preserve you ( vah) and us (nali), may He give prosperity to

you ( vah ) and to us ( nah

)

He is the object of worship here of you (vah ) and of us ( nah ).

"

Why do we say "w^." *'• c - after a Pada? So that the substitutions

may not take place when pronouns are in the beginning of a sentence. As
^ qrg and notm itfS. Similarly *ri «ng also.

Why do we say "srnwt" /. e. when not at the beginning of a hemistich ?

Observe Itsk.^ : tftwsw$wr: ^reg H Here we have srwt. and not «PHS. II

The word w in the sutra indicates that the case affixes must be ex-

press and not understood, for the purposes of this substitution. Therefore,

not here : \1% fsiqgsr: though here yushmat is preceded by a word in a sentence,

and is in the Genitive case, yet «f; substitution (VIII. I. 21) does not take place,

because the case-affix is elided.

Vdrt:-~The rules 1 elating to nighata (by which all syllables of a

word become unaccented, si'ch as VIII. 1. 19 and VIII. I. 28 &c ) and to the

substitutes of yushmad and asmad apply then only, when the preceding word

which would cause the nighata or the substitution, is part of the same

sentence with the latter word. The word ^n*t or '! sentence " means that

which contains one finite verb. Therefore not here;—afr^t Tf, ?r? Tftwjrrf •

«ft?3r TT, HT *ffa«nflt \\
" Cook the food, it will be for thee. Cook the food

it will be for me.". That is, the rice cooked by thee, will do both for thyself

and myself, Here the % and "% substitutions have not taken place ( VIII. 1.

22 ) for yushmad and asmad. But the rule will apply here ;—frr$|prf W
sfifMrcailR U In the last example, the verb and the substitutes of yusmad

and asmad are not in syntactical construction with the words that immedi-

ately precede them, and yet the substitution takes place, in spite of the general

maxim ^1 ilfaft'' ( IL 1. 1 ), for rules relating to completed words apply

to such words only which are in construction,
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For wtftvrf is not in construction with %, but with srr^t i. e, wffllt

sft^T % ^TCTrft \l Yet it causes t substitution of yushmad. Though the preced-

ing words are not samartha with regard to the words that follow them, they

cause the changes, because the words are in the same sentence,

V&rt:— It should be stated, that the substitutes *r, W &c. are all

optional, when not employed in anvadesa, whether the nominative is preceded

by another noun or not ; but when there is anvadesa, then the substitution is

compulsory and not optional, Thus -qxm », ^^silff or qrnm«R''K&$r II But

in anvadesa, we have only one form, as ere^r n*f: II Which means " Brahma is

Thy (% or net ) worshipper." But in the sequel, " to Thee (% ) that art such,

our reverence is due," the form % alone is admissible,

sot; | si ^crr?Ts|*?f& t * l\ ua ll

g*3P^(«8wrar<rsq ft^T' i Tewaw'9 3 mm'- wm i *<t jR^^ wft «

408. The above substitutions do not take place,

when there is in connection with the pronouns, any of these

live, via :—*, ' and '
sir,

' or ' *, ' oh ! «n ' wonderful ',

or cr?r ' only \

Thus %Ri&.ni *«t m* m* u ekm
1

*z\ *ii m h^ &c

The word *Jt?; is employed in the sutra to indicate direct conjunction.

Therefore, where the conjunction is not direct, but intermediate, the

employment would be of the shorter forms, Thus $flr fftft' wft ll Here the

word ^ connects ^ and $R and not the pronoun in the above word. There-

fore the prohibition does not apply,

Fw<* •• 1 iRpsRwre stir vairaffi i wsrnOr 3 vr^^r «n$if«r ^ig^r u

409. The above substitutions do not take place

also in connection with verbs having the sense of " seeing "

when physical seeing is not denoted, but " knowing " is

meant.
Note .—The word qsqrqf: is equivalent to **hTT«lf:, and f^sf means

• knowledge ', i. e, verbs denoting ' to know ', an^nr* means perception obtained

through sight i. e, physical 'seeing' opposed to metaphorical '' seeing "

"

" knowing ". The substitutions of 5jf and % &o. for 3^5; and UTWJ do not take
place when these pronouns Me employed in connection Tritb. verbs denoting
• seeing '

( metaphorically ) bat not ' looking '

( physically ).
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Thus %mrr tftRffUf^. *tK*cTTOT ^mnfn tl Why do we say when not

meaning ' to look ' ? Observe *TO?s?rr T^Rr ^g^T ll

Ishti:— With regard to verbs of " Seeing " the rule should apply

even where the connection is not direct : as. ^TtR^t* 'CT wiraf?> II

<a\e> i *ar<j5r«Tr: sr*mroT fawn 1 <i I % 1 ri= \\

f%«RR^hJrvm^r^^r«?i%?W^^fr 3Ti>^r «rr?g: i ^trwi^ %*r sfw*j

410. When the pronoun follows after a Nominative

which itself is preceded by another word, then the above
substitutions may take place optionally even in auvadega.

Thus ^TR^H^^JPrfK^t^rr^ wm.u Here the alternative forms

Wf and IT are admissible.

-:o:-

We have already said that arsi^ and bt?^ substitutions do not take
place when they are in the beginning of a pack. To this, however, there is an
exception, when the first word is a Vocative, technically called «rr«Tfstfff

which is defined in the next sutra, then also though awf?; and ^^hw may
not really be in the beginning of a pada, yet the substitutions will not take
place by the sutra after next.

*\\ 1 srmfarcm; 1 * 1 * 1 «*; 11

411. The word ending with the first case-affix, in

the sense of addressing, is called Amantrita or Vocative.

«^ 1 srmTNar ^rn^^R^cj; 1 * i \ 1 ^ h

to* 1 3f»r <n 1 ^freiTFTrf* 1 *frm 1 «nr^ ^t , „ fw^wtm^rrwa^rffr

412. A preceding Vocative is considered as non-ex-
istent, ( for the purposes of the accent of the following word
and the enclitic forms of g^JTf and *T*Tf ) II

Thus 3??r! alii ^rl^rwirff 11 arrrjsroil bth! ?*?! wr! II Here 5TT
and a^jr^ cannot get the shorter form, though they are not at the beginning
of a hemistich, because they are preceded by the srrcTsewr words a# and %*r 11

Similarly in wsr the verb w does not become accentless as it would
otherwise have become by VIII. 1. 28, S. 3935.
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In SFru! f^-.i 'TOT! the rule VIII. 1. 19 S. 3654 does not apply.

Note f—Such a Vocative is treated as if not at all existing, it. is simply

ignored. The operation which its presence otherwise would have oaused does not

take place, and that operation takes place wliich would have taken place had it

not existed. What are the particular purposes served by considering it ns non-

existent ? They are ( 1 ) the absence of the accent-less-noss of tLa subsequent

Vocative, which the first, taken as a «rf , would have caused under VIII. 1. 19. S. £SG54i

As^frT ! ^5?^ ! Here the firist Vocative \w^( does not cause the second Vocative

to lose its accent, but it remains fii'Bt acute by VI. 1. 198, S. 3658 ( 2 ) The accent

less-ness of the verb required by VIII. 1. 28 S. 3935 is prevented : as,f^^ I^Rf II

(3) The substitution of the shorter forms, of 3pr£ and 8TWf, required by VIII. 1.

20-28 S. 404= ifcc. is prevented, as \*t$^ a?r (not%) flPTi STO.'^TtT T* ( nof% ; w,
f?fi£ || (4) The application ofV til. 1. 37. S.39W takes place, in spiteof the intervention

of the Vocative between the Particle and the verb ; such intervention is not considered

as taking away anything from the immediateness ( STIW^ ) of the Particle from

the verb : aa, qr^t \%TH H3@ it (5) For the purposes of VIII. 1. 47, S. 39.54 though

a Vocative may precede 3ti|J, the latter is still considered as srftfaiiffl^f and VIII.

1. 47 applies, aaf^fTf 'SfJfc q^cr^r II (6) So also in the case of VIII. 1. 49, S. 3956 as

STffr <JW«T ^^T?Ti 35fl?r WPrl 'J'srfg', no option is allowed here by VIII. 1. 50. B, 8957

In ' «?rt W^t T ! ' although the word %% is non existent, yet taking ?3T as

a preceding word *ts is used.

In X* "n n|f n%*( m&fa *(ljjft the first Vocative *i^ is considered as non-

existent with regard to Q&, and, therefore, n%n is considered as following

immediately after the padaq and thus qgVr becomes anudatta, not because of

nj, but because of %. In other words, the intervention of the Vocatives does

not stop the action of *[ II This nigh&ta or accentlessness is heard in Pada-

Pdtha only, *'. e, when the words are read separately, and not in Sanhita-read

ing. In Sanhita there will be eka jsruii of I. 2, 39 S, 3668.

413, A preceding Vocative, when it conveys a gene-

ral idea, is not to be considered as if non-existent, for the

purposes of the subsequent Yocative, which stands in apposi-

tion with the former.

Thus ^ ^»rsr *r: Trl%" O Had! O Merciful ! protect us.' w^^stf^
" O Agni ! O powerful 1" Here Iratfi^ia all anudatta by VIII. I. 19 S. 3654,

because it is preceded by a word, though that word is Vocative,

2fote;—Why do we say ^w^s^'which is a generic word'? The rule

will not apply when the Vocatives are synonyms. Thus IfSffci ^
3
ft &$fftf J**
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^r*3 f%fw> tJ*Trf%% ST^Ft TT*rn% ll All these Vocatives are synonyms of Saraswatf,

and hence all retain their accent of the Vocative (VI. 1. 198). According to Pada.

manjari the reading given in Taifctariya Br, is :—1% ^s f^ WVem ffat TCrU lf$

fa^ff, !?5Tlf^r % ^f%H^ TPm% ll sarnrs^^STI means 'a generic term'. When the first

is a generic terra, and the second is a specific term, (fsrfr^ ^^fT) qualifying the first,

and both are in the singular number, there the present rule will apply.

This sutra prevents the operation o£ the last sutra in the particular case

when the two Vocatives are in apposition, and the second qualifies the first. Thu8

8T*Jf gyr%, ^W^r^tfiWJWI^rT^T U The first vocative being considered as existing,

the second vocative loses its accent.

Why do we say ' the vocative subsequent' ? Observe ^WST ^rs% here the

Verb does not lose its accent. Why do we say ' standing in apposition' or ^WRfflSf-

gjW? Observe
a
f*rs|Tr Tf*??T s^Tf^T, here the word qfaTfr qualifies ?Rn?TT, «W»d is

not in apposition with
-^^, and hence it retains its accent.

Then applies Sutra VIII. i. 74- S. 3655 which for the sake of

convenience we repeat here.

%^«tot nmv< 1 m^ 1 wm. t stH^i sht^ i sir?*! srrlr ti

413. A. When the preceding Vocative is in the plural

number, it is optionally considred as non-existent, if the sub-

sequent Vocative, in apposition with it, is a specific term.

Here the author of the Mahabhashya states :
—

" The word bahu~

vachanam should be added to the sutra to complete the sense." That is the

sutra should run as favufaw fW*I«PT*PT STf^ri»i H We have therefore translated

the sotra with this emendation of Patanjali.

Thus fq jpw. *«rr: w^rs 1 SKTrt *«l or ft vrff ll Here even in anvade§a,

there is optional substitution of qr* for gwirsfc ll

Now, we take up the declension of j^rf. In the strong, I e, in the

first five cases it is declined as :

—

Sing. Dual. PI.

Nom : s<rni or $wz, &mt g«rrft

Ac. SJ'TTf?.. STffK

In the formation of the Ace : PI. and the rest, the ollowing rule

applies.

30 S
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« *tt I "TT^: ^ 1 * 1 * I U9 II

414. For tug; is substituted qg; when the former is

Bha.

Note i—The substitute replaces the whole form TfC and not only the final,

on the maxim f^ff^HTr^?^r^r wrf??T " substitutes take the place of that which is

actually enunoiatqd in a wile." It

Thus the Ace. PI. is Tgw H Instr: Sing and Dual are g<*$r, ST^MTH. &c.

Now we take up the declension oi irpswu. meaning 'kindling fire.' It

as declined as.

Sing. Dual. PI.

Nom. ^Tfr^Ttl or 3rffcr«fl[ «Tf^*Pfl: STffcWT

Snstr: Dual is HTf^lC^ni, &c.

Here ends the declension of Masculine Nouns ending in n.

-0-

Declension of Masculine Nouns ending in *q\

Now we take up the declension of irrsw.

According to Stttra. III. 2. 59, S. 373, the affix rf** is employed

after the verb st*^ to make it a Pratipadika, before the case terminations.

Thus having got the noun wrs**, in its declension, the following

mles apply.

Tp?r^ 5ft«rt 1 3«w *wr«*i tipirspttq ira^f $?>* 3»*iv. i ^rrf < «*3wprara^i" i «tr#i

i

jrrw ! mwu infrtt

415. In a root-stem ending in a consonant preceded

by q;,—-this T not being added to the root owing to its having

an indicatory S (VII. 1. 58)—the q; is elided when an affix

having an indicatory w or ^follows.

By Sutra Vlt, 1. 70. S. 361, the, stem «*% gets the augment 3* in

the strong cases.
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Then by VIII. 2. 23. S. 54, the last consonant is dropped. By VIII.

2. 62. S. 377. which says that 'a stem formed with the affix f^PJ. substitutes

at the end of a word, a guttural for the final Consonant' we get the N, S. as

ur? thus:—jrt^ +S = tr^ (VI. 4. 24 S. 4i5) + S-«n + J* (VII. 1. 70. S. 361).

+ .* + g«ur^ ,«T + ( SJ is elided by VI. 1. 68 S. 252). = ur.^ ^-itr. (^ being

elided by VIII. -2. 23. S. S4) ra Tr^ ( ^turned to ^ by VIII. 2. 62. S. 377).

The N. Dual &c. are formed by changing the s^ into anuswara, and

then the anuswara into s^ by VIII. 4. 58. S. 124.

Thus jrHrf, >ri*r: 5 Ace. jrNw irrtr.

In forming the Ace. PI. &c. the following rules apply.

v\t 1 *w. 1 * 1 « 1 \\< 11

gipR* rwi <sjfi\ frrereinsq sir- sw;j: h

416. thesrofsr^r (when 3**^ loses its nasal,) is

elided at the end of a Bha stem.

The lengthening of the first member takes place by VI. 3. 138:

S4I7"

417. The final vowel of the preceding member

is lengthened before arsj, when it assumes the form ^ having

lost its nasal and the vowel sr II

Thus Ace ; PI ; is qrr*r: ; Instr : Sing or Dual are jrrm, Jn**^r? &c.

Now we take up the declension of jjwtf^ tl In strong cases, it is

declined as JJ3T5., Jrcrssft, tmsni II jtstp^TI., ims^r, In weak cases, 3? is elided

by VI. 4. 138 S 416. and though this lopa is a bahiranga process, while the

Wi or semivowel Sandhi is an antaranga process, yet this lopa is not

considered asiddha for the purposes of this sandhi. This proceeds on the

maxim 8Tf?rs5?r» &c. See under Sfltra I. 3. 11 S. 46. Thus Ace : PI: is

n$\-m, Instr : Sing is irsfV^j n &c. flra + sV^+^°nfET + ar!3r4^ \\ Here two
sfltras simultaneously appear for application, viz. ^"fqurrV and ar*P tl Now
S#^oifa is antaranga, because the efficient cause «t of 9TT is inside

that of ^p^; and the efficient cause ^th by which at of arw would
be elided is outside ; therefore spr adeia should take place first, thus

Tfa+s^+WS^.ir^+sr'ij.+ sr^ll After this n should be elided :. as5Ra + ,«r+
?H llThis however gives us no form, and so relying on the maxim STf^ojft"
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&c, the snaxjf ^substitution is set aside. Now, we take up the declensi-

on of %(&% as compounded with the pronoun bt^ meaning srgi£ srs^ftr it

Thus we have wr?H + 9i3^+f§RLti Here applies the following sutra.

418. In the room of the last vowel, with the con-

sonant that follows it, of a Pronoun and of the words ireo^

and ^rsr, is substituted «J%, when am has no visible

affix following it.

Thus STf5+9T3:,«[=9T?fJir+8T5
,

l'=8?fBI + 8hsr. At this stage, applies the

following sutra.

419. When the pronoun w^ does not end in *r

then there is substituted ^ or gj for the vowel after 3, and K
for g; II

The short 13 in the sutra is a samahara dvanda compound including
both the short * and long 3;. By the rule of antartama I. r. 50 S. 39, the short
vowel and the consonant following it will be replaced by the short * ; and the

long vowel with the consonant following it will be replaced by the long $.
Thus wnTO*3^~«T$s^+iR^ *. e. the first I and w are changed to nand 3.

and the second ? and * are also changed to n aod 3 ; so the declension is.

Nom. Ace. Ins.

Sing, srgga^ «Til*r« nvsht
Dual. BTg^-lt srggq^ arggq^^n &c.

Pi- frss^: **mi*n &c.

The 3 being considered as asiddha, there is no sandhi in s^sH or
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in snif 1*^ for the Sandhi rule rotaprft is contained in the Sixth Book

of Panini, while this g substitute is ordained in the Tripadi portion of Ashta-

dhyayi. Hence the Sutra VIII. 2, 1. S. 12 applies.

Some, by applying the following maxim, get the form BrfS^ajjl

Paiibhdshd :
—"When a modification is ordained with regard to some

thing which is not final, the operation takes place on that only which is in

proximity to the final." The second class apply this maxim and make g

change only for f which stands in proximity to the final.

There is a third form, wrfBRf which is obtained by explaining the

«T$! in the Sutra as «f: %^*j cffcnfir:, *W vm*m vmv fmft 11
" The word

Ufa in the sutra is a Bahuvrihi, and means that in which *r is substituted for

Cr" 11 The sutra is thus confined to the form wf^ derived by changing the ^ into

W by VII. 2. 102. and not to any other v\y 11

Thus there are three views with regard to the application of the

present sutra :

—

(1) the? ofsrf, and f ofsrnj are both changed to g by the present

siltra
; (2), the first * is not changed, but only ff ; (3) none is changed. Thus

we have (1) «m*^(VII. I. 7°. VI. 1. 68, VIII. 2. 23 and 62), srggq-tr, srgg.

q*i 11 (2) Secondly, Brjgir^, wm&, **&(* It (3) Lastly *Wl%, vwptt&H,

VRfltfrs •• The above verse summarises this :

Verse

:

—Some ordain that g should come separately for both adas and

adri, as there is double m (in "ftffomct&t see sutra VIII, 2. 18 and VI I. 4. 90 S.

2644) others would have g only for the last portion which stands in proximity

to the final, (i. e. for y); while a third class would have no where, because

they explain *ftrt of the sutra by confining it to: VII. 2. 102."

Note:—Thus Rwir^rT«=B R«f^^i This form ie thus evolved. %T* +

fo^-^Rf + = »jw + 5«t(Vn. 1. 70) Then there is elision of the final ooDJunot

consonant s^, then the final dental is changed to guttural becanse of the 1%^ affix

( VIII. 2. 62), e. i. n is ohanged to f. and we 'have aqr§- which with fas^fj, gives

the above orm-faw^, fT^^» «^8£J' «rfjt ftnd Stfa (VI. 8. 95) have acute on the

final irregularly (ni patana) in order to prevent the krit-accent. and when I is

changed into ?t the following vowel becomes svarita (VII. 2. 4),

Note:—Why do we say of r^sjtr nnd^f ? Observe *rw*ft *» »mtof%, the

feminine 3^<r being added by IV. 1. 6 Vdrt. The «r of s^r is elided by VI. 4. 138.

and the final of vvq is lengthened by VI. 3. 138. Why ' when sr*r follows 'P

Ohserve ft^»f^ II Why do we say ' when the affix J follows ' P Observe ft«*.

rfrohl The* is totally elided by VI. 1. 67. Another reading of the sutra is

STJTSfa ( ?T^r?rrasr3ri| ) II It wonld give the same result, the meaning then being

when no affix follows, The word aiftirat or arjpqit indicates by implication that in.
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other pines where simply a verb is mentioned, it means a word-form beginning

with that verb -which, ends with some affix. For had 8TSfWii| not been used, then

the rule would have applied nfot only when aneli followed, but when anchana

ending in Fg? also followed. The maxim >TT3*T?*II ?Tfrf% f^RRs^ is illustrated

in 3T3J?g;sf and 3*3?=^ ;
for Vlll. 3 46. teaches that visarga is changed into 5

when §5 follows. There the f; denotes not only the root ^ bat a word derived

from
.fj, therefore which begins with $, sack as mtV and fK: II Therefore the

rule applies to forms like 3TJJ?|!^ which is followed merely by the verb %> ; &h well

as to forms like 3T3Wfi?P II

Now we take up the declension of 35% It is declined in the Nomi-
native as 5J^ (S), ijcpfr (Dual) ?$*r: (PI).

Before the weak cases the following rule applies :

—

«*o
1 ^ she 1 % 1 « 1 \V< n

420. Long I is substituted for the w of that ( 3rai )

where the nasal is elided after the word ^, when the stem

is Bha.

As asfhp, stfNr, 3*™sit«ui

Now we take up the declension of gr*^ II In its declension the

following rule applies :

—

?rtr«rair5%s^^#r <ft i srrat^t ^^Y i s^ti 1 w$r*r- 1 sflrsrr n

421. *rfsr is substituted for sm, before this stsj

when no visible affix follows.

Thus srn*g> , *r**rf , *t*snrr, sr«rrs n

Ac : PI : SPftT' ; Instr : Sing ^itf-trr \\

Now we take up the declensionof e? -hs^^ll In its declension the

following rule applies :

—

422. *rf»r is the substitute of q%, before srs'a; fol-

lowed by no visible affix.

Thus *rs^, *r«hft, h«^t. ; and srtfhrs, srtffTr ll See VI. 3. 138 for

long vowel.

Now, we take up the declension officii In its declension, the
following, rule applies :—
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«^3 1 frrcsrf^srar* l « 1 ? 1 w 11

ftfrm. 1 fira^r 1 ffiw 1 taw » Rrc^rfaHure

«

423. faft is substituted for Tefcsr before this ststt

when no visible affix follows, provided that the sr of srs^

is not elided.

Thus fir^, ffii&'tit, frfifa: II Why do we say ' when there is no

elision ' ? Observe Rr;w, fcfcw; U Here sr is elided by VI. 4. 138. The word

s^?jr7 in the sOtra is ambiguous. It may mean either (l) "where sf is elided "

or ( 2 )
" Where there is no elision ". The latter meaning should be taken

however.

Now, we take up the declension of JT + sf^F, when sf^ means 'to

honor '. There are two roots { b1^ ), both belong, to the Bhvadi class, one

meaning ' to honor' and the other ' to move ' The declension of ' 9*5 ' mean-

ing ' to move ' has already been exhibited above. But when it means * to

honor ' its declension is governed by the following rule :

—

isir'TTwrawtsfr'fr *r 1 «rta: 1 irhrr 1 jmroipt. 1 ur^g 1 ut^ 1 *tf s^ tr^grsrac 1

^ jmr^iP'tfHprat; 1 3tw scFerurf^tr *wr<rr«rrfrsr? ftir?^ 1 %3^i **lr 1 5^ 1

^sm'^ire 11 nr ! w >' 1%%% 1 T^rsi ' T^rs^ 1 wrw> 1 srVrl «r?*r<». 1 mtfiffi

^rafrq-: 1 3[»i!^w 1 §f? 1 if?; 1 $%** 1 91^' 1 S*?5 1 §??:*§ 11 ifain <Z*™WZ£ff-
•T

,es^*i * 11 ?% prqn^slt *t3t%«rf grn5 wrfi; 1 ^PiTfrspf 1 wotw sft tf1* 1 f^rcr

$s*i?r ?i% *ifri. 1
T?rs^t 1 t?cs3: i ? t?i 1 t«?r: 1 i??rr 1 *r?wnrfa«[rft 11

424. The nasal of *T3J is not elided when the mean-

ing is ' to honor \

And as the nasal is not elided by VI. 4. 24. S. 415 there is rlo gn
augment. Thus.

Singular Dual Plural

Nominative jfl^ sri'^lr JTfas

As ^is not elided, so there is no elision of st also by VI. 4. 138. 'S.

416. Thus the weak forms are Ac: PI: jrfa-: II Inst: Sing and dual

are srint, stt^hitjj; U Loc. Plural is Jiri^f or irr^f ll

Similar is the declension of jtwtt when ' sr'w ' means ' to honor ',

Thus Ace : Plu : is jrshr, and not HsfK: II Similarly the Ace : Plural

of WftHHis aTggiwand not srgSf"^ H

Similarly the Ace ; plural of 3^ is *&*'• and not 3^T II
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Now, we take up the declension of ^\ This word, as already men-

tioned in sutra III. 2. 59 S. 373 is irregularly formed by adding the affix f^
to the root ag 5^ meaning " to curve or make crooked " or " to be or become

small ". Thus it is declined :

—

Sing. Dual. PI.

Norn. JB3E, «H*r •&*:

Instr t Dual is $jp3r*r, &c

Now, we take up the declension of >r§rg^r,. In Nom : Sing, the "w is

changed to the guttural, by Sutra VIII. 2,308.378. It is declined as

follows :

—

Sing. Dual. PI.

Nom. tpStip. or «nfigw imtg*?!- <ratg*r: &c.

>

Now, we take up the declension of fj^w. It is thus formed :—g +

Br^gr+i%nin the sense of §5 ^Trt? meaning 'that which cuts well' The?,

being vocalised by VI. 1. 16 S. 2412., it becomes g + %<$% + O. By VIII. 2.

36 S. 294. the «^ is changed to *r. By VIII. 2. 29. S. 380, the initial fr is

elided.* Thus we getg + <|w. The srjs changed to arand finally to £ by

VIII. 2. 39 S. 84. and VIII. 4. 56 S. 206. Thus its declension is as

follows :

—

Sing. Dual. PI.

Nom: SfrorffC WV& 5fl^
The Loc. PI. is gfyjg or ifig.

* Note:—This vould be true in the view that the original root wna Sf^E,

•with a dental ^ which becomes jt by J^fsirsf VIII. 4. 40 S. 111. This ff substitution

is asiddhft for VIII. 2, 29.

Declension of Masculine Nouns ending in jj.

Now, we take up the declension of «t$?f\ This word is formed by the

Unadi affix srfir (Unadi sutra II. 84) which means that the words
i^jj,

sj^,

*!33 and 3tn?[ are irregularly formed with the affix srf|r with the force of the

present tense and are operated upon as if they were followed by *rg affix. Since

*^H is to be treated as if it was formed by the^ affix, therefore, the rule

VII. 1. 70S. 361 would cause the insertion of 5^. and the sutra VI. 4. 10

S. 317 would cause the lengthening of «r. Thus.
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Sing. Dual. PL
Nom. 1?t* ^WHt »ifr»?r!

Voc. flfl it >>

Ace. *n5r*a* i) 1951'

Instr. t?rtt ^^ti **ft'.

&c. &c.

:o:-

Now we take up the declension of tftaij;. It is formed with the

affix 33^.

In its declension, the following rule applies :

—

TsewRwfaifr tfir- <i% 31. 1 $wf{ 1 *fta*HV 1 $tH*& 1 9 <ft*R 1 ^^i|r ^$<t 1 ^mt^-

^rr»irar wss^rww Pwirtf*. 1 qran»£rnsiipJ w*?qrafwr?f 1 ?f *r sen *qh *Httfir <r i sr«rr-

425. Iq the Nominative Singular ( with the excep-

tion of the Vocative Singular ) the penultimate vowel is

lengthened in a stem ending in sig, and a?*r when the conso-

nant ( WflQ does not belong to a root.

The 3t ( «0 is added to the above by VII. r. 70, after the elongation

has taken place, for if added before elongation, the vowel no longer being

penultimate, will not be lengthened at all. This is because of the force of this

sutra, which though precedent in the order of enunciation in Panini's

Ashtadhyayi, and therefore ought to have been superseded by the subse-

quent arid nitya sutra ( VII. 1. 70 S. 361) ordaining gn, yet is not so. Thus
its declension is

Siugular dual
'

Plural

Nominative tftlfH vffjT^Y $t*F%'>

Vooative % >f(*Pl

Before the weak case terminations, it is declined like j^q\

Note:—aiq;:—as 5TOP1 jpiSir:, g'sfafU U Why dc we say ' not belonging

to a dhatu ' P Observe ft<>3iT: where g; belongs to the root q% ( fqo* ir^% ), so also

^Nf' "*A m^ ) II The BTW having no significance as an affix &o. is also included

here, on the strength of the maxim "whenever 9T«J. or fq_ or "sr^ or H«I> when they

are taught in Grammar denote by I, 1. 72, something that ends with these, tkera

3i S
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they represent these combination of letters, both in so far as they possess, and also in

bo far as they are -void of a meaning ". O^faHWI. H?IR a**re<n nr?[*!Hfa H rj^mftfa

ff*ff3R|f»lif) II The word ST'cT in the sAtra indicates whatever ends in ?T3 whether

when first enunciated ( ?T^r ), such as Tfg, tK*tjj &o. w which assumes the form

«Tg in grammatical inflection, such as 13"$., which in -npadesa ends in srg<£, but be-

comes srg in Rijf«T or application. In Vocative singular we have ? nfa!*,^ 3J<W

this rule not applying there.

Even in the case of Denominative roots, the lengthening will take

place, The prohibition of snfn?T in this sutra applies to original roots and not

to derivative roots from nouns. Thus ^K^fiTOfS -»nroaRr "He wishes to have

cows." The affix <j^ is added toniHJtin forming the derivative root by

III, I. 8. or III. r. 10. with the force of "wishing" or "behaving." The root is

nfast. It is a deiivative root, and so it does not fall within the prohibition

•of this sutra. Now *itom + (&%<= iip«l (*J is dropped by VI. 4. 48, and $ by

VI. 4. 50). " One wishing to have cows," Here intends with w[ (which was

•part of the original affix »fi|W added to «tt) and here we will have lengthening

=as well as gn.ii

The $»!. will be added for the following reason ;

—

In the sQtra afirf^r VII. 1. 70. S, 361 the root srs^T, is taken for

the sake of niyama or restriction, that is, the operations dependent upon ugit,

when applied to roots, will apply to the root aflchu only, and not to any

other root having an ugit. Thus in WJand s*?f there is no ugit operation.

Therefore, we could have easily inferred that no other root except sr>5

would take 3^ under that sutra, The specific mention of 8T«rrar* in that

sfltra would have become redundant, But the fact, that Panini has

mentioned sffHjrtff: in that sutra, indicates that by vfRfti is meant the original

root and not a derivative root.

Thus we have *ffir*I, "One who wishes to be possessed of cows."

Now we take up the declension of *r«rcr. not derived from »£., but from

»flj meaning ' to shine ', ( see Uijadi sutra I. 63 ) with the affix yfjj » Thus

WT+TfjJ^'Wt ( tlle arr is elided by VI. 4. 143 and I. 4. 18 because the affix

has an indicatory « ). It is declined as

Singular Dual Plural

Hominative n^ *pr;^ vr^rf< &c.

But when it is derived from the root 15. with the affix $r$, as it does

not then end with the affix btjt, the penultimate is not lengthened, Thus in

this case, the Nominative Singular is vr*^.

Now, we take up the declension of w^ formed from the root *fr with

the affix npjr li The root is reduplicated, The reduplication is technically
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called W'TO as defined below, and because it is sparer, it does not get the

augment gtf, for the sutra after next prohibits it.

we. 1 sr*r MjTOii i s 1 1 1 «i ii

426. Where reduplication is treated in the Sixth

Book of Panini's Asht&dhyayi, the two which are directed,

both are collectively called Abhyasta,

427. The Participial-affix *r<| ( ar^-s^ ), does not

take the augment g*c after a reduplicate stem,

Thus wi> wiiw ; "

Note :-.—This is an exception to VII. 1. 70, and applies of course to

BMTtaimaafch&na or strong cases. The 5^ is to be read into this sufcra from VII.

1. 70 ; lor the negation of this sfltra cannot apply to f taught in the preceding

sufcra, for f is never ordained after satri : therefore, though several other

operations intervene, yet 5H is to be read here.

Now, we take up the declension of sWrj, formed with the affix sr?

added to the root ^pjr. Its declension is governed by the following

Sutra :—

«^ 1 &{%mT%*r. *3 1 c 1 1 1 3 n

«i? vjra^rsw) uf^iiw ^m ifaswiwi^jrs *f ; 1 -mil, 1 wr ' awSr 1 ar^rar) 1

428. So also the six roots, with jakshi itself as the

seventh, are called abhyasta.

Note ;—The word abhyasta is nnderstood here. The verb jakshi and the

sis verbs that follow it in bhe Dkatupafha, in all seven verbs, get this designation.

These are Stiff, ^ItJJ, 'jftjT. TO^[i *IT^> #*ft and lift II ( PAnini has overlooked "3pft

and mentions only the first six. ) By getting the designation of Abhyasta, the

participles derived from these verbs are decliued like f?fj[ II \

Thus WH* or 3W$ ( N. S ) atwlt ( N. Dual ) ; mm* ( N. Plural )!

Similar is the declension of arrq^, sftjrjf , qrmn, ^T^SfC » <iHr and %?fr though

exhibited in the Dhatupa^ha as ^^rsf. and %fi^with an indicatory ^ and

therefore, they ought to be sn^fti^t by I. 3. 12. S. 2158, yet they are "TC^rqfl

because of the Vaidic irregularities. These form their Nominative Singulars

as tf«u;ij[ and >sqqf

Here ends the declension of Masculine Nouns ending j£.
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Declension of Masculine Nouns ending in 5. Now we take up 'the

declension of ipr which is formed from the ^rf| root ?j<r with the affix fij^r.

The stm, of the ^qf$ class is optionaly elided by III. 1.31, S. 2305. It

is declined as

Nom : scr or 5^ , ^r, g<T: ; Instr : Dual gswui &c.

Here ends the declension of Masculine Nouns ending in ^.

o

Declension of Masculine Nouns ending in *r,

Now, we take up the declension of ^r^formed according to the

following Sutra:

—

429. The affix %^ as well as ^^ comes after the

verb s*J 'to see' when it is in combination, with^ &c. which

precede it, and when it does not signify perception.

Note :—The force of '^T' is that the r^ri^alao comes under similar circum-

stances, S^ &o. are pronomis, for a list of which see I. 1. 27., Thus ?«H?^t V

430. 3?[ is substituted for (the final of the Pronouns

( 1. 1. 27) before these words ^k
, ^ and the affix 3^3 II

Thus tnr + £?j + f%T*=flT (by the present sfttrji) +^ + ftte^=.tiT +^
(thesis changed to 3; by VIII. 2. 62. S. 377). This^is not perceived

(a^t%^) for the purposes of «r change by VIII. 2, 36, S. 294, Thus we have

WISr-wwE (VII. 2. 39. S. 84.)-«n^ ( VIII. 2. 62. S. 377 ). = ?5i^(optionally

by VIII. 4- 56 S. 206).

Thus Nom. forms are HT??Kor m^, <trs^T, mW—According to th*;

opinion of Kaiyat and Haradatta &c. the form would be ms^but never m%,
in the alternative when it is notwfS?. Because they apply the 55^ rule as an

apav&da to stk* rule and by 5-^ they get ^ in the place of ^l (See Padamaojari

p. 953) :
and 7?, will never become it by VIII. 2. 39. S. 84 ; because *?r obtained

by f^JfWRq §: VIII. 2. 62. is asiddha or not perceived by the "STjiesr rule
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VIII. 2. 39. S. 84. Or we may say *hat ^T is not asiddha for Panini himself

has changed cr into n in the word f$fj (See IV. 4. 54 S. 1429 ).

Now, we take up the declension of r^J. This is formed by the affix

faf^ added to the root fasj ' to enter.' The 5T is changed to «r by VIII. 2. 36.

S. 294 which is changed to ^ by VIII. 2. 39. S. 84 and optionally to ^ by
VIII. 4 56. S. 206.

Thus it is declined as

Sing. Dual. PI.

Nom. i%* or f%$ Prat f%*p

Ace pro* &c &c.

-:ot

Now, we take up the declension of 1^. In its declension, the following

rule applies.

%\\ I JTCfaT I * I ^ 1 ^ M

nw= ^nrfss?rr^ffr ^r ?q[?<Tfr% 1 i?pi 1^1 st?i t? 1 *Hih *rcp 1 *r»«tPi.»

431. The final of^ at the end of a word is op-

tionally changed to a guttural.

Note :—Hero the root T?T has taken RpT in denoting ' condition, or state '

;

by considering it as belonging to ^Tfrfl class.

Thus there are four forms in the Nominative. Singular namely : ~-*f^

or ?t«t or n? or sr^ u

Nominative Dual ^nd Plural are fr^t, *iw .

Instr : Dual is n*»nnt,and n^ir &c.

Now, we take up the declension of ^^f^ Its declension is

governed by the following rule :

—

*Vl I ^pftsg^t r%^ I 3 I 1 1 «t*s 11

stst* s^tt^ **% f|r<"irii 1 ^1^ 1 ffn?iT 1 fffe?^r 1 f?rc$5P 1 ftranwrair

*rcirftfa srgpftsresmrrt (eF^h f?^ 1^ 1 sreT^P JTr^q; 1 fir^r inn?*^ 1 *«»rr?tf$r-

"nifftt ffa 1 f^m^r^T^ T faTr?*^ 1 a^r*!'? ^rem t: n; 1 ^«ofr#i^ «r^ ^«t i i^ifr

Wpv 1 ^^r^qrw^rff 1 *arnr gwrraffirt ms?: 1 ^31 1 tsrs'fr » *sCst: i «i^r $^1^1
Krf i Bf^: 1 v^\ 3 i q^g»§3n% g^ 1 BT^rfirfir t^'^^I^^^' ' sCrsgsrrRw «Rf

fa^ 1? sifter iT5^ »tww PrcuPifir ^Trfsrmig^rra^P 1 «r»°ni, 1 «t^ 1 <r*g 1 m*z-

«freitra *^i it
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432. The affix %s* comes after the verb^ < to

touch ', when it is in composition with a case-inflected word

other than ^spK ' water '.

Thus lar ^Jftfit^fWIw, Nominative Singular ff?r?$ar he who touches

clarified butter.' ^SfftTC+S^^+f? +o (VI. 1. 68)=*i$ + (VI. 1.67,

and VIII. 2.62).

Nominative Dual and Plural are fWf&, ?WS& respectively.

;o:

In the sutra fgwaww f !
, VIII. 2. 62, S. 377 if we take the compound

Qfraww as a Bahuvr'ihi, meaning a root to which the affix rtfr^ can be added,

then the gutturalization will take place, even when the affix ftf^ is added. Thus

the root ?j^ takes the affix fgp^ when in compound with another word. But

when it is used alone it takes the affix f|;<3r. This |f;<T .will also produce the

guttural change, because ^^ is a root which is liable to take the affix fff^

Thus^«jK&c. Here the ^ is changed to w then to qr, then to ^ and then

optionaly to «R,as shown above.

Here ends the declension of Nouns ending in %
-:o:-

Declenslon of Masculine Nouns ending in c,

Now, we take up the declension of $%%, It is formed from the

root fsrtm; ' to be impudent '. Thus g^+fff^^ffa^il Here there is redupli-

cation and the final has acute accent . (III. 2. $g. S. 373 ), The * of ^j«r

must be changed to gr before guttural isation. Then this % should be

gutturalised to Q and then »r is optionally changed to as\ Thus ^jw or ^J»J,

^jsr, V&ft tl &c.

Now, we take up the declension of t?*g$r meaning 'one who steals

gems'. It is regularly declined as

Sing. Dual. PI.

Nom. WSJ or x*VC8^ W^r ^ST-
Now, we take up the declension of^. It is always plural. By

Sutra VII. 1. 22. S, 261, the Nom. and Ace. PI. terminations are elided

after it, Thus Nom. Ace. PI. arevror«T|ll Instr. PI, q^fas 11 Dat. and

Abl. PL *!**•• 11 In forming the Genitive PI, the augment g^. is added by

VII. 1. 55. S. 338. to the case-termination wt. Thus q^+Hpt^^-t-HT*.
By the exception made in the Sutra VI II. 4. 42. S 114 the ^ of ?ui is

changed to «r, Thus ^+nri*«t^+'>r[ii, ll The optional substitution of a
nasal in the place of ?: required by VIII. 4. 45 S. n6 is superseded
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by the Vartika under the same sfitra, which requires the nasal substitution

compulsorily in the Secular literature. Thus «r^+m^— «r°5rr^. The Loc
PI. is *r&g or ^g.

The declension of «Tg is the same when It is the final member of a

compound. Thus q^sr? (N. PI.) ttwstpiCG. PI.) But when it is the secondary

member of a compound, the Norn, and G. PI. are ftw^: and RwTPS.
respectively.

Here ends the declension of Nouns ending in v.

:o:

Declension of Masculines ending in w.

We take up the declension of ftqfcw (meaning 'wishing to read'). Tt

is derived from the root ffiqfa'iT with the affix fe%%. The sr of ^ is elided

by VI. 4. 48. S. 2308. The tf was changed tog; by VIII. .3. 39, S. 153.

But this is not perceived by the Sutra requiring the substitution of«sr.

into?, for it is precedent in the order of enumeration in Panini's AshtA-

dhyayi. (VIII. 2. 66. S. 162). Thus ft<rf*sr+g=Fr<*fr<SC-i-0 (by VI. 1. 68. S.

252). Now ftqfS'a; gets the name of a pada though the affix jj is elided after

it (1. 1.6 2. S. 262). Therefore the <sr which is really ^ becomes ^. Thus ft^f^
becomes ftqm. At this stage applies the following Sutra.

V33 I ^foqvrwr "fm PR* K 1 * 1 ^ ll

433. A penultimate % or "* is lengthened, when the

final or a1 of a root can stand at the end of a Pada.

Thus fqrfirt becomes ftqsf: •

The Nominative Dual and Plural are rfiji'S^I' and faTflr^.

The Inst : Dual is fa'mwi'rir

In forming the Locative Plural the sutra VIII. 3. 36 S. 151 as well

as the following comes into operation.

qrrti Jf^^viftsftf^qi TO* ^wfc^MHW w\n I gfcjf a^ «r??tK, I FttS?«S f*T-

F*«-ft: I f***«?f I !%lfl$i I *!• 5<tfl3 Pratt* ftspfs I f«(^ii I ^WlVr I flTO»T»aqff|wT<r; (

"ro^nfaww* ftsnf 1 ft> 1 Upt* 1 frr- 1 i^sr iRr *n Tr«ra.i $*w 1 ft«^r 1 iw 1 <frrr \

ftr«r jjwt 1 wHwrrft mi 1 qrmwr%3rm#w*rrs?rw<T: 1 artfW «r 1 3r»<r«r3f 1 f%r?s: 1

faft^t ftr?«fr 1 frftw: 1 ^m"im shot?; i <tO nf 1 s& »w » %£ > *ir*^ > *rr<«ftr

1
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«?tw \ «^tom*«m ««^p«(t fisft 3 t-strtfift i «ra$ft i fasfrrc* ^^f^^rer*! i£*rf%vft$*

f^r I <j* Rtlf i firer^j i fftr nit i 55 TOcftRr 5<ft' 1 sft«ft ' Sfrs: 1 gpfcrr 1 gtfufcr, i

5<frS 1 5<tf«5 1 7* 3ft< 1 s«r <»** 1 ftOTi ftfiSr " nrsfa: ' f f*W f*C«r*i Rtf8r 11

434. The substitution, of 5 foe ^ takes place then

also, when any one of these singly, namely, the augment *

( 3* ), the visarjaniya or a sihilant occurs between the said

f}% and $ letters or the *r.

Thus ft«Tf%w + ^,= f^r?r^(tbe, % of f* is lengthened by the last

sutra, because the base before this affix gets the designation of pada by I.

4. 17.S. 23o)+g=-ffa#B;(thewbeing changed to ^ by the present sutra ) + $-

ftqr;rfa| or fartfi 3 11

The «{$( takes place, when g>l, &c. intervene singly and not when they

ntervene collectively. Therefore not here fk^d *tb u kissest', r*N^ 'kiss thou',

from the root f^w ' to kiss.' Here there is the intervention of two, namely,

g* and w( III. 4- 9 r )-

From the explanation in Mahabhashya in explaining fftra? we learn

that the 3*1, of this sutra must be the anusvara which replaces 5*. and not

any other anusvara. Therefore not in 5(^3 or jg. Here there is no q- change.

Though anusvara was included in the pratyahara *r? by the Vartika w^

'3R*tR«r^ " the visarjaniya, anusvara jihvamultya and upadbmanlya should be

included in the T^pratyAhara for the sake of srtf vidhi and sr^ vidhi"; yet

the separate mention 3* in this sutra indicates that that anusvara is to be

taken which results from 5^.
Now, we take up the declension of fcrtflrf: This is formed

from the Desidetative root f^raflra meaning * wishing to make ' with

the affix tg; 1

?... This is thus formed:—5 +^11 Here the augment |^
is not added because of the sutra VII. 2, 10. S. 2246 or VII. 2. 12. S. 2610- the

affix *rsj is 1%^ by I. 2, 9. S. 2613 and therefore there is no guna by I. 1. 5. S.

2217. Then there is lengthening of the vowel by VI, 4. 16. S. 2614. Then the

Bjg is changed to ^ by VII. 1. 100. S. 299. Then the root is reduplicated

by Vi. 1. 9. S. 2395.
Thus we get f^f^ 11 The first r is elided by VII. 4. 60. S. 2179 and

first i*j changed to ^ by VII. 4. 62, S. 2245. Thus we have f%n%< 11 Now, f^f%^
+ s - ftftjfr H Then the m of *r is elided by VI. 4. 48 S. 2308. Thus ftqfrt
To this is added the N. S. case termination S || prf^+5 ll The affix 1
is elided by VI, 1.68. S. 252.

Then we have ft-ft^ 11 Now the final ^ is elided by VIII. 2. 24. S.-
280. Thus we have f%^ « The f of% is lengthened by VIII. 2. 76 S l*t
Thus we have P*eftj u

* *M
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The lengthening in Wtntf &c. is by are^n, VI. 4. 16. S. 2614 by

which the % is lengthened before *p* affix. We did not apply this sutra, in

Nominative S. because *pr was already dropped.

Thus the Nominative forms are Profts, ft&gtfft, rP#f& II The lengthen-

ing takes place by VIII. 2, 76,77. S. 433- and 354-

The Loc : Plural is f%r#| \\ Here «_ Is not changed to visarga,

because it is not the r of *j but it is a portion of the word itself ( see sutra

VIII. 3- * 6- S. 339. )

Now, we take up the declension of^ : This is formed by the Unadi

affix fr^ added to the root ^fUnadi II. 69). The srn. of ^t^ is elided because

the affix after it has an indicatory ^ see VI. 4. 143 S. 316, though the base is

not *r. Thus frf.ll Then ^ is changed to ^. But this change is asiddha for the

purposes of 5 and visarga change. Thus N. S. is %v 11 N. Dual and Plural

are ^rtr, ffa1 respectively. In the weak cases it has two forms, thus, ^t<suf!

or trf: ( Ac Plural ) ; frwnr or %«rr ( Inst : singular ), for in these cases

*i« is replaced by ^nt by VI. 1. 63. S. 228.

Note:—the *T1 portion .of^ is elided by VI. 4. 143. S. 316. and though,

the base before it in not vr strictly speaking Sutra Vl. 4. 143. could not apply neve,

for that sutra is confined to vr bases only. But ns the 5T of the affix ^tq must

produce some effeor, it produces the elision of fi portion of $H by the analogy of

VI. 4. 143.

Now, we take up the declension of far^t, : It is formed from

the root fa^with the Desiderative affix *r»Ul Thus Pr«j +^ u The aug-

ment R, is not added because of the prohibition contained in VII. 2.

io. S. 2246. The srn affix is fan by I. 2. 12, S. 2368 and therefore there is no

guna. Thus i^-r^«f^ft^+sr^«f*T*rci.+ q[ H To this we add the affix

fSfflr by which the wr o *r is elided by VI. 4. 48. *Tartfr<r: and we get the

form ftftqp. II Then by VIII. 2. 23. S. 54- 1, is elided and we get

faft^ll This^is changed to <£ by VIII. 2. 36 S, 294 which again is

changed to w and then optionally to <," l In other cases «r is changed to ^by
VI II. 2. 4r, S. 29S ; and tf changed to «r VIII, 3, 57 S. 211. Thus N. forms

are ftfl^or Rfft*, fafatfr, ftft*fi II

Now to we take up the declension of informed from the root w^[,or

Hg 1

to fashion.. The 9? is elided by VIII. 2. 29. S, 380. Thus the N. S. is

?l?or ?ff formed under the same rules as f%f^< or ftf^? .

Nominative Dual and Plural are ««s( ?rcr.

Similar is the declension of ^frCff, meaning ' one who protects cows' Its

N. forms are *?k^ or nrt^ > nr^r ^trw II
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fa—«——1 > I I I IIIMWMW^IWMMWWMM—W—<W—^—

—

*W—M—W—WWW—*W 1 1 i 1 I — » . "^————,^^

But if these words be derived from the Causative roots ( oqj^
) jjf^

and tf% with the affix ftR* , then VIII. 2. 29. S. 380 will not apply and so

there will be no elision of ^;. This is because the f&r which was elided by

%#tf£ ( VL 4. 51. S. 2313) will be^rfSRHil But will not the following

TArtika *E§*rfftr*0^r SWPPfil.; prevent the WTpTVKPr ? " There is no stani-

vadbhaba in the last three chapters of Ashtadhyayi,"

To this we reply 'No'. Because of the following exception. VArtika.

The above Vartika is inapplicable in the following three cases (a) the rule

ordaining the elision of the first or initial letter of a conjunct consonant

VIII. 2. 29. S. 380. (b) the rule relating to gr change (c) the rule relating to

"5, change. S. 235,

Therefore, we shall have tHf^ tW^?' i. e. the elision of the final %
and not of the initial^. Thus the N. S. will be *r$ or H^i fin^orim^.

Now we take up the declension of f^T^, meaning ' desirous of

cooking '. It is formed from the root ^with the Desiderative affix ^. Thus

we get ^+T^+?r= ,T,
T'«[,

if':= ,T
cr^.li The «T of the initial q- is changed to f

by VII. 4. 79. S 2317. Thus we have m^r II

Its N, S. is ft^ or f^rnll The ^ of f^tw is not elided, but the

final ^ 's elided, for the reasons already given above.

Similar is the declension of &n\ meaning ' desirous of speech ' from

the root f*, ' to speak ' and of f|w, meaning ' desirous of burning- \ from the

root 3$, to butn. The Nominative Singular being f^ra^and f|«t«^ respectively.

Now, we take up the declension, of gf^X: It is derived from the root ffiq;,

* to walk ' ; hence gRq. means ' one who walks well '. It is declined as

follows, :

—

Singular. Dual. Plural.

Nominative geft: §ffi«r §ft*r:

Instr. Qftm g'flwif'*.

Loo, fft«3 or g*ft$i 11

Similar is the declension of5 gg^.'well-cutting'. Its Nominative Sing.

isg$: II

Now, we take up the declension of ftf»^ meaning ' a learned man '.

In the strong case terminations, it is declined as :

—

Singular. Dual. Plural.

Nominative f**rq, ftfHfr ft*W'

Voo. % f%^n

Ace. f*CTSr* ftjjikl

In the weak-case terminations, the declension of this word is

governed by the following rule : —
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(

, —— „„ .,1, _ | t

.

u

qvpnw *** tnrcrroii wi<i 1 <jWm ***vi. \ f^p 1 f^rr » ^tf^fW to* »

435. The semi-vowel of the affix, ^t(^h) is

vocalised to ^ in a Bha stem,

Thus fafR+WS-firc; * W^ + TO. II % and «r become % by the g^tf

rule ( VI. 1. 108 S 330) -firS^+W^; II Then q^ of ftg** is changed to ^ U Thus

ft5?;+ 8T^=.r?r5^»ft3^: (Ac: PI:). The Ins. Sing: f^r is also

similarly formed.

Before «tnr, the W"of fare is changed to £ by VIII, 2. 72, S. 334. Thus

Now, we take up the declension of ^rf^*l,il It is formed by adding

the affix £R?j to the root ^ by III.. 2. 108 S' 3097, The root is reduplicated

by VI. 1. 8. S. 2177. Thus :—src: + sr£+gvS'=»'ff + *r$;+s?Sil Tlie first £

being elided by ?5rrft far II VII. 4' &> S. 2179, Then the first *r is elided

and the wr of the 'second *r is changed into 7 by 9^ ^Wf^t VI. 4,

120. S. 2260. Thus we get %^+Wfg=ti; + W^; II To this we apply the

augment l& by VII. 2. 67. S 3096. Thus "% +^+^=%r^ 11 In

strong cases there will be 3* augment by VII. 1. 70, S. 361. and

lengthening, by VI. 4. 10 S. 317. Thus :—

Singular, Dual, Plural,

Nominative %fy*r»)(. %f^r^" flft*KP

Ace, ^i^fren it

In the weak-case terminations or Bha bases, there is not the jr

augment of VII. 2. 67, S. 3096, though it was autaranga, because it would

be useless to add ^ when we are going to vocalise the \ into « for then the

efficient cause ^ of^ would be absent This proceeds on the maxim STf5flsgyr

&c. See under Sutra I. 3. n, 8.46, Because % is added to m only

when it has the form of *w , But when q is going to be changed to % and
the affix ultimately becomes spar, then there would be no qt{ for the

application of the sutra VII, 2. 67. So we have the Ace : PI : fljsft u The
Instr : Sing is %3«rr 11 The Instr : Dual is trfTO?*n*. &c.

In the sutra VI. 4. 10 S. 317, the words ending in conjunct
cosonant sg; must be pratipadikas, that is, the crude nouns and not a verbal
base ending in ?^ U This we infer because of the pratipadika »njft being in
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the company of qh, which means that words sui generis with ir$?j should be

taken.

Therefore the word gf$sw where thesis a portion of the verb

f^f^r and where, the noun 51^ means ' one who strikes well ', the rule

above given will not apply. Thus gr^t is declined as follows :—

Singular. Dual. Plural

Nominative gfljH; gnNfr gffa?

In the Instru : Dual where ift^gets the designation of pada, the

q^is elided and we get gf^wnill

The Loc : Plural is g$s?§ orIst^sI"

Now, we take up the declension of «T*i, formed from the root«fs^

with the affix fg^. The 1 of the root «^ is elided by VI. 4, 24. S. 415,

Thus it is declined as

Singular. Dual. Plural.

Nominative u?m or *%% v^^y «RT: II

Instr : ^1*^11, !•

Similar is the declension of ««& from the root ««£

.

Now we take up the declension of gn: In its declension, the

following rule applies :—

s$Ti»rem% ^f^issRf tori; 1 3r^r«: s'snTOr&s 1 snisft *«** iPrgrvfsr s*M
S«PT TRf IiSf»rfW ffnrasairPr^fts i«rji%%: 1 3*rii^ 3^1 ^it 1 siT^t 1 iw- \ pvx%\

gf* :
1 35 > ^^^'if > ^srer 1 s*Hslr 1 wnw 1 mv Hftr ms^^ srarw ?\ *w- * »

1 s^rii, 1 ? ssr 1
"^ sspt.- 1 **rni:«tfffi;?*irf! i sthst 1 af^r 1 m^-- 1 ? ar^r?' 1 afifr-

wufa^fft 1 %w 1 ?wt 1 *pw« 1 ? %vj: 1 ^rmtftntTfo 1 sr*rmrR*g3tf tfH ! 1 IS^ 1^'

'

436. 3T§^ ( s^ ) is substituted for the final of <j«r

when the sarvauamasthana affixes are to be added.

The 5 in 3T1^ is for the- sake of pronunciation and not to indicate

that gn should be added under VII. 1. 70 S. 36I because the 31 will be added

in strong cases by the very fact that the word jtr is formed from <rr ( to

protect ) +!*gft( Un. IV. 178 ) and as the affix f*gftis an ^ftrf. affix, it will

produce its effect under VII. 1. 70 by causing %^.patt passu as it does in

causing a^hr to be added to in the feminine, in forming *fs*ft, by the sutra

3f*i3*J ( IV. 1. 6 S. 45s ). Thus it is declined as follows :—
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Singular. Dual. Plural.

Nom. Sir*!. STT^ 31m:

Voc. ? 3<m,

Ace. S*T

;

Inst. sw S^rro. sf*T=

"Loo. 35
Kdsikd .'—The word 3s is derived from qr ( to protect ) + §*|R. ( U#

IV. 178), the* being changed to anusvara. So when % ofjir is replaced

by a^we get the form J*^, the ^ of sqrgSF indicates that q, should be added

in the strong cases after sr ( VII. i. 70 ), so we have gnet, giisft, inters II

This substitution must take place in its incipient stage before the

affixes are added, { TTffira^PT: ) : otherwise the accent will be wrong. The

compounds have acute on the final, ( VI. 1. 223 ), therefore, itH^ has acute

on s, and in the Nominative Singular trc^ri. the acute will remain on 3,

but it is intended that it should be on ht, thus TCTgnf^ II The simple word

3HFI,, oi course, has accent on g

Now, we take up the declension of mH% 11 By VII, 1, 94.S. 276,

sn^ is substituted for the final of srcr^ in the Nom, Sing: Thus Norn.

forms are OTRT, ^SH^t, SHIW II In forming the Voc : Sing : the following

Vartika will apply :—

V&rt :

—

*t^ is substituted for the final ofto^ in the Voc. S. also,

as% g^m , the final q, not being elided ( See VII I. 2. 8 ). Otherwise we have

9^H! Thus it has three forms in the Vocative Singular: as~fs*rsrH,

W^fRU and j ^n !

The Instr : Dual is 3*rm>3PL &c.

Now, we take up the declension of sT?r?*L, meaning ' time '

Singular. Dual. Plural.

Nom. ufJrsT ^HFT?& sfsT?fl:

Voc. 1 tr^f

:

Instr. ST^I'P'^r'l. <fcc.

Now, we take up the declension of %\^t meaning ' the Creator ',

Singular. Dual. Plural.

Nom. \n\\ "^q^f q^fli

Voo, ^ \a(\

Instr. %tttv?tfn <fec.

Now, we take up 'the declension of u^*t meaning ' one who wears

well '. Here q^" belongs to a root and so in the Nom : S. its vowel

is not lengthened because Of the prohibition of srortfr: in VI. 4. 14. S.

42 5.
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Hence its Norn f forms are g*ri, 5^T. SW »

Now we take up the declension of fo°<33re£and ftru-*Wt,ll The verba-

ls and rpj^mean ' to swallow ' the Nominative singular forms of these are

fqwj^i and pJFSMt meaning ' a lump eater '.

Now, we take up the declension of sr^**.. In its declension the

following rules apply :—

•

437. For the *£ of 3T^sr there is substituted «fr,

whereby the Nominative affix tj is elided.

As wr^+g = «n + afr+0 ( VIL 2. io7)<=-sm + $r (VII. 2. io$ &
381 )~sr& W

Vart:—When the augment stsc^ is added, the art substitution is

optional, and in that alternative Z Is added after ^; as sngsffs or sroq^ II

The form a*g?|p is thus evolved :—«TW?.+ §. now «ft substitution of

the present siitra is prohibited
; therefore, the 8* substitution of VII. 2. 102

takes place, and the* is changed to ^by VII. 2. 106, and the V of atf!^ after

w is changed to $.

In forming ari; we observe the following process :

—

<?prw + eft = wi.+3Tt{ VII. 2. 102. S. 265. and VI. 1.97. S. 19T )=• itfH
Here ^ is replaced by *( and wft by «f"; one might object that by the maxim

(19) *n«qTT%T SWJJjfaiW1! *t i. e, "A letter which is taught in a rule does not

denote the letters homogeneous with it" a^i ought to have been changed to

short 3, but we answer that the maxim (20; Mfsn«n'?iscgair* ^T^rf^fr^ifSf *'. e.

The letter 1 denotes, even when it is taught in a rule, also the letters-

homogeneous with it," makes an exception in the case of 9 only,

The rule 5«fa(fRrW (VIII, 2. i,S, 12) should be applied before the

operations required by vibhakti take place, and then the.? and »f of VIII. 2, 8ot

should be substituted : because with regard to W^rtffapP (VII. 2. 102

S. 265) which is a rule of the 7th Adhyaya, the sutra $f.$gr% (VIII. 2. 80. S.

419) which is a rule of Tripadi becomes asiddha. Therefore if the vibhakti

operation ordained by VII. 2. 102 S. 265 were not to take place first, then

the base would remain spending with ^, and the rule VIII, 2. 80. S. 419,

requiring % for *f, and *^for 5 would find no scope at all.
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But if in the sutra j*r<jrrr%3rn., the operations of TripSdi tlictmrh?

«

were intended to become asidclha, then we could never get tlie f-xirm V%, wr^t

&c. For if we apply VIII. 2, So S. 419. before the it of tf of «?w obtained by

VII. 2, 102 S. 265. plus the ar of the f of srw? become 11 by VI. 5. 9/ S tyt ;

in other words, if we apply VIII. 2. 80 S. 4I9 to the MSmvirtg rwsir?»t

state of *rcr+*T, then we shall have this incongruity, nm+w. lifted is

asiddha for the purposes of VI. 1. 97, S. 191, and sr of «T* plus ¥ would be-

come *, which is not desired.

In forming the N. Dual, the rule VII. 2. 102, S, 265 will cause the

replacement of ^ of STfW by wr and this n will coalesce with the final W f»f 1

and become sr by VI. 1, g? and thus the base will be iff. Thus. «ff + *ft*»

aqr|r. The 5 will be replaced by h and ^r by long ^ and we get *T$(Vl 1

102. S. 164).

The N. PI. is spfr. It is thus evolved ;

—

*ws+tft (VII. 1. 17 S. 2i4)-*rf-f-f«srlr (VL 1. 87. S. %), Tfccn

applies the following Sutra :

—

w^ 1 rm feir^r t ^m ^ H

438. For the tc coming after the % of t?^ there

is substituted $, and $ is changed to % when plurality its to

be expressed.

Thus Nora. PI. is. wnfl-

,

In forming the Ace. Sing, we have "T^+^i Now the tUn wtff.

%m- (VII. 2. 102 S. 265) hassuperior force to sutra %m\$% (VII I 2 80. S. 419)
and it applies first, Thus we get $rc + STH-ir<r*r, because vibhakti opern-
tions are applied first Then applies the sutra STWsi: (VI1L 2, 80,5 and *-«

get **gi.

When -s^ is changed to «TS it gets the designation of fa {[, 4. 7 S.
232.) So in the Inst. Sing, the substitute m offers itself from VJ1. 3 ua Ji.

244.

Thus W5 + srr. Here however the question might occur that the farm*.
tion of, being enunciated in VIII. 2 . 8o.-S. 419 in the Tripadi, whether
VII, 3. 120 S. 244 does not regard the 1 as asiddha,

Hence the following Sfltra :—
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*rmr> *Mn $n ^ gm$Y TfRw mn i arg^r i wfrwtn* i I er»ftfts i s^
,

439. The sfttra VIII. 2. 80, teaching the substitu-

tion of g for the Ufa of the Pronoun ar^sr, is however not

treated as asiddha in relation to the case-ending nr

Note '.—The existence of g is not considered vmoffeotcd wl ,n there is to be added

«Tf II On the contrary it is considered as Biddha or existing; Thus g being considered as

eiddlin, srg gets the designation of fa by I. 4. 7, and as such, its Instrumental

Singular is by VII. 3. 120. 5rg?N (l Had the § been considered as nonoSected,

then the stem would not have been called ghi
t
aud there would have been no-

m

added. But when qj had been added, then the g being asiddha, $r«j is considered to be

as 35Tf ending in ar, and this ?r would require lengthening by §pft <er VII, 3. 102 : but

it is not done on the maxim ^f^NTWSWJff ftft*ftf*ffT flf^rflW " that which is taught

in a rule the application of which is occasioned by the combination of two tilings does not

become the cause of the destruction of that combination ". There being no long l

srT the

3 of ?rg remains short. Or this Btitra may be considered to bo the condensation of two

Butras (I) g is siddha when sjt is to bo added, (2) g is Biddha when any operations, other-

wise to be caused when ^r is added, are to take place. Or the sense of the slitra is If

«m?f Wl JTFfrfir flf&l ^^ 5>TT*flr lirfitoP "thesis not non-effected in relation to

any operation that would otherwise be occasioned when ^r followed ". From this, it

would follow by implication that gunist be considered valid for the purposes of HWW
itself. So g being always siddha, m is added : and there is no lengthening.

Thus the declension of *rc*r in the Instr; and the succeeding cases is

as follows :

—

Sing. Dual. Plural.

Instr. srgrr w*?Qn. *rtfffis

Dat. srg&f 11 Mt>^»

AW. wgwtrfi; 11 <i

Gen, «T5«1 *T5&; spft^ni.

Loc. BWfSl'J, n 81%

Here end the declensions of Masculhres ending in consonants.

-:o:-



CHAPTER XII

DECLENSION OF FEMININES.

Now we take up the declension of Feminities ending in 3 such as

t<n*r^ii The following rule applies to it.

««» I *ff v K 1 * 1 1« ii

*fr w* w wwfo TO% ""r < wmn 1 ^rnr? 1 gnrr*r%r 1 arrc*: i straps. 1

iw «?! 1 wr^ 1 3fai^ 1 af*n^ 1 tfijutr 1 sfwr?: 1 arfs<>pr«n"«i 1 gtf&ng 1 fir. 1 fflfr 1

fen 1.31s 1 vfr 1 flftr 1 flw 1 tfr £ 1 '•TOwraitai 1 tww * 1 wgwr* 1 faw« «iW *vi

440. The W of «n is changed to q before a jh<*l letter

or at the end of a word.

Note :— As s^rf, f^gn, J^rar^, WHH, 1§W[ II The $ of the affixes § &c,

is changed to ^ by VIII, 2. 40 ; and for the preceding q is substituted $ by VIII, 4s. 58

«qpti[iB formed by VIII. 2. 89, read -with VIII, 4. 5G. <rtlotf[ia loirned by f%*j<£as it

belongs to S(T"Cn% class, the lengthening in by VI. 8, 116, and or-change by VIII. 4.

14. It would have shortened the processes of transformation, had only ^ been ordained

in the sutra, instead of ^ ;
but the ordaining of tf is for the purposos of VIII. 2. 40, by

which there should be q
-

; for the participial ?r &c, in ^gH,, and that there should not bo

the change of this Nishflia ?} into ?T by VIII. 2. 42. Thus »n?+*r=T$ + qr (VIII. 2.

40j = si£qt£ (VIII. 4. 53). But hadjthe substitute been $, we Bhould have 5r?; + li=^
by VIII. 2. 42.

Thus <swfli becomes STP??t or a^g; it

The Nom. S. affix ff is elided by VI. I. 67. and VI. r. 68, and >? is

changed to f( or 5 by VIII. 2. 39. The Nom. D. is ^TPT^r and the Plural

STR?; U The Instrumental Dual STTTq^sfcand the Loc Plural atnTHg.

Now we take up the declension of the word 38*!]?,. This word is

formed with the upasarga 5ft and the affix fi^H by III. 2. 59. added to the root

f$T$ ' to love '. The word afsot^ is the name of a Vaidic metre, The qr of

«H is elided by ft<rr?f<T the w and % are changed to % and «r.

(VIII. 3. 59, and VIII, 4. 40). The ? is changed to ^ because it is a word
formed with the affix fr^by sutra VIII, 3. 62. The g becomes it

, then ^
by VIII. 2 . 39. Thus we have Nom. S. SffaiiaT or 3 (

t<Jlw Nom. D. *f«oift,

Nom. PI. srW?:, Ins. D. sf&Bfinun. Loc. PI. ^jfaig

.

33 S
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Now we take up the declension of words ending in w such as f^*.

Here the* same rules will apply as in the case of the Masculine word fg^.

See Sutra VII. I. 84. S. 33°" &<=• 'Nora. S. «fc Norn, D. ff^t. Nom. PI.

f^j; ; Loc. Plu $f

.

-:o:

Now we take up the declension of words ending in ^ such as f*tl. It

is declined as the masculine word. Thus Nom. S. *fh, D. f*r?f, PI. fax

Similar is the declension off*. The word ^g^ia changed to "^trw. It is

always declined in the Plural. Thus Nom. and Ace. PL ito^:, Gen. PI,

:o:

Now we take up the declension of words ending in "^ such as |%i[,

-qf is substituted for f%«l by VII. 2. 103. Then we add the feminine affix ?r$.

Thus Nom. S. is ajtr Nom. D. #5 Nom. PI, 9rr;, The declension of the rest is

like the feminine form of ?$ Oew?),

Now, we take up the declension of %$% Its declension is governed

by the following rule :

—

VJVJ^J *T. *ft I NB u I W 9 W

??% *m «u wr^r 11 ?w t ! 11 w*i SJfrosr ercu ?%i% if 1 vt 1 ftp • wnu
f^r 1 f*ns i wmur 11 sfo sft: 11 wti*w«i * 1 wfif*rs 1 «r$? 1 «tw 1 spnfri 3 1 wrcrrau *twb*

*ng 1 «t«ttW3 1 71P*. 1 7% 1 w- i iprar 1 q*rar. ^ 1 «Bi^tflii fw fsp* vniw
fa<nf«H-. 1 «^«*i 1 *n#t 1 <sw 1 «**»n* 1 «g 1 s^ncw an? 1 wr 1 ?n ??r; 1 *pr ?n *»?;

<pss 1 <w$ > *rai 1 *n^r 1 *w i iF**ira. 1 *nar 1 «f«r«s|r Prw *5wrr*&i 1 wzffim <fl$» 1

BUT: I «W U

441- w is substituted for the gr of *^ in the

^Nominative Singular in the feminine.

The final n of jf*. remains unchanged by VI I. 2. 108. S. 343. Thus

Nominative S. %m. II Then the feminine affix er«r is added by the sutra VII.

2. 102. S, 265. 5 is changed to'H. by VII. 2. 109. S. 345. The Nominative

Dual is jpt Nominative Plural w< H Accusative S. is fHPUi Inst, S. is *r«WT ••

55 is changed to^ by VII. 2. r 12. By the rule VII. 2. 113. S. 347 there

-is elision^of fg so that we have in the Inst. Dat. and Abl. Dual antf*^I»l,

;

Inst. Plural is srrpT: We have Dat S, st& by VII. 3. 114; Gen, S.

urw. and DualsriTOr! by VII 3, 105 and Plural srwri by VII. 1. 52 and VII, 2.

113 ; Loc. S. "-asFWri;, D. srsraF, and Plural srrfj H But in re-employment

( ws*r$5r') we have s«TT*. in the Ace. S. ^ in the Dual and «jw In Plural,

- In Inst, S. •7W. and qw: in the Dual of both Genitive and Locative.
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Now we take up the delension of words ending in ^ such as ^:
The word «3T is formed by the sutra III. 2. 59. with' the augment

9T* irregularly. Thus we have ^icror mr in the Nominative S«, a^ff in the

Dual and «Hi in the Plural
; *r™qpi. in the Inst. Dual, «$g in the Loc. Plural.

Now -we take up the declension of words ending in £.such as ^ ;

By the rule VII. 2, 102 and with the feminine affix rpr we have &j in the

Nominative S.'k in the Nona. D.. and tsjr: in the Nominative Plural. «^, ^
and IR5 are similarly declined.

Now we take up the declension of words ending itn^e. g. ^r^ : We
have qr^or «rr^ in the Nominative S. w*fr in D. and fp^: in the Nominative

Plural. In the Instru D. we have m™*n*and in the Loc. Plural qrg 11

Now we take up the declension of words ending in ^ such as *r* : *»*

is always used in the Plural By VI. 4. n. S. 277. the vowel wr is leng-

thened. Thus we have in the Nominative Plural wrpp ; in the Ace.

Plural era: II

In forming the Inst Plural the following rule applies :

—

emasrrct **rrarjfr R?aw <rc 1 *n* :
1 *rg?*j: r i *r<rre 1 *t«5 i f%$ 1 ft*u Reftf 1

f*p 1 f$*w*i Rs 1 snjTfrfarflr «fr« fgA«*rcr<F*PTrr?iW'i. 1 cs. 1 eu sih wp 1 f%?;t

fi*£ 1 fwr 1 fm' 1 f?«RM[rir 1 ffcr?*g I fa*§ 1 *r* i^lr frit Wfs 1 g^fr 1 «ar^«n 1

gr%?*fcu *e%*5mw sqwRigwf^' wrr^ft* 1 srifWr 1 wrftr«p 1 wrnffp^rhi

stst 1 mm** 1 *r<r 1 sfrrs tfr 1 iswwn v*£ 1 «**£ i *m 1 wrs: wr 1 *fg?r 1 «t* i

wrg^r 1 *Tq*^ni 1 «T^f*r! 1 st*** 1 «r$.mr* r i vm** 1 • ws^p ^ 1 "r^ri 1 «rnft* 1

442. g; is substituted for the final of the- stem st"*

before a case-euding beginning with H.II

Thus we have srf^: and in the Dat, and Abl. Plural Vftpn: ;. in the

Gen. and Loc. Plural aqrcr* and sjeg respectively.

Now we come to the declension of words ending in «r, such as

ftir II Thus in the Nominative S. we have f|av or ftnrby III. 2. 59. S. 373 and

VIII. 2. 62 S. 377; in the Nominative Dual if^rY and Plural ft?r ; in the Inst.

Dual f^Rand Loc. Plural 1^5 II

Now we take up the declension of the word ©^ H By the rule III.

2. 6o, S. 429 £$. takes the affix ffcft, when in combination with the pronoun is£

&c. But we infer from this that the root $5T will take the affix ffft even when

it is not in combination also. Thus in the Nominative S. we tiave £$, or &Kt

Nominative D. jm> Plural «*n M
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mmm — iiiw. iimr I i
.
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So also fa% J Its Nominative S. is Rsr^ or ffccf by VIII. 2, 39,

S. 84. in the Nominative D. ffc($r 11 Nominative Plural {Sw II Inst. D,

R^rnand the Loc. Plural $|?1J orffcreff with the optional augment*

by VIII. 3' 29. S. 131.

The word «*$», "a friend". By the rule VIII. 9, 36. S. i$r,

S, is substituted for its final and by VIII 2. 23. S. 54, there is the elision

of gi then by applying the rules VIII. 3. ;6. S. 433. and VIII. 3, 15,

S. 76. we have ^: fa the Nominative S. The Nominative D. qxft

and Plural *r$«r: • similarly in the Inst. D. tf3jj«iri|; and. Loc. Plural

fT^«g[ or *n£i 5, the change of fl to % caused by VIII. 4. 41. S. 113 being

not perceived by VIII. 2. 66. S, 162. causing $ 11

In the same way the word srrftpr for arrftr^ is declined, Thus we have

the Nominative S., D. and Plural wtfp muft and sni^: respectively

;

In Inst. D, we have wrtfNfa.and Plural «frrsft$5 it

Now we take up the declension of the pronoun s?f$ 11

Singular. Dual. Plural.

Nom. «my ( VII. 2. 102. S. 265 ) sr«j ( VIII, 2. 80, 8.-419) *r$:

inst. mot wgm, wfiftt

jht. m#f(vn.8.iu. s. 891 ) „ Bj^i

Abl. STgtW „ „

Gen, » BTSW «TOT^(VII.1.52)

Here end the declensions of Feminities ending in Consonants,

*:o:«
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DECLENSION OF NEUTERS ENDING IN CONSONANTS.

W*K#* i vm,\ mf* i WIS ' ew§# i *H5T§frft*msr i mgift i roNPCi

fa $«r* » far ** " ^ft**?* '
aw?rf^^ fa*ftpwfarH» 'j&vitftwqplwrft

TWfraf iTrwrar? n s*rw$r "frpwfrprar Jrftrto * i %k wmsm n \ fa*ref$# i

Sift I <RH5TnTW* 3% ' <tfR > TWR I «T $f>m Sffflwr 1 I Tll>£ ' %> ^1 fffl f% I

l»nPr ii *T*rr>$ ts*fa? ^fffp*?: * <i (fin I tf% i inrft i «f^T i ij^: ^ i srsn

HfmftiamfanlBrgi^ilsrgii Ctsgft n 3r?>rfft i i^m (l^3r: i &r# i srs^fti

We take up the declension of the word mff. . By the rule VII. i.

23 S. 319 we have the elision of the case endings g and spj; . In the case of

ftTi^i by the application of the rule VIII. 2. 72. S. 334. H is substituted for f

Thus we get **R§i|; or *ct$£ in the Nominative Sing, wrftft' in the

Nominative Dual by the rule VII. 1. 19. S. 310. In the Nominative Plurai,

by the rule VII. 1. 98, S. 331. we have the augment mill Thus we get

Wfii^ The Accusative forms will be the same as the Nominative.

The rest is declined like the Masculine.

Now we take up the declension of the words ending in?, such as

f^HWf^CII By the rule VI. 1. 131, S. 337, 5 is substituted for the final :

thus we get Rrfpsa in the Nomin vtive Singular which means " a clear day "

In forming the Dual, there arises this consideration :—the word

f%*is?ft* is a compound of two words ftH3 and f|^H When the compounds are

formed, the case-affixes are elided, as *\%: 3W=«?T3l3^ri . But though the

case-affix is elided, the first member retains the designation of Pada, and so

the 3, of jpr^ is elided and the form is raja-purusha and not rajan-purusha.

Similarly in *rr%r: the «R is changed to "II Now if this elided case-affix

(antar vartin! vibhakti) is efficient in the case of the first member of a com-
pound, analogically should not the Second member of the compound get

the designation of Pada, for the affix is elided after the second member also
t

just as the first member gets ? This doubt is removed by the following

varlika.

VAttika:—The rule of " Pratyaya-lope pratyaya lakshanam " does

not hold good in the case of the second member of a compound, for the

purposes of applying any rule other than that relating to the initial letter of a
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Pada". Therefore, there is no pratyaya-Iakshana : and so the word f|^ in f^t^
does not get the designation of pada and so it gets the designation Bha

;

and consequently we can apply to it the sfttra VII. i. 19 S. 310, which

applies to Bha bases only, fwr f$q;beinga Bha base and not a Pada, the

^T is changed to sfr ; and we get the Nominative Dual fif*raf|#" and not

ftlfStStt II The Nominative Plural is RmRf^Sfc

Why do we say in the above vartika BPpntlftft% " when any rule not

relating to the beginning of a Pada is to be applied"? Observe fPl%^ir «• 5WJ-%^f|r

a Genitive Tatpurusha, compounded from W:+%^r="fRr%^ Here the second

term ^[ does get the designation of Pada' for the purposes of the application

of the rule which prevents the initial *J being changed to qrjl Had it notbeen

a Pada then ^ would have been changed to % after % by VIII. 3. 58. S. 434.

But though %=«?; is treated as a <j$ for the purposes of the appplication of the

preventive rule relating to the initial letter, yet it is not to be treated as <r$

for the purposes of the application of the rule to the final letter "H which

'twould become guttural ar if It were a Pada.

Note :—%"S is derired from the root f%% 1 to sprinkle; ' with the affix f%^

( III. 2. 75. S. 2980 ), The above is the fllustrafcion oE Genitive Tatpurusha

compound.

Obj :—But if we form the upapada compound witu the root Rr^r

and the upapada ^ in the Accusative, as tf^uSHcT', then since the

compounding is ordained to take place before the addition of vibhaktis, the

word %^ has no pada designation, and so ?r does not begin a pada, and

it should be changed to «r Thus in upapada-samasa, the % change is

inevitable.

Ans :—To this Kaiyata replies "spn^mnt sJm^Tf: I%s*UT«, itf^^HV

tt%!T€r*Tmrsrrft" ll Or we may say that the word sfljftft means (ftrcrftB the

beginning of a subsequent ( whether pada or not )
preceded by a pada.

Now, we take up the declension of ^rj.. Its N. S. and Dual are ST.

and md respectively. In forming the N. PI. there will be no gn. ordained by

VII. 1.72: S. 314. because the base does not end in ¥R3[ letters. There-

fore the N. PI : is STPC.

The Nominative and Ace. PI. of q^r is *mrR II The rest is like

the, masculine.

Now we take up the declension of i^h. Thus t%*+S:=f§i$+0 by

VII. 1. 23. S. 319. Now the affix is elided by using the word gai. and so

it leaves no trace behind, by I. 1. 63. S. 263, and therefore r%1, is not changed

to ?5 as would otherwise be required by Sutra VII. 2. 103. S. 342. Thus it
.

is declined as :

—
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Sing. Dual PI.

Nom. pR*t.. % «j>rftr

Now we take up the declension of |^w. Its Nom: forms are frf^, fi^,

Vdrtika :—In the Neuter, where there is Anvades"a or re-employment

it should be stated that tprfj; replaces j^.

Thusip^, &, tjTrfa ; Ins. S. *f^t Gen. D. irw &c.

Now, we take up the declension ofWfT^ It is declined as.

Sing. Dual. PI.

N/omi, arn JHTSroft- H5nf*T

Voc, ^ Hfp^, or^ arff.

Now we take up the declension of %f^. By VIII. 2. 6g. S. 172. c

is substituted for the final ^ ofir^^and thus srcvrffa in the Nominative

Sg. Had there been 5, then the 1 would have been changed to T by ?rff>«r

VI. 1. 114 S, 166. The form would have been w?toTRr in the Nom : Sing.

In the N. D. by VI. 4. 136. S. 237, the st of «t^ portion of "STf*. is optionally

elided and thus we get bt^V or mw^- N. PI. is afnjrpr II

Before ^r« &c, where *flj^ gets the designation of pada, the following

rule applies.

wwafa stir, *t?flr?nr^ii i%m>rrar f%Trm f^m«r»r ^ftw 1 «wwft *wrc?> i

^sft°?t?rK qfaraisr #«tf«r Pro*' > w f^^rrf^r^ sm* ;;wir iusi<ftf% f^rarywrprre 5: 1

^sj?|r«(RLl

^f»r 1 *r«T*ft 1 ^Fsftnt 1 wN 1 «T»^?r 1 «*tffa 1 TtP»r 1 «trf**nft 1 imftpr

^rg^WR 1 *i<j?rrfa 1 *s&nf* 1

**W th** $*** 1 *&'> flE^t far*nrr?i: > Pp* ^srr^ g «t i fHrcCrftft

^tnSr^«5t«f5flr^ fspmrmn §wn i waB^«f?g BTw^orrf!% srusrwrlr trwis 1

st*!^ 1 *mn 1 wrsft 1 srfffcsr 1 <nr*r ffir *r sm 1 wrarPr 1 srqsu 1 vm 1 *r»j-

»w«f 1 9"w«ifR«jr/? 1

*$ 1 apt 1 s;f% 1 3JiF% 1 Tcsntf ^rams ti *£?$ 3«i(fl^r: 1 « 11 wht^
*n 51, 11 *gf%^tt?^ *r w^fo '

w^ ' ^ ' 'rat' wft 1 ?r<i 1 trc t ?M wft 1 st 1 13; 1 «r 1 *rf*r 1 unit 1

<PT5; 1 # 1 ^Tfa 1 sr^rW 5 1 ^ifj; I

VTvjw^: f|n 1 3rf% 1 *fa?; 1 \T*H 1 wtottw wft^rrw^rwrm 31 1
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«rp^r i 3?rw 3 n^r?^ i *tr*rt?«ft i mtr4\ mwftc- ftp i ^i *ww-w«rar?g*i,

»

•wrfljT i «fnt P* i nrftpc i nfas£iP:rat^*%«r i *tncr i wn^r i «Tr«ra^r t %srot i

*i*mif.'r* jfh ff*rfir $* • nwrU i *irorf« i nr^f i wff i nrsnrg i *rifs i

spsRftpr ii

arafrri FsT^rrg^rRr^^qprnii ^nw^wfi^wwPr i <«» «raptfh% *tflW*s n\u

f^l flfctft i Rftftr*i jwnfs i fasfiRrirtf f3#f*n «rert m$ i *n<far i

<rffWfar tr *wrat, i *rof*r i anur i *»pir wis^ i wf* i w*f*«r i ^rrPr i trwr i «t«m i

*nti wfhi

443. ^ is also substituted for the ^ of eif^ at the

end of a Pada
Thus wr$N&n, *WflT h The sutra exhibits the form wm, without the

elision of q.. in order to indicate that there is not elision of s^u As #*|$t,

PriTO:
, f $Wiirs%Rr ii See Vartika under VI 1 1. 2. 7. The s* of w%\ is not changed

to « in the sutra by VIII. 2. 69, because it is intended to show the word-form

8TfS|,H The Nominal stem is Pada in the above examples by I. 4, 17.

Vdrt :—Before the words J???, arfo and ytm<r the \ of «nR, is changed

to T W As »4$ivfu, srfftpr, stfSKWt m* W This is an exception to VIII. 2,

69. Others say, that this ^ change takes place universally before all words

beginning with * ; as 8Tfftm*Ii «rff Wfffi »

The ^and ^ changes in «Tft (N. S.) and ,$rfVM?*[ (Ins, D.) ordained by

VIII. 2. 69 S. 172. and VIII. 2. 68 S. 443. are asiddha i, e. not perceived

by the preceding Sutra VIII. 2, 7, S. 236. which requires the elision of J*.

Therefore, arises the following difficulty that the ^ (which is really %) would

be elided. But this difficulty is removed by holding that the word vim. in

VIII. 2, 68. S. 443, is in N. S. without the elision of n,, and it is to be

repeated as vr93.*r<ftl The one indicates the exact form, showing that the H.

is not elided ;
and by the second word, the 3 is ordained for this final % M

The words ending in ar^q; will also change the final ^ into ^ and 5.

by VIII. 2. 08 and 69 s. 443- and 172. Thus we have the Bahuvrihi compound

"fUllf*. meaning ' the season in which the days are long ' as ijfafsr f^p? ; 11 This

word is a Masculine and it is necessary to enter into a digression to show its
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various declensions. The word ^terffT is thus evolved :—^?qif«,+g=^rffsi;+0

( there is lopa elison offj by VI. 1. 68 S. 252 ). Therefore this lopa will

produce the effect of a pratyaya by I. r, 62 S. 262 and would cause the $ sub-

stitution for ^ to the exclusion of * , because the j would not corne, as in

the sutra VIII. 2. 6&. S. 172. sprgi^ is used. But this 5 being asiddha i. e. not

perceived by VI. 4. 8. S 250, there is lengthening of the penultimate bt m

Thus we have #rr? r?.. in the N. S.

In the Voc : we have % *M#1 ftwra 11

Note: -"-The word #jf?l,is a Bahuvrlhi ( II, 2. 24 ), the Vocative affix is

elided ( VI.l. 68 ), and the % changed to ^by VIII, 2. 68, and it iR changed to «
(VI. 1. 114 )• I&1^ ! fc&8 %'ie not elided by the option of the following Vartika

uuder VIII. 2. 8. qr Jig^iftHP* which means that in the Neuters \ is optionally

not elided.

It is thus declined ;

—

Singular. Dual Plural.

Worn. & Ace : ^Nrhfrt #EfffT^ $*ft?R:

Inatr. $frfr&r (hfifrmm &"

Now, we take up the declension of ST**^ &c. Nominative and

Accusative of

Singular. Dual. Plural.

Sfafl, ^tt
5^ qfftfrtt y*£tiH

flfN^t. «Pi «pftBft w4\Px

qfffc^ *ff»»r qfi*rpfl

^W(Wl <*SS*t? Vf^prtft or arff^rfflft

f&sm. *f<S$ V^joft or *$W% sffsjnfa

a||ipR* STg$* n$qtoR Qrn$§ttrft
&4

Now we take up the declension of srg|J which is a negative compound

of sr +^« The ,? will be changed to guttural, when final in a pada, because the

affix Hk^ has been ordained after the root ^sr rip*, SPWSWI? 1
,
but not so in other

compounds than negative, as ftx5r«J*f &c. The N, S. of rf^srst is f^ssr^.

,

because Patanjali in his Mahabhashya, in commenting on sfltra V I. I. 58 S.2405

employs the form ^SR^xtPi or because the *?* taught in VIII. 2. 36 S. 294.

for the finals of^and 3^ would debar the gutturalisatiou. While the

gutturalisation in«^and«Kf^8B is an irregularity, because these words are

so read in the sutra III. 2. 59. S. 373. Or to remove all these objections

we say that srww is not a negative compound of sr + $2F but is a Ul?adi f0l™ed

word derived from the root kt" " to throw " with the affix *E^ ,
then the

34 S
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form will be b^b in the N. S. without any difficulty. Thus the declension

of srqrar will be.

Singular. Dual. Plural.

Horn. sr^ar or argjr "*r^# arqtS^f tl

Aco „ „

But in the weak-case terminations there will be two forms, #/#, one

with st^( VI. i, 63. S. 228 ) and the other with arf« u Thus Ace : PI :

W$f§r or*wrfa II Instr: Sing: Dual sr^srr or atWT; 8T$*«?Pj[, or ^ur^ri; &c.

Now we take up the declension of arsf 11

Singular. Dual. Plural.

Nom. & Aco j 3js£ or 3j?jf gp^f 3F*f$r II

In the last, the conjunct consonant is ^5 and sr 11

Vdrtik :—There is prohibition of the auement g*f in the case of ggj|.

Vdttik :—Or, the w* may be added before the final consonant, i. e,

inserted betwen^ and |r 11 Thus srgfSr or wgffr ffitrrc 11

Note •—According to Mahabhasya the Nom. PI. is 3if5r without any

nasal. ( See sufcra VII. 1. 72 ), His reason is that the word Br*n in HJ^TW
^flgrsr: should be construed in the Ablative, the slltrfl. meaning " the augment «nj

should be added to a Neuter stem which ends in |ff$ consonant, provided that

such fp? is preceded by a vowel " In firj, the letter that follows the vowel, i. «.

Cis not a jhal, nor does the Neuter stem-end in r. But the ]hal ^ which is final,

is nob preceded by a wwd but by C II So there will be no nasal here.

Now, we take up the declension of wi? &c. Nominative and

Accusative.

Dual. Plural,

Si «m%U

% «rf* 11

&t ,

,

nmft 11

Sing,

ei*

Singular,

wiilor wi5

?T<l°r 3$

qfj or are;

But in anvadesha or remplctyment, the Norn

declined as qn^ \{

The word >f$n; is formed by adding the affix ftR<r, to the verbal root

^fain ( a Frequentative root ) The *J and n are dropped f wfr $(r- ) II

Its N. and Ac: S. add K Dual are VF*r<T or %ft£ ;• *fH# II In the

Plural, i. e. before the affix tfft, the augment 3*1 required by VII. 1. 72 S. 314

is not added, because the lopa elided «T of *tTw% is considered as sthanivat

of <J?H£ is
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and so the base does not end in a ^r. consonant * Nor will it take $3, on

account of its ending in a vowel, because there is no stb&nivat-bhava, with

regard to the rule applying to its own self.

Thus the Plural is «rf*rftr HrgmgimT* tl

Similarly the plural of itfvGRi 1S ^f%f? H

The root b^ haS tvvo meanings-
! ( a ) to &° > ( b ) to worship

( See »*rft 203 ). When the compound is formed from it with the upa-pada

#r we get *fr + wr^C. + flR^C 11 Thus «ri spprffr meaning ' he drives the cow '. The

nasal will be elided by VI. 4. 24 S. 415. But when the meaning is ' he honors

or worships the cow ' the nasal will not be elided because of the prohibition

of VI. 4- 30- S, 424

Thus we get two forms ( 1 ) «Rr^ ( 2 ) *m% \\ Then the Sandhi of

%+sp* itself gives rise to three forms, namely ( 1 ) where there is no Sandhi

by VI. 1. 122. S. 87. (2) where m^, is substituted for sfr of nr by VJ I.

123. S. 88. ; (3) where 3?r + afTof«tr and *r% become 97T by VI. t. 1 22,

S. 87. Thus ( 1 > niwra.( 2 ) «nH ( 3 ) 'fits'* ll

Verse :—In the Neuter, the word ^w^ meaning ( a ) he who honors

cows or ( b >he who drives cows, has 109 forms, according as the bases are

namely ( I ) nrir* ; ( 2 ) n*H ( 3 ) *ns3^ (4) nm^ (5) «wr*, (6) ms-w 11 The

case terminations 5 ( N. S ), s?n ( Ac.S ) n<r ( L. PI.) give rise to nine forms

each, the *rr (i. e. Instr :, Dative and Ablative Dual and PI) to six forms each;

the grsr and *fflt ( i. e. Norni : and Ace; PI) to three forms each, the

remaining ten case-terminations four forms each.

Thus when we analyse ir^r^.or w^as mrrw srsrfiif, we add the affix

fjRH by III. 2. 59 S. 373. Then the nasal is elided, when the sense is ' to

move'. Then there is the ar^ substitution by VII. r. 123. S. 88. In this

case we have N. S. as *r*rrar or nqi^i or when we apply the option of VI. I.

122 S. 87, we have JTrsr^or %3fr^; when we apply the rule of ^^r, we

have »TfS3?' or »frs?i; \t

When the sense Is ' to honor ', we have the gjs* or gutturalisation

of the nasal in to y as N. S. mrw, or «fr*T3; or rfr^ 11 In the Ace : S. we
shall also get these nine forms.

In the Nom : and Ace : dual, the termination is <rft, before

which the base gets the designation of bha ( *r ) and the bt of spar

is elided by VI. 4. 138 S. 416 and thus we get the form ifp"^ II But when
the sense of the verb is * to honor ', we get the forms n«rWr, or •ffapsft- or nt"^ i»

* The 8T of *rfHi; was elided by VI. 4.
' 48. S. 2308. The Ydrtika ^Iw*

1 WlPre?! sea antra. VI. 4. 85 S. 273 is not applied kera ; as that Vartika is not of

universal application.
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The N, and Ac : PI. affix is f% which being a Sarvanamasthana,

we have the augment pL an<^ tnUs we nave ^f^- or sftarf^r or ifrf%r whether

the verb means ' to go ' or ' to honor '.

The Instr : Sing of mf*. is only *Jtot, for the same reason as N.

and Ac : Dual is m>$ , of ^m% is wtt or Hrw or 4M*n »

The Instr:, Dat and Abl : dual of nsfr* is »mwin or »it»T»»«TO.or

ni*«lFI.> °f^^ is *1^f?tr5 or »frww»rw or ift^m$ &c.

In the Loc. PI :, when the base is mfa, we add the augment

w by VIII. 3- 28. Thus «ni$f of "far^I or j?Rfg or *r*r£3 or s?taa?$ or

But when the base is mm > we get L. PI : as mm °* 'TW^

or m% it

By applying the vartikaw fsftfan, 9? may be changed to m and we

may get six other forms, but that Vartika is not applicable, since the <^|

rule is asiddha.

Now we take up the declension of Rrc'? II

Its Norn : forms are %$&, fifttfl, &&fol ll

But when <%n means ' to honor ' and thus the nasal is not elided, the

Norn : forms are firty, Rf^.Wr »

Now we take up the declension of q$?j 11 Its Nom : and Ace :

forms are n^ , 3W?ft, «E$f*r 11

But before weak case terminations afSfv^ is optionally substituted

for n&l as ordained by VI. r. 63. S. 228. Thus Ac : Pi : is either qgi^ or

ijrarfa H The Insr : Sing : is *m or qiprr <l

Now, we take up the declension of qfng 11 Its Nom : and Ace :

forms are wg*. *r$?ft, «t?W tl According to VI. 1. 63. S. 228, qr^is

optionally substituted for 51§ji£ before the weak case terminations. So the

Ace : PI : is optionally %mft ll Similarly, the Instr : Sig. is either

sissr or sism «

Now, we take up the declension of^ II Its Nom : Sing : and dual are

TOt l ISfft I'

The formation of the N. PI: is governed by the following rule.

sp^r^m an srar 3?f?R3 #^at gw^r **tf«r#r?rRwr*r t> i t^i^t i wraiSW

444. The Participial-affix 5R£ optionally takes the

augment *£«; after a reduplicate steni,.in Neuter nouns when
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a sarvan&masth&na I. 1. 42. S 31 >. follows.

Thus Nominative Plural ^f '^r or ^-j%'
11

Now, we take up the declension of g??j; 11 Its N. S. is f^ 11

In the formation of its N. Dual and Plural the following rule applies :—

445. When the affix ?r?| comes after a verbal stern

ending in ar or ®rr, it may optionally take the augment jpc

before the neutral case-ending i$r VII. 1. 19. S. 319. and

before the feminine affix £ ( that is Nadi I. 4. 3. S. 266 ).

Thus N. D. gs# or ffffr ; N. P. $<n% tl

Now, we take up the declension of *rr»| 'shining'. Its Nominative

forms are *nq; , *T|5rft or *mft, *m% u

Now we take up the dclension of q^fj II ('cooking'). Its N. S.

isTTfJl 1 Its N. D, PI. are governed by the following rule :

—

ay^ i ^iq^iflfn^re; I vs i ? 1 ^ n

wwfrcrmr n- wg^anw^w f%w 31. wrsgiforats «r«r» 1 t^V i Tn%i

wmv 3*1 wfa 1 f*n?wnT«* JTfairflFtTOTrafW'WS *t% 3flqF#ra 1 ^1*7 1 mi 11 arfr-

fSr 11 ^tjpT 1 w^ffi*. 1 srfftfavjfrHin^r ^st ' ***« 1 ^3* 1 v&ft 1 *u%f% $$•• 1 33-

rtsp&ft^ft «r^n 1 *Ny% 1 *rfqr 1 *t3*?ir: i q*r qrglrftow 1 mWi flR* 1 *"Fr?i% «#& 1

ffiq#n 1 faifo'ft i srsrwt wrrfSr^^raFaww at t i ^\^ ^nfH^^mv^s^ms-
#sicr.j«H 1 Rriftrq

-

1 mtfr^rPreiTnr 1 «w 1 qq# 1 qqtrlri tf^gr 1 'rorwnfaBHft i

gg* 1 gs*ft 1 ss»n% »nfi 1 f^ftv^ipi. 1 emfcr 1 ^aii; 1 srwfa 1 %<r 337?; 11

446. When the affix isr^ comes after a verbal stem

ending in the vikaranas 'SPJ and %*$%, it invariably takes the

augment g*c before the neutral case-ending m ( f ), and the

feminine ending $ ( Nadi ).

Thus N. D. imsrft, N. PI. v*f% II The word f%?T stops the

anuvritti of ^r ( VII. 179 S. 444 ).

Similarly, the Nominative forms of #5?j?f are ffRBtHi St***^* fteffnf H

Now, we take up the declensicn of ?vi. meaning ' a tank containing

good water,
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Note .•—In forming the compound JJ + atpj., sQfcra V. 4. 74. S. 940 required

the addition of <5T to the final a& in the case of fi; + *T^« t(t<T ;
font here the syia-

not added on acoounfc of the prohibition contained in Y. 4. 69. S, 954. Nor is the

sr changed to long f required by VI, 3.97. S, 941 heoanse the word STi;in that antra

means fhat srv which has taken the ^T*H5ri*?r affix *T II Thus we get the base ^jr

Its N, S. and Dual are^ or &* and ??pft respectively. In the N,

Plural the st of ^W will be first lengthened by VI. 4, II S. 277. and then gn
is to be added, This is because the word srq; is specifically mentioned in the

sutra VI. 4. 11. S. 277. Otherwise by the general rule, the augment ^taught

by VII. ,1. 72 S. 314 is nitya and subsequent in order of Ashtadhyayi to the

sQtra VI. 4. 11. and should have been added first. Thus the Nominative Plural

is ^rf*T II

But if the view be taken that the pratipadokta rule supersedes a

nitya and a subsquent rule, then only, when it has no scope otherwise ; then

we should not have the lengthening ordained by VI. 4. 11. S. 277, for that

lengthening finds its scope in cases like «rpT ftrTBT^r ; while in CT^-t-Rr, the gn
taught subsequently will supersede the lengthening rule which is precedent,

Thus we have the Nominative Plural ^qrflfq- 11

Note :—Thia is the more valid form according to the opinion of Manorama.

The Instr : Sing is wn II The Instr : Dual is *«r£*nm ; the ^
being changed to £ b%,${I£. 4. 48. S. 442. The Instr : Plural is ^fa; 11

Now we take Oft. the declension of ^jwji This word is formed by
.adding the Unadi affix *« to the root ursj (Unadi II. 117). The wis.

changed to r^ (VIII. 2, 66. S. 162 ) and then changed to Visarga .

thus Nominative Sing is *Tj£ ; Nominative Dual i%%sft tt

In the Nominative Plural the sr of Vfgw is lengthened by VI. 4.10.

S. 317. Thesis changed to^by VIII. 3. 58. S. 434. Thus Nominative

Plural is vrijfir II The Instr : S. and Dual are ^g^r, spgwtfi respectively

Similar is the declension of "erg^and $r?*r &c.

Now, we take up the declension of f^Tftw^ it It is derived from the

Desiderative root fttrftsr with the affix ifi* before which the final *r is elided

by VI. 4. 48. S. 2308 and in the N. S. the penultimate vowel is lengthened

by VIII. 2. 76. S. 433- Thus N. S. ffi<r*f: ; N. Dual flqffcft u

In the Plural, i. e. before the affix %, the augment gn required by

VII. 1. 72. S. 314, is not added, because the lopa elided sr is considered as.

sth&nivat and so the base does not end in a $r« consonant.

Nor will it take gi by considering it as ending in a vowel, for the1

elided ?r can not be considered as sthanivat m applying the rule

to its own self. ( compare sutra 443 ), Thus N. PI. is ftcrfirft<U The
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rest of the declensions, such as ft<TJftMtf*. &c. are similar to tho«e of the

Masculine.

Now, we take up the declension of <tz(^&c,

Nom : and Ace :

Singular. Dual. Plural. Instr : S. Dual.

WK to< TOrcft <ratf%r 11 <rc<arr, vH*vx

In the Dual and PI : all the operations required in the case affixes

should be made first and then the? and n substitution mentioned under

VII. 2. 107, S, 437. and VIII. 2. 81. S. 438. should take place. Thus N.

and Ace : D. and PI. are w^j; and srgJfH II

Nate .—The N. D, of STf^is thus formed :—

srw:+*=BH[ + f ( The tr is elided by VII. 2. 102 S. 265 )«*f% II This

is the form obtained by applying all the rules of ftn&fi II The vibh&kti karya

being done, we now apply VIII. 2. 80. S. 491 : The £ is thus ohanged to *l and

the (j to 3; II Thus we get the form «^£ II

Similarly by applying all the vibhakti rules to STCf^, we get the N. PI t

8T*rf*T, to which applying VIII. 2. 80. 8. 491, we get spjffj II

The rest of the declensions are like those of the Masculines.

Here end the declensions of Neuters ending in consonants .

-:o:-



CHAPTER XIV.

THE INDECLINABLES,

^S<Jrft?TflWf«?*NTiSTri *%'• I W_, *W.. TRTt, 3^1- ^ST*. ^^ 'ft^,

sfow, siftf*, ^ft. «(«wj, wwjj. ?«r*. si", **«, Rw. wft, wv». f^rti, *TTn?, fat
sffaq;, fiwflr^, *f«*r, n^f, g*w, fstwwi Wt ?*rr, ^w, «ra, "^r, *&r, *rarr, nrffi,

tit. snrfH^nrtt. flfaswt- sir, *p% mm, swr, ftrcg, 3T?mr, 9Tnf<% sw$, t?ra., ^%
^srr, f*Rr, *rr*tr, wfftr, mr, stsj*. ws.'trres *1«re., sRfcT. srfo-T, 3Thj, <*m, ftsrcrar,

Cr«rr. w, faMtr, gurr, s*r. foqr, f*wg, irrag, g§g, Jiwrc.* wre^r, aira^, afrtftw,

% *rr, w, wr?, qt, qfff, *t*, sroi, ^q-fi:, *jhj, ^jm;. gTfi, §faq;. ^rn;. Vft, ^3, ^rat,

ikfrtfi, aur, h?, $f?r, tifei, frfo* ?fsjs, ^rftv^Tr^, is. mi;, rrr<r;i;,&, %, ^,\ wr?;,

*fr<?r,??rr?r> *w, g*. erwft, *?rg, fan*, sw, artr, g|, w, srrff. 3TOnfa*rft;m-

*fFw¥:w*r i wmsTg,, *&$> srfsartfftr. «t, srr, f. f. *, at. <r ? #r> wr, <rg, $^5 w-
wrorr% Tt?, <*«?, *Tjf,V? nn, sra, *r, i*g, ^t>, g?t, irra; i nrf^3ii?>f?rn<ji:

»

447 The words svar ' heaven, ' &c, and the

particles ( I 4. 56 ) are called indeclinables.

This defines avyaya or indeclinables. Their list is given below :

—

W;' heaven,' 9?nft, ' midst. ' irrs* ' in the morning, '<j^?; ' again,

'

eg?{^' in. concealment, ' 5%^' high, aloft ' sft%^' low, down, ' $tw ' slowly,

'

«Kq5R ' rightly, separately, aside, singly, particularly, truly, ' ^ ' except,

without, '3«Tf(jt' at the sametime, at once,' srwc 'near
> ^ fr°m

>
directly', ?«jw

'separately, apart,' ^w ' yesterday, ' ^'to-morrow,' Rfr ' by day, ' xm
1 by night or jn the night, ' mW at eve, ' to^' long, long since, a long

time, ' mia^ ' a little, ' fa ' slightly, a little afaigr gladly, ' jj«i>H ' silently,

'

arf|PT, ' outside, ' st^it ' below, without, outside. 3*W ' "ear, ' ftw ' near,

hard, close by,' ww, 'of one's self,' |«fr 'in vain, ' HtK^' at night, by night,' isr,

negative particle, not, '^t ' for this reason, by reason of, ' |W ' truly, really

'

wrgj 'evidently, truly,' ww 'half,' vj 'enclitic like, as Brahmaijavat,

Kshatriyavat warrior like, %,{% ^rq; ' perpetually, ' ^q^f ' division, ' fan*

•crookedly, awry, over,' st^t W$m 'except, without' 3«jfq;, 'long,' SRI

expletive particle,'^ ease,
' J-TSSr 'suddenly, hastily, *

ft»ff
' without, ' HW

' variously. ' wfa ' greeting, peace, ' sfqr ' exclamation, oblation to Manes,'

$r?Pl. ' enough, ' W^ ' exclamation,' ij^, fpr^ ( interjection )
' oblation of
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butter, ' 8T«l!l ' again, moreover, otherwise '. *rf% 'being present,' HTJSj'in

a low voice, secretly, privately, ' w*rr ' patience, pardon, ' fafrsrer ' aloft in the

air, ' ^rsrr ' at night or in the evening, ' <a^r, ffiwjr ' falsely, ' gvrr ' in vain, ' sw
« formerly, ' fluffr or r>wt ' mutually, together, ' $rra*f « frequently, almost,

'

ggtr ' again, repeatedly ' srer?fPJ. or JPlrffar ' at the same time, ' sriaSwi,

' violently ' stiftl'n* ' repeatedly, ' m*R% or tf[>fg ' with ' *(*(*{, ' reverence,

"

f|^K ' without, ' ftss. ' fie !
' bri| ' thus, ' btw " quickly " stra;" indeed " m^ ' with

fatigue, ' nwi' alike, ' vmn. ' widely, ' mt *tt^,' do not '.

So also the words formed by the affixes beginning with wftl^J ( V.

3. 7 S 1953) and ending with <Tro* (V. 3. 47 S 1993), by tne affixes beginning

with qq; (V. 4. 42 S 2109) and ending with (SPTraw ( V. 4. 68 S 676), by the

affixes f«g^, gf^ *TT* and sttk by the affixes having the sense of the affix f%f

,

or by the affixes er^or *tf%, *rf%' or qfir, nor *tut,are also indeclinables.

This class is known as • avayaya ' from its form, so that where words

are found treated as indeclinables, they may be put as under this class.

The following are r%7ra or particles "*r ' and, ' ^r " or, " f an expletive,

si? vocative particle W ' only, " ipm, ' thus,' ijjT* ' certainly ' *p»J(j; 'continually,'

5^^T(l
,

at once' ?gm.' repeatedly, ' "gqjj; 'excellently, ^^'excellently' $ftq|

•abundantly' 3<f or #$" if," *«nff ' if.' SFfT^iC" wnat if" TOT 'where' srs'no,' %w
ah 1

' mVun. , ntftj:, *rf%s or *n%*i " do not," nrff' do not' »rw ' not' mn% ' as much
as,' jrnrfj; 'so much,' ?%, \, orw^ perhaps,\ disrespectful interjection, afore;, faw
or ?^fft " oblation to the gods " «rr«rff "oblation to the Gods" gq. "thouing,"

trvrfl " thus ". ?arg certainly, f^rST ' indeed/w now, gig 'excellent' 59T (gives the

idea of past when attached to the present forms of verbs ), wrnRf ' fie 1

'

To the list of Indeclinables belong also what have, without the reality,

the appearance of an «<ra^, ( I. 4. 59 S. 22, ) of a word with one of the

terminations of case or person, and of the vowels. In the example srf?^
" given away, " thesrsf is not really an upasarga, for if it were, the word would

be sw^by VII. 4. 47. S. 3078 In the example wrtgi ' egoistic ' the ahan ' is

not identical with sr^ff or ' I ' terminating in a case affix, because a pronoun,

really regarded as being in the Nominative case could not be the first

member in such a compound. ^

In the example srf^rtflrct, a cow or the like in which there is milk, the

*?r% must be regarded as different from the word wf^r or "is" which ends

with the affix of 3rd person Sing, wr, W, *, 3C, f, X afr. «ft (these express

various emotions <nj ' well, ' tpRH ' quickly, '• qqrartrm " any how " m^, em^.,

«Tf. ^, f , W (vocative particles) srV ahl'tr in the sense of injury,

opposition and to fill up the metre of a verse, fas " on all sides, " n*n$ ' at

the same moment ' $n ' blame ' vn& ' hence '.

35 S
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This list also from n &c, Is to be regarded as one each of which is

to be recognised by its own form as before.

448. And the words ending in taddhita or se-

condary affixes ( IV. 1, 76. S 530) which are not declined in

all the cases are also Indeclinables.

An enumeration of these affixes should be made. They are the

affixes beginning with m%R (V. 3. 7. S 19S3) and ending with ^iiw ( V. 3. 47,

S 1993 ) ; by the affixes beginning with war ( V. 4. 42. S. 2109) and ending

with ^pfrrsrrffT' { V. 4. 68 S 676 ) by the affixes st^, stt^ , where meaning fOTSTt;

by the affixes gr% and *tf% and ?r or qp*. 11

.Hence T^Rr^Fqn and «r*rf%!OT* are not indeclinables.

Note :—Taddhitas or secondary affixes are certain affixes, by which nouna

are derived from other nouns, such as, from $13 we have WW, asarva-vibhaktis

are those whioh do not take Ml vibhaktis but some only. ThuB the adverb qq:

is declined in the singular ablative only, and does not take the dual and plural

terminations.

Those deiivative words which do not take all the case-terminations but

only some of thorn and which are formed by the addition of Tadhita affixes are

indeclinables. As <nr; 'thence,' ?n? 'there 1
. Both these -words are formed

by taddhita affixes from the pronpun flf
' that, ' the one is nsed in the

ablative case only and the other in the locative. So also W, H«f, U?r, q|T>

««% i stfnrer. I % 1 % \ \% \\

449. The words formed by those krit or primary

affixes, ( III. 1. 93 S 374 ) which end with ir or in it, lit, 3:

and «& are also Indeclinables.

Note :—All affixes for the formation of nouns are of two kinds:—i. Those

i fey which nouns are derived directly from roots : Primary affixes. 2. Those by

which nouns are derived from other nouns : Secondary affixes. The former are

called krit, the latter, taddhita,

Text:—Words formed by krit affixes which end in *t or carr,^.

orm ( connoted by the pratyahara ^w) are avyayas. Thus the affix g^
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(technically g$0 and org; (technically or^s , III. 3. 10 S 3175) are affixes which
end in »il The words formed by the addition of these affixes will he
indeclinables. Thus sm^%m& '

having repeatedly remembered ' #tf% to live
fastis ' to drink, ' are also avyayas as they end in sy, &c.

«K» 1 ^^i^^^K^r: I \i \i a® u

450. The words, ending with ktvd ( III. 4. 18. S.

3316 ) tosun ( III. 4. 16. S. 3443 ) and kasnn ( III. 4. 9. S,

3436 ) are Indeclinables.

As iwr ' having done ' s^fts ' having risen, ' fajtjj < having spread ',

srflwf*; a.

451. (The compound called) Avyayibh&va (II.

1. 5. S. 651.) is also Indeclinable.

Thus srpjfK ' upon Hari or Vishnu.'.

ifote :—The Avyayibh&va or adverbial or indeclinable compounda are

formed by joining an indeclinable parbiole with, another word. The resulting

compound, in which the indeclinable particle forms generally the first element,

h again indeclinable, and generally ends, like adverbs, in the ordinary -termina-

tions of the nominative or accusative neuter.

The word tsr in the sutra shows that here ends the definition of avyaya-

The avyayas, therefore, are all thoBe words whioh are comprised in the above

five sutras,

"What is the object gained by making the avyayibhava compounds avaya-

yas ? Three objects are gained, by making these compounds, indeclinables

viz., we canapply to them (I) the rule relating to the eliBion Ogs!?) of the case-affixes

and feminine affixes, t. e^ sutra II. 4. 82. S 452 thus, in the following example, the

words upagtri and pratyagni though qualifying the word salabhah, do not take the

gender and number- of the latter, sqn£ Jflfffir SlaW T^fa" ( 2 ) the rule relating to

accent when an avyaya is compounded with the word mukha, (gp?TW)» * e
-i

sutras

VI. 2. 167. & 168. S 3901 and 8902, Thus, srstffr &SH, here, sutra VI. 2. 167, required

the final vowel to take the udatta accent, but the preceding word being an avyaya,

efitra VI. 2. 168, intervened, and the first word retains its natural accent 1 ( 3 )

the rule relating to- the change of visarga : into ?r, this change being technically

called OTW- thus TTW mv, ST?**: sfiW. as compared withSWW Here, the

compound WW* being treated as avyaya^ sutra V2H. S. 46, S 160. applies ana

prevents the change of : into 5 H
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«rre HtsfiriSttTO^wretftiP • «n^^ ssrssnri *wr imr ffttrr ftur n

452. There is luk-elision of ssrq; ( the feminine

termination ) and §w ( the ease-affixes ) ordained after an

Avyaya or Indeclinable,

Thus, off vrsnraw.' *° ttiat ha" '• **ere tne Indeclinable^
' there,'

does not take the feminine termination, although it is equivalent to fj^(«|

1 in that ',

By using the word " ordained " in the stitra we mean that the case-

affixes must come after the Avyaya as such, and not after a pratipadika

compound, in which an Avyaya may be a secondary member. Thus in the

compound »tRt+3%« though the word ^s separately is an Avyaya, yet as

the whole compound is a noun, the case-affixes will not be dropped after it.

Thus Nominative Dual s*?j|%^r n Though tadanta vidhi applies to avyayas

also, and so a compound word ending with an avyaya will also be an avyaya,

yet when such an avyaya is a secondary member only and the whole

compound refers to a third person, then the tadanta vidhi will not apply.

The word *n* ( Feminine affix ) has been read uselessly in the sutra,

because an Avyaya has no gender.

Verse :—" What changes not, remaining alike in the three genders,

and in all cases, and in all numbers, is what is termed an indeclinable

or avyaya ".

Thus according to Sruti, avyayas have neither genders, cases nor

numbers.

"The grammarian Bhaguri wishes that there shall be elision of *i

of «raf and *rrft and that str* shall be the termination of all feminine words
which would otherwise end in consonants, e.g. m«n (instead of fr^r).

PlW ( instead of ft^ ), f?w ( instead of ft|r
)

".

This is of course optional, for it rests on the authority of a single
grammarian. So either s^nr? t or wrf s n Vmm. or vrftwr* h

Here end the Indeclinables.



CHAPTER XV.

FORMATION OF FEMININES.

m I ftw*rrc i « i K \\ «

453. When feminine nature is to be indicated, the

affixes taught hereinafter must be employed.

Notel—This is an adkikara sflfcra pure and simple. The phrase 'when

feminine nature is to be indicated,' must be read in all the following aphorisms

npto IV, 1. 81 inclusive. The amivrifcti of the word ' prfttipadika ' should be read

into this sura, from the sutra, IV, 1. 1. S 182, not so, however tbe anuvritti of the

words 'sftifmc,' ; for -we are now going to form words by tbe application of ^ and

«rni affixes.

arartfaTrorcrerra * <rprii m. "NW *rw *fffar zvi tots i irsrr^iWftft

tfw *nfTR i »nrr < 8W: ( ww i «rajftT*fs ^Nra Pftw^f i Ts^rrsft i

'flpft' (v*\) |Rr #lra. i snc ft *nTrat*fo*nrrcffis sftaffiwron qwt <rari

^rist i gflwr i to stffirswft 5^f tup i mm « *<sr i *wr i i**r i twrr i

W wfo »nw tffr «fa; Tiff? n * smwrrlprcRft ***' "Kan* * wm i hwrw i

CTRtRft' *w ii
* *r¥wo1*5rr*trcr$ffwii %vu% * u at^on i jri^g^r t srrares«Tr i

*

Sir *nwi$ nrfiri • ii W 3 vft i *rc?«I5? ffis. i istfrjfr i »§wr i efaisr i

W« i ^bt i qtfter i Teifttlr &qtftsft i stfftssr i simrcft i
* garon * i «ww

^N"r ^t* ii wtf i ifatfr ii

454. The affix sn* is employed to indicate feminine

nature, after the crude-forms ' aja ' &c, and the crude-forms

ending in short n \

This debars tfi% and g^ •

The words *tst &c. are given below. Thus w$ a ' he goat/ srsrr ' a

she goat.' The words ending in short *r are such as, 13$ whose feminine will

be «s|t I

Note :--The word 5T| is formed by adding tbe TJnadi affix g^; to the root

WE. meaning " to desire.' (TJnadi 1. 151 ).

The feminines in grammar do not follow tbe natural physiological division

of sexes, and even names of things wbioh ijave no sex may have genders, e g. «*,
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8^, *f«** II Similarly beings whose sexes may be femininea may have names

whose Ganders will be mancnlines, snob as ^rCM. II

The words *rsr &c. must denote, by themselves a feminine object in-

order to get the affix sif,. therefore not in WW& meaning " a collection of

five goats " Here the feminine nature does not refer to the goats, but to the

compound noun formed of <&*$ and »W l Therefore this feminine qwirsftis

formed by #*( IV. i. 21. S. 470),

Following are the words belonging to the Wlrft class

:

Note i—The above words denote ' jUV or kind and though they end in short-

er in the masculine, they wonld have taken, but for the present autre, the affix 'nish'
-

(IV. 2, 68 S 618 ) in the feminine.

7. wm mm 8. ft* fj*r (S. wra *t*ti)

10, s*?r «ror 11 • *r*f i*v 12 - Rwnr Pwrar

2/ofe s—The above six words are descriptive of age, and though they end

in the short qr in the raasonline, bat for the present antra, they would hav» taken

the affix ' #t^' (IV, 1- 20. S. 478.) in the feminine.

tfote:—These two words are formed by the affix sge^, and being f^J,

would have taken ^K(IV. I. 15 S 470 ) but for this Sutra.

Vdrtika .'—The words m., *T% *rf$P£, Vf and f^r when followed by

tew form the feminines with at^i

is. zem vvm 16. wiot, irow}
17. mfirroer, stftwror; 18. ^»mw, vnnrarr;

lfl. fip*<m> flpvusw) <so. ftm, i*r*OT>)

In wrannr, the long m of qm is changed to short «T by the sutra

VI. 3. S. ioqi.

Note

:

—The above words ending in ' phala ' wonld have taken the affix 9lsh

( IV. 1. 64 8 &19 ) bnb for their enumeration in the ' ajadi ' class ;
' PnOTT ' when

a, Dvigu Compound' forms its feminine as f%<SBT i when a Bahuvrihi Compound,

its feminine is flr<ti#t II

Vdttika :—The word j«r preceded by Wl, 8^,^'^, «rrw? and to

takes the affix *vt\\

21. eegsr, ?r«swTT

;

22. flfFJS**. wfS^ri 5 So »hM> J^WS^n

23. «rt»«swt, «jrr°¥s«<Tri 24. JTPrTsn nwtgwrf;

25. *mg*<S, m^tt 5 26. ipsgwf, ir*^ 5

The above words ending in jwr would have taken fttsh by IV. r,

4-S 519-
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V&rtik :—m forms its feminine sjjfr when not preceded by *rgq; and

when it denotes a caste.

27. %f W
Note i—But the feminine of Uf is ^f( when the meaning is ' the wife of

ttgftdra'; so also when tho word Uf ia compounded with the word *[?fi as,

ij^jUjft
' a woman of ' HfTOJr' class.'

Note :—The term ' tfmf ' is applied to the caste of Abhiras : and this

compound word would have taken the affix ' «($/ by the rule of tadanta vidhi

given in. I. 1- < 2, 8 26, but for the vartika, viz ' S^frr TPTfcT "J?? stiffs ' It might be

objected that the tadanta vidhi cannot apply here on the strength of the

following maxim:
—" That which cannot possibly be anything bub a pr&tipadika

does not denote that which ends with it, but ib denotes only itself."

Therefore, the word ' sudra ' whioh cannot be anything but a pr&bipadika, does

not denote ' maha-Budra.' This objection is futile: the very fact of this vartika

indicates by implication ( jfiapaka ), that with regard to the application of tb.8

feminine affixes, the tadanta-vidhi is valid and does apply. Thus we have tha

forms like *»Rt*farfr »ffttf[<tfr and *rRre<rcft II

28. 9g"«r «*& 29. <jf*»t^ sffcrfr so. W*^ mm^!

Note .—The above words end in oosonants and would not have taken p^L

but for their being included in the ' sniTf^ ' clasB.

81. ^ <&m 32. qrf^S 5Sf%WI 33. *JWT *IWPW

Note :—The above words denoting matrimonial relation would haya

taken the affix ' nisb by IV. 1. 64. S 519.

The word sjfrf^r, takes si^even when denoting a class.

Vdrtik :—When t& is preceded by the negative particle *r, it forms

Its feminine by *r* II

34. wjisr sfrqsrr The word • mflla ' preceded by the negative particle

nan, would have otherwise taken ' nisb. ' by IV. 1. 64. S 519.

W$ A l 3ff$taF$T#fHJ « \ \\ X n (See S. 306.)

454 A. The affix #1^ is employed, in forming the

feminine, after the crude-forms ending in sjc or in 53; \

Note:—Of the affix ^\%, the letter 3£ is taken in order to make a common
term with sftqr ftad ^fa; and the 5. is taken to distinguish them from those

affixes
; the real affix is § II Thus, iRW ;—/. «K<5f ; q&~f, f^f i %(*$%—f. «tf

9l'«ft

;

?ffr^ftTwri^«rrffin: %sf sfts; wrs 1 v**ft 1 H^ft 1 tfureft 1 tpjwfiffit 5*r 1

»rPn$<nf«iRt H^i 1 q5r«*n i ^s«t%^ wfa i trpft 1 insHl

«
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455. And after what has an indicatory 'uk'the

affix #tt is employed, in denoting the feminine.

Notoi—Thesis aprntyahara meaning f, ^r and cil Wherever it is

possible to make these letters indicatory, in whatever way it may be, that word.

form is called WftlHj; U That which ends with aaoh a word is meant here. The

pratipadifca pure and simple not formed by an affix may be aPrq;, thuB the

pronoun Wf5 ftroong the sarranamas t an affix may be ?f*W[ as the affixes ^5
and fw ftod fcbwefore, the words formed by these affixes will be iPr^ ; similarly

A letter way be tftlrit, as f meaning ^ inVL 4. 127 S 364. ; ( " $ ia the substitute of

the final of an inflective btuie ending in sHp^&o "
)

Thus, *m% ' honored sir,—•/. nqtft ' madam ', Applying the rule of

tadantavidhi, we have srftivr!»?i-~*Tf?r*Hift' 'most exalted lady.' Similarly

!T«ni( formed by adding^ III. 2. 124 S 3100 ), forms the feminine q^fi-, the

SH comes by VII. 1 82. S. 446. So also ft*^ and fl«i»ift 11

Prohibition must be stated in the case of verbal roots having an

indicatory 'uk.' Thus the roots wj ' to fall down ' wrg; ' to fall down ' have

indicatory f ; and we get from these roots the pratipadikas like TOTTCH and

'tWj:, (HI. 2. 76 S 2983), The sifmntHUpHt, '<tf«r?l5iTiri»H-|i Here, the

feminine is not formed by adding rfV^tt

The pratipadikas ending with the verb ' anchu ', however, take the

affix a^ u As, jfptf*, sjtfM ],'

«X* I mt * <r I » ! \\ ® II

f^Riraraif^ftm% in ^r^wa^m-arBn wffiroftmi sfs. t«r V*i4'-
1

' ^r? sr<m«pr ' ffM 1

456. The affix ' #*? ?
is added, in forming the

feminine of the crude forms that end in the syllable ^ and

also of a compound that ends in a word bo formed, and ^

is the sub t'tute of the final of such syllable.

Thus ifan, ( Unadi IV. 115 ) f. >far# 'a female artisan
"

; tfbpi f fl*ft

* a young woman, a stout woman.,' *j%f. *!# 'night' (s?+^<t III 7. 75

S 2980, lit. that which destroys light,)

ffflr^^ ( a woman who has surpassed a male artisan )
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Words ending' in ?P|, are formed by the affixes S^fas, (III. 2. 103

S. 3091 ) «FTR» and mn% ( III. 2. 74S. 3418 ), These words end in s^aud con-

sequently would have taken sft^even by IV. 1. 5 S. 306; the necessity of

the present sutra arose in. prder to teach the change of j*. into ^ in case of

words ending in ^ H

Patibh&shA:—"An affix denotes when ever it is employed in gram-

mar, a word form which begins with that to which that affix has been added

and ends with the affix itself/' Therefore by applying this rule and taking

the affix *r^as qualifying the pratipadika, we apply the affix #fc to the

piatipadika ending in n%\\ Thus wrfflfljwft meaning a woman who has

surpassed the drinker of soma- juice, 8rrap$faft and %$fy \\

Vdrtika:—After a crude form that ends in «p^ as well as after a com-

pound which ends with such a word, the affix ^% is not added in forming

the feminine nor is the ^changed to ^, provided that the affix qqi has been

specifically ordained to come after a root that ends in soft consonants and

nasals.

To the root *rnj meaning ' to remove ' we add the affix «t/%<£ 11

Thus tfnw + ^i.'-Hfr W (the long m being substituted for "^by VI. 4,41.8

2982. ) + «Pj,™*rcncn
>

ll This word is both Masculine and Feminine. Thus
the Feminine is sr«rprr Hrgl^r II The Masculine is spfrfrsrwn So also w^ig^n

meaning *m?f ^rr^T^ar " she who has incited the king to fight. " It is formed

with the affix ^fn=r under III. 2. 95. S. 30x35,

Vdrtika:— It is optionally so in the Bahuvrthi compound. Thus

*g§Mr or srf^r inft "a city that contains many artisans."

In the third alternative, the affix ?jti will be added, as will be

mentioned further on in IV. 1. 13. S. 461. Thus there will be three forms in

the Dual, as *f#r$, or sg^farfr or srf*fft as the base is WftfTft, or ?T|ift^or

«V9 1 <*T^tS?*??n;^TTq: I « 1 \ I
t;

||

<mssv fja^Hrar'a^arawwRrcftsFni: ^err mil 1 flrft 1 ft?n<i 11

457. The affix ' ^n;' is optionally employed in the

feminine, after a Nominal-stem ending with the word 'pada'

when it assumes the samasanta form qn* as well as after a

compound word ending in q\^ tl

The word 7rf becomes «rr?; when final in certain Bahuvrihi compounds

( V. 4. 140 S. 179 ). Thus fg[TT<t is both masculine and feminine, or it may op-

ionally form its feminine by long | (#11.) U In the latter alternative, the

36 S
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form will be f|ttft the word «nt being replaced by q^ by VI. 4. 13a S. 414

( as read "with I, 4. 1 8 S. 23 1 ). Similarly mfft or ft<r# • ifgstrjRj; or "«igw?# «

458. The affix «i$ ia employed in the feminine,

after a Nominal-stem ending with the word ' p&d ', when the

word denotes a verse of the Eig-veda.

This debars lft% 11 Thus jftw «£a?
' a Rik verse consisting oC two

quarter verses
' ; similarly;«r*T<IST or fsprsr <S% or ng«7fr m% H

m<£ { a. si «r^ ^rar&w n \<» «

458 A. The feminine affixes are not employed after

the stems called '**' (I. 1, 248. 369), and ' pppr '" &o.

This prohibits all feminine affixes that would otherwise have presen-

ted themselves. Thud, ^rswrarrSTf : ' the five Brahmanl ladies' nwsMi So aUo

*RT) Tf*w &e are feminine as well as masculine,

Note

:

—In tfsusf, though the »; of jj^Bp^is elided, yet the elided fl^ia asiddha

for the purposes of ^ugr and the word 7*^ though not ending -in n will get the

designation^ by I. 1. 2<t S. 869, because 4he elided^ is aaiddhaby VIII. 2.

2. S 358 and so there is no ir* after ysq by the present Subra,

Snfrrf%ftp—As trs^T arraran;, ^^r Srr&P»SfS ll The elision of ^ being asiddha,

the words ^«r and tpx are a till called Bha.sh, though they no longer 'end in ^
(wiPWr^l- 1. 24). Being called s^sr, they do nob fcafco EfJ. in the feminine

(IV. 1.10 S. 308).

According to the Vftrfcikakarn, there i a no necessity of using the word

SI5TT in the antra VII. 2. 2. S. 2330 t^n flfmn^lNl "f nBrPP^TOSfrfn), because the

elision of «^ is caused by reason of its having such a designation (ass;?) 41 Thus

withonb ita having the name of nr^C. there would be no elision of ^r^and $(*^, without

each elision there ia no pada sanjfia of these words, and unless these words

get Pada designation, there >can be no elision of s^ by VIII, 2. 7, S. 36 The ahash

designation, however, would uob be retainad by these words after taking

pluval affixes, when feminine affixes are to be added to them, but for this sutra.

The trs?^ and qptPJ, ending in ^ would require 3ft<Tinthe feminine, which is

however prohibited, for when 3^ and ^ are elided, the words end in 9T and require

Sj<£ for their feminine, which is also prohibited, because, bj the present sutra the

word still retains ita designation of «j^ 11
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,. How can this be the purpose of this sufcra P There are two views as

afinitions (tf%l )i the one ia that a particularname is given to a thing once

ior to any operations ; and operations are performed afterwards npon
itr as occasions arise. This view is embodied in the maxim apqtfi^

fij, ' SaiijfiA, and ParibhtUhfia remain where they are taught' The other

at the sanjn& autr& is bo be read with every particular operative antra,

stnjfiA given to the word afresh, with every new operation. In other

e sanjfia sufcra becomes identified with a vidhi sutra, every >time that a

to be applied. Thia ia embodied in the maxim 8»frWf5 sHmf^Wi:
and Paribhasas am attracted by or unite with the rules, that enjoin

perations'" la i . e first view, the <qv fianjfia will be good throughout,

,he purposes of eliding Sfi^and ^j?r and for prohibiting rt% n Henoe thia

ot necessary in that view. Bnb in the other view, the sufcra is necessary,

e view be taken that a sanjna is to ba applied with regard to each

y then that <T?. sanjna which had taken effect tor the purposes of eliding

[& , will no longer hold good for the purposes of preventing the appli*

the feminine affix. Henoe, the word ^nr is taken in this sutra, to prevent

cation of the second view,

«^L | wjft: I « 1 * I U H

459. The affix #frr is not employed after a Nomi-
im ending in the syllable *ns; ||

Thus ^faq, is both masculine and feminine, declined as ifim, *ftir£lr &c,

«to l wreir *§2fr§;: l « I i I ^ it

460. The affix #b^ is not employed to denote the

ne, after a Bahuvribi compound ending in sh; u

This refers to those Bahuvrthi compounds, in which the penultimate

ided. Of the Bahuvrlhi compounds which lose their penultimate

t is optional to employ this affixr or not ; as it will be taught in

28. S. 462 Thus qigqsHru,
is both gender and is declined as masculine,

Wg^mr, N. d. vs^SfrHft &c. The penultimate it of^t is not elided

of the prohibition of n ^*fmif£-&c ( VL 4. 137 S. 355).

461. The affix grn£ comes optionally after both

viz. the Nominal-stem ending in *rc, and a Btihuvrihi
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compound ending in vpg, as mentioned in the preceding two

Sutras.

Of the affix &t%, the letter f indicates that the affix is to be added

after the elision of the fc ( I. I. 64 S. 79) of the base. Thus ^m^+5fi^=?r«i+

SOTe-qmT II This being an optional rule we have 1. swtt d. ^f*ror $rir%,//, $to»

or fprfa' i
similarly with tffar, as, #JT,^ or fffarft, tffan or tffaR' It

So also in Bahuvrthi compounds ending in *rn 11 As :

—

ngnm* *T5tf% °* w$*raRh v$a*ri or sgtrarri 11

*saw. w§!r% or «r^rw%, *5OTP or *g<niw ll

wgqstrr «rg*rst or «rs*i5?rr#r

Why do we say "optionally"? So that the option may apply to

autra IV. 1, 7 S. 456 also; i, e. when a pratipadika ending in ^, which can be

regarded as ending in srqf , is a Bahuvrihi compouud, then the change of «t into

£ and the application of ^3. are optional : we may apply the affix m% instead.

As ;—*5v#«rr or v$4\*rfi > ifffar or wsfiratf 11

By IV. 1. 5, S. 306 pr&tipadikas ending in •RT, would have taken the

affix aft^, in as much as they end in ^; but the present sutra prohibits that.

Thus qmn' a string' is both neuter and feminine; and is declined as follows :

—

x. s wtr ; d. wfo> pi. inrpp 11 Similarly mr, wn^, <rrow u The word m*%
is never masculine according to Amarkosha.

462. The affix &\\ optionally comes after that

Bahuvrihi compound} which ending in the syllable srq[ loses

its penultimate si 11

Thus ^g^rwi.is a Bahuvrihi compound ending in wrt,; in applying hip,

it loses is penultimate by VI. 4. 134 S. 234. ( srwrfrsis there is elision of a? of

«Hwhenato affix follows), Thus vga^r 'having many king'. In the

alternative, when filp is not added, we may add the affix «r^ by IV. 1. i3.

S, 461. Thus arg^rsrr, srg^r'St, ^untP ll Or we may apply the prohibition con-

tained in IV. 1. 12 S. 460 and have *§rr3tr, arUTair%, *ftHTR: ll

Note .-—When the penultimate ie not elided we cannot apply fhe affix #t*
at all ! in oases of such compounds there are only two forms of the feminine

noun as §q^t, |J<pf, %?&&: or gqqf, ^^fpilr, g7*t<Ti (I That is to say we apply

IV. 1. 13 and 12 only
; for in the case of gt^sj &o. rule VI. 4. 137 S. 355 prevents
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the elision of the penultimate ify *t*n*Tr$ITfTTil , there is not elision of the ST of «p^

when it comes affcor a conjunct consonant ending in ?f ov it) II

In forming the femiuines of words ending in spi^the affix riT will be

added after the change ofn to % by the following Sutra.

«t 1 w?r: fai 1 ^im 1 irwtwfar^i *riimftf?r *rarr 1 st^tj fa* 1 srgriwsrerr *mft 1

unfawi f*5" 1 %$m f%« 1 <**:« *rr ?^ 1 «*gw iTOi^itwii srrfa f#«^ 1 ww 11

463. * is substituted for the sir which atands before

the «| belonging to an affix, when the Feminine-ending a?r

follows, provided that, it does not come after a case-affix (i. e.

when such a word in aw does not stand at the end of a

Bahuvrthi ).

That which stands in an affix Is called tntf*rc*T , i. e. gj must be the

part of the affix, Their* is changed into far in the feminine In qrr ll As
af$W, mftmt

&c, Why do we say btjt! P The m must be preceded by short

*l, therefore, not here ntW Why do we say belongingto an affix ? The as must

belong to the affix, therefore, not in tot from *nir Wfffffi ll The fir in irsraren

is for the sake of distictness, there is no affix which is only qr II

Why do we say wrjjrt ' provided that the feminine affix eu^ does not come

after a case-affix'? Observe w^r: qftmww srwf *r*nfr*l> W&rfftnwiM f*rfh»

Here unir comes after the noun ^fjrtferwi? which ends in a case-affix, and

hence the «r of 3f is not changed to f 11 The case affix is elided by II. 4. 71,

S. 650 and it still exerts its influence by I, 1. 62 S. 272 Why do we say after

m? The rule applies to ?Ti, therefore, not to n^n, WH ll Why do we say

"which stands before"? The f is substituted for the 8T which precedes

(iJrai) ^, and not the st which follows a?, as m$%tf, 555flr ll Why
do we say short «tP Observe rj^P Why do we say when snu. follows?

see sjjrw 11 The substitution takes place when «rr follows, therefore, not

in jfircft 11 The word nrrifT qualifies w ll The ?£ should be followed by aw II

VArt '.—*TCF3n" nndM should be enumerated, for the a^of these is not

part of the affix : as wftsir, Tftsffr ll Here m% is substituted for HT before the

affix *qr ( IV. 3. 3. S. 1372), to which is then added ern.ll The word irw takes

long f in the feminine only when it is a Name or in the Vedas ( IV. 1. 30

S. 488 ) : therefore though ffrTST ends in s^, it does not take^( IV. 1. IS

S. 470) butetqr (IV. 1. 4 S. 454), wtsRraRr^tffi formed with the affix]

*fi(sT III, 2. 3 S. 2915 ),
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Vdrt '.—The rule applies to the words ending in &z% ( IV. 2. 98

and ??<£., ( IV. 2. 104 S. 1324 ) in spite of the prohibition in VII, 3, 46. S. 2915

As ^ri%rairf^^T, tnftmt u

Note :—The word in the sutra is «fTT^ the fifth case of $r ending in bt II If

then this he the condition, that the affix must end in ka of and not in k 9£, then

the role will not apply to ijflt'R'C W Because here the augment is ^R^ ( *T3? with

^: the final ffr in ST^r'tf ia for euphony only, and not a portion of the affix, as

we find in fastest, fS^%> f^rf^R II The word %nn therefore, is construed to mean

ending ia the consonant a^ll

asa 1
% «rrepft: I \s I \ I ««» II

*iww*m mm 1 nm 1 swr 1 *wr5 1 nmi 1 hj^tw Pm; * 11 srftw^r i

wmw 1 "snfafa gn*r t * u nftow 1 ^air 11 swr^fa t * »^tw^r w Rn^r
#rf *r *

11 Rrc^rr 1 er?p*;r 1 ^?^^r 1 vm 11 ?rrwr •ssrfitfSr *
11 w**r ?rtR^r 11 ?c%r

m*«% * n *r«w *rr&far 11 *fonr ^r^i^r ureri * 11 3#*ri 3 «rfffc»rr 11 sre^r faff*«» * n

frra%wrf$ 11

464. The % is not substituted for the «r of n and ^,

with the augment «, when the feminine w follows.

As sswr. *wr. «m , jwj n

Note:—The afl and ^Tt simply stand for «l?£ and fl£, aud the prohibition

is not confined to the nominative case only, as the forma «(f and ^r may lead one

to think. 1% qt£ n%[: would have heen a better sutra. The prohibition applies

in evevy case, aa at3frrT*41-sqgr, snrf TTPflf » Or ^ffifasKR^t'Tf ( i. e. ^«tf *Tref

^ ), and flSRf ?wr*<wif ( i. e, BffartflmMf ^ ) II

F^r*;—Prohibition with regard to the affix sqffi^C V. 3, 34 S. 1983 )

should be stated also :—As BTf^srjftr, «<ftn <ft r II

Vdrt :—So also in the affix 3^ used in benediction : as sffaerr?; *fto»rr

and *r«rsrq; vnrsri See III. 1, 150. S. 2912.

Note ;—The feminine of «nT«li &c in the Yeda does not take f for «r II As

i^wtfc g-w <twot--i nrg ft wfafjr: m>mv- <fco. But <rtf*t«t?r:, ^m^w< m
secular literature.

Vdrt:—So also when the second member is elided in a compound :

as^ffTi WEHfirj the second member s?T is elided, the fuller forms being

^nf%*T, qsrqffsrar (wTwrtr t ftm\ wriTr n^fiw ) See V. 3, 83 Vart: S. 2035.

Vdrt

:

—r%"T3T &c should be enumerated in this prohibition ; as ftfliefil

ffrat, prcrr, ^sr^r, «R«wr n
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Vdrt :—^am is formed when it means stars ', but crrft^T ' a maid-
servant ' from mK*m II

Vdrt :—«pfcfrr is formed when it means ' a mantle or mask ', but fftfrafl

'an expounder 1
: as nX$m m$ft Hr^TXflr ' Bhagurt is a comemntary of Lokayata

'

Vdrt :~mm 'a bird* according to the Eastern grammarians, but

qffotf according to the Northern authorities. Why do we say ' when meaning

a bird ' ? Observe ^rf%gRT *N!jfl- TOTOJI II

Vdrt;—s^ffr when meaning a MWr ceremony, butsrf&sr m# U

The ceremony related to Pitjidevata is called Pitridaivatya, the affix is *rft 11

The former is derived from the root wrsr, with affix n^ (sT^Tl^r WWH
wt\WWtt)> tne other is derived from the numeral s?e by the affix q^
(V. 1. 22 S. 168;).

Vdrt .-—Optionally Jjjm, TTSfiT and f^m^, the other forms are ftffaKT,

^Prstfr, and s^rf^r u *

* The word "%Rf of this v&rfcika should he analysed as ^T ?f yRc and not

qr ffSf ; and it means that "5f is optionally substituted for the vowel that precedes

q; 11 Therefore in jf^reiT the short f which ia not the % oE this aufcra, but f of

Sfa. of J*ft shortened to f, this $ is replaced by ffr || In other examples <bt

is replaced by a? II

sn$*r srrf&fir Tsaraft *era
,

f%3rr 11 to! f%*n srfar^ *rrr srferrftjpjjr 11 «!%i9 f^u
srf^r 11 ?ftiTc^r?T Ewt.11 spr *tra?r% ^jv^^r* 11 wrsnsrr sj*tit: 11 sjHfw 11 qistfragr?^

fara^* ti gstftsrr ; g<rtf3f?sfrr *i

465. According to the opinion of Northern gram-

marians, % is not substituted for that 3? which is obtained by

shortening the long W of the feminine (under VII. 4.13 S.

834 before the affix % ), which is preceded bya^or a* I!

The mention of ' northern grammarians ' makes this an optional rule.

As *Tr&BT or srFSt^rr, "^ffJfWr or ^f^rr 11 Why do we say ' of long srr
'
?

Observe «N»rf$r W-ifffairr^ffr II The word 33H3V is formed from tfsRW by

the affix wq (mm fa^) u Then is added the affix §n (IV. 2. 121

S. 1345). Here there is no shortening of a long STC and hence no option is

allowed.

Why do we say preceded by or 9J? Observe ^i^-stw^i only

( from «m ) II Why do we say the srr of the Feminine affix ? The
word ipKgtfrqri is exhibited in the feminine, in order to indicate that the rule

applies when the feminine affix srr is shortened to wr II Therefore not here
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Ipm^T from $pim
(
H* «ni$ ) ll So also wifam from H^ff, where m is part

of the root sir ( see III. 2. 74 S, 3418 ).

V&rt

:

—Prohibition must be stated of the a and as being finals of a

root When the ^ or 15, preceding this % is the final of the root, the

prohibition contained in the sutra, does not apply : as grf^WT, griper II

w^^'fr fiw%7rfi5r'snsg«T tRi fffUfiw?* 11 %^^j <rc*t«rat srs% «n?rc^r 11 mis%-

«trciS5Ji|(!rni«in?'«m!it « ?ro«W3,m&rcn*fT*ptT'«ft srersrf i \\ wrqfaft 3 1 i^t »i S^fRnftV

£3*3 affinwrp?wrarc«sw:Jiraii 1* *m#r*trar fcwn
-

11 "wrTi^fa f*t«i*HW": 11 faWsrr

fH$f%m 11 TT^rr <rft*cr 11 tw«psif*nNir?t? 3rwr :
11 qflftr <rfifafTs *vsm srfsRir 1 ?pbt

Uran u ?% f?% « (H:^gtr ftsferat 11

466. According to the opinion of Northern gram-

marians, c is not substituted for that an which is obtained by

shortening the a*r (before m by YIL 4. 13 S. 834), of tot, n«n,

spr&T, m, Stf (VIE. 2. 102 S. 265), and ^«rT ; even not then, when

the negative particle precedes them.

The word vrt&'fWg^tW of the Sutra has no case affix, but we must

interpret it as having the genitive case affix elided after it; the word

iTHSSfarift is used in the Sutra merely for the sake of clearness, for even

without these words, the rule would have applied, when the negative particle

preceded ; because as we have already shown, the rule of tadanta vidhi ap-

plies here. The word *wr is mentioned in the Sutra to indicate that the rule

would apply to it even then when it is an upasarjana. When it is not an

upasarjana, the form would be evolved by the next Sfltra.

Note

:

—*ror is a word which has no corresponding masculine form and as suoh,

by the following rule VII. 8. 48 it would not have taken 5 ; its special mention here in-

dicates that it should be the secondary member of the compound here : as <tfR%)qraT >Tfff

*KHf»«T*i5rr, the Diminutive of which is wjHftW or wr¥rf%rsRr H Here first the *rajr

is shortened, as it is a secondary member (upasarjana), then when the Balnwrfhi is made,

the feminine affix ?f^ is added to this HF^fcTS^ word, then this srr is shortened before <jr

by VII. 4, 18. This short *r (VII. 4. 18) does not come in the room of the srr which

is ordained to come after
-

a word having no corresponding masculine.

But of the two words tr^r and jr, the addition of % would be prohibited,

when they are preceded by another word ; because in a compound the elided

case affix is considered to be present, and therefore the prohibition of <%&v of
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Sutra VI I. 3. 44 S. 4^3 would have applied to these, Thus mn^r, mfo®,

tfote !—The mention of these" two words in the Sutra from this point 0! view,

Would be rather redundant, while in the case of the other four words, *ftfr, sr^rr m, and

^, there would be f«f, by the option allowed by this Sutra, even when they are the last

members in a compound and in spite of the prohibition of arjj<r; II

By this process of elimination, we come to the conclusion stated

above, that the words smn «mH qualify & only. For this word alone is

ambiguous. For when W is a Sarvanama meaning one's own, L e,, when it

is not an Upasarjana, then it is capable of taking v&r% by V. 3. 71. S. 2026,

Thus ?*t

+

ht*^ - *? ST3J +•W - W^if 11 Here the *r before 3? is not an *r in the

room of a k ng *rr ; and so the present sfitra will not apply to this TOtf ll All

the same the st of « will "be changed to $ by VII. 3. 44 ante, and it will be

fa;fif always. So also WfCTCT.

But when w means agnate, soul, or property, then ft is never in the

feminine originally. Therefore, it must be either a sainjfia (Name) or an

upasarjana (secondary member of a Compound) in order to give scope to

this sutra, For then it can become feminine in long *tt\ which can take the

affix s?. Thus when *sfr is a Proper Name, the feminine will be w and so

with *, it will be T*m or &m by the present sutra,

So also FrHiwrr or fspfow, Wfr or irftorr, w*m or trflmi, ?wrr or

ffTffl, 1% or i^K, f%s^ffiT or Plrftotfr II

The word qsrr is read in the sutra with a <? and it shows that the

option of this sutra does not apply when the ?r is not changed to q, as tjfrr%

and qftw , for in the dual ind plural there is not «r substitution.

Note .—Of ^«{( and f$ there are no examples with the negative particle. For

if the compounding with the ;j5t takes place after the addition of the "4W^, or

on the contrary, if 6 rut VV$% he added and than the ?tK, compounding takes

place, in both alternatives, the case*atHxes must he added in order to substitute

trior the final by VII. 2. 102 S. 265 and it is only when this ST is substituted that

the feminine £(^ can come. So that the- case-affix in the principal ingredient,

and ef^, comes after jro;, anrl therefore by the prohibition of «rg«ri in VII. 3.

44, there can arise no occasion for the substitution of % II Therefore WtH<OT

and srf^t are the invariable forma o£ these wordp with the negative partiale

«rnTOt may mean «njRTTW or ij«[gCr or sf JpPKT »r ^TlTTWT ST^TI II

The word& is taken in the Sutra not as a Sarvan&ma but in the sense of

agnates and property, for the sake of implying that the rule will apply to it

when it is a sjsjr, ( i. e. when it means agnates or property and not self) and

when it is an upasarjana,

37 S
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Note :—oompare I. 1. 27. S. 213 for Ihe Sarvau*ma ^t II

The anuvfitti of " •xiW t'Vfti" which we read in to this aphorism

from the last sutra, qualifies the long arr of ^r only and not of the sarvana-

mansu and «w H Because the sarvanamans take the affix sr^f. ( V. 3. 71.

where other words would have taken ^v or bt^tTST %i ot ^fi^n ^ &c.

Thus gr + lT^>
,^»f -t-BT^ +W (because this st^K^ comes always before

the fc portion of a word ).°|;5fiT •' Here the •% of % before ^ is not a

substitute in the place of long wrr of fr, "but it is a portion of the affix

«T^rg;il Therefore the words afrra ! PTR can not qualify it,

As regards the other words vngr, «t»fr and ?r there is no necessity

of qualifying them by srrr?p ?htr because they being invariably feminine,

will always shorten their wrr before sjj II

faf?^ fntm. ii «T?rrfTr *imz?\ sr^ii^r 11 Vf^ ^fr 3 ft^?n ^ 11

467. According to the opinion of Northern Gram-

marians, f is not substituted for an 3* obtained from the shor-

tening of the Feminine sht (VII. 4. 13 S. 834), when to the

feminine in long m there is no equivalent masculine, even

when the Negative particle precedes.

3T*nf«nT j^f means a noun which is always feminine and has- no

corresponding masculine form. When a short bt is ordained to replace the

long btt oi such a feminine, there may be optionally 5 in place of such a short

sf in forming a secondary feminine. Thus Tjff is such a word, It has no

Corresponding masculine form. When we form a derivative noun from such a

word, by the affix an before which btf is shortened by VII. 4, 13, such as, njf«JT,

then the feminine of this word may be either n^r or TrJNiTII But the addition

of T is not optional, but compulsory, after a Bahuvilhi compound, though such a

compound" may have as its member an 3T*TTT^ff S*3T word. The reason of

this is-, that a Bahuvrlhi compound is always a vfrf^TcT £f3r7 •• e - it has always a

cerresponding masculine form, Therefore, where a short % is ordained to

come in the place of a long w of a word which though sTwri%rl g?^ singly

is a member of a Bahuvrlhi compound, the \ substitution in the place of such

W is compulsory and not optional. Thus the word **J3jr. is always feminine

and has no corresponding masculine form. We can form a Bahuvrihi

compound from it such as i^rjjra: meaning 'a man who has no bedstead ' The

feminine of this will be ^m%1 'a woman wlio has no bedstead.' This need

not take the Samasclnta affix m%zs V. 4, 154. S. 891. is optional. Now, this
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word a-ra^r may take the affix ^ by V.. 3, 73. S. 202H when the cense is want

of knowledge, such as =5f?r[?rr sts^r will be arc'lfr + su li Before this 3? the long

arr will be shortened to st by VII, 4, rj S, 834 Here the option of the present

sutra will not apply. Thus we shall have only one form. 9T??rre^r by VII. 3,

44. S..463 meaning 'who is this women without a bedstead ?' or 'is ft really

so that this woman has no bedstead.' But when the samasanta afihx q>^

of sutra V. 4. 154 S. 891 is added then the option of the present sfltra wifl

apply- F° r when qR-<i is added, we have the Bahuviihi compounds as sr^rrgfp

or sr^jr^B' (VII. 4. IS S. 892) 'a man who has no bedstead.' The Feminine

of the second form bt^^s will be sr^r^ror sT^rr^r H

ye^ l arrsT^imVro; 1 ^ 1 3 1 ttE. II

^g^Tsr <m?r wi?t «Tffm n ar^s?^ um^rr 11

468. According to the opinion of other Teachers,

wr is substituted for the 3T, which arose from the shortening

of the feminine art of a word, which has no corresponding

masculine form.

Thus npjRr or ^f^fir H But if a word has a corresponding masculine

form, then there is no option, as gf^fir I)

«*&. i wgwgfcrrcj; i y I S i ** II

erPriircrs'i i?rr?itTK?Tf*rs^r l:^ii *ra»re «fta?J3y w^wr^fW ^rrTOra i>

469. The following rules apply to a Nominal-stem,

which is not a subordinate term in a compound

—

This is an adhikara aphorism pure and simple, and has governing force

upto IV. I. 77 : S. 531 and prohibits the application of affixes to ' upasarjanas,'

That is to say, whatever we shall treat of hereafter, is to be understood to

apply to such terms only which are not upasarjana or a subordinate term

in a compound. ( I. 2 43 S. 653).

Note .—As ft general rule, tadanta-vidhi ( 1, 1, 72 S. 26) does not apply to

compounds ; bufc the presoufc sfifcra indicates by implication that the tadnnta-vidhi

applies to compounds, for the purposes of the application of feminine affixes. Fop

had it not been bo, there would have been no necessity of making the present

Biitra; for a rule applicable to a, simple word as such, would not have applied

to it, when it was part of a compound—whether subordinate ( upasajana ), or

principal (pradhana). But the present sutra indicates that the tadanta-vidhi

does apply, if the word does not become a subordinate member, bub is regarded as

the principal member, of a compound.
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W5T«#i *i*im^ *nfs sm^ff srrfwTf^r wr ftraf #K wr?t n $^?r u 37^.

«Rr«*nfK, * 11 *V>ft 1 freft 1 wnHfaft 1 wy*r«rr^; |

»fl' 1 «wft 1 wipft n

470. The affix ^K is added, in the feminine, after

a Nominal-stem ending in short 3T, if the affix with which

it ends has an indicatory 3:, or if the affix be ^ or wo^, or ww

or 3£*r^[ , or ^it^ , or m*^ , or sp^, or 3^[, or 33^, or «kw

or «FfTT^H

The word STfft ' ending In short wr' is understood here by aniwitti

from IV. I. 4 S. 454 and qualifies the affixes above-mentioned, wherever

necessary, This debars the affix zj% of IV, 1, 4 S, 454, We shall give example

of each seriatim. ( r ) Thus, m., $5*r<: f., f^ft m., *ry^ f, *tj=«r0 C*c + i=

•«r$ + f *, the final ** is elided by VI. 4. 148 S, 311.) The word kuru*chara is

formed by s ( III, 2. 16 S. 2930), of which 5; is indicatory,

But if these words being the last members of a compound, are

treated as upasarjana ( I. 2, 43 S. 653), then they will not take the affix tf%

In the feminine. Now in a Bahuvdhi compound, all the component members

arc upasarjana, (II. 2,35 S, 898); therefore, the feminine of such compounds will

not take #R U Thus, ^ffsn^r \) So also the word *rfi; is road with an indi-

catory sin the «r«nft class of Ganapajha under sutra III. l. 134 S. 2896, it

fornvMts feminine as ^, because it has an indicatory ^ \\

The word WOT is formed with the affix ,*ffPr*r, (HI. 3. 14. S,

3107 ), where the affix is the substitute of n^u Therefore, this affix has an

Indicatory ^ as well as an indicatory qj and, therefore, its feminine ought to

be "ormed by the present sutra, and so the Feminine ought to be ^wpift il

This U, however, not the case, because of the following Faribhasha.

PaiibhAsha ;—" The substitutes of 35 do not produce the effect

which cop nds on the indicatory letters ofwil" This pari bhash& is derived

from the srrqw of sutra III. 4. 103 S, 22O9 where the qr^the substitute of fa*,

is made expressly fyfj 11 Or, we may infer this from the prohibition wrcfHqf

of sutra 1, i. 56. S. 49 So though in some places, the substitute »T : ART' may
produce the operations required by anubandhas, because they have an

Indicatory *j, yet It will not be so always.

( 2 ) Of words ending in w we have, m. ^profa f, sfa^fr so also f,
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qsftzfr II The » stands for the affix ys ;
and it is replaced by ^a ( VII. I. 2.

S, 475). Thus ^Totf + **$.( IV. i. 120 S. 1123 )=.gcrai[-J- <r* = sfr<pfsr (VII. 2>

118S. 1076).

Note

:

—Thero Is no affix which is merely g without- any indicatory

letters ; and denoting the feminine ; the only affix as said above is **> tl

Therefore, the following maxim does not apply here !
—

" When a term void of

anabandhas (indicatory letters) is employed in grammar, it doos not, denote that

which has an auubandha atfcaohed to it," and we cannot say that the * of this siUra

refers to the ftnubandha-less * of V. 3. 102 S. 2057 which is always Neuter.

( 3 ) So also $*ff + arw =$?! II Here btot may have the force of ^res*

^m (
ry

# 2 . 24 S. 1226) or mni (IV, 3. 120. S, 1500). Its feminine will be tj^ it

(4) Words formed by srsras^rrw f. W!#,^m f. tiffVTTftf ( IV.

I, 86 S. 1078 ).

JVofo .—.Though by IV. I. 73 S. 527 the affix g?r^ would have come after the

words ending in srs^, the re-employment of this affix, in the present tsiHra, is for

the purpose of preventing the application of the affix &V which would have

presented itself by IV. 1. 63 S. 518 that is, even when ' jati ' is indicated, 'ntsh

'

is not to be employed hero.

( 5
) The three affixes %n*C*, Wl, and *rr*r*. are added by V. 2.

37 S. 1838 as, 3$«?Krf, ^tfV, wntf 'reaching to the thigh'. Similarly

wa3?t#, ^tfr. wa^tf '

( 6 ) So also with words formed by ^^ (V. 2, 42 S. 1843). As

qsns^r ' of which the parts are five,' so also ifWff ••

(7) So also with words ending in saf. ( IV. 4. i.S. 1548) as, snfaqft

« a female dicer '. wrffw » The v is replaced by r*r ( VI I. 3. 50 S, 1 170).

(8 ) Similarly with words ending in m,(V. I. 18 S. 1680) ;as, wqf«R»ft

« elegant '.

Note:—The affixes saj, and yw are separately enumerated in this sGfcra,

in order to' exclude the afHs 3"^ &o. JTor had the word i merely been used, then

it would have meant all the three affixes z\, 3H. and *rsr , whioh is not desired.

(9) Similarly with words ending in 9TH,( III. 2. 6o S. 429 ) as, urttffr,

(10) So also with words ending in WRI, (III. 2. 163 S, 3x43)

as, 5?*rft ' swift ', wrft ll

Vdrtika;—The words formed by the addition of the affix w having

the force of "whose habit is this," are operated upon as if they were formed

by st^U Thus <%#, srqtfr are the feminine of ^rt and«m (IV 4. 6z S. r6i2),

Vart;—In addition to the foregoing, there should have been the

enumeration of the affixes w* and ws* ( IV. I. 87 S. 1079 ) and N« ( IV. 4.

59 S. 1609) and 35* ( III. 2. 56 S. 2973 ) and of the words *m «»»<* wgw
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* a youth'. Thus^ 'a female', frsft ' a male \ ^RU^fr 'a female spear

bearer ', vrrafeftft
' enriching, ; wpft or <(%€( '

a young woman '.

w; i ^srsr l a I \ \\t U

471. The affix ^fa is employed, in denoting the

feminine, after a Nominal-stem ending in '^. ,

(IV. 1. 105

S.1107).

Note:—The separation of this sutra from the last, (for the affix ip^ could

well have been included in the same), is for the sake of bhe subsequent aphorisms,

in which the anuvritbi of qsr only runs find not of others.

Thus m^-i-^^^l'^-i-f (VI. 4. 148 S. 311 ) by which «t is elided.

At this stage, applies the following Sutra :

—

ws* I «aratopr l * I « I W8 «

472. The ^ of a Taddhita when preceded by a

consonant, and penultimate in a stem, is elided before the

feminine s II

Thus m^+i=irrn + f=nr«ft

VaU:—This rule applies when the affix «j3i denotes a descendant,

and not otherwise. -Therefore \ will not be applied to form the feminine of

t«lof CfT-l-53^(IV. 3. 10 S. 1380). Its feminine will be \mi 'living on or

relating to an island.'

The ?»»£ must be the patronymic affix taught in the sub-division of

patronymics, that is, in the Apatyadhikara. Therefore, the 3 ordained after

q^ by the Vdrtika under IV. 1. 85 S 1077 will not form its feminine by this

rule. Thus V*ff the feminine of fa, where qa is pragdlvyatiya affix, pure and
simple, and not an affix read in the apatyadhikara.

In the evolution of the feminine form np^Nrfr, the following rules

apply.

**\ 1 m*r «*: <rf^?r. 1 $ 1 \ 1 ?« 11

q*r*?fp!«5>r w<tti fair s *r rtf^p n

473. In the opinion of the Eastern Grammarians,
the affix ' shpha' is employed after what ends with the affix.

*Ts*
, and it is to be regarded as a Taddhita affix.
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474. The initial ^ of an affix is indicatory.

tt\s^ l wraS^fhfif^n "fca-^srf Jreranfrit I ^ I ? mi

475. wprac, for tk ^ for f, $% for ** , |w for f , and

&r
s

for iar
, are substituted, when these consonants stand in

the beginning of an affix.

nrwfaor, being a word formed with a Taddhita affix, it will be a prati-

padika, and therefore will take the feminine affixes.

Of this affix «<ff the letter «r is indicatory (I. 3. 6 S. 474;, and shows that

the words formed by this affix will take ' riish ' (IV. 1, 41. S. 498). The feminine

nature is h,ere manifested by these two affixes jointly, viz., by ' shpha ' and

'riish.' The object of saying that 'shpha' is to be regarded as a taddhita

affix, is that the word so formed may get the designation of pratipadika (I. 2

46 S. 179). The affix qr is replaced by the substitute 3?rai (VII. 1. 2). Thus

^Fq + sK + ^^irrrqfaijft; so also qraurasft II 1 his being an optional rule, we
have in the alternative, *rr*fi and qt^ft U

Note:—The word 51fs( "every where " of the sfitra IV. 1. 18 S- 476 ia

to be read into this, by a process inverse to that of anuvTitti, in order to prohibit

the application of those rules even which would otherwise debar this. Thus IV.

1, 75 13. 529 says :—'the affix •srrq; comes niter SjrW H Here 3TT*«J ends in ip^

•yid by IT. 1- 16, S. 471 the word stFW would have taken the affix nip: IV. 1.

75 S. 529 debarred tins. But according to Eastern Grammarians, here also the

affix ' shpha ' will be added Thus STr^affr^ II

«vs* 1 *Hter ^r&arfipKredftr: i « 1 1 1^ II

476. The affix 'shpha* is invariably added in the

Feminine after the words beginning with 'lohita' and ending

with ( kata,' when the/ take the affix ^w II

Thus tfff??mr5fi- and ^rsrrqfft U

Note :—The words wfftT <fcc. are a subdivision of Garg&di class (IV. 1. 105).

The present sutra makes the application o£ the affix wff, compulsory while

it was optional iu the IV. 1. 17. S. 473.
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477. The affix ' shpha ' is added, in the feminine,

after the words m*&f and w«£*? !

The word ?|fca!T is formed by adding the affix »n to the base gft ( IV,

I. 151 S, 1175 ); this word, ending in 3j, would have formed its feminine

by *H(!V. 1. 4S. 454), but for the present sutra. So also by IV, 1, 119, S.

1 122 the word wps is formed by s*^ added to jjo^
; and the feminine of

oiSodflka would beve been formed byjiip(IV, 1. 15 S. 470) but for the

present aphorism, which supersedes that affix. Thus qjtoqppft, *H*i3>f*t«ft »

Varti—The word wfgft: should be enumerated along with kauravya

and mAndiikya, Thus srrgtwit tt The word err§K is formed by the affix

padded to the word a?g< 5 the word 'asuri' would therefore, have taken

the affix s?wjn forming the farther derivative ( IV. 2. 1 12 S, 1333 ).

Fiftirn ii

478. The affix ' tfat,* is employed, in the feminine,

after a Nominal-stem ending in w and denoting early age.

The word qw means the condition of the body as dependent upon

time ; such as, youth, old age &c. Words expresfve of early age form their

^
feminine by ft though ending in 3? II Thus, §j*nfr ' a girl ', fajtiilli

' a young
girl ', ar^fj « a she-kid '.

Why do we say ending in *% ? Observe firar, which is both masculine

and feminine.

V4rt

:

—The sutra should have been sf^ct ^1% ' words expressive

of not old age'? Thus *qff ' a young woman', fa^fr ' a young woman '.

These words denote the second stage of life, and not the first, i, e. they

denote women who have attained their maturity.

How do you explain the form s^r ' a girl ' ? This is an exception,

and Panini himself uses the word ' kanya ' showing that it is a valid form
;

as in sutra IV. 1, 116. S. m 9.
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479. The affix 'qrfrV comes in the feminine after a

Nominal-stem ending in short s?, which is a ' Dvigu

'

compound.

Thus T<m& li But we find ft<K»!r ' the three mymbalans
', because

this is one of the words spoken of a5 ' btst &c ' ( IV. i. 4S. 454). Also
sqsffsur t^r II

«=:<> 1 ar^m^ra^rfaa^s^iRr t <rfsr?i§fs; i a i \ \\\ is

^<rft»rrotrfarfg:?tTr«istrr«r fst«TT#fW t wtTif^t^r% sn% 1 ts^r^ 9ffcrr<Ts"*n*rr 11

st$tsib$ 1 sn^fra 3'? 1 fr ftrcsfr ttRt filter 1 wf*rar 1 rl^wnr 1 ?R^rit'?ir^

tfwysjft 1 srf^figfsfi- far* 1 srireft "*s*rntfr 11

480. The affix^ is not employed, when a Tad-
dhita affix is elided, after a Dvigu compound ending in a

word not denoting a mass or measure -, or in ' bista ', 'achita ',

and ' kambalya

\

Thus Ts^rra Is a Dvigu compound, meaning ' purchased for five

horses.' Here the Taddhita affix ssj; ( V, I, 37 S., 1702
)
giving the sense

of ' purchased with ' ha? been elided by V. I. 28. S. 1693. This compound does

not end in a word denoting parimaria technically so called or a measure.

•The feminine of this word will not be formed by g?rg; but by z\\, thus,

TS^rMr ' a female purchased for five horses ' So also with the words RijiT & c.

As rffsf^rr ' purchased for two bistas ', fafsr^rr, SXIV^^J, sqrfatfr, f^rf**?^ and

nr^*5r?nr, &c.

Why do we say ' not ending in a word denoting a Parlmana or a

' measure '
? Observe sjre^r. sqrssff " a female purchased for two or three

adhakas '. Here &d.haka means a measure equal to 7 ft 11 oz avoir.

Why do we say ' when a Taddhita affix is elided ' ? In ' SamahAra

Dvigu ' compounds, the affix ' iitp ' will apply, Thus qs^tfl' * an aggregate

of five horses ' so also fisrp^ II

Note

:

—This debars ' nip ' which otharwisa .would haTB presented itself

by virtue of. tlia last nutra. The words fSfW ' a weight of gold equal to 80 Rakfcikas '

SUfaftH ' a measure of 10 cart-loads or 80,000 toltihs'j and «fi*«Urq!
' a measure ',

all denote measure • and are the only words expressing measure to which this rule

applios. The word" •rft'fPt me&nB 'measure', as distinguished from ^TQirr 'a

Numeral ', See V- 1.19, &o.

38 s
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481. The affix^ is not employed after an adjec-

tival Dvigu compound, endingin the word '«5f»*\ where the

Taddhita affix is elided, when the compound means a field.

Thus ftwtfr ^HfrR: ' a division of a field of the measure of two

kandas.' Here, the word i%5Sr*? is a Divigu compound ending, in 'kanda';

the Taddhita affixes a^^&c. denoting measure enjoined by V. 2. 37, have

been elided by the vdrtika. ' m*t W ftnTftarn' " The affixes denoting lineal

measure are elided after words which are themselves recognised as standards

of measure ". The feminine, therefore, of this word will not be formed by

' nip ' but by srcr ; so also f%sf?i»5T SPT*F*ff: 11

Why do we say when the compound refers to superficial land

measure ? Observe Ts^rwj}' ^3: ' a rope two kandas long '.

482. The affix '^r^' is not optionally employed

after a Dvigu compound, where the Taddhita affix is elided,

when the compound ends in the word ' purusha \ referring to

measure.

Thus Hsw or f%s*«ft qft*srr ' a mote two purusha wide ' so also fsrs^ft
or fas^rt &c. The present sutra ordains an option where IV. u 22 would
have made the prohibition universal,

%<\ 1 XTO*^! * 1 a 1 \\\ n

483. The syllable anan is the substitute of the final
of 3iv?^ in a Bahuvrlhi

Hob :-As ^.Tr^fxmm: = fofhft, qgffir fl The feminine is formed by
Widing **lil (IV. 1. 25) ; and these words are always used in thla form for the
feminine only

;
no substitntioa takes Plaoe in the masculine, as iftw «**,< .

being elided by VI. 4. 134 S. 234) =^*! * % ^ * K

When in, is substituted, there «»* the prohibition of ^7 and
#t%, when the following aufcta comes up.
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484. The affix ' #r<r ' is employed, in the feminine,

after a Bahuvrihi compound ending in the word ftdhas • an
udder

r
.

Thus the Bahuvrihi compound of $rrg ' a bowl ' and 3^ will be

Jpffa^ ; then the final of Odhas is replaced by the substitute SR3: ( V. 4,

131 S. 483); thus we have f^t^; which would have been liable to the

mles IV. 1. 12, 13. S. 460 & 461 ante ; the present sutra enjoins ^far^ instead.

Thus §P^r?ft ( V. 4. 134 S. 872) ' a woman with udders like jars '.

Why do we say ' after a Bahuvrihi compound ' ? Observe jjfcflr a^s =
jj|G3faf!( II. 2. 4 S. 71 S ) which is a Tatpurusha compound.

Why do we say in the feminine ? The substitution of spi for the

final of 3tq» takes place only then, when the feminine nature is to be expres-

sed and not otherwise. Therefore in the masculine we have ^t^r^^nt II

Here there is no stts^ even, for that is ordained after the feminities only.

Wi ^«W55W^?qr I a I \ \H$ I)

485. The affix ^r^ cornea in- the feminine, after a

Bahuvrihi compound ending in ' udhas ', beginning with a

Numeral or an Indeclinable.

This sutra ordains ' hip ', where by the last sutra there would have

been'iifeh'. Thus f[ + 3^"*+^^ +*H ( v- 4-

U

1 S. 483>=fsj¥ft 'having

two udders' ; so also s^fr, 'having three udders' The above are Bahuvrihi

compounds beginning with a Numeral. Similarly wg^J ' many-uddered '

;

ft^$f ' having no udders '. The word " Bahuvrihi " is to be supplied here

from the last When the compound is not Bahuvrihi we have m*E>n =•

as* 1 ^r*T3T*^Tr?cTTO 1 a 1 ? 1 *« 11

486. The affix &r^ comes, in the feminine, after a

Bahuvrihi compound beginning with a Numeral, and ending
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with the words daman * a rope ', and Myana * a year '.

The word ^^ was liable to be be °Peratecl uPon bV hvo rules
>
viz hY>

IV, i. 13 ordaining ^ri and by IV. 1. n S. 459 prohibiting totally the

affixing of &% ; while ?r«fir would have taken long srr by IV. 1, 4, S. 454 <" the

present sutra ordains tftp to the exclusion of all those As \%%& ' a ( mare )

bound by two ropes '. fa?rai II We do not read the anuvritti of srsqar from

the last stitra into this. Therefore when an Indeclinable such as ^
precedes sra^, then the affix tsTqr of IV. 1. 13 S. 46 and the prohibition

of IV. 1. 11 S. 459 will apply, as ^rertf^nr II fswrawT
1

srrsrr 'two years

( old girl
)

', f*r?Wfl ^fa°ft «'

y&rt ;_The word ' hAyana ' must denote ' age ', for the purpose of

this sutra. Therefore we have no filp here :—l^fqstt WPCT ' a hall of two

years existence.'

Jshit

;

—After fa and q^ the n of srswr is changed into v\
; when $r?R

denotes ' age ', and not otherwise. fasrair and ^gfN'Tr when referring to a

hall.

85$ 1 firw ^ra^r. I

«

\\ i H 11

WTOrre^mrffift^lrtfk wr? ware^: 1 5<r?ft Tfr Tift 1 ww Oba

487. The affix ^rt, necessarily comes in the Ohhan-

das, and in. forming Names, after that Bahuvrihi compound
which ending in the syllable sr^ loses its penultimate st 11

This is an exception to IV. 1. 28 S. 462 ; for while that enjoined the

optional, the present enjoins the compulsory application of the affix w\* U

Thus g<r# ' the city called SurajnT
; 8Tf?Wi# ' the city of Atirijfii '. When

not a name, the option of IV, 1. 28 S. 462 will hold good. Similarly in

the Chhandas we have «nwn)ff 11

488. The affix =?>* necessarily comes in denoting
the feminine, after the following Nominal-stems when
employed to express a Name or in the Chhandas :—^<s
wh*, am^r, qw, wpc, ^ir, m§^

}^^ and ^«nr tl
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The phrase ^?r ®«rcr' of the last sutra is understood here also. Thus
%q?ft in the Chhandas, as opposed to $mj in the ordinary language, when
not denoting a Name

;
so also W& ^in the Vedas and frrftcffr in the secular

literature, *Ti*ffirSr as ffirereSOTCPTm^'ft in the Vedas and w»nrar in Bhasha, fr»?r;

W*3 Trfr in the Vedas and q-prr in Bhasha
; s^O as sfrrsTfrgtH^r f¥f^ . (Rig.

vedal. i. 13) otherwise wrrir ; *rm*ft ? srrw% ! (Rigved,) otherwise g-HpTr

;

strafiffr and srrfcfTO ; sijfJift ( Rigveda X. 85. 33 ) gq^p ; ftrer*;<rer

^rsfr otherwise Hsrsrr 11 g»TjF? takes^ also by IV. I. 41, S. 49S as belonging

to Gauradi class No. 86. The word *rrc^ is read in the sutra in order to make
a restrictive rule with regard to it

; for it would have taken gpftby I V. 1. 15 S.

470 even, because it is a word formed by st* affix ( IV. 3. 3 S. 1372 ), In

the secular literature or otherwise it would be *rifw always (see VII. 3

44- S. 463 )

w* ftsraf a? ror<t 11 mfc% aft* 11 »ifW 5ffa#*?ref *r sraffwnr ftqtfft 1

489. The augment gs? is added to the words wi^fo

and ^[%^, when the feminine affix ^'J follows.

This sutra points out the base and teaches the addition of the augment

gg^ll When this augment is added ( and it must be added at the end, by

sutra I. 1. 46 ), the forms become st^?*; and TrsTfif; and these words must

take flip by virtue of IV. 1. 5, S. 306 if not by this sutra. Thus we have

sr»TrWr arid qftT?^ H This irregular formation of the feminine is employed

only then, when the sense of the words so formed is ' a pregnant female ' and

' one whose husband is living ' respectively. Therefore, we have not the above

forms in the following :—snm *?m TtfTlrff ?f*T*Pr; here the word TCpnJT qualifies

the word "jrirqr and has not the sense of ' having the husband living ', therefore

its formation is regular. Similarly when the sense is not of ' a pregnant

female ', the feminine will not be aTSrncsfr; in fact there will be no affixing of

^1(^31) " Because igt is added to words possessing certain attribute,

as described in V. 2, 94, S 1894 while the word wr^r. has the sense of

location, and can never be in apposition with the sense of arf^r " having " as

required by V. 2. 94. S. 1 894. The word STStT^, would not therefore take ^^ 11

It does so irregularly by this sutra. The *r is changed to * by VIII. 2. 2 S.

1897 in wftrin 11 The change of »r to ^ in «rf?Hq; is however irregular.

The augment «|ar is optionally added to these words in the Vedas :

—

as sTRrfsft or arM?ft ^crgsr* 11 «rRfo# or «Tfin# n*pww w
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qfauwfu HKumw mm* w*§ ' *fifs*a fw? i *r?*ff**i«rsrTO ^ht^w??: j

f*n?tfp Wi^Hr;* ti

4, The .substitute 5* replaces the final f of if?r

before the feminine affix #rw when the word so formed

means ' a wife, who takes part in the sacrifices of her

husband

'

Thus wrar^Tffr meaning one who participates in the fruits of

sacrifices performs*! by Vasishtha. Because sacrifices must be performed

jointly by the husband anel wife.

at? i f*rar«rr w^»r i v 1 1 1 W u

cru > «wt > wrnflW'ifteR^ft fir* i srfenr to iRnsr, ifaW; *tftaf^Tq faww

491. In forming the feminine with the affix 3T^ , Hi is

optionally the substitute of the final % of Tfa, when the latter

is preceded by another word.

The word ai^ means when the word qfqr stands at the end of a

compound, rnfrffrs or n?^ ll This is an example of aprapta-vibhisha,

Because it is free from the limitations of " yajfia-sanyoga ' of the last sutra.

Why do we say when it is preceded by another word ? Observe *W7f?fs «ft

« this lady is the mistress of cows '. Here the feminine is erft and not <rgfr

although preceded by n%\ but with which it is not compounded.

The anuvritti of the word 375^^^^ (though its anuvritti Is necessary

for the next sutra,) does not qualify <tf?r but the compound ending with <ri%

in this sutra, Therefore the rule will apply to nft even when it is an

upasarjana, as being the last member of a Bahuvrihi compound ; as ^qa'r or

T91W- " whose husband is strong ". So also ^an^r or «p5rnfa: ll

How then do you justify the phrase like \«sjP5^ qfat " the Patni of a

Sudra", for a Sudra cannot perforin sacrifice, and so he cannot have
a t^t in the proper sense of the word ? Such usage is however allowed

by analogy for the wife of a Sudra is analogous to the wife of a
Brahmana. Or we may explain it by saying that the word here is

formed by adding the affix tIr? to qgft with the force of 73ft ^ STfarcfa

"she who behaves like a Patni" If q#r be taken to have been so
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formed, then it will takeftr^ in Plural and Dual by VI. 4. yy S. 271 as

Tfasllr ' two wives of a Sudra " and ifaq; " many wives of a Sudra " and not

1<5§T and qsqi as is the general case. As a matter of fact, in ancient times

Sudras were allowed to perform sacrifices,

««a 1 fas* ^w^tt^s 1 ** 1 1 1 ^ 11

ifrlr^TrTfRi 1 ^ttr^ mffsr? rtf?^ t *wt: 7M?nri *rr sn^t « q^nt'ft

492. In forming the feminine with the affix tgrnr

,

the word tc% always takes the substitute^, in the words like

"'Grar^r' and the rest.

This enjoins the necessary and not optional substitution of q; for the

final % of qf?f, before the affix sftv , in the cases of certain words. The word
* nitya ' is used in the aphorism for the sake of precision. Thus ^rq^, ^qraft

Here ^RR is replaced by ?r by this sutra.

H6.3 1 ^srat* * 1 a 1 1 1 3* 11

4:93. In forming the feminine, the leter $ is the

substitute of the final of the word %?tm$, when the affix <#fa

is added.

Thus'gjTSf^r^- ' this wife of Putakratu '. Ishti-—According to Patanjali

this and the two succeeding sutras, are valid then only, when the sense of

the feminine words is that of ' wife of so and so ' otherwise these sQtras

will not apply, see IV. 1. 48 S. 504 Thus if the meaning is not that of ' wife

of '.the word "JjT^g: will be both masculine and feminine as well, meaning

" she by whom sacrifices ( tRtttO are sanctified (ijjrr').'

^ssrrr ? *n?*r: tot* #hr -sr 1 t^rt- *ft frr^qrsft 1 fftr?TOr fsrrgr.fr fisrrt,

494. .In forming the feminine with the affix ^rr,

the letter k having udatta accent is the substitute of the

finals of fqrnsft, arncr, in%5r and §faf II

Thus i«rrarfr4V ( Rig Veda X. 86, 13) 'the wife of Vrishakapi ' or

Hara or Vishnu's wife(Amar III 3. 129 and 155) namely Lakshmt orGauri sjvft.

qr, ( Rig Ved. I. 22. 12) the wife of Agm ', sgfafrar the wife of Kusita ', ^rer^jft
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* the wife of Kusida'. In the above the udatta falls on the syllables <ff , ^ *ft

and ?T respectively. The last word is grrlTf and not grate as in some texts.

yg-X i *r*it^r m i « 1 1 \ \ ¥* »

495. s^r is the substitute of the final of jt^, or

the udAtta ^ optionally, and to the remaining base ao formed,

is added grhr in the feminine.

The phrases ij and srjrer are understood. The force of *r is to make

the substitution optional. Thus we_ have three forms, HTPft or i^pft or *%-.,

all meaning ' the wife of Manu '.

*wx npft HOT » frfHV 1 uifaT 1 *pikf tWfamr*ttHrfar!i' faaw^mni?rer-
1
s^sjr *er

ws*rg.i bt?t tf^ir'wft: <efti* fT<crjfT5T^ns5rrT«: * u fa^jft 1 ffcajfni fog* wrftrcfr'^wtf

*

wRrar 1 <rf§rerr 11* sr^fa a>>t% * 11 irraaft 1 <rf&sft u smrasptfreg * *afev*ft « ft^rawft

496. • The affix #htjs optionally employed after a

Nominal-stem expressive of colour, ending in a gravely

accented vowel, and having the letter ?S as its penultimate

letter : and the letter % is substituted in the room of ^ \\

Thus of ijtf ' variegated '
; the feminine is q^f or rrs# ' variegated.'

UfHr or cftar, so W?rr or ?&!ft ' black,' ^rftrr or ^Raft ' green '. All these words

liave udatta accent, on the first vowel, by the Phit sutra II. 10 ( n^(n\

^nrfST^rsinHR'of words expressive of colour and ending in goj, or t% or r
or g, the udatta accent falls on the first vowel "

) as they are formed by a*
&c ( Uti IIL 36 > Thus sgp^j *? ^r^r ( Grihya Sutra ). The word tryenyA
is a Bahuvrihi, meaning " she who has three variegated ".

Why do we say "ending in a gravely accented vowel ? " Observed
' white.' Here though the word expresses ' color,' yet it has acute (instead of

grave) accent on the final (by the rule of Phit sutra I. 21 v$$ifm\ >«r "the
words ghrita &c, have udatta on the final").

The words for the application of this rule must end in the letter wr in

the masculine. Otherwise this rule will not apply. As ftrr?f; eft 'a black
woman.' Here faffit s is a word expressive of color, it has a penultimate ?r,
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has anudatta accent on the final (VI. 1. 197) as it is formed by the affix faR^j

but as it does not end in ir, its feminine is not formed with ntp.

V&rt

:

—The affix flip comes also after the word frw ; as, flrcrjft or

fi^rgr
' of tawny color.'

Vdrt '.—There is prohibition in the case of the words srfa?t and ifa^ ;

as stflrat 'black' and qffwrr 'grey."

Vdrt'.—According to some, the substitute Wl replaces the final of

these two words sr(%?r and ttf?5<i in the Vedic literature. As srftraft (Rig Veda

IX. 73. 29) ; qftflft R- Veda V. 2. 4. The word aftfrep does not denote

' color,' but " purity " hence its feminine is st^rsr II Amarkosha is wrong

when it says " ffTfjra : means white clear,"

86.V5 I 3T?q-3T #ht I « I \ I Vio ||

trTtjnTJTra^^tf^^sg^rTTrfcrrfurf^Tft^rft four 3^ mil 1 sfi^rsft 1 'STRjft

1

s«rT^% ![5fr«r is^ sreftm T^rfrrrcsrl 1 sT^Trr^nlsffs; 1 ?«<nr 1 sfiftw 11

497. The affix ^f is employed in the feminine after

every other word expressive of color and ending with an

anudatta accent, and which has no cr as penultimate.

The word «tr of IV. 1. 38 does not govern this sfttra, The word "ST^fl?

means in other cases than those governed by the last aphorism i. e. after

words which have not % as penultimate. The difference between nip and

filsh affixes consists in accent, the former being gravely accented (III. I. 4)

and the latter acute. Thus mK$, ^)?ir% ll Both these words have acute on

the middle by Phit Sutra II. 19 (A word whose final syllable is light, or a

polysyllabic word whose two syllables are light, gets the acute on the heavy

syllable wherever that may be ).

Why do we say " ending with a syllable which is gravely accented"?

Because when the word does not end with a gravely accented vowel, this rule

does not apply, as, ^sitjr, ^vm II

aw r facrW^ar 1 a 1 \ 1 a? 11

498. The affix ^r^is employed in forming the femi-

nine after words ending with affixes which have an indicatory

\ and after the words qrc and the rest.

Thus by Satra III, I, 145 S. 2907 the affix «p; is added to a

39 S
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root, to form noun of agency, denoting an artist. The feminine of the words

so formed, will take riish. As, sretefif 'an actress.' So also the words nft &c
as nft?, %RI#

? W$$? ll

In the Gauradi class is to be included the Pippaladi words also (see

Ganapatha at the end.) This is an Akritigana, no complete list being given

any where.

«£.«. I ^4fa^rr»T^q[^f^Rf *r grqsiror: ism ?«<*. ii

"•rwi* ti * fir«nswt^^rrfoi n&n fr% sr^s* * 11 mtf\ i jtrtR f^fjj- faf?rfin Rr^

499. Of the bha stems *$, fjfar, stt^st and jt^
(and their derivatives when they are Bha ) the penultimate
qr is also elided before the long f and a Tadclhita affix.

Thus ^W^=9r?ir(#+BT.qr under IV. 3. 112 S. 1492 = 1$$, then

f of «fa-gW ). as gr<t ^rrsRr 11

So also fa*5*!—%qiWi%tf *tl%s II So also sr«re!rr<T?T ^ft=»STT«TCft (IV,
I. 114 S. 1 1 17). Bmr^ra' ; So also sr^—1^ with 3^ as it belongs to the

Gauradi class ( IV. 1. 41 S. 498 ),

tf&rt:-—The q ofmm is elided before the feminine { only : therefore

not here nsro?^ ifer=nra*ra; M

V&rt\—Of ^4 and 8t*t«3T before the affixes K, and f (of the
feminine): asdffl*, gffr, «Trntfw, smisfhi But not here $&**$ ft^fe,
Brm^tr formed with the Patronymic wr<a[ ( IV. I. 1 14 )

Vdrt >-Offto*imd&n when referring to asterisms, as, ftfe* -a-
'S^i SSH: =%*:, ?r«r' ( IV. 2. 3 S.. 1204 ).

By the vaitika tmft ffe given under IV. 2. 36, S. 1243 the affix™inm™? » treated as having anindicato.y «rn The word wny will take^because *.,(*, its inclusion in the list of Gauradi indicateT that the

afrOtt Therefore we have forms like ty &c.
w
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*«t$i w^r "%f[ r?T5ris??rr i *rnCr ^rrorr ^n i nrars^r i ^irsft pffgrr -tfc i irnrsnrr i

s?g?rfwi. i grrwr ^^r[ i ^rais^r I *ffsft srtoi^ %fi i tfwsssr I 5?r?qr T?rr sirtf^-

§r: i Tfr?qr stjjttKsji ?sh.i 3r:rre$r^rr ^^ forg n * ffhsrfrspfjr * 11 *ftsft n* mforfo -q-*
11

?M w- ii %gr^f *r * 11 sft* i *tar i^ ^nift^m^ i §wrssm i grrg^ ^*ot
%(t i sRigwswtr i ^fr^tterf sfr^sfct i srsucrs^i Ffefasnf: n

500. The affix ^ is employed after the eleven
words j&napacla &c, in the sense of profession &c.
respectively ; i. e. after the words 1. tarmac 2. ^vg, 3. »ftar 4.

*m, 5. *n*r, 6. nrn, 7. ^m, 8. Cm, 9.$?r, 10 «kt£cR, and 11 «ks*:;

the affix tftar is employed when the sense is that of 1. * pro-
fession or living ' 2. ' a bowl ', 3. ' a sack or vessel for keep-
ing grain ',4. 'a natural spot of ground '

; 5. 'a cooked
food or rice-gruel

', 6. ' stout ', 7. ' black-coloured ', 8. ' blue-
coloured other than cloth', 9. 'a plough-sham', 10. '&

libidinous female ' 11. <a fellet or braid of hair '

; respect-

ively.

Thus STrrrff ' a profession ', otherwise sfcn$, the difference being in

accent only. For this word Is formed by adding the affix s?>t to janapada,

by sfttra IV. 1. 86, as it belongs to Utsadi class of words: in forming the
feminine the affix #pt will be added in this latter case by IV. 1. 15 S. 470
thus throwing the acute accent on the first syllable.

( 2 ) .So also §"%' bowl-shaped vessel ', otherwise /g^r ' an adulteress '.

To the root '3»%3T? the affix sr is added by III. 3. 103. S. 3280. The
nasal being added, because the Verb is read with an indicatory f in the

Dhatupatha. The gi^s when meaning the son of a woman by a man other

than her husband, while the husband is alive, is a word denoting caste or class

and will therefore take yf^r in the feminine by IV. 1. 63, S. 5 18. and therefore

the feminine will be spo^f and wo^f 11

In denoting a vessel in the feminine, there would have been no

#te in the feminine by any rule, so this rule ordains s^t and it does not make
a niyama rule with regard to ^"T II For, had it been a niyama rule, we could

not have obtained the form &&£\ meaning ' a female bastard '.

( 3 ) iTfoft ' a sack ' ^q[;qrf| trfSteq ftvfa otherwise irTorr, a particular

name. ( 4 ) **T?ft
' a place not prepared by artificial improvement

' ; otherwise

**rer as ?*rt^S* Tftj$I% II ( S ) Wl^r ' cooked ', otherwise *rf5?r, ( 6 ) ?rr«ft
' a

stout, elephantess ', otherwise stri " a long she-serpent ", When m*r denotes
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' an elephant ' and the quality of stoutness is applied to it, then only its

feminine will be sjr*ft under the present sutra, But when sifT denotes a

serpent, and the length is only indicated, there the counter-example is sjrtrr u

( 7 ) *rsft
' a-black female ', otherwise mm ' a name of a female where

the name itself has no particular meaning.

( 8 ) When cloth is not denoted, we have ^rrft U But when cloth is

meant, the feminine will be sftar which means ' a blue colored cloth.' This

word is formed by adding the affix srq, denoting ' colored ' by the V&rlika

under sutra IV. 2. 2. S. 1203 and thus the base is sffa^to which wi; is added

in forming the feminine.

The word 5WS®T$*T fa the sutra is rather too wide, it should be

confined to the two senses indicated below i. e, when it applies to a plant,

called indigo or to animals '.

V&rtika \—#iw is added in forming the feminine of »H5r when a

medicinal plant is meant, as jfttft
' an indigo' plant '.

V&rtika :—So also when an animal is meant as ?fcR^(\ The
Nilgai.

V&rtika :—Optionally so, when it is a proper name, as Sfftft or sffcrr (I

( 9 ) 55ft ' a plough share ', otherwise J^rr ' a rope or a kind of grass '

( 10 ) ^npft ' a libidinous or lustful woman ' otherwise tojsrt ' a woman
desirous of wealth '. (n) ^wflf ' a fillet or braid of hair ', otherwise Q&rKt

' mixed, variegated \

501. The affix #<* is optionally employed in the

feminine according to the opinion of the Eastern Gramma-
rians, after the word sirnr II

Thus <fNt or <ftorr ^rr ' a red or bay mare '

Ho* 1 3rtr soresrcra; i « I \ i «« 11

* is^r^mrsr *
11 ©5: ftfocr stem 1 <tt<»i 1 u

502. The affix #r^is optionally employed in the

feminine after a word expressive of a quality and ending

in short 3 II

Thus ^5! or sflr « soft '. Why do we say ' ending in a short sy ' P

Observe sf%rfa ffrst# ' this Brahmana lady is pure '. Why do ' we say
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" expressive of a quality ? " Observe anif s ' a mouse ' ( both masculine and
fementne ).

Vdrt :—Prohibition must be stated after the word sure, and after words
ending in short *, which have a conjunct consonant as penultimate. As «g^R^
HrfTft ' a Brahmarji who chooses her own husband '. Similarly <jjog is common
gender, as ^ is a conjunct consonant. As "TTfftJi wr&tifr II

<p3r *i#i<g; wrsi i *# *§ : n * s^^r^ff^sr: * h ^rf^r* i *nft » «lsrsf?R5mF R
w#r ii wtf*: i srsffft i orftftraff^ira. i srswfti i r%fisr*a<3iwff ftwjif q^ra^re^

«r*r frs^ i ffT^vrw?i%i '-em q^crti i q«f?n «renft u

503. And the affix #r«r is optionally employed ia

the feminine after the words srg and the rest.

As *§: or *£r II

Vdrtika •—So also after the vowel \ of a krit affix, not frfi^( III. 3.

94 )• as <rf%s or *pft U

Vdrtika :—Some : say that the feminine affix ntsh may come after any

word ending in \, if it has not the force of the affix f%^ 11 As ^fcfif?: or w*tf\ II

Why do we say ' not f%Rq[ ' ? Observe si^RPr-' II

The word tjtRt is read in the Ganapatha, to make it a vidhi, although

it is formed with the affix JtR^II This word is formed in accordance with

the rule laid down in VI. 3. 54. S. 992. Thus:—q-r^" + *rs + f^F*= <raRr II

Its Feminine is either q^rra: or q^rjfr ll

Xo« 1 §qtTrr^rwqro 1 a i \ i u*

*tr 5*trJ5«iT j^r^rfi; f%nri nn* nrr ^t 1? &tt<i 1 «tiq?n 5ft nt<ft ir ° mt4<t«i<WH

* 11 ^qrrer^r 1 swrrfsr^r 11 * ^r^ffrait *wz m*^ * » «$w ^ s*rar «?ft 1

fanqr fa* 1 frfr $rHt « miSroi «

504. The feminine affix #w comes after a word

when it expresses the name of a wife in relation to her

husband.

Thus the wife of Gopa is <TiqY.

Vdrt :—Prohibition must be stated in the case of words ending in

WFH II Thus mqrRssffr ' the wife of a cow-herd '; also sraqrfSrar »l

Vdrt:—The affix err 1* comes after 33 in denoting the wife of Surya,

when she is a celestial being. As )S5if
' the celestial wife of the god Surya.'

Why do we say ' a celestial being ' ? Observe sjj denoting the human wife

of Surya, such as, Kunti.
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« l \ I nil

*i?ffc!T itirfft t Hf?<°«w sT^aiffr H * srcrCw *. if ger *w. jq^nft i
* spHrfPs^ro »

qwrf foftsmffr n * frg^rTrotwrg^rr * u irgwKr i irg&r i 3<Tr<*rrar3r it

xWf^pft ii * «ir 3 pr^mpatriw jm ^f 3?rs *rresp * n ^Traitfr « *<Tr«trtir n

sTrmafaoj?* ^ * n w^r&g ^r srr^rjfffft i i%n ??q* i arrmjfr wat s^raiqr^r u

eTr&flRraNrf ^r ^r?f * u sr^rtfr i sntf i *frfafft twr ^3*1 ' i srf%groft i «?%rar i

g*r«r 3 i ?r«r i ^rf%r4t i *•*! ssrroftRr i agirTTrfr^f?r aff^fftfer ^qgi u

505. The augment srrg*^ is added to the Proper Nouns

V%, ^"T, *ra, sni ^jT> and ?^» an<^ to the words ffR ' snow/

snniTrsr 'a forest/ qsy ' barley,' q^ -'a Yavana,' jrrggr ' a mater-

nal uncle,' and arr^w ' a preceptor,' before the feminine affix

The present sutra teaches two things, the addition of the augment
W3*5 (srraO and secondly the feminine affix sO«rii Out of the above words,

in the case of those about which matiimonial relation is desired to be expressed
i. t. the Proper Nouns upto ^, the present sfltra teaches only the addition of

the augment wriS^r, for in their case, the affixes; would follow by force of

the preceding Sutra, In the case of the remaining words, it teaches both
these things.

Thus %-graft the wife of Indra.'

VAtt :—Of the words ff*T and src°qr, there is the augment srrj^ in

the sense of greatness. Thus f?nnft ' a glacier, much snow,' BT^tft « a great
forest.' Otherwise these words are always Neuter and never take feminine.

Vdrt:—After the word -sr^f ' barley ' the feminine affix and the aug-
ment are added in the sense of fault. The fault consists in its imitating bar-
ley while not being a barley. In fact, the word denotes a new and inferior
sort of grain. Thus *rern7 '< a kind of grain, oat."

Vdrt -.-After the word^ the affix and the augment are added
In the sense of handwriting. Thus ^rtf < the written character of the
Yavanas.'

Mrf.-Oi the words^ « a maternal uncle,' and sqpaim « a pre-
ceptor,' when the feminine affix comes to express the wife there of, the aug-
ment Brrg« fa optional Thus ^rg^ or m$ft ' the wife of a maternal uncle'
?rn«n^Pft or a^RlRft ' the wife of a preceptor.'
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V&rtika :—But when the female herself is a teacher (not necessarily the

wife of a teacher) then the addition of #fc^ is optional. Thus STfswff or

Vdrt ;—And there is not the change to the lingual ur of the dental s£

of the augment UTTS^ (VIII. 4. 2 S. 197), after the word ermra I Thus

•IFTraNft or "TWlT ' tne wMe °f a preceptor.'
*

Vdrt:—After the words srii and wficq this rule applies optionally

:

when the matrimonial relation is not intended, but the word retains its own

sense. Thus sretfoft or vpfi ' the female of the Arya or Vaishya class,' $rf%^|rfjf

or qfftW ' a female of the Kshatriya class.' When matrimonial relation is to

be expressed, then only wi<% is added. As spu ' the wife of a Vaishya,' qrfwr
' the wife of a Kshatriya,'

How do you explain the form wstPft ? It is derived from the deriva-

tive word sgiri by adding ^hC, • The word ffrgjiT is formed by adding the

affix stot to the root btjj "to breathe" in the sense of object by III. 2. 1.

S. 2913, ww +«*«*+ *r*=wwrar ! f srwft.

506. The affix ^ta is employed ia the feminine

after a compound word ending in 3rt?t, the first member of

the compound being the name of the means where with the

thing is bought.

The word ^rpr^ means that compound in which the q^ai of 'means'

is the first member. Thus q^tflcfl 'a female bought in exchange for

cloth.' The word «Hsfft?rr is an exception, founded on the diversity allowed

by ;fit5|n:3t$?!r;*SPro.(II. 1. 32).

*o\S I SETTgTT**lwm I ^ I ? I H? II

507. The affix m% is employed after a compound

Nominal-stem in which a name denoting " the means where

with," is the first member, and the second member ia a word

formed by the Participle gr, when the sense is that of ' a

small quantity

'

Thus WtflrfoiEft iqri < a sky covered slightly with clouds ,

Why do we say when the sense is that of 'little'? Observe "^pf
f&HrjpTT " a lady covered with sandal essence ?

"
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Hate

.

The word BRf! "Jjfof
' preceded by a noun denoting 'the means -where

•with ', of the last Sutra governs this also. The participle in tR mast he preceded

by a noun in the instrumental case, and the sense conveyed by tR to the aotion

should give the sense of ' little ', in connection there with. The WTPCTqR of

the sutra qualifies the whole word.

508- The affix #r«r is employed in. the femiaiae

after that Bahuvrihi compound, which ending with a word

formed by the affix gr, has an acute accent on the last

syllahle.

Note :—The word ?Rt[[ of the last aphorism governs this also. This Bufcra

applies to those Bahuvrihi compounds in which the first member is a svdnga

word. Bat if the antecedent member is not a svdtigo- word, then the application

of the l'ule ia optional.

VArt :—It should be stated that the rule applies to those compounds

only which have a word denoting j&tt ( class-name ) as first member. As

^ftsft ' having a rent on the thigh ' but not in ' srg^<rr ' on account

of the following VArtika :—

VArt:—Exception must be stated in the case of compounds, the ante-

cedent member of which is any one of the following words :—arg, stsf, 3, words

denoting time, spsr &c. Thus ?|$3rr, &c,

V&tt-.—Prohibition must be stated in the case of the participle ami
' born,' which is also acutely accented on the final. Thus qp?t5irar

' a female

who has cut her teeth '.

VArt—hi the case of words q-|fa*$i?ft &c, the affix is employed in

certain senses only. Thus iri^a* « a wife
'; («rRrarRr* ^;<Trf*r£«l%); but

«rrf*r?!?r?rr '
a woman whose hands have been taken, but not before the sacred

fire, a concubine &c,'

Noto ".—Bahuvrihi compounds get acute accent on the final syllable when
they fall under the rules VI. 2. 170 and the following.

509. The affix #i* is optionally employed in the
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feminine after a 13ahuvrlbi compound ending in <%>, having
acute accent on the final, the antecedent word not being a

word denoting a part of the body.

The words ursm^T't and ^FrffiS govern thfs sutra. This aphorism

lays down an option, where by the last aphorism, it would have been compul-

sory. Thus gw??ft or g*rq?w H

Note i—Why do we say ' when the first member of the compound is not a

avdnga, word' ? Observe tf'jrfasfft, a^PT^ which admit of only ono form.

Why do we say when the final is acutely accented ? Observe ar^eg'jsfr

which is not acutely accented on.the final (see VI. 2. 170), because the first

member is a word denoting dress or BipeiSR'T, which is especially excepted

from the scope of rule VI. 2. 170, and therefore it will not take ^q; even by

the preceding sutra.

BT3T* "fSr'wrrjf snPrwif^irrcsri. * 11

gSrar wmn. 1 S^rtr at*??**r?i 1 gs^r wsrr aTinPfw^rfi: 1 gjfm f^nt^mrfi i«

9Tfrf?«T ti^r ts t * 11

§%tfr ^%^r ^r <"»r 1 Brsrrfqrwqrfq
-

nrprr^ zswtri 11

& ^rTT^MT gsri. * 11

510. And the feminine affix 3?p* comes optionally

after what ends with tho name of a part of the body, when
the word is a subordinate member in a compound, and has

not a conjunct for its penultimate letter (i. e, the final 3? is

not preceded by a double consonant.)

Thus 8*Rr%5ft or BjftrtrOT ; "ars^psft or ^g^rr ll The word STti^rr is a

Tatpurusha compound meaning1

aTfrjgir^ir %m^. and ^r is upasarjana by

I. 2. 44.

Note :—The anuvritti of the words Vgsfr 3!> Tfirffrr^fr'terTrrFi: does not extend

to this aphorism. But the anuvrittrof the word q[ 'optionally' does extend to

this Sufcra.

Why do we say "subordinate in a compound"? Witness srsirar

"without crest" (where the ftictT is not subordinate or epithetical). Why

40 S
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do we say "not having a conjunct for its penultimate letter"? Witness

The scij which is of three sorts, has a technical meaning, as given in

the following verse :

—

A word denoting a thing which (i) not-being-a-fiuid (*T*$) is cap-

able of being perceived by the senses, because of its having-a-form (g^fiO

is svarfgaj it must exist-in-a-llving-being, (inroiw). hut not produced by a

change from the natural state (stf'Wrrc*) (2) Or though found elsewhere ac-

tually (^TT5t<F»I Ht. not actually there in the body) had previously been

known as existing in only a living being (fl^s lit was seen in the body)

;

(3) Or is Found to have actually the same relation to the being it is in, as a

similar thing has to a living being %T%?t3<t %m 3<W

»

Thus of the first kind of Svanga, the counter-examples are gtt^r

" she who has good sweat :" here "sweat" is " liquid " and so it is not a

svanga; SpIRT "who has good knowledge"; here "knowledge" has no

form, and so it is not a sv&nga, gsqirmtar "a hall having a good front,"

here ips though lit.
*' face," is applied to an inanimate object, and so is not

svanga; so that the following is wrong <K3rg*sft 3ir*vtgi?ft srr^Hrn similarly

U^iftit '-she who has a good deal of swelling or tumours." Here •' swelling"

or "tumours" are not natural members of body but excrecences : and

hence it is not a svanga.

Of the second kind of svanga words, the example is §%<tr gf ifli

^rr^tair " A chariot well-cushioned with hair." Though chariot is a non-living

being yet hair is always found in a living being.

Of the third kind of svanga, we have iprrffr or jp?i*rr m Jrf%Tr " a

statue having good bieasts." Here the breasts have the same relation to the

statue as they have iti an animate being.

tort 5 «rftw«?r«nnftffi i&fam top* 1 fcteroTOrarqc 1 twnimPKg mew
<rcsrnrw srr^ > sssrrffiwfi 1 3jpnfe*r nati* 1 «n 1 bw%*t 1 trirfirair t «^r fPsr« n
87jF«rr^"^4r tsrwi** it <e*tfr sqprfl? 1 7^3*3311^ ^H* feuwftfir m^\\

umwlw ftm. * ,1^ f^r 3^ row «, «*g«# «Rft cm* 11 «<im<in<T«r S*sr-

611. A ad the feminine #m comes optionally after
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compounds ending with ^rf^t^r ' a nose,' sap: 'belly,' 3% 'lip,'

srapaf ' leg/ ^sr ' a tooth,' wir ' ear/ and *np ' horn >

The first two words sm§3tr and 3ft are words of more than two

syllables, and so would have been governed by the following sutra. This

sfitra debars the application of IV. I. 56, which follows it on the maxim p;«r

"Apavadas that precede the rules which teach operations that have to be

superseded by the Apavada operations, supersede only those rules that stand,

nearest to them, not the subsequent rules."

While the five words %fi% &c, were excluded from the operation of

the preceding sutra by the incidental negation (paryudasa) of aroqrnfq'qrrt tl

This present sutra makes an* exception to that exception with regard to

these five words, This is on the maxim : jp^sTSren ^Hf^fN. «nSRT. 5TItH:i«J,

" Apavadas that are surrounded by the rules which teach operations that

have to be superseded by the aoavada operations, supersede only those

rules that PRECEDE, not those that follow them." Therefore though the

sutras IV. 1. 54 and 56, are superseded by the present sutra, not so the sutra

IV. I. 57, which supersedes this because of its being subsequent but one.

Thus gjpnwsff or gjj*rrf?wr; &c; but we have only one form as

*?Hn%?iT, STrf^RT by the operation of IV. 1. 57 S. 513.

In the opinion ol Katyayana, the affix 3^ optionally comes after

STJf, ir* sr°s &c. Thus &$ or ^Jfi &c

According to others, all this as well aa that which is not mentioned

here may be taken as read into the sfitra by the force of the connecting

particle % 11 While on the other hand those who are very particular about

authority, say that we cannot do so, because these are not mentioned in

the Bn&sya. Kence the following Variikos ,—
VAtt

:

—So also after the word g=es: ' tail.' As Jjrjgesr or upgu It

Vdrt:—The affix flish comes- necessarily and not optionally after

compounds of 5^? with s^apc meaning variegated, picturesque *?for, fi^r and

qt II. As, Eff^g-s^r* ' a peahen '
r{ftyj«sft'. f%«IS*sfr,. ' a scorpion ' and STCg^r H

Vdtt:—So also the feminine affix Miskis necessarily employed after

the words w and g'agr when used as a simile or as objects of comparison.

As ar553T<?ijtfr s&nr, a^T8^ icr

»

^Kf?%'«r«r &t$m s7% 1 ^pjiioT^rJi 1 ararcno::- ^tst i srnaRrnwrss* i

512. The feminine affix m\ does aat come after
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a Nominal-stem which denoting a part of the body, belongs

to the class sfitsr nor when the word is a stem of more than

two syllables.

uri^r means ' the breast of a horse,' The krodadi class is akritigana,

So is also spreau which is a word of more than two syllables.

Note;—According to Ganaratnanmhodadhi the word ffipf without any

gender is read in the GUnapfttliat implying that examples can be given with all

the three genders. MAdhava derives it from krud with ?J3£ ; krodA meaning

the hreasfc of a horse and according to him SRfST ia read in Ganapatha i and it

forms Bahuvribi when it has the sense above given. Otherwise as a general

evanga word we have &% as qirzwiifltal <{%$[ (I

Note :—The class Bfttf Sua. is akriti-gana, that is a class of words constitn

ted by usage. The following are some of tbe examples :—As SKygFUr^rTf) ^^PHUTr,

«Kwfrcw, ^^it wr, m$nm *ret, assuror ^rmc u So also §wr, §*rerf, &e- Of

the case where the word is polysyllabic, the examples are gsi^Hr, '^sj^'Ui 'i?r-

'rirfl<i|
'

|| The word *R(5fi is feminine itself, and in the Bahuvrihi the feminine sign of

the first member is elided by pnngvad-bhava, and Sfif^T is shortened to ^(T because

ifc is an upasarjana (I. 2. 48).

^3 \ ^V^i Rnrawpito I v» I * I y^ 11

^srrf^5R«^5T ^rju sreror i srtsrr i Rnwriirret^r

«

513. The affix ^f«r does not come in the feminine

after a Nominal-stem denoting a part of the body, when the

word is subordinate jn a compound, preceded by the word'

^5 ' with ', j^ ' not ', or famii ' having
'

Thus s%qr, arersrr, f%iRRirrara>r n

Note .-—The last example shows, that the present rule governs also IV. 1.55

ante : as well as IV. 1. 54.W l i^r jprrctfsrram i m i \ i v= n

514. The feminine affix ^pj is not employed after

srcr, and g*r, when ( the word at the end of which thev

stand ) is a Name.
Thus •$ +mSt=aq$mri 'garpanakha the sister of Ravatla •, The *

is changed to , by VIII. 4 . 3 S. 85M^r^WP) " So also «W<r,Why do we say « when denoting a Name • ? Witness m%& **r ' a copper-
laced damsel '.
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rf^f7?r^^rffr5?rrarrfg'<Trf5RT? i?«Jt &\$t 3*?sriw: *qr?r 1 gr^fr 1 «rr^fnf

m«
515. The feminine affix T%3. replaces j^tt after a

Nominal stem denoting a part of the body which is pre-

ceded by a word signifying direction.

Thus m^sefl' I' The accent here falls on the first syllable.

Note

:

—This aphorism over-rules all the rules and prohibitions

contained in sufcras 510 to 514. Whereeven by those rules there would have been

&9, the present enjoins s^hr, instead. Though the form will be the same, the

difference will be in the accent ; the affix #!<£ being anudatta ( II1.1. 4,. S. 3709 ).

Thus J^f5# II

y« iw i « i ? i \\ ii

516. The feminine affix ^hj; comes after a Nominal-

stem ending with the word 3^ Ij

The anuvritti of <£tv is to be taken in this aphorism and not that of

ift<* , though the latter was nearer. Thus ft?TTl? T "i ftsrrCr T *r II

Note:—The -word ^ is formed from the root ^f with the affix foq

(III. 2, 64). The word ^rgNs never found alone, but as ends of compounds,

hence we apply the rule of tadanta , and have translated it by saying a " word

ending in vah." Thus f^zfoft 'sustaining the demon.' This form is thus evolved :—

ft3H-m? +#K = ft3T+ 3ft + srnS + ^t«r (VI. k 132^3^, Uth is the sampras-

Arana o£ vah, when this is a bha ) =f$& + ^-h&<Z ( VI. 1. 108 ) ^JmrtTrsr ' after

a samprasarana if a vowel follow, the form of the prior is the single substitute '),=•

fNNt ( VI. *• 89 S. 73 tfSfaifgSJ vriddhi is the single substitute when eti,.

edhaii or utb. follow
'
). Similarly JTirffr

' a young heifer trainiug for the

plough.'

«rt« i sr*nrr%»3rfa wwmnj i « i ? m 11

tfturs*: q-sfjft insrrqrfTOWRSTrt yew i B«jsrfT 3rr%flt i sr'sfr i wrf*r«ft i

517. The form ^r^ir ' a female companion " and

wftrs^t " a childless woman," are irregular forms ending in

&?* found in secular ( or vernacular as opposed to Vaidic )

Sanskrit.

The word |fir in the s&tra has the force of srsurc
'• thus " its syntacti-
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cal position is after msrrari. I' Therefore we find sometime such use in the

vaidic literature also.

Note:—Thus gisite fj wrS'fr, fttid sjtW RrapScftrlt = *vfa*H U Why do

we say in vernacular Sanskrit? Observe ^OTraHlff *K and StRt^R^ HR*

ftTOd*m«fe II

Sometimes we find these forms in the Vedas also, though rarely, as.

BTg«T?raWR3*ljfV3T*Js I ^ II

f^tft i s^ far* i gsr i sraiwrft fa* i Hw^r i
1

«ffa t *wt'< %% * ii

^rT?TR?T^rJcf i wm«p*t*flr "* wsfr sirrah qtvt?t m$'- i wr^'ft • «n*t i

wSfftt srsioftew g ^r#wfif<rrsrfi ^tffr ^rsrrwfc i 5n%= i%«*i g<*3i i ar^ftPrTW

518. The feminine affix 3^* comes after a word

denoting a j&ti or species, when it does not express in its

original meaning a feminine, and which moreover has not

the letter ^ for its penultimate.

The word ^rf% is thus defined :

—

srrpfT uwrr sufarfSrjfrcr ^ t s^Trai. 1

(This verse is split up into three parts by Bhattoji and thus explain-

ed): STt^RnTforrsTTr^: whatever is distinguishable from another (species) on

account of its possessing certain form or figure (common to individuals of

that class) is a jati. Or a jati noun is that which expresses a distinguishing

feature. Thus ^ ' a bank, a place near the river.' But:—(2) fSsjfprf n 1
fl$ww " Provided that it is not a word used in all genders "(for then it will be
a genus and not species), ^hmrt f%*frwr, but though not used in all genders,

yet while employed to denote a single individual and therefore in singular

number, it will apply to other individuals of the class without their being
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specially mentioned. Such a word would also be jati. Thus %qnft " a low

caste woman," which implies her sons, brothers &c. Why do we say not

having all genders ? Observe ^rgjr 11 Why do we say "singly used implying'

others"? Observe ""^frfr (3) *N" T n<5p «=T?
" A word denoting Gotra.

descendant denoted by a grammatical affix and cbaran (or school) is also a jati

word," That is to say, a word formed with a Patronymic affix-, and expres-

sive of a person belonging to a particular branch of Vedic school, who studies

a particular portion of the Vedas As ^PTTfr, 3<# ^l^ft" li In Btw>fr the 3?r^

is debarred by ^t-* as it is read in sarfigaravadi class. ( IV. I. 73)

Why do we say " expressive of jati "? Observe 5*57 ' shaven ' (where

the word expresses not a jati but a quality.) Why do we say " not invariably

feminine "? Witness 5$W3»T ' a mistress, a beloved woman.' Why do we say

" not having the letter % for its penultimate ?" Witness srfifair ' a female of

the Kshatriya class.'

Vdrt :—In excluding words that have the letter w as penultimate,

there is not involved the exclusion of the following words (which have a penul-

timate \ ) vie., n^f ' the Bos Gaveans,' %q ' horse,' jjgR^r
' a sort of animal

'

Hi*q ' a fish,' and j^s* ' a man.' Thus ir* ?#, *r3«ft, (VI. 4. 150 S. 472

S<^?rfe<T*!t ' there is elision of the a of a taddhita affix coming after a con-

sonant when long i follows') H5?ft H The a of Mataya is elided by the vartika

*»T?^W &*fFl' H See also VI. 4. 149. S. 499 All these words are alsc included

in the class nrcj/t vIV. I. 41 S. 498 ) and would have taken s^ independently

of this vartika.

Note:—The Loukika Gotra shonld not he confounded with the Grammatical

Gotra, Cbarana ifl one wlio studies a particular shakha of a Veda. Some ex*

plain however, that the word Gotra here means the Laukika Gotra of Clans. Tho

above examples of §pft meaning " a woman who reads the Veda as belonging

to the Katha Shakha " and ^f8^- " a woman who must read Rik rerses,"

show that women were not .debarred from the study of Vedas even in Pam'ni's time.

The present day prohibition is of recent origin, not more than a thousand years or

bo. For we read :—

*r«ire»r frVrrfi «m%ifa«R sit »

" In ancient times women were invested with the sacred thread and

girdle of a Brahmacharin and they were taught the Vedas and the Gaya-

Xt*> I qi^orq«t3wi'*;«''3*rsrrar ,*r :t;'^re I a l % iw tl
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519. And the feminine affix :§fat comes after the

Nominal-stem expressive of jati, followed by the following

<irej ' cooked/ <*?<JT ' oar/ q^ ' leaf,' %** ' flower,'^ < fruit/ qp
'root/ and qpss 'youth.'

Here the affix applies to words which in their original sense denoted

females, and, therefore, were not provided by the last sutra. Thus sfFRTRfl'

WWftfl *rn?<T<*ff, ^WS^r, *rtffa#r, **Mr, and nrareft all these are rudhi words

expressing medicinal herbs.

When, however, the affix ^fsrjs not intended to he applied to com-

pounds ending with qjf*, s«r, and *&, then those compounds will fall under

Ajadi class (IV. i. 4 S. 4S4 ;
such as g-qwr, vWRTOr. Wjwrr, ar^r &c

V*» I jar JTgwrsrra: I « I U *«» I

*K CTPH ?itfJ 1 3r<w?ft 1 3**ftRqrrer wf#i Tg%a i%ii fWfrtfti 11

520. The feminine affix :g*r«r comes after a Nominal-

stem ending in short % denoting classes or races of men.

Thus swffr ' women of Avanti,' §;;cfr
' women of Kunti,' ^itfr ' Da-

kshV Thus *w(5?f 4 s^ (IV. 1. 171 S. 11 89) 'tw*r~tfi: men of Avanti.' In

the feminine this affix by IV. 1, 176 S. 1 195 is elided. *r*ft " the female des-

cendant of Daksha." Why do we say " ending in short % " ? Witness f%£

' Vaishya/ **?£ ' Darat,' Why do we say " of men ,'? Witness mr%R: ' part-

ridge.'

Though the anuvritti of the word srrffi could have been read into this

aphorism from IV. 1. 63, S. 518 its repetition here indicates that 3*?w is to be

applied even when the penultimate letter is 3. Thus $r?3*ir 11

Vdrt :—This rule applies to words ending in the taddhita affix far

(IV. 2. 80 S. 1292 ) though they do not denote &jati. Thus trWHT, HimVfftll
The affix f >r here referred to is the quadruply significant affix taught in

IV. 2.' 80 S. 1292 and ordained to come after $$iw &c, and -does not denote
a jati.

V* 1 33ja*.
1 a 1 \ 1 *$ ti

*^ra*m3*trTqrsngrawRrarf%'T: f%rerg$ writ 1 sfk: h $^r^»# "*• 11

»iwam raffia w^jr* 11 ffrPuaifiwa 34*15. 1*35^3 <s3j.- 1 ?g: "n

521. After a nominal-stem- ending in short 3- not
.having the letter * as its penultimate letter, and being ex-
pressive of races of men, the affix in the feminine is $v -
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The anuvritti of the words *J3«aranU and «rarTqrq[ should be read into

the sOtra to complete it. Thus =£5 :
' a female of the country of the Kurus/

Wgpprej; :
" a Brahmani of the class of the fallen Brahmans so called,"3^ t

" a woman of the Jlvabandhu class."

Thus^+*q=^n»5' IV. I. 172, S. Itooand this affix is elided by

IV. 1. 176 S. 1 19S in the feminine.

Note:—The longer is taught to debar the affix efi^, for a short % would

have also given the form^ (<|fas + 3= fr£) || The long 3J therefore, indicates

tli at the affix g^L , enjoined by V. 4. 154, S. 891 in Bahuvrihis, will not apply-

in the feminine forms BTglt^: and the like, by the rule of vipratishedha.

The indicatory letter 3F in gj^ is to distinguish this affix in Sutras

like qr^Wff: ( VI. r. 175 S. 3721 ), for had the affix been enunciated merely

as g;, then the Sutra VI. 1. 175 S. 3721 would have run as sfr qrsfp and the

sense would have been ambignous, for we could not have known what affix

was partcularly meant there. Thus in HgH»«^i we could not have known

the accent.

Why do we say "not having the letter a as its penultimate"?

Witness *twj<|sftfroft ' a woman versed in the Yajur Veda '

Vdtt :—The affix 3^ comes tinder similar conditions afterwords

denoting non-animate jati, except the words *$3| &c. Thus sn?r«E,: 'the

bottlegoUrd
'

; ^"Jj ' the jujube tree,' Though these two words have 3? in

the masculine also, yet the addition of another long 37 in the feminine

indicates the difference of accent, though not of form, as aTCTfSqrand qr§&jiqT are

svarita accented on the final by VI. u 175 S. 3721 Why do we say "non-

animate"? Witness S^rargi: 'a kind of lizard.' Why do we say "except

the word rajju &c" Witness C**[i ' rape
' ; ^35 'cheek' &c. The example

Busnsfr is Instrumental singular, and it is here that the rule of accent can

be illustrated, and not in the Nominative or Accusative

ftWtflF wr^l VfRTg} I ijgraf f%«, l frwrg! II

522. The feminine affix 3v§j comes in denoting a

Name after a Nominal-stem ending with the word srrg; II

Thus *r?^rg! 'Bhadrabahu'. Why do we say in "expressing a Name" ?

Observe fflSTg '•
' a woman having rounded arms,' which Is an attributive

word. In other words, when the compound is a name, *rtf takes long 3; in

the feminine.

41 S 41
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523. The feminine affix 3^ comes after the word

%'lame'.

As ^*js ' a female lame '.

V4rt :—The feminine affix g^ is added to jq-gjt, and thereby there

is elision of the letter 3 and of the letter 3C of the word. As W ' mother-

in law '. This debars the puiiyoga 3?i<ar of IV. I. 48. S. 504 The case affixes

are added to the, base **W on the maxim ffrfifaf!^ II &c. see IV. I, I. S. 182.

HR« 1 awwwacnfrn^ 1 a ? 1 ^ I)

624. The feminine affix 3v^ comes after a stem

ending in^ when comparison with something (expressed by

the first term) is meant.

Thus"WW: ' a female with thighs like the ulnar or tapering fleshy

side of the hand ',

Why do we say " when expressing an object of comparison " ?

Witness $%?;: sft" " a woman with round thighs '. The word cfitgjtjOTJS " thigh

like the proboscis (^r) of an elephant ( si^dj) " is a poetic irregularity in the

following fasraft ^ ^SS^^Pi'. «

sfrPtt'rorS' wsr*
1 tfrl^w 1 %*r to?:: i ?r£r ^tf mr^ ?tf%ff«rs<r«mni: i

mspmratfflfaro^' 1 W>ire;i i sitfte 11 sf|?ras\*n\^ ^sn* * u f|?ti ti? wf$#t are;

*m'< w ^T^« :
> ^ fit *jrfr wr «w«it5 m qfr^i 1 *w 1 Rwri^^frlS ?r?*r-

«fw ^^RwnwRjTt^rw nnw< 11

525. The feminine affix 5? comes in the Yedas
after the word 3^ when the words 3ffc?i ' accompanied or

joined', TO « ahoof ', w^r 'a mark,' and mt 'handsome'
precede it.

This aphorism applies, when no comparison is intended. As ifitffa:
' a female whose thighs are joined ( e. g. from obesity ).' w*?;: ' whose thighs

are put together like the two hoofs on a cows foot ". grsrafha ' whose thighs

are marked,' wftw ' with handsome thighs.' The word lakshana here is a
Taddhita-formed word meaning « she who has the mark ". The affix w^
is added to lakshana by its belonging to s^fif! class V, 2. 129. S. 1933.
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Vdrt :-So also with the words ^ and m » As ^Wr^. and
Hfr^' 11 The word ^ here has the force of denoting largeness or excessiv-
eness ' though it literally means mere existence.

W I *farara: 1 a \\ 1 ^ n

wgw« ?%! sitrrar (trans, m* \ *% 1 qma^^, 1 ^m^ ^ , ^p

526. The feminine affix g^F conies in denoting a
Name, after the word «rt and.^iwv^^ n

This rule applies to other than Vaidic forms. Thus m j ' a female

named Kadru wife of Kagyapa,' cfffio^ps :
' KamandaltV Why do we say

"in denoting a Name"? Observe <%%. ' the tawny color.' s^o^g: • a water-

gourd.'

W» 1 srr^srra^r &t% 1 y 1 ? 1 *\ o

Rwft%i s%n 3^ 1 sw^ffesrRr nTsrsru. 1 m\r 11

527. The feminine affix ^rq; comes after the words

<fl%*^T and the rest, and that which ends with the affix srsr 11

Thus Irt^sft 'a Sarrigrava woman.' So also after a word formed

with the affix spi as,
a^ ' a female descendant of Bida,' This sCltra applies

to words expressing jati or kind. In other words, this aphorism debars the

affix 3?fw of IV. 1. 63 S. 518. &c, where it came after jati-v&chaka words
;

but it does not debar that s^w which is employed in describing the relation of

wife, such as, the g^ of IV. 1. 48. S. 504.

The *r would have taken &v by IV. 1. 5 S. 306 and %i would have

taken #ar as it denotes a jati. These words take vriddhi before #r^, the

form being hd in both cases. This is by force of the sutra ij^i &c. read

in the following list. Such sutras are called gana-sfttras.

The following is a list of Sarngaravadi class words :—

1 wirivf, 2 ^rqrs7> 3 *hni5nr, 4 argiT, 5 "H 6 nraT 11 These

words are formed by the affix btoi, the first four being formed by the 3^
of (IV. 1. 83 S. 10; 3) from j£»re, WIS, 3*33 and "SRCs the word nrwt is

formed from *r??pl by thean^of IV. 1. 114- This word is also included in

Gauradi class IV. 1. 41. S. 498 7W°^^« 8 argmr^Jr, 9 3Ttr%k, 10

BTrf^vra, II *ntf%* U These are formed by <sk ( iV. 1. 123 S. 1 126 ) except

kamandaleya which is formed by VH. (IV. 1. 135 S. 114c) 1 2 mzmw,
13 ^55ti«CT 11 These are formed by ^of IV. 1. 101 S. 1 103. and IV. 1. 99.
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S. iioi. and denote castes or Gotra. 14 IftSRtis also formed by «^ ( IV. 1.

123 S. 1 126.) 15 <fii53, 16 tfsaf are formed by vsw ( IV. I. 171 S. 1189.) 17

qffc, i8«fqr? are formed by ?* added to «ir+lS.'to try ', and <rfi;+srr+t^

(Un IV. 117 Sffwar VO IO *M?WH is formed by «p^(I V. 1. 105 S. 1107).

o ^TR is formed by 8T?i, (IV. 3- 7°" S. 1455)- 21 «TO^, 22 x*o?n*,

23w«ffi are jati words. 24^r»TOt, 25^1^11 These take 5^ when

denoting a Name. These words are formed by the affix ifgcr , and are conse-

quently dfifll, a^ should have taken tffe. ( IV. i. 6 S. 455). This ordains

WilWin^lttlllW H

528. The feminine affix srpr comes after a stem

which is formed by the affix sar^ or wf^ (with final acute

VI. 1. 163.)

The affix sphere denotes and includes both the affixes «B(^(as taught

in IV. l. 171 S. 1189 and «qar (IV. u 78 S. 1198) as it is common

element of both. Thus wr**B<tT ' a woman of the race of Ambashthya,'

Similarly wr^ formed words, as, ERnfanswiF, &c.

Vdrt

:

—The affix "^pr comes in the feminine after a word ending with

the affix qsr when the letter q; immediately precedes such yafi. As «&rsforwf

' a female descendant of Sarkaraksha,' tlfit*K«ff ' a female descendant of Putt-

mashya.'

«tV. 1 msrcsrpar 1 a l \ 1 «H 11

529. And the feminine affix «5rrqr comes after the

word stersr it

The word w& belongs to Gargadi class (IV. 1. 105 S. 1 107 ) which
after taking ^ ,

would have taken st* (IV. 1. 16 S. 471.) Thus «{j^ ' are
female descendant of Avata.'

530 The Taddhita-affixes are treated of here after.

This is an adhikara or governing sQtra. Up to the end of the Fifth
Book of Panini, all the affixes that will be taught, are to be understood to
have the name of Taddhita.
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Note :—Thus the affix ft
1 taught in the very next sufcra. As spirW* The word

so formed is called Pratipadika. The word SfngsTP is in the plural number, and no*

exhibited in the singular, like the word spsrej: {III. 1.1. S. 180)&C}and it, there-

fore, indicates that it includes also affixes which are not especially tftnght in this book.

Such as "jfSrwr sjrsjr II «THrit q^T^^R'^.d As inFfo, vrfm, <m&, lf*T»r II See
Varfc IT. 3. 23. The word Taddhita ia used in Sutras like frarr^rerrrai^J
I. 2. 46.

g«H*uw*ifMii<H*i: mm T *&&: i irtftRiftiKMRjHimi firs- trffearfw*:^^i

,

g*r?p I BfrgsreHPTTfl^ I *S#T s^nur *rwfw*sg*ffi 3^fM%3^wm% ^Vft <mmui

531. The feminine affix fir comes after the Nominal-
stem g^j; arid this affix gets the name of Taddhita.

As gsrl^s ' a young maid.' By IV. r. 5. S. 306 ^fr* would have been

otherwise employed, the present sutra debars it. The word g^fff ending in 5
does not take the affix gfo^ of IV. 1, 65, S. 520 for the affix fir its elf is a
feminine-making affix though a Taddhita : or the word g^ may be regarded

as a non-jati word and hence IV. I. 65 S. 520 would not apply. But when
upasarjana we get the form srgg^r " a city containing many youths." The
form g«rcft is by ^w added to the Present Participle $pR[ U and is. a different

word altogether.
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THE KARAKAS.

ffcjfirrsifasir <tR*trii% mmfe «r «pwt wr^ '
&•

' ^ :
' 'S^ 1

' ^
'
sh*U

532. Where the sense is that of the Crude form

(1.2.45 S, 178) or where there is the additional sense

of gender only, or measure- only or number only, the first

case-affix is employed.

By the word " pratipadikartha " ( sense-of- the-crude form ) is meant

that meaning or connotation which is invariably present with the word. The

word matra "only" is to be taken in connection with eaqh term severally in

the sGtra.

Thus—where the sense is only that of the Pratipadika—3%; " aloft,"

n}^! " below," ^«3! Krishna, >jfr; Sri, gn^" knowledge ".

These words have either no gender (as uchchais &c. ) or a fixed

constant gender, having no corresponding opposite gender, as Krishna &c.

While the words which have no fixed gender, will in addition to

their own sense, denote gender also. As q$, g#,or ?r**t" the ( river ) bank ".

Where there is the additional sense of measure, we have jyfijjr $\TV

" rice of the measure of a Drona "—which means that quantity of rice whose

measure is that of a Drona. Now "Drona" by itself denotes measure, the

Nominative affix if is added to it in the sense of measure—the latter has a

general sense of measure, the first is a particular kind of measure. The two—
the base and the affix—have been united together in denoting an indivisible

single thing, where the sense of the base (Drona) qualifies (limits) the general

sense of the affix ( su > But though the force of the affix g after tfrf? is also

that of measure—yet here the connection between the base and the affix

is not abheda-sansarga, as it was in the case of drona and su ; but on the
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contrary, in the case of vrihi and su, the sense of the afix qualifies or limits

the general sense of the base vrihi, it is the Divider of a particular quantity

out of a bfg mass—the relation between the affix and the base here being

that of parichchhedaka ( measurer )' and parichchhedya ( measurable ),

The word " vachana ' means number ; as tpb*s one, gt two, ^rf^s many,

The terms dvitiya &c , are technical phraseology of older grammarians,

and hence not denned by Panini ; they apply to the triads of gst affixes,

«»j£ ttffrfij ' he makes the mat,
1

jjpt *r«sfw ' he goes to the village \

533. And when the sense is that of addressing,

the first case-affix is employed.

Thus $ *pr O Raona.

X!« I «EI^R I K I « 1 R| «

??rfa«*r ii

534 The phrase 'k&raka' (meaning ' in the special

relation to a word expressing an action ') is to be understood

in the following aphorisms.

Ndtei—AEy thing that helps towards the accomplishment of an action id a

karaka. Thus in " cooking,' the fire, the furnace, the vessel, the cook are all

helpers in the accomplishment of the action. Thus " Rama cooks food in a

vessel, by the fire from £h& furnace for his master.' Here Rama is agent

kkraka, ;
' food ' is object klraka j

' veisel ' is a locative karaka, fire is an ins-

trumental karaka, ' furnace ' is the ablative karaka and ' master ' is the dative

karaka.

The word ' karaka ' thus is synonymous with the word cause (hetu) and

occasion (nimitta). All the Various causes and occasions that are required to com-

plete an action will be kamkas. Out of the seven cases in which a Sanskrit noun

is declined, six represent such relation with an action, The Genitive or the sixth

oase can never be directly related with an action, and thua can never stand in the

relation of a karaka to a verb.

^fawraTrc^^^rc*^?*^ 1*3: fa* ' w*p<i wtfir 1 «r$<ji

5fts?ir m«rr *g ^3: 1 h^?^ wh i wm *%&m^ ' ^?T3F" st* ^pr'JMr-
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535. That which it is intended should be most

affected by the act of the agent is called the object o*

kanna.

That which especially desired by the agent to be accomplished

by the action is called karma. As sfc? Jjrdtj? " He makes the mat " utf Wtofti

" he goes to the village ". Why do we say " desired by the agent " ? Observe

mi<wr jr*iif% " ht ties the horse in the gram field.'' liere gram is no doubt

most desired by the horse, but as horse is not the agent of the verb, the word

jqir takes the locative case. Why do we use the word " most " ? Observe

f«rars*t )g^G " he eats the food along with the milk." Here milk is no doubt

desired by the agent, but not being the principal object desired, it takes the

Instrumental case.

Though the word qj*r was understood in this sfttra by anuvritti from

the sOtra I. 4. 46 S. 542 the repetition of this word here is to indicate

that the anuvritti of the word adhara does not extend to this sfttra, because

we do not take the anuvfitti of any word of the previous sutra into this.

Had we taken the anuvritti of the word karma from the last sfttra, then we

could use the accusative case in those limited instances, where the word Is

capable of taking the Locative case also, but not in other cases. Thus while

we could very well say it$irfq*rf3 " be enters the house,'' we could not say Hft^r

trurfif " be cooks the food," spat fqarFfr " he drinks saktu." By repeating the word

in this sfltra, such examples become Valid everywhere. The karma-karaka

takes the second case-affix.

536. The word ' anabhihite ' meaning 'not being

specified ' is to be understood as the governing word in the

following sutras.

Notei—Whatever will bo taught from this point forward, should ho tro-

derslood to apply to those oases -which have nob been specified otherwise. The
caae-ftffixes lite bhone denoting 'object' 'instrument' &a , ure applied to a nc-un,

only ihen, when the force of the oase-affix is not otherwise denoted or mentioned

by the Toice of the verb, or by a Taddhifca affix &o.

»T5* **fa fW« writ ' ?ft >nrft 1 8rBrf# 3 qrfftr mfaqTw^rir tf*
wfa \*n*wi 3 mm Cn^$r[ffr«mw- \ fir?, ?ft:%^?i 1 mc s?*«ir *&*• 1 aftr*:,
*rai T$m; *i?r. 1 ^prr^:, s^ ^j^ q % ^wntv 1 3;faf*<?ra*irf*qrc *wr 1 faffwsft
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537. When the object is not denoted by the termi-

nation of the verb, &c. t e. when the verb &c. does not agree

with it, the second case-affix is attached to the word.

Thus ?ft *r5tfS " he worships Hari,', But when the karma relation Is

specified by the verb &c, then the word will take the affix of the first case by
the general rule 1 1. 3. 64.

The force of a case-affix is generally denoted either by first the
conjugational affixes fag? ; second/;/, by the Primary affixes or $£, thirdly,

by the secondary affixes ?injgr ; or lastly by compounds. (Thus this sutra

declares that the second case-affix is applied in denoting the object, as gpr

jjtfffS
' he makes the mat': ITPT *T=earnT ' he goes to the village.') But the object

can be denoted, otherwise. Thus by the passive conjugational affix, as 9ft

$5H^ " Hari is served." Here the termination of the verb denotes the object.

See sutra I. 3. 13, and III. 4. 69. S. 2679 and 2152. So also by the krit affix,

as ?!$«tr #ft?r: " served by Lakshmi " sutra III. 4. ;o. S. 2833. So also by a
Taddhita affix as *r«l' 01 (ffrtgfft meaning 'purchased with a hundred '=^?e
ifar: Similarly by samasa, as ffrw 8TR*#£ TiHRf-

" Whom happiness has

reached."

Sometime the case-re|ation may be shown by a preposition or Nipata:

as faqftftsffif spr^*} f?rnn BHJTOr«ltl»t " Here f^fW is equal to ftTfWt it

tfl«ni^. means, "is proper." It is not proper to cut himself the poison-tree

that one has grown.

«ri^r gs^rrsfr ft«r 33^; u

538. If that which is not intended to be most

affected by the act, becomes, however, similarly connected

with the action, it also is called karma.

That which is not desired by the agent is anlpsita or object of

aversion. Thus ^fan flfg: ft"T *J?ti
" he eats poison while he was hungrying

for rice " *nH1.*T5B^ goi ^jqrfW ' going to the village, he touches the grass,"

Here itw and *pr are in the Accusative case or karma-karaka, though

they certainly are not the things desired by the agent : but as they are simi-

larly connected with the action, as the most desired things 'rice' and

' village/ so they also take the accusative case.

42 s
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T*fit I T^H^^^^"^ I nswwrfe m* i Htmm t«tw fssft > ^pjwf^^Ht

>Kan% i «?p»ratf *# t?r «trrR*r ^r i «w sraRr ^*ht* « l«ri ^rcfafa iwnft 1 \w%
traSCTUfa 1 wwii »raffi ?o% ^M% 5f?m *rt 1

w fan. 1 ipnreRar firart T*«rm f*mH 11

539. And that k&raka which is not spoken of as coming

under any one of the special relations of ablation &c, is also

called karma.

<KArIka :—In the case of the twelve roots 5^ ' to milk ' *tr*J ' to beg,' T*
'to cook,' y>% 'to punish,' ^ 'to obstruct 0* confine ' «rs® ' to ask,' i<%r ' to

collect ' ff ' to tell,' jrrH ' to instruct ' r5t ' to win ' (as a prize of wager) m*%

' to churn ' g^r ' to steal,' and also in tire case of the four verbs <ft, ?,f«r, and

jj?, all meaning ' to take or carry ' and others having the same signification

that noun which, besides the direct object, is affected by the verb, is put in

the Accusative case,

As, >tf *tf*$ tR: 'he milks the cow't qrfqt qraft *g«rt 'He
begs the earth of Bali '; srftsfa ft-^ «tf<^ « he supplicates for tolerance

from the intolerant ;" similarly afstr^ <r^fir, " He cooks the raw rice

into boiled rice." n*r^ ^ittf^ffr, " He fines the Gargas a hundred pieces

money." tnmv^fo *fl * He shuts up the cow (in) the cow-pen." frrowsff

*Ttf ftefflf, " He asks the boy (which is) the road." ^jm^^ffm <S5nft,

« He gathers fruits from the tree." *t*w4 v$ at mft* *r " He expounds

Dharma to the boy or teaches hirn Dharraa." *nj siau% l^frr, " He wins

hundred f. 6m Devadatta." !g*r sfftfafa nwma, "He churns out ambrosia

from the ocean of milk." ^j- VH f«mt ; " He steals a hundred from
Devadatta." mw&a TOfa-^%-*^ *tfwr "He leads the goats to the

village or takes them or drags them or drives them." are examples of the

other roots in order.

Since it is the sense of the verb that causes these nouns to get the

designation of " Indirect Object," it follows as a necessary corrollary that

ether verbs also, though not mentioned in the above list, but being synony-
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mous with those verbs, will take two obiects. Thus sfj; ft^ srB^rf or wowfr
vp4 TfTsr. sfPT^% or «qr% &c.

Why do we say " a karaka?" Observe wmzm ftitx ^q^ 39^ " tfe
asks the father of the boy which is the road." Here nfui^&q not being a.

karaka retains the Genitive.

V&rtika. The Intransitive verbs govern the accusative case of
place, time, condition and length of road to be gone over. As gre^ wf^ft
" He sleeps in the land of the Kurus," qranrw " He stays for a month."

»frtr?irCT " He is engaged in milking cow." sfisWRa " He goes over one
Krosa (two miles),"

X«o 1 nf^|to?ig^rT5»Msa55^r«fi^«?jn7rTflf&r«refr«^r i{WWRW

wrosTrw fsrrs^Tsqrtreftfa* it ^ n

•nftenrlr i%*i<H,«raTPih^?%h ti ^"e^r'Ttfare.irt'rafa'fer^r urn**, hh<k: h%%-
^ji mufa nzvttH ai^Tr. f^jw^i 11 $m®[$ * 11 nrawrar *u%n\n m ire iSr 11 Pra?f-

t*fam q^R^' * h vwfit, vi ^p*. ^fr: 11 arrT^qrf«fnf *
11 stp?3R1 mwffi Tftf

*5Tr 11 *wf?tfr'tTO h * 11 vmq?T5r arg^r 1 srftwqfTO win ;i *>m'% ^*fN; *rc*Pl.

n

^•Trlrnf^ttg^^inin * 11 3i?<T37rr m^ft^r q$s<T^ra ! «iiw * u «pfara wff;

ater^tar t 1 wrenl 1

^rTaiRr ^r ^%t i 11 sissr^trfr * 11 srsfrawt Ml*t* • w«-
^"fr^Vwrcraft^rrwrFftt i^t«rf ssrarrarRRer ^w * W'Wfir'frsTOiW: 1 n wfN-
Rrrr^Tf«frsf^ h xn »rrer*rreral% ^affiwrtt sfiffct **{3ra i w%t >*H*q<fte»!tr 3 ih

540. That which was Agent of the Non-causal

verb becomes the Karma ( object ) of the causal verb, when

the verb has the sense of " to move," " to know," " to make

sound " or " to teach " or is an Intransitive verb.

In the case of roots that imply ' motion,' ' knowledge ' or ' informa-

tion ' or some kind of ' eating,' and other roots having a similar sense ; also

of roots that have some literary work for their object, and of intransitive-

roots, that which is the subject of the verb in its primitive sense is put in the

Accusative case in the causal, the object remaining unchanged
;

e. g,

Thus in the verse above given :

—

Causal. Non-Causal'

He sent the enemies to Heaven. The enemies went to Heaven.
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He explained the sense of the Vedas His own understood the sense of

to His own. the Vedas.

He made the Devas drink ambrosia. The Devas drank ambrosia.

He taught the Veda to Brahma. Brahma learnt the Vedas.

He fixed the Earth in Water. The Earth floated on water.

Why do we say ' verbs of motion &c. ' ? Observe "nrtfij wmWR*!
" He gets the food cooked by Devadatta."

Why do we say "of the Non-Causal"? Observe that in «nwm

^W^t tf&VG Devadatta makes Yajnadatta go ) if some body else

(ft«raj f*FO prompts Devadatta to do this, we shall have to say

ftsqr.fH^fr fSfrffi qg^rT mi# ' Vishnumitra prompts Devadatta to cause

Yajnadatta to go.' Here Devadatta is not put in the Accusative case, because

it is the subject of the verb, not in its primitive, but causal, sense.

Vart :—The causals of ^f
* to lead ' and ^ ' to carry,' do not govern

the Accusative, but the Instrumental ; e. g. hot *TTC sfsqf^f ^?l% ^T " A servant

carries a load " becomes in causal ^j^sr wrr\: TW?Rr IT^Rf tr ( He ) causes a

servant to carry a load.

Vart—But *r^, when it has for its subject in the causa] a word
signifying a ' driver,' obeys the general rule; as. *r*qf?r t*fW* ^3 : " The
driver drives the chariot and the horses."

Vart:—The causals of the roots «i£ and ^r?, 'to eat.' govern
the Instrumental case

; e. g. srgtsrffa ^fa ««" " The boy eats his food,"

becomes in the causal, ^RTHiWt ^<fjr% <" II
"

( H.e ) causes the boy to eat
his food ".

Vart :—*r^L, when it has not the sense of ftm injury to a sentient
thing,' governs the Instrumental ; as, wsrart ar* *V« Why do we say
" not in the sense of inj ury "

? Observe H*raf?r *tfr ?famvK „ « He makes
the bullocks to injure the crops ".

Vart •—Enumeration should be made of 31^1% &c. as vpr'mfa

Ht«raf»r m «#* ST^r^t ' Devadatta teaches his son the dharma "

Vart:—So also with*&,fit; as ^far* ,r< H*w* "He shows Hari
to the devotees ".

These vartikas imply that the «' verbs of knowledge " of the sutra
are general verbs, and not verbs denoting particular kinds of knowledge.
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Therefore, the rule will not apply to verbs like wfW ' he remembers
', fSrsEf

"he smell's" &c. As mwfa snTOfa ff Wlfa » "He makes Devadatta to

remember or to smell ".

Vatf.—Not so with the verb wstram as; srwRt \mn "He
causes Devadatta to make sound ".

By ' intransitive ' roots mentioned above, is meant such roots, as are

not by their nature capable of governing an object other than that of
' time," place ' &c, and not those roots which, though transitive, may
sometimes be used intransitively according to the speaker's volition, or

when their meaning is quite evident ; as. fkmv «m: T«rfo n Here 7*rfir,

though transitive is used without an object, because it can be easily

understood; hence fiffSfiOT qrrqfff and not r%?trt ll Thus in »irer»Tr?raf<r fWfrt,

the word mtfiis in the accusative case ; but not so in^^sr qperqRf &c.

No/e :—Patanjali, in his Mahabhashya, adds this explanation on the

meaning of the word ^rsf^ ia the sufcra nfirgf^ &c. ^I«f^ may be either *rs$r

"When we take the former interpretation, the roots ^f^f (% ) sfaflr (^ )

and srsff^ ( denom. of ^TO) have to be excluded from, the rule; as, jgqfa

^T?r: %rarafgf \wz* ; ^iRr-^sfrq?f%^. ; ^qfa-TOrawRtfr?TC It And the

roots % 5TT with ft and P5H, with 37 mnst be included in the rule ; aa, *riiftf?r

R3tr*trm-3T9S^-^^TT: WfTOf^f%?KWf%-OT»Wra-t*<rTPl, ll When we adopt the

Beoond interpretation, the 'roots ^57., *Tf^ with 3TT and HT wibh fa, must be

included in the rale; ^?7fa-faOTf?J-3rrHr«r?R'r*Trs, 3r5"T«lf%-f%5rrq
,

'nlr-aTr^r«WRT-

^rt 11

In forming the passive construction of causal verbs, the principal

object in the causal, which is the subject, (agent) of the verb in its priraitve

sense is put in the Nominative case, and the other object, remains unchanged o, g.

Primitive. Causal Active. Causal Passive,

Rama goes to a village. ( He ) causes R.ama to "Rama is caused to go Ao.

go to a village.

The servant prepares a mat. ( He ) causes the servant The servant is made to

to prepare a mat. prepare &c-

Govind sits for one month. (He) mates Grovind sit &c. G-ovind is made to sit &c.

( a ) But in the case of roots that imply ' knowledge '
' eating,' and

those that have a literary work for their object, the principal bbject is pnt

in the Nominative case, and the secoadary in the Accusative, or vice versa,
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e, g. ITUT^! vtf'fR'lRT 'he makes the boy know his duty'; W0R3RT W<f

%safa or »rr"T^T ^fflft STIMlst ' The boy is made known his duty ' or ' duty is made

known to the boy '
; 75%^ HT3ranr ' he makes the boy eat food :

' S^rft *H5raw

or *3$t<Ft vrrsqW ( S. K. )•

With regards roots that govern two accusatives, the rules mentioned

above bold good in their case also ; i. e., those roots that imply motion &C.,

govern the Accusative of the subject of the primitive verb, and others, the

Instrumental case, sometimes ; as, 311^ srfw ^jprfar^m ( f*9fa ) WiH^ ifr? ^fptf

1T"6ra??r '
( Q"°i ) makes Vamana ask Bali for Earth'. irjqrS'Sff W* ?*T^; (^T*ft)

aiftj nrq^ %rai\ *fffi ?rwr?r H '( The master ) makes the cowherd take the sheep to

the town.'

541. The agent of the verb in its non- causal

form, in the ease of hri " to lose" and kri "to make," is

optionally called karma or object when these verbs are

causal.

Primitive. Causal.

As ^fa Tri; >&. ti ?rof% vrrc v& or "S^t «

The servant takes the load. He causes the servant to take the load.

qrctfa mi 13T-- ti E!Trca;f?r cr* 13t* or iSt it

The servant makes the mat He causes the servant to make the mat.

Vatt:—The subject of the primitive verbs arf*r^T and ?^ when used

in the Atmanepada, is either put in the Accusative or Instrumental case in

the Causal : as.

Primitive. Causal.

srPmf?r M v^- 11 BTm^r^^r \* >Ttj< or *r%r 11

The devotee bows down to the Deity. He makes the devotee bow down to

the Deity.

<nva^f in\ nurni 11 iw*(wuwi or n^vft ikx it

The servants see the king. He makes the servants see the king.

^Etki*rerav*ro ^h wt«j 1 attain ^fafirefa aror^ strips *R' «

542. That which is the site of the verds tfr ' to

lie down/ **rj "to stand," ^rer "to sit," when preceded by
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the preposition sssfa is, however, called karma karaka or

object.

This ordains Accusative case, where otherwise by the last sutra

there would have been the Locative case. As siftj^ra arfaRjgfa stw^f *ri

% fos Sfc II " Hari lies down in, occupies or rules the Vaikuntha ",

HftsfnPwwi ii

543. That which is the site of the verb stfaHr"^
1 to enter/ is also called karma-karaka.

As a*faftiW?f H«W*ta.' he resorts to the good path'. This is an optional

rule, as the word " option " of sutra L 4. 44. S. 580 should be read into it,

though between I. 4. 44 S, 580 and the present sutra I. 4. 47 S. 543 two

othet sutras intervene, in which the anuvritti of option is not read. This

leaping over intermediate sdtras and exerting its influence on a remote sutra

is based on the maxim of" frog-leap" The option however, will be a settled

option—" vyavasthita vibhasha ".

Thus we have the following forms also qr^sr^H^SP " resorting to

sin." ^.^irarsmR^^! " resorting to good ". The rule here is that of

vyavasthita vibhasa.

^f*sR! 11 irgrF^ifw ^ * n «w«TTOm 11

f|<ftqrss5if^fTi%s ?rmsfss»«rrf^ wra * 11

wra; ?^ «u<n: 1 qfo wn, 1 fa* f«!rr*TTR<i 1 w§vR «r* sft I

*T«ft^r Hl^fi 1 3T<*rsvfr %5ki 11

3tpt?j: «?R?fi tffl^ffrarqr?pmrar*tsft * h arivnrs $«<jt*i, 1 <rft?rs a>«*!Fi. i

«n>t %nm 1 f^qr &%m. 1 ?r swwrtfini <r^ otwri %&$•• 1 isw^t =t ^nrmfH

f%r^fr n

544. That which is the site of the verb <^ ' to

dwell,' when preceded by upa, anu, adhi, and an, is called

karma-karaka.

As s^qfa-^gwr^f^refa or ^rwRr^r^"*^: 'Hari dwells in

Heaven '.
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Vart :—Prohibition must be stated when the verb qtr, means " fast-

ing," or does not denote " lying in a locality ". As «r% 3<Wtfir " he fasts in

the forest" Here the verb "upavasa'tt " governs the locative case and not

the accusative.

V&rtika :—The words <m*R:, spfcr, fa* and the double forms *r#rft,

*Tvfrsr:, srt-^nr, when they have the sense of nearness, govern the

accusative; sometimes other cases also. As 3H3H: fi'raml'n: ' on both sides

of-Krishna are the gopas ' isifr $<!<* 'on all sides of Krishna'; l%3f $«irP*?»raL

'fie to non-devotee of Krishna" ^TK «fefc ?fc 'just over the lokas is

Hari, sr*;ttfa or sivfnfr vfcHH. ' just below the loka *.

Vart :—The words *ff*rcr:, lifers both meaning ' round, ' swtT. PfcOTT

both meaning ' near ' and ?r ' woe be to," and jrfif ' to,' govern, the accusative

case ; as, grftcP or erftfr- W*l' 'round Krishna' WT ^W ' near the village 1

fsfarar 3Tfm " near the Lanka ". $r S^TRtRI 'woe be to non-devotee of

Krishna, fgftr<pi.«r jrf?f*Trf?f f%I^ffl[
* to a hungry person nothing occurs to his

mind '.

M««^ i 3T??rcrs?^<jr 3% 1 * 1 3 1 vj 11

*rr«jr *rft ffafRr wml i sr'rrcrm ti ?ft= 1 irtH fft «r um, w

545. A word joined with (or governed by) the

word antara, or antarena takes the second case-affix.

Nats 1—The anuvritti o£ dvittya is understood hare and not that of tritfya.

Both theHs words antara and antarena are Nipatas. They govern the accusative.-

This debars the genihive case. The word antara means '' between,' while antarena

means 'besides that,' ' without,' 'exception,' 'with reference to' 'regarding'.

As. BTStRor %R *T §«r ' there can be no happiness without Hari

'

<SPtW STPTT (Jfti
' Hari is between thee and me '.

Why do we say 'when joined with?' Observe *rem WfrnrerN

—:o:

KARMAPRAVACHANIYAS.

546. From this point as far' as aphorism I. 4.

97 the particles treated of, are to be understood as having
the name of karma-pravachani}^.
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Note :—These particles govern a, substantive and qualify a verb and differ

from other particles termed upasarga and gati. As JNrfff *f^?fT
" well

praised by you." g flTrft >r*Rr "you have Bprinkled well." Hero § is a karma*
piavachaniya and qualifies the sense of the verb, i. e. it is an adverb. It is not art

upasarga, for had it been so, it would have changed the ^ into ^ ( VIII. 8. 65 S.

2270 ). The word karma-pravaebaniya in a big term compared with other tnohnical

terms, such as, fz, fa, 3, &c , which generally do not exceed mote than two syllables*

The word karmapravachaniya is not however merely a technical term ; it

contains within itself a definition of itself. It means that whioh qualifies of

speaks about ( JTrWrf ) an action
( *$$ ) ia so called.

V*$ I ^gsfoor i * i « i «w ii

547. The word ana when it denotes a sign, ia

called karma-pravachanlya.

The word laksharia means a sign ; an attendant circumstance, an

Invariable concomitant or accident in its logical sense and not merely an

occasional concurrence. The force of wrg in this case is that of ' after,' ' in

consequence of,' ' because of,' or ' being indicated by '

This debars the designation of gati and upasarga with regard to ana

meaning lalcshana.

548. The second case-affix is employed after a word

which is joined with a karmapravachadtya ( I. 4. 83 ).

As STTqijiTH&t ' it rained . after or in consequence of the muttering

of prayers '. To put it in other words, anu is a karmapravachniya when it

governs the word which indicates the cause or the attendant circumstance of

an action.

The third case affix ordained by the subsequent sutra II. 3. 23. S.

568 even is debarred by the present sutra, so far as wj is concerned.

This is because, though srg would have been a karmapravachanlya by I. 4..

90 S. SS2 it has been read again in I. 4. 84 S. 547.

Note :—Why make unnecessarily this sutra, when *tg would Lave been,

karma pravachaniya even by force of sutra fi52 following, where also the Word

lakshana occurs P This is for the sake of indicating that the karmapravaohaulyas

should always govern the accusative case (II. 3. 8 S. 648), even in expressing %S

( II. 3.23. S. 568 ). Otherwise Bule 568 would have set aside Kule 548 i. e. th»

43 S
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present sufcra, by the maxim of «H5^ I. 4. 2. S. 175 and would have caused a karma

pra,vachaniy& to govern an Instrumental case, -where the sense was that

of hetu.

So also wrsfiprei sf^srw* wre^^^mR^ g$?rf ^ffarigPim*n ^: sn^r?t h

" The Grod ( clouds ) rained having listened to the well performed reading, by

Sakalya". T be force of a karmapravachanlya, therefore, when fully analysed

will he found to be that of an upasarga, whose verb is not expressed in the

sentence but is understood ) and because of its being so understood, the

particle itself seems to govern the noun, which in fact was governed by the

unexpressed verb. Tbus in the above example ^f|?rr is in the accusative case,

apparently governed by the preposition 5Efjj, but really governed by the verb

3T3PTOWI understood.

srfwsi W^sg^T^: cqnui I iflflf^RRn tfar l TO m sfat^tf: II fan

si»**W« II

549. The word ami is karma-pravachanSya, when

it haa the force of the third case.

The meaning of "^3 in this case will be that of ' with ' or ' along with.'

As HtffRT?r%?rr StTr " the army lying along side the river ".

The word BT^Rjfrr is derived from fSrs^ meaning ' to bind ', with the

past participial affix tR ii

V\o I $ft I \ | « | q« ||

ffi mmz*\ srr*^ i arg ?tf gw i ^wrcrssnfi u

550. The word 3Tg is karma pravachanlya, when it

is used in the sense of inferior or subordinate to.

As aT3?ftg«i ' The gods are inferior to Hari *

Note

:

—The word $^ means ' inferior,' and being a comparative term

requires the other term with which comparison is made and which is superior
;

to complete the sense. In other words arg governs the person to which others

are inferior, in the accusative case. As STg^ravJUCT VlRWlP ' ai^ grammarians are

inferior to Sakatayana '.

*rft* $ft, ^rw ^3jssw mw& *qr?i 1 «rft% wwft wlr i ft*, «ra

*ft gT.T: II

551. The word ^ti when it means ' superior ' or

* inferior to ' is karma-pravachaniya.
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That is, when the sense is that of 'over, above,' or 'inferior' as 3«f

Vfk ®tr< "The gods are inferior to Han." In this sense 37 governs the

accusative case.

When *"T means 'superior,' then it governs the Locative of the

thing which is inferior ; examples of this will be given hereafter,

***2f3 ft-«ra*3?rg raw 5r*Rwt *$•• 1 *w% %$ srf^i t% «rr f%sftm% f*g~

<itarrai, ?w f«Sr *fiMs w f%r*«rfir « wtfw'fotwnir wt 1 ?rg; fare. 1 if^aw^r 11

552. The words* prati, pari and ami. are karma

pravachaniya when used in the sense of (
1
) * sign ' ' in

the direction of (') ' mere statement of a circumstance
'

( ' as regards ' ) (
s

) division ' share of ' and
(

4 ) ' pervasion
'

severally.

As f 1
) ftf rm—ift or erg fWwnrcr faw* ' the lightening is flashing in the

direction of the tree '.
(

s
) *rfRr rts5r.11 itr|—tR -*r*r " devotee towards Vishnu *

(
8 )?ftjrrlr wvftl' Lakshmi fell to the lot of Han'. So with qft and «rj »

(
* ) fti 1ST irf^ f^rsnroV be sprinkles one tree after another". So with trft

andtprU Here these words, not being upasargas, do not change the w of

ftftrRr to <sr, as required, by VIII. 3. 65 S. 2270. Why in these senses

only ? Observe TRftrTrer »

XV* I stfvrcwn 1 1 1
tt 1 &{ II

*n«r^if RifTOfrrrfPT^irair! writ 1 fre*r5r **r?f 1 *fft sftifa i ^*irfitf%*aTf?f 1

553. The word abhi is karma-pravachanJya, in

the above senses of 'in the direction of,' 'as regards,'

and ' each severally ' but not when it means division, or

' share of \

The illustrations given under the last sutra mutus mutandf apply

here also, with the exception of those given under head ^ 11 As f^if^ <^9f t

"TtJST «ff?1^Ti ^^TinT RTPTfa ll Why do we say 'when it does not mean
division or the share of ' ? Observe ttvwirft «1TiT «f ?tamr«t ' give t&at which
falls here to my share* Here abhi is an upasarga, and therefore *r of fH
is changed into T by S, 2270.
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f?rercTt «ni

554. The words a*fa and «tr: are karma-prava-

chanlya when used as mere expletives.

As s^rsrarr'T'eB'fa " whence has he come " ? or apr. T*lf *T«^T?r tl These

words, though mere surplusages, have been called karrnapravachaniya, so

that they may not get the designation of upasarga or gati, and thus produce

results peculiar to those words. ( See VIII. I. 70. S. 3977 ) for by that rule

they would produce accentlessness of the subsequent words. This is prevented.

SWtki 11 s^gfpr 1 srswfsrw *•
1 <s*tm f%r*r i gfcw f% miv i ^r<ffs*n, n

555. The word ^ is karma-pravachanfya in the

sense of "respect,*' ( when it means ' excellently ')

As gftra »r*3T, " excellently sprinkled by your honor." g ^jff ^HT
" Well praised by your honor." By not being an upasarga, it does not

change the *r into * ( VII L 3. 65 S. 2270 ).

Why do we' say ' when respect is meant ' ? Observe gr^TR 1% ?r*rw

" has this your place been well sprinkled to-day " This is meant here as

an irony.

556. The word «t{^, in the sense of super-abun-

dance ( ' excessively ' ) and ' excellently ' is karma.prava-

chaniya.

As ^rf^rsypnt '* Krishna is above all gods ".

Note :—The word STftrWHiT means to do more than what is 'necessary fo!f

the accomplishment of an object. The force of *q in the aphorism is to draw in

the word ^strqr^from the last.

y«^ 1 nrq; qsirm^wms^sHTiTTsfag^s i \ i y 1 1« ti

IS ^s«rr?«5^3ir: wr^t srffarsf* writ 1 8TgTO'T?^r?r <*
1 ^re^rof fit* 1

*fir «r£r 3 BTfTOepRT n«wv*?3i ftHfft^i^ftvufsr*?^ 1 f?m wFftr«fw <T?r«?«iir-

xmj ire 1 ffjifur 3 h* swfo <rf$ft f%ss^r iftnr ^ wrf^^?^ n *rft t&mfrm. »

*wt v*snAnifrmfrt&Ki it %& ^ , n^ratfe ^to^, » fttfroreft
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557. The word WW is a karrna-pravachantya, when

it implies, " the sense of word understood ", ( ' somewhat ' )

or possibility ( e. g.» ' even >
in the sense of such a great

person), or permission to do as one likes, (
' if you like '

),

or censure (
' even ' in the sense of what is disgraceful ) ;

of collection ( ' and '
).

In the above senses of " somewhat," " even " u
if you like ",

" even ", and " and ", the word srfr gets the designation of Karma>

pravachanlya.

As srf^rsft S*(r^ " there may be a drop of ghee." Here since api

is not an upasarga, the g- of sqpC is not changed to «£ ( VIII. 3. 87. S. 2472 ).

There is Potential Mood with the force of #r*ri^TT in the above

example. When there is such a doubt or uncer-tainty with regard to the

existence of the agent of the verb, that is to say, when owing to the

scarcity of the agent, it is doubtful whether it exists or not, there the word

api denoting ' scarcity ' is related with the Verb syat. The word srffq-s in the

above example is in the Genitive case, and by force of the word srfq, it

denotes that the word fk*% " a drop " which is understood here is related

to qffii, as a part is related to its whole. The full sentence will be ^rr^ft

sfa ft*J: Wttl II The force of the genitive, therefore, here is to denote the

general relation of part to the whole, of a " drop " to the whole " Ghee."

This is the only way in which the word api can denote an object
( padartha ):

namely, to express scarcity owing to the scarcity of a drop even. The
second case-affix ordained by II. 3. 8. S. 54.8, does not apply here, and so

the word gf?: is not put in the accusative case. This is because, it has

already been said above, that the word *rf$: is syntactically connected with

the word f^fj: understood, and not with the Karmapravachaniya api.

Secondly, when api has the force of sambhavana ; as srfa *3*irc

fa«5J«l li Vishnu who is not to be expressed by word or comprehended by

mind, is being praised. The meaning is that a person who is capable of

praising Vishnu the Invisible, the Incomprehensible, the Unutterble, is

certainly able to praise other Divinities lower in rank. It is needless to say

that he can praise others. Here the word api expresses "possibility" itself;

while in the first example, it expressed the scarcity of the object of possibility.

The word api being a Karmapravachaniya, the 5f is not changed to ^ by

VIII. 3. 65. S. 2270.

The word Tfr«J means the sense of another word which is not

expressed, but has to be supplied. As ^ftqrsft WXH ' there may be perhaps a.
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drop of ghee,' Tg^rsfT WH. " Here some word like bindu ' a drop,' stoka ' a

little,' matra ' a measure ' &c, has to be understood. The word fiffspt means

possibility, a supposition. As, srft fk^X ^1?0?«i WJft%^ 'possibly may
sprinkle a thousand trees in one moment '. Bifa *g3P?; ftug% " he can praise

even Vishnu ". In the above cases, it is used with the Potential mood.

arstrerf means indifference on the part of the speaker, where he psrmits

another to do as he likes. It is used with the Imperative mood. As <wfr flfo

' you may sprinkle, if you like.' wrffi *jf| ' you may praise, if you like.'

The word nqf means ' censure, contempt or reproof. As faiT f^^ffft sjmi
f!rwnn The word g-gws? means cummwlative. As ^nffi" ?gf$—mt $r*r ' praise

as well as sprinkle ,'.

In all the above instances, the word not being an upasarga, does not

change the ^ into ^ h

«? ffjftar writ ' iw **«trtfr i *rr*rWf£ i wj swrn i #rst ^fs*r nft i

558. After a word denoting time, or length, the

affix of the 2nd case is employed, when denoting full

duration.

*TOt>ft% ' he reads for a month,' « he studies full one month,' HT5T

^SWft ' prosperous during the month ' ( uninterruptedly ), ure U^rTT I Wi\V

pf«T «t# ' the river winding for one kos without any break,' ipftt flrR; ' the

hill through one full kos ',

The word srjrs^qr*! or ' full continuity ' means the complete relation

of time or space with its action, attribute or substance.

Why do we say ' atyanta-sanyoga or complete continuity ' ? Observe

m«W ftp^ or Tftwifara} q%; il

Here ends the Accusative Karaka.

kartA
OR

THE AGENT KANAKA.

559. What ever the speaker chooses as the in-
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dependent, principal and absolute source of action is called

karta or agent.

The agent is absolute and unconditioned, as, fS^Tf: VZ18 * Devadatta

cooks.' WTSft T«tf& ' the pot cooks.'

THE INSTRUMENTAL KARAKA.

%*9 i ^rronsffit qrcapqc 1 % 1 « t y* 11

560. That which is especially auxiliary in the ac-

complishment of the action is called the Instrument or

karana karaka.

Why do we say ' especially'? Because in the case of the other

kftrafcAs, the non-mention of the word 'especially ' makes it possible for us

to use those cases, in not their strict sense. 1 hus though the locative case

should be used where strictly a thing is located in another, yet we may say

«lST*tf ^tars "the herdsman in the Ganges, not strictly in, but on the banks of

the Ganges." f^r nr%5nl.
" tne family of frogs in the well, i. e. on the sides

of the well."

f^%f?r 1 rffr^FT *rr?q ^frarrr^ 1 geer s^ err m<ff?atrft 11

561. In denoting the agent or the instrument the

third case-affix is employed.

As *r%ur arpJm snfsrrtfr ' Bali was killed by Rama by an arrow.' .

Vart\—The following words take the 3rd case, irfim ' original,' sirar

' almost,' ifur ' gott-a,' *3*f
' equal,' m*T ' unequal,' fiST^T, ^^r and ?rr?5r as

ssmrei wriw nrrtN??, nr»^sr% m*H ?r^rqr or r%ff°i <rrlt, fW5*5* wre. ^Wrfw

5#*T f'^W *rr «if?fV ««t(ft. &c.

W 1 f^*r.<&# «r ! \ l « 1 «^ ll

562. That which is especially auxiliary in the ac-

complishment of the action, of the verb %^ 'to play' is called

karma (object), as well as karana, (instrument)
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fate*—The present sfitra ordains accusative case, where by tile operation

oi the laafc aphorism there ought' to have been Instrumental case. The furco of -*r

in the B^Wa is to indicate that karana is also to be read into this-

As «wfr*<{NrH or *% ififatref
' he plays the dice or with the dice'

v<vtfi ' wwrrtofreit ^r^nratr ^reiM%^*w3[*r g?ftar tot* i sryr ifjfir^

*rs@««!?rs«fi?p i arw't f**i Hrerstfefr Twer = 11

563. The third case-affix is employed after the

words denoting the duration of time or place, when the

accomplishment of the desired object is meant to be ex-

pressed.

Thus ; sr^r wrfrrrg/'rrafstfati ' he learnt the Anuvaka by going over

9 kos.'

Why Jsthe word WW read in the sutra? It means 'the finishing of an

action, on the attainment of the object intended by the action, but not be-

fore.' Thus ^st'Jrr$!n^rrs*ffcP means 'Anuvaka was perseveringly and

effectually read by him in the whole year.'

When the idea of apavarga is not intended, the accusative case is

employed, as >mRq??Trsirar?P ' learnt for a month, but not yet prepared the

Anuvaka.'

fttrft s3r«f ztfm i f^rg^rfe^?^ n

564. When the word *T? 'with/ is joined to a word,

the latter takes the third case, when the sense is that the

word in the third case is not the principal but the accom-
paniment of the principal thing.

As g?tar ?t?r«T?r:^ ' the father has come with the son,'

The same will be the result with the synonyms of *rf such as srpK,

srtf, m &c
; as, s^ut srr$ ' with the son.' So also when the word *r? is

understood, as Panmi himself uses in I. 2. 65 S. 931 %$[ $*tt &c.

Note:—Why do we say 'when not the principal.' Obfjerve, fa«^

aR^T iff**mjF^ IW awfc fTcr?ffrhtr m<t, 1 sr*<Tr^m 1 "W%*=r*r%frnjr-
wrrtfinr %mA- i wrjyraw. fare 1 »ifa mmnm 11
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565- By whatsoever limb, being defective, is point-

ed out the defect of the person, after that the third case-

affix is employed.

As, B^uif skpT: ' blind of one eye ' imn i£it: ' lame of foot,' Trforstf

gox-.&c. The word anga in this sGtra applies to the whole body. Whatso-
ever by reason of being a member of the body is defective is indicated here.

Why do we say 'defect of a limb'? Observe stfiffssroRTO "His eye. is

blind."

afa^n^ stow srerar frcrtar wr<i i sunfawpras ' ^STP'Wt'WTftfae

&Q6, Any mark" or attribute, by which is indicated

the existence of a particular state or condition, is put in the

third case to express this relation.

srfffreWTO: ' be is an ascetic by (the fact of his having) matted

hair.'

Note:—^rft vr^rr^ sws^JTr SiPT*rsrw?»t ' your honor might aee the student

by the fact of his having a komandalu.' But not so here, ^T*i 5'^<Tfl%^n^r: 'a

student has kamandal a in his hand.' Because hero in the compound grH°5'<g<T(l%

ia hidden the mark.

Why do we say ittha-bhttta? Observe fsi ir|% f^^rtrn I

X<v\9 I w5'*ra^TT <«&t% I % l $ I R^ It

^55*q srrTrct ^fSr zfiw srr^ffj; i fa^cr farrier tf*rriftff it

567. After the verb sam-jna, the third case-affix is

optionally employed in denoting the object.

fsw or fqat sislnfrsr ' he knows his father.

V I Mir I * l $ I m li

e^if ffriur wifT i ?Eurf?'arr«iwr PtsaikrwrWr n li^q: i suit?* g ftrar-

»r*!WRfrT raror ^r^r^HTfir wrfswr i are w<t i *wm «u«i irtrftisw? i if ww^if

568. When a word denotes ' cause/ it takes the

third case-affix.

44 S
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fairer <W 'V learning there is, produced fame,' W%*» gwj. l by wealth,

family
;

' wmi #*?< ' by daughter there is grief"

The word %$ here is used in its popular sense and trot the .gram*

matfcalhetu (>I. 4, 55 S. 257$. ), which is "agent." Any thing capable

oi accomplishing a desired object «ts Galled hstu, where the thing produced

is a substance, of a quality {%<*)' or action (^ratr), but where the action is net

primarily taken into consideration,

The difference between hetn and K&m$a is thfe, that any *t»bsta«lce,

quality or action in general, by which any object in general Is accomplished,

without referring to any action necessarily is a Iwtu ; while Icarana is con-

fined to action only, and its scope is always limited to that action neces-

sarily. This is expressed by the following verse :

—

As an example of substance ($*$) being a hetn, we have «(<%h W-.

"—Tpvtyifcm* :
" A pot made by the stick" Here the stick is used to make

the potter's wheel revolve. But it is not absolutely necessary. The wheel

might be moved by hand as well. So the stick not being absolutely necessary

for the accomplishment of the act, gets the name of hetu. As an example

of guna-betu, we have gp^r <wt?w " white races get that color by their

merit—while black races are sinners." Here "white" Is an attribute or

quality, the hetu of which is punya, but white colour may be acquired by

•other things -than funga also, In short,, hetu is that which effects something

in tthe shape of a substance or action or quality ; and which is not immedi-

ately connected with any vtrb. Th& kara-pa is always so connected with a

verb, and gives rise only to action, and not to a substance or quality.

As an example of action (r%«W) we have jw^ft ter ?Rs " Had. is seen

through virtue" Here punya means the highest merit (apflrva) acquired by

deeds, and not any particular sacrifice &c. So it is not a karana, for it is

not absolutely necessarily implied in the idea of seeing.

The FRUIT ALSO is hetu in the sense of this sutra. As ar^q^T Wr<T

" He dwells with the Guru with the object of getting instruction."

An action not expressly mentioned in a sentence, but which may be

Inferred, may be the cause of giving rise to karaka-inflection. As qsray *fam
u no necessity of exertion." Here Sramena is in Instrumental karaka, with-

out any verb expressed, the understood verb being srrcir. TfllfT It Here WT or

exertion is karana or instrument to the verb iem*T "accomplishment" un-

derstood, The full-sentence being " by exertion, accomplishment is not pos-

sible, so do not exert." So also qftn mifa <si«fflqiqpraflr " He makes the calves
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to di'ink by hundred, that is, he waters the calves, by dividing them into groups

of hundreds.

VArt

:

—The Instrumental has the force of the Dutive
r

in connec-

tion with the verb ?g ' to give/ when immoral conduct is implied. Aa mm
tf*r«eOT m%W " The proftigatcr gives to the slave to entice her." vm replaces

ft by VII. 3. 78. 5.2440 But when pfoper conduct is meant,, we use

the Dative, and Parasmaipada, as *»pirc? saceBEf^ " He gives to his wife"

See J. 3. 55 S. 2728^ for the use of the Atmane and Para^mai Padas,

In- theabove vartika the words ifrf sr^W'when the wb$* 1$ em-

ployed " are redundant. Because, by 1. 3. 55 S. 27*8, fr alone takes the Ins-

trumental case,, with the force of the Dative, under certain cieumstaneeSv

:o>

THE DATIVE KARAKA.

569. The person whom, one wishes to contract with

the object; of the verb «ft 'to givo' is. called SampradHaa or

recipient.

Slots »—Though the word qpfaff in the snira is indefinitely need, meaning-

with the objecfc ' yet it ia not every object of any verb. The objeot must be-

of the varb S[r to give j and ihia we iofer frem ' the word qfij^PT whieh has the

*oot ^| in it

Note :

—

Ab 9Vr«\t«ir«t «rt Wl% " he gives the cow to the te&ehar." flfrm^TO

fSftOTt, ?$ff& he gives alms to the boy. Here the words ' cow '" and ' ahns' are the

object oE the verb '•give '
; the persona oomieote& with this objeot are the teachers

and the boy respectively. These latter are in- the Dative case and take the 1th

wise-affix:.

f%m* nt toRt » wtftfo* %&* < wr"#$t ft*; i*

570. In denoting the saroprad&na-k&raka (I. 4. 32)

the fourth affix or the Dative is employed after the

noun.
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As ffium *H mfa ' He gives a cow to the learned.' The word sprftf^

is understood here also See II. 3- I S. 536. Therefore we have the

form sfKfafffr' also, where the affix srsfta^ is used with the force of sam-

pradana.

Vdrt : The person whom one wisties to connect with the action

should also be called recipient. As ^ ffi 'she sleeps for her hus-

band.'

Vd/'t -.—After some verbs (especially to sacrifice), the object

(karma) gets the name of Instrument (karana) and the recipient (Samprada-

na) is called object (karma),

Thus <r?fjqi ^jr nvft or <nj agjfn ^rc% ' he sacrifices with an animal to

Rtidra,' which is equivalent to, ' he gives an animal to Rudra.'

qfti \\

571. In the case of verbs having the signification of

the root ^tt ' to like,' the person or thing that is pleased or

satisfied, is called Sampvad&na.

The verbs having similar meaning (artha) as the word ruchi or

'liking' are ^qsf- A desire or longing caused by something else, is called

ruchi. As ?<£ fr^jr *n%. * devotion pleases l-Iari." Here bhakti is the agent

that draws out the longing which is latent in Hari.

Why do we say ' the person pleased '? Observe wpsfr* wn% W?R:
q-ft- " Devadatta likes sweet-meat in the way." The word ' pathi ' is here in

the 7th case.

sfftcwmt: Tmn. 1 ^xrra *§5r«m Tf*r 11

572. In the case of verbs fllftgh ' to praise,' hnu < to

take away,' stb& ' to stand,' and §ap ' to curse/ the person
whom it is intended to inform of or persuade by, those ac-
tions, is called Sampvadana.

The word ^taqmT means whom it is desired to make known or in-

form. As ni<ftwr?l S^f* 53(«wr " Gopi praises Krishna," i. e. while praising
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Krishna she wishes that he should know this praise. So also with other

verbs. As f^rs fW " she hides from the co wives for the sake of Krishna,"

( wishing that Krishna should know of it)' $«*SJT3 ffTBff " she stays or waits

for Krishna." fcoira *17<r ' she reviles Krishna.'

Why do we say ' the person whom it is intended to inform ' ? Observe

tfanprr*l »t*nrr3 TP*. Here pathi is in the Locative case,

w^h: irqr«t awil x^%-- mm 1 H*»;rq ^re?rf?r nter ?Ri 1 s^nn: farm, i ^«r-

573. . In the case of the verb dhari ' to owe,' the

creditor is called Samprad&na.

The word T%H& is compounded of two words jr^ 'best' and spit

' debt ' meaning (whose debt is best) creditor, as opposed to ssr*s»n£ ' debtor.'

As vifwat irwffi WT tfR:
" Hari owes salvation to His devotee."

Why do we say * the creditor is called Recipient '? Observe "faffrra

*ro*rrc*lT^ w% ' he owes hundred to Devadatta in the village.' Here village is

in the Locative case.

H«i 1 *qfctfi%?r. I \ l « 1 3* H

****%. raft is:W wr* 1 5^*1' WwRt 1 fPwff: f^s*^ *> *&*& t

574. In the case of the verb sprih ' to desire,' the

thing desired is called Sampradana.

The verb ?or? 'to desire,' belongs to the Churadi class. The word

governed by this verb takes the Dative case. As g«7*2t-- ffOTI
1* ' he desires

flowers.
1

Why do we say ' the thing desired.' Observe g«i«% & *^?*iffi ' he

desires flowers in the forest.' Here ^ is in the Locative case, the Sampra-

dana being confined to the object desired only.

This definition of the Dative is only confined to the thing desired.

But where superiority or excellence is to be expressed, then by the next

sutra, the thing desired will get the designation of karma and will be in the

objective case, as ;«tri% *$?3W II

wvnw'Rf ttmH ^ ur?r *av> % ***%%•• wr«t 1 wn $«ir<f 1 1Sn^ • <«irW «rrg-
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fill m i'

575. In the case of the verbs having the sense of

krudh ' to be angry,' druh ' to injure,' Irshjra ' to envy,'

asuya ' to detract,' the person against whom the feeling of

anger <fec, is directed is called Sarnprad&ua.

As w* fi^ra, |WfW, faift or «R£qm " he is angry upon, (i. e. with) or

bears malice to, or is jealous of, or finds the faults with Had." Here Hari is

in the Dative case.

Krudh means non-tolerance, droha means doing wrong or hurt,

irshya jealously ; and asuya means to find out the faults of another. The

word kopa includes all the above four sorts of actions,

Why do we say ' against whom the feeling of anger is directed.'

Because if there be no feeling of anger, then these verbs will not govern the

dative case, but the accusative. Thus vrrafttaift ' he is jealous of his wife,'

i. e., does not wish her to be seen by others. Here the word ' bharya ' is in

the accusative case. The words ^| &c, here should be taken as given

birth to by ' anger.' Therefore they are all qualified by the common adjec-

tive " q trrcr WT' " in the sntra.

676. But in the case of the verbs 'krudh' and
' druh,' when preceded by prepositions, the person against

whom the feeling of anger &c, is directed is called karma
karaka or object.

Bj*rf5T5«qrW sTfiipTr??. When used simply, those verbs of course

govern the Dative case by the last aphorism. As C^Ttrq $nra*f?f.

Note -.—This aphorism ia a proviso to the last, and enjoins accusative case, where

by the last, there would have been dative. The word upasrishta means having an upaearga
or preposition

Kvs\s l roftaftfer fora: \ \ y i \t ii

^•. «n* *wrt w* i *<fhft foftwi «w RwH i i^rq cwfa hft *f I *?!

577. In the case of the verbs r&dh, ' to propitiate,'

and iksh ' to look to,' the person about whose good or bad
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fortune questions are asked ia called Sampradana.

The word viprasna means literally asking various questions; and
denotes questioning about the good or bad luck of another. Thus f^ra*
<rewHw% «T«f: ' Garga is favorable to or looks to Krishna' the sense is that

being casually asked by Krishna, he reflects upon the good or bad. fortune of

Krishna.

Note j—Another explanation of this sutra is, the agent that puts various ques-

tions is put in the dative case. As fa«qr*t OWri% or fiffjj qj %$: meaning, the pupil

asks the teacher various questions to resolve his doubts, and the teacher answers those

questions to the pupil.

578. In the case of the verb $ra preceded by the

perpositions prati and an.; and meaning ' to promise,' the

person to whom promise is made (lit : the person avIio was

the agent of the former verb) ia called Sampradftua.

As ftroc t\\ tff?f5Tjjfr<%—srr^nifTm " he promises a cow to a learned man."

Note :—The compound verb HpT 1)* and BTf'tf moans to promise. A promise ia

made on the motion or at the instance of another. The person so proposing who

ffaa the agent of the former action becomes tlio recipient of the piomise in the latter

case.

srrwii jpulp mvk; \kmvmn *&fw-rrs'frers win. • fressgmrfif «n%*mrrfa \

firm it«r srar^ nn^h jfrcmssra'hw "

579. In the case of the verb gri, preceded by arm

and prati, and meaning 'to encourage by repeating/ the

person who was the agent of the prior action, which is repea-

ted, is called Sampradana.

The phrase pfirvasya kartft of the last is to be read into this aphorism.

As fr% sg^rm or JTftfftjn-rH. They encourage the Hotri /, e., the Hotri priest

invokes first, the Adhvaryu then follows him in invocation and by so doing

encourages him.

Note ;—The wids 3Tg«K' and nfiWV mean encouraging the invoker.
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fjra^fi* ^w *frwt m%m nmi w-im* ^rc* ?rsi<fit^ tr writ i wjh

warn *tf iR^fVers ti ?tr«5 ^s4
r

r tr^r * u StK* ^ h*tRt ii s^ft swu'i ^r * u

*rfTf;?-Hi«r *w> *f<rc(% srralr ferrf? ti 3?<n?R ^rrrqrar T * u *rr<rro sfrfq^r ftnfj; » f?a;$r>r

580. In the case of hiring on wages, that which

is especially auxiliary in the accomplishment of the action

of the verb parikri, ' employing on stipulated wages/ is

optionally" called Samprad&na.

As war*? qReter! or «3%;t qfifcJhrs II

Note

;

—This ordains dative case, where there would otherwise hava been

Instrumental case. The word qfbfiqSi means to engage for a limited period

on payment of wages, and not absolute purchase for all time.

Vatt;—The fourth case-affix should be employed when the sense

Is that of ' for the purpose thereof
'

; as 5^ ?fr. toRt ' he worships Hari for

the purpose of getting emancipation.'

Vart

:

—The verb s^cf and other verbs meaning 'to be fit or

adequate for, result in, bring about, arcomplsh, produce, tend to/ govern the

dative case : as, nR^fafS eRPW-gTO<i-3H*?t &c, ' devotion tends to produce

knowledge'

Vart:—The fourth case-affix is employed with the force of indica-

ting a portent or calamity,' as. ?ffiuq <-Rfq?sr \i&l II
' The reddish lightening

portends wind.'

Vart

:

—The fourth case-affix should be employed in connection with

the word ft^ as BTSJUniM ' good for the Brahmanas.'

fSfitrvr te^ir wk arcs ?t« fmft'ftsiTgsawTHw jjsns sn^fa ^g^ tot»1i

llffW3TWqf<T »

581. The fourth case-affix is employed in denoting
the object (karma) of that verb, which is suppressed
(sthani) in a sentence, and which has in construction
(upapada) there with another verb, denoting action

performed for the sake of the future action (kriyarthe

III. 3. 10 S. 3175)
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In other words, when the sense of an infinitive

of purpose formed by ' tumun ' and ' nvul ' ( III. 3. 10, ]

is suppressed in a sentence, the object of this infinitive ib

put it) tlie Dative case.

Thus tfijNr *ttRT = 1i5rrMirst *irffi ' he goes for fruits i. c, to bring fruits.'

This debars accusative case. So also we have sw^tff tfk%\A " we salute

Man—Lion to propitiate Him." So also in w^g* Htf$g& &c.

wwtfrt ^rt Hi fafntmvmftsift ?m<t i m*rm ^rift 1 usj arRfartfrs n

582. The fourth case-affix is employed after a

crude-form which ends in an affix denoting ' condition

'

(abstract noun, III. 3. 11. S. 3180) and having the force of

the affix turn ( or Infinitive of purpose ).

As qr«rra *frf?T
' he goes to offer a sacrifice '="«?«5 *rf?f It

Note i—The word sj*[*j means ' having tho name significance m the

affix an' II

Up\ I SRT. *3f^erT?T^^S55^3Wmm I R I 3 I IS II

tfvr^t'f ^a*?? wtft • «w w- ii * ^^Tftt^: wrj*fir*Tfav^ta*ft ii *wwtfr?T

$rr*i mt*q: wfrr i ara^ >znw i ffr?t«r: ^rwr i srwf^ Wwm$»Mr i "ffar qr&>3r

^to* T^ af** 1 *trfi 5??rft i qMfrf3ifr«t «rs5?Tfa srif i s^r H*mfa *r trsrf TrTiftftRr

wfrr ^3'?r qrrMffet q-tff «rrnwr ^3wfa *rif?r t wr% »fr*% ^rft

"

583. The fourth case-affix is employed in con-

junction with words namah ' salutation,' svast! ' peace,'

svaha, svadha ( terms used in offering oblations to Gods

and Pitris respectively ), alam ' a match for ' ' sufficient

for ' and vashat a term of oblation.

As fro *W- But '" *r*TCHffTtl%%«n'l. the word \srn is in the Accusative

case in accordance with the following Paribha&ha.'

Paribhdshd—" A case-termination, which if it were added to a base

would show that the person or thing denoted by that base is instrumental

in bringing about the action denoted by the Verb of a sentence, posseses

greater force than a case-termination which might be added to the same
base, because of the presence in the same sentence of a word requiring the

45 S
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H1^ i w^nrw i5^?fr I * I % i V* II

587. When the Apadana-karaka is denoted, the

fifth case-affix is employed.

As, urirwrft ' he comes from the village
' ; vfrarrrsnTrmrS? ' he falls off

a galloping horse.'

Why do we say gfrofi in explaining the sGtra? Observe f$rc*i tfd|

tr?trH il The leaf of the tree falls. ( Here ' ftf ' has no direct connection

with the Verb, hence it is not mvs ) «

Vdttika :—The objects of verbs denoting ' aversion/ * cessation

'

and ' negligence' are also called ablation. Thus qnr^S^ra 1

or f%wf?r, ' he

dislikes or ceases from sin.' *rir8"TWffi, 'he deviates from the path of

Virtue.'

*m*gi Rpti *w% ftw sralr ir 11

588. In the case of words implying 'fear ? and
1 protection from danger,' that from which the danger or

fear proceeds is called Apad&na.

The verbs signifying ' fear ' or ''protection ' govern the object feared

of, or the danger to be protected from, in the ablative case. Thus ^ftm; fa^fii

" he is afiaid of the thief," <rtnt wraft or cgnr " He protects or saves from

the thief."

Why do we say ' the cause of fear
( bhaya-hetu ), is put in the

.
ablative case ? Observe wtc^R^trt or «rraft "he fears or protects in the
forest."

^s-
1 itrercate: i \\ m t

sj5
ii

'nry«rcraroit i BTPm^snJ: n

589. In the case of the verb paraji, ' to be tired or

weary of,' that which becomes unbearable, is called

Apad&na.

When the verb f* " to conquer," with the preposition pari has the
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sense of ' becoming tired or unbearable,' it governs the ablative case of the

thing become unbearable. As =H«l!|Wi <rcrsra% " he finds study unbearable."

Why do we say ' that which becomes unbearable,' Observe ji^

WWt " he defeats the enemies."

590. In the case of verbs having the sense of " pre-

venting," the desired object from which one is prevented or

warded off, is called Ablation or Ap&d&na.

The obstruction to one's natural inclination is called v^rana or

prevention. As vfim *rf 'scrcqfsr or f?r?r?raff(T " he wards off or withholds the

cow from the barley."

Why do we say ' the object desired ' is put in the ablative case ' ?

Observe «tt *rW^ W*r " he wards off the cow in the field,"

^ 1 s^vft 5r?rTT5T'Tfff,sw?r 1 \ 1 a 1 ^ II

fwr: 1 8T^r^ Pki 1 "^raar ftswr 1 r^'fui?^ fa* srsv^rar s^r ^rwrsr

^ mn m<i 11 vt^vz imrfr piafrw u

591. When concealment is indicated, the person

whose sight one wishes to avoid, is called Ap&d&na.

Thus w^HVfcftr $wr " Krishna conceals or hides from his mother,"

so that the mother may not find him out or see him.

Why do we say ' when concealment is indicated ' ? Observe ^m\
* f&W* " he does not wish to see the thieves." Here the term chauran is. in

the accusative case,

Why has the word ichchhati been used in the text? The apAdana

karaka is to be used there only, where one desires that he should not be seen,

yet he is seen, Ae ^fTr«i5i^' fttftear H

XM 1 w^mm'r'T 1 i 1 y 1 v. II

R^Tj^5fff3pnr?fr^ft *m m&r- «;* 1 s<mnrar<?tfra 1 srcwt fa*.i w*i

mm itfrra 11

592. The noun denoting the teacher is called

Apadana or ablation, in relation to the action signifying

formal teaching.
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#„/(?;—The word srrwrw means "teacher," and 3Tir*T means acquiring

knowledge iit the regular way^

TImjs Ttrnorsfff^ " he !earr»s from the preceptor."

Why do vue say ' when meaning to learn ' ? Observe wfffU mvft

ipfrm « he hears the song of the player,"

«rswnt**1sOT?r*r «nt i wubt: irsrr« uvm% u

593. The prime cause of the agent of the verb jam

"to be born," is called Apftdaoa.

As Bfgr»f; snrr : R"5Trq% the creatures come out of Brahma.'

Note :—That which is the Agent ( ^fffrj of the verb jan, is called Sff^fctf

That which is tlia prime-cause (JTfii%) of the agent for product) of the root jaa

is put in the ablative ease,

«,£.« I $*: JfWT! I \ I a I 3? II

wrwsfa jrW^rw t • ii nrarwf&welr i srw*rrc&w?r i arerwnwr arr^rH

OT«^TOrafa»fpjr «t^ irs^-ifr * ii rf^TKr^T. sriTTr^m^ * it ww«?nrtf

*c WFKwir * ii ^rrpirer ^nst* ^rn^ «rr i sjfrfSwr WT?ra"ii iffc ii

594. The source of the agent of the verb bhu, "to

become," is called Apad&na.

The phrase ' of the agent ' ( kartuh, ) is understood here. The vrotd

um means " the source or that from which anything arises." As f^ntr «TW

atr^ft " the Ganges has its source in the Himalayas."

The fifth case-affix is employed in denoting; the object, when
the verbal participle ending in R<ris elided; as ompprrsicrWt = JfTBOTri1

?

>WW ' he sees from a palace.'

Vart

;

—And under similar circumstances, in denoting the location,

the place where an action is performed, is put in the ablative case, as, «rKft

*W?aW B^»*mrsfrOwir < he sees from the seat.' So also njfr<P5 f^IRT"'^
4tiH* " He becomes shy at the sight of his father-in-law."

A verb-understood is also a cayse that gives rise to kftraka inflection.

As vmtt *r t«p u

Mote :—In questions, and answers, the fifth case-affix is employed:— $&
WfflL? IfWftjff?: ' wb»no8 is your Honor coming ? From Patalipntra.'
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Vart :—That point of time or space, from which distance in time or

space is measured, is put in the Ablative case :—as, ^ni^m^r *tn?tt ^rsf?t qr
" The village is one or two yojanas from the forest."

Vart :—After a word denoting time, the seventh case is also employed
in the sense of ablation. As s»jrf$raalrr arrsrfraraft *H% ' Agrahayana is one month

from Kartika.' The word denoting the distance in time is put in the

locative case here as »h% u

Vart:—In the above the word denoting the distance in space may
be put either in the nominative or locative ; as irsftepnri *rhffroi| "«r«rrft

SrsFJTri or -«rgf ?ft^%s n

H\H. ! a^mtrf^cn:*! faw^^^ratfiigFJ* « * i 3 I re. u

%mn > wpcttiri, i «R<r f^R i i*f ^m^i i ftr*i &-. mvt fwrs?-- ,i art mft

Prftini 1 <$ zrww 1 ^^^7?^ g ft^fisf??rsft *«smspqrrff f& srfreg svsra?^ 1

Jin*, n?*F*rr ^rntfi: i arp* , sfwsrr «rr^t?i; 1 srtft, $r%(!jrf? sttir?i 1 <«<mi*»

«fs*r*fh*r far wri^wr: sr^ffra >rr«ps%*Trri »inrifar«t <t5*c*ft 1 *wr«r^ *trc«**t

595. When a noun is joined with words meaning

' other than ' or with ar&t ' near or remote > or itara ' diffe-

rent from ' or r-ite ' without,' or words indicative of the

'directions' ( used also with reference to the ( time corres-

ponding to them ) or with words having afichtt; 'to bend*

as the last member of the compound ( and expressive of

direction ), or with words ending with the affix, ach or &hi

( V. 3. 36 and 37 ) the fifth case-affix is employed.

The word spy in the sutra includes all words having the sense of

«Tsr, i. e. all words meaning ' other than.' fSTC mast be synonymous with

«T*T forthe application of this sutra. Its use in the sutra is therefore only

illustrative. When ym. means ;fhr " low," then the sutra does not apply.

As srsfr, \*m. *?rcr, $fljrni "different from Krishna," snwj; **\X?l
" remote

from or near to the forest '. ( The word arat meaning ' near or remote

'

would have taken the sixth case-affix by sutra 611, but this enjoins 5th

case- affix )^ ®*cp<i 'excepting Krishna/ ijf WWT. 'east of the village'

The word f|gg
' direction ' includes here every word which is employed

primarily in denoting direction and nothing else. Therefore, the rule

applies when such a word is used in connection with point of time, us ^r*t
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fi« <W53t-i "The month Phalguna is anterior to Chaitra." Here the direction

denoting word jsf: governs the Ablative. But when it means "member/'it does

not govern the ablative.' for Panini himself shows this in the construction

of the sutra fftsr <rr (JtHlPm VIII. I. 2. S. 83. Here <rt does it not

govern the ablative, and the sutra is not ^m\fi <« &c. Thus <$ mm*H,

here «$ does not govern the ablative.

The words like jtt^ &c, formed from the verb aflch are also

fawi*f: ; their separate enumeration shows that the sixth case-affix ordained

by the sutra 609 does not come after them. mt( »TRrf[ ' north of the village,"

£5*r H?«rnt 3SW 'the spring is prior to summer.' With aflchu we have sta

ffwt^r TPirq; ' to the east or west of the village,' with srr* we have fWTMTRrq; ll

and with ahi we have qrrfpTrrf *r vmn both meaning ' to the south or in the

eastern direction of the village.

In commenting on the sutra II. 3. 28. S' 587 Patanjali gives the

example ^rrf^Fap TJRJt which shows that ayfi and its synonyms also govern

the ablative case. Here Jnjft means arri^i ll Thus HTKt ffffa WfWr If

^sar mk' " Hari is to be served by all commencing with Bhava downwards."

The word ^f$g governs the ablative, and this we infer from II. 1.

12 S. 666 which says "The words stt, 7ft*f?^and indeclinables ending

in si;yg may optionally be compounded with a word ending in the fifth case."

This rule of samasa implies that srf|^ governs fifth case : as nm\Z «rf?q; it

This rule being inferred by implication is not universal, on the maxim
srr<r*r(%W T Sph" ll Therefore we have Sfffw eRtHfsrr?: and not er^T?! II

-:o:-

The three particles st<f, <rft and a^ govern the ablative, when they

are Karmapravachaniya, The next two sutras describe when they are

Karmapravachantya.

H*>« l smtf w$vt \{ 1 w 1 «;«;
11

596. The words apa and pari are karma-prava-
chaniya, when meaning ' exclusion.

'

Notei—Th^ force of BT<r and <tR is in this case that of ' irifeh the exception
of.' As «nf*T*T^*$r %€l M'> "it rained outsido of or with the exception of
Trigs rU." So also qfc f%nV*r ?£fa> II In this seuse they govern tbe noun
excluded in the ablative uaae (II. 3 10). When not liaring these team, they
are not karma Favacuaru>a. As tfttf W$svfi ll "He waters the riot
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thoroughly." Here it is an upasarga, meaaing thorovighly and hence changes

the ft into 3T II

«^<vs i sjpsf *t*r?fr w^r i \ i « i ^ ii

wsL nm^n^^^- mn i W'm?'JTricf*{iw*r<T h

597. The ward an " as far aa ", is karraa-prava

chanlya when it expresses limit ( e. g. when it means ' aa

far as inclusive of ' or ' as far as exclusive of.'

)

The word smn in the text shows that both sorts of limits are here

meant. As iwrT^fag^r? %W \r- "it rained as far as (but excluding)

Pataliputra " srrqTera"!^ <r£r "^s " it rained as far as ( including ) Patliputra,"

•TTfiSri: <$%!'• "TrpTSTs » wrrafonpmi . wrr ^<tnt- when it means * little ' or is a verbal

prefix, it does not get this name.

The fjqfar is the limit exclusive ( ft^r^n), while srt^rfan* is the limit

inclusive ( WW %T ) It The construction of the sutra would have been better

if it had been the same as II. i. 13 S. 667 «ir«C, 1*lfirf»Tfq^lr: ll

HV: 1 qssn^trr^qftftr. 1 1 I 3 I \a w

598. The fifth case-affix ( ablative ) is employed

when a word is governed by the karmapravachanlya apa, &n

or pari.

»T<T or iR %i'- *rarc- " The samsata is outside of Hari " Hete the force

is that of exclusion.

The qR here has the meaning of ' exclusion '

( I. 4. 88 ) being read

along with 3TT ; therefore, not here fsr Tfr, RCJKnr rc*l<l( I. 4- 9° S. 552 ),
or

?rt 7K where the meaning is that of " sign " &c. mentioned in I. 4. 90 S. 552.

So also aTrgrfi; ^K! = sf^K T*nfr3)?T " the samsara has its sway up to

mukti, but not with it or beyond it." sTr^siioTr^ Hgj " Bramha is in every

thing." Here 3TT has the force of inclusion, = H^^TRSJir^ U

H^ I srr?i: ErmfHr^rsTfaTT^^r: I \ 1 « I 6-R II

599. The word prati is kanna-pravaehaniya when

used in the sense of representative (' representative of
'

)

or exchange ( ' in exchange for.' )

46 S
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Note :—That which is like to the principal is called srf?|F*!^ « Giving in

return for what ia obtained, is JfRf^fT II

«rw *ri»wftWft **** wi i "JOBff siwurartSt i ftnw JTrww^fir iprra. ii

600. The Fifth case-affix ( ablative ) is employed

after whatsoever is governed by the karmapravachaniya

n$ when, used in the sense of ' substitute ' or ' exchange

'

( I. 4. 92 ).

As B^g! $«tnr^ ir^ " Pradyumna is the representative of Krishna."

ftreW sjRWfff^r WR. " he exchanges mashas for the se-samum,'

601. A word, implying debt, considered as a

' cause ' but not as a kartri or agent, takes the "fifth case-

affix.

As HRrrflP ' he has been bound on account of a debt of a hundred

pieces.'

Why do we say ' when not denoting the agent ?
' Observe qfri

*f&?H:, ' a debt of hundred has thrown him in prison
'

; here W being

considered as a prayojaka hetu, is an agent and takes the third case-affix.

wrfferai Rki.1 f£«ff s*Ks 1 ftwrera ^nft*Ti«u?r«ii!r ffcw *? Ufa* i "jHraffrcra; 1 *m%
iJ?TS5T?re^! '11

602. The fifth case-affix is employed optionally

when the noun expresses an attribute, being the cause, of

a thing, provided that it is not of the feminine gender.

As sngsrrttm^* *f sr?
i « he has been bound by reason of his dullness.'

Why do we say • when the noun expresses an attribute ' ? Observe vi^
^igrnil Why do we say ' not being of the feminine gender ?

' Observe fin
g^s 'he was set at liberty on account of his skill.'

This sUtra may be divided into two distinct sfltias, e. g. fawn and

TjarsfiTSl* » Thus we get two rules :~-
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i. The ablative is used optionally when the noun expresses the

cause of a thing, whether material or attributive ; whether feminine or

masculine. This rule is of limited .scope.

Therefore a feminine word even will also govern the ablative. As
^mifftmns:. " By reason of the smoke, ( we infer the mountain to be ) fiery."

«cn% ^ «TfW ; " There is no pot here, because it is not perceived."

2. The ablative is employed when a word expresses attribute, being

the cause of a thing, provided that it is not of the feminine gender.

qf*f^*t fftsr wr^s^rTf€r% ^ i sranraarf *tpr srs«r«n4«l i qwepftn^fSlsw.

<ft«t i Wl ^"f K™<1 *& " ' T*^ *t™ "

603. When joined wiLh the words prithak ' without,'

vina ' without ' and nana ' without ' the third case

affix is employed, optionally (as well as the. fifth and the

second ).

As <j»Trin^w *l% «TC ftWT ?«T*r TPrr «rr ' without or different from Rama.'

Note:—This s&tra may be divided into two parts;—(1) ^*r«T faff fCW^

( 2 ) HfltSfrwrcTWlHIl H By fchis arrangement we can read dvitiya into the aphorism

fail *rra f%rr vi fflgnpra»r i%ir i

The word anyatrasyarri in the sutra is for the sake of " collecting "

—

i. e. it includes the dvitiya as well as panchamt-vibhaktis, In the AshtadhyAyi",

the arrangement of the sQtras are i, frqtsff 'TS'sr'ft, 2. *TRircrf^j &c. 3-

Now in case the third-case-affix is not employed, then the second

case-affix alone would be employed, because dvitiya is used immediately in

the preceding sQtra. But if the second case-affix will come optionally,

then the fifth will also come. But fifth is necessary ( not optional ) ; and

thus the simultaneous employment of the three (
Sth, 2nd 3rd ) will be

impossible. Hence we say that the word anyatarasyama of the sutra must

mean " aggregation or collection " Thus by frog-leap we draw in the

anuvritti of paftchaml from sutra II. 3-28, S 587 while we draw in dvitiya

from the stea immediately preceding the present. ?rr?rr has also the sense

of exclusion, as said in the Amarakosha fm TO 1 *& ( avyaya varga

verse 3 ) as in m^t Htlt f*t<*K5H W^IW II
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The rule applies to these three synonyms only. Therefore not here

f|^*i ^TtW ' without Devadatta.'

faSOT ?!*: II

604. When expressing an instrument-karaka, after

the words stoka ' little,' alpa ' little/ krichchhra ' difficulty,'

and katipaya ' some,' the third as well as the fifth case-affix

is used, when they do not denote material objects ( i. e- they

are used as adverbs and not as adjectives ).

As #tor* #^ *U $$• and 3T5<T[*$?R' or sr^rpi;: Sec, ' he got off

easily &c." But ^r%1 V^ ??', wp^st *?g?rr HrT- &c ' killed by a little poison.'

No option allowed, as it qualifies a substance.

q«ft iltflrar wronrs^fftffa i JTrraTftwhr* f%i%*re i nrTW ?r fcrq; ^t«j

605. After the words having the sense of dura

' distant,' and antika ' near, ' the second case-affix is used

as well as the fifth and the third.

As. sy sjts; fjnr ^r URW and aTTSrr^Tqc > «ti*tf$t or srftpK «rmw II

This rule applies only when these words have their original

pratipadika singirkation, and do not qualify a substance, because the anuvritti

of " when they do not denote ( or qualify) material objects" is understood

here also. Therefore the proper case-affix is employed here as ^ qsirr: u

-:o v

THE GENITIVE.

606. The sixth case-affix is employed in the
remaining cases, that is to say, where there is a sense,

such, as the relation between property and its owner, &c.
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different from that of a word related to a verb ( karaka ), and

from that of a Nominal-stem ( Pratipadika
)

As, ursr gw ' the king's man ' 7*fr: ^prs ' beast's foot ' fag 3^;

father's son.'

The sixth case should also be employed when the mere relationship

of karkas like karma ( Accusative ) &c. is intended to be expressed. As *r?rf

Ufll^^T 'SP'Tf^TT'T*!." the going of the good, i. e. the going relating to

the good." So also g-fcfqr -3tpfl% " He knows about ghee "
i. e. every thing

relating to ghee, its price, manufacture, quality &c, Here sixth case is used

with the force of the InstrumentaU^f<f: fofSg sr^ij || Others take it in the

sense of karma, explaining it as *rf$: snrfar SffFT tl

So also »rrg: WHT 1l " He remembers his mother." ^rwrsSfTPgipt

( see 614 ).
" Fuel does good to water i. e. purifies it. Or heats it." The word

edhodaka is either a samahara compound of *JtjW s?3r«T ; or ip?h%*T ^qr tl

The word ^7 is an abbreviated form of ^Sf; II

So also *m ^trvfrsrc"!^*: ' I worship the feet of Shambhu.' and %^TRX
qt%[: " satisfied with fruits."

*m I <r#r |§JT*fr*t I % i $ uc n

607 The sixth case-affix is employed after a noun

implying the cause of an action, when the word " hetu
"

is used along with such a word.

As. BTjrm ?^rtHr3 ' he dwells for the sake of food.' This ordains

sixth case, where there would have been otherwise the third case.

$oc;
1 H^TT^^ffr^r ^ I :* I 3 1 *\9 11

3Kq??Tr 11

ffrR^T^t^T^rfr *r«ifaT uro^i * 11 fafrtRtTr TOfir 1 %i PffT%*T 1 ^$r

1 ct- 1 SfffT fftPfrm ?R; %s!»:
i Hr*rr*t fari^wnt 11

608. After a sarvan&man ( I. 1. 27 S. 213) when

it signifies the cause of an action, and the word ' hetu ' is

used with it, the sixth case-affix is employed, as well as the

third.

As ^5 or ^Igffr Wrsr 'for the sake of what does he live ?
' *r*
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Vart .---When the words r%?# or mm or its synonyms are so used,

almost all the case affixes may be employed; as f% fhfnis or %*r I%$}tF[

or cfi?^ Ml^rTfi? or g??i{rwi^Tr<t or sfffiSt fafatT^ 01 eRftT^ Pffa% WSTKT » Similarly

with the words karana and hctu. raf W.fT^RfWW&c Here also

the word ?g does not mean the word-form hetu ( I. I. 68 S. 25 ) but its

synonyms also ; as fa qs(mi or %fr srqtsftrr or %$ irsftsTCR &c, s^rfa H

By the employment of the word ap*, the First and the second-case-

affixes do not come after non-sarvanama words. As, srr^fr, PtPrsfa gft: ^H-'or

$©5.
1
q-gqawfrrcttta 1 1 1 3 • Is H

609. The sixth case-affix is employed when used

in connection with words ending with affixes having the

sense of the affix atasuch ( Y. 3. 28 S. 1978 ).

The affix w^^; is ordained by V. 3. 28. S, 1978.

It.debars the fifth case affix ordained by V. 3. 27 S. 1974.

As *r«rc*» *faW sflfW: <g$tt?t Sift wft&Kl *jr
' to the south or north-

fore most, in or above the village.'

WtfOH II

610. With a word ending with the affix ' enap

'

( V. 3. 35 S. 1984), the second case-affix is employed as

well as the sixth.

As. *ftflpTmi*Wlf«W 'south of the village.' So also nfar H By
the rule of yoga-vibha, we get the sixth case-affix also.

«U l $*rfan5r8; T^T^a^^rn; I \ i \\ ^« (i

*fo?»r <*$ wiqfs^fft 1
1 1< f?t5»r* mnm «rw(«r 11

611. When in conjunction with words having the
sense of

'
dftra

'

' distant/ and antika ' near,' the sixth case-
affix is employed and also the Fifth.

As *mr tarn *r ** # fknk, «ifli* «mn«l fr«* *m «
« the forest

is distant from or near to the village.'
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ti% \ wisfm^^ writ \r\$\ s\\\

612. Of the verb *r jna, Mien not used in the

sense of * to know,' the instrument takes the sixth case-

affix.

As ?rff#rnmi, n

Note .—-The verb STT when not meaning ' to know ', has tho significance of

' to act, or to engage in ;
'

or it may denote ' false knowledge '
; &a, ?rf$fa cfRf

But not S3 here i{$3ff SW W!n% ' he recoguisea the son by the voice.'

613. Of the verbs having the sense of ' remem-

bering,' ( adhik ) and of daya ' to give/ ' to pity ' ' to

protect,' ' to move,' and of tSa ' to rule or be master of,' the

object takes the sixth case-affix.

As «Tr$j: W»WL ' he remembers the mother.' «f$fr V* *T U ilR *t ' he

gives clarified butter,' HPJ nmmffe ' he can not rule his limbs.

Note .—But not ao here sng^: qRtffi because uuj hero is not the object. The

word ffa is also understood here. So that the cases not otherwise provided for, take

this case. 80 that unrt Tppffft is also allowed.

614. The object of the verb kri takes the sixth

case-affix, when it means ' to impart a new quality or virtue
'

( I. 3. 32 ).

As treftTOftiftqraiWPI. ' the wood gives a new quality to the water ' ( br

he prepares the wood and water for sacrifice ). ( By VI. 1. 139, S. 2552 9 is

inserted ).

Note :—When qf?j^ is not meant, the second caso-affix is employed: as <j#

The woid *i«r is also understood here. So that we hove also tplffSfiwg^ft II
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<t^ I csrrataf wsrawtRnresr: i ^ i 3 I w 11

fsffaHT. it

615. The object of verbs having the sense of

ruj 'to afflict,' with the exception of the Causative verb

jvaraya 'to be feverish/ takes the sixth case-affix, when

the verb expresses a condition (i. eM when the subject is

as Abstract noun ).

As *rft?!f ^»rw ?»rr " the disease afflicts the thief" ^rtwwrfff WPW "

Vartika :— It should be rather stated " with the exception of

«WT or g?rf7*t 'I'

Why do we say ' when the subject is an Abstract noun ' ? Observe

*l$ lisrrft ^STrW 'the river breaks the banks" So also not here tfrt «Wf?T s*r<::

' the fever burns the thief,' So also when the verb ^nf is used, «erri *faRHffi

WP II

The word vm is also understood here, Thus -#ft ^nm KW< II

wtfttSrw Tr^: vft ssrifa «*& w^ i ^ftst twh* i *nf*nftf?r fan, i

616. Of the verb nath when meaning ' to bless ';

the object takes the sixth case-affix.

As efirVr m<m, ' the blessing of the honey.' Why do we say 'to

bless'? Obseive «rraii{fi !nq,fri. 'he entreats the boy.' Here nrif does not

ineari to bless, and so it takes the accusative case.

«*« I sm^faHsorera^fa'tf fs^rero i * i \ i ^ H

^f«if mwi i f«rsw q5TOpi.i fegrarift;»u trrffTsrnpi h

617. The object of the verbs ja\si ' to strike '; 'to

hurt,' ban ' to strike ' preceded by ft and n, jointly, severally

or in any order, naf. to 'injure," kvath,' and 'pish,' when
they mean, ' to injure,' takes the sixth case-affix.
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"trc^smrn**. ,
f*mw?r, fSrsTsr, m"t*(> sriftffww, gr^prnrS. sspira!??,

ffaflr TTs
' he injures the tliief.'

The root *r? belonging to the Churadi class No. 250 should be taken,

and not that of the Bhvadi. fq with tlie prepositions pra and ni may be

taken in any order. The root cp*r takes in the causative vriddhi Irregularly.

This verb is Bhvadi and fails into the subdivision ghatadi, and is called

there a faff verb ; aUT«l?f «£rbs shorten their penultimate befoie the causative

affix m% (IV. 4. 92), Thus 3*TPT is an irregularity.

Why do we say ' when meaning to injure '? Observe m!flqqorq; * the

pounding of the barley.'

Note:—The word %Ef is alao understood here as ^r<gSTOm ^. Only thesa

govern the genitive, met so here «#f? ffirw, "^li fa?f% II

e^i 1 ssrsrcqofr: ^f5ff«r«fr: I ^ I $ i X« II

Vfr stfrar T^f mint 1 aiff uRsr^jprszisr?re npmr¥gpqr»frrr t vmm s^s^n f^m *rr

618. The object of the verbs vyavahj*i and pant

when they are synonymous, that is, when they mean ' dealing

in sale and purchase transactions' or ' staking in gambling,

takes the sixth case-affix-

As Wrfro sareftjf or qrom ' dealing in, or staking hundred.'

Why does not the verb qrai take the affix wr^? It takes *tm when

meaning ' to praise or honor,' and not in the sense of ' gambling, or bartering'

&c. Why do we say sarnarthayos? Not so here StFsr^rr «l3"?ro "counting the

dice,' armor <roi!T ' praising the Brahmana ' The word %sr 13 also here under-

stood, so that we have si?r qoffj ' he stakes a hundred
'

«S\ i f^re^«iVr i * 1 % 1 x*= 11

619. The object of the verb div, when having the

above-mentioned sense of ' dealing ' or ' staking,' takes the

sixth case-affix-

As x^q frs^rw ' he stakes or deals in hundred.' Why do we say

' when having the above-mentioned sense of dealing or staking '? Observe

sraw %*nfi ' he praises the Brahmana.'

47 S
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Note :—liie yoga vihbaga, when this root might well have been included in

the last aphorism, is for the sake of the succeeding sufciuu, in which the airavritfci

of ffa x'una, and not of others.

<^9 I
BroT^mSr \ \ \\ \ m^ II

W%m<nn?! \ *r?rw sra sr nf?rfrait% n

620. The object of the verb div, when having

the above-mentioned sense of dealing or staking, option-

ally takes the sixth case-affix, when it is preceded by an upa-

earga.

As ^s?q ssraqr trf% "fteH^ ' he deals in or stakes a hundred.'

Note:—But no option is allowed when the verb is simple as in the last ap-

horism ; nor does this rule apply when the spnse is not that of dealing or gambling.

As, IHfficR STi% <ftsq^T ' h« throws the missile
'

621. The object of the verb preshya and bruhi

(imperative singular of Divadi verb, meaning ' send ' and

* utter,') denoting sacrificial food, takes the sixth case-affix,

when making offerings to deity is meant or when deity is the

recepient.

As »[5rq bttw ffw ^qr^r^W "Sr«l »T3at? ^r 'send to fire as oblation

the goat, the fat, and the aianovv.'

Note .—But not here :—sritq ffiTJ ^ft^i %$r §Jf\*J. Becauso the verb is not

preshya or bruhi. So also not here srJrq affTOPl, qsq, Because ib is not an obla-

tion. Not here too 'H'H'nTira 3*i<5T?r3«r Because the recepient is not a diety.

Compare VIII. 2. 91.

This rule does not apply when the word irf^f ' set out ' qualifies the word

1fai as
; SJjrispw KPT ?PR<if %f ; Jrf^jr ir«i ' send for Indra and Agni the oblation

set out for ihem ' &c

622. The sixth case-affix is employed in denot-

ing location (aclhikarana) after a word denoting time
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(kftla) when used along with a word ending with art

affix having the sense of kritvasuch (Y. 4. 17) ' so many
times,'

As q^srrsfpftsPTO. 'eating five times a day.' In short, 'words

meaning so many times, or the numeral adverbs of frequency, govern the

genitive of time in the sense of locative.' As ffttfrHNH*! ' he eats twice in a

day.'

Why do we say ' having the force of ®«qg^a?' Observe *nf.*f%
' he sleeps in the day '

This rule will not apply when the adverb of frequency is understood,

not expressed (prayoga) as in %&(% \J7R1. Nor when the time is not meant,

as it ! SfrteUTrssf g^K ' ne eats i'1 twD brass vessels.' So also when location is

not meant as %ff H^f-

Why is SPT understood here? Observe rftV^^OTTO

^qr«t zmR ^r"3t t «r£T win i ^^q $f?f: i stirs ^r 3»w>ts n 3jju^4i^t"%««i?ir

*
it SfHrs^sr gsro.?* *rr i ®m fan. i oT*nr ii mi i $*rcS? %&* \\

623. The sixth case affix is employed after a word,.

in denoting the agent and the object, when used along with a

word ending with a krit affix (III. 1. 93)^ the annvritti of vfc

ceases.

As ^sur^ fft%-
" the doing ol Krishna."

srr?P ^^rfisoT> " Krishna is the creator of the worlds"

But not in in^ofSTTrr ' cutting with weapon.' Where it is neither

agent nor object.

Ishti:—According to Patanjali, the employment of the sixth case is

optional when the woid is an Indirect object (of a verb that takes two objects),

as ?mr vtvtw fw gsr^rr i

Why do we say ' l<rit ?' Not so when a Taddhita-afrix is employed as

Srfgfffi*. In other words, the genitive in Sanskrit is both subjective and

objective.

Note :—Why do we say $?£ P Because the agent or the object will take the affix

of the sixth cnse only iu connection with krit, while in connection with a conjugated

verb (ft*) the sixth case is debarred by II. 3. 69. S. 627 ;
Observe »wg$F *r?

»
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Here the object%& is not put in the aixfch case, though it is not governed by a conjugated

Tfirb but by a *TinHinta.

it «

624. When the agent and the object of the action

denoted by the word formed by a krit-afifrx, are both used in

a sentence, and the sixth ease can be employed after either,

then the sixth ease-affix is employed in the object only, and

not in the agent (the object is put in the genitive case and

not the agent).

Nats :
—" When a primary noun is accompanied at the same time by both its

agent and its object, generally only the object is put in the genitive, the agent being de-

noted by the Instrumental. As wrra^r^r *Pn %§rs«rrtfrPS%'J wonderful is the milking of

the nave, by one who is not a cow herd." (Keil horn).

sfTfWsjf srqtfttisirrTT ' the milking of a cow without a cowherd is a

wonder,'

Vart:—' When the agent and object are both used, the agent is put

in the instrumental, or genitive case, and the restriction of the present sutra

regarding object does not apply when the krit terminations are of the femi-

nine gender ending in »rq» or sr (HI. 3. m. and III. 3, 102. qrjfsjrr f%r^rr

«rr ^sm awn : "The destruction or the desire of destroying the universe by
Rudra." Here in ^sr we have strsfr, and in fWhr^r we have 8T.

Vdrtika:—There is option in the remaining affixes. Accordirg to

some when affixes are feminine other than sr^for^r as, rerf%nn 5m?p $fiiwrf«H*

*r ' the creation of the world by Hari is wonderful.' Some hold the option

of this vartika as unrestricted by any such condition ; as ws^lSWH'W'.TTtftff
wrnufer *rr " the dissertation on words by the acharya." Here anuiSasanam is

neuter, and not feminine.

t\% 1 <%nm ^ srararsr r i 3 1 $\s 11
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625- The past participle ending in ^r when used in

the sense of the present tense, (III. 2. 187 and 188) is used

with the genitive.

This sutra debars sutra 627 by which genitive is prohibited after

Nishtha affixes. This is an exception to that s Qtra.

As wgtf qrf3f?r :
' honored by kings,' So also tpfttmx fSfffaT '*

626- The past participle in xf? is used with the

genitive when the former expresses location (III. 4. 76).

This also is an exception to the prohibition about Nishtha contained

in II. 3. 69. S. 627. As f^srrTtI^H*S. ' this is their seat.' |f»mr *ir%i*m g^r
this is their sleeping.'

«j«rfmm i& t w$ 1 srfrop 1 ^ht, iraftfr m ^vk ?ft-
-

1 «r<i jft ffssi* 1 ®rePKR-

S^t sKgi. 1 fasr 1 ft«5prr ssrr^mr: i^??n^ ??raT*fa«sr 1 lawns 1 t«naiT: sn^r ?ffcnr t

*t ^narrow: w^w 11 wr <sr#r 5m& 1 Hr*pre*j 3^ 1 nsfreq rasg: 11

627. The sixth case-affix is not used to express the

agent or the object, when the word is governed by an Active

Participle which is the substitute of &, or when the word ia

formed by the affix gr, or ^3;, or governed by an Indeclinable,

or by a past Participle in ^ and rR^g;, or by a word ending in

an affix having the sense of '•as or by a noun of agency

formed by <$g; II

After these words, the Instrumental case must be employed to denote

the agent, and the Accusative case to denote the object. This sutra debars

Genitive which would have come by II. 3. 65. The word $&R is formed by

w + gr +^t- sr + ^T'S^sn^r-

1. The word H means the substitutes of gr 1. «., the Present Participles

in v$, W* (III. 2. 124 S. 3IOO), SI** (HI. 2. 106 S. 3094) m (HI- 2. 107
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S. 3095) fitr-and ffr* (HI. 2. 172 S. 3 15 1 }• Thus fj^or ^fr% m ^fs 9R ; „

(St^TET^. yep/jR'., T*n*n or off^'R., ifa : ^R"?., frWr: »

2. The affix 3 is enjoined by III. 2. 168 S. 3148, as, ?ftft?gs "des-

irons of seeing Hari." The prohibition applies when a word ending in ^wj^

(III, 2. 136) is the governing term ;
as, ^tf^RR^ft8^' II

3. The affix 3?ff is ordained by (III. 2. 134 ; S. 3134 as fop*. tifg^

If?: II

Yarti—But there is do prohibition in the case of the word sfrrp? in

secular Sanskrit, which governs the Genitive, as nytw. SKrgjfff *Rt I

4. Indeclinables formed by $qr affixes, as, 3t«t;j; t^ &S sfirP*

"

Vatt:—This prohibition, however, does not apply, to the indeclin-

ables formed by nrgq. (III. 4. 16 S. 3443) and ^^(III. 4- *7 S. 3444, ) as

S« f&*frt?ftu*iw, srr %m Prgfr n^nis* (I, 1. 40.)

5. Nish^ha i. e., ^ and ^g ; as (Vyrr f^T t?*in « V«H WR,
ft*?: II

6. The words formed by tjpflj affixes (III. 3. 126, S. 3305), as,

7. The 5^ in the aphorism is a pratyahara, formed by taking the

flof«s (III. 2, 124. S. 3100) and the final * of <*% (III. 2. 135 S. 3115),

meaning the affixes mm\ (III, 2. 128 S. 3108) As ^pi qWTUl "Wit (III. 2

129 S. 3109) wotpt t^hwu tff (HI. 2. 130 S. 3110), sT>farcc, and ?^ 11,

2. 135 S. 3115). wefrSrait^u

Vart:—Optionally so, when the root f|ft takes the affix <q% as, gi or

iwq ft^l II The rule of this sutra is a prohibition of karaka Shashtht and

not of Shesha Shashtfit. That sixth-case affix will be employed. As

<U^ 1 a^^rwm^^rawwVRt; ui^i«\o||

628. The sixth case- affix is not used when the

word is governed by a verbal noun in sp*? denoting futurity,

or in %-m denoting ' futurity ' and ' indebtedness.'

The affix stair, such as a%n, $3* &c., denote futurity, and never denote

indebtedness. The affix j^ such as faft (III. 3. 3 and r70,S. 3171, S. 331 1), de-

notes both. Thus w. inWKJSW^ " He takes birth to protect the good."

tfT^r HtW Wfflf ' he goes to eat rice." So also with *n, as, s$r nrfl ' he has

to go to Braja,' m^ ' he owes hundred,'
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^e. I ?>?*»*? sjlrft err t * I % m vs^ \\

«ri?r *rr mtrt i *ror it tt crsm m> > 9»&*r??T f%* ( *%i frr^^r •• *n*rr«i i H«fn«tf?r

<fliTc wf^rTr^r'Hrf?r ^r*r t sr«r qrur f%>req?r u

629- The sixth case-affix is optionally employed in

denoting the agent, (but not the object), when the word is

governed by a Future Passive Participle (kritya).

By II. 3. 6$, S. 623 primary nouns, (krit-formed), always govern

the Genitive in denoting agent or object. The present sutra declares an

option as to agents only, in the case of those primary nouns which are Fu-

ture Passive Participles. Thus »rgr Tf *fr %3j}r ?R'.

Why do we say ' in denoting the agent?' In denoting the object,

no option is allowed ; the Genitive is compulsory. As ir^r TRf^f. wrSTPM

Here by III. 4. 68 S. 2894, the kritya word »T^i can denote the agent

also, and is not necessarily confined to the object, like other kritya formed

words (III, 4. 70 S. 2833). Hence the compulsoiy genitive. Of course, the

objective may also be used, as imn% *rr*W%*T strtrPr ll

Vart;—The -prohibition of the Genitive should be stated in the case

of the Future Passive Participles of those verbs which govern two objects.

Thus 36S«jr WT WW^MtH, %<T«tt Wit *\W WQ*>

According to Patanjali the present sutra should be divided into

two rules, by the method of Yoga vibhaga. As.

***. «F> II cswpk II

wwKvftffi «rr% TrfT'rfrr 1 nsr wsur sr*r;«Tr? i;«3m 1 wn

629 A. When the agent and the object of the action de-

noted by the word formed by the kritya affix are both used in

a sentence and it is possible to employ the Genitive case after

either of them, then the sixth case-affix is not used after the

object.

Here the words 3W«wri¥r of II. 3. 66 S. 624 and T of II. 3. 69 S. 627

must be read into this sutra to complete the sense. The meaning of the

aphorism therefore is as given above.

As ^fjssjr ?iir nr^fi S^Tl 11 Here we cannot employ the sixth case-

affix, after the word star 11

^ *st II f&R 3T II

^"T. 11
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629 B. When the agent and the object of the action de-

noted by the word formed by the kritya affix are both used in a

sentence, then the sixth case-affix may optionally be used in

denoting the agent,

As "fa.- imsR! tftari

«

Patanjali:—Why have we used the word " kartari " in the sutra?

So that the affix may not come in the object. No, this cannot be the reason:

for the kritya-affixes are employed in denoting bhava Impersonal action and

karma (Passive Voice) only, and never karta (agent), (See. III. 4. 70

S. 2833). Thus being governed by the kritya, the object of the Passive

Participle will never take the Genitive affix, but will take the first case-affix.

To this Katyayana gives the following answer ;

—

Vdrlika:—The word '"Kartari" is used in the sutra, because the

kritya words of the sutra III. 4. 68 S. 2894 {this., *rsq, *t*l &c,,) express agent

also (are used in Active construction); and their object being not expressly

taught, those kritya words do not govern any object directly. As »uir Wig^;:

*m >

The object of the Passive Participles *paj &c, not being taught, the

" agent" of the kritya words is taken here,

How do you say " the object of the Participles hhavya &c -. is not

taught by the kritya affixes," for do we not find them also governing an

object, as in the following example ? srreResjfr *rr*t WHST. The verbfsg; governs

two objects, the Principal object is put in the accusative after the Partici-

ple. So it is necessary to use the word kartari in the sutra.

If this be so, we shall divide the sutra into two. First fra^r
and then g^Pf, *r as given above,

gwAsrit ??ft«rr «rr wmft «r#r i geg; scti: mt *rr ¥«nro ww* tt i BT^rTTr-

630. The third or the sixth case affix may op-

tionally be employed, when the word is joined with another

word meaning ' like to, or resemblance '; excepting gsrr and

Thus gs^p «^ : qftm «ctiftq or f^Sr*. Why do we say " excep-
ting far and ^Jff." Here the Genitive must necessarily be employed. Ob-
serve gw *<w ^r $«"ren TtRn 11
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Nate •—Though the anuvritti of gr was understood in this s&tra from the

previous aufcra, yet the repitition of QTSStiTOqp* is for the sate of the subsequent

sutra. The word =3T in IT. 3. 73 attracts the word <STfJraTTOm into that s&tra
; but

had the word ar^JH^ri. not been used in this sutra, then the word q- would have

attracted the word ^reTfar instead, which is. not desired.

«nii% i !WHiT«Trt«'%sir£*r3J!r»iL i H?>rg^r: qsftareiwMrera
-

t qssflra: u

631. The fourth as well as the sixth case-affix may
be employed, when blessing is intended in connection with

the words ayusha 'long life/ madra 'joy,' bhadra 'good

fortune,' kugala c

welfare,' sukha ' happiness,' artha ' pros-

perity,' and hita ' good.'

The * in the sQtra makes the employment of Dative optional : in the

alternative we have Genitive.

yatt\—In the sfitra arrg«l &c, include their synonyms also.

Thus <mg«i faNrflar flwJTrs! or t$mw V Similarly *r£, *rsf, gj^, fjftfSRf,

Why do we say when 'benediction is intended'? Observe errant

qq^TO ^qs ' the austerity is the cause of the long life of Devadatta.' Here

there is no -option allowed ; and the Genitive case is only employed.

:Oc=- •

633. That which is related to the action as the site

where the action is performed, by reason of the agent or the

object being in that place, is called Adhikarana or the Loca-

tion.

That in which the action is supported or located is called adhara. As

sfi> «etr*n
' he is seated on the mat' ^ar Jjnt ' he is sleeping on the mat.' ^\^\

q^f?r
' he cooks in the pot.' The Adhikarana takes the 7th case-affix.

48 S
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mw > *f? *rr% i wr^J T*ft» w* raiser i ^iwsnwrfar i mm t< ^fa* *rn set-

flreronirai'tn *
'I ^3 f>s,ifr wrc i BT^rrg'frg^ n

wfts *w1 ?fiaf tfffr s«^*r w « X »

?lr ^rars^r war ^rror#fcf*i tffarsTsjfur: i x*t&& n*wr: i

^rPra* fare i ^t >rr?«i girra n

633. The seventh case-affix is employed 'when the

sense is that of location, as well as after the word meaning

' distant ' or ' near.'

The location is of three sorts :

—

1. Location of contact.

2. Location of object,

3. Location of pervasion.

As q;ar srres ' he sits on the mat ' wnvqi T^rt ' he cooks in the pot.

3l% *"e®isftsr. " He desires Liberation." a^sTrwisRsf. W^% $ ^ ****

'near or distant from the forest.' Thus the word-, fj: and srfsrjtfi- take

four case-affixes, namely, the second, third, fifth and seventh. See II. 3. 35

S. 605.

Vart :—Words formed by adding f^ to the past participle in ?r,

govern the locative of that which forms their object :—as STvfftfr «IWOT ' versed

in grammar.' It should be analysed as srqfa'R'T, and then is added ?r by
See V. 2. 88 S. 1888.

Van :—The words snj and srerrsj govern the locative of that towards
whom goodness or otherwise is shown ; as 3151 $wir nrffft ' Krishna is well

behaved towards his mother.' «nmiift;$ 'ill-behaved towards his un-
cle,*

Vart :—The Locative is sometimes used to denote the object or pur-
pose for which anything is done. The nimitta here means " fruit "; yog*
means samyoga and samavaya, As in the above verse :—
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' Man kills the tiger for his skin, the elephant for his tusks, the cha-
mari cow for her hair, and the musk-deer for its musk.'

Here the third case-affix would have, otherwise, come in denoting
" hetu " The present vartika prevents that. The word tffar in the above
verse means " testicle." The word 5«^ftpj?k: means musk-deer. According to

Padamanjari pushUalaka means "a spear or dart." tfH&j j^vhiga :
" a

bolt or dart fixed in the ground, for the sake of demarcation or fixing the

.boundary,"

Why do we say in this vartika " purpose for which anything is

done "? ObserveWh WFq g«fflW " by wages he cuts the paddy,''

634. By the action (bhava) of what-so-ever, the

time of another action is indicated, that takes the seventh.

case-affix.

This is Locative Absolute, "ftm $*mrTl3[ "TCP ' the cows being milked,

he went away ' gnqrrerFrfn ' and returned when they were milked ' srfsrg

Why do we say ' by the action of whatsoever '? Observe aft 3l?rPT:

5f S^» Wny have we used the word ' action ' twice ? Witness ,% g^ *r

Vdrtika:—In denoting the proper action of a person competent to

perform it, in the same sentence with the non-performance of the same action

by the person not competent to do it, or in the non-doing of the action by

the person not competent to do it, in the same sentence with the performance

of the action by the person competent to do.it, the first part of the sentence

is put in the Locative case and vice versa, when incompaibillty of an action

is denoted, As jjSS *T«5 «ra?<T *mj<T " The good crossing over, the bad remain

sitting." &c.

635. The sixth case-affix is employed (as well

as the seventh), when disregard is to be show-n after
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that "by whose action the time of another action is in-

dicated.

This is Genitive Absolute. $33: w tr *ngr#<| 'in spite of his

weeping, he went away.' The force of this genitive is that of the English

words • not-with-standing '
• in spite of * ' for ail, that '

&c, qm $€fitemm

fcsreWI " disregarding the weeping sons and the rest, he became a San-

yasi,"

*\% \ ^^^mvk^^im^w^^m^^^ 1 R \ 3 I *«• it

i&* mvtfhn srafawtrw 1 H&tim utsrat 1rfa3ra?i«$ win. 1 *rai nrs <rc

CTfl 1 nit «rrg;*rr sfW 1 «n tntcS^Prg Wffw* »

636. The sixth and the seventh case affixes are

used after words when they are joined with svftmin

* master,' igvax ' lord', adhipati ' ruler/ d&y&da an heir,'

e&kshiti ' witness,' pratibhft * a surety* and prasuta ' be-

gotten.'

Thus mi *tr$ «rr wft ot fav ' master of cows.' So also «wt *tt$ «TC

ST5T?T-.
" born for the cows «. e. to help the cows."

Note :—These wotda naburally would have governed the Genitive ; the pre-

oiit sltra ordains Locative as well.

*^ l ^ttj^srar-Rt <sn#*t?rre; 1 % 1 3 1 9 n

3ft33R*3 m u snsNrai fart 1 wg?fir nr*-' w& 1 $«r«p?K rssw 11

637, In conjunction with the words ayukta en-
gaged,' and kugala •skillful,' when meaning entire absorption
in an engagement, the sixth and the seventh case-affixes are

used after a word.

As Bug=*i <§mt *tr *ftptf VjftHITOHi < deeply absorbed in worship of
Hari.'

Why do we say « deeply absorbed '? For when not meaning ' deep-
ly absorbed,' the construction is different. Observe wg^r ft: w ' the cow
is slightly yoked to the cart.' Here the seventh case-affix onjy is employ-

es 1 ^rr^ fjrerVrg; 1 * 1 3 1 «? 11

^rua-nfirarafenft.ergflraf^^^^^^mm .

TOfcm r̂ ^ , ?„f
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638. The sixtli and the seventh ease-affixes are used

after those words from which specification is made, (as of an

individual from the whole class.)

A nirdharana or specification is made by separating one from the

many or a part from the whole, by reason of its genus, quality or action (II.

2. 10.)

As sjgi ff nr argrep £te :
" The Spiritual man is the best among men

or of men."

As ipjf *fT5 3T $«orr ^ffcn ' among cows the black one gives much

milk,' treSSTT T^g *JT Hpsrssfa: " Of walkers, the runner is the fastest*"

©Hiraii OT%S ^r fo' 1S«
"' Among the pupils Maitra is most skillful."

fa*rrnr Pr*ffra; 1 pf^rf^rwr^r are% x& ^ <j»«^ft *urgr \ mqw <n*fasw*

639. The fifth case-affix is employed when the

thing specified is different or divided from (and not included

in) that from which specification is intended.

This debars the sijtfh and the seventh case-affixes, as, mgcp ,Tf?P!S3%«i;

aitwrcrers ' Mathuras are more rich than Pataliputra.'

STRTTOS *rr II

640. In conjunction with the words s&dhu ' good,'

and nipuna ' skillful,' when they denote respect, the seventh

case affix is employed ;
provided that the word prati is not

used.

Thus, *trHK ffig: or rejT: ' good behaved towards his mother,'

Why do we say ' when respect is denoted '? Observe, Qf^frraiKrsr:

' the servant is good towards the king.' Here it is a bare statement of a

fact.

VArtika :—The exception applies not only to jti%, but to other pre-

positions, like ift, org &c, as gigMyJfRr INK TTST ^S5" »
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Z*\ I fffeRhfgiBfwf IcJ^TJTT "* I * I $ I Will

641- In conjunction with the words prasita ' long-

ing for,' and utsuka ' greatly desirous of,' the third case-affix

is used after a word, as well as the seventh.

We read the aiuivritti of awft by force of the word ^ " and " in the

sCltra.

As swrra^srw sfotr sfor

642. When an affix declaring the time of an

Asterism is elided by hip (IT. 2. 4) ; the seventh, and the

third case-affixes are used after the word, whose affix is so

elided.

Thus 'gpwWr^rfcff "Sft^H f^rafaRt' or else g% or *sm*i.

Note •—5«^or 5«[ qT TPWUfaWFl ' w^ea tne moon is in tlie Asterism of

Pushya, let him drink milk' See Rulea IV. 2. 4 and IV. 2. 5- So also nqrfip

<TW%^% H^ref Ta^rTIT Rut not so here T^wg 3*Tra 'he lives in Paneh&la.'

Here the country is meant, and not a star, though here also there is elision of the

Tnddhita affix.

Why do we say ' lup elision '? Observe jjsq srr%: Here there is no

elision.

But nhy not in sjgjgsjj:, ^si^f^^tr. Because they do not denote location,

which is understood. It is when location is expressed by such words, that we may ubb the

third case-affix m the alternative,

wfrOT*H%3rorr^i wfemranffi^tfnftft *r safari i p?r% Star-

643. A noun denoting time or place gets the affix

of the seventh or the fifth case, when the sense implied is that
the time or space is the interval between one action and ano-
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ther action (or implies an interval of time and space between
to karakas.)

Thus Slur grfra *J?
or "afrfpffTKT * having dined today, he will dine in or

after two days.' Here the ' time' is the interval between the agent and his

power of eating. So also SSWsq sfi^rrrl jKrtmr B%3 f%^lit ' standing here, he

will hit a mark at the distance of one kos.' Here kos or space is the interval

between the agent and the object, or the object and the ablation, or the ob-

ject and the location. The rule I. 3. 10 does not apply here.

Ishti:—According to Patanjali, the word srfasR governs the fifth and

the seventh case- affixes. This is inferred from the Jnapaka of sutras V. 2. 45

S 1846, and II, 3. 9. S. 645 where Panini uses the forms srfsjTsritfe; and

USTISI^ !• Thus 55f% tfairaj srftjsfit ?ft: II

$«« i srfcpjNfc 1 \ 1 a 1 t\» 11

CTPtTfavTrarerspqsfe a^H^T*ft5Q?r: writ

»

644. The word adhi is karmapravachaniya when
used in the sense of ' lord " ( " being as a lord " or *' having

as a lord ")•

Note

:

—The word $3TC nieans ' master,' and it therefore requires another

correlative word denoting ' property ' of which one is master The word adhi

governs a Locative ca.Be, Sometime locative of the person possessing, sometime

locative o£ the property possessed : us srfa H5t3%T i"^(?5P or ?l(5r TsrrSjJ WglfTTi.

Brahmftdatta rules over Panohalas.

s^t arfonrMtas'SK srH*fr wr?i 1 ?<t<«i^ ni&w> 1 "w&tfw imv[: 1 q^ 3

tfNr 1 3T«i5f^airr?Tr «sp »

645. Where a word is governed by a karmaprava-

chaniya in the sense of 'more than' (I. 4. 87) or 'lord

of'(L 4. 97) there the seventh case-affix (locative) is em-

ployed.

As gppKPt 5* i&HC- '.the qualities of Hari are more than billions."

In denoting 'lordship,' the seventh case-affix is used either after the

word denoting the thing possessed or after the possessor, indifferently. As

^fa ^ft «T» or srrq xftw. " Rama is lord of the world." By 11. 1. 40 S, 717

there may be compounding also, as smntfir H Here the affix jt ( technically w)

is added to the stem srfa by V. 4. 7. S. 2079.
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94.6. The word adhi is optionally ltarmapravacham-

ya when the verb kri follows-

As ti^st trt^ ^tRs^fS Here adhilcarishyati means " directs, controls

Sac'' Here the word &ri§ may be treated either as a *r(% or a ^ffasfqsftei.

When it is a.»if% the accent will be regulated by VIII. r. 71. S. 3978.

otherwise not.



CEAPTEB XVII.

THE AVYAYi BHAvA COMPOUNDS.

SECTION!

Anomalous Compounds,

647. A rule which relates to complete words ( and

not to the roots and affixes out of which the words are

constructed ) is to be understood to apply only to those

words the senses of which are cennected.

Note:—This is a paribhasha or interpreting aphorism. Whereever in this

Grammar a qftfafa is found, that must be understood to apply to HTM1 words. A rule

relating to qf or complete words is called qifitfa II The word fq-fg is formed by

adding f% to the root qrSJ. ; that which is ordained ( Rr^qfl ) is called faft II

What are those rules which are ordained with regard to complete words 1 They are

as follows.—(1) Rules relating to ^JUtf or compounding of words; (2), .Rules

relating to f%*r(% or the application of declensional and conjugational affixes
J ( 3 )

and ihe rule by which one word is considered as if it had become a constituent member

of another word ( TOJf^ *m ) II

The word ^jf means capable ; and is of two sorts vyapeksha and ekar-

thi bhdva, When a single word is capable of expressing the sense of a sentence, on

analysis, it is called ekarfchtbkava Ssmarthyam
; while that -which depends upon tho

words of a sentence as connected in sense ; is called vyapeksha Bamarthyam.—Thus

UflUW « single compound word is an example of the first j while ?[5P JJIi«r; oE the

second. In this second oaee KlaEf: may be connected with other words abo, as

W5I !35qTS*€V " The king's man and horse " But not so in the first case, thera

you cannot add any other word with *f3f II

Thus it will be taught in sutra 24 • a word ending with the geooad

case-affix is optionally compounded with the words fi«t, mftn &c. »nd forma

tatpurusha compound; 'as, jffj f^^^g^. ' who has had recourse to pain/

But when these words are not fltpSjr or conneoted in sense, there can ba no

49 S
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compounding ; as, <T5?t 1?^ 3>er, f^r fa^SJpraT S^flS* ' see O Devadatfca,

the pain, Vishnumitia has taken lecouree to his teacher's house.' Here the

words qf& and fSRf though read in juxtaposition are not compounded, as they are

not *f»r«f ll

Why hare we used the word «*$ ' a complete word ' in the stitra ? (So

thafc this ^^ iftHW may not apply to ^l&l^Rr i, « vales relating to letters.

Thus rules of trfJq 'conjunction of letters' are qnff%fvr and not «r?ftr*t: and

therefore, the condition of being connected in sense, does not apply there. Two

words, however disconnected in sense, must be glued together by the rules of sandhi,

if those rules are applicable. Thus sutra VI. 1. 77 declares: 'instead of a letter

denoted by the pratyahara $3[ there ia one denoted by the pratyahara Sjif, in each

instance, where one denoted by the pratyahara sr^ immediately follows; ' as,^
+ 8TWT =» flp»TOPT II This substitution of ir For

jf
will take place, whether the wordg

are in construction or not, as fagg SSSWffi ?t SrrtiT ' let the curd remain, eat thou

with the vegetable curry.' So also fffSg Iffltf'e&'sf VI "^fTTr?? 'let the girl be,

take the umbrella from Devud&tfca,' Here the augment jjsr ( ^ subsequently changed

into ^ ) comeB between gf*rr<cf and S^, though the two words are not connected in

sen»e ( VI. 1. 76 ).

tw I snsnnrR^row i i i \ i 3 II

648. From this point up to the aphorism kada-

r&karrnadharaye ( II. 2. 38 S. 751 ), all the terms that we

shall describe will got the designation of samasa or

compound.

Thus it Will be stated. ' The indeclinable word Jjirr when not meaning

like unto.' Here Lite word ^TO must be read into the BUtra to complete

the sense,

f& i srtr 37T i r i \ t « n

649. The words ' saha supa ' meaning ' with a

word ending in a case-affix,' are to be understood in each

• of the succeeding aphorisms.

In this aphorism the word 5^ is understood from sutra 2, so that

Jt consists of three words viz., g*, Sf, ^trr l» All these three words jointly

»nd severally, one at a'time or two at a time, should be understood as gover-

ning the succeeding aphorisms, as the contingency of each sutra may require.
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This aphorism will constantly be applied in translating the sfttras- that

follow-

Why have we used the word ^f? Well, withoilt lt r the sutra

would have stood thus : fg* g<n ' a noun may be compounded with

another noun.' But this overlooks the case of a compounding with a verb.

The word *rf is therefore used so that we may be able to break this, composite

sutra into two separate and simple s6tras, namely

649 A. «r?, (g^. STOSH «r*I$T) ' a case-inflected word may be com-

pounded with a word with which ft is connected in sense," Here the word *n?

with the help of the three words gg; taken from siltra 2, w&fa from sutra 3,.

and STTIT from sutra r, forms one complete aphorism, and applies to com-

pounds like BTSsq-qfBPt , tsrgffTW«ra, "T&ETif M The accent will depend upon

these being considered as samasa. This is, of course, confined to Chhandac*

literature. The words being samasa, the udatta accent is on the final.

649 B. SfqT (sr? gqr, HTWa") " a sup-inflected word is compounded with

another sup-inflected word." The compound which does not fall within any

of the various sorts of compounds to be treated of hereafter, will fall under

this general head of compounds ;
as, gpns^fT ^r'l^t Slf%W«frW This also

is for the sake of accent, as well as to give the designation of pratipadika

to the words so formed. Because they are pratipadikas, they take case-

inflections &c.

q?pjrcraTW S'fr 5*5. tntft • 13$ "w^W nrhrrnaww g^Orwaf!

<$ qft mil H

650. There is luk-elision of the case-affix of a

word when it gets the name of a root, or of a crude

form.

In the sutra *&$ "«rqr ( VI. 3. 53- S. 1999), the word ijjtq$ is a

compound, and it teaches us that such compounds can be formed, in which g?r

stands as the first member. $ gST.^grflS?: and not J^*f?P, though both

nouns are in the nominative case ; and there is no express sutra of Panini,

which teaches which of them should stand first in a case like this. Naturally

gifr being upasarjana would have stood first, but, the usage of Panini is to the

contrary.

Vartika:—There Is no elision of the case-affix when a word

enters into composition with %$ ' like."
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Thus $Pm$K U This samasa, like the previous, is of rare

occurrence.

A noun is changed into a root < vfrg ) when it is made a denominative

verb As gsfoifir ( II I, x. 8, S. 2657 " he wishes for a son of his own." A noun

which forms part of a compound becomes a crude-form ( I. 2. 46 S. 179 ) ; as

^rpira! 'having recourse to pain', trzwc- 'king's man.' In all these

examples, the case affixes have been elided.

TmissTOt^»S«totRr»here th? 2nd case-affix is elided, ntfftm:

Why do we say 'when it gets the name of qrg or jTriSfaffa;

Because when it gets any other name, such as srjf &c, the case-affix is not

ejided, Thus %«:,W »

:o:-

SECTION II.

avyAyIbhAva

651. From this forward, whatever we shall describe,

will get the name of Avyaylbh&va samasa or adverbial

compound.

Note :—This is also an adhikdra aphorism like the last.

wwro^^qWira^r^qr^foer^s^rfa^^ 1 ^ 1 ? 1 1 \\

652. An indeclinable ( avyaya ) employed with

the Bense of an inflective-affix ( vibhakti ) or ' of near

to/ or ' prosperity/' or ' adversity/ or ' absence of the thing/

or 4 departure/ or ' not now/ or 'the production of some

sound/ or 'after/ or 'according to/ or ' order of arrange-

ment/ or ' simultaneousness/ or ' likeness/ or ' possession
'

or 'totality/ or 'termination/ is invariably compounded
with a word ending in a case-affix, which is connected with
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it in sense, and the compound so formed is called Avya-
ylbhava,

The words g<r and gqr are understood in this sfitra. Tllfe-words ^<**

should be read as connected with every one of the above phrases. The
examples of this sfltra will be found under 658.

This sutra should also be divided into two, namely, the word vreqq

should form 3 sutra by its,elf.

652. A. ktsjw II

An Indeclinable is compounded with any word with which it is

connected in sense.

Thus the two words er<T and ft^n may be compounded, when meaning

ft4rirq£tll In compounding, the following rules should be borne in' mind;

the actual compound is shown in sutra 657.

653. In (this book, in the sfttras relating to)

compound, the word that is exhibited in the first ( Nomi-

native) case, is called upxsarjana or the secondary word.

Note:—Tliia deiiues or rather describes the Upaaiu-jana. Jn the sfitraa

referring to compounds, the woids that have the ease termination of the nominative!

ate called Upasarjanam.

Thus sutra II. 1. 24 ( ffltftar fa^rcfta Tfggl^r^^uiM rq^: > is a samasa

sutra enjoining composition. In this, sutra the word fflim^lT is exhibited in

the nominative case, and the remaining words are in the Instrumental ca«e.

The sutra means, "An accusative (iffc?fKO s compounded with the words

f%fT, srfaf. TffTff, «nw, STW^T, Jrra, and 3TrT5r and forms Tat-purusha." There-

fore, in forming accusative compounds, the word having the accusative case

will be called Upasarjana. Thus ?Jre + fa?r: - g;s:fsttr: u Here the word,

mz being Upasarjana, stands first in the compound, by Rule II. 2. 30 S. 654

3TO3H$fo,, ( In a compound the Upasarjana should be placed first).

Similarly in rules relating to the formation of Instrumental, Dative, Ablative,

Genitive and Locative Tat-purusha, the words standing in those cases will be

Upasarjana. Thus vajs*rcr,S"s
) TW* j s^ptst*, «3fIlT:, vrwsfrT: 11

Upasarjana is, therefore, that word which either by composition or

derivation loses its original independent character, while it also determines

the sense of another word called jrqffi or principal,
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65i. The upasarjana (I. 2. 43 S. 653 ) is to be

placed first in a compound.

jlote .—The word tRrcr is understood here. The upOBftrjana being the word

exhibited in the nominative case in the rules relating to satn&Ba, canst Btand first.

655. A word which has one fixed case, ( while the

word compounded "with, it may vary ita case ) is also wpasar-

janet, except for the purposes of the rule which requires the

upasarjana to stand first in a compound.

jfote :—A word which in the analytical statement of tlie sense of &

compound has one fi.i*d e»ss, whilst the word -with •which it is compounded may

Tftry its owe is also (sailed upasarja.na, but does not necessarily stand first.

That which has one fixed case-termination is called eka-vibhakti,

i. £., a word whose case termination has been determined by a rule of sam&sa

i. e., while the second word in composition with it may take many case-

affixes, it takes only one case affix ; ap'Irva-nipSte, such a word will be an

upasarjana for all purposes, except for the purpose of the rule (II. 2. 30 S.

654) which requires an upasarjana to stand fir-.t in a compound.

Thus the prepositions pf: &c, when meaning across &c, are com-

pounded with another word in the ablative case. Though the first word may
have any one of th^ several case terminations, the second member must

always be in the fifth (ablative) case, 'when analytically stated. As r?s«RRTs

+*ftw«n =• f^s*r»inwf« \\ Prsa&rsfr + *£nsir*sar « fts^sjiiSsT*, ft<^r^T+

Similarly the word, fspfararo; tt

If the word, when analytically stated, does not retain the one and
the same case, it will not be called upasarjana, as the word sgwrrCr in the

compound <roffrc$, 'the king's daughter,' because wffi +«*!«• '-traf'nftu

nw + ^'wCta-TOwmtf ; <w- + i»ro«f , « sjusjiwS, *njt +^^= wRpift u

Had it been an upasarjana, the long | of <t would have been shorten-

ed into f as In the previous example by I, 2, 48. S. G56.
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Miiiiiiiiimiiiiiimnnr - '
"" "

mil * inr unmiiiiimi i miiiiii^iiipiniinim wnn mini mi

This upasarjana, however, contrary to the general rule (II. 2. 30 S.

654 ) can not stand first in the compound, because there is no such form as,

Sww«*, 11

656. A short vowel m the substitute of that pr&tipa-

dika which ends with the word nr ' a cow,' and of that which

ends with what has as its termination a feminine affix ;

when regarded as upasarjana.

The word upasarjana has been defined in sutra 654. In compounds

the word »?r becomes shortened, when it stands last and is an upasarjana.

Thus fa* + »Tr=, f^T?I i 'possessed of a brindled cow.' This is an

example of a Bahuvrlhi or possessive compound. So also otr$ ' a spotted

cow.' Similarly In those pr^tipadika upasarjanas which end in feminine

suffixes having a final long vowel, there is a shortening. Thus ffi:-(-<$nnnrt

"Pj^rflrf*?: 11 Here the final long f is shortened. So also R^kf^n%! II

Other examples are:—*tfft + m%l~ viRiQr^s 'without a bedstead'

wRtTtST: ' surpassing a necklace in beauty."

If such a word is not an upasajana, there is no shortening, as,

tra^TT^' the king's daughter.' Here the word tf9tq(is upasarjana, and not

the word a>J?|<f, which latter is therefore not shortened The word must be

a derivative word farmed by the addition ofan affix, which makes it feminine.

Thus the words STfft, 'iff &c. are feminine originally, and are not derived

from the masculine nouns, by the addition of any feminine affix. There-

fore, we have srftswfti ' surpassing Lakshmi in beauty ' vrftraft: II

$fa$w?q nvnfttit VvSifcM faftftfraiPtepro 11

657. There is not Ink-elision of the case-affix

after an Avyayibhava compound that erds in srr; *m. ip

the substitute of its case-affixes, but not when it is the fifth

case-affix.

This debars luk-elision which was to have taken plaee by the sutra

H.4,82, instead of luk-elision, we have »T«I, added to the words
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ending in short a*
;
as f^srorteq = sTir^l. M This is neuter and an Indecli-

nable. But when fajr is consonant ending, then also we have the same form

As f?flrflf«l=9Tirw H The word r?sr being read in the wjrft class, takes the

samslsauta rwu Another synonym of mff«5T »s fanps. which is, however,

feminine. It means "an intermediate quarter" See Amarakosha ( Chat I,

Vyoma Varga verse .5 )

Why do we say * after words ending in short *t ' P Because after

an Avyayibhava compound, ending in any other vowel, there is not «w

substitution, but there is total-elision of the case-affixes
; as srftrsft "

But the ablative case-affix is not elided after Avyayibhava compound

ending in short «r, nor is there the urn substitution ; as Tq^tftTFra II

ronm^itf*m^Tfaiw«r^fw«Tf'r: wi* 1 sTTftwu vnfttfti *rqft*r*i

ftvm ernrii 1 *ft *?rft?R 1 ^er^^Tw wrsfirsfas 1 fR r> wrfa

658. The change to ^ of the third and seventh

case-affixes coming after au Avyayibhava compound that

ends in ar, occurs diversely

Thus Nominative and Accusative wriffa* ; Ins n<tft*R or *T<Tf$W{,i

Dat, Abl., and Gen. srqffflt, Loc, irrrrctf or srqftKra II

V&rt :—The vti substitution is invariable and not optional in the

locative case when the Avyayibhava compound denotes prosperity ( II. 1. 6.

S, 652) or a compound of rivers ( II. 1. 20 and 2t ) or a compound having

a numeral for its member (II. 1. 19 S. 673 ) ; as n*ujq:
' well or prosperous

with the Madras
' ; gwqn' well or prosperous with the Magadhas

'
; similarly

«wr ,rnK»wf|a»tlf,».i ^itwRt*m*rsi*t. U The word 'diversely' establishes all

these even without the Vartika.

-:o:

The meaning of sutra II. 1. 6 S. 652 is now being given. "An
Indeclinable (avyaya) employed with the setise of an inflective affix

( vibhakti ) or of near to, or prosperity Uc. is • invariably compounded
with a word ending in a case-affix which is connected with it in sense, and
the compound so formed is Avyayibhava."

( 1 )
Thus fwfotfTST example is ari%R 11 Here srr^f has the force

of the seventh case-affix. The analysis of this compound i's tf<+r$ + 8Tfo
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This is the grammatical ( alauldka ) as opposed to syntactical analysis.

Here though the location is expressed by a particle ( adhi ), yet there is

seventh case by force of the sutra. Because g<» is understood and it is the

rule that a §*!ff can be compounded with a gw II Some explain «*fa$ft as

»fr **5r3iST ll

The compound *tfq$R is Neuter by the next sutra.

t\t \ *r3«r*ft¥rra*sr i r i v i ^ n

wr* Tjfl* wrif; 11 ?*fr Hpr* srrRrTfNreir 11 »frqrwftfsr m< «n?fif3r trr tfrrr: i

gum i qwrif sgfiss^i. i nmx *rvs4$s : i *n%w<*re*nfr Ptfrfcsjp* i ftwrrar-

«ftsr%i%T* I vrnnr wf?r: i f^iffs^ffRr t gsq<r f3rr%f?r?»r, i ?&**««* jxsrto TfirsR: r

ft*wv T«rr^3i%s5 i <r*rr«ss??q 3 tt* orirtn i ?rfr< wwwlr «N?r ?Rf wwprifonrac i

tfr*qm4l?mwrtfr*fq^9r«qTf% =si«rr«ri« s sts**1?*. • w& qf*qft?r*frt i vrtfrftr

ofir ssrfo i hRhwwi {.tarat BKfar^q^faqK^HwifaiStq' nftftaurft swift i

qfcr 5«T"rf%f?r ftq> n

659. An Avyaylbhava compound is also neuter

gender.

Thus, srfatf* H

Note :—But for this, rule, an AvynyibhAva compound would have been either

without any gender, if gender were to bo regulated by its first member, which

is generally an indeclinable, imd which is the principal member in the compound

;

or it would have taken, the gender of its subsequent member, like other compounds in

whioh the last member is piiueipiil.

The force of *ef is to include cases not mentioned already.

A crude-form is shortened by the rule S. 318; therefore, tflr will be

shortened to V when last member in a compound, as sri^ +nm = 9Tfq«?r<?

which in Neuter becomes srfertfrr*. « The word ifnrr is derived either from

«ffaTH% ( us 'to protect, ) or from TT ' to protect ' with the noun «TT ; as nv.

Trf?r ™ «Uil " protector of cows."

The word "frqrr when derived from 33 «fa is thus formed ?j«r + w«t

( III. 1. 28 S. 2303 )-«fr<rran> Now add to this root Rf<t, thus rTpmr + ftFI.

-«tm (the 81 of *j is dropped by VI. 4. 48 S. 2308 and the *i is

elided by VI. 1. 66 S. 873 ) *fpTr "protector." The second mqi («Tfi«nRD

is an upapada compound.

Now we give examples of •jffrT^T &c. of S. 652 :

—

-So S
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( 2 ) fffftiqifi, as ®*v\m ^i^Wfifflr*., 'near to Krishna,' But In

**wrwm*, ftmt affl. ^KIT Wt there is no avyayibhava. Because by

the vartika srr*ra(; <rfar &c. ( S. 544 ) the words flifisn; and Prararr govern

Accusative case. If -there were compounding, there would have been no

necessity of that vartika. Similarly by sutra arsaincrfj; &c. S. S95, ^ty^
governs the Fifth case, and therefore would give rise to no compounding.

3. Stsftpw;—As w$ 'well or prosperous with the Madras';

3J*T«TO
' well with the Magadhas.'

4. sgfsmTff ;—As ffarf^* ' ill with the Gavadikas ;
' -gafa ' ill with

the Yavanas.' The word vyridhi means ft*fflr «R(v3; " want of prosperity,

adversity."

$. wrxrWBT'T ;—As nt4RJ«R» ' free from flies ;
' R<f<frafE»i; ' free from

mosquitoes.'

6. BTSTaprqrr ;—As faff*?* ' on the departure of the cold weather
'

;

or *rR-rf?pi»i. ll Atyaya means " destruction, departure,"

7. srqfJjfiprTJt ;—As wrra^5fr«i ' past ( not now ) the time of wearing

quilts,' so also srfti%i£" Past the time of sleeping," i. e. time to awake.

8. ^s^rgvifar^
;
_As tfii $ft ' the exclamation Hari ' ( thus %soRn|

Ifit?ft «ra?r ' in the house of the Vaishnava there is the cry of Hari Hari
'

).

9. <J*inr«rsT ;—As r«#: Tsrtif^sTjit^wj "after Vishnu." The word

<j«ffrfj however itself cannot be so compounded ; as Patanjali uses it separa-

tely in ?rffi wrfltf^fr see Mahabhashya on I. i. 57 S, 50 and II. 2. 24.

10. ifuj^^j;—The meaning of the word ajtff is four- fold, viz.,

correspondence, 2. severalty or succession, 3. the not passing beyond
something, 4. and likeness; thus ( 1 ) erg^n*. 'in a corresponding, or

becoming or suitable manner.' (2) o&fa 'according to each or

several object of signification.' The word jjjh is a karmapravachantya
also when it denotes severalty, and so there will be no compounding
but a sentence optionally having an accusative case,

( 3 ) wniT^R according,
to one's ability.' (4) ^fi "like Hari" Here *r? is changed to ST, See
also example 13 further on.

11. <mgS5$r*r!T j~-As sr^sqs ffRptfsg vnRP 'let your honors enter

In the order of seniority.'

12 w<l<ra?tr«r
;_As sr«T* ^f? ' simultaneously with the wheel'

Here g^ i s formed from ^ni ^«T<r?[ or g^OT u At this stage
applies -the next sutra, by which ** which has the meaning ofg*Wlis
changed to g- 11
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$.€.0 1 wsaprrwrer srrara 1 $ 1 \ 1 ^ 11

STPrP *r«m 1 scircrRM sref^ri 1 srg^q^ srr?T*rr^- staf%nfffi H<r: 1 ^rtca^^^n

660. *r is the substitute of *s%, in an Avyayibh&va,

when the second member is not a word denoting time.

Thus sreajrcifij, but ^^hjin when the second member is a time

denoting word ( II. i. 5 ).

13- ^KJPR^T ;—As JERrrer ' like a friend.' Though this could have

been formed by example 10, as i^f?, the repetition of shtswi is for the sake

of indicating that compounding will take place where sadrishya is

secondary even,

14- ^frPWJ ;—As Ktfjrq, ' as warriors ought. ' The differenca

between ?t<|% and 3*rnf is this, that the former means " abundance of

prosperity," the latter " acting according to one's nature, or befitting one's

self."

15. srraTWTspT ;—As $£vm. 'even to the grass '
i. a the whole, not

leaving even a scrap, as in the sentence g^Jir*rf% ' He eats up every thing,

even the straw.' The sense is not that he eats the straw, but that he eats

everything.

1 6. 8T5rT«r^sT ;—As snifr ' he studies as far as the chapter of fire ' ( 1. 1,

the whole Veda ).

wmzsfr m nwwv stow ' 3*n *r ' ^r?R^mrw < tfwtmtf «wro«ft

661. The indeclinable word yatha, when it does

not signify ' likeness , is invariably compounded, with a

word ending in a case-affix, which is in construction

with it, and the compound is called an Avyayibhava

Samdsa.

Thus »wr^{«t. BTiR'tfHT'nt'afWJ " invite every old Brahmana." So also

Why do we say ' when not signifying likeness?' For there is no

composition when likeness is indicated. As qqrjfi^W W- ' As is Hail
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so is Hara ' Here ?W denotes comparison with Hari, Thus the compounding

under cl. (,io) when .*wr means m*M °r under cl. (14), having the same-

meaning is prohibited here by.

662. The indeclinable word yavat, when it sig-

nifies limitation, is invariably compounded with a word

ending in a case-affix which is in construction with it, and

the compound so formed is called Avyayibh&va.

The word swtflrat means accurate ascertainment, restriction or

limitation. As, qpnM BWTmTTWK* ' invite so many Br^hmanas only and

not more as there are pots': i.e., if there are five pots then invite five

Brahmanas ; if six pots, then invite six Bramansa.' hit*, jftol. JmrrTr*

" Bowing the head down so many times as there are the verses," i. e. saluting

the God with every verse.

Why do we say ' when meaning limitation ' ? Observe nr^xT Wfl[

igpOTt ' I ate so long as it was given to me,' ». e. I do not know for certainty

how much I have eaten,

ttrww 3ro< srr^jrfa 1 ir*r*f far* 1 w %* Tfa ftvitfa ftapr. ti

663. A word ending in a case-affix is compounded

with the indeclinable word prati, when meaning ' a little

'

and the compound is called AvyayilMva.

The word Hr«rr means ' a drop/ ' a little/ ' a wee bit
;

' as, mSfwRr
' a little/ gijn-Rr ' a little of soup,'

Why do we say ' when meaning a little ' ? Observe ^ ?W "Rr W^
«r&fi*pt 'it lightens in the direction of every tree.' Here It is not

compounded.

Mie .—Though the word ^ was, by nnnvritti from efitra II. 1. 2, S. 3656.

understood in this eutra, its repetition in the text is for the purpose of indicating that

the annvritti of the word stsjiji which began with sutra JJ. 1. 6 S. 652 does not

extend further into the subsequent eutras.

The word j^Rr^r being exhibited in the 3rd case-affix is not an upasarjana

( 1. 2. 43 S. 658 ) jnd therefore, it comes as the last member of die compound
(II, 2. 30, S. 654).
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664. The words aksha, 'a die for playing with/

gal&ka" ' an ivory piece used in gambling,' and sankhya
' numeral y are compounded with the word pari, and the

compound so formed is called AvyaySbhava.

Note :—This qptT?* ia restricted to terms applicable to gambling. Thaa there

is a game called panchika, which ia played with five dice or five ivory pieces. When
all these five pieces fall with faces turned upward, or all with faces turned down

wards, then the thrower wins the game. But when the fall is otherwise, he loses.

This compound is confined to words denoting loss in gambling.

Thus w«fWft ' an unlucky throw of dice/ sisn^PTft, ' an unlucky throw oj

of ivory pieces'
' ; so also itsrctR ' an unlucky throw by one over/

W 1 farm U 1 1 1 l\ II

665. The word vibhash& or option governs all the

succeeding sutras.

This :» =111 adhikara sutra. All the rules of compounding given here-

after, are optional. The same sense can be expressed by the uncompounded

words, as by them when compounded, But not so are the compounds which

have been treated of, before this ; for by the jfiapaka of this aphorism

we infer that the compounds taught before must be nitya and not vibhasha.

There is, however, an exception with regard to gegtrr compounding. It

is not nitya, because of the jnapaka of the sutra II. 1. 6. S. 652, for g<;r

would have covered the case of avyayas also ; but the enunciation of a

separate rule about avyayas, indicates that the previous rule ge§<n is an

anitya rule, and the compound so formed may be expressed by a sentence.

Compounds like guff, 3TtIW. WWTft &c mentioned above are invariable

compounds ( fH& ^TRr ), the sense conveyed by the compound term, not

being capable of analysis, by taking the senses of the separate members of

the compounds, or at least not capable of expressing any sense without

Inserting extraneous words on analysis

2J te :—The compounds taught previous to this sutra, like the technical

terms d, tj, *r &c, would be necessarily nitya. because no ^r ia read in those eutraa.

But the author strengthens this inference, by clearly enunciating the present sutra " option
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ally
" Q. H so, then gqjTf sltould also be a nitya, as that has also been taught

anterior to this sfitra 1 Ana. Not so (
the repetition of the injunction with regards"

to tiuleolinables, as contained in II. 1. & & 652 indicates that gegifl compounding

is not nifcya ; because the Indeclinable are ctlso gff and would have been covered by

the rulo of g'^TT &c-

666. The words apa, pari, bahih and indeclinables

ending in ailchu may optionally be compounded with a

word ending in the fifth case-affix, and the compound so

formed will be Avyayibhava.

As srTRWS swrt: or stt fk<WO *JSTC' " The sarhsara is outside or away

from Vishnu." So also, qiu%nfo or «tRr*$»3t: ' round about Trigarta,'

«tffttPPt or «n^far<i 'outside the village' nrr*J nm- or nrrn mTrq; ' east of the

villege.'

Words formed ( from 4
the verb air^ 'to go,' are 3f%r, 'north' ijfa

•east,' &c.

From this sutra we learn by inference ( jflapaka ) that the word arffct

also governs the ablative case ( see II. 3. 29 S. 595 ). But this is not universal,

as we see in g^q errwrarft'r hers h governs the sixth case.

$<« 1 fln^flq^fafcRTT. I 3 1 I I ^ ||

w€':r^.T5^*«isa'^ err m&fa «frss?pft*rra: i arrsfoi stern:.- 1 *rrS%;: i snarrSw ti

667. The word snj^when signifying limit exclusive

or limit inclusive, may optionally be compounded with a

word ending in the fifth case-affix, and the compound so

formed is called Ayyayibhava-

As, STTTT?^* or BTr>rr?T^S5irq[ffff>?T: 'it rained tip to Pataliputra.'

«Tlf«m or nr^srwr w- Trfa%: the fame of Panini extends even to the boys.'

So also aTrsfo tfatv. 01 *ug% *m- ; sTnrrsr fft*^ or 3TrsrrS?«T: 11

$V= i ^gtwrrfascfr srrwg^ u I ? I ?« II

«rrn*gJsn3rsi*rwT'*wft' faf*mw. m irr*^ r sr^ftrwtp TtTrST i *rrtr»rPr i
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668. The words abhi and pvati when implying

direction (towards), are optionally compounded with a

word ending in a ease-affix denoting the limit, or the goal

which regulates or marks the direction ; and the resulting

compound is Avyayibhlva.

The word lakshana means a sign, goal. See also I. 4. 84 and 90

S. 547 and 552 for a further explanation of this word. As a^pr or sTl^Tm

ST5TW THl% ' tne moths fall in the direction of fire.' So also JTcsuir or

aTiJii 5TrS, the sense being, that making the fire their aim OW) they fall to-

wards it.

^tre. 1 argtrcswqr 1 ^ 1 \ 1 \\ \\

*t T^r«f *wm *fit?ra %=t awsr^Trs: *pn=*i?r ^ssqjft*n?f: 1 sTg^Rtroftrirsp \

669. The word ami ' near to ' is optionally com-

pounded with that word, nearness to which is indicated by

the particle, and the resulting compound is Avyayibbl-

va.

As, STgt'T^raRfa: ' the thunder bolt fell near the forest.'

j^r fe . Though this compounding was valid even by stoa 652, becaupe near-

ness is mentioned theio also: it is repealed here in order to show that an Avjitji-

bhtva compound mentioned here is an optional compound after all, and not an

invariable compound like others.

rot i *(*& *mnr. i * i \ i w ii

670. The word ami 'alongside of is optionally

compounded with the word indicative of that whose length

the particle expresses, and the compound so formed is called

Avyayibhava

As, %T3*T»r wwtft ' the city of Benares extends alongside the river

Ganges". ^345=* H^U ' Mathm-a, alongside of the Yamuna, the length of Ma-

thura being measured by that of the Yamuna.'
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671. And the words tishthadgu, 'at the time

when the cows stand to be milked,' &c. are Avyayibbava

compounds.

The w,ords ffiw|g &c, are all irregularly formed Avyaylbhava com-

pounds, Most of these words are epithets of various times. The force of

T in the sutra is restrictive, that is to say these words always form the Avya-

ylbhava compound and nothing else. They are as follow :

—

faBfS " the time when the cows stand still ; i. e, the milking time."

'??j3i awaPTCI. In sTRnfpfW there is the absence of the Present Participial

affix ^\ and in srrarft (which is a conjugated verb), of the masculinisation and

there is added the samasantaaffix stil All these are irregularities. QitraTO QTftSWl

§\%rp\v^%n\, sptwft , ?m^ii% , g«THH. , fasifl*
, s^th* , Promt , smsrui , «n*rcft*m

srr$'n*,sr*;*n»;-, *%n*.
t *$&**., srwrSrar*, $wt% sr^f?*, wremi yi^i*. ?^

wqfirsfi: V. 4. 127. e.g. arrrwr 11

«\s* I <ift it** <rowr *r 1 * 1 1 1 t* W

»ijfr^r wwk 11

672. The words para ' across,' and madhya ' mid-

dle ' may optionally be compounded with a word ending

in the sixth case-affix, when they take the forms pare

and madhye, and the compound so formed is Avyayibbi-
va.

Ordinarily these words would have formed Possessive Tatpurusha

compounds. The present sutra ordains Avyaylbhava instead. The force of

«rr in the text is that the Genitive Tatpurusha compounding also takes place

in the alternative. As, <Tft*jrTf?Rq or n*wmiil * bring across the Ganges.'

»te^*TTrrt or »frrrwrit ' middle of the Ganges.'

Of course according to the option allowed by sutra II. 1. n S. 665
this compounding need not take place at all, the same sense being expressed
by a phrase ; as *\i\wU qrtffj; or nmqr Twin.
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w^tsr* it

673. A numeral may be compounded with a word

denoting ' one belonging to a family ' and the resulting com-

pound is Avyayibhava.

The word^ is of two kinds and means uninterrupted descent of

persons from a common source, whether through (i) birth or (2) knowledge.

A succession of (1) teachers and pupils, or of (2) ancestors and descendants*

would constitute a *ftr
' family.' One born in or belonging to such a w is

called a «R3 or descendant.

As ffcgrW sarrSRt'*?* ' of the Vyakarana which has two sages as its

principal expounders viz., Panini and Pantanjali.' SoPr$r^ s^t^ot^ ' having

three representatives vis., Panini, Patanjali and Sakatayana or Katyayana.'

When we desire to express their equality as regards knowledge, then

both the words are put in the same case : as f|[gf?r or f%gft satraft'tl..

So also when the relationship is by birth: as, q^jf%«irt% HRfiW. 'Twenty-

one Bharadwajas.' These and the subsequent compounds are like Dvigu.

*\s« 1 sr^?t%8r \ * \\ 1 \o II

674. A numeral (sahfcbya) may be compounded

with names of ' rivers ' and the resulting compound is Avya-

yibhava denoting an aggregate.

Ishti:—According to PatanjaH this refers to their Aggregate {tflffrOl

as WPTjfi:
' at the meeting of the seven Ganges,' ff33* ' at the meeting of

the two Yamunas." See II. 4. i, 17.

iwctPwrTft? ffrewiroi ii vrwTj mn'iv- 1 OTffwnjpui

675. A word ending in a case affix is compound-

ed with words denoting the names of rivers, when the

compound word denotes a thing other than that expressed

by the terms of the compound and is an appellative ;
the

compound so formed being an Avyayibhava.

Si s
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The anuvritti of the word sankhya does not extend to this sQtra,

Though this rule is given in the subdivision relating to optional compounds,

it is, however, a Nitya-samasa rule : for no name (Hftr) can ever be expressed

by a sentence, and that being so, these compounds can never be analysed,

As, swjrrTffl.
' the country called Unmatta Gangam.' So also f5tr^cf«m

v.

676. The following affixes are added to tiie ends

of compounds without changing their sense.

Note .—-This is an adlrikftra or regulating sutra.

fnr?rfl*ate
:

a!.¥aiTOfirg-r^ss^af?Hr% i jow : srtfTg'rsrciri. i ffraitrrni; i ws;i

fawn «rig 1 m* 1 ?qrR$i Rrs 1 ^^ijiBTSffBi f??n c?r i fro i %aw i Tsjtj *n<z i %% i

*T ' raw* 1 srcrarrsfT^ ^ i stowi i «rffi<T«R3«ft s*<n: u *wqnr «r 11 usw* 1

ww- «rcfttt fa«f? ?roraretftqrsraRU(hnpffapr: i tost foftrt faqrc^TO%aRrot?r:

'

•wwii <rwr mmm g srawwr% 1 swu bt^^i 11

677. The affix tach comes after the words sarat

&c, when forming an Avyayibhava compound.

Thus ?rc$:*r#T1=3 ,mR ) STfiJ^KW, irfrrftTTOI II

Those words of Ji^rft class which end in a £P3, consonant add in-

variably (pm) the tach, in spite of V, 4. 111, S, 682 The anuvritti of'avayayl-

bhava extends upto V, 4. 113 S. 852

-I*!*?, 2 fi<rr«r, 3 s^g-, £ w^, 5 s<tr^, 6 «m^, 1 f?s,

sflwui 9fl^*, 10 res", n"^*, 12 f^, 18 nj, Mftsi, 15 ^si,
16 ?u£*, 17 a?, 18 nf, lGfspft* 20 hkw m% T (as *qf3K*T*r)>

21 srfirWHir.i'ar S$T: (as sj^jsj, TOtf:, 5CWW., and B}f$$f«i, The second, is Tatpurusha)

20. The word mj assumes the form ^CT in the compound. As 3<r5TW«l. H

21. The words srfa, <rc, ^q and its are compounded with ar# II As, CT3T<H»*. H

It la thu« formed «rfir + irRr +s^=»^ + srjff+r,^(the f is elided by YI. 4. 148 S.

811)-bw«W so also **.*.- l^-TOIT^II Here sfr replaces tlie final ST of ?{,

because we find the form t^fty used by Piinim himselE in III, 2. 115 S. 2171. The

form qfrvri in wuwfaw &o, takes the affix a^ by V. 2. 12? S. 1933 so also

mmt and H*mn (I
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*\s=: 1 war lM«l^rt|
sTvffrrr^qtffam'^wrii it

678. The affix tach conies after an Avyaylbhava
compound ending in 3T^ , as the final of the compound.

Thus^+^rsRt+irwn Now applies the following sQtra, by which

the wrq, of Tr^ should be elided.

679. Of the stem bha, the final «*; with the vowel

that precedes it, is elided before a Taddhita affix.

Thus swsra.. soaHW* 11

z^o 1 stscrqmcnHKCTrqt 1 \ 1 « 1 ?<»£. 11

680. The affix tach comes optionally after an

Avyayibh&va compound, ending with a neuter word, whose

final syllable is 3&n

Note—The word arq, is understood here also. The word * Neuter ' qualifies,

the second i.e. last term of the compound. This allows option, where as th«

previous sutra had made it compulsory.

Thus sq^p? or ^7=^5 II

tt s5* wni 1 wtw. 1 wir* 1 3Tlrof*ira«jL 1 'wftoffrRr 1 »TP«rr«i«T*, a

rrrorui'St 11

681. The affix tach comes optionally after an

Avayayibh&va ending in nadi, paurnamast, and agrah&yarii.

Thus qt«rrs *rirr<T»s;=3<Tfr?«l.or 3qr?rff, 3<T?r<>Hra,
K. or OTirawnif, STtwraR ••

V=*i ipt. \% 1 a 1 m n

682. The affix tach comes optionally after an

Avyayibhava compound ending in a letter of jhay class

( a mute letter )
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J

Thus ^TOftW. or STOI^ <••

tf te
. The V^o here meana the pratyaMra |T?j i. o. all the Mute consonantSs

683. The affix tach comes after an Avyaylbhftva

compound ending in "giri", according to the opinion of the

Grammarian Senaka.

Thus ^qfliftmor srrfnft lit The name' of Senaka Is mentioned for

the sake of respect
(
pujartha ), for the anuvritti of the word vrotcraqm

* optionally " was understood here already,

Here end the Avyayibhavi compounds,
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CHAPTER XVIII.

THE TATPURUSHA COMPOUNDS

•rf^itrtrsipii urajsflil: it

684 From this aphorism as far as aphorism II

2. 23, S. 829 the word Tat-pnrusha is the' governing, word

and is understood in all the following sutras.

Form this sutra as far as the sutra II. 2, 23 S. 829 relating to

Bahuvrihi compounds, the word Tat-pumsha should be read into each sutra.

Note :—The K&rmadhAraya ( Appositional Determinative Compound ) and

Dwigu ( Numeral Determinative Compound ) are also subdivisions of this class of

compounds.

V^ 1 ffcpsr RURU

fftintwn^w gfwrci 1ww ^^i "T^'cnw.ii

685. And the kind of compound called Dvigu

( Numeral Determinative Compound ) is also called Tat-

purusha.

This sutra could well have been dispensed with, by Inserting a ^r in

the sutra II. 1. $2 S. 730, and so that aphorism would mean that a compound

preceded by a Numeral would get the designation of Dvigu as well as

Tatpurusha. The object of its being a Tatpurusha is that *w affix of

samasAnta may be added ; as TW^T*. <•

Note :—The object of making Dffigu a subdivision of Tafc-purusha Componnd

is that the WTfJTW affixes and rules given in V, i. 68-160 S. 676 &o. should apply to

Dwigu also. Otherwise we could well have dispensed with this sutra
;
as stitrs II. 1.

52 S. 730 already defines Dwigu. Thus cr^nr* V, i. 91 8. 788 fem <hK(*ft

(IV, I, 15, 21 i9. 470), an aggregate of 5 princes.' According, to Harwlatta

4ha feminine form is wrong, as *r ie not part of <trjf but of the whole compound.

J0; , »-
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ACCUSATIVE TATPURUSHA.

$*t \ fitcfcrr fsrsrcfraqf^r^retrfHafrccrri^: Ul?U«ll

686. A ward ending with the second case-affix is

compounded with the words Srita ' who has had recourse

to,' atita ' gone by ' patita ' who has fallen upon,' gata ' who

has gone to ' atyasta ' who has passed,' pi^pta ' who has

obtained,' and apaana ( who has reached,' and the resulting

compound i<s called Tat-purnsha.

As 5«crr+pi?ri = f«iirRn(: 'who has had recourse to Krishna.' So also

$'« + wfcf^Sfngi'ft'trs

'

w'10 nas ps ssed over sorrow,'

Vart :—The words mi, »Tr»fr &c. should also be Included. As

rs?IW?f n mwft <mmmn i wfHWs wstaft:

«

687. The indeclinable word swayam ' oneself/

is compounded with a word ending in the affix kta, and the

resulting compound is called Tat-purusha.

The anuvritti of the word fftffar being inappropriate does not

take place ; though, however, it is understood in the next sutra. Because the

word ??r*!H being an Indeclinable, cannot take any case-affix. As^ f^qpTgf

*=**rra $Er: it

mfrtrfrcr* ft^Ht^ TTiriTT^i;^- gar%^ spt^ f5rsifr«rrn i ^fT'srtt mm--
Vi&wivaisin. i tf| stpwt f%ffr *r«rcr ii

688. The word lhatwd in the accusative case

is Compounded with a word ending in the affix ha, when
cemure is implied, and the compound so formed is Tat-
purusha.

As wj^it or nqjrejpr: ( literally lying on a bed ) ; silly, stupid, going
wrong or astray,
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ffPte ! The word %tf means ' censure,' ' blame ' and this sense can be connoted

only by the compound, Word, as a whole, and not by any of its constituent elements.

This compound is also, therefore, a Nitya Compound, though it occurs in the subdivision

relating to Optional Compounds i—because it is impossible to analyse such a compound

and express, by means of a sentence, the sense conveyed by the fauction of the compound

«ord.

There is no compounding when ' censure ' is not meant. As «8|rpFr[^: ' lying

on a bed,'

Why this word should have this opprobrious meaning, will be understood from

the consideration of the following facts :—a person under the Aryan social polity, could

only then enter the married state or the life of a house-holder, as it was called, when he

had completed his Brahmacharya i. e. the prescribed period of bachelor studentship. "All

Brahmacharis were bound to sleep on ground aud not on jsrjrr or cots, so long as thej

were Brahmacharis. A person who without completing his studies, and -without obtaining

the permission of his teacher, entered into matrimony, was originally called, in reproach,

^-j^-j. . wu0 had ascended the couch hi an improper way.' Then the term was extended

to all persons guilty of vile action.

689. The indeclinable word sftmi meaning * half '

is compounded with a word ending in the affix kta, and the

resulting compound is Tat-purusha.

As 'fjrw??ri ' half-done.'

Note :—The word crirH being an aryaya, -and not denoting any substance,

cannot take the affixes of the second or any oase. Therefore, the anuvritti of the word

f^qr would be Inapposite in this aphorism.

*s.o 1 mmt u 1 % 1 ** »

690. The words denoting time, ( hut not duration

thereof) being in the accusative case, are optionally com-
pounded with a word ending in the affix kta, and the

resulting compound is Tatpurusha.

As Trcwftrivtfffi ' the new mcfon/ ( literally , the rtioon that has

begun to measure the month. ),
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This rule applies when duration of time is not connoted by the compound,

which is provided for, in the next aphorism. The word ^TSTP does not mean hero,

as it would otherwise mean by Sutra I. 1. 68, 8. 25 the word-form #;{w but special

Words denoting ^fra tt

691. Words denoting time, being in the accu.

6ative case, are optionally compounded with a word

ending in a case-affix, when used in the sense of complete

connection throughout with the time ( i. e., duration of time )

and the resulting compound is called Tat-purusha.

The word ajrer is understood in this aphorism ; but not sd the phrase

• ending with the affix fK II

'

The word srnjftigiirir means 'u interrupted connection,'

5 .JSjffS'Sra:
' a momentary pleasure.'

— :o:

INSTRUMENTAL TATPURUSHA

*r*ff?FRf &^iftzmt \ %#v*m ^rm^^ntim^^i^wx* n sr? mutt 1

w^fPRjr m*g! ^r^ftsypjr?-" 1 ^r«rTr«ff ^wr^: 1 ?r?$?tf?r r%«* 1 *i%w sj?rcp ,11

692. A word ending with the 3rd case-affix is

optionally compounded with ivhai denotes quality, the quality

being that which is instrumentally caused by the thing signified

by what ends with the third case-affix and with the word

artha ' wealth,' and the compound so formed is called

Tat-purusba.

As sn^WS™* :
= ^TfiirreFT: 'cut by nipper' '^RTr'f; ' wealth acquired

by grain.' The word %%$% is an anomalous compound used only in sutras

and in which the 3rd case affix is elided. It is equal to ^f^fHFT II Why do we

say ' when caused by the word in the instrumental case ? Observe 3r$4HT

qtfUt- ' blind of one eye.' Here sr^r in the 3rd case, is not the instrumental

cause, that produced blindness, and hence there is no compounding.

Note :—The words gqr, g^r are understood here ! and the whole of this sutrt

is &n epilhot of those words. A noun in the instrumental case is compounded with
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a word expressing quality, and with the word sT«J !
.
provided that, the word expressing

quality is itaelf the malt produced by the sense of the word in the instrumental

case.

«tm' rt«r ^r3*tfrt»m«?ff%«rmg<m*r«t?«r<i: 1 83trf»ttrr m^n 11 at*wktojSjir*, *
11

mirror *m?t «

693. A word ending in the third case-affix ia

compounded with the words pvkva ' prior,' sadpiga ' like/

gama ' similar,' ftnartha ' words having the sense of less/

kalaha ' quarrel,' nipuna '.proficient,' mifira ' mixed/ and

slakshna ' polished, sleek ' and the resultiug compound ia

called Tat-purusha.

From this sutra, we learn incidentally that the words <r| &c, govern

the instrumental case.

As, jh%t ovl = »Tr^-grjf 'prior by a month.' in*S£fli Mike the mother,'

fa£?r>f:
' similar to the father,' RTl'^t 95WPPW, qrifa^s* ' a Karshapana coin

less by a masha ' ?frw^f : 'bandying words.' arrant f%sm: 'proficient in the

observances of sacred duties,' Qfftii: 'mixed with jliggery' sti^h^tt;;
1 polished in behaviour.'

Vart

:

—The compounding takes place even when fk*g is preceded

by an Upasaiga. This we infer from VI. 2. 1 54 S, 3888 "The word {ppst ia

acute on the final after an Instrumental case, when it is not joined with any

preposition and does not mean a compact." This shows that it takes upasarga

also. Thus we have g:fSTR»ffr t^Rr: 11

Vatt\—The word aj^ should be enumerated in the list, as iWC^t:
' later than a month. 1

ee.y i ^grcot $?a n%^v^ \\\^ \%\\\

>cirtqr $jftm 1 ^ornrsig ST*cfarfa33f?hmr*ii. 1 ^ 3t^<t «WR<s$r n 1 t>?ff Rki i

694. A word ending with the third case-affix,

when it denotes the agent or the, instrument ( II. 3. 18

)

is compounded diversely with what ends with a krit

52 S
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affix ; and the «oompoimd so formed is called Tatpuru-

sliti.

As^ffT^i^^f?^: ' killed by the snake * *ngr%P 'divided by the

nails.' «Kt$fe®H'- 'cut by the axe/ w?<*TWT. « *f?WT ; "

Yart :__The word frf here includes not only simple kridantas, but

words preceded by a Gati or a karaka even. As not only T^fa*; but spsfofw

also.

Why do we say 'when denoting the agent or the instrumtnt't

Observe PrftffJpjfa'fT: ' dwelt wilh alms," Here the force of the 3rd case is that

of >jj: mentioned in sfttia II. 3. 21 S. 566 and not that of II. 3. 18.' S. 561.

The word ^ggr shows that there is a general relaxation of all the rules

and conditions. Observe qfaor g^P^ * cutting with the sickle.' "TC^rrg-Jprii;

cutting with the axe.' Here there is no compounding. But there is com-

pounding where otherwise there ought not to be, because of the word ?r§?*.

—

as, ctrW^R: and t^ "'fiTOs. Why do we say with a kridanta ? See 3ji%: qnftt

tfW where <wrtnrcrt is a verb and not a kridanta noun.

Pariihas/ta :—' A k^it-affix denotes, whenever it is employed in

Grammar, a word-form which begins with that to which that krit affix has

been added and which eiids with the krit-aftix ; but moreover, should a Gati,

or a noun such as denotes a case-relation, have been prefixed to that word-

form, then the krit-affix must denote the same word-form together with the

Gati or the noun which may have been prefixed to It,"

695. A word ending with the third case-aifix when

it denotes the agent or the instrument., is compounded op-

tionally with a word ending ia zkritya affix, when an exaggera-

ted statement (whether of praise or of censure) is implied, and

the compound is Tat-pumsha.

As ^WWU ?°t ' thin grass' (so fragile that it can be cut by wind.) It

is praise, denoting softness, or it may be the reverse ; denoting weakness,

So also ^rrsffSrarf^ ' a full river ' (so full that a crow may dip his beak,

Into it and drink while sitting- on the bank. In this sense it is praise. It

may be censure also, and it will mean a shallow river, so shallow that a crow

may dip his beak into it and touch the bottom and drink.)
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696. A word ending -with the third case-affix and

denoting a condiment, is optionally compounded t</t£/» a word

ending in a case-affix, signifying /oocf, and. the resulting com-

pound is called Tat-purusha.

That which is to be prepared is called %m, and that which prepares

IsMjsMT/as ^"faTs^S^rsTr^aWP ' rice prepared or made relislrable with

curd.' The words food ' and ' condiment' as represented. in. the above com-

pounds, are connected in sense by a verb understood

697. A word, ending with, the 3rd case-affix and

denoting a relish giving or refining ingredient
t
is compounded

mth a word meaning, victuals, and the compound ia

Tatpurnsha.

As gram; ' barley prepared with juggcry ;

'

Anything eatable, whether hard or soft, is called ^n •. its refinement

is called PtPff^KOT «

j/-e{e
. I'lie cormootion here ako between the two words h established by a

Verb- understood.

THE DATIVE TATPURUSHA

698, A word ending with the 4'th case-affix is compo-

unded with what denotes that which mfor the purpose ofwhat

ends with the 4th case-affix., and so too with the words artha
1 on account of/ halt * a soorinee/ hita ' salutary/ «*4fa&
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' pleasure ' and rqkshita ' kept,' and the compound is called

Tat-purusha.

The words ggr
, STtf are understood in this sQtra : and the whole sfltra

qualifies these words.

By the expression *Rtf ' for the purpose there of,' the special

relation of a material and its modification alone is, by Patanjali here, held

to be intended. This we infer from the jnapaka of the words bali and rakshita

used in this sutra, As gqt«t ?15 • =afW ' wood for stake' ( that is wood

which by modification will be changed into a stake ). But not so here,

tfOTra wn# ' pot for cooking.' So also or srTWff^lrg'Sn?'! ' the wood mortar

for threshing.' The words like wrercr &c are Genitive compounds.

From this surra we may also infer that the Dative case conveys also

the sense of ' for the purpose there of.' The word H3*iH is taken as

one word by some, meaning ' a thing serviceable there to.' See VI. 2, 44.

S. 3777. For accent see VI. 2. 45 S. 3779.

Vatt :—With the word srtf the compound so formed is a Nitya

compound ( an invariable compound ) and agrees in gender with the word

which it qualifies ; as, fl^rtf: ST "soup for the twice-born" wrsmr^l'W
'milk for the sake of Brahmans;' and fa^rrqt W*E! ' gruel for the

twice-born.' So also *r?r sfjfr: 'a sacrifice for bhutas' isrrrgtjrfRis 'a

sacrifice for the great Raja.' ifrnM ' what is good for cows.' tftjusr

'whatsis pleasant for cows' vnxmt 'what is kept for cows,' (as grass).

-:o:-

THE ABLATIVE TATPURUSHA

^m*A *wn; 11 wftatftfitvfiRfftft wan * h %*s$w. i ^tftRr: i ^4V-.

»

699. A word ending with the 5th case-affix is option-

ally compounded with the word hhaya ' fear,' and the

compound is Tat-purusha.

Note :—Thn phrase j|t£ gtr is understood here, And the nutr-a qualifies it.

As^rrr5t!r»l='^TT*rt ' fear from thieves.'

Vart :—So also with the words •%%, vfntr and vfti as fqjifttPi fm?rf?t*,

m*tfr- ii

.Note:—This p£itr« is an expansion of sutra II. 1. 32 S. C94 and an exposition

of the word ^§a there. 80 that we jnnj buve the following compounds also : irreftifrT'

' gone put of the tillage.' *rq»f ?rgifji II
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700. A word ending with the 5th case-affix is

compounded with the words apetm 'gone away,' aPodha
'carried away,' mukta 'freed' pafta 'fallen,' apatrasta,

< afraid of,' when the action takes place in a gradual manner,

and the compound is called Tat-purusha.

As, g*srrw ' gone away from pleasure' qpTOfrrt ' can ied away by
imagination ' =ra>g?F: " freed from the wheel.' wfafifa: ' fallen from heaven.'

flT5fCT*5T ! ' afraid of the waves.' This is an expansion of II. 1. 32. S. 694.

Why do we use the word *tft*T: ' when the action is gradual' ? It

shows the limited range of this kind of compounds. Not every ablative word
can be so compounded. Hence there is no compounding at all in the

following case :—«TSr3Tf[ TfiNP, ' fallen from the mansion.' For here the

fall, is violent and sudden, and not gradual and slight.

vs'a? I ^^cTO^p3$s«n% Tfr* 1 % 1 { 1 $<, 11

701. "Words with the sense of stoka * a little,'

antiha ' near,' dflra ' far,' and also the word krichchhra
' difficulty,; ending in the 5th case-affix are compounded with
what ends in kta, and the compound is Tat-purusha.

As #rat^g?K! ' loosed from a littile distance,' *TPrr*f*R: II

So also «Tf^T*l«m?T: ' come from near ' *rM*TOr*r»T?r ' come from near '

^TUmif! ' come from far.' p(!T?;5:r?f«T<T: ' come from a distance,' fW£nrr»W: ' come
with difficulty.' ^^55 srtu- obtained with difficulty.'

By rule VI. 3. 2. S. 959 the case-affix is not elided in compounds of
this kind.

-:o:-

THE GENITIVE TATPURUSHA
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702. A word ending with a sixth case-affix is

compounded with a case-inflected word with which it is in

construction ; and the compound is Tat-purusha.

As ^sr. gw"^w :

' the kine's ma"''

fjfvfiOT fRf wws'Jtfs *kt fiflr*r«f trf^Jw^fsuq. i sffaf ^hk-- s^«r: i sr$f«rf ifttc: i

703. A word ending with a sixth case-affix is

compounded with the word y&jaka ' sacrificer ' &c, and the

compound is Tat-purusha.

As HrsWirWFf: ' a Brahmana's sacrificer,'

The compound which was ordained by the last aphorism, would

have been prohibited by II. 2. 15 S. 309 in the case of qranr &c. ; hence

the necessity of the present aphorism to guard against such a prohibition.

( ursrorft

)

1. ^ra^ii 2. gsHju 3. qfisrnsrii 4. Tr?^ n 5. qft^israui

6 *mra? °r wrfr^ ii 7. wrwrnre? » 8. ^r?^ or ?«rr?^ u 9. a#»r

»

10, ^ II 11. vra II 12. w»r>Rt II' 13. irf?prrapffll 14. qT^H 15. g^i|

3 6. W*H
F«^:—A word in the genitive case is compounded with a word

expressing a quality which abides in the former word. As sramtf: ' Brah-

mana-caste.' -^rsriTs* ' sandal- scent,' tfiftviTTO* ' the wood- apple juice,'

Vart:—So also with an adjective in the comparative degree ; and

«K the sien of comparison is elided. Thus s^t *x%w. ** %$fa$: 'the whitest

of all.' «?ki TfTr^-cr^HW^ 'the greatest among all.' Tin's ' vartika ' is an

exception in anticipation to the next sutra and the one after next, which

prohibit composition, when the genitive has the force of specification. Thus

JET1UW *ft :
' a cow whitest among all,'

Vart—When a word takes the genitive case, because of its connec-

tion with a word ending in a krit affix ; that word may be compounded

with such a krit word. Rule II. 3. 6$ S, 623 states the conditions when

akrit-formed word governs the genitive case, Thus {«w?r*R: 'a hatchet
f

( a fuel cutter ),
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Why do W e say so ? The very fact that a special rule has been mada
for the compounding of genitive cases governed by krit-uouns, shows that other words
which take genitive case by some special rule, are not bo compounded Such as the
genitive cases ordained by II. 3. 38, 51, 52. In fact, the genitive case ordained
byanyruleofPanini, other than II, 3.50, S. 606 is a ' pratipadavidhana '

genitive-
and a word taking genitive case acco,ding to those rules, is incapable of composition
see V&rtikn under II. 2. 10 S. 704.

'

V9a8 I ?T ffngfeoj I % I % I {• ||

?pnw • ii sf^r sn^ ii

704. A word in the genitive case is not com-
pounded with another, when the force of the sixth case-affix

is that of specification ( nirdharana ).

As ?rorf nfc:sT: mi ' The twice born is the best amongst men.'

Note-.—With this sfltra, begins a series of exceptions to the composition of
words in the genitive case. The separation of one from the many, on account of its

genus, attribute and action, is called ' r.irdbArai.a.' This form of genitive meaning
' amongst,' is ordained by sfltra II. 3. 41. S' 638.

Varl:—A word taking a genitive-case by force of any rule other
than sutra If. 3. 50 S. 606. Is never compounded. Namely the genitives
formed by rules like 6l2, 613, 6r4, &c are incapable of Samasa. Thus the
following words are never compounded aft^RfR»i:, *njrctRi£ 11

** K

\ 1 ^s^rsm^^s^^^w^rrWiiFi i * \\ \ \\ \\

5^1 ^r^R? w^i 1 msjit^j gjwf: i *w mmmm ?w ffW rw«4. art

Sr5fm*wR5Trff Rrq»«r 1

%<l 1 fssrwr g;H %im ?rr i ikm* *«tf: i

?!«(.•
1 wimw sfr^sqii 1 ss^r ^ ^^npr i <re*r<fBg* i ?i> *r*: -i

**»iwitwrtW f»>rrf^5?ft ^ftmtfrrf i^irirw «r*Krore<w *s**r ^s 11
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705. A word ending with a sixth case-affix ia

not compounded with a word having the sense of(l)»n

ordinal, ( 2 ) an attribute, or ( 4 ) satisfaction, or ( 4 ) with

a participle ending in the afax called • sat ' ( III. 2. 127 S.

3106 ) or ( 5 ) an indeclinable, or ( 3 ) ending with the affix

tavva, or ( 7 ) with a word denoting the same ohject ( i. e.,

when they are in apposition ).

The word * artha ' joins with all the first three words, as ( I ) m*q;
' sixth amongst the goods '

; ( 2 ) mm* ^t*"** ' the blackness of the crow,'

wnrorw HUT- 'The Brahmana has white teeth.' This illustration is to be

given when by context the word wns is understood.

The prohibition about guna-cornpounding, is however not universal

:

for we find Pinini himself making such a compound in the following

sutra w^W ^tmnTPTwmj I. 2. 53 S. 1295. Here the word «mnmpR4 is a

guna-compound, the word mwifliwiw being guna. So the compounds ««q^M,

Sfiftrjsr^ are valid.

(3) The word 5 1^ means &c?f or satisfied. qrffPTT gffc?ri ' satisfied

of fruits
;

' %tmi §e?r! The Instrumental compound however is not

prohibited. As <K%T ^r' •» 9>?J^««: II The difference is in accent, It

is adyudatta, while a genitive compound would have been final udatta.

( 4 ) HffiWJ sjfa: ' the servant of a Brahmana ; ' srr&Pirc* aj*rrnr: ' the

servant of a Brahmana.'

( 5 ) *rfT»t« $m ' being done of Brahmana,' SW<W* SW 11

The word avyaya in the sutra means the Kridanta Indeclfnables

only and not every Indeclinable, This we infer from the fact that the word

avyaya here is associated with Kridanta words both before and behind. Nam-
ely «it is a Krit affix and ?tnr is also a krit affix, therefore wisjh which is in

the middle, must refer also to a krit-formed Indeclinable, Therefore, we can

have a compound with Indeclinables other than kridanta, as s*«mft-
«l<Tft H This is according to the grammarian Rakshita. According to

others, namely Kaiyyata' and Haradata, the prohibition applies to every
Indeclinable. But the latter opinion is not sound, as the former is supported
by Patanjali, who uses the compound fljtR 11

( 6 ) mimw «farc. M When however the affix is ««Rf
having the indicatory * ( III. 1. 96) there is compounding ; aswr»W*-
«t 'the Brahmana's duty.' ^^^ 'One's duty/ The difference is in

.accent. (VI. 1. 185. S. 3729"
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(7) fW- <*»«l*?3«l*W 'of the king Patalipurraka' ^rnaf^t f?T^roiH

of the sGtra composer Panini.' So also ss^^«t ww We can how-

ever form a compound like the following &**?rt*n%i?s 1 Even by the general

rule relating to words in apposition one qualifying-the other, as contained in

sutrall.i 57 S. 736 the compound cannot be affected here, because of the word

bahula used in that sutra ; the difference between that sutra and the present

)s as to the position of the words. In the genitive compound, the genitive

word would have stood first if compounded ; not so in. the other, there the

quality stands first.

In the case of flwfcj the compounding takes place. The diherence

fs in accent. 8*3*1 is final svarita as it has an indicatory <j ll Thus g^'wit

formed by flsg^, and W&m* by «wr u In compounding with tfthk* the

gvarita will be retained by $5W»Tt>raws but had there been compounding

with the second ^sq^the udatta would have remained in the middle.

In the phrase «tr$%, the «fr is a jati word, and ^5 is read in sQtra

II. 1. 65 S. 744, and so there ought to be compounding : is it so ? Now
the compounding is ordained by II. 1. 65 S. 744 which applies to all cases

in general ( including genitive ) but that sutra is set aside by the subsequent

ifltra II. 2. 8. S. 702 ; which specifically applies to genitive cases. There-

fore «mmt : should be compounded by II. 2.8 S. 702. But this sutra itself

is set aside by the present sutra, so there is no compounding in' *fr*Hts

either by II. 2. 8 S. 702, or II. I. 65 S. 744. In fact, II. l. 6$ S. 744 finds

its scope in all other cases than the sixth ; while the sixth case will be

governed by the subsequent sutra II, 2. 8. S, 702 ; which itself is limited

by the present sutra.

*friI3ftf?r s^m ftr?<fr w *Kt&p$n «rtft t st**&( 1 <cr?f Tfft gvss sprat <rr 1

706. A word ending with a sixth case affix ia not

compounded with a word ending with the affix ' kta, 7 when

the force of ' kta ' is to denote ' respect ' 'inclination \ and
• understanding.'

The affix fR is added in the sense of inclination, understanding or

respect by sutra III. 2. 188. S. 3089. The present sutra alludes to that ap-

horism when it uses the word S?U'» and puja itself is used only as an illus-

tration and includes the other two significations of ' kta ' also, namely mati.

' inclination,' and buddhi ' understanding/

S3 S
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As ttfrf »RP—

l

5*'—'fira 1 ' tne king wishes, understands or respects.'

But in tnTS'^W "honored by the king," the affix kta denotes past

time, and it is an Instrumental compound and not a genitive compound.

\s»vs 1 arfasRTursrrfoflr *n ? I * 1 1\ ll

707. A word ending with a sixth case-affix is not

compounded with a word ending with the affix ' kta/ when

the force of the latter is to denote ' locality ' in which some-

thing has happened.

As {$q«n mitt t?t gsto? ' here tney h»ve sat
» g°ne °r eaten.

Note

:

—When the affix *r is attached to roota denoting ' fixedness, motion or

•ating,' it gives the sense of Agent and of location in connection with the action

denoted by the roots i, e., that the action is located by the agent in this or that site

(III. 4. 76 S. 3087)

$e* I <5E&far ^ U 1 ?. I ?« II

708. A word ending with a sixth case-affix is not com-

pounded with another, when the force of the genitive case i8

that of the accusative under II. 3. 66 S. 624.

As srrwqf mi fr#rsiftq:T ' the milking of cows without a cowherd is

a wonder.'

Note :—The anuvrltfci of ?K does not extend to this aphorism. The word karma

qualifies Bhashtfoi, Sutra II. 3. 66 8. 624 declares the conditions when, instead of the

accusative, the genitive may be employed i, e., when the agent and the object of the action

denoted by the nouns formed by Itrit affixes, are both used in a sentence, the object is

put in ihe genitive case and not the agent.

qatfii !%iIaf%jH<inrq>?Tg^ s*ra? *ilfc 1 ««r<srgqr mm ffit #wr: 11

709. A word ending with a sixth case-affix is not

Compounded with a word ending with * trich ' or ' aka,' when
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the force of the affixes is that of an agent.

As wrr <BCT ' the creator of waters ' tr3srei >r?Tf ' the holder of thunder-

bolt'

Note :—The word ' kartari ' qualifies the affixes trich and aka. The affix^ is

taught in sfltra III. 1. 133, and the affix ST?ff is not a single affix ; all affixes that have

an element f are *nr i
such as apr or fTfor f7 (sfitra VII. 1. 1.)

It might be suggested that the word vr^ being read In the clas3 of

ijrsra; (II. 2. 9. S. ;o3) ought to be compounded. The word *k there means
• husband or lord,' while in the example we have given, it means ' holder.'

Thus vr*n\ " the lord of world," How do you explain the compound

fagflfttrrs' in trie sentence wrifaftfgi!: ftjfRlWgsT sffrjff:
" The quarrel

of the maker of pots and the ruler of the Three worlds." According to

Kaiyyata it is compounded as shesha shashtfu and it is not a pratipada

vidhana shashthi,

The above are examples of words formed by 3** Now we shall

give examples of words formed by sr^y ; thus w^ir, irons ' the cpoker of

rice'

Why do we say 'when it denotes agent'? Observe *g»tRr<$t >

mbR «ra«jr n%& *r ww 1w mRtm 1 *? f^nj^r^ 1 nut* JF^f3riB??r$*f

710- A word ending with the sixth case-affix

is not compounded with a word ending with ' aka
r

affix when

the force of the genitive case is that of an agent.

As *r?nr : *rtfj(3?r ' your honors' repose,'

The word ' kartari ' qualifies the Genitive case. The Genitive case

has the force of an agent under II. 3, 65 S 623. The anuvritti of ^s is

not to be read Into this stitra. Because a w*sr formed word always denotes an

agent, and so a Genitive case used along with such a word cart, never denote

an agent. Thus ftffr is a word formed with^ affix. It means " creator,"

and in vrfciSi^R! the agent ?R; can never take the Genitive case irv con-

nection with «sf denoting the agent. But with^ Of*** III. 3. 1 1 I S. 3288)

we have ^f^urr where iR can take the Genitive case, as ?*> «f$i*f ° Hari's

turn of creating."
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mkftfi r>** ant sr*m ii

711. A word ending with a sixth case-affix is in-

variably compounded with a word ending with aka, when

this affix denotes a sport or a livelihood ; and the compound

is Tat-purusha.

Thus 33JftsRg*THflra»T ' a sort of game played by the people In the eas-

tern districts in which udd&laka (lasora vernacular) flowers are broken or

crushed.' Here 055 denotes mere action by III. 3. 109 S. 3286, and forms a

Name. As an example of livelihood we have fj??jNrfi: "one who earns his

bread by painting or marking the teeth.' Tstlrersfr: ' a nail-painter by pro-

fession.'

Note:—This is a Nitya-samafta incapable of analysis. The anuvritti of

the word ' na ' which began with II. 2. 10 S. 704, does not extend farther. The affix

*w never has the sense of sporting lor livelihood ; the only examples possible are of

'aka.'

Why do we say * when meaning sporting or livelihood.' Observe

3fR3T SSTTfr nf*3rerr ll Here neither the 055 denotes the agent nor the

genitive gsfr^'r is a w»lrR «T& 1) Therefore both the preceding two sutras

can not apply. Now the compounding will be the usual genitive

compound by sutra II. 2, 8 S. 702 which is optional, and to set aside

that usual optional compounding, the present sutra is ordained which

makes the compounding compulsory. Similarly ^h^t*: M In this the

aka ST^fT denoting the agent could not have been compounded

with a genitive, by virtue of the prohibition of the preceding sutra;

therefore, to accomplish both these objects in view, the sutra-kara has made
this present sutra, and so the compounding by this is invariable. In other

words, the present sutra sets aside the 'option of II. 2. 8. S. 702 in the case

of 3?r5T^r3«T *ti%3rr, and the prohibition of II. 2. 15 S. 709 In the case of

jnTRsrars 11

orientm isfai ^t^ ^srjjqjuftfaeijwft 1 ntfujirarrer* 1 <#

<nfti«w fa* 1 «$ ««5h «in^ 1 <rrofa««3\i fa* j "a&aarempr

»
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712. The words pftrva ' frout,' apara ' near,'

adbara ' lower,' and uttara ' upper,' are compounded when

in construction with, a word signifying a thing that has

parts, provided that the thing having parts is distin-

guished numerically by unity ; and the compound is Tat-

purusha.

Note:—The word 'ek&dhikavana' (the unity of substance) ia the attribute

of or qualifies the word ' ekadesin.' This debars the Genitive Tat-purusha compound
ordained by II. 2. 9 S. 702 which would ha,?e placed the words ' pvlrva' &c, last in the

compound, whereas being here exhibited in the nominative case (I. 2, 43 and II. 2. 30),

they take the precedence.

This is an ar av&da or exception to Genitive compounding under

II. 3. 8 S. 702, Thus «tif + ^raW" 2^3W ' the front of the body '
; sw^raj:

* the back of the body
'

;

Why do we say ' what signifies a thing that has parts ' ? Observe

*i «rr*T'. gtrnf^J H Why do we say ' distinguished numerically by unity '? Ob-

serve w^nswwn' the fore-most of the pupils' : because here the substratum

( adhikarana ) is not unity ( eka ). But the compounds like TntMj: 'noon ';

fnmV' ' evening ' are con ect, because the word 'anna' is compounded with

every word signifying its parts, as we learn this by inference from sutra

VI. 3. no S. 238.

Some say the rule which we have inferred from the Jfiapaka of

sutra VI, 3 1 10 S. 238 is not confined to btjh only, but applies to all words

denoting time : as the jnapaka is general, and not merely limited to a par-

ticular word. As a result, we get compounds like *t«n ^T"" 1 and qf^'erww: in

the examples given in the text above,

V9^
I «ft 5T5«*** I 51 1 Si I * It

713. The word «r|[ when it signifies 'exactly

equal parts i e. halves,' is always neuter, and is compounded
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with a word signifying a thing that has parts, provided that

the thing halved is numerically one ; and the compound is

Tat-purusba.

VArt:—A word which has one fixed case, while the word compound-

ed with it may vary its case, is an upasarjana, except when the case is a

Genitive one. This is an exception to sfltra. I. 2. 44 S. 655. Therefore a

Genitive noun denoting part, though fixed, will not be upasarjana. Thig

prohibition of upasarjana relates to ij^trwflfte that is, to compounds denot-

\x\g parts of a substance, and not to a Genitive case in general. Therefore

inqwtfirsrTfqWfrci-TTOff il Here Jsrgr though in the Genitive case, gets

upasarjana designation, and consequently it is shortened by »Ttfll*jf &c,

I, 2. 48 S. 656 The result of which is that the compound gets -tfhr 11

But in srf fi*7F*W ! = •T'fffiwfl' the word fteqr5ft in the Genitive does not

get upasarjana designation, as the present vartika applies to it, because it is

ekades! ; and so we have no shortening.

The word s?£ is neuter when it means exactly equal parts or bisec-

tion.

The word (jsrfftm. and fsRrFSWT are understood here. This sutra

also debars II. 2 9 ; as snfritaiNW = *rafr?«"wft 'a half of the pepper'; t*sj

WNmrsift 'a half of the Kosltaki.'

Why do we say ' when it is neuter '? Otherwise we have qr*r& ' half

the village' qirtrV' 'half the city,'

The word ' ekadesin ' must also be taken here. Thus in the sentence

*T# TtrNNrtW ' a half of the animal is of Devadatta '; we cannnot compound
the word 'ardha ' with ' Devadatta.'

The word ' ekadhikarana ' must also be taken here. So we cannot
compound 1*$ fq*?5rRr* ' the half of the peppers.'

«*« 1 fsc&T?cfr^g£gsfW*i?re5JTpi: I s* i * i $ II

714. The word dvitfya, * second,' .tritlya « third,'

Chaturth a ' fourth,' and turya 'fourth,' are optionally com-

pounded with that word which signifies a thing that has
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parts, provided that the thing having parts is distinguished

numerically by unity The compound so formed is called

Tat-pnrusha.

Note :—This also debars II. 2 9. By the force of the word ' optionally •

used here, II. 2. 9. 8. 703 also applies. The prohibition contained in II, 2. H.
705 as to the compounding of r g-enifcive with aa ordinal, does not apply

here; for that rale can find its scope in other ordinals than those mentioned

here.

As ffl^w*«fir5CT
,.™ff?ftafH^T ' second begging.' When we apply sutra

II. 2. 9 S. 703we have ftwwrfo.

Why do we say " which signifies a thing that has parts ?"

But we cannot form compounds, for reasons given in the last sutra,

of the phrases f|m«r ftwrar i»r§£irw.

By force of the word sr^WftW " optionally " read in this sutra,

though it was not necessary, as the same effect could have been got by the

the great option (Mahavibhasa of sutra II. 1. 11 S. 665 ), we infer that the

sutra II. 2. 1 1 S. 705 is set aside in the case of these words, and so we can

form usual compounds also under sutra II. 2. 8 S. 702. For these words are

all ordinals, and so would have come under the prohibition of II. 2. 11 S. 705.

Thus we have ffcrtq PT^JTOP - fwrfftfr«n by II. 2. 8. S. 702 and by the present

sutra f|?iNr>TW it Thus there are two forms.

vsw 1 srrarc% ^ f&eftagr I * i r i « it

715. The words prapta ' obtained/ and apanna
' obtained ' are optionally compounded with words ending in

a second case-affix and form Tat-purusha compound.

The anuvritti of the words ' ekadesin ' and ' ekadhikarana ' does no%

exist here. This aphorism states an alternative course to rule II, I. 24

S. 686. Thus we have JTrR^r^' (mm sfrf^ri) or SfffrerruiH: ' obtained his-

livelihood.' So also BTPmafliW' or sffi^qjriH!.

In this sutra, the word ft$T«rar is a compound of rttafaw + wj aD(*

the sutra ordains wr substitution also, in case of feminine gender, Namely

mm and frrrm arc shortened to «rm and WTO H In other words the sutra
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should be translated thus :
—

" The words trra and trrTsr are optionally com-

pounded with words ending in a second case affix, and focm Tat-purusha

compound ; and there is the substitution of short Wr for long srr if these words

are in the feminine." Thus sftfastf «TtW ^ft -* smnftf^^r. Here *»jr is not

upasarjana, and no sutra would have shortened this. Similarly rrwnaftw »

But if we compound it under sutra II, 1. 24 S. 686, then we have *|?ftsRi WW
«ft*#<Wr«rmr«

716. Words denoting time are compounded when

in construction, with words denoting the object whose

duration is measured by the time, and the compound is Tat-

purusha.

This is also a kind of genitive compound. As «rr#lr 5JRTHI - WHHP
month old ' (born a month ago.) So also ^HtWirar: ' a year old ' and

SJPtffP " Two days old." This is a compound of two words sj? and mm,
as Rifr -5rr?r«l ro«nf*w •• T^e word 5?' ltseIf *s a Dvigu Aggregate

Compound, and is thus formed gfrrjp WIT?WW?: n Thus ff + Wfl +^
(V. 4. 91 S. 788)=fit + BT*+JiT (VH. is elided by VI. 4. 145 S. ;8o

)

Slf.- 11 Now this sEtf: is <w word and so is compounded with *r?rra M

But if the analysis be f «T*sft *W« W*f «:, then the form will be

Knpmri; and here arises the difficulty of compounding more than two

nouns at a time. For the rule is that ont noun is compounded with another

noun, and not thrit three nouns can be compounded simultaneously, To ob-

viate this difficulty we have the following.

Vattika :—Enumeration should be made of a Tat-purusha eompouna
of more than two words, for the sake of accomplishing a Dvigu, with the

third or last word denoting the thing measured, So we can compound

% WTffr iw« into Qfimri ll The st** is changed to *r& by V. 4. 88 S 79^
But in the first case, we form a Samahara compound, and so V, 4. 89 S, 791
applies, and we have no 8Tf substitution.

;o: -, ,. -
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THE LOCATIVE TATPURUSHA

\S^\S I ^Hifr 5iVf : I * I \ I yo II

wjrftfir «a- 1 fwr*tfT: it

717. A word ending with the' 7th case-affix is com-

pounded with the words gaurida ' skilled ' &c. and the com-

pound is Tat-purusha.

Note ;—The word (ftr'^s in the sftfcra being in the plural number indicate*

a claaa of words beginning with gaunda*

As e^S #>;?:= 3-.«fT*Ti
o:3":' skilled in dice.' A word ending with

«Tfa will take the affix 13 ( fa by V. 4. 7. S. 2079) and will be a m^ com-

pound. Thus f^rem'

The following is the list of ^r^frff words :— r ^^, 2 «fr. 3 flrar*,

4 «nr7' S T*rar> 6 spffa, .79T*cTC when meaning place, 8 wrfa, 9 q^(
(or stf^s)

19 «ri®T?T, 11 $W, 12 ^isr, r3 Rrjor, 14 ^wtrar' .15 ****, and 16 «ifa.

718. A word ending with the 7th case-affix is com-

pounded with the words siddha ' perfected,' gushka ' dried,'

pakva ' cooked ' and handha ' bound/ and the resulting

compound is Tat-purusha.

As, *(Nil$ttf%3r- ' perfect in sankasya,' "»r?H3J«!>'. ' dried in the sun.

Wrefilfv ' cooked in pot.' srspsrs^! ' bound on the wheel.'

^?e. 1 ^r^or *ft 1 3 1 ? 1 8% 11

719. A word ending with the 7th case-affix is com-

pounded with the word dhvanksha, ' a crow,' (and with

synonyms of crow) when contempt is implied ; and the re-

sulting compound is Tat-purusha.

As, tfV4s»fter: ' a crow at the satcred bathing place' i. e., a very greedy

person ; as a crow in a bathing place does not remain long anywhere, so

54 S
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a person who goes to his teacher's house and does not tarry there long, is

called a sfNhKPlT: or a tfffcrraST:.

Note:—When it ha3 not this meaning, there is no ooxnpounding: as

(ftqf&IT$tt§refa
<
- ' There is a, crow in the sacred bathing place.'

VS^O I W^W I * I { I V* II

720. A word ending with the 7th case-affix is

compounded with words ending with a kritya-affix (a fut.

pass. Participle) and the resulting compound is Tat-purusha,

when ' debt ' is implied.

Note

:

—This compound is confined to the words formed by the kritya affix

Hlj and not to every kritya-formed word.

As, nra?4 ' a debt repayable within a month.' The case-affix is not

elided optionally by VI. 3. 14. S. 972. Otherwise we have rt\m% 11

By using the word t&g we indicate by implication any appointed

time in general, and not merely a time for the payment of a debt. Therefore

we get compounds in the following case also :— &rf£
a
>ri| SHT ' the Sama that

should be sung in the morning.'

*\\ 1 sfsrroni 1 * 1 ? 1 aa 11

ira*^ iTr win. ssrrar* 1 *ra%r stscrrcnTn^wrr^lrsjra: i w^hw: i **

tows 1 *s*s?»rarH«ir j^ia*. 11

721. A word ending with the 7th case-affix is in-

variably compounded with a word ending in a case-affix,

when the compound thus formed is used as an appellative,

and it is called Tat-purusha samasa

.

A sanjfta is expressed by the complete word, hence it is an invari-

able (nitya) compound
; for we cannot express an appellative by a sen

tence.

As, vj^X ftmn'- ' wild sesamum ' yielding no oil ; any thing which
•does not answer to one's expectation. So also <ft qftrw: ' anything found
unexpectedly.'

The case-affix is not elided, in this case, in accordance with sutra
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VI. 3. 9- S. 966. The 7th case-affix is not elided after words ending in

consonants or in short «t when the compound denotes appellative.

722. The names of divisions of day or night end-

ing with a 7th case-affix are compounded with words ending

with the affix kta ; and the resulting compound is Tat-

purusha.

As, $*fs?T$?W ' 9one In the morning.' <*{TOr«r?>fl ' done In the last

part of the night.'

Why do we say ' members or divisions of day and night ?* Observe

•Tff^r ICTL ' seen in day.'

VW* HI* I * I * I M II

723. The word tatra ' there/ which is a word

ending with the 7th. case-affix, (V. 3. 10S. 1957) is compound-

ed with a word ending in kta, and the resulting compound

is Tat-purusha.

Thus wfg^l. ' eaten there.'

Note :—By making this a compound, the same purpose is served as in sutra

II. 1. 25. S. 687 namely, these two words form one word and get one accent.

«V* I %^ I 5fc | \ [ «\S II

724. A word ending with a 7th case-affix is

compounded with a word ending with the affix kta,

when 'censure' is implied, and the compound is Tat-

purusha,

As, m^liKftira ?r l?m ' thy this work is as if an ichneumon stand-

ing on hot ground " (metaphorically said of the inconstancy of man):
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Note:—The 7th case-affix is not elided in the case of this s&tra also. Sea

SiHra VI, 3, H,

«^ I *&«&&«[*« I S I S I «< 11

725. The words like patre-samita ' a dish-com-

panion ' (a parasite), &c, are Tat-purusha compounds, when

contempt is implied.

"Note :—All these are irregular compounds. Some of the words contained

In this list are compounds formed with the past-participle (qR) ; they could have

been formed by the previous aphorism also. Their inolusion in this list is for the pur-

pose that their first member should have udabta on the beginning ; because all the

words belonging to this class, are a subdivision of a larger class called ' gqffftwft

Class ' treated of in sutra VI. 2. 81.

Thus the following is the list of the words :—tfrtsfJfaP, 2 "fr^srfW! ' a

parasite' (constant at meals or dinner (time). 3 sjktct^ 4 ag*<Kfgr3:,

n nm^r*?*. 12 sTirctrcRP, l 3 TRifts^i 14 fWf§r<s, 15 faarcirc:, 16 "i??^,

17 »tMf:, 18 Tfs*%^> 19 «t?Rrf3Rft, 20 irfsaiwi, 21 «t?n?7. 22 Vfor^f, 23 «%n:.

24 arffsr., 25 n^fKi, 26 srrerfstewsip, 27 nt«5|tc!, 28 «tt«f%r3f<fc 29 niw^ft

30*^75:, 31 ^ir^sr', 32 ifitirnw, 33 graffarffrS-cr, 34 ^ftgtr 11 The force

of *% in the sutra is to restrict it to these very words. Therefore, we cannot

compound ww: TTHflWWP, and it cannot form part of another compound.

726. A case-inflected word denoting an action

which naturally precedes in time (pftcvakAla), and the words

eka 'one,' sarva 'all/ jarat 'old/ purana 'ancient/ nava 'new/

and kevala 'only,' are compounded with their co-ielative

case-inflected words which are in the same case with them

;

and the compound so formed is Tat-purnsha.
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tf te\—These compounds could have been formed by the rule II. 1. 57

g, 736 bnt their especial enumeration here is for the sake of placing these words

fliat in the compound, in the case of the word ^37 there is further object of pre-

cluding the prohibition of Sfttra II. 1. 50 S. 727.

The phrase ||<T §TT is understood here, the whole sufcra qualifying it.

Words -which separately can be applied to many distinct and different

objects, when they apply to one common object, are said to be in apposition

(HHRn^lWtf) or Riding in a common substratum

In the present subra the word-form pArva kala is not to be taken (I. 1. 68 S.

25) but its signiflcates ;
while of 'the rest qefj &a , the very word-form is to be

taken. A word denoting action which naturally precedes in time, is compounded

with i a word denoting aotion which naturally succeeds it.

As, wrarfRw 'bathed and perfumed.' fwq-'ftfjsr'i; 'ploughed and

levelled.' ^irewi. ' burnt and healed.' t^w ' having one master.'

(fSifasrr 'begging once in a day.' *r$nrf|t3TP " all the members of a sacrifice."

^jsun " all men." STCSTCcfl' ' old elephant.' SKq^rfararr 5 ' old logician '

srcijra-
-

' °^ occupation.' jWPfaisrair: old Mimansakas. gtfurrcsnr«t ' an

old habitation.' So *mr*sRT :
" New students.' HSr?^* U %?r?5 WfJWP

" Only grammarians."

Why do we say ' when' they are in the same case ?' Observe ^sff^n

sirzr ' one's petticoat.'

These and the subsequent compounds are Karmadharaya Compounds
(I. 2. 42.)

727. The words expressing a point of the compass,

or a number (sankhy&) enter into composition with the words

correlated to them by being in the same case, when the

sense of the compound is that of an appellative ; and it is a

Tat-purusha.

The phrase ' being in apposition,' is understood in every one of these

sutras up to the end of the chapter. This sutra makes a niyama, namely

these words are compounded only then, when the whole is a Name and Tat-

purusha.
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As, 555^R^fff 'the town of Ishukamagarnl-in-the-east,' ^H<fa: 'tha

seven -sages ' (the constellation of the Great Bear )

But not in smr f«r.
' northern trees,' and T«r srrgiotf: ' five Brahma-

nas,\ because here the sense of the compounds is not that of an appellative,

See IV. 2. 107.

mUfrrtf Rrsra t^tw t tot sroiifft t w&i ffa%*& w*w 1 i$wf wsrrafw
fr^w 1 mn ®n r>^<Tsrss?traf sr tfir *r n srttTar |Rtir*r s«r*ra:* 11 wrorou

tow ffiswmwrar * it

728. In a case where the sense is that of a Taddhita-

affix, or when an additional member comes after the com-

pound, or when an aggregate is to be expressed, then a word

signifying a point of the compass or a number, enters into

composition with a case-inflected word which is in agreement

with it by being in the same case, and the compound so form-

ed is called Tat-punisha.

First let us take the case where the sense is that of a Taddhita-affix.

Thus when a compound is formed out of the words S&nt WWli «PJ!

' that which'is in the eastern hall ' ( in which analytical exposition of the

compound in question, the word *r*r ( IV. 2, 107 S. 1328 ) serves to represent

the force of the Taddhita-affix 3j ) the compound having reached the form

°f l^r + ^rrwr, the feminine termination of the <r>r? is rejected, because Patanjali

declares that the masculine state belongs to a pronominal when exercising

any of the five functions belonging to a word; we have:—^ + ^rr5Tr + »T

(IV. 2. 107 S. 1328)= 3tamr- (VII. 2. 117 S. 1075 and VI. 4. 148 S. 311)

* who is in the eastern hall.'

Vatt:—The sarvnamans become Masculine when parts of a

compound or a Taddhita. The vrittis are of five kinds ; Krit, Taddhita,

Samasa, Ekshesha and Sanadyanta. Here two Vrittis only are to be taken.

Similarly sfr7<5Tn*: 11

So also when an additional member comes after the compound

( uttarpade ), As, j| wariw or WTOtrarffa: ' loving the eastern or western

hall.' These Uttarapada Compounds are invariable ( Nitya ) compounds,
so that they can not be resolved into their component elements.
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If we make a Bahuvrlhi compound of the three words tnrf SIRf fair nm,

where the word firsir is the uttarapada then the first two words ( £lWrwr)

form a Tatpurusha fforsfr II Here the srf of ww is udatta by VI. i. 223

S. 3734. and this u^atta wil1 be retained in the Bahuvrlhi also, As

fftflrwfSr* 11 Had the WW and faqr been compounded first, and then the com-

pound sirarffa further compounded with T$f as a Bahuvrlhi, then by VI. 2, 1.

S 3735) f^ would have retained its accent, and the compound would ha ve

been Stfmmfar- "

When a ffW! ' aggregate ' is to be expressed, it is impossible to

use a word expressing points of the compass (f^ words ) because the usage

is against it,

The following compounds are formed with numbers (^jm\), when

employed with the force of a Taddhita affix; as stphthc: "a son of six mothers,"

a name of Kartikeya. Here the Taddhita affix <sror is added by IV. 1.

115 S. 1 1 IS. In compounding «t
!

q'JTr«ftq«t ssarasa Bahuvrlhi of three words,

when we take the intermediate Tatpurusha stage, as optional by the

great option II. 1. U.S. 66$> and may so consider that the Tatpurusha

compound need not take place, then the following vartika applies :

—

Vart :—The compounding is nitya when a Dvandva or a Tatpuru sha

is to be compounded with an uttarapada of more than two words. Therefore

far and «ttc! must be necessarily compounded first as a samahara, there

being no option possible here ; and then the compound so formed, further

compounded as a Bahuvrlhi with ^ 11 The compound of q=q- + iff gets the

affix i*r by the following :—

vs^ I ntatfaflngfa 1 X I « I e.* 11

«ftirfmcg$«rr?. !«j smq; sHrsrwr h ?rf^?r#K 1 qs-Brn^H: 11

729. The affix tach comes after *tt standing at the

end of a Tatpurusha compound, when no elision of a Tad-

dhita affix has taken place in forming such compound.

Thus "T'sr -H *fr + ff^r = "T'^T'T: H T^T^fH: H The meaning is 'whose

wealth consists of five cows,'

Note :—Why do we say " when no Taddhita affix has been elided in forming

the oompound" ? Observe, T^mflV. Sfflff: •= <m»j: II ( Hot 'rlic affix ff*f V 1. 37

S. 1702 is elided by V- I. 28 S. 1693 and hence the sauiasanla, affix z% is not added ).

So also 5^tg: ||
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Why do we say ' when there is elision ' P Merely adding a Taddh'iU affix

in forming a Tatpurusha, will not 'debar the sam&sflnta affix : as q^s-iff vfr^ 3Tr *TS =
q-'^rff + ?«£+ *i<31 ( the tach is added by this antra, and the taddhita, ^csr to denote ?]»

SNT5T by IV. 3, 81 S. i46l)= q^jfr^fl , q^lP* , or ?f^»f^cqw , ^^*T^T«r^. u

Thus we get above <re*MrvR: II But if the option of II. i. n S. 665

be applied, and tpsr-f-irr be not compounded as a Tatpurusha, then there

will be no samasanta ?^, and the Bahuvrlhi will be q^nfaT: II This is on

the view that the vartilca above given is not to be applied. Similarly with a

Apf compound, as arr^^S^,^ fifa aTW^r^^faq: » So also er^rTr^^ftrq: II

Here ^ra>„ and gsr^j are invariably compounded as a Dvandva, before

becoming the first member of a Bahuvrlhi compound, and therefore it takes

always the samasanta ff^by V. 4. 106 S, 930.

_.
, ; o:

THE DVIGU COMPOUND.
1^0 1 ^gr<3*if i!;sr 1 * l \ I ^ «

730. In a case where the sense is that of a tad-

dhita affix ( ?rl%crr^ ) or when an additional member conies

after the compound ( ^rT^q^ ) or when an aggregate ( ^rmsft)

is to be expressed, the compound, the first member of which

is numeral, is called Dvigu or a Numeral Determinative

compound.

The word taddhitartha of sutra II. 1. 51 S. 728 is understood here

also. This defines a Dvigu compound, which is a class of Tatpurusha, where

the first member is a numeral. The examples of it will be given below.

They are of three sorts, namely ( 1 ) Tadditartha dvigu, as s^WUft:, " an

offering prepared in ten cups, formed by the affix arn^ of IV. 2. 16 which

is elided by IV. 1. 88. S. 1217; 1080. (2) upapada dvigu, as, ipm^li and (3)

samahara dvigu, as, «f-rr<r#, II The feminine is formed by IV. 1. 2r.

^ 1 fSE^R^w* \ \ \ « I \)\

13*f»TC«l II

731. The compound Dvigu (II. 1. 52 S. 730) is

singular in number.
The word (f^T^T is a genitive Tat-purusba compound meaning ' the

expression for one,' that is to say, it expresses the sense of unity. The rule

therefore, enjoins that the sense inherent in a Dvigu compound is that of

unity.
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This is confined to Samahara Dvigu *. e., an aggregate compound
taken in a collective sense. This Samahara Dvigu is always Neuter by 1 1.

4. 17 S. 821. As, qr3*f«Tt ' an aggregate of five cows,' ( IV. 1. 21. ).

Why do we say " a Samdhdta Dvigu is singular " ? When It is a
Taddhitartha Dvigu ft is not singular. Asq-s^rjr, TO&f ^Mfi-xrWOTT: ;

similarly tjw?: sfifa' lftwn~«fn*T*: «T£T: »

732. Case inflected words expressing vileness are

compounded with, case-inflected words expressing contempt,

and the resulting compound is Tatpuvusha.

As ^urawHSSjfa"- "A bad grammarian, who does not know
grammar, but contemplates the heaven (^) when asked any question."

So also sflHW^life:* :
" an evil conducted mimansaka," From ^/^HTh^ with

the prefix Sl and the Unadi ^s it

Another example of such compounds is strftr^f^uTf s
' one who

hankers after performing sacrifices for parsons for whom one ought not to

perform sacrifices

'

No compound can be formed under this aphorism, if both the words

are not used in an opprobatory signification as such. Therefore, It is not In

the following case. «gf?35W8?r§t |JTf: ' the bad Brahmana ' &c.

733. The case inflected words papa ' sin/ and

anaka ' insignificant,' are compounded with words expressiv®

of vileness, and the compound is Tat-purusha.

Both the words «rr<! and asrofsff are words of contempt (if<?rs?)j by the

last sutra, they would have stood as second members in the compound ; the

present sutra, however, is ao framed with regard to sutra I, 2, 43 S. 653 and

II. 2. 30, S. 654 that they will stand as first. As qrq^ftfl: or smsR*H"f^«f!

' a contemptible barber ' mri or s?m3jr-^H|&: ' a contemptible potter.'

w s«r strait mtnw i w $7$ ??s?rc:w m^fapRHfir f**fa& ^t%^»R^ ?*r$s*.

•Writ » sjfaqnrfsjipnit $5*.

»

ss s
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734. Case-inflected words denoting objects of

comparison, are compounded with words denoting what

is likened to them, by reason of the latter possessing

qualities in common with the former, and the compound is

Tat-purusha.

That by or to which a thing is compared is ' upamana; and the

* upameya ' ( the thing compared ) is called mw*t °r ' common.' Thus mmm
$wr: 'cloud-black Krishna' (Krishna black as a cloud). Here m* is a

quality common to Krishna and cloud : therefore ' cloud ' which is the 3WT
is compounded with it. So also atg^rotf ' lily-white,' ttfi^Tfr ' Swan-

sounding,' RT'ipJ-Trft'reFSr 'globular as Nyagrodha tree.' For accent see

VI. 2. 2,

But not so in t^fir TOW ' blac,c Devadatta ' or «Kffl 57 ^^V- ' the rice

are like fruits,' q%r %1 3rP5r?3>r: ' clouds like mountains.'

In analysing the above compound *frj?r: we must use the word ?«[,

as *F1 fl TOR:, and this shows that it is merely a simile or metaphorical use

of the word. This s ft Ira is made in order to declare a niyama rule, so that

the upamana word should stand first.

3<tto s*rrerf?r«r: ^ uww3tiwthww$w m<T i ftSr^i <jfift<TrcTr4 g^t

»

735. A case-inflected word denoting subject of

comparison is compounded with the words vyaghra

' tiger/ &c.,, the latter being the standard of comparison,

and in. construction with the former ; and the compound

is Tat-purusha
; provided that, any word expressing the

common characteristic ( *rr*iT«T ) as explained above, is not

employed.

This is a modification of last siitra 734 by which the substantive

( upamana ) would have stood first ; by the present, the upameya or the

qualified stands first. As s^ftszt UffHfT^'srsJUSr: 'a person-tiger' (in

strength

)

The words sqnr &c. are Bnsieriron i. e., this is a class oi compound

r
words, the fact of a word belonging to which, is known by its form, a
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posteriori and is not discoverable by any consideration of its constituent

parts a prioti.

In the last sutra, the compounding was between the uu»rrT and the
common quality. In the present, the compounding is between the a^rifa and
certain *m\n words, but never with ^Tirwr V«R II Therefore we can not forra

this kind of compound from the following sentence :—35$ sjrfsr ^ «w: <~e.

man strong as a tiger.' S imilarly gig^T* , mwti, ifXt3Ktm% , Trfshresjps, I.

The following is the list of such words:

—

1. s^rsr =« A tiger. 2. (%f = A lion. 3, ^=>A bear. 4. tgq*

-A bull. 5. «csfST= Sandal. 6. f^r-A wolf. 7, %^=>A bull. 8. qgry
~

-A boar, hog. 9. tf?trn=»An elephant. 10. ?n?«A tree. n. sgssR^An
elephant, 12. ^=»A kind of deer. 13. jq-gr-. The spotted antelope. 14.

g^3fr^»A lotus flower. 15. <raror-A tree, Butea Frondosa. l6t few
«=A rogue, cheat,

1. g*sr<mn "I

V A lotus-like face.

2. gJJT^iiT?^ J

3- qRi^ETtrai:*" Sprout-like hand, a tender hand.- 4, TOffrptPg-: II

v»W I rajfaor fiftwr«r «s«nt 1 * 1 $ 1 *« ll

736. A case-inflected word denoting the qualifier

( the Adjective ), is compounded diversely 'with, a case-inflec-

ted word denoting the thing there by qualified, ( the-

Substantive ) the latter being in agreement ( same' case

)

with the former ; and the compound is Tat-purusha.

Note—The ' disoriminator ' is called f%ff«ror. and the ' discriminated ' is.

called f%%«n as fft#?w ' * Mae lotus,' ^r?q;s5 ' a red lotus.'

By using in the rule the expression argST ' diversely ' it is meant'

that in some ceses it is imperative to make a compound ( r^WTO ) as-^smsfq-r

l
a black snake,' and sometimes it is forbidden ; as, srfirsflWaF.

l Rama called*

also Jamadagnya' ('as being the son of Jamadagni ) : 9*§£t: 5Rp&€c§:—and-itt)

some cases it is optional-.. %535<TO or 'ftsi^sr It
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Why do we say ' qualifier ?
' Observe ?r^r: ^: ' the Takshak*

snake,' Why do we say ' qualified,' Observe Rti^a^r^^i: ' the red Takshaka.,

^<TTmSfam«JflT** i «nftqraw i smr-strtpij: it arro^ <w*rt arm: * n

737. The case-inflected words ptirva 'prior,' aparast,'

4 other,' prathama * first,' cbarama ' last,' jaghanya ' hindmost

sam&na J
equal,' madhya ' middle,' madhyama ' middle/

and vira ' hero,' are compounded with words ending with

a case-affix and which are in agreement (same case) with

them ; and the compound is Tat-puruhsa.

This sutra is also a niyama rule, and made for the purpose of

declaring that these words must stand first in -the compound. Thus 5$t«r*K-

m-. u wrowffw

«

Vdrt—The word qw is used for ?m when it is compommvi"

with s& II As *r<n: + *Tv?:=q«rrtr, ii How do you explain the word wtffc:

where vtra stands not first, for II. I, 49 S. 726 with regard to eka Is superseded

by the present sfltra with regard to vtra, and the compound ought to be

4?fW' » This is an illustration of the diversity of II, 1. 57 S. 736.

^arfls sararTrn; sk^h* n ^^-, 3^; ^p, ^^r^?rr.- 11

738. The caserinfleoted Words greni ' class ' &c,

are compounded with words krita ' made ' &c, which are

in agreement ( same case ), with them ; and the compound
ia Tat-purusha,

Vatt :—The words ^fa &c., for the purposes of this sfltra, are

supposed to have the force of the affix ftqr ( chvi ). Thus srwt: Sot*: iffi:

o*f6t^r: ' made into classes ' ( those who were not classified before ).

Note .'—The class of words calledg^ are akriti-gana and cannot be known
ft priori. This Samfca- is B1so an invariable Sam Abb by reason of sutra II. 2. 18,
Bmoo all words that end in obvi ( ft* ) are called gati ( I. 4. 61. )

Tbe aggregate of those who earn their livelihood by one art, or by selling
oneparticolar kind of commodity is called sreni or guild, The auata is nitya.
Aa fc°GWf«l The 'en£tJu»fog h»r» ia Djr VII, 4. 28 S, 2120,
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739. A word ending with the affix kta, and not

having the negative augment nafl, ia compounded with the

same word ending with the affix kta, but which is disting-

uished from the former, by having the augment nafl ; and the

compound is Tafrpurusha.

Thus fsngfll, ' done and not done ' *, *, partly done and partfy not

done,

Nota:—The negative Past participle is compounded with the simple pnafe

participle, erea when thero is a slight difference in the forms, canned bj sjf^ and f^

augments.

As *rftf!T + «Ttr^?J - wiftRimftrTO. l» So also f§serf?|f?rTO 11

Vart

:

—The compounds like wwfSR should also be enumerated,

and there is elision of the second member in these compounds. As str^fijaf:

«rff«H: = <nnfiTrr*f !P 'the king beloved by the people of his era.' *'. *. an era

making king. So also Vvwr:"^3g5r?ft wgw: " A Brahmana who worships

any deva."

\w» 1 ^*winfr?$sn tp*nr& 1 * 1 \ 1 %\ is

*r\w: 1 w*tr&R n?<r *travrci 1 wttenrw 1 $mpti$: $m. 1 3«f;et Wft-* a

740. The wo ds sat ' good/ mahat ' great,' parama
' highest,' uttama ' best,' and utkr-ishta ' excellent,' are

compounded with the words denoting the person deserving

of respect j and the compound is Tat-purusha.

As ^\w ' a good physician. The ifl| becomes i?r as will be taught

later on, as n?r!JW ' a great man ;
' t^wst' ' the highest peison ;

' stT^j^T'
' die best person ;

' gTSgeg^i ' the excelle.it person.'

Why do we say ' with word9 denoting the person deserving of respect?'

Observe 3?$&r; *tr : *R$wn 'the ox was pulled out of the mud,' Here ;ar?®B

does not mean " excellent," but " pulled out
"
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741. A case-inflected word denoting object

deserving-. of respect is compounded with the words vrindara-

ka ' eminent,' n&ga ' serpent or elephant/ kufijara ' elephant,'

And the compouud is Tat-purusha.

As *nfsw«Ks
' an excellent bull or cow.' The Vyfighradl

class ( II. I. 56 S. 73s ) being an Akritigana, the forms like go-vrindaraka

could well have been obtained under that sutra, the making of it a

separate sOtra is for the sake of making these general compounds, and not

restricted by the conditions of II. i. 56. S. 735.

mm*- 1 sfmisRwrT' 1 *H ^ *«%! sr>f?r srif^i, n

742. The words katara ' which or who of two *

and katama ' which ' or who of many,' when used in asking

questions about the jsLti ( IV. 1. 63. S. 518 ) are compounded
with other case-inflected words with which they are in

construction, and the compound is Tatpurusha.

As ^^^T' and 3|7?pi<ffr9OTS ' which of the two is katha, and which of

these kalftpa?' Here Gotra and charana, are jati, as defined previously in

IV. 1.63. S. 518.

It might be objected, 'what is the use of employing the word

sffrRiqftsWT in the aphorism ;
since the word mm is especially employed in

asking such questions,; ( see V. 3. 93 ) and the word cr^ will get the same

signification, by being read along with it ?
' The very use of this phrase

In the aphorism, shows that the word %;*& has other meanings, besides that of

an interrogative pronoun, of determining jati ; as g;^ tr?;?/^^: • which of

you two, Sirs, is. Devadatta.' and sa^f T^f^fSTt: ' which of you, Sirs, is

Oevadatta.' Here there is no questioning about jati, all belonging to the

same genus, hence there is no compounding. ( Accent VI. 2. 57. )

««$ I f%^ i ^{M»ll

743. The word kim 'what/ when implying

contempt/ is compounded with a word ending in a case-

affix, and the compound is Tat-purusha.

As Pa *rsn % H I'gtt '
he is a bad king who does not protect his sub-
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jects.' r% *J«sr ^rsRrgSmit 'he is a bad friend who hates.' r% *h* $[* ntfH
1

it is a bad ox that does not carry.'

The affix €% (V. 4.91 S. 788 ) does not come after this compound!

as in *T?m5T:, igtrSP &c
-i by force of Rule V, 4. 70, S. 95 5 Otherwise the

form would have been r^crsr and not l%tfm 11

Why do, we say ' when censure is implied?" Observe 3xwrstT=-T%

IR! ' whose king
;

' iSfoW U Or sgr K\m TUEfog^i " who is king in Patalipu-

tra ?

"

744. A case-inflected word denoting a jati, is

compounded with, the words pota ' a hermaphrodite/ yuvati,

1 a young female,' atoka ' a little,' katipaya ' a few,' grishti

' a cow which has had only one calf/ dheiiit ' milch-cow i, e. a

cow which has calved recently," rasa ' a barren female/

vehad, ' a cow that miscarries/ hashkayani ' a cow that has

a full grown calf/ pravaktri 'an expounder, 7

Srotriya 'a

learned Brahmana,' adhyapaka ' a teacher/ and dhurta ' a

canning fellow ' ; and the resulting compound is called Tat-

purusha.

Fof examples see under sutra 746,

vs«H l m^gm'. srorcrfe^T.- «»j&-nT?y: I \ I \ \ *\ II

745. A Tat-purusha compound, the case of each

member of which is the same, is called karmadhdraya or

Appositional Determinative compound.

Note :
—" Karmadharaya or Appositional Determinative compounds form a

Bub-division of the determinative compounds ( Tat-purusha ). In them the first

portion stands as the predicate of the second portion, such as in black-beetle, sky-blue."

( Max Muller ).

The compoundn like sffi?lr?q?j ' the blue lotus ' ITTRir ' the suprema spirit

'

&o, are examples of h armadharaya compounds. " The component words, if dissolved,

would stand in the same case, ( saman&dhikavapa ), whereas in other Tat-purushas,

the preceding word is governed by the laat."
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Ak, <wrcm*{ > w a karauiadlmiaya compound meaning' " the beet Govern.

saenfc." Had it not bean * kannadharaya compound, the uddtta accent would h&v«

fallen on tha syllable X! by rule VI. 2. 1 DO, S. 8864 (the word *jsir«i has udatU

on the first syllable in Tat- purusha compounds, except in karmadhlraya )»

Similarly ^^'r + f^ft^T^^^frffcSff II (VI. 3.42. S. 746 the femiaiuft

adjective is chauged into masculine in the kat niadheraya ) by the next eutra ;—

Note :•—Each member of a compound may hare the same case, but if it is

not a Tat-purasha compound, it won't be karmadh&raya. Aa «*f%3Kr + *H?t
,

fs»

vPHWfrf: « ' He who has s, wife for a cook.' This is an example of a Bahuvilhi

compound, and therefore the word itfaw retains its gender sign.

W t ^wfarcqantfw^tftSrSJ K 1 1 1 «^ IS

7i6. The feminine ( unless it ends in gj ), having an

equivalent and uniform masculine, becomes masculine in a

Karmadh&raya, and before arrsffa and ^wf a

rt&n*9«ji ' f^rgpfa' • trfanrafw i 5Krfaisi5ftt«wi i $fo arsswrqyrr, «n^Mr-. »

^5^1,^^r, «T"r%? : » fw **wif, »fH?rr i %?t ^'WrMf , «tww; i srww'ffr *renpp%

This sutra is enunciated as a prohibition to the preceding sutras

(VI. 3. 40 S. 841 &c. ) Thus it applies even to words having a penulti-

mate ^ (VI. 3. 37 S. 838 ) Thus qrWJ'frft^. frasrJTtffar, qwjfiufNr II

It applies even to Names and the feminines which are ordinals in opposition

to VI 3. 38 S. 839 Thus sw?fft*ir, frrsir^nr, frrWrar, <ir*THi*«iifafl\ "HinrtftaT,

4^Tff8i?iair 11 It.applies even in opposition to VI. 3. 39 : S. 840 ^H^iRsjr,

trfr5rr?Tw, «ftjl*fiw 11 So also in opposition to VI. 3. 40, S. 841 as "tfVff-

•STffffajr, »wi3qpjrr?frnr and •^njurMflr " So also in opposition to

VI. 3, 41, S, 842 as srsspfrffcKr, ^^r^tqr. arsNfar

»

The feminine must have a corresponding masculine. ( «Tfft«S*Sff )t

So the rule does not apply to <Hjrif?i|rrair, as cr^r has no corresponding mas-

culine. The feminine should not end in 3; ; as 3?^tw*g§s?rR3KT »

This sutra ordains masculisation, in cases where there would not

have been this change because of the prohibition of the sutras VI. 3- 34 $.

831 &c. ( e. g. if the second word is an ordinal, fas, &c ). Thus the ordinal

wy becomes in the feminine nvftil n^ft -*r3wft = 'WWft » Here *Iffft

has become masculine, inspite of the prohibition of VI. 3. 34- s0 a's0

»«*B*afaTr » Similarly »t|rffe«ir tl
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Similarly VI. 3. 37 S. 838 declares " a feminine word having a

penultimate w does not assume the Masculine form." The present sutra

is an exception to this prohibition also, Thus <?rwi8ft U

Similarly VI. 3. 38 S. 839 teaches " the feminine is not changed

to masculine, when it is a name or an ordinal numeral." The present sutra

makes an exception to this also. As. f^ftfr, ^«T*fW and not ipfrmrct &c.

Similarly VI. 3. 39 S. 840 ordains " the feminine is not changed into

masculine, when it is formed by such a Taddhita affix which causes the

vriddhi of the first syllable." The present sutra is an exception to this

also. As «rwwtf and not Wt^rnT^ "

Similarly VI. 3. 40 S. 841 states " a feminine in f ending in the

name of a part of the body, does not become masculine." This sutra makes

exception to this also. As g%qw*I? and not §%*ftwrw? <•

Similarly VI. 3, 41 S. 842 says " a feminine word expressing jati

does not become masculine." This sutra makes exception to it also. As
frowst

»

Similarly with the words srnftai and Wl " As, <srr«fipsnr#|fll and

W^tsfar 11

Now we shall give examples of sutra II. 1. 6$. S. 744.

As fwrtr?F * a young female elephant ' qtarr is a female, having the marks of a

male, swell as whiskers &c. jwgrf^ ' a female elephant,' So also Wfffqs^ip ' a little

fire*33fatH sfiftcpjps. 'a little buttermilk,' n'ffjffe-, «fiqg:, ST'PTOP, *"^fPTr »TPfWfi*rafr.

sffssr^TKr ' an expounder of Katha,' sff?vff%n, ' a Brahmana who has mastered the

K«tlin branch of the Yajur Veda ' ^gTWfrTSFf: ' « teacher of the Kafha branch of the

Yajur Veda.*

Why do we say ' when denoting a genus or a common noua ?
' Observe

fWW< WfTJir ' Devadatta expounder.'

The word g£ has not a bad signification here. Hence tsraijjjf means ' a Brah-
mana well versed in the Katha branch of the Yajur Veda.'

vsyvs
1 srsrwsrgrcsr u 1 ? 1 w 11

ith sr? shRp iTr*^ 1 tfrtrafitar 1 nTW^sfir 1 nURRP»<r»i 1 fr^: 1 nr^R^:

«

747. A case-inflected word, denoting a j&ti, is

compounded with a word, denoting praise, and the compo-
und is Tat-purusha.

56 s
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The words denoting praise should be rudhi (^ ) words like HflTfoqir

&c, which retain their specific gender, though used along with words of

other genders, in apposition with them, as «f[ng;r,J¥^. ' an excellent cow.'

'W?ff85:W 'an excellent cow' tfrinf&Wfr 'an excellent cow.' sifUff: and

<Ttfler3i; H These words are generally used at the end ol a compound, to denote
' excellence ' or ' the best of its kind.' Words like i^^r, srpjfff, Ktpftm &c

,

which etymologtcally denote praise, or specific praise words like Sjf^fg &C.,.

are not to be taken here. In nr + TO there is stw^' by VI. 1. 123.

Why do we say ' when denoting genus ?
' Observe sprrtr RUl^Rr ' art

excellent virgin.' Here there is no compounding, " iwi^Sr, Wf^T^r,

sqiio^-, g:^, ^^ are praise denoting words." ( Amarakosba ).

WJd 1 ?prT ^f^f£3^raH^<folV. I * \ % 1 ^S II

tfwire: if

748. The word yuva ' young,' is compounded

with the words khalati, ' bald headed,' palita ' grey-haired

'

valina ' wrinkled,' jarati ' decayed,' when they are in

agreement ( same case ) ; and the compound is Tat-puru-

aha.

ThesQtra-is made in order to declare a niyama, that these words

ehould stand first in the compound;

Jfoie :—The Word 3T«ftf2r: is exhibited in the femitiine I gander, in the

aphorism, with the1 object -of indicating the existence of the following maxim of

rnterpretatiou sn7?tTf|^»T9% RrjfRf^e^r^r *r?5JJ<*. »

' A' Pwittpadifcit' denotes, whenever it is employed in grammar, also such

a ci'urte form as is derived from it by the addition of an affix denoting gender.'

As, sw + w^s-si'iSRRr: ii So also gsrfo ^PJtfr = S^ra^ in tht

feminine: 'bald in youth.' So g^naras fem. 3H7f«rars 'grey-haired in-

youth' g**fiw fem. guf&flf "wrinkled in youth' STsn^ fem. g**K#
'"appearing old in youth,'

( prematurely old ).

*rsvfivjr*u ft»^-?r: i %t**tr- 1 a^psr fa* 1 Hnrs s¥r?v 1 irf^srrcwfft

743. Words ending with a kritya affix, and the

word tulya 'equal,' and its synonyms, are compounded
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with words whieh clo not denote jati, being in the same case

with them ; and the compound is Tat-puras'ha.

As, *fa«f[ra»*, ' hot food/ .ftai^: ' equally white/ ^Wt^R: ' equally

white.'

Why do we say ' when not denoting a jati ' ? Observe vrhfir vff^r:

eatable rice.' Here the word Tiffs?? is used as an Adjective and not as a

common noun. Hence there is no compounding even under II. 1. 57. S. 736.

\s^o \ sniff ^m ! * ! % I ts. II

750. A case-inflected word denoting ' colour is

compounded with another case-inflected word which is in

agreement with, the former, and also denotes colour, and the

compound is Tat-purusha.

As ^wirerrcjf
:

' spotted antelope.

*WH I «R*W. sranrcq- 1 3 I % l 3* H

srwrn.* tot.- mm* srr gjf ff%^r.- 1 ^wh%T^-- i $r3r?«K3TT.' n

The words kadarah and the like, are optionally-

placed tirst in the karma-dhj-traya.

Thus gKTrcltftfJT: or ^H^f^gB^TC: Ka<Jarjaiminth or Jaimimkad.arahi

' The tawny Jaimini.' So also irgswrf^s: or sirt^lTfw: V

^fRftfCTft^rrqratr <m$r sn<r* *is«m 11

752. The word kumara ' a boy ' is compounded

with co-ordinate words Sramana ' an ascetic,' &c., and the

compound is Tat-purusha.

As, qjrrtfsnmrr apursrw " a virgin ascetic ",

In thi= list of Jvunur and the rest, with the words which are feminine

such as »awr, ffsrrsRrr, nf^-uff, the wore! awt- must also be in the feminine

gender ; with the words which appear, w masculine, t. g\ n*ir<^5F STfHf;^, w?
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the word §TTC must also be masculine, because ' a Pratipadika denotes,

whenever it is employed also such a crude form as is derived from it by the

addition of an affix denoting gender.' In fact, this is the sutra from which

we infer the existence ( jfiapaka ) of the above paribh&sha of fS^nf^ir &c

t. ^JUffio-Lobouring, toiling. 2. wflftrefr = Gone "abroad or into

sxiie. 3. ^srsr^An unchaste woman. 4. nffaft^A pregnant female,

5. SFTCft^A hermit, "devotee. 6, <m=ft=»A female servant. 7. ^?vpft

« An unchaste woman. 8. «fts^fq-sn
1

«- A teacher. 9. *rf^qgFj = Handsome,

16. qfa^sr- Learned, wise 11. ^=Soft, 12. ag^ra- Right, proper,

good, 13. TTB- Shaking, trembling. 14. r%ar = Clever, shaip, skillful.

753. A case-inflected word denoting a quadruped

is compounded with the co-ordinate word garbhijpi, and

the compound is Tat-purusha.

As «TfTpSr<»ft ' a pregnant cow.' TOPTftrfr ' a pregnant she-goat.'

Vart :—It shouid be stated that the rule is confined to the words

denoting genus of quadrupeds. So not here :—gfrt5m% nf&oft or wftffHift nffioft

' the pregnant cow called Kalakshl or Svastimati.'

Note :

—
"Why do we say ' quadrupeds ? ' Observe snfpdftfrfiWr 11

«sr jiP*?e T fnwmi i *rrR?r r%T* vm ** ^foTT! n suffer ^m m

wrreaErajjr:is3K?H Cramer * n «5r??rrr fqrsra^T m* *wf*r*fta% m wfc?ffi3?rr i

754. And the words mayftra-vyamsaM ' cunning

like a peacock/ &c, are Tat-purushu compounds.
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These are irregularly formed Tat-purusha compounds. The force

of the word *? in the aphorism is that of restriction. For though the

compound like i^sifasR: is allowable, we cannot form a compound like «k*i

ngjCSifasR: II So also ^aj_ qrw* - awrepj. I ftfsfff «( nfas ^=fnsmT'*IH»l,l

•riftr ftt^r w-'tffciw u

The following is the list of such compounds :

—

l. ^bbi^sr' 11 2. wnr *m?; 11 3. sjv^rars01? u 4. g^fs n 5.

J^flJIT <"' JftTSfT in ths Vadaa. 6. <rrf«?T or 7f^?T II 7. BWJI^rCT or STf^J:

ff^CT II 8. j^fq si

GANA StfTRA qffo^ S*TOT$ II

As, l. «j^r ?r&r ii 2, qrrfqsf ^wh u 3. q-f^rfa^r ( firar ) u 4.

•ftfiftrffinrr n 5. wRpfrfSisrr u 6. ^^marr ll 7 - ^fafewrar it 8.

tf?f$tani 9. «T%1f^?ft«ir ii 10. irFir^Ur ii n. ijftwr n 12. sfcrftsrar

or «tqr?^?r II 13. fff^f or ffr?iK?r II 14. BTI?^T?r ll 15. nfl^iW II 16.

vfefiinr ii 17. ft^fr ii zww ii 18. «rr^t ii 19 - arr^%pir II 80

•rwwrni 2l - (
a":rs<*Hr ) u ^2 8Tr?crfoHr n 23. orr?^?rTt)n 24.

iwRr^otr ii 25. s^tr^r u 26. s^re^r n 27. s^fa>w u 28.

3?7^T^r or ftT^r ll 29. 3?qr?ffaTHr || 30. <nsrr^»C II 31. 3wW1.il 32

WfCHI. ll ^3, strTSTTtffPt il 84. f^smi " 35 ' ^^^^1 " 36 -
8Ti%^^ II

87. wi^ran** » 38. <fts*rrft»n3j n 39. g^rgi^r n *o. fr(«wrfrnr* » *i-

SVJHWrafiTf or sajfgg^r ll 42. pTTeWMt' » 43 ' PwiPrai'Tr II 44. afcff|jt^T ||

45. tpsfasrcn ii 46. f^Ts^ftt ii 47. wRtftar ll

G. s. ^f^wr «iprqT%n^ ^\i ^ifa^nrft H

i. nftfrv: ii 2. ^r^fftii 3. nftcpvuu *. (*ft«r**')u

6. WSlf^sp? or w* ll

G. s. ^rw<reT^f<rc f^mrraft i>

I. mfarfiwar " 2- TTissrafr n 8- wwfaar " *• citwhn h 5'

«srwr*r»mr u 6. *tn?unwr ii 7. wrr*tRtffetrcr n 3- »Tmfti%*r ii 9.

wrefawr n 10. fWiwjmr u ll. ftf^ft^ou » 1?
' T^swr "

13. "TT!?^er II
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TOfal^S^ II

1. Sr^TSW II 2. cffrN"!^ tl 3, sgfrpftffcff: II 4. ?rrsrs#t*r II

5. sTf^fiiT^r 1 6. nps@rrn 7. <rf%?arrft^r h 8. 3T?wr*3irn 9. jaw^u
10. srarraaRrsk it

Gana-sitta :—A finite verb is compounded with another finite verb,

when the continuity of the action denoted by the verbs is meant.

As sT^rsrf^sr'rfr
" the place where constantly is heard the cry " eat ye ", " drink

ye,"—a feast where people are called to eat and drink. Similarly q^rPisswr

"cook-roast "—a kitchen, JSHScTHTtfnrr 1,1

Gana-sMra ;—The compounds ^#3" &c, are formed when they refer

to some other object. Thus tr^te is the name of the sacrifice in which the

words Tj^r are used. So also njflTifre, II So also gn^fff *rr meaning " 3*ft?FtBnr

^qaflf^ " ff^ «TWt fsR^Wf ll So also ^fitqRT I' These are words which do

not denote " constant action ".

Gam-sfitta :—The finite verb 3Tf$ is diversely compounded with its

object, when repetition is denoted, and the whole compound refers

to the agent. As srfijsfrs
-

.
" He who constantly repeats jahi-joda." Similar-

ly 3rr%tT«r: n

He who has fear from no one is »^^*r«t:, another kingship is

*PfTRn:R[ i
that which is purely Intelligence is called fasHPTu, »

^W. i ifc^crr \\ i * i v» ii

f«rR<rpj; u fayiprcrsftRf *rf*is * «

755. The word Ishat ' a little,' is compounded
with a case-inflected word which does not end with a trifc-

affix ; and the compound is Tatpurusha.

Vart

:

—It should be stated that the word fqrq; is only compounded
with words expressing qualities ( adjectives ), as |«r?^3t<! « a somewhat proud,'

fqffcrjfsrt ' a little brownish.' tfTHsRffi ' a little hideous.' fq^ff: ' a little rais-

ed.' ^ fam ' a little yellow.' frffTPT,. " a little red.'

Note

:

—Why do we say ' with words expressing qualities '

1 Obserre

fq-jirrwj: ; there is no compounding here.

vsX* l«*HJ * I * I t II

t^sth m p«ft ii
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756. The negative word nan is compounded with

a case-inflected' word with which it is. in construction, and

the compound is Tatpurusha.

As sffiJTf'.^'srHrgHir; 'who is not a Brahmana,' (though a man

)

The s^of H is elided by VI. 3. 73 : which is given below.

nsfr n?« mr> mi^ft^ 1 t majors sTsrspt: 11

757- The h; of the Negative particle ersr,., is elided,

when it is the first member of a compound.

Thus STwrsw II But if the second term begins with a vowel, then a

His inserted after bt by the following ;

—

$j)tr?rrfr 3 n*i#i e? gcSHrt spirt' 11

758. After the above ^-elided srs* ( i, e. after st ) is

added the augment *je , to a word beginning with a vowel.

Thus srfW ' an animal which is not a horse.' Why do we use WSTflt

"after such a ^s^" ? Otherwise ssr would have been the augment offfsr

and not of the subsequent word, for the sutra would have read thus jst^c if

Adding f? to h»* or rather to if, we have am; (granting that 3? is not to be

added before 3T but afttt it, against 1.1,46). Now 81^+^rat will be ^rsrsr,!

and not w^m, for VIII. 3. 32 S. 134 will cause the doubling of the final

«f of vr^it Hence to prevent this contingency, «J? is ordained with the second

member and not with regard to v$ or sjs^ u

When the force of ^q^ is that of " absence," i. e. it expresses the

"absence of the obj.ect denoted by the second term,,." then the compound

resembles Avyayl bhava. For in an Avyayibhava., the. sense of the first

term is prominent ; in a Tatpurusha the sense of the Second member is predo-

minant. Thus in the Mahabhashya, we find the compound sT^?r: in the

sentence itgfsirrcstcras^r; s^rsreqr where he gives the reasons for studying

grammar ; similarly ST«Hff?T in i

sig<ifaref&f«er a vartika. On the analogy of

these, we can foim compounds like ST^ds1*, STI^I? 5
. ^ftH*&c.
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Vart \—The ^of^is also elided even when the second member is

a verb, provided that reproach is implied, as WH^rRr wr WT ' thou cookest

very badly O knave.'

In the expression &jrqr &c. ' not at one time,' there Is composition

with the word H in accordance with II. I. 4 S, 649.

$srr 1 « 1 * 1
«e»

11

Trf^rs it^rstT' 1 ^r *sts*?^ 1 *r *rar stow: «t arowr wrap i *r sswftRt

*fsf%: 1 f gpwsi ifssi 1 n mm? tsii 1 «j sft g^ri, ns«5?re ^ft jurats ssrewqr

Rw?Rr!i I * wfinn i^pi i "^rep ^fcrcf prefer ft<rr?i% i t wrsiftfir wi
wfp#: 1 t 3T5irifti^rf% trap h

759. The Negative particle remains unchanged in

*W^, sron* , i$T^i w^rcir ( dual ), ?rgr%, sr^w, »wr, nj^n;, «nw,

n^t and wra 11

Upto Ht*T?rr the words are exhibited in the Nominative case in the

sfltra, the rest are exhibited in the Locative ! Hsn"*w =" *WS. " a dark cloud,"

formed by j%» and HH. composition. «t <Trfa = n*rn " a grandson." Formed

by *r§ affix. *t *I%-nw, formed by srg^il sr?^ ^=rr«T^s — WSTrs
r *r ^Eirr« =WT«?fr',

n ST*r?jr:=»*rra3Tr: '• Ashvins," H 5S*arf?T » T gfaf: "a demon slain by Indra."

formed by f^fj; %% affix ( Unadi ), *mq ^!*«% =n#*' M W* »!RftcT=*roPl II T Sft

TSIP^T&nCT," »W?f sfNjf *r=*W*. II *I*irHfsr-*rs?3 by 7 affix. srwRi^

•TO*-TIW II

^sfto 1 iTTtTSsrrrw^sr^^^^^^rTi: l $ 1 3 1 «ws 11

atn tup* i^r, u^r «rr 1 inr; wr«rr! <?*%: 1 «Ttnfarf*irW Rfi*. 1 stiff ?w jffifa 1

760. The Negative particle is optionally retained

unchanged in lit, when it does not mean a living animate

being.

Thus wv or *r«TTi ' trees ', or ' mountains ', literally ' what do not

move'. The affix;* is added to*ri,ll Why do we say when not refening

to animate being, Observe *T*fr W- *i>?fa il No alternative form is allowed

here. See II. 1. 17, S. 711.

In the next siitra, the WGrd nit\ja should be read as understood,

Its anuvritti comes from II, 2. 17 S, 711,
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761. Tlie indeclinable word ku 'bad,' the par-

ticles called gati, and the prepositions pra, &c, are in-

variably compounded with other words with which they

are in construction ; and the resulting compound is Tatpu-

rusha.

The word ku means ' badness or sin '; as, $jgqq; ' a sinful man '; (2)

Gati (I. 4. 60 S, 23.) as, jat^ffi^ ' having asserted '; (I. 4. 61,) q|?r=ircrrt II

Note

:

—So also with the words <% &o., when they are mera particles and not

used as ' upusargas,' or 'gati'; as ^meaning 'bad,' in jjtfj^: 'a bad maa'; so also

g and <%ffi meanii'.g 'respect' ia Jfg^: 'honorable man'; 9TI%5'5<r: ' excellent man';

W means a 'little as ^rrftffff: 'brownish.
<\i^"\c t '>

Generally these are attributive words but they are found *'i elsewhere

also, as crckj or gftgsni*, ^"ttor ' tepid.' So also %«g<XH. srrar^l.iand^rf^.

&

»« I ^q-rffi^ir^H 1 1\ a 1 s? 11 ^mwfw i w*

*i. ' J< '.:. .-.'v.;^ v-,d'! .-Ntt

762. The words,, uri, '.assent,, $c., , an.cj, ^hose
r(

tb^a,t
r

end with chvi (Y.,,4. 50),,, and .tho^.'
r
,tha.t j e^d ^jrith., ^j^hL

(V. 4. 57), (when in composition with'the verb bhu| kri or are;)

are called Gati. ,

, , ,, , \ . .

i(
, v ,

r„T!
';

:=rT7T ,.
(

, t ,,, ;

;

In this sOtra the word gati" Is 'uhdersj'tood Yrdrh !'.%"&
'S.

2$.~' K

The affixes chvi and dach are, ordained when the verbjn composi-

tion is either $, ^.or a*w (V. 4. 50 and 57S. iiij afid'Vi'ag)''; "un'&c., being

read along with.chvi and dach, .shows that th<j verbJn yflm^sjtjo^wjth them

must also be any one of the above three verbs, and none el§e,r ; j$>or|le^».<tiq;

entitle 3?<t to the name of gati. . . rn > « '\-

The wbr.d fg;<J; and Stftj mean, .' to'uia§serit ;
^«d sprea.d.^jj^ &$8Rg

$' $v/ 8
cft $ l

?ndS 1
-;

1;^,^33^. ,r JJV in ,* .il) Wi» sA

n r,.'> -The. words ending.in chvi are- alsaogatj. : &s;.>gj#s;«fc<i'.bbavings joitie'

white what was not white." " '-^"""s

57 S
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§. ^
So also the words ending in sr* as qsirarr^JT " having made the sound

pat."

V&rtika :—•The word mrr?^r should also be included in the list of

«Tfl.

Thus ^ffafiffiwi li Here karika means " action."

vssq t 3T3$Frc?ir srrfirfelrTOj; I \ l « \t\ II

763. A word imitative of a sound is also called

Gati, when it is not followed by the word iti.

Note :—The phrosa srfHI% (
T<;*I. is a Baluivrih; compound

; ST^fq'TCtn ' that

which ha3 not the word gr% after it.'

As isrrSfiST "having made the sound khat." ^r^cT* (VI. 2. 49

S. 3783). wptrcatfWIr (VIII. 2, 71.)

Why do we .say 'when it has not the word grW after it ?' Observe

*m 1 annccrin^fti *p?sr?fr i \ I * i es II

764. The words sat and asat, when in composition

with a verb, are called gati, when used in the sense of
{
res-

pect or love,' and ' disrespect or indifference.'

As ^^$l^ 'having honored' (II. 2. 18 and VLL 1. 37 S, 761 and

3332 ) SRNlfUJ, q^s or 3TH^^(VI. 2, 49 S. 373: ^

Note'-—Why do we say when meaning 'respect or disrespect'? Observe

^f^r^ro^nerMi

wnrr??nifir«rar 11

765- The word alam, in composition with a verb, is

called gati, when used in the sense of ' ornament.'

As b*^ (II. 2. 18, VII. 1. 37 S, 761 and 3332). Why do we say

« when «n* means ornament
' ? Observe «fr a^tf im; ' he goes having eaten

enough,'
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This sutra, with the two sfifes preceding it, naturally takes the aux'-

liary verb ^ after the words mentioned therein.

Note .-—The word ai^is an indeclinable and has four meanings :

—
" prohibition,

competent, enough and ornament.' The term sr$rn is gati when it means ornament.

s?s?rfm 1 h*% ?fcntf : 1 srw*(? fare t a^i^t **%'< < %it *R?f5T *r?r f satf.- n

766. The word antar is called gati, when used

in the sense of ' non-accepting,' in composition with

verb.

As 3T^?T§52C |rf*r?r-' " he went away having abandoned home."

Noti i - The word <rr?9t$ means ' taking ' or ' accepting, .'

3JTR*Tf means, there-

lore, the opposite of this, namely ' rejecting,' ' abandoning.'

Why do we say ' when meaning to abandon '? Observe tro^T
wT^fcfit 3^frTtP " the hawk went away taking hold of the mouse. 1

767. The wordy kane and manas are gati, when in

composition with a verb and used in the sense of ' reaction

by satiation.'

The word Jsnsrt-irrftara means ' satisfaction of desire.' As cffaffwi qais

ffisrfa
" he drinks milk to his heart's content or till he is satisfied " So

also «?ffr??^ TT Rrffs. That is to say, he drinks so much till his desire (Wff)

is satisfied by revulsion of feeling. When not having this sense, we have gfor

or isfR!Wr?r ! " he went away with food or mind satisfied." Here the word gpjr

means the small particles of rice. The word <ft5t an apparently locative

inflected noun, is really a particle, and denotes 'eager desire.' So also

IT: It

768. The word purah " in front of," when indeclin-

able, and in compobition with a verb, is called gati.
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As j«f>nt, gw$?ra.and aifj; S^sfitrfrr U When not an indeclinable, we have

Note :-—The pronoun $ ' front ' with the affix ^fa forme j^w, and by I. l,

38 S. 448 it becomes an Avyaya. (See V. 3, 39 pur being substituted for puna),

The object of making it gati is threefold (1) compounding by II. 2. 18 S, 761 (2)

accent by VI. 2. 40 S. 3783 (3) to change the: h into Jj,by VHI. 3. 40 S. 154.

vset i sr^ar ^ I ? I « I ««; H

769. And the indeclinable word astam ' at home,'

is called gati, when in composition with a verb.

The word STCST1 is an indeclinable as it ends in * (I. i. 3$ 3. 449);

and means 'not visible.' As 3re?PT?*T frr^Hr 5?H^r?f '(the. sun) having

set, rises again
'

; sremarft qHrft ' riches that have vanished.' *^ fesft,

When not an indeclinable it is not gati, as sr^r W3"«i ' the arrow has been

thrown.'

BTssrarwr i sr'ssnwt i bt^ci i orf*T5'ar nwtr &mt ^wfr i st«w fasu

770. The indeclinable word achchha, meaning

' before, in the presence of,' is called gati, when used in

composition with verbs denoting ' motion ' or with the verb

' vad ' to speak.

The word =sres is an indeclinable and has the force of the "word srft

As wb®*!^, and st'hsts? I Why do we say when an Avyaya,'? Observe sraffe©"

«\s$ 1 srfrsg^ l { t a i
*o n

771. The word adas ' that ' is called gati, when
in composition vith a verb and not implying a direction to

another.

As sr?j 35?*, *m". %fi*i 11 When used as a demonstrative pronoun, v/i

have, «w fi^r, *re: $&
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Note '.—The word upadesa means a direction to another, When a person cogi-

tates within himselE and does not address another, that is anupadesa. That is, when it

is not a demonstrative pronoun.

772. The word tiras when used in the sense of

' disapperance,' is called gati, when in composition with a

verb.

As fWftl?-

$f9te .—Why do we say when meaning disappearance? Observe fa^ ffflHlfotP-

i. ej standing apart.

\S^ 1 fstWTT fifo \ \ \ « I ^ II

firc:f>m i Rrc*f>«i 1 fir*' ts^r 11

773. The word tiras meaning ' disappearance, 'is

optionally called gati, when the verb kri follows.

This is an example of silK-faWfl, As fgc. %$n or i!p;*s«t (VIII. 3.

42 S. 156): f?Ri fi?fr or %«gji?rr (VIII. 3. 42 S. 155).

Note i—The change of visarga into gr is optional VIII. 3. 42 S. 156, When
not meaning disappearance, we have fa<0' fi?3r WiTS R[fff% ' he stands having laid aside

the stick."

774. The words upaje and anvaje both meaning
' supporting or assisting the weak/ are optionally called gati

when used along with the verb kri.

As scfraif $**! or OTt^t fiwr ' having given support.' «wr% ®?q or

wsH » vrTOTcsrtijrfift <« l im w u

«nr<* $srr i tinier fn<rm?tTfs: 11
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775, The words sakshat, 'in the presence of

&c, are .optionally called gati, when used along with the

verb kfi.

Vdrt :~~In the words srr^KI&x. the force of the affix r&[ Is under-

stood, namely, making a thing' what it was not before. As ^rem^nr or %zm-

mvf$®l or 5f?f»i$wrr " making evident what was concealed before," The n in

Wrtf &c. is an anomaly or nip&tana.

e?**!rviPW% liri!r wf «r i toIc fw Ttfa tr?r

»

*

776. The word nrasi, ' in the breast/ and manasi

' in the mind ' are optionally gati, when the verb kri

follows, provided that, they are not used in the sense of

' placing.'

As 3tRrf5?ai or S^Rr^r " having realised in the heart," »Hf%§m or

"WRrfRir- That is " having so determined in his mind." When it has

the sense of "placing," we have SCftf^r Trfar snT " he lies down having

clasped the hand on the breast," «r;rrer$?5fr wi; eajtarfar " he ponders having

placed the word in his mind."

777. And the words madhye ' in the middle,' pade ' in

the foot ' and nivachane ' speechless ' are optionally gati,

when kfi follows, the sense not being of ' placing.'

As *?*>% $<ar or fi^r ; <T> %®l or £tf?rr itfJiT^ && or $e*r, " Having con-

trolled the. speech."

Note :—But when it has the meaning of ' placing ' we have fl^fr: "fif fftTT

ftr^: TO ' te lies iowa having put his head under the loot of the elephant.'

778. The word^ < in the hand,' panau ' in the
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bands ' are always and necessarily called gati when used with

the verb kri/ in the sense of 'marriage.'

As <tp^ ^?s or ?# %&( ' having married.'

Note:—But $??f W?W Wirier «TS: 'lie went out having taken in his hand a

karsluipau& (a coin).

The word 3T!PT?r means " marriage." According to others it means
" merely'acceptance."

are $*w 11

779. The indeclinable word pradhvam, followed by
the verb kri, is always caJ'.ed gati, when used in the sense of
"binding."

The word stpkpi. ends in j* and means 'favourably suitably.' When
however it means ' b^und ' it is a gati: as, m^tfi?^ "having bound properly

and so made agreeable." But when not meaning to bind, we have :—trrs^

fis^r
" having made agreeable, by prayer &c."

vsso 1 ^rfsr^TtTf^r^^Tsq" 1 \ 1 tf 1 ^e. II

wrifc?ro»m«w'i. 1 g^T; 1 ^ ^rf^rr^ 11

'Tr^r n?rra$ ir*r*rar* 11 »wsrr«rrsi:ii srr^rsni

aratr^' ^ramcr** ff?ffa?K*i' srfH^iPHr Trwrrlmrsr: 11

^sr^tfromr st^st* 11 ?« irr?r u

780. The words jivika and upanishad, followed

by the verb kri, are called gati, when used in the sense of

' likeness or resemblance.'

As 5fif?tor$«i " having made it, as if it was a means of living "

;

3<rri«[ilf^—" having made it like an upanishad." Why do we say in the

sense of likeness or resemblance? Observe 3fif%rf W# " having made his live-

lihood."
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PrADI samAsa.

Having given above illustrations of gati-samSsas ; we now take up

compounds formed with the upasargas jt &c. by II. 2. 18. S, 761. The % &c,

as used in these examples are not gati. Thus gg^?: 11 Here g is not gati,

as it is not joined with any verb. We give the following vartikas, which

treat of Pr&di Samasa :—

Vart :—The word a &c, when the sense is that of ' gone ' or the

'

like, combine with what ends with the first case-affix. Thus sr^iq: 'a for-

mer teacher'; so also nffonw ' who precedes the grand-father i e, a great-

grand -father." 5mrsrrc? : u

Vart -.—The words artW &c,, when the thing denoted has the sense of

' gone beyond ' or the like, combine with what ends with the seecond case affix.

As wfsrcfiRT: tgfl "Srfi^jjJ: (I. 2. 44 and 48 S. 655 and 656) ' without a bed-

stead/ STfamff: ' exceeding the necklace in beauty.' So also 3rf*r§jjf: (-»Tf*r|rfr

Vart

:

—The words 9H &c. when the thing denoted is • cried out ' &c,

are compounded with what ends with third case-affix ; as ar^jS: %f|f?5i|f=»wr

sffrraw '.what is anounced by the cuckoo' i, e,, the Spring. So also Tftqfan

Vdrt\~The words tR &c., when the thing denoted is 'weary' &c,

are compounded with what ends with the fourth case-affix ; as <fft*t7Rrs«W5Tr«l

"tplpaiJH: 'weary -of study.' sraeflfft! 'wealth' (sufficient to support a

maiden).

Vart;—The words ftt &c, when the thing denoted is 'gone beyond'

&c, are compounded with what ends with the fifth case-affix, as fsfs^nrrPf :

'who has gone beyond Kausflmbi'; So also fasfrcrajfa'. II So also %n§fi:

Vart

;

—A word enters into composition with fq
' like

'
; and there is no

elision oF the case- affix, and the first member of the compound retains its natural accent,

as ?r»Hlff?f 'like a word and its moaning,' TRTtftpf 'like two garments.'

Vart:~Prohibition must be stated of sr &c, when they are 'Karma-

pravachaniya'; as fg tfar fMfeft F^q; ' the lightening flashes in the direction

of the tree,' SN^W 1KTC «rr% 'Devadatta is good towards his mother,'
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UPAPADA-SAMlSAS

UPAPADA DEFINED

781. Here (in this Third Book of Panini's Grammar
referring to verbal roots), the word implied !in a tenia exhi-

bited in the locative case, is called ' upapada ' or dependant

word,

Thus in sfltra III, 2. 1, 5. 2913 qjw?aqsithe word ^m is exhibited in

the 7th case ; therefore the word implied by the word gffft^T, namely, the

word having the accusative case, will be called ^tt^ (Thus fj**t>t+ <j; + at**?

M SWT9fTC: 'a potter' ; here the word fwq is an upapada.)

5TTt g*m zn%i f?r«T *r>rwt t arrer^fwsr cr^rer: 1 gr** sjrcrtfriw f^wKrc;
1 ?* $** 9tw «mt fw&ff** fffswrerwi. 1 arm^ f%* 1 m htr gfi 1 w% g/Srlr

«*3S*cr<fRJ?r ftrar* 11 sstrsft 1 a7^r<ft 1 ^stf 11

782. An upapada or attendant word (III. 1. 92 S, 781),

which ends with a case-affix (III. 4. 78) is invariably com-

pounded with that with which it is in construction, and this

compound is not one which ends with a tense-affix. The
compound thus formed is Tat-purusha.

Thus ^prifirc: ' one who makes pots,' ^itotptj ' one who makes cities.'

The grammatical analysis will be ;gfMT + ST*I (genitive) +^v "the maker of

pot " for kjit words govern Genitive. This is, of- course, an analysis which
cannot be used in actual speech.

Why do we say ' which does not- end with a tense-affix 't Observe

if WI.JSH il Here the word »rr is an upapada, as it is exhibited in the locative

case in III. 3. 175 S. 2219, by which rule it is added to the Aorist. Had there

been compounding, x^rn could not have been placed between it and its second

member ijjj \\

58 S
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It might be objected, that the question of compounding with a word

ending In a tense-affix isirrelevant ; since the *nuvritti of the words grgw
is understood here, so that RriE; Will find no scope. To this we reply, that we

should infer that the words g* gqrr should not be read into this and the ap-

horism II. 2, 18 S. 761. The following Paribhasha also arises from this

sutra.

irRrsrrafa'TSHi vfc *rc wiot* m* TOP*

«

"It should be' stated thatGatis, Karakas, and Upapadas, are compound-

ed with bases that end with krit-affixes, before a case-termination or feminine-

affix has been added to the latter."

The result is that Upapadas and Gatis are not compounded by sutras

III, 2. 18 and 19 S. 2932 with case-inflected nouns, but they are compounded

with primary nouns, before a case-termination or feminine affix is added to

the latter. The same coasiderations apply to karakas also. Thus sqpft n

The word rafrfr is formed by the affix ejj added under III. 1. 136 S. 2898 as

qualified by the vartika under III. 1. 137 S. 2899, The compounding of

f%+stt^+sft is a Gati samasa, for ft and srr are Gati with regard to the verb

srr 11 Had this compounding taken place after so bad become a noun st and

taken case-affixes, then on the parity of reasoning, the compounding would

be suspended till sr had taken the feminine affix arqr also, and it would not

have taken gftff U Because the word sr by itself does not denote any jati,

So the feminine err will be used in the compound and as it does not end in

short ar, it will not take jati tf% 11 Though this result could have been ob-

tained by the word 3TT? alone in the above Paribhasha, yet the use of gati

in it is not redundant. For when arr is compounded with the noun sr, we

get BTrsr ; then for the compounding of sjrrsr with pr,' the employment of Gati

is necessary. The affix cjr being added to the srr when preceded by srr, the

word srr may be treated as an upapada (and not gati), but the word r? cannot

be treated, as an upapada by any rule. So the word gati is properly used in

the above Paribhasha.

So also ar^jpr^r ' a female bought in exchange for a horse,'

is formed correctly. sts^ <tf«KT *Tr = snt^rt J
add «fat (IV. 1. 5°

S. 506) and we have sr^stfftft, If on the other hand, the feminine affix *\\

had been added to ssfa previous to its composition with sr^f the form would

have been aT^fKffotr, a"d we should have had no base ending with short ST and

in that case ^q; could not have been added by IV. 1. so.

This word sr^afafr is an example of karaka. The compounding
takes place by qfa&n^r &c., (II, x, 32. S. 694),
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As an example of Upapada, we have ef^Kfff U ^©et rcarf%==!T«3:,?r i»

The affix sit is added by III. ?, 4. S. 2916, by Yoga-vibhaga. Hete also, had

the compounding depended upon the noun 7 taking the case-affixes, the

feminine would have taken ar* and not r?<? ; similarly as in s?nsfr ti

(wsri wft^rr ir ^5^1 wfa far* 1 stsr nrsri 1 *m s*srr 1 fawrft «rq-*ri?[«rr^

783. When an upapada is compounded with an

indeclinable, then it is compounded only with those avyayas

which end in the affix am (°rg*5 and ^rg^).

This makes a restriction to the general compounding of upapadas

with avyayas as ordained by the last rule. As wrjaKft 3J^K " he eats having

made his food sweet.' So also PS^^jt ' having seasoned.' The avyayas

ending in st»£ are formed by the affix «Jigf5.(III. 4. 26) &c,

Why do we say ' with avyayas ending in wra '? Observe sural ^t^l
' the time of eating.' Here the avyaya ends in 3* of the affix ggsj; added

by rule III. 3. 167 S. 3179 (the affix tumun may be applied, when the word in

construction is not a verb, but ejtr, SPTO, or^rSTC ' time.')

The force of the word " only " is to indicate that this composition

takes place in those cases where a rule ordains 'SPI. only, after any root, with

regard to any upapada ; so that no composition will take place where the

affix src,as well as another affix, is ordained after a root with certain upapa-

das. Thus sutra III. 4. 24, S. 3345 declares : "the affixes wr and orgs come
after a verb when the words e^sr, jrq;*T and §•£ are upapadas." Here the st»i,

(affix irgt$) is not the sole affix ordained ; but there is a co-ordinate affix with

it, namely ^r- Therefore in bt^hI'STI, ' having first eaten ' there is no composi-

tion, because vtftfffrra, is not the only form we can have ; for, srajg^r is also

used in the same sense.

wy 1 g$r*TiH»£%r?*r?«r?i*:**r?«; 1 r u i r? n

Sjtfjfra&ii 11

784. An upapada ending with a third case-affix (III.

4. 4:7 S. 3368 &c, ) is compounded optionally with an inde-

clinable formed by the affix ara and the compound is Tat-

purusha.
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The term ?ni.is understood here. The upapadas ending with a thifd

case-affix &c, are given in sulra III. 4. 47. S. 3368 and the sQtras that follow.

As gyssffTTKr 5f^ or ws&srtTftr Sf# ' he eats after having relished the food

with radish.

Note :—For upapadas ending with other oases, see nutra III. i. 52 &o S. 3373

This being an optional rule, it in not necessary that the upapada should be tulya-vidhlna

with the ere. ; so that this optional compounding may take place even under rule III.

d, 59 S. 3381 where sri^is not the only affix enjoined, but there is ^r as well. This vibhi-

sha may therefore he called both ntH and sring vibhasha. It is j^tr with regard to

those ruled where 9TR is the only affix employed ; and it is ^qm with regard to those

where 8THis not the only affix.

785. An upapada ending with a third case-affix

or any other of the remaining four cases, is optionally com-

pounded with -tt word ending with the affix ktv&; and the

compound is Tat-purusha,

This rule provides for avyayas ending in ^T which the last two rules

did not provide. Thus we have 5*%: $HJ or sr*%: $*w. Here the affix tSJ!

is added by sutra III. 4. 59 S. 3381. In the case when there is composition,

the x3>f i? replaced by the substitute PTS. ', other wise not, See VII. l. 37.

Why do we say ' an upapad ending in the 3rd case-affix '? Observe

&c ? sw %W, or *sr§r %&(j. Whf e there is no composition.

s^rs^r^^stTO a?3<E«rci flirmsfts"^ wrg; 1 1; sr^ssft ithriw sj^SfW.

786. The affix a'ch comes after a Tatpurusha

compound ending in the word afiguli, when a Numeral or

an Indeclinable precedes it.

Thus % BT»£ft iTBromw=S53J5T^ SIS » So also, when .an Indeclinable

precedes it : as ftfr?ptgi&*%= WS*S*I., 8T?T3?5»Ul

i\
r
ofe :—Thia compounding takes place by II. 1. 51, This is a, Taddhitartha

compound, the taddhita affix n\w%^ being elided by the- Vartika tmi^ a!t fa^TTI^SlI
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" there is always the elision of the affix *fl^% denoting measuie when a Dvigu

compound is formed ". See V. 2. 37 V&vk ).

787. The affix zt% comes after the word ratri,

when preceded by ahan, or sarva, or a word denoting a

portion of night, or sankhyata or punya, when the compound

is Tatpurusha, as well as when a Numeral or an Indeclinable

precedes the word ratri.

The anuvritti of H^r^WI^i is drawn in to this sutra by force of the

word ^" and" of the sutra. The word s^sj forms a Dvandva compound ; as

«T?w*rf5r*r= Sartre: "day and night." So also ^f^py-*, ^cftr^' ' the first part

of night'. These are formed by II. 2. 1. S. 712. So also ?f*§a[rffr *rRp =

WWrflrcras tl This compound is formed by II. 1. 57 S. 736. So also gyaircrfsri =

S^JRHT' H So also when compounded with a Numeral or an Indeclinable : as,

I* tfSft: H*!I?K:=fl;W^ t 9Tr?r^I5Wrnf%«I.= 9=TRfWW: II

w?TfT[?gw?rc.^rii i <*wnn i srRnnfti ^tscp n

788. The affix tach is added to the words rajan,

ahan, and sakhi, when standing at the end of a Tatpurusha
compound.

Thus <KTH:rSf: ; ST^isft, $ctt^ *rar = 2JWra*!P, i'

Ndte :—Why not so here «Tfr°lf «^VsT^RTr instead of H&mm? ll

For according to the maxim " a pratipadika denotes, whenevci it is

employed in Grammar, also such a nominal stem, as is derived from

it by the addition of an affix denoting gender " ( JrrKtTf^K1*?^

fanfftfttewft «nf»n)j the sterner^5
?, would denote the feminine also. To

this we reply, that the construction of the sutra shows that the feminine

tfffr is not to be taken. Because sr?^ being a prosodially lighter word than

flap?, ought to have been placed first in the compound. Us not being so placed

indicates that that form tfSMl only is to be taken, whose final vowel becomes

lengthened into err in compounding with er?^; i, e. *r*rr f ar?:*,
i
and not

wft+sraRii
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In fact, the above Paribhasha is anitya, not of universal application,

and so we have ^r^ft II See also the next sfitra

Tsrurr trsjft i?<r5fr 11

789. The ^ of ar^ is elided only before the

affixes a: and *sr 11

Thus **mnj: ( V. 4. 91 3. 794 with aw ) 11 | r^ft arvfifr *tfr *£t

mtf ^rsjqfirJT: ^g; ( with or V. 1. 87 S, 1751 ).

Vart :~m is added to sr?* in the sense of w?1 STgS !
» when referring

to a sacrifice, arff ?T5?i«Bg: = wtffa ! ( lv - 2 ' 4 3 )

Though the ar^, of ar^ would have been elided by the last aphorism

also, before the affixes sr and «sr, the present sutra makes a restrictive

rule : st?^ does not lose its final art, before any other Taddhita affix,

thus argr f%|TWts:snf|^ (with S3i V. 1. 79 S. 1743 ). The word ipr

' only ' is for the sake of perspic uity. sr?^ alone does not lose its

final 9^ before z and q?, other stems also do the same. This

we infer, from the exception made in the case of atman and adhvan, before

*5f, in VI. 4 169 S. 1671.

In the sub-division of ^mfe: ( V. 1. 80 S. 1744 ) reading the anuvritti

of ftnrstf (V. 1. 86. S. 1750 ) in the sutra v*W towrcre ( V. 1. 87, S, 1751 ),

we get the affix 13 11 The Paribhasha relating to gender being anitya,

( see 7S8 above ) we have no adhere in *rsn»TT crs^Y = •TffCr^fi" II

tf£o 1 3ifrs|- n§w: \% 1 « i
w 11

790. For alian is substituted alina, wlien preceded

by the words, mentioned in V. 4. 87 S. 787. (and taking

the affix tach mentioned in V. 4. 91 S. 781 ).

Note :-When the affix er^r follows 3T?^ r
and the latter is preceded hj the

words ^ft &c, then *t% is substituted for s?^ n By the term <j>«j. " these

words ", is meant the iiumem'ts ( with the exception of qtfi V 4 90 S. 794) the la

deolinaWes, the words 5^, $tgs>[F and words " denoting a part of a day, for

these are tie words mentioned in the sfitra. V. 4. 87 S. 787. The word sr^ is

also mentioned therein, hut it is not taken here, tor there can be no Tatpurueha
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compound of 8^ wifcli ^^ II The word gt>q ia also excluded by V. L 90, S. 794
Thus 53re|?(lr>fai =SJf:, sqf :, w^f^Rf: = ST^:, pR^: II So also S<frgor:, C VIII.

4. 7 S. 791 ) ^frsor:, ^TTO^jar:, tfQ3jffirg: ( according to some *f*szirm?: V.~~4. 90 ).

791. The &r is the substitute of h of sr^ when it is

preceded by a word ending in ar, having in it a letter

capable of producing the change (i. e. the letter ?:).

Thus $?[% g^rwt: "fore-noon"; ^TU^nr: '' after-noon " But in

^JWrnrg: no change.

Why do we say " ending in st " ? Observe, PiKf '-, gKfr H

The word STf is sustituted for *r?1 by V. 4. 88 S. 790. The word srgf

being used in the sutra as ending in ar, the rule does not apply to other

words. Thus ^ifft^OTqni The word snj: in the sutra in the the nominative case,

and should not be construed as the genitive of STfsj., because all sthanins are

exhibited in Nominatives as, sr ( VIII. 4. 4 S. 1039), err^sf (VIII. 4- 8 S.

1052 ), 3PT &c. The compounding takes place by II. 2.1, then is added the

samasanta affix s%( V. 4. 91 S. 788 ), and srf substitution by V. 4. 88.

The word frqf^i' is a Bahuvrthi compound and not a Tatpurusha, and

hence the affix a^ does not apply to il. The feminine ^cr is added by IV.

I. 28, S. 462 there is elision of bt of %t%^ by VI. 4. 134 S. 234.

Why do we say " when meaning a collective noun " ? Observe Y^TCgi*

^r = Of."i II This is a Tadditartha Dvigu compound formed by II. 1. 51
;

S. 728 the affix *s^of surar* *» ( IV 3. 1 r, S. 1381 ) is elided by IV. 1. 88.

S. 1080 and the final sr^of =sr^is elided by VI. 4. HS S. 789.

In the Feminine, there will be ?[%a.s the base ends in short er II As

Sjff II So also jnffro: and amg : ll

*s.* 1 gatfts <sr 1 «: 1 « 1 h 11

792. The or is not the substitute of * in the words

kshubhna &c.
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Note :_The ' not ' of sutra Till. 4. 34 S. 2840 is to be read into this.

Thus §JWUI%. s0 also iu S*^ :
> S*Tf^T> t,le substitutes of sr^ being like the

principal I. 1, 57. S. 50. So JjfTfR: where the change was called for by VIII. 4, 3,

5. 857 and VIII. 4 26, S. 3648 JTPf^., T'fl an(* fJJIK when second members ia a

compound, denoting a name, as, ftt^Cr. %($l*W; fTftT'TC: l> Tn<i> word ^fj when

t&Ung the Intensive affix^ , as, STO^WrT II T=3 . •pfnw also belongs to this

class. *ifrr, ^T. H^f, Rr^W, RRW, stRt and ST^T -when used as second terms in

a compound. As, "TRiT^I , tRt?^, which required change by VIII. 4. 3 S. 857

So <rRl?^^ contrary to VI 11. 4. 14 S. 2287 STCRretf:, WfaTOTf ^Ktf^:, T-TTST: II

All these are Names. After the word BTr^T^ there is no change, as, 8THT[$»rr»fbT:.

STTfqHl- II fRsfrr, RfRrc, *T#r<, <?J%«:
and fR and sufa followed by «r*f do not cause

change iu the H of ^T when the compound is a Name. This is an 8TT?if<j*Tflr : H

iW(B«nRf), 2?wt; 3srt^, 4ns??r, 5 9hk, CTRSurroft sfarct

n^r^^ner, 6 sR^Cr, 7 ffiwH 8 RiRfm**; 9 ?f?r«lrat n^r^raRi, tGiskt ; 10 sjfa,

lln^r, 12h*?t, i3Rfa?r, 14ftwr, 15 srRr, 16 sr^r, ijcH^wrft JflnswRr,

17 q-RrT^tl, 18 TRirfsfH. , 19 Tr^fll, 20 fltfSftff:, 21 wfff^w:, 22 sKrfilr:

23^*T?gqr:, 24 arr'srm'r^rr?^ * srreritfriftsr. ( srnrrabft ) u §««, 25503, 31^,
26 *xnw, ^rr-*t? ^r, 27 RrRnfft, 28 £3ttt, Rt>*r, ft?ra, wrrSr, ar^, wrti-
vfrtfrfr, 29 srgsfaji, 30 fR^r^Pt *pfl*rcwft sfarera. 1 fRsrr, RrRrr, *r»frt, $«,

Thus ifcfigr srr??. 11

This being so, there is no necessity of taking the trouble of making

the substitute 3Tg ahtia end in short sr for the purpose of this case, Because

of the necessity of reading such examples in kshubhnadi class, in order to

prevent the nr change required by VIII, 4. n S, 1055.

In the sutra VIII. 4, 7 S. 791 we read ' when preceded by a word

ending in short ar "
; therefore, when the preceding word ends in long srr,

we have no or change ; as q*rg: ( <HT*rai? :
) II

SI*: I «(?: 11

793. This substitution of alma for ahan, does not

take place after a Numeral, when it forms a Collective, noun,,,

meaning a number of days taken as a unity. ;. ,,<>[

This substitution is prohibited in the case of SamaharaiTatpurusha.
Thus mm-- *TfT?rc:=W, so also nty: u Here rule V, 4. 91 applies? u-

'

<t/'-.-
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There can be no samahara Tatpumsha compound, unless it is a

Numeral compound. So the use of the word srancfi hi the sutra is not

absolutely necessary ; but it is employed merely for th« sake of clearness

794. And also after the word that stands last ia

the above list ( i, e. 3<"*) and eka, this substitution does not

take place.

The word 3tI*t means ' last ' ; and refers to goq which is the last word

in V. 4. 87, S. 787, The word zw ' last ' is used instead of jtojj as a%f*nr '. the

better draft would have been gwSpKrmriL 11 Thus gastTfH
, giWSI n The word

gf^ff is a term of praise. tjsRr? : U Some include the penultimate word ^NsTTS

also in the prohibition. According to them ^nsurerr? 1 is tne proper form and

not tfjwmra: II

vat* 1 vrarawngra: 1 H 1 « t M N

795. The affix tach comes after the word f uras/

standing at the end of a Tatpumsha compound, when it has

the sense of ' the most excellent of its kind
'

Thus ?TWIT 5^::=| aT»?m?r^^.' the most excellent of horses
1

'.

Note :—The word sr*T means ' the principal ' : as the word <3KH is the princi-

pal member of an animal, so by metonomy it has come to mean ' the principal '.

Why do we say " when meaning the most excellent ". Observe s^sjtRIIK :

=faf^K: " the breast of Devadatta "'.

^Jn^jrrnr emsr ^ 1 srarasr'i.i sronw 1 ssrwrcra. 1 *!
l033ra«rf*tr'?? srtnfj 1

796. The affix tach comes after anas, asman. ayas,

and saras, when at the end of a Tatpumsha compound, it

denotes a j&ti or a name.

59 S
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Thus siRSra., "STRICT:, sur«r*I5r»C
,

and JfffR^^I." are examples of mfit

words, while »r?r*rai,, ft°*fWi ^ff|?iR^»r, and starrer* are examples of^r n

Note—"Why do we say " when meaning a j4ti or a sanjna ? Observe Q^;,

797. The affix tach comes after taksha, when pre-

ceded by gr&ma and kauta, in. a Tatpuvusha compound.

The anuvritti of jati and sanjM does not run into this sutra. Thus

*imq trgrs^nrffg
1

:, ^rgTf WWW: 'the public carpenter of all' aj-sif *=r:=^rs:

"independent." ^z-.n^-Vf^^- meaning ^ara: ^T^ffr, ^ sfi^faawfr^:

' and independent artisan, not particularly bound under engagement to

any one '.

«rf?P$T T^: I 3Tf3*Jr #1T II

798, The affix tach conies after the word gvan pre-

ceded by ati, in a Tatpurusha compound.

Thus 3trarsBr»?i: ^R»t= aTRr^r TO?'- " the boar that surpasses <.he dog "

i. e. 3T?nrP3C" very sw'^ "' ^° Tf^=fi" ^ r " tne dog-surpassing soldier i. e. more

devoted to his master than a dog " or " a servile army, as mean as a dog.';

VS5.S. I g-qnTTfUfSTrforl I H I « I
£.V9

11

799. The affix tach comes after the word gvan

ending in a Tatpurusha compound, when another thing not

being a living object is compared with it.

Thus arroi:^ = 3Tr^^J: ' a dog-like bow.' This compounding takes

place by II. r. 56. S, 735-

Why do -we say " when the thing compared is not a living being"?

Observe «rprc: ^H^r^^r "' a dog-like monkey ",

«;oo 1 ^•^r^n^f'ar w«r. \ \ \ y i
s.t; n
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*rrg<TTmn|i ?frc?pw*i "rrawu dtawi 1 tbsrPnt *rf**r s^j-twui

800. The affix tach comes after salcthi, when pre-

ceded by ufctara, mriga, and purva, ia a Tatpurusha compound,
as well as when a thing is compared with it.

By the force of the word * in the sutra, we read in .the word 3TORKI
also. Thus »^to^hh, ^iresfUl, ^teur* M So also in qrwRpr* Sofas'*?*

*9% 1 sirar fsc=»Tr: 1 H \\i 1 S.6. 11

801. The affix tach comes after the word nan, when

at the end of a Dvigu compound, but not so, when the Tad-

dhita affix is elided.

Thus w^ntarcrn^sftTWEpaw. fi:*rwrai( IV. 3. 81 S. 1461 ) The

elision of IV. r. 88 S. 1080 does not apply here, as that rule is restricted by

the word «sn% of IV. i. 89 S. 108 1 and so it does not apply to affixes beginning

with a consonant.

So also ?[ Trlr *riwr=fiRrT*r, so also fircra* n Thus fiftrftn* , tf^rw

fiw are also formed.

Why do we say ' when in a Dvigu compound ' ? Observe trstfp

"the king's ship". The phrase ararsagfa " when a Taddhita affix is not

elided" of stitra V. 4. 92 S, 729 applies here also. Therefore sra does not

apply in qrefaOrPr: sfttf: = TT<%:> ishp u

qo^ 1 wars t hi a i ?o& 11

sTvjrsrrTC^^fit i srr^rs^HL 1 srtfawu iStatf mmn 11

802. The affix tach comes after the word nau,

When preceded by the word ardha, in a Tatpurusha com-

pound.

Thussrrtr«T* = «rdNt'W,il T '"'e compounding takes place by II. 2,

2. S. J; 1 3. The compound is of neuter gender, and does not take the gender

of the term, as required by II. 4, 26 S. 812 ; for.gender is regulated by usage,

more than any grammatical rules (mi^ fijiRJi) II
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saVl m4v. srFCT* I H I « 1 *•* H

803. To the word kiwi, afc the end of a Dvigu

compound, and to the same, when preceded by the word

ardha, in a Tatpurusha compound, the affix tach is added,

according to the opinion of the Eastern Grammarians.

The words ft$r- and 8T3rf^[ are both understood here. Thus % ^r?tf

STms*r=r?*strc*.or ft-igrft 11 So also aT*f ?m*t?: =srvfiarc* or bt^ssttR: 11

wtr mil fiptr ' sjs^r^^ 1 jtrs^r^ 1 sr?rf^pftsi*r 1 w»nr»i53iifS»*ir ?ishS»

804. The affix tach is added to the word aiijali,

when preceded by dvi or tri, in a Dvigu Tatpurusha

compound.

Thus sres-ii#r5RrgtT = SIS5Bii., so also 5qsaT5TC.il The word fjjrni:

is understood here also, so that when the compound is not a Dvigu, the rule

does not apply. Thus gsfft:*^^: =^sq»5ii%: 11 The phrase " when a Taddhita

is not elided ( V, 4. 92 S, 729 )." is understood here also. Therefore the

affix rw does not apply here : ^JJRSaTf^f spte: = sfSaTi^: II ( V. 1. 28).

.No'e ;—The phrase ''according to the opinion of the Eastern Graurmari

ana " V. 4, 101 S. 803 is to he read into this sutra. Thus in the alternative v

have R|3P3tfafsra: II

805. The affix tach conies after the word brahmana

in a Tatpurusha compound, when the compound denotes a

person belonging to a certain country.

The word nrHTf :
is equivalent to 3^7*3 *&• ' belonging to a country.'

This affix comes after that Tatpurusha, the first member of which is a word

denoting a country. Thus gtfgs bstt = SagsiST , and BWiJfrsrsr: " a Brahmana
of S itrash Ira or Avanti," This is an example of Locative Tatpurusha

compound
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Note ;—Why do we say " when referring to the name of a country " P

Observe twgr Wf: ' Narada the bard of the gods
'

806. The affix tach comes optionally after the

word brahman preceded by the words $ and Ti^, in a

Tatpuruisha compound

Thus ^5gj: or 3>srgrr, ' a bad Brahmana '. The word sr5il.is a synonym

of arsff " a Brahmana ".

3TET: ^TTfW fitfa * II aTffTSRTRS II

»rtt "sr 5^; * 11 %*ie? ift 3?r fsi*f TfiisesT 5n^«rrf;5im?JiJT: 11 srerm* ^st* 1

807. For the final of jt^jj is substituted «rrn; (s»r)

before a word which is iu apposition with it and before

STR?** II

As JTfrjrgi: or miB&t, mw, fSmrcffa: II Why do we say ' before a

word which is in apposition with it
1

? Observe Rf?r:^=1?^! "the

service of the great man ": the two words are not in apposition. Obj. We
shall explain the compound *lf?^r by saying that the rule of wrr substitution

applies to those compounds only of H?f[ which are ordained specially by

II. 1. 61 S. 740 and not to the general compounding of J^tf with any noun.

And as »ts<r.3ST can not be compounded under II. 1. 61 S. 740 so there

will be no *U substitution here.
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isAns.—Not so ; for how then you explain the str in H?wrg: which

also not a compound under II. i. 61 S. 740 but a Buhuvrlhi, and which ac-

cording to your explanation, ought to be IffSfrg: V

Therefore, we come to this conclusion that the Pratipadokta Paribha-

sha does not apply here, and this because the word STRRffa^Rur is employed

in the sutra. Therefore, the present siltra applies to all compounds of «iffj,

where it is in apposition with the second word.

How do you explain the lengthening in qqrror ? Either by yoga-

vibhaga, taking srffj as a separate sutra ; or because Panini himself uses it in

V. 3. 49 S. 1995.

In ^tfr+srra'tar, the feminine *r??fr is first changed into the masculine

*r?? by VI. 3. 42 S. 746 ; and then the fj; is changed to s?r by the present

sutra, and thus we get ^Rrafar II

The compounding with n$f[ takes place under II. 1, 61 S. 740.

This rule applies to compounds under .that rule, as well as to Bahu-

vrihis, when also the two words are in apposition, as in *tfrarfr; 11 In fact, this

is the object of using the word samanadhikarana in this siltra. Had it not

been used, then by the maxim of pratipadokta, the rule would have applied

only to the Tatpurusha compounds of mahat, taught under II. 1. 61 S. 740,

but not to Bahuvrihis like T?rarg :
il In HS^m^r^aTTSr^l?^ S"W» the

long 3Tr is not substituted; as the sense of HfrJ is here secondary,

Vdrt :—m is substituted for the final fffff before Trer, ^?C and fa\m,

the feminine *{%$( being changed to masculine, though the words may not

be in apposition. As H^r TOP^srara', Tf^r: ^'="TfRft !
, TS'wRffire-: =

?T?rRf*lE: II

Vdtt\—m is substituted for the final of arc^ before ^Trsr. vvhen a sa-

crificial offering is meant. As srsrgRw^MqfTii Why do we say when
meaning a sacrificial offering? Observe qtssr^tw ffrSTT^ H

Vdn :—srr is substituted for the final of stS^ before nr, when the

meaning is that of 'yoked,' As, srepm toi&t 11 But sTffiT^r prgi'wn, where
' yoking ' is not meant. The f£ in BTfj; is for the sake of distinctness.

The affix arer of V. 4 75 S. 943 is made applicable here by the me-
thod of yoga- vibbaga

;
though the compound is Bahuvrihi ; aro( + «fr = sreT

+ «?r + *T*'Ui The aggregate of eight cows is m^H, (Samdhara Dvand-
va). The chariot is also called si&wK because they are yoked there

to.
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f> *n v.

wifsftsreftaT": r%* i nfrn i sj#%: u sn^errrera swam* ii^ t tf^tHi i rl;gwut

808. ^r is substituted for the final of fk and **%%

when, another Numeral follows, but not in a Bahuvrlhi or

before adrift II

Thus$rw(=fr "^ ^ "^ or f* srrw «r). sriNnfh, wnrcrit, stsrrt,

Why do we say ' not when the compound is a Bahuvrlhi, or the word

«T*T?I% follows ? Observe fqprp, 3J5irf?P "

p#/7:—This rule applies upto one hundred, Therefore not here,

r1$Ri> ft^r?«i. *re*rar* 3Tra?w*ii

cat i 3spt. i^hiwii

fires??* 5t«jh ^rsgtf^ i sratasr i sr^rft^rr^.- 1 srgsflir 3 f^rf^i f*r&ir: 1 g*^

809. For fa is substituted ^rosr when another Nu-

meral follows, but not in a Bahuvrlhi or before VKftfa II

As, 5T%w. itrfTOlt', TOtirefit u But not in f«nw. which is a Bahu-

vrlhi. (II. 2. 25 S. 843) s?nfi\f?r II This substitution takes place upto hundred :

not here, ProWLi ftrcwn «

s*o I fSmnT (sirfrfbuciPS^ ^<*re I % 1 3 1 «e. II

wenrenfreri: 1 fawnftstsr. ' TW^rfresi " *& iximvfi&mmmftz 11

810. The above substitution in the case of all (fgj;,

Br and wsq;). is optional, when the word- xicsttftsra; and the

numerals which follow it are the second member.

Thus f%w*rfre*T or $pBr*nfa;j ,
faqrs^rsri* or ^*P T3^*^

.
aTBTS^TOfi;

»TST<n*TTOrI II This is also before hundred : as, f^R^and 37£*T?TS.. f*HTC* II

So also with t^ra?t , <Tf&, *mft and spfftf 11

nnl^PiTWTwww nwymrw 1 *rft &mm m ms Vft win**
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infkziffii i qr*rT$5rftft?T'f: v

«nt;**rii

811. The Negative particle remains unchanged in

a word which begins with «CT, and of this «wr, there is the

augment srgf? (aiir ).

Thus^fjf^Rr.-s^rsn^^fir:, «PGrs$WHH These are Instrumental

compounds formed under II, I. 30 S. 693 by the method of yoga-vibhaga

taking nfimt as a separate sutra. The nasal is optional, so we have ipRr35rtvrih

also, meaning "nineteen," The augment 9^5^ is added to the final of the

first member, so that we have optionally two forms qrqjpj
?f f^fa: and ijsjni T

rtiri* by VIII. 4. 45, S. 116.

V&rt:-~The final of (^ is changed to $ before ^jr, qrtf, and qr (meaning

' location '): and the first letter of the second member is changed to * or f it

Thus «r?.??<rr*r«l s <fra
,

i; so "fr^W ; ^%^ ox ^r«t_f? Il The addition of k is

optional here. The putting of qrg in the plural number indicates that m \\\s

here the meaning of " in many parts or ways " (sTrcrf^nrprar)- In fact, it has the

force of an affix here, The rule, therefore, does not apply to these :—-^ V?rft

or vj«jfft=- <r?*rr II

•:o:-

THE GENDER OF COMPOUNDS.

ffSTrHrT^^rjjHTw^ sriwir ^r^m * 11 73*rg surfiisg %*%%• isisrmm: stirrer

1

f^Kiriwr 11

812. The gender of a Dvandva or a Tat-purnsha

compound is like that of the last word in it.

This applies to an Itaretara Dvandva or coupling by mutual conjunc
tion. As fftf^sqrfiw ' those two (fern.) the cock and the peahen '

TgtffSff-
?tMt 'those two (mas.) the peahen and the cock.' The SamahAra Dvandva is

always neuter. So also in a Tat-purusha compound, not especially mentioned
in the previous aphorism

: As •rffcrari , «nft^ift 'half a pippali.'
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^^•.—Prohibition must be made in regard to (1) Dvigu compound,

(2) compounds with srrH.WJ?f and, 3T5J. and (3) compounds with Gati words
i. e. Pradi compounds

; as, "m^Tra": ' Purodasa prepared in five cups'
; urs

gftPTCT: Orm + sftfasCT) ' has obtained living.' STrTHlffr^i II STWlWrrc ' who is a

suitable match for the girl.' There is no special rule of Pacini by which

vm can be so compounded. We infer such a iule, by the implication
( jnapa-

ka) of this vartilca. fa'B&rerrfwr: ' gone beyond Kausambi.'

rz\W q&npgeroit 1 \ 1 a 1 *« 11

813. The gender of the compound of the word agva
' horse ' and vadava ' a mare/ is like that of the first word in

it.

This applies where the compound is not an aggregate by rule II. 4,

12. S. 916, in that case it will be neuter. gfr^sTfWW ; s^WT^ 1 ar^*^;
&c, (in every number and case) ' those two (mas.) the horse and the mare.'

This is an exception to the last and general rule, by which the gender of the

subsequent term, guides the gender of the whole compound.

*Vi 1 srar^n $<% 1 1 1 « 1 v. 11

814. The Dvandva and Tatpnrsha compound en-

ding _with ratra and ahna and aha are spoken of in the mas-

culine.

This debars the neuter gender of Samahara even (II. 4- 17 S. 821)

because it is a subsequent sutra to that in the order of Pariini and thus it

serves double purpose, being read immediately after II. 4. 26 S. 812 it debars

the gender of the subsequent, and also the Neuter of II. 4, 17. S. 821.

Thus srfmsr : 1

1

These words refer to krit and Samasanta affixes. Thus the word *t«T

is formed by trt^ + «t^. (V. 4. 87 S. 787) arg is formed by V, 4. 88 S. 790

and srf by V. 4. 91. S. 788, The general rule II. 4. 36 S. 812 also does not

apply here,

Sffapjitamiflwi:.

'

A sPace of two or three nJ£hts ' l^S' 1 8qrTOS : '

*«Ug: ' the forenoon, the afternoon and noon,' STf; ' two days' s^.-, ' three

days,'

60 S
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V&rt :—The word *r«r preceded by a numeral is always neuter, as

fltwc &c, »rarepr«j; « *twti TSfri w^rari srTrerc. =*f<roTO

»

815. The Tatpumsha word apatham ' a bad road
'

is neuter.

The word " Tal-purusha " only is understood in this sCttra and not

Dvandva.

OTtrftTO. 'this (neuter) is a bad road.' But sratfrl^: (masc.) 'a

roadless country.' Here the compound being Bahuvrlhi, the word is mascu.

line ; so also W'faT: where the rule does not apply, because the sutra has

exhibited the form sjW* with the samasanta affix. So where there is no

samasanta affix, the form is «natt; also. The samasanta is optional by

V. 4. 72 S. 957-

vrWtet: top |f% #* <* 53: 1 st*H: i s^H* i «t»n i «wm[ i ?* fpr^f

,

*r(h, t*f, <ftg«r> W. *r^aro, mn i«irft "

816. The words 'ardharcha ' &c, may be masculine

and neuter.

As =grtf«ft and stsHt* ' half a verse,' s$sp or e^gro,- ' a flag '. So also

«fr«f: or nfcfa ' a place of pilgrimage; qrcfts 'the body ;' bo^ :
' a shed ;' sfajp

' nectar ;' \$, ' the body,' ' st^fSP ' a goad for an elephant '; &&%: ' a jar
*

&c.

Note:—These twofold genders sometimes, convey different meanings, the

masculine form having one meaning and Hie neuter, another. Tims Td: ' treasure,'

"Tffsortnm ' lotus,' ^5 ' treasure,' and Jffjjr^ or txg: ' conch-shel), ' gfr: or up*
' ghost.' But when it is a verbal noun, it takes the gender of the word it qualifies

aWj or %s«R^ ' salt'; but when it is considered as a derivative word meaning ' born

in or belonging to the sea ' it takes the gender of the word it qualifies, *nv. 'best'

<drt ' compendium.' So *|i?: and gwn,

817- In (a common) name (expressive of") class,

in denoting the singular, the plural is optionally employed.
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Note:—The words of. this sufcra require some detailed explanation, The

name of a jati or species, always denotes one, since it js a collective noun, and will

naturally take the singular number ; by the present sutra such words may take the

plural number also. In such nouns of class, the plural number has also the force of

the singular. The anuvritti of asishyam does not go further II Thus HTSTT: ^W-
or mart' ?»«(••

Note :—It follows from this that adjectives which are not themselves com-

mon noun, such as tfqsr: &c, agree with the noun and will also get the plural

number. Thus ^qjfr aft', or ^TOf WW; " Full grown barley "
<nfajn BtrfOT'- in3*»fa:

or Jjfajwr JTSJIIP IPg^zir. II

Why have we used the word jati in this sutra .' For this aphorism does not

apply to proper Nouns. Thus^tP Devadatta, ^tT: Yajnadatta. Why have

we used the word ^rnSURfl,? A word may be a class noun or jati, bat it may not ba

the appellation of a class. Thus the statue of kasyapa may also be called kasyapa
;

this is a class noun, hut as it is not the appellation arriwr or name of a class, such

words cannot take the plural form and still denote a singular sense.

Why do we say ' ekasmin ' ? When two or more class names are compounded

as sftff*l#t ' the rice aud barley:' the rule does not apply.

An exception must be made when a class noun is qualified by a numeral

adjective, As^ Bfif?' tfTsT: SfR^r ttifS.

m^ ftw ^ RrtfM^swlr *i^h ^r wr<i 1 w 35: 1 qfts? a^fa 1 arm st* %\n

<r 11 *rft%T>re* wft^i * >i TS<$ stftft 11

818. The plural of the pronoun aamad, ' I', is

used optionally, though the sense requires a singular or dual

number.

Thus " I speak" or " we speak" (sr?SRr?ft or TOfffOi *aay be spoken

by one person, similarly two persons, may either use the dual case or the

plural case, thus strT W* '•

' we two speak ' or <ro 5*: ' we speak.'

VArt

:

—There is prohibition when the pronoun of the 1st person is

qualified by an attribute .-—a.s qg*;j spftlH- ' I Patu am speaking,' Here we

cannot use the plural.

fit** *f5Wg«?K 5R$ 51 W5 I <$ ^PQwfr I f?ft: •$?&*'< I $ fanf* I S?? ! *»"

q^M t«T% fa«U ^P33?§r Hfut^ II
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819. And the dual of Phalgunl and Proshtha-

padst, when signifying asterisms, (also connotes optionally

plural).

The word n in this aphorism draws in the anuvritti of the word

fH: from the last. Of the stars ph«±lguni and proshthapada, the forms may be

either dual or plural. As irft* f$ 1»ei!JHir ("dual) ; or ai^: $#: <K*g«l: (plural.)

So also t$ ii$<W or wjfi WBTSri II There are two pairs of stars of the name of

phalguni and proshthapada, both being of feminine gender, and their logical

number being dual,' The present sutra ordains plural optionally.

Why do we say ' when signifying asterisms '? Because if phalguni and

proshthapada are not names of asterisms, they must have their proper

number : as qregnfr TO* ll

820. In the Dvandva compounds of the stars Tishya

and Punarvasu, the dual invariably comes in the place of the

plural.

When there is a collective compounding of the words Tishya and

Punarvasu (meaning two groups of stars), the final compound is always in the

dual. Thus grlja} fssqj^gf^rs ' the Tishya and Punarvasu having risen are

seen (dual).'

Why do we say ' Tishya , and ' Punarvasu '? Observe faflPSTriWP

.,
' the stars Visakha and Anuradha.' The compound is in plural number.

This rule would not apply if these words do not connote stars, but

are used in any other sense. As ffr^spf^fr TRTWi ' Boys called Tishya

and Punarvasus.'

Note;—There is 0110 star called Tishya; and there are two stars called

Punarvasu. As the Dvandva compound of these stars refers to more than two stars, it

ought to have been, in the plural number. This rule teaches that there should be a

dual number, where otherwise there would have been a plural number.

Why is the word ' star ' repeated in the sutra, when the previous stitras

and the context show that stars were being treated of. The repetition is for the

sake of including the synonyms of Tishya and Punarvasu. As fawigT^r , g^ST^Nr
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The rule only applies when these words form a Dvandva compound,

and not when they are compounded in any other way. Thus firctrgqfcrc: is

an example of Bahuvrlhi compound meaning ' persons who confound the

Tishya with the Punarvasu."

The rule only applies to the pluta I Dvandva. If the Dvandva takes

the singular termination, this rule has no application. As f^wrg*HfH $3$ifc.

This sutra indicates by implication (jflapaka) that "every Dvandva

compound may optionally take the terminations of the singular "
; for other-

wise the employment of the term srgfEffrcat in the sutra would be super-

fluous,

The word ' invariably ' has been used in the text to show that the

governing power of " option " stops here with this sutra and does not extead

further.

stpt^ *rr * u "P^s^ 1 qs^giii

<jt% Hafasr fi ifn: firaw* 11 ts1^^ 1 qs'snRS.ii

<rwnf?re«R * 11 ^s^rai 1 f%s*jT*i sragriu

soqgtfii^rif : iiaraer * u s ^^ 1 sft*mp*i

m*a£i t&sw** 11 yg "T^ft 1 ura: fm*ftm »

821. It, namely the Dvigu or the Dvandva com-

pound, with regard to which singular number has been or-

dained by the above rules (see II. 4. 1. S. 731 and II. 4. 2.

S. 906) is always a neuter gender.

Note

:

—This sutra debars the operation of the rule by which a eomponnd get=,

the gender of its subsequent member. See II. 4. 26. S. 812.

As, qssrirei ' an aggregate of five cows,' ^afffl ' the teeth and lips

'

'^Wll ' head and neck.'

V&tt :—A Dvigu, the last member of which ends in short % is em-

ployed in the feminine gender only ; as qs^gsft,
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Vdrt:—A Dvigu, the last member of which is a feminine word end-

ing in srr^ affix, is optionally feminine ; as, TS'^'irfl or (r*^-^r||f.

Vdrt

:

—A Dvigu, the last member of which is a word ending in sra

is optionally feminine and the H is elided ; as, <r*5r?rg
,nor qrs^rs^f.

Vdrt:—Prohibition must be stated in the case of Dvigu compounds

ending in m% &c„ "TS^TRI ; ^n*; fsr^THI-

Vdrt:—The Neuter gender is employed after the word »ff preceded

by 5°* or gff?T ; as 50^5^ < sacred day '; gftsrr?* ' lucky day,'

Vdrt :—The word <r«T ending with the samas&nta affix (V, 4, 72
S. 957) is neuter when compounded with a numeral or an Avyaya

; as ftqqii

•^SWI, ftT*r»r., gTU*. But not so in gtf«Tr and aTfaT'qr: where the sama-

santa has not been added, because of the prohibition of V. 4. 6g S, 954.

Vdrt :—The Neuter is employed when the application is general

and no particular gender is meant.

As £<r Tnm ' he cooks soft' (anything in general that he does cook),

?Tf?r; wftet, ' in the morning it is pleasant.'

«:o:«

822. A Tat-purusha compound, with the exception

of that which is formed by the particle nafi, and of the

Karmadharaya compound, becomes neuter gender, in the

cases explained in the following sfttras.

Note:—This is a governing sdtra and regulates the sense of the succeeding

aphorisms which show when a Tat-purusha may be Neuter.

<*% 1 wsrr WWJhUfhl^ 1 * I 8 1 ^9 II

%«r* gpvr trsiiwir* i imwi fa*i Ciwsiistir i srefrtfg 1%* i frfw«Rs«rr n

823. When denoting an appellative, a Tatpurusha

compound ending with the word kantbi ' town,' is neuter in

gender, provided that, it is the name of a town situated in the

country of the USlnaras.
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As, troflfflWT* ' the town of SauSamis, the descendents of Sushama,"

Why do we say ' when donoting an appellative '? Observe iflfn^wTT'

Why do we say ' if the town is situated in the country of the UStnaras ?

Observe sTrwrmr

Note :— This debars the rule (II. 4. 25, S. 828) by which a compound gets the

gender of its subsequent term. (For accent see IV, 2. 124.)

<*» 1 ar<wto*»iir a^rtnftnwT*n*TC r i « 1 *.\ 11

824. A Tat-purusha compound ending with the

words ' upajna ' (invention) and 'upakrama ' ( commence-

ment) is neuter in gender, when it is intended to express

the starting point of a work, which is first invented or com-

menced.

As, q'tfotsg'TSW'tp ' the book i. e. the grammar which is Panini's inven-

tion '; 5T?frqras*r sfrnjs
' the measure Drona first introduced by the king

Nanda,'

Note

:

—Of couue, when it has not this sense, the neuter gender is not employed •

asl^mTS^rW! 'the chariot made by Devadatta,' ef^fTTtT3fff *$; 'the chariot com-

menced by Tajnadatta,' So also the sense may be that of invention &c., but when

these words are not employed, the neuter gender is not used , as ^re*ftf^?5fa;p ' the

slokas invented by Valmiki.'

ftjusiwwmn?'- 1 faa^rorpwf^ *rt 3 straffsarflrerr?'** ^^r^^^r Spar- 11

825. A Tat-purusha compound ending with the

word chhaya ' shadow ' is neuter in gender, when the sense

is that of proftiseness of the thing indicated by the first

term.

Thus, ^g^ar^l. ' the sugarcane shade i. e., groves of sugarcane,'

The sutra II. 4, 25 S. 828 gives optional neuter; this rule enjoins

invariable neuter when chhaya has the sense of proftiseness, In the sentence

"f^sroiRWfStl 1
" there is also shor,.ening, there is stt between ikshuchaya

and nishadinyah. Another reading is ^E^q ffisrrR'H: 11
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826. A Tatpurusha compound ending with the word

sabha 'court' is neuter
; provided that, it is preceded by (a word

synonymous with) the word Raja, or by a word denoting a

non-human being.

As 511$**. ' the King's Court.' f^tf** ' the Lord's Court.'

But in crsrcPTr

'

tne Klng's Court,' and nsf5*W*rr the word is not neuter

;

for synonyms of tfarr are only to be taken and not the word-form crsft ; an

apparent exception to Rule I. 1. 68, S. 25.

So also t^ifPT** ' the Court of the Rakshasas.' fttfnrcPiP£.
' the Court

of the Pis"achas.' The word is neuter. The word non-human has a techni-

cal significance meaning " a Rakshasa or a monster &c."

827. A Tat-purusha compound ending with the

word sabh&, when it does not mean a house, but means con-

course, is neuter.

As, «ffcpr«i ' the concourse of ladies.' Why do we say when it does

not mean ' house.'? Observe t**??PTr ; here *r*rr means a house or an institu-

tion,

828. A Tat-purusha compound ending with the

words sena 'army/ sura 'wine,' chhaya 'shadow,' gala 'house'

and ni§& 'night/ is optionally neuter, with the exception of
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that which is formed by the particle nau (II, 2. 6) and the

karmadh&faya compound.

As srwt^r. StfgTCrfl* 'the Bfahmana army,' **§**, jffg^ 'the

barley wine," fSUSHIS., f^^rar • the shadow of the wail,' iftwsg., ntawr
' the cow house,' Sffaw* #«r ' tomorrow night.' But pMROT I wOttl

1 non- army ,' «rw%,W good army,' the former being a negative and the latter

akarmadharnya compound. For II. 4. 19 S. 822 applies here also

Here ends the Chapter on Tatpurusha Compounds,
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CHAPTER XIX.

BAHUVRfHI compounds.

afrfasftrcrssn i ftrfl^wf^rlrwrBr^r *rcs fawa ftfitw *rTnft *to;: as lr«r:

829. The remaining compound is called Bahu-

vrihi.

Note :—A compound which does not fall 'within any one of the rules given

above i. e. from S, 686 downwords will be Bahuvrihi. This is a governing

aphorism

-

This is an adhikara sutra. A triad (of singular, dual and plural)

whose compounding has not been taught in the previous sutras 686 and the

rest, is the sesha or "remainder." Now the compounding of all the

triads beginning with the Accusative and ending with the Locative have been

taught in the preceding sutras, The only case that remains is the Nominative.

The compounding of nouns, both of which are in the Nominative case, is

therefore governed by this sutra, and gives rise to Bahuvrihi.

Note .-—Under sutra I. 4. 79 S. 780 there is the vartika tflftijt *rerra*3f

SHfiair || lb teaches the compounding with the Nominatve case, But it is a

vftrtika and not a sutra, Moreover according to Kasikil, the se.sha refers to " all

where no other compounding is ordained, the words which do not give rise to

compounds like avyayibhitva &c. will form Bahuvrihis,"

The Bahuvrihis like gja-r^: are exceptional.

*%* I 3TJtaJT?*rq5^ I 3 I % Rtf II

snftsRsriTfcf fptfr sr ^r^Ttq^rTt * ii 9TR-®fiTr^'j«r; i *rp-: n
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830 Two or more words, ending in the First ease-

affix, form a compound, denoting, another new thing, not

connoted by those words individually ; and the compound
is called Bahuvrihi.

The Bahuvrihi compound comes with the force of all the affixes but

the first ;
as srre<r*?*iT Tfi =* TPiTiW SIR: ' a water-reached village.' ajs^iflsfr^ij,

' a bull by whom a cart is drawn.' 3T??TT3&sr: ' Rudra to whom cattle" is

offered.' 3?£&?«rr ?«n«r '
a vesatl in which rice is placed,' qfar**d?ft: ' Hari

wearing yellow garments.' #cj^irsK[ ?w. ' a village possessed of heroic men."

The Bahuvrihi compound is not formed with the sense of the first

case. As ?E 3% »m» ' gone when it had rained.'

The Bahuvrihi compounds are formed of words having the same case,

so that words not being in apposition are not so compounded ; as qfafStjf-

Vart

:

—The optional compounding of what arises from a verbal root

coming after ^ &c. should be stated, and the elision of the subsequent

term. As srqrm?T <rtf*re*l=wi: ' a tree of which the leaves are all fallen.'

Vat't:—The compounding of words signifying what exists, coming

after the negative tsi should be stated, and-the optional elision of the second

of the terms. As srPwrrT gsfr^^sr^r: 'childless.' So also wmS: wife-

less.'

Compounds like arref#a should be stated as Bahuvrihi. As *n%-

^fWHr3U!i? ' a BrAhmanl having milk.' These words are indeclinablts, The

word ' asti ' here is an indeclinable though appearing as a verb.

Note :—Why have we used the word " anya " in the sutra 1 So that the

difference of the scopes of the Tatpuvusha and the Bahuvrihi may be indicated.

A Tafcpnrusha denoLes the very thing or objeob expressed by the words of the

compound, ( ^TSftV ft 'ETR'^rsr 5T53^ ) ; while a Bahuvrihi always denotes another

object, nob denoted by the words of the compound.

f?gui 3 1 ¥i\\

^rftraj*5f,r?|f3; 3jrrs*r?r *re$rfaffr *$tfify rc<rr?f*n:'T3;'«{*air ^^ • *«?:**

3* 1 3^1 sf[I%i%r% *&*&* ar^PiTC 3?#rswr^ *pr wfBiw*™w
SW '

I
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fsrir: fa-* 1 wr*n5t aws ^fsw wmr9rcrfes i

8Tg^.fa*u grrm^Hr^: t

^imrr^^cSr fa^ • ^"r^r: tr?rr sfiwrcniisr i

R?fm fe»nii snwroft nqrc *m *r sfreqnnmR: i st^t g 11

831. In the room of a feminine word there is subs-

tituted an equivalent and uniform masculine form, when it is

a word which has an actual corresponding masculine, and

does not end in the feminine affix 3;^ and is followed by

another feminine word in the relation of apposition with

it ; but not when such subsequent word is an ordinal numeral,

nor ra*T &c. (see under 835 for the list of Priy&di

words ).

Notts i—Tie words of this siifcta require some analysis for bettor

comprehension. ^Rir: 'for a feminine word', gs? "like the masculine,"

i. e. a substitute like, the masculine takes the room -of a feminine word.

TrW?TS?=frrq[='«rf^'?I5fIW'T, by which a masculine is spoken of 1. e. a word

which has an equivalent masculine, the correspondence must be iu the form

(sTHfifS) and the connotation C SfraiT ) of the two words; that is when

both the words) are coextensive in their denotation, applying to the same

objects, but of different genders. A word which has not the affix

*;iT ia called atf55; II That feminine word which does not end in gj3=. and has a

corresponding masculine word, having the same form and connotation, ( of

course, with the exception of affixes ) is called a tuftargcsfiref^ «ftW : II The

word *rrf%*g<!5frr^w^ is a Bahuvrihi, the fifth affix is not elided anomalously,

while the whole compound is in the genitive case, the affix being elided anomalously,

Of such a NTrftarjWfif^; feminine word, there is the substitution of a masculine

form Provided that, the .second member is a tWfrf^WT i. *e- & word in

apposition with the first, and ( ftrqPI.) of the feminine gendev ; with the exception

of an Ordinal numeral ( set ) and of ftrq &a,
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Thus f^^g- " He who has brindled cows." Here «fi is shortened by

r. 2. 48. S. 656. The ordinary analysis of this word is f%T3rr*rr?rr WW ; while

its grammatical analysis is psrar + aro ( PI ) + «fr+ ^( PI.) Here f*prr becomes

masculine fa* ; and *fr is shortened to g u Similarly ow^rii: n

Similarly there may be compounding of more than two words

as faTr STCsft'nT&l 'I Here according to some we have either r%*rr-

a^ftg: or 3TC?ffr3rarr!J : I' So also $qfa*ft*l%. or ?p#frqfsrf: II "The

first member retains its gender in a Bahuvrlhi of three words, because the

first word is separated from the last by an intermediate word. The second

word also does not become masculine, because it is not the first word in the

compound. The word TO9T3 ' last word " is the technical name of the

last member of a compound ; while $j|tr$ " first word," is similarly confined

to the first member of a compound. Therefore in a compound of three

words or more, the second term though an uttarapada in relation to the

first, is not called uttarapada ; similarly this second term though a

purva-pada with relation to the third, is not called purva-pada " Thus

say some grammarians.

But as a matter of fact, there is nat in the sutra any such word as

purva-pada ; and the word should not be inserted in it. For if fjj^ qualified

this sutra, it would similarly qualify VI. 3. 25 S. 921, and therefore

though we could form ^ftriTOTW by btR^j we could not form

frfftfr^ttC^WK:, but >«! •+ SfTrrrrc: h But in the Mahabhashya we find

%gT^rr?Trc: u Therefore, the penultimate word will become masculine
;

and the proper form is frmsrcg: &c. Therefore in ftrTOfttq)'

«Trff *IW " he who has one brindled and one old cow " though it is

a portion of a dwandva compound, we have r
1***!^^; only.

This is in the Mahabhashya. But when the first member is a Karmadharaya
compound, then both terms become masculine, as 3TOf%*TC!s He who has an
old brindled cow." The compounding here is by II. 1. 49 S. 726. But when
the last term is a Karmadharaya compound, we have farswff'ftar: u First we
combine a^ft and #r in a karmadharaya compound, 3r«f? "TW)" »tw =» arwflr

which is formed by adding the feminine affix 3ft<r to the word sroff formed

by the samasanta affix sv ( V. 4. 92 S. 729). Then we form the Bahuvrihi

fem and 3TOfsft 8rcq = f^rr3r«r#tf: the affix *R* is added by V, 4. 153 S. 833.

So also ^Mtotrf'- ( => ^itftaTTOlf Wk) Here ^TO is a feminine word

having a corresponding masculine word of the same form and force, namely,

TOVfa:, moreover this feminine does not end in the affix 3;^, but in the affix

srr ; it is folhved by another feminine word *T«tf which is.in the same case with

it, and which is not a Numeral nor included in the firnrft class; hence this
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word sfcNr is changed to the corresponding masculine word fifcfijr, 11 So

also *$m=*nr., frsfof': H

Why do we say flsratt for a feminine word ' ? Observe

WTlfal str§I<nig5rcffe'S'J = *nifa£fS: » Why do we say which has an appropriate

masculine KfTRsgW ) ? Observe ^jwrsf: 11 There is no correspond-

ing musculine of »rjfr li Why do we say " of the same connotation and

form spflWir^wr " ? Observe froft*n$:, the masculine word ffor has not the

same significance as fr«ff 11 The words nrvfap"}:, sr^prr&r and rnrr?wn$: are

anomalous, Why do we say not ending in ^^? Observe ^rareroWi: II

Why do -we say ' both words being in the same case and referring to

another p&rson ' ? Observe gspatpitTrar^JRPSff^rerr " the mother of

Kalyani." Why do we say r%3R ' followed by a feminine word ' ? Observe

sff^fft srsfPr: z??^ ^ = spP^trJlftiT^rT- H Here the second member ff^T is a

Neuter word. Why do we say ' not being an ordinal Numeral '

? The next

sutra applies to ordinals.

<*$* 1 w^ttfwrmr: i % i * i lie n

trtfari sin arairarTqOTmr ww i mi Jrar«ft «jw *r «ft«wt«r: i iwwsrEre'frsarapw

sjvjfr'jyqr^ i ufa: *$rft «riw»r ^sstoww** S'sir i aw* g n

832. The affix ap comes after a Baliuvrihi com-

pound, ending in a feminine ordinal Numeral or in the word

pramdni.

The word %Ktf[ means words in the feminine gender ending in an

ordinal affix ( V. 2. 48 S. 1849 &c ). nmvfi means ' a witness, ' a principal '.

Thus ^jwf? *p*«ft w^w#far=:*f«irJ!rPr«piT tw- ''the nights, the fifth of

which is auspicious." SiWNtoffir crop II So also ^ttwfr wf.-tfrairarr

*3fNl : meaning TOffmnw " having a woman for authority ".

The affix sr* and the prohibition of masculine substitution apply

when the Ordinal Numeral is the principal ( pradhana ) member in a

compound. When the Ordinal enters fully into another object, and is not

merely wrapped up as it were in another object in a secondary way, there

the Ordinal is the principal. The prohibition of purivad-bhava—the

change of feminine into masculine ordained by VI. 3. 34 S. 831—, applies

also to the Ordinal when it is pradhana. Therefore, the affix is not added

here, vmnifrih*:W - **«I«ft q-«T»ft ^for* q% II
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But when it is not so ; then instead of sts we have g^ as by the

next sutra.

833. The affix «^ is added to a Bahuvrlhi, the

last member of which is a ( feminine word ending in long |

or 3> defined as a ) nadi word, or which ends in a short sjj \\

tfotei—The word sr$t is defined in 1.4 3. S. 266. Thus ^PJW&Rt tfj:

(3r$S!i: fftT^fsR^^ ), argST^gsiTi il 3g3J?N;: II Tha R in «E?f is for the sake of

euphony.

There is punvad-bh&va ( masculine substitution) in such compounds.

Thus ^sa(r'»f)' + <i
!

«r»ft + cfftr i! Now at this stage, the next sutra requires

that the long f be shortened,

<W I &scr: 1 ss 1 9 1 h n

834. Before the affix % the preceding srr, f and 3j

are shortened.

Note :—As 5?RJ<, (VII. 3. 47 S. 46G) ^tf?5fir, f^frRsft, StgW^SKr U Why
STT, f and 3; only ? Observe af(3|fr, 'ft'tir II The wordH crsfir, «TWr are irregular

being formed by Unadi diversity, ,71th the affix sjr added to w and qr ( Un III.

40) By t,he following siUra, the rule does nob apply to the affix cjiq; • it

therefore implies that 3^ is governed by this rule, though it has the anubandha ^ 11

KatyAyana would confine this rule to the Taddhifca 31, and not the krit qf of the

TMdi, as i,ffit, *Fr3?r I
but Un&di words are not derivatives ( 31T$*fts«g*<TaTfa irrfWT-

ffarfpf )f
and hence no necessity of reading Taddhita into the sutra.

Therefore sspjufoft +^ft + sff
1*^ sp^nft + qicft +er<t 11 But the short-

ening is prevented by the next sutra.

^H I 1 «f»f^ I ^ 1 « l *« II

Sift <ft ff% T ?3Jf<t I «RWn<M#?i: TO: I a?«T RrcrffcttTO$*CT «T«<e«n«!W-

*hw ^:rf^n:srtrr^r*K i srprf^: i srffcairf^i rWft. i wairafW**»: i

fi^r 1 wm « 3s>e*rr»ft 1 gwr i $$m i Hf%»i i *rF*w i *wr i ^rr^r i tfn^r i *w i

vm i sf^«r 1 arw 1 «n»w t fttrar i»
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835. But before the sam&santa affix^ coming

after Bahuvrlhi compounds, the wnr vowels are not shortened.

As ^nnr«TjfHfr: *f%- I' Ti^hr! , ^^r^:, qgar*^: II The short-

ening ordained by I. 2, 48 S. 656 even does not operate when «r-<t follows.

Here *rf%: is not principal, but secondary ; because "rg is another thing

altogether in which .all distinctions of members (such as nights that constitute

a paksha ) have disappeared.

Note :—For had there been upasarjana shortening ("[. 2. 48 ), the present

sdtj?a would be useless, Therefore, the very existence of this sutra debars every

sort of shortening. Obj. The present sufcra would not be useless, for it will

find scope where there is no shortening of the upasarjana by I. 2. 48 S. 656 ; namely

before non-feminine affixes, as ^r^frff^Ti ; but there should be shortening iu

feminine affixes. Ans. The shortening of I. 2. 48 will not take place- before ^
affix. Because the affix %;% will first be added to the seoond member in the

sense of the oompound.and then the word so ending in 5R1 will be compounded

with the first member. So there is no prdtipadiha left which ends in a fetninina

affix, and therefore. I, 2. 48, S. 656 does not apply, because the pratipadika now

left is one ending in the affix^ and not in a feminine affix.

Similarly arf^sjr: ti

The ordinal Numbers must be the Principal Ordinal and not the

secondary Derivative Ordinals. Therefore the rule applies here «IW||i*ir«i»ft-

sjr: <i^: II The samasanta affix srqr ("V. 4. 116) also applies to an Ordinal

which is "a Principal and not what is used as secondary word : and therefore

the above compound does not take srr -11 Why do we say not before ptn

&c. Observe ^qjoftftor: 11

1 ffrjff, 2 stfrsrr, 3 5R«H<tfr, 4 g«r«rr, 5 s^ir, 6 *i%, 7 Qfaw, 8 wn
(iwat), 9^nm, io gr^f, unm, 12 ^nssr, 13 5^3 r, 14 ^Rtr C^tt)
15 ^m, 16 srjfr 11 The compound £?*TtK: is anomalous.

When the word s? is used without any reference to its gender, but

merely to denote want of weakness then it is Neuter, as %% *tf*R*fal=SWl%i II

But when feminine nature is intended to be expressed then we have ?ir>Tf%! II

And therelore *ft^ is read in this list,

nfewx^wmw^Q- ^s reran siwrf* 1 Tffrretf srsfoir i arsjuecsnfi^rjt-
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flar stwct 11

?rrt wyp<mfc*i 3**^ <t*r«t*ii s£rw(t%l sri^r: 1 &&&% ?if sreq*; ii

wf^TB^nr^TW * ii ssrar *rw: saw* i stem i sjT^frw fa?* i qroff sttt: 9k^«i i

*?*i* after * n ?Rw%it ^gfr ?rr%^i i *f* far* i ttrnw \ *ft*% sftn*

nfurnt 1ww i

Wifi&aFf^FBfSH «(ta a% *r *r «j?h«w. i srtsjrar ?f%*tT% g^re s:^ *rt«PRfte*it

flhrrsi* p^ki i^rerf^q^rsfaf'STr ^ t i «srf$Rr 1 *re? : u

iwgsstSi'nHosfa'! * ti iFf55" w f^fST ?* 1 vw ^ wm 1

sntfK* 1 w^rr^f 11

836. A feminine word not ending in the affix g^
and having an equivalent and uniform masculine, is changed

to such masculine form, before the affixes beginning with

crfasr &c. (Y. 3. 7. S. 1953) and ending with ^?^f|^
(V.4. 17. S. 2085).

We must enumerate these affixes, lest we should include too many
or too few. The following are the affixes before which the feminine is

changed to masculine : «r and ?T*r ,
g^,-and hr*, *rc?, nr^t., SRPq^, ("^0,

WHu.,^*.. vnm., (ti). k&L, Or and i#). fH> wra (wrftcfr) « All ofher

affixes do not affect the gender.

Thus ( 1 ) 3r=ar§?r, ( 2) ff«r:-*gq; both with the force of locative

*$3>i (3—4)«rcs and fpjT, as jtfsftqaw and wNterair H These affixes

are called ^ and so the rule VI. 3. 43 S. 985 causes shortening and this

shortening being subsequent prevents the masculine substitution even.

Thus not <r£<r<r and v&m> ( as given in some texts ) ; but | <rr|f?ro

and <Tf§snt n ( S ) *ras.( V. 3, 53. S. 1999 ) as q^# « ( 6 ) arnfa^C V. 3.

69 S, 2024 ) as ^r^tar 11 (7) sff?<r<r, as ssNta^TMi (8)M*t£ as

<refataWfarii (9)^q:i(V. 3. 66 S. 2021 ) as #?faw 11 ( io)<n^( V. 3.

47. S. 1993 ) as *&fhwrar 11 ( n ) tires.

(

v - 3. 23 S. 1971 ) as v&n 11 ( 12

)

RVB ( V. 4, 41 S. 3505 ) as fSffRr: ( *>smHl f^ft) U, ( 13 ) «WlC V, I. 8. S. 1669 )

as, gnrwir ( = 9T3Tr*-^f1rfWr- ) u

6a S
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Vatt

:

—The feminine of srg and «rF«rand their synonyms are changed

to masculine before the Taddhita affix *etq; i—as i?r<fr># ?ft=, srf«8
,

r'$ft ; vmp4b
1f|=Btfajffjj$f| 11 See V. 4, 42. S. 2109.

Vdrt :—A feminine Adjective is changed into masculine, before the

affixes W and ?rw 11 ug^r *tr: <= SJ$?W so also ig^rr 11 Why do we say

'an adjective'? Observe jjtsW *Tras=»3»«ft«Wli I" the example "faft^n

Sr *K*: fWrSur," the word f^pf is Neuter in the generic significance. For

though <ms is feminine, the word is not f>trr*ff?rr M

Vdrt:—The feminine word is changed to masculine before all

Taddhita affixes, except 3, when the word gets the designation of «t II Thus

?flipftafSTg?--"?rf*cPfi* by ara^(IV. 2. 47 S. 1256). Had the word not

become masculine, then frenft having lost its § (VI. 4. 148 S. 311.) the

word !j of fr%1 would not be elided 'before the Taddhita affix, because the

lopa-elision being asiddha ( VI. 4. 22. S. 2183 ) and also by I. 1. 57 S. 50

sthanivat, wquld have prevented the application of the rule VI. 4. 144 S. 679

ordaining the elision of the final syllable. So the form would have been some-

thing like STftrfotf* instead of flffffspfcU Why do we say' with the exception

of »
' ? Observe ftft^q: the masculine being df^T ll To frfl?r is added #1

and ij changed to sf by IV, 1, 39 S. 496 and we have frf^ II Had there

been puftvad bhava, fffi^fas would have been the form . The r taken here

is the » of the sfttra IV,- 1. 120 S. 1 123 and not the 3^ of IV. 2. 33 S. 1236.

Thus srr^r! (=. swrtfr sw?rr swqwnSlr'Trcjw) 11

The word ^^ft has three meanings. ( 1 ) Formed by adding

^i^ under srtfftgrft class to srqg; meaning ' an enemy.' ^q# ' a female

enemy.' ( 2 ) a co-wife, *r*rr?r! "rf^iOTT: I It shows marital relation, and is

always feminine, having no corresponding masculine. ( 3 ) where <rfa means

'lord' (not husband'): and that q
1^ has a corresponding masculine. It

means a female servant of the same master. The first two take the $r«n

offtRTW As *r<T?«ff «nj^«"WW: 'the son of a female-enemy or of a co-

wife." In the case of the third, the affix will be oq, and not $f*|£ because

itftrff «T?J applies to rudhi words only, and not to the yougika word. Its

form will be gww u

V&rt :~The masculine-change takes place before the affixes s^aod

8^ II Asmm TOW-wroir?, Hsttfair: ll This Vartikaaud the sutra <j^l^r
( VI. 3. 62 S. 1000 ) need not have been made. Because the result obtained

by these could be got by the general rule (ishti) of the Bhasyakara

( Patanjali ) :
" there is masculation of sarvanamans whenever they take part

in any grammatical function." As ( 1 ) ^km- ( 2 ) )er<fofr«tffi, ( 3 ) «$Nst*PI?

%m *T =•*%*!$•• In spite of VI. 3. 37 S. 838. ( 4 ) trfftr. &c. In the first the
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affix is to?, which is not included in Tasiladi class of this sutra, and yet it

causes masculation. The third would not have become masculine by VI.

3. 34. because VI. 3.- 37 S. 838 would have prevented it.

So also ?r#fir«r: in spite of the exception of VI. 3. 34 S. 881 with

regard to fa* &c That exception finds its scope in examples like ^fs?ftf&S|: &c

If a sarvanaman always becomes masculine in every grammatical

function, it ought to be so when it stands as a second member of a

compound, as in <tf^TO and 5f3?trr H Here %m.\ and *sr*n ought to become

masculine. But it is not so, because the rule applies to the first (purva) mem-
ber of the compound. When a pronominal is a first member of a compound

then it becomes masculine and not when it is the last term. This we infer

from the implication of VII. 3, 47 S. 466. That s6tra contains two pronom-

inals qw and ft and if they were to become masculine even in Taddihta

function ( i. e. when s? is added ), there would have been no scope for the |

of that sutra. Hence there is this inference that a sarvanama does not

necessarily become masculine before ar^^orin ekasesha ; as ?rf$=«r with

akach ; and *r^: plural being eka-sesha.

Vdrt

:

—The words g^jsffr &c, become masculine before «*»$ &« :

as, f^Rgastr «T°t=^f3T°3r«iu ^•.1?= wr^pi, ^w^t-^n^tw, *mm- ww-
«= aRlWTIS: 11 This rule need not be made, as the first member in these

compounds may be considered as class denoting words of common gender.

•nr^r; 7«p s^f 1 tpfamrfer <mraft 1 sr5tffar<ref?r <$rarat 1 tzfati «n'if*w$

837. A feminine word not ending in 3^ and having

an equivalent and uniform masculine, is changed in to

masculine before the Denominative W8 and the affix zrrftac tl

Thus from q?ft—-Tf5tnt?f, W*ft~?«t^rat^ II irf'iPT:—tfSflWWft' WWWW
"He esteems her as handsome" ^sfawTftsftal'Wfi (W* WCTTO "She

esteems her ( some one else other than herself ) as handsome." The word

TrPft is employed for the sake of non-feminine and non-appositional words.

Thus non- feminine words :•—^*ffar 1*T?r ^TfWT BW^r^frfamr'ft WPrrar: »

For non-appositional words :— as, f*^Nf IsfW \iiH\ 35ff^1 » ??HtePtt^>ft

%^m: II

Note :—The affix *pfl£« «W*1 under ln > l - n S
'
2668 -

Thus in ?^r^fW,

«SrtVW*rtf*, the. feminine words ipft and *$»ft become if* and WW II The lengthening

takes place by VII. 4. 25 S. 2298, and we hare ?W «od s&W II
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The word *nfStf^is separately used in the sutra., in order to indicate that the rule

applies even to non appositioual words, and non-feminine ( masculine ) words
; which

was not the case under the last siita.

«Rfqwf^^ sf^T i*r?or«* * *r? 1 Trarr *ns# aiwt ff qrr^Tn&s n

838. A Feminine word having a penultimate w,

does not assume the Musculine form.

Thus qTI%f?r>Tr^, ^RTWTr^-, TfNtR%, 1itWTrR»ft ll This rule is an

exception to ail the previous rules VI. 3. 34—36 : and not only to-

VI. 3. 34.

VArt:—The rule applies to the sfi of the affix f and the Taddhita sr

and not to every sir II Therefore the masculine transformation takes place

here qT^wrf: ( "TWrrafr WQ ) <i The word qTqRT means "young" and is

formed by the Unadi affix m ( Un V. 53 ). This is neither a Taddhita ^r

nor a 5ff of 5 affix.

*=*«.
1 tfwnwfafir i c i 3 1 ^ 11

^rfq^srercfar 1 trs-er^ter^ 1 7s*r%rw 11

839. The feminine is not changed to masculine,

when it is a Name or an Ordinal Numeral.

Thus farer4; l STTrirfSrstff ll The word ?^f is a Bhashita punsa word,

for both men and women can become objects, of the verb ?r ' to give ' ; so ^frr

has a corresponding masculine noun ^tT; though both may be proper

Names, So also tfs^ffrflr^: and qrswtffarer ll Here the affix qra<r is added by

w*tomz.(V. 3.47 S. 1993)-

ip^sfsr f^f|?rr m xm^^km^m^^Vn^m^^t «ft 1 g«r<t '

ifofNtrf: 1 »wg<N% 1 TrgCr*rrf%'ft 1 fftrRRrerci fsff*. 1 *rsjmr3' 1 wfawro

fir*i sisfwararwfc 1 i^ssjs^t r%*i mrwfr n ^ g 11 m*u$t Tssrr ares sr ^r«rra?«iT: 1

firerftSjVft 5^rw^r% ^sffar: 1 ?f^^r«^ ?fe nft "s^^rwi^ 3^1
tftirwHrf: 1 #nwwf' 11

840, The feminine is not changed into Masculine,

when it is formed by such a Taddhita affix which causes the
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Vriddhi of the first syllable, by its own force by the employ-

ment of the term Yriddhi, with the exception however of

the Taddhitas meaning • colored therewith ',
and ' made

there of.

Thus Mm*-, m^Ovt, and JtnjfrfrftT'i

«

Why do we say ' which causes Vriddhi ' ? Observe qwiwr^: II «TtS> mi

mipsm formed by the affix T IV. 3. 8. S. 1378 which does not cause Vriddhi.

Why do we say 'of a Taddhita ' ? Observe «r>v«ipnnl|i (*F* l^lfit-WWrfr
with wwC.sR'M'O and <#K li Why do we say when not meaning ' colored

there with ' or ' made there of ' ? Observe. stfTrar W>r = *rqr«ft, m^t EfJJtrr

wiwwiw. *«* f^n^ft,Vfti««F=^aiS« ! (IV. 3. 140 S. 1520).

What do we mean " by the phrase by the employment of the term ijrae " ? The

word ffatfrfim* should be explained as a Bahuvrihi, and not a Tatpurusha,

i. e, a taddhita affix, in which there is an element like mornors&c which

causes Vriddhi. Therefore this exception does not apply to fd: ( WTflft

TOfr HW ) II Here the affix n§l V. z. 39 S. 1840 added to ** does not cause

Vriddhi by using the word Vriddhi, but by VI. 3. 91. S. 43° which says " sit

is substituted for the final of a pronoun before *H " II Though ^ is a

Vriddhi letter, it is ordained here not by employing the term Vriddhi, but

simply as arr u

But in ta,(Sfrcnpn& " He whose wife is a" grammarian ", and tr^HfJ?:

" whose wife is the daughter of a good horseman." there is masculine

substitution, because there is absence of the result of Viiddhi by using the

word Vriddhi. The word ftfl* in the sutra denotes " causing or producing

the result or fruit." Now when vtfft *%$**%( IV. 2. S9 S. 1269 ) is added

to (WITCH, and wm& W*( IV I. 92 S. 1088 ) is added to «w, there would be

Vriddhi of the first syllable, but that is debarred by VII. 3- 3 S, 1098 which

says :—"Before a Taddhita affix having an indicatory si
,
^or a^the Vriddhi

is not substituted for the first vowel in a compound, when it follows 3 or 5;, but

%and aft are respectively placed before the semivowels." Thus though the

Taddhita srqr would cause Vriddhi, the fruit is not actually produced, hence the

rule does not apply in dtupwft *TW "Wi and Sot* **** ** "

841. A feminine in i ending in the "name of a

part of body, does not become masculine.
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Thus i^#m^: I Why do we say ' the name of a part of body ' ?

Observe q3*n& ( "*5 not denoting any bodily member ). Why do we say ' a

feminine in f ? Observe srfftmi* ( T^ttTT Hnft not ending in long f ) n

V&rtika :—There is an exception when the word irf^Ff follows.

Thus g^KreifiPft >'

842. A feminine noun expressing j&ti ( and ending

in a feminine affix ) does not become masculine.

Thus wjrnurl:, »rsi#*Tra: n

The exception does not apply to ?ftfpr?fif ffgjSi-srfiJdWI. for the pro-

hibition applies to the feminines formed by affixes, and not to Taddhitas.

Here the vartika wl given under VI. 3. 35 S. 836. will apply of course.

*jj|itepfor ^ararssararss: stow s srseftft: < wri stffa s *rr% %wm
w qww^nJ: i sfsftCr s^qfa w?rolr sr* ii

843. Indeclinable words and the words sisanna

' near,' adftra
{ near,' adhika ' more ' and the words called

sankhya' ( Numerals ) are compounded with another sankhya

word, when the sense is that of a numeral or sankhysi. The
compound is Bahuvrihi.

Thus 3<Wir' ( V. 4- 73 S. 851 ) those who are near ten i. e. nine or

eleven.' Similarly sqfew: 'nineteen or twenty-one' ( VI. 4. 142 S. 844).

By V. 4, 73- S. 851, the affix incomes after a Bahuvrihi compound

denoting numeral.

*m 1 fir ftrorWSfe \\ i « i \<&\ w

fttr**wRrw*«i *T! wf|flri imrinfar: i ftritarstr wnf: iwffflrori

844. Of the Bha stem foofir, before an affix having

an indicatory S, the & is elided.
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Thus snHsrfasrr: ' nineteen or twentyone
'

; a^ttfir ' twenty-nine or
thirty one ; ^^rerrttsrr: ' forty-one.'

So also two ' numerals ' may be compounded ; as, f|^r: < two or
'

three.' fifrwr: ' twenty.'

845 Words which are the names of the points

of the compass are compounded, when the compound
signifies the intermediate point, and the compound so

formed is Bahuvrihi.

Thus Sfgupptn^i dakshina-purva, ' south-east,' ( the direction

midway between south and east. ) igfftUT ' north-east.'

The word n\H is introduced in the sQtra ia order to indicate that no

compounding takes place, when the words denoting direction are derivative

words, whose primary signification is not indicative of direction ; as

<Js5Ht*^fMrw RKf!$iF?rcffiH, ' the point between east and north,' Here the

words ^jfr
' east ' and ^r^ff ' north ' though denoting directions, are

derivatively so, and hence no compounding.

846. Two homonymous words both being in the

locative case or both being in the instrumental case, are

compounded, the sense being 'this happens, therein or with

that.' The compound so formed is Bahuvrihi.

The word g^r means ' a word in the locative case,' and %f( ' a word

in the instrumental case.' The word s=r^<r or ' similar form ' applies to both.

The word sfa indicates that the meaning of the compound so formed

should be learned from popular usage, therefore it means, < seizing, striking,

fighting.' All these senses are implied by p% U The word is exhibited in

the locative case, if the sense is that of seining ;
and the word is exhibited
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in the instrumental case, when the sense is that of striking ; the word indicat-

ed by the word f?ftr% is g^: 11 Now applies the following sutra :—

*wz *r 1 «F5*mfa mfc i 9 H i l\* w

846 A. The elongation of the final is to be found

in other words also-

(This sutra is taught in S. 3539 also ),

The word dirgha is understood in this sutra from the preceding

Ashtadhay! sutra VI. 3. 111. The final of the prior member in a Bahuvrthi

compound is lengthened, before the samasanta affix %% when reciprocity

of action is meant. The samasanta spsr will be taught later on ( V. 4. 127

S. 866). The f? affix is read in the Tislitbadga class (II, 1,17,8,671)

and so these compounds are Avyaylbhavas and Indeclinables.

As iffiisqros "T.^wr W g^W=»grciT%T% ' hair to hair, fighting by

pulling each other's hair '

; yfcv <fIw %%& ^ g^,,^..^^^ c

st ;c |. aga jnst

stick, fight with stick and stave :

' so also get Sit »

sb\s 1 srtsffrr. 1 «. 1 a I $i\ II

847. For sr or 3K of a bha stem, there is substituted

Guna, before a Taddhita affix.

Thus *T£fir$T? "hand to hand." Instead of making the sutra

simpler by saying ?nrr^ ' let affr be substituted for 9 or 3; ', the employment

of the technical phrase 501: in the aphorism indicates the existence of the

following maxim stgr tjjhpr fW^TFtw: " A rule is not universally valid, when
that which is taught in it, is denoted by a technical term ". The present

sutra is, therefore, anitya. and we have forms like wpfrgT from s^foj, without

guna See VII. 4, 30 also.

Why do we say in the preceding sutra "S. 846 sr^ft ' having the same
form ' ? We cannot form such a compound from the following : ^^ ggg«j

*m ft stf fro 11
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848. The word Baha ' together ' is compounded

with a word ending with the third chs~ iffix and the

compound ia Bahuvrihi
;
provided that, the companion and

the person accompanied are equally affected by any action

or thing, in the same manner.

Thus *r? + <pPf II Now applies""the! next siitra by which tf?is

changed to h h

fttftRi*.l SWW • W^TfT^T: It

849. sr is optionally the substitute of *r$, when

the compound is a Bahuvrihi.

That compound in which all members are secondary

—

sto^t—is a

OTiTHjfar, and the Bahuvrihi is such a compound ; because in it all the

members are secondary, the Principal being understood ; Thus g%<JRrf = ^rj^r:

or mT*-, WRP "

Note :

—
"Why do we say of a Bahuvrihi ? Observe H9gW, H?3>?^r II The

substitution does nob however take place in a Bahuwihi iikc ^g^jjfc: or ^jpgfsjar If

How do we, get the forms like nsfjfer:, to?:, WW*- &c, in

which there is no ' tulya-yoga ' ? It shows that this condition is of limited

operation f gpq qT*r*«PT urRt* ) It

Note:—.T}ius^3%t7[r*T?r:=*r^r: (VI. 3- 82, *r? changed to *r)'hehas

come accompanied fay his son'. ^SCT accompannied by the pupil-' srarfoft:

'accompanied by the servant.'

Why do we say ' tulya-yoga ' P Witness wt^ ^rft : g^»frfe *f?i?r «T%*flr '
the

she-ass carries the whole burden, though there exist her ten sons/

*ra31. * H tflV I tPT^rq I Wi&W II

63 S
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850. The word sgg; retains its original form, when

the sentence denotes benediction.

Thus €fi%r Km m&tw, w?rir?rrsr »

Vdrtika:—But optionally so when it Is nr, ^h or sw— asj ^f% *rq^

trjrr^ or enV, w???wre or *f?5)?*rr«i w??5rra, or trtsrra n

851. The affix dach comes after a Bahuvrihi com-

pound denoting numeral, except when the last term of such

compound is balm and gan.a.

This Babuvrihi is formed by rule II, 2. 2$, S. 843. Thus 5T^f; if

Note l

—"Why do -we Bay 'denoting a numeral ' ? Observe f^PTSj:, ?r*PV»J: II

Why do we say * not after bahu and gana " ? Obsei ve, zw^:,

<WTHlr: II The difference here is in the accent, for had T«* been added, it

would have made the final of 3<PTo» acute by f%$ accent (VI. 1 163 S. 3710) but

it not being so, the first member retains its" accent, namely acute on the fiist.

Vdrt:— The Tatpurusha compounds of numerals like farirtir &c,.

take also the affix ^% u Thus fahmln fMltH: = fammfn nwfvt §*HQ ' Chaitra

is more than thirty years old ' fa^flfasrarGi3Wf = r%l%W *S%- 'the sword is

mere than thirty fingers long.'

862, The affix shach comes after the words sakthi

and akshij final in a Bahuvrihi compound and denoting a

portion of one's body.

Thus f\% flfWft nwr*ift$«W:, so also *Pr»[r*ft Why do we say " when

denoting ? part of the body ?
"' Observe ^tfoifaj nmR ' *«pr^( V^fff: " The

affix t\x
'

ls added by V 4. 76 S. 944-
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Note :—The ward *T?W!ig |

jfr : is genitive dual, while it ought to be ablative.

Why do we say " in a Bahuvrlhi compound" 7 Observe q^^f^qr:, TtllPff: II Why
do we say " after sakthi and akshi P Observe fHurg:, fJWrg': II

The new affix q^ is employed instead of ws^ for the sake of the

aocent,. Thus qrijrcretft *5ft, tf^TT'ft «fr H By sfitra IV. I. 41. S. 498 the feminine

of words ending in an affix having an indicatory ^f is formed by ^fw and not

^ftii II Had the affix here been ?"^, then the feminine -would have been formed

by#t<r(IV. 1. IB S. 470), which isanudatta ( TIJ. 1 4). Now by rule VI, 2.198

S. 3932 the .second farm" 'saktba' has optionally udatta accent, on the final in <*

Bahuviihi. When therefore, it is not oxytone, then by adding s^v the final

of ^Nter?*ft would have been anndatta, so, that the feminine in one case would

be oxytone. in the otliar not, which would be anomalous. But when 3^ is added,

it is always udatta, which is desired t and removes the anomaly. The anuv'rUti of

Bahuvi'Ud extends up to the end of the chapter.

^3 1 a^g^fofor l H I « I %V& II

*rmi% fr«s^ wswwr^ssrRfflf^. i mfy f*i i iswsyjrV^r. Ti

863. The affix shach comes after a Bahnvrihi

oompound ending in the word aftguli, when the compound

means " a piece of wood.'

Thus r«rt!JBJ TO U This is the name of a wooden fork, of the figure-

of five fingers by which barley &c are scattered

Why do we say ''in a Bahuvrthl " ? Observe gJtJWWl'i = $ 9T3Jffr

WPTW II It is a Tatpurusha compound formed by V. 4. 86 S. 786 by adding

^•as samasanta affix, the anguli meaning here size and not figure. Why
do we say " when- meaning a wood' " ? Observe 'T^fgft'sf^a: H

tst» 1 farfasat «r Jjffl: i * I « iW »

854- The affix aha comes after a Bahuvrthi com-

pound ending in mtirdhan, and preceded by dvi and tri.

Thus m$--\ f«T5»$: II The feminine is formed by q&w and the accent is,

jugulated by VI. 2, 19?.
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Note :—"Why do we say " preceded by dvi and tri P " Observe f^vtf ||

Vart :—The affix spr comes after %vy when preceded by a word

denoting asterisrn, As sspfar CfW^: = ?«fr %fTf wm crsftwrf " the night whose

leader is the asterism mriga "
;
so also g«H^f : '•

ifote—Whj do we aay «' an asterism " ? QbserYO %«Kr?r^»jf ; ||

855. The affix ap comes after a BahinrtM ending

in Ionian and preceded by antar and bahis.

Thus vm*jwin tfmpcm - *&R&H- Trw 'a cloak having the hairy

surface inside '. Similarly trfVwif qr; H

»rn%affWflf^fr^w* ftfa^r^sfw *« sjnrrra *rg flftTOfrt

«

856. The affix ach is added to the word nftsikd

final in a Bahuvrllri, when it expresses a Name, where

"by nas is substituted for n&sika, but not ao when the word

sthula precedes the word n&siM.

Thus 5+?rri%^rr=g+'Trmgfir+«T ,^~5+*tw + »i
,^ii Now applies the.

following sfitra by which n is changed to <r i"

%<m: 1 wxmw- 1 3t»t! &m.\ mnmnn ^»T2rc«;i sTorirepTrRrwr tfa fa<rreRr?t arerrorwi

857. So also, 3 is replaced by ST, when the letter

occasioning the substitution, occurs in the first member of

tx compound, and the whole compound is a Name, provided

that, the first member does not end with the letter »| i)

Thus ffi *rrrt^f5^ - %m'< i mm u
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Bin 11 1

'

iirri - iiiai m i '^wfflM iiw i" iij ilml"""*~TMtMnr-Mitw i » !

Why do we say M when a Name " ? Observe, bt^siifIi^;'. II

Why do we uy when ' not ending in the letter v\ ? Observe t

In the Mablbhashya, Patanjali has shown that the word w, is

superfluous in the sutra, for the non-change of f to 1 in smuw can be

established by the nipatana of IV. 3. 73. S. 1452, where Panini himself has

used the word m*mn showing that *J is not changed to m 11

Why do we say in 856 ' not after Pjjhi? " Observe ifwra^ qrct?: 1

Vatt :—After the words |g*, and ^ ; for Tlr^r is substituted «« but

no affix is added : as, ig^r:, WW- "

Vdrtika :—In the alternative affix sea is added,, as ^o»^:, WW: II

Ifhti:—The forms fqfrW., wre'W and sr^r: are valid in the Revela*

tjon ( the Vedas ).

858. The affix ach comes after the word nasikS,

final in a Bahuvrihi, when, an upasarga precedes it, and^
is Bubstituted for *uftr$T II

This rule applies where the word is not a safijfia, as it was in the last,

Thus 3H*jf iri^rsrassF^'- u

The next sutra is not the sutra as given by Panini, His sutra is

froWfaffaW " after an Upasarga, the n of ^ when not preceded by or

followed by an sfr, is changed into 0^" II There being several objections

to this rule, the following is substituted as an amendment, in the Mah.abh.4-.

ghya,

Note :—Eor ^rPT^: raay have two meanings :—( I )sfr3frcTrI T*:, th& fc which

comeB after sfr ; C 2 ) sflf?ffrc i "Wts^ffft ^at which is followed by aft II Tn both

cases, the m la is objectionable. In the first case, tho «t change would be. required

in jjfjf 35™^ j in the second, case, there should be m ^ change in *f<n^"iwm II
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In fact, -we find in the Vedaa j|0[: as well A8 ifJf:, bo also Jfflft as well as jfiff ||

jience the necessity of tin's amendment.

wfafrsw r^n n *s*W * « f^W i ^M
-

*rfif fa*raT WRnfriS h/|: i fairer Trre^qt-

859 The* of wis changed diversely into % when

it comes after aa upasarga having a cause of change,

Thus vp*w

Vart :—The *? is substituted for nrf?racf when ft precedes it, As,

ftiRTWrftrarrsw = RfT ! N VArf:~S,o also f%$g; in the same sense,

How do you explain the form ftTtTf in the following line of Bhatti :—

" ff>rar fJRFWff.' * It should he explained as rtWW »rrf%rqr%q-grf^?T r ll Here

faum is not in the Nominative case, but Js Instrumental singular of ftn^

where *w is substituted for frf^f by VI, 1. 63, SL 228,

Thus jpjKs jjafr tfsp ii The change doss not sometime take place,,

as, «r *T smraro, 11

By force of the word 15f?n the rule applies to secular literature also,

fts distinguished from the Chhand*s or sacred Vedic text. Thus *««{ g<j II

The; word 6S»?Rf does not govern this sutra.

In i^3 Wt, the word ^is the substitute for sflfttW and means

•nose.' See V. 4. 119. S. 858

« l ?*» It

860 The following Bahuvrihis are irregularly

formed by adding ach :—Su-pr&ta, su-gva, sudiva, Sftriknk-

sha, chaturaSra, eni-pada, aja-pada, and prosh fcha-pada*
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In some of the above compounds the ft (syllable) is elided, tfrvrfr

%»#$**«* = ^gwvtpw s^ Trqrrara =quftw, So ^sprf:, ftter means ' cow ' nwWW = WOTS : " whose feet are like cows."

86L The affix ach comes optionally after the words

hali and sakthi, final in a Bahuvrlhi when preceded by a

Negative particle or by the words' dus and sit.

Thus *tf*r»MPTt tfifaW = *??«' or srffsr:, gfai or ^fo:, g?W: or gffo: I!

So also vmW'., *f«rf*«T=, S*PW: or 5:*^:, gs«W: or g^fo^ II

Some re»d the teifc »S ffSlJtf^t! II Aooording to this reading *e h»Y*

HtiftR: or *NP|»:. Jifrfftf or Jiqqj: ( f^TT flRtKW )> g*TI%' or g^j?J}: II

«i^3'-g»*( *?ro i strut-. 1 1 $*tfm-- 1 g^r: t «*ftrr. i $w i girm «

862. The affix asich (sr*0 comes invariably" after

prafa and medha, final in a Bahuvrihi, when the above

particles 1^, H and $*5 precede thern-

Thus ffrpWflHT «rms« = »Tirw:, so also j^w, sprarr*, «rtw> 5»t*ff:

SW w

Nate'.—The word "invariably" (fSfw) shows that the mirmfcti of the
1

word " optionally " of the lasb sCifcra doss not run here. The word nitya alflo-

indicates that the affix ach oom.es after praja and medha even -when preceded

by clber words. As the word wrWTOtf: in the following*

jflfote ;—The <ssf of stfa^is for the sake o*f pronunciation nrtct to make the

stem before it *r U Therefore ill gJT3TCllf the w is elided^ by q&ftT n ( V% 4- 14&

8. 311 ). According "Lo IUs ka the base is ^SPiraE., &c.
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. ..II I. .1 1 jum ililju II II M l I II I

" ~ ~
1 III

— ~
HT1 HIM __^__.

%^5rr?^7fTPTTr nt wets?er^'trfgrfmf*^ ?^nt I m&mwi i %5fonfeR. i

863. The affix anich ( srg; ) comes after the word

dharma, when it is the last member of a Bahuvrlhi Compound,

and (is itself the only word without any other word

joined with it or ) when the first member is a single word.

Thus ^iFurafr ^fSW=^F3rWras.noni sin. grf^pJUTflrjl Why do we

Say %*faPJ ' when it alone is the last member " ? Observe qt*r< ^fr qrefsttf

= TWto4: II Here the word ¥7 is not alone a purvapada but a mid-

dle term ; also it is not an independent wprd ; it is not a purvapada and

purvapada only, but something else also. The word Ip^rif according to

some qualifies the word ffcr^ and according to others the uttara-

pada also. That is the first member must be one word though a

compound word, and they explain such forms as ^rf?

?

Tl
^fHr^t^Tf ; f^fPffqirr ; stfjf

ferrrWr(e. g. wfsRrdr ^r sftszprrsTrs^r^t^KRT ) as valid. According "to

Kaumudi the purvapadas like qffH*$m'<iK are Karmadharaya. In this view

•rwe^wf is also valid and correct, like the words ftfrrlWr, sfjJfcs'Rwf II

According to PrasadakaraTftiWil qualifies both the words vmfy and g^nrrj II

Note :—The necessity of st in srffT^ is not very apparent. The affix fW^r

Would have served the purpose equally well: for v$ + ft=a(=> *?§^ || Bat others

say, that the word is not trf ending with a vowel, but i?4 ending with a conso-

nant, It is formed by adding the affix f§fe;to the Denominative of the root

derived from the noun w# hy Sff-ltCfrfT &o. S. 2573 „J^~iT Therefors q^Jff

HH. *R*l 5T 1 TWftt II The word yh though defective in one limb, is the same

as *W for grammatical purposes, on the maxim fy^ifff^pSrWT'lSfrfl H When

in a BahuvrJhf compound, the last member is qJT and the first member is a singfla

word, then the affix arffT^ is added, The word #faF5T»l qualifies the- first mem-

ber. But the ancient Grammarians have made the last term also qualified by Eff^r^l!

The author of Prasad* also has explained Kevalat as an adjective qualifying

both the word dharma find the purvapada or the first member, But both these are

very problematic .' for thera is no- proof that the woid hovalat should be so repeated

as to qualify both the first term and the word dharma. Moreover there is 11b neces-

sity that the word dharma should be qualified by this term Kevalat, For it cannot
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be said thai, the word kevalab should qualify Dkarraa, in order ho prevent the last

term from being a compound word ending hi dluinna, For iu such a case, the word
dliarma does not stand as a member of a Bahuvrihi compound. Therefore the
word kevalat qunliQos the parwipada only. The purvapada must be a single word :

and not two or more words. Therefore in <TW:?fr Wft VRZ the Bahuvrihi will

not be governed by this rule. Because the word & is not here the only pdrva-

pada, bat being1 in the middle is relative,

5$y 1 grew ugfaTgarefftvir: • *i

'

y • ?v< II

?i^rw*^T 1 f4r hw mQ ynPw vm *?*%% ^r ^5r**rr 1 wrra**rr » **rft«t> fain 1 <rf?ra-

664. The word "jambhan" stands at the end of

a Bahuvrihi, when, preceded by su, harita, trina, and soma.

The siht^ is a word that has already taken the samasanta affix «rq.

irregularly, and means ' food ' or ' tooth.' Thus g-erj^, as (^vrift 3r**rsw),

gnwr ^fT : so als0 sft5r5t**f> ^<T3T*=Hrr, (hit vr^ w) *sr«Tit«ir 11 When it

means ' tooth,
1 the compound should be analysed as, sorf^ or hrpt^ 5T*^(SWI

Why do we say when preceded by su &c,? Observe <n3tr»f**rr II

<n%5t {If 5tot zt^sr ?r%<n<Tr ?n-: 1 Bjjrq-sr fwar°T ?nr«J: 11

865. The form " dakshinerman " is an irregularly

formed Bahuvrihi, when used in conjunction with a hunter.

The word ^s* means sjtfv* or a fowler, a hunter. Thus $ffiWjiftf1W

""^flf^Rir ?«T' ' a stag wounded by the hunter on the right flank.'

Note:—But in the following verse:—*r#f V(psw«ft g^Prr^Rgtri^l^ft <*%'

opfr, it denotes merely hunting. The woid f^ means ' a wound.' Why do we say ' in

reference to a hunter '? Observe ^fotifa. ^zf&H U

iUrWfrsft **r srisftfl^CTrfl^^rwHr^r'a! 1 ^rarrft 1 gswssft 11

866. The affix s?r comes after a Bahuvrihi when

the compound denotes the reciprocity of an action.

The compound denoting reciprocity of action is formed by II. 2. 2;.

S, 684 Thus ^rafir-^ra.*^ 1^*" ** 3* wftf »
So also waraaft «

H s
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The affix jw forms also avyaytbhava compounds, as it ocours in the list of

fag^g words II. 1. 17. S. 671.

sr<(*M TSt^rr i <r«rf RT«r<rErr%^r wmt writ i fr *«lr *f?T«r?<% ^ flrcfa

867. The wordy dvidandi &c, are valid forms ia

ich.

The word rffTWrrf»'«t: is in the dative case, and not the Ablative case.

The dative here has the force of " for the purpose of that " (II. r, 3; S. 698);

This word is therefore equal to f%f*«r«fftw wnsf *Trt " the affix 5^ comes for

the sake of the words dvidandi &c," i, e. it comes In such a way,, as to form

the words dvidandi &c These words are used in fixed Berjse,. Thus

ft^S? JT?CT?T fa5<TW irftlt. but not here, ffcV**!' mm II

Note

'

—Though the context is that of BiluiTrihi, yet some oE these words are

Tatpur-usha: a=jft$** ^farrm => ffrfwrctf* >mf?r 11 Srcnrfr sftar't wr?JtrW«=jfrmrrt

?r?<R ^r?1(^ II The compounding takes place by II. 1, 72.

15 iJWTft. 16 ErrSTTft, 1? WWTft. (WUTft), 18 Sift. 19 fr$*1^fof, 20 fcOTSfaJ',

*;«<; i sro$*f sTTSfTis*. 1 v. i « i v& ii

«rr*arr iiifrirfswBrtrtfff^f; wrggsftfr i !m% ^rs^ *res jt^ i sg: ii

868 After the words pra and sam, there is the

substitution of jau for j&nu, when forming the Bahuvrthi com-

pound.

Thus infit^rrgsft q^affg:, So also ^rgs U

<t\ I srarftftwrer U I « i W» II

g>Bfg! I ajeWgi ll

869. The substitution of jflu for janu is optional,

when the word urdhva precedes it.

Thus 3^ tsfrgtf vr^B^V^i or *ejg : u

<^s« l vrg^» I y l tf I ?^ ll
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870. The 'an an' is the substitute of the final of

'dhanns' in a Bahuvrihi.

As *nt «rs«*-«&rSf*r***, nom. s. wrjfv*wrT 1

*»»\ 1 *r *m*r*i 1 * 1 a 1 1\% 11

871. The substitution of w?np does not optionally

take place when the Bahuvrihi is a Name.

This declares an option, where the last sutra had made the substitu-

tion compulsory. As 5^3: or wrq?Wi I &$& or &yim II

«*»* i ararar f*r§U «» 1 « 1 w* 11

872. For the final of wwr is substituted ft^ in a

Bahjivrihi.

Thus jpffi afarsTO^g^ + snir-fTft + ^rcf+ft ll Now applies the fol-

lowing sutra, by which a is elided before fSr II

TOiwisroNff: ?*r*fo 1 twn i gfrWrqr »w* 3*srrr^: n

873. There is lopa-subsfcitufctoti (eliston) of the ^
and w when followed by any consonant except q; II

Thus stffrifrar «u-g=»3*nrPrs (nr!jr+R3F.=>3rrsL+fa3' s>3rr+f?r, the 5 be-

ing elided by the present rule.) So also f^Hfrffii U There is punvad-bhava

also by which gqf^ ( feminine ) is changed to 3«l ( masculine ).

Note :—-The final ¥ or ^ of any stem, be it a root or not, is elided by an affix

&n., beginning with a ars consonant i. e, any consonant excepted Thus f^f + ^g1

(HI. 2. 107)«ft|;+rtfr-i-qra[-f^flj nom. singular f^TT*, ftrf^r^f, iffiplfa: U

Thaa ja^+cf^gjjf, 'apan,' ^a + ^«=^-i 'made a noiso.' So also the affix ^gj_ comes

after xftvn in forming patronymic (IV. 1. 129 S. 1 L35). Of the affix s^; , lis replaced

by ^ (VII. 1.2S 475). Thus nf tjt + %% + K " $(%V (the ^ of the affix being

even elided beEore < )[| So also in 7*6^ the a of Rj£ (III. 4. 102 S. 2255) is elided

before^ (III.' 4t. 105 S. 2256 ). So also * is elided in the following ;—from sffa

—

tfnsigs (by Unldi affix $ft ^335

)

from tfftr-'WW'iqi formed by the Un&di
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affix Jrft;j with the negative 3? II There being diversity in the application of Unidi

affixes (III, 3, 1 & 3169), there is not 3?^ substitution for 1, as required by VI. 4, 19

Why do we My " before any consonant except 3 ?" Observe ^qu%, 3is^ tyhen

a is not elided. Why the word, tfr? i* placed first ? The elision of ^ and ss should take

place prior to the elision of tjio aprikta ^ Uuglit in the next sutra. Tims ^f'3'q + fkii

-ER^a and^ (VI. 4. 4-8 S. 2308) = ^'|;+i|;«g;o^ •. u So^rxf>^rfa?5P£S «l Why
qrof gjsq- is not elided before ^ which is a fa consonant? It is not elided, because it is

so taught. Had fclie elision of ?r been intended, the root would have been enunciated as

$V instead of ?f«r U If you say the % is taught foe l.lie sake of forms like f<%(% by

aarnpraslraua, and ^?f^ by reluplicafcion, here also the 'lopa' would have applied, as

being an Anfcaranga rule, while samprasarana, and the elision oE ^ by ^trffffa-' are

Bahiranga.

ow ! n?^g1<jr%§tfosT. i ^ i y i \\\ n

874. For the final of t?w is substituted *, when

preceded by ^, yfa, ?jj and fjtfir ia a Bahuvrihi.

Thus the 3T of *T*>T is replaced by %, as 3*5^!, vpfTFW, 3«rf^:, §qfr-

Notj :—Why after these onlj f Observe ?ffjj*pqr *RT: II

Vdtt:—The word f^T is a material noun as iT^rr^ fTTf?, and an ad-

jective, as ^rjf^TTf^' ' having the scent of sandal' The rule of substitution

applies when it is used as an attribute, strf^f ft STM t, gif^fe : " But,

not here, ^frat^n^r^sKrSt^^^IT'"^ WTfa^T: 'a shopkeeper having many

sweet perfumes for sale.'

Note :—The q[ of f5 is tor the sake of pronunciation only. Some hold thai

fqr is an affix, and nob a substitute (adesa). In this view the final of «T''4 will be

elided by aj^ft ^ (VI. 4, 148 S. 311). The word ehlnta in the vartika means "a

porLion," in short tlw rule applies when gandha is an attributive and not when it is a

substantive. Some explain ekdnta by " natural ;" i. e. when an object naturally pos-

sesses scent, and not when artificially scented. Therefore not here : ^TfsTffa. fR, Hr^f?

:

St**: u

g7?a it?i?r ss^ff *u1Mcr?i; g^Trf?tr wmn i fsr»rP^ i »wr ts^ stri^ »r%

gT^n^qn?^ ftv 11
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875. The * is substituted for the final 5J of n«l at

the end of a Bahuvrihi compound, when *T*9r means ' a

little.'

Thus »<fts?4T$fwt=*mR>| *fnm "food with a little broth." So

ffr«rr»*T
" food with a little—a mere scent-of ghee.' Here itkt is a synonym

of 3T?T M

According to Viswakosha, Gandha means ' sulphur/ ' delight ' (/. e.

scent), ' a little particle,' ' connection or relationship,' and ' pride ' or
1

arrogance.'

<a«
1 ttoriw \ \ \ « 1 ^vs ti

<t?t£ft »r»qts*«t <r?mf«T: 11

876. The * is substituted for the final si of n?«r at

the end of a Bahuvrihi, when preceded by a word denoting a,

thing with which it is compared.

As cr<rcqar T^rs^^TOm^I', ^TPSlfap i sfffaPTfar- 11

s^rJTOT <Tr?raw sqfsmfi 1 3T$?5W>qi rat 1 fdaqr* ; 1 ftssTr* 11

877. The final a* of ^f? is elided when it is at the

end of a Bahuvrihi compound, preceded by a word denoting

a thing with which it is compared, but not so when such

word is ^f%cr &c.

The word grwrfr^ is understood here. The P5fT substitution it a

samasanta affix in a way. Thus sztfsrw qr?TWl = ^rsrirrrj; , Why do we say

not so when such a word is ffta ? Observe fiwrr^i gigsT^ 1 »

9 n'TrsT^. lo ^Ira*, 11 ^^n^f*. 12 5T5T*, 13 ^m*, i* ^rs*, 15 n^*, 16 n?*sr,

C*Tf^?5T), 17 ^r, 18 nfafffT, 19 ffCTPI. |l

tfote :—This elision is a sainasduta. For iE it were not a aaniasauta, then by

the rale wrr?' TWI (I- !• 54 S. 44) the elision would have been oE the first letter of the

word ff5, namely, of <T. || Moreover there would have been added the aaishika sk<J_ II
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878. The words kumbbapadi &c, have been formed

by the similar elision of the 3T of <rrT, in the Feminine.

The forms $*W$ &c, are formed by eliding the final st of iff and then

substituting T^ for <Tlrt before the feminine affix f by VI. 4. 130. S. 414, Why
do we say ' that this substitution takes place only before the feminine affix

3s?*, and no where else.'? Observe |j*WP 11

Note :—Those words in the list, the first members of which denote an object

of comparison or a numeral, would have elided ?r by V. 4 138 or V, 4, 140. In their

case, this sfitr» teaches th« invariable affixing of gft* to such words
;
so that the op-

tional rule IV. 1. 8 S, 457 does not apply to them.

rfr 9 *frWT#*, 10 mim, 11 (*rth* 12 $wnwl*, 13 *rtti w flrrff*. 15 q^nft*.

16 iwfrrtr 17 ftRwft*, 18 fa^fl*, 19 §<rft, 20 ftotf ,
2t 37,^, 22 ffa-tfr,

(Vtt$V)> 28 S^rfr, 24 5^1**, 25' jrriiqrft (irafhrffo, 26 jptf, 27 q$OT& 28

«ra^$r, 29 Breriift; 30 ^gr^Cr, (qjsnrflr), 31 vrq$\*, 32 fnftqfr, ss msrprfr, 34

«fre#, 35 Bferqift, 36 ct<w#, 37 ****#, 38 sr^^, 89 ?ew<t, 40 ^?!?5fTfr, 41

fwrfhi

wtm atas wiwtwprfr *iiftfr i fcn^i iTr?j 11

879. The final w of qr? is elided by sam&s&nta lopa,

also when a Numeral or the word *g precedes it, in a Bahu-

vrlhi.

Thus fr w*re»i=>f$<Trn, firqrq; ,
so also 3ar*%r <rnj1^3 = g<nct 11

wnrg$«q purest ?? i*«rr>«tr: wfwr% 1 f|^ 1 ^3$^ I <*?; <r??rr are? $r^ 1

5** I S^ft I Wit* I%* 1 liW- «RClT I SfScf: *?: 11

880. For at*a is substituted^ as a sam&s&nta in a

Balmvrihi, when a Numeral or § precedes it, and the whole

word expresses a stage of life »'. 0. an age.

Thus |r^rTW=ftW."d child of the age in which two teeth have

appeared." So also f*?*, ^5^^?^ I See vartika under VI. 3. ;6 S. 88 1 for
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(fmil ^PTfWSraiTO STI^r arrcrs - 3g*H frcre: "a boy of the age in whi h

all his teeth have appeared beautifully." So also g^ft. Why do we say

denoting ' age ' ? Observe f$&<[\ ^ I g^af T?s II

Note'.—The m of ^ij is indicatory, making rule,VII. 1. 70 S, 861 applic-

able, by which a nasal is added before n in declining these words in sarvaniraastbAna

cases : and rule IV. 1, 6 S. 455 also applies to them. All rule3 relating to sf?H| apply

to these.

swi 1% wrarorer*a r wpfffr wtwrft i ^m^\ i fcsraf fa* i srwtf h

881. For danta is substituted " dat " as a sama-

santa in a Balmvrihi, when it is in the feminine gender,

denoting a name.

Thin* BTOt?(fti %r<?f?ft n Why do we say " when denoting a Name "?

Observe stHf'ifr, ftPWift li

^(w ^5 »r *gjftfr i ww* i i surc^' I wttoi^ i srCra;^: n

882. Optionally " dat " is substituted for " danta,"

in a Bahuvrlhi compound, when it is preceded by the words

Iva, and aroka.

Thus wr^f'^i or ^arr^f^, spr(f^sji! or «nfiejft* II *Rf1? means 'dark/

" without holes or spaces."

Note:—The word (jflrarn. °f the last sfitra governs this also, so that when

the compound is not a Name, the substitution does not take place ; as ^JU^Sff:,

883. The substitution of -' dat " for " danta " is

optional in a Balmvrihi, when it is preceded by a word ending

in am or by gsr, ST , f«r and to* ll

The word " optionally" is understood here also. Thus SfnOTWl, or

®fwr«R!flri (
so also gflRsip or gj»^; u*r?!T: or gvjfn; f«r^cT or «nv* , TCff^r

or Vim ll
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Note :—The ,sr of the sutra indicates that the substitution optionally takes place

in other oasas not enumerated *• as atf|^; r 3Tf??^ , gf^T^fT or wfqfcjf^q;:, n^'lfi
or *T^!i, fsra^sn: or f^rc^u

884. The final letter of kakuda is dropped in a

Bahuvrihi, when it denotes age or condition of animals.

The word a7=r**jr means the changes which things undergo by lapse

of time, such as- age &c. Thus 3T^m^3^3 = 3T^3ilirl = 3rra: "the young

of an animal," qiitcRgifj;=nv;q»i^r "middle—aged animal '! : ^jTfFfif^-p^t
" old "

; ?iTP5^fl ^sraf*. ' strong,' gnJaRajiT^rrff^r rnm?5T- ll

Note :—Why do we say when denoting a condition ? Observe lyrjt^ranr: II

«* I fo^c^?* I M » I *W II

885. The Bahuvrihi word Trikakud, formed by

the elision of the final ®t of kakuda, is the name of a moun-

tain.

^fr6i^f^ts^q = r%^q; "a three- peaked hill, the peaks having the

shape of a hump." All three-peaked hills are not so called, it is the name of

a particular hill. When not denoting a hill we have flr^^: u

BW: <WI I 9T«^nfil I fa^H I mi$k 5Trg II

886. After nt and vi, the final of kakuda is elided

in a Bahuvrihi compound.

Thus^fNfr^firw^^^rf^.soalso^riiq:" The word ism means
' palate,'

e^s
1 ipirfernrr I x I « i *«t II

887. After pfirna, the final of kakuda is optionally

elided in a Bahuvrihi compound.

Thusatfa^fsTO-^ofarfit or ^r^ II
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§£*# n&m E^rer iwmm 1 g#**ra*i ' 55*^ i s^sr g^i t gg^: u

888. The words suhrit and ditrhr-it are irregularly

formed Bahuvrihi compounds, denoting " a friend " and "a
foe " respectively.

The word gsq; is derived from g + ipai, the srtr of g?pi being elided In

the Bahuvrthi. It means one whose heart is favourably disposed towards

another. So also p?f is derived from gr + ^suf, he whose heart is evil.

Why do we say " when meaning a friend and a foe respectively "
?

Observe jjgfSEp aprr^faT^f: ' the kind-hearted, merciful,' ggfqsfn;: " the evil heart-

ed thief."

«TO*> ! 5Ri snjfrtW <5<T I «t I « I W? II

wra^Nfa 1 T5f- fan. 1 sTTr*K » sTTf*Nf«*. 11

889. The affix «f<j comes after nras &c, final in a

Bahuvrthi compound.

Thus safrc^.-rasg&gsrsTO (VIII. 3. 38 S. 152). So also fttRTpfaP

(VIII. 3- 39 S. 153) artS'fKn'RKIT: ll

The words ij»rr^ , srjjits^, 73:, #r- Snd oT$*ft: are exhibited in the list

of Urasadi words as nominative singular, and not in their crude-forms as is

the case with other words. The reason of this is, that the singular number

of these words talce the affix gjcr , and not their dual and plural numbers.

With regard to the dual and plural of these, the affix a&<r is optionally

Added by force of sutra V. 4. 154 S. 891. Thus f$3HR. or ffj^fi;, g'gJTN^of

1 3*w, 2 <*!•%, $ WTR, 4 grip*, S arsijrq,, 6 <^m, 7 nr, S^jft:, 9 wftf

10 n§, 11 ifrri^, 12 arqrp.s-sfi II (The affix sfjcr, is added to sr£r whan preceded tyr the

Negative particle ff^r_ 1 as sTfrij"eR^ ) 1 "Why do wo say when preceded \f? the Ne,t«ii:?a

-parfciele tTJ| ? Observe ^prr^ or BTTf'T^it, U

f^i^w **rft ii 3Tf*RST?srs*!jPT*htfr ^rn^%t ^ 3?^fw Wfarq?^ ll

6S s
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890. The affix «q is added to a Bahuvrihi the

last member of whicli ends in m., when a feminine word is

denoted.

Thus wire*#^s*ari T»rak=srf?f&s^f t»t(I 11 So also arg^iP»?^rr ?r*rr h

Why do we say 'when denoting a feminine'? Observe STf? ^ or 3Tf?r^f ur*r: II

The latter form is derived by adding spr optionally under V. 4. 134

S. 891.

PatibhdshA :—Wherever w^ or f^ or s^[ or nn. > when they are em-

ployed in grammar, denote by I. 1, 72 ; S. 26 something that ends with s^ or

f?|or a*i£ or m>, there STU, f^, srw and ^ represent these combinations of

letters both in so far as they possess, and also in so far as they are void of, a

meaning. ( 'Meaning,) can here only be l the grammatical meaning,' viz. the

meaning which grammarions assign to the affixes <%% &c.)

Therefore thte rule applies to ftf*T1. also. As STprrBjcF? 5T*rr II

mift fan 1 *mw<i i gift?: i fiwri! i ttarfSwcwtffewt. i 37W: i srwj^ i ^spr i

891. After all other Bahuvrihi compounds formed

uuder II. 2. 23 S. 829, arid not covered by the foregoing

samas&nta rules, may optionally be added the affix 15? n

ThusVRrawefi: or ismp

Why do we say " after the rest " ? Observe sjjrsnni ; u*rf&r: ; fwri',

Here these words are formed by special samasanta rules given before i,g.

874, 877 and 940,

The word t«T denotes all those Bahuvrlhis about which no

special rule has been given above. How do you explain the forms

*Tf$ «r*r, S?*nff §fR, in which the affix ^1 is added, though these words

are governed by the general rule V. 4. 74, S, 940 and ought to have taken

the samasanta affix st? The affix ^ is added to ^a? when the com-

pound has a special meaning ; such as srfet: .means ' a boy
', *sf«r.'

' a

charana.'

Why have we used 'the words " seshAdkikAratthdt" in explaining

the sfttra ? These words mean " after a Bahuvrfh? falling under the scope of

the rules of Sesho Bahuvrihih' 11,2.238.829." Observe ww. 11 This is
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a Bahuvrihi not formed under the Sesha rule II. 2. 23 S. 829, but by a spe-

cial rule II. 2. 25 S. 843 : and hence it does not take^ II So also 3^*5? a

Bahuvrlhi formed by II. 2. 26 S, 845, and ^jsp formed by II. 2. 28 S, 848.

In fact the word tfsr: of II. 2. 23 S. 829 governs only 1L 2. 24 S. 830 and not

the remaining'sutras like 843, 846, 848 &c.

The word st^if of this sutra is thus equivocal. It means first " after

all those Bahuvrlhls for which no samasanta has been taught :" secondly

"after those Bihuvrihis which are formed under "sesho Bahuvrlhi "rule."

The word fiqTtI thus conveys a double meaning. There are two views on this

point: one school holds that for eyery thought, a separate word must be used.

Their motto is srsfa"!* stsfSrf s II According to this view we should use the

word fqfrf twice in this sutra ( avritti. ) But according to the other view, one

word may express two ideas. Their motto is Hc^Rtf?^ ^s^qr*?: U This

gives rise to tr^sj or stretching the meaning of a word. The Tantra view may
be taken here, or the Wff% view

^rat*?^ 5^ *rr **nr<i 1 sqpwwK' 1 srginw • w*fa siin* : 11

892. Optionally the femiaiue stem in arr is not short-

ened before %\ II

As srs*rrarai* or srsirasfi! ' one who has many garlands' 11 When «m{.

is not added, then *gnr5i: II

*M l h 3wwn*m a 1 m »

starftft «nn: hi 1 sqKimrara.i f%% Mt *w* ft*z*r> h

893. The affix *R« does not come after a Bahuvrihi

when a Name is meant.

This debars ^ordained by V. 4. 154 S. 891 last. Thus R^ft srcn»

*!« \ {«¥«« U I » I Wt II

*5*t^ *pmj«i* 11 w- ^wrsw *§st3tfr 1 ^ssftii Rra.i srfitSratff: 11

894. The atfix «u« does not come after a Bahuvrlhi,

the last member of which ends in the affix &rw 11

This debars all the previous rules i. e> both the compulsory and the
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optional eR>r 11 Thus srf*r: ^Crs?^ =^^fj . (V. 3, 57 S, 2005) Here nils

V. 4- 1 54 S. 891 is debarred, srfsij: sr^qrs?^ = ^l^r^r, here rule V. 4, 135

S. 833 is prohibited. By rule I. 2. 48 S. Q56 the long final f ought to have

been shortened, but this is not done by considering it as a masculine by the

following Vaftika.

Vart:—In Babuvrihi compounds, exception must be made of femi-

nine nouns ending in the affix fqgt, as srgsrgsfr II

Why do we say ' of a Bahuvrihi '? Observe ^ffpSraRpi

ssa* 1 <%&& srr§: 1 ^ 1 « i *<w ti

895. The affix *# does not come after a Bahuvrihi

ending in the word bhr&tri, when it means ' praised,'

The word qffifi: means ' praised/ ' respected ' &c. Thu3 5fr*rcr sjrsrr

s^^WHTT 'one having a good brother,' As a general rule, samasanta affix-

es are not added, when respect is meant. See V, 4. 69 S. 954. But the pro-

hibition of that ailtra has its scope only upto V. 4. 113 S. 852, and not

on eutras after that. Hence the necessity of the present sutra. Why do we

say when it means " praised "? Observe fntfrarf>$, gs^r?^: II

stFjf *fr TFsft^tfstr rr^rrr^^rgr ?r wet 1 sr^rre! zrw i ^fzm'itiiir 1 ?F5f&f<ft

896 .The affix w does not come after the words nadt
?

and tantrl final in a Bahuvrihi, when they mean organs of

body.

Thus s^t JTlSTT^^fw"^: efiRi, SffT'?fi#rr II sTirT^t'T'tt. The

word tfseft means ' an artery.' Why do we say meaning " parts of body "?

Observe, ^rafaf! WW. ^<T'?fNfr i ^"tt ll The word *rrfr is a feminine word

formed by ^fa; that comes after jati; ^rs-?fi* is formed by the U^adi affix $•

(Upadi III. 158). In sr^rf%: the long f is shortened as being an upa-

sarjana (I. 2. 48 S. 655); but the fof tF^fr is not shortened' as f here

is not a feminine affix, but a kiit affix (^ few sTfew 1
; See I. 2, 48

S. 656 also),
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897. The word fa*nm% is irregularly formed,

without adding the affix ^, though the last word is a NadJ
word.

The word u^ofr means either jfoftsraf or q^f% HW II Here ?gr is

added to the root R 'to weave 1

: and denotes the instrument of weaving
i,e. 'a shuttle.' f*r«f?rr shrift 3T?a[ = H5!r^[fbr- qui, f^jrerfa: ^sr^^arcrffr;^^:

"a new unbleached cloth or blanket," from which the shuttle has not yet

been extracted, fresh from the loom. The H is changed to <T by VIII, 4, 29.

S. 2835.

^6.=; i *fH*frfa$t<*at 5f|^rd 1 * R 1 ^ n

SK"^ m%<%v\ ^ ^fspiff 55 sT^r^qsi 1 ifioy^ra: i ^T5T ^ snwsirawTitf
arfffrf^i i Ptoji 11

^resHs^qrwiRi * h *mf* 11 rltsjp 11

Sreatrar ar^^^r;* 11 ft*ir:

s;?s;sfa 1 sRsrii

srt f^ss * it 3j^Rr^ : ' ffcHj%*' 11

n§r>: <m-«rar«ft * h ti^s: i g;f^5r 1 #rrg : 11

898. A word with the. seventh case-affix and an

epithet are to be placed first in. the Bahuvrihi compound.

In a Bahuvrihi, all words are upasarjana, and hence there is no rule

for their arrangement. The present aphorism declares that rule ;
as gr^^TR:

' who is black in the throat,' From the jnapaka of this sutra, we infer the

existence of the Vyadhikarana Bahuvrihi—a Bahuvrihi compound, the first

member of which is not in apposition to the second or stands in a different

case relation to the second, in the dissolution of the compound, as ^WfrP'fif

^FJ«ffr?S: &c, So also 3tT3rftRT, fa«nj !

, srTfnj!-

Vdrf:—The sarvanaoias and the numerals stand first; as ^tw
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Vari:—-In a compound formed by the com position of sarvanama words

with a safikbyS word, the latter should stand first ; as, $«?*$;

Vdtt:—Among numerals, the less in value is placed first ; as ^rf;

1 two and three,'

Vdrt :—Mso in a Dvandva compound (the numeral which is less in

value is placed first); thus'frqrtf ' two and ten, that is twelve.'

Vdrt:—The word {$m may optionally stand first; as fyffais or

Vart :—After the words rrg &c, the word in the 7th case-affix comes

as subsequent ; as npr'S-: ' a hemp-necked '; n§Vm- &c.

How is then the word ^fng: 'hump in the shoulder' to be ex-

plained ? This is governed by the general rule, and not the exceptional

vartlka.

ssa I firm 1 \ \\ i tt II

wf«**fr 1 irawar 1 g^srnrr i Rift* irw i m^'- ' <fttrwn

"

899. What ends with a Nishtha (I. 1. 26 S. 3012)

hall stand first iri a Bahuvrihi compound.

Thus f?«$???: II

So also «|?pff»T: 'one who is devoted to devotion'; ?i?rerar: 'one who has

made the mat'; ftfnjfrf»Tr%: ' one who has begged alms,'

Vatt

:

—A word expressing jati (genus), time, or pleasure, is placed

subsequent
;

as, ^njpvnfr, Trtmra: and S^fsrnT: &c.

This rule is not of universal application, as we have words like $?r^f?:

and tftffcli: also.

to* i snrk?tP«nf^s i % i % i $vs n

^Trw ii EFff?m i ftftrnt: n

900. In the compounds &hitftgni and the like, the

Nishtha-formed word may optionally be placed first.

Thus sprang or swtarfas ' one who has consecrated fire.'
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This BWt!rrrf*T class is akritigana ;• so that words like *rg &c, must be

looked for in this class.

Vart:—The words ending in Nish^ha or in the locative case stand

subsequent, when coming after words denoting ' striking '; as 3R33CT: ' ready

with sword '; ^ssmfa: ' holding sceptre in hand.' But some times not so, as

in fafwiRf:
" drawn-sword."

Here end Bahuvrihi compounds,



CHAPTER XX

THE DVANDVA COMPOUNDS

l°\ I m$ %rg} R R RE. I!

BR??? gf^^ &&rt sr swm st $??: i *i5*«n'^3fffa^irs'rron*Rrf:
i

tJffcH*pr: i Q%& mw- 1 «fW 3^ ^ T5r?tr?^m fwrae1

nr ^TOnp^rTO % ?

901. When a set of several words ending with case-

aflfixes stands in a relation expressible by ' and,' the set is

optionally made into a compound ; and the compound so

formed is called Dvaudva.

The meaning that may be indicated by *% ' and ' are four, (i) tfgqqi

'community of reference,' (2) ^Rpra 'collateralness of reference, (3) %^im-

$mt ' mutual conjunction ' and (4) ¥pjrfjr*; 'aggregate,' In the first two cases

vie.) community of reference, and collateralness of reference, composition does

not take place, because the words are not directly related to one another

(II. 1. 1 S. 647) Composition is enjoined, therefore, when the sense of sr is that

of mutual conjunction and aggregation. Thus we cannot compound f^*s$
^ *T*W ' reverence God and thy Guru ' or fSfWJa" *Tf "^TO ' go for alms and

bring the cow,' But we can compound the following g^^iftqw^gftspnqfr

' the Plaksha and the Nyagrodha trees,' So tpHgif^iaTOP, irg^l* *l*$STOi

I, When two or more independent words not related with each

other, are grammatically in the same case, their conjunction, will be samu-

chchaya. As farc g? ^ «fsw "reverence God and Guru." Here there can

be no compounding, a? there is no samarthya. In this example, two things

(dravya) have been collected under one verb (kriy£). Similarly in n^rnac-

$r«?*r " the elephant and the horse of the king." Here there is samuchchaya
of two things under one thing, qr-gi^ft " The picture is white and red."

Here two attributes are brought under one substantive, ^j q? ; §;<*??$ *r
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1

(i
u,ed picture and ornament." Here two substances are collected under one

attribute.

3, When one action, is used as collateral to a principal action, it

gives rise to the union called anwachaya : as, f^rmar; nf "sfFra " Go for alms

and bring the cow." Here he might not bring the cow, if he does not see

it, though his begging will not be stopped. But if he does not go out a

begging, he cannot bring the cow. So going out a begging is the principal

action.

Therefore, in f*r^R? *rf qrrcq, there is no compounding, because

the words are not directly related to one another. The want of samarthya

here is want of ekarthibhava,

In "twsrfMj
'' tne Mimosea and the Grislea," ^nrftwr " an appel-

lative and a maxim of interpretation," there is compounding, as itaretara and

samahara, respectively.

The Dvandva compound of the four words ^, ^5, q| and sjjrrg

may be either STfTr^Ter^rar?:: or tftjrercrr^eiW'cTrc: n The first denotes many

hotris, potris &c. The second is an example where hotr-i and potri are first

compounded as a Dwandva, and then ^s and sjjrjff as another Dvandva,

Then these two compound words are again compounded as a larger

Dvandva,

In the first example, there is not STHlf substitution for the final of

frjj and ?r£ (VI. 3, 25 S. 921) because there is no uttarapada after them.

See S. 921 and 831.

902, The upasarjana is to be put last in the words

Bajadanta &c.

Thus tt^^t (^cTRf ^r^rr)
' a chief of teeth '

(/, e., an eyetooth). It

is not merely the upasarjana that is placed last in these examples ; but

words which by some other rules would have stood first, stand in this list as

second.

*mm,< 11. vgoregtraii . 12. tr^nf^n^. 13, s«js<t?w,. 1*. «trcff

66 3
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m% 15. ( STRWIVTI*^ ). I6 ' PwWfWftWl. 17. STCW^h^ 18.

qjnm., 19. siff^crar^ . 20. f^wi^r . 21. w%g^« 22. ^w«rn

23. suKtnff . 24. vmt^r . 25. qjnn«rr . 26. «T*f*i«|r . 27. wtfvpjf

.

28. wNn%. 29. %^tf?»Tfni. 30. *rrW5T*. 31. sfrafF3PR . 32. (Tforfo.

vrregjwer* .
33. ( nVqfawftsjsra'O- 34 ^rrawc*^. 35. isrw^f-

*<*s«0' 36. surras- 37. ( sgsrsprrarai ). 38. stfrtfftre. 39- (finanfir).

40. fasrwPTH; . 41. ( f%s5f5»??rii ). 42. f%nrr?*rr?fr . 43. ( f^nrotfif )

44. *n*ft<n£r • 45, qwpft . 46. ^p^r . 47. srronreft . 48. g^ft . 49.

g*PT?r. 50, ^^«t^j or ^wlr^ir. 51. Rrcrn^. 52. RrMrsra.. 53.

Rrfrsrrs • 54 srftSss'ft . 55. mjjsfWr • 6 §- ot«j% • 57. s^rfr . 58.

Vdrtika:—" In regard to the words \^ and the like, there is no

fixed rule. Thus cfwfaiff or q-«frifr ' wealth and virtue ' or ' virtue and

wealth.' So also ^ift, «f*7?ft or arrnPTtfr. The woi'd arrar is changed to sm
or ^irregularly. These belong to akritigana.

Note :—3*1?^ is really a compound of m " homo " and qRf 'master or mistress'

f*I is the same Tvord as the Latin domus " home," as in " domestic." fjcrsft moans

" the two wasters of the house

—

i, e. the husband and wife,"

*°* 1 apt fir 1 r 1 r i tw 11

903. In a Dvandva compound, let a word called fa

(1.4. 7 S. 243) stand first.

As ;f<ftf
' Hari and Hara.'

Vdrtika :—Where there are more than one such fir words in a com-

pound, any one may be fixed upon as first member, and the rest do not follow

any fixed rule. As sRu^r or sR?t?j^ •

Note :—Why do wo say ' Dv<uid7ii'P Observe fa*7S>Tg: which is a Tafc-purusha.

soy 1 srsn^'d^i r 1 \ 1 ^ 11

ftW 5$W ' W*^ 1*

Sl^rf*^' *l sre^srr: » OUTWIT! II*
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904. la a Dvandva compound, let what begins

with, a vowel and ends with a short ^ be placed first.

Thus, ffl^OTjr ' Isa and Krishna,'

Vatt :—When there are many such words, there is no fixed rule. As

Vart\— In the Dvandva compounds, the fa would stand first only

then, when the rule of fcTSTOffT does not prohibit it. Thus fsfr^ff. Here

8Tp"T though fa> does not stand first, because ?tj beginning with a vowel

and ending in short ar, by the rule of vipratishedha takes precedence (I. 4, 2

S. I7S-).

Note :«—Why do we say ' stjj with ajj;' (I. 1. 70 S. 50.) 7 This rule does

not apply when it is long air aa »TW + 1
*T-' =• *t^t?^ or f^rr^

ssTaffc *f* * ii ^wtrt ii

wmtn ** "ii sr'rcnlfr n

*ifg5^?r: * ii gfaf&tfifr

u

905. In a Dvandva compound, that word-form

which has fewer vowels is to be placed first.

Thus ftnT+^w-Rt^wti'

"

tf te .—When there are many words, there is no fixed rule, As srag^fa-

tffmr: or *ftt»irerer3?5*w •

Vdrti—Names of seasons and stars when they consist of equal

number of syllables, should be arranged in the compound, ^according to

their natural order of succession. As ^m^ftrRTCTO^ri ; sfwtri^r.

Why do w.e say ' when they consist of equal syllables ?
'
Observe

tftwsiSffr, Here the shorter has been placed first.

VM ;—A word consisting of light (laghu) vowels is placed first.
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As, §w?;rer ; ' a bundle of Ku6a and Kas"a grasses,' §ro and «jmn are

two kinds of grass.

VArt :—The more honorable of the two is placed first ; as gpw q r̂

"Tapasa and Parvata." srr^qrtrrr "Vasudeva and Arjuna" (IV. 3,98

S. 1478).

V&rt :—The castes are placed according to their order : as ffwmflra

ffiysfffp
' Brahmana-Kshatriya-Vaisya and Sudra.' There is no limitation

of equality of syllables here.

Vdrt:~The name of the elder brother is placed first; as gfitf&H^
1 Yudhlshthira and Arjuna.'

wi 3*5 i^irswi 1 Trfaqrc* iTr^Riraif^r* i Grants* u

906. A Dvandva compound too is singular in

number, when it is compounded of words signifying mem-

bers of the animal boby, members of a band of players (or

singers or dancers) and component parts of an army.

As, qrRfflW ' the hand and. foot ' fafrtfhr ' the head and neck

'

«n$TjF3Nn*ftlR ' the players on the mjidanga and panava ( kinds of drums)

'

SftriSPPKftl ' the soldiers on chariot and horse.' ?ftapneraFTR«rrW* , tf*ISiW"

This rule applies to cases of Samahara Dvandva or aggregate

Dvandva Compounds only ; and not to Itaretara Dvandva (II, 2. 29 S. 901)

A Samahara would have been naturally singular, because it denotes unity,

the present rule is, therefore, a niyama or a restrictive rule. That is, the

samahara compound of limbs is only singular, and other kind of compound

of members of living body &c, need not be singular,

Note :—In the Dvandva Compounds of animals such as elephants, horses

&0., the singular is optional; (11,4.12. S. 916). The present rule also gives us

an index as to where we must make Samahara Dvandva and where an Itaretara

Dvandva. The Dvandva compounds of words signifying members of animal body,

players or army, are always and solely Samahara Dvandva. The compounds of

words like qfv{r<ratf)' ' curd and milk ' (II, 4. 14 S. 918). are purely Itaretara

Dvandva and can never he Samahara Dvandva j while compounds of words denoting

tree, animals &c, (II. 4, 12 S. 916) are optionally either SamahSra or Ita»t»ra

Dvandva.
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907. A Dvandva compound of words signifying

persons belonging to the different Yedic-Schools, when the

sense is that of repetition, is singular.

Note!—The word fftm means a school ov branch of any of the Vedas

designated by the name of the person who founded such a branch, and here

means students or pupils who belong- to a particular school and study that

paiticnlar branch. The word btjj^ means repetition by way of explanation,

illustration or corroboration; thai is to say, when a speaker demonstrates for

some special purposes, a proposition which bad already been demonstrated before,

that is called anuvada. Another meaning of this word is " the recitation of the chara-

nas as already learnt as distinguished from learning theni the first time."

Vdrt .-—This aggregate is used with the aorist of the rootsW and

Ioi. only/ asafrrr^eRj'ejireiyr'T* (c?^r fits srsrrci "TfirRrf^s ^rfp^f 3*r nswnj

ftfa tfSttEwr *<t $**[ ftWHirift* *flw«*fc ) >' ^^arft ^arlrspr^ ' katha and

kauthuma established again.'

Note :—Why do we say 'when meaning repetition' P Observe 3^3:

Si?3!(F5rcP or ffc^s ms^i^Hl', when demonstration for the first time is meant. Ifc

is the florist ofW and ftr^ which iakaa such a Dvandva and not any other Terb or

any other tense of these verbs ; as s—BTfti"?^: EfiKfiBW and 3??}f% SfTSSttOTTfi II

Prof. Bohthlingk's translation is, ' The Dvandva Compound of the

names of Vedic-Schools is singular, when such a school is repeatedly

mentioned equally along with another,'

soe; 1 srsrt^'srg^nK^i ^ 1 y i « 11

*i#s fifo«f *»' w^sif^r^prarffftrci v?t t^mmn « *^mM*. 1

«n>T3^g: fswu ?s«r# srwft f%7f#r 1 s^gs* fi»j*i tprqaTrsft* 11 sr^f^ »

908. A Dvandva compound of words denoting

sacrifices ( kratu ) ordained by the Yajur ( Adhvaryu ) Yeda,

is singular, provided that, they are never used in the neater

gender.

As vts$t*eftW ' the Arka and Aivamedha sacrifices,'
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Why do we say ' Yajur-veda sacrifices ? Observe ?g^ ' the Ishu

and Vajra ceremonies,' These sacrifices are ordained in the Sama-Veda.

Why do we say 'when not in the neuter gender'? Observe

tWajWr*raq ' the Rajasflya and Vajapeya sacrifices,' ST^NftUII. 4'3iS.

8i6>

Note -.—Why have -we qsi^ofara? ? Because the word =553: is a technical

term applying only to Soma-sa orifices and not any sacrifice in general. Therefore,

though Darsa and Pauniamasa are Yajur-veda ceremonies, they not being Soma

ceremonies, the present rule does not apply.

909. A Dvandva compound of words denoting

(persons who have studied) subjects, which in their order

of study are not remote from each other, is singular.

As, *T^iFrERq^Fr*C. ' a person who has studied the pada arrangement

and a person who has studied the krama arrangement,

Note :—Why do we say ' order of study ' ? Observe ft?f[<J^r ' father and

son.' Why do we say ' not remote ' ? See «tff$t^3r^<nir ' saorifloe-knower and

the grammarian.'

9IO. A Dvandva compound of words signify-

ing jftti (genus ) which are not names of living beings, is

singular.

Thus qraraK^tS ' fried rice and barley cake.'

Note:—Why do we say ' words denoting genus ' P Observe Is^TfSwfl'
' Nandaka and PanclmjaDya.' These are SanjSa words or Proper Names.

When denoting living beings then fi^wfr: (and not fo^r**)
"Vaisyas and Sudras.'. Here there is plural number by I. 2. 58. S. 817,
though the words are jati denoting.
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This rule applies to the jati or genus names of substances (ffsjrsrrfSr)

and not the jati names of qualities and actions. ( sprFsf^psTtfa' ), Thus 5:7^
' colour, and savour,' «wrii*5pr ' going and contraction.'

Even with jati names of substances, the Dvandva compound takes

singular, only when the objects are spoken of collectively as a class ; when
however, the individuals belonging to a class are indicated, the proper

number should be employed ; as, ^pffiftftft ' in this bowl are the badari

and amalaki fruits,' Here there is elision of the Taddhita affix by IV. 3. 163

S. 1541. The feminine is also elided by I. 2. 49. S. 1408. See also II. 4. 12

S. 916.

Note ;—The words 3irRf ' genus,' 553 ' substance,' ?jat ' quality ' and f^RJK
1 action ' are technical terms of Indian Logicians. Jiifci has already been explained.

Substances are nine : earth, water, light, air, ether, time, space, soul, and mind.

Qualities are twenty-four ! colour, savour, odour, tangibility, number, dimension,

severalty, conjunction, disjunction, priority, posteriority, weight, fluidity, viscidity,

sound, understanding, pleasure, pain, desire, aversion, effort, merit, demerit and

faculty. There are five actions i throwing upwards, throwing downwards,

contraction, expansion and going.

if^fwi t «ww i€*i sir***c nncni <ar$f%*ft *rm: 1 sn^sremsrasTr u

91 1 1 A sam&hara Dvandva compouad of words of

different genders, denoting names of rivers and of countries,

but not of towns, is singular.

Thus sqjrcrefs " The Uddhya and Iravatl," The Uddhya is a river

( nada ).

So also. itirp§t"PC ' the Ganges and the Sona.' fitTs +<£#'* «5'$<P<N'

1 the country of the Kurus and the Kurukshetra.'

Why do we say 'of different genders'? Observe ifaragft 'the

Ganges and the Yamuna.' Both being feminine gender ; so also si?r%*j;qr; II

But the rule does not apply to «r^r|^%% for one is a river and the other

a country.

The word RT«e of the sutra is derived from the root ftrft meaning

" to separate, differentiate," with f% m It means separate.
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Why do we say 'rivers and countries'? Observe f^rngstf ' the

hen and the peahen.'

Why do we say 'not of a town'? See srrwnrsfr^farafr 'Jambaba

( a city ) and Salukini ( a village )' v/hicli are the names of a village and a

town.

We have taken the word ' river,' as the word * country ' does not in-

clude 'river.' So also ' mountains ' are not included; as ^rr«r*R*rr^ ' the

Kailasa and the Gandhamadana.

yatt :—The prohibition extends to villages and towns
( grama ) but

not to cities, (Nagara), as J^rrr*®?* 'the cities of Mathura and

Pataliputra,'

Vart '.—When a compound consists of two words, one a town and

the other a city, the prohibition applies ; as g*r«f^# • the city of Saurya

and the village of Ketavata.'

912. A Samihara Dvaudra compound of words

signifying small animals, is singular.

Thus gjRtfswR, ' the louse and the nit.'

Note .—The word §j£«rsg means an animal of a very small size. Some say

that animals not having bones ara called ^ffspg, ( invertebrates ) ; others say,

those which are small in nize.

All below the mongoose are kshudrajantu.

913. A Dvandva compound of words signifying

those animals only, among whom there is permanent
enmity (i, e. natural antipathy or quarrel ), is singular.

The word frftvr; means enmity: and srwrfor: means permanent-

Thus, STf$Tf& ' the snake and the mongoose.' ifrspr* < the cow and
the tiger.' qwifogTC ' the crow and the owl.'
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Note:—Why do we say 'natural and eternal*'? Observe ^PTrr^Tr?NiT^!T:
?fit*sfa«% ' Ckup4li and SaianHyana are quarrelling.' W^CtfrirsgPTniifiisSr || Tha
enmity between the Devas and Asuras is not permanent, for they co-operated in
churning the ocean.

The force of the word -q- in the aphorism is that of t^ ' only,'

Dvandva compounds of such animals only are invariably singular
; no other

rule, even if otherwise applicable, would apply to such compounds. Thus the
rule II. 4. 12 S. 916 says that Dvandva compounds of beasts and birds, is

optionally singular. That rule ( by I. 4, 2. S. 175 ) would have set aside
the present rule. But •% prevents that, and no optional plural number is

allowed in case of beasts or birds that are naturally at war ; as sxrsqm1*

' the tiger and the cow ' Effr^Fr^grf, ' the crow and the owl.'

KVH I %sWtWpHcifadHU< l R I H I *o ||

914. A Dvandva compound of words denoting

those classes of S&dras who have not been expelled from the

communion of higher classes, is singular.

Thus, wararefiH?*. ' the carpenter and the blacksmith.*

Why do we say ' not expelled '? Observe qrwg'n'jwn'i
' tne Chand.ala

and the Mritapa.'

Note :—The word STWrRTS' means one not expelled ( froni the dish ). This

shows that there was intevdining betwoen tha Shudras and the twice-born in the days

of Pfcnini.

A f§(idra who can take food from the dish of a higher class, without

permanently defiling that vessel, is called an Anirvasita $udra.

UK 1 ws^cfTft srm « 1 tt i!

915. The word gavagva, and others are also

Dvandva compounds which take the singular number.

Thus iwOTt' ' the cow and the horse,' So also jtfftnrorjl Here

the elision of the first member required by I. 2. 67 S. 933 does not take place.

These compounds are valid only so far as enumerated by Panini specifically

in the subjoined list,

67 S
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l. aranmu 2. n^rff^in 3. *f*rr3m;ii 4. susrriwiii 5, bt^,,,

6. ^snwwo V- fts3i%tnT^i ii 8. g^rnii 9. ^^^ra^n 10. #^TO n

11. #<imwi: n is. strtTrq^sfii w 13. 3$^** 11 14. 355^^,,

15. ^rttiitii 16- ^gtto:" 17. wmv w 18. minora*! 11 19. itfsrcsii

20. ^H^l n 21. sr#fMM. II 22. fitR^i! 23. ^%^,|

Vart :__ i n this list, the forms as given, are singular ; but when the

same words assume different forms they may take either number. As nr^n

or rrr^lr II In this form of tfr and ^m the next rule applies and option is

allowed.

?gr$tor tmrTf aw 1 spsra^rsufiF &%*%• t ffr^flu 1 ^rfr faswarppr mm*
emmwm 1 <=<=5gwrifMr: i ^scsra 1 ^?<tfrr. 1 srararo«ii §f?r^irar: 1 tftrmn 1 sftit-

irt-. 1 %Hmnn. 1 Tfflf?r 1 nreftTO 1 «frafiqr: 1 &€**?*. 1 sjsrtojp 1 *rtm*n i

TOii»t ^wbcKipt t sriuw^ 1 ^rf?Kim'5rfrrfaiSi3ra :srr3r: 1 n? *^m«r% 1

tftfwwrfr 1 cag^mrtr *?*rrt 1 firmertfi% €5 qs«rri%*rer«rf sr?»r 1 srrffrwrrstfrrmfa

^fawqfrjrcftsrfT 1 srerewjoi 5 w H<pr^r?fi 1 stout >rcyrrs<E$rc,w-
mftm *m?i 11

916. A Dvandva compound of words being the

names of 1, trees, 2. wild animals, 13. grass 4. corn,

5. condiment, 6. domestic beasts and 7. birds, and the

compounds, • 1. agva-vadava, 2. purva-para and 3. adharottara,

are optionally singular.

Thus, e?s^rcrqfati.or ef^q^fviri ' the Plaksha and the Nyagrodlia trees';

ti^SWr. or ^^<J^?ir; ' the Ruru-deer and the spotted antelopes '; asrejp&l or

^SRTOr- ' the Kusa grass and the Kasa grass
' ; tfrf^ii or jflfaiRr-

' the rice

and the barley ' srfttf5T«i or° ^ ' the curd and the butter' ifmffTO. or «?r.
' the

cow and. the buffalo '; fr^sr^or sfiri ' the parrot and the crane birds';

•spg^y^or «tf:
' the horse and the mare

'
; <%favn or° ^ the first and the

last
; ^TOtTW ot

a
\ ' the upper and lower.'

Vetrt

:

—The Dvandva compound of words denoting names of fruits,

army, large trees, wild animals, birds, small animals, grain and grass, is
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singular, when a large number or quantity of these is spoken of; that is when

a large number of them is taken collectively. When they are each in

Plural number, the compound is singular, otherwise not ; as srfuTt "Erm55?inf*r"

srTOH(5CTL Here there is singular number by II. 4. 6 S, 910. But not so in

the following *^;ra?5% fireer ' a badari and an amalaki fruit are here ' ; w*m-
njftrff 'a charioteer and a horseman ' ; cpy^TRftf ' a Plaksha and a Nyagrodha-

tree
' ; W[fS* ' a Ruru a"d a Prishata deer

' ;
^sr^t^f ' a Hansa and a

Chakravaka bird '
; f^rfftfj' ' a louse and a nit

' ; ^rfl^tr ' a brlhi and yava

grain '
; mi?(cfir#r ' the kusa and kasa grass., In this sutra, those words which

.denote non-animate beings such as trees, and corn &c, would have taken

compulsory singular by II. 4. 6. S. Qto; the present sutra ordains

optional singular in their case. In the case ot domestic animals like elephants

and horses, the singular would have been compulsory under II. 4. 2, S. 906.

because they form component parts of an army corps. This sutra ordains

option. Why are the words IT, ^sft mentioned separately in the sfitra
;

when they would have taken general Dvandva by the general rule II. 2, 29

S, 901 ? Il is so taken in order to indicate that l»r words are compounded

with ^rr words only, and sr^R with 5lfn^ for the purposes of this rule. With

others they will form Itaretara dvandva, and not samahara.

Thus this is a niyama or restrictive rule. Beasts and birds cannot

be mutually compounded into a samahara Dvandva. Beasts with beasts,

and birds with birds will form a samahara ; but beasts with birds will

form Itaretara Dvandva only.

So also is the case with »j?fmw and STWtRH 11

The compound stm^?* is read in the sutra in order to indicate,

that in the alternative it is neuter. For a*** and 3^ being both <rg would

have come under the scope of this rule, without specific mention. Their

separate mention makes a particular rule regarding them. Therefore

when we usear^rtsr in the singular, the rule II. 4. 27 S. 813 is debarred,

the compound does not take the gender of the first, but is governed by

II. 4. 17. S. 821 and is Neuter. In fact, the subsequent sutra II. 4. 27

S. 813 is set aside by the prior sutra II, 4. 17 S. 821 because the singular

STO^S^ is a pratipada vidhana samasa.

ft^iftfttftjsji'trfanr are <^tr tfirft i ?fr?fr<ra[« i *ft?ri«&T i 'eNr^t^:

ffi*rer*fi?fa«i 1 %iT ys^fa*rffi;ft?rcwrr *?* i ifoftwi 333? ^s 1 f^nrmqv? fan \
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917. A Dvandva compound of words of contrary

significations, but not feeing the names of material substan-

ces, is optionally singular.

Thus tfhfrwt* or ?ft^«gr ' cold and heat
' ; i^g'iSf or s^:$ pleasure

and pain ' ; sfinOTW or sflf^pntf ' life and death.'

The word ftjrfirfsrsf means words of contrary significations.

The word adkikatana means material things a dravya. ^ indicates the

anuvfitti of the word 'optionally' from the last sutra. By sutra II. 2.

29 S, 901, the samahara Dvandva is optional ; for that sfitra is

governed by the great option of II, r. ir S. 66$. When there is

such an optional compounding of antinomes, it can be of those antinomes

only which do not denote a substance. Thus the present sutra creates

a m'yama or restriction, of substance denoting antinomes, where we have

Itaretara Dvandva only and not samahara.

Why do we say ' of contrary significations ' ? Observe, risfSRTrs^r-

Sfsft which are not of contrary significations. Here there certainly will

take place in. the other alternative the optional samahara Dvandva also,

Why do we say ' not being the names of substances ' ? Observe

gfhfp&r 5Tf% ' cold and warm waters,' which denote substances, and therefore

their compound is Itaretara Dvandva and optionally samahara also

918. The Dvandva compounds like * dadhipayas

'

&c.j are not singular.

Thus tf^itfi' ' the curd and the milk '

; jurrafifft ' the fuel and the

ghee.' The short sr of f«rr is lengthened irregularly. So also ^rerfa ' the

Rig and the Sama-Veda " 5tl^?R% " the speech and mind."

Note:
—

"With tliis sutra begins prohibition of singular number, which the

pre?ious sufcras would hare caused.

The following is a list of such compounds ;-r-

i- ?fWn?€ni 2. w1%fr or^ffthi 3. ssj^rTsfl' 11 4. ftrcV

sw^r ii 5, ^ffarftsrr^r ii 6. «rrlEif?Crfir^r n ?< u^toI* n 8 %mwi "

* "iW?«fr ii ft«rraii<hfi n ib. ft^Ttf i» ii. iratre'raft h 12. Miami «
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13. •mrana'rcft- " I*, agsrerptfr 11 15. «prrarTOf*r 11 16. *sFKfifa 11 17.

sCKTfa II 18. «fT3JH*l% 11

itqfattm*fo'ii*F(w*i rc«w t win f Wf^ip 11

919. A Dvandva compound denoting a fixed

number (etftvatva)of material things (adhikarana) is not

singular.

There is no general rule ( niyama ) that such a compound should

be singular.

As, $3r^[8T:'ten sets of teeth and lips'; Compare II. 4. 2.

*if«raK<»rar!rprc»i mnw* vR*%\ srcr?rc q^'stfi Pra% *rr win 1 srtw

^fBii zmm- *€rer.- 11

920. A Dvandva compound, denoting an approxi-

mate number of material objects is optionally singular

There may be a general rule ( niyama ) that such a compound shall

be a samahara only.

Thus gq-^Jtfrss. or ^f^ f^tST; ' nearly ten i. e. nine or eleven

"sets of teeth and lips.' .
»

m 1 *Fra^dU& 1 % 1 ^ 1 1* 11

921. In a Dvandva compound of words ending in

short *a and expresssing relationship through study or

blood, the 3TR^ is the substitute of the 3J of the first

member.

Thus ftatfrcmr, nimtt, but srl<fr$TOW?n*: ll Here the «tr3I, replaces

the sjj of nf only which is followed by the uttarapada 3Wrg , and not the

«I x>f fi§ and qin which are not followed by an uttarapada. swpgfrsiftnftfttt

wrmfq^r, The anuvritti of 3% is understood here, from VI. 3- 2 * S. £>8o

so that the % of the first member is changed to «u before s*r also, though
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It' does not end in m ti As fa^tr, mmT% " *nsri*HlsW U The anuvritti

of ^T is read in this sutra by the method of frog leap.

The substitute is really srr, the ^ is useful only to prevent the application of I.

1. 51, by whieh a * comes after every simple towel substitute of 6£ '

Why do we say 'both words ending in sjt ' ? Observe firjjrPffirifr II

922. The fTRll. is the substitute for the final of

the first member in a Dvandva compound of the names of

the Devatas.

Thus pftTTCW ii

Vdfl:—Prohibition must be stated with regard toiroin both cases,

whether first or last, as wrrBfT^, or ?riBftft II

The repetition of the word Dvandva in this sutra, in spite of its

anuvritti from the last, shows that the rule applies only to such Dvandvas

which are generally found in the Vedas and are well-known. It does

not apply to compounds like HgrtrstrTrfl' Rr^r^ferr " These Devatas are

not joint in participating in a common oblation, nor are they known

among people to always go together. In fact it applies to the Dvandva

of those Devatas whose compan onship is well-known.

wrraFtr tm ii

923. For the final of wf«T, is substituted the long

|» when ?for or ^m$ follow in a Dvandva.

Thus 9rftr + €[1=*rcfH-gTfr n Now applies the next sutra by which

*? is changed to «r
"

IVi I Sffr: ScT^ftr^mT: I s | ^ | ^ n
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924. ^is substituted for the ^ of ^p^, ^mr and

srtu when preceded by srFfr in a compound.

Thus BTRr«5<t > Tra^pr:, BTjftsfrcr i srfSrwift 11

lahti !—The f oE - BTffcf is lengthened before Hm and it is after such

lengthened f, that the g- of $[*i is changed to «r, otherwise not. As srRra[»ij

IRffWr » So also srfjrar% f?f5?r: ( where ' agni ' means fire, and ' soma ' a kind

of herb ) " the firo and the soma plant are here."

When there is no compounding we have 8^ WH: II

The word srfaegft-is formed by fift , the sacrifice in which Agni is praised

(?3«ffr) is so called. 3Tmirr*P is also the name of n sacrifice: the first division

(JJW) of the Soma-yaga. snftsfrc: is a 333r-$»g'> so where there is no Devata-

Drandva, the qr change will not take place. Thus where Agni and Soma are

names oF two boys, or where they refer to physical fire and herb. According

to AsValayana there is lengthening and «r change in the last case also, as «n?WtHT

*ffawrr ?n i s<tr fat. i vmw i %'S*Bt TO**g^w?i?;?r'farqre: i

925. -The short ? is the substitute of the final of

stffcr, in such a Dvaudva, in which both members take the

Vriddhi.

The substitution of % for f may appear superfluous ; but it is really

for the sake of debarring the long % of the last sutra.

Thus srrraransofr, which would have required long $ by the last rule :

BTrTJTinjtTiT , which would have required wrrsrS; by VI. 3' 26. Thus mftf*r^-

mfaHf$rsrww, srrRrercgr stf ^wr » wftisfrr %^s?q (IV. 2. 24 S. 1226;

takes the Taddhita affix, stot and by VII. 3. 21, S. 1239 both members of the

compound take Vriddhi. When both members do not take Vriddhi, the

rule does not apply: as BTr^'Jf: <8TfJT??j), because fsg does not take

Vriddhi, by VII. 3.22 S. 1240.

Vdrt

:

—Prohibition must be stated when the word j^s^r follows :

as vnTf^cotf^ ft$7q[ 11 The $ being prohibited, there comes ore?, of

922.
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wnifumi
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926. For f^t. is substituted fn^n in a Dvandva of

the names of the Devat&s, when it is followed by a second

member.

Thus wtrtmw, (
R,'g Veda X '36 - i ) irepjifi- u ( Rfg VedaVII. 62, 4 ).

R^s 1 f^rcraar ^nan^i ^ 1 \ 1 V» 11

ff? *si?* Tr?wn 3Tf%€i aT^rwRor cruras^ ir^F^rfr^i.i'nw?^

927. For f^ar is also, substituted f^r^ ( as well as

UWf ) when 'j&cft follows in a Dvandva of the names of

Devatas

Thus f^fr*!^, «irTI?f«tslr It The word f$sns is exhibited in the

aphorism as ff^ ending in <jr, in order to indicate that the q;off^Rr is

not changed to s or visarga or upadhmaniya when followed by <ffw,$t

Following is an anomalous use, there being no Dvandva compounding

here, srarr fa^lr iRnfT nn^ U ( Rig Veda II, 12.13, ) For in the chhandas the

usage determines the rule. In f^ejflirafrTO'ers the authors of Pada PS^ha

read the ffejjr as f^f: with a visarga.

w^snw^wWr wars*! 1 ^rsrrsjfa 11

928. For 3^ is substituted 4mm in a devatd-

dvandva.

Thus :—sw^res*, ^Tr^rm^r 11 (Rig Veda X. 36, 1) These are sama-

hara compounds of gr^r and ^ &c

s-VK 1 nkKPftrngfonn.1 ^ 1 X 1 \R 11

iratfTatlr 1 3#m fan 1 nranMj u

929. According to the Northern Grammarians,

m<H&gr<T is a valid form.

This is formed by stc^ substitution of the s£ of ifrsj II Why do we

say '• according to Northern authors"? The other form is *f?m?3?r II
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930. The affix tach comes after a Drondva com-

pound ending in a palatal, or a^ora^oraf ; when the

compound is a Samahara Dvandva (collective noun taken

as a unity )

.

The anuvritti ofTatpurusha which commenced at V. 4. 86, ceases.

The rule applies to *r*it?r<efl[SK
' an aggregate Dvandva" which is always m

Neuter singular; and not to feftfjcfff "or mutual conjunction". Thus

«rr?5, t w?> T^r^T***;, so also ^sst^, wfte«res> frr^wr,, ^nrc?S»
Why do we say "in a Samahara Dvandva"? Observe Jrn&ircff II

Noie :—Why do we say " after a Dvandva " P The affix will not come after

a Tatpumsha, as, q*T W tfirflfP = TT^t^ II Why do we say "when ending

in a consonant of ^ class, or $, sr, ff
" ? Observe *raRqf»rt|; II

Here ends the chapter on the Dvandva Compounds,



CHAPTER XXI.

ON EKASESHAS.

awur? ii wft i *ron 11 ftjOTimrr flwrfars; * « fflwi afarw
•mvlir i gfarfc n

Now we shall take up the subject of eka-sesha, i. e. where of the

several words one only is retained, the others are elided. The eka«

Sesha is the reverse of Dvandva compound in which all the words are

retained.

We have already seen the application of eka-£esha rule in the

declension of nouns, where ipr+wf"^ "Two Ramas" and not Ji*ftr$ti

similarly cre-l-tft-t-YPt">traT> \\ See I, 2. 64, S. 188. Here all the words

are of the same form or g$<r n

The rule is not confined to sarflpa words only. Sometimes

though the form may be different, there takes place eka-s"eska : as by

the following Vartika.

Vdrtika:—There is eka-sesha of words of dissimilar forms even,

when they have the same meaning or sense. As q^wyt +§ftw$o?:*=TO$i»it

or ^flp^fir II This V&rtika would become unnecessary, if we explain the

word s<T in ?n??T by wwfo $N% " meaning, sense
."

wzfrw* «Tf*ITr 1 %w- far*, 1 TWtfraoTt 1 %w fan, 1 »rnnr*ll? 1 nimn* (%i >

wtfqftprmfiMlr 1 w* fa* 1 nr*forew^r 11

931. The vriddha ( or a patronymic Gotra word
)

becomes ekagesha, arid is retained, when, compounded

with a patronymic word called yuvan, provided that, the

specific difference in form between them be in their signs

( affixes ) only.

The word sesha of the sutra I. 2. 64 S. 188, is understood here

The word " yunft " In the text is in the instrumental case. The yuvan

word Is dropped when read along with a Vriddha word. The word
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Vriddha. means gotra : the old acharyas
( grammarians ) used the word

Vriddha for gotra. The vriddha ( or in other words, the gotra ) word

designates a person between whom and the original head of the family, a son

( or a word formed by an. apatya affix ) intervenes. In using together

two words, one formed by a gotra affix and the other by a yuvan affix,

the Vriddha Is retained, where the difference between those words is in

their affixes only. These two words gotra and yuvan are defined in

sutras IV. 1. 162 and 163. (mm qrwu^ifa nr*^ 11 sffft^ 3 «r«w $*r) 11

Roughly speaking, a gotra word is formed from the original noun which

is the name of the head of the family, when a son of such person is

living ; and a vriddha word represents thus a grandson, or lower than

that, but not a son ; while a yuvan word is derived from such last

mentioned gotra word by another affix and thus represents persons lower

than grandsons.

The word 'tad' in the sutra refers to the gotra and yuvan affixes.

Th& word lakshana 'sign', in the sutra is synonymous with 'cause' or

'occasion'; meaning the specific difference is caused or occasioned by the

gotra and yuvan affixes. The word HJjin the sutra means 'if.' The word

f*' only ' is used to exclude others. The word ftfrp in the sutra means the

' dissimilarity of form.'

Thus «rr»5[: + »rt»
,

*frat'T:=: »rr»t(r it Here the first word denotes a clan

called Gargya ( the offspring or grandsons of Garga formed by the affix *rsj.

IV, I. 105 ) the second word denotes a younger branch of the same, and is

formed by the Taddhita affix <F5R denoting a secondary derivative. In this

then, the first or " Vriddha " remains ; the second or the yuvan is dropped
;

and the form " Gargyau " means both the old and the new clan. Similalry

This Ekasesha is to be done only in those cases, where the two words

have the same radical form, the only difference between them being in

their derivative formation.

This rule of ekasesha does not apply, if one of the words be not a

Vriddha word. Thus ^«T: + n[*sfaw~^«far*qhlonr H

Similarly vice versa irruti+Trrh^wqnnf it Here the one word is

Vriddha, but the other is not yuvan,

The word "only" is used in the sutra in an exclusive sense, the

force being, that two words may stand in the relation of Vriddha and yuvan,

their radical element, i.e. form may be the same; but if the secondary word

has another sense ever and above the sense of a yuvan affix, this rule is not
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applicable. Thus Rule IV. i. 148 S. 1172 says" a Vriddha word may
optionally take the afix ara^. to form a yuvan word and to indicate contempt

and born in the country of Sauvtm." Thus HPTftf%: + *rmi%l%3r: " *NTftfa*ff-

tR(%rI[ II

Here the second word, though a yuvan word, connotes the addi-

tional sense of contempt and degradation. The affix £!$. is not merely

a yuvan affix, but conveys the other sense also. The pure yuvan word

being wnfrffwr: H

The words must differ only by their affixes, but their radical element

must be the same. The rule therefore does not apply to :—m*$L- ( a -Vriddha

word ) + *nwrqn: ( a yuvan word ) •= rnnfareira^ U

tt* 1 ^ft %m 1 1 r 1 \\ 11

g?rr srd# ?*r «fr fti^lr ere*?* j** i nr«ff t «n«famr * nnV 1 ^rf^rarfneor-

5w*n* «mwr% m.i raft * wbhctp* fitft

«

932. And so also a feminine word, ending with a

vriddha affix, when similarly spoken along with the same

word, but which ends with a yuvan affix, is only retained
;

and it is treated like a masculine.

When a word denoting gptra, and it) the feminine gender, is

compounded with another word denoting a yuvan, the first is retained and

the last is dropped ; and the feminine noun so remaining is then treated

like the masculine. This aphorism makes an addition to the previous sutra

and is governed by all the conditions mentioned in that sutra. Thusnrtf? +

(TF^^f^nnf: II Here the affix srs^is elided by II. 4. 64 S. 1 108 which

applies to non-fominine words only, because the anuvritti of a*f%WT. is

understood in that sutra from II. 4. 62 S. 1193. The second word

is shown in the dual case, in order to bring out the marked difference

of form in the plural with masculation.

Similarly *r# + srWTT: = ?r# ( masculine dual of frftr) II

~ 933. A word in the masculine gender, similarly

-spoken along with the same word, hut ending with the

feminine affix, becomes ekasesha, and the latter is dropped.
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934. The words bhr&tri, ' brother,' and putra,'

' son/ when spoken of along with svasri, ' sister ' and

duhitri ' daughter ' respectively, are only retained, and the

latter are dropped.

With this sGtra ceases the governing force of the remaining condi-

tions contained in 1.2. 65 S. 931. Even where the radical elements of two words

are different, there may be an ekas"esha under special circumstances. Thus

«Jf+W^ = W^r( brother and sister or brothers ), similarly 3^+ £ft£=» 3^,

( son. and daughter or sons ).

935- A neuter noun, which has the same form,

only differing ia -affix. ; is optionally retained, and the other

is dropped, and it is like a singular number.

The words aagpr^ fa%«r: of I. 2. 65 S. 93 1 governs this sutra also :

thus 3$ : T*:, 3Jf?r Stttf, U§g *r TST II " The white( masculine ) cloth, the white

{feminine) wrapper, and the white {neuter) garment," may all be spoken

of collectively as ^p ( neuter); or in the Plural $j$rpT n

Note

:

—A neuter prevails over a masculine or feminine noun when spoken of

along with them ;
provided that, the words differ in gender signs only ; but

radically they be the same. Thus STrewr, %%%, f?f£r SfsWT f%*FSrf ' Idleness,

Inst, and sleep, indulged in, increase.' Here the adjective ' sevyftmanam ' is

in the neuter gender, though it qualifies the words ' alasya ' which is in tlie

masculine ; ' maithnnam ' which is in the neuter, and ' nidrd ' which is in the

feminine gender. The rule, therefore, may be stated in these words, that wher-e one,

adjective qualifies several nouns, in different genders, but one of which must be neuter

the adjective agrees with the neuter.

The above illustration also shows that the neuter ekaSesha may he in the

singular number.

If the neuter is compounded with another neuter, this rule does not
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apply. Thus 5J|5 + gr# + sgsH3rgJpT the word is in the plural ; there is no

ekavadbhava.

*.%%. I f^cTT 3TTSTT It I * I
\»o

II

nm srfr^r Prar ^r ftiwft i trrrr *r fasr t ft?r?r—irctnfartr err n

936. The word pityi, 'father' is optionally only

retained when spoken of along with m&tri, ' mother.'

Thus fa?rr + ir<rr = t%?r, ' father and mother, or parent ' or norrfrofar II

M^ 1 *®1EG ^npw 1 % 1 \ 1 \st h

virstr afrar *rutr *rr ftiwtfr ^rot <rw fajrevn i «?£*r *?g<t*r xjjju i

xar^sfit 11

937. The word Svagura ' father-in-law,' is op-

tionally only retained, when spoken of along with SvaSrti,

' mother-in-law.'

Thus **$*: + ^gr may be either S3U?T 'father-in-law and mother-

in-law,' or w^B^f n

«$* i g^p£r% ?$Mm \K I * I ^ II

*$s ^rsiw wfrfiPf Rw fa«?% 1 *r t trw* ?nr 11

sH^r^frt faq": snilffr wk ?tpes
,

«ara * 11 sr t q*r tr u

aw gr t sHfawr^ lr n

938. The pronouns ' tyad ' &c, when spoken of

along with any other noun, (pronoun other than 'tyad

&c.' ) are always retained as ekagesha, ( to the exclusion

of others ).

The list of ' tyad&di ' pronouns has been given under sutra I, 1. 27.

They are 12 words beginning with ' tyad ' and ending with ' Wm.' When

these tyadadi pronouns are compounded with any other noun, (or a pronoun,

which, does not belong to their class ), they prevail, the rest are dropped.

The word ' sarva ' is used in the aphorism to indicate ' universality
'

; *'. e.
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whatever may be the word in composition with them, the ' tyad &c. ' are

retained to the exclusion of others. The word'nitya' is used to indicate

that this is an obligatory rule, and not optional, as were the last rules.

Thus a: (he ) +^tT; ( Devadatta ) = $j ( they two ).

Vart :—-When 3rfrf| words are compounded among themselves, the

word which is read last in the order given in the Ganapa^ha remains, the

rest arcdropped. Thus q:+g-:==^
; q: + isff:=^T U Thus ^ is read after

«S (see I. 1. 27 S. 213 ), so wj; will be retained and not ^5; similarly f^j
is read after «|£ , and therefore f%^ is retained to the exclusion of 35 11

Vdrtika :—In the ekafesha of tyadadi words, the masculine is

retained to the exclusion of feminine ; and neuter to the exclusion of

masculine. As m^WW-w 1 vfm fSTrTW vftvm "«r«»mf*t 11 Of the

masculine and neuter, the neuter is retained, being taught subsequent to

masculine. ?r8
S.

,«r"^r?1!fT«r=% »'

Vartika :—It should be rather stated that when these Pronouns do

not refer to Dvandv? or Tatpurusha compounds, In the case of these, the

sutra II. 4. 26 S. 812 applies. The relative pronouns follow the gender of

their antecedent noun. Thus egf^H^fPf'T (^ feminine dual), but friCVas?!?!-

fa*ir (f% masculine dual). Similarly fir«rp«r$Ji ( neut ) + fae<rPznfo.( neut )

+ ar^fawrgfr ( feminine J^wtlftciP*: ( feminine Plural ). The relative Pronoun

will be <rr: H

qg *rafawrai ^ff 1^% i gin* i%55rCTPT*r*i i *tr i*rn i qrroffr f%*. i

wr fh * <f^*t«?ir fan, i BrrsmT;% i sirs fist i <$r »ulr i «rs^3r§ fare i *wr w i

w^ftm* jrr°*tjf?^ff9Fi*r3cre*r «r i i«tr|[ qwrrcr ssstrfr «f»rr«rr«at t ii

939. The feminine noun is only retained, when

denoting a collection of domestic animals, not being

young.

As a general rule, when there is a compounding of masculine and

feminine nouns, the masculine noun is retained ( see t. 2. 67 S. 933 ).

The present sutra is an exception to that rule. It ordains that when there

is a compounding-of words denoting groUR of domestic animals, of different

genders ; the feminine noun is preferred
;
provided that, the words should
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not relate to the young of such animals. The word ' atarutia ' in the

aphorism qualifies the word ' pa3u '
with which it is in construction, and not

the word ' sarigha.' As*rnr?*tf: 'these cows (and bulls )."snff ^r: these.,

goats ' ( both males and females

)

The rule only applies to domestic (gramya -animals) a,nd not to.

wild animals ; arid only, to beasts
(
paSu ) and not men, As^ f\

<

these,

wild deers' (male and female), wmvi, 'these antelopes' (male and

female '), mw-i ' the Brahmanas '
( male and female ) Sfr^r:, ' the Ksha-

triyas,' In all these, the masculine noun is retained by I, 2, 6y. S,' 933.

Vart:—This rule must be confined to domestic animals having?

divided hoof. Therefore aiM V1>
' these horses ' ( male and female),

Here the masculine noun is retained, because horse has no divided hoof.

Why have we used the word ( sarigha) " collection " ? Observe^
*t$( *RM',

' these two cows are grazing,' Here the Word ' g&vau ' does not

connote ' bull ' also.

Why -do we say " not being young." ? 3?^ ft
(
these calves

'

;

9&r tH ' these kids.' Here the masculine noun is retained, by the. applica-

tion of I. 2, 67, S. 933

fa all these examples under previous rules, when once the eka-Sesha

takes place, there is no longer Dvandva compounding, as these are not many

nouns. The rules of compounding, therefore, do not apply toeka-Sesha words-

Tlmsfifltfr (dual), ffarr% (Plural) have not acute on the final, which

would have been the case had they been treated as compound, for then

rule VI., 1. 123 S. 3734 woukl have applied. Nor is there eka-vadbhava

of these words, though they denote members of living beings. ( IL 4. 2,

S. 906 ) Similarly in tpqtjft qjqrc; &c. there is not the affixing of samasanta

(V.4.74. S.940),

II t&3$I«n ||

Here Ends Ekasesha.
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ON COMPOUNDS IN GENERAL.

s?rrg*: ah*** < «wt i*n?r: s^ : " *nff**r?r. g^r 5 ?r% i srftufr ftwraflm: n

swrcf%*ft «ri wrawiftw *fa a »rrat«nf : 1 srni^m*smsa?rf**sr-

w?i<nT^irmqnr **f: t«»r? «rr«n jht?' Jrr^rsf*rsrm: 1 *Lwffi g?q^njfffrww'*i»ft»nfr t

^RriRutir tr^g^r, ft*rt ssws^gsftffr frtrem'sitfafsi «TPrprr<?; 1 srcswftrwn

-^% %h 11 \ 11

«r*fl"i v "hryr far^r, m?rar*w 1 «*rrwriw 1 Rr;ri sr<rr, p^f^w^ti^ tow ffam m

The Grammatical Function or modification (vriti) is of five sorts,

namely, 1. Krit—the process by which a primary noun is derived from a

verbal root 2. Taddhita—the operation by which a secondary noun is formed

from a Primitive Noun. 3. Sam&sa—the process by which two or more

riouns are composed to form one noun. 4. Eka-s"esha—the process by which

one is retained to the exclusion of other nouns, and the noun so retained

denotes all the nouns so excluded. 5. Lastly Sanadyanta dhdlus—the process

by which a verb is formed from a noun, and a derivative verb from a

Primitive verb ; such as the Desiderative the Causative, the Intensive,

and the Denominative verbs.

The word vritti means the power of expressing a sense different from

what was Inherent originally in the word. When a word undergoes a vritti or

modification, it gains an additional sense. This additional sense always refers

to some thing other than the original connotation of the word. Therefore the

conjugation of a roct by adding fir &c. affixes is not a Vtitti : because here

the root does not undergo any change of sense. To express the sense of

another word by a different word is a vritti.

69 S
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A sentence that explains or shows the sense of a vritti is called

vigraha or the analysis of a word. The analysis of a word shows what Vritti

or modification the original clement has undergone.

The vigraha or analysis is of two sorts—logical and grammatical.

That which is shown by a sentence, as employed in ordinary language,

wherein the words employed are joined together by the rules of sandhi, and

are completelyfarmed words, is logical analysis. That which is shown by

tecbinical terms of grammar, which convey no meaning to outsiders, is a

grammatical analysis.

Thus *r*P*: when analysed logically will be «sj: 5^: 5 but when

analysed grammatically, it will be^^4- sr» + 55^ + § M

That which is not capable of laukika analysis is a nitya samasa : or a

oitya-samasa is that which is not capable of analysis into its component

words.

It is generally said, but not very accurately, that the compounds are of

four sorts—namely 1. Avyaytbhava, 2, Tatpurusha, 3. Bahuvrlhi and

4, Dvandva, But there are compounds not covered by these four, namely

compounds formed under the general rule *r?gqr H ( S. 649 ).

* An Avyaytbhava is a compound in which the sense of the first

member is the principal or predominant."

" A Tatpurusha compound has the sense of the Subsequent member

predominant"

" A Bahuvrlhi is a compound in which the sense of a third term,

not to be found in the compound, is predominant,"

M A Dvandva is a compound in which the sense of both the members

of a compound is predominant."

The above definitions are of ancient grammarians ; they are not how-

ever strictly accurate. For these definitions do not hold good in the case of

Avyaytbhava compounds like ^Kj^njfM., Tatpurusha compounds like SfRrircr

Bahuvrlhi like ftf*t j and Dvandva like ^ts% V

Karmadharaya is a subdivision of Tatpurusha. Dvigii is a particular

case of Karmadharaya.

The Dvandvas and Bahuvrlhis only can consist of many words.

The Tatpurusha seldom consists of more than two words as in STfirra: II

For thus it is said.
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VERSE

t. The case-inflected words may be compounded with another case-

inflected word 2. Or with a tense inflected word r 3. Or with a crude

noun. 4. Or with a root. S> The tense-inflected word may be com-
pound with another tense inflected word 6. Or with a case-infl ected

word. Thus compounds are of six kinds.

1. gli STr, Declined noun with another declined noun, as cr«3W U

2. gqr Hf^r, A noun with a conjugated verb, as, lft-si>l«r3?l ti

3 §«Tf *»rw» A noun with a nascent noun or upapada sam&sa* as,

U«r«!irt: ll Here the compounding takes place prior to the adding of jgtf M

4. 3«f{ mijir, A noun with a root as m%* « BfsreW. « This

compound w.£& is so exhibited in Vartika under sttra III. 2. 178 S. 3158, and

the word eiareri is formed by the surra IIL 2. 167 S. 3147.

5. fitet fii*T • A conjugated verb with another verb, —, as ftsm «!uW-

WWftWf H See Mayuravyansaka class of compounds II. -I, 72 S. 754.

6. fa^i gqr, A conjugated verb with a noun, as $*Rf%"*w«>tf II In the

Mayfira vyansakadi class, we find the rule <rft*r^SiH'P|r$ II The compound is

formed under taht rule.
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samAsAnta affixes in general

sr **r*i sit b? : » fTO^^ arrow wBJtrswnm: sir* i *fr m pnww

940. The affix a? comes after yik, pur, ap, dhtir and

pathm, when finals in a compound, but not so when <Mr

is in conjunction with aksha.

The anuvjitti of the word bahuvrfti does not enter here, It applies to

all compounds in general, The word «r?^ qualifies ^C, as it cannot qualify

the words q^ &c.

Thus [i)rtk ;—sriH; ' half a hymn ',
q$*t, w§*{:

Note -.—"Why do we say " when not in conjunction tfith *F^ P" Observe,

The words sr^f: and T|1T: apply to students of Rik: thus sif^i means

"a boy who has not read the Rig Veda." ms$*r. "One who has read

the Rig Veda," The affix W is not applied when it refers to the Vedas, as

»Tf^ 9W, " the S&ma Veda which is not divided into hymns." Tfj^fRM II

" a hymn consisting of many Rig verses."

(2) pur if—frof}: flj-ftqgsWL
1

the town of Vishnu.' So also, ronegra

HTafrgt* H The Neuter gender is due to usage, although the word 35, is

feminine,

(3) Ap :~As ftmv *rs * a lake with pure water." For other com.

pounds of spj. see the following sutras.

Note:—In irvfip the compounding is by II. 2. 2. 8. 713. It becomes mas-

culine by II. 4. 31 S. 816. In the case of sr«J3p aim anga^ we may have the general

Bamas&nta W[ (V. 4. 154, 8. 891)- giving the forms ST3«»| <fco. For *r£ gt and

tffvq; see the subsequent eutras.

In the case of the word sr^ the following rule applies, by which thv

nitial w of b^t is changed to $ H Thus ff

+

apf
<

S.+ B*~ ,$ + H"l"*T II
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941. After f$C, *l*?nr and after Prepositions, a long |
is the substitute of srq 11

The word srq^ Is exhibited with the samasanta w 1. *. «r* +bt=»tit r

The nominative WT- has the force of the genitive here. That is 9w=«htto "

The samasanta ar is added by V. 4. 74. S. 940. By I. 1. 54. S, 44,

f replaces the first-letter of *pr viz st only. Thus <$m 'an island,' sraRtftr*.

' in the midst of waters ' xnH<n. ' in the direction of the waters ' i. e. ' adverse.'

mftq* 11 ' near.'

Note t— Prohibition should be stated with regard to Wttf II ^rsffHr 1TT%W-
3fF!«i, H ' a land in which are made offering of oblations to the gods."

The word otpt may be analysed as w. + «rjf., *'. e. *r*rf ^rt hRhh. H

Here ^c*rr is a noun and not an upasarga, and so the rule does not apply. It

is not the preposition tpr 11 The word s^ajsfr means tne ground where

Devas are worshipped "Holy land :" "sacrificial ground."

As the word wt"T is exhibited in the sutra with the samasanta «r ; the

{ substitution will not take place where the samasanta sr is not added.

Thus V. 4. 69 S. 9S4 prohibits samasanta when ' honor ' <s indicated. There-

fore s+«r»="wi ; Fem. wfr 11

V&rtika :—Others say after a Preposition in bt, the long f substitu-

tion does not take place. Thus Ire* or ffPTO. 'a puddle', TOTO, or iXqH. 'an

out let of water". The word upasarga strictly speaking denotes adverbs,

and cannot be applied to nouns like st<* ;
here, however, this word is used in

a loose sense in the sutra. It means * &c.

With regard to the word sr» the following rule also applies.

tyR \ i&fl$tffo \%\\\*r<\

flsnjtf 1 «w 3 *n»g= 1 ?*Bre :
1 usiism' 1 twprvr iw> it

942. After *rg, 3; is substituted for ( the zt of ) *ro»

when the sense is that of a locality.
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Thus, «T3tfr ?w: I
' a marshy place/

Note :—Bat «T^T^ when locality is not meant. The long $ is taught for the

sake of showing how the word is to be analysed; as arj 3TT:=3lg<r; || The form

8?^<|: could have been evolved with a short 3 also, as ^3 + 317 = 3^: \\ But this

analysis is not intended.

The word SR. also takes wr by V. 4. 74. S. 940. As :—tfJRJtr 'the

kings load (of Government)'; but when relating to btw then s«tw 'the

yoke attached to the fore-part of the pole of a car'; «?$«*: ' a car with strong

poles.'

The word <rf«r* also takes> ** by V. 4. 74 S. 940. As :~3%^;
• the road of a friend' *«t«pft %w: ' a place the road of which is pleasant.'

*rararar t^*f?fw!Nf * * u is-ersffH 1 «f%w« «

943. The affix «r« comes after the words saman

and lornan, when prati, anu and ava precede them.

As sultSTPrwft harshly ' ^SflTW, ' in a friendly way,' *TfcrT»P*. ' away

from gentleness/ (rftf%Tw, ' inversely ' ^T5B5T*iw ' directly.'

Jshti

:

—The affix sr* comes after the word wffi preceded by the

words $wr, 3^, qro§, and also ' a numeral. Thus $wnw»n ' a place having the

ground black,' gr^wn* 'the ground sloping Northwards,' TPfgV 'having

white ground " flpwr. grcrrv; ' a palace of two floors.'

VArtika :—And also after the words »rnfrcft and «rft when preceded

by a numeral. As. «j3*Hfff, ' the land of five rivers ,i.e. the Panjab', gwff'

WW*, the name of a country, (see II. 1. 20).

Note :—This affix is added to words other than those mentioned abeve : as

*nrtP*:, S^far*:, *TTO^:, "ft^T^:, 8TW II Here the affix sr^ is added to mf% and

nft II All this can be done by dividing the above sutra into two parts viz. ( 1 ) V\
(2) qreqsq &o. That is ( 1 ) sfw comes after all compounds and (2\ after WIT. a«d

WII^ preceded by jrftf 4c.
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ttttf I s^s^Nn^i *m \s^ R

944. The affix ach comes after the word akshi, when

not meaning ' the eye,' but ' hole.'

The word sr^C is understood here. Thus «FW3> ' a hole for the rays

oT light, i. e, a small window.' The word «rf here means ' ray of light.' »tiv-

ftrraw H Or a gavaksha is so called because it is like the eye of cows.

Note'.—The word ^f?r in the edtra does not mean 'to see,' here, but ia a

uynonym of 'eye,'

1% qrs-qfrofaoi'm Rwr«j# 1 *rtnrcwqir wiaftow-. 1 *tfwii>iTwnft <TCr&t| sr^r-

ww tow tot- 1 rtflpft '^^ < «B«tw 1 *rf»nw 1 nffltt YjriN nffir*

3*5 •

frcw *irw srcrew.

'

*ri* *t fan *r uWsj^w < *rw»ffar** FrwsR* 1

«r?ft * fan t arf^w' #wnw f??r RtTRier snRiftfspr: 1

PrfSra *m r^%*Kiw 1 jnj^ ^ i *tf ft;*wm sw 1

w#r fi&: 1 s*?rg«T*t, 1 «ng^^ 1

«at w»f: 1 ^e'umm I

fillW «ffH>W: II
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945. The following twenty-five words are irregular-

ly formed by adding the affix ach :—achatura, vichatura,

suchatura ; stri-punsau, dhenv-anaduhau, rik-s&me, vafi.-

manase, akshibhruvarn, d&ra-gavam, ftrvashthivam, pada-

fihthivam, naktamdivam, r&trini-divam, ahar-divam, sara-

jasain, .nih,-greyasam, purushl-yusham, dvy&-yusham, trya-

yusham, rig-yajushaiii, j&to-kshah, maho-kshafr, vriddho-kshah,

upaSanam, and goshthaSvafc.

The first three of these words are Bahuvrihi : (i) 8T"«Tsrj:-src!nmnrft«r.

*tt*irft tT «rerrR v$n ' that whose four are absent or nan-existent.' (2) t^frj:-

fo«T?rrf*r <«rwTft *R* " whose four are gone." So also (3)9^ 3*: •» ^rr^TPTrf^T Turrit nm
* whose four are good." Had these been Tatpurtisha, toe forms would have

been «rron;:, f&vm-- &c.

Ishti :—The affix st**. comes after ;«rg^ when preceded by Pr and

»T. Thus fsinrgt: and grq^rgtf:
" near the four."

The next eleven • words are Dvandva compounds. They are clear.

Thus(4) sft •% S*ri«r=' «frj*rr ' the man and woman '; (but not het « f%rnri SPffltftra

«rf^ SIR frtO^SftSprrs* "a brave towards women only")

J

(5)§3**tTtfiv» ^?rffr " cow and bull."

^sKa^-ersrens^apsR* "the Rik and the Saman."

(7)^r=K'«r «jsr«r=m^TTW "the speech and mind."

(8) srf^ft*6r fir T = 8Tf%^* " the eyes and the brows." The compound

is singular as being parts of members of human body, (II. 4. 2 S. 906).

(9) 3TCTO *Tre*r=lKTTT9. " the wives and cows." Here the final syllable

(called fe) is elided.

(io)g;5: + 8T^q;5hr + sT^=^tr^w "Thighs and knees" 11

(n)So also «Tt|r-f-9T#raf#r=T?
i
+3Trffsr + 8t

|w=q'fS^" Feet and knees,"H

(12) srcfc *r f^rr st = h5W^ 'by night and day.' These are two indeclir,*-

bles having the force of locative, and this compounding is also irregular,

(i3)af*T T r?TT ^srjfSrr^VBy night and day "ll

(14) The words «T^ and f^rrboth mean 'day: ' the compound <R*ft*«

is not, however, a superfluous compound of two synonyms. It is used here

in a distributive sense = 3T?«l9r^ " day by day."
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(15) The word scsra* is an Avyayibhava, meaning ' with the pollen '

i e. ' all,' as msjsnwfijrm 11 The affix does not come when it is a

Bahuvrlhi • as «f + Ksretr = *rw «?$;*raLii

(16) The word f^ ww=fafa* ^sj: ' sure ( never failing ) happiness.'

and is a Tatpurusha •. but not so in r: %rsnf|.!p^'. II

(17) Then is the word s^snf^ a Genitive Tatpurusha sj^nrraui
* limit of a man's life.' Not so when it is a Dvandva, as <p«p* wg*= ysTrgsfr U

The words (18) sjrg«r»r and (19) ?qrg^ are Samahara Dvig

compounds. Therefore not here, f^re[gs = 8jr3 ; i «ns< II

(20) The word jEm^u is a Dvandva. Therefore, not here

The three words ending in amr* are Karmadharaya. (21 3tr«r^: "a
young bull ;" (22) »rfTW " a big bull ;" (23) |grg : " an old bull." Not so

when these are Bahuvrlhi : as srrwiw awnr " Brahmanas possessing young
bulls."

(24) The word *inGF*lis an Avyayibhava» 5** wfl"?» « Here the non-

elision of the final syllable, and the change of «r of *s\ into % (Sam-

prasarana) are irregular.

The word tffrw- is a Locative Tatpurusha, as«rit*n=*TtSsj \\ "a
dog in a cowpen, a slanderer."

6-yt 1 smr?fsm*ri «Nm'- i M « I w ll

•TBt mil I WW^S? I tflcnf^S 11

946. The affix ach comes after the word varchas,

when preceded in a compound by the words Brahma or

hasti.

Thus wjr«r*W. 'Sanctity resulting from the contemplation of

Brahma,' tf^^Will. ' strength of an elephant.
1 Varchas means ' light,'

' strength.'

Vdrt :—So also wnen Varchas is preceded by the words palya and

rftjan : as, <rp»w4ww, crar^tw » The word m means ' meat ;' q*n ' meat-

eater ;' twi^rew " the strength of the meat-ea:ter."

t«vs \ vm^tp^ptfK9^m> i H 1 « I «* 11

70 s
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947. The affix ach comes after the word tamas,

when preceded by the words ava, sam and andha, in a com-

pound.

Thus •TTff'W'Sr ' slight darkness ' *&&*$% ' great darkness ' «T*i??j<m*

1 complete darkness so as to obstruct the sight.'

The word st«t is derived from the churadi root sr** with the affix

wpstof qTfff class (III. r. 134 S. 2896) II

948. The affix ach comes after the words vastyas

and fireyas, when they follow the word gvas in a compound.

Thus^jfasgftererg;, ^fWKT^ U The word ^flst: is derived from q&
meaning " praiseworthy," " rich," by adding the affix ^qipt, (V. 3- 57 S. 2005).

The word sj: is usually employed in blessing or praising the object expressed

by the second term. These compounds, belong to the class of MayGravya-

nsakadi (II. 1. 72 S. 754) Thus xj: Eraser % ^»tii=w*R vpq& vrqn-tll The

word 'ffDEftem* is a synonym of ^i wraw 8

aye. i sfrtHdms^rer: i y, i a i
s^

\\

949. The affix ach comes after the word rahas,

when it follows aim, ava, and tapta in a compound.

Thus *T%W(K. 'secluded' wPTOftfff 'a little secluded' mftws ' a hot place

of seclusion ' *'. e. which is very strongly secluded, which is too hot for another

to enter.'

950. The affix ach comes after the word uras, when

it follows the word prati in a compound, and it has the

sense of the locative.
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Thus irtgro^—stfs ^%n ' against the heart.' This is an Avyayibhava
compound, the indeclinable having the force of d vibhakti (II, 1. 6 S. 652, )

Note :—Why do we say " when having 4he sense of the locative P" Obnervc

951. The word anugava is irregularly formed by
adding the affix ach, and has the sense of " suited to the

length of the cows."

Thus srrgn* qt% " the chariot suited to the length of the oxen/' This

compound is formed by II. 1. 16 S. 670,

Note :—Why do we say when meaning lt the length P" Observe, *W\ «W5
BI39 II

952. The words dvist&va" and trist&v& are irregu-

larly formed, when qualifying a vedi or ' altar.'

The affix spa is added and the final syllable ( /. e. f% ) Is elided. Thus

flserrar *'?' " an altar twice as big as an ordinary one." rewnr^rr " thrice

as big as an ordinary altar." Such big altars are used in important sacrifices

like AsVamedha &c. The words are compounds of f%: and fa: plus nrTIfc

meaning " as much." Why do we say " when applied to an altar " ? Observe

<U1 I srwnf^-gvr: u \ « I sic I!

953. The affix ach comes after the word adhvan,

preceded by an upasarga in a compound.

Thus irn?frswrH<!»JTr«it W-, ' a chariot.'

Note :—Why do we say " whcu preceded by an Upasarga" P Observe <nw<o<r
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%M I fT<£!WRSj *m«S.|)

CTfil^r^r * 11 »rf 1 www: t

S^PI: I ?W 11

954. The sam&s&nta affixes are not applied to

those words, the first member of which is a word expressing

praise.

The present rule prohibits the application of the samasanta affixes

when such words are preceded by a word expressing praise. Thus V. 4. 91

S. 788 ordains the affix «*« when the word cnr^ enters a compound, as, qfr f

«3T*=*isr+*r^+?r,» E' ,IfPcrit: ' and not *jr<r*r h But gtrw 'a good king'

vrffrrPVT, ' an excellent king.'

%drt :—The word expressing praise must be g or srift and not any

word expressing praise in general. Therefore, the prohibition does not apply

in qrwna: and vxmi- II

Why do we say ' a word expressing praise ' t Observe «Tf?}«R :
' a fool j

'

literally ' one who surpasses a bull in folly.' This prohibition applies up to sfttra

V. 4. 113 S. 852 exclusive. Thus g^ir: ' having handsome thighs •
' ^rjt:, ' having

beautiful eyes ' here the affix «r^r (V. 4, 113 S. 852) is not prohibited.

S-HH 1 fror. ^hHJiioii

r%*fp I %t ftTI I ffaR: I fkW- I KPT* II

955. The samasanta affix is not applied to a word

preceded by fwj in the sense of reproach.

Thus f%-f *tsr= Hircr5m as f^Tfsrt nt T <m$ " He is no-king who does

not protect." f%¥T«gr aftsfSrglcr^r, fJR*fWf sr sfRT 11 (V. 4, 91. S. 788 V. 4- 92, S. 729

II. 1. 64 S. 743). The compounding here takes place by Rule II. 1. 64. S. 743

Why do we say ' when meaning reproach " ? Observe *m KiW^SW J

faults 1%«T*:|I

«.** I sn^rTPJ^T^I H I « I *\ II

Airlift n 1 «w*tr 1 a^rar i fl^rf***, i w^i w^ew 11
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956* The sam&s4nt& affix does not come after a

Tatpnrasha compound of words like rfjan &c, hereia taught,

when the negative particle if precedes them.

Thus WW i

* no-king, i, e, one who is not a king ;' $m, ' one who

is not a friend
;' (V. 4, 91 S. 788 prohibited), Why do we say " after a Tat-

purusha compound ? " The same words preceded by the negative particle

wjll take the samas&nta affix when forming compounds, other than Tatpuru-

sha, as *# nm ' a car having no yoke/

rift II

957. The samMnta affix does not optionally

come after a Tatpurusha compound of the word ^ with

This declares an option, where under the last sutra the omission

would have been necessary. Thusspm or WW 'absence of road'

(See V. 4, 74 S, 940 and II. 4. 30 & 815), But mm', ' having unsafe

roads,' Here it is Tat-purusha.

Here ends the Saraasanta,
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CHAPTER XXIV.

ON NON-ELISION OF CASE-AFFIXES IN CERTAIN

COMPOUNDS.

958. In the following upto YI. 3. 24 S. 982 in-

clusive, is always to be supplied the phrase " the elision

does not take place, before the second member of the com-

pound."

Note:—The words 8^5$ 'there is no elision,' and T^TC'ff "before the second

member " are to be supplied in the subsequent sutras. Both these words jointly

govern the extras upto VI, 8. 24, 8. 982 ; while I'fTtq^ singly extends farther upto

that point whence commences the jurisdiction of
8T$f (VI. 4 1. S. 200.) Thus sfifcra

VI. 3. 2 S. 959 says " the affixes of the Ablative after ' stoka ' <fcc." The present

sotra should be read there to complete the sense, e. g, " the affixes of the Ablative

after stoka &o„ are not elided before the second member of the compound." Thus

^^^.^reflsirfr. mvmHgTfr 11 Why do we say "before the seoond mem-

bev"? Observe fasatRT: WWI'-ffiS^W II The maxim of pratipadokta does not

apply here.

q«i:<TT«rwirs^W5fPN^ I ^fT*|Tl!: I tm^TW*T5JT^%^' I

a^qf? (%*i f5r«=CTs?r: 'sff^fawftr: n

8rrn°fr«BTti ot^sjrs. * n am*t fofifarffi *rem3t T<rercri srerrrft

;

959. The Ablative-ending after scrfa &c. is not

elided before the second member of a compound.

Thus *W?§tK:, STPTrc&tfi:, *rfaT5Knrr«T?T:; sT**n£rrePT<r:, fttfrnr, ftifer-

WW-, ?Tef5r«is3R: II

Note-.— By I, 2. 46, 8. 179. a case-inflected word when forming part of a

compound is called pratipadlka, and by II, 4. 71 8. 650 the endings of a Prafcipadika
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are elided. Therefore, in forming the compound of *sfr^ g^*:, the ablative ending

required to be dropped. The pi-esent sutra prevents that. The words ^RFT &°-, in

the dual and plural are never compounded, and consequently thia rule does not apply

to them. Thus *?fr3ir**W JStR: , faf%«l: 5rff: are separate words and' not compounds,

for not being treated as compounds, these are not one Pada (IJ3R75F) or 0:&Q word, and

do not have one accent, for in one word, there is only one acute, Thus while fgl eM^jjrJI :

being one compound word will have one acute (VI 1. 158, S. 8650 VI. 2..144 S. 3878),

the word ^fa?r«W S^ : being treated as two words, will .have separate acute accents.

Tbe above compounding takes place by II. 1. 39 S. 701.

Why do we say " before the second member " ? Observe fir«a>Pfl!

^frgKjjj=f?r:Sftfa: n The maxim of pratipadokta deos not apply here.

Vdrt;—The word STTSraresTCTl. should be enumerated in this connec-

tion. Here also the Ablative is not elided. Thus BTT3t% f%f%WTf*f urerrfa = StTW"

«utf ; rrrf% w^=wrsr°Tr,53T%'i; " a Uiod of Ritvic priest."

Note :—The object of making words like ^i^ilr^-dn ; a compound is three fold.

First r^firci*!. i. e. they become owe word. Thus the descendant of ^r^TFRgTfi: will

he ^tffcfirfgfrK', the Taddhita affix being added to the whole. Similarly the descendant

of sff^STfiT (Feminine) will be ^Trwg%*t! II Second^^ifa i. e. one accent, thus

*ar^r*S*i: has acute on the final by VI. 2. 144. S. 3878, read with VI. 1. 223 S.

3734, VI. 1. 158 S. 3650: Thirdly f^qr ! *fr*TW^s t. e. the ahsence of adjective. No

separate adjective can be added to these words separately.

Note :—The sastras ordained in the Brahmanas are called also metaphorically

ZUBfflllPn i The priest who praises such s'astras is called wtSfoTf'^sJm'I. Here the fifth

case has the force of the Accusative, by virtue of this vaftika. The $rer is a kind

of hymn of praise. The difference between 6astra and stotra is thus explained:

JT«fhr var *rr«$sftr fn^oirfiTtrr'f *cfr«r* i ws'frfR'prerr'WRifoTftB sjdtrrirsrr'fr tra* n One

is sung with musical aooompaniment, the other is merely recited. These are the tech-

nical terms of the sacrificial Priests.

sff3rerr$?rft«ifft

g^rrg^t zrgwz %ft t * n «J^r»m: arret, h s^3^ : i ^frr*" wsawp u

960. The Instrumental endings after srtisiq;! ^w,,

siwiw and cr*T*r are not elided before the second member of

a compound.

Thus «^*rcrr$s*i wrar«*r*i w*rarra**> flHara*ti done with

strength ' &c
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V&rt :—arssfw also should be enumerated, Thus «r*s?«Tff!f^ ' done
correctly.

1

V-drt-.—The compounds jgtgsr: and 3«f^fsr: should also be mention-
ed. Thus sgTfg?rr53rs=s*rrf3r: 'having an elder brother' srj^rl^rc^:

„

^STP^: ' blind from birth '. The word srg is another name of *pn^ <
birth

'

6-S? 1 *tw. snrm*i I « 1
1 1 « si

961. After *?s?^ when the compound is a name,

the Instrumental endings are not elided before the second

member.

Thus qsrcrrjjw n

Note :—Why do we say ' when a Name ' ? Observe isfl^TT, IftTSflT U

*>sr 1 siwhtr or I c I 9 I * n

hist :??^ 1 iT^r **m& &mv* *sn-rr?rr*ft 11

962. Also before *Tnmrr*ta., the Instrumental endings

of jtstf^ are not elided.

Thus H5TOtfrff^1='HHrss5Tras tftaTTO « ' One knowing by mind.'

at3 1 ?n?3?r$r u 1 3 I * »

963. The Instrumental endings after 9rr?ff^ are not

elided.

Vdrtika :

—" When an Ordinal Numeral follows" should be added.

Thus arriWHMnH:, ' himself and four others.'

Note :—The Instrumental case here takes place under the Vdrtika ^tffat-

Praf*r JTfi«*rCt'mS<ira*S«lT't (II. 3. 18 Vart S. 56 L). And the compounding takes place by

II. 1, 30, 8. 692 by separating §cffar of that aphorism and making it a separate sutra

or in this way i—*t[*W( $ffi T^-WfRRiW U
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How do you explain the form srrffngtf in SRrfcrSWWVJ^ <j>r ? It is a Bahnvrihi

compound »srr?*Tr ^gvfSTO II

Why do we Bay ' when an ordinal numeral follows 'P Observe STfW$RH

964. The Dative case-ending is not elided- after

STf?*^, whenthe compound is the name of a technical term of

grammar.

Thus 3TTW^t?*t , WT*PTrTT II The compounding takes place by the

yoga-bibhaga of sutra II. 1. 36, S. 698 and the force of the Dative is here that

of tadartha. If we do not read the anuvritti of WITH*., we can then dispense

with the subsequent sutra, for then it will mean "the Dative ending is not

elided in a technical term of grammar."

E.SH 1 q^H «r I 3 1 9 I ?H

965. The Dative ending is not elided after TC, when

the compound is the name of a technical term of gram-

mar.

Thus TWftq-if " The Parasmaipada." &c.

966. The Locative ending is not elided after a stem

ending in a consonant or a short «r, when the compound is a

Name,

Thus ?5|T%SH :

M« 1 nfagfawf ram: 1 «: 1 3 I VI

H

«rr*m R^ro* aw «n ctt^ 1 nftfe*: 1 %w Turrit T*ift*rg^.i afrits 1 w»>
RRT^t- 1 3T«r %ftratf*ir?r 8H*ft*RW: 11

wigw *r * 11 sftqi 1 wfcV*, H

71 S
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ii mi i »! * i iiimi~ rr i"r 1
—~^~~~'"~—^tm-^ -..
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t
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967. The w of f**rc: is changed to ^ after the words

*Tfe and afa \\

Thus mlfgrc, ' firm in the sky?

Though sfr does not end in a consonant and so VI. 3. 9. S. 066 does

jiot apply to it, yet it -retains its Locative ending by the implication of this

rule. So also «t ending words: as 31*11$*: and s^oq %$&;. n The compound-

ing taKes place bv II. 1. 44 S. 721 and the 7th case affix is not elided by

VI. 3. 9 S. 966.

Note :—Why do we say " after a word ending in a consonarit or «f
" ? Ob-

serve ?tsif ^§Tr^r=»»r^lia?fir^r. 15??TWW = 5Rrirerf: H Why do we say * when

a Name 'P Observe STSJ^I ^ M

J^r*:—The Locative ending Is not elided after ef and r^; as

ffaf^. Jtft^a^fW'ft't T ??*nt <l The Lecative has the force of accusa-

live,

This rule is an exception by anticipation to VIII. 3. ill S. 2123,

«.««:
1 «??r*3nT§ ^ srref *m$ > * i 3 i \* n

968. The Locative case-affix is not elided after a

stem ending in a consonant or a short sr, in the name of a

tax of the Eastern people, when the second member begins

with a Gonsonant.

Thus 5^ cfft«ftq<ii»r, stfj^rnrafi 11 All these are names of taxes, and would

have retained the Locative ending even by the last rule. The present rule

makes a niyama or restriction, which is threefold, namely (1) when it

is the name of a tax, and no other word, (2) when it belongs to the Eastern

people and no other people, (3) and when the second member begins with a

consonant.

Why do we ' say when it is the name of a tax ' ? Observe W«lf$S<T3 : =>

•WfiMsj: II It is the name of 'a duty or dues,' but not of a 'tax' Why
do we say "of the Eastern people"? Observe q?rr3r:=8!«r |UJ : H Why do

we say * before a second member beginning with a consonant ' ? Observe
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s^aaws^f^fiifrcor. The word aw means- 'sheep;' A kind of tribute

consisting of sheep given in the rainy season (avikata =%sra<?r?r) II Why do
we say * ending in a consonant or sr ' ? Observe nm ft?: = H%m- »

£$*. s sranf^cl- 1 s 1 3

1

1\ u

1&HS$ It ST^IT* II 5T^T5?: H

969-. The Locative case-affix is not elided after n\-q

when 555 follows,

As q${^ ' A word ofthree syllables having a long one in the

muddle.'

V&rt :—So also after ssrt ; as stshsj^: 11

ea* 1 sr^n^tw^Tfn?*&rfr 1 * 1 \ 1 ?* 11

^rRlS^5?SfWiT: II

970. The Locative case-affix is not elided after a

word denoting a part of th& body (with the exception of

q^ and ???c^r7), before every word other than %w \\

Thus ^°ar WRrswt^SRos^fj:, 3tf%Bf*?r U Why do we say 'with the

exception of mfa, and JWrfr ' ? Observe h^Rks;, trW^fw^T: » Why do we

say ' other than mm '? Observe :—S^t m$[$m » g^sRR: II

Note :—When the firBt member does not denote the name o£ a part of the

body, the rule does not apply : as sti^FS1

!, nor doea it apply when the first member

does not end in a consonant or «r, as atllflf^ror:, af^rf(Sp II

vs\ 1 «sr?^ ST Rwr«*r l € 1 % I Kl 11

971. The Locative case-affix is optionally not elid-

ed after a word ending in a consonant or st before *** ft

Thus $*?[*«*• or 5*H«t«T: II

Note :—This declares an option, with regard to the last tale, in a Batmvrihi

when the first member is a mf word, and also it is an option to VI. 3. 19 S. 977

when tho compound is a Tatpumsha, whether the first be mn or not. The nord

q«j: is ft qs^ formed word.
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Why do we ' say the first member ending in a consonant or vowel *t' ?

Observe *tfiw«r: (I

972. In a Tatpurusha compound, when the second

member is a word formed with a krit affix, the Locative end-

ing is optionally preserved.

As «|*tw ' an elephant,' qriifrw " a secret traducer," But also

W 1 mi?wfiTwtm *t t c 1 \ 1 Vi, 11

mfT^st: 1 mWfr 1 W5W 1 ftfw 1 s^ra ins^i h

973. The Locative ending is retained after mf$,

sgrc^ , *»rsr a^cl f^, when sr follows.

Thus ffrffq;^ :
" produced in the rainy season ; a storm." m®*-, " au-

tumnal," ^IP53T:, 'produced in proper time'; "Heaven-born" This

sutra is but an extension or amplification of the previous sutra.

s.ua 1 fe*n«ri «ti^oa*arcn^i * I 3 i {t it

q»?i: tfHwir srg^t i sSht: 1 *<fo: 1 qfa: 1 gcsr: 1 qfar: I <nw I *t* I

974. The Locative ending is optionally retained

after Mr> $rc? 3TC, and src, when 5T follows.

Thus «f^5|: or qfrsr, g*srs or w;3r: " produced by distillation or from a

cloud ;" W3fi or wmi, " Kartikeya." ^3j: or wrs ' blessing-born '.

W 1 m»i<frfaa, liraRTir* 1 1 1 ^ i ?\s 11

m*m ftwnssq «qnc i ^ T?ff,?ft i 35?^ i s??£,?f* i gr^sft i «ft i ??i

975. The Locative.ending is optionally retained after

a word denoting time, ending in a consonant or 9t; when ?tt«t

or cran , -or the word <*n<T or the affix ?R follows.

The affixes aj and 55 are called *T (I, 1, 22), Thus *[>—^iff ?ft or ^jfr-
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in
.^_—.— - .

ir >
-

.

[ [ M<a ^
^

jjw. Stfjfa* or S?rJI^ » WW:-"1?f|tJ* or 2*fjJSRra it w-stfjjjft or <£??#•

Note
:—"Why do we say ' after a time-name ' ? Observe y|jift, 5p?ft II

Tke condition that the preceding word should end in a consonant or ar applies here

also. Thus no option is allowed in tfJ%?TOaiT? H The word sjjRr means the word-

lorm Wtf*i a-nd not time-denoting words in general. The affix <h is taught in IV. 3.

23. 8. 1391.

976. The « Locative ending is optionally retained

before the words wr, ^w and srn%s*., when the preceding

word does not denote time, and ends in a consonant or short

Thus ^n*:, or *3W., Kfrn*: or «rr*W?r: l m^tfir^ or wm%1 u After

a time-name we have i^fjf^ra: it A fter a vowel ending word (other than wr)

we have vrfwn: H

j/^ :—The Locative case-affix is" retained after «»«£ when ?fji%,

or the affix ^ or *Tjj«r follows. Thus srcgqfft:, sjegsq:. *T«3«TS#r l» The affix

aft is added by treating srr as belonging to the ft*irf| class (sr«g >^:, IV. 3.

54 S. 1429). Some give srcg^r: and STcg^: as additional illustrations. The

two mantras **a&m sftw (Rig VIII. 43. 9) and *regff «Wf ?Tjpfhl (Rig I. 23.

20, X. 9. 6) are called a*eg*F^ verses: the oblations offered with these are

also so called.

*.«\9 I 3ftraC*KnfcS * I « I \ I tt II

977. The Locative ending is not preserved before

a stem ending in C3. , before the word fkrw, and before a

word derived from s?sr n

Thus wp3wqnf«Pl. " an ascetic who sleeps on the bare sthaijdila or

sacrificial ground." gN\l^fa« ;
> ^WW «
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Note :—The compounding takes place by yoga-vibhftga o! stifcra ll. 2, ^q

S. 717. Some use the word ^ra;^?qr; as an illustration under this rule t ipqt thea is

derived by BT^r of III. 1- 134= 8. 2896„ The «r*>€ ending in br[ is governed by VI. 3

13. 8. 971. This sutra is an exception to Tatpurasha VI. S. 14 S. 972., In the Baku

Trihi, option of S. 971 takes place.

The prohibition of tins siifcra applies to Tatputash* compounds only

*>$«;
i *«r ^r vraraw I s I 3 1 *• II

978- The Locative ending is not preserved before

1 in the spoken language.

Thus ^thw 11 Why do we say 'in the spoken language '? Observe

srnsftB: in the Veda, as m $wgcsiraefte: II S is changed to * by VIII, 3

106 S, 3643.

8Ti?«nr!i^Tssgs!fst%5Rrss5«q5fs!%l% «r* 11 srg^rcw srrs«ir«pT: 1 i?rifaraiH

<*?«< Surest *ic*f: wgrarg^rsfir 1 »r^tsirrflc?^r|3?, 1 <jaRrg«q$renst 11

trreiftq fr% * 5$ *
11 srfqsr sffai: 11

ws^sreFsws sts *
ti iFr.-^qr: 1 3jT:ye3Fi 1 spfrwfjw: it

f$w ?r% * 11 ft?r?m: 11

979 The Genitive case-affix is retained, when the

compound expresses an ' affront or insult.'

Thus ^rwtajsrn ll Why do we say " when insult is meant "?, Observe

WWUgiST^ II

Vdrt :—The Genitive is not elided after ^n* when followed by gi%;,

after R«j, before yrs, and after q^ft before ^ ll As, srrnrgf^Jv f^TR ^, "WJ-

€r** ll W?r*rcr£sr m% " a robber who steals in the very sight of tjie owner,

such as a goldsmith." The compounding is by ll, 3. 38. S. 63 J.

Var* :—The Genitive affix is not elided in the following words sH5-

*WW-, »Tr5^Sf%W and «U§w|fflfarr U st^w* is the Genitive Singular of the

Pronoun w^j;, and is enumerated in the T^rft class (IV. 1. 99) and takes If*

in forming the Patronymic, STSWirTHl^WSWirsur, m«il5*rc *ni'- "= WISf'TO

formed by aw CV. 1, 133 S, 1798). So also arrgwifl^W »
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Vdrt r—The Genitive affix is not elided in the compound ^Mfftt :

Note :—The author of Siddhanta Kaumudi says " when the sense is tbat of

* fool, the affix is -not elided in devanam-priya " There is no authority fot this,

either in the Mah&bhashya or the Kadika. This was the title " of the famous Bud-

dhist monarch AS olta, who would not have adopted it, had it meant 'a fool.' The

phrase fffi f wS has been added by Bhaitoji Dikshifca through Brahmanical

spite. The Tatfcvabodhini justifies it by saying that fools only worship Devaa, the

wise know themselves to he Brahma and so do not offer prayer to any lower spirit.

Fools are, therefore, the beloved of Devas.

V&rti—The Genitive affix is not elided after isrsjL when ffa, $*$ and

flfnsr follow it :

—

%p[: %T-, SJT: S"8^ S%3TfH<* ! 11 These are names of three

Rishis.

Vdrt :—The Genitive affix is not elided after fog; when qro follows

:

as frvm- 11

•raw s*r ^fow^ f^rarti ireur: sr*- » <*ra?S*: 1 fawn f%* 1 Btu«fr

980. The genitive affix is optionally retained, when

insult is meant, if 3^ follows.

Thus jrwr: T3^ °r Wfl$*'' >' Whv &° we say ' w^en insult is meant'?

Observe r^ofts* n

981. The genitive affix is retained after a word

ending in 55 and expressing a relationship through study or

blood.

Thus frgt»?ftrfir* , srg'- 3*.-, f^^ftrftt'* or f*g-. 3*: 11

Vdrtika :—The relationship through ' study ' or ' blood ' should be

between the first and the second member of the compound. Therefore the

rule does not apply to ft£»**Tw , ft£*rr»i,, fr$ n?t ft^f!"

^ I faWST SSrcfTr'fr I $ I \ IW II
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982. The genitive affix is optionally elided after a
stem ending in ^g, when *&(*! and qr% follow, the relationship

between the two words being through study or blood.

Note :—Thus m$:?tm or *ffjf*WOT, or qr$«SW, ftl'PWr or-fag *qm op

R^RTT It When the affix is elided, then ^ is invariably changed to «r by VIII. 3.

84 ; S. 984, and when it is not elided, then the change is optional (VIII, 8, 85 S. 983.)

So also gf^g: qfir: or g^f<TW:, HH1*$, TRr: or ^fspitt: »

983. The st, ofs**j[ is optionally changed to w,

after urgr and jq^x in a compound.

Thus ir3:?5rar, or »»TS.*^^rr; fag; «*?rr or ftg.«*?rr ll The words irrg^and

R-j^ end in t, which is changed to visarga (See VIII. 2. 24 S. 280 ). In fact,

the word fag* is so exhibited in the sOtra itself, with a ?,, the word ijrji

therefore, by the rule of m%*f$ is also to be understood as a ^ ending word.

The word ?rir§ is understood here also. Therefore not here jjtj: ^S
when the words are used separately in a sentence.

But when the genitive case-affix is elided, then the following sAtra

applies.

984. The sr of ^^ is changed to sr after *n$ and

faa in a compound where the case-affix is elided.

As ingGTOT, ft?«f*n ll When there is no compounding then *nj: ctht

and fig: ^r. That is there is not even the optional «r of sutra VIII. 3. 85

S. 983, when these words are used separately as a sentence.

Thus we have three cases :

—

(1) w§9f «EW% as, ir3: ^rerr or Tfs: mrcrr " mother's-sister."

(2) Ordinary mr%, as, «Tr?«^rr " mother's-sister."

(3) No samasa, as *rrg: WW " mother's sister."

Here ends the chapter on Aluk Samasa

-:o:-



CHAPTER XXV.

SOME RULES DEPENDING ON COMPOUNDS.

vol rsRw^^gsitPma^ ^$ms\ 5WKi\im»

<fa i wwfttfrcr i *rgff*ra»rr i arnirrar^ir i aTSfa^TT
j
wstrar^fft i sfrsffissr i mgr«

fiphtarft i gsj: Tnrstf5* *wdtag«fiip?ror fawm' i -^nrr^i tftfPm sccrw
tfrc ii %i sfennft graMr siW; i w: fas* i wnro i *rft<ii^rf?*pn wraratom

i«fsft?m ii

985. Before the affixes at, ?ra, w, W, and before

the words q^f (with the1

feminine in % ), 37, *Tra, Wcf and ??r,i

a word ending in the feminine affix #r becomes short, when
the feminine consists of two or more syllables, and has an

equivalent and uniform masculine

Thus q—awfarapcr, BrrgrfamTr 11 srwfot^rr, wjif&niWT, mftfSr^fl. wsrrrot-

8*r, SfTHf'Smrsrr, m&mm and arrgir%?»r II «T. 'CT and sfi?<T are affixes, ^a^ Sec.

are words as second members; Wf: is formed by ^p^(IIi; 1.' 134 S. 2896)

added to J£, guna and «M" substitution being prevented anomalously. The

words ^ra &c. denote censure as regards the livelihood of the person. The

compounding in the case of these takes place by II. 1. 53 S. 732.

Why do we say " ending in f (rfr)"? Observe TOTtra, Qimrq U Why do

we say "consisting of more than one syllable "? Because words of one syllable

optionally become shortened by the next rule. Why do we say " having a

corresponding masculine "? Observe STRSnrrftrcr ; *1BRWi where «jnrt and

§*<?( denote trees and are invariably feminine, having no equivalent Kascu-

line forms.

Note :—The affixes tft* and a*?* are called «f (I. 1, 22. S. 2003). They

denote superlative comparative degrees, sprn. '8 added in denoting praise (V. 3. 66

S, 2021). <t?5 is derived from fas ?*& ' to dress.' It meanB ' garment.' At the

end of a compound it denotes bud, wicked, vile. The word is read in «r*rft class a»

*fa? (III. 1. 134. S. 2896) The I indicates that the Feminine is with tfft (IV. 1.

16. S. 470).

In nRifitatf there is not masculation as required by VI, 3> 35 S. 836

because of the prohibition of VI, 3. 41 S, 842.

n s
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?r^^i«ir ^Jrerdkrer Wis ft€r *r wr<t 1 srgw*<i«rcr 1 sr*r'F'g«RrT"foHKt

Stow ii

«F«rr *r * ii wtftat™

986. In all the remaining feminine words called

Nad! ("I. 4. 3 S. 266 and 4 S. 303), the substitution of short

vowel before ei &c. under the preceding circumstances is

optional.

What are the fa or the remnants ? They are of two sorts. First :—

.

Those feminities which are not formed by. long ?(#}), and are called Nadi^;

and secondly :—feminines which end in long f but consist of one syllable,

Thus agrefjgjur or WRSRWW.'ftMV, or «ffa<cr U The rule of masculation also does

not apply,

Van:—Nad i words "formefl by $^ affixes are excepted : as fs$»ffaro,

m&tmtx formed by the Unadi affix f ( Ua III. 158, 160 ).

987. The feminine $ (#r) added to a word formed

by a Taddhita-afirlx having an indicatory 3r or ?jj, is optionally

shortened before * &c. ( VI. 3. 43 S. 985).

Thusffgf5r?rcr II It is formed by the Taddhita affix ^g tl In the

alternative when there is no shortening, there is masculation under Vi. 3.

35, S. 836, when we get the form faf^r H

In the KasMka, Praktiya Kumudi &c, the alternative form given is

PlStfjHSJ l This is not valid : for the long $ can never come, as the rule of §*<(

(S. 836) will at once apply in this alternative.

Note :—Or this latter form ftf^frq' may be considered to have been evolved

ir<oifi f^lft, to which is added the affixes denoting comparison, and then the feminine

affix, in denoting a feminine.
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988. If is substituted for «£*r, before <iNr and the
affixes ^and 3n» and before sirer II

fWiTHMi The word where is derived by srqt. affix from^ 11 Before the
word wsr formed by s»5i affix, this substitution does not take place, as %&&&: 11

The inclusion of vns in this sutra proves the existence of this maxim "
^.^qfr-

Paribhaska :— " An affix, when employed in a rule in which the word-
OTlOT. is valid, i. e. in a rule of VI. 3. r. S. 958 does not denote a word-
form ending with the affix."

Note :—As a general maxim, an affix denotes/ whenever it is emloyed
in Grammar, a word-form which begins with that to which that affix has been
added, and ends with the affix itself "(ustur?* qwrq; 3 firf^ «Rft ^Tf^T^
ff?W5.) 11 Thus the word q>, irq- &c in VI. 2. 144 means a word ending in q
affix &c. But in this 3rd chapter of the sixth Book, so for as the

jurisdiction of ^<frrt% goes, an affix does not denote a word-form ending in

that affix, on the above maxim : 3fK7?rfo3irT T^4H«j5i 1 ?r^r *?<>!« I

On the contrary, the affix denotes its own-form. Thus ?n jtr and ?r*f in VI,

3. 17. S. 97s do not denote a word ending in these affixes. This rule we
infer from the fact that in the present sutra VI. 3 So, the author declares

" £i"r is the substitute of e^-when the word %*g and the affixes *nj , «rn « and

f5Rf follow ". Had the affix a** here meant the word form ending in ?r qr

then there would have been no necessity of using the word 55*3 in the siitra,

as wsr is formed with the srm; affix. See Sutra IV. 3. 23 S. 139 1 for the

affix ?r 11

e.5£. 1 m *n*rararf3s | * i ? i w it

sa«%.i ?m RraLJrrywjunfo??. 11.

989. 5? is optionally the substitute for g^r, when

the words .wre, and tf*T or the affix wu^-follows.

Thus S*£ftP or sf^^fr^, fam* or $t%&&* V Here wrf is added, as

ym belongs to Brahmanadi class V. 1. 124. S. 1788. When-n-ls substituted

there Is Vriddhi of both the members^ and 5 by VIU 3 19 S-. 11 33- So

also s»n« or %&u*\i ll All these forms could have beea got from $f wWch

is a full word sui generis, having the- same meaning, as *&' » Thc

substitution taught in this sQtra is rather unnecessary..
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990. 1* (Pada) is substituted for ^ (p&da)

before wfor, srrfff, n and 3^ 11

Thus«rfrf3T: i!»«Tr?r>5rtim"rr ; Tufrri-Tr^^Rrri^ 11 srrfiri and ewfir: are

formed by fw from srsji and ^ ( Un IV. 131), and irregularly ^
is not changed to f( though required by II. 4. 56 S. 2292 before this affix.

So also tt»t; =«fRr*«ir n«syf% ; 7*tT??r! -if^rwr: n

Note s—The substitute is qff pada, ending in short wr, and not q^'p&d't

for had qft; been the substitute we could not form er£ + »T«» ,^»T: II Moreover in the next

sufcra, the substitution taught is qpj ( Pad ) -without the final «r i
so the 1? of this

is with final ST |l The word qf has no case-affix as a sfifcra anomaly,

te.? i q?ieqr?T^ i « i 3 1 w ll

<rr^ q**nrw*$f «tn> <ft 1 "TT^r Rr«an% <rar: fr^tr: i *m% fowl whra

991. 1? is substituted for <?r? before the affix q%
used in any sense other than that of " suited there to."

Thus <rrtrfaMiT3?r = 7*17: *r4vTP H Why do we say 'when misused in

any sense other than that of" suited there to " ? Observe efr«I*t==qT^fJi^ II

( see IV. 4. 83 S. 1635 and V. 4. 25 S. 2093 )•

Vart :—Before the affix $%, in the sense of ' he walks there by ', «r;

is substituted for qr? i as qrfT«lf mr% = <T^?S: ( IV. 4. 10 S. 1558. ) by gs* affix,

Note t—The word qrj in'fchir sUtra mean? ' the actual foot ', a part of animal

organism. Therefore <TJ is not substituted before the n\ of V. I. 34, S. 1699 as

nt'TW* , RPITOS because mq here denotes ' a< measure '.

W I f^«KTf^5 « I C I 3 I W H

fftPT* 1 TWRTsflr 1 «nrf?r: 11

992 q^ is substituted for m\ before vg&, qnft* and
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Thus <jEktw, ( = irnre* *fto) qwf^.(=qr*'<TTrc>T:
) (with fai% of III. 2.

78. S. 2988 ) as In arc T^trrWr *trfnr, and <raff?r ( q*P*rf 9^ ) 11 eft is formed

with ilrra <*$?<* faR'O »

6.6.3 1^ : *r i«u 3 1 xx h

**: <rr^t ^wgr q> 1 »rra*f «r«5'. terf% 1 qnrn*fa?r«J: 1 qr^r: fa;* 1 qr*<tr:

993. qf is the substitute for tjr^ before the affix sji^,

when the meaning is that of a Hymn ( Rik ).

Thus qvst irraiff staRr=7T$ qr* wsfsr, the affix *rer being added by

V. 4. 43- S. 21 10. Why do we say ' when meaning a Hymn'? Observe"

«rr?w «T(j[ 1 tt^pt 1 wSpp 1 itf&wi 1 qrsftv; 1 q^cr*?: 1 qrf*[«*•' 11

f*t«#r ^ft ir^iw * 11 qflr^»' 1 Trtf^i 11

994. This substitution of V% for *rr* is optional

before sfa, rasr and ?&% II

Thus q^Tf: or qflrtW-, qfcw or qrqffiw, q«»«S: or qrfTOf- II

J^ff :—So also before Rr«^r: as qfir«?ff: or qr?Pte»j: 11

^ah 1 ^^#«irf : ffarare I s i ? • w H

wfti 11

*wqw "wr q^s^w * ii ^tt*: 11

995. ' 3* is substituted for sj^qj, when the compound

is a Name.

Thus %$m'. ' a person called Udamegha ',

Note :—The well-known Patronymic from thia is ifa^fa: II Why do we say

when it is a Name ' ? Observe Sf^jflTfv' II

Vdrt :—^f is the substitute for ?^f, when it stands as the second

member of a compound and denotes a Name : as, ^ftCrqr: tl

fc«L* | ^merrsrrfas ^ l « l 3 I X^ »

srmr"^^ 1 ww< 1 **qnpt: 1 wri^r^es 1 asfr 5 'Rfor Rw»

»
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996. ^ra: is substituted for <3*[*r before q<$
f
srr^ ?jt»

and fa II

Thus vrscfsf j^fp formed by nig^ by NT. 4. 38 S, 3359<*Wrcr;=i

^f^STO"., so also a^r?T: tt ?W *ffa?fsft*Fl=3Sffep ' a water jar'. The affix

is fa (III. 3. 93 S. 3271). When the meaning is 'ocean', this form Sffy

will be evolved by the preceding sutra, for then it is a sanjfia or name.

6.6.V9 I 03^55^ ^foas^SST^qTH; I t I I I ^ li

997. ^ is optionally substituted for ss^ before

a word beginning with a single consonant, and which, expresses

that which is filled with water.

Thus ^?|*H!, or asBfif**!, aqiififfr or tf*3»PTt*w n Why do we say

*»J^5rtfV meaning 'a word beginning with a single simple consonant'?

Because -the rule does not apply to ^tppural as the second member begins with

a conjunct consonant. Why do we say 'that which is- filled with water'

?

Observe s^qsfa: II

6.w 1 wf^sT^T^^^w^T^rwvnnl^^ 1 1 I 3 1 %o \\

ZW&Vr- I ^SJRH*: I 3fr?HS I 3f^1" 11

998. ^ is optionally substituted for 3^5 before

zfv, ?ft^, *ct§, fc-g, to, wt, %\k, sfinro; and *n?

»

Thus 3*%T HWT: =3?»T«r or 3f8fiHSir: 1 ^%^^T, sfrST '• or S^Rfept: I fl^J I

^%t st^s, ^srsg or s^gsrg: i fsrsg i zsmm ft*?
-

, <stf**5-- or ^w^' * "*
J

^^TW «t5T 3^5*: of 3^^5I! I *fR I ?^3S f%*T?ffT% afWi I or SfcfflTIt: I ?TC ^fi

$tsrf?r, 3ispr.s or g^r* I *ft*re 1 i< sssjrcs €r^, 3*3ta.«r.: or »?«31r*w 1 *u? » *<**

«rr?rr Tier, g^nr?: or 3^*ns: 11

e.6.%. 1 f^i ^rts^ tw^* 1 ^ 1 3 1 C£ iv

*ra*i tfii fail ntfiqfti i itih^r?oi sauv* i ^sr?rt<sirf%?Tgf%-

«

999. According to the opinion of Gftlava, a short

vowel is- substituted, in a compound, before the second
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member for the long $sk vowels (%, 3j, sjc), unless it is the

long Vowel of the Feminine affix f (^

)

In other words, for f, when it is not the Feminine affix f(wi) and

for $, a short 4 and 3 are substituted in^a^compound, before the second

member. Thus <n*rr%3*- or tfrH<n?s*r-, hsT*"!^-- or arsr**^^: n

Why do we say f^ vowels ? Observe <CHT"Tf?J : N Why no we say * not

the long f of the Feminine affix s^'? Observe «Tt(far%: 11 The name of

Galava is mentioned pujartha; for the anuvritti of ' optionally ' was present

In this sutra

Vdtt '.— It does not apply to Avyaylbhava compounds, nor to those

words which take "^RC or sr^_ augment in their declension, as >tffa? .-
1 «*$-.

Vart:—It does however apply to wagtf &c, as s*g-:, or «gr*r:

W>fe m
< or w?fif?: M Others say m is substituted for « &c. as tisg^r and ^f£: II

B»?T means an ' actor,' literally " he who talks (kunse) by the contraction

of the eye-brows, or whose ornament ( kunsa ) are the eye-brows." A male

actor who plays the part of a female. J|a>i£ means ' knitting of the eye-

brows, or frown.'

\b9o | H$ 3T3[% =* I « I \ I %\ II

^gt^rs^f %*$•• wFTri^r? ^tt^ ^ i vmm arms 7^5?^^. 1 s^tfrcs. 11

1000. The short is substituted for the long of nw,
before a Taddhita affix, and when a second member follows-

As ^sjTwr srr*T^

=

t*^*r 11 So also i^rar: <tfft =s^^w 11

ifote J—fhe shortening takes place of the Feminine word Tfffl having the

affix srr II When iffj is an adjective ( jjor^rff ) then the above forms could be evolved

by the help of the rales of masculafcion, such as VI. 3 35. S. 836 i. e. wben tpjf

means the numeral one. But when it means ' alone \ then those rules will not

apply. The word t[^j is exhibited in the sutra without any case-affix as a Olihandas

irregularity. The examples given are of Ij^tf in tho feminine, which alone can ha

shortened, and not of (jgj whose final is already short. Nor oan the rule of shorten-

ing be applied to ij of qf^r, for the rule applies to the final letter, and not to a vowel

flituated in the beginning of a word.

loo* i ^ntf j ^rTS«?£ftpTC 1*131 *$ H

wrajpr: i wswtfftw ii
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1001. The short is diversely substituted for the

feminine affixes f and W ( # and ww) in a Name and in the

"Vedas.

As^rfts*: ll Sometimes not, as wtterc: I itRfNta:, i Hraftflron* II

So also in the Vedas, as afirfaw, JRff?r ;
sometimes the shortening

does not take place, as TTPg'ftqHiral', srrtfta^ '• ll

«n* ending words in Name : BTSRffajj faPWWU sometimes there

is no shortening, as, w«T*?p*t, mi^rcs^u So also in the Vedas :—srswfrn

?g$rfir, arfafr ?f«nfr r*«rera*r*U Sometimes there is no shortening, as,

wfa?r»r as^r w?rT

«

?ooR I ?%^ I CI \ I «tt II

i^trsfa vmn} s?^= i *w*h ' *rstwu Ofafa*** '
*r7*tfrw^.ii

1002- The feminine affixes £ and Wr diversely become

short, before the affix ;gr II

Thus *rsrrar w- = sr3»** or stshkt, dftfarw or frftl^'T, H

2ft,( e •—These are Vedic illustrations, no Names can be formed in Wf II

Now we take up the compounding of Sffrs$*T*«ir+,5*r: M In com-

pounding these, tow words, the following rule applies.

S«»o$ i «ro: ^girtf jsrcsthRRgw I s 1 \ 1 K\ ll

1003. There is vocalisation of the semivowel ^ of

the affix wr»
s ( IV. 1. 78) when followed in a Tatpurusha com-

pound, by the words gsr aud <ricr ll

Therefore ^g*»Tft*r+^ = ^jr^rfa-r+^ : n Then applies the next

sutra, by which * is lengthened.

Note ;—When the words J* and qrft are the second members, forming a

Tatpurusha compound, there is Bamprassrana ( vocalising the semi,vowels ) of the

affix wjy of the preoeding. That is q is changed into | ll Thus grCta^r* «T»frs**r =

«Bft«r»Tf«r: (aBahuviihi compound taking the samasanta affix or rather substitute

f by V. 4. 127 S, 866) ^tt^^r^^sjr^fa + srOT (IV. 1. 92 S. 1088)-

m?Wn»q II The feminine of this -will be formed by adding WR£ ( IV. 1. 78 S. 1198 )

Thus wo have wfe«r»T*nr (see IV. 1.78 S. 1198). Now in forming the Tatpurusha
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compound of this word with $<* or irffc, the final f will be changed into ^ mi wa
h«.Ye$$rft«l

,

«fl,

'tf.!Pr!
, Wfr"Pl*$rtRp || The sff of ^r becomes merged into f (VI. 1.

108 S 380), and the short f is lengthened (VI. 3. 189 S. 1004). So also

4h5?nwft5«ri or ^npmMhftc m

Why do we say " of the affix «|^ " P Observe ^T^t I WftaT<3^: ti

Why do we Bay " when followed by jw or «|ftf
" P Obwrve «rfta«TOinfB£,

Why do we »»y " when forming a Tatpurusha oompound " P Oboerre

mtVunwiWffttW «II»WH- WffcPWWSPlfiTCSt «W: tl It ia a Bahuvrlhi compoond.

The affix wi^ia here the feminine affix q followed by ^rn*. («TT) («««

IV, I. 77 and 74 ).

1004. The vowel substituted for a semivowel is

lengthened, when it stands as the first member of a com-

pound.

As i&TS^'ftsvi l #r«?ns<?ntf?»: II See VI. I. 1 3 S. 1003.

Ti
'

ftSj&q «T«?tSf*f=qrCf*«risi*: ( f being added as samasanta by V. 4. 136

and 137 S. 875 and 876 ). The optional shortening ordained by VI" 3. 61

S. 999. does not apply here, for that option is a definite and restricted

option; moreover, on the maxim of qtw. ' a subsequent rule superseding a

precedent,' rule VI. 3. 61 is superseded by VI. 3. 139 S, 1004 and the rule

VI. 3. 61 S.999 can not be revived by the maxim jr.* tfflff fa*rr«T " occasionally

the formation . of a particular form is accounted for by the fact

that a preceding rule is allowed to apply again, after it had previously

been superseded, by a subsequent rule." For here the following maxim will

prevent the revival, *rf»W ft«rnt^W(rn^ ^Srf^rfa " when two rules, while

they apply simultaneously, mutually prohibit each other, that rule of the two

which is once superseded by the other, is superseded altogether, and cannot,

therefore, apply again, after the latter rule has taken effect."

A general maxim relating to all affixes is " an affix denotes when-

ever it is employed in Grammar, a word-form which begins with that to

which that affix has been added, and ends with the affix itself : Jm*f9$

twrji W ft'?T^TOrifaJWl iff*" I' This maxim, however, does not apply

73 S
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in case of feminine affixes, where we have this rule " a feminine affix

denotes whenever it is employed in -a rule, a word-form which ends with

that affix, but which need not necessarily begin with that to which the

affix has been added, but where the word-form is subordinate : T&mft

^[STsraft T " " Thus we have <Tt>fW?f5rirK!rr?(r:S«r;>=<^>l^rfr>sr»Ts^5x: and so

also TOffirctafratf'Tf^'S II Not so when the word is an upasarjana or subord-

inate in a compound. As wfnsfjrffrr ^r%*rnre^re==«TRrJRrffa'T»*irs'r!
> *Ff«writ

nr?rapiffurl's *rr ° 11 aRtfr«sr»r?*ffar?r: 1 BfrrStanwwmp 1 3rrttans*rcrf?ir: 1

1005. There is vocalisation of the affix W% when

the word sr*g follows in a Bahuvrihl compound.

Thus ^r?rqTOansT^3=^fftq,

nwft**§;: ll So also Ttft5?nreff*stj: ti

Why de we say " when the compound is a Babuvrlhi ".? Observe

gntr¥*rwatRr T?g: =Jfirtf«inrearr5r«jJ, which is a Tatpurusha compound.

Though the word qwjft is exhibited in the surra in the neuter gender,

ft is in fact a masculine word. It is shown as neuter only as regards the word-

form bandhu.

Vart :—There is vocalisation ofxnr? in a Bahuvrthi compound with

H\ff%> W£3T and m* optionally : as ^ro«T'«ffar!i or eRftfqrirswjr IRT', 3TT€f«PT«fr-

jfrs^ff or ^itfsrnfVigrTrf^', 3ir<r«r»r?<J'r*irsiT, sjrr(ta»TW8tr*rrar 11 All Bahuvnhi

compounds ending in m take the samasanta affix qpj.» so irr^ would have

become *tr^ by force of V. 4. 153, S. 833. So the separate enumeration of

*rr£ and *Hr|3r here shows that sk"! is also optional. The- rule is co fined to

Bahuviihi compounds. Therefore in Tatpurusha compounds there is no

option, we have only one form, as sRp(ta*T?«IFrw "the mother of Karlsha-

gandhya "

The indicatory 1^ of W*. makes the word take the udatta on the

last syllable ( VI. 1. 163 S. 3710 ), thus debarring the special accent of the

Bahuvnhi ( VI. 2. 1. S. 373s ).
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1006. For the long rowel, a short is substituted, in

HS*>r before f^rar, in S'ftsrr before ?p, and in wart before OTftq; II

Thus fcqn^nffli f«ft«fffWl and HtFrerRoff SR»Tt.li The rule of tadanta

applies to %&sf>l &c as they fall under Padadhikara. So that the compounds

ending in fzm &c are also governed by this rule : as ftjsw^gi g«^«ft^W»L,

3j<T5PW5r*uft°fr m*n 11

^oovs i *;& crcnnror I % 1 3 1 vso h

tnwrst 1 ?RTft^: • wrgfr*: i

warrant.* u $3**ta« 11

f§is*»*irvCT * n sniwiRrftsr'. 1 $«i» qffcfei fwtf: 1

wgr«T?f^ * « wgPfwrj 1 swtw«i: 11

fngrsfJrsKS * 11 rafsftftsr? 1 armsr^ f^a. 1 f*i<tim-- 11

Prafira *t * 11 RrffifjfF$f*rcn 11

gwrwTn ^ * 11 35(»if<«r* 1 *r*fw* v

1007. JJi; is the augment of 5151 and spt* when the

word src follows.

As trerare-- qCT fri<tfgr of g?reqq»rc ! 'to take oath'. So also 9Tn^%K

" a physician."

V'aU :—So- also of sr^, as wpftc "efficacious, working as a

medicine."

Note :—So also in Vedas, of WSS before wax.—e. g. «gfrn;(
in secular,

language HflSitts «

Vart :.—Of^5 before *rair, e. g. ^*T«irC^5«rrtnTaff T ) U

'

Vwt:.—Qt <sftf. before <mr, e. g..«W^l" "filling or pervading the
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world." As ifNPT%' iNfo TRqflffW n %*t is formed by the affix « ( III. 3.

5. S. 29 Iff vart) added to the root f^n as it belongs to the M(1U«

vibhujadi class.

Vart',~~Qt wwm before fw as «r»l»*mrffiw: "to be shunned

from afar."

Vart :—Of «rg and srffr, before |W, as WJfRwjt, tftfflfcMv: * one who
fries or roasts."

Tart :—A word before Pw takes ft augment, unless it is aJsoftst

«• g. f*f%ffrw! " a kind of fish which swallows a timi" But f»r*n
l

*m: 11

Vart :—So also before (9n"rf*w, e. g, RrRffrwf*m.- 11

Fijr/ :—Of yen and *rff before n^m, e. g. iwwjw and *jpirc«* ••

f*m*i wfa t «f%*jwp 11

1008. The word *rfa optionally takes g^ before a

word formed by krt-affix.

As «{%r*TCi or ufa****,"*!?**** or wwnr: »l This is an aprapta-vibha.

»ha. This sfttra applies to words not formed by a faff affix. The

augment g* is compulsory by VI. 3. 67 S. 2942 before a krit-

affix having an indicatory ST, As, crfiwsr8 H Here the affix em (111. 2. 83

S, 2993 ) is added to the root >in; and as it is a sarvadhatuka affix, becasue

it has an indicatory «?, therfore the vikarana wr. is added.

tooc 1 w&$ ^1 ^nmm i «
1
3 1 vw 11

1009. *r is substituted for ?r$, iu a Name, when

followed by another word in a compound.

Thus 3WV% (I Why when it is a Name ? Observe sr^gwrr formed

by wf*r* ( III. 2. 96 S. 3006 ). The f is not added in the Feminine, because

of the vaitika under IV. i. 7. S. 456.

«w&: <?*gt: sis* <at wrjwft 1 srsfrf ^ffatpftllr 1 wfttr wt&

»

1010. ^ is the substitute for ^r?, in a compound

when followed by another word, when it has the sense of
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' upto the end ' ( in connection with a literary work ) or

'more.'

Thus«?si*=?KWTSff 9»itRw*!>ft!ir 11 So also crgfcrV-'Csfsfcm) 11 m' m*
(-ixmpim.) «UWm»sft« n These are all Avyaytbhava compounds by ' 9^.
rem (II. I. 6 S. 652J. Therefore, when a word , denoting time, is the second

member, m would not be changed to «, because of the prohibition in VI. 3.

81 S. 660. The present sutra removes that prohibition by anticipation,

with regard to time-denoting words even, when the meaning is that * of the

end of a book.' When the sense is that of « more/ we have tnrNrctrft, *TW

*rg*ra Wffa mw w ma 1 tm^ft^rr ftm 1 trwft *mfTrf3Tw»*mr«ir fa*ra?s-

1011. igr is the substitute for «^, when it is in con-

nection with a word which refers to a second object, which

latter, however, is not directly perceived.

Note:—Of the two things which are generally found co-existing, • the non-

principal is called the ' second ' or fjtfN II That which is perceived, observed

or is known is called sqrjm, that which is not perceived &c is *T3<fj«*, <*. e.

what is to be inferred. That is, when the second object is to be inferred from

the presence of the first, $r is added to such second word. Thus mfa- farffa:)

' a pigeon which points out that conflagration has taken place some where.'

(rffarnnrcur
" a storm-wind which announces the PiSachas."

CTftraTtaT ^^ **ere tlie ^re
'
the P^ac^a or the Rakshas as are not

directly perceived, but their existence is inferred from the presence of the

pigeon, storm-wind and night. In srcratftar. there is added «sr by V. 4. 153

S.833.

\6\\ 1 wim^ s^wj^^f&S 1 % 1 \ 1 «j ti

«w»rw «: CTiswft ts shifts ' ^3 WW w«th$ ! 1 W5 tnar sfwis i ft v.

*rcr%f*?f ; 1 wrcSft w«it ftw«J 1 *t «w: m**§ «nnfoifa««ft ftrafira ERtftnar i

wrar mnw TOiT"pn««% 1 top bww <re«fiffi *wi 1 ?mrowrcftifft *5wtfa •

OTW WtS^lft 11
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1012. e is the substitute of ^r*JH in the Chkandas

but not before 13^, sr^ra and 33$ It

Thus srssrar «*r>-4:, vc&sm saw; fa: ^3^ (IV. 4, 114 s. 3460)

W^ftiWh-spiir., sraW-W** formed by nf affix IV. 4. 114 S. 3460.

Why do we say 'not before wf*, &c.' Observe SWRWJ& tPKTOgTOi, ^(^,

¥**: II

" The sutra should be divided into two viz., mi*m forming one

sdtra, and ^s$raf£ &c, another. This we do in order to get the forms fli^pi

wret'fo., ^5jnfhm &c., in secular language alsa" Thus says the author oi

the KA^ika.

Or we may say the word ?r? means also SOTi as we have already seen

in the word jgr^sit (=?r£Sf sresr). Therefore the above are Bahuvrlhis, which

should be analysed thus WP T§frs^i=3rcg; &c. Here « is an elliptical form

ofm meaning sadpiga. See VI. 3. 82 S. 849 by which ^f is changed to g 11

Note:—This sutra is a Vaidio rule and ought to have been taught by Bhattoji

in the Vaidic chapter. He has taught it hers in order to show that by Yoga vibhlga

it can be applied to ordinary language also-.

But if the view be taken that in srfjfr: &c, the *r is srf; then there is

no necessity of Yoga-vibhaga ; for the Mahabhashya has not shown this

splitting of this particular sutra.

« \% 1 =;<* 11

<T3 5wrsrw$s ottos* sp mm 1 sraStft: i *-ram* *wnft

«

1013. This substitution of ?r for ^mr^, takes- place

before the twelve words 5*rtfa^, z&*t%, *jfa, sm^, TW^, "ft*,

*RT, wh, «nft, spts^sSR and *&% in the common, language

also.

Thus smtffi-, ottot^, srcrr%:, ott^:, otto, mm*, wot; www-; nfiw,

9WI:, OTTT, &*«£. ! II

Note s—OTSTTO^ (neut) is the period of impurity which lasts up- to the setting

of the sun or the asterism in which the impurity commenced.

V»l« I ^% ri^HlRfa \ \ I ^ I *t II

asrmf^g^rc'ft OTrfw * wi«ct otr?It twihto i "wr <nrair 1 aw HU
fi^RPRnt wroft wfi 1 mrctfrf?r HStTrft i otto; ^: ovsrerft u
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1014. 'ST is substituted for ^ti?r before sfj^rftq; when

it denotes persons engaged in fulfilling a common vow of

studying the Yedas.

Thus sprr^ BWrrft^WSWUCf ti "«r^ in the sutra means a w«gr or a

department of Vedic study »rgr means the Vedas. He who has a common

(sam&na) branch (charana) is a sabrahmachari. The vow of studying the

Veda, is also called WR II He who is engaged in the performance of that

vow, is called WSmtftt « *T*tR refers to the vow of studying being common to

both : i. e. «»w% TOW 5TCT«rr&=5rssreift II

Note .-—tfJTSrsrrR'I, therefore means a co-student, one who reads the same

Vedio portion as the other.

1015- *ET is substituted for ^jtr, before #$, when

the affix an is added to it.

Thus^sfH&^irsiSHT *pft (IV. 4. 10; S. 1658) ' a fellow-student/

i. e. whose preceptor is one and the same person: who are studying under a

common teacher. The affix q<j is added by IV. 4. 10; S. 1658.

1016. The substitution of *r for <3*rH is optional

before ^^: when the affix Trj; is added to it.

#q£: or *wfM: (IV. 4. 108 S. 1659).

Mv» I ***si^35 l % l $ l ^ II

t$t %rHt *?«««.* ii mxrA fg^apa«S: u

1017. *r is substituted for smrH, before s^r, i^ and

the affix gra; II

Thus ncgm , srCTP II The affixes nf^, and ft^are added tom under

III, 2. 60 S. 429, V&rt which give us the forms 1* and ct II
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Vdrt :—So also beforem as sew: " V% «s formed byl$*r affix under

III. 2- 60S. 429 Vartika.

The affix srg ^s taken for the sake of the subsequent sQtra.

1018- k is substituted for %$k and «fif for fro* before

the words ««§ , f?^ and the affix w^H

Thus few, ?pr: and t»r*, S^r?, ssftfiff: and i%*int II

Note :

—

f^ and <^V^ff are clianged to 1 + fHq; and qR + <pq?l by V. 2. 40

S. 1841 and the long | is elided by VI, 4. 148 S. 311 and we get %uff[ and f^tij II

F^r/ :—So also before Kf, as fsg: and sjftpg: it

So also when the rule VI. 3. 91 S, 430 applies and %ff is added to

pronouns, as ktt%, flflSXi:, m^PIC, and WCTP "

So also in the case of the Pronoun *r?^ when it takes the long «r

(VII. 3. 91 S. 430), and *r and * substitutions: (VIII. z, 80 S. 419) as—

MX I *mr&sf%: ?nr: I * \\ I *• II

*^gf%*i«3tTOjfra hto $**'• wperm% i >*r^jr^jf : i *rm% for* i wf#! sjfs 11

1019. iris substituted for the w of ^Ef after the

word *r«;5Si% in a compound.

Thus BT^jffarff 11, Why do we say 'in a compound '? Observe srfgw:

Note'—The word f|jf: is exhibited in the sutra in the nominative case. The

force is here that of Genitive i. e. STjfW II

wfajwrn wit* «*» f^Hii wnsnfft i Awn* i wero 3 1 *ftfr ^ttw 11

1020. ^ is substituted for the «s. of ?*n* when pre-

ceded by *rtf in a compound.
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Thus tftaOTTW 11 The word " compound " is understood here also
;

otherwise *ftft: mrk «

mm witoi sw g^ wsrcrt 1 »*Rj«ftf 1 »rtatm: 1 s*w% f%* i sqtf^s

wiv 11

1021. The «r of saw: is changed to * after 5*7^55;

and m$*i in a compound.

As ^qtftgtt'-, *TT3CT*t'- » Why do we say ' in a compound ' ? Observe

tratfov: WPf where there is no compounding.

w& w^i 1 w*t*t wt nw g^rrr 1 g^r; n

1022. The ^ is changed to win the words %$WH
and the rest.

Thus g*iRr BTBTOr:=W>RW i$m tm «T& II So also gtifsvp II

Note :—1 §«rr*rr, 2 0t'«TRr, 3 $:*tm, 4 g*vF, 5 f?ftv*: (ft**:), 6 51^:,

7 gqfft:, 8 ft«tf«r- (ft«rft-), 9 iMfSt-, 10 g«s (g«3), 11 5*3 (3*5). 12 wfapw-
«j»rar» 13 trffirfSiajrr, 14 *srere*, 15 sft^r* 0flft*n<O ,16 ss^fi^wnw (3*5^-

^5; °*«ms) 17 ?ftr *nrnini«nii, 18 *ft*<*:, 19 jrepcrfr, «f|tfr%«r 11 wsfimr «

Some of the above wordB would have been governed by the prohibition in

VIII. 3. Ill, S. 2123 others would never have taken «r, hence their inclusion in this

list. The word g is here a karmapravachaniya (I. 4, 94 S. 555 ) and fSfl^ and g^
also are not upasargas, because they are so only in connection with the verbs *TT and

flft; so VIII. 3. 65 S, 2270 does not apply to §* preceded by f%^ and Jftit The

word #* here is a «n^ formed word, from fa$ f^rr ritTijfM if it be derived from

fwg *TWTS[ , then also, the word is included hern in order to prevent the application of

VIII. 3. 113 S. 2278. The words g*tf**., 3-<d** ; &C we derived from vr with the

prepositions g and fl*, and the affix fsR (III. 3. 92 8. 3270); and the « of «H is

changed to w || The words gsj 3*5 are Unadi formed words (Un. I. 25). The word

«llfw3}tT : is a Bahuvrlhi, the ?r of ^rfsstT is changed to w and the Samasanta q^ is

added (V. 4. 113 S. 852). The long $ of the first member is shortened by VI.

3. 63 &. 1001. The change takes place when it is a Name. The word

fffWf*°niit is formed by adding the Preposition irfS to the root Sfr, and

the affix *r^. (HI. 3. 106 8. 3283), and we have Jrfjfwtr with efT; then *s is

added by V. 3, 73 S 2028 and srr shorbened (VI I. 4 18 S. 834), and f added by

VII. 3. 44 S. 46 3 The word iffa*R is formed by adding V$$ to fa% II 59$Afa*»n

is also a pjs formed word from sfafir or tfr*qtf$ II There are two sfitras in the above

list, They are explained below,

74 S
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J!0$$ The^followed by a; ohm? preceded by %X£ or <§ is changed

to n, when the word is » name, and when the ^ is not preceded

try *JII

Thus %&; §str er?*l= #$"!:, '^3: §Tr ST^<=qft^or:, so also *fR$Tt :>

wgcraft u Why do we say 'followed by £'? Observe ffersqw II Why do

we say 'when a Name 7
? Observe ^$§;rr3CT W^ggSpftTOW (VI. 3.34

S. 831). Why do we say ' when the q- is not preceded by ?j '? Observe

ftwif;ifa:ll The phrase-yj^ ;
(VIII 3. 57 S. 211) is understood here also,

so the rule does not apply to stt^ »

2? fo
.—Tiis stitra is read in the list of Sushamadi class (see the last sutra

1022 ) so also the next sfltra. They haye been inserted in the Ashtadhyayi from

the Ganapatha.

^H^w«imn^rrj;rsgMt^TU*frf»f}^iTii itfr|»/reff: 1 smarmfarau m-
".flm%*ri 1 wrr$f?r*rotswi

Jf02A When the preceding word is the name ofa Lunar mansion,

the ^substitution for sounder the above mentioned circumstances

is optional.

Thus frf&flf&T: ortif^n?t?ri|t Why do we say 'when not preceded

by tr ?' Observe ftrqfi $??: where the preceding letter is *r u

Note :—These two stitras 99 and 1O0 -are really Gana-slitras, being read in the

g«rprrtf Qa?a. They have, since long, been raised to the rank of full eutras.

All cerebral q ohanges, when not referable to any specific rule, should be clas-

sified under the SnshAmsdi gan.a,

?F«i5rsf^ grrrn*! wrenffrafts <rcs ' wwfit- 1 w«mt 1 *r**ftiw 1 sranfrGw 1

w*S«3«' 1 wr«if/?r: i sTHjym-: 1 srssi^j: 11 arrttarft fa* 1 vmnms^n «rttffs «wrifc 1
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1025. st?*t, "when not used in the Genitive or the

Instrumental, gets the augment 3^ ( % ), "before snftj% wmi
mwn, ariil^icr, ^^B", $fa, <EH3J and tpt, as well as before the

affix w ( ri )•

Thus,«tMw 9tr'^ftr=«T'm?t€r: srjt wrw-wtHKtror, srair arrest=*rnnrettT

war 3nftutf:'=sT5?reTffci'!T:, wrsiwtgg^swwsis*:,- **«& 3jr%: = T*if|W:, *ros srtcsr:

STsq^fiTCRS, *!*# VT 1 =fW " So also with gr, as STratf^ *|T. =W«^tf^i «

It takes $ because it belongs to n$rft class (IV. 2, 138 S. 1362.) Gahadi is

Akritigana.
'

'

Why do we say < when not in the Genitive or the Instrumental '? Ob-

serve sthr* sntfh =sT«lrtff:, V^m 3rtR*nT: =3T?*nfoRi: &c. Wi th regard to the

word cfjrca* and the affix er, the 3^ augment is universal, though srsq may be

even in the Genitive case &c : as a^sq^t 3m3f"=sPRl<T. WC9R: f
ar^1(BTrs:aTHi-

%Wft. 11 The unusual occurrence of two negatives in- the s-^tra {%tv& and

*T$#im), implies this

*°1* I *ft %rW \ $ I * U0» II

/

1026. S* is optionally the augment of 3F5 when 3n5

follows.

As BTsircrifs or srszir*?: »

*"' $0^ I ^t: W5^5^rsf% l 5 1 \ 1 ?»? It

1027. ^c is substituted for 5 in a Tatpurusha, when a

word beginning with a vowel follows as the seeond member.

As «j\W:, SiSHS II- Why do we say in a Tatpurusha ? Observe gjft

^rarii

Note :—Why do we Bay " when the tecsnd mesaber begins with a vowel " ?

Observe sjjBrgJor
, |<3W : II

Vatt

:

—m<l is substituted before "srg, as tfil&Hi =§faKTreTO U

?0^ I t*H^fts* I « I \ I l»* II
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In I 111 .. M IIHIIlHil m^ " " m—^—W^M^*^^——*^^*'m ^—***^

—

1028. ^ is substituted for $ before <C«* and Wfalso.

Thus «?«:. *TRi ii

K^i i 3$r sr mm i $ i^t $®$ n

1029. sr$ is substituted for $. when $fff follows denoting

a species.

As ea^ni nm rnii n But ff%arr? ^rTr =ff«rrr^ it

%»\9 i fa ^^^t' U 1 3 I *•« »

1030. «ffi is the substitute of 5, before q^ and

Thus *?[<Hf$ and <^J: II The latter is a Tatpurusha, if the second

word ts aksha \ and it is Bahuvrlhi also, if the second term is akshi,

\9\\ I W& 1 « I % \%«\ H

firwra mufi*. » *rcirar*ft TWfHirf^ir: 1 lira?! 11

1031. mt is the substitute of S, when the meaning is

' a small/

Assrwf^pr, Wraw^ HunRRC " a little water." Though the second

member may begin with a vowel, yet this substitution takes place, in spite of

VI. 3. 101 S, 1027 because this sutra is subsequent in order ; as SW» il

\*\K I feww s^r I t \\ I ?»« II

*rts*t 1 f^«r: \ wront*tfiwu fa*5 f* i*fo»rf?rfcmfiwft* 1 foq&r- 1

1032. $T is optionally substituted for $, when the

word 2^«r follows.

Thus wrsw or SS^f: 11 This is an aprapta-vibhasha. In the sense

of ' a little fa?.', the substitution is compulsory and not optional, by the set-

ting aside of the prior ; as f«rqp g^T; = efjr 3^; 11
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1033. «s»r and %% are optionally the substitutes of

$ when iwr follows.

As wtiwWL. wrw* or *j$wrat 11

•pffowwrfSf f^«Jpiffftwrf*t wfa srriff* 53s 1 $w tit ^«rt*v* 1 wrt* 1

faHr«f»iKtfh:«t wwi* it * n tf^flrarc* » <?Rro*ffa 1 vwwre* 1 matin *, u

S^ ftw?r frw: 1 f**f Hmt s*?ra> 1 %:<8n ^«i% Si*
5* i «&**. fir**-. 1

•fw f •rfircr: «fftfa*w ** 1 wrpfffnorrsjw. 11

1034. The elision, augment and mutation of let-

ters to be seen in v*n%x &c, though not found taught in

treatises of Grammar, are valid, to that extent and in the

mode, as taught by the usage of the sages.

The word «r*fr<T^=r%%wnftwf5T « Thus TOffr TW = I'faTC* , <F\
tfRW*l = ^nrj'l1.ii Here there is elision of *TJl So also ^rffcw?9f; svsnfajf:,

here *rft is replaced by «r, and w replaces w of ^rPT; *ftw* SJT = Jfr*T; here

q* has been elided jW'W'O'W* W^TR* I
here «w replaces w, and trr*T for

IWT ih fsl«!T»nEiJ=»WOTH; here tfx replaces s;<|, and Sis replaces wtw r
?tft»

*W?fftr=*rf|c: 11 Here *# is replaced by *rf, and the final of * is

elided before the affix w* ll And so on with smwr, iffivQ '&c

The following verse enumerates the anomalies of Prishodara class com-

pounds :—

VERSE.

The word iv Is formed by the augment of a letter ; the word ftrf is

formed by the transposition of letters ; the word n?rs?»rr is formed by mu-

tation of letters, and the word im$t is formed by the destruction of letters,
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Note —$tf is formed from the root %% with the affix ar=sf (of Pachadi class

III. 1. 134 S. 2896) ; and the augment %& • ?^+?f^+^r=?ff: » From fa, .

formed r%? by the PaohMi SFBT , the letters ? and )=r change position inter se.

Vdrt :—Wfc becomes optionally «rrc after a word denoting direction, as'

*r$<*ri?rflc* or fl^ms;, swaTw:, or spsrcmwr

Vdrt :—The final of £?, is changed to s, before ?r*r, nrfl, ?*r and 1%

and the first letters of these are changed to their corresponding cerebrals.

Thus 5WT ?rwt, Trwnr. ^?f *r:=f3Tiff:, ?T3rr*r:, £?T: li In the last (fnr) there is

elision of the nasal also, These three words are formed by the affix^ (Hi.

3. 126 S. 3305) 5:^ rarraf?r = g$r|: n Here is added the affix =rto the root rajr

(vtr) preceded by the upapada 5;, by III. I. 126 S, 2898.

f^rswf #[ftef=*# >l Here ^ takes the affix g^; in the locative, and

S* is replaced by f 11 3^*^*1 fSr " The seat of a sage is called brisi,"

(See Amarakosha II. 7. 46).

$»3X I frfedWlH IS I \ I \V* II

1035. In the following sutras upto the end of the

third pada of the sixth Adbyaya, are to be supplied the

following words :—" In an uninterrupted flow of speech."

Note :~Thus sutra VI. 3. 135 S. 3537 declares " bt at the end of a two-

syllabic inflected verb becomes long in the Hymns." Thus Rf^nfl^rrWm fTC

«rr?rri.ll The word gftsrarc. should be read into that sutra to complete the sense.

So that when the above words stand separately, we have fw, fli Wi STSffti Vt<

fori 1 Rre^iir: i a^aRitf: i ^s^Sr: 1 *riipfr^ i fasHR^: i sswfc i r%?^^. i g^fr f

1036. Before ^, there is the substitution of a

long vowel for the final of the preceding word, when it de-

notes a proprietorship mark on the eara of cattle, but not
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when the words are mv, mg; ,1*513, «rcj, rosr, fesr, r%5, wr
and *tef« fl

Thus flgorraranil The wore' gr^n heie means any peculiar mark show-

ing the proprietorship, put or made on the ears of animals. Why do we say

' when it denotes such a mark '? Observe w*Tl^: II Why do we say ' with

the exception of fts: &c '? Observe frccfiifcil siESfi^:, TS'snjw:, Ra^?:, lS5T3iof:,

fte!Tw5:» f«W$:> «R?T^rtff: and HPl^: H

\o^9 1 sftsft«t«rrarf«raftra^3^5 ^r 1 s 1 \ 1 ^t 11

ifwMTs IS "! s.$<rew #* 1 ^TRri: 1 ffrffi 1 srrp: 1 tr?^ 1 tft^K 1 spfpsa* 1

sfcsres; 1 <rifa<i 1 fnfam fai 1 qRm??t^i F^rer ss*r *sist *t f*ii*gsrr Premi^ cri

tt cq^rfVrir 1 nn «Tfirasn«K$rc<r 1 %? 1 Tg^i ra*w* 11

1037. A long vowel is substituted for the final

vowel of the preceding word, before the verbs *^, *ei,wr,

sq*
, ^, ^Tf and ?ra; when these roots take the affix ft^n

Thus 31111. (m*H Nom. S.), so also, qtfoi^, Tftfrf , fTTH. (with v&)

UTfS.1 S^. (withvrsh) jpftfafi: , ffanfan , *arr??i; , (with vyadh) ;ft^, qtffc^t

(with tuch)?Rrlta'C., (with sab.) stores (with tan). The nasal is elided after

•th before f|f (VI. 4. 40 S. 2986), and by an extension of that rule, it is elided

after tin also. Why do we say ' when fifi follows ' ? Observe TffioiSHt II

In this sutra we read the anuvritti of the word " vibhasha " ("op-

tionally") from the aphorism VI. 3, 106 S. 1032, which does not govern the

intervening ten sutras, but applies to this VI. 3. 116 S. 1037, by the method,

called ' frog-leap.' The option of this sutra is, however, a vyavasthita vibhasa

or a settled option. Namely, it applies only when the upapadas are gatis or

kdrakas. Therefore not here, Tg^s or f?[»H^ 1

1

\q\*. 1 gsnSraf: %si*rf wtetfog^^Rrc 1 %. \\ \ KVs 11

1038. For the final vowel of spte* &c. a long vowel

is substituted before ?nr, and so also of i%g^r &c. before lirft,

when the compound is a Name.

Thus 5fir^ + *t*r ll Now applies the following sutra,

Note :—Thus $r«w»ra:, foiTOiWTi , faswraara:, mf&nwiii
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So »1«> faiflpstfrrR., «r»WffW« &o.

The «r it changed to ** in w by VIII. 4 4 S. 1039. fiqt Bffsrwrq; and fWf.

fUft m thaw words do not belong to the above clwaes.

1 tim, 2 ftvw, s Rjw«r, * jot (s<w), « wftfr CwrfNr)

u

1 firsi* (ftraws). 2 wiw (www), 8 «*•, 4 wswr, 5 mm- e fttH

#r**f; i %«rf imrttoW orwPrlr ftSWir f%«mnf' • wiww 5 f%««r«fri 1 sonwci
flHqrrwi 1 fomm* 1 wRttfro* 1 $rem*r*i ?»* Ttfa far* 1 srfirwri 1

Rrftt h

109$. The «r of q>r, is changed into or, when prece-

by the words puragft, migrakl, sidhrkU, sarik&, kotarft, and

agre, as first members of the compound, and the whole

compound is a nam*

The words ^w^ and ^farWJ, of the sutra VIII. 4. 3 S. 857 are to

be read into this aphorism. Thus gwranni, flUwinPT** Rliwnwi, WTWWHU
These are names of hells of various kinds, sfiRura, ( II. 2. 31 S. 902 ) fflftft-

The lengthening of the finals in the above five up to %m is by

VI. 3. 117 S. 1038 and the word ftacrft of the last sutra refers to these

five words of the present sutra. Though the word yftvi(~vm*R* is not

a Name, yet the rule VI, 3. 9, S. 966 applies to it and the. case-affix

is not elided, because it is so read in RAjadantadi list (II. 2. 31 S. 902 ).

The seventh-case- affix is included in the meaning of a Pratipadika, hence

the word agre-vanam is in the Nominative case. So also faggytfiTft: »

The substitution of or for * with regards to the first five words

would have taken place by the preceding AshtAdhyayt sutra VIII. 4- 3-

S. 857, The separate enunciation of the rule with regard to the word

«W ,
after these, shows that this is a restrictive or faw rule, so far as the

five words up to kotra are concerned. But with regards to agtt it is a vidhi.

The n of m is changed into or, when preceded by these words only and
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no other, Thus gftsCTT, *t<rerc«R*, erftwar^MLH The word agrevanam

Is not a Name, and therefore sutra 857 would not have applied to it-

Hence with regard to agre the present sutra is a vidhi or an original rule.

t°tt» 1 *$ 1 $ \\ \ w* n

1040. The final of the preceding word is leng-

thened before the affix ggf II

Thus £<fta5r> II This is formed by the affix sara (V. 2. 112

S. 1919-)

?»y? i srafa^ftssrfa^RT^ t e I $ I ?u II

1041. The final vowel of a word consisting of more

than two syllables is lengthened before the affix wtj, when it

is a name, but not of the words mfax &c.

Thus WTCTCtft II These are formed by the affix *ig«r, ( IV, 2. 85

S. 1304.) The fffjis changed to ^5, by VIII. 2. 11. S. 1899. Why ' with

the exception of atfsrc &c.' Observe stfiR^, **rRrci?ft, sfPFWrfh ^KPPS'ltft.

"«n»;^W^?ft II Why do we say ' of a word consisting of more than two syllables' ?

Observe £ftr?H?ft u The phrase " when it is a name " has been read into

the sfltra. When the word is not a name, there is no lengthening. As

<n**ra*ft ii

*•«*

i

vmfrti t! * 1 3 1 ^° 11

wratft 11

1042. The final vowel of s&t &c. is lengthened

before us* when it is a Name.

As Wfff, smfTSft II The n of n^ is changed to w because it is a

Name ( VIII. 2. 11, 'S. 1899.) But not so after sftf^ &c as these belong to

«rerf! class ( VIII. 2. 9 S. 1897,)

lfH, Sfa, 3vth, 4^, 5^, 6>iftr, 7 gPr, 8 3?% 9 «3

»

?$ S
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\av\ I ?<n> ^Isrf^t: 1 5 1 3 1 m II

«ftg*f*ii

1043. The final * and the gr of a word, with the

exception of ^, are lengthened before er^ II

Thus «K«faS*t , ^nftT?*., gffW^I II Why do we say 'ending in f^
vowels'? Observe ftTf?«i II Why not of iftg ? Observe «ft$SftfH i(

Vatt:—It should be stated "with the exception of <ftg:and the

rest." Asww* 11

1044. The final vowel of a Preposition is diversely

lengthened, before a word formed by the krit-anix s^T, but

not when the compound denotes a human being.

Thus tffttfRP or iffttnU'- H

Note :—It df>es hot take place, as %%•%'•, TOR: II It is lengthened before

^ and BRUT, when building ia meant, as «rrm?: and srffirt:, II Otherwise JTWfi and

R«ITrC! » Optionally in>*fr &e. as Jififatf: or Jj?ftfo:, TRT^i or Jftftftq: II

Why do we say, " when human beings are not meant "? Observe

f^qrnf: "The caste Nishada." It is formed by st» under sutra III. 3. m
S. 3300 (rctfte^Tfl^Trp* jfir (nm.) » The word Vtfiw. ' gate =- keeper' is

apparently an exception.

t»«* I WT. «RR* I C I 1 I ^ II

I»n?rwtWrw ft$; mtm% 1 fasres 1 ^m i ^: Rs* i jptrras »

1045. A Preposition ending in t; or 5 lengthens

its final before sfrpjr II

As 5fte»r^:, n?5|fW!, 11 E&ro is formed by ^r
(
III. i. 134 S. 2896). Why

do we say ' ending in % or 5* ? Observe tow where the Preposition does

not end ia^ll
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?«* 1 snjr. 4-towm 1 < H 1 ^«\ 11

sm^tf^1
1 sreimi *mmi f%«u stcst: 11

1046. A long vowel is substituted for the final of

stOTL before the second member, when the compound ia a

name.

Thus WTft, II Why do we say ' when the compound is a name ' ?

Observe wres^F, where the compound is not a name.

*©«\S I f^V. <fift I C I 9 I 1%N9 II

iPRprtflra: n

1047. The final vowel of %fa is lengthened before

the affix «f<i II

Thus g«f*rfta II The %% is added by V. 4, 1 54 S. 891.

\qwi 1 ^ Tkmw*{ 1*131 k\s.\\

fiiim: II

1048. The final of fe*s» is lengthened before *TC,

when the compound is a name.

Thus f^nTO. but iw*rt' = Ptw "TO" *re« when it is not a name,

Note . The word vi 6 va is understood here from the preceding Ash$4dhyfcyl

gutra VI. 3. 128 S. 370.

ffcrrft*' i «*r rai ' fw/W? ir<»w*ii in

1049. The final offe«r is lengthened before ffr*

when it is the name of a Rishi.

As ftwPrt?
' the saSe ViSvamitra '. Why do we say ' the name

of a Rishi ? ' Observe ft*rft*T :
' a boy called Visvamitra '.

Vart :—The final of flj?t is lengthened before the following f*r, ijrr,

«4 5»f Wt ,
5*8 aad «T!fi—as WfnT. Wfc :

. Wfftf :

. ««$?*, WTOf:, WyW,

WTf : II

tfofe !—The word jrgt is read in the Vfirtika with a long Eaal «Tf II Some
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read it as short final, and say «Jf^: is a Bahuvrihi where the final of kj is lengthened

but the lengthening does not take place in a Tatpurasha.

1050. The ?t of g»r is replaced by ?jj, even when the

compound is not a Name, when it is preceded by the words

pra, nir, antar, Sara, ikshu, plaksha, Amra, karshya, khadira,

and pivfrksh&.

Thus ir^orm,
; ^tw^*, ii The word is eR[«4 and not !jjre4 and it is

this * that causes the uj change.

Note !—The word vana is understood from the preceding Ashtadhy&yi sutrn

VIII. 4. 4 S. 10»9.

fn^rff*^; irflfrft ««*«»• *
11 fft^wt t fafarrwi u

1051. The 3T of sr is optionally replaced by uj, when

the cause of change occurs in the first member of the

compound and which denotes a perennial herb or a forest

tree.

Note :—When the purvapada is a word denoting STPTr^ or a perennial

herb, or denoting a qsr^ffT or a tree, and it has a change-producing or alterant

letter, then the h of *r is replaced by 11 11 The word vanaspati is denned

in Amarakosha as those trees which produce fruits without flowering, such

as fig trees &c (udumbava). The r%cr«T is not a vanaspati in this sense:

because it has visible flowers and fruits both. But the word vanaspati

in the sutra is taken here as syonymous with ' tree ' in general. See

note below, This is an optional rule,

Thus :—f^htfpi or f&wi; Herein is the name of wqf§T U Similarly

fa'&SH'i or RrftOTIPl; is an example of vanaspati,

Vart :—This rule applies when the first word is a dissyllabic or

a trisyllabic 'word Therefore the change does not occur in VrcnrWl. II
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Vart:—Prohibiten! should be stated with regard to the words

sjfoin" &c. As ^Rsfrr^m. 1 ihi^pr* 11

HoU :—Though there is a distinction, botanically speaking, between a ^w
and a q?f?<Tnr i

yet in this Butra, the word ^^qt^ includes ^j also.

KArika :—Technically speaking tmwft is a tree that bears fruit

apparently without a flower, as a fig tree udumbara. fgis a tree that

bears both flower and fruit, arrefa is an annual herb, that dies after the

ripening of the fruit, and creepers and tubercles are called €tc»* ;
11

* 1052. The *r of nr$* is changed into ^r, when an alter-

ant letter, producing the change, occurs in the first member
of a compound, denoting the thing carried.

Thus ffgqrwi,
1

a sugar-cart '.

The thing which being placed on a cart is carried, is called, smw* u

Why do we say " denoting the thing carried ". Observe f^ffrjih " a

vehicle belonging to Indra '.

The word ^r^t is formed by adding 53? to qf , and the vriddhi length-

ening of the penultimate is valid by the nipatana of this sutra.

1053. The T of ir is changed into % when it

occurs as the second member of a compound, the first

member of which contains an alterant letter causing change ;

and the whole compound denotes a country or a people.

The word <TPT meaning " that which is drunk." is formed by the

affix pgs III. 3. 113 S. 284l. The force of the affix is to denote the object.

Thus qftrflpir f*ft*rct: °^irm'n
,

«wt ' the milk-drinking USlnaras '. g^milf: RT^St:

* the wine drinking Pr&chyas '.

Note :—Why do we say " when denoting ft country"? Observe ^f%<TPf thft

drink of the Dakshis
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The morels ssffo* and the rest are applied to persons afco through the

jnedium of beiftg country-names,

1054. Optionally when the compound denotes a

condition or an instrument, the f of inr is changed into %
when it is a second member, the cause of change occurring

in the first member in a compound.

Thus ^twri* or sffftTPfff " drinking of milk " is an example of mi
or condition.

Note .—Similarly s^Wf: or nffCWT: *fa:
* » vessel for drinking- milk.' This

is an example of $fr.or or instrument.

Vart :—Optionally so in the case of f*rf^ft &c. Thus pTfitft; ar

fSn?«r^ ; T^fn«*^r or -^fonrwrr 11

oimj^? » wfpGlf HfTift «TrT»Tf*T?ft 1 9TtT ipf gfflr$tif $3^1 srjfBj 3I**,*TW<n(TW

fog* ig^rf^ 1 Pst 1 Jrf^firwtr ft^fr oiarr^ffa gwr* 1 s«Rf*wrfr 3

3*rrf$ * 11 <Rr^r i vmwxfi n (^rgwrVflr.- ir'f*iwi%5HW 1 prr>& 1 *ft

1055. Optionally ?!j is substituted for sr when it

stands at the end of a Nominal-stem ( Pratipadika ) or is the

augment gq; or is sr of a case-affix, ( when the cause of

change occurs in the first member of the compound ),

Thus, to take the case a *fjprf\ww first. Tr^rr^r or WTCrMr from
JfrnrfTs*' masha-sowing ' formed by forft under III, 2. 8r. S. 2991

To take the example of a *w augment
; smt^rarSt or jftrjuroft

nominative plural neuter. The augment*^ is here added by VII. 1. 72 S. 314
from A»i* *<raf!ff => tfft*rT with ^fiff ^, the plural fa is added by VI

L

1. 20 S. 312 and the* 5^11
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To take the fqmfrR or case-termination, *rrwn%! or *rrTST«Ff, H

The word nrrrfm?RT^T means 'final in a Pratipadika* '. But here It

means ' final in a pratipadika which is a second member, of a compound,

the first member containing the cause of change'. Therefore the chatige

does not take place in Whri Hflpfr-nforflrsft " the sister ofGarga". But
"Mfar»fatfHf the word is derived from «T»|vrqT the share of Garga ', with the

adjectival affix pr , feminine fift, meaning, " enjoying the share of Garga"
In this case, like the word TPfHtrffaT: ' fit to be possessed by a mother ' : the

change will invariably take place. The very fact that sjg[ is taught separately

in the rule leads to this inference. The $% is ordained with regard to an.

anga ; so it is a portion of the anga as a whole (whether such anga consist

of a single word or several words glued into a compound ), and' not of the

last word of the compound. So the root f^Pr takes g^ and becomes ff*Sf

(Bhuadi root 622 ). This ^ is changed to w as in srffwp^ | But inspf%?f

no change takes place ; as it belongs to kshubhnadi class (VI II. 4. 39 S. 792)

The word wmftofl1

. or °«fr is to be understood to have a final s^, thft

affix being added afterwards in accordance with the following maxim :

—

-

( 11. 2. 19). " It should be stated that Gatis, Karakas, and Upapadas are-

compounded with bases that end with krit- affixes, before a case termination

or a feminine affix has been added to the latter " nffctiKJim qfisfl ftflr- ^»

Therefore the composition takes place first with the word ending,

in the krit affix, as *r«*nfl'*('U<ff+wrF<l'50 and thus the second term Tn^is ft

Pratipadika which ends in s^, and so the rule is applied to it, when tb

feminine affix is added.

Similarly g*r is not considered as the end portion of the second member

of the compound, but as the end-portion of the/«# compound word.

Vart

:

—Prohibitipn must be stated of the words g*r &c. As *«rg*W

(VI. 4. *33 vocalisation), ^«r?.ir » JTftWfa is a gati-samas, Cpsfrgt xm. »

*oW 1 w: I
iw^hm*; or: 1 «m ** it

JJrf^tgFrcs* franis* ftm *vm «rrewt «*Rr h )

1055. A. In a compound, the second member of

which 'is a monosyllable, there is ^ invariably in the room of *t

ofthe second member, provided that th.4 «f is at the end of a
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pratipadika, or is the augment 3^, or occurs in a vibhakti

;

and when the first member contains a cause of change.

This sutra has already been read as Sutra 307 see page 171. It is

repeated here to complete the context. This is an obligatory rule, as we

have used the word nityam in explaining it, See Sutra 307.

Thus %?<!<% 'the Vrtra-killer '
= ipr?^r^^r with fgft (HI. 2. 87 S.

2998) So alsowftRTn^ffr = ?Rfn^ " Hari worshipper." $rfttm$ " Drinkers of

milk': gtpttfiT "drinkers of wine': are examples of gff VII. 3, 88, ^$«f

and <?q-ft<Tr are examples of case-terminations.

Note'.—The word ^Hrf^ 'a beautiful bird
'

; is a compound of *«randft

("o*r*rrlrr fw) ll The srr is Instrumental Singular ( VII, 4 120 S. 244 ),

Why the letter or is repeated in this sutra, while its aiuivritti was understood

from the context ? It is repeated in order to show that thiB is not an optional but

an obligatory rule. In fact, it shows that the anuvritti of qr ' optional ' oeasefl,

and does not extend farther.

Ko\\ l $*fa <ari *; 1 a I tt ll

1056. In a compound, the second member of which

contains a guttural, (there is *jj in the room of*, that

follows anything which standing in the prior member is

qualified to cause the change, provided the ?r be at the end

of a pr&tipadika, or be the augment g^, or occur in a

vibhakti.

)

If the second part of a compound contains a letter of the class ^,

the change is obligatory, even though the second part be not monosyllabic,

As fffcRtft^T,m~sfiwnfa " ft*^ •—sfan'ta H

\o*ip I q^sw^sfq l * I *i I \3 N

1057. The *. is not changed to w when a Pada

intervenes between the cause of the change and the word

containing the * II
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The word ^qnrara is a compound meaning tr>r *min ' separated by a

Pada'. Thus mwfWn^Ti ^acjf%n^ 11 Here the Padas ^»t, and w$,

intervening, the change does not' take place.

Vart

:

—It should be stated when there is separation by a Pada,

except in a Taddhita. Prohibition does not apply to words like snjrrvra^ar,

Note :—Here *Tt takes the affix r?q* by IV. 3. 145, S. 1525 and the word irt is

a Pada by J. 4. 17, S. 230 and it intervenes between mi and the first word. The

atftkff oi Mahabhashya however does not approve o£ this Vartika. According to him

the qfSrftni means q% s?rw* n

1058. The word $*rj*p is irregularly formed with.

the augment %"& and means ' a species of herb '.

The ^3»f^ is the name of coriander : i. e<- ^ikt#t ; the seeds are also

so called. The exhibition of the word in the sutra in the Neuter gender

does not, however, show that the word is always Neuter. Why do we say

when meaning a species of herb? Observe 3j^£**^l =» $f^ttlft 3*3^1 ) U The

word g*«R here means the fruit of the ebony tree.

li^7ra% i ^rqwras urtfr n'«syr% i *ra?mft«§r*T *r«$'cft3i4 = » ftftfif far* i

mtm »r^far » am t <ft «* m&fr ir^ss??^: n

1059. The word srowro: is formed by the augment

?g£ when the sense is that of ' uninterrupted action '.

Thus sm*w: ^r«rr»r«?Sf% = H5ttrllf^«3%st»r«sf% il Why do we say
' uninterrupted action ' ? For, when the continuity of action is not meant,

we have SWW mvil *vs5if% = 3T<ft <fw %m% *T*5i% II

Note ;—The^rrtTU* comes from ^Rr?r, by adding «n3j_ to form the abstract

noun, ixwm up*: (V. 1. 123 S. 1787)»grgf?iHI How do you explain swept
it ought to be sw^pi,? 1"ne **. °f *T9. iB optionally elided before ^, on the strength

oi the Karika :
—" the w of a^^n* is elided before a word ending in a kritya affix,

the jt of g*£ is elided before mm and jp^ ,
the Sf of ^h is elided optionally before

F^fl and q%, the final ar of just is elided before qf(^f or q-qrsT II
" -As ( 1 ) srq^ sjftfsq

>=sT^^sst, < 2 ) vfrrFgw EjftK! = nrrfs mm., vrg*pr : ii. ( 3 ) sf*S3 = ^f§* si* zt =»

76 s
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i
h i 1 iirr- " ~ "

—

—
ii r !

1060. The word afaTf is formed by igg^ when

meaning a.locality visited or not visited by oows, or when it

means a -quantity.

Thus «fr«# >w-«n* yam srfvr*. H* «frf*rs srfwt^n u So also

fl*fyKTt([art"qiT* II The word »iN? by itself does not mean ' not visited by

cows.' Therefore the negative particle is added to give that sense. So also

*T|*TT»i

rni' $t*tH> II Here the word has no reference to cow, but to the quantity

of land. Why 'do we say ' a locality visited &c.' For when it has not the

above senses, the form is «Th^-*Tr ; ^rWI

Note :—What is the use of the word Wfflftffin tie en tra; the word%^
Trill 'giYe srnrwTT by adding the negative partiole, »f'»ffWTf«- wriftwrf P The force

of 4f3£ -compound.' is thttt of ijct " like that but not that ". As awrjjor mean*

"a man who 5

is' a Kshatriya &c, not a Bribmana, hut doeg not mean a

atone &c", Therefore w*n«SW with srs^ would mean "a place like a pasture

land but m which cows do not graze, but in 'which there is a possibility of cow*

grazing *'. But it is intended that it should refer to a place where there ia no

such possibility, hence *r§ftfT is naed. Therefore, deep forests where cows can

never enter, are called "ST'trwnT fl

wwimre W% gs; fa<rrs«lr i » «rw^ i ^rF?r f%* i *rrwm

«

1061. The word WET? is formed by ^a- when

meaning ' a place or position \

The word trfirer means ' firm place, established position, rank, dignity,

authority.' Thus *nwr w*W bsot^ II Why do we say when ' meaning a

place'? Observe wrw$-WTW.il

mg?r §? • wvS *fs U gs^ri i *ftw fgr*.i w«r*f tnk i tiw£ m

1062. The word *nvft is formed by fgs ,when mean-

ing something ' unusual '.

The word wwl is formed by adding the affix m to the verb *rc witb
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the preposition *r, and the augment gr n Thus *!«# qft *r ^Avll Why do
we say ' unusual '? For when not having this sense, we have spirit stf

VW*L 11

WW II

1063. The word smtft is formed -with^ meaning
" excrement ",

That which has bad tuslre is called <*•$?$
( f^^ ) \\ It applies to

the ejected food. To the root $ is added the affix *p* ( lit. 3. 57 S. 3232),

the preposition **nr and irregularly the §^u Thus «rcwtsnnwui The
place where the excreta lie ( the rectum ) is also so called. When not

having this sense, we have «T*c^i II

1064. The word «H^p: is formed with gs meaning
1 the part of a chariot \

This word is also derived from $ with the preposition m and the

affix wr<£ (III. 3. 57 S. 323^) and g« augment. When not having this

meaning we have •spt^-. tl

*««* I fete*- ;n|ffl[^<l mmn^oii

1065. The word fafarc is formed with ^ option-

ally when denoting a kind of bird, the other form being

This word is formed by adding the affix s? ( III. 1. 135 S. 2897)

to $ with the preposition ft and the augment §<. II The word folf^t also

refers to birds only, a kind of cock. The phrase ^Tf^fSf^ V is addgd

from the Vartika and is no part of the original sutra. Thus ^ tr^qr vtw

ftfaKP $4^ 1 3.3 It
" Though the sutra WtoKtHTOftfl would have given the

optional form f*n%?, -the specific mention of this form in the sutra indicates that

$fsK< always means 4 bird' and nothing else. Otherwise r^r%t would have
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referred to something other than a bird."—this opinion of K&s"ika is not valid

as it is opposed to the Mahabhashya.

\o%\ 1 srfa^sr $$'• I * l K l ?H* II

«rr sfa«5R<iT ^3^% 1 %&• raw 1 «rffi*Hp w ffRwiJiirs^! i «tcifa «R%i?r nm *wfo

1066. To the root q^r 'to go, to punish', is added the

augment gs , when preceded by the perpositon st%, the form

being stRPssKST. \\

The word SiRf*^ is formed by adding m% affix ( III. r. 134) to the

root, with the prefix srrWll Thus trr*TTsi sr^rfH vn'k «* srfWw 'I

shall inspect the town to-day, be thou my emissary.' The word nf^sff^f: means
" a messenger, a herald, an emissary ". Why do we say " to the root gp$r" ?

Observe sfttna: ^5rf="TRf5fi«!frs^: ' a horse guided by the whip.' Here though

eK^ir is derived from 3ftr, yet the augment does not take place, because the

augment comes to the root cfj*r > and not to a derivative word.

\9^9 \ TOS<mtUWHflft UHI^II

1067. The words 3^639 and irft8**^ are formed by

fjz, meaning the two Rishis of that name.

Thus snF=R<jq- qsfr ;, yw&X «KI^: II The word ?Rw^f could be formed by

VI. I. IJI S. 3527 in the Mantra, here it refers to other than Mantras.

Why do we say ' Rishis ' ? For when not referring to Rishis, we have VWit

w. ( wi wi jw»ni wt?0, fftwwrw ( ?fa ^jjft nw &*pw ) 11

%oZ* 1 natron* (1<}| ^gqftnnnttfc I « l * 1 ^a li

i^wssg^»rercs graft* ftqrt*q% i>i&*ffjr f%m n^a m?. \ t&ft ^m 11

1068. The word j^^: means ' a bamboo ', and

mpRTCs*. means ' a mendicant monk '.

When not having these meanings, the form is ntt- U This is an
underived nominal stem, having no derivation, to which g^is added when ' a
bamboo

'
is meant ; and the affix ff?r in addition, when a mendicant is to be

expressed and thus we have HSjh and n^fa^ » Why do we say " when
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meaning a bamboo or a mendicant ", Observe J^m?' " an alligator ", muffr

m:« an ocean".

Soma aay the word r&($. ii a derivative word, being derived from $r ' to

do' ffith the negative particle *ir and the affix sr^, the long srr being

shortened. Thus m fiR*W "Mr Jrf?tfa«siw<=*miiT: ' a bamboo or stick by -which the

prohibition is made ', So also by 'adding *[% ia the sense of a^Mj to the root

$ preceded by the upapada iff ; we get n^ft* II Thus *tf sjRSrtfte: - f^ft " a

monk, who has renonnoed all works ". A mendicant always sajs "Jf^i^g; 8fr»rfi%

•$[(%$ Wl*ft
"—" Do no works ye men, for peace is your highest end ".

i«rtfrcHwrc?f?r% sRi^Ot tr wen. i sT3»^*r jFfiwffi awg'f tpt i«rwn I

1069. The words irrecffc and snn^?? are names of

cities.

Why do we say ' names of cities ' ? For when not meaning cities

we have mtifc* ( fa* tfrww ) ; and wsrgff* ( srn^W 3*?«rcqr ) 11

*•«• I «RTWr7& f?jj: I * U I W »

1070. The word wrirw: means ' a tree \

This word is formed from m*+9+ * ( 1H. z - 2I )-*TC«re « Whet>

not meaning a tree, the form is *Rr«rt : " Some do not make this a separate

sutra, but include it in the next aphorism. Some read it in Kashkadi

(VIII. 3.48 S. 144).

1071. The words qrc*«?rc &c. are Names.

These words are irregularly formed by adding g? ll Thus WW?*
• a country called P^kara '. faffcR«rr ' N. of a cave '.
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\ ^

Vattik \~-mi ' a tbief '
and f^# '

N. of a deity ' are formed by

inserting gs in the compounds of^+^ ^H(t and eliding nil- Why

do we say ' when
4

meaning: a thief and a diety' ) Observe %m>, fwfijp n The

words ^ and ^Hf are used in the GanapAtha merely for the sake of

diversity; the word ijrwoaJd have connoted that

Fart /-Before the words ftft and Pnr fe added the augment a

when p precedes, Thuswfa%,wftft! n>

pft *R riR ( wpft «rh ) ii w**ro ii

iRpflSftm When the root ppr 'to injure' is preceded

by the prepositon if, there is added $ to $ when the agent of

the verb k a cow, Why do we say ' when the agent is cow ' ? Observe i§

m ' flflft ll In Sfpft the |ris added to a finite verb, which is thus

conjugated nnpift i', flpft 4, mpSr nw

»

Thfjs is an Ukritigana,



CHAPTER XXVI.

THE TADDHITA PATRONYMIC AFFIXES.

*m i *ra«ftstf wtotst i * i * i <^ n

1072. The Taddhita affixes, on the alternative of

their "being employed at all, come after the word that is

signified by the first of the words in construction in an

aphorism.

All the three words, vie. (l) srawtft ' of the words in construction,

(2) Jf*rcrq[ ' after the first
; (3) *r ' on the alternative,' exert a governing in-

fluence on the subsequent aphorisms, up to the aphorisms which leave to the.

words their own denotation -. that is to say, up to the end of the second

chapter of the fifth Book ; before the beginning of the sutra jrrrrf|i|fr ftvrffR:

(V. 3. 1. S. 1947.) The word samarthya means the word-form after it has

undergone the Sandhi operation : i. e, in its parinishthata state. The word

parinishthata means a completed word, i. e. a word on which sandhi operation

has been performed, and so it has completed its junction. Thusg +

«f?tJK~sfaraMl Add ?3£, and we have silffcifa:, and not & + afHn1t-

*n|ftlf?t: (S. 1088). The anuvritti of %\ however extends further than S.

1947.

This sutra has been thus rendered by Dr. BohtHngk :
" when hence*

forth the meaning is specified in which an affix is to be added, then one

should know that the rule applies to the first of those words which arc

associated with one another in sense, and that the affix is optional."

Note'-—The fifteen Butras that follow, teach the roles which are generally

applicable to all Taddhitas. We shall take up the farther explanation of this sutra

in S. 1088,
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1073. The affix w{ should be understood to come

after whatever we shall teach hereafter, upto the aphorism

tena divyati &c.

Up to the aphorism IV. 4. 2 S. 1550, the affix Wtw has a governing

influence, except where it is specifically superseded by any particular rule. This

aphoiism may be looked upon either as an adhikflra sutra or a p&ribhflshfi, sutra or a

vidhi sutra.

Note :—This is an exception to the aphorism, IV. 1. 85. S. 1077 by which

the affix "»B( would have come after words ending with ' pati \ The present &utr&

enjoins spJj instead.

The following is a Hst of words belonging to *WT«lrf$ class :

—

1 arxrrfa, 2 5rrHqf&, 3 ^r?rqrfW
r

4vpttRt, 5 tmvw Gw*ivrtJt:7w
fir, 8trgTRr, 9 ^sjtRt, lo^qfa, (tsttRc) n vnsnfir, 12 >**r<T|% 13 v&ft,

1075. The Yriddhi is substituted for the first vowel

of the stem, when a Taddhita-affix having an indicatory w
or i^r follows.

Note .—As nr*5: from irf+m, so also qpw I) *lfa: (W + ffl;), 8H%:,
«frq*nr: (with s^qr from sqg) SftfT^: Ac. This debars the Yriddhi of VII. 2. 115

8. 254 and VII. 2. 116, S. 2282 as *m£. : from ^|, and mm> from Wl% II

ffcEt «H^ <* aw i vraqferorft arre^
i iti°r<m* i trrorrwr iwr tfir 3

wrrffar* ti

1076. The Yriddhi is substituted for the first vowel
of the stem, when a Taddhita affix with an indicatory w
follows.

Note :—As snsra* with <*$ , so also <rwnW: (IV. I. 99 S. HOi), and
wftW e,nd TOMATO with ff* (IV. 4. i S, 1548 ).
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j_ i
I ill r'll ii

' '- -^—

n

T*i Hi mii lMihir"i i i
- minn . i

iimiiiiiii an mi m, , mil , ,„

-Thus srsrnS + 8T?[=9tWT?i»i (VII, 2. 117 S. 1075). The? of tjr^ is

elided by VI. 4. 142 S. 311. So also trrOfmu

The form flfflf^t as used by Haradatta in irrfqgft t*3i is wrong.

Note :—The Tattvabodhini, however, justifies this use of Haradatta.

«nrrif^ CTftaRrarn * 11 «ir»* 11

•jr^r srrsflr * 11 <m%rr 1 «Trf*Nt 11

^m*T3?lr * 11 ^w. 1 Vw;

»

fawr * if trite' »

wiBts^rro * 11 Brawn*-. ' s*f*wRr*row» ?r= 11

*»«rr»¥ 3 gwirwr- ° 11 sw*rw 11

wHfrsTOS VfwWRi * 11 aHgrffhTtsq^t*: i^rir: 1 sifimss. 1 <*IS fo* «

i$rs«Rft: 1

tfirsriflira^ m * 11 »i«tol 1 snirf^reijr Rctl ' *fr**f ^3** s^ "WW »

•ffTCW. 11

1077. The affix v*t comes, ia the various senses

taught here-in-after antecedently to tena dlvyati &c, after

the proper names, Diti, Aditi, and Aditya ; and that which

has the word qjgf as its final member.

Thus Rht+ u*1'»%P ' the son of Diti,' *rrfW ! 'the descendant of Aditi'

The form gtrftgr may a 'so denote the son of strft?T or sacred to aditya.

Wff?TO ' sacred to Aditya,' Similarly with words ending with <tT%, as JTsrrqrcl + r

m^iHWimi so also §fn<T5Tnll

Vdrt :—So also after the word «w; as, «n«t; U This Vartika Is

found in the Kasika and not in the Mahabhashya,

Note :
—.In the Chhandas, after tha words u%, *rf?r and fi^Ttt cornea

the affix "n 11 As, «rruW ( Vs, 13. 58. ) iwnand^tjirern II

Vdrt :—The affixes sj and stsj, come after the word "jf?Ht tl Thus
ifMV +3T=?>Trf^; "jfMf + ^^.=»7r^ » The resulting forms are the same,

but the feminine of the former will be qrrSfar by IV. 1. 4, S. 454 and that

of the latter «ufWr applying IV. 1. 15 S. 470,

77 S
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Vdrt:—The "affixes qs^and wr^ come after the word *«j ' a god.' A3
^s«(H or ^f. 1

divine.'

Vdrt:—There is elision of the final syllable of *f|*T, before the affix

V${; as *ft*I,+ wg-TOn 'external.'

Vdrt :—And the affix $3^ may be employed. As arf$$+fa^=a

*r#5K! 'external.' (VII. 2. 118, S. 1076).

Note :—In the Chhandas it takes the ftffix fas*. as ifi^t! the difference

being in the accent. ( VI. 1. 197 8. 3686),

The word arfl^is an trend and the above vArtika declares that its f|

portion is elided. This very fact indicates by implication, that the f> of

other Avyayas need not necessarily be elided before those affixes, before which the

base is called *r bhct . In fact the following v&rtika sr^uiTTfS'f ( the ft of

tho avyaya base jb elided) given under sntra VI. 4, 144 ( the ft of the base lla.

is elided when ft taddhitu affix follows) is not a universal rale. Thus

from the avyaya iPtmH we get WKrtft &o ; here tbe'fj is not elided.

Vdtl—Of the word wi*r* the fc is replaced by V, as 3re+WP|
«T*mni » 11 The % is changed to w as the compound belongs to Prishodaradi

class,

Vdrt :—But there is elision of the Taddhita affix sr after *trr*m when

the sense is that of ' existence ' only, as swwrra tt The word swwtr^ means

emw* WW«r "whose strength is like that of a horse ". It is a Bahuvrlhi.

Vdrt:— The 1? ofefffan is replaced by win the plural, when the

patronymic affixes follow; as s^Srir'i aifPSPHt U Why do we say " in the

plural number " ? Witness #fRtfa'-, ( IV. 1. 96 S. 1096 ).

Vdrt:—When an affix beginning with a vowel presents itself after the

word «fr, let the affix *n be substituted for it. Thus what is descended

(or produced, &c, ) from *fr is expressed by *rsq»i (VI, I. 79 S, 63),

Why do we say 'beginning with a vowel' ? Observe «fi>*ir 33*21 or 3rpT?i =

Note :—These affixes m Ac. taugbt in this sutra will come to the

exclusion of all the other affixes here-in-after taught which are employed in especial

senses. ThnB ^or is employed especially to denote a descendant, But after

the words f^ilt fr,o, fff^ will not be employed, but av, as^ars ' a descendant of f|(%' II

So al'so SRm* ( =^1?<TiffTri5r5? ! )» to the exclusion of IV. 2. 37 S. 1243 &cr

In fact the rule ftjjffrqtj irtsfil'^l ( I. 4. 2 S. 175 ) does not hold here.

If that be so, how do you explain the form Ifaii', II This word is not

directly formeH from the word f|i7j but from ft?ft, the feminine of the word, lift
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fonned by the affix gfatCIV. I. 45, the word fffsr being formed by the Krit-offix

j%!j and therefore it will take 3^ in the feminine ). To the feminine word f^^fY

is added saj. and we getM^: II The Paribhasha SjrRnfwi?$r f%f%fag:rorfq WS*H1

( a rule of grammar 'which applies to a, masculine applies also to the same word in,,

the feminine ) is not of universal application, as this very illustration shows.

Others consider the form^q as iaeorrect, as not to be found either in the

MahabhAshya or any Vartika.

1078. The affix *m. comes after the word s?*t &c.

in the various senses taught antecedently to tena-divyati &e.

This debars the affix ^w taught in IV. 1, 83 S 1073. as well as

the especial affixes here-in-after taught. .Thus 3^+*^= 8*1^?:, aftwn: W

The follo'vtng is the list of words belonging to a^rf? class.

15 flr«51, 16 *T3«5*, 17 ^n<Tf, 18 hot, 19 3*fr*rc, 20 tftwr, 21 <ftg^,

«

22 TOqraS<&' ?3 cpRU, 24 HR*R, 25 **rs?j;c, 26 Jrwjftrf, 27 f^, 28 ^fj,

29 «x^!l, 30 f?. 31 qs^TRT, 32 fsJTrWT, 33 sfVJif, 34 cjjg;^, 35 gqr^,

36 It, 37 fl«m«ffs*Rr 11

jy le
. The word iftwj in the above list, takes this affix, when it does

not mean ' a metre of prosody.' Therefore it is not so here ilraft r%«^>r • The

Graishmi Trishtup metre.' ButW ' belonging to summer.' The word @F?fW

here means ' metre,' and not Veda. The word *GfvWHt = ar.<RR*( aro, the phrase

TO meaning <rrsnr%, (^ being the name given to wm by Ancient Grammari-

ans ). Thus the compound will be nWGRw » The Paribhasha i^opmr

WRWWWWW Rf*wBft«P does not apply here. Therefore, tadantavidhi

applies here and we have w%Pra* (*tf*pr**gi« ) « The word «tot«t.takes

«Tii when meaning a 'place' : as ^W%Wi otherwise WWW- 'the son

of Udasthana.' The word s^ takes bets when meaning ' a share ', otherwise

it will take sn* , as tn«NlS*t: H

j7<j^:_The affix 'dhak» always comes after the words Agni and

Kali, in the various senses of the affixes called Pragdivyatiya. (See IV.

2 8, S. 1209 ) airs^l and «ritn* meaning ' born of Agni '
and ' of Kali

'
respe-

ctively.

Here ends the section of affixes that denote patronymics &c. in general.
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*•»«. 1 #§aT«lf SlS^stsh W«HT?S | « | I | eft ||

1079. The affixes 5R£ and ^H come after the words

^ft and $® respectively, in the senses specified in the apho-

rism reckoning from this one as far as " dhanyanam bhava-

ne kshetre khan "
( Y. 2. 1 S. 1802 ).

Thus <dt + n^sirT* ' feminine '.

Note :—The sense of the affixes taught in the Fourth Book, and Chapter I

of the Fifth Book, are various, Therefore, the word ^otn will have all those various

sig iflcationsj thus, it will mean either ^3^ (IV. 3. 58 S. 1428), 'existing in

females ', or ^imf ^gf (IV. 2. 37 S. 1243) 'a collection of females'; or ^faj

Bflf jT^j ( JV. 2. 74 S. 1453 ) ' what has come from females ' • or ^fp^r fl?T (V I. 5 S.

1665 ) ' suitable for females.' &o.

Similarly gg-+«s* = f(««* 'masculine, of existing in males, or a

collection of males, or what has cope from males, or suitable for males &c.'

These affixes, however, are not to be employed in the sense of the

affix ?fff taught in V. 1. 116. S. 1778. For Panini himself uses the form gqjj (and

not «fts) in sufcra VI. 3. 34, 8. 831 thus udicat.ug by implication. (hn*»<) that

in the sense of ^ff , 12 66 S. 932 the affix ©31 is not to he used. Thus efaff II

The forms ^fto, 5ft«r i*l$ and j??sjr are exceptional. See V, 1. 121. S. 1788 The

H of S^ is elided before ^33 by VIII. 2. 23. S. 54 ; had it not been elided, one

affijt r]5t, would have been taught in the sutra, and not two,

?eco 1 feuitiw^ I » I ? I w II

im\iv fai 1 qs^n^iw. 1 w*ir fan, 1 ^trc^rora tfaRr;

»

1080. A Tadhita affix, ordained to come on account

of the relation of the "words being that of a Dvigu compound,

is elided by luk, when it has the sense of the various affixes

taught antecedant to tena divyati &c, but not so, the affix

having the sense of a Patronymic.

The phrase $n»T frEq?f! of IV. I. S3 governs this aphorism also, and

not the phrase v??H[i£ of the last. Thus y*f\ig EfiWS tftgffii » l^^lia'

the sacnftcistf rice cake ' prepared1 in five cups
.'
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Why do we ' of a Dvigu compound '. The Dvigu compound with

the sense of a Taddhita affix is formed under II. 1. 51, The affix will not,

therefoie. be elided where it does not give rise to a Dvigu compound. Thus

T^^n^t

=

<Trs'*T^iTr^li " a piece belonging to the five cups."

Note :—Or the genitive case in f$qr: may be taken as sthflna-shaslitt, the

sense being ' there is the substitution of.§|3v.elision in the room of Dvigu', the word

Dvigu being here taken by metonymy for the affix which giveB rise to Dvigu Of

course, when two words have blended into a Dvigu compound, the affixes -will not

be, elided after such a word, because it becomes a pratipadika like others, as

qfasfiTral, H If so, how ie the affix elided in qs^tRTtsaro ^f?T'. ^S^lffi: P

This is not so ; there is no Taddhita, and the word qs^^qtsr can never be analysed

into <T5-^[Jf;q(F3ii»i ^fcfSp II If the latter sense is to be expressed, we must use a

sentence, and no single word. In fact three are the only valid forms, and

they arise without adding of any Taddhita affix to qs^EfiHTftt, viz. q**^ tfmm% 5f®?r:.

1*^5nrRT 5T*$fl:i ana qs^Tisr: (n Snmnhnia Dvigu). A Samahara and a

Taddhitartha Dvigu of these aie analysed in the same way, while the third qy^SRltesirfU

CNfJSf: will always remain a q|53 and never give rise to a Taddhita.

Why do we say ' beginning with a vowel ' ? Observe the affix is

not elided in q^ift *w«l StIiT<i=q'EW*i5?«|ij; or t^Tnfa^U Because the

elision of those affixes only takes place which begin with a vowel, while

rupa and maya begin with a consonant.

Why do we say " not so when the affix denotes a Patronymic " ?

Observe ^Rfa: a descendant of two Mitras.' Here the patronymic affix is

not elided, though the compound is a Dvigu.

j^e :—Why do we say " when it has the sense of the various affixes taught

antecedent to tena, iivyaki 1 " Observe ^qraqfSt^f! II

y-
Note •—How do you explain the non-elision of theaffix in ^wxirfpnvfy

and qtfi^s ? The word tfW does not mean fatfr faw SufifT but snq^r Rw,

filR«ir, faf%wnft«r~tl%l: H Similarly qr5*W: does not mean T*9 *%*

^but wnn. nfw\% tzmiw-^^nv* "Wit *w-«jtaw « So also with

«n?$?* 11

^oc;* t lft^S^iT[% 1 H I U^ II

1081. The Ink-elision of Patronymic &otra) affixes

in the plural, which have been enjoined by Sutras II. 4 63

S. 1146 and the rest, is prohibited, when the affix has an initial
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vowel, and it has the sense of the various affixes taught an-

tecedent to tena dtvyati &c. (IV, 4 2).

Thus the plural of *rT«T: is T»fY: (II. 4- 64 S. 1108 ). But the disciples

of «I*IP will be formed by the affix ® (IV. 2, 1 14 S. 1337) which is a prSgdi-

vyattya affix, and for the purposes of adding this pffix, the base will be con-

sidered to be »n4j: as if there was no elision. Thus m*4(\ + BF H

Here applies the next sutra,

^0^ 1 urc^rer «gr ?n%?tWTft I * l « l \W II

«r«Nr f|*j *r*foraj »T^r Fw »nto iwn?f ^^ii 11

1082. The *r, belonging to a Patronymic affix, pre-

ceded by a consonant, is elided before a Taddhita, when it

does not begin with an sn II

Thus «rr*w: + Br = «rr»ffnr: (VII. 1. 2, S. 475) and not »r»fiWi

Why do we say " when it has the sense of a pragdivyatiya affix"?

Thus «TJr«ir f?*r*.=ndfara ' what is fit for the Gargas,'

Note -.—Here the affix ® (V. 1. 1. S. 1661 ) has the sense of ' suitable for that,'

as taught in sfitra V. 1. 5. S. 1665 not one of the pragdivyatiya senses. Hence the luk

elision is maintained.

Why do we say " having an initial vowel"? Observe «i»f>ii sri*ra*»

aTtfc^raw and not nm^w: H Here the affix ^raj, a pragdivyatiya affix tnught

in sutra IV. 3. 81 S. 1461 does not begin with a vowel ; therefore it is added

to »ro and not «?r*4.

%o*\ l?jfn^KI S I \ |E9 ||

»15^>m^: t ^Hiiror; fan. 1 am %***< 1 ^f^rsm; 1 aw emrsfa *Bj§*ira*r: 1 s'iisfa

1083. There is luk-elision of the Ynvan Patrony-

mic forming affix (IY. 1. 163) when a pragdivyatiya affix

beginning with a vowel is to be added.

The elision of the Yuvan affix must take place mentally ;
having done

which, we should thfn look out for the proper Pragdivyatiya affix to be added

to the word-form thus remaining,
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Thus the Patronyinic from »gg^ is '^w^R: (IV. 1. 160S.1 184) with

the affix fqra. to be taught hereafter. The Yuvan of the latter is T§if3n?Rr

(IV, 1. 83 S. 1073) with the affix stm ; the word denoting the pupils of the

latter is i&n^PiHf: by (IV. 2. 112 S. 1333 formed from igfw^), \V1 en wujt

is elided the word "Wl^sfitlT becomes ^g^rai, and as the first syllable has

no Vriddhi letter now, there is no adding of s1

in the sense of pupils ; for 9 is

added by IV. 2 114 S. 1337 only after those words whose first syllable has

a Vriddhi letter.

\9#i 1 W^ansr 1 * 1 « i X*. II

«r»*t svrwraw 3^ 1 «ftai*u *w<5 1 src»ro<*t sit fRf fr^ 1 ^ ^ 1 ^

s^«r 11

1084. And after the words ^¥ &c, there is the §jafir

elision of the 5^»i affix.

"Trcr + aror'Aw 1 (IV. 1, 118 S. 1121). ' The Gotra descendant of Piila.'

"for + fa?* (IV i. 156 S. 1 180). The present rule intervenes, and the Yuvan

affix f^at, is elided ; so^3 is both a Gotra and a Yuvan word.

Note :—Some say that the ' Patla &c, words are formed by

the affix 59; (IV. 1. 05 S. 1095 ) ar>d tnen tne luk-eHsion of the

Yuvan affix would be valid by the next rule 1085. They would limit

the scope of the present sutra to cases where the Gotra of the people i»

not known, the Prachyas not being indicated.

1. V. 2. ^rrerif. s. «r«iF*r. 4. *n*s5RTft. 5. *r?fa. 6. «qffcv

7. £\i\>% . 8. ^prsrfsr- 9- ^HfSf- 10. sftqnrfsf. 11. arriRfcsr.

12. storsfs*. 13. Iwrrft. 14. ^jjsra'flr .
16. *r«gfa- 16. 'wf&fjr.

17. crfot. 18. .«fafaj. 19- sfrwrfnif^t. 20. ^iI^ih. 21. «?to8i%. 22.

G, s&tra :—The Yuvan affix is elided after a word formed by the

tadraja affix vn. U Thus the word «nf is formed by adding the affix «rw

under IV. 1. 170 S. 1188 to bijj; to this is added founder IV. 1. 156

S, 1 180. This fas* is elided. As <wff : meaning both father and son.

\9*i I V*'< HFJTO U I « I «• II
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1085. After a word ending with the Gotra affix s^
(IV. 1. 95 S. 1095 ) there is luk-elision of the Yuvan affix,

when the Gotra of the people called Pr&chya (Eastern) is

denoted.

<T5Tr«TW + S5=Tr5ri«TrR: 'the Gotra descendant of Pannagara'; after this

the Yuvan affix qv% (IV i. ioi S. 1103) is elided by the present rule, and so

qsffmfir : is both the father and the son. Why do we say Sfpsrr*? The word

JTperri. here qualifies the word Gotra understood, and does not mean that it is

an optional rule, "in the opinion of Eastern Grammarians." When the

Gotra of Prachyas is not denoted, there is no elision. Thus $r%: the Gotra

descendant of Daksha ; and figttrari ' son of D&kshi.' (Yuvan.)

*et=*
1 * crterf$RprJ 1 R I « U? 11

^5^pq:rR^i 7wt g«reaww §ar t rar<i 1 s^w nrw: 1 g^sn 1 *ra ?fa <*$ 1

1086. After the words cnssifo; and the rest, there is

not luk-elision of the Yuvan affix.

mc^fpf: formed by ^3T added to gpsf?r is the name of the father and

HrP^orraT! is the son of the former, formed by the Yuvan affix q?^ (IV.

1. ioi S. 1103 ).

7. ^r*far. 8, fofa. 9- ttffc. 10. |*ftfr. 11. 5^im. 12. >rofr. is.

Trecfa. 14 ?fofa. 15. §f%. 16. >f|? 17. str^ncfir- 18. W3«?Rr.

19. ?r«^«rrit. 20. srrpr^rlf. 21. srnra. 22. unfoft. 23. %fafa. 24

rf^t?[%. 25. *r«rfa. 26. %<ftnr. 27. 3rrf%^rflr. 28. srnsrcf. 29 sn§R.

80. ^fa. 31. *!%**?% 32. frf^T. 33. qrffcBTlfir. 34 #e?,fS«. 85.^1*.

36, >fft|l

^o«r\s 1 TK^fasfa^aT^n^ I a I $ l M II

afn^ftft Pt^ #r srrff f^ittf &%* 1 mmnnm ®mv *Rfhtr= 1 9rtn*ra*ft«n: t

qsjresmsat ^t?5r= 1 fafro<5 1 «wn<r«i 3?tr tf^rafti 1 sjofr sr«r ?^ ft* 1 «i few
«ire#*ir: 1 mmitfiw 11

1087. There is optionally luk-elision of the Yuvan

affixes <kw and fos^ when a Prftgdlvyatiya affix beginning

with a vowel is to be added.
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By the Sutra IV. 1. 90 S. 1083 all Yuvan affixes were told to be
elided. The present Sutra declares an option in the case of the Yuvar.

affixes <fi5R and fqpsi 11 Thus the Patronymic of jr<* is ^r«T(IV. 1. 105 S. 1107);

the Yuvan of uttfiq is formed by q^n, (IV. 1. 101 S. 1103) 3ir«trai: » Thus the

word denoting the pupils of Katyayana will be sjjnfotT or sfirwritftar: n Similarly

of the affix fow (IV. 1. 156 S. 1180) Thus from <wn, the Patronymic is tf^sg

(IV. 1. 112 S. 1115). The Yuvan of the latter is qrCTraffi (IV. r, 156 S. 1180)

The pupils of Yaskayani will be called *ff<3ftar: or qreWJpftqp II

«nfttfiK?£pr««pfl *rr>qw ti

flrasftw^sft- BrrvpriiJ g# *&% 1

w«rft*tm*g 1 vrtftwit hpto i *&m*$- fo* 1 trrfcrRr: i sTiw«rj5TR*n«r*iT

1088. ( The affixes shit, vq &c, already mentioned

in IV. 1. 83 S. 1673 &c, and those which will be taught

here-after, such as %% &c, denote ) ' the descendant of Bome

one
', (and they come after a word in the the sixth case,

which has completed its junction ).

Note :—This Sutra points out the meaning o! the affixes ; and it refers to tha

affixes that have preceded, beginning from bt<h ( IV. 1. 83 S. 1078) e g. «r*, n«j

«T3j;&o. and to tho affixes that follow such as f^&c. The affixes herein taught,

have the force of denoting deaoendant, when they are added to the word in

construction whioh is in the genitive case

Thus we may either use the sentence unworn, ; or by adding ^ro^

( IV. 1. 83 S. 1073 ) to the word *<&$ ( which has the 6th. case-affix in

construction in the above sentence ), form afrm* " the offspring of Upagu "

The word srJWsr ' is thus evolved.

Note :—«<rg + 8rm= *fr*3 + **1 " Now aPPlies either VI. 4. 146 S. 847

causing guna of final *, and VII. 2. us S. 254 requiring the vriddhi of the

final. The following discussion shows why guna takes place to the exclusion

of vriddhi though subsequent. afojo?: VI. 4. 146 S. 847 ("for ^ or 3; of

a bha stem, there is. substituted guna before a Taddhita affix
)
" is debarred

78 S
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by the subsequent sutra aT^rsjfaRr VII, 2, 115 S. 254 ('before the affixes

having an indicatory nor \, Vriddhi is substituted for the end vowel of &

stem " ) for guija will find scope in ft"^ &c So let there be vriddhi of

the final * ofWW II This is one objection.

Note :—But if vriddhi is not allowed, and * Is gunated to aft, and

we have by sandhi 37Trr+ST=3q«ra + 3T then arises another difficulty; for

the *r of *r now being penultimate requires vriddhi by wr«r 3<WU' VII.

2. Il6 S. 2282.

Ans. To remove both these difficulties the author says wnftfTsvsil

ivirfsft mwj " the vriddhi of the initial vowel taught by VII. 2. ny S. io;s

debars the two vriddhis, namely the vriddhi of the final required by VII. 2.

US S. 254 and the vriddhi of the penultimate sj required by VII. 2. 116

S. 2282."
;

Note :—Because rule VII. 2. 117 S, 1075 is subsequent to these two,

The vriddhis of the final and the penultimate find their free scope in %; (the

affix g being fart by VII. 1. 90 S. 284 causes vriddhi of «f[ by VII. 2. 115),

and <tm\' with°gs added to T«* respectively where VII. 2. 116 applies.

While the vriddhi of the initial will find its free scope in if^r> from gwtf 11

But in strgs from ?q«r and *ir«T3t: from sirnjthe rules VII. 2. 115 and n6

appear simultaneously with VII. 2. 117, and in their case the vrddhi of

the initial takes effect,- because that rule ( VII. 2. 117 S. 1075 ) is subsequent

This we do on the maxim ^r^fif &c. as well as by the inference of

finding the word gssRw^ in the list of Anufetikadi VII. 3. 20.

Note :—For if the initial Vriddhi ( VII. 2. 117) did not debar the

penultimate Vrddhi (VII, 2. 116 S. 2282 ), then we would have got the form

*fr*>RWT^'- regularly by the simultaneous application of these two rules VII,

2. 116 and 117; S. 2282 and 1075 without its being read in the Anu^atikadi

class. But the very fact that it is so read indicates that these two Vriddhis

cannot take place simultaneously.

Verse :—The general sutra tasyedam (IV. 3. 120 S. 1 500) would

have included the particular case of tasyapatyam ( what is the necessity ofthe

latter ). It is made in order to prevent the application of Vriddhach chhah

(IV, 2. 114 S. 1337). For 5 of S. 1337 excludes the spa; of S. 1500 in

case of Vriddha words, but it is intended that it should not exclude that,

even in Vriddha, hence the present sutra. The sense of apatya can be

included in the word sesha of S, 1392 and so the ^ru^of tasyedam can come

in the sense of apatya. The sepaiate present sutra has for its object to

make ^ applicable to Vriddha words ( like bhanu ).
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Note-,—The taayedam would certainly have included tasyapatyam
j for idnm-

may be anything apatya &o. The necessity for making a separate sutra for apatyam

is this. The VriddMeh ohhah excludes the 3P!£ of tasyed&m
i

so that in case of

Vriddha words we have ® instead of ^n^ || But gj does not come after Vrtddha

words in the sense- of apatya. Hence- this separate s<itra. If it be aaid that neither

the spj£ of taayedam nor its. exception the gj of Vriddhach ohha can- ever come in

the sense of apatya, ior they come in the daisbika senses only and apatya is not

included in the iaishika sense ; we reply,, that there is nothing to prevent us from

including the sense of apatya also in the daishika sense, of sutra- IV. 2. 92. S. 1392.

Therefore, we come back to ear former point that the necessity of this slltra is

iea% to make sn^ applicable to Vjiddha words. Thus the eon of vrfg ( a V$lddha

word > will be ^trsrft by the sn^ot this sfrtra, and nob *TT*Ntas by 5 of S. 1337,

which would have been the case had this sutra not existed, and had tasyedara,

IV. 3. 120 S. 1500 been requisitioned to denote apatya also.

By the general rule samartha-pada vidhih ( II. I. i. S. 647 ) ; the

rule will not apply when the words are not in syntactical construction. Thns

the words 3T%T3Pt " Upagu's " " offspring " are not In syntactical construc-

tion in the following sentence :—«nmjj>i*ik4sit %*TO " the dress of Upagu,

the offspring of Chaitra."

Why do we say " after thejiM word" ? That the affix should not

come after the word denoting the offspring, with the force of a genitive case

Thus insr*ff*raT 3TTO ff^r: =^3' 1^'» the affix is added to Indra In the

first case in construction, similarly ^*j(H.j|tiW'i^1 -^NM^I^ s or"^rf|"-

sq^H^nMl ''

-

^^fir^fl '' should not be formed.

By force of the word *rr in IV, 1, 82 S. 1072 we can have a sentence

also. As gq<TRq<a»u i

And by drawing in the anuvritti of anyatarasy&m from the sutra

IV. 1. 81 S. 1201, we have composition also in the other alternative. As.

The Patronymic being a jat? word takes #tg; in the feminine. As

So also mmm- i1{?t: 1 #sr' 1 lt»ii' 1 ffar: a

Note :—In explaining IV. 1. 82 S. 1072, we have used the words fffre-

ftran&wn" after the operation ofsandhior junction has been completed."

Why have we used those words ? Otherwise observe the anomaly. Thus g +
*f^flf=^f^«ri,f% + ^rar: = >!ft«itm

in: II Ifthe affix be not added to the form

SJ%?r. but to g + 3ffcm, so also not to «ftorcrop but to fafsw*! that is to say, if

the affix be added before sandhi, then the resultant forms would be *sr 9fan% *
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OTSf?«ri%: and «rr4Nr*rf!<«r: by force of errflfisflr" BTSfta: maxim, but the proper
forms are ^1^%: and%$pjrfa; 11

Q. The rule of sandhi, though an operation relating to letters (

a

varna rule
),

yet being antaranga, will take effect first, and then the Vriddhi

operation, which though an anga rule, is after all bahiranga with regard

to sandhi
;
what is the necessity of using the word *t»r*f at all in the sQtra

IV, r, &2 S. 1072 or explaining it by fismfcr: ?

Ans. The very fact that Fanini has used the word ?firtf in this

aphorism, when it could well have been dispensed with, indicates the

existence of the following maxim srfjcisgyp Trfopffap " The followers of

Panini do not insist on the taking effect of a rule, when its cause disappears."

( See p-30 ). Therefore had Panini not used the word *pn| in the sfltra IV.

I. 82, S. 1072 then by the application of the present maxim, the antaranga

operation of sandhi would have been set aside by the bahiranga vriddhi and

the forms would have been *H3fwrfrP and ST^g^rf^ H To prevent this fljpf

has been used.

Note:—The Karika should be broken up in order to understand it.

trSwfltermsft 11 The sAtra n$m ( IV. 3. 120 S, 1500 ) will include this *r<nai

also, for the word j*n may be applied to all things like *i<T«r, tffy, fimK &c,

Therefore wr ^ will come, by force of that sutra, in the sense of " descendant,"

why then make this separate sfltra tasyapatyam ? If you say that this

aphorism is necessary for the sake of sutras star^ &c, (IV." 1. 95 S. 1095 )

;

then why make a separate sQtra and notjoin it with the last ? Ans : *r*rcr«f

gOT *>%gt 11 The separate sfctra might have been made in order to debar the

operation of the sGtra f^feer ( IV. 2. 114. S. 1337 ). That sutra supersedes

(reqf*C, and so in the case of apatyam also, gr would have applied instead

of «p* where the base was a Vriddham word. But that is not desired.

Hence the separate sAtra.

If it be objected that " the snn. of tasyedam, and its apavada the

the affix er of vriddhach chhah, being gaishika affixes cannot come with the

force of apatyam, because the word saishika has been explained in IV, 2. 92

S. 1 3 12 as the sense different from that of descendant and the quadruple

significance, and so the above objection does not arise." To this the

answer is

Ans. ««tf : $«r (prwr li This sense of apatya is aq utsarga sesha.

The meaning is this. Had there been no yoga-vibhaga i. e. had tasya-
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patyam not been separately enunciated, but made one sutra with wm %**

something like ?rcnf<T^«l «W *3i (IV. 1. 95 S. 1095); then it will govern
those bases only that end in wr and the bases like sng &c. ( IV. 1. 95 and 96 S.

109S and 1096 ), and not bases like svq ; and therefore with regard to the base

jqg there would be no rule of adding an apatya affix but the Saishika 5^R«I, II

Thus even an apatya denotation can become a s"esha under the above circum-

stances. It will be an utsarga-aesha i. e. the remainder not covered by

a general rule : the general rule here by supposition being arfrfsr &c. There-

fore <a\ of nfofa with the force of apatya, will come after Upagu, but it

will be debarred in the case of ^5 &c. by the rule ^F^S ll But if we
make ta9yapatyam a separate sutra, then there being no iesha, the 5- will

never come under any circumstances.

Obj. If it be said that for bases like STg &c, which are not Vriddham

words, there will be no occasion for the addition of gr, and so there is no

necessity of making a separate sutra, To this we reply.

Ans : ;g3;Rftq JrafaWj The necessity of this sutra is in the case of

Vriddham bases like W3:, *px*m (ramr <m*fr s*n ) &c.

Therefore there must be this separate sutra. Thus VTraTWasWTS: II

The summary of the above discussion is that this stitra " tasyapa-

tyam " is made for the sake of Vriddham bases. Otherwise " tasyedam

"

would have been sufficient for bases like Upagu &c.

Note :—Now we take up the farther explanation of the sutra sama-

rthanam prathamad va" ( IV. 1. 82. S. 1072). Its explanation was postponed

till now.

The maxim sn^b <rsfafa: ( II. 1. i. S. 647 ) applies here also. Thus sw
SinkT^ ^TTW " the garment of Upagu, the son of Chaitra ". Here the two

words sT'TftTSI* are not ln construction
;
for 371ft": governs ^ and srci?^ is

governed by "*b(W, and so there is no affix.

Why do we say " after the first " ? The force of this question

will be understood by the following considerations. In the sutra hwntww

there are two words, ^ and stthj, of these the first only can stand as a

base to an affix, and not apatyam. Therefore, when searching for the base

to which the affix is to be added, we shall take %& 11 Therefore, there is no

necessity of using the word vpmq,. at all.

Ans: The words " after the first " are used in order to indicate that

the affix will not be added to the word which is the name of the descen-

dant, and referred to by the genitive word. Thus the sutra tasyapatyam
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is really ambiguous; for it literally means "let the affix «r*&cf cortie

in the sense of " His son ", The affix may come after Upagu exhibited

In the genitive case ; or after the word which is the Proper name of the son of

Upagu. Thus if Devadatta be the name of the son of Upagu ; then otw is

!jq»frC"T?r»l ; then by tasyapatyam, the affix might be added either tosngtor

to ^UtT li To prevent this, swnt is used in the sutra.

Moreover as in the case of ??jfr ?^?w *rw #t<*: ' Tndra h the devata

of this offering " we add the affix to ??jr denoted by the genitive case

under the rule HRWflr ( IV. 2. 24. S. 1226 ) ; and get the form ?»i as applied

togft:; similarly 3<T$r,<rafreq ???t|TO " Upagu is the son of this Devadatta"

we will have wTTfr T??tT: " Devadatta Aupagava " i. e. " Devadatta whose son

Is Upagu "
; or in '^wra'IWPTnP " Devadatta is son of this Upagu ", we

shall haveV^f^W" " Upagu whose son is Devadatta". Now this is not

Intended. We cannot have 8fta»rar: in the sense of ' He whose son is Upagu ",

nor \^sFtI; in the sense of " He whose son is Devadatta."

Why do we say "in the alternative"? Because the same idea

may also be expressed by a sentence j thus we may say sqnrWST) instead

of the taddhita formed word sfrm^s it

Note :—The same idea may also be expressed by 11 compound vrord

(Bamftsa); as 5q*Wft(t. 'the son of Upagu'. In fact, the samasa sale here

is not superseded by the Taddhita-rule, as it otherwise would have been by I. 4. 2, S. 175

because the anuvrltfci of ^RffTCWl *a understood here from eutra IV. 1. 81, S. 1201

- so that in the alternative when the Taddhita affix is not employed, the samasa rules

will find scope. The word «ffa»ra: being a ^[% denoting word ( because jafci includes

«TK T "WSr: m see Kariki to IV. 1. 83. S, 518 j therefore its feminine will be by

e$g ( VI. 1. 83 ) As qmnsft ||

*o«:g. 1 ?pt3i qtasnjfa *fora; l a I *i Utll

1089. A descendant, being a grandson or a still

lower offspring, is called Gotra.

Not$ :—When an offspring with reference to a person, is the son's son ot

that person or lower than that, it is called Gotra. Thus the son of ' Gsrga ' will bo

nrfjpt and the son or grandsons &o of «Tfffj; with referenoe to Garga will be *ir»j}; II

Similarly *p$!|i II

Why do we say 'a grandson or a still lower descendant'? The
Immediate descendant or the son will not be called Gotra. Thus 4\$n- r

nlfft; 11
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Note :—Q. The word SPTW has been read uselessly in this sutra, for grand-

sons &c are apatyam or descendants P The sfttra could have been well stated as

pautra-prav?iti gotrara'.

Ans. Yes. Therelore in explaining the sutra, the author has said

" apatyatvena vivakshitam "-" when it is intended to speak of a person as

a descendant" Why do we say <f when it is intended to express " ? Asa
matter of fact, even grand-sons and lower descendants of Garga also will be

denoted by the general patronymic mf*i-. formed under the ^fa rule »rfaS?1»

when no particular stress is laid on the degree of descent. The Gotra

denoting affix need not be added here.

Others say that the force of vivakshita is that the grandsons &c

should not get the designation gofra, but only their relationship. Therefore

$nn?f: though formed by 9?w ( not a gotra affix ) is also a gotra word.

?ote 1 tffeft g *n$ g*r 1 « \\ \\\\ II

1090. But when one in a line of descent beginning

with a father ( and reckoning upwards ) is alive, the descen-

dant of a grandson or still lower descendant is called Yuvan

only.

Note ;—The word iRT means an uninterrupted series of family descent—or

' 8 line.' One who occurs in such a line, like father <feo, is Called t?1S It When snch

a vandya is alive then the descendant of a grandson &a is called Yuvan.

The pharse ^rsTSTWT?* 'n tne sutra should be construed as qtoiPW?; *H 3TTW

'He who is the descendant of a grandson &c' In the last siibi'a however thia

phrase ^sf^?qq??i was properly construed by putting the word flrsrrr'gfS in the

case of upposit.ion with 3Ttr?^*l, meaning " a descendant being a grandson &o.
"

Thus the word Yuvan will he applied to a person who is at least fourth in the

order of descent, from the propositus with reference ' to whom the derivative is

made. Thus »r^i being the head, we have *(fr II

(qrfft: ( son or putra )

«rr*)5; ( Gotra )

l[**lf*|T! ( Yuvan ) if Garga or Gargi &e be alive ).

The force of the word g, in the sutra is that it will be called Yuyan only, and not

Gotra as well.
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1091. When an elder brother is alive, the younger

brother gets the title of Yuvan, being the descendant of a

grandson &c.

Note :—Even when a qrw like father &o is not alive ( and a brother is no

vansya ) the younger brother gets the designation of yuvan, when the elder brother

Is alive j thns i «TRfo»l!Pll

The word k%$- is confined to ancestors like father &o, so a brother can

never be a vanaya, because he is not the source from whioh the other brother

arises. This sufcra applies to cases -when Vans'ya is not meant. Thus Gargy&yana

is the name of the younger brother with reference to ihe elder brother, Gargya •

similarly Vatsyayana, Dakshy&yana, and Plakshfiyana.

wre*r tost ^fffsa- f^^sst irram? smR *rr sftaft ) »u»*rc*n<T«ii.»ii**fa'>t: i »n«if m \

«^**i «* isTRrfaft sr^ * » ifr«r*5ta ?«^?rr irr^ri. ( *tNw g^gr

<£sri*rf n*wrrar* i nimw iwwnw i 1?tft Br* i nr*& »

^rwr gran«ti ifmffft frai* » *nT3r irw < if^ft f^* l towJwt: ii

1092. The living descendant of a grandson &c is

called optionally a Yuvan, when a ( more ) superior sapinda

other than a brother is alive.

The word sfprr% is again read in this aphorism, though there Is

the anuvritti of :jjfaft also from IV. i. 163, S. 1090. This sfcrft of the sutra

qualifies the word descendant, the jfref^ which is understood by context

qualifies the word sapinrla. The sapinda relationship extends up to seven

degrees. The word wfa* means ' superior ', and tqfttnc is comparative and

means ' more superior' that is to say, superior both by degree of descent

and by age, such as an uncle, or a maternal grand-father or an elder

brother &c. when alive.

Thus the descendant of nt»4 will be nr^raf! or nt"}: H

Here the uncle or the brother of a grand-father being alive, the des-

cendant is optionally called Yuvan or Gotra,

Why do we say " superior " ? When the person alive is lower either

in degree or in age, then we have only one form «tf§ only. Why do we say
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« when alive ? " When either the descendant of a grandson &c is dead

or the superior sapinda is dead, then also we have one form «rr*^t only,

Vdrtika :—The Gotra is sometimes optionally regarded

as Yuvan, when respectful reference to him is intended.

The word Vriddha is another term for Gotra in the terminology

of the ancient grammarians. As ST *W* m*?lhw or »rt»$.' "you honored

Gargyayana or Gargya ".

Why do we say ' when respectful reference is intended ' ? Observe,

»rp$: 11 The definition of Vriddham as given by other Grammarians fs

OTTO*i*?rfifcr<r,T3ni»

Vdrf.—The Yuvan is optionally spoken of aa Gotra,

when contemptuous reference to him is intended.

Thus irrnfr str^T: or. «n«?W»tr WPi: H W hen contempt is not intended,

the only form is nrwfiwfli «

*rer wss'iwpP'iftsffrirPTfTr' ff^ssrW 11 \ 11

•mvo( fq$& WItTJP trT^rRfifw t 1

tawq ^rTnlf: q?^ 1 %&s Trf?Rj: <?rr>r3fr s wra«ri i^re^afa »?[% fwT'irar w^wr:

1093. One descendant-denoting affix only is employed

when a gotra descendant (how low so-ever)is to be indica-

ted.

Note;—-The word Gotra is defined in antra IV. 1. 162 and means the

offspring beginning with the grandson. There wonld have arisen .the application of a

Separate affix m denoting the descendant of erery one of such persons ; the present

sdtra declares a restriction. Thus the son ot »T*f: isirrffii (IV. 1. 93) The

sonof*TffSi (or in other words the grandson of *nT ) is iTf^f- (IV, 1. 106). This is

formed by a Gotra affix. Uow the son of a irr*$:will also be called »n*q:, no

79 S
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new affix will be added. In fact, in denoting the Gotra descendants how low soever

the affix ssfsr will be added to the word trtf, though there may be several intermediate

descendants. Thus the sutm (restricts the application of the affix. Or in another

view of the matter, it may be said to restrict the base to which the affix is to be

added. Thns the eon of «n*3[ will be formed by adding the affix *p^notto the

base »nu5 ( which would have been the case were IV. 1. 92 S. 1088 strictly applied),

but to the base *V$ 11 So that one base is to be taken and adhered to throughout,

in applying Gotra affixes,

Thus the Gotra descendant of 3<rg is shimr--. of n*f Is «rHf«, of *f¥ Js

shafts (l

Note :—The word «T):% in the sutra is in the singular number as th« word

denotes the whole class ; i.e. all gotra descendants. The word *j$fj is a numeral.

If the sutra be translated thus :—" when a Gotra-descendant is intended to be

expressed, then the descendant denoting affix should be one only "—then in the

case of gotra-descendant the first word only takes the affix, and not any other. On
the other hand, if the gotra affix can be added, even after tie word has taken an

apatya-affis, then there is not one t
affix in denoting a Gotra-descendant. Hence

the author has explained by saying " One descendant-denoting afrfo only is employed

&c ". The word apatya is read into the sfitra from the context, as it is the governing

word of tho whole section.

Others explain the word tfsjr as equivalent to SHTH or first 5 and the first

means the base which is devoid of any apatya-affix- They explain the antra thus.

" The first or the original word takes the apatya-affix in denoting Gotra."

Thus the eon of TTpagn is Aupagava, the gotra descendant will be also

Aupagava. The gotra-affix will be added to Upag.n and not to Anpagava. Thug

the gotra-descendant will be formed by the affix ajar also, just as the

immediate descendant (i.e. son) ia formed by *TO£/, and not by %${\\ For

+hongh atr?1^ ' son of TJpagu " is a word which ends in »f, and therefore in form-

ing a descendant from it the affis |>i ought to be added by IV. 1. 95 S. 1095;

yet bt«t is added by force of this sutra. There is no specifo Gotra affix for this

word 3HS U

Similarly *tp%', formed by qw of IV, I. 1-05 8, 1107. Here «p^ is

specifically ordained to denote Gotra-descendants, and therefore, there is not $33 added

by IV. 1. 95 S. 1095, whioh is added only when an immediate descendant ( i. e. son )

is to be denoted. Thus here we have two forms, the son of Garga is »m1?:,

while the grand-ion and lower descendants will be -rji*^: II Thus «n«$ denotes not

only the grandson of Garga,- but the son of Gargya as well. The word denoting

the eon of Gargya < the grandson of Garga ) will not be formed by MT3J. added to

«rpr||, because of the restriction of this rnle : since one affix only can be added. The

affix tRar would have been added by IV. 1. 101 S. 1103. in denoting the son of
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Gargya, for lie is a Yuvan? as Gargyayana. Bat when he ia considered

as a Gotra-descendant, then he will be called by the general name Gargya.

Simflarly HJ5R5T: formed ly q^ under IV. 1. 99 S. 1101. Here also <5ag.

is specifically ordained to come after Nadddi words, and therefore the general affix

f33F( IV. 1. 95 S. 109-5 ) is precluded : which now finds its scope in denoting the

immediate descendant i. e. the son of Nada. Thus NMi is son of Nada s while

Nadayana is the grandson of Nada. The eon of Nad4yana will be Nadayana : and

not NftdAyanij with the $sr of IV. 1, 95 S. 1095 -

r because of the restriction of this

sutra which says only one affix is to bo added.

Verse :
—

" In denoting a Gotra descendant, there is a succession of
affixes, being either one less in number than the degree of the descendant : or

two less in number r the undesirable occurrence taking place after all

pratipadikas which are two less, in number than the base ".

"The word apatya (son or descendant can be used in relation)

to the father only ; and in relation to older ( than father ) also," according to

diversity of opinions. Hence the necessity of this sutra, as well as of the

next sutra, to remove these anomalies.
"

In the first alternative, when apatya is only of a father, ( and we can

not say " a grandfather's apatya "
) ; when the third in degree from Upagu

is to be denoted, there must be added the affix ?s$ to sFfhnf, ( thus giving the

form Aupagavi" the grand-son of Upagu "
). Similarly to denote the fourth

in degree, when the elder brother is not alive, and when the elder-members-of-

the-fa.mily (vansya) are dead, the affix <jraj? is added ( and we have «nqirqnpTi) II

( The son of Aupagavayana will be by in, Aupagavayani, his son will be

Aupagavayana and so on ). Thus by the constant recurrence of t^ and

^sjr affixes alternately, in denoting a Gotra descendant hundredth in degree

from the original 3<t?j, there will be ninty-nine affixes.

In the second alternative, when the word apatya can be applied

with regard to grand-father &c ( when we can say apatya of a grand- father,

&c )—and this is the valid alternative—the third in degree will be expressed

by sr"H added to a^g ; i, e, a|r<l*TTr will express the grandson also of Upagu :

and though thus the true and desired form is obtained, yet the affix ys* will

also come after srw-ending atrir^: II In denoting the fourth, the affix will

be "^ and then will commence the recurrence of T*, fsie&eij, s»i &c, and

thus in denoting the hundredth in degree Gotra descendant, there will occur

ninety eight undesirable affixes.

Therefore, for the sake of making a niyama or restrctive rule, has this

sutra been enunciated.
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This must be understood in the next sutra also.

Nott\—Objection. How could more than one affix be simultaneously applied

in denoting one Gotra, and is not, therefore, this sutra useless P

Ans 1—No. The following considerations show the necessity of this sufcra,

How the. person from, whom the Gotra is to be calculated, is the first or propositus

his son will be second, his grand-son will be third, and so on. The first or the

Propositus takes no affix, in denoting the son or the second there will be one affix

added ; in denoting son's Bon or the third, two affixes will be added, and so on ; so

that in denoting the hundredth, ninety-nine affixes will be added. Thus the son

of 3<rg will be ^l^-l-B^^ssffT^f: il The son's -son of Upagu or the son of

Aupagava will be 9f,<T*T^ +-?»!=' ^7*rf^' II The son's son of Upagu or the son of

ofcriTft will be ^nr% + ,fi<5 = ST'rW*Wf: II The fifth or the son of sfri^rqsr will

be BflT*T3't^'£+ f3j_= ^"Rt^raf^ : aQd then will commence the recurring series

Thus. 1. Upagu, 2. Aupagava, 8. Anpagavi, 4. Aupagavayana, 5. Aupa-

gavayani, 6. Aupagavayana, 7. Aupagav&yani, 8. Aupagavayana, 9, Aupa-

gavayani <fcc. Thus the second jn degree or son has one affix bt^, the third has

two affixes, 3JTJI.; and f»3f ; the fourth has three affixes atroj,, f3^ and qraff

the fifth has four affixes sro^, J5£ , c^a? and f5$ and so on. Therefore the verse

says, «TT% ?t^fT5r'3'Tri
Ti' JWWIt T^'^TCf " -In a Gotra descendant there will he an

uninterrupted succession ( parampaia ) of affixes whdse number will be one less

( eka-nna ) than the degree of descent ( ^ ) of the person to be so denoted." This

is one anomaly to remove which the present eutra has been made.

Though as a matter of fact, the final 9T and f would have been always elided

by SRtfcfH T ( VI. 4. 148 S, 311 ), and the forms would not have shown the actual

presence of the affixes "spj^and ?»!,, yet the number of affixes added will be always

one less than the degree of descent.

Another necessity of this sutra is as regards the base to which the -

affix is to

be added. Thus the base or pratipadika in the case oE son is Upagu ; in the cawe

of grandson or third descendant is Aupagava, or one new base • in the case of the

fourth descendant, the base is Anpagavi or second pratipadika. and so that in

the hundredth descendant there will be ninety-eight new pratipadikas ; i. e. always two

less than the degree of descent. Therefore the verse says : u$r W3^J?T SJ'sV'ifr"

sf%€ttqT^[i JTSTKlW " Or the anomaly ( anishta ) arises in the case of those

pr4tipadikas which are less by two than the degree of descent." Thus in the case

of third degree, there is one undesirable pratipadika i. e. Aupagava : i. e. the affix

is added to Aupagava and not to Upagu : in the oase of fourth in degree there is

another midesirable pratipadika i. e. affix is added to Aupagavi and not to Upagu

;

and so on. Thus the number of affix-taking undesirable sterna increase with

the degree of descent, their number being two less than the degree, therefore, the

neoessity of the present sutra in order to restrict the numbei of stems to one,
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The above two difficulties, one of ninety nine affixes, and the other ef ninety
eight arises from the two meanings of the word apatya. In one view the word 3TW
is restricted to the son of the father only ; and not to grand-sons &o. This is

the view pre-eminently of the lexicographer Amara, who defines apatya thus :

In this view there will be ninety nine affiles, in denoting the hundredth in

degree Gotra descendant.

The obher and siddhanta view is that apatya not only ?means the immediate

descendants ( son or danghter ) but the grandson and grand-daughter and lower

descendants also. Thus apatya is not only of father, but of those who are older

(
prachflm ) than father also, i. e. of grand-father and great-grand father Ac. In

other words the word apatya should he taken in its etymological sense i, e, " he who
prevents the fall ( patan ) of another "—the presence of any descendant, how low

so ever, prevents the fall of ancestors from heaven " ?r TrffSf#nr% "—sp^n,"
or ajRrf^ «R!IW?R, ^ a^n?5«L II And as grandsons &c prevent the fall of grand-

father &o. so they are also called apatya (fall-preventer) of grand -father Sua.

In fact, it in this wider sense of a " descendant,' 1 that the word apatya

is vmed by Panini himself in the sutra apatyam pautra pravriti gotram, ( IT. 1.

162 S. 1089).
v

1094. When a descendant of the description

denoted by Yuvan (IV. 1. 163 S. 1090) is intended to be

expressed, a new affix is attached, only after what already

ends with an affix marking a descendant as low at least

as a grandson (
gotra ) : but in the Feminine the word is

not termed Yuvan, and no new affix is added.

This is also a niyama or restrictive rule. Thus the Yuvan of nf^ is

HMqfw (IV. I. IOI S. 1 103). Similarly <fM*U«W'> srawup, "^n^raR'.

$r<PTft'., q iJi qfA i II

Why do we say " hut in the Feminine the word is not termed Tnvan " >

Observe *Rff which is the Feminine of srrR-rs (Gotra) as well as of l*|-di4ty: (Tn-

van ), Similarly cgrr^t feminine of csTrf%' **& <^rarw H In sn°rt
>
Yuvan affixes

are not added in the Feminine, If it ia intended to denote a feminine descendant
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at the kind Yutan, the feminine word formed by the Gotra affix will denote bvA g

descendant also.

What ia here prohibited i. e. is the term Gotra superseded by the term

Yuvan P If it is a niyarna rale, there will be no niyama with regard to the

Feminine, as the prohibition is contained in the Bame sentence. Therefore in the

feminine, the Yuvan affix will not get the designation of Gotra, because Gotra-naroa

is debarred by Yuvan Name. Therefore the SAtra should be divided in two, e, g.

^tmt^ STST% *rcrrtr ( 2 )| ^^TSragg»«t I ( 2 ) After a Gofcra-formed word a new affix

ia added in denoting a Yuvan descendant, ( 2 ) but not so in the feminine. In fact,

the name Yuvan is prohibited in the feminine, therefore, the feminino will be inown

by Gotra always and never by Yuvan.

los.% i iri to i a i \ i vi a

1095. The affix to comes after a Nominal-stem

which ends in short $r, in denoting a descendant.

This debars <sm( IV. i. 83 S. 1073). Thus 55rcq ii<4 =qrf^ ' a des-

cendant of Daksha,'

Note

:

—Why do we say short 3T ( for this is the force of the letter ?j added

to ST by 1. 1. 69 and 70 S. 14 and 15 ) ? The descendant of ^pifap or c^Nqp

( words which end in long 3f ). will not be formed by the six fsj; |l

The descendant of spffW by this sutra is ^ptrcffy, hut the form <{[nsm formed

by inn is also met w^- ^ s " iT^t^RTt^, OHHfliq "^tfgjqfi' " 'Give Sita to the son of

Dadaratha'.

1096. The affix to.
'

i8 added in the sense of a

descendant, after the words ' ba.hu ' &c.

Thus sn^". " a descendant of the clan of Bahu." The words ' Bahu

&c, either do not end in short % thus making the last rule inapplicable ; or if

they end in short sr, then some other rule would have prohibited the applica-

tion of $3*11 Hence the necessity of the present sutra. So also ^ggfrffi i H

This is a class of words recognizable only by the form ( *||$R)*UU ) II

1 «rn, 2 vmf, 3 *w» 4 ftnrs, 5 ftm§, 6 wr$, 7 *rfi*s

(*nf**3) 8 ¥%&, 9 i&m, 10 ^tt, 11 taim, 12 ^rt, is $im, 1*
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*PT$d<®*raT) 15 $w» 17 gfMt, 18 sffar, 19 legswi, 20 ^rssoj, 21

\mH, 22 ^f2rcv%> 23 ^sr'k. 2* iw*(, 25 ^^mqr, 26 g^pp*, 2?

qs*?^, 28 g^, 29 ^s^, 30 sRf^lrag-. stJRftW, 31 gqT^, 32 3^*^[, 83

^hiarwrefc s^tw, 54 f^, 55 =33^. 56 srsHR ii ^rrtrffT'Tijjrssra « %*r i 57

fdri;—The words srfg &o must be Proper Names, being heads of

Gotras from -whom clans take their name; otherwisQ the affix ^r will not be

applied. Thus the son oi a private person called «(rg will be s(TI^; M

Yfort !—The operations to be effected upon words denoting relation ara

prohibited with regard to the same word-forms when denoting Proper Names. ThuB

the offspring of ^S< meaning 'father in-law ' is >€?p{;, bat when it means a perBoa

called *§?a$nra, then the derivative -will be *y|gjfa I)

Note

:

—The "^ in the sfifcra indicates that other words not ineluded in the

list also take this affix. Thus srrfSc:, ^gsaffr, OTq^Tfr, srnwrsqft:, sftgttfas II

1097. The affix ^w is placed after the word sudhatri

in denoting the descendant, and the 3ff of sudh&tri is replac-

ed by the substitute ^^ before this affix.

Thus gmgtqgro.- Mfatfrf^ ' the descendant of Sudhltri '.

VArt:—The substitute <83K^, replaces the finals of azjRT, *i^, f3p*T?i

"SHH^M and ftr* when the Patronymic ?s^is to be added. Thus^srrerfo-.,

<<l^fe : i%m<R?i, ^l<Kiaf3>:,V*H'Ri ! I' In forming these words, the anomalous

Vfiddhi takes place by the following sOtra.

q^Rtr»«(t awrcwiW'qi tto i iffcs f%3w «$ir w»nk*n4i«itl» ^s «

1098. Before a Taddhita affix naving an indicatory

3£ , t^ or w , the Vriddhi is not substituted for the first vowel

in a compound, when it follows a word ending in qr or w

,
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but ^ and sn are respectively placed before the semi-

vowels.

That is 3 is placed before a, and s#r before ^n As.%trtfi%s, from

**m ; <m»gf%i i &c bo also ^au«M.l!i: from =m*WJ ( ssTRrRSR^ft ) tpP*=P from ^[

1099. The affix
f chphan ' comes after the words

' kuftja ' &e, when a Gotra descendant is to be denoted.

This debars f^ll Of the affix tet^3^ the letter 3t,is for the sake of

distinguishing this affix from the affix ^K^; such as in sutra V. 3. 113 S. 1100

by which the words ending in the affix ^qjs^take the further affix q ($3 ), in

order to form a complete word. The letter sj; of this affix causes Vriddhi

( VII. 2. 117 S, 1075 ). Then remains qr which by sutra VII. I. 2, S. 475

is replaced by ^raq, 11

Note s—The word %% of this sufcra governs the succeeding surras tip to

aphorism IV. 1. 112 S. 1115 so that all the affixes taught in. these fifteen

sutraa denote grandsons or descendants lower than that.

1100. The affix ftya comes after the name of a

wild hand, and after a word ending in chphan ( arpw

IV. 1. 98 S. 1099 ), without change of sense ; but not in

the feminine.

Note :—A collection of persona of different castes, having no determined

livelihood, and living by violence is called STTrT or ' wild band '.

Thus g;*5t + =EtRS^= gft*5i + ^TR^+ 3T = SF^raR II This is not a comple-

te word as yet. We must add n by the present sutra thus the full word is

t&*j«|4W; ' the grandson or a lower descendant of Kufija ' dual of it is

^t5.SH«l4h plural is qjlr»«ti<fttri ; the affix 53 being elided by II. 4. 62, S. 1193

in the plural, it being an affix of the r^psr class (IV. 1. T74 S. 1192).

Similarly srwrasr, snwmft, HTOPSCrP H

Why do we say " not in the Feminine ? observe WTfTClsht ^u%H?T.

sfrwrit, arowft li The affix^ is added as Gotra is a jati word.
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Why do we say " when a Gotra descendant is to be denoted ?
"

Observe ^f^f: " the son of Kufija \ Here^ is added by IV. 1. 95 S, 109J
in denoting an immediate descendant,

1101. The affix crsk comes, in denoting a Gotra

descendant, after the Nominal-stems sra; and the rest.

thus stTSTRPf: (1T + <K^=TR' +Wtt VII. 2. 118 S. 1076 and VII. I. 2

S. 475 ). Similarly 'srrcraup "the grandson or a lower descendant of Nad.a

or Chara ". But the son of ^^ will be sflf%.' ( IV. 1, 95 ).

The word TOfi is changed to ^RT^f? before this affix. Thus Sri&qtfipri LI

The word sftR?®;:occurs ia%rrf^ class II. 4. 59, S. 1084. The Yuvan affix is, therefore,

elided niter it, thus JOTqffli: is a common name for ' rather ' and ' son '. It takea

f»^ by IV. 1. 96, S. 1096 as belonging to B&liv&di class which is an Akrbi-gana.

T tie word ^rRixrjTq; takes tpa^ when denoting the f^rnjf gotra, e. g. sgTRrerafcw =»

JJT^JTipi'' ; otherwise the form will be STTffrWT*' II The word ^stjj will form ^T<nnf-

jjfji whim a BrsShmaua is meant; otherwise cRf^UT-i so also tntrrspts =^f^r£:, other-

wise *rftrs It The word sjftsg is changed to ^fS a£> ^tewt' H

1 HZ, 2 =qr ( ^r ) 3 ans, 4 gsr. 5 ^f^K, 6 ff?pcr, 7 *n=K, 8 qg;, 9

sraiKi io m§ sj^rgj =?r i 1 1 *rerca\ 12 ^rm^, i3^«i 14 ^ftrsfTsfsrut 1 15

mm, 16 *rc, 17 g-Rrai, 18 sra. 19 f^, ;20 an, 21 ft^, 22 ftpr, 23

fejft, 24 f^ja, 25 i*r?rc, 2G ZRnrff, 27 <wra<T ( 3fl3T ) 28 eRr**, 29 <mH

30 3T3T, 31 srg«i (, srgnO 32 ^etjj^ arspsr^rftfff I 33 ^tRw, 34 f§r?j, 35

Pnr, 36 §htc, 37 ?er«5 *re T, 38 5fTf, 39 g»* 40 ^t*jt, 41 fa<m, 42 SW>

43 jTUr, 44 TCTSfyS, 45 %nm, 46 ^tr?r. 47 f*RrT, 48 W%., 49 5RW, 50

sprit. 51 3*ran, 52 inay, 53 tfa^, 54 sf^, 55 fnnr, 56 tr^rrer, 57

eprRr*, 58 gus, 59 Rsq-^, 60 mm, 61" "«regft 62 s^, 63 ST^gr, 64 3rc<T,

65 5if, 66 ffvr, 67 <srer," 68 cfimr, 69 sr^Tr, 70 35*^, ?i ^ar, 72 srsfrs,

73 srirgT, 74 3Tfl[, 75 ^W^, 76 ?rr?Rt, 77 frR(. 78 stktskt, 79 ^srsr, 80

pro, 8i srerg;, 82 ?jpt, 88 gRT*r, 84 sfTer

»

8o S
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1102. The affix <£^ comes (in denoting a yuvan

descendant ) after the words §^?r &c, when they end in

the affix stsT ( IV. 1. 104 )

The words fft?r &c- form a subdivision of f%% class, which class

by IV. i. 104 S. 1 106 takes the affix ^rsj_in forming Gotra words. Thus

the Gotra descendant of sfor will be.?rf$t OgfoT + srsr) 11 The son of?|ft* will

be formed by this sQtra aud not by IV. l, 95 Thus ^rRfr f q^=. ^rferraFf: " the

son of Harita or the great-giandson of Harita." In fact, the force of the affix

tjv^ of this Stltra is that of a Yuvan affix, though it is taught in the chapter

of Gotra affixes ; because according to the general rule IV. t. 98 one Gotra

affix can be only added to a word, and the word gjf^
- being already formed

by a Gotra-affix ^n will not take again another Gotra affix t&e^H Therefore,

«K^ is here a Yuvan-affix.

1103. The affix <n« is added in denoting a ( Yuvan

)

descendant after a Nominal-stem ( denoting a Gotra descen-

dant and ) formed by the affixes *rs£ and ?sr
\\

The qycB of this sutra has, like that of the preceding sutra, the force

of a Yuvan affix, since it is to be added to words formed by the Gotra affixes

?rnand^n 11 Thus TfT + ^s?, (IV. 1. 105 S. Iioy)-*^!! HT^+'^»

It is no): every word that ends in Jp^ or £3jr, which takes the

Yuvan affix t$^
; hut only that word where the affix srs^ or ?3£ has the force of s

Gotra affix. Thus the affix jjsi is added by IV, 8. 10 S. 1380 to denote proximity

to a eea. As ^f<T + ?(s3;=%i:^' II This word will not take the affix i^ II Similarly

by IV. 2, 80 S 1292 the affix f^is added to the words g^W <&<=> the force of the

affix being ^rg^r%K II Thus ^fcr*fpT: H This word will not take the affix xf% ['

\\»v 1 ^s^^sf^jsc^rars^ i a 1 * i
{o\ 11

sata^f^ tnn&%;ri. 1 ^mJwsKri 1 sr*rfsrai wqraor^: 1 ztffrw. 11

1104. The affix n& eomes in denoting a Gotra

descendant, after the words ' ftiradvat ', gtmaka ' and
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'darbha', when they denote the descendants of Bhrigu,

Vatsa and Agr&yana, respectively.

The first two words urcg^ and g?r^ belong to farsrrft class, and therfore

would by IV. 1, 104 S. 1106 have taken the affix sr?£ in denoting Gotra, the.

present sutra prohibits that in certain cases and enjoins q;^ instead. This,

debars the affixes sjaand ?3i 11 The affix HT^is a Gotra affix here.

Thus JUT^Wr'T'-'HfW: otherwise im$r(: (formed by «ra) Jtfh^RTi

*wm'- 5
otherwise &TOP, spsrfcrap— ^rmTCPfff otherwise sm'<,. formed by ^r

( IV. 1. 95 )-

sntrftft? trap < w.'^HR'tft <Erercnt; 11

1105. The affix incomes, in the sense of a Gotra

descendant, optionally after the words l Drona,' l Parvata/

and ' Jivanta.'

This debars fSjt of IV. 1. 95, Thus frarptf ! or frTflT' ; TrffTPWCor

TT^^i ; tfmsjT: cr ffal%: H

The affix q^t, is employed in denoting a remote ( gotra ) offspring

and not an immediate descendant or son. How is then ^pgtsrpTT the son of

Drona, called |rorr?R! and not f>ftr,' in the phrase "-srajssrmr fr^fira' " ? The

jfrni here does not refer to the Drooa of the Mahabharat, but to some ancient

founder of a. clan ofthat name, and his descedants were called £tarp*Tr: 11 In

modern, times, by an- easy error, ASvatthama was called Draunayana, owing

to the similarity of sounds.

1106. The affix srsj; comes after the words ' Bida

'

&c, in denoting a remoter (Gotra) desceadant : but after

those words of this class which are not the names of ancient

sages, the affix ^ has the force of denoting, an immediate

descendant.
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The word anantarya in the sfttra is formed by the affix warn without

changing the sense, In fact ^nsrsEnrat is equal to TOR " an immediate descen-

dant." Thus the Gotra descendant of Bida will be ffe:; but the immediate

descendant will be Ik: formed by ^ of IV. i. 96 S. 1096, as it belongs to

Bahvadi class which is an Akritigana. Similarly the son of a sow

( putra ) will be^ II So also $f%?r ! II

N te :—This Sutra consists of four words : ^fa " non-Rishi or not being

the name of a Rage "
; STR^Sf ' in expressing an immediate descendant." fsterfij^!

" after BidAdi words " 3TW " the affix =sr5T, " Thus of the -words falling in Bidfidi

class, the words like gsr ' Hon,' jjfi^ daughter-,' sn^rR: ' jsister-in law ' are common

nouns and not names of Kishis. When the affix 'Srsiis added to these -words,

it has the force of denoting the immediate descendant. Thus 3?T + 3r3I=f[sr:

•grand-son.' gf^ + •JsraNs frf^sT: "daughter's son.' But when added to other

words which express the names of Riahis, the affix ^r*?. makes the Gotra des.

oendants. Thus fife + %m = k%'- 'the grandson or a descendant lower than thatj

of Bida .'

How in a context relating to Gptra affixes we come to this two fold

meaning of this sdtra ? To this we reply, that the phrase ^mirT^ should

ba thus construed. The word ' anrishi ' is in the ablative case, the case affix

being elided. The word ^HtJ'f is the same as ^rjrirrt the affix W^ being-

added without change oE significance. Therefore the words like frT &x- denote

the immediate ( anantara ) descendants of gsf &o, and do not denote a remote

descendant
(
gotra ), nor a descendant in general. Therefore, the above phrase

means:—' after a BidAdi word which is not the name of a Rishi,. the affix 'an 'is

added in denoting an immediate descendant.'

In denoting an immediate descendant or a descendant in general, the

Rishi words fir? tfec, will take other appropriate affixes. Thus fife forms %(fci

'a descendant of Bida' by IV. 1. 96 S. 1096 fa and not by ^saro^of IV. 1. 114,

because f^f is supposed to belong to the Akritigana of BAhYfldi,

1 ftR, 2 3$, 3 e&sr?iT, 4 frRn-fi, 5 *ft$[tT 6 grtpTff, 7 ^5TRT, 8

*r*T?(f!ptf) 9 f*wrc, 10 tf^qr(*tfRnr) 11 s^vnir, 12 s&j, 13 fim,

U WT^TKT, 15 wwr, 16 van, 17 u^ (b^) 18 ^3, 19 nnm, 20

f^, 21 fir*g. 22 >ftT<R, 23 vmn, 24 mp^;, 25 ^j^r, 26 mn*, 27

to^er, 28 wtrtfa, 29 wm§, 30 ?far, 31 f^rsr, 32 ar^^r, 33 srfrjjf

(3T&5JK) 34 vs$i, 35 ftsffi, 86 W, 37 srRtftt, 38 tfSr?r, 39 rfm
CrtrerO 40 TtR-fit, 4t fasrra, 42 snpc, 43 grsr^r, U ***, 4,5*31%, 46

I 1"!. 47 *?. 48 S^i, 49 j?r, 50 gffcg, 51 «pn*n 52^ ^S^l 53

f^fwr, 64 m^ mim; 11
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The word TOsff '" b\\e above list is replaced by *&%[ when taking tke-

affix ^T^L t T,TOS "RfeW SWcT^TrOTW: (the son of a Brfthmajjta, begotten on a

Sudrft woman, who though married to the BrAhma^a is tft^ft <a str»nge woman''

owing to the great difference of race
J

The word «TOft occurs in ?rgw{%^[^ C Vll. 3. 20 S, 1438 ) and SRFsnWft

(IV 1. 126- S. 1131) clauses also. Therefore when the sense is 'a son begotten

on another's wife
r wha is also called tr^fl

1

) the fovm -will be TIt#^:, with double

vriddhi of both members by VII. 3. 20 •» S. 1438 ; which does not take place in tb»

tmv- it

1107. The affix peonies, in the sense of a Gotra

descendant, after the words ' Garga ' &c.

Thusnt*4, the grandson or a still lower descendant of Garga', so

also ^am- &c.

ntf, 2 ^e^,i 3 srsrrcri 4 sfaftfSr, 5 srsr, 6 «wwrra:, 7 fawn,

8 jrrftfsrefir, 9 vfrftft, 10 $<?rj%T, II -stw, 12 ^, 13 srfSfar, 1* tf^, 15

^Tf, 16 srgj, 17 q?ff, 18 535, 19 sra?, 20 JRft, 21 >;tfm 22 fsgr, 23

ftwig, 24 5TOl1Ty 25 5Ttf%?r, 26 tff%?r, 27 3R, 28 qeg, 29 mif, 30 *nrg,

31 49, 32 flng;, 33 ^55, 34 jjsj, 35 *rg, 36 wRl!L s7 faPflS. 38 *3>

39 effj, 40 ^rafi, 41 53, 42 cRqg;, 43 ^af^, 44 s^, 45 fg(?g) 46

?T3, 47 ?reg, 48 ?rg^r
49 rnr?, 50 mm, SI stfqgRr, 52 g^, 53 m, S4

55T, 55 ^C?T, 56 *RIS. 67 ^ 68 3^<*r> 59^ 60 *&*, 6] ST^W'

62 «fig^r, 63 3tfTf?3, 64 §|R{5^f, 65 q&mK, 66 ^ifo?*?, 67 srsr«nTi?r, 68

fifofipT, 69 fT»rar, 70 Kgms, 11 min&X, 72 **N; («*«*) 7S 5JPB, 74

ITsr, ?5 ^r^rar, 76 smtfsr, 77 <rererc, 78 3rjjR& (3rr?j<K&) 79 *r?ta> S°

***&. 81 IfSH^ - 82 wsfcrer. 83 ^RwT, 84 *?£J, 85 STC^C'SPSaO 86 T5n*»

87 f^fgf, 88 nsw, 89 nr^, 90 ^S3>, M firf&W, «2 for*(flroO S3

ftsarsr, 94 *fa?r, 95 *n%RT, 96 *?*, 97 %{^T, 98 M*»i*wr, 99 VlR, 100

fTO. Mi ^55., 102 ft«nr, 103 f^i%, 104 g$fa, 105 gmfa*. ioe

TO, 307 $5ft5, . 108 tiffa, 109 w, HO **S. m 3*. 112 ***"*< us Wi
114 ff^ST, 115 PRTWT, 116 ftsgsj il

Note :—The word *f5 is found in the 5Tff|?ttf3t sublist of this claps. It ought

to take «f after^ in the feminine by IV. 1. 18, 8. 476
;
how then the form jtr^J"
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in *rr»pfr jretr P The- affix ?nj; comes, in denoting a, Gotra offspring, but in denoting

a descendant in general, tlais- affix will not come, and hence no nhpha also, If so

then why the immediate descendant of tsjjj^fjr is called 5T(*igp;q-: which is a name of

Paraaur&m the son of Jamadagni or why Vyasa the son of Parasara is called wcno^ ?

These are. exceptions formed by ntsr^Ttrainiirq-: i. e- hy superimposing of Gotra-form

on these. Their proper apatya forms are By «c<Ksr»j(IV. I1

. 114 S. lll?)i e .

3trT^W: and IHNR: It la forming the plural of irc4 the following rule applies :

—

tlot; tqsrateri *m *« it

1108. And there is Ink-elision of the Gotra affixes

*3T ( IV. 1. 105 S, 1107 ) and sp* ( IV. 1 104 S. 1106 ) when

the word of itself and not as part of a compound epithet

dependent on another,, takes the plural, but not in the

feminine.

Tpf + «rsr=irr»5$:
;
plural Tpar: ' the male Gotra descendants of Garga./

So also msr- 'the male Gotra descendants of Vatsa' • the singular being,

?rre?3r: ii Similarly, f^ + srsjp^: ( IV. I. 104 S. 1106 ) ;. plural fsrstr!, similarly

«^rf: singular ; g^rfi plural.

Why do we say tat-krite bahutve ' when the plural is of that

word alone ' ? But these affixes are not elided when the' word forms part of a

Bahuvrlhi compound. Thus, firsjirr^: 'those to whom G&rgya is beloved;'

fira^r! ' those to whom Baida is beloved.' Here the Plural is not of the word

Gargya, but of those who love Gargya,.

These affixes will not be elided in the feminine. Thus, nr»3t: is the

feminine plural of nrflf 11

Why do we say " when these denote Gotra descendants "? Other-

wise there will be no elision. Thus ^4- «rs^°%««i: ' living on the island,'

plural V^r 1

; here the affix srsjrjs not elided as it does not denote a Gotra.

So ^S^( +^sr^='^im- 'the pupil of Utsa,' plural ^merr: II Here the Gotra is

taken in the sense of a founder of a class, Pravara ; i. e. what is read in

pravara list, and is not a Grammatical Gotra. Hence this *rn is not elided

in for, 5f|^r: 11
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'^©£ \ *r3*£ttfeTO4ftfaftfr i g i ? 1 M ft

•j^sts^ ^j«tfTTtsff>«Srar Pnwt^ft^i «mf%iWR5i I ^^fi^fam 1 in#*tf*H!ft \\

1109. The affix sjsi; comes, in the sense ofaGotra
descendant, after the words sng and ^, when the words so

formed mean ' a Brahmana ' and ' a KauSika ' respectively.

Thus *rf<^!=mgW ' Brahmana.' Otherwise *WHRt " son of Madhu."

*T*W =^'rere?: $tshi. Otherwise %&&' H

The word Ef^ belongs to the Gargads class, so it would have taken yafi

by the last sutra also. The present sutra declares a niyama or restriction,

viz. sr§ takes^ then only when ERrftr^i is denoted. Its being read in the

Gargadi class serves another purpose : as it belongs to the sub-class srfiftn^,

the rule IV. 1. 18 S. 476 becomes applicable to it ; so that its feminine is

formed by «q? 11 Thus afrstsw^lft »

Noie X—In fact, it would have been bettex-, if in the body ol the Ganapatha,

instead of writing Sfg alone, there was t$f ^R[#i II It would have saved tha

repetition of ifc in the present stitra.

?U e 1 uMranti?^^ 1 tf \\ 1 $•« it

1110. The affix jisj; comes in the sense of a

Gotra descendant; after the words 3ffa and ^tvJr, when the

special descendants of the family of Angiras are meant.

Thus g»ft + 'TO.=,Wt! 'the grand-son or a still lower descendant of
1 Kapi ' of the family of Angiras '. So also Jtr&C- II

Why do we say oi the family of Angiras? Observe mm- ( IV. 1

122S. Il2S)'the gotra-descendant of Kapi ;' so also ;ftifas formed by $3

because it is a Non-Rishi word or because it belongs to Bahv&di ( IV. 1. 96

S. 1096 ) class.

Note :—The word eRfa occurs in Gargadi class. The present sfitra declares

a restriction i. e. the ' yafi ' is to be applied only when Angiraaa descendant

is meant. It is included in the Gargadi class also for the purpose of applying

IV. 1. 18 S. 476. Thus sw<3fra?ft
" grand-daughter or a still lower descendant of

Kapi

"
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%\\\ I erctqsjW I « I ^ I l»^ II

1111. The affix
f iw' comes in the sense of a

Gotra descendant after the word < SreHRT,' when meaning a

descendant, of Angirasa.

Thus ^T^nr^'^^itPrw., otherwise anwars 11

The word n&FS occurs both in the Gargadi class ( IV. 1. 1.05 S, 1107

)

and in the Sivadi class (IV. 1. 1 12 S. 1 1 1 5 ). It would have taken both affixes

sjwand 5PSIHI The present sutra declares that when it means an Angirasa,

than ScTO? will not take ^rtn of the (Sftrft class : and when it does not mean

Angirasa, then it takes both those affixes e. g. ^rcra®ST : and wrr. any

decendant of Vatanda.

1112. The affix ' ***{ ' is luk-elided in the feminine

after the word ' Wcflft ' when meaning a female descendant

of Angirasa.

Thus from ^nr?: we get ^mh^j in the masculine. As the word

belongs to Sarangaravadi class it takes gftsj.in the feminine by IV. I. 73.

In the feminine the sp*. is elided by luk, and we have qRTO^r +3^
(IV. 1. 73 S. 527)=*^^ "a female descendant of Vatanda of the clan

Angirasa." Why do we say " of Angirasa ? " Observe trmustf i'iipft formed

with'shpha' under lohitadi rule (IV. 1. 18 S. 476). When imf? takes

?r»n under Sivadi' class, its feminine is ?[t?TO^r II Though the word is formed

with ?r3F ,
yet in the feminine, there is not wr^ substitution ( IV. 1. 78 S.

lr98 ), because Vatanda is a Rishi-Name.

\\\\ 1 sranf^wp <Ksr 1 a I i I U» It

*tt% 1 miro 11 jRr srfa • 11 gstffilr f jr?l%^«Rq 1 mwv *Ttwror

ofranw 1 ipftf% ftp* » T*mm ^rrsr gjiSra: u

1113. The affix '**;$£/ conies, in the sense of a

Gotra descendant, after the words «i*ar &c.
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The anuvritti of angirasa does not extend to this aphorism. Thus

^R3. + qj3i=,^jg' + ?rra?r( VII. 1. 2 S. *75)="%i*XtiW (VII. 2. 117 s. 1075)

'the grandson or a still lower descendant of Asva '.

Note:—Similarly sjrpwraFT' II There are some words in -this olasB which

already have taken a patronymic affix, e. g. ^rr^Vl, and, 3rr?r£?r || After these

words the affix fT*!r, of course has the force of a Ynvan affix. The word ?n%^ is

formed by STrif + **$.( IV. I I. 122 S. 1125), %?sr=flrf§r (a Rajarshi)*;^ (IV.

1. 171 S. 1189), and ^rrfff^r ~ ,SR^ + «n* ( IV. 1. 105 S. 1107). The word *rs

takes phfiii only when it denotes an Afcrcya, as ^rrqWT:, otherwise ^lfi(:, with $»£

or ^rri: with ^T°l. H

V&rtika :—The word ^jrgr takes ' phafi ' only when the offspring of

a male is to be denoted, as ^rr?rf«ltT?r= ^frrr«Pr = but srRrrar 3T<T?T=3tt!ra: with

a^ll

The word ^ffrq takes ' phafi ' when denoting a Bharadvaja, as STr^WR:,

otherwise it will take the affix fst ,
which will be elided by II. 4. 28, S. 3399 leaving

the form mftn: II

The words 3W$r5f ^TC%tf of the' above list mean that when a person

born in Atri Gotra is adopted by a person belonging to Bharadvaja Gotra,

then the affix is to bo added, he oE coarse is an Atreya but gets a new Gotra of

Bharadvaja. Thus VTrcsran3*T :
i

otherwise the form will be vn^ra: with ^s^ of

IV. 1. 104.

1 ipqr 2 «fsr*r^. 3 ^T'Sr 4 %&% 5 ft* 6 53- 7 ^f|ijr 8 ST% (*?P3J)

9 Jsnnrcc 10 srer 11 f^sr 12 *Rit5t 13 nf^sr 14 vri"^r 15 >rf^r is

siftf 17 Krcf* 18 gra 19 m*s 20 tfftTii 21 TfrsrNF; 22 spfc 23 ?& 24 *$*
25 ^=5 26 nTRrg 27 ?ftx> 38 <rf%3T 29 t^R* 30 stscrH 31 tj*r 32 ^f 33

mr**^ 34 PWR* 35 ^? 36 *r<r srr§tSj 37 5T!T 38 5R 39 jsrT 40 tfwr 41

W| 42 ftRcT 43 f^7 44 f?rar5t 45 PTR 46 q'qroT 47 §<T 48 *r^ 49 %wi

50 (%PJ|) st^jj 5L SP^ 52 ^rrTggT 53 jfa ^ft 54 <%& 56 gijsrq: 57 s^rar

58*1 59 (ks(^) flrrsrT 60 vkr 61 ^rr^atVT^f^ 62¥r^f5t^rr^ 63 3^er 64

3TT?f=[ 65 f^rf!r"66 ^ 67 >**r 68 itf* 69 Rrn 70 jgfoc 71 vtf*3cF 72 iffaT

73 $<* 74 ^(or 75 »nr 76 <#$*, 77 *fij, 78 $pr, 79 HtT 80 s^m,

81 spr il

1114. The affix '^' comes in the sense of a

Gotra descendant, after the word *Ft, when the meaning is

a Traigarta.

8i S
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Thus *rc!ifair:<-l*F$ ;
otherwise vnnf: ( IV. r. 95 S. 1095 )

1115. The affix sng; comes in the sense of a descen-

dant, after the words to &c.

The anuvritti of the word »fr% ( IV. 1. 98 S.1099 ) does not extend

to this sutra. The affixes taught hereafter are generic patronymic affixes.

The affix sr<* debars fSjr &c. Thus Rr^+fT^r.'-fh
-

:
' a descendant of Siva'.

Note:—The word cRFSt. 'a carpenter' occurs in this class. Being a common

noun denoting an artisan, it would have taken the affix yw by IV. 1, 158 j the

present sdtra prevents that. lb does not, however, prevent the application of on

ordained by IV. 1. 152. S. 1176. Thus ?r^+^"=^OT: II S^*"^?!^: II

The =sr is elided by VI. 4. 134.

The word *mr occurs in this class, as well as In the Subhradi class ( IV.

I. 123 S. 1126 ) and the Tikadi ( IV. r. 154 S. 1178 ). There are thus three

forms of this word :—*rf*T:; »rf'TRf5rs with fes and *rf*fa ! with y^n

The word ftwrr occurs in this class as well as in the Kufijadi class

(IV. 1. 98 S. 1099). It has thus two forms : %xm: and %qfrqrqaTi with

chphafi.

The affix ?ror^ will come after a word consisting of two syllables, when it is

the name of a riv,er : the affix ?^ (IV. 1.121 S. 1124) would hare debarred the

Hinft3i SPt, of (IV. 1. 118 1116) in case of patronymics formed from river

Dftmes, However, it is not so, because of this prohibition. The Patronymic from the

river nnme fSf^ofJ; would be formed by ?P»t,(IV. 1 H3 S. 1116 ), as ^%0(: but this is

replaced by fippi; u

1 RTT 2 life 3 iftf&st? 4 ^wy 5 3r«r 6 sjft 7 ^wj 8 gfsrc 9 eR$*^

(^fW) 10 iRpTOmf 11 #R^T 12 g<?r 13 ?jft 14 gfqf 15 ^5?^ 16 <sfjT

17 ^3- 18 <Kg* 19 <KPT 20 ^Nr 21 ^[^SJ (^gfsi) 22 ^7 23 SRT'S

24 ^orarf 25 ^^ 26 *Kfi?S 27 <rft5T 28 qrf^f 29 ftg: 30 %fq 31 7ri$CT

32 *ftfaKf 33 <fifaGterr 34 srfiltiW 35 *fafaKr 36 jfsfacR 37 38 tf^KS? 39

tfSorcj; 40 J^r* 41 #5rr5T 42 gp^ 43% 44 5&ST 45 ^nsftsfsr 46 fa*^ 47

*T°t 48 ^n<ff 49 ifftrT 50 ft** 51 ft** 52 f^r^f 53 <nj[c* 54 sprRJ

55 gr^Tpff 56 gp^ 57 «|*rr 58 *%* 59 sirftf^T 60 g*fttffarr 61 Q$fift[
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68 ff3* 69 sfef&5r&T 70 »r»Tr 71 fiftm 72 qsfi 73 sqj U-jpg 75 <m; ^pr

76 %m<>i (f°r^> 77 t* 78 m*& 79 f^rrcr 80 *jftr 81 ^t 82 *&&$

83 s^fr TOP 84 fiftaft fsfcprr ^ u 85 Jftftjfasjr, 86 ^(^, 87 SRtivr 88

JftftfSW, 89 *rm, 90 ^?rai, 91 3^13?, 92 t^r
II It is an 3rr$f%*ro[ II

^fajr; 1 wrft«t:^ 1 ^rrspn?^ 1 *i3teTffc fsfra. i %*rcw 1 swflfcKw f%s 1 fiwwir

TOf iflfpfa: H

1116, The affix 3PH. comes, in the sense of a des-

cendant, after words which are the names of rivers, or women,

when such words are not Vriddham words ; and when they

are used as names and not as adjectives.

sag, ( IV. I. 120 S. 1123 ) is the general affix by which patronymics

are formed from feminine bases. The present sutra is an exception to

that.

Note

;

—The word Vriddham in the sutra, does not mean the technical

Patronymic of that name as defined in other Grammars and nsed in. Sfttras like

IV. 1. 166, S. 1092 but means the Vriddham as defined in this Grammar i. e. a word

whose first syllable is a Vriddhi letter ( 1. 1. 73 S. 523 ) The word ?p|i£T«i: shows

the orthography of the word io whioh the affix is to be added. The word l3ter3«ft»«P

declares the meaning of that word and both attributes refer to one and the same

base. i. e. orthographically the base should have a Vriddhi letter in the first syllable,

and efcymologically it should denote a man or a i-iver. The word <nnPW*J: applies

both to the base and the affix.

Thus «*$Frr—airgsp ' a son of the Yamuna '. sri^: ' son of the Nar-

mada '. These are all names of rivers. Similary %firTH: ' son of Ptfs^r' ll

Why do we say ' when not a Vriddha word ' ? Observe 5rrcnr?%S:

formed by g-gj (IV. 1. 120 S. 1123).. Why do we say being 'names of

rivers or women '. Observe Vfrfat ll Why do we say " when it is a navu ?
"

Observe *Su^r^?nT3t=€PT%*li "the son of a beautiful woman \

^U^ 1 sg^v^iMJi^^gng 1 h 1 ? 1 \\H ll

^j«rat *r=i*3FSK-. > vim-. iWffisn 1 ^pwt. 'WK^ 1 tf*n*af., «rr§^t 1

<5tf?re$: 1 *ih%tf% 3 arrgfrf^T^ i gn^i, jrr^isr: i m^c- \ f** <pnttfmfl?V n^im*-
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1117. The affix sng; comes, in the sense of a des-

cendant, after a Nominal-stem danoting the name of a Rishi,

or the name of a person of the family of Andhaka, Vrishni,

and Knru.

This debars the affix ^sr || The Rishis are like Vasishtha, Vilvamkra

&c. Thus srrRrSJ.^rm;*' ll So also jq-pK^f:, U™tt- being persons belonging

to the family of Andhaka ; and m$&'-, snT^ST' being persons belonging

to the familiy of Vrishni. The word ^fR: however, is formed by ^because

it belongs to Bihvadi class. And m^w, m&$- being persons belonging

to the family of Kuru.

This sutra debars fsr only, on the maxim j^st^ ll The word

srfir is the name of a Rishi, in forming its Patronymic, the present sutra

enjoins ?r^; but IV. I. 122 S. 1 125. enjoins ?3?; thus there being a conflict,

we apply the maxim of interpretation contained in I. 4, 2. So that the

Patronymic of?fr% will be formed not by sph. but by tt 11 Thus sgr^qi II

Similarly 3*?%^ a person of Andhaka family, forma its patr^nymio ??[tT%Hr:

IV. 1. 152 by *%; and not by ^rnrj so also %55r^HT 'son of Vaishvaksena ' a

person of Vfishni family ; so also $riT%Hr: 'son of Bhlmasena ' a person of Knru

family.

1118. The affix shot comes in the sense of a descen-

dant, after the word matri when it is preceded by a Numeral,

or by the words^ or W3T ; and the letters is substituted

for the final sjj of m&tri,

Thus from nfarf we haveVrrg*' " the son of two mothers i. e. the son

of one and adopted by another ". (f$*rrf + ^=%»rrf( + 3- + 3r=Vrrft + !3' + £ + ?r

I. I. 51 S. 70 ). Similarly «rr"irgt:, Wfl'g* and vrryJTrg?: II

This sutra is made in order to teach the substitution of short 7 for

the ^J of Tr? : for the word m% would have taken the affix $tt by the general

rule IV. 1. 83. S. 1073 The sutra contains the word "jjrfars in the feminine

gender, showing by implication that the rule applies where the word *Nf

denotes a female.
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Thus ^"f*nff% =• ^Tr^ ' he who mea.an.rea together'. Its patronymic will be

^fapj.-'son of a fellow-measurer' ; because tare the word fff^r does not mean

' mother ', bat a ' measure
'

Nor the word ^rar^ ' barley measurer ' will be affected. by this rule.

Why do we say-" when preceded by a Numeral &c. " Observe ^ifpf : ' son of

Sumatri'. The word Vn%$s is formed by IV, 1. 123 S. 1126 as belonging

to Subhradi class

*sffrs"rert(sai. cn^riir^r«t*T sjtfta&ffsr t *n*ft^ stm* ^k » spprstr q*rr-

1119. The affix ^% comes in the sense of a des-

cendant, after the word 3»?qT, and when this affix is added,

stfr* is the substitute of ' kanya '.

Thus 3rajw! 3TT3r=3fr*fi'T' ' the son of a virgin ' viz. Karna or Vyasa.

This debars the arec of IV. T. 121.

Note'.—The word gfprr means 'a. virgin' the sou oE a virgin is produced by

immaculate conception. §fW^*nTITirtr ie«TPi; 3r §Jfr*tsR T ^vTr^ STfrfrr, qm li'rft, «WT

1120. The affix wtm comes after the words fe^nt,

giF, and strt, when the sense is a descendant of the family

of Vatsa, Bharadvaja and Atri respectively.

Thus %gtf:=i?r?$r. otherwise IraRfSrs II ^f:=vntfl;nr:, otherwise ^rfs II

5r»ra
,

: = ,in%?l!, otherwise snrfgr: II

In some texts the word ijirr ending with the feminine affix srrg;

is used and not tg»T 11 The former being a feminine word, its Patronymic

willbesnjfa'i by IV. 1. 120 S. 1123 when it does not mean a descendant

of vrc*rsp 11 /

WW nfaiRT*tittHl ??=;ll
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1121. The affix <^r comes optionally after the

word §m in denoting a descendant.

The word tftsn' being the name of a female would have taken =sr<ir by

IV. I. 113 S. 1116 ; but this ?nT would have been prohibited by IV. r. 121

S. 1124 as it is a disyllabic feminine word. Hence the necessity of the

present sutra. Thus %$n or\^: ' son of Ptla."

1122. The affix^ comes optionally, in the sense

of a descendant, after the word w*!f3? as well as the affix sng; It

Thus we get three forms, n^^R + X^=- Tff%«T: ; Jri^+^rw^Jnw^;

JPS^ + f^Hl^ipR: (IV. 1. 95).

1123. The words ending in a feminine affix take

the affix 5"^ in forming their Patronymic.

The word ^} in the aphorism means ' words ending in the feminine

affixes zi% &c,' That is, words ending in long ?n and § of the feminine.

Thus f^rat +^=%T^i (IV 1. 2S. 183). So also gWafa: "the son of

Vinata or Suparni " But the son ofijremwill be ^ftjrft: as it belongs to

Bahvadi class. ( IV. 1. 96. S. 1096 ), Similarly the son of sprfa' will be mW-
as it belongs to Sivadi class, (IV. 1. 112 S. 1115 )•

But^t^?: and 3^3: formed by ssrar meaning sona of ^tgfjf^r and 515, for

though these words are feminine, they do not end in feminine affixes.

The affix £3£ comes after 3P§^r when meaning ^«T II Thus a(TT^3(: =\W
" bull," Here ' dhak ' haa not the patronymic force. The patronymic will be m&(

:

' the son of a mare.'

The feminine words ^*Hf and eRfpterr take the affix ^g;\ in forming

the patronymic. Thua ^*=^! "the son of a curlew." c^Rfrr: ''the son of a

oackoo'

S^y 1 irg-: I a i ? i \n\ \\
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1124. The affix ' dhak ' comes m the sense of a

descendant, after a word ending in a feminine affix and con-'

sisting of two vowels.

This debars the Wl ot IV. I. 1 13. S. 1 1 16.

Thus^r^=^ ' the son of DattS * But the son offqT is

however, qrds by Wl of IV. 3. 120 S. 1500.

Note:—Why do we say 'having two vowels?' Observe «jnj*n "sod oJ

q^ l ', which is a trisyllabic word and not disyllabic.

<<MiM»f:
aKts^r s^.?«Hq: h f^sprrRi > tt^ati I ^w 11

1125- The affix '%%' comes, in the sense of a

descendant, after a dissyllabic Nominal-stem ending in

short ?, but not, however, after a word ending in the patro-

nymic affix jr^r ||

The anuvritti of ' strl ' does not extend to this aphorism. The force

of the word *r in the sutra is to draw the anuvritti of the word sfert of the

last sfltra. Thus flan: ' the son of Dull '. sHfo: ' the son of f%ft^ '
II

Note :—Why do we say " after a word ending in short % " t Observe ^irjp

" the son of g^r "
|l Here 5g though a dissyllabic word, yet ends in $r II

73otp. :—Why do we any ' not ending in the patronymic affix fsr^' ? Observe

^remgor; ' the son of 51% ' n Here though ^rf$f is a dissyllabic word ending in short f,

it does not take the affix 3^ for ^ here is the affix $3T (IV. 1. 95. S. 1095); bo

also cftTOrqrr: II Why do we say ' having two vowels ' P Observe HrtiT: '" son ot

«tff*" ii

1126. The affix ' 5* ' comes in the sense of a des-

cendant after the stems tg& &c.

Tlius^p^JiPT&=.jjHfas 11

Note :—This debars jsi and other Affixes. The -word ff in the sutra shows

that some words not occurring in the list of ^pjffRf may t&fce the af^, as it is an
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qrr^ntiri || For though, the words w, TT^T are not in the lifit, we find still forms

like *rt^', W&%* &c -

stram^, 7*aTf, (jftro), 8R*n,(Rwt). 9 ^t°ft> 10 ***, n

vjftoft, 12 ftS, 13 wqs, U snuffer, 15 *«ft, 36 ft*^, 17 ftw,

18 q«> 3 9 ftv, 20 ^rr, 21 *i§rr%, 22 u^, !8w, 24 ^r^, (mm) 25

^wrasr, 26 <ps°3- 27 ft*' 28 "fa*- 29 ^^ 30 s™1**' 3i 'W5
'

32

srrerres, 33 Trcsf^K, 34 s^i^ra; . 35 5T$frmr,r%itftr§r i 36 *m*r, 37 g^rrer,

38 =sr<far, 39 irwr; 40 ^ (*rrer.) *l hot, 42 *&&§, 43 ^, 44 wt,

4,5 %pqqci 46 W**» 47 3^' 48 5W' 49 §^^> 5 ° ^r^' 6l ^ 52

%n, 53 *mm% 54 iwrft^r, 55 ^Ravr, 56 fumrfeFr, 57 ^ri^r^T, 58 fSrsnfw*

59 <mfa, 60>^tT, 61 tam, 62 roiefir, 63 *spgjc, 64 §%foKr, 65 srcffiRr.

66 nmffljw, 67 Jsrfw'rcr, 6a jRjsft*, («5S®> 69 srtf^, 70 srfsnrf^,

71 m, 72 *fa(, 7j0 *§tfr, 74 up*, 75 ^w^, 76 3P*r, 77 3rf3rc

78 *rar^, 79 urerpRr, 60 sawr, 81 vtct, 82 Jfisrss, 83 ^sjf$r, 84 ^JT, 85

*»Pfi3, 86 apt*5, 8T ¥«5. 88 ISR":?, 59 53, 90 53, 91 fftfalfr, 92 stR5T,

03 ssff^W U The *ord Pravahana ( 39 ) which belongs to this class, is governed

by the siitra 112$ in forming its derivative.

1127. The affix
t:S^ ? comes after the words ' vi-

karna ' and ' kushita \ when they mean the descendants of

K&syapa.

Thus %finfa: and 3?itffa%«t: = «Kreaw: ; otherwise we have%5Kp5r: and

tRrfSrerfSi: formed by IV. r. 95.

1128. The affix '3"^' comes in the sense of a des-

cendant, after the word and the augment 1^ is added

when this affix is to be applied.

Thus t+a^H+l^+tfJ; (I. l. 46 S. 36)-^r + w^-^r: (VII.

1.2.)
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l{R.k I sraT^aFPI 4 I VS I I ! UK 11

1129. Before the affix g (qpj), the Vriddhi is

substituted for the first vowel of the second member of

srarcgw, but optionally so for the first vowel of the first

member ( i. e. sr ) II

Thus jprre^*!tro?f ^TPn^ras or srgr^s n

Note-.—The affix 5«^IV. T. 123, S. 1126 ia added, here. Similarly !Tqn5%*ft

*rNtsW= q^T^tJftwrT^' ( VI. 3. 39, umsculation prohibited ). Or we may translate the

sfitra as " Before the affix %, the Towel of it in. R^rfijj optionally gets Vriddhi ", and

omit the rest. The masculatiou -will still be prohibited by VI. 3. 41, S. 842 { ^rra
-

) II

1130. Even in a new derivative from h3TT5#ei itself

when formed with a Taddhita affix having an indicatory

3^,T^ or w, there is vriddhi substitution for the first vowel

of the second member, but optionally so for the first vowel

of the first member.

As ir^T?3t*('Esir=rc!T = (Tr-JT^rf^ 1 or sr<u<4}ft:, II In other words, the external

vriddhi might have been caused by ;3j^ is not able to supersede the internal

optional vriddhi de-pendent upon ?• n Hence a separate sutra.

qTif*naf^r- wni3^"5r i s»n*!ufafa«r: ) arrintf^fa: n

1131. The affix ' s;$r ' comes in the sense of a

descendant, after the words ftf?WJft &c. and the substitute

C13T takes the place of the final of these word* before

this affix. -

Note i—In the oase of those words in this list which end in a, feminine affix,

the present siltra teaohes merely the substitution of fsf? for they would have

taken the affix 3^ hy IV. 1 120. S. 1123. Bat in the case of other wordk, the Sutra

teaehea both the substitution of ^?r^and the addition of $?£>i

82 S
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Thus fiPsrHt

+

ZfS." ^^snf^t.+ 3^.= *5.wnfa*tn : 'the son of Kalyanl'

So also «fTSi^%«i: II

1 ^wft, 2 g^mT, 3 $fat, 4 *«Hft, 5 srgtfe, 6 *r$l£fa (fTS^)

7 STO(t, 8 W5fa& 9 ^ST, 10 ^ftBT, H 1WJT, 12 'TCSft- II

US* ' 5fawn «n i « n i W» II

^sjn* f^vparcr r^3 fas: <£^N i ^tsnrifa: i^^qi i ^ft ftgpm
§Er*T i «<r i ^flmKi ff $'<HW<ffir ?rwr : w^t *f?t 1% *e$ » ^r^: n

1132. The affix '^' comes in the sense of a

descendant, after the word &ti<M, and ?T^ is optionally the

substitute of the final before this affix.

The word §5TCT has another meaning also of a nun, Literally

it means one who wanders (iT*f?r) from one family (§sO to another,

i. e. " a .chaste woman but a beggar or ( 2 ) secondly an

unchaste woman." This sutra is made to teach substitution only, for

<pi?r would have always taken srs^ by the general rule IV. r. 120 S. 1123.

Thus §ET*r + ^~^<H(23+^=<*wR^:. or ifaikm 'son of a chaste woman
who is a beggar'. This word ^orsrwhen meaning an unchaste woman, being

a word denoting contempt, will take also the affix ^. by IV. 1. 131 S.

1 1 37. Thus 4ii<H2<.: 11 In this case there are two forms only ^fa^T' and

5tV5rzq: and never ^\«Rh^: II

No fe :—See AmarakoBba II. 6. 26.

*W 1 l3FTr%?«*% ijforc^r * 1 v»
1 * 1 {* n

1133. The Vriddhi is substituted for the first

vowels of both
( the first and second ) members in a

compound ending with c$, *R, and faf^, before a Taddhita
affix having an indicatory or, st or ^11

Note:—The words g>T*TT and 5^ occur in the Kalyan&di class (IV.
I. 126 8. 113 ) and the affix ff^and %%. augment are added, g^Tf also occurs in
Udgitr' clans (V. 1. 129). Thai word, howorer, does not get the Vriddbi in the
second member, as ir^ #prra II This is a Vedio anomaly.
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Similarly from ^Rf-i^; ( » srsjgR'tfTrs fwf: ) we have *nS3%*wr:

^^rSgfa^^PP) II The word RT?5J occurs in Kachchhadi class, and

§n^: is formed by srw 11 The Tadanta-rule applies to words formed there-

under.

The words ggf and g^ are anomalously formed by V. 4, 150.

The word sindhu means ' a country ',
' a river' or an ocean '.

-m&f!K< H f^ranrt^ JS'^fKHii * 11 nmn esnsr "T^w 1 'srarrfe'snips; 11

1134. The word ss&m takes the affix $PC« in forming

the Patronymic.

Thus ^ |<&v ' son of Chataka '.

Vdrt:— It should be rather stated that the word ere^;: ( masq ) takes

the affix "ijrr^ it For if the rule be enunciated with regard to the

word chataka, it would be extended to the feminine cli'ataka also, by the

maxim liflgavishishta &c. Thus graffo 'son of Chataka
'

Vdtt:—In forming a descendant denoting a female, there is luk-eli-

sion of the affix. Thus the female descendant of ^rt, will be ^re^r, the spj;

being added, as it belongs to the Ajadi class IV. I. 4,

1135. The affix
l ^m > comes in the sense of a

descendant after the word «farT II

Thus iitor + £^= ,Tr3T' H

01 fcbe affix ' dbmk,' the letter ^ is replaced by tj^ (VII. 1. 2 8. 475,),

^ causes Vrjddhi (VII. 2. 118 8.1076) and makas the udaita accent fall on the

final (VI. 1. 165 S. 3712) Thus the -real affix is ^, but the a is elided by

VI. 1. 66 S. 873 and so the affix that is actually added is )|T II

This word nfar occurs in the Siibhradi class IV. 1. 123, S. 1126 also,

thus it takes the affix ' dhak ' as well. Thus rfaft: H

IF^I* II
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1136. The affix* w^' comes in the sense of a

descendant, after the word ' »TOIT>' according to the opinion

of Northern Grammarians.

Thus »ltw II It might be objected that the affix wi@i contains the

letter^ unnecessarily, for^ would have served the purpose as well, because

ijfat ends in long %n already. The objection is valid in the case of iflreT, but the

very fact that Panini uses this affix %?Ka> , shows by implication, that there

are other words also which take thrs affix, and in whose case the affix

tar would not suffice. Thus the words 3Rf and V*f also take this affix, as

sirm:, Tr^STf- 11 The mention of the name of Northern Grammarians is for

the sake of showing respect only.

*w» 1 mv& it 1 «m w h

«rjf3Nn tftatfrw gsrwr*5t *rr 3$, 1 7% r^i jRpfti 1 %fiw, i *r|ft{ 1

1137. The affix '$$.' comes optionally, in the

sense of a descendant, after the feminine words denoting

contemptible objects.

The word ggr means those who are defective or wanting in any

bodily limb or organ, or who are low in social status and religious principles.

The anuvritti of ^jB is to be read in this sutra, and not of ?nta?, though

the latter immediately precedes it. This sutra debars *a which would

come in the other alternative. Thus sfipfti ' the son of an one eyed

woman ', or g»r"t^ !
, 5r§r: or 3T%*t' ' son of a female-slave '.

*nfti*irir.: 1

*

i|g«rcfN : 11

1138. The affix '3^' comes in the sense of a

descendant, after the word ' fa^-'^' II

This debars srprji Thus l^£«^ + ^oiX^rs^refta:, 'the son of the

father's sister '. The 5 affix is replaced by fq «

?w 1 *fa #itm mw

»
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1139. The final vowel of ' faj-^ * is elided wben

the affix ' S«5', in the sense of a descendant, is added.

Thus f^5^?j + ?w=^s^T: n This sutra teaches merely elision, but

indicates by jfiapaka that the word ifgs^ takes the affix «d.hak ' also.

U*° l m^§«r l « l % 1 X%% 11

1140. So also, after the word 'm^*^' the affix

'gtH' is added, and the final is elided when ' sas. ' follows,

in forming patronymics.

Whatever has been taught in the sOtras IV. I, 132, 133 S. 1138, 1139

above, as regards pitrisvasri, apply to <i|^vi^ also. As qr^fsftq: or jflpfsqtrqi

' the son of a mother's sister.'

1141. The affix 'ssr' comes in the sense of a

descendant, after the bases denoting quadrupeds.

This debars sn^&c. Thus %fl°m + *** " Now applies the following

sutra.

««* 1 1 sntogT: 1 1 1 a Uas 11

smrPra^r^iikT^ >rw 3w- win * "ft 1 wr»*3ra: 1 '**iu* t4?rH*(3«7rsrT^r-

1142. The ^ or 3 of a bha stem is elided before

the affix era ( 5 ), but not of the stem ' Kadrft
'

Thus srpPTOTi but sprg^'St' H^T^ N Here the word sfiJf'S'g means

a certain quadruped.

??«3 1 »FS3rrf^.w 1 a 1 { I {%€. 11

^qt ys^mm 1 spssRfcr^re! 1 nf5q: i proiitt'Tsri 1 m*qfii irfff **?. 11

1143. The affix 'ss^' comes, in the sense of a des-

cendant, after the words, ' ytfk ' &c.
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This debars srw and ffs^&c. Thus irtgqs; fiiat: 11 The word ^Rr

when it means ' a cow ' will of course get the affix <r^ by the last sutra.

The present sutra appiies when it does not mean a four-footed animal, but

means ' a woman who has one child only '.

1 *$$, 2 ^flr, 3 arfa, 4 sfa, 5 f^r, 6 ffjr, 7 spsrafer, 8 fasTf it

The word ftsrg also belongs to this class and takes #3J instead of arm.

of$ishi(lV. i. IT3 S. iit6 ) Thus ft^K«mHL=PrafS + «^li Now the

following sQtra would apply causing the substitution of $5 for the 3 of pft-^ 11

\{M 1 Sfcwfasrgjmisrf iTtft*?: I \s I 3 l * II

q«ri *wrcflf^^rt *m ftrft finflr <%f^ 1 *&& "^ ' ^ s*"^^

»

1144. When a Taddhita affix with an indicatory $r,

t$r or «$ follows, s*r is substituted for tbe q and % of %C*m,

fnssg and JT5PT II

As Iflfa: (-*wiwn?*), with the affix %m. (IV. 1. 168 S. 1168 ):

similarly f^f^T formed with 533^ ( V. 1. 134 S. 1799) in the sentenee

$3rf«ra*ir S^T^I% 11 The word Gotra in that sutra V, 1. 134 S. 1799 means a

Rishi name, for in ordinary parlance the name of a Rishi is called Gotra.

Similarly jrrlrsra ( «=» jjoran^mr ) « As arstag^ n

Thus fH^S + ^*t«Vr+^+^ U This would give the form ^l^it

;

which is wrong, Hence the following sutra

$mfm §w® 3rrcfom> «t*r fccvsraift 1 s 1 a 1 {w n

1145. The following are irregularly formed; 1-

Dandinayana, 2. H&s'tinajana, 3. Atharvanika, 4. Jaibma-

gineya, 5. Yasinayani, 6. Bhraunahatya, 7. Dhaiva-

tya, 8. S&rava, 9.' Aikshv&ka, 10. Maitreya and 11

Hira$maya.
Note -.—These words are thus derived ( 1 and 2 ) tTjft^rrqrr and ^ iRcHHW

from *f*sr< and ^ft^ belonging to qrrft class. The affix is tjjes; (IV. 2. 91 S. 1310).

If they do not belong to that class, the affix is added irregularly t ?nS^rsiT?r«=
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^fjSg^ffqsr: <fcc. The final fi^is not elided. (3) wrf^ belongs to VaBantadi class

(IV. 2. 63 S 1273). The science or work of Atharvan Eishi is alsc called

Atharvan He who studies that work is called Athaivanika: the final is not elided

before the ^ affix. ( 4 and 5 ) The descendants of fa&lftR, and qrftr^ are

Jaihmasineya and Vasinayani, the former -with the affix %\ of the &ibh-

radi class ( IV. 1 123 S. 1126). and the latter with the affix ftrs3[ of IV. 1.

157 S. 1181. The finals of the stems are not dropped. (6 and 7 ) These are

derived from WI^ and >sffa«^ with the affix wra
, and ^ being replaced by 5f <»

vnOTRt TT* : , ^ft^t *n? : II fl, takes % before affixes having an indicatory u^or s^by

VII. 8. 3? S. 2574 : ib might be said ?r would be added to *£0J^S, before wrs^bythat

rule. That rule is, however, confined to affixes which come after roots only, and not to

Taddhita affixes. That rule does not apply to cases like sfartft ^Sfi II The ?f

in Bhraunhatya, is therefore, an irregularity. ( 8 ) g^if is from ^j^ with the affix

^m , the final <%% being elided, ^p^n *r?r, =" HTW^J II ( 9 ) The son of Jtftt§,

with srs^ affix ( IV. 1. 168 S. 1186 ), the final s is elided, or fw§g ^FTC^S *TCT:

=^3TSK' : with %% ( IV. 2. 132 S. 1356 ). Aceent on the first or the final. The

irregularity consists in the elision of final !J II As one word is "t^r^f; and the

other "ijftsr^b, the sutra onghfc to have read this wo*4 twice, striofcly speaking. The

single reading may be justified on the ground, that the sutra gives ^^n; without

any accent ( eka-^ruti), and consequently includes both ( lJ^gf?Ti^ t\$*i\H ) II

( 10 ) Ir^r isKfrom Rpfg of Grishty&di class IV. I. 136, S. 1143 and

takes ^ as ftstg + n^, Here VI. 4. 146, S. 84 requires Guna, but VI. 4

146, prevents it, and requires lopa of ;?, but VII. 3. 2, S. 1 144 required the

substitution of fq for 5 11 The irregularity consists in eliding 3 altogether as

q$% the^r of fltsr cannot be elided by VI. 4. 148, S. 311 before qaj, as the

lopa of g is considered asidha VI. 4. 22 S. 2183 ; however the result is the

same, for ?r+tj = q by VI. 1. 97S. 191; the single substitute being the

form of the subsequent. The dual is^jft-i II The plural of »Hra will be

Pptir: ( the plural of i^rg ) ; as it belongs of Yaskadi class and loses the

affix in the plural by the following, sfttra.

Another form of this -word is ^l^ftjf formed under VII, 3. 2 S. 1144. It

might he objected that had vwg been read in Bidadi class ( IV. 1. 104 S. 1106 ),

it would have taken the affix ^s^, and the form^3 would have been evolved

regularly: as fifrrg + 3T53(.= fa* +W ( VII. 3. 2 8. 1144 ) + =sr= ^gi || This would

have prevented also the necessity of including this word in the Yask&di olass ( II. 4.

63 S 1146) for then by II. 4, 63, S.. 1146 ^rsj. formed words would lose the affix

in the plural and we would have got the form fSprq^: in the plural. 80 far it

would have been all right, but if^?r were to he formed with W3I affix', as proposed,

then the ^fa derivative of this word would hare required to be formed with ?p^

affix under IV. 3. 127, S. 1507 and not with ^ under IV. a. 126 S. 1506 ; but
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we require f3^, as ^nm- *hr: II (U) Rftoifa from fam with ifqi-with the

elision of q, fanm ft<m'- =fiKt"TOi II

\V*% \ ^wirftwit *if% U I a I ^ ll

1146. After the words mm &c, there is the luk-

elision of the Grotra affix, when the word of itself and not

as part of a compound epithet dependent on another word,

takes the plural ; but not in the feminine.

Therefore the plural of H^q is fawn II

Note:—^TC^ + SFI^irefj:, a descendant of Yaaka nofc nearer than grandson.

In the plural, the affix is elided and the form is at^f:, ' the descendants of

YaBka.'

1. WR II 2. 5W II 3. |5l II i. WW&U H 5. ?rji: ^jtjj \\ 6.

*|°W(fll 7. *rer*rsril 8. ^s^STffCII 9. arff^mi 10. s&arfaeff (| 12. Rr«r^

5RF5 11 13. wsR^PEf 11 14. mmm II 15. ftfa II 16. fiffc II 17. ^ntarf%T II

18. rifts 11 19. ^5*3 11 20. sfffrw 11 21. s^rg n 22. ^^ n 23,

qm II 24 *i?ir^ II 25. g^s 11 26. 5*^3; || 27. ft?^ II 28.

Slft^SoT H 29. ^p^TRII 30. ^t«giTR » 31. <sft*gns II 32. jfffBgjrrani

83. tffarq U 34 rew II 35. <^afr II 36. urges || 37. «T5f^r n 38 HI^TST II

39. *d&*5r it 40, >r^?r n 41. HPsra u

^y\s i ^f3Tffij^^^i%^nmJTrr%'cr^^ I * i a i vt II

ipm «Tt^jr3T5^ 5* ?^r;i ?ns% srg^f *nj f^rara; i sr^ji i wr: i i^tt; i

1147. And after the words wf^r, *£J, §?*r, srf^rg, *tt???r

srf§p:*r, there is luk-elision of the Gotra-affix, when the

word takes the plural, but not in the -feminine.

Thus the plural of ^rr%q (^rfir + ^^r IV, i. 122 S. 1125). the des-

cendant of <5rf%r, is <%w., the regular plural of !5rf%r tl So also, singular

Hlfat, plural w- 5 singular ^tw. plural frarr: ; so, wRf^"-. nKTHT, *r%w: II
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In all these die affix haa been elided, Thus ISJ + sr^vrriT^s ' the descendant

of Bhrign.' Of eonrse, it is only in the plural number that the -Gotra affixes *<^ and

^are elided, not in any other number
; so we have in singular Iff^Wi VTt^TS ; dual

wit^T, «uft^ ; Plural *&**'> *^ : <fcc -

Note :—But -when these words are part of a compound, the Gotra affixes are

not elided in forming their plural. Tims ffar%*«: or ffcr*T(in(ri 11

In the Feminine plural the affixes are not elided. Thus:

—

mi&W
Are 11

1148. There is lut-elision of the Gotra-afBx i*r

(IV. 1.95 S. 1095) after a word containing many vowels

(a polysyllabic word) which denotes the Gotra of the

people called sns*? and W3 when the word takes the

plural.

The plural of qfln ti ft : is TOPTW* there being elision of^ . so also

frjftspTT! plural of*rrnrc«rf3r: ; so the plural ofqkftfift: is gi^fra: 'the descen-

dants of Yudhishthira."

Notei—But ^ff^f; a.nd ^rf**: not being polysyllabic, their plnral will be

fal'- and qjwsr: II

"Why do we say ' when denoting the Gotra oE Prachyas and Bharatas ' P

Because when denoting the Gotra of any other people, these affixes will not be elided

Thus ^rgrRCT' Phual of qrmrf%:> iftjRra^: plural of fflrNlfir: II

Thoagh the Bharatas are Praohyas, its Bpecificition here is to indicate that,

wherever ' Piachyas ' will be used, it will not include Bharatas as in V. 4. 60

S 2131. Here the Yuvan affix of Bharatas will not be elided. Thus 3TF#r:

father, irrg^rtsrsr: son.

?*«*. I t fffasrerfa : 1 * 1 a 1 *« 11

1149. After the words »ft<raf, &c, there is not

Ink-elision of the Gotra affix, when the word takes the

plural.

83 s
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This prevents the application of II. 4. 64 S. 1 108. Thus #T?R +

<Spnr "^T^i plural iffa^rr: ; singular %\i&C; plural surer II The rfrT'IT &c,

b-long to Bidadi class, vide IV. I. 104. S. 1106 and are the folowing:—T^^ff:

fag. fspj,
'

,

H3Fi, SPPf, mim. WW and sjrqof 11 The remaining words such

as fft?r &c., should not be taken in this sub-dass. In the case of jJ^FT &c,

the Gotra affix must be elided In the plural by II. 4. 64 S. 1108. Thus
sjjrcflr:

1150. After the words RT3K-l%<R &c. when used as

Dvandva compound, there is the luk-elision of the Grotra

affixes, when the compound toord takes the plural.

Thus RpR + fiTH=%«uraFti ( IV. 1. 154 S. n 78 ). Its plural is%9RTO*ra: \

W*PW + sfijpjpWJT- =» Rffifa^: It There is elision of fqjsr 11

So also arngfo plural wsprzis ( IV. I. 95 S. 1095 ) + Wfarg: = tatfrftaTi :

there is elision of fiq ( IV, 1. 98. S, 1095 ). The following 13 a list of such

compounds.

IV. I, 99 S. 1101. elision ol tR^), 4. qtji^H^r: { "TAfi^s + *\Km-- IV. 1. 95,

elUion of TO)- 5. q-^^^j^qi tqiigT:, 6. sssreigW- ( ^[53^: IV. 1. 95 S. 1095,

+ 3TT!W: IV. 1. 112, a. 1115 then the elision of fa and ?p»rj- ?. Qlf^rr^r^ir:

(the elision of fJT IV. I, 95 as in 4). 8 3^-«^rr. or ^tfgRar: ( shTOPW
IV. 1. 154, + frfg^: IV. 1. 95, S 1095 elision of f%3£ and TO II

9. ¥(g3i 3fif^SSTT : ("elision of f^ 'as in 4) 10, ^stmf^HfiiaufpHr. (elision of

TO) ii. ^raf^r-*mkw: (wfsraw. IV. 1. 105 s. ii07-i-?rgT=K*ti IV. 1. 95,

8. 1095 elision of both around to) »

ip-^r m^flRcr^^ *s<t §*ir mnu% ^r^f ^ 1 gfrq-^ra^T^ sfrwrnw
i^if^^s^ jw^ 1 3^-oTH^r: 1 ^hsRmifsriafrai'r: 1 wg^ranfisrarr: 1 ^ffsR^rfwar-

1

1151. After the words sum? &c. there fs optionally

luk-elisi6n of the Gotra affix, when the words take the

plural, whether they enter into a Dvaadva compound, or

are used separately,
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Of the words belonging to this list, three have already been

enumerated in the group of Tika-kitavadi of the last sutra. According

to the Kashika the elision is invariable in the Dvandva compound of

these three, but when used separately the elision is optional. As,

g«f5K5PWT:. or sTh^rqfr-srfw^r; » *te3?wfts<?rr:, or *tter%-9\rr?g5TOi u ^wnn%*w

5Uig?OT : » B ut- lrie plurals of ^Vtw&R', the Gotra-derivalive of 3*W>

(IV. 1. 99 S. 1101 > is <mr: or ^rT^r. (or sfrrwrcr- ) of SfPfsRW1 »s

wmv- or 3?WWfl1T'- 5
of WW* is WISSRT: or «jrs^i«i:, or sjreifiT'SRr: 11 The

plural of cffrfTSfsn is aKfteSTf: or gjrfq?3ra: ti The plural of g^ogtpws is

$wrn'%rr> or 5RrOTTfr%{3: 11 The plural of $wi5|53t; is %wKg*qw or

Of the rest of the words belonging to this group, there is option

allowed, both when they occur in Dvandva compound or when used alone.

They are as follow :

—

1 qpSTCi? II £ ^ro^n:^ II 3. TTf3! H 4j. g<T&R II 5. gr% II 6.

Jigrjfifl? II 7. jertftaf II S. Kiwm II 9. TSfSW II 10. zfcltfit II 11.

§rffa?»r 11 12. stm&sc 11 13 fnmv 11 u. g^ntfteo* n 15. ^rT^na-ii is.

f;wflft*HT 11 17. SRi?r« II 18. irofo 11 ig 3rf^s(j u 20. sftwR |i 21.

spg^r 11 22. srssfrr 11 23. 3raW*ra*» n 24.. i^vm 11 25. j^rr* 26.

^fatts u 27 fgxKix 11 28. 3*f « 20. gtrrgsi? 11 30. ^nrsvr^i 11 31.

Tfs^Rr 11 32. ^rs^ 11 33. sTTsmr 11 34 ^r^r u 35. ^r* n 36. q<q«^ n

87. f%3ST5T II 38 JRKt^ ll S9 ' lire » 40
- ^^RtT 11 41. WS) II

1152. There is 3uk-elision of the Gotra affixes W^
and ^w of the words 5TT*T^ and sfirf^ar, when they take the

plural ; and the words amftrT and grfi^ra; are the substitutes

of the bases so remaining after the elision.

The plural ofwrw is ^t\m*r> ( as if it was the plural of 3f*rf|(T ) and

of^f&^sj-i is §p»TTT: H The affix ^m^( IV. T. 114. S: 1117). after <srHTe3T

and the affix saw ( IV. 1. iosS. 1 105 ) after ^ifs^RT are elided.
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1153. The affix sra: comes in the sense of the

descendant after the words ' Kr^ and ' **|Jt' II

This debars stw and ?» respectively.

V&rt:—\n the case of KX^H, the affix aiij would be added, if the

word so formed denotes a caste (
jati ). Thus ^rgrq^ jjq; ll Now applies the

following stitra which prevents the elision of «?!* before qq II

%{W I ^ gmRWfi: l « 1 y I It* II

1154. The syllable 3T^ of a stem ending in WFI.,

remains unchanged before a Taddhita beginning with *?,

when it does not denote existence in abstract or the avoca-

tion of some one.

Thus twpq-: (IV. i. 168 S. 1186) 'a person of Kshatriya class'.

This is the special meaning of the word ; it does not mean 'the son of a

Raja 1 So also *&g$: ' son of the father-in-law.'

As the word Jati is used in the vartika under IV. I. 137 S. 1153. a

son born of a Sftdia wife By a Kshatriya will be {PR! 11

^JtX l*R.l*l-« 1 tWB
btP*w^wr swftfa ftRi'rr * 1 3q*TT**isfalr. fa* 1 ti% ztf *rr#t <rr kvwk. 11

1155. The syllable 3ft; of a stem ending in sfj;

remains unchanged, before srci; affix, whether Patronymic or

otherwise.

Ab grinr:, %Hi:, SH^P, %&W-, from *rrfp*, "^j, g?«r^and f^s^ll

Thus tfpjg ^rg: = «PTM:, &W*V »

Why have we used the words •' when it does not denote an abstract

noun or an avocation "in the sfitra VI. 4. logS. H54. ? Observe XTSHH.

meaning the " royalty," the state o( being a king or the avocation. But Klit

W< ^ *r- *r*HKl\ iPfR, belongs to hie 1 urohitadi class and takes q^ ( V.

I. 128).
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1156. The syllable ?^ of a stem ending in ??t

remains unchanged before WS ,
when a conjunct consonant

precedes ib

?^« 1 sr n^efcraset&g: 1 s 1 a 1 $«• it

«r#s*ir^if t wusT^sfa 1 msm*. 1 »rj^: f%i. i €r?w 1 stiSt f%* 1 ^rfan

sr fwrrefRr ^t^r * 11 ferrets*?* %?rt»t: i%*Hr*R: 11

1157. In a stem in 3R. with a preceding **, with

the exception of ?nH, the ending a*^ does not remain

unchanged before the patronymic affix ^ngr II

Thus *Tr£^PT : fr°m ^nJT^rnRt, II Why do we say 'preceded by*'?

Observe §tnR!, preceded by ^ II Why do we use ' Patronymic ' ? Observe

^mrf ^ft?^t «tW: = ^m^-, theaTS! not being changed by VI. 4.167 S. 1155.

Why do we say ' with the exception of q$^' ? Observe qr^vT^<JTTST?t>=.

V&rl :—Optionally so in fiRRTOI,. as f!:?RraTSTO=%?rTT*P or%timi: M

<B<& StraRT^I ffSTTft^TTr f TOTtt > SPOTS'*?* WrSTf :
I ^TT^ fa* I WTgft uttqfa: II

1158. ar§r is irregularly formed from st?TO., when not

meaning ' a caste or jati.'

This sfltra should be divided into two ( 1 ) Stiff:, the final ^ of jrjffsjL

is elided, wben the spm affix with the force of the Potronymic, as well as with

any other force, comes after it Thus srgr fRr'i " ( 2 ) srenft, but not so,

when the Patronymic denotes a jati ; for then the srq.of wgff^is not elided

before the sr^ affix: as STgroTrST^ = STOW 'a Brahmana'. When jati is

expressed, but OT.has not the force of the Patronymic, the at^ of Hfn^ is

elided. As snsft ^tafq-s 11 wWTSE^i, mw- WttflWW 11 Why do we say ' when

it denotes a caste ' ? Observe VdfrMOt: ' Narada the son of Brahma '.
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1159. From 3^]R. is formed srrsjf, when not meaning

a descendant.

As sftgreti H Why do we say ' when not meaning a descendant ?

Observe «^pi!=^<JfrS7Sm, their is elided by VI 4. 135 S. 1 160 as given

below.

«pj?f ^rs^ ?r?^ sti^st wrwt wrqrsfa i wi%w. i ?rr$«T: i *ft"i?r: i tjenr^rs^

sumr^i i «n$ft r%^i wi»t: i srftr fa\ i are"*: u

1160 Of a Bha stem ending in 3?^ with a preced-

ing «r, as well as of^ and ^f^T3t^ the 9T is elided before the

affix <SH[ It

Thus 3fr$W :
. 5rr^:, $WW-,^W II Why do we say 'preceded by a sr'?

Observe %w. and ^nr: fiom mi<l and nrHT formed with the affix sror ; heie

neither the st of <to nor the final syllable btsj, is elided, since VI. 4. 167 S. 1155

keeps these words in theii primitive state so far.

Why do we say before the affix ST"!,? Observe flt«?T- formed by

the affix °*T under IV. 1. 152 S. 1176 added to the artisan denoting word

takshan.

\\%\'\ VST*?. I * I \\ \\K ||

1161. The affix ' gha 'comes in the sense of a

descendant after the word ' Kshattra

'

Thus gf5f!»:'a Kshatriya'. This is also a class name. The son of

xpT will be ^rrfw; 11

Note :—The affix ^ here should not be conFaimded with the technical q
which means the affixes jffT and ^J_( I, 1. '11

).

IW I W$K^ I « I ? 1 ?H II
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1162. The affix 'kba' comes, in the sense of a
descendant, .after the Nominal stem ' kola ' and a compound
word that ends in ' kula

'

Thus fr5?PT: 11 The affix applies to compounds ending in $r II

Because in the next sutra, it will be taught that the word §jgr when not

preceded by any other word, takes the affixes ' yat ' and ' dhakafi '. That
indicates by implication that the present sutra applies to the simple word

IjST and to the words ending in grer also. Thus arrasiitftjPT' II

angler: 1 *fgraft*- 11

1163. The affixes ' sra; ' and ' ar«s^' come optionally

after the word ' kula', when it is not preceded by any other

word which gets the designation of pada (I. 4. 14).

The word omjjjqrs means when the word ' kula ' is not the last

member of a compound. Thus ^ns, ^r^ra»: II By the use of the word
' optionally ', we get the affix *s also. Thus gptffti 11 The word ^P*: has

udatta on the first syllable ( VI, 1. 213 ).

Why do we say 't?'? The word t? has been defined in I. 4. 14

S. 29, The word ^g is not a pada but an affix ( see V. 3. 68. S. 2023 ).

Therefore 3r§-§5T will take these affixes. Thus arfftPJj:, mg$$?<>3>i and

Mix 1 srnfflrT^wsisn 1 « 1 1 1 Vi\ 11

aisrsitCTTmsrg^^ 1 <*% w- 1 ftrcrfrer< 1 trsrfsfN: 1 «rsrfrafta: 11

1164 The affixes ' srac'and ' *&i' come optionally

after the word ' mahakula '

The word anyatarsyam ' optionally ' of the preceding sutra is

understood here also. So we have *?r also in the other alternative.

Thus itfSTfran, irifffsFT and «r?rf5fks 11 The last is formed by the

affix <sr of IV. 1. 1 39 S. 1 162.
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1165. The affix ' 5^.' comes optionally in the sense

of a descendant, after the word ' dnshkula.'

Thus ffcf^ta: II By the force of the word ' optionally ' we get ^
also. Thus 3«§T5fi?r: »

WSfa: II

1166. The affix ' chha ' comes in the sense of the

descendant after the word ^^ II

This debars 870T I! Thus *^^frq: ' the sister's son
'

?^w i nr^ssr i « i \ i \*x n

'vs.- 1 ^r«frsi?rnj! i *n?s*r i strsftap n

1167. The affix ' vyat ' also comes, in the sense of

a descendant, after the word ' w%* II

By the force of the word "st in the sutra, we get the affix s as well.

This debars ^rn II Thus gnjsir; or wffai ' the bi other's son '. The

lj of *hjj regulates the accent, making it svarita.

K\ys is?if^w i a i \ i WH
wgs^q.?wfT§riT^fwiT?raH5?r^;r«a#rm'Bq i wjshi sif •• i <?t»w 3jTf«q<>ni

1168. The affix ' vyan ' comes after the word
' OT3 ', when the sense is that of ' a brother's son who is an

enemy '.

The word ^<ra means ' enemy ', The difference between sq^ and s^
is in accent ( VI. I. 185 and VI, 1. 197). Thus ^rsq srgs nephew who
is an enemy <r[«HT sn^T " by the sinful enemy". Here, of course, there

is no sense of patronymic, and bhratrivya means ' an enemy' simply, but

this is an extended figurative use of the word, rather than its original

meaning. According to Kasnika, this bhatrivya with acute on the first,

never means nephew, but 'air enemy' pure and simple: the force of the

affix is not that of a patronymic.
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1169. The affix ' 3*^' comes, in the sense of a des-

cendant, after the words %*tft &c.

This of course debars 3^&e. Thus >?^ + s^»Y*fifar: ' the son of

Revati'. Soalso wrr^TU5ra;; (VII. 3. 50 S. 1170). Thesis replaced by

p; by the next sutra.

^VSa I 3^%^: I vs I ^ I Ho II

1170. For s in the beginning of a Taddhita affix

there is substituted $*> II

Thus ??r?ft + s*=-^i(rf>*i: ' the son of Revati'

\\<$\ t *rfa%rsrT: «f?hs» nr gri « i * i ^vs I!

mm Tirnr^ «h *im- h *reqrs: ^f^% s;ft 3*$i !nsrT*ro*W'<wi3Rt 1 nwfS *rai 1

1171. And when contempt is to be expressed, the

affix Hf comes, in the sense of a descendant, after a feminine

word denoting Gotra-descendant.

By the force of the word <*r in the sutra, we get the affix ff^. also.

When one's father is not known, and he is called by a name derived from

his mother, if casts a slur upon his legitimacy ; hence such an epithet is a

fjftiror'a defamatory or contemptuous epithet'. Thus «tr^T is a female

gotra-descendant. Her son will be called nrfr:, as <nj^r: *nw. 11 By the

vartika *tcti* &c - (VI. 3. 35 S. 836 ), there is masculisation, and so the

affixes or and s« are added to *Tf*# and not miff d Then by the sutra VI.

4. 148. S. 3 1 1 the ?sr of nt*st is elided. Then by VI. 4. 1 51. S. 1082, the % is

elided. Thus we get the form ir^f' 11 So also *ttfnsR» U Similarly the son

of *§g?Kra»ft will be t^seisfts and is^^Cra* «

This affix being added to a Gotra word has the force of a Yuvan

affix.

84 S
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Note t—Why do we say ' a Gotra descendant.' Observe gjrftgRJfr 5Tr?*i'

(formed by g^ IV. 1. 120 S. J 123). Why 'do we Bay female descendant?

Observe sfrwff^fFff: !1 Why do we say 'when contempt, is meant 'P Observe

"TfTCtf fHW*: which is to be explained as in^tf WT3* S^5* 3*f «WW » HmHt$W*l-

??^ I I^IfS. €t*K3 StfSTOC I « I I \V** W

1172. When contempt is to be expressed, the affix

' 3« " is diversely added in the sense of a descendant, after

a Yriddha word denoting Sanvira Gotras.

Thus *rrn^ffrt5P ' the son of Bhagavitti.' In the alternative we have-

the affix tRar (IV. 1. 101 S. 1103) as *rr«Tf«r?rr3f:. 11 Of course, when

contempt is not expressed we have >n»lfaTir<!lH: only.

1173. When contempt is to be expressed, the affix

S ( aa well as the affix 3<?>) comes in Ihe sense of a descen-

dant, after a Nominal-stem ending in the affix fosj; and

denoting a Sauvira Gotra.

Thus the son of agrT will be ws^wRr. formed by the affix fan
( IV. I. 154 S. 1 178 ) as this word belongs to the TiU&di class., The son of

Yamundayani will be either qri^raiffa: or qrg^rafag?." u

Why do we say ' contempt.' ? For when contempt is not to be expres-
sed, the son of ntSFJTCft: will be ^rs^ft: « Thus mgs^JiH + *nn = urs^rari? + o
( II. 4. 58 s. 1276 ) = «ugwjraR: u

So also when persons of Sauvira country are not meant, s Is not
added. Thus SNir*rf?r: It

Note :—The %: of the stitra refers to fan and not to %s*
r
for a stem formed

lyfa»* will not hare a Vriddhi letter in the first By liable and will not be called
Vtiddham ' • the atnm'iui of this word is understood in the sutta.
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According to a Karik&, three, ftjfs^ stems, all belonging to Tik&di

elMfl, are only governed by this eutra, viz. 1V$r%, gqpjr and ?ll<SiiTjif*: tl The bob

of |«r is V&rshyflyanL

1174. The affixes or and %w come, in the sense of

a descendant of a person belonging to Suvlra country, after

the words Phantahrita and Mimata.

This debars t^as ti The Sauvtra is understood here also. The rule

of I. 3. 10 S. 128 does not apply. For according to Kagika the reason

is this. "By the rule of composition in II. 2. 34, S. 905 the word

ft«W consisting of less syllables than qftosnpr, ought to have been

placed first. Its not being placed first in this sutra indicates, that Stoa
I.3.ioS. 128 does not apply here. So that both the affixes «*( and j^r

are applied to each of ihese words, and not one to each respectively." But

according to the Maha.bha.shya. The rule I. 3. 10 S. 128 applies, and

at and ftps are added respectively. Thus qn<nrn{9: or *Kin3P8apiftt > %TW: or

Note :—When- not denoting Sauvira Gotraa, we have q;i ?(gHT*nt and,

tmw< (by xk^.11 See IV. 1. 101 S 1103 and IV. 1. 39 B. 1101). The word

ffllS belongs to the Nfidadi-class (IV. I. 92 ).

KV3H \ $q?$<rat wr: l « n l W »

1175. The affix *R comes, in the sense of a descend-

ant after the words Kuril' &c.

Thus ^ + w*t = !fiTisa( ; ti So also «tt*«T; U The word g^ takes the

affix »% by IV. r. 172 S. 1 190 so that the form ^resq: is evolved both under

the present sutra and sutra IV. 1. 172 S. 1190; but the difference in these

two wards is this. The word <|hnj formed by the «?j of IV. 1. 172, S.. 1190

loses its affix in the plural, because "si of IV. 1. \?2 S. 1190 is a Tadrija

affix (see II 4. 62 S. 1193); but the word tftftw formed by the present

sutra retains its affix in the plural. As tjtfcntr: sr(gr°U : H The word cRfcssr

occurs in the Tikadi class ( IV. 1, 154 S. 1178), and it takes as such the

affix |%»^ ti As ^fi^s^aifoT; ii So also srefjPJP u
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Note :—The word WW! occurs in this class and it means the caste known
m Rathakara. Bathakika iu a caste a little lower than the twice-born. See

Yajnyavalkya Smriti, V. 95. But when the woid i^KIK mea.ns a person who
makes chariots, that is an artisan, it witt take the affix <»q not by this Sutra but

by the succeeding sAtra,

Note t—The word #ff>rsft occurs in this olass. Its derivative will be $fatq : II

There will not be punvadbhava as required by VI 8. 34 S. 83 &c. For had

there been punvadbhava, theu by Vf?2t% <tRs^ all Bha bases will become punvad
before a taddhita affix except <r II Therefore ^f^f5fl

, + oni=^[%sj+ ojj
( | j^fc this

stage rule VI. 1. 144 3. 1059 will appear and cause the elision of f? and we shall

have ^W +««t«-^«( || Bat this is not the form desired, hence tha word ^sftiis
read with the feminine affix in the list.

Note :—The word>«T takes this affix; in the Vedio literature. Therefore tha

form^Hj in the modern Sanskrit is incorrect.

Note ;—The word «nTW occurs in this class. With the exception of accent,

it is treated in every other respect like a word of Kanvfldi class, a subdivision of

G-argsdi (IV. I. 105 S. 1107 ). Thus the pupils of ^r*KW«: will be formed by the

affix *F* (IV. 2.111S. 1332)- As OTTO + BTO^qmil: ( VI. 4. 151 S. J082),

The plural will be qpvWP ( H. 4. 60 S. 1H7 ). The feminine geuder will be

qiwft(W 1. 16 S. 471)or^»«WW!Jsft, (IV. 1. 17 S, 473). The Yuvan will

be 3Ttr*T2[pq?T: ( IV, 1. 101 S. 1103). So also it will take ^ttj^ when the sense

of collection &c. is expressed (IV. 8. 127 S. 1507 ) : as SlTOTtRf I' But «s to

accent, ih will not be like Kanvildi words, for while those words being formed by the

affix srq will have ndatta on the first syllable (VI. 1. 197 S. 3686) the accent

of <0*WGH will be governed by nrjjj, that is, it will have ndatta on the lust syllable.

Vdrt

;

—The word aura, takes the affix °q when denoting a Kshatriya,

Thus *nur»T J
otherwise gwsi :

. II

l^, 2 Trrr^(in!K ), 3 h^j^, 4 isanm. (.mtmvcsi K-), s c«ran.

6 m%R, 7 mw tfftar, 8 t$% 9 f^tirt. ( *fflf K. }, 10 ^ffTS^rarfo 1 1 Tlf^

(or ir%) 12 *iw*r, is RgH?r., 1* ^tfrafl, (s^rra K, ). 15 rrftf*, 16

n^, 17 ^i^i^sftfsr, 18 msvtfi, 19 %^rft, 20 $*, 21 itram (srrsrfcffr),

^, 23 st, 24 qs«r ( *TCR K ), 25 ^*, 26 wr*, 27 ^, 28 grfWV,

35 srrvfNjrt' 36 qTWc*. 37 *j*, 38 *ra?g, 39 srjf , 40 w^, 41 *rrfaf^, 42

*rjT«fr*T». 43 #, 44 *$, 45 f^,, 46 fa"tfr (flfifw# K, ), 47 nr^UW

SR™<m'WWipfa II (is » Vartika). 48 pfttHfrnn". 49 cfiTefi, 50 ^T^^i 51

w% 52 vrplt, 53 afaw 11
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HH^uimiUjiiiii'iil'" "" ' " " '
'

'""' "'" '"—"' '"
' ' "'"""—" *

""
l n 1

— ••im iii'ii 1 nun u rn nmn

jpift °*c; 1 tRi ^rrcifTfa nm «p 1 irftS"*: i strew. 1 mtir- t%e<
tt «rc*im

1176. The affix ' <kt ' comes in the sense of a descend-

ant, after a Nominal stem ending in ' sena,' after the word
• laksha»a/ and after words denoting artisans.

The word ^f^ means ' handicrafts,' such as weavers, barbers, potters

&c. Thus^rf^os, (*r »s changed to «y by VIII. 3, 99 S. 1023 ) str^*^.

{V&» I sqftaiftqr 1 v 1 % l ^ 11

1177. According to the opinion of the Northern

Grammarians, the affix 'ssr' comes in the sense of a

descendant, after the words ending in ' sen!,' the word
' lakshawa/ and words expressing artisans.

Thus srf^fa:, strafa:, m»$S?nfas- 3?t»PCTfti 11 The word s^fta being

a Vriddha, non gotra word, will take ftp^ under IV. I. 157 S. 1 18 according

to the Northern Grammarians, as tfif^ciplfrs II

Vdtrfka :—The affix w^. comes after ?Rpt carpenter.' (IV. I. M2
S 1 1 15 and VI, 4.65 S. U60. Thus it will have fll^tf- or qw*i but will

not take ^11

«vs* I ftnnf^q: fop* \ « I 1 1 t«j« II

1178. The affix ' fesr comes, in the sense of a

descendant, after the words RtlJ &c.

Thus t^r^:, 11

The word ^ occurs in this class. In taking this affix, it adds an intermed-

iate q as ?l«g'hrf%: II The word tjfasq occurs in this class, and denotes a Khsatriya s

because it i a hnnoe listely preceded by the word sffc*T=3Tgr $%=»3OT: Wr^TO:?

his eon will be auraiia with hi", which end in an affix denoting a Kshatriya ( IV. 1.

168 S. 1186), But the word cSrtnj formed by the affix o*f of IV. 1. 150 S. 1174
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wHl take the affix ?3£ and not ftfist of this 8<Hr&. Bee II, 4. 68 and 68 S. 1276,

1150.

? wrarCw^K.) 8 %s«nr, a *g*r, 10 ^w», n nr**, 12 >*for, ia srf&r,

14 4ta*«, UfftvE.) 16 ^, 17 tsrsr ( ftftsr K. ) 18 £risr ( «&rw,

)

19 ^nw. 2« nm^. 2i iftftft, 22 ^cT^r. 23 %sm ,
u srfNFww (fan*

K. ) 25 fam, 26 ^i^nirCwrrawK..) 27 irqpwro 28 $*, 29*^, so

«>«t. 31 ^"tots,, 82 ^rr=nr ww* ), 38 *irar, 34 ?sipaqKr(«gpnf5 J3re*K.)

85 W. 86 sit**, 37 a??! (SfsrK.) 88 *sr, 89 gsra*. 40 sc^(qj^),

41 >fts, 42 *Tm 43 W, 44 STPIiR, 45 WWW 46 *ff. 47 8|W|. 48

117-9. The affix f*K3£ comes in the sense of a des-

cendant after the words KauSalya, and K&rm&rya.

This debars ?sr i< Thus ^rarpflraf^: and eupifafafisr: il These words,

however, do not mean " the son of ctfrsipsr or efiriM ". hut they mean " the son

of «PiRT, and 3r*(k." because of the following Ishti.

Ishti:—The affix however denotes the descendant of the -first

orginal words ^nrw and sbjtk n

Vdr(\—The words 6T*T and fqr take the- atsgment g$, before the affix

f^pqMI ThusGrp«rr«rf%i and srtsq'risffbr; \\

SH^fts* l fsjfSTTO l «W?a(fot: I am fi% fa* I ^rgraoT! I SFT< foil

t^Rlft: II BTW'M f%sj^r mVi- * II ?TRr«tTT: I ?JT^: II

1180. The affix ' phin ' comes, in itjie sense of a

descendant, after a dissyllabic word ending in the affix ' 5nq.\

This debars fs^n Thus SRT^fafo; ' son of Kartra ', ^rWtajRff: ' son of

Hartra'.

Why do we say " which ends in the affix iro^" ? Observe st^ftma't

1 son of Dakshl ( IV, i. ioi ), Why do we say ' dissyllabic word ' ? Observe

etifTfti ' son of sfttptV u
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amirrs tyad &<r/ optionally take the affix tfQl^U
srofH' or sire::, cTr^rsri^T: or ?mr u

wording to the opinion of the Northern
a word with a "Widdhl in the first syllable,.

tra-name, the affix ' phift * is employed in
Hidant.

" son of ^rraifr". 11

to the opinion of the Eastern Grammarians the form
do we say ' after a word having a Vriddhi in the
ve ^il^g-: * son of ^'gr-. '

tt Why do we say * not beingj

ve 3flrlnTr'%: 11

«ft*rf §^3 ^ j \* 1 % 1 *h=: II

le augment ^ ( ICuk ) is added bo the
!. when the patronymic affix ' phis *

5f:M This debars ^ss&c. But if the anuv^itti of

» aphorism, then it becomes an' optional rule. In

alter ative :

—

^tTIrJscs U

<*trc*qr K. ) 3 ERr%«sr (^!r^»oc K.)» 4, -mum, 5 grfj,

iQ augment ' 1?** * optionally comes after

1 the word putra, when the patronymic

Titti o£ tho words " according to the opinion of Northern
j « _ ir.;jji,; :„ +\,^ A«<- hwIIaHIa " -canst lia r©a.*I
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into this sfttra. Of coarse a word ending in g?f cannot be a Gotra word, for a

Gotra, word tnaatts a grandson or a still lower descendant. Hence a word

ending in g*r having Yriddhi in the first syllable will take the affix fipj^ ty

IV. I. 157 S. U81j the present aphorism only rules that it takes the augment

gjsp option Mly.

Thus we have three forms :—*Tn%W^: or stf^TI^' or *Ttffsf*T' H

1184. According to the opinion of the Eastern

Grammarians, after a stem not having a Vrlddhi vowel in

the first syllable, the affix ' phin ' is diversely employed in the

sense of a descendant.

Thus *grg^f*rf$f; or *sft«|i%: ' son of Gluchuka '.

Note:—Why do we say, "not having a Vriddhi in the first syllable" P

Observe *mraf%: II The words Wmn , «r$5T and SPTrHWP* all denote optional rales,

bo the employment of any one of them would have here sufficed. Why two are

need in this eutra viz TTf^rf and sjf^T ? The mention of Grammarians is made as

A token of respect and «r§3 ia used to express the non-uniformity of sntr»

construction. In some places this affix ftfcij[ is not at all added, as ^ff^f:,

«wrfqr*. n

?rg5t«nqt 3Hf%' I iigr l ngwt: II

1185. The affixes u^[ and ^t come after the word

'Manu ', and the augment §« is added when these affixes

follow, provided that the whole word 80 formed denotes a

class ( jati ).

Thus 'J5+5^+»l^-»»rrg!T' " a man or man-kind", So also *rg«t<

formed with n% II

Note —These affixes here have not the force of Patronymics, hence ihey

are not dropped in the plural, as *rrgsrr; "men". When the descendant is to be

expressed, ve Lave the affix^ as >l3 + «Tq(»ifrTO: 'son of Mann ', as jn Jttfpftjrarr H

So also the word ITHR, where ?r is changed intoJjj denoteB the descendant of Manu,
with the sense of contempt aa veil as dullness implied.
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ujnt 1 "fSKTrerrci vm vn^^m-. 11 <eTkwl^^5H! * 11 fo?: u Trafrasfa.® it qrw« »

1186. The affix ars^r comes in the sense of a descen-

dant, after a word which, while denoting a couutry, expresses

also a tribe of Kshatriyas..

Thus "^W*:, dual >**rt#, plural fW5W= are Kshatriyas who live In

that country. The final <sr of 33-31$ !s elided before this affix srsjr snd we get

the form ^irap because this anomalous form fa so shown in VI. 4. 174

5 II4S-

Note :—Of oonrse, when the word ia only expressive of Kshatriyae, but not

of the name of a country, <?[»3(. will not be nsed but ?rw •, the difference being in the

decent. Thus frfR' 'the son of Druhya
' ; iffa: ' the son of Burn *. Why do we

say when it expresses Kshatriya P Observe HTOTH** "?VBn5R?tr,!^ ,e> «ir"''lt^r:

j

(IV, 1, 95 S. 1095 )
"' the son of Pafichala a Brahmana ' • so also %|f|: is

Let the same affix,which comes when the sense is that of the

progeny, be added to a word denoting a country named after Ksbatrfyas, to

denote the king there of, Thus <Hr§rrafl.<m«<ns'i*ttr: ' the king of the

Kshatriyas called PAflchala or of the country of PAflchalas '. So also n\%\.

' the king of the Kshatriyas or of the country of Videha \

Vdrti—Let the affix =5pn come after «g5 11 Thus i^W It "The king

of the Purus." The word .puru is' not the name of a couutry. The form

would have been evolved by Pragdivyattya W* , the present vartika is made
in order to give it a tadr&ja designation.

V&rt :—The affix ' dyati ' comes after the word ' Pandu ' when it is

the name of a country as well as of a Kshatriya tribe. Thus qfasr-, otherwise

it will be "Tirv 11 See IV. 1. 74. •

Note :—The words Pafichala &o. originally are names of the Kshatriya tribes

only, secondarily they have bee.n applied to the country inhabited by those tribes,

because the Taddhita affix denoting 'the country inhabited by them ' is elided by

IV. 2. 81 8. 1293. Thug the same word qs-^lff comes to denote the Kshatirya fcrilw

as well as the country called Pafichala, It will make practically little difference

to consider words like Pafichala &c. as original (not derivative} name of countries

as well as of Kshatriyas. In fact, Pantni himself considers them in the aauie light

in this sutra, and does not think them to be derivative words, in spite of his own

sutra IV. 2. 81 S, 1293. These words when denoting a country are always in the

Plural, as Vs^rrgrf:, in denoting the Kshatriya it is in the singular.

85 S
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1187. The affix <srsj: comes in the sense of a des-

cendant after the words ' Salveya ' and ' Gandhari

'

Both these are names of countries and denote also Kshatriyas as well.

Therefore, by s ft tra IV. 1. 171 S. 1 189 they having a Vriddhi in the first syllable,

would have taken the affix ' flyah ', the present sutra enjoins ' aft ' instead.

Thus ?n*%i: ' the son of Salveya ', or the king of Salveya ', ?IFWIT! ' the son of

Gandhari or the king of Gandhari?' The vartika under sutra IV I. 168

S. 1 186 given above applies here also, I. e. the affix denotes also 'the king

there of,

1188. The affix V% comes, in the sense of des-

cendant, after dissyllabic words, and the words ' Magadha
',

' Kalinga' and 'Suxamasa', when they are the names of

countries as well as of Kshatryas

This debars 3TJJ, II Thus inn:, *fav ^ri, jttttvp, skt^T:, and n\vm-
' the son as well as the king of Anga, Vanga, Suhma, Magadha, Kalinga and

SOramasa.' The Vflrtika
' en^ Wzlffi ' given above applies to this also; as

1189. The affix 's*iw' comes in the sense of a

descendant, after a word having a Vriddhi in the first

syllable, and after a word ending in short *, and after the

words ' Kosala ' and < AjMa ', when they are the names of

countries and Kshatriyas.

This debars srwu Thus, to give an example of Vriddha words,

*n«r<^q:, >4\4\$: ' the sons or kings of Ambashtha and Sauvtra ' Similarly to

take words ending in short \, we have %nit&: 'the sons or kings of Avanti.'

which is a woid ending in short f n So also ^^: and sn^TO 1

., which are

neither Vriddha nor end in short \ u
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1190. The affix ^ comes after the word « Kuru \

and a word beginning wither, when -these words denote e

country, being the name of a Kshatriya tribe also.

This debars 'a?' and 'aft'. Thus *mw-, ^T«H : ' the soil of Kuru

and Nishadha \ The affix denotes ' the king there of also, as <£kuft crsrt U

Not* :—How do you explain the form %«pS}rfftr *faFf«l? This is an. &Tchaic

or Vedio form. How then in Gfttrtrcqrcfcft: Sprmf ? This is a poetic license, or the

(j^ affix added here to form the word%<rsf is the daishifca an of IV. 2, 92 S. 1312.

stp^ swresfnr^r ^3»jrwihct*ji: Jrawrrfa-swiww i» » ^sro^ i

1191. The affix fH. comes, in the sense of a descen-

dant, after a word which denotes any subdivision of the

country of Salva ; and after the words ' Pratyagratba \
' Kalakflta ', and ' Agmaka ', when these are- name& of coun-

tries and of Kshatriya tribes.

The word ^ris^r is the name of a Kshatriya woman, her son will be

tifefcf: (IV. i. 121 S. 1124) formed by ^; also ^q;: formed by *BF>l.lt

The dwelling place of m*q will be also gTF^; which is the name of a country.

The sub-divisions of the country called ?rrFf are six, viz, Udumbarah,

TilakhalAh, Madrakarah, YugandharAh, Bhulingah, and Saradandah. The

patronymic from the-.e will be : ^15«rft;, Im^rUr: T[5y<CTR:, sr*T**jfti, ^ftfSrf^r: and

W^f3^: II So also the affix ' in ' will be added to the words ' Pratyagratha

'

&c. As nm*t{%;, %f5T^f?' and 3rrTO(%: II The affix has the force also of ' the

king there of. As ^gfiffr usrr II According to the Mahabbashya, the words

Busa, Ajamida, and AjaUanda also take this affix, as §u%s, snspflfi*. and

W«*i&asnrr: I « l \ \ \w* It

1192. These (viz. the affixes arw IV. I. 168 S.1186.

&c ) are called Tadraja ( ' the king there of
'
) affixes.

Note :—The affixes treated oE in these six utitras 168 tol73 tire called

Tadiaja. The pronoun ^ refers to these only and not to all the affixes treated of
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before IV\ I. 168 S. 1186} for they Wa the special designation of Gotra and

Tayan. See II. 4. 62 S, 1193. The illustrations of these have already been giyoa

tuaiti ijaoh af thfi above six aphorisms.

1193. There is Ink-elision of the sspg? ( IT. 1, 174

S. 1192 ) affix, when the word is used in the plural number,

provided that, the plural number ia taken by the tadraja-

raodified base itself, and not by its standing as a compound

epithet dependent upon another word, and provided that,

the base ia not used in the feminine.

WJTi^ffH+er3* ( IV. 1, i7o S. 118S ) 'a prince of Aftga',
;
plural

«rjjt: Hhe princes of Aiiga.' The affix «rw is elided by the present rule,

and the Vridhlh vanishes with it too ( I, 1, 63 S. 263 ) ; but w^i ' the

princesses of Anga,' plural of srt*ft 'a princess of Anga.' But firkin; ' he to

whom the prince of Vanga is beloved ' forms its plural vwww ' they whose

beloved Is the prince of Vanga,' there being no elision.

Thus s^?ig;«r: the princes of Ikshwaku tribe; plural of^^t; the

tadraja affix wjst( IV. i. 168 S. 11 86) is elided in the plural and so also*.

q^fRff : ( plural of <ns*rr«s ) the princes of the Pafichalas,

Why are the tadraja 'affixes not elided in the plural of £&**: and

«rwreETi 4
in the following phrases :~"i$ttw. v^i » u '<H?W*ff K$t: <n°^n: "

II

The affix at after 53 and trjog in the above is not the tadraja affix n,

but the «<*«{$: ( IV. 4. 98 S. I6j0 ) affix qft It We should explain the

above forms by Ifr^ or w&% n mw.=$\x**i\: or *n<^psT: it

Why are the affixes elided in the plural in the case of ^j and «r§ in

the following, for these words not being names of countries, the apatya

affixes added to them can never get the designation of tadraja, and so the

rule of elisiqn can not apply to them, but we see them elided in "^orfH^n

tritV' 11 "fSpSWfTRr 3§f%i JRsrf^TK" 11 In other words, why have not the

forms been ^r^troR and s«^; \ Ans. Here the words ^ and 3$ have, been

used by a figure of speech or indirect application for the descendants of ^
and «rg \\ So the words have taken no apatya affix, and so there is no

occasion for eliding any affix in the plural.
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1194. After the word ' Karnboja ', there is elision

by ' luk ' of the Tadraja affix.

Namely, the affix a?w which would have come after the word w^frj

because it denotes a country as well as a Kshatriya tribe, is elided even in

the singular and dual. Thus g^sTrsj! ' The king of Kamboja '. qp^mt " the

two princes of the Kambojas "

Vdrt :—It should be stated rather ' after Kamboja and the Hke
',

because we find the affix elided after ' Chola ' &c Thus ^r5T* ' the king

of the Cholas ', Here as well as in sicR: the $pn (IV, I. 121. S. 1124.)

that comes afteradissyllabic word is elided. So also ^3i !

r qfcstt, 3CT: llThe elision

in the last two is of srsi M " sfissirsiP ST*ft
" is a better reading than cfjp^r^r:

IEW H If, however, the second reading be taken, we explain the form by

saying that eRt^sii: is formed by 3TH. of the sutra IV 3. 93 S. 1473 : in the

sense of "whose native land is Kamboja"; and as it is not a Tadraja,

it is not elided in the plural.

WJTP5W g^OT^ I SWrft i f?rft I gre:: II

1195. In denoting a feminine name, the Tadraja

is elided after the words Avanti, Kunti and Kuru.

That is to say the affix ' fiyad '. ( IV. 1. 171 S. 1189 ) after the word

• Avanti ' and ' Kunti ', and the affix ' <*u ' after the word ' Kuru ' are elided

when the word to be formed is the name of a female. Thus war, jfSfft

and §^: ' a daughter or princess of Avanti, Kunti or Kuru '. The word $^
takes gj^in the feminine by IV. 1. 66, S. 521,

Note -.—Why do we Bay ' in denoting the feminine ' ? Observe WFW.
3RhW= and gjirer: II

HMMwmim mni ^ mn t :wtr*fr 1 1^ 1 srar Ri^iflnftfa 1 ww w in*

1196. In forming the feminine of a word which,

ends in the masculine in the Tadraja affix 51, the affix is

luk-elided.
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Thus m. $K%T; /. TO^'ft »
m - *nr :

> /• »flft H

The word 8TH: of the siitra should not be construed by the rule of tadanata

vi'dhi ( J. I. 72 S. 26). If so construed it will mean "a Tadraja affix ending

in ?r is elided". There have been taught five Tadr&ja affixes, namely 'afifjrH

a9(JT)', 'nyan(q)', ' nya f bt )
' and 'in(f)' II Of these the first four all

«nd in *r ; therefore, all these four affixes should be elided in the feminine. But thi&

is not the meaning of the author; for had it been so, there -would have been no

necessity for the previous sStra, fox then the present sutra would have covered the.

case of ' Avanti ',
' Kunti ', and ' Kuril ' But the very fact of this sutra IV. 1. 170

S. 1195 indicates by gri^T, that the tadanta vidhi does not apply here. Therefore

the feminine of a^rnrrasj: is *rf**«$qr, of 3^4: is ^Ffal? II

How do you explain the form tfltft in ifftflg&P According to

Haradatta it is wrong, the proper form is Jnfoj^t u Or the form jrrfrg^t k
valid under the Bhargadi class ( IV. I. 178. S. 1197) and so the Tadraja

affix is not elided.

q«rerryr3rc's[ t s^ i TTs^rsft iVtf i wrjft i *t#I i Tr«T>ft.i ft wc*nr. i Trtf

1197. The Tadaraja affix is not elided in the

Feminine, if it forms the names of the Kshatriyas of the East,

or it comes after the word ' Bharga ' &c. and ' Yaudheya ' &c.

This sutra debars the elision of the Tadraja affix ?r ( required by the

lasr sutra ). Thus iTEfisff ^<tff. SWft *irjft, HT»T*ft these being all Eastern people

dwelling in the countries east of the Sarasvati river. Similarly of*n?&c.

Thus vrtffrs&r^ir, INisft II The form %^qr without vriddhi is formed by the

feminine affix fffsr added to afast with the force of showing the relation of

father and daughter, So also of qfte, &c. Thus ^jft, ^V^fr and tfrMt

»

The forms are thus derived. To gqr and 5^ is added the affix ^because
they are dissyllabic words ( IV. 1. 121 S. 1124 ). Then is added to them *r«

without change of signification, by V' 3. 117 S. 2070. This ^sj, is a Tadraja

affix by virtue of V. 3. 119 S. 2072. Thus we get $1^: and imu'. II Their

feminine is formed by s^as they end in the affix srw it (IV. 1. 73. S.

527). Now had we elided the affix srsx ( V. 3. 117 S. 2070 ) which is

a Tadraja, by the last sutra IV. 1. 17S S. 1196; the words would have

been ta^-ending nouns, and would have formed their feminines in #lTx which

being anudatta would have been destroyed by its coalition with the
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final Lid&tta by VI. i. i6r S. 365:. and so s^t would become udatta, and
the feminines would be final acute. But it is desired that the final should

not be ud&tta. Hence SP*. is not elided. Thus we have sinfof and *h%«0 with

udatta on the initial as formed by #ri;( Vs. I. 197 S. 3686), and not ijiqiSF

and $TiNif 1

1

Tile Tadr&ja affixes taught above are five, but besides these there are others

taught in the Fifth Adhy&ya ( Y. 3. 112 to 119 ). The word ^$3 is formed by goch

an affix ( "V. 3 177 ^ET^,). The present, inle, therefore, indicates by implication,

that the rule of elision contained in IV. 1. 177 S. 1196 applies not only to the

Tadrjlja affixes tanght in this chapter, bnt to the Tad r&j a affixes taught in V.

8. 112 to 119 S. 2066 &c. Tims the Tadrfija affix btot in. ( V. 3. 117 ) added to

trjj &o. is elided in the feminine : e. g. in. TT^ S f 1i& m *TIS^ : f WRgdt—&°-

**?*,( 3W and 3*?r K ). 8 ^irat II

1 ^qji, 2 *ft^I, 3 tftsrs, .4 snmdw ( warr&W K ), 5 §Hfa ( «rf^sf }

^r^ K ) 6 ptn*, 7 *ror, 8 nftin « K. 9 qifc u

w&io ^TrCJ^^f' f^r'rf sarf^r ran* i faffsr*prr*irTOr!*rr H*?#rwftmffa » sr^r^nf i

3»jtfraw' fire, i shr'Titf i ^rffrsrg^ sfH i «fr* fan. i whtq^r simr STrre^sft: n

1198. Of the affixes angr and *«£ used in denoting

a Grotra descendant there is the substitute *r ( «r^ ) for the-

w and % of those affixes in the feminine, and there is added

the long *tf under IV. 1. 74 S. 528 ; provided that, they

do not denote Rishi clans, and have a prosodially long

syllable preceding the last syllable* ,

Note;—The -wording of this aphorism requires a little analysis. It consists

of five words J ( 1 )j wr^P ' of «»* SI1(1 *"•'
(
2 ) «RTT^f ! ' oi non-rishi,' ( 3 ) 53^-

qp^t^t: ' having a, heavy vowel as wpottanw i. e. last but one,' ( 4 ) sq^p ' the substi-

tute is shy ail. (5) Tft% 'in denoting got] i.' That is to say, the gotra affixes ktot

and fsr are replaced by *Q3^ before the feminine affix ^n ,
ii those words which

denote non-rishi gotrae, and have a heavy vowel as last bat one. The woid nUama

meaning last letter, being formed by the superlative affix tamap, .implies that the

word must be of at least three syllables. Therefore) the present sutra does not apply

to forms like qrf^I &o.
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Patibh&shd :—-Substitutes take the place of that which is actually

ennunciated in a rule. ( See p. 117). Therefore the substitute s^y replaces

Wtand fsj^only.

Of the substitute ««^ the letter ?r and ^ are indicatory, the real affix is q
the letter q[ differentiating this affix from ssr^ and the letter «£ affording a oommoa

hold for both.

In forming the feminine we shall have to add m1? by IV. 1. 74 S.

528. Thus fBPPTfN 'having the smell of the white lotus
',

is the name of a

person. In forming a patronymic from this word, we add the affix «*<*«

Thus fywrfN + SrS? (IV. 1. 92 S. ic88 ), Now we replace this affix by

at «nd have *ktt§?T':«IT ll Similarly with words taking the affix fs^ ( as taught

in Sdtra "ff?rf3j. IV. I, 75 S. 529 ) : as Wrffc'" gives us ^mgjf, so also

Wore J—Why do we say ' of ^o^ and fsj ' n Witness 5?T?PT(«tr from

sg^Wl 11 Hero the word SfJJWI belongs to fafffe ga»a, and therefore by IV.

J. 104, it would take the affix 3TW in forming the gotra patronymic : this affix 3JJ?

is not replaced by «i^ , and the feminine is by long f (IV. 1. 15 S. 470); for

though, its lost vowel but one is heavy, it is a non-rishi gotra word, yet it does not

fulfil the other oondition of taking the affix btji^ or ^sj it

Why do we say ' of non-rishi gotras ' ? Witness mfa&t and Vrrf^ft H

Why do we say ' whose last vowel but one is heavy ' ? Observe w<t»t«ft

which is formed by s$^ denoting jati. ( IV. 1. 63. S. 518 ). Why do we say

' denoting Gotra ?
' Witness *jift«5jafr ' a woman born in Ahichhatra ',.

«mrr*r*isr «ir*tPnrar: swssiiwt *?t% ffiftaSftftrsfr.- ftm\ «wftur:*»mii

1199. After a word denoting a non-principal gotra,

«r^ is the substitute ofsp^ and^sr, in the feminine, even

though the syllable preceding the final be not prosodially long.

The phrase srfSpift: of the last sfltra governs this also, not so,

however, the word ^nj^f^PT: 11 The phrase iftanwr means insignificant or

non-famous gotras, i. e. names ofkulas i. o. USTHWr, such as families like

SPi3T> ^PJRT, SJSJt which are not famous and are not included in the gotra

list ( Pravara-adhyaya ). wftofwr and %ig*& II

Note :—The word ?pi*re in the antra has various significations, one sense

being ' separate from', another being "part of', and 'individual members' &o.

If the last sense be taken, then We cap evolve forms' like \q%t^I" '^Tfrewr 'II These
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forms may also be explained by taking thena as belonging to the SftT^ssrif^ class of

the next aphorism. Id short those who wieh to apply this aphoriBm to ' the

immediate descendant', such as ' the son or daughter ', and not to a gotra descendant

which means a grandson and down, can also do so.

In fact the word *fr«rrWf 'b equal to wrespprNf oif $rsi»?T5f*ff'»C and is a

kafmadharaya samasa, namely gotras not enumerated in the UTO^qr^ u These are

however, technically called «pr II

i%qf «q^ sratq: *?U(| 1 ^r^qtTrHT^fsifoTsrjfwcKr: 1 ssrwr 1 <snwr 1 $ff

1200. The affix <«w comes in the feminine after

the words sfhf^ and the rest,

This rule applies even where the syllable next to the final is not

heavy, and even whefe the word does not take the affix 3PIJ.or 533 ll In faclt

«HSJ is not a substitute here but an augment. Thus si'j^sff ' a female krau<jli ",

So also «rr35Tr ' a female vyadi '.

1 jfitfe, 2 Sttfa, 3 ssrtft, 4 snfnrRT, 5 Wrf^flr, These are formed by

*S*(iy, 1. 95 S. 1095 J. 6 ^W*RT, 7 "sfcqfr Op^Rt), 8 &FRT ( fNff*RT J 8

V*l*RJ ( ^ffl^ft ), These are formed by the ntlix *%m || 10 sffrvjiafgj II This is

formed by f»i with the substitute stsfi^C lV. 1. 97 S. 1097 ) added to ^vfff II

ii 'aSrjpattl' Vdtuka:—The woid to-* takes *33[ when denoting a

grown-up maiden, as «Kir: ; otherwise *aju ' a daughter ', formed by ar*, or sjft

by S^ff denoting a jiti.

1 2. vftsrgfait 1 VArtika '.—This debars s^K of jati as *n*rp, (otherwise

srn( as wfrsrri ^rrsratfifrr ), 13 #?rf%, 14 sfn^, is vfrrcsft', 16 ^Trfsr^ft, 17 srrwrr%,

18 *!Wr?ir5T. 19 ^Rrf^rmtiT 20 m^n ( *TTO3 ) ll All iheoe except the last are

formed by q of Gaigadi class.

\\ *l li

1201. The affix «q^ optionally comes after the words

folftr, «tf%?%, OTWgfil and wq&fefe II

Thus^jfs;- or^pfifr U These words end in the affix tH. . and the word

gotra is not understood in the sutra. In the case of gotra descendants, the

substitute shyaa would have come by that sfttia, it would have come

26 S
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by IV. I. 78. but whereas by that sutra it would have been compulsory •

the present aphorism makes it optional. But if the sutra be taken to

apply to immediate descendants, as opposed to gotra descendants, then this

Is a new rule altogether and not a rider to IV. I. 87 S. 1079. In. the

alternative when «a^ is not added, &l\ will be added by rule IV. u
65 S. 520
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CHAPTER XXVII.

THE QUADRUPLE SIGNIFICANT AFFIXES.

\^\ I bt^ tto; I « | ^ i i n

1202. The affix srqr already ordained ( IY. 1. 83

)

comes after the name of a colour, in the sense of "colored
thereby

"

The verb *3^r means to change (he white color into another color.
That by which a thing is colored is Called tx<v 'color'. «T ' by which ',

i e. after a word in the instrumental case in construction, being the name of a
particular colour. Thus **Rft ?tf *«r a qflWPI «

a doth coloured of a dull

red '. So also *rrfsig*r. it

Why do wg say *[*fit
,r

after the name of a color "
? Observe"^fa

trfi *ra^i here the affix sp* will not come after the word ' Devadattena ', for

though it is in construction in the instrumental case, yet it is not the name
of a colour.

Note >.—U the sentence " *rsrl^ *T§*req JjfSft, fftft ^vm W§ " the words

qtr^f^t and %Jli$ft are used metaphorically.

From this sdtra up to IV, 2. 12 S 1213 inclusive, the affixes are to be

added to the word, which is in the instrumental case in construction, in a sentence

IV, 1- 82 S. 1072): as in the last chapter, the affixes were added to a word in

the genitive case.

W% I ^r^TTf* I « I * I % It

SITfiW I for**?: II SraSWftroTSWJ^re*!. * II flteifwr I SRrSfaSR: I ^T^fTir-

frrlr frt^r: 1 'errant'! 1 min- » %*rt ^n * h sfte^r ^ tfimn w <ftar?^ # 11 <drr^i ti

^*rsrc3Ht«im^* 11 srfa«t i ircraw* »i

1203. The affix sw comes, in the sense of colored

thereby, after the words l&ksh&, and rochand, (which

being names of colours, are in the instrumental case in a

sentence ),
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This debars %f*tt II Thus srngrtjrTfK *tf = WrlWT , so also ^spflrsjtq,

V&rtika :—So also after upssr and er$*t II Thus mreii%ijp and 5j?r<fi%S?: II

According to the opinion of the author of Kftslka the affix *qvn also

comes after jrsRi* and 3$«T: | Thus srf^sr: and iajrfcir: It

p,}^ ;__The affix ar* comes after sf)^: as sfie*r *=* = $r5T «i 11 This

debars btot. II

F^r:—The affix** (I. 3- 8 S. 195 ) comes after tffcr, as ^^=3

F^ :—The affix stsj. comes after tfqrr and toh^i as ^ifrcsj, and

1204. The affix Wir already ordained by XY. 1. 83

S. 1073 comes after a word in the instrumental case in con-

struction, which is the name of a lunar mansion, to signify a

time connected with, the asterjsm.

Note :—A time is said to be connected with an aaterism when the moon ia

Jn conjunction with any one of such asterism. Thus «jsq, f?f<Rr, W &o are lonar

HRterismB ; when the moon ie in any one of these asterisms, then the aflVs ia added to

the name of such asterism, in order to denote the time of such conjunction.

Thys grwa + snsrsifurs (VI. 4 149 S. 499) e.g. #r«r*Tf: and <ff«ittrf*r : "the

night in which the moon is in the Pushya"

Note:—Why do we say Jr^ar ' connected with the aeterism ' P Observe

•sr'frcrr grRr 'CfT^r* ll Why do we say 3ji5^r ' time ' P Observe gs^uf g3RVT*fi{p II

f^fqraHr^ 1 'sa^rafr 11

1205. The affix above ordained is elided by lup,

when there is no specification of any particular portion of

a day consisting of twenty-four hours,

That is, the affix enjoined by the preceding aphorism is elided, if no
*pecifmation is to be understood of a particular portion of the day and night
which consists of 60 dandas ( 24 hours ) such as night 8k. A full day and
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night of 24 hours Is the period (Kftla) which the moon takes (oris

conventionally supposed U) take ) ia ci ossing an asteiisrn, To denote this

full time of 24 hours by an affix is to denote a. time generally ( avigesha).

To denote a portion of this 24 hours, is to express it specifically. This

can be done by affixes, Thus atsr gsq: to day helongs to the asterism

Pushya' meaning that to-day the moon is in conjunction with Pushya ; but

by ' to day ' neither the day time in particular nor the night time in

particular, nor any hour in particular is meant, but both alike. The time is

day and night, when there is no specification of such time, whether it is day

or night, then there is elision".

If the full day of 24 hours, being avis"esha, is denoted by the mere
name of the asterism in which the moon bappens to be that day, why is an

exception made when that day happens to be a full moon day ? In other

words, though it is correct to say $flsigxgr: qm$l &c for all days ( Sithis )

generally, yet it is not correct if the day happens to be full moon day ; for

then wemust say w.*Mt Mwft an^ not W^W ^RTSft «

Why is the affix not elided in <fH? in the sentence ^sq^r qtafat^t

§V$\ ( Amara Kosha I. afi ), by the present sflua ? The affix denoting day

( 24 hours ) in general is not elided after an asterism giving its name to

that day, if it is a /u/l-moon in that asterism. This rule we deduce by

inference from the sutra IV, 2. 23 S, J 225, where P&nini has exhibited the

words Phalguni, Kartikl, and. Chaitri without the elision of the case-affix

The words Phalguni &c there mean ,( the day in which the full-

moon is in the asterism Phalguna, Krittika, or Chitra " That sutra relates

to the naming of months after full-moon-asterism, see IV. 3, 31. S. 1221.

That sutra IV, 2. 23 S. 1225 teaches also that in the case of the

asterism tr^orr there is lup-elision of the day-denoting affix, even where

such day is the full-moon day, For the full-moon day would have been

srr^off like i^rf*j«ffi but that sOtra shows it as ^ir ti The word *remr

means that Paurnamast day when the full moon is in Sravana. Not only

this, but there is further anomaly, that though the affix is elided by lup after

»^otr yet the rule I. 2. 51 S. 1294 does not apply. That rule declares that

where there is a lup-elision of a Taddhita affix there is concordance between

the gender and number of the derivative word with those of the original. The

form ought to have been »fjw and not JSffJjj had I. 2. 51 S. 1204 applied,:

as we find $srs and vnw in^ iqigare'feff >SRSfcC pra^r see II. 3.45 S. 642,

The form ssipruff without lup-elision is also valid, on the maxim

STOWTft fSTrririrPf " The anomalous forms ( nipatanas ) are also non-deter-

rents i. e. they do not debar the regular forms ", Therefore the irregular «H"rr
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and the regular ^srrwft both meaning " the day when the full-moon is in

isravana" are valid.

Any conjunction of the moon with an asterism measures a period

of time of 24 hours. Such a time is expressed by a derivative formed from

the name of the asterism. ( 1 ) As <ny'fcrf^' : ' the night in which the moon

is in the asterism Pushya.' qfamsi. " the day in which &c." ( 2 ) But when

the full period of such conjunction is denoted, without specifying whether

it is day or night, then the name of the asterism without any modification

denotes such time also. As spngsq! " Today is the day when the moon is

in the asterism Pushya or shortly, today is Pushya." In other words, days

are named directly, after the asterisms. ( 3 ) But td this there is an excep-

tion in the case of that day when the moon is full. There the affix must be

added. As STSr^t^" today is the day when the/«//-moon is in Pushya,"

Not only days are named after asterisms, but months also. In the

case of months, that asterism gives the name to it, in which the moon is

Jull. As qr<?f ira' " that month in which the full moon occurs in the asterism

of Pushya."

f^srmfsspnTwn i treurr ^fa; i w*z?m m.^- < a^trot fas* I vreoft i wwft u

1206. The affix above ordained is elided by lup,

-after the words Sravana and Asvattha, when the whole word

so formed is an appellation, and there, is specification of

time.

This sutra applies where there is specification of the portion of the

day, of 24 hours, such as night or day or prahara &c.

Thus wrr Ufa:, ^T^'fr 5l[t?:
" the night called Sravana ; the Muhurta

called Asvattha". Why do we say 'when it is. a Name orSanjna?'

Observe ^srr^oft or 'sn;**^ H

wPp 11

1207. The affix 3 comes after the Dvanava com
pound of the names of lunar mansions, to signify the time

of the moon's connection with those asterisms ; whether

there be a specification or not of any particular portion of

that time.
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Thus trersutftaT uf§n, rerwtSTtqtfrais: in

Mote :—So also when there is no specification of any portion of the day, as sr*t

trerjJSPyrail , ST5T fH^STtotftaTO It The affix here in these two last eases is not

elided, though there is no specification of time, because the present siitra, will debar

IY. 2. 4. S. 1205 which ordains ]Up (> 1. 4. 2 S. 175 \ KasiM ;. Or the & is nob

elided on the maxim ijsSisqsrfJC " anapa-vsda rule in the middle, debars the rules that

preeede and not those that succeed it." Therefore sjtir which precedes IV. 2, i S.

1205 will be debarred and not g; which succeeds it.

^od I c£ OTTI *m * II

%%^r i frai^T zi mfati sti u siR^sot f%$re5Rs?r. * n 3*rr*?T sector* i

1208. The affix w* (IV. 1. 83 S. 1073) comes,

after a word in construction in the Instrumental case, in the

sense of " seen ''—the thing seen being the Sama Veda.

Thus stf%s*Tfg- = ?rrfOT SPT "the portion of the Sama seen by ( oc

revealed to ) Vasishtha ".

Vdrt :—The affix sror is optionally treated as if it had an indicatory

5; when the sense is that of " the S&ma-Veda seen." Thus 3WTOI %t stFT=^r-

WH or sfrcFTO, ( the force of f%q; being to elide the f£ portion; VI 4. 143

S.316).

^^«S. I q^^ I « l R I
c H

4«Rmi & zufcfc m*t 11

1209. The affix 3*5 comes, in the sense of the S&ma-

Veda seen, after the word ' Kali ', being in the instrumental

case in construction.

This debars ^H'H Thus tfff§rm& *ni = 9Kr^l II "The Sama Veda

revealed to Kali". This sutra is really a Vartika and not a sfltra of Panini.

Vdrt :—The affix ' dhak ' comes always after srfsr and grfpf ; not merely in

the sense of the Sama-Veda seen. Thus ^rfifar %k mn = a^fiTJWt 'the Sama-Veda

revealed to Agni '. STjfr >T*f = ^nfat 'who stays in Agni ' (IV. 3. 53 S, 1428)

wfttTiRr, " what has coma from Agni " = %nlwi ( IV. 3. 74 ) &c. Similarly qii&jru.

means ' the Sama-Veda seen by Kali, he who stays in Kali, what has come from,

Kali &c i(

Yfot :—The affix spu; in the sense of ' born ', is optionally treated as fi^I

provided that it be that spn which being debarred by IV. 3. 11, S. 1881 is reordained

by IV. 3. 16 S. 1387, The affix >m, governs all sfifcras up. to IV. 4. 2 S. 1550 by
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force of IV, 1. 83. ; but it ig debarred by sS^of IV. 3. 31 S. 3381, and is re-ordained

in IV. 3. 16. Thus srcrrirsrfsr ^rrfi: = *rraPr*p or wfiftr«rsp u

Vdrt :—The affia f^j^r cornea, optipnally, without changing tlie Bense, after

words eliding in #3 II ThusgrcftzflSIS.or fir/ftiw"? , jrrffftftafflL or ^fawi. II

VArt

:

—Not eo when it qualifies fq*it, as f^rsf or Sjtfrsf fasir »l

V&rt :—The affix fS*. IV. 3. 126 lias the force of " the Sama-Veda seen " when

it comes after a Gntra-word Thas ^WWt or S|tft^^ Hbe Sarna-Veda Been

by Aupagava, or ELApn^ava '. The affix *r»j comes after a word denoting a Gfotm

or Oharana. The following Karika sums up the fibove vartikaa,,

^rqri?!^^ sr fasfruf rfNi^fw^w 11

tr^t ?e mi ^r^i ii

Rr« u&Rretftrsr fattf «raar fear u

jrfor ms?RJjf ^rffg^r^ jts^ ii

1210. The affixes ssrt and ^r come after the word

V&madeva, in the sense of the Sama-Yeda seen.

This debars^ 11 Thus arr*fi^r tk wr = *rf«M* or nt^f^'li The

indicatory 5 in ' dyat ' shows that n has svarita accent ( VI. 1.185 S. 3729 ).

KArika -.-—Why the affixes at and H\ have an indicatory §r, when the

elision of the final <§ would have taken place by n^ttT'sr ( VI. 4. 148. S. 311

)

even ? Ans. They are fVit in order to prevent the final of «tpifa3 becoming

udatta when a negative particle is added to it. It serves the purpose of

regulating *t*f accent.

Q. The final ^r of m*0j$ would have been elided by the rule VI. 4. 148 S.

311, without making this affix f&f, then what is the use of making this affix

Ans. Well, the author here indicates by jfiftpalca, the existence of these

two maxima of interpretation, viz. ParibhasMs f%T;ffi;q4|iU^fo tr STf j$ar«r3r?1 " when

a term void of anubandhas is employed, it does not denote that which lias an

annbandha attached to it " ftSgarH-i^iw^ jj^g^q^jj 4. w i,en a term with one

or more anubandhas is employed, it does not denote that which, in addition to those,

has another annbandha attached to ifc".

For had ^ and *(?£ been only taught instead of ' dya ' and ' dyat ', then by

rule VI. 2. 156 S. 3890 the final of such word, with the negative particle sj, would

take udatta. on the final, but that is not the case. Therefore 3T3Pi^5q is not finally

acute, but hag acute on the first Byliable, taking the accent of the Indeclinable (,VI.

2. 2, S. 3786 )•. Ae fam*i tt
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IHM 1 «iftf?rr:w 1 a r 1 ?o n

jjsfe T I §ir%i TRffit OT: h

1211. The affix srtJt cotnes, after a word in the

Instrumental case in construction, in the sense of ' surround-

ed '

; the thing so surrounded being ' a chariot \

Thus «ilr: <m?m w: = *tW " a chariot sunounded with cloth ". Why
do we say ' the thing so surrounded being a chariot ? ' Observe b[#tji <*fts[5jr: ^iq-.

' the body surrounded with cloth.' The word l"iK%^ means covered from all

sides. The affix will not be used, if the chariot is not completely surrounded.

As St%"- iftfcrr i*t- " the chariot surrounded by pupils."

Wi I m<f^wim^w 1 « 1 * l \\ ll

1212. The affix stst comes after the word W^WcT,
being in the third case in construction, in the sense of ' sur-

rounded ', the thing so surrounded being ' a chariot \

This debars spiral Thus- qpfsfiwrsftw ' a carriage covered with a

white woolen blanket '. The word TFl^np? means a white royal blanket

used as the housing of a royal elephant. The form qrog*Rffff'l would have

been obtained by the affix ^ft of V. 2. 115, which has the sense of matup,

the present sutra is made in order to debar the affix sjoni

*l« 1 i^TK^sr 1 vi 1 * 1 t* ll

tfrnr PwtfrliTi 1 ?fa TRftfr |qtw 1 <r* >rarar: h

1213. The sis*; comes after the words ' dvaipa ' and
' vaiyaughra ' being in the third case in construction, in the

sense of ' surrounded \ the thing so surrounded being ' a

chariot '.

Thus l^r qftfHlT *$•• *>%.*'• ' a car covered with a tiger's skin *. So also

\nw ll

Note 1—This affix ST3j(, debars wqr, the difference between these two buiug in.

accent only.

Wi l vfciprj^traft I « l H. 1 U ll

87 s
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1214. The word ' kauraara ' is- irregularly formed

by adding the affix itot
, when meaning ' virginity '.

Thus ^mscrfsr^^ri^Ti^iilT^PPTfr- 'the husband of a virgin '. i. e.

one whose wife was given to him in marriage while she was a maid ( not a

widow). So also ^wft *rflf=*r#<TRr: §fflft lRra?«?m "a virgin wife"i. e. a

xvife who is taken in marriage while she was a maid (not a widow). In

both these cases the word refers to the woman.

Note :—The word <frm is formed- by adding^ to §*tr# II Thus fflpfa

UW I <rat3[<m*T^ I * I * I ?« It

wr 3f?r: sinrc wfteT« i- ^T^frereopj^; fiftrra *$% i ht shtA i *&&
Ptdff %&&'< ii

1215, The- affix wt already ordained (IV. 1. 83)

comes in the sense of ' placed thereon ', after words denot-

ing vessels, when such words are- in the locative case in

construction*

The word fifT means, ' thereon ' i, e; a word in the seventh case in

construction, wpw means ' vessels ' : 3m|?pi. means ' placed ', or literally the

•refuse of dinner'. Thus w^^fffi^WWf aft^ "boiled rice placed on an

earthen disL" That is, the uchchish^a or leavings of food already eaten
;

or the remainder of food that remains after dinner. So also jjtissbr:, efirfo II

The word uddhritam here means being taken out first from- one vessel and

then placed on another. Hence the Locative . In other words- uddhrita

means here " placed ".

Note:—Why do wsay "after a word' denoting vessel" ? Observe IHU^^tj^W

^fft: ' boiled rice placed on the hand '.

The word fl^, denoting ' a word in tlie locative case in construction >', governs

the six subsequent sutras upto IV. 2, 20 S. 1223 inclusive.

1216. The affix um; already ordained (IV. 1. 83)
comes after the word ^qf^T being in the- seventh casein

construction, in. the sense of ' a sleeper thereon ', and the

whole word so formed denotes * a person performing a vow
'
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Thus **lfws$ wffcg SRnft^TOffctsf! ' a person who has taken the vow

to sleep on the bare ground ' i. e. an ascetic or a Brahmachart

tfot6 :—Why do we say ' vow ' P Observe ^tffe^fc $ft BrHTH: ' Brahmadatta

Bleeps on the bare groad'i not as a matter of vow
t but of necessity or pleasure.

The word jftr means a ' tow or an observance ordained by the religions codes '.

1217. The affix win; comes after a word ending in

the locative case, to denote ' what is prepared therein '—if

that which is so prepared be ' granular food \

Thus ^rl* s*^r^-*ir»p 'barley fried in the pan'. Similarly vm-

WtT5t ! g^rWtf: here ?r* is elided by IV. 1. 88. S. 1080

Note t—Why do wo say " if it means food " P Observe JwrsS
1

t^flt

m* 1 wHr«*f<w i«Ri^ll

1218. The affix^ comes in the sense of prepared

food, after the words uM and T^rr ending in the locative case.

This debars Sfoi ( IV, 1. 83). As «^ &*#-&$ 'roasted on a

spit '—i, e. meat. So also iqro ' flesh boiled in a pot '. For accent see VI.

I. 213 S. 3701.

1219. The affix 3« comes, in the sense of prepared

food, after the word ' dadhi ' ending in the locative case in

construction.

Thus frSr *fe$tf =»tffa3W made of coagulated milk '.

Note:—This form will be evolved by IT. 4. 3 S. 1551, but the qrfa*:*

formed by that rule means TOT^Sft i- o- anything prepared or seasoned with card;

while the ^rfacR °f ta^8 sutra means ' ourd itself seasoned with salt or, pepper '.
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1220. The affix 3^ comes in the sense of prepared

food ', optionally after the word zqfiaft, ending in the loca-

tive case in construction.

Thus srtefasKT. (VII. 3. 50>o«" sfof^lby «rm.U The word ^.
fa^sruis thus formed, arsffaft+ya*, 11 Here applies the following rule.

WU tsg*n*?nw I * I 9 111 H

fte 3TOJWPW. * 11 ffair ERfer trsg?: 11

1221. ^ is substituted for s after a stem ending in

«TC. S *** , 3«S, ( 3, 3J, tg
)
and <* "

This word udas"vit literally means that which grows by water. It

is the name of whey in which half is water and half curd. Thus srra^rsi;:,

or sNn^P by ^rur ll The fw and 3FC. are the affixes of that name, therefore

not here, snftrRr^: ( = wf%«r r itfa ), alrfsrsff: ( - wr "«nf?T ) 11

V&rt -.—So also after fra., as §i<t^'. (i&wifcttft ) \»

?w 1 ^fri^ra* 1 a 1 * ro ii

sk Ht^rft^f riwwifr *i3 *rar *ft 1 %«r wrmft vT^f* 1 %?«ft 11

1222. The affix S'sr comes in the sense of ' prepared ',

after the word { kshira ', ending in the locative case in

construction.

The word ' prepared ' only is applicable here, and not ' food ' ; and

therefore the derivative applies to n*n»£ ( which is not an article of food. ?).

This debars 9T<n II Thus ^Jft cfc^trr:=«W *^PJ;
' milky gruel '.

^1*inrs5fre#r<Tr^rf?rf?r 5^ i fr«ft ff<far*ft wrfiH^^r *Trer. ii

1223. The affix $rw eouies after the name of a full-

moon-night, to denote the division of time in which the

night falls.
;

The word ?f% in the sutra indicates that we should read smrarn here.

Note:—The word ^ means' that'. It ig in the nominative cage, therefore

by IV 1. 82 S. 1072 it means that '' after a word in the first oase in construction ".
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<5f*jf^ ' in it ' i. a- in the sense of a seven til case. %a?Tr?flf?f " if the word in the first

case in constroetion is the name oE a full-moon night ". The' word ff% »fter ^|4f*( |flr

is used for the sake of reading the -word ?fffltm. in the sutra,. It-does not occur in

the original sufcras of Panini ; but iB addad by the author of theltasika from a Vartika;

and means ' if the word so formed is an appellative ', i, e. if it is the name of a month,

a half-mouth and a year. The whole sutra therefore literally translated me*ns
" the affix: ^Tm already ordained ( IV. 1. 83 ) comes in the sense of a 7th case affix,

after a word in the 1st oase in construction, if that word is the name of a full-moon-

night, provided that the whole word so formed is an appellation of a month, a

half-month or a year ".

Thus ^psft fNJfKft stfwt-fr'fr Tm; ' the month Pausa i. e. that month

in which the moon is full in the asterism Pushya '.

Nate :— Similar!;' 'ftsfrS^f'TW: ant* ^ : ^fa^' U But not so in the following

q\(ft JjpHT'ft 3rfWrT,3TO%, because d&saratra is not ft month or a fortnight or"
!

a year.

The words^ and B3f!|f1 have the same force here, namely, they

make the word an appellative. The word tfgwn, added to the sfitra by the

Vartika is a redundancy.

Note :—The word q
,

rarTftfl' is forrned hy adding ^jr to 'rjiprrrj it Or it may-

be erolved in this way :— girjf ITP= I

J7i J
fl

:
) 'jpflt^ f*R.= tl"W^ft II The wordfrr; means

" moon ".

?^y i wrJT?WT^^s>TfaT i a i ^ i ^ 11

^ ^T>rarr ??rr^^Dft 1 Jn3T^T¥WT f f'W^1
!, > 1$f55T*S?rmtf*lfa °T?TO I

^Kir^i'jfq' gr i srpyrPzrg;! i'

1224. The affix z^ coraes, in the sense of the loca-

tive case, after the words ' &grahayani * and ' agvatfcha ' ending

in the first-affix in construction and being the name of a

full-noon night.

The words srrRip<fi'»f*rr#ftr of the last sfltra govern this also. This

debars ^TOf, II The word agralrayani is a Bahuvrihi, meaning agre hayanam

asyah :
•' that which has the ye&t ( hayana ) before it "—or with which the

year commences. It takes the affix *r« ,
because it belongs to Piajftadi

class which is an akritigana (V. 4. 38 S. 2106). Thus SPT + ?r?H +WHT.-

Wnm*W » The H is changed to wr by VIII. 4- 3- S. 857- Thus <ffm?wf*ra&

*ms: ' the month called Agrahayanika i. e. in which the moon is full in the

asterism of Agrahayana., Similarly the day in which the full moon occurs in

the asterism agvattha is called aSvattha. The affix denoting time is elided

as nipatana. From it we have srwf^Ri' U
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tr^^r <*%sq 1 w?gfw 1 wanr trer i vrsf*w i w : i ^ft?^ i

1225. The affix a^ optionally comes after the

words ' Ph&lguni ',
' SravanA \ Kartiki ' and « Chaitri » being

the names of full moon nights, the whole word so formed

being a Name denoting a division of time (a month, a

fortnight or a year) in which the moon is full in those

asterisms.

Thus ^fFgflr: 01* ^Sft*-". WT-' of WPwr, 3»rf&*.' or gjfftfts*;, %xs or

trfinj;.' II This optionally ordftins 3T^, instead of ?r« which also comos in tk«

alternative

f^r^mrs^faq^ if% ! * Tr^rtfi i *rr?*T?ri i srswur8^ s*TOf¥ffqr \ro

1226. The affix srar ( IV. 1. 83 g. 1073 ) is added

to the name of a deity when something is to be spoken of

" as his ".

^r=' after a word in the first case in construction ' nrw
!

in the sense

of a sixth case '. f^'if the word in the first case is the name of a deity '.

Thus fsjfrwars« = qHKSft: 'oblation sacred to Indra'. Similarly iignjfn

1 oblation belonging lo Pasupati .' So also ^rfsTSni il

Why do we say " after the name of a deity " ? Observe, 8fiRrrfWTS«.

no affix is added to gjKjr H

In the sentence qfyrt's: the word aindra means the hymn by which

Indra is praised while oblation is offered. The affix is added, therefore, to,

denote the mantra by which a deva'A is praised, and who is referred to. while

the offering is thrown into fire. ( Mantra-stutya = mantrena stutya, Stutya is

a feminine word in apposition with devata, and formed by kyap and tap.

See III. i. 109. S. 2857). And in *nw*Fr% BTSTSreWflfw the affix *w

is added by IV. 2. 33 S. 1236 in the gaijilca sense to agni. It is is added by

analogy.

Note -.—The whole phrase qTS^'Vwr governs up to sittra IV, 2. 35 S. 1238.

Though the word ^r was understood in this sfitra by anuvyitti from sfttra IV, 2. 21

8. 1228, its repetition is for the sake of indicating that the annvritti of tfstf does not
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extend to it, The affix ordained by this sfttra has the foroe o{ indicating ' lord of

oblations like- Purod4sa &cof£ered in a saorifioo '.

3 226. The short r is the substitute of the final w of

% whcln the* affix is added.,

Thus 5t + ^rm.=f% + ST55r,'=l« + 9T=gtr^ "oblation sacred to Ka ". As

SRTS sfSf! II Similarly >nm from 'ft' " the oblation sacred to Sri . The rule VI.

4. 148. S. 311 required the elision off before 5PV, but it is prevented by

the rule of vriddhi VII. 2. 117 S. 1075 which is subsequent to it.

?5R« I g5KF3?U a U I RS II

SfSfWUl

1228. The affix spj. comes in the sense of " that its

deity ", after the word, ' gukra.

This debars *{W (IV. i\ 83 S, 1073 ). Thus u«u + t-jq» gflira* fr*:

(VII. I. 2 S. 475 ) ' an oblation belonging to Sukra '. Thus $J%%sw»w II

W?- I W5f«§RIW^«n Hi I 8 I Jl I Jfcv* II

1229.. The affix n comes after the words ' aponap-

tri ' and apannaptri '" in the sense of ' that its deity '.

This debars ?r»il Thus SRrwfSsra ?f%- or wrinPsWK U The words

fmiird and WTTrit are the names of two deities ; these words irregularly

assume the form ending in n<*f when the affix is to be added, otherwise they

retain their form. As in the directory sentence : wrq'pniir wSTTtSsgg/? H

Wfy l«^ l« 1*1 ^H

^H^g r-4^ * ii ^ms-. 1 tot ^jt *snr «w sra<sffc*w 1 ws-^fN* i sr*5«&

1230. Also ' Ohha ' is added to ' Aponaptri ' and

' Apannaptri ' in the Bense of ' that its deity „
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The affix ® also comes in the sense of " that its deity " after the word

Aponaptriand ApannaptrL This debars st^ii Thus w^HPtfte or bttisrS^^

'oblaton secred to Aponapat or Appannapat'.

Note ;—-Thia is raade a separate sutra, ia order to prevent the application

of the rule I. 8. l<) S. 128. For if is was included in the last, the siltra would have run

thus: " The affixes q and® come after Aponaptri and Apatinaptri ", the meaning

of which according to 1. 8, 10 S. 128 -would have been " the affix vt oomes after

Aponaptfi, and fg after Apsnnaptri " But this ia not what the author intended.

Hence two distinct sutras.

V&rt ;—The word ^rff^y takes *? and % both in the sense of < that its

deity.' e, g. wngfatt and w?m& » The luk-elision of taddhita after Dvigu

words taught by IV, 1. 88 S. 1080 does not take place here ; for then the

Vartika would have become useless. The very fact that affixes are ordained

after the Dvigu word s'atarudra sets aside the rule of elision bv implication.

\\\\ 1 nfowrlr ^r i « 1 R 1 Rt I)

1231. The affix sr, and 'Sim; as also the affix ^, come

after the name Mahendra, in the sense of l<
this its deity "

Ab q^flTO. 'Pft: ~ IllHW.m& *fiZtH*n. ' oblation Bacred to Mahendra '.

Wi 1 ^rwiff asnn; 1 « 1 * | 30 11

1232. The affix »mr comes after the name £ Soma
',

in the sense of " this its deity
''

This debars i{% ll The VJ. of «n^ causes Vriddhi. The ? causes the

affixing of &t* in the feminine. Thus ^hn& *ft:, ^bft s»£^il *tim + '£v{( IV.

1. 15 S. 470)=$*+ 1 (VI. 4. 150S. 472) = g*r*fru

*ra«ra 1 tasaii. 11

1233. The affix *ra; comes after the names of 'v&yu',

' pitu ', Pitfi ' and ' Ushas ', in the sense of " this its deity ".

This debars st<« II As, srr^qn, s^etsjw M The next form Hf + ^il

requires the following sQtra for its evolution.

^y 1 ft^r. 1 \s 1 a i *« 11
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1234. ^T is substituted for the final short % of a

stem, before an affix beginning with '$, when it is not a Krit

nor a S&rvadli&tnka affix, and before the adverbial affix f^r II

The anuvfitti of RKjfRr is, however, not understood in this sutra ; that

of **t and iiiKm&iT^Sr: is present. The ftft and fir* not being understood

here, we have RRrr|^TT«rw=Rssj^
i

which is thus formed ft^-t-qq^ftift-l-S-Hw

+ * (i being elided by VI. 4. 148 S. 31 1 ). So also wm. »

Note :—Why do we say short qj P Obserye ^(fr^, from 3j fc&fr, with^
tG<nm *ntfr: and SfitT lengthening. ptStfirrpqit from 35 and jt it

« l R 1 V* 11

*hwi 1 cmntfttfra* > «miT^8,w> tff*fr^fKtsw. 1 EsmfWfar 11

1235. The affix © comes also in the setitfe of ' this

its deity ', after the names ' Dy&v&-Prithivi *, ' Sun&sira \
' Marutvat ', Agnlshoma ', * Vastoshpati ' and ' Grihamedha '.

This debars «Tw and o*t II Thug «ffqfpjI^fNwL or «r*rt«£fa«ra, ' belong-

ing to the Gods Heaven and Earth '. QrofKtoK, or iprrcftifa ' belonging

to Stina ( Wind ) and Stra ( Sun )
' (VI. 3. 26 S. 922 for the lengthening

of the %t of sjsr ) *re**t?i?'ra: or ^wrsT*. « «rr?Ttit*<?^«s or wfft^wra, 11 *n^Tf*nfaw

or «irefl«Wi 11 1&"refta* or ^"ito*. 11

j? te :—According to Haradatta, Sunasira is an epithet of Indra, Maratvin

is also a name of India, meaning ' Lord of Mnruts'. Agnishoma is formed by VI.

3. 27. S 923. Vastospati is an irregularly formed word •« V&stunah pati.

H*t I ?fitk<* I « 3 * I ^\ II

srwwiii

1236. The affix Z% comes in the t,ense of* this its

deity ,after the name Agni.

Thus ^rf?r^rsw-«Tm^:

»

?^ 1 q&Wt wren \ a 1 * t|« »

1237. After words expressive of time, the affixes

denoting « who stays there ' ( IV. 3. 11 S. 1381 to IV. 3. S3

S. 1428 ), come also in the sense of • this its deity
'

88 s
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Thus by IV. 3. U S. 1381 ( read with IV. 3. S3 S. 1428 ), the affix

*s^ comes after the words expressive of time, in the sense of ' who stays there.'

The same affix will also come in the sense of OTs^i^Rir 11 Thus in% vrsr-

flrRwjj.C'rriir+ffJ^'rra"'?* Vii. 3. 50 s. 1170); mfv»sis(iV. 3. 17 s. 1388)

meaning 'monthly' and ' rainy '» The words will also mean 'an oblation

sacred to a month i. e.' as Him'.\*SfSWTlfiraw. II &c.

1238. The affix 33* comes, ia the sease of (
this its

deity ', after the words ' Maharaja ' and ' Proshthapada \

Thus Jitrtrsft ^fltsw- toijPhspi., siOTfefi w

«r*r "rffacrawrawfr sfa: *m. <^rf% faft ftfa t "ft 1 wfrrcren* h

1239. Before a Taddhita affix having an indicator/

^, 'H.or 9J,, the Yriddhi is substituted for the first vowels of

the both members of a Dvanda compound of the names of

Devatas. *
. x

Note ;—The rale applies to Dvandas relating to hymns ( fCT? ) and sacrificial

Offerings ( ?ft ) U Therefore, not here. «8RRRrtiP9V ^%SW fffiRftOTIP ( IV. 2»

24 S. 1226 ), So also HrgmarflST* by »«( from fffrasTITtfl II See" VI. 3. 26 S. 922.

The Short f in the «rr9 in wiftPfT'OTi "TlfirarWl is by VI, 3. 28 S.925

A ootnpound relates to a sukta, which worships a deva through hymns; and that

by which a ' hayis ' is determined, is a compound relating to the sacrificial offering.

<m$*yw tfSrf wr* 1 $fcw- 1 tow fa* i "fcynr: u

1240. But the Yriddhi of the first vowel of Indra

when it stands as the second member of a Dvanda compound,,

does not take place before a Taddhita affix having an indica-

tory sr,<n^ or 9^11

As ^ftsjf:, srnfpy: il Why " when it stands as the subsequent

member " ? Observe ^STH"^r«Jrr?str^Trsf ^ Rr%i ll

Note '.—There are two vowels in the word |*y, and when a Taddhita affix

i» added, then one of these i, e, the ^ or the last vo-w«l is elided by VI,. 4. 148 S.
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31 1, and the otlmr ( i, e. the f ) coalesces with the last vowel of the first tern, as

gr»T + ?*f + 'ff !;=^i'*f +f*?+'?r=^ + s$r + ST ll Now, no vowel is left of fsf when

it gets the form sf,
so what is the necessity of the present prohibitory rule P This

prohibition indioates the existence of the following missim .- srrlftSJ'U^ <^(Tltq^: <jjf

m% *T*RT. T»rf^!tt?r: Or in other words ^mcftT'TWEfftt'ril ^irW$rS<%fJr?sft H II

"The substitution of one vowel of the final of the first and the initial of the second

member of a compound does mot, even when it is atUarauga, take place previously to

an operation which concerns the first or the second member of the compound". It

is on this maxim thufc tho farms; 5%iRr*tt;T ( VII. 3. 14 S. 1 400 ) Ac are constructed,

otherwise tf being the first vowel of the second member ( g of 5^ having merged ia

^), would have beeri vyiddhied.

IW i ijitfim tooth 1 \» 1 3 1 ^ 11

it*ft*r**tor its *nrcirrr>*f 3«ratwwi * n mwfrci; ^rsrs i wsnflPRi it

"??&irr*^ wm- * n spff Trerswf ?ra% if% ttafaisft fitfqn 11

1241:. Before a Taddhita affix having an indicatory

«*, B£ or «^, in a Dtandya compound of god-names, the

vyiddhi is not substituted for, the first vowel ofwt, when

a long vowel precedes it.
:

;

'

As Vsrrc<W»,Ww from rawft&c (VI, 3.26 S. 92^), Why
do wfe Say ' a long , vowel '

?' Observe wRm^ffl. in 'wii^^iftlt^nft HTcflftH

where a short, vowel precedes it,

Note:—This- word is derived from tho compound word vrfVTCQt the 5 of

*lRr being lengthened by VI. 8. '27 S. 923, But, in forming a Tftddhifca-derivativs

from this word, the long f is shortened by VI. 3. 28 S, 925, and therefore, it cannot

be said that a long vowel precedes mpT (I

Vfift :—After the Words sftrasi &c.the affix sn comes in the sense of

' that exists in it '. As ^a^SR'T'l'mfr^nMfjnffi KW- » So also "Trf^f^raj! II

Vdit :—After the words <&m, the affix srot, comes in the same sense.

As <ufarmswtT$?Mrfarcfr Rrf*T> ' the day in which the full-moon occurs.'

itfflW ft»R Wfwt I' «ns» ftw mm- » fll ! flw fa*1^'
"
m®-

fa*r * « if?rni^ > i?w«#«
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1242. The words pitrivya, ' a father's brother
',

matula, ' a mother's brother ', matamaha,.' a mother's father '

and pitamaha, ' a father's father ' are irregularly formed.

We can Infer from these forms, what were the affixes, having what

indicatory letters, titrploytd in what sense and coming after what cases of

the base. Thus if any rules need be formed, we may enunciate the

following.

Vdrtika :—fl^rifntf nmfi; «W 5«r^ir " the affixes «nj and §**

come respectively after the words pitri and matjl in the sense of his or her

brother '. Thus ft^eq: and iRgP respectively.

V&rtika •*-*p*ST fanft H\m% , iraftfasf il The affix damahach comes, in the

sense of their father ; and their feminine is formed as if the affix had

an indicatory «r II Thus i^rr*nj' ( f. flrsrq# ), *m*% ( f- *W$ ) 11

Vdrt •—The affixes sfs,^ and itfloro. come after the word stis, in

the sense of 'milk'. A5^|nr*=«f«ltre"S. or *srR|H1 or ^RrrtlHI. 11 Then

is not changed to q; in these ; for if it was so changed, the author would

have read qwq. &c in the rule, in order to shorten the process. The fact

of his using i£ts«i&c shows that the ^ is not to bu changed to «r in these

examples.

Viirt :—The affixes ftssf and qss come after the ward f^5T> in the

sense of fruitless. As H«q?i*%5T: = fir5TnHP3r: and fifB^r: II

YArt

:

—The affix fawj. is treated like f%!j in the Chhandas. As

Rr^TS^! II

1243, An affix is added to a word, when the sense

is ' a collection thereof.

Thus ^rr^Hf«W - WW. » So also ^PR* II

Note :—The affix w<w ( IV. I. 83 S, 1073 ) already taught, is added to a

ward in tho 6th case in construction in tho sense of oollection. What is the example
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of this f In order to apply the affix ^rqr,, we must apply it t© those words only,

to which the special rules hereinafter taught do not apply. In other words, the affix

arorjs added in the sense of collection thereof, to a word which denotes a conscious

being, which has ndafcta accent on the first syllable, which does not end with a

Gotra-affix, and which is not a word specifically mentioned in the subsequent sutras.

For, a word expressing a non-conscious being, will take the affix 3^ by IV. 2, 47 S.

1256, a word having anudatta on the first syllable will have the affix *%*£

IV. 3. 44 S. 1419, a Gotra word will take JS£ IV. 2. 39 S. 1246 and especial

words like Sff^PC &a take srs^ &c. Making all these exclusions, the example wo

get is i— qjrarRt ST5?s =• firail 'a collection of crows* srsffH. II The phrase

WW H'S5 : OI tn iB aphorism governs all the subsequent sutras up of sutra IV, 2.

51 S. 1260 inolusive.

Vdrt:—The affix trf*^ comes after the words ^ &c. As ?jarilf*ri 'a

collection of qualities ', 9Rt°WTi &c. The following arc some of such words:

—

?pir, WT, WW, SCW. ?f*?*f. &<" lt is<an atritigana.

1244. The affix «nrr comes
}
in the sense of ' collec-

tion thereof, after the words ' bhiksha ' &c.

The repetition of the word sr^in this sutra, though its anuvritti was

here, is for the sake of removing the operation of any obstructing rule.

Thus fSrgrif s^i -=» Stew. " what is collected in the shape of alms '. So

also mrflfalu It is thus formed *tfirtfft + ^r»f = th^t ( the masculine form of

a Bha is substituted, when a Taddhita affix follows without an indicatory

«", *TCHT* WWf See VI. 3. 35. S. 836 Vartika ) Now the sutra VI. 4. 144 S,

679 requires the elision of the syllable f!£ ofnf^f^,, but the following sutra

prevents that

?W I ?5t^«l^^ ! £ I R I ?£« I!

INto. 1 ^RTPt3*rmt*fsT fax**, u

1245. The final «?*. of a bha stem remains unaltered

before the non-Patronymic 5nfl[ affix.

Therefore there is not the elision of the final syllable, though required

by VI. 4. 144 S. 679. Thus we get nrfifa* II Similarly 4fr>F\% from grflr 11

This word is anudatta-accented on the first syllable, and would have taken
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sjs»( JV, 2. 44. S. 1253) but takes «T«n, and hence it is included in the

Bbikshadi class. Wheti g^rRr becomes masculine, *he fir ceases, and we have

gni + ?R.- *fa*W " a collection of young women."

The word qfor*. however is another form. Here the affix added

is«ria(IV. 2. 44 S. 1253) an^ not^, and it is added to g^jj ending in

jCTft affix : which has anuda.tta on the first syllable.

1246. The affix Incomes in the sense of 'collec-

tion thereof, after a word denoting a patronymic, and after

* ukshan ', ' ushtra ', ' urabhra ', ' r&jaa ', ' rajanya ',
' rajaput-

tra ' ' vafcsa ', < manushya ' and ' aja '.

The word *tH is used here in its popular and not technical sense,

meaning any descendant or offspring. The g of the affix fsi is replaced by

^r* by the following sutra.

IVM I a^n^ I « W I ? II

1247. For g and 5 (nasalised) in an affix, are

substituted respectively «H and 5M> II

Note :—5 and 3 are taken here as stripped of all other indicatory letters,

and the semi-rowels are also to be understood to have been nasalised. The BTT

replaces g, and^ replaces f II Thus eg ( III. 1. 134 S. 2896 )=» W?r, as JT»? + Fg<=»

apW= WOP II So also irg nnd 5355 ( IV, 3. 23 S. 1891 ), as ^fast;, pttixff"' II f we

find in °f§ (III. 1. 133 S. 2895 )i as ? + °3^=5Bn:^s, Wm: II So also 5^ (17. 3.

98 8. 1478 ) as arr^W.:. 3T#W li

Thus *§g3Rr*«frcf SHif : « i&SSRPPlCTt I So also ^rgeCTt from T5f, *ftf*qr

from srg ; st[WR»r from in? and trsftm from *nr 11 But vapr-t-fa requires

the elision of q by VI- 4. 151 S. 1082. This, however, is prevented by the

following vartika.

VArtika :—The final * of^n and crasr is not elided when the affix

«W is added (VI. 4. ijo S. 472 ), Thus ursrawrar, ita«W» U
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The other words of sutra IV. 2. 39. S. 1246' exhibit no- irregularity. As tfsjg-

Vdttt'ka r—The affix 5a comes also after the word tgg e. g. qrefojj.' a
collection ofold men*

Why do we say nasalised g and 5;? Observe •§p$ni jw ( V. 2, 123,

S, 1929,). Here the 3 is not replaced by srsf, and wc have Ssorgs II So also

in gfSri^mi gTF^Jft 11 Here the J of 5^ and *ga? ( Un III. 21) a re

not replaced by *r ; as 35^ arld S<f • » in the affixes above mentioned,

the semi-vowel is not considered to have the nasal. There are no visible

marks of nasality on any affixes, but the maxim is irRrfirSftrra^r: TlfT^wrr: II

nit* \ Vr*tn 1 ^ffivR* 11

1248. The affix qw as well as the affix §3* comes
after the word sfeajw, in the sense of '-collection thereof.*

This debars S^ of IV. 2. 47. Thus ^Rnnrn 333: «%?t^ or

Vdrt -.—The affix arj£ comes after nfrm e. g. «r#wiW. It

1249. The affix 3W comes, in the sense of ' collection

thereof, after the word 'ked&ra', and also after the word

'kavachin'.

We read the anuvpitti of zfaft in this Sfitra, by virtue of the word *r U

Thus wfasrf TOP-*!"*** (VI.4. 164S. H4S); andVffftCT

UXo 1 mwraroswinni; 1 a U 1 «* II

mip«n. 1 Hr°rB'TO 1 ^ns«*w 11

fstSTOts^mi * 11 sasre. 11.

1250. The affix *n*. is added, in the sense of 'col-

lection thereof,' after the words ' brahman^a
',

' m&nava ', and
4 va4ava\

The indicatory 1, of 3^ makes the wood take udatta accent on the

first syllable (VI. 1. 197). Thus mw°m , TPIHl*. ttWl II

Vdrt :—Also after the word >$s e. g. IK)?; 11.
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1251. The affix 'tar cornea, in the sense of ' col-

lection thereof after the words grama ', ' jana ', and 'ban-

dhu'.

Thus tjrrren; ' a collection of villages/ The words ending in ?^arc all

feminine. So also ^Rtft ' a collection of persons ', «rsg?rr ' a collection of rela-

tives '.

F^tor :—-The affix ' tal' comes after kk and ?njra also e. g. «T5Rfr 'a

collection of elephants', sr?r*W ' a collection of allies."

V&tt:—The affix ?«l Is added to wtf^, in the sense of a 'sacrifice'.

e. g. wr$is ' a Soma sacrifice lasting for several days., Kratu means a Soma-

sacrifice extending over several days. Otherwise the form is srnj: by vn
(see IV. 2. 45. S. 1254) The final m. here is not elided because of the

restriction enunciated in VI. 4. 145 S. 789.

V&rt

:

—The affix aj^r comes after q^r, e. g. wi*l ' a collection of

axes'. The final ^ of T^, is not changed by guna into afr before the affix,

because the word 73J is treated as a pada-word and not a Bha-word by the

next sutra :
—

*W \ far% ^ \\ 1 a 1 *« 11

Rrf?r <T< <*J <re«ra wrq 1 anr^ifr^iifr ?r 1 Tffif *ti$: m%* w

1252. When an affix having an indicatory *r fol-

lows then that which precedes it is called pada.
Therefore the gr of 75 does not take guna substitution. So we have

TOaWSS'^F^and not <tto^jt.

U^ 1 st^rtt^* i

«

\\ 1 y« 11

*mfa 1i 1 fi^w 11

1253. The affix 3^ comes, " in the sense of * col-

lection thereof, after the words having anudatta on the first

syllable.

Thus qffiererf sres^etntiisr*, Hrn5.11
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IRW 1 wftpRiftttrer 1 y I R 1 «H ll

1254. The affix sis^ comes, in the sense of ' col-

lection thereof after the words 'khandika &c.

This sutra applies to words having anudatta on the first syllable, and

being names of non-living things, e. g. onfrff^ftTi 3RT*l*if H

SWt, 1 qtotaft srfcr^i y 1 r i y* 11

1255- After the name of a Yedic School, the affixes

which denote the rule of that School, come also in the sense

of ' collection thereof ,.

Note :—The Vedic Schools or Charanas are like srs, tfrirfiq &c. The affixes

denoting the rule of the School are those taught in Sutras IV. 8. 126. S. 1506 &o. The

word vjif does not occur in the Sutra IV. 3. 126, S. 1506 or any where else, but it oc-

ours in the following i&Mi under that Sfifcra :
—"^tT^RrBra^f: II

Thus cfia-R? sR.=;Rrs?i;*, so also cff^RT ^^•"^trs^w U Similarly

WWA* I!

m*&&i t 9rR?f5Ks i ^3^ ii

1256. The affix 3^ comes, in the sense of 'collec-

tion thereof, after the names of non-living things and after

' hasti' and ' dhenu'
This debars otht and Stst ii The SPjqfRT *PJ?: = SPlftrail. I ^r^tl. II The

affix ff?K is replaced by ?^(VII. 3. 50 S. 1170) or gff (VII. 3. SO S. 1 170). Thus

Tt snoir l tf^w 1 ^Rr^«r 1 aT'^i 1 3rr^5 ll

1257. The affixes ' yafi ' and ' chlia ' come optionally

in the sense of 'collection thereof, respectively after the words

%s& and 3j»g-
n

Thus%f^Rifi^f: = %5pw'or \fixzm (IV, 2.47 s. 125G ), ywref *W:sa

3rra«*(lV. 1. 63 S. 518 ) or %^mn 11

WV i imfi^vrr i: 1 y i ^ 1 ys. n

«rr^r 1 f^T i g«ir 1 *mtr 1 *rr«fl- 11

1258. The affix ' ya ' comes, in the sense of ' collec-

tion thereof, after the words ITO &c.

89 S
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Thus qTC*tf, f^r, g*a?r, ^"ff and errwr. These words are feminine.

1 <TW, 2p, 3 135, 4 m, 5 STfTC, 6 <Tt?5T (TPTSWr K.), 7 qt^,

8 rr^r, 9 FfcrcR, 10 Rf?rsif, II *5TiK*> 12 f5T, 13 HZ far K.). 14 <srsr 15 srr$T9j 11

W?. 1 qrcnrh:<irc i a u i x» 11

1259. Tne affix ' ya ' comes in the sense of ' col-

lection thereof, after the words ' khala', ' go ' and ' ratha

\

Thus ^?Uf, »T*3T and K^ U These three words have not been Includ-

ed in the <JTWf| class, in order that the next rule IV. 2. 5 r should apply to

them,

cjOTf^wi: sRnr^g: 1 ^f^ft 1 nm 1 ^ra^r 11

tssriR^ xft#?*^ *> 11 srfeft 1 §gfMY 1 srrfifariniTrs^ 11

1260. The affixes 'ini' 'tra' and 'lcatyach' come

in the sense of ' collection thereof, respectively after the

word ' khala ',
' go ' and ' ratha '.

Thus igRPiift, «f[*T wf^KTT (

yfrrt :—The affix %fo comes after the words ?§§t &c. Thus yrR^f}-,

SSPTtvPft, flPT'fi. II This is an almtigana.

V<i.rt ;—The affix ^"^^ comes after the words Kamala &c. As gfJTqTQT11;?'!,

<5r**m<gFi
,

<t 11 3R5». BT^r^r, <mpft, fig?, wra., nratfr, ^rtf^fr belong to this class.

These are <%x%fa*\w H

Vdrt,:—The affix ttm% comes after the words sr, ^fft, and ijtjf II Ab,

TTW^'. *Kt?«SR«P and gr^jWHT : II

Vdrt,—The affix ^i"^ comes after the >yords <dj &c. Thus ^grro;5
,

1 <J°T3T\"Wt. 1

(ffforosa II

^tTCH f%T^s^[^i 11

1261. Tne affix snu (IV. 1. 83) comes after a word

in the sixth case in construction, in the sense of ' any body's

sphere', if a country is indicated by such sphere.

Thus fttffaf f%«ratw »*re: ' The country within the sphere of the

Sibis'. Why do we say 'if a country is meant '? Observe "Vncnro RsrgT-

ss«rrei:

«

Note :—The anuvritti of ^5: (IV. 2. 37 S. 1243 ) does not extend further :

hut the nuTritti of <r*»5 (IV. 2. 87 S. 1243 ) is to be read into it, The -whole sutra

thus becomes wn f^ift^sf 'his sphere—in denoting a country.' The word ftq^
' sph»re, topic ' has many siguifioatioas. Sometimes it means an estate, as Rre^f srsqt
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'a village ha3 been acquired.' Some times it means an object of perception, as wr
ftsrqr s# * color is the object of sight & »' Therefore the word $*r has been used in

the Sutra, in order to fix the particular meaning of Jthe word ftqsi |)

Kl-WT,: II

1262. The affix is comes after" the words rajanya

&c, in the same sense.

This debars sr»r 11 Thus cwaircf f^aft ^-trun^f:, 11 It Is an

WfifiCWT: 11

ens?*, 7^^r*, SiTrswrqw. 9*nrrqsT*, 10%^*, ii8rrBT^rt«r, 12 Brssrfhr-

3*. 13 qnjrrlr, 14^^, 15 %<£<*, 16 sgnn:, 17 <ft^*, 18 1^^ (t^pq ) 19

waHf^- sotrfsj'Sf, 2i^rr%. 22 g;<fcrr»f, 23 ^rrifhT, 2t £r?RT> 25^i^^r, h

1263. The affixes ' vidhal ' and < bhaktal.' come

respectively after the words ' Bhauriki ', and ' Aishukari &e '

in the sense of ' sphere of country'.

This debars btut II Thus Mjftfajfti?* 'ftfofaf^T*. &C qs^irfWK*,

m^TrjisivrFR^&c.

1 *ttf?rar, 2 vitWr;, 3 ^itsft *, i %?*m ( ^r^* ), 5 E&r3m, 6 ?nf&r-

7 «rn5rar«t ( ^tfot^Rq ; ^rf«rsr, ^'iraTi^^), 8 fhfiScr (tn^^fr), 9*Ww,
10 %w 11

(straw), 6 ^-st^, 7 ^rfqrr, 8 ?jrrrrtt, 9 ^rcrffifir, 10 fra^rrai"!, ll

srtem ( sriyuir ), 12 ^rgr^ir, 13 'am^rnT *, 14 ?>r^ti% 15 "oNi^t, 16

sHta, 17 ttfrcwu *, 18 wv, 19 vtvfr, 20 traros, 21^^, 22 V«r-

^?r, 23 ?tt in%) 24 g»^T, 25 fts^r^ (f%^ and qp^). 26 Snfqrf*? II

27 JOTi&T, 28 1=1X1(1*3, 29 BT?SlH?r. 80 ^lOTJi?! II

^W* I ^TS^TI%Kf?T sr^«'. sm«g I « I * UK »

SPH, I <T^fKU?*S%!r Tl^rff! Ww II

wrtf sT^wmi: *
i f^5^ m<#« 11,

1264. The affix *m( IT. 1. 83 S. 1073) added to

the names of Metres, indicates a Pragatha beginning there-

with.

Mote .—The words of this Sutra require a little explanation. «: ' that
'

i. e.

a word in construction in the first case. WCT ' its ' >. e. this gives the meaning
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pf the affix. Sflft 'beginning', thia qualifies the base or prakriti. The woid

jfa is added for tho sake of precision, $?W. ' after the name of n m&tre ' This

points out the bnso. imft^
4 m tha BGnso of Pn»g«tha' This qualihefl the

meaning oE tht* affix. To pub ib in othoi words, the antra meane, that the nffix m^
ia added to tha name of a metre, whoa that metre ie the beginning of a Pragfctha,

and the whole wold so formed means a Ptagatha beginning with that metro.

Thus ^RR is the name of a metre, adding ^ to it we get to; which

means " a Pragatha beginning with the metre Pankti ", Similaily sir^^,

"Why do wo flay "beginning " P If the metre is 111 tho middle or end of a

' Pragjlthft ', tho affix: will not ha employed, "Why do wo say 'after the name of a

metTe'? Tha affix will not ha added, to a woid which is 111 the beginning of a

Pragafchiu Why do wo say 'iu tho senao of a Pragafclm ' P Tho nffix will not

bo added, if the metre ia the beginning of an Anuvft-ka &c and not of n Pragftthn

PragnthaiB tho name of a paifciciilflr kind of Mantra or Hymn ^ $ ^\ if*^* Rf«r

yfitt j_The affix jrorjs added to the name of a metre In a self-des-

criptive sense without changing the meaning of it , and the word so formed

Is In the neuter gender. As, ^5*^ ' the metie Trish^ubha \ *rr*Titft&c.

sls&«(p«it 1 §tot jt^^tr^ d^wwiif $w$< 1 "rear fl[w^«a» aurast

iron w

1265. The same affix ^nor indicates, when it is added

to a word which denotes cither the object of battle or the

warrior of a battle, a battle fought for that object or by that

warrior as a leader

flott —Tbo phiaao tfts?$ is nndei -stood heie; showing that tho woid in

construction to which tho affix ia to be added mneb be m tho fiiat-oose: and must
be the nnme of tho '* object n

qqrSFT » or of the " warrior " $\*g 11 The whole

irord so formed must dene to 11
l bnttle J Theiefoia, tho woid WRM givea the meaning

of the affix

.

This §*TffT Jratawrcn sprint- ^r^ « A battle fought for Subhadra ".

Similaily vtiTtT: it

Noifl -—Why do ^e any " m Ih© sense of a battle 1 » Obseiro ^tqgj TPraft^-

***T ?RW 'Subhad A ia tho objeot of this gift' Here no affix is added. Why do

wo eay « aftoi a word denoting an objeot or a warrior ' p Observe, g^f HI%3flS^

*W I *Wt *TTO]fofa wkrcf tip | * | * l ^ II
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1266 The affix q added to the name of a weapon,

indicates a game played with that weapon.

The sutra literally translated means ;
' that is the weapon in this,

denoting play , the affix nr fa added ' i e to a word in the first case in

construction, denoting the name of a weapon
, ^ is added to denote a play.

Thus qxs nsvnirent tfra-rais^ror " a game played with sticks". So also^er

11
a game played with fists ",

Note\—Why do \tg say 'a weapon ' f Obaeivc qffirr ^jqSPI^i J^?RI^

1 t^ e garland is an ornament in this play ' Hoie no affix ie added to iTIoTT II Why

do f,a say
Jm denoting a game ' 7 ObseiFO —qr^ir. J?fl°I HW\ &n3U^' tho anocd

is tho -weapon in this aimy ' These woida aie ns a rule in the feminine gender

(IV 1. i S &nd 15 ), the feminine being formed by aft It

smsmtftturaifaT iwrisffTOifafa w1^ tfil&J wra* win t *ni n%

f^tiif^i^f^ v^Wt 11

1267. The affix st, added to a noun of action ending

in the affix ^denotes an action oocumng in that.

These words are alio feminine. The meaning of the words of the

aphorism it. .—«PT " after a worcI ending m llle affi* *** "
? W ' that ' TOT

'in it', the feminine gender shows that the wo*d is also feminine ffaq

"action" ; this qualifies the sense of the affix. To put it in other words,

the sutra means, " After a word ending in spr* expressing an action, beingr

In the 1st case in construction, the affix >f is added in the sense of a 7th

case-affix, the resultant word being in the feminine gender",

The ^si formed woid may be preceded by a gati
t
or a Hraka^ or

an npapada, and the rule will still apply, as srsr ts a Kjit affix. As an example

undei this sutra, let us take the qn formed word qpr preceded by the

upapada &* II Thus wr+IR ±?1 II Now applreb the following.

%\t* I ^STlSsTOr <*& ^ I t I V V»t U

1268. g*t is the augment of the words ^sr and

fiwr, before <Ttci , when the affix sr is added.

Thus roTfrats^f lift—*M<lwr. so also ffaqrar u Thus s^(^qr»r STO

'! chase with hawks to bring down or fell the prey', %#«!([ Wfl "an
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oblation to the ancestors in which sesamum is thiown ", Why do we say

^andRrer only? Observe ^^qrmsCTi 0^3% a ^TTqTcir f^tfSt , ftffirtfnrr

Note :—Why do we say beEoie sj ? Observe i$*rncr. It

1269. The affix *m (IV, 1. 83 S. 1073) comes

after a word denoting ' some subject of study \ in the sense

of ' who has studied that or who understands that '.

In other words, the sdtra means that the affix is added to a word in

the accusative case in construction, denoting a person who studies or knows,

that As sqHfftwftt =qqnrw ( VII. 3. 3 S 1098) 'who knows grammar',

The woid 33; is repeated in this sAtra, in order to show a distinction between

one who studies and who understands.

•mraraiFW 11

firm fafawr miftff ^ ir trfasrt 11

5^1 Hcd«ff* 11

qfrnte 1 qfetf^rcft ii

1270. The affix ot comes in the sense of ' one who
studies or one who understands \ after the name of a

sacrifice, after * uktha &c ', and after a stem, ending with the

"word stea.
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This debais sr^il When the base has the primary sense of

1 sacrifice ', then the force of the affix is 'he who knows that sacrifice
'

;

when it means the book tieating of that sacrifice, then the force of the affix

fs,
r he who studies that book ' Thus ffUfsreiftr^: ' who understands Agmshtoma

Sacrifice or studies the book teaching it
J

\ 31^(3*7- vtfcnr? 11 Uktha is a

kind of sama. The book treatfng of it is also called Uktha by a figuieof

speech. $rqTr«fi¥ffi . ^ifTraronsR:. srT*TOt^>K , w

IftJii:—The affixes ff^r and ir^do not come after the word &m
when used in its primary sense Therefore atr^nK- always means 'one

who studies the pratis*»khya of the Sama Veda" and never means 'he who

understands Wr it

Similarly HTTOq or 5*flf^, %f^H or *iiffctr j starch or t^raf^i

&c, AH these are words of the ^mf$ class, for a list of which see below,

As regards ^Rr words to which also this sfitra fs applicable, we

must remember the following.

Isthi '—The affix 3^ comes after a stem ending with the word^ when

the preceding word in composition is not ^?q n Thus ^Hr^^R' from q*T5tt5

meaning 'one who studies Sangraha sutra.' Why do you say ' when the

preceding word is not ^ J

? Obseive qn^OT 'one who studies Kalpa

sGha '

; formed by the affix 'sstot and not ScK h

Vdr;—This affix comes after words ending in ftsfri gr^oj and ^pq, as

Vdfi —Not so if the word ftflf is preceded by the words *rjf, g^, ^
^T?andf%n As*rTrr^n^=s7r^^, sn^fasii, qtffaa sfatfftw. «tfar \

All these are formed by BT^and not sa^H

The word tfaflJ , has this peculiarity that it is formed from the

word faFTOf meaning " three soi ts of knowledge'
1

{faEreriro)ii If we

analyse the word as fa^n^Ts^ then, the form would be fafawi and not faw
for it would be then flngflrfrvg in winch the affix would be elided by IV*

1. 88 S 1080.

Vdrt

:

—The affix a^ comes in the same sense after names of stories

( BTHKIR ), nanatives ( aiPCTrfaw ) and after the words tfftnf and gun* tl As

qrafafa^', wrasrTrar, jjfitw'Erar'i ^mm^t' h

The story describing the adventures ofYavakitta, is called by a

figure of speech Yavakrita. He who studies or knows the work «Mfanis

*U?nftfr^ I Similarly the story relating to Vasavadatta is ^T^BfTfT II Here

the affix 5 is ordained by IV. 2. 114 S, 1337 with the force of the sutra IV.

3. 87 S, 146;.
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But this affix is elided by the Vdittka ^n^^Tr»% ^§Sr*' there

Is diversely the elision of the affix after woids denoting ' nairatives ', So

5 being elided, the foim remains as *rm*r?TTT to which is added 7^11 $Q

we get qfrTOFtffi* H

VAtt —This affix is elided after words beginning with Q$ t and %
and after Dvigu compounds, As OT*-. * one who studies ail the Vedas l

;

So also gfatsr: I *wrftfo\ 11

He who studies two Tantias will be called fffjfff. Heie the

sam&santa affix is elided by IV r, 88 S. ioSo

Vait i—The a($K ^^ftcamet in the same sense after a compound word

ending in qfj; , as, «E*qfrfi* aiidsrrctf^r. ll

VArt —The affix fq^ comes in the same sense, after the compound

words jrnqtr. and nre<T«ni As na<rfa*ffi f. *r?rcfa*ift (IV i. 41 S. 498 ), sf£-

8 IlTW, 9 SSlfiW ( f|^^ sufffift ) 10*T3<T?, 11 *T3WT, 1 2 H5J. 13 irfr, 14

W. 17 W>tf(, 16 >Pi*1, tV ^irr, 18 q^Rir ( TR 1 IKI ) 19 SPTI (tf*rm also

R^T) 20^%, 21 qR^*, 22 (tug, 23 *tot, 24 ^ (BIRF* at "T"r, W*\),

V&\\ mmf^r 5* 1 « 1 ^1^ ll

ikto 1
1 wt, tt» ftrari *ffamr, cfa jrtT^ 11

1271. The affix 5^ comes, in the sense of " who

studies or who knows", after the words ' Kvama. &o

\

This debars v«ru Thus *;**'( VII 2 iS 2297 ) TO &c, The

words 1 WT, 2 7?, 3 Ri^t, 4 iftofcfr, 5 *TT*T^ belong to this class,

3272. The affix * ini ' comes in the sense of "who
Btudies or who knows ", after the word ( anubi^hma^a \

This dabars srnii The word BiggfTBI 1* means 'a book In the

Imitation of or similar to a Brahmana book \ He who studies an 41 gfl (41*11

Is called T^wrH^it ,
which word is thus declined — ST5arrffl°fti ^gsnW^^Ti &c,

The affix ffc also has the force ofT?g% and by Sutra V, 2 115 S. 1932 iTfl

yft T^t, this word w^SR might have taken both the affixes ifi and s^ in

the sense of i^i but as a matter of fact, it only takes (ffi in that sense.

Though It would have taken ^ by the V, 2, 115 S, 1922; its separate
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mention here Is for the sake of preventing the application of *%% \ In the

Bhftshya however this SAtra is declaied superfluous, which implies that «^
also is added

1273, The affix v% comes in the sense of * one

who studies or who knows, ' after the words ( vaeanta' &c,
This dabars st*T I As, qTtfRTST* 'one who studies the book relating

to the Spring. ' sruHftqfaT &<* t The final ^ of wm^ is not elided because

the form is so exhibited in the sfilra VI, 4 174 S , 1145,

3 w*r> 2 jfr«r, s *«rf, 4 tut. 5 f*rW, <s faftK, 7 srvi, 8 g«f, 9

9T^, 10 ^^Jir, li V*tH 32 «ruH U

^\5* 1 CTHfHS^* I « i ^ K« II

1274. After the title of a work, which is namad

after the Announcer thereof, the affixes denoting f one who

studies or who knows that ' are elided by l

luk.'

Note •—This antra m^v be rendered m the following flay algo i

—

''Theio

is |[^ of theso affixes after a woid ending iulh nn affix denoting annonncci',
11

Tha aflUea denoting nVrR or the first pi opottiwler aie taught in IV 8 101 S, I4S1

&n Thtts T(f&I^*Tr frlTCT^Ttf^TiforH ' the system of Qramm&v enounced by ] Anmi '

qrfrl ;ft3Il^ =,,1T(F'IFffa ! > Bo ft^o ^nfa^Tfl' I The diffeience between the yiotd

Iffaftfa moaning ( tho system of Grammar,* and qrf3l#r% formed with t^t, Dinaning

'who stndiea that Grammar' would consist m tho decent, and. tha formation of

the feminize. Ab trfatflW BTfQ^lT I Fol'> nA(!l tnsrQ keen no elision expressly

enjoined by thin sutra, m forming fcb.B feminine, s^IsC would be required by VI ],

IB S 2409, as the word would end in ijpn/, and ihe accent of the word would ha

finally acute ( «iu£ being aoufce by the universal iu)e oE affix-acoenfc III I. 8 S

3708 ). But when tha ami is elided, tha feminine is formed by Sl<* ,
and the ocoent

is 011 the middle, owing to tho gjafl]*, ( Pbit.Su 11 19),

The word qrfttft is thus derived . q<* has the same meaning as wq .

this last woid Is formed by the addition of the affix * having the force of

the affix tr* (See the Vdrtika under III. 3. 58 S, 3234 ) One who baa

q* ' wealth ' Is called qfa*. which is formed by adding the affix \fr to w by

V 2 115 S 1922 The golra 4 descendant ' of n$\\ will be qrfaPTi formed by tho

affix n* \ Thus qpTH^4 W^«<nFR » The finalU of q^ is not elided by

the following sutra .—

90 S
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^s(5» v$mw \ iffi ftwrir f 1 «dt tfr *** i ^tf^if^r- it

1275 inft^jft^ft^i^fii^j^ftj^ a1^ ^fa^ remain

unchanged before the Patronymic Sro; also,

sfttra applies to Palronyimon, To the word qrftffi' ^aa formed, we add Lho g*rq; V*t»

loayuiic affix fig^t Thafl wo get Tffaft 1
I Then applies the following sutra ;—

P* 1 fefe 3*' 1 ^ fr* 1 qiitmw «w qiWH 1 tf3 *r*ft ^3T >rcft

1

1276. After a word ending with the Gotra affix **f

( IV. 1. 151 S. 1175 ) and after a Gotra word denoting the

descendant of a KshaU-iya or a Eiahi 'seer,' and after a

word ending with a Gotra affix having an indicatory «r, tho

affix ^H and 1^ employed in forming 5*1^ (IV. 1, 163 S.

1090 )
' descendants/ are elided by the substitution of^ II

i, Thus by IV, I. 151 S 1175 (the affix oq comes after $m
&c, in denoting descendant) we get ^H "q^jifWf: (VII, 2. 117 S. 1075 )
1 agiiindion of Kuru ' This is a Gotia vvoid (IV. 1. 162 S. 1089). Now
in forming a word denoting a lower descendant than grandson, we add a

Yuvan affix. Thus wnnj + fjj (IV, 1. 95 S. 1095 ), Now this n>r is elided by

the present sOtra, and we get the form ^^: which thus means boih a

Gulu and a Yuvan (IV 1 163 S. 1000) ' descendant of Kuru/ So that

efiftwi: fe the name both of the fdthei and the son,

Hole —Now Jt may be objeukd uho word *ffR*n; belongs to the fo$rfo
clnsa and by XV. 1. 154 S 1178, il will Uke tho affix fos^l JDo we, whftt wo may,
the form will ha i&^iqfa: (VII 1 2 S 457 V To this wo iep}y, the word
^eh; whiuh we bog m thai \\nt of foa^ Ao , » not the novd tfitoaj. ^hich we formed
by adding *q uudei- rule IV. i, 1&1 g u?5 . thflfc

,JlkWl w0rd ]6 forraed by ^
under mU IV 1. 172 S. 1190, aud i*. coofiaed to KBbatiiya, The ^^i which.
iB6 hm tak<in, duiiotefl a Bi&hmin Gotra lormed by IV, 1> 151.

2. Now to give an example of a word denoting the descendant of a
Kshatiiya, We take 1 V, 1. 1 14, s. n 17 which tells us that ' the affix !<* may
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be added to the words which arc the names or Rishis or of persons belonging

to the family of Andhaka, or Vnshni or Kuru,' The Andhalca family is a

Kshatnya family, and *j*RW is a peisan of that family, Then *W3? +

*pq=«frewfit 'a descendant of Svaphalka/ This is a Gotrn descendant In

forming Yuvan descendant we have **iWT + p£l Now this jn must he

elided by the present sutra. So that MIWT means both father and the son,

3. Now to give an example of Rishi family, The sOtra last

mentioned ( IV, 1. U4 S 1 r 17 ) will also hold here. We take the word wftreri

,

and *fSw + «|*r-*lftwi
s
the Yuvan affix jn will similarly be elided after

this ; and thus the word qiftW means both the father and the son.

4, Then to take the example of Gotra word formed by affix ei

having indicatory 3T I Thus sutra IV, 1. 104 S H06. declnres 'the affix

wrn comes after the words f^&c, in denoting Gotia descendants' Thus

fa^ fUT-^w * Then add p^ to denote Yuvan decent, and we have^jf

fwl By the present rule this \n is elided and thus we have %% both for

the father and the son.

The above examples show the elision of the affixm 1 Now we

shall give example of the elision of the affix siwi The rule IV. 1. 154

S. 1 17S says 'the affix fan, comes after the words fa% &c. In denoting des-

cendant/ Thus ft«fl + fo*T=V*raft ! (VII. 1 2. S. 475). Then to form the

Yuvan descendant we add bt^ by IV. 1. 83, ThusWlft + '*rou By Ihe

present sutra this sj^is elided and we have ^TOft both applicable to the

father and the son.

Why do we say ' there is elision only after these words' ? The

Yuvan affix will not be elided aftei other words, Thus rule IV. i, 1 12 S,

1 [[5 says :— ' The affix wr, comes after fa* Sec, In forming Gbtra.' qft*r +

1T= $XW l Now this is neither a word formed by <rn nor is it the name of a

Kshatriya or a Rishi ; nor any affix having Hg°cs to form it. Therefore

the Yuvan affix ^ will not be elided after this. Thus^w + f n( IV. I.

95 S. 1195 ) = ^r?/Ti son of Kaubada/

Why do we say 'affix denoting Yuvan descendant is elided'? An

affix not denoting a Yuvan descendant will not be elided. Thus the pupils

of vq&n are called sprm^' which word is thus formed . *pwt+ "Is^wup

<a descendant of Vanwatha* ( IV. r, 115 S, 11 18 ). Then to denote pupils

we add wi by IV. 2. in S, 1332, Thus uhot + »ttn =«iw *a pupil of

Vainarathya.'

tfote;—Why do we say 'Ynvan affix ST* and^ are elided
1

P The olhtt

Yuvan affixes under similar oiraumsfcanoes are not elided. Thus the Yuvan

descendant of trrfa ' grandsou of «' will b« «W«i »
Her° the affll ** ?

IY'

1 101S, 1103) in not elidfld.
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In forming the word <i!wft f
the ^ which went to form the word

qrfa^: is not elided because the elision taught by the present sutra tefers to

the %pq; denoting the ' Rishi ' aa specifically mentioned in the sutra and not

the gotra *r^> far the ^dtt in trifSt^: is the general n^and not the particular

<K(^ denoting ST"!
I

The work enunciated by Pantni is Paijiniyam, which

is formed by the addition of the affix $ by IV. 2. 114, S. 1337. and not

by the affix iqm of IV, 2, ua S 1333- l?or
i
though the word qrfafSif ends

with the affix \v{ and ^optima facie the sfitta IV. 3, 11 2. S. 1 333 ought to

apply to it, yet it is not so, because the ^sf referred to In that sutra is the

gotra affix %n, as will be explained hereafter, while the 1EHm HlWt is tha

g^ affix ^n
He who studies qifor^n is called qffrifl'ta foimed by adding ^rq- to

Nfonftit I This &r<ff is ehded and so the resultant word ift the same In fornii

The difference is only in accent and in the founation of the feminine. Thus

*ws i *3jrra ^sra; 1 « I R \n II

STOft* ^^Kr^irr^^^qfa^^^^ ^7 f^T^ 1 vttifaA shot- \ *Tffrc«uqo

1277. The affix denoting ( one who studies that or

who knows that ' is elided by luk, after the title of a sfrtra

work, having % as penultimate.

This sfttra applies, of course, to those words which are hot formed

by affixes denoting £(^ or the Announcer,

Thus w% is the title of Panini sutra, Those who study ^^ will

be called also sretfii, as use^r qn^Nfari ' those who study, the Ashtaka/ So
also to*R Wwftan, Pw sftwwm u

Note 1—The olision taUea pUm only where the title is formed by a numeral 1

hb in the csamplcB above given Thus i^tSllifa $?mv#§=i*^tflffar I So oleo

sfflpTO! II

Why do we say ' hnvtrg \ for its pouultimute 1

P Observe ^nje^H^ftS

1278. The affixes denoting the announcer, when
added to Chhandas and the Brahmanas, express this relation

only
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The wofd jhtU ts to be read into this sutra. The force of the affixes

denoting announcer ( IV 3. 101 S, 1481 \ when used after a word denoting

a VediC Text or a Brabmana, is that of expressing 'one who studies 'or

'one who knows/ nFf«rqtT^ means * this relation,
1

i t. the subject treated

of in this section, namely, the relation of *p% or \fa\\ In other woids, the

affixes, which ordinarily denote ' announcer, 1

have the force of 'one wiio

studies or one who knows' when added to Veda^Text or Brahmanas, That

is, a WtK affix should not bo added to a Veda or a Brahmana
t
except when

an BT^jT or "%*?*£ affix follows it, and as such laltei affixes are always elided

by IV. 2 94, it follows that a jhtJ! affix when added to a Veda or a Er&hmana,

means ' he who studies or knows the Veda announced by' In fact, there

is no affix which can denote merely the announcer of a Veda, perhaps

because the Veda^ are eternal and no ono can be its announcer only, but

must be one who has studied it and known it, in order to qualify him to

promulgate it.

Thus from the word ttfst the name of a Veda-Text, we get gr*r:

meaning ' those who study or know Katfia Veda' The word is thus formed.

To the word ^^ we add the affix fflliH denoting announcer, by IV, 3. 104

S 1484: then we elide it by IV 3 107 S 1487, leaving the baie word ^5;

then we add *p£ t
which again we elide by IV 2. 64. S. [443 . qfjff + faTfFTs

^ + onV.3 107 S 1487); = ^* +^=^ (IV. 2. 64 S. 1443) Fluial w
'those who study the Veda announced by K^tha,'

Note :—Why m the wordBrlhman.n which is also Ohhandas, used separably

in this a&binV In 01 dor to inolucta only o, certain limited number of BrAhm&nn

Texts to the benefits of this rule, and not alh Thua it will not apply to tho

Brihmnna announced by Yajnava-lkya Thus qi^F^R ifl^rfa WISJPHIR= SuUT*

HSfft I Similaily 5^>TlRl I These BrMimnnaa being of recent origin, the ptBBiimptfon

of eternity does net apply to them. See IV 3, 105.

The word *t meaning 'and' is employed in the fiflira. It hfls the fores ol

applying thja rule to some other oases nob specially mentioned in Iho sutia. Thus

ib will apply to some Kalpa Texts and Sfttra Texts also, Than WtffaTi sftfafa^

4 those who study or know the Kalpa texts, announced by K-fiayapa ov K-usika-'

So ftlflo TTkth regard to 6&fcra texts t ae
v *THJflftinT fa«f< ' the Bhikshns who etndy

the Sdtiaa promulgated by Puaaaia/ ^wfMW-t itfflfTr *Wfafi *°*

Why do we say 'Chfiandas and Brabmapas'P Because the jfafl affl*

altet any other word will have Ita own significance, pure and simple , as, t?fT*i1*ft3

:o;
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iw*« hi 1

CHAPTER XXVII—( Continued),

The Qnadrnplf significant Affixes,

1279. (An affix is placed after a word expressive

of anything) in the Ronse of * that thing is in this/ the

place taking a name therefrom.

jVti/e 1—,Tlio woida of thifl apliorinm reqmra n, detailed examination »
• that,' t <f the word in oonelmobion to irhioh (.lie fiffii ia to be Added must be in the

nominative c*h6 ilfam ' in this
'— this gives tbo meaning of the nfflx;&il%f 'is'

tlita qunhfirs the fienBfi of the hnue, |fa in uddcd merely far the §^ke of distinctness,

serving ths name purpose as quotation nuuks in madorn writing. ^$fflfff$t ' a coun-

try having that name '
j

this qualifies the eensft of the affix The sense ii ,
—

" t\\a

aiUxes altcftdy hmglifc ov to he taught, coma nfter a word being m the nominative

oeibo in potiettrnatloq, in the sense of the location, when the whole woid Bo formed

denotes the name o£ a country in ^hiart that thing exists
"

This fifltra and the th lee eubaeqnonfc edtrau are in fuot one
t
though divided

into four, far purposes of convenience. The affiles having tho sense of those Tour

flfltian, are anlled ^[T^f&Jir ' quadruple Rtgmfioantfj

'

Thus33*?<r»Tfa7* ^IHrf%aift5nR! 1 Audumbara 'the country in

which there are glomerous fig trees/ formed by the universal affix *t<*

(IV. 1.83).

This sAtra debar*? the wtffa affixes.

iftn"OT fti^r 4lmi«ft wft 11

14230. After a word in the third case in construction,

an affix, is added, in the sense of ( completed by him/ when

the whole word so formed is the name of a country.

The phrase ^ fffllffl of the last sutra governs this and the two

subsequent sfltras By there four sutras the n a me*? of countries are formed

from various substantives. Thus ^jwtsr fa^K - *fou»tf TTft 'the city of

KauSambi, completed by KuSambn. ' A place is named after the means

by which 01 the person through whom, It is established,

\yz\ 1 *** tontf'. ivmiuh

1281. After a word in the sixth case in construction,

an affix is added, in tho sense of ' his dwelling-place ;
' the

whole word expressing the name of a country.
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The sutra literally means his dwelling place/ A place Is some*

times named after the people whose habitation it is* Thus $fa, ' the country

of the Si bis.'

tw 1 «P5T*nna 1 u 1 r 1 u« n

1282. And lastly a place is named after whatever ia

found near it.

la this aphorism Ihe word, to which the affix is to be added, is not

shown. The woid WU must, therefore, be supplied from the last sfltra. It

means, therefore, * an affix is added to a woid in the genitive case in

construction, in the senge of not far off, ' ihe whole word being the name of

a place. Thus faffaisr vt%nw -V^*t 1 Vaidigam is the city in the neigli-

fcouihood of which the river Vidisja flowb.

The ^r has the force of combining the sense of all the three previous

aphorisms with this , so that the four sulias 1279 to 1282 foim but one

complete &Gtra a.nd hence the affixes to be Laught hereafter are called

chaturarthika or quadruply significant.

1283. The affix ?^ comes after a stem ending in

* or 3?, ( in the four-fold senses given above ).

Thih of course debars the universal affix stw ( IV, 1. 83 S. 1073)

Thus SfiT^91*l from ^«g l But from fg we have f$jn?fr
'

the

river Ikshuinatf, named after the sugarcanes near it.' Heie we add the affix

TTC taught in the subsequent sfltra iV. 2. S$ S. 1304, which debaxs stH Dy

the lule of a subsequent debarring the pi lor when both are of equal force

C
f. 4. 2 S, 175) The affix ^.governs the six sutraa up to IV. 2. 37,

S i28g The ditfeience between »tst ati&vjm connsts in the accent The

ST3J is first-acute (IV, I . W7 5 3686 ).

*JW* ntf*fc ftfl^uror w wrnfOTHfrrfl** tt *£i 11

1284. The affix sr*C comes in the quadruple sense

after a word which ends ia the affix *g^, and whose stem ia

polysylla"bic.

The wosd fTS^Jf' »a a compound of nJTC meaning literally * many

vowels' i, *, polysyllabic, and of ^ff* meaning 'stem/ A word which,
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exclusive of the affix *f?ft, consists or more than two syllables, takes the affix

i*1*!.t This debars m\\ ThusVwRWH*. 11

Why do we say 'after a polysyllabic stem'? Observe Sfrtyfti,

wihS^I Here though the vvoid 3Tf?Rftends in the affix ^3^, yet the^fff or

the stem viz. «rft, is a word of two syllables only, hence these words take

8t<^in forming the names of countries, In fact, the word *{f^ qualifies the

word sTjf, as it stands without the affix **jj<t , and not the word inclusive of

that affix, Therefore insrroit fare 1 - ITST^1* by V{% II

^K 1 q^\ ^5 l ti \ * l v\ 1|

1285. The affix sjsr comes ia the quadruple sense,

after a polysyllabic Nominal stem when < a well ' is to bo

designated.

This debars sn^i Thus {Nwfaftfrt ^T'^^W: r a well com-

pleted by Dtrghavaratra,'

farm ^Tft qfr \ ^t#t^Ri wiprf srrw t i%* ft^ ot $<t: \ sm.

1286. The affix w^ comes in the quadruple sense,

after any Nominal stem, in denoting * a well
i

situated on the

northern bank of the river Yipagfr.

This debars ^qr, and it applies to all words whether polysyllabic

or not, Thus ffTP ' a well completed by Datta,'

Why do we say on the 'northern bank'? Because if a well is

situate on the southern bank of the river Vipaa"a
t
then the affix mi will

apply ; as ^t, the difference being in the accent.

1287. The affix stsr comes after the word 'safikala

'

&c, in the above four-fold sense.

Thia debars ^ t The word q^s ia ecniivnlent to ^fli 5^1 t Thus

15 S^Iff, ic to/ 17 A^rCRtmr), 18 tfta ( tfw, <tfta»), 19 s?n*r, 20

WET, 21 WW, 22 R%W, 23n^r, 24 irwfa, 25 (^ 26 *rrn\ 27 *r^, 28 atHH,

59^, 30w (*Wn), 31 ^ff, 32 G«fa, 38 trftfrfi, 34ifaJl, 35

IRIH, 36 TO, * 37 ijff. SB fli^i Also 3& stf^, 40 ip, 41 qgf it
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sftftlte m\^ *n^«*w 1 *ttfft 1 TOrfiftar f^^-m fRrrf*nft *m*r i wft-

1288. So also the affix sp» comes vjherj the place

is situate in the lands of the Sftuvfra, or S&lva or. ofthe Eastern

people ; and the word in these cases is always ferniuine.

The word *rnft? 8*c
t
are attributes of^w ?r?Trm ( IV 2. 67 } so also the

word *^frj 11 Thus sffrnfisft ' the city founded by Dattamiha ' ( in Sauvtra )

So also ^mrft ( in Salva ). faptf, ( in the Eastern countries ).

1289. The affix «r^ comes after the words ^^3
&o

}
in the four- fold sense.

This debais the affix 9ttt
s
which would have otherwise come by IV.

2, ;i and 73 S 1283 and 1285. Thus g^a^of* vrt-^tTtfiPlil So also

^pfaw 11 The use of the word arq., though its anuviiUi came from IV. 1. S3 Is

for the sake of Indicating that this sutra debais ' matup ' of IV. 2, 85 S.

1304, in the case of rivei names even Thus #reHiT*ft T^t II

1 OT*g:, 8 ^ a ifs 4 sfi (**3), & thrift* (*M5«), <* ^fite,

V^, J 3 W*$*Rft (*&*£). 34 ifmj ( TfTST find TTTlt )i 15 ^ftWFT 16^11

^V I ^fi I W I
"«

I S5 II

^•ffr^ii^iTT^™ *m 1 $<Tntsi (HT 1 itsr 11 ^fn^kf. ir

1290. The affix ^i comes after ti^T in the fourfold

sense,

This debais qr-s^of IV 2. 74 S. 1286 This sOtra consists of one

word fftrjlr in the nominative case. As a general rule, all words to which

affixes are to be added ate put in the ablative case in the sOtias The fact

of this exceptional tieatment of the woid tf°ft indicates that this word takes

guilder all circumstances, whether alone, or foiming part of a compound,

Thus fan, flTtfrafrr II

1291. The affix siw comes in the fourfold sense after

a stem having sp for its penultimate

91 s
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This debars ^si which woifld liaVe come by IV 2. Ji and 73 S. 1283

and' t2&s Thus ^i%s^^^^; ii *we^ u ^iffiq* 1 •faipiu

« I \ 1
^o 11

q^ifw ^ 1 tiSttsw ' w- w ar 1 *nttrm*r 1 si«iffr*i fir5?: 1 siil^: t

1292. la the above four senses are added the

following 17 affixes after the following 17 classes of words

respectively :—
1 f^( *=bt^ ) nftei *rtjgm Ac, 2 5^( p ^) after gtfirxj dre. 3 efi after

ippl &o. 4. ff^( «=fi^) aftei $5^ &o 5. 5F5 after ^r^T &Q 6 tf ( or ^ ) nftei £<JI

aSso* 7. ff*T( a S*0 afteu fi*T &o. 6, ^ after 3TW^ 4u 9 tw ( - q^ ) tifLer uftf

4p. 10, iq ( ~n) after ^efiTST (to. 11. *i ftftsi ^ &o. J 2, H7^ (=Bira^) after

<W&o, 13, ftjs^ (= ?rra(f^ ), after efitf Ac, H f*r ( jr ) &f tsr get ir*| Ac 15 4 *q

(q) after RTTfal> '
l6

< ^3*,(*5) aftcr *«!? &°< !? '^C rf) »JEter §33 &C.

Note 1—The above affixes 51^ tfco are applied to the above clatees of waida.

bjt{^ is to bo added to oyery one of the above seventeen woidfi. The fli'Bt pint of

the fifitin, upto s^giTea Iho egycntceii affixes, unci the latter part gives Lbe seventeen

Woid-eWes. The allotment or assignment of affixes is mad© by I 3. 10,

The examples of the above are ,—

(l)BfrifcWlLt (2) 351^** (3) W*&I, (4) $Qft#rc, (5)
*[Tfcr (6) *£&»*, (7)^fik, (8) «l»R?t, (9J slsfa*. (10) ^iwi,
(U) *&i, (12) quanHf , iro,^ , (is) tftqjtaft, (14) S%Fr,
( 15 ) rrfrm ( ]6 ) ^irf , and l^tly ( 11 ) ^Sf^^. \\

Note —The word r%ftisr tviII ho oaon, by i&feiring to the above lists, to occur

in three olasaGs, viz *Ttffl*rft ( 3G ), §3^ ( 14 ) and e^rl ( 3 ), Moreover it \a

governed hy the geneisl affi* wr. ftlso in the quadruple eeneo, according to the

opinion of Patan]*}i And because it occurs in the TOmft oIdbs (IV 2 82 S. 1301
)

tlwefore tins univeraol ^^(IV, 1. 83 ) wJl bo elided after it. Ae ^0 have ftlicftdy

shown befoie under I. 2- &1 irhea ft(totf was formed fiom fVftqT' H

( 1 ). 1 Star, Spar,* 3™,* 4 ^^t( 5 3,^, 6 r^T, 7 WTOiW, 8 ^Tg[-
w, fl^rgRir,* io\ira^, uTfcrnri, is *rrenw, ^^^(^o^^),^
^TOTC^)i IBftuw^I, 16 ^(^. 17 ^iim* 18dnw, # «*K1W
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fi^sr, r^^r), Q rw*r. 10 qfas£. 11 s<^ 12 ^, 13 faa, u trj»» 15

^Wlf?,, 28 sits* 24 WtT. 2S ^ 26 fltuj, 27 ^°s, 28 *u^# 29 qR^,

flfl^,* 17 iTfr* 18 ^,* 30 ^^,* 20 q<fa,41^,* 17 iijf,* IS^* 30 gTO,* 20 q<fa,* 21^*)l

(o ). i ufa. 2 ^rfff^xr, 3 m^TT, 4 sfa*% *> *frft?s (*f^ ftfld ^i**1 '
6

(10 J.
1 ^^TO"t 2 «Bf*qR, 3 iMifhcC^iiO, 4 *fc

t
5 w9l (TO). fl ^*'

... .. ^ . - , %,rt. 11 AYK *
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Hush

(11) 1 f», 2^r(33T)> S im,* iffl,' B I8"/ e R$*T'* 7 «W»*

8 35T,* 9^,* 10 «9, 11 |rf. 32f*T- 13 S*. 14 tt« 15 Wlfll

(12). I to, fifiw.* 3 3*r,* *f?* & fl"** G ^^^w (ainfaii

7 Tilrar,* 8 fa*r. 9 *dft * l0 ifiraw •* (
»]bq <rr?*jra<T ) n $«?, 12 tf<«

(tflHT). 13 *K«fi, 14 *«Mr forarai), 16 swt. 16 gun ]7*fiiw*(tt«0 ] 8

OTH, 19 5fw* 20 ijfa*,* 21 ***,* 2!? ffWW 23 tftf,* 24 ffTCTff,* 25 q|5R*

26 fm* 27 to^,* 2S ©TOflTt 29 ta*K (tor) 30 faw,* 31 $w,« 32

faff,* B3 fflUST,* 34 flTO, 35 TO*. 3s «ROT,* 37 **<uHr ( W»33i) t 38 TO^
30 nfltlVoni

( 18 ) Ui2 tf&ff. 3 3T*7. 4 BTER%«r (sg?r). 5 g<T? (l<T?), 6 strut fatf,

7 qfJWH, fi TfKsr t
9 5»*ft*.l0 §?*#*, li fwt(fcw) 12 sftTO (aflq-itf), 18

gtftor 14 m^ ( sWfait), ISn.* 16 W* 17 OT*>i* 18 WS*. 1ft

(14). 1 gflipr, 2 gft^?? (fa*T), 3fafffa?T (1%9T), 4*$n%*T,* 5 *WSTi

6 ***,# 7 ^ft, 8 ^r^r ( irfe* ), 9 bw. 1° ft* 1 1 3iwiiffi^i 12 ufa, IB wt,

(IB) 1 nirfiifc 2 TTfTf^, 3 **(**( WRWU, 4 ^f%5T {SifoT*), 5 ^%TS

(30). i we. 2 qsmr, 3 Hn^q-, 4 fr^, 5 fts*, 6 *ett?,* 7 wCs^n),
8 fa«r a fqsiTvr 10 f^, ii f^Ttr/ 12 m$, J3 *sfn, M *&r, ifi

C 17 ), ; ggt, 2 ripm, 3 w^rrc, 4 ww*. 6 bci^<v 6 qtFTi^ (sfr \ 7 farfa,

8 gfavsr, {^pO. a $°Trc, 10 $?f n fjtptf, is tnq^v, 13 gi^ntf, H
l^itf, lfi <f* n

1293. The name of a kingdom is formed by the

Ivp-eMon of these affixes, (when the name of the people

without the change of number and gender, is at the same
time the name of the kingdom ).

Note ,—Tlio words wilhm bracket, in the abo™ stifc™ are add«d by the reading
togrthev of this eflfra with sttrft I 3. 516,1209. Dr Otto Bohthngk the tamed
trnnslMoi of PAgim in German, Imp done go, nnd I think this addirion i«

nercBHHrj for ilia eluoldalion of the pfiUfl, The jiphonem litwRlly means: ( Thft)
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quadrnply Significant affix) in elided, when the phce (^T) to bo named ib a

kingdom ( SRqO 1 Tbufi q-qiflFH ftw Sm*. ^ l-qr^C H So aho $t* , Jrairri.

tf^T , ww. $m , S*£r II

Why is theiB no ltip-elifiion of the nflix irs the following examples : ft^E*^ff

3t^ 'the Kingdom m which there are fig-trees,' %ft$\ *TW &Q ? Because

here the words nfl^'ST* and %f%^r are not ttames of kingdoms, but me used meiely

ab epithets In fact the phrase aSTTfa is understood here also,

1294. When a Taddhita affix is elided bj using

the word §Jt; , then the gender and number (of the derivative

word ) agree with, those of the original word.

NoU :—This Bfitra ooneiBta of four words I gjft,
' wharo there ifl a rejection

by uaiQg gq;' 2 %W\*t 'appropiiate to the same.' 3 Wjftfi 'gender/ 4. q*epf

number.' The form 'vyakti vaobane' ib dual.

When a TaddJurft affix jb elided by Jmjj then the dem&live word retains thf

gender and number of thB primitive word. Note the difference between the rejection

of a Taddhita by Baying < let fcheie be a gq^' and ' let there be a §fl ' ll The direob

action of both words is the rejection of the suffix ] but & derivative formed by Ink

rejection may not retain tho number and gender of the original wwd ; while a

derivative formed by Itip—rejection doeB lefcain the number and gender of the

original word.

Thus in the secondary derivative word ft"?i«rr: meaning ' a village not far

away from fafrq" trees' the mm online gender and plutal number of the original

word has been retained, though made applicable to a village, Tvliioh ia in the

singular number and neuter gender; similarly the word HSflsrfaTi >s masculine plural

in form though applicable to a single piovin.ee

Tlua Butr& is not en appioved rule; bb is mentioned by Pioml ia 1,2.

68 following, and ia consedjierifcly of little preotioal importance,

Thus q^nrati are a class of Kshatriyaa
; as such the word is of mas-

uline gender and plural number. The tountry in which FaflcliaUs live

is also called Paftch&las , similarly $t?p, sijjt:, qjfr , ^fafff »

\mu, i tr^fiM ^vmTwn^ i \\ *

i

*i\ ii

1295. This (concord of gender and number, of

primitive and derivative nouns, and of attributes and
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substantives, need not be taught ( or approved ) because it

has the authority of mixfit (or conventional term or

idiom ).

Note; Tlie agreement between the number And gender of the nouns and

abfcribntes, of primary and secondary wards formed by euffix rejection, ia not an

^proved eynlai, The gender and nnmber of particular derivatives or adjectivea

are not blindly to be fixed by the primary wordn or the governed GubatantiVes
;

but it ifl
« matter mora or leaa of nsage or idiom and no hard and

fast Tula can he Iwd doun for it. Time the word BjtT 'wife' has the form of

mescaline plural, bntn always applied to femnlo singular T airailnrly BTT<t: ' water' is

*Urjb feminine plural i* form ;
no ftlao^T:, <ret., RftWmil This sittra, therefore,

jnodifles the former RftrfflS, and learn the whole question of ayntactio agreement

to be decided by n»*ge and idiom

The mordu like Pafichill, Kanrava &a
t

ihonld not bo considered as

d«Wative. woidi ormnd by the Up elisioa of a TadLhifca affi*, brj hey mut be taken.

an proper nouns nnd oppelUtivea of oertain oonntnem , consequently the pendar,

«nd nnfflber of snoh wotda aie fixed by the nature of ouoh worda and not by any

rule of Grammar,

\m\ i §s*Tmm**nrra; 1 1m W II

1296. The stitras declaring lup-elision need not

also be taught, because of the non-currency of the etymo-

logical meaning of the words supposed to be formed by

lup-elision.

Notat—In explaining reriain wordH, it ih a round-about way of going to

vork to say that thete was & ?nffli after them, "Tvhtcli hns been rejected, without

producing any effect It u enamr to say that the form is what we find it to H and

that Ua peculiar meanmg depends upon usnge. Moiepvar, m mnny cases, the would-

bf plymolojfical meaning ifl not in faot the cm rent meaning which the word has in

ordinary largnage. ^ i fl therfora a nselepfl circumlocution to presuppose the

existence of ft pa (fix, to add it fo a word, nnd, then after nil, to mnke it vanish,

Tluifl WW- Varjinah la the name of a city. To Bay that it ifl derived from

irxtnr ' & kind of tiee
f

because the city le utnaled near finch trees, nnd the trees gave

Iho nnme to the city, in a enmberflome pTacpan. Beanupe theie might be no

qtitlT tices at nil near the town Varena Let oe therefore call words like JJttrjr;, «r3f^rT5TT*i

<Sco ,
ne aimply proper roonn. Thcrorore there ia no occasion for the application" of

the Tflddhita affixM given in IV. 2, 69 and 70 S. 1081 and'82(^« ftqrtf , JT^qs?*),
relating to residence pnd vicinity; much leap of mica relating to 'lup

J

elision

ronUtntd in IV. 2. 81 and fl2 S 1293 and 1801 (3ffi<ft sj^t qtvtfftq ) II
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1297* And if the etymological meaning be held

authoritative* then when such meaning is absent, the word

also should vanish,

tfote —This sutra etus&gthene 1Kb former sUUui If ifc ba said that a word

alway* retains its etymological meaning in current language j then when they* is a&

absence of euch etymological meaning, theft tha word it&ulf ought to vanish. Eat wt

kuOffj as a matter of fact) that thoie are woicIb which have altogether loat thfeii' eljiao-

logical s>enhe, and connote a thing different from thoir radical meaning TWctoie to

eipUin such words by /np-fclieion of affiica is improper, bctuueo they do not rctam the

meeting of their primitive woids.

It has already been fiaid. ihat words like q^l&i: (feo, fltonot derivative viords,

but are appellatives. If theee Words be token as proving their etymological meaning,

that 16, flfl expressing or dependent upon, the ecugc of the original word, then v^hefi

tfaeie is a loss of Lhe original word signification, Lhe secondary word mu&t alao <jenGe to

be employed Thus i£ Panchal&s ba the numo or the counuy in which the Jifihiunyea

culled FpfichaljB h\e, then when they ccate to live in this country, it should cease Lo be

called Pafichalas. But we know, asam&tLer of fuct, these are now used without any

reference to the people who once mhabiLed the countries. Thcte Words ore coaeequciuly

not derivative, but their senfie ia determined by usage. They are what may be called

"

5fr words.

1298- The proposition ( vachanam ) that the mean-

ing of the affix
(
piaty&rtha) is the chief factoi ( pradhanam)

in determining the sense of a word should not also be made,

because the authority for the meaning of a word consists in

something else,

Not$ .—The translation according to K&slukA ifl as follows*

(Nor need be taught) the lulBielating to the dependence of lhe meamiig of a

word on the principal (pmdl.dna, in a compound) oron iha affix (piaiyaya), becauee

the authority of the meaning (of a wo*drcompound ot derivative) consists in something

else,

Note t—Thie antra may ba divided into two parte The first part seating the

proposition and ending with the word Tachanam. The second, pait giring the reason.

lh« first part cons^ta of four floide, !• Fiadh&na, ' Principal in a compound.' Afl in.
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the oompound W^W 'king's man,* the word r&ja is tlpflBarjona and <rfc«ri ia

pradhdba S. Pratyaya! 'affix.' 3 ^'meaning/ 4, *pt?tH * word or sentence/

In the time of P&giui, thai a vrare Somo gramranvians, who held the opinion
t

that the meaning of ft word is determined, if a compound woid
t
then by itn principal

word | and if a derivative tford, then by the affix, Pacini controverts this opinion

by declaring that in as much as the meaning of a Word is fixed by usage and idiom,

therefore the proofs for Hie meaning of a, ttoid are not to be fteattolied either in the

affixes whiahgo to form it) or by its prinoipul wofd, if it is n compound Because,

says Panlni, the proof oE the meaning of a word ia in something elae, that is to say

in the usage of a people and nob in the suffixes Ao A person who has never heard

the name of grammar, understands full well when told to bring a E&ja-purusha. He

brings AH official and not a king, nor even any perann in genet al. Similarly when told

to bring an jft<T«T4 he brings a cowherd's child, not a cowherd, nor a child m general,

nor both, When, thorefoie, the sense of a word is determined by usage, there ta no net

to strive to find out the sense by grammatical rules.

\\ti *T$r<T*n£t *r 35**1,1 \ I * I tyft II

1299. And a rule fixing the meaning of Time

(k&la) and Upasarjan a (secondary term in a compound ) is

equally (unnecessary) and need not be taught ).

Thus adyatana (the period of the current day) has been defined by

ancient grammarians to be that day which commences with the latter half

of the past night, and ends with the first half of the succeeding night (that

Is from midnight to midnight). Similarly upasarjana has been defined a

3

an adjective or attributive by the ancienls. These also need not be taught, aa

the meaning of the worda like adyatana foe, ts also determined by usage,

Note '—Here Pacini controverts the opinion of these grammarians who would
*T«n define time and eeqmmee, Thus thai e vera snthor-B who defined pluperfect ua a

tanas relating to time hundred yeara past, others said a thousand years past &o,

PAnini declares that thee* are redundant definitions and reprehensible^ for ihe same
reason ad given in the previous B^tra,

To give another axarop'e. ^Thus fltnm: *m or the perfrd of thecmlent
day, hai been thus defined by eome AchU yRH t~-"Tho period of time beginning from
the point when one rises (Drought to r«e)fromhw bed, according to the law, and
ending with lha point when one goea to bed, according to rule, is called adyatana."
Others aay " from midnight to midnight is Ihe period of the current day." Similarly
pthera have explained lha < upawjana' to mean < Ihnfc which ig not the principal word
in a compound » The aag« Pfuini haa not thought it worth his while to define
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auch words as Dpnearjiuift, in as mud na Ibeir sense k tpc]1 understood by alt

tit & matter of usage. Thng common people who htwe never beard of giAniniar,

nlso know the correct uaa of lenses. They Bay • " thts is to bo doce by mo to-day, ibis

iTiU be dono by tia to morrow, this wis done by uj; yesterday "

Similarly common people also know the 1*50 of the word nptisarjmia, for they

Mj:-"Wff^[flF^r3 lffl^W 'we ai'o secondary or unimportant perfonB in this

house or Tillage,' meaning that they aie not thfpimctpul ppisons„ TIicj efove that

wbioh is \»Hd according to the ueago of tha people i* needless to bo taught*

"Why was nob this sfitra included m the J/jst? What ie Iho necwnity of making

a geparate rule of tbia 7 The answer is that it is ah UlusLrntive sfUm, and does not

eirhauat I he subject Tbeie ax 9 other rules mndc by foi'mei Bilges nhicb are not

taught hy Pftnfni, Tims tha followm^ rules of oM ftishtfl ate not tciugJit heioin, tbey

beinj? supposed to be well-known " A Bahuviilu compound connotes ownership " ** In

Dvandii compounds the senso of both tbe members of a compound avo principal" " In

ATyaytbh&va compounds tbe sense of the prior word is Iho principal' 1

ifeo.

1300 And of adjectives, (the gender and number

are the same as of the word formed by fop-elision of the

Taddhita and which they qualify) except so far as the jdti

(or kind or species) is concerned ; (i. e. Tvhen nob expressing

jdti).

When a Taddhita is elided by lup ; the adjectives which qualify such

secondary derivatives agree with them in number and gender, This is a rule of

syntax. Thus <r*rcrr: Wftf. *KOT :
> *5sfl<*I?Tr:,'.*§*!?vssrn

l

the pleasant Pafi-

chalas having plenty of food, plenty of milk and butter,' Here the adjective

VHffrap pleasant &c. agrees in number and gender with the PafichMah being

also in masculine plural. So also itftttdift n Why do we say, when not

expressing jati"? For when such a derivative is used as a jfitf word;

then the adjective does not agree in number and gender, as tow *nq*ii

Notai—Here *to thoagh qualifying Pafiobalah does not agree with it in

number Mid gender, as it 11 a noun of cIbbb. All atlribnltB of such wordo formed by

92 S
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tho htp of a. Taddhifca agiee with, their substantives in number and gendflri picked

that mch *n Attribute is not a common noun used as an ndjeotire. Similarly ad]«tmj

whioh do not directly qualify such TnddliiU loimcd nouns, but do bo Lhrougt th|

medium of a noun of class, do not ngieo in gender and nnmber \>itli the Tiddhiii.

noi'd. Thus ^Tffff: ^pnfr witst TOP * t,ne country of Pnnchal&s ib pleasant and foruV

Hera Ilia woids tfTofta: and *rg?T: qualify duwlly the word apiqa;:, and indirectly

the ivord PanohfcUa, and fclicwfove do not itgi-oa with the Utter,

Frfr/:— In the case of the words Haiitaki &c. the gender only is

retained and not the ji umber, As tftmr. qwft^ftoTW 'the fiults of

Haritaki,
1

Here m is neuter in form, white tfjtntft 'is feminine. Here die

affix denoting fruit is lup-clided by IV 3. 16; S. 1546, The resultant noun

haritaki meaning the fruit of haritaki agrees fn gender only,

Vdrt'—The woids TOffi^T &c retain their number only but not

gender, as ssrientf wft 'mountain forests 3. e, forests in the vicinity of moun-

tains'. Here dRifar is singular and *?riRr plural, but the gender of both fa

the same via. neuter, Here the atiix \i lup-elided by IV. 2. 82. S, 1 301.

V&tt—Prohibition must be stated in the case of nouns formed by

the |5n elision of an affix relating to man, Thus the Taddhita affix s^{ V. 3.

07 S. 2052 ) is employed in denoting repiesentatlon by imitation, Thus

»TW. means a figuie like a horse (in wood or clay or paper). But when

the imitation is that of a man, this affix is elided, Thus ^rr means a " doll

of straw," But when we want to say a doll in the figure of a man, we will

have tor + qs'HH (swrgft V. 3. 98 S. 2053 )»*T*Tr 1 Here this word is

formed by the elision of an affix relating; to man. Therefore Adjectives

qualifying this word will not agree in gender and number, Thus fir «rRWT:
1 the delightful straw figure of a mam,'

1301, Also after the word troiT &c
>
the affix de-

noting locality becomes elided, but the number and gender
are not; changed.

After the words wand the rest, the quadruply significant affix «*

elided by g* 11 The scope of this rule is in cases of nouns which are not
names of kingdoms (or *nm), to which the last rule applies, Thus
romiMfl*w wt-tttjri » the city ( not a kingdom) not far from the place
Varani '\

tfte TU« ward <* in iU sutTft implies tbafc this rule applies ma to words
oltaw thn lbo3B Wh,ch ftre given in (fa, l„t of w® II As «prttft "a city near
to bitter Budari tree

"
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1304 ) QvAmxjpLi SrcKmcANT Arrrxes ?3r

<rra<rtfr, 8 tfii* < neff fftft ^ «ft$, w^r m?r ), 9 ^jfftyqrasr, 10 *ot<|# ( 5,^$

;

M). ? irar. 16 rsju, 19 a^ra^r, ao g^r (war), 2J ntfltfU, 22 >^*ft #,

Is nn mf,r%«THT II

iwwcjfflfaw nr vpmn w

1302. Optionally after the woid srattT, the quadrttply

significant affix is lup-clided,

1303. The affix z*L and 9 come after the word

w*i in the quadruple sense.

Why do we say " optionally " In S 1302? The word ufa occurs

in the classes $gqift (2) and ?r*n$rft ( 14) (IV. a. 80 S 1292 classes 4 and

16 ), and must ntctssfuily take the affixes s-q and sr*£ taught therein for had

ft not taken those affixes absolutely, their would have been no necessity of

inserting this ivoid m those classes, The pie^ent rule, theiefoie, teaches by

implication, that the woid smkr takes the genet nl affix ypn
t
besides the above

two especial affixes, denoting locality. And when the word tabes this univeisaV

affix
( IV 1, 83 S. 1013 ), there the option is allowed, not otheiwise. Thus.

v«ff»r t wn = *i^(*fc q<ftr + <n<* ^n*^r it

Thus of the word jjafor there aie altogether sjjc forms denoting

locality, namely, two foimed by this slO™, iwo by the last, ami two by

the sOlra IV 2 80. Thus ti&i, vhR*i qehfo?k (formed by?^J, qT«fitf|ta

( formed by ^w ) , qrififtjft C formed by *K ) , and q^Q^t (by «).

^o\* urotagv lyi^i^ll

1304. The affix Hg^ is added in denoting a river

in the four-fold sense given above.

When the name of a river Is to be d<*$ignaled by something which

is found near it, we. add the affix ijgsr, (»nj[ and qij). Thus ssnrtjqtf,

iWWfc^rfnft, 3«K*rttf, rflflb jfat ll Sec IV, 3, up- S, M99by which
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the «T is lengthened in these words, and VI. 1. 219 S 3705 by which

the udatta is placed 011 this vowel. See VIII. 2, 10, S, 1898 by which

Tjij becomes qjj 11

JJoff ,-Thfl ftflfix q^iBnot Wmr employed in forming the ywmibiucb

flftffaft ftnd W'ff which aJ o formed by padded under IV, 2 68.

]305, The affix ngftis added to the words n$ &c

5n Ihe four senses given above.

The oiigi nation of this rule is for the sake of what is not ativei, As

8 far* * .fawr, 10 W°r (mq«r). U n^, 12 wtfriK 13 w. 1* re^rt

16 «usra. i« «jr*K, i? <sra*#t ia ^ket, 19 signer, 20 BTifti^(*um*(r),

21 fq, 22 *r*. *8 # (sit $fe), ?4 *j«q. 25 figiSiar, 26 <jjy (^?t),

iftqri^ft q^^in 11 * 11 11 nft«nsw%in 11

1 306. The affix st*?^ comes after the words $gf, sw

and sto in the above foui senses, and the final of these

words is elided before this affix.

Thus SSSfr^T^, SFiPJRii in the case of the first two words

(kumudvat, and nagyat) the 11 of Ihe affix is changed to «T by VIII. 2. 10

S. I&98 ; ^d in the case of ihe la^Y word ( vctasvafc) by Vlll, 2, 9S. 1697,

Vatt\—So also aflci* the word nrs*T. »s ifteff^ll

*tjbi 1 raft ^i^wm^n 1 wist it

1307. The ¥«*<s[ comes after *nr and OTT in the four

senses given above, the final of the words being elided.

1 hus nfR: and ^1^ \\ Ths woicl *m means " mud " and " young
grass," ( See Amai akosha 111.3 89 ),

^ 4(;
I f*P&T*tt ^^ I « I * I

ts. tl

1 308. The affix *m% comes after the word ftlWtt in

the above four -senses.
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Thus RugT^n' the city Sikha-vala ' lit. ' crested as a peacock '.

Note ;—ThB woid fa^tf takes qf^by V. 2. Ill S. JOl8
, iJio affix h&vmg

the flame forcoaa q§\ V. 2 94 S. 189*, (
' whose ib is ' or in whom It is ' ). That

ehould be distinguished from the present, in aa much us, the lattei is employed in

making names of locality, not ao tho affix taught in Book "V,

1808. The affix ^ comes after the words 3?^ &c,

in the four senses.

8 WpTir^IT- & f?T3? 10 fact* 11 moi*r.* 12%^,* IB fqggi H war, IS

5RTST, 16 %$ (f\m& s<< EKHH SJJp, 1? *5»r, 18 SH5T, 19 Wr. HO Srfsft fafanO,

(V**i). 28 gur,* 29 ^t, 30 ?T^,* 31 15TI^T> 32 faWsRT,* 83 -sft^, 34

mm, 85 t^5r, £6 (w*, 37 w, 38 ir, 3U *rfff, 40 V<nw,* 41 ssr, 42

bh"*, 43 fa^^T,* 44 *TtS, 45 *CNra%* 46 <&*;*, 47 Wfl^lftiT* 48 ^i# 49

talN, &° **i Bl srtf^ * 52 ran*, 58 <rrmm, 64 nf^Tr|,# 56 |^r^, 56

\\\o l sr^rfHf $*^ I a is I M it

1310. The augment $*£ comes after the woids IS

&c. when the affix ^ follows in the above foiiT senses.

To the words *\& &c the same affix is added, wiih the inscition

of a grafter the stem. As n^-\ ek^h tf=qeqRta*i ep$g*fita*^ &c

Two Vdrtikas :—The woids b^T and m\ belong also to this

classv In the case of sgs^T the long vowel is shoriened, and in the case

of fNT^ the n is elided e, g. w^zfim- and ggsfa n

i *W, 2 ;ra, 3 faes, 4 wnj, 5 ^*, 6 Iras, 7 *& 8 ifflff, Q *m,
10 (jnr, li ^3?qr (^T^njr ) s*^ % 12 tus^^T* u

1311 The affix © of the bha stems fe^ &c.

is elided before a Taddhita affix,
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Thefts &c are a subdivision of the NaflAdi class ( IV, 2 91 S.

ijio\ and the augment q; is added 10 them by IV 2,91 S 131a After lhe«e

woids, with the nupment % the affix 5 is elided when they take a sttondm

Taddhita affix, Thus Mr m *fa=(fartitari TOI W (IV, 3, jj)s

\mv II Similarly Vr«ftnr!| fo^;, 11

Why do we say the affix 5? The affix & is specifically mentioned

in order to show that the atfitx only should be elided and not the

augments H Otherwise ^ would also have been elided on the strength of

the maxim i-^>taWOT% (01 WO wilWflW (or *qpp)
(

" When of the two things which are taught together, one disappears

then the other disappears likewise ', The |^ indicates the elision of the

Me affix fc, and not merely of ml Had the word lopa been used, then

3 only of in would have been elided, because its anuvptli is understood

fiom VI 4,149,8.499.

Here ends the chaptei on Quadrulpy Significant affixes,

:o:-



CHAPTER XXVIII.

THE SAISIKAS.

W i sftaftWW i £<rft frer wfar q^v \ a?^ spar TOJsrsfj mw t ^fosm

1312. The affixes taught hereafter, have senses

other than those mentioned above.

The suffixes that will be taught now have senses othci than those

already taught in the previous aphorisms, Let a meaning, other than

those of which 'progeny' ( IV. i, 92 S. 10S8) was the first mentioned, and

the quadiuple signification/ the last, be called §t or the remaindei '—find in

that remainder of senses, too, let there be the affix ht^ &c. Thus srr^r vfs-

ble ' viz. colour which is apprehen ded by vision ' from ^3^ t «iw ( audible'

viz. sound, from W* , ifiqprc? 'treated of in Upanishad' 1 e, soul,qrfc

from ?«r? 1 ' grourJ on a stone ' i. e. flour of a fried corn, ^rgi ' ridden in by

four persons' vhs. a cart ; Trgftra/ who is seen on the fourteenth day of the

moon ' viz. a goblin ; ^frguRr * pounded in a wooden moitar' viz. awn-less

barley : ^rur ' drawn by horses ' viz, a
1

chariot,

The word w '

ls both 3 vidhi (Jaksbaija) and an adhikara sfttra

It Is avidhi sutra in the senses of * apprehension ' as in chakshusha gphyate

( apprehended by the eye ),
" pounding "

( as in ulukhale kshunna ). &c, Fqr

no sfltras are taught in these senses,

The regulating influence of the expression ^ " in the icmainder "

extends from this aphorism forword as far as IV 3, 134 S. 1 514 The affixes

5 &c taught hereafter, do not come in the sense of * piogeny ' &e, but they

have, every one of them, all the senses ofimr' being born' (IV. 3 25 S,

1393), *V ( lv - 3- i« S. 1481), ww (IV, 3. 74 S. 1453) &c. farw

( IV, 3. 3; S, 146; ), &<=W &c ( IV. 3 38 S 1413 ).

Note :—Thus jftir* mgans "born m Sruglina (IV. 3. 25 S 13&8j,ordon«

in Srughna, or bought in Srngliaa, op obtained m Srugna, ov skillful in Srughna

(IV. 3. 38 S. HIS), or abundant in Srughna (IV. 3 09 S, U14). or suited to

Siufihna (IV, J. 41 S, U1G ), or ttsying !n Srughna ( IV. 3, 53 6. UJ8), 01 what
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hftfl oomo from Snighna (IV. 3 74 S. 1453), or whioh has its riae in Smghna
( IV, 3. 63 fl. 1463 ), a roiui leading to Srughaa (IV. 3 85 9. U66 ) a, messenger

goinff to Sraglintx ( IV 3 85 S 1465), a gate facing Srughim or from whioh men

go out to Srnghnn, { IV, 3. 86 S 1-166) a book lelating to the History of Sra^lijia

(IV 3. 87 S. H67), an inhabitant of Smghua (IV 8. 89 S. U69
) (

a peroon

ffhoao ancestral home ia at Hnighna ( IV, 8 90 S 1470 )."

wranw^ijBWrrr: flfr^^r a«ii# Fr^rr unsrcpijs^ftftrqrT wffi¥t !?bw *iw$( n

1313. The affixes ghn and hha are respectively added

after the words v% and srararc H

The affix *q is substituted foi ^ r
and ^ f° r *S ( VII, I. 2 S. 475 ).

Thus xrtfo' 'bom &c* in a country/ f^rnrtfur- 'who of what goes or

extends to both banks,'

y&rt*-—The affix *5f comes also when the words ^rqp[ and <rn; are

taken separately , as well as when compounded inversely • e. g. nqtflqr'

'belonging to this bank of the iiver,' trflur- ' belonging to the other bank,'

STCraifl"!
' belonging to the othei bank as well as to this.' Here as well as

in several of the subsequent aphorisms, merely the sterns and their appropri-

ate affixes are given ; the sense pf these affixes and the cases of the noun in

construction, such as those of being born ' &c. will be taught hereafter in

IV. 3. 25 1393 and afltras that follow it,

No(a —There ahull now he mentioned derivatives whloh end with thoae

afflxop the fh'st where oE w sr, and the lust where of are t*j
(|
IV. 8. 24 1392), with

apooifioation of the original teim to which tha applioabioa of those affixes is

appropriate •, and then- vanetiBB of meatjing, bucIl qq 'being produced tbere-fram

'

IV. 2 25 S, 1237, and the like, shall he mentioned
}
and the deoleosional cases ia

oomieotion with which fclio affiles are appropriately applicable.

\\\* 1 wmi^^ft 1 u m tun

w 1 sr*ffar u

1314. The affixes *f and «(${,( fr) come after the

word ' grftma 9

As m^: and itfitoj, ' n rustic.'
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1315. The affix CTi^(iWir) comes after the words

Aa Effl^ST 1
, *T[*ffa^f &nd if ^e take t-he anil vn tti of gvAmn Swtq. the laet

aflfcra, -we havo «T(^i5ii U

& mftpflfri 10 ^rft, (^«rfft) 11 &sm, 12 ^n. is $3*rnrr (^esreiOqsfra*,

1316. The same affix s^ is added to the words

$sT, ^f% and rftar, when the whole words so formed mean

respectively, ' a dog ',
* a, sword ' and ' an ornament.'

The force of the affix, as already told above, is to denote ' pioduce 1

&c, (IV, 3 25 S. 12a; &c. ): but the whole word has a specific significance,

As qStftafi'-a dog (lit pertaining to a Camtly ) ; #%^*R =a sword (lit.

remaining in a, sheath ). a3qqr =»a necklace, When not having these meanings,

the regular derivatives from these words are formed by ^ as, tjfar:, **ta-

and^i tl

1317 The affix ^("W) comes after the words,

'nadi* &c, in the remaining senses ( i, e. IV, 3 25 S 12&7

&o).
Thus rn^4i * poJ'tmmng to ft mer

f

' Jjfi^fq 'enilhen,' &c qitraftrq* U

I *#, 2 *r£r t 3 qroitf. 4 Wtft, 6 ^*r*aft. 15 ^4lr^r«ft (^rctfr)

7 ^raq<t* 8 WWSft (<Kttf) 9 ^( rift, 10 tjj?=mfl, H-q^tlRl) 14 k™
( *rprr ) 13 w*r ( arF?rr ) 14 ^?*

(
J 6 ?trr*ft ( stifotft J 16 wtwr ^r, > ? <rr?*r

«

The word %^il(t occur;? in the above list Its derivative will be

ft^FHTWIH B ufc some say, it is composed of three words cj^—^sr—faR" and

they apply the affix to each of them sepaiately As qftal,. TfOT and

1318* After the words ' dalcshi^ft ',
' pa&chSb,' and

'puras', the affix 'tyak' (*) ib added in the remaining

senses.

93 s
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AswfanrrcT' 'pertaining or produced in the south '

; ww. ' occid-

ental ', qnw ' oriental

'

j^L 1 *|ffifW. <W I W I * 1U II

1319. After the word ' Kftpifit \ the affix < shplmk'

is added in the remaining senses : {
the feminine bein»

formed by *^ IV- 1. 41 S, 498 )

Thus ^Tf^rwqff q$, ERTfq^ra|?ft IKTT ' * H<ior \

W* t^H3<%^« i h \ r i (»o it

1320 After the words <c$ the same affix ' shphak

'

as well as the affix Srfl^ is added, in the remaining senses,

when the meaning is a non-human being.

As <f$*T ft: or «|;w<ift ft: U Why do we say 'non-human being'?
Observe vf^ft mgm ( I V, 2, 1 34 ).

Hot*'—Q The word t$ belongs lo ^^fj ci aeB (iy. & JSB j, ftmj

when p. human being m to be denoted, then by IV, 2. 134, \t will take the affix ra
and when a non-human being ia to be deaiKnatcd, then it will take aw by rule

IV 2. 183 ;
than where ifl ths necessity o£ the present antra by which ejffr iB

enjoined when * non-human being ia to be designated 9 To thig the reply is

that the force of the negative affix in amaunshya i B that ol ^^ •
j. e . vkms - Twin

•TOP "» being like man, but not man". The word *p^ doea nofc"mean
'anything which ia not a man 1 For had this been its meaning, then ft blanket
ia also ft tiling which ie not a man, and in denoting a blanket, we should add vra

,

but we nevot da so. When blanket in to be denoted we add ^or of IV. 2, 133 as

TT^T .'* woolen blanket". When we ™nt to denote a hmng being other
than man, then *e M w^ andtq^ of this antra. The sn^fe repeated m this
fifltra, for the purpoae also of lowing that otherwise «p« would have been debarred
by the special affix «f^|l

The word <V u. the name of a country, it w<mld fcdP0 <ak(m _ fln(jer
the universal ruk

,

IV. 1. S3, bat tin. „ debased b, IR f IV. 2 125 B. ]«0
f
andW « debarred by ^ of IV. 2 itf) B 1MB, and ** M debaned bv ™ fIV.

2 182 B. 1356 as it hae ^ as paaqltimata, the present antra debar* that and
ordains •%% and *^ H
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1321. After the words 'div\ 'prdch, i cupdoh\

>udach
f

and 'pratyaeh \ the affix ^ ia added in the remain-

ing senses.

ThiiBftsj*, m*QK l WCHWll, «4ta*. (IV. 4 180 S. 3476) and q^^lt
When these Trords rig uaed aB lndeol marten, tmd denote limo

f thej take also

the affixes ^jul 'and V' *• S- VWmdV. 3- 25), the word mi% mean*
eeutb t

1322. After the word ( Ka»th& ', corner the affix

3w in the remaining senses.

1323. To the same stem is added the affix ^
when it treats about some thing which is to be found in the

land of Varniu

The Varnu is the name of a river, and the country near it U also

called Varnu, the affix denoting country bemg elided by IV. 2. 8i S, 1293

1 hus sffr«r*raL nAsm the sentence zisT ft srm rWeg derail ( 1 )

irow * ifa™^ fis«ii s^et^ ^fafts'- u

Wlfl^fr%*r*R*Wf¥!3 »

1324. The affix * tyap ' comes after an Indeclinable,

in the remaining senses.

This rule is too wide and the following v&rtikas restrict it

Vdtt The affix ^ is restricted to the foJkv.WogindeclfnabJes:-

swf near or 'together' %% 'here', ^ * where', those that end in *tf?r

(V. 3, 7 S. 1953) and * (V. 3, io Sv 1957 ). As *tiuhp 'a minister'

TOST,; g^t, tfrtui,, Ff^TMT, s &o

Why do we sny 'its application should be restricted ' ? Observe:

sfafte.i formed from the Indeclinable aqft it
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ptfrt;—The last vowel, with the consonant, if any, which follows

it, is elided in the Indeciinables when they aie Bha . Ah mstef ( wfcfRrf

)

This \s an anltya rule because lopa is oidained of the ft syllable of bahis

by vartika under IV.t. 55S. 1877. Had the & elision of the present

vartika been universal then there would have been no necessity of the

vattika teaching the ft elision of bahis

Thus there is no fr elision ofmm and jiTOJt when they take the

affix © in the same-sense. As eraffffl and ^nftftai n

Ydrt -—The ?3<t is added to the upasarga i^ in the sense of " fixed
"

as, faa = gw II

yftyt *—The^ is added to the upasarga fa% in the sense of (
gone',

As fawi "Chandalas &c who have gone out of the caste" It is thus

formed ftq;+M n ^ow aPP^es tne following sutra 1

igjrlvqi *
II^ II

1325. w is substituted for a final ^ preceded by

a short 5 or 3 before a Taddhita affix beginning with cT n

Theiefoie the 1%^ is replaced by sj before vtm \\ Thus we get

ff^+raj=f?req! meaning one who has gone out of caste such as Chan-

dalas &c,

Note —The following ore tlio nffises before which this change tflkee place,

namely rK, fTT. A3. W, rf^, H^T, II Aa ?R— ffftra. q^ff^ I fl*T I affair I

q^e*m 1 ?ra 1 *r^ ar^oTRt fiswrn 1 **r 1 aftf* 1 33 i tffar. i qier 1 <rar 1

sffiek 1^?- * «i* 1 wrfa^r area ii

Vdtt'-—The affix tn comes after btw e g grreTpn* g»w« 'forest

floweVs,

Vdrt .—The affix qtq comes aftei ^r, e g, ^1 qfiffl:
[

a travellei '.

V&rti—The affixes* comes after 3^ e g aT1wr?i 11

W5 1 fcrwte s5^fis?^T^[R
1 y i ^ 1 \9% \\

1326. The affix SN[ is added optionally after the
words 'aishamas,' 'hyas/ and <$vas'; in the remaining
senses.
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These take optionally n^; J" the other alternative they will

take 35 and £5^ as taught heieafter.

As *$*maft or ^w^** (IV, 3 23, S t&t)
t mm or j^,

(IV. 3. 23 S 139 1 ), ^sroi *Jsm(IV. 3 23 S. 1391 ) or $nfcrare
(IV. 3, 15 S. 1385 ), The word 'SvaV takes the augment g^ also, hence

the above three forms,

amrSH&T J wqitf <*[J 9f^?57#l« f tteS^ I &*Smt9WftR[ font I TfWUff-

1327. The affix sis^ comes after a word ending

with tffa, and the ^ comes after a word ending with ^ar; in

the remaining senses.

This debais W* 1 Thus ^€^1*1, qigffif)p& %q«^q«n 1 The words

formed by wsj, take the affix sfte in the feminine (IV. i, 15 g 470);

those in s? take the affix. zj%( IV, 1.4 3. 454), The sutra Is nat enunciated

as ?iK ^c^rr-srrfC ; for had it been so, the affix would apply to ?%^m also, where

^«l ib final, but cannot be called uttara-pada, as ' bahu' is not a pada but

is an affix ( V. 3. 68 S. 2023 ) Therefore, we have *riFF«WT, formed by ?fqjl

1328. The affix sr comes in the remaining senses,

after a word preceded by another word that signifies * di-

rection,' provided that ttio compound ift not a Name.

To a stem, whose first member is a word denoting direction

and which is not a Name, the affix *r is added, forming the feminine In

sir 1 The word Wflgratt qualifies the 'base,' This debars W%) Thus

irfsTTijrr+sr^gnjr (Vt, 4> H*> VH. a. 117) 'who is in the eastern hair

Why do we say 'when not a Name'? 'Observe, from tile word

l^rwft (II, 1, 50 S. 727) we haveqjfgwwmi (VII. 3, 145.1400),

The example illustrates, how first a compound of Tstpurushn kind is

formed by the woids ij£ + *sWfflpft; " IshukftmashamS in-the-East'
;

the

whole being the name of the city. Then when Lhe Taddhita affix is. added

to this word, the first vowel is not vnddhjed, as is the general rule

(VII 2 ri;, S 1075) but the first vowel of the second member of the

compound is vnddbied, vu. the letter ?of ?gW*UPft by rule VH 3 M- S 1400
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1329. The affix 31^ is added to the word *i%
T

preceded by a word denoting direction ; in the remaining-

senses.

Thus Wiflfi />
D

jft l UTOfllP / rft II Here contrary to the example*

in the preceding sutra, the initial vowel is vriddhied by VTI. 3, 13 S, 1399

which makes a special exception in the case of the word h% \\.

wRCTRtr'Str iT3TO»

1330. The affix WL comes in the remaining senses

after a word consisting of more than two syllables, having

udatta accent on the final, being the name of a village of

the peoples of the North.

The governing force of the word f^ censes here, The stU debars

1331. The affix 3^ cornea, in the remaining senses

after a word ending with sr^r, after the words q$$r &c,
and after a word having a penultimate % whether these

woi'ds express villages of North folk or not.

This debars the sra of the last aphorism. Thus HfT^fljww, <rmr,

'kHi^a 11

<jflar), 7 anqrffo 6 cpra^?, «i[r^ Cj 10 sR^prfT, 11 wi\, 12 fowl

TOWfi 19 *t$&* «

tW I qrorftrft Wl«Ul l\\ n

1332. The affix ^ comes after the patronymics-

formed from sot &c,

Here the word nft doe? not qualify the sense of the base, nor

does It give the sense of the affix, It simply means 'that after a word
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ending with the affix which has been ordained after the words Kanva
&c, in denoting a Gotra or Family-name ; the affix VH is employed
in the remaining senses." Thrs debars the affix $ ( IV. 2. 114 & 1337 ), Thus

efip^r ' the pupih of Kanva

'

Thus Kanva-class is a sub-class of GaigAd*. The Family-name

from ^r1? ib ^|otq by rule IV 1. jojf. To this, the affix sr^ is added. ^joH
+*T>1 sqjifa; C

VI 4 14ft and VI. 4 152),

1333, After a Family-name formed by X^, the

affile TOirJs added in the remaining senses.

Thus from y$ we have the Patronymic 5rt%, from which ^i^r ' the

pupils of Dakshi " The final j is elided before ^\ by VI 4, 148. S. 311.

Why do we say 'denoting a family-name'? Observe ^rffjf^.,

a word formed by ^ of IV. 2. 3o, S 1292 not denoting a family, but

having the four fold .sense of IV. 2. 68-70S. 1 280-82, The further derivative

from this will be cfrqpfttni by 5 ( IV. 2, 114 S. 1337 > The word Gotra in this

sAtra, however, refers to the scriptural gotras or clans as mentioned m
the list of gotras given in the sacred books and not worldly gotras, or family

descent. Therefore the rule does not apply in ^rrWtal 11

1334. The affix sni^is not however added to a word

which, though ending in the Patronymic affix *» , consists

of two syllables, when, it is the family came of Eastern

people or of Bharata,

This sfltra debars *t* which would have come by the last sfltra.

The result is that the words answering to the description given in this

aphorism, from the frftv derivatives by affix ®( IV 2, 114 S. 1337).

Thus i?r£far; and sM^W from, irrfa or «Kftft ' The word wrffr and Sftfft are

Vriddha words as defined in the next rule, and therefore they take ff jl

The Bharatas belong also to the East-Folk or PrSchyas. Their

separate mention here indicates by Jflapalca or inference, that wherever

Prachya is used in these stitras, it does not include the Bharatas. See

H. 4. 66,
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1335 That word, among the vowels of which the

first is a yriddhi, is called vriddham.

This defines the word ffctj The sutra consists of five words ;

—

\1fa

' the vriddhi vowel
'

; to ' whose,
1 ^H% ' among1 the vowels/ stiR 'is fiist'

,

H£ ' that
' ,
£5* ' is called vriddham,'

Note :—If a wovd oonBiafcing of many vowds, haa a vr;iddhi vowel coming

first m the ordei of vowela, that word ib called vriddham, Thus the woids qren,

flfoTf &o., have the flrat vowel sn a vriddhi vowel, tlierefoio ,
they are called vnddham.

The woid vriddhiun ling been defined in order to make applicable to these

peculiar woida, certain taddhita affixes Thus there is a mle ( IV, 2 114 S 1307)

hy which the affix i^ is addad to Tfiddham Time ^r^r + 5= *[%(! II

\\\\ 1 wTOlft ^ 1 1 \\\ vw ||

1336 The words tyad &c., are also called vriddham,

Note :—The^ &e have been given in the Hat of sarvanHmaa These words

are also oalled vriddham Thus flg;+5*3^^1 So also itfhm, ?$#*!*, 8^11*1

W^lTOWItt I *1 \V* I

1337. After a word cellad Vriddha, the affix® is

added in the remaining senses.

The word iffsr does not govern this sutra, This is a general rule.

This debars bt<jt 1 Thus from *rr»zr we have npffa (VI, 4 148 S. 311 and

VI. 4, 152 S. 21 19 ), So also rotifer, HrSfat:, tT^q. II

W^'^awi Wi U * I will

1338. A word that has the letters q and aft as the

first among its vowels, gets optionally also the designation

of vriddham, when it is the name of a country,

As m*\k is a country of the easf it is a vriddham woid and we have

«ta$ + «-iiM$l i
similarly ttffastfta* , ^lawnta' t Alternatively, with the

affix vein the forms will be rtm\
t qafto^r., ^[5f^ 11
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Why do we say 'having the letters q and^r'? If a simple vowel

is first among the vowels, of a word, that word wilt not be called v^iddham :

and as such will not take the affix ^
f
as ^rfi^s^ri, ^ist^mT- u

Vart 1—A proper noun, though not coming under the above defini-

tion) may yet be regarded optionally as a vrlddham, Thus *¥wr+i5-^Tffar f

or we may have^frTO U

1339. The affixes 3^ and 313; come after the Yriddha

word vreac in the remaining senses.

The word ^^ Is a Vriddha word
;
because it belongs to tyad&di

class ( T, r. 74 S. 1336), This rule debars $ of IV 2,114,8* 1337, In

the affix ??H.i the final ^ is indicator}', showing that the ivoid *j^ kefoie

this affix gets tt\e designation of Pada Tat C I. 4. 17 S. 230). Thus^fl+

But when the word *nr<r *s not treated as Vfidd) a, then it takes

the general affix srv, as "flrqsri l This is the case when <nm is derived

by affixing ^ to ^ u

f^rr z*tTvm$i 1 gjfftrgft 1 wrftrar ilrfatfr iltffw »

1340. The affixes 3^ and fira come, in the remain-

ing senses, after the words qnfij &c.

In the affixes a^ and 13ft , the ^is leplaced by \%t the other letters

are anu band has. The form in both cases will be the same, but there

is a distinction in the feminine. Those formed by ja will take sfa;( IV, 1.

1 5 S. 470), the others will take m (IV. 1, 4< S, 454), Thus^rfti^f. or

Wfatfr, tifar or §faft 11

ifofa t—Tho word l^fTft is to ba read into thiastitia. Those words in the

list which are no6 m% will take tbo affixes, bj virtue of Icing so olaeaified.

itfbte •—The word %*t^i occurs in the liefc of vords, It gets tiie designation

ol Wt by t ! ^ 8 - im Thus lwfrW : »
But when it is the namo of

a VahiUa village, it ia not 4 Vriddha word, The secondary derivative then will ba

F^tf ;—This affix comes after compound words ending in ^rsrarid

preceded by ^rm, $&$ and m i
as wftfiM *>r «T, wifaflfoft or ^r, W

«RTfST^ft or «t H

94 s
-
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24 qrgftft, 25 gqifl*)* 2G ^ruffi*.* 27 ©Ufa* * 28 8trfjre,w 20 siiqftftitaril

1341. The affixes S^and fsr$ come, in the remain in g

senses, after the Yviddha words denoting the villages of

"Vahika.

The word ^[^ is to be read into this sutra. This debars the affix

5 ( iv, 2. 1 14 S 1337 ) Thus cRrartiwft 01 ^rctflfwir u

WW fawfttfwwg 1 v* 1 * 1 ttmi

1342. The affixes 35^ and {£{£ come optionally in

the lemaining senses, after the Yriddha "words denoting

"V^htka villages situated in Uginara,

Thus ^giWi &rtfWi and graafian u

sWisiiitarcrfw* \ Attract , W**w i %snr iRt sw 1 *w fa* 1

1343, The afiix 5^ comes in the remaining senses,

after a Nominal-stem denoting a locality and ending in 5 II

The phrase 'Smfl.
1 does not govern this sfltia. For had it hue

n

undeistood in this aphorism, there would have been no necessity of repealing

it in the next.

Thus1ww%fip from ftvrotjt . the long gj is shortened by VII. 4.

13. S.834 bcfoie the affix ^1 Why do we say 'denoting a country'?

Observe WU- ' the pupils of q$ ' formed by^ 11

In the previous sutras, the anuvritti of ss^and ftp both were current

;

hence the repetition ol ss^m this sutra, because we could not take the anu-

vritti of *5T from the last sutra, without drawing in the anuvritti of fa* 11
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This sOrra being subsequent in order to IV. 2. 1 14 S 1337, debars that

sfitra
,
and hence in the case of vriddha words ending in 3 and denoting a

locality, at is not added, but the ffw of the prsesent satra, Thus ^rRr^t^i \\

1344, The affix^ comes in the remaining senses,

after a vriddha word ending in -3" and denoting a locality of

the Eastern-folks.

The phrase b^St is heie understood. Thus 3Tf3^5i^?f' f WifiST^f^t H

The affix an would have been valid by ihe last sutra also, the present

sAtra makes a rT?PT or restriction, showing that the case of words denoting

places of East, the rule applies to those words only, which are Vriddha.

Thetefore it doei> not apply to *T|im?Si from which we have iiGftKOT 1 H

^tf*t I ^tfrWTfjpr I « 1 R 1 ^t 1\

1345. The affix ^.comes in the remaining senses

after a vriddha word denoting a locality, which has tbo

letter q as its penultimate, and after a vriddha place-name

denoting a waste or desert place,

The words ^£Tf£ and ^q are understood here, The word ysq means

a waste or desett, 1 h us qftq^q;., ^Wlffii are examples of vp% II Similarly

«l^rsW3K*. and ^r^qsu^j are examples of *i penultimate. ( IV. 2. 80 S, 1292 ).

\\V\ I S^^^fSm I W R I ?^ II

sn?cr*s*ircJTi»ifo 1 nn^f ^?ftnr (Irani

1346 The affix gs^ comes, in the remaining senses,

after a Vriddha word denoting a locality and ending with

W, J*;
or m ii

This debars 5 (JV. Z, if* S, l$tfl Thus ifflffir&qft W*faw»

The words ending- in %k wopld have taken tl)e affix |w by the next

sfttra also, but as thnt sfltra is restricted to the countries of the East, this sutra-

1* general in its scope,
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1347. The alii x. 3^ comes in the remaining senses

after a Vriddha word denoting a locality of the East-folk, the

word having a penultimate t or ending in % \\

This debais 5 11 This <nsfa3W U So also with words ending

in i 11 As, *r*fi?fr—m^VS , { VI- 4 148 )

N U—Why do we Bay qj^tt ' of ilia Eaab-folk'? Observe nPcflMta'

formed bv 5 II The ^ in f?l
111 the stUra, ib for the sake of distinctness*

1348. The affix §5^ comes in the remaining senses,

after a Vriddha word denoting an inhabited kingdom, or a

limit of such kingdom.

The phrases f^m and ^ are understood here, being qualified by

<smq* and nwfit u This debars the affix s ll Thus vn^tai is an

example of iwrc- ir

Note :—-And sh^e^i' ftmcl TOfTOTTO from ^T3ff and WTI^T two uninhabited

countries, are illustrations of Sffiq^rgifa \l

The vwfi or limit of an inhabited country or 3H7^ must be a

country and not a village. This ia so, in order to prevent by anticipation,

the application of ^ by IV, 2. 137 S T 361 to words like Rmif which is

an arid deseit : asVrfor n The word fl^fa means either "the boundary

of that ( 3TTO
)

" or " that which itself is a boundary ".

1349. The affix §5^ comes in the remaining senses,

even after a word which is not a Vriddha, and which

is always plural, when it denotes, an inhabited country

or a limit of such country, as well as after such Vriddha

words.

The words grrrc and srafa are to be read into the aphorism, This

debars & and ^otji Thus from v\fc> q$\\ and EfifaftT, which aie non-Viiddha
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Kingdom denoting words, always having a phira l form, we have ssrTpr, ?rjf^f

and qm%<TO 11 Similarly aqspfter- and $3T=e?&t; are always non-Vriddha plural

words, denoting boundary of kingdoms
; we have from them snuiftesr: and

BTr^r**^' » The affix will apply, of course to Vriddha s^Tf? word by the

last sutra, though these be always plural in form, Thus 3^ and 5rr**5»

from qwv and ww it So also to Vpddha words denoting limit of a

Kingdom ; gr*&sKr—^5nrt*p,%rarw—%ft*w ir

Why have we used the word iror in thesta? The word mar is

used in the sutra to indicate that the word should be plural in essence,

having no corresponding singular form. Therefore the rule will not apply

to ircfari plural of *ra?ft 11 The derivative from it will be sr<fa ! 11 For ^feii

is an eka^esha plural of n^fcft + ^f*ft + *P&ft II

1350. The afftx gsr comes in the remaining senses

&fter a word, whether Yriddha or not,, denoting a locality

and having as its second term the words l kachchha', ' AgniZ

' vaktra ' and (

gai'fca
J

This debars ET and qrqnt As roraffi WSRHT, Vg«TO» and

TUg^^flfT* II KajSilca reads the sfttra as qfif &c.

The woid aw* in the sfltra should be read with every one of the

words ^s &c.

*W i *jjrrftv«iw 1 « i * 1 IW II

1351. The affix ^ comes, in the remaining senses,

after the words dhiima &c, denoting country.

This debais ai^ &c. iJfasB.i fifot Sec.

Note*—Tlio woid y\tm occurs 111 the Hat. It Trovild haTQ taken 53^ by

IV 2 121 as it has az, « fi penultimate. Its mention hma jsIidtvb tli&fr it need uob

denote a locality for the application of \tliiB affix Similailj the words ft^ and

*Tfr^ being panieeof 3T*H? would lmve taken ^*j; by IY B J24 , hera in Ibis list, there-

Fore, they do not denote coubtiy, TlniB f^CTOT flfiwrf W -^frf^R
Ll

the piopeity

of Videlia Kehfltrvjio". So also wrfantl The word ^gy oconra in the list It

takes the aihx when the derivative word xnenna a ' ship ' or a ' Bailor ', Thus fllsfjf^rr

sfti and ^njf?^ 1VP " Otherwise not ; as OTQfift" Oceanic water ".
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I ^T, 2 wryf^JT? end ^q;?) , # ^T^RfT, 4 sr^ir?r ( w4*TR ), 5

iij^fti, ai wilier < mssfl^oO, 22 Rii^n, 2& ^nrsr*r, 2d *r^ra (sita), 2&

83 ^4 ,34 ^rcrVr*ft 35 ww, 30 tfe? (wwfrrftf), 37 $<jmt*IW% 33

<aWfa»ft) 44 qgR*, 4ft tfgoimv, 46 ^T«fi?T. 47 frowst, 48 HWflrefh 49

1352. The affix ^sr comes after the word ( nagara'

in the remaining senses, when censme or praise ih implied.

The word sjesH which is equivalent to faw;sr or f blame or censuie
1

,

and MW which means fyrnj "dexterity ", qualify the sense of the affix.

Thus m*K*F'
4

a thief or a skilful person ', The word literally mean's

' a town-born, or town bred
, but by the usage of language, it always

denotes a person having the vices or vfitues of a town> such as a thief

or an artist.

Why do we say "when censure o\ dexterity is implied "? Observe

qimi WflHmT'' ' the N agara BiMimanas '

1353. The affix gar comes, in the remaining senses,

after the word ottct, in the sense of a man.

This debars the affix or of 1325 Va/tika Thus srwpw: ig«^i 'a

forester '.

Vdrt :—It should be stated rather that the affix fa is added to «j^
in the seme of

' a way '

' a lesson, or doctrine ( Upamslud
)

'
* a maxim '

' ft

play 01 game" a man ' and ( an elephant '. Thus mvpffii <OT„ wawi «U3:

Pmt; na**! or ^ti) 11
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V&H'—Optionally when the sense is that of cow-dung, a^ %\r?v\

or mwmi *mmr 11

Note —Why do we say ' when havuig t.heac senses ' P Otherwise the affix

mil Its 9^ tl As ^rc^r: TW ' wild beafirs '.

WW i f^m^f^^gTT^^^^Tn: 1 a 1 ^ 1
^o

11

1354. The affix g$r comes optionally in the rema-

ining senses, after the words ' Kuvu ', and ' Yugandhara \

Thus $\W%\. or Sffftf, ^«r^«g?: or ?ft*T*$? II

SHTOSSflS^fti l l|T5 "M TO**?- I ff^ff II

1355. The affix^ comes in the remaining senses,

after the words * madra ' and ' vyiji '.

This debars frr^ though the words denote inhabited countries Thus

1JWI ' born in Madra \ ttf$v$ U

1356. The affix srqr conies in tha remaining senses,

after a woid denoting a place, and having the letter ^ aa

its penultimate.

This debars fsi in the case of words which denote *iw or inhabited

countries, Of course the wolds which do not denote ^^^ will have taken

Steven without this rule. Thus srofor* " born m SJf^r, " So also »?rf|fir^T" I)

ifofe —The affix Sfn^ will apply even when the word endB in % which would

have otherwise taken is* by IV 2, HO 5, JS43. Th«a ^WRT. '"bora ifl Rfl$" II

The word t^ is undeistood in this eiitirt.

1357. The affix stot comes, in the remaining senses,

after the words kachchha &c denoting places.

The word ^ is understood heie. This debars gs^&c. Thus ^t^:

tfofa f—'The- words qi«£ <fco are not fantuable plural words, beoaona by th#

next eftVaj it is eIioitu ^iat illose wonte mny mgnify won and than bftbitu <feo, Th«
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vrordfrSTN^ oc™ia m Hub list It wquld have tatom^ri^ by the last tuttra also,

because it lias *ff a* its penultimate Ita mention in Die list la for the bb1;b oi the

flubneqaenb suha by which it tnkc* 33* also undoi obtain conditions,

OTBraqfisqw i flfi*& irarR* *m=as^T igwt: i w?Nf jRkpu istffa

1358, The affix 1^ comes after the words kachchha

&c. in the senseR of born &c, when the meaning is a 'man'

or
i what exists in man \

This debars sprji Thus ^P5^* 'a man born in Kutch >' SRras^q

^fgtf 3T{l<Tcre 11 ' His joke or talk is of Kutch or a Kutch- laughter

\

Why do we say f( when meaning a man or what exists jn man ? " Ob-

serve q;rvflft *tn ' The cow of Kutch '.

1369. The affix §sj comes after the word *tt^j in

the senses of being born &c when denoting a man or what

exists in man, provided that it does not mean a foot-soldier.

The word stgf which occurs in the Effesr^ class, would have taken 3^
by the last sutra, when the sense was that of a man or some human attribute,

The present sutra makes a restriction. Thus ^^sr. ngeqs, QtgjqmBr ^ftlcT «rf&TOU

Why do we say l when not meaning a loot soldier ' ? Observe wt^<

TSlfir B^Rl ' the Salva foot soldier goea.'

1360. The affix g3£ comes in the remaining senses

of being born &c, after the words w$$
f
when the word

signifies * a cow ' or * a barley gruel \

This debars w^of IV, 2, 133 8.135;, Thus fllgtft ifti
" the cows

born in Salva \ mfym WE ' the barley gruel of Salva ', In other cases wq
have arsf* «
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1361. The affix ^ comes in Ihe remaining senses

after a Nominal-stem denoting a place and having the word
«nJ as its second term.

This debars ym U The word |$f is to be read into the sfttra. This

rule being a subsequent one debars the affixes z*i and [5^ of sutra IV 2

iiy S. lJ4t Thus ^^PTfffa. 'born in tlie wolfs hote,' The word 3TO<t1

is tiffed in the sflfra, so as to prevent the application of ihe rule to a word

which ends iu irtf but is preceded by the affix ^g, as *fn?fa H Here W§ is

an affix ( V, 3. 68 S 2023 ) and not a pada.

Wi<rf*igfa« u

^w *r * 11 ^^iftw: it

1362, The affix 5 comes in the remaining senses

after tbe words gaha &c.

This debars ^7 &c. Thus irfta ' belonging to a cave ', b^kt; pftir&c

Vdrttkn —The words g^n^ and ifiifr get the affix R^r, but before

the affix ^ the fj of s^ is elided. Thus gqrfaw and qrwsfaiT H This

Vflmlca also indicates that the elision orfc of Ihe J ndeclinable as ordained

by the VArtika under S, 1324 is a rule of limited scope.

y#rC-~The augment $^ is added to v% and qr hefoffi the affix ff

As Wtfffl*, vpsSto* II

Vditi—The same augment Is added to the word 1* also as, wafa^ll

V4tt The same augment is added to the woid pj as ww^R n

Vdit—The affix tf* comes after the words 303 &c. No list of stich

words is given. It is an wvfa«ro* « Thus ^^^, ^fl^TO, ^TWTOfwr.

ttofel—In the Uafc of *T*rft oecnrs l\>e following lt U«m«m iva ^i5t" It

meona "The word «fBq becomes changed into HVXR vlicn ihe nftrx ^ Is to be

deled. Thut *ratfra1\ It But wn<?n the torse Jfl fhat of a Veda-sphool or

Ohwa^s, ths affix «PH ib added instead of ff n*iiWir"ll The voi-d *r^*T b«ie

95 S
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hfta the restricted uense of Mho middle of the earth', and not any nuddia

genemlly Thua n^*flqi meniiR qftffail^ *P*r II So *1bd when t'ie nffix $1^ ig

applied m the cnao of ^37, it lias the senra of f^^l^r of sfifra IV, 8, 89 S. 1469 and

not nil the other ecuaeB Thus w. q^T:< *T*l nrR^r , «T*Tr HWTT) " three Oh&ranuB

dwell in llie EftBt, threo in the West, and three in the Middle ".

8
qjf,

9 niT^ ]0 ijftg, 11 smig. is wrsiw, 13 3^*1 wgr. u <r*?rm,

15 ^mrsr. 16 ^mm^**, i? ^m 18 i^sr 10 ijwqsrrcr, 20 ^w
f

21

*«*»fl5»r(wft), 22 w*W (5rerc*ft and b^**;?). 93 «fiRJN*T, £4 ?snSWT

( qrfi^srafa USTTSRft &nd STiTRiq*ft), 25 gn^far (?fifa*fal ond efiraVfa ), 26

^fa, 33 BTff^fsr, 34. urrts, 3fiti%(^?fr), 86 wrwrrv, 37 sii^Rr, 38

itfrfff 99 erifiTSiffi, (aifawfrO' 40 *irfa, 41 SWSfr (WWfffaOi *3 W^fa, ^3

tflq and wtfN) 64 5TO<TC3T ^nfalso v^ttf* and qutfa), WWI^i 66

^BtSlftwPBqi. 57 «I3ft, fi8 Sift 6^ <mfa 1* m on "Wfl»H![ 11

^3 l aval ra*« i^RMHIl

1363. The affix ^ cornea in the remaining senses,

after the words beginning with %Z denoting the places of the

East-folk.

The word Misunderstood here also. Theuord Jjra of the sntra

qualifies ^r H This debars sjo^ \\ Thus ^t^G^ ^qi«ft^, «e<T?3tftal U

W« I TXtfi *fi 5T 1 « U 1 **« II

W*ro fas tjT^fl^BiTnsT girmiw nmrafl i ««rrfrt«i h

1364. The letter $ is the substitute of the final

of the word topi;, when © is added.

This sutra only teaches the substitution of sfj \ for KTST1 would h^ve

taken- ff by IV. 2, 114 S. 1337. Thus TOtf*tn H The word q$T does not

govern this siitra, not being appropriate.

1365. The affix § comes in the remaining senses,

after a Vriddha word denoting a place and ending with ^
or 5*P, or having *n as its penultimate,
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lAHfvKaaMh

The word 3$ must be read into the-*0tra, This debars the 9R of

IV. 2. 132 S. 1356 as well as the affixes ordained by IV. 2, tlj and I23 S,

1 341 and 1347-

Thus sran—fliBPiFtftal. « "One born in Brahmarjaka—a country

where the Br&hmana easie live by the profession of arms" ^.—HJT"?iW«W

»

Note *—The words gfr$?fi &c . are also governed by this rule though

they end in TO II Thus ^hg&in, ^5*iw, qsjftgpffwi, II

3 366 The affix ® cornea in the remaining senses

after the Vriddha words, having the words kanthfl,, palada,

nagam, grama and hrada, as last terms.

Trm debars the other affixes such as 73^ and fs?^ of JV. 2, 1 17 S 134 1,

Tfrtis qrftwwfa*, vRnsr^fli, *tfwn£fa*i ^rfswffa* , srig^Cte* it

W* I q^ra 1 « 1 ^ 1 \v\ i!

1367. The affix § corner after the word t^g in the

remaining senses,

This debars g«ui Thus q<ro7^ Km " the Jijll-Jtmg ", iifcfai g^?
' the hill man ',

fair, 1 ifSHWt ng«rj I)

1368. The affix © optionally comes in the remaining

senses after the word *nta when it does not denote a man.

Thus ifcfanffi or qr&rfi imrft ' bill fruits ',

Why do we say mgdr 'not-human'? Observe gifcflqr ij^wi: where

there is no option allowed.

*rtOTta^fwwr»"tf v 1 $*mOi* 1 «i^w 1 wrap* ft* 1 ^r^«n«c * <n^k

»

1369 The affix 5 comes in the remaining senses

after &m and w when denoting the country of Bharacbaja,
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The word fcftr is understood here also, The word iflKiiw does not

here mean Golra, but country. Thus gw»fiij^.anO vtfm. II

Why do we say " denoting country of Bharadv&jas?" Observe

1370. The affix «« also comes optionally in the

lemaining senses, alter the words 'yushmad * and 'asmad '

The regulating power of the word ^ ceases. The word vindicates

thauhe affix m^y bet? as well. The word ''optionally" shows that the

general affix s^ may also be employed, Thus there are three affixes, fc»,&

and 3T7J ft nd hence tbeie being no equal enumeuuov, the ju)e oi mutual

correspondence (1 3. io
J
does not apply.

The vroids gw^ and «wh; are Vtiddha, as they belong to Typdadi

class (

l

h j, ^4 S- 1336), jintl \fOu/d have taken © by IV, 2 1)4 S 1337;

the preterit sCura enjoins three affixes foi each. Thus S"^"* *Ufl a $Vira +

*«U IV 3, 2 S 1371 ) ofan^ 1 gfrHT +^S^ + fa- S^l*' (VI] 1. 2).

a«i?+w«s*wir+in UV. 3 2 * S J37J ^wraftup (Vii. 1, s,

And VIII 4, 2 S 475 and 197 ) So also ww*: I ^wfaj arid WW^ ! »

^^ 1 efftffa^j =sr gtqi^t^fl^ I * 1 3 1 \ \\

1371. "When this affix ish. is added and when wrc

is added, then 3^11* and ?twfi are the substitutes of ym
and Sftfl^ 11

tfpJe '—The pronoun ?if?»Tft. refers to the visible nffix ^s^aiid not to the Tinder*

Btood affix u which was di'nwn into \hn last etura by the word «^ II

Why docs the H1I0 oE immwl coi'iesrondeTicc (I 3-10 8 128 ) ftot apply here,

thde being two affixes, two tforde, «md two substituted P Ttne\ hoflever, ia not

done, bemuse the ftutva can be divided into two fteparate nphonfimst ns (I)

?ifT»=(^^tfST 36K?wf(iwflqire»WB^ W- (2)atfTSftr ^ II 1 *J. ( J J
When fgS{\* f,(Jtled

i

g^iSFT end WFif^i ai'C theauhBUfJiCB of g«^ nnd nw^ icspeotively. (2). So bIeo

when Stqr follows.

As foi illustrations, see the preceding sfttra, e, g ( ifrqSTOfirw, n«Rfl*:
with m*|, and titailTO; and wciim; with v\n^ 11

itfo/as—Thia sub fcitu Lion dogs fiot tnl« placA when $ Is added, hh gur^ffa;

and *T?*tfH ir
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im* 1 S 5 it

1372. In expressing one individual, crw and wv
aTe the substitutes of 'yush'mad' and ( asmad 1

respectively,

when ^s^ and &\ follow.

As *iroflin ' belonging to thee.' wtifat "belonging- to me " m*'
and *n^' If But when the affix is er, the form will be fq$q

, nnd ufa, by
the following rule.

Note 1—The word q^TC^t should not be construed fin meaning the nffix o£

the flingulnt* number, *r llm affix g || Bccnnep tlie affix of ihe singular h alvsays

elided ($*) after these woids, and liy iulo I, 1 63
r
S. 263 tlnjie will not be the

application of tins rula. TVur difnvulfcy in, however, got over by explaining the

word qqftuft &s cqaftl to CfSTJ^ef (I

i\B% 1 neiqtaTO>;%Tl»* 1 \s 1 * 1 k< \\

1373. ^ is substituted forget and w forsj^, when

they signify a single individual, even when an affix follows,

or a ward is in composition.

As v\fat, irtfuf, with the affix k( IV, 2, 1 r<, S 133;, I, r 74 S. 1336 )

Similarly wli&n a second member oE the cuiopound follows. As fl^ 3*T',"»

i\fc/tf —When more than one individna] ih signified, the substitution does

not tube place, as 3«l3tf ( - 3**n^Rta ), Wftf* ,
^ott^i ( - 3«T!^ 5*? )> WflST "

1374. The affix nn comes after the word *rf in the
. i

remaining senses.

This debars jp^ « Thus «?$ ' belonging to half.'

1375. The affix *i?j comes, in the remaining senses,

after the word l ardha \ when preceded by ' para\ ' avara
',

1 adhama \ and ' uttama \

ThuB w#s inriir*. *wnjT*, TTflitf* w
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1376. And the affix as* also ( as well as *«*) comes

in the remaining senses, after the woid ' ardha/ when the

prior terra denotes a direction.

By ^, the affix ^ ia nho used, Tlnfl debars ^T^tl Thus tj^fd^ or ^|^

3raq3*q strata! I trainer 1 nron ^iifcft3 *w tfa flfafliSJ ^ht*ts i ssjflStimErtki

1377. The affixes sis^and $sr come in the remaining

senses after the word 'ardha', preceded by a word denoting

dhection, when a particular portion of a village or an inhabi-

ted country is meant.

The phrase f^qfafiii is to be read into the sutra This debars 3^11

Thus f*i ^f^FTF* nt»TOi 3ttq3TO m qpfar. or qVlffo? " Those verily belong

to the eastern half of our village or country", The word <frqtafr< *» <UTOl

^f^^raf vr^r and is a Taddhitartha compound

Though the anuvritti of z*{ was current in this Sfttra fiom !he

preceding, yet it is repeated heie for the sake of precision, ; for had the &fltra

been srm^HT^swSsr then the ^ would have drawn in not only the affix

331 but the affix nf( which is not desired.

wm* 11

1378. After the word n*w there is the affix r in the

remaining senses,

This debars spr it As »w <( middlemost '\

SW \ 5T ^rhifa* 1 « t 3 1 1 ii

1379. The affix v comes in the remaining senses

after the word ' madhya ', the meaning being < fit ' or ' proper-'

The word flfafa*? means * equity, propriety, right, fit \ As *mM$
Tlf^ m* *m v< * the proper piece of wood—neither too long nor too short".

Wttafiw " the fit Grammarian^ neither too refined nor too dull/'
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1380. The affix ^cornea, in the remaining senses,

after the word ^tT, which is near the sea

Note :—The word rffo occurs in tlio list of KaChalMdi ( W. 9 133 S, 1S57 ),

ftnd would bar© taken spj£; and by gftha IV 3 134 S 1358, tt would hnre Ufcea

tjij nlsn. The present sflfcrfl- (lebnia both those affixes, when tlia woTd $<f weana

vniQ^t °r ' *>0ar tlao flea '.

Thus V2** or %^« 'living on or relating to an island \ AsVtf

wtwrrfamB* **tt* 1 Trfo^i 1 #R3ffSTTC 1 srtmfap 1 for s^sr t

1381. The affix S3?; comes in the remaining senses

after the words denoting time,

This debars st* U The affix ® which cornea after Vpddha words 7s

prohibited by this sfttra Thus *nflffi»t 'monthly 1 sfr^P** annual *,

GlWtai' " morning and evening," fa. gfoK« ' again and again \

How do you explain the forms qr«k »<id &** in tbe Allowing lines

of KMldftaa and Bbaravt *rw* tfW> ^^(Kahdasa) and *iafrfrWT«TT

(Bharavi)? Or the forms *^atf5fh* and ffiwfti*? These forms are

ungrammatical according to the best authorities,

jffata*—Tbe word* whidi denote time even indireotly, also take this affix.

The word sfilST governs all the flnhseqiK-nt sMhib upto IV, 3 2fi 9. 1393.

1382. The affix 3^ comes in the remaining senses

after the word wqr,, when expressing WW II

This debars^ (IV, 3- 16 S 138?) The word v& means the

'funeral oblation
'

, and not WRRPCWT '» faithfui 0f believ.ng person '.

Thus qnfts *rer
* the autumnal « Sraddhfl \ When not meaning « Sraddha

\

it will be*rm*»
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vnrfotf mrt it ft* wpftr *t i q*r^ fare i wtf qft i

1383. The affix sw comes optionally in the remain-

ing senses after the word W% when expressing illness or heat,

Thus ^Ttf^ft or VK*S %*t ' the autumnal disease ', vrefta: or *im

WWW" ' the autumnal heat or sunshine/

Why do we say " when denoting sickness or heat " ? Observe, qr<*

tf> ' the autumnal curd \ This ^ debais the wg m% ( IV. 3. 16 ).

1384 The affix 3^ comes optionally in the remain-

ing senses after the words * ntefi', ' and pradosha*.

Thin makes optional, where by sAtra IV. 3. 1 1 S 1381, the *n
would have been obligatory. Thus \vK, or %fira* ' nocturnal ', mfm, or

tt^ i *«*!&« i\n* 1 V<\\

1385. The affix 3^ comes optionally in the remain-

ing senses after the word ^ro; and it takes the augment 3^ II

The word uptakes the affix ?tt by aOlia IV. 2 . 105, S. 1326. This

sutra ordains t*m When free from the scope of these rules, it takes \y\i

and tyul affixes aho by IV 3 23 S. 1391 Thus **** + 3?,+ **a; now applies

the following tutra —
U^* I WTlfisi? ^1 $ \\ 1 «ll

^Wflcffiii: II

1386. Before aTaddriitB-affix with an indicatory ^,
Hor n the Vriddhi is not substituted for the fhst vowel after

^ot ^ but ^ and ^ are respectively placed before the&e

semivowels in xjk &c.

The follow ing is a list of Dvarfidi words —
1 «TC, 2 pit, 3 Htoirq. 4«u«Mr, 5 Wf«T, 6^(ffi), 7 WW*

Tbus^^jRt «^.4nH+ , +VqF (vii. 3. 3 s jopS^Atfm
( ephemeral ).

ifores-Afl^^a^s^^i,
ftqr^TISra: from ffwsr \\ 11m Tadildi rule

•pplitt bore, «m: torn ^r
r <

'mft*

m

ita«n ) U So also ft^rminij Art
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^wii h ^i^w from suFiffyr, (ssff*ro *t^i ) arafaw fiom wA?t, ( ^flftfir su?)

Soma read the word ?3fe*l[* also in this list, but it jb unnecessary, oa it

would be governed by the last iule, LeoauEe ft \a n compound of g + ^ntfg (^T^T^T-

SS*nH ), ot it may be a compound of t^^faUA, tlncn elso it ib unnecessary, as &
ia BepftiEvtely mentioned, in thia lUt, and theiefore wliexi *l begins a word it

would get this pDeuJini1 substitution then also, Similarly t^g^ horn tqrqfff ,

St«5«l* f™ra W5?5, ifN^ ftara ^ the prakritr-bhsnt is by (VI 4 167

6 J155 )< ttluJe ^nfrom nj^whera theie ia no prnkriiiblilvn (by ^IV a 154) i

^Mg' (^gfli «tO Similarly #hr from ^ (s^), faMv from wwi
Tilth the nflax £Pj tt^tWlRPUffas^J Tins sCibe n? mode bsonUHB the ^ and ^ heift

are not final of a, q? oi word, rs they were in the preceding sufcia.

3fa"^srf^T m&vt ^tft^^m ^m%F^Sr^ won #r^wf w HrP^m
t|s*ra ( %«r^ ii sfwrr, s^r, *rorrarw, *3r«ft ^*ft, Mqrtft, nftin u

^torhi wtfofn * ii sk*rt "Wt^ii swsfwrawit 'i

1387. The affix ww comes in the remaining senses,

after the words ' sandhi-vela ' &c, and duo words expressing

' season ' and ' asterism
'

The woid qiRDi i$ to be icad into the sAtra, All the words must be

expressive of time. Tins debars ff5£ ii The repetition of 3TOT debars s* also

in the case of those words, which are Vnddha in this Iist( IV. % 114S 1337 ),

T^hus ( X ) J&rfwfteT*, SK^*, ( 2 )V*H i^rct C 3 ) V«t> ii*1
*.
are examples of

sandhivela, season and asrerisms respectively

J7rf^> —The affix "sror, is added to ^fttcTC when denoting * iruit' and

' festival/ as *rh«rc TO* oi q^ U Otherwise mwifoR* il

?^ 1 wf* iot: I y 1 ^ I ^ II

1388 The affix tpj*T comes in the remaining senses

after the word m^ll

jfofa —This deUig the ^n^ of the Inst statin, though ' pr&vrtth * is a- season-

denoting word Thus Sf^qr TOW 1 " the cloud belonging to the rainy seneon \

?3=:&. i wwrg* i » I ^ » ?^ il

1389. The affix Z^ comes m the remaining senses

after the word lit H

96 S
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This debars ai^oflV. 3. 16 S 1387, Thus qtfforagimil The^
has the force ofm &c of IV. 3, 43 S. 14^ here.

1390 The affix Wl comes always after the word

1 hemanta,' and ( before this affix) the letter ?T of ' hemanta

'

is elided.

ThuaVroortyffiNMi

Ifoffl s—The word qfa is naed to shew that the sAtra apphes in the Ohliimdafl

afi -well tifi in the clflBBiaal literature

The word >R;ff will take^ by atitra IV 3 16 S 18B7 aB %m$\ ^fa\ but

there ie no elision of % there Thofl theie are three formaVw 1 C ^V", 3. 16 S, 1387 ),

^Ht%^ ( IV 3. 21 S. 3452 ) and>R?fiT it

1391. After the words ^rtfr ' at eve *, fet ' for a long

time', mi Mn the fore-noon
1

,
wt 'at dawn', and after

Indeclinahles expressing time, there are the affixes ^r and

z%& and their augment is g^ It

Thewojd znjfflU is understood here also, Thus Qtf-J-aff^ffrir'j-iPT

^^rraH- 57 + 9T^»^r^W'^^ , belonging to the evening' faw*, ' lasting '(ffrsjfafp^

1 what ig of the forenoon
', srfticcsT^ *' what js of ihe e«irly morn ".

The replacement of g bj w under VIL J. 1 S 1247 takes plaoe prior to tb*

addition of the augment^ to the affix, because we find it so in the forma like

«trot|ff &o used by Fonrai himself in III, 2 ill g, 22G5 &c Had it been added first,

then the affix would have become ?g, and the form would have been ^Hajsg lilce yijt

for theie ig no rule which would have changed tg into ?H II m^ and nit always end

in V«
Aa regards Indeclinables, the examples are $qftppi 'belonging to

the night/ fs«rt?RV belonging to the day.'

Vht\—Tlie aft* gj comes after the words fat, qqj ( meaning in the

past year ) and TOft ( meaning in the year before the last ). As fata*, T^t*,
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V&rt:—The affix fen% comes after %m wift and "Wis;, as, srftrfru

V&rt ,—So also after ^rjf, as, *rftren 11

.Bfofe i—The difference botffcen fcyu nnd tyul ia m flccenh, Thus ttrePtfr and

q$*rTC» f^&?T and f^SrH, fff^TT and *rfS% ^Tj H*lfo> ft«lTlh »nd fall^

tm^ and grlffi* (t See Yl 1 133 S, S676.

^6^1 fearer ^farraaT«*TO I a i * i ^ n

1392. Optionally after the words "jsfi^ tmd srasr^,

there are the affixes ^g and ^gsr and their augment ia g^H

In the alternative y« of IV 3, n S, 1381 also occurs As jqfffrpBti

WNT^tw with tyu, or ^faff^ff , 4pht/|;3»«; with than, With tyul we have

^rfe* and WW^sfr ll The sign of the locative is not elided by rule VI,

3. 17 S, 975, When the compound is such as not retaining the case- affix,

because not in the locative case, as when it is analysed by saying ^rf^f 1

^ratsnr ( IV. 3. 52 a 1427 ) then we have, <J5??yi?tf I snu^n^ff I $rsj$fita^ I

*rarcrrtN s?nft it

1393. The affixes ordained above or here after,

come after a word in the 7th case in construction, in the

sense of 'born or grown or originated there or then'.

The affixes ^n &c. tj &c. have been taught, but no particular sense was

assigned to them. See IV 2, 92. S. 1312, This sutia gives one of the

senses, and also declares the particular case m which the stem must he, to

which the affix is to be added, Thus gfrsnFr^fff+spl-GiiTi 'born in

Srughna'. «rfw: 'born w Utsa\ tffg* ( IV. 2. 93 S, 1313 ) *TOrfl* &c.

q«srwmiT. \ msft sun* myRm' u.

1394. After the word sro? temg
'm tlie 7tD case-

affix, there is the affix 3^ in the sense of produced therein.

This debars <p*f of sutia IV. 3 W S 1388 The 1 ofs^is for the

sake of accent. qr^STW » *r^Rl*: ' produced in the rainy season \
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1395. The affix 5^ comes after the word ^ m
the 7th case-affix, in the sense of born therein.' the whole

woid heing a name.

This debars *or of JV 3,16 S 1387. Thus WWHI q*rf: ' the grass

called Saradaka,' tnVHff Sfff"
' the pulse called S&iadaka,

1

Note !—According fo some, tlie word ^r^f governs all the auooecding

Bdtrflfl up to IV 3. 38, S, 1413.

1396, Upto VII. 3. 31 S 1789 inclusive, the sub-

stitution of Ypddhi will take place, for the first vowel of

the second member in a compound.

This i<? an adhik&ra sutra> and exerts governing influence upto

VII, 3. 32 S. 2574' exclusive The phiase "of the second member of the

compound " should be supplied in all thobe sfltras, to complete the sense.

Thus in VII 3. il, S 1397 the woid 3WTTO should be supplied, As ^r-

Note 1

,—In theme sfltvaa, wheio the woid denoting the first member is woi

exhibited in Llie AbhitiYe cnse
t
aa in VII. 3 18, 19, £0, 21, iho present &ufra is

nbsohitely necessary ior musing the u'iddhi of the second raumber But in those

s&tias whole the fi.et member js exhibited in the ablative case, na in VII, 3. 11 S, 1397

( arqsWfj[ ) , tbeie this antra is only explanatory ( and not absolutely necessary ), and

bei'VGh also the pmpose of pkomg such Tfiddhia under the cntegoiy of ' "utlninpnda-

Tyiddhi' This peculiar viiddhi ia hnble to ceitwn mles of accent, ns in VI. 2,105.

Hence the rovpoitnnce oE the piesent nphoiism in those stitrnB nlso, wheie the word is

exhibited m the fifth case

stwhiw ^isasrf^rs^rcffc-sfr fftr* «nrn: ftrfir faiRr faf?r T afeer

1397. Before a Taddhita affix having an indicatory

5^*1 or ^, Vriddhi is substituted for the first vowel of a

word denoting season, when it is preceded by a word denot-

ing a. part,
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As $*far^fi from trj^ + ^f + m^ meaning vCmn, $$. \\ *wVw mean-

Note —The compo^tion with $*? find *t<K &°- takes place by IJ. 2 1 S, 7I£

and then by IV 8 IS S. 1389 there ib 33; niter q^ and ?f<n jvfter jjji<f with the

elision of fl bj IV 3 22 S, 139ft IV Tuduita-viddhj, db a RBinjial rule, does

noi apply to compounds, so that a mia made applicable ia a particolnr woid, ffiH rioi

apply to a compound which ends with that woid '. but tartan fcft-viddhi applies to a

word denoting season ivhou it takoB an. nffijc cnuehig Ynddki, Mid is piecedfid^by a

lyord denoting a portion, We drnw ibis rule from the pieeenfc efttrn, for \jiFr being

formed fiom%iW by a vriddlu- can sing offls (IV, 8, 22 S 1890), the affix ^will

be applied toVW even vyhou it is the second member of! a compound, (ho first member

of winch denotes ft p&it, (^ar^fe tffanwqtil I. * ^ Varb MfthtbhftbhyA ).

Why do we say ' denoting a portion ' ? Observe ^fe j^g v^j "Ti^^t

with 351 ( IV. 3 u S, 1389) and no vriddhi of the V of * because of the

maxim " The Tadanta-vidhi applies, when an affix causing Vpddhi 13

oidallied after a word denoting season, provided that, the word denoting

season is preceded in composition by a wo id denoting a part, and not other-

wise" Therefore the vriddhi does not take place here, because the pieceding

woid in composition is not a word which denotes a part of varsha, but is in

apposition with it The tadanta-vidhi applies only when the first member

denotes a portion

1398. After 5, tfi and wk
t

the first vowel of the

name of a country gets the "Vriddhi, when a Taddhita affix

with an indicatory sr, ti^or ^follows

As gtjT^-BTw^it H^tfjsnongf, and %pfasqmv ,

l
formed with gw

( IV

2. 124, S. 1348 ) read with IV, 2. 125 S. 1349 though the word is not

a Viiddha. This sutra also gives rise to the following rule g^nfil* *l*fnit

aOTTOCT
*' The tadantavidhi applies to words denoting country, when the first

member is g, «rf, *pf or a direction denoting word "

^ote

—

Ab shown in the above exnmplon, and for direction-denoting words

flee the following (Atm ( 1, 1 72 Vart, MahaVbdehyft).

^at 1 f^SJT^H \ \s 1 3 I \\ II

?!i 1 *T*T5inri fari 1 W*UP » 3iifiw *ttcii$i 11

1399. After a word denoting direction, the first

vowel of the name of a country, with the exception of 33,
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gets Yriddhi before a Taddhita-affix haying an indicatory

* , HIL , or *M
As 'gfal^PtfR*, ( IV. 2. 125, 107) The Tadanta-vidhi applies here,

as shown in the preceding sQtra, Why do we say 'denoting direction,?

Observe <|£, qswnfs'ijfwra., OT m.j = IWw**m^Mr Why do we say

with the exception of «jf ? Observe %M& with^s^ ( IV. 2. 10B S. 1320).

The separation of this sutra from the last is for the sake of the subsequent

sfltra, in which the anuvritti of
l< direction " only runs.

1400. After a word denoting direction, the first

vowel of the mime of a town or city in the land of the

eastern people, gets the Yriddhi before a Taddhita affix

having an indicatory st
t \ ox w tt

Thus ^i^R^: " born in Purveshu kamaSami". So also v&gqifflW,

^^^sfiWiii WTOii«%faqp (IV. 2, 107 S, 1328) These are town names,

qJTCftSTOii WHS|§3^ i iforarfffsPf «<n^iR5^3i! II These are city names*

JVbfe 1—The word ff^f in thie sutra, bb well as 111 VII. 3, 24, S. J 431 doea not

here mean 'the eastern grammarians" but 'the eastern countries', because of the-

contest, ^wwis is tlms formed. *$ * *il ^11^=^^ tt Tho

compounding takes pkoe by II. 1, o0 S. 727. Then the affix: sf is added to it, in

the eenaeof *$\ imp hj IV. 2 107 S. 1328. In HJjfalfff&STO the affix f^ is added

by IV. 2. L23 S 1347. Though Pataliputra ib the name of one city, Pum-pata-U-

pnti'ft meaoa the Eastern portion of the city Pa^alipntra.

1401. The affix *£* comes in the sense of 'horn

therein ' after the words <ftftt*T, ^rr^T^nr, wtfi, qjflr, s^fa, and

sr^rc
t
the whole being a Name,

Thus a^fcw 1 ^nci^nnr: II This debars IV. 3, 24 S 1392. So also

smfa! i qp*r ti This debars *w of IV. 3. 16, S. 1387. s^iw 11 This

debars ^ of IV. 3. 14. S. 1 384. e^^: This debars the general^ affix.

When it Is not a Name, the other affixes are employed.

Vi*\ I q«r. qm g | « I % I ^ 1|

ift lira: wrji 11
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1402. The affix f^ comes after the word w, in the

sense of l

produced therein ', and there by in the room of <ra
p

the substitute is vw I!

Thus ijrfi ^^. s q«j^; < produced m the way,'

This debais the v^Crt

1403. The affix 5^ comes optionally after the word

amavasya, in the sense of * born therein ',

Thrs debars sror of IV. 3. 16. S. 1387. Thus mtnt^' or vumw U

Note -.—This affix, g^ is applied to the >void SPJIWI aha, oa the m&xim

^|flfa$HWW*fiC " l*h»fc ftliioli has uiidargone a chftuge m TGgani to one of its

partfl, ifl by no meaofl in consequence ot this oha»ga, somcf-hing else than what It was

before the change bad taken place ". Time STRl^RR! or sn*m<5 I (I

OTTO* 11

1404. And the affix ^ also is added to the word

am&vasyA, in the sense of * born therein '.

This adds a third affix to the ^qand *{% already given, Thus

VMTW; iPmiWSR'j *TT1WW U So also after the word strtTO *s SPIWWi

wtost. and «rrarctq u

Rrfr. 1 arasmfa ^r^^tPr •* ffift 1 arrow 1 ^fartffefa mft 11

3405. After the words [ siadhu ' mid l apakara',

there is the affix %K in the sense of * born therein \

The word Rra$ occurs in the Kachcbhadi class and takes st* and p^

{ IV, 2, 233 S. 1357 ), and wttotc would have also taken sT* under the general

rule. This sfttra debars these affixes. Thus Rl'SPw BTTOW ,
U

1406. And the affixes trajand S^come respectively

after the words ' smdhu ' and ' apakara \ in the sense of

'produced therein'.
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Thus |?tf? and ^n 11

1407. The alfix denoting ' born therein ', is elided

by Ink, after the words ' fimvishthA', ' phalgunV { anuradha
',

* svati ',
* tiBhya \

l punarvami ',
* hasta ',

' vMkha ', ashadha \

and ' bahnl&,
J

all denoting asterisms.

Note 1—Thd feminina affixes are nlso elided aftfeT tiiCBe words by I. 2 49. S,

1408, Thus vfagr*J 3TT?T ~^2'- 'produced under iSraviahtha. * So also trs^-,

*%m , Wrffi'. fa^ 1
. S^S: ?W, T^reTi, siWi l^W' ll The * Balmia, * ib another

name of the astoiiam 3i|%^l II lb ib exhibited in the sGtra m bahnla with a short %
as it is a SamAh&va Dvaudva shortening.

nw^wit *r$t *f?fis$r * 11 ftraifaw 1 1
TK^«ft 1 tow 11

U08. When a Taddhita affix is elided by the

word luk, there takes place the elision, by Ink of the

feminine affix also, of the original stem to which the Taddhita

affix \yas added.

The word ^^ defined in I. 1, 61, S, 260, is twice used in this

sQtrn, Where a Taddhita affix is elided by the word u^ , there the femj*

nine suffix of the pr&tipadika is also dropped, or becomes luk. The word

upasaijana used in explaining this sOtra by the author should be taken in

its popular sense of non-principalj secondary ; and not the technical

upasarjana of grammar.

Thus *fw + £BT*5^)=^rfaff.'ll The Taddhita suffix being Med;

the original feminine termination ^rj also becomes luk. Therefore the

derivative of "ffftgr ( h not a longer word, as might have been expected )

but actually a shorter word, namely RifaB:
; similarly from «F$ypft we have

Win &c.

VArt .—So also the affix is elided after the asterisms fa*r, t*rtfY and

iffioft when l he word is feminine, Thus f%^|?tr *tf<H 'a woman produced

undei Chilra' will be called r>^r W So also \i$ t fifN* i» The feminine
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affix which had been elided after the two words Revad and Robi^S, by
the present stitra I. 2. 49 S. 1408 is reordained by IV, 1, 41, S,

'

49§
because these woids belong to the Pfppalyadi subdivision of the faff* class,

The Pfppaiyad! being an fthfttigatia contains these words also,

V&ttx—The affixes J and st* come respectively after TO^f and
««rtS? informing the Feminine derivatives, As x^f ( IV. 1. 15 S, 4;o)
and s^ffflt The difference is in accent and meaning

Vdri\~Theafttx gar also cornea after l gravishtha J and ' Aahfttfhi,'

even when females are not denoted, As xrrMN' and *rrorrffa: 11

trawiTf^wi^f^ n(%, ^TOtif f#wM ^ i ftsTTOsrw

wrr*" it

1409, In sfrgq^ and its synonyms, the first vowel of

the second member gefs the Yriddhi, before a Taddhita affix

meaning 'born in. that tirae', and having an indicatory

The word 3t means ' horn ', the affixes denoting ' born under that

asterism' are meant here, ^rffW is the name of an asterlsm, "the day

when the moon is there is also called tfte*r*( the affix ir*of IV. s, 3. S. 1204 Ii

elided by IV, 2, 4 S. 1205), sftsTTO^^frsirft *f°rc*i' (within* IV. 3.

16 S, 1387), Why do we say 'horn in that time
1

? Observe *$t ^nPT?7^(:

(=^(^T^g^, ) *K<WWifrH The plural number WNttf indicates that

the synonyms of yi&w such as *fl?R$ are also to be included. As flrtfflq H

Wo 1 ^T*r^^si^aTtfre i « \ %\ $ n it

T^RTO" ****** tl

1410, There is luk-elision of the affix denoting

"born therein " after a word ending in ' stb&na', and after

the words ' go£&la 'and * kharag&la \

Thusirrwr^arr^Jft^frw^-, srwrn** *frnm'-t mvm u The word godala

and khara^ala in the sfitra end m a short sr because they are Neuter under

II 4, 25 S. 828.

WW 1 ^wraifaf^«r^fl?!fi(TOr ^T 1 » 1 ^ t ^ H

wiitf tffjrwms ^ fr**fi^ * 11 waft* t ^iT^f^^nff- \ mfim. u

9; s
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1411. There is optionally Ink-elision of the affix

denoting 'born therein ' after the words * vatsas&la', 'abhijit
',

agvayuk \ and ' aatabhik *.

As if&mft 3n«i=:^«HtTKi or *K*T*Uff:, »W^ or wtlfaftm:, «TO3^

or W*3Hi» ^ft*^. 01" *lffifaq^ n The two words W5HEI15T and TOKU3T are both

to be taken, These are all diversities of SSflas used in the next sutra.

Vdrt .—The affix ^^ in the sense of ' born', is optionally treated as

1%H, provided that, it be that sP* which being debaned by IV. 3. n. S. 1381

is reordamed by IV. 3. 16, S, 1387, The affix s^ governs allsutrasup

to IV. 4 2. S. 1550 by force of IV. 1. 83 S. 1073 but it is debarred by

*H of IV. 3, II S. 1381 and is re-ordained in IV. 3. 16 S, 1387. Thus

tyKftqfr mw « waf*Ws or WHRm*! 1

, or iflflfR^ U

1412. There is diversely Ink-elision of the affix

denoting ' born therein ', after the name of an asterism.

Thus 3ftqr: or ttr>i (IV. 3. 16. $ t 1387 'person born when the

moon is in the asterism of Rohini Aldebaran

)

iftfa \ SH $<fi ST^T ^Hi §Wft *r ^i II

1413. -An affix ( -on-e of those already taught ) comes

after a "word in the seventh oaee-affix in construction, in the

sense of 'done there', 'obtained there', 'bought there',

and ' dexterous therein \

Thus £m: may mean " done in, or bought in, or obtained in, or skil-

full inSrughna".

W\* \ STOW'. \ W 1 * 1 U II

1414. After a word being in construction in the 7th

case, an affix (one of those ordained already ) comes in the

sense of ' generally found therein \

The wordw means something Jess than all J, e, abundant. Thus

AlT. '
what is abundant or mostly to be found in Srughna ',-«* q^jjj qrgeqq
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Note :—This Butra according to Patanjali, is snpeiflwous, ae it is covered by the

wore comprehensive sdtra flspTftClV 3- 53 3,1428), Iffff^wft' be espjamed as

SfftpW i * ^hafc sometimes ia to be lound and sometimes not, still it will make

little difference

WH i s^^^tof^*^ i * 1 3 1 w« tt

1415. The affix 5^ comes in the sense of * gen-

erally found there in \ after the -words ' npajami \
l upakar-

na \ and upanlvi *, being in the 7th case in construction.

This debars sr^&c. Thus sfVmrg^, $i«raiffiw. srwfitar- »

Note t—All these fchtee words of the sfHra. arc Indeclinable^ because #>«y are

ATyaylbhiYa compounds. In the flfttra, they have formed n. 9EnrD&h^r& Dvandvi

and masculine.

1416. After a nominal-stem or a word ending in

the feminine affix 3ft and *n^r, being in the 7th case in

construction, an affix comes in the sense of' adapted therein'

,

Note \—Except the fford ' adapted ' which is the meaning of fcb* word ^qjf,

all the other words of the Biltra have been supplied from the previous aphorisms

The word fc*j?r does nofc mean in this sftfcra
l origin ' or * existence ' for the

irorda 3lT?| and *tfr already express that notion* lb here means ' fciutublnncsi '

l adequaoy , i, e. sraifcgfcr. anil wrarrfftfci II

Thus §$fc^ftr=$]fl: 'what is suited to the country of Srughna.*,

The word flfir is understood here also*

1417. The affix w; comes after the worcL^ftrjn

the sense of
l adapted to that'.

This debars^ H Tbus^rff ff&9 =*MN Wl *i lH«en clothes,

J/o£fl —The ^ord sfim meana ' cocoon '. *fmn may literally the i afore msan

'anything Suited to the cocoon \ and may npply to the cMorpillar ae **» is

to the silk made ortt of cocoon The word ^tnjt( ifl however tfj «itd mean*

'silken'. Not doeH it mean ' Nited to the sheath', as a aword, though koin

meftn^ sheath' nlao. This sfltra would haye been more properly placed aftw

17 3 164, S 1614 under the heading of frfiK nOrnr than of fc$*T II
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,Id Fact, alter the sfitia ^r-S"^ ( IV 3. 169 S, 1587 ). the addition of sf;unq

ivonld bflTB been mow nppiopriate

fy$( ^I^S^i JTffiK* I 1^ gwH^B qr«*?Ti l?35T?tt J fHfr TWts% ^llWTs

WWII

Hi 8, An affix comes after a word denoting time,

being in the 7th case in construction, in the sense of 'being

good therein \ ' flowering therein
}

or
l ripening therein \

Thus^fW *ms'-=fyF<i
l what is good or pleasant in autumn ' asWfl:

WW 1 So also t^i% S*^fa=*ftaf?r §^5fiT. 'vernal creepers i, e, which

flower in spring' So also *wfi WI% = WTqr WIW ' the grains that ripen in

autumn

'

flote 1—Tbifl stitiR teaches the base and the ebiibb of the affix. It does not

directly teftch Jhedfa. The aboye illustrations are examples of (he oflix bt^ &a.

The -word pushpyat in the edtra is the Present Participle or KH of the Dhkdi gef tt

Wt 1 «h *m 3 1 W H

1419 f An affix comes after a word denoting time,

being in the 7th case in construction, meaning1

' sown therein/

Thus %n^ acq^sVffiH qqf ' the barley sown in autumn/ tW sto I

tfote t—The separation of this &&tr& fioni tile last, ib for the &abe of (he sub*

sequent sfttra in wWh the atrnvfitti of sq" only goes, which could not have been the

tuo bad this word bean incJuded in the last efifcra.

1420. The affix^ comes in the sense of 'sown*

after the word *nwrgtfi 11

This debars ssrji Thus w**g*nr ijffn = 9Ttv<TH^5ir 1W f the pulse

sown m AivayujV As*vayuj? is the name of the full moon in the Asterism of

Atfvayuj. A^vayuj and Mvlni are the same, Some texts read vfMl instead

1421. The affix ^ corner optionally after the words

* grtshtna* ' and {

vasanta ', in the sense of ( BQ\?n therein \
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lf<—

This debars *rw ( IV, 3. 16 S. 138;). Thus 5*rn or #«ro*tiTO
• the crop sown in svtnmet \ ^m^^or srawsi* tf

1422. After a nominal stem being in the 7th case

in construction, denoting time, an affix comes in the sense of

1 being then dne
r

;
provided that the thing due be * debt

'

Thus fli^nsei^m^Plt "a debt due in a month'

NotB —Why do we Bay^ * it being a debt '. Observe mtft*r ftrtflr ivhett

no affix ib added,

1423. The affix 5^ comes in the sense of * debt then

due/ after the words s^nfoi;, wwr, and «rag^ denoting time

and being in the 7th case in construction.

The words 9iBpft &c are terms which indirectly denote time. Thus

the time In which the peacocks mate and make noise is called 3»5rpft 11 The

time in which the a^v&tha tree fructifies is called w^wj: u The time m
which barley is thrashed out la called q$$fl

' barley- chaff,' Thus SffPilfafa^

^q^of =^pr^ f a debt to be paid when the peacocks make noise (1 e,

mating or rainy season)' So also ^^ir^jn. " a debt due when the fig-tree^

flowers," And qqpraroi u ' a debt due when the barley is thrashed",

1424. The affix^ comes in the sense of ' debt-due

at that time ' after the words ' grishma ? and ' avarasama/

This debars the wr^ and 53t.lt Thus dfciftusafrs&traO So also

^Trwi^S.' a debt which will de due next year ', or ' winch fell due /astyz&r'

Note ,—ThiB affix cauees Viiddhi, ^virile g^ would not have done it, Hence

the eepM&te affix. The word s*n ib syno&jmouB Tvith g«j 'a yeav '. The word

*»m*R9iHttH:BB8 either *rr*Tlffilf ^WEHnmflTO^f^ %*& or ST^T ^ft^ «Wft ^

^^fH,
f a debt whiob, flitl ba due neat year/ or 'which fell daa hat year,'
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14:25, The affix z^ also ( as well as g*j) comes

after the words 'sanmtsara' and ' ftgmbftyaijl * in the sense

of 'debt due.'

Mote :—The word (fanr* occura in Pnndhiveladi Class (IV 3 16, B. 1387)

nud tdkee ^r^ Trlnen "fruit
1 or 4 festivity ' ia meast. The pmenfc B^tia sajciiiB ?5*

when ' debt ' is indicated,

W* I wn^fir «j(f: l «m ^ ft

1426. An affix (like s*w or a^ &c. ) comes after a

word in the 7th case in construction, denoting time, in the

sense of ' who then makes noise', and the word so formed

refers to a wild beast,

Thus RfltuT cqwfi s*tj slro: or Iftmi " an animal that makes noise

at night. " So also ffftw or infiftani ( IV, 3, 14. S. 1 384 ) * a brute that yells m

the morning'. The affix added is s^, in the alternative with *W|by

IV. 3- 14- s*
J 384-

tfote t—Why do ^e say nm * ft beast ' ? Observe ftqiqT sqifEft *$$"' tot

4 owl' is a bird . Hero there is no affixing. The TVOTd 5ht^;i% also means ' to wander,'

The Sfiti'n may, therefore, aUo be translated as ;

ll

After a word denoting time, an

affix (IV. 1, 83 B. 1073) cornea in expreBfting ft wild beftBt who roams at l&rge

at that time,"

1427, An affix comes after a word in tbe 1st case

in construction denoting time, in the sense of ' this is his

habit or endurance \

The word nimn is understood here also, ?fij[=that st**j;=f^* Qr

WTOi H endured or habituated ", Thus ftm ttV*ffifW<«W* = ^Wf " reading by

night", ffH tfia^W Bmw»^r. or %\J\*\ 'a student who is habituated or

enured to reading by night ', The affix is than" by IV. 3. 14, S. 1384,

tfkw far 1 *tf|^ h
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1428, An affix comes after a word in the 7th case

in construction > in the sense of ' who stays there \

The anuvritti of ^*T?ir?i; ceases. The sense of ^ here is 'existence',

and not that of ' birth ' • because the sense of ' birth ' is taught in the stitra mt
$INT ( IV. 3 25. S. 1393 ) t Thus, gg *** =&?[. ,r who stays in Srughna ".

Wlfc* It

Note t—The repetition of flW m the eutra, though its anuYril ti could have

been drawn from the previous flfitra, is for tho eake of (stopping the anavjitti

1429 1 The affix ^ comes in the sense of ' who

stays there ', after the Nominal stems f^s* &c.

This debars 9T"^ and t? H As fifa *qs=ftwi 'lying in a particular

quarter ', q»fo w

Note —The -words «fO( and 3pffi which ordinarily mean * month f and * hip *

respectively, have not this meaning when this affix is to bo added. They

nmflt r^01" '° non-coiporeal or abstract objects Afl ^f^rgc^ 'who 'slays m

tho veu of the array' §*U3iqf3^
J who stays in the rew of the army'. In

fact, the worda 'nmkha* find 'jaghana/ here mean the 'van* and the 'rear'

of an amy. The word gq^ takes this nffW, when the word bo formed is a. Kame.

Ab s^q^f-WWT, QtberwiBo y>e have igfaftt nW n

1 ftfj, 2 q<f, 3 ^ff, 4 <TBT( 5 <TW, 6 *»W| { quail ), 7 ft*, 8 >>fr»

9 spat, io <tftr^, U ^n, 12 ^rrtNr, 13 aim, 14 enfirai, 15 *«*, 16 *nft,

1430. The affix *ra comes in the sense of ( what

stays there
J
after a word denoting a part of the body.

This debars «m 11 As ^ ^=^f9T»l 'dental, i. e. what stays

there, ?Hi 11

WW \ srrai swwf% 1 vs 1 $ Rtt It

1431. Before a Taddhita affix having an indicatory

%i% or w , the Vriddhi is substituted for the first vowels of
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both members of the compound, which is the name of a city

of the Eastern People, and which ends in the stem shr \\

As ^TiPTrm: ( =53Ti'ft mi )» ^rforrm 1 H Why do we say * of the Eas-

tern people ' ? Observe jflpro* from iflPTW the city of the Northern people.

Not* t-*The word »rfl*u of Yl. A. 1*8. 200. governs this sfttra g]w
t
mt\ thig

difference that it is changed into the looeiivfl owe h«r* »pd does noli giye its genittra

tflrmioAtiOD,

if4 (8lrc*r)ps* 1 #rtr>nrjf3* iVtf&roi iWtaro i 3fa<fa<wr* i inffarw*. n

1432. Before a Taddhita affix having an indicatory

«C, ^, or ^, the Vriddhi is substituted for the first vowel

of the compound ending in the stems SHRTi ^3 &ud *®$t

and optionally for the first vowel of these second members

also.

As $reirifff* or ^rWfffFl, " existing in Kurujangala ". Vfffojuor

1433, The affix ^ comes in the sense of ' what

BtayB there', after the words ' driti \ * kukshi ',
' kalagi \

1

vaati ',

(
asti ' and (

ahi \

ThusjiFfa^ 'what stays in a leathern bag J

, *frtrqg.*in'WraSt 'what

exists in a pot ', m$w* , wtftzpf and arrUfflt n Tltl^ is the name of a poison,

The word vfiff is a noun and not a verb here, Ita use as a Noun is to be

Beep In phrases like srRaitfta ft-, fifffaprrn- terror II

mqi^i^T^i^ii

1434;, The affix $nn also ( as well as ^) comes after

the word ' griv& ' in the sense of 'what stays there.'

This debars qn (IV 3 5&S, 1430 )<fars rt=*ftmior1n« U

Note ,—Tho word rffar means blood- vessels, and as they are many, the word

is wed in tiw phual in hhe Bfttra,

rotfft *rt nr*#* 11
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1435. The affix *Q comes ia the sense of ( who stays

there \ after the word * gambhlra\

This debars TO H TMft *TC = *tr*tfNt*
r gravity \

Vdrt :—*So also after vpm II As qfannil n

qftsri *re qn%Frai 11 qftranft**i w*to * Am »1n^8t <i

1436. After an Avyaytbhava compound, the affix

«l is employed, in the sense of ' who stays there \

Ishti:—The affix comes only after the Avyayibliava compounds

parimufeba and the rest The affix 9-n does not come after every Av^ayibliava

compound, but only after the words included in the list of ^tiSfrgfl i fc as

given in the GanapAtha,

Thusqftgw wsqiRqsttt, So a*so qrfwrami Not 3o3tTC$$$, the

word «q$W not belonging to the class sffiSW H

1 qitfcw, 2 qftra- S qijfv, 4 qg%*fl«, 5 ^ftfw, 6 «rqflj?!, 7 ^fitfrc 8

*T3tfta, 9 iqtffc, 10 strict, 11 mmpr, 12 *gTO, 13 wf£<a\«r, U «gpl«

jb fT^ftir, 16 wait 17 "^3^r 18 *raa*r. ie wgqw, 20 ^^> ai

MrcqfteftT«w * 11 sr*aM wwrf*»w h

1437. After an Avyayibhava compound, having

the word *ran; as prior term, the affix s*Us employed, iu the

sense of ' who stays there '.

This debars sr*L \\ Thus «rmi3ftirq?ft from antaf-vesmam whfch means
" in the house ". That which exists in the house k " antar vetfmikam

,'

So also srfrniffapiR II

Vdrt •—So also after the words ^udpr, &c as, »rr«nJ!Jfa*fiit ) wMfatft

•HfaftfaTC n The class qMU°rrft ia Akfitlgana.

1*HBW*ifw mK f^f fluffi ftRtff «r 1 wPftfiqi* 1 «nfa*lhStaq I

^rtfirorc 1 qrcte*m 1 vmiumravftw" n

1438. Before a Tacldhita aflix having ah indicatory

w^,u^or «^
F
the Vriddhi is substituted for the first vowel of

both members of the compounds ^njfirai &g.

9S s
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M ,

M^—— ^—^
.

,—i^—.^^fc^.^^,

Thus wrflftfa*'*.; *nT^ftfo*rs j wsftflTO; (rnBHfoK*£ii These word*

belong to the Akritigana of wnwt &c«

NQtt\-(i)W5«illWl( =»T5«I%^^)V. I. 21, and IV. 3. 120.
; (1)

wglHlrai ( -*c3^ ivfo LV. 4. 8 ). ( 3 ) w^rfwn ( wgsi*& tfift V. i. 96

>

(4) wr^qmHf^ 1 (IV. 3. 60 formed by ssqr from srq^Wffar jrfft) (5)

TtmftpTC ( son of tftjfu^l ) ( 6 ) *Tf?WW( = H1§^ *q ). Some rend this word

as ^q^ ; this will also take spfr as belonging to fagm* class, As*rmTT?|i

(^WfSrosflsRfrcpau^sfaG ) Others read this as *rro$iS , as *rrctiifir«ir:( =nWfffti

IT^awtW ) Tne w°rd WW in these is treated like a Pratipadika, its case*

affix is not elided. (7) ^aftm ( s^w STTtf), It belongs to Bidadi

class ( 8 ) g**ran?rsqw = qtawrftt U This belongs to BahvAdi class.
( 9

)

*T 3?K* from *RJWt U The same as above. ( 10 ) f^ff: belongs to Gargftdt

class, lis partonymic is TOWS' (u) $rws*lW { =fVl*TOg <**:) It

The affix %ajs not added here, because iH'HStsurot' siTq^ifr* yyft n

<TTt t^rt ^TrnTnT^r^ writ: tunr; fait fam HftfW ^ t wiftfri 1 ^IHi^ *ror

1439. When a Taddhita-affix having an indicatory

^» *lj or % follows, w is substituted instead of Yyiddhi for the

firsfc vowels -of the following live words :— devikA, simSapi,

difcyavat, djrghasatra, and fireyas.

Thus qfoqw ( =sMr*rrcTw ) in ^rRr^s^^n; ^im^i^tt mm* ( =^F*w
$3Wfli ), Similarly flfawtf ( =ftrcrcraTra*\TC' ) II The word belongs to the

Palagadi class ( IV, 3, 141 S 1521 ), and takes sr<H or ipj , the difference

being in accent, Similarly jranw, from fowf, (fatfof jf) and m*Wt
( $fa& W ) and W*XK ( ilT*tl% ^ ) II

^«o 1 ariffi^g^rj; I a 1 3 1 \\ 11

1440. After the woid ( gr&ma \ preceded by 'pari
*

or ' ami', (the whole being an Avyayibh&va ), there is the

affix 55^ in the sense of ( who stays there '.

The word « after an Avyayibhava \ *s understood here also. Thus

qiftwrfiffi: and HKgrrift^ II
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i_
— — ————^— . ..

144L After the words ^ihvfttnftla ', and ( anguli
*

there is the affix o in the sense of ' what stays there \

This debars nn, ( 1 V, 3. 55 )f Thus famtfl**. inwfri* II

1442, After a word ending with * varga 1

, the affix

& is employed in the sense of
J what occurs there \

As tftMfa* , *vff«* it

1443. After a word ending in 'varga-', but not

meaning a * letter or word 9

\ the affixes^ and *t are option-

ally employedj in the sense of ' who stays there \

As mvb C by nqr ) nitffai, ( by <sr), and q^iffqi ( by ff ) II

Why do we say, when it does not mean ' fit? ' ? For then it takes

one affix only I e js ; asq^ffftri
! & letter belonging to q» class,'

1444, The affix qRS comes in the sense of 'what

occurs there \ after * karna * ajid
{

lalata *, the word denoting

an. ornament,

1 Thus sflfaiT * an ear-ring \ nrnjivr «

Note .—Why do we B&y ' denotrajr an ornament * P Observe i|i
afa ' vM w *

th« ear

'

twist i a*q wimp* jfa w *imra*FTW 1 y i x t *t

«

1445. After the name of a subject of commentary,

an affix cornea in the sense of 'its commentary \ as well as

in the sense of ' what occurs, there \

Note'—That by which* thing to explained is called wiriBiITT
t commetitaiy '.

The name of n tbiag explainable ib aalled Ril^tqen^nr H After such a nam*, beirg

in the 6th odbq m construction, the affix is added The affix tubbdb Qftiqpiiirf

as well fcs q^^ (1 th« lattai being r«ad into th& aQtra by vjttue of * ||
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Thus gqi «u*£*ir?ri = &qi witi 'Saupa, ft book on the explanation of

case affixes \ So alsoW- ' Tainga—^ Commentary on Verbal affixes '. qmft

• Kftrta—a Commentaiy on kfit affixes ', ftq &c, may also mean 5*5 ^t &c

Nate t—The awn'tlti oi *& and sarTO?IF*r iiiua flifflHlfcaneouflly in u)l the snUe-

quftai apaTfida iMvw
t

ajid lience we have read th« anuvfittH of iff into thU 6iitra 8ho.

1^4:6, The affix a«C comes in the senses of
i

staying

'

and * a commentary ', after a polysyllabic word having

xirUtta on the final, ( the word being the name of a thing

to be explained ),

TMa debars srqr \\ Thus nrwfiWl'a commentary on the rules of

chajj&es of g and it into *r and *T II ' The word «r<w*\ *3 acutely accented

on the final by the rule of a compound Having accent on the final (Vf.

I. i6g)

Note '—Why do yia say qjpt * polysyllabic M Obsm-T* ftq*to* &n A

Vord o* two nibbles will take sa^ (IY. 3. V2 S 14&JL). Bo the oouiHer example

taust be Gf. wonLa of one syllabi?*

"Why do we pay « baring nogte deoeflt on the final ' ? Observe qfifaH,

from $ffal U ThiB word has noute acoeut o» th« initial by the rale oi Qati-acceut

(YL2. 49 J.

Was 1 isyrtvw i « n i v; ir

1446, The aflix 33; comes, in the senses of * occur-

ring ', and * a commentary \ after the name of a work to be

explained, provided that etich work relates to a kratu or

a yajfia.

These two words generally refer to a sacrifice in which the soma-Jules

ts the chief Ingredient, But as they can be accomplished without Soma

also, so these words include here non soma sacrifices also.

This debars v{\ \\ Kratu:—qtffftffitait ' a commentary on a work

on Agnlshtoma sacrifices ' w^fofr H yajfia '^Tmftqp^pretfftiiil The word

TOi means' small ', a minor or small sacrifice Is called «nqr*ifl: I It Is a Karma-

dharaya sam**a and has the. final acute accent of samara m general, The
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sacrifice with new ( nava) rice Is «T^^s I The word tffir Is derived from ^
with the affix ^( 111. 3. QO. S 3268 ). It retains its accent In the compound

being a Kpt-word. tfTTOffrR' II

This sfltra refers to words which are not antodfttta, The word

» vajapeya * Is acute in the middle, because ^«r befng a Kridanta-word, formed

by n![ . retains its accent in the compound (VI 2. 139. S 3873 ).

Note t—.The voids %ft and ?^f me&a genet oily the same thing i.e. * a, eoma

wertttae*, but the separate mention oi iffl implies that tie rule applies tojajflaa

other than Soma-yajfias, toaause the word • kratu ' is teobmoally applied to Soma*

paonfice only. Thus <T(yqfaft^ ,
qnfttfiffii it

Note t—The word stoma (tffffl) ib synonymous with stall (tgRf) " praise".

The BftonfloeB iu which Agm is piaieed is called AgmBhtoma, It hfla acute on the

final bj <mftw qtrsa«T h

The word vajapeya is a compound of TJtja " a kind of barley.gmel " and pey*
" b sacrifice in which something is drunk ", It is formed by qt£ affix of the ' kritya-Iyu-

to bahiilfttn' subdivision Tha acuta ib on^ by VI. I, 213 S 3701.

The sutra is in the plural to prevent the application of the affix to

the word forms f kratu ' and ' yajfia '

( L ], 68 S. 25 ).

tw 1 9mftita9i 1 * \\ i u n

1^1 qvq) ^rs^r^ rainwftsm *ftr srr *iRrM* swtraii 1 siting f^ t *rfa0t 3^11

1448. The affix ss^ comes after the naine of nn ex-

plainable work called after aRishi, in the senses of occurring

therein 'or 'a commentary thereon ', when it refers to an

Adhyaya only.

Note i—The word gjfa is the name of et^t and those Biahis aw only meant

whose naraea aie in tha Pravai'a list) The wovd ao formed means always an Adhyfiya

or Chapter of the work. The phrase *qHS3Trflsq*HSi is understood in tbfa eUfcra,

hence the word igftr men,na (l a work the author of which is a Riahi ."

Thus a Vedic hymn first seen by ( revealed to ) Vasishtha is called

by lakshsna or indirectly ?f?TF a] so. ifazw mtwiinm* *qt qr = ^jfaffci^W
" V flaish (Kile a—a chapter containing commentaiy on Vashishtha",

Why do we say meaning ' chapter ' ? Observe Tifa$^ ll

1449, The affix ^ comes in the sens&s of
( occurring

therein ' and ' a commentary thereon ', after the words ' pau-

rodaSa. ' and ' purodaia \
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The verses 011 the purification &c of Furo£a£a 'a sacrificial rice

cake ', are called ^tClvr^. the commentary on such paurotfa&a mantras will be

called ftfnnfir*' its feminine will be tofsrftptf (IV, 1. 41 S, 498 ). A book

on Puroflaga cake is called gfrTttr; a commentary there on will be afrrrffa;

f- sfatRraft (IV. 1. 41 S. 498 ). The * of the affix indicates that the feminine

la formed by #r$r ( IV. 1. 41 3,498). The commentary here refers to the

mantraa or verses relating to Furo^a, and not to the sacrifice,

Wo I sMt H^ 1 tt I $ I *U

1450. The affixes <*?* and 3IH come in the senses

of * occurring therein ' and l a commentary thereon * after the

word Chhandas.

This debars y^of the following s&tra, As CFW: or &r^T: 11

\m\ \ g^TOWtqm^y»<qHwwiar5^ i a t $ i u% ti

are i $ft*r 1 qfiR»: 1 ** 1 <ffj?f^: i mnffinr. 1 *rf%w;. t pnft 11

1451. The- affix a^ comes in the senses of ' occurr-

ing therein ' and 'a commentary thereon ', after a word

of two syllables, and a word ending in short 3J, and the words

' br&hmana \ ' rik ',
* prathama \ ' adhvara ',

( purascharaua

'

4 nama \ ' ftkhyAta ' and ' namakhy&ta ', being the names of

explainable works.

Notei—The word nam* being a dissyllabic word would have beea covered

by the Bret part of the afltra, viz, dvyaoh, lfca separate enumeration shows thut

it ib to be taken singly, as well aa 111 composition with ftkhyAfca,

This debars s^ and squ i, Dissyllabic :—§@g>., "=tr^i tt *•

Ending In *f ;—^#3*1 u srwfar^:, snftspi, mqfous, vrwtffa;:, qrwtfaw

1452, The affix $nn comes in the senses of ' occurring

therein' and * a comraetary thereon ' after the words ' jiga-

yana ' &c,

ThiH debar* *n, j^and &[\ v^^i, *tafav*i, ^*r*W l»

Nolo !—The repetition of tropin the Bfltra, though the aunvfitli ot this affix

wfta current from before, is for the sake of preventing the applioation of any subsequ-

ent ap*v4dft rale to the words io thia Hat. Thiw ^^r><dt [\
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7 S*r**fc 8 ftf»> 9 '"rani. 10 fa<m, 11 wgftsir, n gsrforr, is vjfi?«nv

14 fan, IB TO* 16 3*71*, IV SOT, i8 tfrorT, 19 sg£ £0 ^OwT , %l

\w%\ i ?ra wftsp t « i \ i \s« n

1453. An affix ( IV. 1. 83. S. 1373 &c ) comes after

a word being in the 5th case in construction, in the sense

of * what has come thence \

Thus tfffrarfl'flr -tfiir ' what has come from Srughna

\

(WW I STfTOW!***: I W I 1 I VS«i K

1454. After a word denoting sources of revenue,

there is the affix %% in the sense of ' come thence '.

Nate:—The word *ft*l means what is the ahare appropriated by Gh« lord,

The scarce of VI lfl oalled flTTWlTT H

This debars nm and ff II Thus fltafflnfcVE ' what is derived from

custom house'.

Not* .—Thfl plural in the gfltra pimento Smrnpavidbi (L 1, 08 8. 25).

1455. The affix 3rtJ£ oomes in the sense of 'thence

come ', after the words gft^r &c.

This debars *« 11 Thus ^i^t ' excise- revenue '. an^s, W* It

Note i—The repetition of ^T^ serves £be game purpose as m IV 3. 73, S< I462i

W* i fa?nW?rtra?$*T> 5^ 1 n 1 $ 1 w ti

1456. The affix 5^ comep, in the sense of ' thence

come/ after a word denoting a person connected through the

relationship of learning or family origin.

Persons related ( sambandha) through learning ( such as teacher and

pupil ), or through blood ( yoni, e, g. father and son ) are called fawmliftflWT
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«n: li Wards denoting such persons take the affix g^u This debars ^n
and 5 u Thus ^T[tq^r?r»TrTi -3rfawirc*ii ' knowledge derived from a spiritual

teacher/ So also tfrfassr?^ 1 aslfoTOflP * wealth derived from a grand-father.
1

1457. The affix 33£ comes in the sense of 'come

thence,
1

after a word ending in short ^J, and denoting a

person related through learning or blood

This debars 3^11 Thus trgrrn^alrf^ 'derived from Hotr!.' So

also of * blood,' as s—wqrara n

tfoig —The £ in ^ in for the Biike of facility of pronunciation, there being

no such ivord ending in long 3|j II

Note (—When tbe words do not denote relationship tbiough learning or bloodt

this affix ia not employed, A B> {Tift*
1* II

tun* i fagfo I « \\ I *k W

1458- The affix *n* as well as «sr comes, in the sense

of' come thence,' after the word ' pitri.'

by ft by VII. 4, 2? and the long J of ft is elided by VI. 4. 148 S. 31] )

' paternal— i e. wealth Inherited from father.' With s^s^ctf II

ym. 1 *tNn3W 1 a n 1 1!» h

ft>n artTft Vri nrfu 1 w^t ^m^^ ' l

1459. After a word ending with a patronymic affix,

the rule of affix in the sense of * thence come,' is like that

relating to the affix denoting ' its mark/

Nolct—The word ifrT >n the ofihra does not mean the technical Gotta of

Grammar, hub a descendant-denoting1

afllx in gdneTftl Thfl affixes denoting Sflj aw
liuglit in IV. B 129 S 1606 ard 127 S, lfiOf. The affix |s£ of IV. S, 126 B, 1B09

which cornea after Gotra frords, m the sanae of ' this iq bis' ia referred to in this

efttra, not merely tho affix **^oE IY, 3 1S7 S 150*7, denoting, ' this ia Mb mark/

Thus^w, rrrfai ^r^ft formed by ^of IV. 3, 127 S 1507 mean not

only ' the mark belonging to the VaJdas, the Gargyas, the DAkshis/ but also

that which comes from the Vaidas &c. gfynTftRJ' = arcql'W 'the mark

belonging to the descendants of Upagu.' So also mrq?q<ff , ?nsiWi . -w^W II

The same words will also denote ' come there from ' as *fr<firVl wraisilw*
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>^M4M"^#^Biw^UtaitaB^n^vlfi

tfSft, fctWlrt,. WW***, *fr*r«****$ ) formed by |* ( IV, J. ta5 S. 1506)
Note —The word q*[ Imfi the Force of 4 oouiplete similarity/ au m 3frfe*% wr#

(IV. 2 34 3 1257 ), litfn^ ^q^ (IV 2 48 8. 1255),

11

1460. Bo Pore a Taddhita affix having an indicatory

^, t^or^r, the Vriddhi is always substituted fof the first

vowel of gjfar, **a*» ^W, gftrct and fkgpQ when preceded by the

Negative particle, but this substitution is optional for the

vowel of the Negative particle,

(to* or BSrr^r^T^r , qfagoiw or *i%g*n* 11

1461 The affix $** denotes that which from

something has originated, when it is added to a word denoting

'cause ', or to the name of a man viewed as a cause.

The word 4343 is used meamiig ' men an causes' 'fg rnwns cause oc

Instrument. Thus tofflWtfs aircraft, or tr*fi** by ff oflV 2. 13a 5. ijfa*

meaning 1 what proceeds from a hke raute \ So also fl^g^ft or fating, ti

So of men afso q^WHW or \m*l4 ( IV. 1. 83 S, lo;j ) ' Whft origffUUis with

iVofd :—The wDrd^nitdiKi- is ih (ft* plural to tb* aAta, tatfioillng (h&fi

iTuupiTidlii ( 1. ] 68 S, 26 ) doea not up|ulj hore,

111 denoting
tyj, there h employed Ihfl In<Uratnenl*l dam as ttflffi** m

11. 3.23 S 508 mid Hccoichtig to fie jil&pake. in tba present ttitu, lb» AbHtive

tj*&4 m&y ako be employ fed iu (UtioMng ft ^f[» (f Or the U« of th« ftbUtira «**• to

the sense of ^[, ninj be uplninad by II, 25 3, QOfl.

*W* I ftW«f* I "WW*** U

1462. After a wotd denotbg ftCftttfce ot a tnan

viewed an a cause, there is the affix
l mayat ' iu the aeft$3 of

'comothenca'.

99 s
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Thus 3RWI i fa^IWl. i T^^TTOI >
"

Zfofe t—The ^ of *ra^ indicates that the feminmee o£ these wordft m ioras4

by^{I\T. 1. lfi fl 470), as, tfPnft II Tlic Beparation of thin Bfttra from the

lut is for the flake of preventing the application of the rule of mutual correspondence

( I, 8, 10 fl. 128 ) which wotild have been the case had the rule Etood as q^^wfr

tut* i tnraftm * i
c; n

tm* ' *#* i f*w wroftVmft »Twr n

1463, After a Nominal-stem which is in the 6th,

case in construction > an affix (one of those already tanght)

conies in the sense of ' what appears for the first time
1

.

The word if?p is understood in the sutra The word nw^fir means

what manifests Itself, or appears for the first time. Thus i^m. nnsffi^iwtt

"The Haimavatl^ a name of the Ganges, meaning 'which manifests itself

for the first time or appears in the Snowy Range, its source being unknown \

Noki—So also ju# "The D&radi" i. a, the Indue appearing for the flnfc

time in Dardlstan. The wotiI ireprfir, haB not the sense of 7^1%, because that 11

included in ?w 3TTCT> ', it therefore means 11*61*1%, qqWP ^r^WfflTt tt« »»«• or

origin being unknown,

1464. The affix *t comes, in the sense of * what

manifests itself there ', after the words * vidftra '.

This debars 11*11 Thus ft^Tft spwfit-»^i| 'a kind of gem found at

Vidura '.

Nole —The getn as a matter of fact is not fonnd at Vidtira, bnt in a mountain

cilled WTTSnt? H Vidfira is the city flhere the rough stone ib woiked upon In

other words, it may be eaid that the affix is realty lidded to m*RW> "hen the

litter word iB replaced by ft^c j Huoh substitute being only nhown in lliettitra,

the appiopiiar* ethani (valavfiya) being left to inference. Or the woid Vidfira

may denote both the oity ae well an * mountain, If it he laid that there ifl no

Mountain known aa Vtdura, then we eny that tho Giammnntina call Valayiy* by

the name oi Viagra, aa the merchants call Benm-en by the name of Jitvaii.

f« *rofa &* wr ^jfr *r it

1465, An affix (IY. 1, 83 &c) comes after a word,

being in the 2nd case in construction, in the sense of ' what
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goes thereto ', provided' that, that which goes, is a road or a

messenger,

TJius *g"fT«t «T«BrRf = %P»T " a road or a messenger tfi at goes to Srughna ",

The read may eithei lead to SrughnFi, 01 being in Srughna, be used for going,

Noti —Why do we sny 'q|tr£i5ri " meaning * road or a measonger ", Obaor-

Te fltf ir«5(fl flltT
' he goes to Sruglma for his own sake

'

{tic< 1 srfaft^i*n% 3fl^ 1
tt 1 ^ 1 «:* ll

1466 An affix comes, after a word in the 2nd case

in construction, in the sense of 'a door which looks towards

that \

Thus srta*
f a gate which looks towards Srughna*—as a gate of

Kanyakubja.

Note —Why do we Bay 51^ "when it m a gate" 1 ObaBtve ^juprtosipn^

rt^i * a person faces towardB Srughna *.

W» i srfa^i sft h^ 1 « 1 \ 1
c® it

irf^f 1 tfrfrwrfaw atit tt: vrttafitat \ u&Mw&m itftfawm. it

1467. An. affix comes after a word in the 2nd case

in construction, in the sense of 'made in relation to any

subject \ when the thing made is a ' book '.

The word srte?! means ' aiming at M alluding to, referring to
1

. Thus

*Il(lt*fi HftgiW ¥wri^ ! = Wlftt^hr- i> e, a book relating to the gariraka sfltras The

form tirtni3T WPt ]s however more generally employed. Here no distinction

is made between the sfiiras and the bhashya, Hence the commentary is

called garfiaka.

1468. The affix 3 comes in the sense of ' a book

made relating to a subject ', after the following words in the

2nd case in construction, yiz. 'slflukranda', ' yamasabha

'

and after the Dvandva compounds, and the words " iodra-

jaoana' ifee.
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The word «?; (IV. 3, 85 S. 1465 ) and stfqigaT #* *f*F should be read

into the sta. This debars «wtt Thus fiur^ft"
* a book treating of the

crying of infants \ w&m ' book relating to the court of Yapia\

The compound is Neuter Irregularly ( nipfttana )

Dvandva.Compound s as Gftrmi^fal

»

There is no list of TOftprirftif word* They ate ftltritigana, And must

be determined by usage. Thus snwfast, f^ifrs(*rm &c
Noti 1—The wt>rdB ffifllF* and qiffinq- might have b«n indaded fa iU

Inchoate cluRs FfTSWlrft It The separate (jnuraaratioa of these word* in the afttra, in

merely for the anke of amplication.

%fi fastest* &ff i 11

1469. After a word in the let ease in construction^

an affix conies in the tsense of * this is his dwelling place/

iVfrfa *—The word 9 aliowa that tko word to which the aglx in to be added i|

in tha nominative oaw. ^)fq ' his * shows that the meaning of the affix it

that of a genitive cftae, ftqRT fihowa ll]i\t the fhst fford in construction

maflfc signifj a dwelling place. f?i«(rcf : means " a country) e where n person h»ta

( nmaemti avmin )*',

g*3ir Prefers?* = wiw 'a present dweller of Srughna *,

1470. After a word in the 1st cage in construction,

an affix comes in the sense of * this ih his mother-land'.

The difference between ffiqpff: and arftswt is this Where a person

lives himself for the present that is his ftwrq or dwelling-place. Where his

ancestors ( STftwrn ) have lived, that is hi3 wtair ' native country, home

or ancestral abode 1

, Thus fttft ' & person whose ancestral home Is in

Srughna '.

Nolei—The eepurniion. of this utitra fjom the Inst la for the i&lttt of lb«

sabrtqaent sfllni, in which fhe Rnin?riiti of nUiijmift ' onlj runs.
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1471. The affix V c6mes after a word denoting

jnountain, in the sense of * this ie his mother-land \ when it

is a person wbo lives by arms.

The word wrg^sft^ means a person who earns his livelihood by arms.

The phrase sfctwfaw is to be read into the sutra. Thus ifptreri <pfatsfwi

qqtffl^sfiftoNeKfataf" * fhe mercenary soldiers tvhose ancestial abode is

the Hpdgolft mountain
4

,

Why do we say W3^$ffti«(' ? Observe wt^fai (|sjti " the Brahmanas

Vttose native place is Rikshoda. mountains ",

jtota !—-Why do we say * mountains * P Obaei-ve, qtatKW Wg^ffa" II

wP^rsfa^s** ^rr»^n 11

H72. The affix sat comes in the sense of ' this is his

native-land \ after the words 30$** &c.

This debars fT^ &c Thus wrftlY^.*, Sn^Kf: &c,

V*S3 1 ftp^gftnsrri^irftsiisfr i tf 1 3 1 z.% h

1473. Tlie affixes snn, and 3(31 come respectively,

after the words 'Sirdhu' &c and ' Takshagila ' &c in the

Bense of 'this is his native-land \

ThusVw 1 So aiso sr^fiffi: 11

JVbfe :—Mirny of the words ocomring in the Smdlm-clnaa, aie found in th«

KftolicbMdi olaee ( IV 2 133 S 1B57)&1bo. TIiobg ^vorde would Innvo taken *ror by

FlStm IV, 2. 138 S. 1357. Thepieaenfc adtra pi events thtf nffixing offS^flV. 2

334 9. 1358 > to those wordfl nndercireumetftnceft mentioned in eOticv IV, 2, 134, S.

1B58 when the further significance oE 3T($r3(JTi is added to them,

1 fans, 2 *rgf 3 injIFE. 4 sk'^Tst, 5 tiffT, 6 ^J?tc, 7 «T^rr
p

8

ftraru

H «Hw*, 12 wrwr, 13 w* 14 %*r, i& sfrfl^n'
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1474. After the words ?$r, ^istr^, ^4tft, and q^rerc,

come respectively the affixes 3WN , 5X» S
1

^, and' tr^ in the

sense of ' this is his native land ',

This debars *t«j 11 Thus £fti|t, WfjrjjOq;. qrffa and AhPtrf' M

UMx 1 3#p: I W I 3 1 tn 11

tfiS*itel3*fa I *T3q?T fl^n ?fa WSRt I gift K71%^ ^ffi tl

1475, An affix (IY. l. 83) comes after a word in

the first case in construction, in the sense of ' this is hi*

object of veneration or love* 1

The word *f?fi in the sOtra means 'serving', 'worshipping', or

1 loving '.

Thus s$t irfafKCT^ tnr ' a person who Is loyal to Srughna \

The anuvritti of the word itF«iWI> ceases* The words w and \JW

should be read into the sdtra,

1476. After a word denoting a thing not possessing

consciousness, but not being the name of a country or time,

the affix s^ is,employed, in the sense of ' this is his object of

devotion or love \

This debars ijU^ ; and ^ also. Thus^;irnRm^a^rpjf^jt l
a person

who loves cakes '. <n*tt%4[ II

Why do we say 'not possessing consciousness " P Observe^3^: li

Why do we say ' not being the name of a country' ? Observe 3?$' H Why
do we say ' not denoting time

1

? Observe %$v ' who loves summer/

1477, The affix aw comes in the sense of this is hit

object of veneration ', after the word vegrera II

This debars ?rq; Ii As trfKr^t ' who loves or serves the Mahaiaja '.

The difference between thU to and the vq of the last aphorism, is in the

accent only,
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H78. The affix incomes in the sense of ' this is bis

object of veneration '/after the words * Vleudeva ' and Arjuna.

This debars w and W? II Thus ^l^faffi., •t^j?w it

^mwrtt? t iiftnfr *rfirc*« qifMta 11

1479, The affix $«^ comes diversely, in the sense of

« this is his object of veneration ', after a word denoting

Q-otra or a Ksbatrrya.

This debars a^ and er " Thus : fr^t^WOTffi ' who loves or serves

&e, GluchukSyam ' Ksharnyas -—*»f$^ u

Note —The word ^n$3T in the stitra indicates that the worde ahould !)• the

names of i*BlHnotti»i or famous Kshatrija*, and not of my bod; *bo is a KahatriyA

by profoBiion,

The word *|w shows the non-universality of this rule. Thus ^rrW

Note t—The woid ifaf does nob mesu h«p» fch* Grammatfcal Gotra, bat a

word formed by a patronymic affix in genet al,

VTT^Tf^rT^Tf *£*«*PT 5FT«r^rrTJTr tfim^Tlfar IRtTTfWT^ W3RW

vjfn wflrw nr*iRwij*t 1 wri^tfnpu tow ww^r *faw ttswti 1 wr^ft

1480. Of words denoting Princes (lit. who are

lords ofjanapada ) the base and the affix meaning ' this is his

object of veneration ' are the same, in every respect, like

those of a word denoting kingdom, provided that, the Prince-

denoting words have, in the plural, the same form, as the

kingdom-denoting words,

-Pfo/a —The words of this efltra require a detailed ftnfcljfiifl ipfq^qr^ g*rj.

plural of ^fa^n meaning 'lord of an inhabited country' i\ e Ksbufcriya! Princes,

91*^% 'in fcb» plurfr) ', qR^sr Wl WRffl 'thesazno form M th* janapada
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nm^tifca^mma^< «ii Hrt I tpmn^vr+Ht**** w*l i »tf ' ik i L>»»>—t^.

dawattoff Hard', ^f^H *(fa 'e™rJ ibin8 iB lik* ^•'H*' In o^or WQrda
t

'affciir thow b«fl*9 denoting ICahatriya princea whioh i» the plmel him th«

same fonn* as l!m turned of tlw conntriw, lb* *ffis in tbo eenso of Tamratioa

tti)l be the autao a* will come alter a jantyitfla ^otd \ Nov the affixes d^oting

VfftK m Tflgaida ^ffCiq[ Aordji ara fiten in S^ras lV t 2 124 6, J 346 Ac. and tbou

affiles mil apply liflra,

Thus «yi ^n^t nft&tf**^*' formed by gft of sfltra IV. 2. uj,

S* 1349 meaning ' who loves the country of AftgAs ' Similarly <Hff«F, &|R*t

Similarly «frmftW«!Rw«*«ir|pBi formed by the' wine affix p^
with this difference of meaning l who loves the Kshatrlyas A/jgfia', So

Why do we say ' of KflhatriyS Princes' J ( janapadin&m ) Observe,

i*m mimt *ffaW = *Hnrf ll Here the general affix *?* is employed.

Why do we say iwityvwrrir w*iF* ( the word having the won

tound as the janpada word ' ? Tims $<£( «*r % *l**Wl *fafo* «

1481. After a word in the 3rd case in construction

an affix (IV. 1. 83 &c). conies> in the sense of 'enounced

by him'.

The word^ means tretoti*fc
4 preeminently spoken \ tt should be

distinguished from the word <sm meaning ' done or made ', for the sense of

fV his been already taught in the sOtra $fr fr?q ( IV. 3. 16 S. 138; ). Thus

«Mfc«* ' the ttystem of grammar enounced by Vft^mi.'

1482. The affix ^ comes in tbe sense of ' enoun-
ced by him

', after the word 'tittiri
1

,
' varatantu ',

' khan-
dika \ and ' ukha

*

ThusV^raTi 'those who Jearn ( IV. 2. 66, & 1278). the Veda
enounced by Tittfri '.

JVo^ '-According to KUlka tbk i» Bm«ned to thfl Cbhandai only, Tl.rii-
faw it will w* »ppl ? to c) BsBicill iiokftBj M ftft(fwr -^ ?^, (| fbe ff(jrd

OMnifai » a*VB from «fttjr» IV, a, 10* S 146A »a fifem, from IV, 2. 60 8.
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1483, The affix %ftf cornea in the sense of ' enoun-

ced by hini ', after the words ' Kftgyapa ' and ' Kaufiika ' when

denoting Vedic Seem
This debars w it The »n of faft h for the lake of Vfiddhi ( useful in

the subsequent sdtra ). This fs confined, like the last, to the Vedic work*

Thus santflftf f 'those who sLudy ( IV. a. 64 s, 1274) the Kalpa enounctd

by Kadyapa

'

Note t-—Why do irt my " VacUo Sages " f GbaarTe ^jftw^T tfrfeffTOftq

ft*^-Wl*F1?<nL "» work anouncwX by fl modern Ktayaps,—009 buloafiag to

the Ootr* Kafiyapaj not a Rishi '.

1484 After words denoting the pupils of
i Kal&pt

'

and ' Yaisampayana', the affix fau% is employed in the flense

of ' enounced by him '*

Note t—*Tbia debars vt^ and g It There are four words which esprws

pttpilfl ot Kiildpa r m a//^, S*TPft, g'g$f. 35W " There are atee words «xprafl«a$

pupUa of Vaifamp&yii£4 • as, iffGi&r, qPSft, «RT?J, ^TTWi *TOrf% l Iff^BJi $9f*fflft*

<$* ^Wltf II

Thus vfaflon ' those who study ( IV. 2, 64 S. «/4 ) the work*

enounced by Haridru,' So also wrofarTt 11

Nota 1—.Tha nerd flftqi. maana ^^ro^t henca *tos means pupils pi

ftrofo sftiw ww* > htf& wpr^t-' 1 nrrBom^'r flrHrrafrT i wft* ftfrr ffw i

1485. The affix ftrfa comes in the sense of ( enoun*

ced by him \ after a word in the 3rd case in construction,

when it denotes a Br&hmana or a Kalpa-work enounced by

ancient sages.

100 s
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This *fttra farther gives the sense of the affix. 5^17 means * Ancient

Sages ', equivalent to $m*{ of the Brahmana literature, the example is WW*
flW, so also from W*S—TOffT l) Kalpa work : as^rjffat**: 11

Whydoweaay $n<JfT*f3{3 * announced by ancient sages/? Observe

qimwwft qnrmf»T, xsflwwSOTH The q of these words is elided by VI 4,

iSi.S, 1083, Yajflavalkya &c being sages of modern times, The^fapq

affix IV. 2 t 66. S. 1278, will not alio apply to these, because the word

OT* in IV, 2. 66. S. 1278* is restricted to gcrtjfit^ of the present sto,

I486. The affix fiifa comes in the flense of ' enounced

by him \ after the words ^PTO &c, in denoting chhandas,

This debars s* and «t^ II Thus ^rfl^r wflj'tffatr - <tr»rfap!i ' who study

( I V. 2. 64 S» 1274 ) the chhandas enounced by Saunaka \ qrTOftfta &c,

Mrte 1—Why do we say ' in denoting Ohhandw ' P Obwm ft^ftqr ftrw

' the orthography of &aantkft '.

The word TOW occurs in this list, This must always be taken as a

compound for affixing this affix. After the single word w the affix is elided

( IV. 3. 107 S, 1487 ) Thus *nnfi*w 5r*tfTtfi%-*TrflnV?r 11

w*vrs, 13 wni (qnrni), H im*, lft *<*** ifi s^taur (swn»)» i?

w^irCinfro), 18 «7|p«ff
19 **?(, so ^^ffj, «i irwTOn ii

tn<** l jRWwsg* i tf i * \ to* ii

•TMl SlfflWWqw 53* wr* I wVst ntflti«ftq^ (flip i T<*f ii

1487. The affix denoting ( enounced by him ' is

elided, "by luk-substitution, after the words Katha ane Charaka

The word *& would have taken r%ft as it is a ItwRTtrcpQVrdt word :

and *&% would have taken the affix^ \\ Both are elided. Thus tfiTf. ' who

study the Chhandas enounced by Katha \ ^n^Ti &c.

tfofi .—The word 4 Chhuidu ' quatiflw this ritra, Observe Tirrr ^RWtShfl*

^tw
i ^rfWTsntl « I V loe ll

1488. The affix m^ comes in the sen&e of ' enoun-

ced by hirja', after the word K&l&pi,
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This debars ftrf% of IV, 3. 104. S. 1484, Thus o^FTTT who study the

work enounced by Kate pi '.

Notf—The word gran: is time formed:—(fffflfa^+sr^tl Here oomofl in

force Sfltra VI. 4. 144 S 679, which declare* that ^ of qranft^ should be elided

Wore the taddhita ftfflx. Thi* elision ie, bowerer, debarred by ufttra VI. 4, 164. S, 1245

Whioh declares that words ending in the affix («jl retain their form when *r<* aob

denoting a progeny follows Therefore ^STtftq, would have retained its m bat lot*

the following Vartika,

Vdtt:—The ft portion of the following words Is elided when a

Taddhtta fottows :-^rw»r*tfa*i "ffasfal, sRWfH, f^ft^* afafo*, W^ifa*. ^rjf-

RK) BTffft*,. ftalf***. fiHSlf***! Wrcrar^ ^«T H Thus 1^ being elided, we

have qjwrc: it

The final s^with the vowel that precedes it
f

la dropped btfore

a TaddhiLa In the following 1 snr&i^ipf^-^iar&T^rcri (IV. 3. 12QS 1500.)^

<{tarff*—^**pfr C IV, 3* 120 S. 1500 ), 3 ap^rf%^—sfTRnqri ( IV. 3. 108 and IV.2.

59 S. 1488 and 1269 )> 4, ^fa;—£tg«u: ( IV. 3. 101 S, 1481 ), 5. %fafcft~

V*raf: ( IV. 3 116 S. 1496), ft ^snsn^—atHRtr: ( IV. 2. 59 S. 1369 ) 7. Rtjft^—

11 ST^—*fa*h 11 In the above those which end in %% elide the^ in spite

of VI, 4. v&4
t
and those In «r^ contradict VI. 4. 167,

4489. The affix feg^ cornea in the sense of ' enoun-

ced by him y

, after the word ' Chhagalin *.

The word wn^ being a word denoting the pupil of swr"fr would

have taken fori* (IV 3, J04 S. 1484). This debars that. Thus vinnftat

1 who study the Chhandas enounced by Chhagali',

1490. The affix fifft comes in the sense of l enoun-

ced by him \ after the words Parasarya and Silalin
T
the

works enounced being Bhikshu-S4tra and Nata-Sfttra

respectively.

Note r—The nf^TX ffcn% is to be rsAd into the sflira wd not tf$^ <r Tfc«

IW*R and ^2T£)ia,i e works troaLjug o( the duties of ftlj^ ' religions mendicant* ' and

*1'> Ju3$Jei^ tauajw
'
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Tbw ^frawl+Wt^WOTi'l^ (VI. 4- >S2 S> 2ii9)^qro^
F
the

tre&Hw Oi Parafetfy* on the dut,es of Bhikshus-', Similarly WrftP| H

tfrt* :—Thaw worfa of course, h»« the additional boubo of ' he who studies

tb« worln no tmnotf by Pariairy* uad Bailahn '. Sea IV. 2. 68 B. 1278. Ab TOflftoit

fiNWi ^WlUNH
1W II According to pome, ri al*ay& expwsaea this xel&ttan (ftf^srqfu;

IV, 8. 66 ) a»d n»tti ft $?W alone. Thaw are treated metaphorically as Ghhuuta,

Why da we say 'denoting Bhikshu and Na^a Sutras'? Observe

1491. The affix ^ comes, ia the sense of * enoun-

ced by him '» the thing enounced being Bhikshu Sfttra and

Nat* -Sfitra, after the words * Karmanda ' and (

KrififtSva '.

Thus ftSitaift ftq^r,
l the mendicants who study the Bhikshu- sutra

of Karmandm', f*ifa*flW "the actors who study the Nafc ifttfa of

Kriilfrin '. Otherwise "SWWi and «rfim« See IV, z, 66,

1492. An affix (IV. 1. 83 &o ) comes after a

word in the third case in construction, in the sense of ' in

the same direction with that \

The word ^sr fts? means $** ft$, I e. a common direction. Thus

B*rwr^*far*&ififlfoqn fl a lightening. literally, that which is in the same
direction as the hill called the Sudaman ",

Nttt -—Tii* repetition of to, though it oould hare been supplied by anttvrJttl

from IV, 8. 101, S. 14^1 ia for the a*fc« of indenting that the anmjitfci of the ffisf^

which T«g\u&ted all th* preceding tan antral, does not extend to tbifl iphoriBp,

aad tfceuEore tU *rt%*"MR of IV, 2. «6 B. 1278 whioh flas applied to those afea don
not apply hero,

V*M i sftra ii»nm\i

1493. The affix ai% cornea ia the sense of l in the

same direction with that.'

This ordains another affix in addition to the previously taught er^
&c * &c. The words formed by this affix are Indeclinable* as it ia an affix

mentioned in the svariqj class, ( 1, i. 37 S. 447 ) Thuifftmt * in the same
direction as Hlmwrt1

tMtoh Umi n
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•qiwS' I ^nftSW*. I *«" <Z^ RW «W I TOT II

1494. The affix *ff^an well us the affix «ftf comes in

the &e,nso of * in the same direction with that/ after the

word *TR,\\

Thus *wr v*Rffl;-'W« or »^ M The sfa la read into the sfltra by

force of the word ^ u

l«Vi l *w& 1 V I 4 I UM

1495. After a word in the 3rd case in construction,

an affix is employed in the sense of ' discoveied by him '.

Knowledge acquired by oneself without being taught is called CT$m

I, e an intuition or self taught knowledge. Thus *rft<fftanfti*qrfirrm

WKWrqi ' the l&w of Grammar discovered by Pa.nini\

li*u i s$ iratm 1 1 lit n

1496. An affix comes after a word in the 3rd case

in construction, in the sense of * made ', the thing made

being * a hook *,

ThiuTOiftiir |HiP-mw^lf«1 ^Wfi 'the verses composed by Vara-

ruchi '.

Nota t—Why do we B»y ( a book ' f Ob&rra $WK; WTO ' the paUee made

That which one originates ia oal!*d jRf and ie (therefore cm 'ut\ while

knowledge of laws Ac. that tlreadj nut, bmfc ar* dluowrod for the Brat time

by some one, is called sqgmt tl

ww i fcwroiu i *i ii$m

1497. An affix comes after a wofd in the 3rd case

jn construction, in the sense of ' made by him *, when the

whole word is a Name.

Thus *faffirfai 5¥T^-niHjiW, 'honey', literally ' made by a bee',

ttftfttl mearing *a bee'. nRt^r+ nW-^nftf* ( VI. + 148 S 31 1 ) The anuvri-

h[ ol " *«r
H does not, of course, apply here.
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H98. The affix §s[ comes in the seBBe of 'made

by him 1

, after the words Kul&la &c. the whole word ao

formed being a Name.
Thus ^isnwsra. ' a potcetata ' Ht.

l made by a potter \ So also

1 ^mw, 2 tot, 8 "tomi, ^ ftro. & ^rift 6 1w, ? fofiw (ftfor)

J$f
r

15 *re^, Iff to*, 17 5*WWt, 18 i^m* 1G $* tt

1499

.

The affix 5^ com es after the words ' kahudrd\
* bhramara ',

' vatara \ and ' p&dapa ' in the sense of * made

by him ', the whole word being a Name,

This debars m^, there being difference in accent between WS, and

iflw 11 Thus uffrflri «Ri*»Vf*i ' honey ' lit * made ' by a small bee \ So alio

*5>R3,lT*mand%mii

^nftR^T^ni 11 ifctafK * * 1' Wry "t* tffafcr* '» *Kfa' wft ^ * '* *

»

1500. After a word in the 6th case in construction,

an affix (IV. 1, 13 &c ) comes, in the sense of (

this is his \

The five universal? st* &c. ( IV, i. 83 ) and the affixes Vf &c ( IV

2* 03 ) came in this sense. Thus «<fdtfaii s ifaifti ,
' of Upagu \

.Note i—The affixes, however, do not corae, -when tho word governed

br the possessive oaoe, is wipik &o. Thua ^rofWPtlffl II In short the thing

possessed must he pinperfcy, village, kingdom or iu«n.

Vdrt '—The verb ^ takes 5 {^ and ^) and *% preceded by an

Vdrt —The affix *w comes after wf&H
,
(aiftfiiH who kindles the

sacred fite' formed by Kvip ) in the sense of < sanctuary ', and the base gets

the designation of mi Agnlt is the name of a Ritvik priest As mifttp*

"The place where the sacred fire is kept" as well tho officiating priest

of Agnl, The word wrtfv being treated as a Bha and not as a pada, the *c

Is not changed to 5 ( V 1 1 1 2, 39

)
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V&rt :-The affix * shenyan ' conies after flftxjr, in the sense of placing.

Thus wftqWfr fear: 'the verses (recited while) placing the fuel on fire',

1

1501- The affix^ comes after w, in the sense of

' this is his.'

This bebars W* n Thus ^^ xx% * belonging to the chariot- i. e.

wheel or the axle ',

Note 1—The word wq \t confined to describe the parte of chariot/ This rale

applies also to oompounde ending with UT, aa, qmrwcn^, 3^WJ. because of the

Virtilc* TOtfftlQMt *frtti »Eler i% ifttfi wd gw in applying the affix qq; there ia

tadwita-vidhi.

q* win * BwtK3te»nOTr* »

1502. When preceded by a word denoting ' a drau-

ght animal ', w takes the affix wj in the sense of ' this ia

This debars ^ II Thus aqww •**& 'the wheel or a horse-car^

JV"of« 1—The word q<r means J tbat by which any one foea' or a draught*

uiiori, like oatnel. It ia formed by the affix gn ( HI. % 182 ).

1503. After a word denoting a draught-animal, and

after the words ' adhvaryu' and ' parishad,' the affix l&i ifl

added

Tli is debars arojt The^ means <rrpr

«

Viarlx—When the sense is that of a thing to be carried, then is ^ri^

added, ^0 a word denoting J a draught-animal/ Thus qfiftfi frtfrni

9TPWL' & load to be or suited for being, carried by a horse/ So also <upnj"faH.

and qiRffill

1504. The affix z^ comes in the sense of ( this is

his,' after the words ( hala ' and ' alra,'
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1505. The affix g=t comes in the sense of this fa

tig \ after Dvandva compounds of worda denoting * mutual

ititmty \ or
f matrimonial relationship/

This debars vy^ and & 11 Thus of ' enmity ' BfiPRl^ltW « Similarly

Of flurried couples as, $TOfftrf%3fTf u

8ot» l—Th* Drandva com pounds of words denoting natural enemiM -will be

ilftgul&r neuter by II. 4. 0. fl. 918, Their secondary derivatives, however, Are.

feaiulne.

V&ri—Prohibition must be stated of the word ^Tgt &c> As

Enroll tnftrsgtfiV* 11

tw » «fhnronnm 1 u n 1 ^ n

Jftimm wnwfi*ra*rftfit n^wt* n «[***«

1606. The affix g^ comes, in the sense of ' this is

his\ after the words denoting Family-names or names of

Yedic Schools.

This debars tr^as well as a Li Thus gotra :—#[trtm»i H

Vdri :—The word *fTO which ordinarily means Vedic School, means

here duties or doctrines (dharma ), and traditions (amnaya ), Thus (fi*rci

^4Mrt^
l

1t M ?Kf^i^
<

the dharraa-Sutraa or the tradition belonging to the

school of Kaphas \

1607 The affix *?n comes in the sense of 'this is

his \ after a Patronymic word ending with the affix *WJ , ^
or W;» the wordB so formed expressing a multitude, a mark

or a feign.

tfott .—The word ^q means ' congregation. '. The word GW and *fgf ahould

1* dlatingaifthed. Gfflif means a mavis winch is the property of that peieon and forme

Ariiitiftfirfdhty future or It »t person, as f^VTf "learning* ja a fHfle* of (he oJen o*

Bldee, the BidRB being fntnoUB for lewin^. The word wgf iii * nmik Trhich aliowa

tbftt tl» thing »o marked U llio properly of another l an * murk on ft cow Jthowijif
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to what person or olan that oow belongs. The si though occurring in a person ot

thing does not 6??ojw? to that person or thing, as the mark of a cow dooa not belong

to the cow, bat the fiTCpg « a mark whioh belongs to the person or thing therein it is

found.

This stHtft debars ^s^of the Iwt ftphorinm.

T7^ :—The word^ ' a cow-pen ', should also be read along with

the tf* &c, Thus the words so formed denote font things ( 1 ) congregation,

(2 ) mark, ( 3 ) sign, and (4 ) a hamlet or cowpen, This being so, the rule

of mutual correspondence according to order of enumeration { I. 3, 10 S. 128 )

does not apply*

Thus ?rj?^rr* ( IV- 1, 104 S. 1106 )—^i ( Masculine ),
( a congregation

but^nn ( Neuter ) meaning, a sign or a hamlet of the Bidas \ ^ra^n^r-

(IV. 1. 105 S. 1107)—«Trr4 + ^=*irf: ( VI, 4. 148, 151 S, 311, 1082 )" a

congregation, or a mark of the Gargyas" mmt& (IV. 1, 9$ S. 109S ),

-^r%+sr^«^rgi(Vl4* H8 S. 311
) 'a congregation &c of the D&kshls'.

tfEW'a mark of the Dakshis ?

Note i-~The n of qp^ oould not hotto the purpose of Vriddhi here, foe all

the tfoids to which this affix is added, have Yfiddhi by virtue of the afiUea ytst oc

^Hia which they end. The 9 would have served the purpose as well, bo far as

Vriddhi is concerned, but9^ 19 need to show that the feminine is formed by j§ft

(IV. 1. 15 S. 470). Thos^rit H It further prevents $^[Pr 'tt compounds ( VI. 3.

89 8, 849 ), aaipft ftWSW-WJft* i *. ftwrailMWtt *l ft«<l ST ^K^rfa 5« II

1508. The affix wn, optionally comes, in the sense

of * this is his congregation, mark, sign or hamlet/ after the

word TOW II

This debars fj^ II Thus ^^ flfl|tfWfa& - STttFHr < IV, 3. 101 & 14Si

and IV. 2, 64 S. 1274 ), vraRIFlPw *co-ra9- or *tr*a* ( IV. 3. 126 S. 1506 >

meaning ' a congregation, &c of the student? of the science revealed by SakaW V/hea

denoting ol^T it Drill be of the ueuter gender,

w»* 1 vfcnH^wftrqiHjvisii^w n* i * i w

«

1509, The affix «f comes in the sense of 'this is

Ins Law or Tradition/ after the words * chhandoga,' ' aukth-

ika/ ' y&jfiika/ < bahvrieha
? and ' na^a,

5

101 s
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Note :—The anuvptti of sfa &o ceases. TLq sq dcbaia ^ and $n\\ Thfl

phrase '*iTOTrOTfraP!I^l^ from fifttrn IV 3 126 S 1506 ib understood heifl and applies

6tod to tho word *T5i n

Thus ffif^nmt ^*f *TT ss si^T $1%^ ' the Law or Tradition peculiar

to the Chhandoga/ So also sftftiffa^, qiftTOLi *W** ,
and ?rr*I* \\

Not having this sense we have gje?i»t $&n.
1 the family of Chhandoga,'

1510. ' The affix fsj; is not used after a Family-name,

wheo it denotes a i beginner pupil ', and ' a boarder pupil,'

The word $*W[0W: means a little naughty boy (hm^), the only

rtieans of instilling knowledge in whom is the rod (^"*), or whose principal

sign of studentbhip is the ' darujLa * and nothing intrinsic. I e, a mere beg-

inner. Thesis changed to m in flpra by IV. i. 161 S, 1185, sr%in%T:

are pupils or boarders who live in their teacher's houses. The word f

gotra'

is understood here, Thus $r^n" the junior pupils of DakshV

1511. The affix® comes in the sense of ' tliia is

his \ after the words feftfa &c.

AH these words end with Gotra affixes, and require fS ( IV, 3. 126 S.

1506 ), this ordains $ instead Thus Whfifa . ^ST^rqfas &c,

15i#, The affix ^m comes in the sense of * this is his \

after the words ' Jcaupmjala ' a«c£ ' hastipada '.

This debars ^( IV 3 126) Tims f&fq*^!, srik^' « This sfitra

is really a Vaitika. The word sftfrsiRT means the descendant of $fi**3T «

It ii farmed by^ by the mpatana of thtssfltra, To this is again added^ in oitlcr to exclude the 3* affix SiiniLily the son of %feft]K is wiled

«rrem 11 It is formed by ^m and *u\ changed to q? by mpatana, To JlftlTC

is added the nffh of this s,(it Ja ,
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ISIS* The affix 9^ comes, in the seme of ' this is his \

after the word * dtharvanika \ and the penultimate ' ika
1

is elided.

This debars m ( IV. 3 l2$ s - I506 > *n^flniiWiPi=*iwfiift ^
crmrafar " the Atharvana I. e. the Law or the Tradition of the Atharvanikas ",'

The phrase *rcuni fiftftraft. is understood here. This s&tra is also a vartika.



CHAPTER XXIX.

prAgdIvyatIya

\smHi ft?Rrt fc^tfl W*' *
11 TO^fr ftorc sn^t i wn t ilitfa: u

1514. An affix ( IV. 1. 83 &c ) cornea after a word

in the sixth case in construction, in the sense of ' a modifier

tion thereof.'

Nott t—The word I^T means the change of oondition of the original Thfi

word OTi though Its anuvjitti could have been supplied from the prerioaa

Bfltraflt has been repeated hero, in order to show thai the gowning foree *f jfa

(IV, 2,92) does not extend further. The affixes tanght, therefore under frq

( IV* 2f 92 S. 1312 &o ). such ad % ^ &o haw rot the sense of fl*q ftqrrc II

No affix has been taught here in this fiQfcra ' the general affix fcftir

(IV. 1. 83) therefore will come in this sense, aa well as the affixes to be taught

hereafter,

Vfot —BTflpii^ loses its^ before a Taddhita affix meaning ' prepared

there with ' : as, mw> otherewlse snOTt U So also qippr and mtifa: II

1515, An affix comes after a word denoting an

animal, a herb and a tree, in the sixth case in construction,

in the sense of ' this is its part \ (
as well as ' this is its

modification
'
).

By the word ^ io the sutra, the phrase nm fasrc* is also read into

the sutra,

Thus TOW Ri^t^^ qr=m3T (IV, 3* JS4 ) 'a modification,

product or part of a peacock—viz a fan ' &c So also of ' herbs
'

; as mfo.
1 product of Murva i. e, ashes or the stalk of Murva '. So also of ' trees *,

as,^qfln meaning " the stalk or the ashes of Plpala tree."

Nott :—In the subsequent Bfttra, both the wordB faqRrc and *r^n* bave

governing force. Bnt after words which denote non-animals, non-plante or non-trees,

the affixes h&Ye only the sonee o! fron II This » a rather unique case of double

tmnrviUi, not oo-oiteneive in orory respect,
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1516. The affix w^ comee in the sense of 'its

modification or its part ', after the words fer &c,

This debars ai^and n^ji Thus V** ' the modification or part of

BiW

.

Note :—The word iri^ST-' occurs in this list. It would have taken * en * by

^fchs next efitra also ; its inclusion in the class of Bilwadi is for the Bake of preventing

the application of TO?,* this word,

1 fw, 2 Sift, 8 sn *, 4 s*, 5 HQJ, 6 ifojR, 7 |g, 8 ^g, 9

iw^t, 10 itfffr, 11 qmft, 12 gr^, 33 gftcn

1517, After a word having w as penultimate, the^

affix ^n^ comes, in the sense of modificatiou or a part, or

both, as appropriate.

This debars *rs* tl Thus from bJ we get trnfor from ftfcnffcr, we get

V^tai1

; (I The words ftft^qr &c have acute on the middle ( Phit Su.

H. 16)1

wnw* mrftifift <nrolr' 5*TT»re* i tow j ^ft^t* «

1518. The affix a^ with the augment 5^ comes

in the sense ' its modification ', after the words ' trapim * and

'jatun'.

This debars icK (IV. 3, 139 S. 1510). As
t ',a*ftftirc -<*TSWlt so

also vngqqi " modification of tin and lac."

N*>te '—In theae words denoting non-organic beings, the Btineo o£ HIW is bo'

denoted by the affix,

1519, The affix ws* comes after a word ending in

short t, in the sense of ' modification or part \ (provided

that, the word has not grave accent on the first syllable ).

Thus >*****, *mrcrcTOit
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Note —The wovda S3$tc and *g3[3 are ady«Ti.d&tta owing to fhi^ Su. II, H
( "ft^Pl^Tr^.—the treos denoting solt timber tiees have acute on the fixflfc),

1520. The affix^ comes in the sense of ' modification

or part
J,

after a word having anud&tta accent on the

first syllable.

This debars «?*£ II Thus *rftm t fcrPWl

H

tfolo —The word Sftwin. w an upapada-samflfla of^ + **? + efr, tho *r being,

changed to 9 as it belongs lo Pnehodaradi oUbp; and it is finally acute bj

totto* 1 efirtK* 11

1521. The affix w^ oomes optionally in the sense

of ' modification or part ', after the words TOTO &c.

Thus ^iSTFqw or wari* so also igffa* or wfthi ^rth* or ^T^ 11

Notei—This H^tra 1a an example of prApta and apiapta vibhasbA. The

words qfittr, isfa, ftraw and ^RT being gravely acoented on the first sjllablfr

the affix *t?t was obligatory by the laafc aphorism, This makes it optional

and ib prflptft-^ibhasha. In tha case of others, it is apriptft-^ibhaahfi..

1 TOUT, 2 gift, 3 ftuurr 4 *WI (W*^), & Wl**> 6 ^fa '

1522. The affix ' (s,) ®w comes in the sense of
l

its

modification or part \ after the word sctrV II

This debars st* H Thus jrpfia utcri wflsfrg^, (IV, 1. 60 S. 5 J S)

The feminine is formed by #rtt as the affix has an indicatory w 11 According

to M&dh&va thc-anubandha is and so the feminine is formed in ft* U

1523, The affix iro^ comey optionally after any

hase, in those two meanings of "product'* and "part
11

,
in
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the classical language, when neither food nor clothing is

spoken of.

ThusWPm or WS*m (

( I V, 3, 134 ),

Note —Why do wo Bay *TPTT3ra '"* *^* classical language , ? Witness\$q\

Why do we s«iy 'when neither food nor clothing ii spoken of,?

Observed «Jt ' a soup made of kidney beani '. ^[ff^R wesis/to c

, cotton

dress ".

Note •—Why the woto" *f?f*fr.
' m those two meanings' is nocd in lluj fctHrs

t

when by context, the TVordfl fqafrT »ud 3p?qT were to be read into the stitra ?

Its use indicates that the special affixes, snob as taught in IV, 3 135, JStJ &o

are replaced also by m^ 11 Thus gi<ItflTJ*l»l or efirfm* ( XV, 3, 135 S, 1515 ) my&i%

or tf?H II

*rr*w»;*Li torero* h TO*fr r*ws, * h *tfiw st^st* i 9i*r Hf^*w*w"T-

1524:. The affix *roa comes in the sense of its

"product" or "part", when neither food nor clothing is

spoken of, invariably after "Vriddba words, and after *i< &c.

Thus after Vriddha—^rm»?l^ l» After mift words —HHH^rer w

Vart '—The affix tt^ , comes invariably after warta of one syllable Thaff

W£*Wl5i ^r^trci* 11 How do you explain the form srr«r*r " modification of water"

as giVGu by Anmr&kosha (L 10 S ) ? It ib formed by sgsr^ added to arq^ after the

latter had taken $n3£ of wjgsjitjl «FT-f HT?r=GTPT i UTT +^"11*11* N «J3T does

not change the moaning.

W* 1 tfiai s*W i»Hl^l

3525. The affix tj^ comes after the word ift in the

sense uf c
its dung \

Thus iTf^atw ' cow dungr',

Mote,—'Dong' is neither a modification nor & part of co^ Therefore th is

beparate stifra foi- iff \\ Why do -wb eay meaning ' its dung ' F Observe fr€*r» rmlk

The affix q?j Tioro comes in the fWnae of product or part, (IV, 3 1G0 S, 2538), Ihongh

ptiictly epeakmg ' milk
f

also is not qii
( avayava ' or a ' viUia ' of «ff ||
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J, Igafi,

1526. The affix **a invariably comes in the sew
of its product or part, after the word ft« H

This debars nwtt Thusfl**p$»K* II Otherwise ff^, aaVtgtf in

the sense ofn$m li ( IV. 3. 120 S. 1500 ) in a general signification,

1527. The affix sr^ comes in the sense of product

after the word fts, the whole word being a Name,

This debars to? tl As ffaq?: It ' cake
', ( Amarakosha TL 9. 48 )

hqzto 1 ftwreiTOW i tflfaraj sfomn i^^n 1

1528. The affix *r*r^ comes after the word sftffc in

the sense of a (

Purodftfia.'

This debars vt$ (IV. 3. 136 S. 1 516) Thus Jtf&m sfrrotf 'a

sacred cake made of barley 1
' Otherwise thft II

1529. The affix mra comes in the sense of ' its

product or part'
1

, after the words ' tila * and 'yava'—the

whole not being a name,

Thus fimm l UTO^ n Why do we say *ro*rar» " it not being a

Name"? Observe^ 'oil/qn* formed with q^(qnift»*- «*V.4* 2£>)>W 1 wmr^fisi^i « 1 vw

«

1530. The affix nw comes in the sense of 'its

product or part ', after the words ' tala &c

\

This debars m^ &c, Thus nm ^:, ^01^, ^fyrgtjH 11

Vdrt r—1 he affix *m comes after HW, when a »• bow " is meant
Thus nr« " a bow made of tala tree ", Otherwise gm*** I

Jfolei—The words* «|a and ^^ being Yriddha words would have taken
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n& ( IV. 3. 144 S: 1624 ) tf$*tf* ft*TO - wfa (by «r* of IV, 8. Lfi4 S, 1532)

then we ought to have added to 1\%% the affix ^tst by IV. 3, 165 S, 1633. m the sense

of 'product ot part.' The present Bfitra prevents that. Tbe words TOTPftT and

FflTtTT ^re formed by adding fli to the roots ftur &nd £$ preceded by the Upapada

^qj under Mula YibhajAdi class. The lengthening of the ^ oflndraieby stdromfi

(VI. 3 1E7. ). The word qwt and <flgw aTe acute on the middle. SFSfiJJvr la final

Mite by sfttnftea accent,

w««t i ^sn^rwHta^^ i qr?^- wrttai attorn fa**- < qRwSt fa* i

1531. The affix <$% cornea after a word denoting
1 gold \ when the sense is " a weight or measure ".

The word strafcT means ' gold \ It Is used in the plural in the sGtra

indicating that all words synonymous with gold are to be taken.

This debars **?* &c. Thus tf^t fHTtffas $ftmfV fa«lf »

Why do we say c meaning a measure \ Observe sre^iqt «rt8* II

TO* » wifararmfirrfrss^ « ' 3 < \W "

1532. The affix ws^ comes in the sense of ' its

product or part ', after words expressing living beings, and

after ^arer &c.

Note t— This debars «T<a^ &e. The affix bt»i has been oi'dainBd to coulq after

those words tbafc have amieMUta jd the beginning, ThiB sntre Applies to word*

other than those having anudfitta in the beginning.

Thus .—^r^fiff , qrei* • nffifj,, &c
Note,—In the olasa C5TfrfHr those worda like %*[%, qtorqj^ &o, which hava

anudatta on the beginning; and would have takon sts£ by IV. 3 140, S. 1520. hare

been enumerated to prevent the application of <t^ to them,

tffonjss vf%r«n i grift"** i f*rn: fas jVwh ii

1533. The affix srsr^ comes in the sense of ' its

product or part \ after a word which ends with an affix

having an indicatory ^ such affix denoting 'its product

or part \

102 s
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The affixes having indicatory sr denoting product or pan, are %re

(IV, 3. 139), «W*(IV. 3. 142). **(IV 3> «S4), ^('iV. 3.I57X

** ( IV. 3. 159 ), »TW, *** ( IV, 3. J 68 ), When a 'tertiary derivative of r

word ending with these affixes h to be made, the affix ^ 19 used, This

debars »m* H Thus "fltflfitl, 3rfa«11, ^tffitfT*&c,

Why do we say fsflf. ? Obsei ve Ir^qq* \\ Here *m? is used after

**» itid the derivative fs formed by n^of IV. 5. 136,8. 1516. So ako

1534. Aiter a word denoting (

a measiiTe', the

affix expressing * its product or part ', is the same as the

affix having the sense of purchased.

The affixes taught in V. 1 t8 &c S, IJ48 &c ate the affixes that have

the force of spns (V i. 37 ), These affixes come aHo after words denoting me*

asure( V, 1 19)- The same affixes are employed to denote ft^rc, after words

denoting qfflwft II This debars bt* &c. Thus ft«%?r ffitaq^^faRVi, ( V, I.

20). It will denote vikftra also, ft«$w R^ts^T^'U formed by ff* ( V.

1 20 ) ABnfrnB?(f=^?r or w^n (V, 1, 2i ), so qtrro f%^rr<: — sisr or

Vl\*Vi' oy *^and fl(t ( V, i, 21
)

tfofei—The word bj*j m #fcT3^ indicates fcliftt the similarity is complete

thumghout. Thus Sufcru V 1, 28 also applies, by wluoh. the affix is elidntZ,

As f%crt«, or ffcrt«.' ("V- k 29 )> fltf*fc*{ or fiptfc^iRt H The waid *jRwot in

this BUtrn, inoludea 99qf * fclia numerals' also; while the technical Trord qffalJU
1

dooa not include sankhyi Sec IV, \ 22 and V, 1 19 &o, The similarity

extends even to the elision of the affix ( V. I 28 ) as, fl^fT, ft^Tt^r: &c

535, The affix* gst, cornea in the sense of ' its

product or peart ', after the word ' uslitra. \

Tins, debars «*n( I V. 2. r 54 ). ?gof fourciswft nr =^W*' "

I00C. The uftix 33^ uoniuH optionally in the senbe
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of 4-fcs product or part ', after the words fw and 3K^tf u

Thus $(*f*or ^tT^I > ^Wor SKifcfiH;

»

Jfoifl :—tlma has acute on the that pylldble by ^ff^i?)|Tnt ^ ( Plub II. 4J, Ui?l

v finally acute, as ^Pifitipadika,

1537. The affix, ^w comes in the sense of ' its prod-

uct or part ', after the feminine wordw \\

This debars s^of IV. 3. 154 S. 1532,

Thus i$rc ircm, ' the flesh of a female black deer.' But <ptw*jf^ff=^
^ ' the flesh of a male deer ', formed by^ 11

^Q I »ftq^^fti^< * I V *t* ft

1538. The affix ajg; cornea in the sense of (

its

product or part / after the words *T> and sp^"

Thus irttpfc ^^ ( VL 1. ;g s, 63 )>

1539. The affix ^ comes in the sense of f
its pro*-

duct or part \ after the word ' dru/ ( meaning " a tree "<
)*

This debars *rar( IV. 3. 139). Thus g +*H-R«Mt( VI. r, 79 S. 63 ),

1540. The affix 3*T cornea in the sense of its pro*

duct ', after the word * dm/ the word meaning * a measure /

This debars m^ II As jqq*, ' a measure,' The words grot , 3ra4

and qt«fl^are three words denoting measure- ( Amarakosha II, 9. 8S )•

1541. The affix denoting ' product or part' is elided

by hihs when such product or part is * a fruit.'

Thus *mfflW WWWHtiHK-HWiW * th« fruit of Myra*

bofans
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JVoU t—The fruit is &
li product " ao well as " part " oi a fruit-bewnig tree,

1542. The affix sn^ comes in the sense of * its pro-

duct or part, it being a fruit,* after the word ' plaksha <W

This debars «i^ ll Thus "STTCI^U So also'qirorq* by the following

Sutra.

1 <«*, 2 atftai 3 *W*. 4 **S& 5 ftS» 6 TO 7W (^**

^W I WT^t^^T ^ ta@TO 1 U I ^ U 11

1543. ft it) placed before the q; of sqwra, instead of

Yriddhi, when the word stands alone, and is not a member

of a compound, and is followed by a Taddhita affix with the

indicatory s^, U£ or ^ ll

Note 1—Why do we brj * when it ia alone ' P Observe *P7[qi£ft m\: jirw =

RtflttW 1 W If SW* « a dorWativo word (from ^iuWW~*[%tfflt -tflWft),

then it would havB been governed by VII. 8. 8
r
this separate sutta ib then for tho

Bake of making a restrictive rule ( niyama ) with regard to this word. If it is a

primary word, then this sutr& makes aYidhi rule. The word ^?? ib a jfiapaka that

the rule of Tadidi applies to this aeotion. See YII 3. 8, also.

W« i mm widi^i^ii
5i*tTO^yH«tr ^m i *nmr« i ifi sifts tot 3^1 sp^ H

1644. The affix «n comes optionally in denoting a

fruit, after the word * jamb\l\

This debars er= |i Thus ^+ «i^ anil* as *n^ft Wft U But
when the general affix aqw is added, it is elided by IV. 3. 163, S, 1541. As

«t+mi- ( rv. 3- i?9 )-*»!, as qrjpt iwcrft ( VI. 4. 8 ).

TOVI. I Irtfta ll
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1545. The affix denoting fruit is optionally elided

by lup a t̂er ^e wor^
( jatabu '.

The word ?[ is understood here. The difference between Muk 1

and

Mup' eliMon is that in the case of lup
f

, there is concordance of gender and

number. SeesOtral 2.51 S. 1294. Thus V^+Vwg^-^ii, as, ^qrsr U

Optionally imp Tfa-apg qw» or m*CT 11

V&rt\—There is Jup elision of the affix denoting iruit, after the

words expressing deciduous plants which wither away as soon as the Fruit

ripens , Thus jflf?t—rfnw, un 1

: it

V&tt~- Diversely so when the affix denotes flowers and roots- as,

sffiwroi 3** - iftRT- wrii«r ^nffi ;
so also n^qf ^$r«nmo u w&tfh \ ml u

In the above example there is concordance, By using 'diversely',

this concordance does not sometime take place, As qisnrft gvuft, qgrft

^fa 11 So srtnpiPi, *w$fc*, &c.

Tp*\ wjjrrri gt^ni \ $tfaiBir*i3r fttfire qvfrm 1 itfaw raft

1546. The affix denoting ' fruit ' is elided by fn F

after the words ' Harltaki ; &c.

Here also there is concordance (I 2, 51 S. 1294), AsgtfffWfitf^

ffytftt instead of ^for^r II So also ^WRi^ft, «P!twti U According to Patanjali,

the concordance is with regard to gender oniy, the number will be governed

by the sense, as tffr&ft tot, rf*«qi iftwfi tl

12 h#*t iWff^r), 13 gre^nnw, 14 fqwwft', 16 Pwi (f*wj, ie

*ra*i tois fas TOra*,t nw ft^fn: iw!i 11

1647. The affixes ^ and ^rs^come respectively in

the sense of 'its product ', after the words ' kanslya ' and

paraSavya \ and there is Ink-elision ( of the aad q^ affixes

of those words ).

The word ^?toj w formed by « ( V, 1, I ), and 9to<«t is formed by

adding q^ { V. i. 2 ), These affixes ar and gft are elided when the affixes
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q»i and srsi are added. Thus ST$t[q +q^= ^ftt +*R = sfifal so also TOw fisook

Here ends the chapter on PrAgdlvyatlya affixes^
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CHAPTER XXX.

THE AFFIX «"Hp

1548. The affix 3^ cornea as a governing affix, in

the senses enumerated hereafter up to sfttra IV 4, 76. S.

1627.

JJtorf*-—This is an fldhikfira efltr»t The affix ^ bears rale from this ona

forward to the sfitra engrft &c

rrft/ :—After the words mw% he, the affix
4

thak * comes in the sense

'he said that' Thus wns? wn?=»flflf*w who says 'don't make noise/

SiHhitstoi 11 This is the case of an affix added to a sentence,

Note —Thus in the netfc sftbca it iq paid j ''After a word m flip third case

10 construction, in the sense of
,l who plays, digs, conquers, or is crnqtipj'ed." Now

[his flflfcra fa incomplete. We must iead the word z\ into it Tims vrltfifcaiftsiTl

ffl^ " who plays with akshu—a dicer ' BT$M tf^-^rf%^: ( VII S 5(> fcUl?0 )

tfrtmfar: t sftoraraffiap 1 sr^firaffi.' « T^arwww * h <rwifau 1 iSfatri^w t

1649, The prohibition and augment taught in VIL

3, 3. S. 1098, do not apply also to otto &c.

s^rrjf, «nrt% ( sons of Svanga, Vyanga and Vyada ). sspf?rfw ( Vyavabare-

na charati ) and wtoh ( awA ^5 ) " The woid sarajre does not mean

reciprocity of action, for then it would have been governed by VII. 3. £. S,

1 144. WW being a compound with ^, would hsie. been governed by VII.

3 4 S, 1336. as it is included in the Dv&radi list, hence its specific mention

here, The following is the list of svagataJt wordb.
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Pd*i .*—So also after ?n?a &c in the sense f he said ' : as **croT**j(h

^ffafii ^lift^ 1 H These are examples of affixes added to an abverb,

Vdrt -—So also after g?*tt?t &c in the sense ' be asks,
1

as, g^mt ¥«Bfe

e£taltiiv "Who asks, have you bathed weil ". ^STCrf^Rs, ^taroi^faji 11

Vdrt .—So also after tout &c in the sense of ' he goes to, or commits

adultery with* as qTO<WL ,rafir* ,wnft*'i ^rf§w ll The word ffPf here

refers to "wife"

^*» \ 3T ft^lfa *3Rft ^qfe fimn I « I VJ I * II

«*%$faf?r mlw I Htwqr <SFTI% *nfa*> 1 «T$$Pfa *Tlf%^; t *%fWlfaW

1650. The affix s* cornea after a word in the third

case in construction, in the sense of, * he plays \ ' he diga *,

* he conquers ' or < he is conquered J

.

Thus stWs*ft<=jnRmi 'who plays with dice—a dicer*, ^ara*

1651. The affix 5^ comes after a word in the third

case in construction, in the sense of ' refined thereby \

Thp word ^H* means ' refining or enhancing the quality of a thing \

Thus wr fcW = VTWl l
refined or made tasteful by curd '. fftfrom if

Note 1—Xhe separation oi this (.Mia from tbe last, is fox the sake of the next

aftbtft
r
in which the anuvritti of^^ only runs,

1552. After the word 'kulattha', and after words

having a penultimate sr the affix «nff is added in the sense

of ' refined or prepared therewith \

This debars sg; 11 Thus crifaarq, %p?tftav the two latter being

examples of words ending in ^ 11

1553. The affix z% comes after a word in the third
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MJ Up iw*hmuo*j»^^mJm^«

case iu construction, in the sense of ' he crosses thereby

over the waters '.

Thus (fW^^qfr-srrt ^^', sftffa^? ' who crosses with a raft '.

1554. The affix %*{ comes after the word ' gopu-

chchha ', in the sense of ' he crosses thereby \

The difference between^ and ars^is in the accent. Thus ^rjfiff^* U

1555. The affix 3^ comes after the word *ft and

after bases having two syllables, in the sense of
l he crosses

there with \

This debars «^« Thus ^rr^T fftf^sifrfafii 'a sailor
1

. So also after

dissyllabic words • as, qjhn; so also *fr$^r (vrgtqr Wfit ) In the feminine.

#ote :—The sf ia g^ in the slHra is nob part of the affix, bat cornea through

flaudbi mien. The foramina of qffgsR! being ^HS^Ml Itv fact the indioalorj^

ooours 111 the Fourth book, in siitras IV. 4. 9. 10, 18, 53 and 74,

1556, After a word in the third case in construe*

tion, comes the affix %% in the sense of ' he goes on by

means thereof
1

.

The word *nffi means both to go on and to eat Thug vffltofj * STfarar:

' who travels by a car or an elephant \ ^Jfl *Wffi=W^fi ' who gets on, with

being fed on curd.'

WW 1 W^<* B^l * I * t «. H

1557, The affix gs^comes in the sense of ' he goea

on, by means there of* after the word ' akarsha.'

Natt :—This debars tfek II The 5C, U for accent ( VI 1. L93 ), Tho q of

flRL Jioio is a part o£ the affix, contrary to 1?hat iWasin IV, 4, 7. S. 1556,
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Thvis «tt^ot ^tfM ^Tirrf^ / «fto|lt w stt*R«? is a touch-stone ty

which gold is tested, Another reading is ait^l* u

tf«r ^raft *tffa ! * *fttf^ <ft**T Tjfwftr sr <*<?; i «tf»w i wiftr it

1558. The affix 3=1. comes, in the sense of 4 he goes

on, by means there of' after the words l patpa ' &o.

This debars %^ , the ^ of^q, is for accent (VI, i. 19;), and % for

ft* ( IV, 1. 41 ). Thus fifap/ lifflft **Mr/ *i^s « So also «&»* U

1 q$, 2 «T^, 3 S**ttfT
t

4 <ir, & 3tm, 6 ^13, 7 ««fl, 8 qrq TO It

1559. The affix s^ as well as the affix B3., comeB

after the word v&ms, in the sense of
( he goes pa by meaas

there of
'

This debars z% H

1560. A compound beginning with *spj;, and follo-

wed by the Taddhita affix *$t is not governed by the

prohibition, nor takes the augment, taught in VII. 3. 4.

Thus the descendant of *ar*rer * s Wtntffc.i so also ^qrefg 1 H The

wordw is included in the list of Dvaradi words Vli 3, 4 S, 1386. The

present sutra implies that the rule VII. 3. 4 applies not only to those words,

but to compounds beginning with those words.

VAtt '—This rufe applies when any Taddhita affix beginning with %

folio W*!

Thusw5R^ = %inf«fl!. 'who lives by dogs'. / ^mrflflfU **

Nate t—The form **TTrta' is evolved by the h\Qm\\ of rule VII. 3. 5 Thus

^iRD + «n« Hopb by VII. 2. 117, ar requires the Vyiddhi of the st of ^ II But *ulo

VII 3 4 says that instead of Vf ijldhi, the letter eft coraaB before 3 >n the case

or ig^&o. The proper form, therefore, would have been ^rqnfass. (I The irregalfi

vity is, tuimw, flxplnmed by Buying that the prohibition contained in VII* 3,!

which upphas whan^ is followed by ^, ttppliee nleo to nan followed hy »s^U 1
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footv Jberulo TIL &, 4 does not apply, whenever tbe word Wjia followed by aa alfii

beginning with the letter f ft

The prohibition applies, when other Taddhita affixes fblfow svch

a word ending with jit (an affix beginning with %) , as from 5^% we

have TCWTSra ( ^H«ft$ ) It

\\t\ \ ^^af^n^^^nic i ^ i \ u It

1561. The rule VII. 3. 4 is optionally applied to

st* followed by n% It

As wiSftawrw or titwm w

1662, The affix a« comes in the sense of he lives

thereby *, after the words ' vetana, &c \ being in the third

case in construction,

Thus sr^pr ^fafaj-SsrflfiR: ' who lives upon wages—a menial servant \

In the case of the word q$$a;g the affix applies to the compound, as well as

to the words forming the compound Thus inqlfawi., *TT*|*^, 3if*W w

l^FT, 2 VJVt ( TO )i 3 %&*m ( *T^t? ). * >*$$&, 5 WW, 6^ ( to )• 7

q<fto ( 3^ra«r> vrcfs >> fi^w, 9 ^resfar ( sqffcr ), 10 s«sr, n *re*ir, is «f*fr is sqfa-

1563, The affix 33; comes in the sense of lie lives

thereby' after the words 'vaana', 'kraya' and 'vikraya',

being in the 3rd ease in construction.

This debars 355, it Thus ^T ^^f?T =^^f ' who lives by hire
s
hire-

ling'. In the case of v?A and Rl«*3 the affix is applied to the words separately;

as well as to their compound. Thus arafWinfr, nifafit, ft*$«: ' a trader'.

1564. The affix ® as well as h^ come? in the sense

of he lives thereby', after the word 4 Ayudba'.
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Thus srrgVrc tfftfa=*T[Tfta: ( farmed by * ), or «ng[^. ( by *n }
• at

mercenary soldier'

1565. The affix zm cornea in the sense of {

he con*

veys thereby \ after the words utsanga &c. being in the third

case in construction.

The word %?[% means ' to take away to or cause to reach another

place \ Thus stoaTjfa. ' borne upon the hip/.

8 TO it

1566. The affix ^ cornea, in the sense of 'he

conveys ', after the words ( bhastra &o* being in the third

case in construction.

Thus vrgsn; wtJ = flteraT'
" who conveys by means of a leathern baft

a carrier ". The feminine will be mfa% ( IV. 1, 41 )

Nota —The word to means a pan1 of leathern bellows by "which th* iron it

heated, or a leathern bag in whioh grain Ad , ib earned

^^ | faqm foroRi 1 ^ 1 y U\s II

1667, The affix ^ comes optionally in the sense of

4 he conveys', after the words 'vivadha\ (and' vivadha)/

being in the third case in construction.

Vdrt:—A word altered in a portion there of remains the same.

Therefore qfa^ is also governed by this sQtra.

In the alternative, the general affix s$, W ill apply. Thus ft*^T «ffi

=falfw f. faqfailr f So also %ftqj. f, #fa|ft n When the affix ia **, we

have^rft&i in both cases, the feminine being *hjfa|ft 11

The word faq and 1\w are synonyms both meaning ' a piece of

wood with a loop at each end placed on, the shoulders to cairy loads, on the

road,' friftSRi meaning 'a carder of toads, a pedler,' „
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$frfisw wiwftfnft ft** 1 ^^NBfi^oi^fi site <*t 1 §ftfo**iT ?q% vnnpns^

1568, The affix ST* comes, in the sense of 'hecon-

veys
J

, after the word grfli%*T in the third case in construction

Thus $f¥fa«CTt ftfff Vftn mUTi or ton" «|pi
,

l » ^IfwPBT Wii for ^«tj) 'a

deer which carries (or entictJS away) into crooked ways' or l

a hunter who hunts

by coming stealthily on his prey 1

^fhforaT Jtffit &T(fmv sfilfefSnff' whr. 'a

blacksmith,—who carries burning coals on an iron forge.
1

The word ajftj^rqtr means * crooked motion; and the iron-forge of the

blacksmiths.
1

1569, The affix OT^ comes, in the sense of 'comple-

ted thereby ' after the words ' akshadyftfca &o ', being in the

third caee in construction,.

Thus VTQig^TV fai*l*-HW|jfc«fiV* ' enmity—whjcb was growing but

ha«" been completed by gambling,

'

W?wV, 7 »mrg«T?r ° 8 *T¥tfrr?T, zrrarrairs, 10 <rgn?r 11

1570, The affix w? comes invariably after the words

ending in the affix fa, in the sense of ' completed thereby/

The fa here refers to the affix * kfori ' fill. 3. 88) Thus the root ^r%
takes ft" and forms (jfafj which is not a complete word, but must take the

augment **, to form a full word Thus y^ Rw + »nt-*fcTOl 'what is com-

pleted'by being cooked'. From 5^1 we have #fa** «

Note —The word f^w in the stitru. mduutea that the affix (%«r nevet- come*

flin^ly bj itself, all words ending in ' Kki' are invariably followed ty 1^ ^a^ In fact

1^ may be rfgaidad as an invariable augment of the &fE* ' "*tn *

V&rt —After a word ending m an affix denoting 'condition *, the affix

W* is sdded. Thus <*r%* ft|n-1ifti*ff (^ +1,W Hh 3- i8 + mX*>»l»
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1571. The affixes
( kak * and * kan * come respective-

ly after the words 'apamitya' and ' y&chita, ' when the sense

is that $f completion.

Thus sriqflwss * debt \ and *tffaa*>ff ' a thing begged for use
1

.

Note ',—Tkb wort! Grqftsi in formal from ttio ro$ in? with the prefix ??<?, and

the Bufis WSI ( HI 4. 19 ) The W3T ia changed to R|^, and
fl

substituted tor qj

( VI. 4 70 ). The word is an Indeclinable, and therefore the annmtti of left does

not rim here

*W i «Nft 1 * 1 vj 1 « 11

1572, The affix ot comes, after a word in the third

case in construction, when the sense is 'mixed therewith.
}

The wordlj^f is understood here. The word *c^e means unification*

mixing &c. Thus ^«n S^e- qifa^ c smeared with curd/

tfote:—The word 'BflnekTitam' (.IV. 4, 3 ) and ' Banarahtam '
fihoald bft

distinguished, The former \eferB to a oaee whero by th* combination of two things,

a something better ia produced ; no such idea of bettering ift to bo found in ^£ \\

1573. The affix fft comes after the word 'chfirna'

when the sense is '• mixed therewith '.

This debars z^ 11 Thus ^yf: a^srr = ^5rm * 1|Tr i ' cakes sprinkled

with powder \

BITOT* 3**StSW W« I 5TW W*>* I'

1574 The affix st^ meaning 'mixed therewith*,

is elided by Ink, after the word c la^ana *.

Thus «r^&r^ tbje ^E^nri ' mixed vith salt '. as c^nj q^i f §oijp mixed

with salt ' So 5TW flitf, gpTOf g^ * ( 1. 1. 5 1

)

Hole '.—The ^ elision takes place i?han tho word ^jtj 'a uaed ftS a noun,

and not eg an adjective. -
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1575 The affixW comes after the word ( madga\

whpn the sense m * mixed therewith ,'

This debars I3i 11 Thus ftjr. *nw.
f
rice mixed with rnudga pulse

\

1676- The affix ^w comes, after a word denoting

a 'condiment, being in the third ease in construction, when

the sense is ' sprinkled therewith/

Thus qv^f v4fa# s *fPTO3. ' sprinkled with curd'

Note.—Why do we Bay 'denoting a condiment ' P Observe TCirfi4ta?5

WW rifl ^railras- ajj:*.
1 unfiwlk: \ w^rf^Rt wis u

1577' The affix 5*^ comes in the sense of f
it exists',

after the words (
ojas \ ( sahaa ', and * ambhas ' being in the

third case in construction.

lb us %*frr s§fa = sffsifgajr* TO' ' a hero' lit. possessed with energy,

So also r—srwRr^r- ' a thtef ' vrpHfcffi-: ' a fish '.

1578. The affix sw comes, in the sense of it exists/

after 'Ipa,
1

'loma,' and 'kula/ preceded by ' ami' and prati/

the word heiug in the second ease in construction,

The word ^ shows that the words must be in the second case in

construction, The verb *ihz is intransitive, how can it take an object, and

how can it be m construction with an objective case ? The words in Jhe

accusative after the verb *tt are not its objects, but are used as adverbs

qualifying the sense of the verb, and adverbs are always put m the accusative

case, Thus ffafa *#? * *rftf<frf ( afamrr wlr s fa*, the «rr charged <o $ V. 4,

Ha"d VI, 3 97), ictrograde 1 e, 'which is unfavourable,' So tn^ftSI tl

'favorable.' HFI^RifaR. ' inverse ' sngwte *d)ject' ffrfg^f%R»'. *n3$RW «

The two words W^frlT and str^rfa^ mean ' unfavom able' and < favourable'

respectively.
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1579. The affix S*l comes in the Bense of ' it eristo/

after the word 'parimukha/ being in the second case in

construction,

Thus*R3w*fa-im$fowri 'being before the lace,' 'being neat or

present/

The word ^ in the sutra implies that the affix applies to other words

also not mentioned. As ^iRiiffafi II

Not*- —The ^ord qftgta is &n Avyayibhava compound ( II, 1, 12) \i nft

hafl the force of exclumon (1.4.88), then qrl^jflSW will mean ' a earTftnfc who

&1w*jb avoids the face of tuB mftflter ^\ffit #3 l^fa^f 3 "^^ *$$" and if qR

means * all round,' then tlia word will mean " a servant who is always in the presence

of Wb master—w Prrffisfl S^T fffl^atTSlT" U

1680. The affix sw comes after a word in the

second case in construction, when the sense is
{ hegivea\

the motive being mean-

Thus [fain JWffft °'tefarar: ' a usurer who gives for the sake of doub-

le, i, e, who charges cent per cent interest. The word f%^n means f$U,<JTr5 ' for

the sake of double', Similarly l^fa^f n

Vdti '—The word ifa is changed to \%f§ before this affix. As,^
*iwft-*riflw. 'a usurer'

l who gives for the sake of increase'. Or the

'vord qgfa may be taken as a separate word synonymous with *jfa li

Jfo/a -—Why do we say nfrn » with a mean motive ' P Observe ft^ur Sp**flifa

^Rttf* 'the debtor gives double',

1 681 . The affixes S*. and ^% come respectively after

the words MuisidV and (

daSaikidaga ', when the sense is 'be

gives for a mean motive'.
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The word stfft means « interest ', The lending of ten ( ** ) on a

condition that the borrower will pay eleven
( qqnw ) after a month is called

cfcTW « This sutra debars *s ii The difference hetween the two affixes

Ptatid sn,is In the accent ( VI. 1. 197 and 163 ), Thus $^ +8^s%^^
fcta, ftfctt C IV. 1. 41 \ So sti^rtffrfr fern, fa u

1582. The affix 3^ comes, after a word in the se-

cond case in construction, when the sense is ' who gleans

that \

Thus «mina*0fft{swqfty ' who picks up jujubes',

Note 1—To pick up overy grsan ( 3F* ) fallen on the gtound ia aidfod <&& fl

1583. The affix
fsm comes after a word in the second

case in construction, when the sense ia
l he aide or protects

that \

Thus ^*ntf «tfftr«q?«nfliw 'a spectator \ lit. ' who aids an assembly

by his presence \

WH \ *PTO^t **tf& I *» m V* H

1684. The affix 3*$ comes after the words 'Sabda'

and ' dardura', being in the second ease in construction, when

the sense is " who makes a sound or a croaking ".

Thus w$ ^i^afrrfl^' 'who makes words' T, e, a grammarian,

So «!$*• * who makes a croaking noise like a frog ( dardura )'i,e( a potter.

W«t \ qftmWgl l'tPa \ « I « 1w
?q^*q ^fartf ftlwrait t «rgofn 1 *w*pptf5s *ffa£ra 1 nffc'n* sfs* qjftrw \

1585. The affix OT, comes after the words in the se-

cond case in construction denoting birds, fishes, or wild beasts,

when the sense is
< who kills that'.

Thus <tf%i!ft tfft = ifi&R'
f a bird-killer ', The affix applies not only

to the word-farms «tf% &c, but to wards denoting birds &c, ( See I. 1. 68 )<

104 S
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Therefore, we Have forms w^fa*. ^T^flWft U So also with ir^, as, nifam^

%Pw, wr^BR' 11 So also with $w., as, iflffafc, stftfara?:, ^itf$*R- fl

*«qflpffej*rftnfa sfafTOft 9$ WH( 1 l^rm «&fa«*T e»^ ^ ftftfr lift

1586. The &ffix 5« comes also in the sense of "who

stays", after the word * paripantbam', the word being in the

second case in construction,

Thusqfa^Mfa=<nfafo*: ** W& qSiftwrftfcRr. «Vtt mrt *mi

ftafa a thief Ift " who stays at roads, a high way man',

Note .— The ** ip the sutr* indicates that the sense of $(5?T ' who kills ' of the

last, is to he oonmeoted wtoh this sfrtr* by the oonjunetioa ' and \ Thus iRq?^ $fSj a

The phraee ' being in Itoe second oft-ae in construction is understood in iW
$utra,

p
wny has then the woTd nRq«j*r been shown in ttyj socgnd case in the edfcra, for

it ig a mere Superfluity P Ko, it shows the olaHaioal form of the word, The Traid

tyfttfttl )B synonymous with iRq^T, the latter, however, having other senses also.

WW i m*mqi*«*^tg^ ^raftt i vj i a i b« ft

1587. The affix 3^ comes, in the sense of " who

runs", after a word having ?rro as its second term, aiid after

the words 'padavl' and ( annpada'>

Thus a toad ( matha ) straight like a stick ( dan^a ) is called ^Yfinr i

From it ^unf qrafa=*P^ttfaav 'who runs on a high way', Similarly nnfaFi

Wgqfo3i: \\ The word «OT means ' a way

\

W* \ ww^nm \ * i s i $mi

1688. The affix 3fr as well as 3$ comes after the

word 'Akratida', being in the second case in construction, in

the sense of
f who runs'

The word srnfiff means 'a place where persona weep' e, g. a battle-

field, It also means ' weeping

'

l

invoking ' &q. The difference between *^
and *flf is in tlje accent. Thus *rr^ w&t * irr«f^4> or ^fflfHr*'., f- *ISfifatf

a person who runs to a place where cries of distress are heard*.
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1589, The affix e^r comes in the sense of ' who

ttikee
r

, after a word having ' pada ' as its second member,

the word being in the second case in construction*

Thus wfofr tgwfa a "ft&nfair, so also sft^rfotf m
^

JVbrt ,—The. word S'flsqf iff «sad in order to prevent the applioatiop of the iule,

Vrten qq i* preceded by the qjjjfo ^g ll

1590. The affix 3W comeB in the sense of * who takes

'

after the words 'pratikantha', f
artha', and 'lal&ma' being

in the second-case in construction*

Thus nRflRff* {gpTffiNinftaPsw U So also itftat, srsnfta?: H

Note '—The word ufa^T here it* an Avyaji-bhlYa meaning sfftf efi*tf trffr, and

not qfttur: qjo&sjififai *, for to the Utter no affix is added.

WM «tf wfiu *n *m *l h

1591- The affix Sfl£ comes after the word ' dharma \

being in the second case in construction, in the sense of * who

practises that*.

Thus nit ^wfir=*ti|Tffa?. "religious".

Vd/tik/i:—It must be stated that the affix z^ comes ate adharma

also, As *rjttffar/ " irreligious, undutiful "",

1592. The affix &t as well as ot> comes after the

word ' prati-patham ', in the second-case in construction, in

the sense of ' who goes
.'

Thus ui%TW?r=^rfi^^ or JTifaqfa^ * who goes along the road
1
' the

y^ causes Vriddhi ( VJI. 2. 118 ) whilst s^does not,

\HS\ l ^HWWOT§fit I
« < S I ^ It
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1593. The affix ^ comes after words in the second

case iu construction, denoting combination, in the sense of

* who assembles there-'

Thus giww*q«ftft-flnrofira: ' who assembles In an assembly \ So

also GPrfSW'., «Tffl*n, fllffififiw 11

tfola:—'The word Qqqra means combination, colleotion 4;o. Th« word

WRIWlw *n *^e plural num^r m 'he sutra, indicating that the mrapa-riahi

( 1, 1. 69 ) does not apply ; the affix being applied not only to the word-form qrto

but to ita synonyms also. ^iftfit meana coming together,

1594. The affix «? comes after the word (

parishad,

in the sense of * who assembles there*.

This debars v% II Thus qfa* qiftftsifjfcw ' one present in a council,

an assessor, a councillor'

I'M 1 %mqr «n u 1 «
1
wl n

1195. The affix *& comes optionally in the sense of

' who assembles there/ after the word senft.

This debars *w which comes in the alternative, Thus%^| *»ftrft fl

feiq. or*lff*WR' ' a soldier, a member of an army \

snflBtn^5roit*^i>iwi t cti»ro«ipT iwwi. wnW «i^ 1 #W^t
pis 1 »

1596. The affix 5^ comes in the sense of ' who sees

that/ after the words (

lal&ta' and ( kukkutl', in the second

case in construction, the whole word being a Name.

Thus BW* Wlfto=iwnfaR! ' a non-attentive servant ' lit, ' who always

looks at the fore-head of his master from a distance
k
keeps himself aloof ,does

not come near to perform any work,' So also ^r^fcs' * a religious mendic-

ant, a Bhlkshu,' The space of ground over which a hen can fly without falling,

Is to be understood here by the word $*$<0 il In other words, a small space

of ground, for hens cannot sustain theit flight for a long distance. Therefore,

owing to the smallncsa of space, the mendicant walks looking down over the
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ground, and hence he is called 4!i4$fc*' it The word also means * a hypocrite

with down-cast eyes,'

1597. The affix z% cornea after a Word in the sixth

case in construction, in the sense of ' its usage \

The word «r*4 means 'usual/ 'relating to custom*. The word a**

shows the case of the word, Thusqv^i^ipojttfte^rarfta; 'the custom-

house laws or usages,' So also nnrfUit^, WTftRiw, ^ffwrarn it

Wit 1 3nn;jrf^ttfirw * « 'H'W II

1598. The affix *m comes in the sense of
4

its law \

afte,r the word ' mahishi ' &c.

This debars thak, Thus *{?«sr f*$s*ffRTO 'the usages of queens,'

SonTWPIti
I »riWK 2 wsmfo, 8 wife, 4 imfa^r, & flSflm 8 trafcftar, 7

1599. The affix^ comes in the sense of * its law ',

after a nominal-stem ending in *$ W

This debars ffw II Thus *rg qtSpt^vwi ' the office of a YAtff, I c. a

pilgrim ',

Vdtt :—So also aftet the word sir As w& swjl »w6 «

Frf^ -—So also after the word ftflffrf, the »x aflfix ^Ing elided,

Thus ftcfas + »rarsW«l »

j^r* ;—So also after the word foirrnfas its fa affix also being elided.

Thus ftniaiHig + ^sWftpra.11

Ito* \ 5r^rw.m a t x* II

1600- The afBx 5^ comes in the sense of ' its tax'

after a word in the sixth case in construction.
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The word 4iq*4 means, * Government-tax/ ' price/ ' wages/ ' rent &c

coming from the root vtqfif ' to purchase., Thus *TN«R3 ST*rfR^~3n<lfaqfi'. \\

Noto .—Are not yt% ( IV. 4. 17 ) and 3TC3iq the aame B No. Dharmya ia

a legal due, and religious ; vrhile aa ' avakrajft ' may bo a tfti exacted, from ft paopto

bj oppreaaioa, and bo tranagreaemg dharma,

1601. The affix ^ comes in the sense of this is

whose saleable commodity/ after a word ia the firBt case m
construction deuoting the thing to be sold*

Thus st<£U- V* W& =WnP^J * a cake-vendor.'

1602. The affix 3^ comes, in the sense of ' this is

whose saleable commodity/ after the word * lavar^a/

This debars 5^, the difference being in accent. Thus *rc<* qowreR

BH^rtJi ' a salt-vendor,'

,
1603. The affix 5* comes in the sense of 'this is

whose saleable commodity/ after the words ' kisaia ' &c.

This debars 5^, « The word faspt, &c all denote perfumes. Thus

fawi *roro =<^R* f ftroRSfr ( IV. i. 41 ) ?rcR«Rt f wftlft il The feminine

is formed by $[% as the affix has an indicatory ^ w

1 tor (foftrc), ^ *t^, 3 ^, 4 nwra*, S ?r*n;, 6 3^. 7 Hfc,

8 sfaft, 9 Sftg*, 10 t*K 11 gnypj, 12 ^jfuwft ll All these words denote

different kinds of sweet scents.

\t*% i *rcn§As«rcrc^n*i: i « i y i ^ m

smni;q% **$, i wars** i qmgqfr i WPiTg^' i *i3n$tft i to5» s^n^flf^

1604. The affix g* cornea optionally, in the case

of this is whose saleable cmmodity ' after the word ' ftolftlnn'.

This debars z^ which comes in the alternative ym^ is a kind of
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sweet scent, Thus *rar^ T*prc*i = 8Sri&sr: /; ^i^tt^^ 11 In the alternative

with t^, wtfftl ; /. Wf^ft »

qfttttf Riwhct •nit*'. 11

1605. The affix 3W^ comes in the sense of {

this is

whose art \ after a word denoting art, in the first case in

construction.

Thus Wfr*R*T fae*m*3 =»*!#*»: " a drummer '\ " an expert in playing

on nifldanga drum "«

ifI*RW faww m§gg>: 1 msgfiffljt 1 snfo 1 tntffasi »

1606* The affix sinr comes optionally in the sense

of * this is whose art*, after the words ( ma4cUik&\ and

'jharjhara\

This debars 7^ which comes in the alternative, Thus *i$gfft *r faer

*TC*T=1T?§3P or JrrTgfgftii, so also Bnfo and ftrsffaff »i

1607. The affix ^ comes in the sense of 'this is

whose weapon \ after a word denoting 'a weapon', and

being in the first case in construction.

Thus B7I% uswrrossttfa*! ' a swordsman \ So qrgsr- II

qrwW 11

1608. The affix as*; as well as 3^ comes in the sense

of * this is whose weapon ;

, after the word *FW% II

This affix a^ is added by % the difference being in accent. Thus

^TOMb or fo*9rft*i> A W9« means ' an axe'.

jrraJta' i wito (i

1609. The affix {*»*(, comes in the sense of " this is

whose weapon
,f

,
after the words ' fiakti

f

and ' yashti ',
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i inn

This debars ** u Thus flfa: qswiw - *IU%UN, So also ^rf»^ t u

Ulo 1 *ft* «nft» fit* nftt i « i »
i
«• ll

16 tO. The affix «w comes in the sense of 'this ia

-whose belief, after the words * asti ',
' n&sti ' and ' dish^a

',

Thus srrHrnftRW=*nfaW ' who believes that It is ' I e. the here-after

exists,' mfafti
' whose belief is that there is no bere after ', an atbiest. ^ft^s

* whose belief Is that it ia fate', a fatalist, ft*A* ' fate'.

Note -.—The nffil does not apply in the sense at belief in general, but to a

purtioulnr sort of belief. Than TOfaRTSfaT \fa *&\ *fitafar *T infarcts, «i Aalika

is ho -who believes that the Hereafter ie. Contrary to him is a ntfbfo who

does not believe in a Hereafter, A person who believes wbat m demonstrated

by proof, and nothing else, may also be culled ^ffe?R: * a poBitfriat \ TheM

Varioiia other senses are to be found from dictionary nnd general literature.

*P£m*ir *ftoraw sngjta* ii

1611. The affix to comes in the sense of ' whose

habit ia this \ after a word in the first case in construction.

Thus 3T£WJ<* tfWTO-*nsfafi» ' one whose habit is to eat cakes
1

,

Note:—The act oE eating, and its habit are qualities understood in the Ben*e ot

the affix,

1612. The affix *g comes in the sense of* whose

habit ia this' after the words * chhatra &c\
This debars z^W Thus B*r <(fhiT*nra =Rrw> ' a pupil \ lit, 'whose ha-

bit la to cover ( chhadan ) the weaknesses of the teacher \

tfo<e;—The T?ord ftn oconrs in the list, H must alwayB be prefixed by boiuf

upaaarga j thus *rrcvr Wm, ^WT &0.

According to Patani&linwraeaiia 'apnpil, because, ?T^^r^ 3j^rjT RFTO*'
SUHW ll a pToceptor ia like an Umbrella, the preceptor covers ot protects the pupil

like an umbrella". Or foOpr ^ Q^TOTOI *ftlW l a pupil ought to maintain or

protect his preceptor, aa an Umbrella',

1 **, 2 fagr 3 jxfa ( Stt? ), 4 Wr ( WOT, taqr, W5*n )> & %mh 6 TO
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>^«4it^

^ i «Tfcareft£r
i ftm tw n

*tf fft irrata1^ >f ftaffi Rfww% i ^(sftsr surf- 1 Trcafalr 3% fo oumtf

1613, ^rft is irregularly formed from Hvfct, by the

elision of the final 3H }
when the sense ia 'accustomed' to such

an occupation or proficient therein '

This is formed by m affix ( IV. 4^2 S. 161 2 ). If this is the case, theft

by VI. 4- *44 S. 6;^ the form qnfc is regularly evolved. The fact is, that
JV and

*f<rt affixes, in the sense of tftchchhtlika are considered as one, and therefore

VI 4 16; S, 1155 would have prevented the elision of the final tin syllable,

In'fact this proves the existence of the following maxim :—mw^M^sqtffttf^
*^far 11

*' The same operations which are occasioned by the addition of the

affix sr^ take pjace, whenever the affix nr is added in the sense of one accus-

tomed to that.
11 Thus though^ is added to sr^-formed words, it is also

added to or—formed words, in the feminine . as •%$ j «n& &c. The *u taught

in V, 2, 101 S. 190S and III, 1. 140, S. 2<j02 ia excepted. Why do we jay,

having the sense of accustomed to that ? Observe ^tfnr iw-qn^WN

wwcn*ra& w^wiwft r?n *tf tar *tf wqirawt 1 ^rl^i \

mwm% *¥?m irtt^raia ft<rttaton^7 wflm^w sire w ti

1614. The affix sr^ comes,in the sense of " this ia

his act, occuring in study " after a word in the first case ia

construction, if such a word is an act ( karma } which has1

occurred ( vrittam ) in study (adhyayana).

Thus iftpmrctiwr qtff^^'torr^W. 'a pupil who commits one

(i?9f) error Onm) In reading
1

, Ac literal translation being something like

" one errorlst ", He whose, in recitation, at the time of examination, there

Is the occurrence of one mistake or false reading, is called ^rcfa*' » In

short, in giving explanatory analysis of taddhita words like ttarffeffi' &c
'
^tt

whole phrase vflx&ft «5{^ must be employed,

10s s
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1615. The affix 3* comes, in the sense of « this is

whose act occurring in study \ after a compound having a

polysyllabic word as a prior member,

Thhi debars 8^, 11 Thus .—sr^iaiTpr £**faqEqa[% ijtrrfl *rfcT=wn$W
1 an examinee who commits twelve mistakes in his reading \ So ^faqufe^

igfarfcOT fl The word wnt in theae sutras means the ' error
', especi-

ally in accent, J t e, he who makes an accent *T3OT which ought to be nd&Ua,

or via versa,

**M I^ TO"m « 1 4*11

1616, The affix 8^ Comes after a word expressing

food, in the first case in construction, in the sense of " this

is wholesome diet for whom '\

Thus WKTOti f^fossrntf^' ' He for whom cake is good food ' i, e,

who eats cakes with benefit, or who is fond of cakes. So also w*$fft4f>i TOftm-
1

ll

In analysing these taddhitas, such as #T<lffai &c, the word f^ or its synonym,

and a verb denoting eating should be employed*

AToU :—The words 3$ and W.Q ( IV. 4, 51 ) nro understood. Tha word^
gOYOTn& dathe (Til. &. 13, S. 570 Vart), But the s^tra, i& 3^3 far *W> th«

word «T*q being in the genitive caae, how ib this P Hute ^req should ha changed

to dative viz, ^ftfo^ >rgts ' this for whm is wholesome diet' ThB best w&Y)

however, to remove this objection ih to read sntraB B5, and 66m this wise

:

65 ft?T *«! J1& and 66 ft^ ft3*fr II

STffSM fati tffot*^ wtflStft^ II

1617. The affix iconics in the sense of " to whom
this is to be given rightfully", after a word expressing

the thing to be given, in the first ( tad ) case in construction,

the force of the affix being that of a dative ( asmai ).

The word 4h& ft^ means ftwta i, e ^firefaT tfqFt 'to be given

by appointment or rightfully \ Thus «& SfPHUft ft^ tf«T = WPl*Nfa<
'a Br&hmana always entitled to occupy the foremost seat at dinner

'

Nate 1—Some say that the woid ftg^; jacam Pi?T 'always
1 According to

them 3TprJ*Hr ™«ld mean ^trjr fatTT^ ^n to whom alwiiya cakot are given '.

W* 1 wwimf^siTltff^ 1 h 1 y 1 w u
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K\m fas** tfNtaft *il*w» * *iMti *i^w^smtf^m*kL*rt&*-

1618, The affix fts^ comes in the sense of ' to

whom this is to be given rightfully \ after the words wrort and

This firi^ debars 35^ u The ^ of fc Is for the sake of pronunciation,

the ^Indicates that the feminine is formed by fi% ( IV, 1, 15 ), Thus »*jqn

ftgwA tf*fo* ,snf*OT> f. 'stforaft ' who Is entitled to get rice gruel '. So also

UliUflWi t- HT§Ttf*wft II The affix fev^ applies to ^ and jftm separately

also, ( But ffS£ cannot be applied to $ror as it would cause Vjiddhi ( VI I. 2,

! 17) which i%s* does not). Thus $(**+ fails (gtfSff', f. tfrtfaaft \\ With

ajjthe form would have been stfafafis which Is not wanted,

J7 te 1—The difference between 31^ and fan is in accent, tho former having

udfttta on the final (VI. I. 165) the Utter on the initial (VI. 1. 197). The

feminine o£ 9% and fa^ will both be formed by ^ ( IV. I. 15 ) Now the

tISSx S5i resembles fa^ both in accent (VL 1.157) and. in feminine (IV, 1, IS).

Why ifw uofc m need instead of fa^, for it would ha-ye produced exactly

the same farm! TruB
t

aa regards the words mvit and ififan the affix *n
might have been employed instead of fcs^ 11

The worda nrr^TT is Fast Participle ( "?K ) of w 'to cook,' The *r ft not

changed to *j as required by VI. 1. 27. This is an anomaly. The niahtha n is

otanged to <* ( VIII. 2. 48 ), The form in?ir is also found, a& in VI. 1
. 36, and

the regular form is ^*» (rfk^ C VI- 1. 27 ).

1619- The affix 91^ cornea optionally after the word

bhakta, in the sense of ' whom this is to be given rightfully/

This debars t^ which comes in the alternative. Thus nrrfprer fa$

ftgq;-WW \\ In the alternative mfaffi-,' a regularly fed ' '
{, e, a retainer,

*

W* ) w ftsar. 1 * \ ** 1 1& II

1620. The affix 3* comes, in the sense ' ofappointed

there,
1

after a word in the seventh case (tatra) in construc-

tion.

Thus vmt ftgw-TOiffa: ' a superintendent of the mines,
1

Note i—Tho. word d^ftm-rC is a TatpuruBha compound farmed by I

l

t I, 46\
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B. 723 The word niynkta here lias » difforcnt me&nhig Eiom that in IV, 4, 66, S, 1611

hence its repetition heia

1621. The affix 3^ comes in the sense of " appointed

there/' after a word ending with ' ag&ra.'

This debars s^l The difference is in accent and want of V^iddhi,

1622. The affix ^ comes in the sense of "who

studies there /' after a word in the 7th case in construction,

denoting an improper place or time.

The word wifafflff means the time or place of study, which is pro-

hibited by sacred institutes, vmmfifti means one who studies. ThusqjfttiV

svftit • TOOTfiv- ' who reads in a funeral ground.' So also ^jrfwtffa=^tg'

Sftrtp.. 'who reads on the 14th lunar day,'

AToie s—Why do we Bay 'improper tirae and place 7* Obaem «$5qt&

1623, The affix #e comes, in the sense of "who

transacts business there m,'
J

after compounds ending in

'kathina, and after 'prastara' and ' sansthana/ being in

the seventh case in construction.

Thus taqffg* Eq^ft = WFfsft* ' whose occupation is in a bamboo-

thicket' or ' who does what is proper to be done in such a place ' J. e, flft^St

m faur sratW&nr hi «flrai5^sfn it So also ur^nfa? , srcvtft^ u

W* \ fa«rc *isfa 1 y 1 u 1 \9\ n

1624. The affix 5^ comes in the sense of
( who

dwells', after the locative word ' nik ata/
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Thus ltai?TCffif=^qtffe|»i 'an ascettc, because a samiyfisl lives tm\v

the crty, and enters the city only for the sake of begging, but does not live

there en/'

Noie *—This lule applies in fanning epithets, demoting eucli persons, who at©

nllo^od undoi the Sacred Institutes, to dwell near human habitations Thus

sflWKT ma those ascetiw who arc ordained to dwell m foreste, at leofrt Iwo mites

&uy hom human hubitotiond. ^«C^aj;fi arc those ascetics who Ate allowed hj iho

111)0 of their Order to Utb near human habitations,

1625, The affix S^ comes in the sense of* who

dwells there/ after the word 'Avasatha* iti the seventh ease

in construction*

The $ of b$ is for accent (VI, 1. 193 S, 3676 ), the w is for &v ( IV,

1,41 S. 498). Thus WW^lflra = WWf«rari who dwells in a house' i e, a

house-holder as opposed to an ascetic, The feminine will be wafiftft 11

So far was the scope of s^ as ordained in IV, 4 iS 1548, Henceforward

other affixes will be ordained.

The n of g^ here is a part of the affix, contrary to what it was in sfitra

IV 4 ; S, J 55 5, To remove the doubt where «r is the part of an affix, and

where It is not, the following mnemonic verse has been composed :
"
viffiqfq

ifafanfrqs i$TO*m, «TTOTOm faHft* for. q%* **(ftm 11 In the six stitras

IV 4 9, 1°. 161 31, 74, and 53, S, 1557, ^558, iffi, 1581, 1625, and 1603 the

affixes have indicatory
f sh' i, e, they are part of the affix.' Though the

sfitras are six, the number of affixes taught therein is seven. Here q being

Iff , the feminine is formed by ^K.( IV.i 41 ).

Here ends the chapter on Thagadhikftra,

-:o>



CHAPTER XXXI.

PRAG-GHITtYA affixes,

Wt I mfarcrm i « i * i n II

1626. In each aphorism from this one forward to

'tasmtii hitan' (Y. 1. 5. S. 1665), the affix ^ bears rule.

Note —Thus in the next sutra flf^ft ^g»T(Tt?rst we must read the affix

1627. The affix ^ comes in the sense of ' what

bears it', after the words 'ratha \ * yuga', and * piisanga',

being in the second case in construction.

Thus to ^ft/w ' what bears a car ' a carnage-horse. Similarly

§*Hi ' a yoke-bearing ox *, qjOT ' being trained in a break '. HRr^t is a piece

of wood placed on the neck of colts, at the time of breaking.

Note '—Tins rule applies to compounds ending with rabha, as qtqw II See

IV. 3. 121, 123 S. 1501, 1503, also. That which carries will be called ' owner
J

or $f
therefore roq fi| will get the afEx^ by IV. 2 ISO S 1500 read with IV. 3 121, B.

1501 Itfi special mention hero indicate that the affix will come, area a£top

Dvigu compounds find will not be elided by IV, 89 1. S. 1080,

Thus Jf xA *gfir = f%W|. 11 The tadanta-vidhi applies to this word aa

we have shown under IV 3 121, S, 1601, The word g^er lias been aliendy formed by

the kfifc affix ( III 1. 121, S 2873 ), thai, grq diffeia from the present in nccent, when

the word tabes the negative particle, foi that was by Fq«j and this is by qg, and there-

fore by VI 2. 156 3, 3890, ^g»lfa will be finally acute when formed by qqr It The

word gn must mean ' the portion of a car ' tor the npplioabion of t]iiB rule, and

not a cycle of time <fce Therefore not here gtr q%(n cr^ff mf& $171: ^r |!

%fa *T|Fl #J fftf U
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1628. The affixes tt^ and £*v come in the sense of

< what bears it', alter the word ' dhnra' in the second case ia

construction.

Thus ^t^r-^! (formed by q%) the lengthening ordained by

VIII 2 7; S 354. is prevented by the next sfttra, because ^ is a Bha-stem,

or ^R* ( formed by t% VII, J. 2 S. 475 ) 'a beast of burden ',

Note *—Tbia efitra might have stood ae Y$?T ff^*!, for tig would linve bBen read

Into it from IV k 75 S, 1626.

1629, The lengthening of the vowel does not take

place under VIII. 2. 77- S. 354, when the Nominal stem end-

ing in ^ or * is called Bha ( i. e. when a ^follows ) }
and also

not in 5^, and fjr it

Thus $< (£t qrerw IV. 4, 77- S. 1628 or^ stnji ) LI Or ifrw with

Note —TrVhy have tvd qualified the Tvo^d * by flaying thai it must and jn £ or

g? Observe Trftaffar, flf§r^t*T (1 For here the stem which ends m^ip not Bhn F

and the atom which 16 Bha doce not cud in ^but m ^ ll

1630. The affix ' kha > comes in the sense of ' what

hears it ', after the word (

sarva-dhur/fc \ being in accusative

construction.

Thus &§K\ **Rr = «*sG«i. (VII. i. 3 S. 475).

Note •—The affix ^ applies to other compounds also ending in gr 0. g,

^tH^HIm qt^nmOsP U The word *K$* is a compound of qnU ^ (II. 1. 49 726),

the rtmlstato 3T being added by V 4 74 3.940. Tbewoid \t being feminine, the

whole compound would bo feminjne by II ( 4, 26 S. 812 The word *r!gtftl >a tliQ sfitra

should lint be taken, therefore, db regulating the gender, for though it is in the

mfisonline gender, the affix comea itftei the feminine ward In tact ^^ m the edtra

should be taken «R » nominal Bletn or prdlipndika equal to ^t*|g{[ II

\W ' wyrsgw i « I « I w,

»
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1631. The affix ' kha }
cornea in the sense of * what

bears it \ after the word i oka-dhura y
in the second case ia

construction, and the affix is optionally elided also.

The elision is optional Thus ^^%m. wtfk = q^njflin or ipf^i n

JV^of—The compounding is taddhitfcrlha
( ^pj g*f q*m) to which is added

ao g&ttiefliita ST and then tlia affix *jt 11

1632, The affix spit, comes in the sense of ' what

bears It,' after the word $nra in the second case in construc-

tion.

Thus stgftf mtfn simps' ' an ox ' I e, what bears a car,

Note i—This could bo evolved by WAVl «tqr fts ^TT^ec^T 'ttf - *TRi* U The

specifloBtiou indicates that tadanta-vidhi applies here, as $ ^Ir qff^ r^fi^r , and the

affix is not elided (IV. 1. 88 S. 1080)

1633. The affix Z*i comes in the sense of ' what

hears it ', after the words * hala ' and ' efra
?

,
in the 2nd case

in construction,

Thus g$ q?f?[ s^rf^R-
l a ploughman,' Itft^t • a plough ox ',

Note ;—The ss£ would have oomo by IV. 8 124. 9. 1504 the specification

Bhowfl tftdflntavidhi Mid non-elision, flfl^jtf^^.,^^^! u

1631 The affix *n* cornea in the sense of 'what

hears it after the word l
jan!,' being in the 2nd ease in cons-

truction, the whole word being a Name
Thus sirft q?f?r =3R l a friend of a biidegroom/ fern, srw ' a bride's*

maid.
1 The word ^sft means ' bride.' "5m lit means * what bears the bride'

h e who carries the coy bride to the bride-groom at the time of play &c,

KAlfd&sahas used it in the sense of the bearers of the vehicle in which

the bride goes As q-tfrft aramu^g^ II

W«\ i f^i?qggTT i y I Vi 1 t% \\
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1635. The affix^ comes in the sense of ' what pierc-

es it ', after a word in the accusative case in construc-

tion, provided that, it is not a bow, with which anything is

pierced,

Thus <Tf& fttatfSfcaiftir ( VI. 3- S3. S. 991 ) tffe, ' what pierce the feet'

i, e, pebbles,

JVbte i—Why do we any " provided it is not a bow, ?T>l;$qr ''? Obaarve ^ifr

ftrafllt \?3^r, bo aflls: is added hero This exclusion oE vj^ jndioates that tho

act of piercing must be such aa not to be dona by a, bow &a. Therefore the affix does

not apply to c&s&b like these <#ft fttqflr, ^igft^fa u

1636. The affix ^ comes in the sense of 'who

obtains it/ after the words ( dhana/ and ' gana/ being in the

second case in construction.

Thus *tf 86^ = ^*3:, so also tiqq\ il grstj is formed from s/tfd, by ^ t

hence it takes the accusative,

*m$&w$w it

1637. The affix ^ comes in the sense of ' who obtains

it/ after the word *w , in the second case in construction

.

Thus st5t Hetrr^srrerr
J
fed,' ' who has obtained food.'

%t\< l TO TOT. Itfl tfl «M
*W i^'ffiTg^tfl' ii

1638. The affix *&[. comes in the sense of ' gone,'

after the word vasa, ' control ' being in the second case in

construction.

Thus sfliKj.sfTO! ' come under control ' u e. subdued [. e. a dependant

or servant. <ntn -mn %*&\ fir *w i. e, <ft«srg*rrtf it

w to 1 \ Trfa^ W§ 1 u

1639. The affix «m comes after the word ' pada/

in the sense of ' in it is visible/ being in the first case in

construction.

106 s
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Thus ^^^fH^=T«i: ep3»T ' mud ' literally, soft mud in which foot-

mark can be seen at every step, It describes mud which is neither very

hard nor very fluid, but having sufficient consistency to take the impression

of the foot

Note :—So qsff TTtt* 1
' dust ' for (d it also the impression of foot can tra aeon*

It also means ' tliB ioot»pfttV The vford oth twmuib fl^fl fl«g^ this bmhtg the

foLCo of the kjitja affix
( ya ' in £fl ll

1640. The affix *i% comes in the sense of
l whose

root is eradicated,' after the word * mfrla,
? being in the fitat

case in construction.

The word rafiE from ^/^"'to uproot,' means * uprooting/ -fcfwrtii

^"TRRfif *%P'ft: * a kind of pulse ' e, g. *w 3W ! ll These Cereals cannot be

harvested without uprooting the whole plant.

NoW*—According to Padanuvfijan the vrord should be "snqRj and not

3TfVf$. with a ^ and not f 11

$3««w gnfiTRr ain ran* rer$ frqrpra tfarsrr* i itgmr wfr fcrar n

1641. The word ^3W is irregularly formed, being

a Name.

This word is formed by adding s^and q to ^3 ll It has udatta on

the final, ^<gmr means that cow (q$) which is given to a creditor in dis-

charge of a debt or as a pledge to satisfy the debt from her milk. It is also

called iJhrj^r II As "^grttf ¥H% wfafl See Amarakosha II. 9.72, " i^tqr

1642. The affix ^ comea in the sense of
l joined

with ', after the word ' grihapati ' in the third case in cons-

truction-

The word grihapati means * sacrincer '. Thus «j?qfa;rr sg^s^niilW:

'the Garhapatya Fire'i j. e, a Fire particularly consecrated by the House-

holder.

NoU :—The word tf^rau of tho lasf. Rutin should bo read into it, thus nrl'W
moans a particular Fire, and not ovoiy thing relating to a ifgqfrll The Fitq in
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which husband ( g^hapafci ) ,
fcogethei' with or joined with hia wife, performs

sacrifice is called Gii bapabyn That sacrifice cannot be performed in D&ksbiaigm.

Or tli&fc fire in whieb G^ibapati liynwis ate leattad is called Gf&riiap&tyfl,

*m *f$ T(«w ' ton s?^ w* 1 **2N ««* q*5*< ft^r ^gr fa*n* 1 q$<f

1643. The affix *r^ comes after the words sft
* a

boat
?

, q«m ' ag&\ *iw < merit \ ftqr ' poi$on ',^'a root \ q$
* capital ', ^ftcTT

( a furrow * and gw * a balance \ in the senses

respectively, of
(<
to be crossed '\ u

like ", " attainable ", " to

beputtodeat.il", li to be beat down", "equivalent to",
u united with " and " equally measured ''.

The words in the above must be all In the Instrumental case In cons-

truction, for the sense of the affix shows that they should be so. Thus —
1. mm gnit^ tMri ' water' ' a river', literally, what can be crossed

by a boat.

2. TOir 3d* *TO«|i ' a friend % lit, one alike Jn age.

3- q'Wur jjfc^s^jqq; ' what is attainable through dharma '.

Note •—Could iiob this form have been evolved by the next sMra ^Jjfa?faft

(IV, 4 02 S 1644 ) P No, ykpr *or>mad by that aphorism means * what is aonsia-

tent with dharma '
' what is just'. The present v^*% refera fco the ' fruit

f

, the other

to the l
aafc \

4. Rftui ^RST =fiSfl. ' who deserves to be put to dealb by poison ',

5, ^f5TJTr*^(l=^ g
I
1i;

,l price *' lit. or "to be overpowered or bent by

the root
'J

.

Note i—Ths word STRf't C which le formed team the root srn ' to bow ' by the

affix am contrary to rule HI- 1 98 9, 2844 which required n^) t
means tflftw^taflt

' rriifit oaglifc to be overpowered '* hence ^^K. means ' tho pnofi, worth, oo3b\ because

articles like ' cloth ' &o ars produced by the out lay of stock or oapitftl (^ )
.

< puce'

bfimg a thiug nyliiob, because it is capital plus profit, it* superior to capital, and thus by

price or mulyam, the Capital or mula is overpowered.

6, ijoT*TW =^T' ' purchasable
J

lit,
( equivalent to capital ' e g cloth

^i i, e, equivalent acquisition resulting from the employment of capital.

7. tfteqr Si^=D
tfr£ 'afield', lit.

f measured out by furrows' ac-

cording to Dr BaUantyne,
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NoU\—-Thft ^ord ^far is equivalent to &IT3 'united mth f

according lo

KUiU ^t therefore, literally mcana ' a ploughed field ' ie,' what is united with

furrows*. The affix will apply also to wds ending wth tffar, e. g q^tf)^

8. g<wr *tf**T?T = 3*^'' e9ual
" lll;

>
' meted out by the balance '. m^ means

^Tf5T f^ II

1644 The affix ^ comes in the sense of 'not

deviating therefrom', after the word ( dharma,' ' pathin/

* artha ' and ' nyftya ' being in the ablative case in construc-

tion,

The ablative construction is inferred from its employment in thesfttn

itaelf. Thus qtfariq?r=?[*ita 'Just
'

' not deviating from merit.' Similarly

faq* II flrfawj lift mk% cT*| <T^, * 3 SHW^g^W: ' wholesome diet/ Acq*
1

fit \ fipBun' J
ust

>
suitable,'

Note !—Tbe word fcgrai ( IV. 4 89 S 1641 ) governs this flfilra alao, and

hence the derivatives must have the nbova meanings,

\wi i s^sft fafifo 1 y 1 y 1 m 11

1645- The affix ^ comes in the sense of 'made/

after the word ' chhandas/ being in the Instrumental case in

construction*

Thus BSwrftflfr-"B*««r 'made at will.' The word ®*fw is here

synonymous with %^T ' will, wish, desire, fancy ' &c, and does not mean
* metre or Veda,'

1646. The affix sro as well as *kj comes after f uras /

in the 3rd case in construction, in the sense of « made.' -

The nq; is drawn into the sfttra by the particle ^ 11 rar f*n% *$rc&
1 own son, not an adopted son,' lit, " produced through the loins/ With mi
the form will be swaj, H These words denote son, and not anything pioduced

from the loin, because the word ggraf ( IV. 4 69, ) governs this sfltra albo-
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gafc^r. ( ?^»w s&tffl ssw 11

1647. The affix ^ comes in the sense of * loved '

after the word * hridaya/ in the genitive case in construction.

The construction is shown by the aphorism itself Thus g^qtq f^m —
(VI. 3 ,50 S, 988 )

H pleasant to the heart' e. g, g«ar *tf g*7?Tl n

j\W .—But we aannofc say %zi <pr, the word *T5ffRr ( IV. <L 99 S. 1641
)
go

Tenie this stf tra also, and fchufi lettricia the meaning of the 'void

1648. The affix It* comes in the sense of a bond,

after the word 'hfidaya*, being in the genitive construction,

when the word denotes a ' hymn \

The word ^r3*ar U understood in the sfttra, The ivord 3*^*T gives the

sense of the affix and is qualified by the word sfffi n That by which a thine;

is bound is called wyi n The word sjjftr means here the Veda or the Vaidic

hymn Thus ^tfl ar^R^fas a l^' * the Mantra by which the heart of another

can be brought under one's control ', j, e a w?9jT*T H?^ n

TS ?15f ?TTO mm W- *tra*T *N TO* \ 3RW ^ftf* ^5! t {acq sfisff 5^1 ,|

1G49. j The affix *rac comes after words ' mata \

f jana
?

, and *hala', in the sense respectively of 'means',

1 gossips and ' drawing \ the woids being in the sixth case

in construction.

Thus fl^^^ot-%^! 'the means of acquiring knowledge' Mata

means knowledge. ^TCT *T*<r = iF* r ' a rumour '. #m *& = ?«T ploughed ',

Note ;—So alao f$5P*Ti fe^Rl-* tbe iadanlo Fidhi &pplica **r?ff?rr$M( arfflt^V H

^r srg *r*ro: i arog *rnj i ww- i *f ^rai^nftRfa TOf^w i Sftoi i

1650. The affix ^ comes after a word in the loca-

tive construction, in the sense of 'excellent in regurd

hereto '.
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Thus am§ tfrgi =*trM' ( The sr* remains unchanged by VI, 4, 168

S i l 54) 'conversant with the Sama-Veda ', So also ej$<m;, spr^: &c
; The

ETrtj- here means q-^Ynr-i of ^T^T- 'expert' and 'fit', and does not mean

?T^rr^' * a benefactor or a good person \

Note j—When the Benae lfl that of ( good \ the atitra t^ fcm( V. 1 6 ) will

apply.

Hft^R S»$> Rlftltfta I gtgfllpr I Spirit*. iV^npfrr »

1651 . The affix ^ra* comes in the sense of ' excellent

in regard thereto,' after the word ' pratijana ' &c.

This debars ^ ll Thus qfasft snj^wTfrwftT ( VIL 1. 2 S, 475)
1

suitable against an adversary' or 'who is excellent for ever-y person', So

also srififtT:, *r*MV*r. wrth* n

1 hRr*, 2 %1$ri, 3 ^rg*T, 4 ^3* .5 ^3«T. 6 qq^ 7 q«3$ST, 8

w^fsr, 9 ^sit, 10 f^jqi^. 11 tott. 12 qs*nn n

U^ 1^w i « i « i *•• u

^ *r«wt unm- tnsu 11

1662. The affix °r comes in the sense of ' excellent

with regard thereto ', after the word ( bhakta

\

This debars 3^ I Thus, ^# 9W> » HTTfir W5TO 'rice,Mit. suitable or

excellent for food \

*W l Tfwft wr I « I SI \o\ II

1653. The affix T comes in the sense of ' excellent

with regard thereto ', after the word ' parishad '

( as well as °t ).

This debars^ 11 Thus qfwfa3nj"=qrfa«: IT The affix or is also

employed here by the method of splitting up a single sOlra into two. Thus

( 1 ) qfore* and ( 3 j mil 11 Thus qRqfa grs - TirW ' one veised m the affairs

of a council \ ' a minister \

1654. The affix 3* comes in the sense of ( execel-

lent with regard thereto ', after the words < kathd * &c.

Thus mm wgi-JFiflf^: (efivr + s^sRo + ra VI. 4. 148 S, 311 )-

m%* m ( VII. 2. 1 16 S 2282

)

(

a narr.ilor of stories \
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1 mi, 2 f^rr, a ftwrct «, 4 *famr* s fawr, g $Bfai* ($*

12 u*j 13 *rar, 14 st15^: 11

1665. The affix 33C comes in the sense of (

excellent

with regard thereto \ after the words ' gutja &c.
J

This debars mi n Thus q£ tflji = "ftfo*R» ' sugar-cane
'

lit.
f

excellent

in making sugar \ tett^ 1
' barley ' lit, suitable for making satctu.

1 US, 2 §**Tr<sr> 3 *9& 4 TO. 6 iMfrf, 6 *g, 7 H 8 ^tit,

1656. The affix 3^ comes in the sense of £

excellent

with regard thereto', after the words ' pathi \ 'atittu',

* vasati * and ' svapati '.

This debars ^1) Thus qftws -<Tfa**( VII. I. 2 S 475 ) 'prov-

ision for journey'. *rrfa*m' hospitality \ *rG*fa ' habitable
'
as qttftty ilftt.

CTJfttra ' wealth, property '.

1657. The affix *rqc comes after the word ' sabh&

'

when the sense is ' excellent with regard thereto/

This debars m the difference being in accent ( III. i. 3 S, 3708 and

VI. I. 185 ), Thus *wrat *mr = «»*» ' refined
'

lit, fit for society.

w^Rra Ptf^i « TO^rft^ 1 sift^ qft™ffm *niW'

"

1658. The affix *r?K comes hi the sense of ' resident

therein ', after the word ' sam&na*tfrtha ',
in the locative

construction.

The anuvfittl of Q[%' now ceases. The word ?fl*f means here qq

'Preceptor'. Thus «>»* #**rtfswfl«*: ( VI. 3- 87 S. 1015 J-
1 a fellow-

student', who both dwell under the same preceptor,
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1659. The affix tra comes in the sense of who

sleeps,' after the word 's&m&nodara' ia the locative construe-

tion, and the ud&tta falls on the letter sfr II

The word Ufa* is equal to Rmrs ' remain ', Thus (typftft ^, -^

^ftfrfi 'uterine brother' 1 e, who has slept in the same womb, See VI,
3,

88 S. 1016,

\tu 1 «ftpw 1 « 1 a 1 ?<* 11

1660* The affix g comes after the word ' sodara,

in the sense of
( who sleeps,

1

the word being in the 7th case

in construction

By sutra VI. 3, 88 ^;?t is optionally changed to ^r before the word

TO when m follows, Thus wrfift *[far=*fr$! ii Here tfr. is not udatta,

as it was in the last ; the udatta here falls on q 11

Here ends the chapter on Pragghittya,

'.0



CHAPTER XXXII.

THE AFFIXES sandi^;

1661. From this sfttra forward up to * tena-krltam

'

Y- 1. 37 S. 1702 the affix ' chha ' bears rule.

Jffote ,~-The affix b has the various senses taught iu these thirfcy-seyaa

Sfaraa V, 1. 1 to 87 S. 1702. Thus in the SAfra a&ftfl 'suitable for thai ', V. I, fi

6. 1645 the word 5 mnsfc be road to complete the Be&ee. Thnii qw^irf^^sfoft

faWi/» wffa *gi, W*fl«(J, *W«tfta< (f The limitation of the jmisdiotioa of $ has

boen indicated id the antra with regard to the meaning o£ the affix, and not with

regard ta tfao affix. As an offit, $ has no force beyond V. 1. 17, S. 1679 the affls b^
being the ruling affix thereafter

\tvt I swiftwf^ l \\ \ U 11

frown** 1 rcwifwi J) &* : swcwfr w "T <rfwn* « W*t S*nti sraflr

1662, The affix 'yat* comes after a pratipadika

ending with ^ (long or short ), and after the words ift and

the rest, the senses of the affix being those taught upto

Stoa Y, I. 87 S. 1702.

The senses of Prak-krittya affixes ate three, viz those taught in

sCtras V. i, s, S. 1665 V. 1. 12 S. 1674 and V. i, t6 S, 1678, Thfsflu

debtffs $ U

JVbi*—the words ^^351 moaning 'a kind of leather', and f$i 'a kju4 of ^j
offering', and tffgi'a kind of food ', all end in 9 and are goTerned by thfo antra, in

spite of V. l, 16 9. 1677 which applies especially to leathers, and V. I. 4 S, 1666

und its vartika vhich applies especially to « offeringa' and ' food modifications', This is

fln example where a subsequent sutra does not debar a prior antral. 4 2), Thus 8*ng£

+ ^t* «Rjf*4^ ' leather fit for making; Sanangu ', *n?4 «KT.
w^^r tiPgcgr: ' rice

fit for jnakjDg char a', a?F 4 H$=fl?l?*itf ^TPIP
1

'barley fo&» making fiaktu

'

107 S
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Gana Sdtra *— ^Ti**C is replaced by *m when the affix ^ is added,

Thus *rrvfa for - 1«[ meaning wa 1 " axis, axle ' lit ' fitted for the nave, of the

wheel
' ,

pr a wood fit to be made the nave of a wheel or Sisspmthe giease.

Note,— When the word *TH% means ' Hie navel ' of a living being, then it ™H
not take thiB «[?£> but it will take the 3f£ of V. 1, 6 S 1666 In that co.b«j h*T will uot

repUce *nft ,
e > g' tni%+*tfl-irwra, 'suitable for navel ' U q oil

£0^ -Sdfo? :—The woid ^fj; takes samprasarana, «r being changed to

gf, and optionally this 3 is lengthened ; and the udatta accent falls on the

final, As sprq. +^= %$& or ^+ 3rt-^W fit for a do£- Contrary to VI. 4,

144, the ^ of 3^ts not elided befoie the taddhita amx ^ it

Gam Sitra :—The final of the word g^H Is replaced by &r^; e. g,

«res + q?£= ^^+^?r + «ts^^! $T: 'a well
1

,

i ift, 2 jftw, 3 mt, 4 %, 5 srf^w, 6 ?re^r f
7 mq {^m\ 8 g»r,

9 *far to g^ (^), n ?rrfa™ *t > 12 &\\ mmm *rr ^ ft^ TT**Mtf*

^r^i is w^st^t, U ^r*. 15 ^*, 16 ^{w)» 17 ^a^ia «r^*, 19

WOT ( TO*, mi) 30 <g<* 21 ^*, 22 *)«r* 23 tf** (**) 2* «W H

1663. The affix ^ comes in the Prak-krttiya senses,

after the word 'kambala', when a name is meant,

This debars ' chha Thus 5i^5T + ^«!n*^ji l A kambalya-measure of

wool' = ioo Falas of wool , This is the name of a measure , such as ij;MrF3pj<Jif

remain
Why do we say ^flfsi? Observe SpajsfaT Mf " wool " lit. 'fit for making

blanket ', which is formed by ^ 11

W« i fasw sflff^JIlftw W K \ \\ « II

1664. The affix ^ comes optionally after the words

denoting,
( offering/ and after " aptipa &c," in the sense of

Prabkritiya.

Thus smfys *fa ,

,l
fit for making STfrRtfr " i, e, curd :—or sTnW**

with ^ ii So also Shiran or s^ltflsr ^T^ri, ' suitable for making

Puroda&a '
i, e, a kind of rice.

Note,— Tho word ^f% occurs in the irsrf^ olnea ("V, 1. 2 S. 1662 ) and it

HBQeflBBrily tnke nff there betng no option, The ffi here, therefore, means things

denoting Bacrifloinl offerings, Mid not the word-foim ' havi

'

So also after srTtffa as <Ri^or STYftw ii
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gjji 10 gjf, U fsp*, 12 JTfH 13 gCfSf, H sjt^, 15 *&«faffSfi, 16 $»fa,* 17 tmte,

18 Vffffrfinran, 19 ^Ti* 20 t^r, 31 <ffa ( <ft* )» 22 sr*r
t
2a q^, 24 «kz, 25 mq-

Gaya S&tra —The affix ^ comes optionally after words denoting

modifications of food , such as ^5 11 In the case of 'saktu ' howevei, no

option is allowed, See V, i. 2 S 1662.

*<%»* fail *r?sfl^r «!t^i ^fl flsr *i^a *re 1 *T*qi 1 tfta*u

1665. A a affix comes after a word in the fourth

case in construction, in the sense of l good for that.'

Thus mw-ih f^ft tTyt£a$.= q?tfta.
'

fit for calves •
i. e. a cow- milker So

also qg* f$* = mq$A «iic-^aj ( VI, 4, 146, S. 847. VI. 1. 79 S. 63 ). As

H%«* 3f3i * wood ',
' fit for a stake

f ir^q;
j ^ftcqq, 11

q«un f ^^n 1 * ?ra: inflow* n *w* 1 *r*nn »

1666. The affix *WC comes in the sense of ' good for

that,' after a word denoting a part of the body.

The word vjffc means animal organism. This debars ff
, thus, $mi

'good for the teeth ' h^xtH,, $ten%, Sf*q^, ^1 such as derrtnfice, snuff, oil

&c. See VI. 1.213.

VAtt\—The T^is substituted for ^rflTW °nly when the affixes q^ and

n^, and the word gff follow as, *rw^, TO', TO^fflT » The *T£ is taught in

IV. 3 55 S 1430 and V 1, 6 S. 1666
t
flfljs taught in V. 4. 45 S 2126,

The word ffaff 'head', ts also governed by this rule, but ftpt£u

replaced by tft«fl before ^F[ by the next sutra,

\$t$ i ^ ^r aftft 1 * t \ 1 **H

fattqfa 11 ^r%%5 • H tfiSpmn fircror. v%w: I vPt tfft *Er fTO* ' u «w«ft

1667 There is the substitution of rfhta^ for ftrc^

when a Taddhita affix; beginning with T follows.

The word tfft^is understood here, from the preceding AsbtadhyayJ

stitra, This rule teaches substitution. The original for which this substitution

comes is not given in the sfttrH, we must infer it, The appropriate original

is faiff n Thus H\km ft 5«3t HSR, Jflfan w> « The affix m is here added
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by V. 1. 6 S, 1666. The word tfrtfor retains its original form before this

affix ir, the final e^not being replaced by anything else ( VI, 4. 168 S. 1154),

Why do we say when ' a Taddhita- affix follows * ? Observe ftm |^ fa^ft

here q Is not a Taddhita affix, and so there is no substitution.

VArt :—The substitution la optional when meaning « hair ', As *ftfotr :

*$mi or faw.'Switi

Y&rt 1—-There is the substitution of tftk for RKHL when a Taddhita, affix

beginning with a vowel follows,

Thus ifafaffltewsflfalflff: formed by adding the Patronymic affix

qn, { IV. i, 96 s, 1096 ), So also npftrurw = **tratffa u

Note —Had the word been jft^ ( instead of qftSr as taught herein ) then

it irould have retained its final »t before these affixes and would not have given the

proper forma ( VI. 4. 168 B, 1154))- Again in forming the feminine of grftrcflff s by

adding vq^ (IV. 1.78 8 1198), arises this difficulty - cqa; ( q ) is a Taddhita

affix beginning with q, when this is applied to IJTftfl'tftf't *i
we must apply the last rule

and change the tfft into ^R. ( f°r Wtff^bemg the substitute of faur « prima facit

ft substitute of tfft also for the purposes of that rule VI 1. 61 S. 1667). The

form which we get will ho this, ttfauftft" + tqj^s fftortfH'K+ *t ( VI. 1, 61 8,1667)

- tlfiwtflfaw ( VI. 4. 168 S. 1154 ) But this ib a wrong form, the desired form is

llfenfMf II How do we explain this ? Thus t|fts«ft + *Q& * Srfatfi^ + 3 ( the f

is elided by VL 4, 148 and in the room of f we substitute a zero or STlTfafl) H Now

this fideia becomes athftnivat to f, thns the affix 3 not being directly applied to jtftf,

because this zero intervenes, *f|$ is not leplaced by jfftn as required by VI, 1. 61, 3.

1667, for it is not fallowed b> an affix beginning with ^ but by a ssero stbinivat to |3fc,

affix.

m* \ qraqcmr^i^if^ssiQna i x I 1 1 v* II

•m* fytr «st^>r 1 *m* » "r«m i Rw* i ^«i*t i par*** i ^tjrit n

1668, The affix *ra( comes in the sense of * good for

that,' after the word (

khala/ ' yava.' ' masha,' ' tila/ ' vrisha

'

and 'brahmana/

This debars ® II Thus %p^" suitable for threshing floor', So also

Wl, St«W, RvWli t***, or Hspirn 11

Note -—No seoondary deri vatives can, however, be formed of the following

S*S&f$rT*l HTBFfr^r fa3* j
the full phrases must be used in these cases, for these

words take neither 5 nor t^ though $sr is= j^and ftx^ is = stapir II

The word * in the sutra indicates that the rule applies to words other

than those enumerated, Thus tsrm ft^r =^j n

\%\\L I «WT^OT WRJ X I ^ I
*

It
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-H4*MM*fe*

1669. The affix aajq; comes in the genes of ' good for

that,' after the words 'aja 'and 'avi.'

This debars ' chba.
1 Tims v\mm $f$r.

(

the yellow jasmine called

yuthi,' wf*«*ir 3pT H

1670. The affix 'kha ' comes in the sense of * good

for that/ after the words 'atman/ and 4

viflvajana ' and after

compounds having the word ' bhoga' as their second term.

This debars g II In the sutra, the ^ of wwp* has not been elided,

indicating that it should not be compounded with the word *ft*T which would

have been the case otherwise. It therefore follows from, this irregular

construction of the sutra, that the word »frffT^r<Tj does not apply to the words

frttmr, an^ ftw>Wi but these words are themselves prakrili Thus w^+ W =

IffWfN^ ' suitable for one's self the ^ of atman, which required to be elided

by VI, 4 149 S 679, is saved by the next sutra.

Wt 1 «n?wwnft £ 1 q 1 u utM

q*nft«ffcn 11 srmrafynw ^ • 11 ?n*n^*?M. 11

1671. The final of the stems WTm* and 9TO^

remain unchanged before the affix ^r II

Thus inwft ft* = w*vfa* { V. t. 9. S. 1670 ).

Not« •—mmnXfVft ( \
T 2, 16 B. 1817 ) «Wifrt: II But i^rsr* «nd qps** II

The first is formed by the sam&aanfca affix e^ added to the ftvyfiyiVMva ( V. 4 108 S.

678), and the latter by st^(V, 4. 85 S, 053 ).

So also fasursmfaii: 'suitable for all men.' The word At^TO* must be

a karmadharaya compound, meaning ' all men,1

for the application of this rule;

when it is a Tatpurusha or a Bahuvrlhi compound, it will take till As,

nraTSRTi ffa-fawrsftan 'beneficial for man-kind.'

VArt '—So also after Karmadharaya Compound <r^FTi e, g, TroftTOi

otherwise <T*13t!flnq; n

V&iti—After the Karmadharaya compound sfo^ there are the

affixes zs{ and *ST. as qfrtftif and ^krwh ; otherwise sr^^Pflai II

VdtU— The affix sn comes always after the word hwsr whether ft

be a Karmadharaya or a Tatpurusha, but not so when It is a Bahuvrlhi Com-
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pound Aa Jtgi^ra ftit UTSt/aGfar " In a Bahuvriht it will be TO^tffo with a W

Compounds having *jtr as their final term also take the affix ^, as,

iff^jflrup and fajtftifarMl The word ifin means 'body, ButqrfwaDd

fa^iq. with s t
when the word Hf»T doe^ not follow.

ydtt *—The words qsrr and sjfen^ followed by 'bhoga' take always

the affix isr, as uapfftifcn and w^HPflsr" n

Gafta sfitrn '—In the cnse of ttrarJrorftffi the ?T « not changed into or (VIH.

i 2, ) The words do not take the affix ^ when used singly. Aa, *r^fffa, iirapfrl

T^W, no affix being omployad

1672. The affixes *!j and Become respectively in the

sense of 'good for that' after the words ' sarva ' and ' puruaha'.

Vdrt'—The affix <* comes optionally after^ as ST&mtff = *rfffa*ar

VAtt —The affix *sf comes after g^r when the word so formed

means :
' slaughter ', ' modification ', ' a crowd ', or ' made by him \

The word^H is placed in the middle of the Dvandva, according to

the employment of the author of Mahabhlshya,

Thus s^tz^ »"trew 'man-slaughter.' Here ttw ( IV. 3. 120 S

rjoo ) is debarred. So also g^r^i tofrj = ftltfr; " human." Here sr^( IV. 3,

154. S 1532) is debarred.

Similarly in the sense of ^gt "crowd," as in the following line of

Magna ;—

^ff%ntsn TfW tl^T^HT W II Here also the ST^ of W& %i&'. U

debarred.

So also in the sense of ft the book composed," the affix s^i would

have come, but this debars it When the thing made js not a book but

"place" &c then no other sutra applies, and this ordains 3** as a vldhi.

Thus qi^qr tTO "a human book", as opposed to 3T<f(^pH *Kr
,f the non-

human Vedas ". So also q^T irrawi " a man-built palace.'
3

1673, The affix *w comes in the sense of ' good

for that \ after the words { manava ', and
c charaka

J

.
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This debars 5 \\ As mmm fifl-maspffa'i.M So also *lR<tfHn 11

fluff* BRiBrPr 1 srartfar swat t trf=q fis «

1674. After a word being the name of a product,

the above-mentioned affix 3 comes, to denote a thing which

is the primitive that is serviceable for that.

Note.—The word srfjf^f means primibiye or the material causa of a product

The word ftgjfff means ' the pioduet ' or 'modification of auoh primitive'. fl$f

'serviceable for that' i, e the primitive being serviceable for the product. The

word ?^ shows that the primitive must be serviceable for that particular

product and nothing else. That ia to say, an nEfix will not come to denote any

product in geoeial, bub only when the primitive 1a Beivioeable for a prticnlar product

and nothing else. The word ?f^? bIiowh also that the word must bo in the 4Lh case

whan the affix is added. Some read the words ?rc% T??r also into tins sutra.

Thus^pV^T ffarft Tarffi qnBlffi-«T|FrttatflI ^TSTfa
f wood serviceable

for making charcoal/ so also nr^T^l^TT lew 1 ' bricks serviceable for making a

wall'. Here »rjf!flq and ipsitffa are formed by s V. 1, 1. S. 1661 Similarly

m*q 3T$ * wood serviceable for a spear \

Notei— Why do we say fi^fot, ' isGiviceabto thereto"? Observe qqiTl wm:,

qRTTf 9tM! II Here there is modtiie&fion of primitive, but ?r^ is the product

also of other things than qpff« suoli as Br5ir &o

Why do we say fq^a"* 'after jl. product '7 Observe ff^rtf 1 ^T , there is no

affix. For ^<t: ' a well ' aud gfSfi: * water * do not &taad m the relation of Ef$ft and

f^fiTft i, e. material cauee and effect, Aa 'water ' ie not the modification or product

of ' the well ' though it ib found in the well, and therefore the affix \b not smployed.

Why do we flay us^V
'

to denote a primitive.' Observe VjRS.ift #tft '& sheath

serviceable for a swordi The sword ib a pioduct of iron, but a sheath is not the

primitive of the Bword,

By neing the woidB tj^jt^ and ft$Rf it is fuifcher shown that the pra-

kriti is liable to modification or vikflra,

t*s* i gfaqftfoWH \ M W M ll

1675, The affix 5^ comes in the sense of a primitive

serviceable for a product, after the woids 'cbhadis,' 'npadhi \

and ( bali ' denoting the product.

This debars 5. Thus (RfWmfai Jl^jifC fll^WPI' «
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Ishti'—The affix comes after the word
v
TH^ without changing the

sense, STHfaFT r^^^^W11
. Part °^ a wnee^ between the nave and the

circumference or the wheel itself. The word sinTO* also means the same,

^054 \ 3£TRHrR?^ \"i 1 \ \ & ft

1676- The affix wi comes in the sense of a primitive

serviceable for a product, after the words 'rishabha 1

and

'upanah' denoting the products.

This debars $ II

Thus *rfWfr Wt ^nTCfft S^ 1 fl Even when the primitive is ' leather

^.' the affix ' flya ' will come after sip*^ debarring by anticipation the^
of V. 1. 15 S. 1677, Thus *nqrq$r **4 It

vf^w fl^wjnwRww to: 1 w\& irtf *r»f t m*A **! n

1677. The affix sjst comes, in the sense of a primi-

tive serviceable for a product, after a word expressing the

product of leather.

The word ^spfa in the aphorism is in the genitive case, This «m
debars 5 U Thus 41$ *nf and v*% ^4 a leather serviceable for making a '

vard-

hra ' and ( varatra ' 1* e, a leather thong,

^: i iflnntf ^rftrat wwriawnfir lift? T I m«rar w^tw wrftiB n

1678, The above mentioned affixes come after a

word in the first case in construction, with the force of a

genitive or a locative, when the word in the first case is agent

of the verb ' sy&t
'

;—in other words— the above-mentioned

affixes have also the sense of ' very well sufficient there to

'

and ' very well sufficient to be made therein \
Nols —The word ?^ shows that the word in construction mnBfc he in tta

flrBt cuee, the *orde to «

f it' and vif^ 'in it* uhow the censes of the

•ffil, the won! mn ' it o&n ba ' qualifies the primitive, ths word %fo t
is for the

eake o£ dielinotneea,

Thus HRfirt qrrqrn m&ftmn*Hftitfm TfffiTi* 'the bricks sufficient

to raise a wall '. So also qn-mfa m II Similarly in*rter^fr wr* = CT^I*
>gi J

place sufficient to make a wall therein \ m^j^r yfti II
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Note 1—The word p^ being in the Potential Mood (fiftf?^) of mt*. < to be',

has the force of fl*Tra^ 'potentiality, anffioienoy ' as given in Shiran III, 3.

164, S 2811 &c Su<5h as when the largo number of bricks makes it pombU to raise

a wall, we eay qr^K SfTWfte^RT ^T*l 11 Similarly when the quality ( jjhj ) of a

land, such as jfca area, situation &o, makes it possible to ewb a palsoe therein,

In the examples under this autra, there h no modification (ft$K) of

the primi6ive ( %%$() into n product, qs was the case uuder efitra T. 1. 12 S. 1674

The examples under this s6tra show merely the 'adequacy, fitnesft or Bufflaieney

'

of * thing for a certain purpoee. Herein hffi the difference between thifl

*utr& and the previous ones,

The repetition of the -word qq; twice m this stitra shows the existence

of the Grammatical maxim < »T>^rftfr^ 13rar*f Hc^T *PP? fi*?flir» tfwfa*
1 when the sense of an affix ib more than one, the otiso in construction to whioh

the affix must be added must be shown in each oime
'

Why there is no affixing in this case : umil ^*1W*l Wl[? The use

of trft in thfc Sutra would prevent this, the force of %fi being that the clasical

usage must be looked to in forming these derivatives,

1679. The affix fc^ comes, after the word ' parikM *

in the above senses of ' this is sufficient for that ', and ' this is

sufficient therein \

This debars p tl Thus qiR^t^ ^f^i ' land sufficient to make a tnote

thereon '.

Up to this SAtra was the governing force of the affixes ft and qn
Hereafter another affix will be taught.

Here ends the chapter on 5 and «n affixes.

io:-
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CHAPTER XXXHI.

THE ARHIYA AFFIXES,

1680. Upto Sfttra V. 1. 115 S. 1778. (excluding

that ) the affix 33£ bears rule,

Note —The affix TS^ governs all the succeeding extras upto^g^i^tr^^,

and has the senses given to it in Sufcras Y. 1, 37 S. 1702 &o. Strictly speakiDg the

nffix ^governs only upto V. 1. U0 S. 1773 and nob upto 116, Thus in V. 1, 72,

the affix s^must be read
;
as TOref^'i 8ro*fajS5M ^I'ffraftW ll

1681. Upto Sutra V, 1. 63 8. 1728 inclusive, the

affix z*{ bears rule, 'with the exception of the word ' gopuch-

chhV, or a Numeral, or a word denoting a measure of capacity.

Note l—Strictly spelling ^governs upto sfltm V, 1, 65 S. 1730, The word

WTnfpC *9 mft(*B UP °f STT + ^il l The foice of q( here is STfrnStfa or molusivo, so that

in the SQtja fra^RrfV. 1 ' 63
- ) a,fi0

>

tIle ff^ w'H be employed Tlra affix ff^ debars

ffn || The sense will be the same aa given m T. 1. 37 S, 1702 &o. the diffeience

between y^ and ?s^ being in accent only. Thus ft^qr liW^^lw, I So ft'H0

ITr^i*!, II

1682. The affix 3^ comes after the words |fo> &c,

wheu they are not parts of a compound, the sense of the affix

being that taught in the subsequent sutras upto V. 1. 63, S

1702.

The word w*fa is understood in the sfltra also, This *^ debars z^

Thus *if«flF<ui
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But when it is a part of a compound, then the word fa*3f will take

the aflix sw 11

Thus Twfas^ + J3* " ^ ere apples the following rule,

Note I—The following seven aie niBlik&di ^ords —1 f%«^, 2 qnr (
3 qT*. 4 Vffsr,

5. qrf ; 0. yiT i ?• ^^ " Drofla denotes measure, ghflsb^i denotes nutneMl and

would h&70 taken B3j; u

1683. After a numeral, the first vowel of a word

denoting mass in its widest sense ( with the exception of ^t«t)

gets the Vriddhi before a Taddhita affix having an indicatory

«r, m;, oi'^, when the word so formed does not mean a Name.

Thus w^faeir ii

The words ' asamase etc when they are not parts of a compound ' of

the- last s&tra are Jflapalca, Indicating that in the preceding sdtras the tadanta-

vidhi applied. Thus we have not only itui, but giran aUo ( V. i. z. S 1662
),

not only spjtiro but ??(P1 also (V. t. 4, S. 1664 ). But m the sOtras that

follow, the tadanta-viddhi applies only when the first member of the compo-

und is a numeral, and that too when there is no luk-eltsion of the affix. As

WWFW and ^iwraftr^ H (But when not pieceded by a numeral, the

tadanta-vidbi does not apply as TO^KWOW Sifaffi * ) Why do we SKY ' when

there is no Juk ' Observe fp*tf ^pifaif #for = ftgfo « faft* *gft = {%*fh%i(

with n^not 9T3T W V, 1'. 26 S, 1601 ),

Why do we say ' when it is not' a name ?' Observe tTOfffiftare II ^
has taken the affix yijrhy V. 1. 57 S 1733.

NoUi .—^The word Tf?*TT*!l in tins sittra hafl its technical signification, and not

ifca etymological sense Technically ^R^r^J" floes not include flQqrt etymologi-

oftlly it doea, Pfimiii has used this word lienor in Borne aiUras in ifcu technical

sense, in others id its etymological sense, Thus in sutras IV, 1 22 S. 480, and Y.

1, 19. 8. 16S1 the technical sense is taken, while in Bftfcrna IV. 8, 166, S. 1634 and

V 1, &7. 3, 1723 the Ghytaologic&l sense is meant, Technically qrftin?r moans ^i^[

m^ or a mensuie of capacity, and surface, namely length and bread th and height ol

depth, aaoli na mzj. &e i, e. a cubic measure and a fiqtt&ra measnie In this sense it

ib to bo diBtingnishod Erotn the menu ires o£ length ov lineal mcasnre* technically
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called ITRrT snob as a ftfT^ '
ft cnbifc

'
&a, on the one side, and the measure

of weight, technically called &nw auah as qw, &o on the other aide, In short

3BTPT means a measure of weight or gr&vity, qrfttnur means a measure o!

volume or capacity, ITHTW means a lineal measure, and a ^ipn; ia beyond all these,

Note :—Q, Is not the employment of the -word ^TCTHrft in the Sutra redund-

danfc? For by the maxim ^URBt JTlfalf^T iNSFffaftpftf^ "that which oaunol,

possibly be anything bub a prAtipadika, does not, contrary to 1. 1. 72, S. 26, denote

that which ends with it, but it denotes only itself;" the pr&tipadika fa*?T being

especially mentioned in the sQtra, the rale will apply to the word ft^j and

not to a word en dang with fwsfff II

A. The employment of the word ^rcurre in this Sutra, indicates by im-

plication ( jftfipaka ), that in spite of the above maxim, the fl^Gf^' I. 1. 72. 9, 20

applies to the previous sfltm, while in the subsequent afltras it does not. As

3*Tvfo**n Ifl (V, 1„ 2, S, 1682 ) the^ applies not only to ift &c but to words ending

in *Tt &Q. Ab TTB^and gitHML, Jlfiligiraii; II Not only Bfiprq: , «*t$ta* ( V. 1 4 S.

1654) but also WJJ3H WTSflWM Wot only q?wi (T, 1. 6. S 1666) bnfc also

While m the floras subsequent to this V 1. 20, S, 1682 the tadanta-Tidhi

applies only to words preceded by a Sankhyt and that also in Outran upto

V, 1. 116, 8. 1778 and not there after as^wqfw and Vnroiftar ( V. L 78, S

1726. Even in this latter case, when an affix is elided by 33^ the tadanta-vidhi does

not apply. ThuB t^f W3T tfNr-lt^+iT3*.(V.1.18 S 1680) = fiftfaj ( ft«

affu being elided by V 1. 38. S 1693). Now in foTming a tertiary derivative from

this word fi^il , the tadanta-vidhi will not apply, Thus flj^^T ^(fat heTe what affix

are we to subjoin P If tadanta-vidhi applied
f
we get the affix *p5 ( Y. 1 26 S. 1691 )

lii the alternative, But tadaofa-vidhi not applying, we get the general affix ss^V.

I, B. S. 1669, and have fttft/fa* \l Here the affix &3J is not elided by T. 1 28, S.

169 B ae there is no Dvigu compounding. The above rnle is Bnmmnrised in tha

following ishh unfai ftKri$<?frar iRiawwrgftr If

Wtf« \ jrtfmftumim *$*& 3 mi « 1
3 1^ it

1684. Before a Taddhita affix having an indicatory

sr , w , or %, the; Yriddhi is substituted for the first vowel

of the second member, denoting a mass in its widest sense,

when the word *$ precedes it, but optionally for the first

vowel ofwi II

As wjylfa<&n or sntfptftr**, with *^( V. 1. ]S t ).

Note 1—Why do we say when denoting a mans? Observe eTpJ?ftft|*iH only
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wr ft* iw^I^t^i 1 to fa* 1 er^ror w infant 1 *rfot<fari T3*

1685. When tbe first vowel of the second member

preceded by *rt and denoting mass is short w, the Yjiddhi

is not substituted for this % before a Taddhita affix having an

indicatory «r , iff , or w ; and optionally bo for the first vowel

of the first member (l e. srer) tt

Thus w^ufi^it or sntfafaw (V 1. 18 S. 1660) if srw%*T or

^ruforgsR'- u Why do we say ' when it is a short sr '? Observe sti^^i^eR 11

Why ' short &r '? Observe %r*^ ^rr^r*!.^, * ^enft II Here Vriddbi is sub&tituieri

for the #r ofm$t
ano< though the form remains the same, the power of this

word is changed, For snfigrO being formed by a Taddhita affix causing

Vriddhi in forming a Bahuvrthi compound, this word wiii retain its feminine

form and will not be changed into masculine under VI 3, 39. S, 840 as

Note 1—WWeyet Vriddhi ia prohibited flith regard to a Taddhita aftix, that

affix cannot ba called ff^rfti^^n find a word formed with suoh an aifis will become

masculine hi a Balrnvrihi compound referring to a male pei^on tr^rr^flTjf} fljsqtf ^tf 6*

SlRR«pflri'> 11 Tbe ^ord IqreRT is formed by prohibition of Vriddhi. See VII, 3 ( 3.

1686. The affiix ^j; and «ftt come in the senses

taught upto V. 1. 63 S. 1728 after the word m when it is

not a part of a compound, and when it does not mean merely

a ' hundred '.

The word mim V. 1. 19 S. 1681 la understood here also These
affixes i^and n^ debar the affix^ V, t 22 S. 1687. Thus^ tfnft-TOW
°f JiftwV purchased for a hundred gold coma '.

Why do we say 5^ 'when not meaning merely ( a hundred '?

Observe tftafowm ° WrqtfMppi 'a band whose measure is hundred' The
word w*ft qualifies the sense of the affix , and not that of the base, the fatter
not being possible, for tbe word 513 as a base must always mean 'a hundred"
The following examples will illustiate the meaning; tnRwirar <nfw*T^ vw&i
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qiFffi 1 a book consisting of hundred Adhyayas ' In this case there is essenti-

ally no diffeience between the base ( prakritl ) and the sense of the affix

(
pratyayaitha ), though there is apparent difference, for the sake of applying

the affix For $13^' is a book essentially consisting of hundred, while jjjf

' a carnage purchased for a hundred corns/ does not contain hundred as its

essential part. Similarly *KpKtiita*i
'a herd ofcows hundred in number', Here

the sm: essentially consists of *t?t and so theie is the affix ^sj(. and not s^or q^
( V, J. 58 ), But rrot so in the case ofm srnrTOT. ^m *H*3rcitr, for here the

sense of the affix is formed by the sentence , and not discovered merely

from the word Hence the following Vajtika wrqfift^ranra^sqfiftw l

The word *? in the sutra draws in the word w?mm from the previous

stitra. Thus $r «T fl?r 1* iflTO<( t ta«T tftn =ffc«*rsr»i ' purchased for a hundred

and two coins'. Here the affix is «^ V, 1. 22 S 1687, So fcwreraui Accord-

ing to the lshtf given in the Sutra VII, 3. 17. S. 1683 the tadanta-vidhi

applies here,

\t*& 1 «ww *fincR*3ron^ i ^ i \ i w n

1687. The affix kan comes after a Numeral, when

it does not end with fir or TO» the sense of the affix being

that taught hereafter upto V. 1. 63. S. 1728

The word w^H is to be read Into this sfttra also The word EHMf

is defined in I 1, 23 S. 258 This ^debars 3"^ 1 1 Thus wflri stffa aqWi

Why do we say ' when it does not end in ft or jt^
1

? Observe wjrfita'i

•^faf^' formed by rail

\VB 1 tnftftfT » H I t \ ^ *

whiwi f=p mil l Wfft*: 1 irrwi 11

1688. The affix, Kan' coming after a Numeral

ending with ^ taltes optionally the augment f£, the sense

of the affix being those given upto Y. 1, 62.

The words ending in qf[ are %^r ; see I. I, 23 and would consequent

take^by V, 1 22, The present sQtia ordains the optional affixing of f*

to this^ II Thus siTOi or flrqfasR: 11

SpTflnnri ^«i 1 input qn. w;i t w8srrat^5*wwfraM<»w 1 ftw
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1689. The affix ^^ comes in the senses taught upto

V. 1. 63 8. 1728 after the words ' Yififiati * and ' tpinsat

'

when it does not denote a Name : arm the flf and ?T^ of the

base are dropped before this affix,

The affix^ will be added by dividing the 5fitra into two : vu ( 1 )

foflftifoW ( a )W955W* ,
the meanings being ( 1 ) the affix

( Kan ' is

added to vmgati and trifi^t
, ( 2 ) The affix dvun is added to the same

words, when not denoting a name,

Thus ft*n% + 3f*L =fim +9?5r( VJ. 4. 142 S. S44 ) sftroRi, f*ran +

OT-ft^+W3?( VI 4. 143 S 316 ) = fteff, 11

When not denoting a Name l%tt*K r^flsfT formed by affix ^ V.

I. 22r

1690. The affix fte^ comes in the senses taught

upto V. 1 63 S. 1728 after the word tie II

Thjs debars s^, the anubandha f? of r?*^ shows that the feminine of

the word will be formed by £\x( IV. 1. ij| S. 470 ), The 5 of f£ is for the

sakeof pronunciation, the ^ of fffs^ is for accent ( VI- I. J97 S, 3686}, Thus

«fil%sfi fern ert%^ 11

Vdrt:—So also it must be stated after the word *pj; e, g. srflSRP

rffaltti

Fdrt '—So also after the word otIw e, g, Sirefaftreii fern. $rsrf-

Tfa^ft II Sometimes the word mW is substituted for efifqfaoi before this affix,

as nfitf, fern, mStf U

Art* . ftffa* n

169L The affix *rw comes optionally in the senses

taught upto VI. 1. 63, S. 1728 after the word ' fiflrpa, '.

This debars sr*^ which comes in the alternative, As, qjjfo ^ftra jffqt

W* 1 ^amwfS^Rr^^^r^^n^i u n ^ 11

w*T! *tnsjn^sHrc«w ) «<ptI*h sftw siraT^p* 1 ^tifo^ro. 1 row*, i
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1692. The affix aunr comes in the senses taught

upto V. 1. 63, S. 1728 after the words * gatamana ',
' vinfiati-

ka \ ( sahasra ', and ' vasana\

This debars*^, s^and^U Thus *ra»TPl?r rftil a WWPii so also

Hurt!**, CTR^and *rmil

1693. Tho affix having the senses taught up to V. 1,

63 S. 1728, is elided by g*X, after a stem beginning with the

word adhyardha, and after a Dvigu compound, when it is not

a Name.

The word sner^ i* understood here also, Thus &T*arefora*. fifrflli

S«ra$fa> ffcpfati fsraw^i faftfo " Here the affixes ft?* and ww are eJided

Ifole :—Though in the word f^<f^ &o the affix is elided, it ia only bo when

the affixing of the Uddhita occasions a Dvigu compounding (II, 1. 51. S 728) such

as in $T»*ri wtf^t sfiffl = ffl^ftl II Hare the resultant ie a- Dvigu compound. But in

forming tertiary derivatives the affix ia not elided, as f^f]pfa stffeir = R^nffotl. U

Hence the following rule t ffc^fa flfaft^Tfopi. M See IV. 1. 88, V, 1. 20,

Why do we say arro^r*

'

when not a Name ' P Observe iHtifffitaR

or f^fafftaft and vfaiiffrftatg being names of certain measures. The femi-

nine word mfHt is changed into the masculine by the V&rtlka toit ftfoft

given under VI. 3. 35 .The lohint is the *a/ seed with which gold &c. is weighed.

Note i—The word ?ra3 is a Saikhyft (See I. I. 23. S, 258) and & void

beginning with it will be a Dvign compound Its separate mention in this antra may

appear supertlaoua. It is however so mentioned, m order to indicate (papaka) that

this word ib not nlwaya a SnftkhyfL, Thns for the purposes of the application

of the affix fjcqOT ( V. 4, 17. S. 2085 ) this word in not a aankhya,

1694. The affix having the senses taught up to V.

1. 63, S. 1728 is optionally luk-elided, after the words karsha-

pana, and sahasra, whon they are preceded by adhyardha or

arc members of a Dvigu compound,
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This stltra makes the elision optional, when it was compulsory by

the last sOtra. Thus srarihfil<sfnT°l*toi ^^ftNlsfafarcft, flt*wh«« or fipftrafaffih

«q here the affix fe*\ ( V. t. 25 S. 1690) is elided in one case, and not

elided in the other. When it i* not elided, qfr may be substituted for SRcm^

(V, 1 25, S, 1690 ) *«r#i?f*R»s , f&tffito* n

So also after the word 999, e, g. ere*^** * or srstfforW* frm* or

ftmwiu When the affix is not elided, the forms above shown with the

irregular Vriddhi of the second stem, are evolved fay sutra VII, 3 15. S. 1752.

1695. The ArMya-affix ( V l, 63. S. 1728 ) is optio-

nally elided after a Dvigu occasioning compound, of the

word riishka, preceded by dvi and tti.

The word ffcnr. *a taddhita occasioning a Dvigu compound ' of V- 1.

28, S, 1593 i* t0 be read into this sGtra, Thus ffcfa^ or fipifara^, WW*
ornftftwuCVII. 3.17. S. 1683 I

Vdrt .—So also when nishka is preceded by jf - e. g. <Tff*T*,R^ or

q^tyNffi^u The irregular Vr.iddhi of the second term is caused by VI I,

3- 17-

fi!Nwrofftwrcrtfow $*<rt mil » ftfow* i flfcterotftwft u

1696, The arhiya-affix ( V. 1. 37-63 ) occasioning a

Dvigu compound is optionally elided after the word bista,

preceded by dvi or tri,

The word n in the sfttra draws in the words f%fcgrf?t U Thus {Mtatnt

orfftrtta«rti

Note 1—Th& separation of this sdtra in for the Bake of the subsequent ifltra,

1667. The afrix kha ( 4* )comes in the Arhfya senses

( V. 1 37-63 ) after the word viMatika when preceded by the

\vord adhyarddha or a Numeral, occasioning a Dvigu.

Than mmfliftu ifrifan, fitfltrfitafaitM

Note ;—Bfcmg especially ordained, this affix <& is not elided bj V. 1, 28.

109 s
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1698. The affix Ikan comes in the Arhiya senses

(Y. 1. 37-63 ), after the word khari, when preceded by the

word adhyardha or a Numeral occasioning a Dvigu

Thus qrofontf*rc i ffsrcferc u

Vdtt i—So also after the word ?srrfl alone, as sartta* U

1699. The affix yat comes in the arhiya senses

(V. 1. 37-63) after the words pana, pada, masha and sata

when preceded by the word adhyardha, or a Numeral occasion-

ing a Bvigu.

Thus uwtgfam, fy\°n.VL , so also HanRfliTOFi , fltTOrt II Here to is not

changed to <n by VI- 4. 130, S. 414 , because the elided ^ of to is sth&nivat.

ThusftTO+^=ft^+ C,r loPedby 8r^hrVi. 4, 148, s, 311)+^ h

This lopa elided *t becomes sthamvat and ffq^ is not considered as ending in

TO. but to and so VI. 4 130 S. 414 does not apply.

Nor is TO not changed into <i*, by VI. 3- 53* S. 99 * The

substitution enjoined by VI. 3. S3 takes place when to means the foot

of a living being, while heire it means a measure of capacity,

wif«m &i 1 aro to 1 siwrvhnwpi 1 srwtfw**. «

1700. The affix^ comes optionally after the word

g£na in the arliiya-senses ( V. 1. 63 ), when it is preceded

by the word adhyardha or a Numeral occasioning a Dvigu.

This debars ^ which also comes in the alternative, and is then

elided by V, i, 28 S, 1693 Thus 'srsUvfap^of ip>4nfaptv \

w«nf*a* 1 ^reu 1 ita ^qw; 1 qftmt&rcrroT osrran^rfffiir qfeaR(Bi#' l
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"1 ima.iu*_m*)m~»|)w*i

1701. The affix to^ as well as
l yat * optionally also

cornea after the word g&aa, in the Arhfya-seuses ( V. 1, 37-63

)

when preceded by the words ft and ft

The «| comes optionally by the last sutra and is also drawn into

this by the word *r Thus we have three forms, ftfrn'TO. \wr* and fiporora. »

Note t—The irregular Yriddbi of the second term in cases of compounds of

numerals, taught m VII. S. 16-17 S 1732, 1754, 1688, does not however taka

place in the case of $Rflr ihia word being especially excluded from the operation of

those rules, see VII, 3, 17. The Yriddhi hare is regular &b taught by the general rule

VII. 2. 117.

Thus in the preceding sdtma V. I. 18 to V. I. 36 thirteen affixes have been

taught, but the meaning of thoBC affixes have not been gifan, nor the construction of

fcho worda to whioh they are to be added In the following BUtiras are given the

meaning* and the Qonstraction.

1702. The thirteen affixes taught in V, l, 18-36, have

the sense of " purchased with this price "
, and are added

to a word in the third case in construction.

The thirteen affixes rsj, *^, z^ > ^1 » 3F1 * ^H» ft*^ fSL1 ^» 1* fa^fo

*H , and 4W, have already been taught. Now is taught their sense, and the case

construction of the word to which they should be added, The tf shows

that the words must be tn the 3rd case in construction 1 and stop* shows

that the sense is that of 'purchased'. The illustrations have already been

given in the previous sutras. Some more may be mentioned here. Thus *TT3*efr

*ft*1-> iftcr^^n (the accent falling on ift)*, so also with words denoting

Numbers and Measures, as cnranrita** aifflfowt tm$T«*, V«l»3i* II

1703. The short K is substituted in the place of gom,

when the Taddhita affix is elided by luk.

By the sutra L a. 49. S. 1408 when a Taddhita is elided, the long f
of the feminine also required elision, But this rule makes an exception in

favor of the word tftoft in which under similar circumstance 1
; the short f re-

places the long f, as in the compound i^ftf^t purchased for five gonis. Here
the Taddhita suffix which conveys the meaning of ,( purchased/' has been
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rejected after ifrft by V, 1. 28. S, 1693 therefore by the previous sutra , the

feminioe suffix $ also required rejection. But this sutra intervenes and

changes the long i into short f 11

jtfoie :--Thia sutra is divided into two separate rules by the process called

jogfa-vibMga. ThuB f!f is made one sutra by itself, and iben it means, when

there ib a BuppteaBion of a Taddhifca affix by ig^, then the long f ia replaced by

short i V Thus purchased with five needles = ^1^1 s^flfti sfaf: =^^^1 **refai ||

This is restricted to such examples 0! purchase only.

*r *f%*m%tT*TO i raw ftfWtetf' 11 *rrfFw$«w *^f<R^tf*qm*# h

1704. The above affixes have further the sense of

" fox its sake ", when the meaning is a relation or an unwon-

ted appearance.

The word ?r**t shows that the word m construction must be in the 6th

case, the word faft% ' cause or occasion ' gives the sense of the affix ; tfqjit

means 'a connection, or relation ' : serrcti means ' a portent indicative of good

or bad luck.' Thus vtrai ffttW sptTfaTr fliftn: = Wfflt ' a connection with a rich

man for the sake of getting a hundred.' So also *rfaifii
p
*TWP II So also fnm

ftftWtnft jflWnfllWW*" <B31*i «^^*t, TOW" the twiching of the right

eyt for the sake of a hundred" i. e. indicative of acquiring or losing a

hundred, a thousand &c,

V&rt :—The above affixes come after the words jra, faTr, and *ft»T in

the senses of allaying or vitiating. As qrflfa^' allaying or vitiation of windy

humour,' So ajso^ftwr*, vStftorareii

Vdrt :—Also after the word qfifrnr,, as, ^crf^rrRr^nX. u

^»X I tot**wrfb™*9i^<i; u 1 \\ \\ \\

*fltfftMg$tn*PTrat*T*l**n I W^f, «r«j. t qwq; 1 *qnfi 1 iflOT fan I

1705, After the word aft and after a word having

two syllables, with the exception of a Numeral, or a Measure

of capacity, or aSva &c, the affix yat ( * ) is added, in the

above sense of ' a relation or a portent for the purpose of

that \
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This debars'**!, II As % faftrt %^n ^r^T *r= fog; * a connection or

a portent for the sake of a cow.' So also after a word of two syllables, as,

Why do we say " when not a word denoting a Numeral or a Measure

0/ capacity or <m &c " ? Observe TWti fafttf- ^H*ff , ^K^ff , *TC^ i ^far-

**, srrfta*, »rrPw formed by V. f .
as, 18, 19

VArt\—The word ffiwfcr should be enumerated: e g. wyqqfa^
fStfW 3OT ^T^&JTCTO* " relationship with a teacher m order to acquire

Brahmavarchasa."

1706. After the word piitra, the affix chha (fa) also

comes, as well as yat («0, in the above sense of 'a relation

oi' a portent for the purpose of that.'

The word g* being a dissyllabic word would always have taken m| by

the last aphorism. This ordains© also Thus STOfltf^t^tftTTOPiiw*

3*fa. or 353 11

1707. The affixes 3^ and sis^ are respectively added

to the worda sarvabhfimi and pyithivl, in the above men-

tioned seme of " a connection or a portent for its purpose
Jt

This debars 5^11 Thus oftiftft* ^m^FTr^r m-^tnT-i so also

flFfai M In $ftq)ii! there is Vpiddhi of both members of the compound by

YH, 3- 20. S. 1438.

1708. To the same bases sarvabhtimi and prithiv!,

are added the same affixes an and an respectively, in the sense

of
l{
lord thereof '\

Note \—Thua Sflfrj^flw. * *fr«fv?fal
( the lord of the whole earth f

r
trrfifa- the

lord of ths carbh
'

Natt :—The word ^f^, showing the genitiye construction of the base, has

been repeated in thia sftfcra, though its anuvtttti waH running into it from. V, 1, 38
S, 1704 in order to show that the Borises given in Y. 1, 38 do not extend further,
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Had qW not been tepeated here, tho word in**, -would have been an attribute, \fa

tha words $$t*t and 3*TTer, °* ^ e *W(i Prf^T* H

1709. To the same bases sarvabhtmi and prithivi,

being in the 7th case iq. construction, are added the same

affixes an. and aft respectively, when the sense is that of

"known therein,^,

The word fafar means known, published &c. ^ng&ftft^-^ftiti
H known in the whole world/

1 So also flft*: H

1710. The affix thafi comes in the sense of ' known

therein \ after the words loka and sarvaloka, in the 7th case

in construction.

Thus qft Rfor, ^ten^f, GlMrtaP li The irregular Vriddhi of both

members takes place by VII, 3. 20 S, 1438.

V9\\ 1 TOT 9N; 1 X I I t *ft II

1711. The above mentioned affixes ( V. 1, 18 &o)

come after a word in the sixth case in construction, in the

sense of ' sown with $0 much

'

The wordw means ' sown therein ' i- e, a field. Thus srWS «TW

^Wfr— q
1

Avr-^ni * *owp with a Frastba
', jftfopfi*, sntoi*, i. e, a field sown with

a quantity of grain measuring a Prastha or a Dfona or a Khari.

1712. The affix shthan comes in the sense of ' sown

with bo much ', after the word ptea,

This debars trt, u The ^ of b* is for accent ( VI. I. 19; , S. 3686 )
the

w is forstor (IV. 1. 40- The word tw denotes a measure of capacity.

Thus WTOW ~%fofr %**> fem wife ^VfWR. n
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sfatffafl thrift wfrar <i^* *w^t$*t*rsm, i <r"rrfara. s% wrs- sw: «iwl

tot*t^ t5^* 1
' ff^w * TO; **^ :

* w^w ^fafaRtow > *rmrftg wft-

1713. The above mentioned affixes have also the

sense of "an interest, or a rent, or a profit, or a, tax, or a

bribe given thereby or in that ".

The affix is added to a word in the first case ( IT?; ) in construction.

The sense of the affix is thai of a locative ( wfttra, ). The word tfifa ' is given
*

in the singular number joins with each one of the word \$gt vim &c, The

sum paid by a debtor to his creditor over and above the principal, is called

iftl or interest The share of profit taken by the landlord in villages &c. is

called jrjTO or rent. The increase over the capital by sale of cloth &c. is called

gtw or profit. The share of the king for protection &c, it called uj^ or tax.

The present or bribe is called vtW M Thus friftflF <ftf ^ "Bft V *T*T 3T 'SPtit

^^s^TcF' ' that transaction &c, In which five percent is given as interest,

rent, profit, tax or bribe \ Similarly (far, qtffaji, *rr$fl: &c,

Y&rtx—So also in the sense of a Dative, As 4'qmfr ?fopjr *Tf>fr en Sinn

V OTV^Wt=+'Rft^*W "Devadatta to whom five per cent is given as In-

terest &c *\ This Vartika may be redundant, if we take the locative as some*

time having the force of dative also* As in the sentence gmmttfiv *R ti

qqnpr ^fer^qt^i 1 f|<fHt. OTrfftiGi*taft WtfMf » t gHtfttiii 1 srte 1

1714. The affix than comes in the same sense of

"an interest, rent, profit, tax or bribe given thereby

or therein " after a word denoting an ordinal, and after the

word ardha,

This debars t^ and f&\ \\ Thus ftftifr ^(fttflnn tf*fo s'fttftftop, wtfN

ita'i^llfar.iffflffiip, wfrfii \\ The word «*$ is technically the name of^ppRpji u

Wt » ^TOTM 1 ^ \ % ) St n

1715* The affix vat (if) comes after the word bhaga
in the sense of " an interest, rent, profit, tax or bribe given

thereby or therein,'
1
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By the word i in the sutra sr^also comes. This debars t^\\ Thus

*niit fpRT^RL^^r-wni or unfair wn; ^tf^t or unfair ffafat n The word

q\H also denotes ^rorf U

rorfw «rn $t *rcflTOT<Rr TOtrffoffi* froraftortfWtaTOrftw*! \ tort

1716, The above mentioned affixes, after the word

wp: preceded by the word £fl &c, have the sense of ' who

carries away, or conveys or brings that '.

The case in constitution here is accusative ( ttC ) (I Thus ftprrt nft,

According to anoiher explanation, the phrase ^HT **irft**' is explain-

ed as *ro|ft*^t tarrfa**! 1 " Then the sutra will mean " the above named affixes

come after f^ &c, when they denote a load ". Thus *TTC1Wffll*nrRtfrt!ta

Jfote t
—The word jjtffi means ' to carry to (mother plioe or to at«l

' ; j|Ri

means ' to carry on oneabaokor hea<J
r

'

fTTC?ftr means', ' to produce or bring.'

10 9& 11 «gi 11

W* 1 rapwarf wrfl 1 ^ 1 1 1 W 11

1717- The affixes than and Iran come respectively

after the words vastia and dravya, in the second case in

construction
>
in the same sense of ' who carries &c \

Thus it ffl^ vsfq
1

3T=wftnfi:
F jr«rayi »

1718, The above-mentioned affixes have also the

sense of " what is capable of holding that ; or takes away

that, or cooks that,"

The word ^ is understood here, showing that the word in construction

to which the affix is to be added should be in the accusative, The word

*fa* means the opacify to hold the exact quantity
j wt* means ' taking
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away, or containing '. Thus tr^tf tr*tt!% a mfaW ' a vessel capable of holding

a prastha measure.* So *rwnpffi or ^ft=irrRW ' a vessel or a person that

takes away, holds or cooks a Prastha measure/ Similarly iftfafft and mrftai '*

The word «*« does not govern the word tow, thus 4rit,1<Yrtt mfflfi**$$&$

Brahmant who cooks a Prastha.'

Vdrt :-The affix srs also eornss after the word fmr !n the sense of

* who cooks that/ e. g M <T^?r m#<tf sytaft or $ft*ft n

<r$ n» t 4rrif* &*m% smtrt q«etft «rf vrwrftor i wiftflffl' » wrrt^ftTr I

1719. The affix kha ( fa ) may optionally be added

in the above sense of ' being capable of holding &o, after

the word &£haka, &chita, and p&tra.

This «r debars t^ which comes in the alternative. Thus *r|f*tf tf*TOf*t,

n^ v*rf<! *r**flNfaf or vnsfaqft, fllfHiftli or •nfalfctf, tflifom or qrfatf 11

tW 1 IWh: tiw l * 1 1 1 W II

1720. The affix ehthan as well as the affix ^ (fa )

may optionally come, after the same words adLbaka, ichita,

and patra, being final of a Dvigu compound, the sense being

that of ' what can hold/ &c-

The tf is read into the sfltra by the word qr of the aphorism, These

two affixes tjr and &t^ being especially ordained, are not to be elided by V. i.

58. S. \6g%, But when, in the alternative, we add the general affix ?n, then

it is elided by V, i. 28. S. 1693. The «* of H^ Is for accent ( VI, 1. 19 S. 3645 ),

and the n for 3^ M Thus we have 3 forms ;—ftpvftrft, Wltftftir, or Hlfaft

!

Hffafitaft, «rrM^Tft «flfrmr ti In this case of mrfasr ^e feminine is not

formed by $\% (IV, 1, %u S. 479) because of the specific prohibition

contained in IV, 1, 22, S, 480. So also frnfrtft ftwffor and fi;«ccO

Wt \ ^fe^n^^t * \ y 1 \ i XH ll

1721. After the word kulija, being the final of a

D vigti, there is optionally the elision of the abo^vo affixes, or

no s
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the adding of the affix ^(^0, in the sense of what can

hold that &c

'

By *«r the affix zn is also added. The elision being optional, the affix

KjV, i. 18 S. [680 may opitonally be elided by V, 1. 28 S 1693. Thus

We get font forms : i%faiWh ( B*), fl^^ir ( *?T ), fa§r%*r ( *H g^), tffrofiRft

( sstj tl Ifl the last example, there is not vfiddhi of the second term, though

it was so required by VII. 3. i^.S. 1683. The anomaly is explained by

holding that the word $fop* should be included in the exception along with

^rand qroj of VII. 3 17.

1722, The affixes taught in V, 1. 18 S. 1680 &c

have also the eeuse of l this is his portion, price or pay.'

The w< shows that the case in construction is nominative. The word

*ta means share /^ means ' price/ >ji$ means 'wages / Thus <K *w^
Q\ ifintel^'faW ' whose portion, price or pay is five/

1723, The affixes V. 1. 18 S. 1680 &o have the

sense of " thig ib its measure."

The word -$ shows that the word in construction should be in ihe

nominative case, Thus m*r, <nwpiwi B urforspr in% 'aheapwhobe missis a

Prasiha/ So also igrtfai i, *W ( Jlfofi, GWST , ihfatf', ^teftgr:, JnfarffiWi m**-

fa^ i) So also ^§*flfft?t qftwmw-qrrfOTHi ftsrrHfa*' 11

Note\—Why the words "^w have been repeated in this billm, when their

anunitti aould haye been drawn from the last aphorism, the word. ^ STO andff^
being the eame P The repetition shows that the affixes are agahi ordained, so that the

ohBion fought in V. 1,28 S, 1B93 jfloeB not opply. Trine %q$tftfqflqn*fropK" "

ft^tfi*', ffallrftolt, II Hera the affix is not elided by V 1. 24.

5^ e*e9> qifajtfq", i spRRi infarct ^arentqtf ?*J3<ti rfi i q&-f«irm~*~ n fiSft

1724, The affixes V. 1. 18 S. 1893 &c come after a

word denoting a numeral, in the sense of " this is Us measure/
i
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when the word so formed means a Name, a Multitude, a

Book, or a fixed way and mode of study.

The phrase m$q mim*\K is understood here. The word in

construction to which the affix is to be added should be In the nominative

case. When It is a Name, the ^ffix does not change the sense of the radical.

Thus mm »TO.
( the Five

J

as tr*TOTTJlpra ; fafir 'the Three' ' tfrsr^rw. 11

The sense of the primitive is changed when it means a ^m' a multitude or

flock ' as TOV- Wy *T5?pi U So also when it means a 5?T ' a Book ' as «w**

mitt ^fturaiWW*- 1*!** TifiB'ft^ 'The Ashtaka of Panim viz a Book

comprising Eight Adhyayas '. So also ^ tup^?** 1 flflW tfrofcttTO U Is

not a collection of Adhyayas the same as gq; ? No, the word ^. is confined

to a collection of living beings only,

Tfje word vtoot means ' study ' Its numerical measure (^*sqr SrfwTO )

neans the particular number of times, or ways in which it should be read,

Thus TOtfiTS^fta' * what is studied five-times, or in five modes QiffiDstifhr. so also

Hffif ot wc* ii

V&rt .—The affix * comes after the words qreqjr&x, when the word

means a Stoma, As, *r«mr **ffl TfcTrWTTOsTTOJ' WW»i (nmr- «tfta* &cv

The indicatory ^ causes the elision of final ( f> ) by VI. 4. 143, 5. 316 in the

cases of words like tr^f^ri &c. In the case of TOW the 1 Is elided by VI.

4.144. S. 679. Stoma is the praise- hymn sung by the Chhandoga piiests

at the soma -sacrifice, A triad of verses by repetition becomes i$, 17 &c,

Thus in sapta<da£a stoma the last verse of the triad is repeated seven-times,

the other two five times each, thus we have seventeen verses, Similarly when

every verse of the triad U recited five times, we have pancha-dasa stoma.

When every verse of the triad is recited seven tfmes, it becomes eka vfmtfa

stoma &c.

1725. The following words are anomalous : pankti
1 a verse ', vinSati ( twenty \ trinSat * thirty \ chatvftrinfiat

' forty ', panchafiat * fifty ', ehashthi ' flirty \ saptati ' seventy
',

agftl * eighty ', navati c ninety \ and Sata ' a hundred \
Nde :—The words iftfif =rfoTr*Pt &K understood here also * ifafc ie formed by

adding fir to ^f, the filial being elided, meaning ' a verse the measure ol

which is five
1

, j, e a half quarter consisting of 5 syllables, Tho word flforfa

is formed by netting q^q to oho word ft^ whicl) replaces the two waid ^f*
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5fKf: na ft ^nfr qR*tf<«*^<X ^r^TW'-ftcRt: |{ So the affix ^ oomM after ft*
representing *rifaW J

fl0 f°r ""RP^ Wit ^e b*™ TOtft^, md then *dd tfj,

similarly TTith ^(qrt H Similarly with the rest.

tfo^ ;—All the rest appears to be the uoojeotarftl etymology of Pafanjali mi
KMkft Kftr&> and hence it in omitted.

Hate l—The Word {fa al«o meanfl 4
ft line '. As nrgWftf^, ft<fttorc 3fa' II

Here the Bflnee h&B no relation to itn etymology.

qTO iRtflUpff* T»^^: I W* I ^ WTO I W*: II

1726. The word pafichat and daflat in combination

with varga, may be anomalously so formed, in the sense of

'this is its measure',

This ordains ^fo instead of Oft V. I, 22 t which also comes in the

alternative, As q**^, W^'1 <* i*c%n*K «*!*M H

tW» 1 ft*Wi« l{Wfolglfr ^S^f ^t,U Ul ^ U

1727. The affix 4^ comes after the words tringat

and chatv&rinfiat, in the senee of * this is its measure \ when

it is the Name denoting a rMhmana-hook.

The word *if does not govern this sutra. The indicatory $ causes

the elision of the last vowel with the consonant that follows it ( VI. 4, 143. S.

316 ). The force of the locative case in prnjrft U that of wWto and notf^n,
1

i, e, when the word means a Brahmana itself. Had the force been that of fa^i

it would have meant, 'in the Brahmana literature \ As fijrn^isurar *tf&W°i%ff

HTSIiffi^'farfa Higi'mftt The Brahmana containing thirty Adhy&yas', So

*I«*lf>wft StWilfT n These are the names of certain Brahmanas.

W* 1 ntifo 1 1 \ \\ t% II

1728. The affixes Y. 1. 18. 8. 1680 &o, have also

the sense of ' who deserves that ',

The case in construction here is accusative. Thus ^q«&^^fa-%i-

*6tf^ff'
" who deserves the White Umbrella ",

3729 After the words &* &c in the second case in

construction, the above-mentioned affixes have the sense of

" who deserves that under all circumstances ".
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Thus ®% fkmifa = &%«!, so algo $djfa- 11

nnriTii 11 nrirt 12 >w^i 18 vw- Si frw# 15 ft«**i 1<5 iw*** 17 Bot r̂ * ^

(from pKlff ifl formed %«jf*)« II

ftrwrof ftmtffr *fl*«Brat 1 'totafflw 1 *ro?P sfSraift* Rot *ft<fatfT

1730. The affix yat as well as the above affixes

come after the word Sfrshachchheda in the accusative, in the

sense of
( who deserves that under all circumstances \

Thus ftio&tt fa«*i4fa-*ltt*&Wi, or ^n^n;«: 11 The word ftn^ is

changed irregularly into tft$ before the affix,

*P% Wl WTt i V»T1?fa TOTS! I **$. I W H

1731. After the words danda &e in the accusative,

the affix ya comes in the sense of ' who deserves that \

The word faw does not govern this sfltra. This n debars w& V- \> ]<?,

S, 1681, Thus qn^fa = *°3H ' deserving to be killed ', nvft , q«q II

1 «?, S 333, 8 h^, 4 «Qf, 6 to 6 **, 7 iftr, 8 g<ri«, 9 3fft 10

W, 11 get, IS ^r. 18 *m, 14 f»t, 16 *Tjf*,|i

JVoi* : -The Kfesikft gives the sfltra aa qtrerft**fr *T* j another yeiflion givefi

the stitrci as TOtfttq: only drawing the Bfflx m from the Ififlfc subra,

W* i m*T^[ ta 1 x M 1 1* u

1732. The affix ghan together with yat comes in

the sense of li deserving that
"

t
after the word patra.

This debars s^ and **£ II The word qr«r denotes measure aisof Thus

^WH^-Vti or^rforai II

Wt 1 %<t<qfenifl*» *f I * t \ 1 ** li

1733. The affix chhan (fa) as well as yat (*)
comes in the sense of ' deserving that \ after the words

katjanlcara and dakshiua

This debars s^u Thus qr^|fT*I^f% =- ^rsr^^^" or qrsfi* ' one deserving

straw
' such aa a cow. So alio tftpflq. or qf$r»»ft tfTjWi * a Brahmapa deserving

alms.'
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1734. The affixes chha (<*) ftrid yat (?t) come in

the sense of ' deserving that ', after the word etbdllbila.

This debars s^ || Thus ^jpftfoflnTW^T: or Wtflfasqn ' rice deser-

ving the pot ' I e. cookable rice-

1735. The affixes gha and ^s^ eome respectively

after the words yajfia and ritvija, in the sense 'of deserving

that.'

This debars ff^ \\ Thus nf%$i WST^i ' a Brahman a worthy oi honor

at a sacrifice.' mfiMl'ft »njrnT- U

V&tt •—After the words yajfla and ritvija, these affixes have also the

sense of" deserving the performance thereof, Thus ai^jfi^fa ~*rf§!r$|

,

fa ! ' a

place fit for the performance or sacrifice.' wm% SmUft - *FMta WW^sm u

Here ends the governing power of 9^ V, i, ip> S. 1681 hence

forward is the government oft^ V. I. 18.



CHAPTER XXXIV.

THE AFFIX ffsu

1736. The affix ^UafL comes in the sense of * who

performs this *, after the words p&riyana, tur&yana and chk-

dr&yana being in the 2nd case in construction.

The force of %r$fa ceases. Thus ^unfair *$(** i a pupil, who reads

under a teacher ' : ?faraft$r. wrw, ^ffratfirWTCtf II the word miwm means

a teacher, ( yx& sfiftfa ) N

1737. The affix than" comes after the word san&iya

in the accusative construction., the sense being "fallen into

this, or thrown into it ".

Thus GOTW WH*««foiFw WHS'
1

' a doubtful pillar", I. e, in a

precarious state.

\*%< I qM *&&$ \ * I \ I W I)

1738. The affix than comes in the sense of < who
goes \ after the word yojana in the accusative construction.

V&rt :—§o also after the words «mw and ^[ir?vnr II As ftrotfta:

ft*™*** u

VArt :—The affix after these two words means also " who is worthy
to be approached from so far". As SroTO^«niTlift**ftlWl^ |%-

^£ I q*r. «tf* U I ? I Wt II

ft ^M'- 1 wet »(^r^ qfatfii i qfaft «
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1739. The affix shkan comes in the same souse of

' who goes there Rafter the word patha, being in the 2nd case

in construction.

Of the affix «cr^, s; Is for sfa ( IV. i. 41 S, 498 ). and ^ for accent

{ VI.i, 197 S, 3686 ). Aa n*itrt n^f^«ff?nii> fem ifalft \)

1740. The affix na comes after the word pantha

which becomes the substitute of pathin, the sense of the affix

being' 4 who always goes'*

The word ftrcr qualifies this sense, of the affix. Thus TMflH fatf T«Sit3

-<n^T as qpm faflt irTfr ll Why fttf P See *f*re»: n

flmramufrsqtiwpr* 11 * *Tfafa*«i it

1741. The affix 35^ comes, after the word tittava-

patha in the third case in construction, in the sense of * who

passes by that way ' ' what is conveyed by that way,'

The construction of the sfitva shows that the base must be in the 3rd

case. The word *t shows that the word TeBSffi ' who passes by that way

'

should also be read into the aphorism, Thus l^^t^-^t^Wf^W, of

Vdft ;—So also after the word n*r preceded by the words qnft, *jffl,

W5T, «fn»«R the affix has the sense of ' conveyed by that way ' or passing by

that way. Aa tfr^msai -srfcrfafi* , «rrfW?T T«8ft**H!HWfi! masculine or

neuter according aa the affix means conveyed or passing,

1742. In the following stitras , the phrase " after a

word denoting time" should be supplied to complete the

sense.

The word ^TWU bears rule in the, following aphorisms upto V. I*

g?, S. 1761 exclusive. Thus the next stitra %ir fofai means ' accomplished

by means thereof, We must read tie word stfllntoJt As nr%ir fl^Trt,**
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1743. The affix ^hafl comeB after a word denoting

time ,
being in the third case in construction, in the sense of

"to be accomplished by that time '\

Thus ^gr fat^T 13 *NE^1" to be accomplished in a day " i e. a certain

portion of reading &c, STtfrnfasi » srh?*rfl37* U

snfte s?$3r s*rcifta: 1 w ^?j^t aft?tm kjsts warror wiihwm: i *rft an^n^t

tqtfri 1 *rm *tt^ TrRw ra*: 11

1744. The above-named affixes come after a word

expressing time, in the accusative case in construction, in the

sense of " solicited to instruct for such a period/' "hired for

such a period," " which had lasted for such a period,'* or
il which will last bo long".

The word st^tss means " honorary office ", therefore * one solicited to

teach, but who accepts no pay ' III, 3, f6i
l f*ri means "engaged on wages "

f

kja: means *the time pervaded or occupied by its existence ', and vrttf the

same as last in the future, The word denoting time will be in the second

case by II. 3. 5 S. 558, Thus *rrtf*tft£:~irfa^SBqrq*ri, so also qtfw ~*Trf3wi

w$ *&t mm \ mtf\m 11

1745. The affixes yat and khan" come after the word
m&B&

f
in denoting * age '

This debars a^n The word *jffi of the previous sutra should be
read into this. Thus *rrsfri?f i =t?rw or qrtfW: ' a month old '.

Nate 1—Why do we say when denoting ' age ' P Observe *t[fa*r. II

1746. The affix yap comes after the word m&sa
when forming a Dvigu compound ; and meaning ' age\

Thug tl.nuft Wti">ft*TrePi FmW «
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1747. After the word shanmftsa, come the affixes

nyat as well aa s^and 3K, in the sense of ' age \

The word vayasi is understood here. So also the affix ^«j 11 By force

of "«&r we draw in 533; also.

Thus *rFHiw, vm^i, and «r[<"ffftrcv it

VMS I V&Afc te I ^ \\ I *& II

1748. The affix than comes also after the word

shanrna'sa, when ' age ' is not meant.

The *( draws in the affix uqfi also,
' Thus q^RrRrgRt eqrfat or wira:

' a disease lasting six months
J

.

qnr»nftei^ $<ft *r*ft qr ^i»0^t. ii

1749. The affix kha ($$) comes in the fourfold

senses of " solicited,"
4I
hired", "lasted", and "will last/'

after the word sama\

This debars ss^i Thus ?wratfef n?ft *ifft ^W^ft ir* ^*fk ! n Some say,

the sense of the affix is^ f^^xT V. I. 79 t S. 174 ; as smgr if^r ^ fltffa- Jl

Wb \ fitftfr 1 X 1 % 1 ** II

sww sr f^ 1 %*t qRvSigw. HT^I-wi*? i*w% hhw I fifato I

1750. The affix kha comes optionally in the fivefold

senses taught in Y l. 79. 80 B. 1743 and 1744 after the word

Sama, forming a Dvigu.

In the alternative ra will also apply, Upto sfltra V, I, 93- S, i?$7,

the affixes have the fivefold senses of, to be accomplished by that time (S,

1743 )
< solicited \ ' hired ',

' lasted ' and (

will last' ( S. 1744 ) Thus fta^i'

cftf^gpra: u Then Vartika taught in V, 1. 20 (w^nt ^mw^frniirr HWH'W"
§ji5j ) applies here also. Thus\jircftfr; or Jfrri^ff:, ftflftf*; or «fa(KW< «

ftrfrftsto l fic«^ri i\«Pra: 1 wl€w \ \v\Vf[i 1 OTgmffwPiwm HJ
ftfti^fru 11
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1751 The affix kha oomes optionally in the fivefold

senses (
V. 1. 79, 80 S. 1743 and 1744 ) after the words r£fcri,

ahan, and aamvats&ra, occasioning a Dvigu.

The word dvigu Is understood in this sutra.

In the alternative?** will also come. Thus fiftrft*r,VTf%^i, Sift^U

VI. 4. 145 S. 789 or%?jf|^;' ii The samasanta affix not being universally

applicable, we have no z% II fatatttflTi, ft^K^faii VII. 3. IS- S. i7$2, This

form gets the irregular viiddhi by the following,

1752. After a Humeral, the first vowel of ^c^rc and

of a Numeral, gets the Vriddhi, before a Taddhita having an

indicatory ^, <* » or *i,U

Thus ftafaslw-fr aqromtflcr W> *nfr or w# ( V. 1, 80 S. 1744

)

ftqTfcfi] =^t^ vftit^ Sar *U*fNr It The words ft, ntft &c when applied to

tf( VI 1. 3. 16 S. 1754). and Numerals give rise to the affixes taught under

MUdhikAra ( V. I. 7S-97 ). The .special mention of trrorc here, f though ) this

is a iffarer word and would have been included in the sutia VII. 3 17 S. 1685

implies that the woid ^wirr in that sutra does not mean the measure of time,

but a measure of any other thing than time Therefore, with other Lime-words

than samvatsara, the Vriddln takes place m ihe regular way • BS^rifyff: II

Note:—Similarly in efiti a IV, 1 22, S '180 Mie woid qRRPT dotis not mean,

the meaflme ot time or duiuqkiIg, ah f^qrl, Rj^hJT *TTtUf*fair U In ehart, the viortt

rffalTS in those ufltraa (and els&whsic III 2, 23., II. 3, 46 &c. ) maana "msiaa

or balk ", and not a moanure in genera]

ww^pBitft^r ^' i i% t^ sr ^^i sftfa^Trftr \ Ws^vft «ni^t i

1753. The above affixes Uha and tbafi may also be

elided after a Dvigu ending in varsba.

The affix tg as well as ar»i come in the five fold senses V, i 79, 80,

after the word 3«r| forming' a Dvigu ; and these two affixes may aho ta el/ded

optionally, Thus we have three forms
, f|tf <$fr*u\ tfarrtl^t or fa^sff cari^t * a

disease that lasted two years'. (Compaie VII. 3. 16, S 1754, but when the
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sense is that of m^\, the form will be^iR^i \\ ) To get this irregular vjiddhf,

the following sQtra applies,

1764. After a numeral, the first vowel of 3$ gets

the Yriddhi, before a Taddhita affix having an indicatory ^,

H or ^, when the affix does not refer to a Future time.

As ftvJ srvflgcw iSfli *lT*=f$srf$r- » But when denoting future time,

we have %tf<fa'
f

^flflfa' "calculated to last two or three years
11

as in

the sentence qw tflffa qr»T Pl^ff raiflfll **fa* »«ft ft$?T G AW <naMflN

( - iftftr «fPi srii ) U The word Brmroil does not qualify the worda Mte
and tr ( V. 1. 80 S. 1744 ), the sense of futurity is there denoted by the

taddhita-affix : as $ ift st^i&T \ft m 5$ wR'nRr - ffalftw 13^, U Here VII.

3. 17. S. 1683 applies and it causes the vriddhi of the second member, This

sCltra is again given below for the sake of context.

vmffi fan, 1 qs*r ^qtps* <rfi*nflfjw qrsroirfSwi 1 mferrcn star 1 twni 1 fft**

1754 A, After a numeral, the first vowel of a word

denoting mass in its wideBt sense ( with the exception of

WW) gets the Yriddhi before a Taddhita affix having an

indicatory si
, m, or n, when the word so formed does not

mean a Name,

As ft $¥*r irit*WKH-fl$wfoRi (V. i. 109 S. 1772) w«rt S^^hM
tffct-fWwfi&WL (V. 1. 37 S. 1702), firin^lll The taddhita affix is

optionally elided, see vartika to V. 1. 29, S. 1694. When the affix is elided

there can be ao Vriddhi, as fa^fo u Similarly fftfrm* ftfi%m C
V. 1.

303.1695), Why 'when it is not a name'? Observe TT*W»rfifaft(-

IWiirerft Tfaromw V. 1. 30 S. 1695) The whole word is a Name here,

Why with the exception of w«rP Observe\wwi $nm formed with «n
C V. 1. 3s S t 1700 and 36 S. 1701 ), Some read the sfltra as ^(rrai^ffr"T^r*
so that sTsjt is also excepted, as \$(feftw (V, i> 55 S, 1721 W**
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*fa*w*wTft'fr nara Rf?r TO win %sW vmfi 1 fiftsft top u

1755. The affixes meaning " accomplished &o Y. 1.

79, 80 " are necessarily elided after the word varsh& forming

a Dvigu, when it refers to a being endowed with reason.

Here the elision is compulsory and not optional. Thus fift$ grrcgyt

' a boy two years old '.

Note •—Why do vto say f*r?refer "when meaning endowed yji\M reason"?

Ohmm fjppfrft s^ri^i it

1756. The anomalously formed word shashtikali has

the meaning of " what are matured in six nights ".

The word is not necessarily always plural, though so exhibited in the

sfttra,

The word qj£fflt may be said to be formed by adding %% to «rfM*

in the Jrd case in construction, then eliding the word *ifa, the force of the affix

being 'matured'. Thus qicwNi q«q^=*rf&3ST. ' a kind of barley'. It is a

name of barley and therefore does not apply to pulse, beans &c, though they

may also ripen fn six days.

m^ tR^g^ *ig u&w nrfircft ^t(^' \ *um *t*$ m% wtx w irRta* n

1757. The affix than comes after a word denoting

time, in the 3rd case in construction, in the sense of " to be

subdued ", " to be gained or attained ", " to be completed "

and " to be easily completed in that time ",

Thus ^i%h <cfcn«q. <toi% $a)B*rf3rfr «uft<, Ri^i 5^*^$ or g^WL

OT^wrif * ii ^gj i«% *rcf??r ^raRjwtft qwwffa u ^graroi^* u^nrss
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1758. The affix than comes after a word of time in

the sense of " an abstinence that lasts so long J * or "who

practises abstinence so long ' s

.

The word ^ shows that the word must be in the accusative case:

efffl shows the force oFthe affix, hui^^f joins both, Thus ir*r Br@r^pa3;*tf*r B"

infant BW*ffr " who practises abstinence for a month". So also Srrqiffa^:,

Gfa^fcfi' li The second case is by II. 3. 5. S. 558.

Another explanation is, the affix thafl comes after a word in the/*W/

case in constitution, in the sen«e of an abstinence which lasts for such

a period, As irr^SKT hit^S"*^^ H5re*fa "an abstinence lasting for a

month ". smfarfiH *»N?flR^ n

In the first case the affix telates to a person, in the second, to the

vow itself Both these explanations are valid, as the stiucture of the aphor-

ism is open to both constructions,

Vdrl '—So also after the words qgrcrtft &c in the genitive construc-

tion, As H5r?rrte9i: ' Mahanamm are certain Rik verses, But Haradatta gives

the form ffyrarfttR 1 by applying the rule of niasculisation of the Yartika

TOiTSsr ( VI. 3, 35. S, 836 ) In this case VI, 4 144. S. 679 causes the elision

off* 11

After these words, the affix means also ' who practises that', As

3. 35, S. 836 Vart )« T?RrfR^i ( VI 4. 144 S. 6?g),

Hole 1—The nflix feft comes aftei the words ^HT^^^TM m *^e BOnB&

oE ' ¥?ho prnotiBeo \ Aa ^i^tfft^f^rf?T *»TOWft#, mSTCrft^ II

Nate (—The affixes $3^ Ami fcffi come niter the word STOT^nffafl! 1
aB

N&le .—The hutoo affixes comos idler tlia words ^j|tfn-*l &0j the filial *f

tag elided, As ^guW% ^^-^Tgi^t or ^]^\^ U

V&tt \—The affix ipi comes after ^nfo, in the sense of ' produced

there', As -qg§ m^% vnrft ~ Tl^feitH n It icfers to a sacrifice

Vd?t '—The affix ^tp comes, when it is a Name, as ^pj Tl^H ^T ™

^rg^F^ft m^rtf II So also snqr4 wffiefl, qrr^t H The feminine £n is added

because it is an si^ formed word,

W*. 1 zw ** ^tcjt mrpsqwi l y \\ \ vi II

1759. The affix tba,n , comes after a word being the

name of a sacrifice, in the sense of " the fee thereof".

As jRfflsw tfww - CTfBpift l So aUo ^i^m^ 3f^[=^faetiWi
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The word srj^r in the sutra implies that the affix comes even after

those sacrifice-denoting words which do not express time ( V, i, 78 S, 1742 ),

Had it not been used, the sAtra would have applied only to such sacnfice-

denoifng words as Jj*jig', sra^n?' which are time-denoting words as well, The

Varhka in V, 1. 20, S, 1683 would apply to jrcurrs, &c. Some texts do not

read if in the sfltra,

*rffa "fa?t ^t'S *t nrfqnsq *ircs* 11

1760. The affixes having the sense of w ( IV. 3.

53, 8. H&8,IV. 3. 11 S. 1381 ) come after a time-denoting

word, in the sense of " what ia given in that, and what is

done in that ".

As msft flq* or qnlS-w^°«i ( IV, 3. 17. S, 1388) row ( IV. 3. 16,

S, t38^ )* All these words mean also what is given or done in those seasons.

The words^m vmr£ means that all the rules of ipW* ( IV. 3, 53, S. 1428 )

apply here*

This sfltra should be divided into two parts, one joining with the

previous sutra, as sm ^ ^frm. naraw » as ripsifnifefr *m, i\^mtm^ t Tisftfawt

Here ends the section on Time-affixes.

\*t\ \ sjwi^vqt^t X t ^ I e.vs> 11

1761. The affix an comes after the words sgs <fec in

the 7th case in construction
, in the sense of "being given

therein or done therein '\

Tims sg% %zft iffft *[«tgKH, %^n n

*w, ^ fares 10 *ii9*r«. 11 'flgqji ( <flg, gp ) 12 wrer, ia thht, is tiw» 15 {tf , n

1762. The affixes or and ^ come respectively after

the words yathft-kathft-oha, and hasta, being in the third caeo

in construction, having tho sense of what is "given or is

dono in this way or with this "< ~
<
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The words i(ta& und mr$ apply to both; the rule of TOHtsq: ( I. 3. 10

S. 128 ) not applying to It. The word *mr OTPT is an Indeclinable, meaning

contempt Of course this word cannot take any case-affix, it therefore only

gives the sense of third case. As qtirarara fa?r afflS'Tf'-iinErreror^i; given

with contempt 01 done with contempt, ^^ {Mfqtft ^T»wniLtt

1763* The affix than comes after a word in the Ins-

trumental case in construction, in the sense of "fitted for that",

The word Qqrffe means ' suitable, proper, fit" The word stiF^Is form-

ed by adding f*ift to^ ,
the force of the affix being that of necessity (HI.

3, 170 S. 33 11 ). as qrf5M»*i tf"*rf? SW-qrfWMr SOT 'a face fit for ear-rings

'

which becomes beautified by ear ornaments &c, qnHitffiqrct Slfta. I. e. im%H*

\w» 1 viii^iii^i hi 1 1
1*° n

*fm <nnRr ^H *Nk i ft* #iift Wt n& i*qi$fa*i mnc it

1764 The affix yat (*r) comes in the sense of " being

fitted with that", after the -words karma and vesha, in the

third-case in construction.

This debars thaft, q$nrt <n*ft~*rfr«* fMn,ftnr jfanft^Vft w «

1 Vesha ' means artificial appearance, i, e, disguise.

1765. The affix thafi comes after the words sant&pa

&c in the dative construction, in the sense of " what is able

to effect that *\

The word wm means 'able, capable'. The dative here has the force

of vim ( II. 1 16 S. 583 ). As, ftrrcra wmfHswft*:, sfaiffi*

m«f, ii ftrt 12 TOrf, 13 mrcr, Uwmr, t& farcr, 16 **** 17 ^i** iswm
19 q*3, 20 qtffcnfityfiwfti 21 «wrf, w

IIP* I %WW ifvnilr qini: I ^rf*ra!j ||
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i- r~r' 1
•-

1
j—* '

"
' 1 1

1766, The affix yah («r) is also added in this sense of

1 able to effect that', to the word yoga.

By force of the word tf ' and ' the affix ^ also applies. Thus SjfitTi?

?V*$V9 I TOW 3*^ I * 1 * ) ?»^ II

1767, The affix nkafi comes after the word karman,

in the same sense of * able to effect that

'

This debars *n, As 9i^iWT% = tff15^ ^' }\ This word tfiiim means

always a 'bow ', and is never employed to designate anything else

we 1 twma*** stthh: i <* \\\ t«* \\

1768, The affix %h.kft comes after the word samaya,

in the first case in construction, in the sense of " that has

arrived for it
"

Thus *iffifa3ff %k ai a work for which the time has come ',

1769. The affix an comes after the word ritu,

meaning " that has come for it ".

As tdgsinBRSt" W$*i 3*7* ( Guna by VI. 4. 146 S, 847 ) " the flower

for which the season has arrived ",

t
i*s« i simvn, 1 x 1 1 1 *•« ft

1770. The affix yat ( *t ) comes after the word k&la,

in the same sense of * time for it '.

Asifif^ tftfn See VI. 1.213. S, 3701,

1771. The affix ^han comes after a word in the

first case in construction, in the sense of" longstanding ".

As *$£( tff&tstft-eRrfSwn*" long-standing debt ". ?Rrf§t^i^^^ " long*

Handing enmity "

113
<J
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In this sAtra affiST and ?n*W are understood, but not so the word nraii

IW ! BLOTCH, I H I \\ I**- II

1772. The affix than comes after a word in the first

case in construction in the sense of " that whose oooaeion or

purpose is this '\

As pfm\ ffq[*PPK«t='far»ift'*i ,li the word q%iR means fruit or cause,

1773. The affix an comes in the sense ofthat whose

purpose is this', after the words vifiakhd, and ash&dha, when

the derivative of the first is combined with *w and that of

the second with %*$ II

Vdtt '—So also after the words "$3T &c. As <fjj| Jf*n3Wtwr«*lto
,

*i

1774. The affix Chha ( fa ) comes in the same sense

of " that whose purpose is this ", after the words Wgnwr <fcc.

This debars z\\\ Thus 5T3it*I*r ff3r3FPre3««l'3ilWtf«ra n

?vs\sx l *wmrw$TO?K

I

\\ \\ \\\ \\

1775. The affix Chha comes in the same sense of

" that whose purpose is this ", after the word samapana, when

it has a word in composition preceding it

This debars *n, n Thus Borarair GTPrt irff*?t*rc*i - i*rar«r fl*wfa* n

Note1—The specifics mention of the word *tf in the aphorism indicates

that the rnla will not apply when a word other than a ' pada,' suoh aa th*

affix ' bahuoh,' y, 3. 66. S. 3023 preoadea the word Sumipan*.
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1776. The word foimfa^ is irregularly formed, in

(he sense of a * thief,

The feminine will be in $r? 11 Thus ymit rt*WWHNwrfaP

fern, A H

ffoffl;—Uhis'urwd oau be regularly formed by ss, but it mlUlwayg bs

refltrioted to mean ft thief. When any other thing is designated, it mill aofc

%\b this affix, Thus qfflint fl%*ispwq ftgrs, horn there -will be no affixing.

The feminine moreover will tie in #£ 11 Some say the word ia formed by adding the

affix Hewitt ft* irregulftr Vfiddhi of fclio first syllable,

#Stobww frn*ft A* to jfl m wwmw * n toRwr fog* 11

1777* The word dkdiikat is irregularly formed ia

the sense of " what coincides with the beginning and the end

1, e, what lasts only an instant ".

The word mm is substituted for tjfffffim I' Thus vnniftoRi m$%\
'a thunder lasting for ao instant ', SMft^faS?-" a lightening lasting a

twinkle", i e, whose death is equal to its lime of birth or dying as born,

VArb ',—The affixes s^and m also come after 3^3, as (TOfifo?

So far js the governing pow of the affix wj V* i, *8,



m afar rTsraf^rc m^^ \\

CHAPTER XXXV.

AFFIXES DENOTING CONDITION AND ACTION,

iw»w %fi *u™*ffi i fa*tf *rftfa to, im^ h\ m. r^ $w iqjn n

1778. The affix vati {*%) cornea after a word in

the third case id construction, in the sense of "like that'
1

,

when the meaning is
(

similarity of action \

As HrSPBH gw* tfH'-wrcr'lWl , as in the sentence wramqqtffi it

Why do we say " action " ? The affix will not be joined when the

similarity is in ' quality \ As s%<n gvqt ygt " as big as the son ".

1779. The affix vafci comes also in the sense of

" like what is there in or thereof *\

As^Mfllf^=^ffl1 *Hke that in Mathura \ as H$*n* 3?rmTO>

Shifts ^Srra nw Ac.

1780. The affix " vati " comes after a word in the

second case in construction, in the sense of " befitting that

or suited to that

"

Thus feft*ift*ffiW[?3Wr "respected as god". The word kriya

should be read into this sutra from V. i, n$, S. 1^8, by 'frog-leap* anu-

vyitti, for it is not to be read in S, 1779,

Therefore, not here «nftirfi3 wi, " the umbrella as befits a king ".

RfftiRifti nm\ m* 1 from itrw* i nrnr 1 wa #fa, flsrer forcrii

1781, The affixes tva and tal come after a word in

the sixth case in construction, in the sense of "the nature

thereof*
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As ift¥!fai»«m3H or tfffir H The word formed by tva is of Neuter

gwder, that formed by tal is fe.mmine.

farmtf <^i>w$ ^sya^mfa qwftwrfr. » ftrar «w iw* 1 sfta* 1 tfftr 1 <U«r* 1

1782, From this forward as far as the aphorism Y*

1, 136, S, 1801 the affixes m and^ bear rule.

Thus in V. 1. 132, S, 1784 ^ and^ are read, giving the forms sgpni

and <J$rTf &Cr This rule is intended to secure admission far these two affixes

notwithstanding the bars in the shape of subsequent aphorisms directing the

employment of other affixes. These affixes signify, in addition to nra

(nature), qA (action) also, in V. 2. 124 S, 1788. The word ^ in the

aphonsro is intended to sectue their admission notwithstanding the affixes

%» and«H(VI. L 87 S 69), Thus few *Wi»#r°l*i *fa**, 3ft<tf 'the

nature of a female '. jai* , 3W, for* H

Tftftn \ *rroB&n iwpm 1 qm^i 1 *(re*i* 1 urgent wto*! mwn

1783. The affixes denoting * nature', taught here-

after, do not come after a Tatpurusha compound formed by

th& negative particle 5^, with the exception of the

following :~~chatura, sangafca, lavana, va^a, budha, kata, rasa,

and laea.

Thus the words <snf% and 3TC3 will have two forms only I e, *ftf3«fflr,

ot «TtTf%W!T, W^n* or fll^T )1

Ncle .—While by V, 1, 12B, 8, 1793 ofchar compounds will have aj8| also, as

^TTOIM Au exception to this is ym%$ ( VII- 2. 2& 6 3066), hb used by the

author himself.

Why do we say ifi^igfol " a Tatpurusha whose first member is q?^"

Observe vfawq;, urarc?R H

Why do we say 'after a Tatpurusha V Observe, when the word jprj

Is a Bahuvilhi compound meaning ura* W 6fa» *t9 derivative will be
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So also the compounds of ^3* &c, with to e.g. 5Tr*?g*Kr tn^rrcw;,

wr5T^a»li STT^fl^.erT^Ttn, m^w,* 5TK**r*,mm U In some texts, there

is g^ instead ofg^ n

1784. The affix imanich (ifl^C) comes optionally in

the sense of ' nature ', after the words prithu (fee,

Tjie word «ir ' optionally ' is employed with the intention of securing

admission for the affixes spn &c. Thus gg + j*nc I Now applies the following

1785. Before the affixes ?H, ?T^ and jm^ , ^ is substi-

tuted for the sf£ in a stem, when this ^f is preceded hy a

consonant, and is not prosodially long ( on account of being

followed by a double censonant ).

Thus s$ FM^^g+linjU Now applies the following.

tfOTt I h I \ I tf t TO II

1786* The last vowel, with consonant, if any, that

follows ifc, is elided when the affixes %2, CT^Land |i*r follow.

Thus ?qbfr«ri=»rfSrRtnorn»ri^iir(5g+^^»jrg+T*[^VI, 4 161 =an+

WH VI. 4. 1 55*» nfa*( )i of qt*fa« by V, I 131. S. I7g6 So also *ffar of »TO*

»

The 3 of 2*J and 35 is elided by the present Sutra and * is substituted for SI

by VI. 4, 161. S 1785, Of course, the affixes V* and q^come here also as,

1 1$. 2 35. 8 Wk * 15, & *£, 3 5TH, 7 S§- 8 snj, 9 Wig, ( WIS ' ).
10^

20 to, 21 m* &2 9n& SS Jfw, 24 $*, 26 fift, 26 l«t, ^ ^j^, 28 ftnr, 29 «|, M
*g», 31^(1).

^tfynfaT \ fitW* l S^IT 1 ST 4<U
*

SHiywwiEvqfiq*T:tfa taw, i * jfoH\ 1 $r 5*Mr 1 $rf%tf 1 quraflft 11

1787, The affix shyan also comes, as well as imanich

after a word denoting colour, and after the words dritj-ha &o,

in the sense of (

nature thereof.
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Thus &&& Hr^r^nSV^f^tt Bft^^i %wii s^P5?ir: ii mi&hn , $f*«ra^,

The ^oftf^ shDW9 that the feminine is formed by -f\Q (IV* 1 41).

As &fa?T ; fern. *tfN?tt ( VL 4, 148, and 150 S 31 1 «md 472 ), So also *mi*iPft II

j^/,_Tbe following are the six words which substitute *; for ^f

under VL 4 161, S. 1785 *g, 35. ^7T, ¥« £*, <Tfc£*> d Thag jftirr II

No^ 1—It therefore, doea not apply to wovda Hktt ffa, jrfjj, flfij, <&o aa

f^ffl* -ssfflt. Fffitftt*rea *r?mft. WTr^«Sfm*tl% H Boo. HI. 1 21, 8, 2677,

1788, The same affix shyan has after a word

expressive of quality, and after Brfthmana &c, tho sense of

'the activity or occupation of something or some one/

The ** in the aphorism is employed with the intention of including

m of "nature " The word qrf denotes activity, 3iss3 tftwtfp? IT"WTC II So

also 4|wm, W3TO., iirhw 11

This class of hito &c* is akfitigaua f, e. the fact of a word belonging

to which is known only from the forms met with in writers of authority.

Vdrt :—The augment g* is added to srfo when it takes the affix

nt^ll Thus the activity or nature of *T$ij will be srrtf??* fem wrfcft the q is

elided by VI. 4, 150S. 472.

The words qqrwq and wr^c preceded by the negative particle srf

L e, the wordsWWW and ^*KjT3* belong to the Br&hmanadi class. They also

take «^; the vjiddhi in their case is governed by the following sutra,

tvsst 1 TORra*mijt«5t • n^^y 1 \s \% \ \\ 11

*sti mflfarqn ^"ft^q^n wfeiW ?r%f^fv 1 *rmrOTr*rrc wwrra?-

1789. Before a Taddhita affix having an indicatory

^^» ^, the words Trcstmn and *nwi$* may have vj?iddhi

of the first vowel of then- first member, or that of the second

member, in alternation.
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That is, when the Negative particle gets thevriddhi, the words remain

unchanged. ; and when these words are vrid'dhied, the negative particle

remains imalteied. As ^nqraraft or 8TqrsTf?r5*ra, WflS%«l or TOirar$4* II

Tn the sntra the compounds are exhibited as arafatr and USTftjt and are Avy*

aylbhavas (II, i, ;, S 661), and being neuters, the srr of ?mr and gu are

shortened.

The words qpf and *tf bear rule upto the end of the seventh Book

chapter thiee,

V&rt

'

—The affix does not change the sense in TTg^azj &c, as ^ft

So also sl^Ti-awir AU Vedas. One who studies All-Vedas is q$fa\

the affix is here Ink-elided by the vArtika under IV, 2, 60 S. 1270. This word

q\fy takes the affix «g* without any change of sense. As griftw

Vdri <—There is vriddhi of both members of the compound ^rgfti ' who
studies four Vedas 1

before shyafl As q^fo + <q9'^r^vri H Instead of^5^
another reading of this Vartika is ^g^«i^ thus *t${$q + «?rn <= ^rjjtfqi i *%$l\

ia foimed from [for by srt^ luk elision (IV. I. 8B. S. 1080 ), 4fgfiii; by 55
elision ( IV, 2 60 S. 1270, vart ),

1790. The affix yat (*r) comes ia the sense of

" nature thereof or action thereof", after the word steiia, in

the genitive, and T is elided before thia affix,

The q[ in the sdtra is taken in ita composite form, i, e. ^ +ar II The

elision herein taught is of ^ NA and not of ^N only. The word Or*T ia formed

by B^oTqquft class.

Note :—Had ^ of the etitra meant the single letter ^, there would arise the

folicwing anomaly^ +siisj = tfl^+ q ( the ^r 13 elided by VI. 4 148. 8. 311 )t
Here

tho elided «t becomes Bthftnivat by 1. 1, 57 S 50 and ao when ^ 19 elided by the preaanfr

Bfltra, wfl havo ^% + * + o+ 311 Tho elided 3T would oauae the tj to be ohaoged to

5q &a the form would be q$zq \\ Hence the whole syllable ?f ia elided by thie adtrn

and not separately by tho applicalioii of S, 311 and tins sutra.

As ftroi kipC( ^ qr-ftq* n Some divide the sutra into two ftm*

«fflL*Mft ( 2 ) fKTt *5T (iftqw* as ft"i* aIU* ft** !i
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tifton n *m*£ *r*i*nW w*nnn «flffc&i i *rra ifr -Tret h3t*t t g *«W[3n* i

1791, The affix *r comes in the sense of nature or

action thereof ', after the word Slftf II

As g«tq. ' friendship '.

Vdtt •—$<} also after the words, %* and sflffls. as igTO.ll According

to KMIka we have *faw* 11 Madhava says " qtfor** is inherently fcmmme.

The affix §hyafi is added to it In the sense of
l natme ' and never in the sense

of action," In the Bhashya this vArtilca is not at all found- The word

tffojTOiis formed by V i 124, S- 1788 ^^ belonging to H!(l«i(% class.

{Ha* \ wRlWV&&m \ V( I ? I ^V9 I)

1792, The affix dhafc comes in the sense of nature

or action thereof, after the words kapi and jnati*

Thus ^vvfrr ^v-ssPm. 3KfaW.il The rule of ^^«w(I- 3> IO

S, X2& ) does not apply any where under this head,

1793, The affix yak comes in the senseof * nature

or action thereof , after a compound ending with pati, and

after pnrohita &e

Thus fam *tk. *ft *r» INnqsr*, $r&f|?r^. trw: "

gfta *, 6 qiff, 7 *{?%, 8 31^, 9 ^t% 10 qfifa ( star,) n sfOfc, 12 wfa *

(sTSThrar), 10*T*W, 20 5%^ (g^JSR), 21 *&*#. 22^^,23 <rpfa* 24 ^^
(iftRiO* 25 ^faifi, 26 tfta, 21 srepr (ffreF9*)» 28 B«farai*» 29 ^r*, 30

<w«, 31 353; (^KqiSTO), 32 swf&PK", 33 «TOlffi* ), 34 wrarc(*T«0. 35 wr*,

41 agrft*, 45 itf^, 46 stFBt*, 47 jrffcfr 48 Rrfotf, 49 ^f*r^, 60 *fa^ f 51 <T^%
fi 2 I^RIW, SB ig^, 54 rcfoff ||

G. Vitit —The -word rHjan gets yak augment when not in a compound Ah

tfSHH " tlio nfttiire o* action of the king-royal w
. In the compound it will tulte Bhjaft

of the Br&limnnfcdi class." As irf^l?^ 11

J!3 S
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ManMnH

1794, The affix afi comes in the sense of ' nature ot

action thereof, after class names of animals, and woi-ds

expressing age, as well as after udg&tri &c.

9 1^101^ ( Tf%nor?»T ifa*T<H3a 10 gg, 11 gg, 12 <***£, J3^,u -^m *rm n In

the Mfuitra literature gubhnga takes fff»T , as q^ tfNrtTO ; somatomes there is no a^
as ^f*r«l *T& 5*1 I3f 11

wy 1 cicRivcrscnf^tivT I H 1 ? I ?^» II

1795. The affix an comes in the sense of * nature

or action thereof, after compounds ending in hayana, and

after yuvana &c.

Thus ffararcra ^re ^A m-tira*i*>%*w*i torn., wfa<*n
Gana- Vdrt .—The q of )HTf%er is elided, as ^fr^TO *rr^i m$ SF- "stal U

gsro. 15 3^ 15 gf?i
]J?

5^ is g^, 19 ^, 20 sen*, 21 qfhnmir. 22

*zrgT*Tlfal (
23 <?pjsrcr, 24 gwq ( 393 37qHr%}> 25 ®TO 26 -^5T (

27 firjar. 28 R^r,

29$^, 3G*r*fl, 81 $ffts?q n^iir, 82 m%, 33 ftm, 34 $3% 35 ^rpi, 36

The word ^<st, ^nr, iRjpjr, f^j*f, $3gtt and qfta belong both to

the Yuvadi and Biahmanadi class. As^TqeWL or ^rqsPi. &c (

*r%ifa. 9pt *r jimi i *ta* i *?«r skw J 5Rita«K* mfpirfrwro ti

1796. The affix an comes in the sense of 'nature or

action thereof,' after a stem ending in t*i(tt it s, 3Tj or s& or

$ ), when the preceding syllable is prosodially light.

Thus^ nfn *rt 1F-*fh*, 4ton (gift) ( Why do we say nrg$fa:
( the

preceding syllable being light'? Observe Vfu*. qv^qif. "i II Why m\z$n ftom

«w ? The wotd ?fifa takes ^sr as belonging to the Biahpanadi class V. I. 134-
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1797. The affix vun comes in the sense of ' nature or

action thereof after a polysyllabic stem whose penultimate

letter is ^ , and whose penultimate syllable is prosodially

heavy.

Note :—The word ??fcrt means tire laafc Byllable bat one in a word of three

jjlUblea or mow, That word whose penultimate syllabi© ia Q5 'heavy' is called

gvffaTt i
tne *fn^T means ' having penultimate ^ [\

Thus n^dfa^nfrom *H<tffa, vctfNftfiW* 1

tf fB .—Why do we say " the pennltm&te letter being ^ " P Observe ftqrati

from ftfflsr »

Note .—Why do Bay fjs^rctf " lh& penultimate Byllable being heavy " P Wifc«

J/*W 1—Optionally so after th&word g*tq * as engraft and owou, u

Note ,—The words sfftP^Micl jq^T should be distinguished the fitab means

penultimate syllabU { implying thereby the word is of more than two syllables ),

rod the wooncJ means penultimate ZeiWr.

1798. The affix vun comes in the sense of ' nature

or action thereof, after a dvandva compound and after the

words manojna &c.

BUT, 10 jftfro 11 -^, 12 q$ 13 fa**** ^**fa )» 14 &ft , 15 §3^ *> 16 HWS^, 17

«th5«w#» is nivw ( ursfs ), 19 ?rm§rcrc, 2a g$nn: 21 q$r, 22 src^sq

( WTO ) 23 btOTWi 24 ^g^ioT) 25 STrm, *, 26 nng^ 27 pi, 28 ^J^r It

1799. The affix vun comes in the sense of 1 nature or

action thereof* after a- family-name (Gotra), and after the Name
of a Vaidic School, when one boasts thereby, or manifests his

contempt thereby
r or when it meane one who has attained

that ( or has come for an inspection or inquiring thereof ),
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Note :—The -word v$\m means boaatinfif ; 5RTT^R means '

L
'contempt

', flf itflT:

moans flTTKH 'who lms gained that j or fiSjSjri irtio lnqniras that'. The rcord
b
m

refaifl to ifrT und *Wf II The word H^3. means " who has obtiaued that or hLo

Imb known that "

To take hrst *srr% as lifitam^rqft or surf***T WTCW "boasts of
i

belonging to the family of Garga, or the school of Ka{ha ". To take iftnifTT

as JTrfVt^qr?Tfli^j ffifcromf^T " he manifests contempt upon another

because of Ins belonging to the clan of Garga or School of Katha ", To take

Note '—Why do we any •' when tt means boasting Ac " Obsorvu ipfa^,

W«rtLll The H of TTl'q is elided in the above examples by VI. 4 148 & VI. 4 161,

1800. The affix chha (fa) comes in the sense of

1

nature or action thereof ', after words expressing Hotri

priests.

The word hotrfc i9 feminine and denotes t\ kind of pi ioet t $fa(>q; is plural,

to prevent tho application o£ 1,1,68 S* 25
t
therefore the rule doca not apply to

tho word-foim ' hotia derived from §r V^ meaning a, rltvij

Thus fHR^n , Vrwfta* , wrsmi^^in , wtfh^taqu JlfitiTWrflVl,

1801. The affix tva (?^) cornea in the sense of

* nature or action thereof, after the word Brahman, denoting

a kind of Hotri priest.

This debars tf ii Thus wmr hw m W=*mm. H This debars trfc "

When *rgj<* means a BrAhmana, by caste, we have w^^or Wfflr

"

So much for the province of the affixes ip^and m^( IV. i. 8;).

-oi-
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THE AFE1X wfc »

1802- The affix khan comes after the name of any

particular corn, being in the genitive case in construction,

in the sens© of" a place of growing," when that place is

a field.

Note .—The word ^R[«ri ' of grains ', flhowe that the word in contraction

should be in the genitive case. The plural number aho^a that the affix IB not to bo

added to the word-form qiar, but to words which denote various kinds oP dh&nyn

(I 1,63 3.263)- *n?i meartB 'the place where a thing is produced or growfl

Note '.—Why do we aay
<(
of grains " P There will be no affixing in h oabq

like 0*IHI T^ tfr II

Note :—"Why do we say « when it ia a Eeld " ? Observe S*tm *ra* $*$
l a granairy where kidney-beans grow '.

\**\ I sflfeTfTSq&fi 1 * I \ U II

1803. The affix dhak comes in the above sense of

' a place of growing, when it ia a field ', after the words tffft

and qtftr |l

Thus sftiffaT *TC* %f =1^1, flrsw , Ufam ' a field fit for growing rice ',

*rctfiw farwuww q$wu
1804. The affix yat comes in the same sense of

' a place for growing, it being a field ', after the words yava,

yavaka, and shashtika*

1 his debars^ w Thus mn\w ^t = #OT i *Wl *T*HW U See
VI, I 213 S, 3701 for accent,
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1805. The affix yafc cornea, In the sense of* a place

for growing, it being a field \ optionally after the words tila,

Kidsa, umfl,, bhaftgft and anu.

The affix fchaft will come In the alternative, Thus ftanorltdtar'fr

field for growing sesamum \ wip^or mfoon* a field for growing beans
', feqq

or sfrcfat* ' a field of linseed \ *%*qn, or irrtftoq.
* a field of hemp

', stumor

*n*U!fta,l ' a field for small grain ',

1806. The affix kha ( f*r ) and kh an ( fa ) come in the

sense of "wholly made thereof"; after the word sarva-

cliarman.

The word stf Is here a part of the sense of the affix, and joins with

the word fwi, and with *t^ il The compounding is, m fact, made by the

affix, for between H3 and irfa there is no sftmarthya or construction, and so

it can not be compounded with it, by any rule of samflsa, S&marthyais

necessary for that purpose Here qfr is in construction with 35m U So the

compounding of sarva with charman is anomalous, Thus ^rfaq'oqsfl :
b {ffatfor*

or wfatfur "made wholly of leather."

Amis^qiifmiqr PrkuIt t «wra<& wHt wasto; 1 *riw 5*?r**c *fa' tfstffi 1 u

1807. The affix kha ( ** ) comes in the sense of '
a

mirror \ after the worda yathftmnkha, and sanmukha being

in the 6th case in construction.

The word jfo- means that in which something is seen, such as,

a looking glass, mirror &c, which reflects things. The word *UT5W "a reflection

"

h nn Avyaylbhava compound, the meaning of nnf being that of likeness (
iir

1. 6. S. 652 ) Thus zwrgsr %fa>. = zwrgtfnr ' showing or reflecting the likeness

of the face'—a mirror, tfoq uurcn qfa; stpg^fta: ' showing or reflecting the

whole face'—a looking glass. Tp? means * all
1

; and in forming the compound

the final * of si is elided
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1808, After the words pathi, anga, karcnan, patra

or pafcra, preceded by sarva, being 111 the second case in

construction, the affix kha (fa) comes in the sense of
,f what pervades or Jills the whole of that ".

»«wt n<rc fl¥R?nftfi?T ewrwu arm^n-. q*- 11

1809, The affix kha (fa) comes after the word

dprapada, in the sense of " reaching thereto
,
',

The ward ut? means the 'top of the foot', *fj means "upto",

"WOT? is an Avyaytbhava compound meaning ' to the top of the foot ' Thus

^rqTOi?Tc^rfa-^m'(fa h id * cloth reaching to the end of the feet', i, e,

showing the width of the cloth by comparison with the body

1810, The affix kha comes after the words anupada,

ftu'v&nmi, and ay£naya, being in the second case in construc-

tion, in the senses of 'so bound ', * eating that \ and ' to carry

thereto ' respectively,

Thus wrg^T ^fff = sr^q^i^r 'a kind of shoe ' ; this word iq always femi-

nine. The force of ^rg here is that of * length ' or ' likeness '. That is ' a shoe

of tlie measure of a foot ', So ^renfa *nwfif « (wffllMt f*TQ : 'a mendtcant who

eats the whole food
1

. So also wa^pi: mfti 'a chessman or piece that is

taken to the position on the chess called ayanaya '. The word ?raiqq is

compounded of two words srq, meaning 'going from right to left', and vrffq

'from left to right', and it means a paitJcular position m which the pieces

moving from right to left and left to right cannot move further, and attack-

the other pieces.

Note\—According to some *T3r*uffa is tlie name of Ehe front pieces in one's

Dim row of ohoBB-raen, A pieco which moroB duly on one Bido
t

doea not admit
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1816. The affix kha comes after the word anugu,

in the sense of who is
(

fit to follow'.

Thus the word srgij means ifh <T*rrT 11 Thus siss 7% Tear^er^
tftqi

' who Is suited or able to follow after the cows ' i. e. a cowherd

.

\*\* 1 writ TfA I * U 1 \\ II

1817. The affixes yat ( n) and kha ( $& ) come after

the word adhvan, in the above sense of ' who is lit or able to

follow*,

Thus -sTPfRHoTTTfifts TOsftTt or «rwr«li ' able to undertake a journey\

By apharlsms VI. 4. 168, 169 S. 1154, and 1671 the word vn^ retains Its

original form before the affixes q and *Sf, not losing Its final b^, which It

does before othei affixes, by VI, 4, 144. S. 679,

\*\* I SOTfa*l«3 * 1 y I 3 1 {U 11

1818. The affix Ohha ( i$ ) also as well as yat and

kha, comes after the word abhyamitra, to the sense of ' who
is able to go \

The ^ draws In^ and ^5T 11 Thus *T**rM *rfr<Ttf? = ermRf^'i ^T«flffi*W

wmOftfl !' 'a warrior who valiantly encounters, his enemy ' = *rf*mrr^<H H*I

^ttrwf^ ^itfi^^t 11

1819. The affix khan comes after the word goshtha

in the sen&e of
l

it formerly had been

\

The word ifa 15 a compound of ifr-Mqr I. e, a cow-pen, it means the

place all around a cow-pen. The word njq<j,| qualifies it. Thus ifrgl" •%$& =

tfitfl«ft W« ' a place which wa9 formerly a Goshtha'. Otherwise when not

meaning formerly, we have nnft lflfl U

t«^o 1 «**&VfflfWi I HI * I (Ml

1820. The affix khan corner after the word aSva,

in the genitive case in construction, the sense being ( what
is travelled over ov traversed in one day \
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The word ar^^f being in the sixth case shows the construction it

should have before the affix. The ^T3*Pt means ^ft^ t*ht i. e
t
what 13 or

can be gone over in one day. Thus qrattaiHOTftsvfr s^l^fi, as *i»sftoniT *lA

qfasn=qmfar ftspnfcwfosn^f *»*% wwlm tut 11 TOiptfft sr w. wif nt«: 11

1821, The word gfilina and kaupina are anomalous,

when meaning ( modest ' and ( a shameful action ' respec-

tively.

The word myv means ' not proud ', wsrr&i means * unfit to be done •

I e. an infamous act The words come from wnr " a hall " and ^ ' a well

\

It Is not easy to trace any connection between ' modesty ' and ' a hall', or

between ' shameful ' and ' a well
J However some say vi5Wif([lfl$% ' who

deserves to enter a hall^s^jTrffa:, 'K'Tratnwjfa who deserves to be thrown

into a well ' «ft<ft*r, hence a thing to be concealed as the male organ ; and

the dress that conceals it, As flrtfffi Wi ^t^H m II

V^\ \ ml* tftafa 1 \ 1 r 1 tt 11

1822. The affix khatl comeB after the word vr&ta

in the third ease in construction, the sens© being u who leads

this life, or who lives by this ".

The word sifcr means a multitude or mass eompasud of various castes,

who have no fixed employment and live by violence, or by bodily labor srfa^

^fRftT^ETnftTf ' a person who lives by the labour of his body, and not by the

power of his brain \

1823. The word e&ptapadma is anomalous, when

meaning ' friendship
'

+

The word ^rHTfrT comes from ^tWTT but the connection of senses Is

not very clear, It is said ^HiR. q^i^ts^rffT^i "formed by walking

together seven steps or by talking together seven weeds "*

Note j—The oiionmambulakon of the Fire by the bride and bridegroom in

flOYen Btcpfr makes the marriage irrevocable, ^fH^^TK eeeme to \w$ some oounwtion
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T»jtL tlial. The word aiH'tfta orfrme&BB ' a friend ' also
,
the abstract sense hoing

math applicable by analogy to tliQ person aa woll.

VW& I l^^fisr &BJRTO \*i\R\\%\\

1824. The word " haiyangavfna
,y

is anomalous,

when it is a Name.

The word ^qjftoi* means ' fresh butter \ The word comes from $r:

' yesterday ' and iri3l? 'cow's milk ', fft iflqrajw ft«RKi ' prepared from yesterday
1

;,

milk '

i e, " fiesh butter \ The affix does not come in the sense of any f^K
in general, There is no affixing in gff "Trfaw fTOK when it means s?p^ 01

' whey '.

^n 1 tot iw»q;& <toiftroWsw SffluiTtrflf i *m wn

1825. The affixes kim&p (f*a) andjahacli (anf

)

come after the words pilu &c and kaina &c respectively,

when the senses are respectively ' the fntiting-season of this

'

aad (

the root of this

'

The word wra shows that the construction must be genitive. The

affix fun? comes after tftRtft words, signifying ' ripening ', and the affix *ri?;^

comes after cCTufft words signifying the 'toot',

Thus ilc^f qnr ^flB^mr > ^555^., so also q$& sjfrserfwt u

10 3*C, 11 ailHj 12 ISf 13 5TQI, 14 SfS^jg II

1 <flg, 2 &^tg c*V, 3 rt 4 ^?fft. 5 psi, 6 ^^, 7 crater, s ^% n

t«w 1 qqnfiar m 1 * 1 ^ 11

1826. The affix ti ( fh ) comes after the word paksha

in the genitive case in construction, in the sense of ' the

root of it \

Nota t—The woid iffi of the last sftlra ib drawn into this aphorism , and nob

the word ^ Rg well This ig nn exceptional cage of ^3|f%, general!? the

wholo ig drawn and not a portion, Hence tiiieos the following ma.vira

wNtlfttftSeq^ftj " SomttimeB it also happana that only a part of tho words of

a rule which mo tnuLunlly connected )a valid in a fcnbaequont rule, while tho mat
eonui to lQT»lid

,,

1
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Thus w* 1# = TOt: 1. e, uRtt^
f the root or the first day of a PaUsha

or a fortnight

\

1827. The affixes chnnchup (g*§) and chanap (<gi)

come after a word in the third case in construction, in the

sense of * celebrated through this'.

The word fo^T means known, illustrious Thus fatfqr ft*ri sfturs^
,

nrfll^O't ttfT^: H The initial ^r in these affixes is not ^ ( I. 3, 7, S i8p)

because the affixes really are h^s^t and wew\ \\ Thus 3 is elided aftei

words. So ^.is not the initial of an affix, and does not get \^ designation,

{*zvz i T%Rsrjprf «n?n5TT st sis 1 n \\ 1 w n

1828. The affixes ?tt and iiT*r come respectively after

the words ft and qsr, in the .sense of ' not being together \

Thus ft + *\j = R^i 'without', ?rs£ + ?«** = ^ffl" ' several ',

1829. The affixes galach (TO?) and gaiikatach

(faiS) come after the preposition fa, without changing the

sense.

Thus farra »jjf^=T%Mt5r*T ffTT^ff 11 Thus these words may apply to a

cow, as ft^npji, n*ffi?' 11 According to some these words are adjectives

meaning ' great, large ' &c. There is no connection here of the sense of

the base and the affix.

srarsui ^' ww^sr** u iTtsaiw wmrftg tsjstrhi * 11 *rcr wpt »fi*rr&9ji snira

^?^ * 11 *i<tai gg-rflrsf^^?: u ftwft qr^# 11 Biffin* 11 W aftgn^. * 11 sr^r

1830. The affix katach (%z) comes after the words

sam, pra, ud, (and vi ).

The f? ts read into the s(Uia by virtue of the word ^ 11 I'luis ^ (̂
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Vdtt !—The affix v&% comes after mroj, faff, *HTi and Wjff In denoting

dust thereof. As wt*rW ="WBI^*, fta*?*. aTl^T*! ^TT^<1 II Sec.

y&ri :—The affix ifo^ comes after the names of animals, in denoting

the places, As mf STPt^nmrff" &c.

V&rt :—When a flock is denoted, the affix ^^ Is added, as itffast II

Vdrt .—When spreading is denoted, the affix [3 Tff^, and w'w tt

frfr/ :-t-When a couple ia denoted, the affix is my»psr , as gg'
i rg*PiH

yafl :_When six ia denoted, the affix Is TOtra^ , as oqw^f^ \\

Vdrt :— The affix \ft% comes when it means the oil of it. As

Y&ft i_The affixes ^iraiff and qn%* denote ' a field where it grows',

after the words \% &c, As ig^i^a, sgqrftrT 11

"*m*% 1 «wn(ffiw$srci i srwi u

1831. The affix $zw% &s well as *&% comes after

the word sra !1

As vngcwi *re*r*.' 'downwards,' 'very deep'.

1832. The affixes 8i«w , to* and *JS^ come after/

the word *r*, in the sense of a hooked nose, when the word

so formed ia a Name,

Thus <wftwWW*- »wn***l 1 or vwrrE^, TOP* u The word signi-

fies the nose, as well as the person also, as wT^rflsr *\ftftU 3T«tftef 3^1* to

\*\\ 1 MIsiWtoA 1 x 1 * 1 ^ a

PtftT* 1 ftfflraq. 11

1833. The affixes ftv^ and ft*^^ come after the

word fti in the above seDse of hooked nose, the whole word,

beiQg a Narae.

Thus ftfafw and faWNrn if

Note—How do you eny faflTV %*IT 01 ptf^T ra^ 7 It i fl by analogy.

SRm i utRwmi iiisfWi w^fas^r qw*tr q*trfSw fa x&&& n i wra*-
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1834:. The affixes *?T^ and feet, come after the word

fain the above sense of a booked nose; and fa* and [%

are the substitutes of ft before those affixes respectively.

Thus pr + fiT^-ft^+VTT=s frftifT , ft+ft^-fa + for^-fafo;. 11

VdK\—Soalsocomes tf, and fa^ replacing fa, as re + 9f»ft^+«K«

Vdrt :—The affix fc comes after the word TR5T in the sense ofMta

eyes'; and fas and ft^ are substitutes offfc*: as ffe?rsrcq *rgtft-fafl,
r ft*i

4 blear-eyed

'

Vdrt t—3R Is also the substitute As *t$\ n

tfofo —These worda apply to the ' eyo ' also, bb fa$f fofc g& « Bore-eyea,"

They apply to ' person ' also

1835, The affix tyakan ( m% ) comes after the

words upa and adhi, in the sense of 'nearness' and ' elevation
1

respectively; the words eo formed being Names
ThusT7Pi3ir Ba,Fftrcaircra ,i lowland, a land at the foot of the mountain,

iTfasraTC^^Tt^T^FW a table-landj high-land.

Note :—The rale VII. 3. 44 S 463 does not apply here, so we do not get

the forms aqfcwr or tfrfaffcuur il

1836, The affix athach
(
ws ) comes after the word

karma, in the seventh case in construction, in the sense of

' employing oneself zealously in it.*

The word q? means zealous work It is formed from ^/qi" with the 9t^

of the PachAd j, Thus qtffa qr^ = ^;fa g^sp ' a clever* proficient person.
1

1837, The affix itach (*er) comes after the words

tArak& &c. in the first case in construction, in the sense of

r that whereof this is observed '.

Thus tnw surrai shu smsr- = ?wraRi 1*: ' a starry slcy ' I. e, a night In

which stars are visible, gf^rnr ¥$'< 'a tree in which floweis have grown '.
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The tHi^rft class is <nrfi[f«T°r "

1 mw, 2 ^n, 3 WIT. ;i 15*0*. Q spffo 6 g<*\ 7 ** (wf), 8 gj,

O^afw, lojfisr, 11 wit, JSi^u, lar^iT. H|?W< 15q>°T^
r
16 gflSTs, 17

Sliif, I8$gir, lD^si, £0(hwt, 21 foraorcr, 22 q^, 2a *g°T, 21 *t*r, 25 fajr, 2fi

Wl 27 gggr, 28 tigwcr, 23 fr<n*rr. 30 *agrr, 31 era, 32 gp^, 83^ (^, 31^*,

3!>lfa, StifrTi 37 S^T- 3B5.W, J9 3«3F*r igrwiff), 40 vrc, 41 cqrf^i 42 q^, 43

Knit, 44 *|W». 45 flW. 4 fi (TOT, 47 ^5T^- 'i8 ^^ (*W) 49 WflTTT. 60 irf,

51 5^r, 03^:, 58 3Tejtf, 54 uff*. SS ^5TH, fi6 ^, 57 §3^ (l^r), 58 tff^ &9

^^, CO m*, 61 firr, 62 ^TtTt^^, 03 «F*T> fli 5iSIWi 65 $^*i 6G to, 67 sp^rgr, 68

^5?-,* fi'J «*, 70 ifi*!*', 71 »IlfK"' 7a *W> 73%^*, 74 ^j Wj 76 *?**, 76

aim**, 77 qrcii;, 7B ^|ft, 70 ^e*, 80 1335?, 81 sqfK, 82 %^ {%*#), 83 Jjfti^a,

frifaim^ tft«fl. awO'iBSqsm*, 80 $%f, 87 ir^, SB ir*rfaiTli<ni% ( qpfaT WW
bat »TfM m ). «0 fl*flf> ^0 ^eK, 01 cRt, 92 iriffiff, 93 rftTi 91^ II

trcwwsw 1 ?re Mi°tflw *rcwu 3wn^i ^*rm n srornr 5T* *
11 w« 1

ffiifc! 1 fltaf&f 11 ffctfiffem • 11 #r mfli iwi<n*n*i fam u HRRiftnww ^reqpiiwft

tftm mwsisfiw *\\wmwk
\ rwrr* 1 twwi*i»[i *wm«si3f wswreV *is*L «

n

1838 The affixes dvaynsnch { scftf ) daghnaeh ( 3$

)

and matrach (Jfltf), come in denoting " that whereof this is

the luical measure " after a word in fir&t case in construction.

The word mn is understood here, Thus a^i UHr«TflW fa 'SCT*^^i

l^Hg;, WM^ ' ds high as the thigh ',

^Yo/e ,—Ab g^qgg^q' ' ivatoi leaching upto fclie thigh, ', According to

some thfl fit fit ami llio second flffi\efi (dwunpa nnd dnglma ) conae in denoting the

measure of aluLudeB rmd depths, And not homonUl nieaauLOS. Tho affix ^r^^comes

m a gcnoiftl ADiifle also A& wqwiT^, ' ft oubjt long '.

Vdit:—The affixes denoting lineal measure are elided after wot d^

jvhich are themselves recogmsed ah standards of measure. Thus *i*T iiw»itw

e?up * that which is &ma ( a hand ) in length ', Similarly f|/t' r ^31??' I 1

Note .—Th« affix mfttra only is elided, the other two affixes are never applicable

to theBfl words

VArt -—The elision Is invariable after a Dvigu, As ft q^r RimjTW

- \%V$* 11

Note '—"Why do flo Bay " invnunblc "
P Tho eliaion -will Ulce placo even

Vflioio tlioie is doubt, \ f^fe tUHlf V 1 IT* ftRIB. II

VArt ,-*The affix Wf^ comes after woids denoting lineal measure,

and mass measure, and after a numeral, even when there is doubt. As
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Auriinr^WT1 WWHW WIST «M«ir|rw^i4^P?T'n3CU An exception to this la

contained in the 2nd Vartikaj where matra is elided m Dvigu compounds,

owing to the word fifrg? being used there.

Vd.fi 1 -The affixes %$&* and *m% come without changing the sense,

diversely after a word ending in erg
;
as crrdHPTCR » a «[ lfttT°iT^ qrorfUnraq;

W t g^fffes^«rm?f[: ^ 1 *m 3* II

1839. The affix ar; also, as well dvayasach &c, cornea

after the words purusha andhasti, in the first case in construc-

tion in the sense of ' that whereof this ia the lineal measure/

The phraae tf^iiTTrtf is understood here. By *r the affixes vm% &c

are drawn in. Thus $$«ri ironiwUI=sSlOTi tfwror*, $mWi, &m\*%, *$HVM%
eRaw*, *R«wr*, ?rR?m* 11

Note —The affix Is always elided after a Dvlgu, As fftgs&g^iTf

ft^TO, fifaffct. fttf&T, ftwft. ftWfo ft«Ra«fti Rrftoft »

1840. The affix vatup (*lfl[) comes after the words

yad, tad, and etad, being in the first case in construction,

in /signifying
lc that whereof this is the measure of volume '.

The phrase sr^q is understood here: As q^qRjiriimw-Sfsrr^i This

form ia thus evolved; ?«i+ SjJ^™ 3T*H ( the ti W£ being replaced by *r by VI.

3. 91 ^qrS'Sft ( the gn being added by VII. 1* 70 ) « sflSHjt ( the %t being

lengthened by VL 4. 41 ); the vibhakti being elided by VI. r. 68. S. 253.

«md jj being elided by VIII. 2, 23 we get finally sutr^i HNr^.qwpn^ II

Bfrr*m *arowreq * *p 1 fault* i win »

1841. After the words kim and idam, *J
(
*** ) hi

substituted for the <gr of vatup.

Thus fa*+ ^gT *- stf +^r ( VL 3. 9° ) °3L + ^Wl ( VI. 4- *4S ) *» font

nom. fa*ffi* . Similarly jq^ nom, %m% II

?*«* I tar. ^mnrib?^ *fir * um «U

115 s
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1842 The affix dati(srf^ with the elision of**) as

well as the affix vatup comes after the word \n> in the first

case in construction, in the sense of ' numerical quantity',

The ^introduces the affix^ which is changed mto^i(f^n)n

The word e^wTmnr means steqfcp *rfvu«U e. tfWtf^iN* making estimate

by numbers. As tffl qmi tfwriT R^t a[3T0TRT=^f!r WfBTOITt or farc%OTW*m

how many Erahmanas in number tfo you estimate these, This always cornea

in the plural,

1843 The affix tayap(src) comes after a numeral,

in the sense of "that whereof the parts are so many".
The word aiw is understood here, Thus t*T srrat *ra-^?TO hav-

ing five parls. The part being connected with the whole, the force of the

affix is to denote the whole,

1844. The affix ayach (*rf ) is optionally the substitu-

te of tayap
t
after words dvi and tri.

As aroiwrcq

-

»tw or Ija-wir, *m or Opra^ 'a couple' *a triad'

\*n\ 1 jm^i^r Sot \ v. u 1 w» 11

1845. After the word udha, ayach is always the

substitute for tayap> having the acute (udfttta) accent on its

first syllable

Aro£ei—Th(j ndix^^linving indicatory ^talfeg the acute accent on the

final syllable (VI. 1 163 S. 3710), i, e on q, lha apecia) menhan of ndfltta in the

efth^a sliowa that the accent should be on a syllable which would otherwise nob
hftvetuk&n \l 1 e the fliat syllable I ^, for had this not been the meaning,
thoie wag no necessity of using the word ndilta 111 the sftfcra.

!( T* ia a Sunkliya. word (I. 1, n 8. 25S
)t
m the cWical sense, it would

have Ubw nn^, tlic present sdtra ordnina *$ instead aa a eubatitnte alway B , If

it * not a bankliyjl, then we ahouia first ordain fl^ after it, by the procegs of
BplittinR- tl.e rim V, 2 4g into two, thus ftqmiw , ^ft „, Rnd then r |>M
tmty fro ti
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1846. The affix da 15? with the elision of SRt of the

base ), comes after a Numeral ending in data, being in the

first ease in construction, m the sense of " this is surplus

in it .

Thus ty*iTOV WTO wfa^ *ffi-S3KRti IW 4
' hundred + eleven". So alao-

ZrM* "—This applies only after jnT and 5W, therefbie, it does not

apply here i—Trsrwrrffi^t wr ft*r^" u

/jA/h' :—This rule applies when both words denote a thing of the

same denomination. As ^E&r^r tftfr<nrr *rRMrr tfftTI *Kr*fr^ *rcf-?*FT*fr

rrfppwj tl But not here —TOtfpifW ^t^rr srftFwftft it

ifoti -—The woid jftf in the antra ib for olearneBS. The rule applies to

IW^retf ftlso
i
aa qeRwi fl^tf which may mean either (1 ) WTO flawjfawqfafl.

1847. The affix da comes in the sense of " this is

surplus in it *\ after a Numeral ending in flej; and after

feflft ; with the elision of w* and srftr II

The IndicatoivT causes elision of £ portion Vh 4- H*- S- 844

Thus fltowwr 9tR*t>5^ ~ fan *m
Note ,—This rule applies to abstract Numerate Hemic not J»wa, ijrftatffoif

So also after ft*% , as ft* *T?T ft

^ys I «*wrwt?i<n** ftm> T^ I <i
I * I ^ n

ifariTM R[*rci5*fowrepnir i gpiwFS fas i fr eftfaft (^mt^^h i Pnrrofa*.

1848 The affix mayat (w with feminine ia ^t\)

eomes after a Numeral in denoting a thing given in exchange

in the sense of " containing so many times more ofsomething"

or
,l the price of a portion of this is so many equal portions

of the other ",
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The word ffTW from V, 2. 36 should be read In this, The sense of

the aphorism is " after a Numeral in the first case in construction ( ?rO. wiUj

the force of a genitive ( m* ) , comes the affix *ra^ when the word m the

first case In construction denotes the value ( f*mrc ) of a portion ( tyn )". The

word T&3 means *n*r or rt portion ", and fam means ' price \ In comparing

the quality of one thing with another, ftmsr Is the value or price, Thus

imTT tr wtfr ftmTOfl*i^rWTO-ftTO?J%*ni |Tr*'' two parts of Yava is

the price of one part of UdaSvit ", Similarly ftmq^ , "^f^j Ht. " UdaSvit h

ffciq or ' two-times ' the value of yava ",

Note 1—sTho word gTO \& u tho singular number, The comparison must

therefore, be made with one portion of a thing, with the several portions of the

other. The rat«j mttfifc be a 1 3, but neror # ; 2, or s: 8 <fco. Therefore, the

rule dosii not apply here, fr *TTnr Wfflf *q stfMfli II The a aleo must bo

more than one. The rule therefore does not applj here Tjefit *Tmf fttrrfff?8( (I

Tho word 50T denotes an integral number, therefore the rule will not

apply to fraction, Aa ft *r»ft W*r[Ttiqtf ^fafl; it

Tho affix also cornea iu tho Bonse of purchasing or tho comparative!

value of b. thing, \, e. in denoting the thing raoeived in exchange, (f^^) As ^sfaift

TO»MNH!H !lt *Wlt "the e\chnnga \alao of Udft^vita is twice as much hb that d(

a YaTa ". The word ftRffi moans Lbo thing given in exchange > and ft^g the

thing rcce/t'edt in exchange. Both words are reciprocal snd aro terroa of

barter or exchange, but they do not apply to Bales or purchases for coma.

Why do we say jjorpt ' of a portion ' ? Observe if eftfotft ffarc^m'

5^1 ji lltx& being no comparison of ratios, there is no affixing".

Why do wo say fipTft "in denoting the thing given in exchange 1'?

Observe, fr %$ *fk*sj wWt^fajdr 4*H$ §5r *ft$ir
" one part of oil cooks or

absorbs as much aa two parts of milk ", Heie the sense is that of ' cooking '

and not of purchasing.

Nolei —In abort nn? has the meaning of
(

time or fold*. As fi(nn "two

time", tho word qualifying soraofcirao the R^ir, sometime the ftfa ; e, g. ffawfaff
iR^i " XJdaavib ]fl two4imea or two-fold or Tava in value

'
, or farnr H«K ^f^ff-

<l tffCHtimo0 Tava are equal to one Udasvit

'

ipiTOrrct Tjw yum 11

1849. Tho affix dat ( a*f causing the elision of the

last vowel with the consonant following it) comes after a

Numeral in tlie sixth case in construction, when the sense is

" maldng full this number ",
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That by which a thing is completed is called *n«i ti Thus qmwn
IW< ~ T^Tr^i the " eleventh " (I, e, the one which, added to ten, completes

the eleven ).

Note;—By this affix, ordinals ara formad. The rule therefore, dote not

apply to a case like fchia :—t^r( sf&tfTRT Ijtff Erst II

^rw 11

1850. The augment mat (*r) comes before ^, in

the above sense, after a Numeral which ends in ^ when no

other Numeral precedes it.

Thus <r*nr> 'fifth' (the completer of the five), Why do we say

'ending in ^' Observe $nW £w;=ftw 'twentieth'. Why do we say 'not

preceded by a Numeral ' ? Observe q^T^rfrf ^w- Wirw* M

ir? gum*.* rarjfr t flr^rorf $pat *re< i ^ft^ 1 ^Rt<r*ms*?3rr*n53n$seq*r q*

1851. When daj, follows, $$*k is the augment of the

words shat, kati ; katipaya and chatur.

The tt is to be read into this sfltra, and ft should be changed into

locative, as jf? ' when tfat follows '. The word viftire is not a Numeral, it

takes qrs, by force of this sutra, Thus qwrf graftsW 'sixth', qfam the which

in order'? zfifam^ 'the one In order after several', ^r^\ 'the fourth '.

V&H .—The affixes 5 ($q ) and q;j come after ^3^ and there is elision

of the first letter. As gfos or g^i n

JVoifi ;—In this and the tao following sflfcraB, the action of the ^of T^yani-

flhee when an augment la added.

1<W 1 JTOPmwjwir fagw l X i i 1 X* 11

1852. When dat follows, fa^ is the augment of the

words bahu, pfiga, gana, and sangha.

The word 3T* is understood here also. The words *tt and flq are

not Numerals ; they take the affix ^ by vhtue of this sutra, Thus wtfftf

*!W?!s*3fi*P, gnfttr , irmffiv .
and ttftW &<=•

\Vi\ \ *Aftg«v I M * I X* U

Tfra* 1 miftw' 11
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1853. When 4at follows, *$* is the augment of a

stem ending in vatu.

The word eft is understood here also. The words ending In Tjj are

Numerals ( I. 1, 23 S, 258 ) \ and they will take 3* by V, 2, 48 ; the presea(

sutra declares the augment. Thus aff^f /jjojj- unfair:, I*

1854. The affix tfta comes in the sense of * comple<

tei thereof ', after the word dvi.

This debars 55 ll Thus i$\>, *#w & fofais 'the second '—(hat which

completes the two.

Wi i Sri ^JWRot gi^ui^n

1855. The affix tiya comes in the sense of ( com-

pleter thereof,' after the word txi; and there is sampras&rana

( vocalisation ) of the Btem,

The substitution of a vowel for a semi-vowells samprasaraija ( I, i,

45), Thus Fr + iita = 5-rt + ?ita*»^itai(Vi, I, 10&, the \ of ftr assumes the

form of the prior letter m which is substituted for ^ )

Note .— In £?ffa: the q? ib not lengthened by VI. 4, 2. because that rale

applies to the lengthening of the wtwj letters only, this word being read into VI, 4, 2
r

by nmifpftifrom VJ. 3 HIS 174- The praty&hara ei^ is formed by the first1
and means the letters or, { arid 7 ||

ij>flt to^pm} qr wis i ftafonKi 1 fan 1 tpffftflftmi ynftw »

1856, After the words vinfiati &c, tarna^ ( ?itt with

fem, in #0 is optionally the augment of flat-

Tins rule falling under the jurisdiction of ^nr we must read the word

^into this sfltra, as the affix to which the augment fTfl? is added. Thus

fttft *IHJ afalffllPT' or fro: ' twentieth ' ^fl^ir. or qifif^j;, faftqfacWi or

fiffo. fotratii or i%< q^f%^r^n or qqtfSnr tl

tfods t—In the caso of H^tind q^ there will be no difference whatever whe
ttcr wo toko Lhcm as aflixea or as tuigmenta, Thus T«t^+^? =q^ + *l^ ( VI. 4

tmw tot. wrai* i qifiwn \ m^vtar hi ^i imw* h
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1857. Always after the wordg gata &c, and after

mftsa, ardba-m&sa and sam-vatsar, tamat is the augment

of 4a^.

The words vm\m are numerals. The words hto &c. are not nume*

irals ; they would not have taken ^ but by the implication of this sutra Thus

W&t *W ; U«TOT» '
hundredth

] ftm?) 1 Similarly m*rt3 EWt-?»raimH?«T the

fast <day of the month ; *T$*UWH! I ^Q^T. 11

Note t—*By the next aflfra the words f|fl &o, would hare taken ?ffi^ ; bat

the scope of th&fc efttra is confined to numerals not preceded by another numeral,

There is no suoh reatriction here Hence we We lj3TO?jff l ff^3S?T; II

1158. After the words shashhti &o. when no other

Numeral precedes them; tamat is always the augment of da^.

By sutra V. 2. 56, the augment was optional, this makes it comp-

qlsoiy* Thus *f&tr?»

Why do we say •' when not preceded by a Numeral " ? Observe ^q#
ifm&Wh ^^RfRT: or 7**mft?m» H Here V, 2, 56, S, 1856 applies also,

1859, When a Stlkta or a S&man is to be expressed,

the affix Ohha ( s*T ) comes after a pr&tipadika ( nominal-stem),

in the sense of the affix matup ( Y. % 94).

The word »rft means ' In the sense of hjt* affix/ The sense of h${

Is "whose Is it or in whom it is ". Thus w^i^^sffr^^st^wt

Hole :—The affix cornea after a collocation of worda, as 3rctR|fftii 'the ftiikta

containing the words %(&[ m$ ' e, g- Rig Veda M^dala 1 flfikta 164 Here the words

TOq qiFftZf are cousideLed as a Nominal Stem So also gfarstftal II

1860. When an Adliv&ya or an Anuv&ka is to be

expressed, there is ( optionally) luk-dision of the affix Ohha

having the above sense of matup-
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This sutra indicates by implication ( flT<W )> that the affix gt comes

after a nominal stem, to denote an Adhyaya or an Anuvaka, According to

PatanjaH the elision Is optional, by the very fact of the rule enunciating

the elision of Lhe affix. According to Kaiyyata, as this sutra is not placed

in the section of matup affixes, which was the pioper place for it, from its

enunciation here we can infer that the elision is optional, Thus *&H\°* tisfts-

rmfa - irfai°TtsraiR|t, W3TOHT " In the alternative, nfrpfo: tl

1861. The affix an comes in the sense of matup,

when an Adhyaya or an Anuvaka is to be expressed after

the words vimukta &c.

TJihb fogmfllftsftHfirWsVL'WSWnfltSnfll^ *T tl So also Vt^' *0.

l Rrg^B. s^rgi. 8 c#isgr, 4 to*, g g*^ ( gitf )i 6 qfarrar (qfrrr^) 1

ott> 8 «rg 9 *rcii. uwir ,
lo qrfwn n qtfm, 12 Trftan, (

i\$q& ), is sr^, 14

ilfH, 21 ^ra???, 22 ^rqrgr^tt, 23 ^r. 24 tnrrftvg* ( fr«°j ), 25 g$tf, 26 ^r^

1862, After the nominal stems goehada &c, there

is the affix vun (spr) in the sense of matup, when an Adhy&ya
or an Aivuvnka is to be expressed.

Thus ^q««TsRqftriir-^^sHirJirs*qi^ *rr ntf**:. *nrfr*«n&c
Another reading islrw the final consonant being mute,

rife. 7W (Wf ) foq fym C ft** )> 8 ^Vh 9 ^HKT, 10 aisigpf, II j^, 12^
13 m* ( s;qrc ),

u «*rtM, 15 mra%, 16 mm, 17 mfprrar. 18 mnr, (I), uW i a* $*to:wum ^ |i

1863, The affix vun comes, after the word pathin,
being in the seventh case in coatruotion, when the sense is

"versed therein or skilled therein
iy

.

Thin <vft
r

9Uffi»i|qzft (qft*+3^ «qm-g^ VI, 4, 144. «qw+^
v *. * , » 1 , )i
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^irtritari^

1864;. The affix kan (q&) comes in the sense of * versed

therein, skilled therein ', after tho nominal stems akarsha &o,

being in the seventh case in construction.

Thus ^%i>«w^» mw l The best texts have sn^tq

( Bohtlingk )

lsrratf (W*i«Oi 2 tm, 3 ^W(RnmT) i fq^pg-, 5 waft, hwh^
, 7

Rpm ( fa^T ). 8 *ro. R5IH, 10 3W, U w<W, 12 in 13 ifi^ C fa<T[^ ), 14 tf*, 15

*5*H 1 «|?lftT!«l!TO^ IX U I V* It

1865, The affix kan comes, after tho words dhana

and hiranya, being in 7th case in construction, in the sense of

* a desire thereafter.'

The word hrt*T means
r

desire, wish ' Thus *ra ^jtis^V^n II So

also fic^. II

1866. The affix kan cornea after a word denoting a

part of one's "body, in the sense of ' who takes care of it, who

bestow b care upon it .*

The words n* and 3^ are understood in this stitra, The word qj%n

means ' devoted to, intent upon, craving after', Thus $$gin%(Ti=q?qqi. I e,

$Tote Tho wijfm*. ifl in the plural number, indicating flint tbc nJfis comca

otoq oftor a collective compound o£ Svanga terms Thus ^ibv. $*Piaiaji LI See,

II, B. 44.

1867, The affix than ( t* ) comes in the sense of 'vor-

acious * after the word udara.

This debars the affix mn II

Adyftna«not deriim* to conquer j to^SK^T flee VIII. 2. 49, S.

3028 for the formation of this word from the root dlv.

116 S
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Mj/e'—Tlio translation given above is aooordmg to Dr. Bohfclingk, Accord.

ing to the KftsiUj tho 4auvntti of Hftn* ia also read into thia sutra The meaning

thou would be ' thak comes nEfor thfl vord udara 'u the seventh caee m conBtmotiot),

in ttio senao of
l who ia devoted therein, When the word so formed means ' vortici'oua ',

A person who is very much distressed by hunger is so called
; a^sft-

fanfte^°*ra I
Thus 3^ q|%w:-$wfap ( i- e. Wtfgv )

Why do we say when it means 'voracious,? Observe 33^
'abdominal '.

\ttF i g#r nfcmw i X I ^ 1 1< 11

1868. The affix kan (*k) comes after the word saeya

being in the third case in construction, when the sense

is " to supply richly with it '\

The anuvpttl of^, not of t^, is to be read here. The word *req

means ' good quality 'and not 'corn
1

,
Another reading is ^^f. The word

qft means 'all, every where \ That which is full of (^iTunr) good qualities

( GW) In which there is no defect, that is the signification here. Thus^qii

<N%mt = flttrai: flrffri 'a rice, above all praise
J

, wq%: flig « a good man, not

equalled by any \

sr(twravi*fr fafai i v?rw swot q£r h i *ftpft jrarai n

1869. The affix kan comes after the wordafiea'a
share

' in the second-case in construction, the sense being
* who must take that '.

The word iro Is 'used In the accusative in the aphorism, showing
that the construction must be accusative. The word ^(^, nam. ejft is

formed by adding ftrfo to the root j, the -force of the affix being that of

"must, or necessity '». See III. 3, 170. S. 3311. The word fifa* will govern

accusative and not genitive ( II, 3. 70. S, 628.

)

Thus ifa qtfi * ii^i' an heir \ i, e, who is entitled to take a share

at partition i, e, a fiqrai I ^W g^t n

*<!tfo 1 ^r^T^^fq^ I VI I ^ 1 VSo H

1870. The affix Kan comes after the word tantra
1 a loom or a shuttle/ in the sense of « taken off therefrom
not long ago or shortly before ".
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The word qza, must be in the fifth case In construction, by the very

fact oHts being so employed In the sOtra The word e^t means ' short

time, not long' s*^ means "taken off". Thus «sffrtfVrmgfi;-iwq?i

'a cloth just taken off the loom or from which the shuttle has just been

taken oft? f. e r an unbleached cloth. As qsTO *\z
,
^t^i sirr;

f a new

mantle
J

=ff?raM or^^ u

**«{ 1 Hi^ftfajft 3bjwt* 1 y 1 * 1 *\ \\

•rrgq^Kftift «r*mrr hRr**& st wrem^; 1 wpw sroi sr sfar^r *pnT 1

tHKisRH ^tttfr ftTTsft u

1871. The words IMhmanaka unci ushjuka are

anomalous, when they are Names.

Thus Brr^w ^« . 'rt^'wr «i«mji n The affix er^ is added to msm,
with the foice of f a place where Brahmana 1

? who live by the profession of arms

dwell ', Similarly zfiom means vTPmtT' 11 The word %r?ris replaced by s«w by

virtue of this sCitra,

*n?T efitt^T <ft«I^|SoW 1 ***l *fttifa SOTTSfil $terfl H

1872. The affix kan comes after the words gSta and

ushiia, in the sense of ( who goes to work thus *.

The words sffa and 5«T bein* used as adverbs will be in accusative

construction, As qfter ^rflrir ' who goes to work coldly ' u e, a lazy manssfar-

9f:
s WW', TO II Similarly %*T$m -tffSffiirft, ^ ' who goes to work hotly \

1873. The word adhika is anomalous.

The word ^f^«K: meaning, 'more 1

, is formed by adding *$% to the

word ajvsii^f; there being* elision of the second term befoie the affix, Thus

BlfTO ffP&i UTrifls; orWW WW wmh "a Drorra is superior to Khfltt" atffof

Wlft jfrtft " a Khar! is Inferior to Drona ", The woid sr™jn*¥' g°verns nomi-

native or accusative indiHerently,

Note ;—Thus sisqi^'flTr W$ II Similarly srfa^ would 1 have governed

the acouaative also Bub P&nini uabb the ablative and locative after adhika, as

in tl, B. 9i S, 645 and V 2. 45 S. 1846 and thus wo learn th&fc it governs the

ablative and locative, This is the case when ndhyiruhda is an active participle.

Bat ffhsn it ia a passive p&rtiotple, as it tnay also bo by III". 4, *J% 8, 3086, then,

as the participle denotes the object, it vilHulcethe fiiat caee ia cons ruction, Ill

thafp Case, tliere will not be the flbiftttye or tlyj locative.
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1874- The words anuka, abhika and abblka are

anomalously formed by addin g^ to ami and abl\i,the meaning

( being at liberty to do or being fond of.

Thus ^r^iq^ =^^ 'desirous, libidinous'. siftffimw^FH' or

Mta' 'a lover, voluptuous person ', These are formed by adding *fit* to ^3

and »ipr \\ In one case the short ^ of abui is lengthened

1F&i 1 wfctrfcroftr 1 \ I * 1 vsx II

1875- The affix kau comes after the word pfeva,

in the third-case in construction, signifying (< wlio strives

to gain something by that ",

The word ttp^ means r a fraudulent or crooked expedient', One

who endeavours to obtain anything by fraud is called w^cR1

' a cheat, a

juggler, a partisan \ ^ = a rib, a cooUed thing ; as <T|«I^ -*nqift^, ^i^fifo

\<&\ I 5TOJ ^Sr^l^tf^fTl^Rt 3*33^ I «i 1 * I «« II

fl^ www t&n^^ ^rasgftraii 1 sn&ftpRt ) vwr&hw. ^mfcmm

1873. The affixes thak and tbafi come respectively

after ayahfiftla and dandajina, in the same sense of "who
strives to gain something by that ",

The word tfftipiS Is understood here also, The word ers. $pm
means

'
a violent proceeding '. Who seelta to obtain anything by violent

means is called tnm ^fH~m%^H \\ The word ^srF^ means < staff ( dan-

4a ) and hide ( ajina )
'

I. e. outer badges of devotion or hypocrisy. Who seeks

to gain something by hypocrisy and deceit is called *F3Tf3rPW'~wl**rai. II

imrffttf i
1 mrtift *i^m ^ffitqr m?T *r^ * 11 *&* *Tw n^rRr <r*?fr ^tP J

1877. The affixW is added to an ordinal number,
in the sense of "acquiring a subject after so many attempt^ ;
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and there is optionally the elision of the affix denoting

the ordinal number.

The word arafW ( V, 2. 53 s. 1855) stands here as a type of all

words ending In affixes denoting ^wr i. e. ordinals. The word ^nj means
* acquired or learned hereby \ Tills qualifies the base. Thus Rtftf* «$«
rptT *J^i?>T « ft^ *^T<1L or ftc^tq^r «I^^^ 'the acquisition of the knowledge or

book by the second time '
i L e, " successful mastery by the second time ",

So also flrar of ftflw^l* ^3*fra or ^^thi
V&yt .—When the word, formed by the affix kan, means the person

who acquires after so many times, then the elision of the *w affix is

compulsory and not optional, Thus qlf?r 5^ *r?ir n^^=q^ ^qqrri

'Devadatta who learns the book for the sixth time' I e, 'who succeeds in

learning the book at the sixth attempt ', Similarly q*rat, ^zv%\ 11 The

word AC! here ta confined to books only and to nothing else,

1p9R \ * *m\ HRT# 1*1*1 W 11

1878. The affix kan comes after a word in the first

case in construction, with the force of a genitive case, "when

the sense is
t( he is their leader ".

The word qpT&ft means ' head-man, leader, spolces-man ', Thus VTCift

S^SHI-S^W,, H So also t^w- and mm \\

Note :—-Why do we Bay ' flhon meaning a Iaador ' f Withcss $^f? Wl^TPl II

Ilore thoro is no affising,

t*st 1 >zg3irer *&vi$ *fitft 1 * l * I vsmi

1879, The affix kan cornea after the word Srinkhala

( a clog ', in the sense of " clog is its fetter
5>

,
when the whole

word means a young camel.

Thus ifcqra *iqnH8q qfOTCH-iTOW "

Note 1—The young ones of n, camel atB called qrcq II Tbo wooden clogs put

on their feeb to prevent them fiom straying nro called J^H^oT II Though the vopea

&o nre nlao naod along with the clog, jot ^rinklialn heing the pnncipal objcot that

takes away the freedom 18 culled ^?^?r or bond or fatter.
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1880. The word utka is anomalous, meaning * long

ing after, yearning '.

He whose mind anxiously desires or yearns after a thing Is called

rr*m: H The word efcffi is formed by adding eru to the preposition ^
without changing the sense, in the sentence 3#mwrtf^r : " Thus ^X faW

$<rro^ <u i ft*rs*Mfn*ft frp^ra; 1 i wti «K(4wfl ^m^' i fin fail, i ffctf% f^rcs it

1881. The affix kan comes after a word expressing,

a timGj or a cause or effect ( of the diseased ), when an illness

is denoted.

The word qm means' days' &c, andsrata^ means 'the cause (of

disease) or its effect \ Thus RtffeftW - (W^ft *W '

tne fever which

cornea on the second day ', Similarly after a Word denoting irelsifr', as,

fasi3^i[pt!{: o,'fa5rg« lT^iJW 'a fever caused by poisonous flowers'. So also

^T^I3^5< it So also ««jf tfirSraw-^mqfi 'a fever producing heat', Why do

we say " when atv illness is denoted " ? When ' illness ' is not meant, then

there is no affixing, as, ft<ftqt fcwTS^ ii

Not$ —The ward ^f ib to be read in to this eutra from the next fliitra,

Therefore words fgiflil^ &o are Udmeg.

*«* i 3«rfas* aft mw\i{ I * I * 1 <\ ll

1882. The affix kan is added to a word denoting

food, in the first case in construction, in the sense of
{l
thia

is the principal food on this particular occasion ", when the

whole word bo formed is a Name.

Thus gsr^r qftirnraqr $nfarwN*TOfa»T Wmsft w The GutfapApM
-PaurnamasPi.e. that particular Full-Moon day in which cakes of sugar

form the principal accompaniment of food,

J/atf—The affix \T* comes after^ in the same sense. As qifotfr

Wi«ft ii

^3 I f«nrci*r3j I y i R l
s\\\

ww RftmmTflri 4iw«0 ii
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1883. The affix aft comes after kdmasba, in the

same-sense " this is 'the principal food on this particular

occasion
"—and the whole word is a Name.

The si of Wis for the salte ol causing Vriddhi und accent. Thus

$wr*T' minmwwt^Awipfr Wiidl" ti

1884. The word grotriyan is irregularly formed

meaning ' who has studied the Ohhandas

\

Nots,—The ^ in sfrftiRL ia for the Bake of accent, AB^fa^r sj^q, h
B

JJrahmftaa learned in the Yedaa ". The word *sftftq i« either & aondenaed expression

for the full sentence ©5?TS^, referring to no particular base or affix. Or the word
.Sfa^is replaced by "far, and then is added the affix q^n But how do yon form
then Sff^r-, in tha sense of iSrfiS^, by adding the affix b^ by IV. 2, 59 g
1269 7 The present Bfttra is optional, the word *r of Y, %, *l*\ S. 1877 being under^

Stood here \ ao that tve have the foim Kf*^: also. Some Bay that qfrft^ applies

only to that person isho hna not only studied the Yedas, hnfc who act's upon its

purport also, while gsr»W applies fco a student in general
\ ao one eufcra does not

debar the other, aa they apply to different objects,

1885. The affixes ioi (^)aad ^han come after the

word Svaddba, in the sense of " this ia eaten by him ",

Thus mt. $sjwta=snqft or snfasj. " a person who has eaten obsequial

food ",

Note :—Thia relates to a person who eata on the day the &addha ceremony

takes place ;
and not at any olhei time nor who eats stale food o£ ^raddha, *tu

g^^rrar^iSTffcSR ?frrm^!t ll The word w^ originally means a omtain cere,

mony, and ia derived from the word J^f with the affix flj Y. 2. 101, In a figurative

eense, it here means the food taken at that ceremony.

1886. The affix ini (*=0 comes after pflrva, in the

sense of 4 by whom something was done formerly \

The word s^sf of the last sutra is understood here, But what N the

vcib of which 5Tq?i is the agent, The *Jrfi of the last sfttra is not to be read
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Into this sutra. Therefore we must supply some general verb such as

'doing' &c, to complete the sense Thus tf TONfrf - >i£f U In fact &%
means " by whom some thing was done &c, formerly ",

1887. Tlie affix ini comes after the word pfirva, also

when another word precedes it, the sense being ' by whom

something ifl done \

Thus %a$$ qp*-?S *mbt ' who formerly made \ g^wlf stHn* ti

Note;—In theae words, first 53 and gj ore compounded by II. 1. 4 ; and

then the affix ia added. Those two sfttraS V. 2 8G, 87, give rise to theae two

maxima q&WX\ mfaqfafrl flfflRfatffer " that which oannot possibly be any thing

bubn PiiUipndika or Nominal stem, does, (contrary to I. 1. 72 S 26) not denote

that which ends with it but it donotca only itself." BH<flftra*Pf*SJnftqf<&T "The

rota oi vyapadesivad-bli&va doea not apply to a pr&fcipadika". That ralo is

embodied in tlio following paribhashft—sq^Rl^^ff^R^—" an operation whioh

affcctB some thing on account of soma speaial designation, which for certain reasons

attaches to tho letter, alleota likewise that winch atanda alone and to which therefore,

mat beoanao the reasons for it do not exist, thnfc special designation does not attach".

1888. The affix ini comes after ishta &o, in the

sense of
f by him*.

Thus |EipFt~^ q|r ; ^rffaret &c. " who sacrificed ", "who performed

a charitable act". The words jft^, grftfa &c, formed by s^ will govern

locative instead of accusative. See vArtika under II 3. 36. So also sufttft ll

1 (*, 2 rf,3 vmnftr (mrRn), 4 Rvrftr, B qftitftw*, 6 qfrnftir.

v ffoft*, a ftHiftc *> o f^ta, 10 s^, n ^Rslfinr, 12 wRr*, 13 qfttor, u
*ti%, IB nftw*, 16 sra*flot, iv BfrrsTij, is ^ffi 19 snarer, 20 ^ C ^rew^ti ) 21

tfvfa, 22 st^trTPT {!)• 23 vrr^ff, 24 s^rfa, 25 snerffrf;n 26 ^r^, 27 aw. £8

sqifir, 29 nggw, 30 STjnftm, 31 ar^f^ 32 *nTfft*, 33 qftafaa, 84 ^fara, 85

ft^feff, 86 PttRTO, 37 qrtfT, 38 <jf3ra, 30 qftirfota, 40 vernier, 41 qRs, (?), 42

rift a qRqT?*tm*it t vm&ti 11

1889, In the Ohhandas, the words paripanthin and
poriparin arc anomalously formed by this affix, and have the

sense of ' an antagonist'
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Mote 1—The word «rfa**TI§ means ' &n adversary, an antagonint ' Thus *rr ?qi

nfafoft RWLHT P(rTKqf«inr fa** ("?]. Ved. IV. 84) These words are obsolete

in the classical literature. See however Gita III. 34,

1890. The word anupadin, formed anomalously by
ini, denotea ( who goes after, who searches 5

.

Thus irgfl'ft HHt 1
' going after or searching the cows J

.

1891. The affix ini comes after the word sakshit. in

the sense of ' a spectator, looker on/ when the word so formed

is a Name.

The word ^TfVTTfl Is an Indeclinable, The word q^rr is used in the

aphorism to restrict the sense of the word, Thus ^i^t wt=«W!i ' an eye

witness *,

Note i—In any transaction like loan, &o. three persons directly sea tbg fact

and may be aalled Brer viz. who gives, who takes, and another who meiely looks on.

By using the word tf^rT the woid Klft^ ia reBtnoted to the more looker on, and not

to the lender or borrower,

*«$ I ^fiprg TTT^ faftrW I y I * I ^ 1)

1892. The word kshetriyach (%^) is anomalous,

meaning " curable in another body "
i. e. " not curable in

this life
»

The whole word Is enunciated here in the sense of para kshetre-

chikitsy a; or the word %$m
t
with acute on tbp last syllable, is formed by

adding the affix tr-w to the word «Mfa, the force of the affix being ' curable

therein ' and the word T* is elided before this affix, Thus Jftar ^ft: 'incurable

disease', i. e,—organic disease. The word <K%* means body assumed in th<3

next reincarnation. The word %ft* applies to an irremediable disease.

Note :—The word tffaq means ' poison ' also smflTt^ ITOlJftfolwr farf%-

ftift II That which ia to be removed from another's body where it has entered '. Or

$ft* means * muk growth or grass', i. a. ariftr 9»I*f Vt wrsn^ ftl^TOfft *nift-

tf^Tft " that like grass &c. which grows in a. para-JcBhetra or anolhei'a field i.e.

a field set apart for grain &o, and not for graee, arid which therefore must he weeded

"7 3
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i

u
r-

* "" —*"—n 1 r

oat(ctikitejfl)" Or *jft* is «n J *dn1tepar *,i. «.^^KT« I^H. «* NfaiTOri fatyftfl.

Q(; n These »re all *eaon(UTy meanings,

1893. The word ludriyam, (having udftlta on the

last), is anomalous, meaning an organ of sense; and so

called, either because it is " the characteristic from which the

existence of Indra is inferred ", or * it is seen by Indra', or

1

it is created by Indra \ or ' it is wished for bv Indra ', or ' it

ie given by Indra '.

The word ififa is a primitive word, meaning organs of sense, such as

eyes &c, Its derivation is obscure, if it is a derivative word at all. In the

latter alternative, it may be said to' be formed by the affix T* added after

Win the sense of either
fa mark thereof. As *ijpa| frff*- 1^**3. 11 The

senses (indriyas) are so called because, Indfa is Atma or sou], and It 3s in-

ferred by the existence of the senses, eyes, ears &c. So that these organs

are the 'marks' or signs or linga of Indra : because they being an instrument

presuppose an agent, there being no Instrument without an agent,

Nate .—Or the Bentes (indnyaa ) are so-called because they Arc*fieett or

Jpnoumby Indra or Almi' (j«fc&i & =3fltf»). The affix ie here added to a word iu

the third case in oonatrnction, The knowing or perceiving ot the senses by the Self

ifl an allusion to the following J§rnti of the Aitaroya Up&niBhad Chapter III. versa*

IB, where tlie Seli having created the phymcal body took ft survey of it tf tffr^q £$*r

&U WWN*^ftalrtfl?8lr, He beheld turn Brahma, who dwells in the body, who pem-
ilea every where, and wolahned—' I Wb seen Lhipt ', Or they are Bo called because

they are crwitd by Indra or klmi { tf^r qt ) I e. the senses are formed, according

±0 the good and bad deeds 01 th& Self, Or they ace bo called because they aro • wished

fa ' by Indra or flelf ( ^u| gfc gfttf ) as they are tha gate-wayd of knowledge, Or
they are so colled because tbey are given b& India (pfrur tf) \. e. they are

allotted to their leEncotive objects by Indra e. g, the eye h giTen to perceive foims,

the car to perceive Bounds and Bo On. The word m or ' joins uvery one of the above.

The word jm shows, that there may be other appropriate significa-

tions also. As, t*jpn l*tft-iftm 4

senses '-difficult to bt subdued by
the Soul,
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' 1894. IThe affix rnatnp ( w* »^ /; { ) comes after a

word in first case in construction in the sense of ' whose it

jV, or
(

in whom it is '.

Thus *ir?irs** ^T=*fa*!: nom Vrfai^
1

having cows ', as ffmrq w*ts h

^JT *fa* «ri%»WH (*T being substituted for * by VIII 2, 9 J. ns f«^i\

ifi^T 11 Similarly spmr^, RM^T^ti The word %\% shows that the use ofR^q:

and cognate affixes are restricted m their application For example, a person

who has three barley grains only will not be called *(*nrr^u This affix comes

when the significations are ( 1 ) A large quantity or number, as Hmm ' having

many cows '. ( 2 ) When censure ( f*Rr ) is implied, as *§i?rq#, «fon*$ri ( 3 )

when praise ( ti^T ) is meant, as Hftt^^^r, ( 4) when an inherent, or perma-

nent quality of a thing is meant ( fostfffir ) as, tfftfrft^ it When excellence

(wftfaR*) is meant, as ^ft^V^r U (6) When accompaniment (^grr) is meant,

as vH, fc*ft li ( 7 ) When the sense of rifles * to be ' is denoted, as srfompui

*HX ,mm \ *mn. \ spprc^rtffqf^gif ***^ * *&^H "t**, v*€ *r*$

#?.m ww% \ t^PT' « m^i s*m*tf «tNftf frfi**^ u

1895. The affix matup comes after the nominal

stems fa-sa &c, in the sense of ' whose it is ', or ' in whom

it is \

As WRb *T*n*i l^WL <• (Why lll *s social sutra with regard to«nft

words
t
when they would have taken *t$t by the last sutra ?) This prevents

the application to these words of othei affixes having the sense of ^^ u

Not* i^Hoir do you form then ?ft*jft ^ftfT, ^^f ^rTO« U These are wr»

forms. According to Pitaftjali Una stitra is useless. Or the words tfl &c, mast denote

coalition, perceiyable by the organs of taefce, toach &a
s

1. e (fl should meon tanle, ^
form Therefore the forms ^Rf^ and ^ffa> aro valid, meaning tfWfqVSrTl II So alao

(ftffit ^i^Vfri^Tii here ^ «nd *$r do not mean ' form ' and ' taste '
And all

'wQtda o£ quality haviag one syllable aw governed b t this sta, and form their

dwirative m ng^ II See V. 2. 115,

1 w, 2 «r, 3 ^ *
f
4 irs^ 5 erf, & m> 1 »f •

e m«r °i a a*M ( OTfl*

ffawa Sri/*: :—The affix *i$r comes after <« &c. when they denote

quality,

Cana Siiw :—So also after words of one syllble. As W*tl
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1896, The word-form ending in <j or in *^is called

Bha, when an affix with the force of matup l
( whose is it,

'

1 or in whom it is * V . 2 . 94 ) follows,

The word Bha is understood in this sutra. Thus is the word f^on^

(VI, 4. 131 S. 435). By making these Bha, the operation of pada

rule is barred,

Vdtt',—The affix <r$n is elided after words of quality ( tjuft^ )i aa

^ofmmW^nih^m^w vnR*flfmrj«w«r n^tfa T wn% 1 faro* 1

1897. For the ^ of the affix *T?K ie substituted ^, if

the stem ends in ^ or 3T ( and sn ) or if these aTe in the

penultimate position \ but not after *13T and the rest.

After a stern ending In *. or having n as its penultimate letter, and

dfter a stem ending in «r or *rr, or having these letters aa its penultimate,

there Is substituted ^ for the H, ofna^n First after stems ending in*, as

firan(faCTPO" Secondly n penultimate : as es$fff>nu Thirdly a stem ending

in st om, as ^H*t* . fa«H?reL n Fourthly b? or ?n in the penultimatew 3*7^*,

Why do we say "with the exception ofqq &c"? Observe qTO^i

The following is the list of sreffif words,

These words either end in *r and *r or have these as their penultimate, 10.

Vfo 11 «qfSr» i2,^f%^, These are exceptions to VIII, a. 15. S, 3600 ) 13 tfaj,

14 "fift l 5- T^ti U These are exceptions to VIII. 2, 10. 16, ^g, 17. ifi$ i8.g*r,

19. f^, so. ijh 11 These are exceptions to VIII, 2. n.

This is an akrftfgana, Wherever in a word, the nof »rg^ is not chang-

ed to ^ though the rules require it, that word should be classified under

im^ class. In the secondary word mfcf (-qmrtf), the ar change has not

taken place, because the ^ is here a Bahiranga, the real vowel being m II

The word *mi in the sutra is the Ablative of ft,,j^e t ofq,+%Hisa
Samahara D $ ndva of these two letters,
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*ce_tf i ?g*t: i < | \ \ \* ||

1898. The gns substituted for the K of *m; after a

stem ending in a rnnte consonant.

As Rr^i^ n

1899. The sr is substituted for *ofmi; when the

word so formed is a Name
As B^sft, s^ar ii For long vowel, see VI. 3. 120. S 1042.

3?T «T* fl?T3T ffTTrST^ l BTT^^S^Wr7J^r*THl \ BU^I^TO; MPT' I ST*«^mt'

mora*?** ^wprw. 1 ^h^rtr «rfn 1 1 wur^iinpr 1 *pWi qtffaRtftw ^ 1 ^fc^ft

1900, The following six Names are irregularly form-

ed:—dsaadivat, ashthirati, chakrivat, k&kshlvat, rumanvat

charmanvatl

The change of *ito igr in these was obtained from the last sfitta. The

irregularity consists in the substitutions of stems fn3?$tait >
is from the stem

W^t which is here changed to *rra*^t H As *rifl*flwj ST*T . »rHW(»Lll When

cot a name we have ws^ SRJI

2. wgfan is from Brfttr which is changed to bt^ it As traSr^nc the name

of a particular Jfjtishi. Otherwise srftw^ M 3- *ra?fa<l to from "To? which is chang-

ed to *raft as t?a^T^r 3, OTr 11 Otherwise we have ^raraft 1 ^ Sitffail >s from er^,

there is vocalisation of 3 and the lengthening is by VI 4 2. S, 2559 cjjiifaiqt

is the name of a Rishi, Othenvise we have, «^ii^ll 5 ^h^is the name

of a mountain ; it is formed from swn which Is changed to ^11 Otherwise we

have sraofln6. qfwtft ia from ^k\ %
there is non-elision of ^ and its change

to or Li The Charmanvati is the name of a river. Otherwise we have ^qift U

1901, The word M^ t*. i» irregularly formed, in the

sense of " a sea " or a {i name }

\
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It is derived from a^ff ' water ' with the affix *r^ ll x&m% is the name

of ft ftishi, because he controlled the rains, it rained at his command, ft also

means ocean or that in which water is held, like> qirr^ &c.

1902. Also q^qrac when the sense is of a good

government,

The kingdom whose king is good is called ^n^r^^Ti, *l3r*T?ft *j; II The

affix fl$J7,i5 used here in the sense ofq-^f oi praise Otherwise t,mm% II

mt^i^^ict u

1903. The affix lach ( 5* ) comes optionally, in the

BenBe of matup, after a stem ending in long ^t, the ivord

expressing something which is found only in a living being.

Thus from f^r ' a crest ' we have ^tfw or ^STCPl N Why do we say

'which is found in a living being' ? Observe f^rera, ^ts ' the crested flame of

a lamp \ Why do we say " ending in ^T "? Observe toitoi 1 TCTO* W

It should be stated that ihe affix grw comes only after whab denotes

member oy limb of a living being, ( and not anything like love, passion, intelli-

gence &c that are also found in a living being ). Hence there is no affixing

of tf<t, here mlpwiV possessed of intelligence"

Every affix is udatla (HI 13), unless contrary is indicated by some

anubandha, The g^ would have been ud&tta by Ill t 1 3, even without the

indicatory** ( VI. 1. 163 S 3710) The employment of this aunbandha
,

however, indicates that this udatta will never be changed into svarita, as

other ud&ttas are by rule VII. 2. 6. S. 3659 ), As ^n^fsfa 11

1904:. The affix lach comes in the Bense of matup,

ate the words stdhma &c, and optionally matup also.

Thus ftrurGT» or fauroT^n The word w«w«inx understood in this sfitra,

omks the employment of the affix n%% in the alternative, It does not mean
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Antew

that the affix ff^t is optional For were ^% optional, then the. affixes $ftrand

j* would come by V. 2. ir<>. S. 1922. after those words of ftwtf^ class which

end in sr. -But that is not the case.

Kate '—The words Trffrf and wft leuetbon the vowel bflfor* n>
t
-3 TTtffa:

yjrt -—The words 3ra, i^a, *fr, ft^T* and tps take the augment^
before 5TS , aa *ffiJpT'i ^3T* 1 '^ • ^Ig^'i 133* N

#^ —Ihe lroida 3T?f, *T3*f, cffff, and ^rqr tate ps^ whan Censure ia mejint,

aa 3p[3Tt, W& g^TTST 1 wi 3T*T1 but ^n^t?arTffi when tio coutjuro is meant,

JVcrfre !™Th.a hAix FS^Cymon after words denoting lower organisms and wortfa

denoting disease as ^sfiW-, TlSrarff., ftHf%«firB-. MrftKrer. ^t^ II

10 qinj.llif^ WTO) 12?3- l3 *i?» ,4 "fa i & «Titf<TWi%S5$w 1B ^raWoRFBPfiwss

* 17 iwnwwrt: Cw ) **. Ja *** a? *«*, 2o u«r, st tffSsr, Cwr )
22 *4

23 ft£ 24 tfifl, 25 mm. 26 fofc 27^ S8 3«* ( IF* ) >

29 TO s0 *5- 3l 1*5 3*

TO 3S in, ' 34 q3 , 35^ 38 mj. ( Vf )- 37 ufa, 38 »V, 39 gftf, 40 mr«, 41

1905. The alfix lach cornea after the word vatea

and ansa, in the sense of" love" and " strength " respectively.

Thus VW0 ( loving the calf, loving tendet
f

. wrem • strong, lusty \

Kofe • -TU& w&ii *WC raaRn8 ' CftIf '• ln **"*" thare 1B D0 trace ° E lta 0rlgin
*

rm it » *PPlT«d to latter, mute* &e, as ««« Wft, TO* PttW **. Tho novd **

mean* ' .ho»W« ' butW ™»* ' >«*«B \ th» aOl, ff^m the.e bhh » nob optional

hat nCc,SBaxy and doban K« U Tn other aonaefl, the tuatup only ifl added aa ***ft

1906 The affix ilach ( rf ) as well as lach, comes

ata the word phena, in the sense of matup : aad optionally

the aiiBx matup also.

The word ^draws inm ;
and the word •wwwnnderatood in the

sdtr. addsW [n the alternative. As Mir,^ andM
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1907. The three affixes fia(q), na(*), andw^
(S^f ) come in the sense of rnatup, respectively after the words

of these three classes L e. lomadi, p&m&di, and pichchhM

:

and the affix matup also comes in the alternative*

The affix sr comes after wmrft words as $r*rcr or ^PTCT^ ' hairy '. So

also ^rcr or Cr^f^ u The affix a comes after <n*m* words, as <TR?t: or mm%
* scabby ',

Vfat :—The affix n comes after the word srff in the sense of beautiful,

as ^T3PTT
' the fair one f

i. e. a woman.

V&rt —The affix ?r comes after a^ft before which j is changed to ar,

as w$*ffrt*iifcr a $W$ »

Afaei—Tbo words nn^ft, <T5=fTs¥ir and ^ shorten their final vowel before HM

7dr( :—The ^oid fatf^ (ft§ + 9^,) tosea Ito second member, before sf,

and the change caused by Bandhi (3 into \) ifl'traflone, Otherwise the form would

be fa«tt ( q^bBing elided )t &s ftaf^snuft *Tf^T ST**1 « fa^r* lmoTiDg variously
1

.

The affix ^5^ comes after ffasrffi words, as, fai^53T» or ftfsgftr^ ' broth
'

;

1 ft**, 2 ft** 8 *$ t
4 ?ft 5 Ftk*, 6 «^«, 7 «fr, 8 sjft, 9 «nf II

10 5ft*, 11 artf^^r^, 12 wtfiqaitfrefTft ( qirafaorrtfwif ). 3TOT% 13 foa«»rc3-

1 fl-ew ( fT*B ), 2 5W, 3 gtffi (^ J,
1 gSefi ( SJWR )» 5 a|*REftffff : ( TO-

to to*), ^ft» 6^ 7 *w» 8 qft 9 qgr u

J?of e t—TUe affix ilach cornea aftev JM&. ghn^, andkalik, when censure is

meant, as ^fc^, qfav, Bfjf^t but ^TSftT* i
when no oeuBVire is meant.

^oc mirrw:6n^r¥*N: I * I 3 i \°\ II

mw «n^it^ i triar 1 vrer- i &tc%; ii \$m * n *t& u

1908. The affix na ( n ) comes in the sense of mat*

tip, after the words praJRa,graddh&, and archft : as well as the

affix matnp,

Ab flW* at tr^TRfn; , sir? : or W^W i W+ or B*«far* \\

VAn :—So also after fftr, as *nf: or ^f^fff* il^ i tRi^re^rwrf Wwr t k i * 1 1^ il
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1909. The affixes vim (ft^) and ini ( m. ) come,

with the force of matup, utter the words iapas and sahasra

respectively.

The final $ in faft and |fa is for the sake of saving the ?r from becom-

ing fft and thus get elided.

The word tppt ends in ^Tf^, and therefore by V, 2 I2t. S. 1928 it

would have taken ftfr , similarly q%$ ends in sf, and by V. 2. 115. S. 1922

It would have taken jr i it may, therefore, be said, where is the necessity

for the present siitra P To this it is replied
}
that by the next sutra, these

words take the affix ert^also ; so that, had there not been this present sfltra,

the^ would have debarred the application offft and ftft of V. 2. 115. S.

1922- and V, 2 121, S. 1928. The affix e^ ( V, 1. 115) is also debarred

after the word ^^g though it ends in bt I)

Thus 3<ftsmi$Fim feifit »(H[fa^ » nom s^fr « Similarly ST^* nom ^ft (I

W» I WH.^ I St I * I \*\ II

i(r»rft*rpr s^rcftf 1 ?ttt^' 1 *ir^ 11

1910 And also an (si) comes after tapfis and aahaara.

Thus ?rna * tfTO' II The separation of this sutra from the last is for

two purposes , tst, the anuvritti of sp^runs in the subsequent sfitras, which

could not have been done had it been included in the last sOtra, andly, the

rule of yathasankhya ( I. 3. 10 S 62 ) would not have applied to the last sutra,

had spry been read along with f^T^ and ?fn II

Vdrt —The word *3i^?Tr &c are governed by this rule and take Stw

As ^wrfaa^sR^q^^frwr <T^: m Similarly ?ttt^ ( a kind of hell ).

KHK 1 fe^fRcnai^^qr *t 1 "i 1 * 1 ?»« 11

1911. The affix an comes in the sense of matup, after

eikat& and SarkarlL

Thus §wft net, wtifc 1% 11

Note :—Those are the examples, when they do nob denote n place. In denob-

ing a place they will take |fff and gjir of the next Bfttra.

W* I W $ftsdfc *M «i I W II

1912. When the sense is that of ( a locality \ there

may take place the lup-elision of the affixes denoting matup

118 s
*
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i i>^-

( with the preservation of the gender and number of the word
),

or there may be the affix ilaeh { %4 ) , as well as an and matup,

after the word eikatfl, and SarkarJi.

By «r in the sutra, wn and *nj<J are introduced, The^ refers to irg*

and every affix in general. Thus fa^T aTfar^ Rr«T% * fF*K?rr $w or ftrerfcRr,

foan oc fa^S^ts*. ' a sandy country \ So also xaku \w or *nfefar: or vnkv or

<|i&r*iK
(a stony locality ',

Natei-*"Why do wo B(iy when meaning a 'looality ' P Qbsoive ^Bf: ' a vassal

of sand ', W^ "hoaoy or angar''. In the aaso of the elision of the affix, tlio gondor

and number are proaeivcd by I. 2, SI, S. 1294).

$e.ft I ^ 3*ET 3^ I * I * I
?o*

tl

1913- The affix nrach (?£) comes after danta,

denoting *lm"vmg nvojecting teeth*.

Tims s?*tt Sffflr JTTO *TftT-i?*3*' tl

Note—Tha- worda m the sftt?^ aw $ith« in the aamvnfttwe or the locatbe

case, hot havathe force of ablatio

Why do we say when the meaning is that of ' projecting
1

? Observe

W«qi 'having teeth'.

tpiv 1 <TFn;G*vg ^jjvra" q* u ^^r j^?sr *t n gr^c n

1914. The affix *: corner after the word tisha, sushi,

mu§hka and madhn, with the force of mntup.

Thus^ %*H'a barren soil, impiegnated with flsha or salt
1

gfti qui

a perforated wood I. e, containing gfa or hole
J jk^i h& 'a beast having test-

ides, or .nushka ' qgift $3 ' sweet sugar f

.

Note —Tho i^ord (ft shows thdt the words formed Trifch * are names of oer-

itftin tkiaga The^Eore it wlII not apply heve ^sftqqr^ fa^ ' fcbow> ia salt in thia

pot' we cannot say^^ *&•, nor i\%ft t&t for ^fa^ «£ f^ n

Vdi I".—The affix < comes after *$, 3*3 and $«t, as ^TOTta ^n-sfasn:

HVI-1!R: 'an ass, lit. having a wide throat', gGrcrofftr %& B$fw* W$**5OTi
'talkative

1

, $«rrau w.^^m. «an elephant having tusks'. The woid ^i[
means the tuak of an elephant or the lower jaw of an elephant, The woid
fcrnKr is a common name for all elephants,
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JW :—The affix t coma* after st*t, qfg and qp$ as ^Ttqt'a city lit,

having trees ( naga«»tree
), qfgt TOft ll The word WW fe*Q no derivative.

Vtf ** '—So also after ^*^ 1

the vowel being shortened, ss qrj^v »

1915. The affix *r cornea after dyn and dm, in the

sense of matup.

Thus 3tjt 1 $ii\ 11 These are primitive words, and therefore do not take

srgq; in the alternative,

RtTwr* ll wfa: II

1916. The affix sr comes optionally, with the forco

of matvtp, after kefia.

Though ihe word «r?«wr^nrn was understood herefrom 7. 2. 96 S. 1903

( see V. 2. 97 ), its repetition shows that in the alternative we have not only

qttft but the affixes ffit and **t ( V. 2 t 1 1£ S 1922 ) also. Thus we have four

forms^^fW.Wi and %TT^r^ II

Vdf f —The affix 7 is seen after other words also. A* Hf'fat 'a kind

of serpent i%t?w.
fa kind of gem', ^us*

V&tt :•—The final of er^ is elided before % as spjfo

3^#Hfzfan *5%<n Ri^r 1 mP?*rc 1 if*?1**1 ^tto^ t vr^rn'^r flrcrai' 11

1917 The affix -sr comes after g&ndi ana ajaga, in

the sense of matup , when the word is a Name.

As TiTT^r^ ' the bow Gandtva of Arjuna*
; ^tit* ' the bow Ajagava of

Siva'. There U shortening also, as ifrftvt M The sutra is so framed, that

the word irtn^t and rrrf3^ are both included.

1918. The affixes irnn and trach come in the sense of

matup, after the words k&nd* and ai>da respectively.

Thus hvftV ind tfP^J II Another rending has ^3- and uil°t£h: s II
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1919. The affix valaoh ( ^) comes, in the sense of

matup, after rajas, krishi, asuti, and parishad.

As lii^rtt «ft, stita is»*f, wgtftasu AP*w, qRsi^t <wt u The

lengthening of vowel in fifa and sngft l^es place by VI 3. 118 S 1040

/fotei—The affix 5fl«Tk comes only undei osrfcain aensea and conditions, aa

shown in the uibova examples. TtiQfl in TOtsfi^flft fira<k thflte ia no affixing.

j7<^/:—The affix valach is seen after other words also As 313*31,

S^nST- qi^Wi II The sutra VI. 3. 118 S. 1040 does not apply heie, and so

there is no lengthening, as the words " when it is a name " is understood

there, The examples here are not names.

1920, The affix valach comes in the sense of matup

after danta and gikhft when a Name is formed

.

Thus jaffrat e*tfli, fircSH^i^ 11 The final vowel of^ is lengthened

beforew by VI. 3, 118 S, 1040,

\ I \V* 11

irffaM ^fa^an 1 aft** 1 "jjfTfa^i jjfjfors 1 atftfrqsKi IpurreMr ^RRr

1921. The words jyotsna, tamisra, Sringina, tirja-

svin, urjasvala, gotain, mahna, and malimasa are irregularly

formed, in the sense of matup and are Names.

They are thus formed, iqrfirv + ir»sqrwr ' moon-hght, ( the ? being

elided ). wff + c-nftflr ' night ', ( f being added ) it has other genders than

feminine as ffl% w 'dark sky'. ^ffnT^pr H To stftr are added
the affixes flffl and mr*t

}
as ^+i%,^, ^^ u T]ie KaSika

derives this by adding the augment *g^ to ^{ and then affixing w and
ren This is a rather doubtful derivative ' for there is a form like 3^4
ending in -^ from which is derived the word ^ifatf n It is easy therefore
to derive urjasvin and urjasval, from this Grjas. ifr + w^ifTi^N, S. ifrfti
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\t\\ l 3KT (ftsft * M * 1 IVK \\

1922. The affixes ini an*l than come in the sense

of matnp, after nominal stems ending in short st$ aud in

the alternative matup also conies.

Thus ^3^ N S, ipi\ 01 ^fri^cF;: u

Jfote,—TIib wojd TT^TcTT^^ri ( Y. 2. 96 & 1903 ) is understood here also, so

weh&veqgq^ aH^sn*, a^HLH Why do aay 'shorter'? Obaetvo ?H?r^T^ll

Her* theie is neithei j^nor a^il

These two affixes %ft and ffJ^ do not come after ^ords of ons syllable, after

words ending in kn^amiee, after woids denoting genus (jttti), and when the

construction is that of Locative, Aa ^ and ^ form only Hr^T^i 5f^. II KriCi B8
t

SitOTi^ II Genus, as, swerqr^, f%S^II Locative; as ip^r sr^r ^r^t => ^Tflft

(jll^j |l There uro, however, Borne exceptions to this, as krit ;—^rf*H) 'filf^; ^'feu

ffr .
*

1 *re**ftff|*q S*K ! * I TON ww * u

1923. The affixes iui and than corae in the sense of

matnp, after the words vrihi &c ; as well as the affix matup.

Thus $tffa ( nom, sff^ ), Sftft* , tfiftTT*, H^t, mfMi , TW^ II

Thsse two affixes, however, do not come aftei all tfiqjtft words.

Vdrtika —The affix $r comes after f%«?rff? sub-division,

V&rtika ;—The affix ^^ after ara^nt subdivision.

Vdrt:—After the remaining words, both ^f5f and s^ (™Rft) come,

Jfofa.—The ffrarft after which $R only comes ara i—1 firOTt 2>gm, S tf^r,

4 nmr, 5 wt 6 $[v\i 7 ^r, 8 mziu 9 lar^r, 10 ^^ (
11 ^fa, 12 ^r> 11 The

*H<gf &c, are the following 1 qqt^, 2 ^ffffr, 3 ^ i
tHey take j^only. Tha rest

take both. The word pftf$ will got these itffi.\es by the next suti-a also, why is it then

rend in this oUbb 1 The ward gftf$ in the TundAdi claas V 2 117, S 1924 doea not

moan the word-form sftf^, but worda synonym with ifc. Thus sifffisftsw &(»?!=» ?irfw5Tf,

^[pft, flrft3T'> 5TrfP5*rfrC. ll The wotd tftf preceded by tha negative parfcicie, fakes these

affixes, ai 9TtfV«rf and ^tffife II The remaining words are a1f|, nm> *H$Tr> ^T,

^, ?gr. s*n i

J

U*« I IF^fara **TO I VI I * I «* II

qj^ i *tiFfa i ^q^ II
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1924- The aflk ilach (xw) also comes in the sense

of matup, aftfiT th& nominal-stems tunda &c.

The force of ^ is that tf^T. ff* and jt^ also come. As gf?w» 3%
aft**!. E*W n SirtvHarVy g^far t 5*0. S^fai'. ^StfTtn »

The following is the list of ^[fa words 1 gs*, 2 TO, 4 fw*y> 4 ***

S W, fi rfft 7 Wflfatfft * I*

Gftpa Sutra :—The affut *gm comes after words denoting parts of

one's body, when the largeness ( fttfir) of those organ* i& implied : as fk%$[

UW wftvSfftftsrat I ^ I * l «« (I

1925, The affix $han comes always ia the- sense of

matup, after a stem, which in. composifciou ia preceded by

H3* or fit II

Thus qTOOTtt(fa±'tatftal! i tfcOTffav', fltajfiflGi 11

#o(e :—The word f%3?*t ' &l*ty& ', is used m the efifcra to inchoate that tupr

does notaouam the ttHernatavo. 1* nil thfe previous Batras *rgi c&nw in tlio alternative.

tw i «mwm^amftr^T^ix i *w n

ftWW<tWWWwi mWnflrtftWS" W«I«l3f I^*lfa^ i%*stf?%*: 11

19S^- The affix $hail comes ia the sense of matup,

after the words §ata and sahasra, when they follow after

nishka.

Thusft**WHttri1*ft!tarote^ n

Note ,—But not ao after fjwfHTOrfi it being never «o found in uaftgo,

*n?tf «T*TWT*nFft *«h Witt i tow *&nrwr«riffi ^m^ i w^ft ftnut

1927. The affix yap {*) comes in the sense of

matup, after the word rftpa, when stamping ( coining ) ot

praise is denoted*

Thus Wtf W4ft*«W«Kfotti "a Coin having stamped on it the

form of some king &c ", Similarly ftmtf TOtwrfar - $ki& ft 'a handsome
bull

'
The form Impressed on a coin &c by hammering &c, is called »Tr?fr or

stamping:,

Why do wc say ' when stamping or praise is denoted ? Observe
V»<H ' having form ',
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Y9rt i^~ The affix HX is seen after other wofds atso, as ftttfl i^n,

IMr<r$ *
11 f?tf n Tfifi ft^ 11 ^wffl! * if wr «r a?t ar^s 11 *Hn«r<* *r * u «rw n

1928, After a stem ending in ?r^, and after mfrya,

medha" and sraj, comes the affix vini
(
RrQ in the senso of

raatnp.

Thus vm <ratf*s.) 'W^—iwR 1^ N. S, wift or arttarau Trsnft , mvv%
%*rft* , *(*l% 11 The word nr*rr being included in ^ftem^ class, will take fEj,

and r* also V. 2, n6 As *rtfr ftrrifa;: 11 The word *w is (^ formed and

so * is changed to fj ( VIII. 2 62. S. 377 ) and we get sfa^, N S. *T?ft u

j>*#/^ ;_The word WTO also should be enumerated, and there fa

lengthening of the final, both in the sacred and classical literature, As

SFPlrthl

YArt—ThA affix to«R* comes after qf and f^ as Wjjtmt, b*hw, II

p^/ ;—The affix %%% comes after urc and «{ ; as tfifoli and ar(|$ : II

p^/ _So also after ggqt the affix =^r^ comes optionally! along with

TO>**and ^as, WWS. W*. *^^' TOW The * Is ^ by L3 ^
J7^f/ —The afftje ^rgj of the last v&rtika comes after %ft*r,W and

pr £« thf sSnse of ' not being able to bear that.* An^ ^ *r> « ^falS' 'shiver-

ing from cold' awiflS; $*(§ 11 the word^ is formed from ^^ with the affix

t* ( un4di II. *3 ) i fc is the itwtit of Purofla^a rice cake, According to Mft-

dhava it means ' pain \

V&ri'—So also after ft* comes tha affix q& In the above sense? as

^4i^"R^' 11 The affix begins with ^ und not fas the construction of

the vartika may lead one to think ( Madhava ),

Vfoi ;—The affix5^^ in the sama sense afterm imWri ^^t^:
( See Sidhmadi Gana ).

pr^^
:_So also after nrff" In the sense of * collection thereof ' and ' not

being able to bear that ' as wtf *TW 0l" *tf " ^^"^STi H ( See sidhmftdf,

gana also )

VAft\—the afifix nt comes alter «T* and *ns^*t As ^9: and »w H

No/fi .—The ftffut aj^r oorae8 after «T*$ in. the sonso ol 'uot having; that
'

rts^
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'a beggar who has not nrfcba or wonlfch,' Otherwise ^pfapJL ' nek'. All those are

obtained by qg5T!

1929. The affix 3*r is added to ;j;<jfr in the sense of

matup, ( in the Ghhandas ).

The ^ of gw makes the word 3^ a 7? ( I. 4, 16 S. 1252 ) ; the result of

which is that rules applicable to vr Bha do not apply; e. g VI. 1. 148, S, 1063

by which the final ^ or $ «sr or srr is elided. Thus 3TT&T3" 11 According to

some, ^tftf i" s t0 be read m ^'s sutra. This is reasonable, for if yus is added

to Arna in the classical literature also, then there was no necessity of this sutra.

The word iirna could have been read along with aham and Subharn in V. 2.

140, S. 1946.

1930. The affix gmini (finO comes after the word

v&ch, in the sense of matup,

Thus ^t-»ft

Note :—The affix is not f^ for had it been bo, the form would liavo been

WfltH by YI1L L 45. S. 116 Yart.

1931* The affixes ftlach (w$) and ^tach (wl)
come, in the sense of matup, after v&ch, the word denoting

' a talkative*,

This debars fa^ n Thus SHTra: 'garrulous ', qr^r^i 11

VArt\—These affixes come when contempt is expressed. An orator

(*T«ft ) also talks much, but to the purpose. He will not be called ?wnm> or

*M* I ^n^rpar^ 1 it \\ 1 \\t 11

1932. The irregularly formed word sv&min denotes
'Sir or Lord',
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The affix Wffi^t comes in the sense of lotcUiip after the word ^
meaning

( lord \ Thus ^^qrR^r = q^flsauR?! =^rjjt3 11

Note .—Why do we Ray whan me&mng' 'Sir' Obflerve, ^rn II

1933 The affix ach (3|) comes in the sense of matup,

after the word arSa &c

Thus wffRr *TC«l fw*t = $T^P II The ArSadi is an Akiitigana.

Jfofe ,—After a wovd denoting el member of the body comos the aflte ^p^
TfUfin defeat la me&nt As ^ssn iTfqrtmftf *» «SSHi 1 sbi<*. II So also after wtu'ds

denoting color, as fpFtfts^rrlfT = 3J35T <Tff' (I

1 vjfa, 2 3^ > 3 g^ , 4 *rg* f 6 tf^ 6 sprr, 1 q*f, 8 qj?r, 9 W (*n*)

10 ^*r, ll si**. ( «rr?r ) is sm, 13 wrjrrtfNrit , i± *wfat i su^ntir n

1934. The affix ini (s:=0 comes, in the sen$e of

matnp, after a dvandra compound, after the name of a

disease, and after anything denoting fault, when the thing is

found in a living being.

Thus Dvandva' —^^^i^fi^sft'
f

a woman having a biacelet and azone',

$r^5T«jSfiMt 'a woman having sankha and nftpura ornaments' So after diseas-

es, I—^ 'a leper
1

, torcft
'

a white leper* So after names of faults,—esgrci^fi

Why do we say 'when found in 'a living being
1 ?

' Observe 5*1^^ ?*fft ll

V&ttika :—The affix does not come after woicjs denoting members of

a living body : as, tnfwfl^qtft it The words &t<t V. 2 H5, S, 1932 is under-

stood in this sfttra a !<?o, so that the affix does not come after words not

ending in 5Tj as fasr*fi5T5m£3iPTrfl ti Though the Dvandva compound &c.

ending in *T, would have taken sfa by V 2 115, the lepelition ofthia affix 111

the present sutra shows that the Dvandva compounds &c, take only $r, and

not ff^&c.

firar^raft ti

119 s
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1935. The augment lcuk (*i) cornea before *ft,

after the words v&ta and atisara.

The worcls^ffi
1 and ^ffiftTK; being names or diseases, will take jrWby

the fore-going sfltra ; the present aphorism only teaches the affixing of the

augment. Thus m^, *TfWtft II Another reading is-srtaroft « hhti. This

Is when the words v& and arft^rc denote diseases. Otherwise, *m*?ft ^rjl

JW :—So also after (Rfarw, as faflr^sft^WW ' the Kubera '.

1936, The affix ini comes in th^ sense of matup,

ufter an ordinal numeral
t
when age is denoted.

Thus qsurots^ffa mw *pr*sft *r ^Tfa^ ' five months or years old *,

as q^tft ?gi 11 By V, 2. 1 15 S, 1923 the affix %{% would have come after these

words ; the present sutra is a restrictive rule teaching that »^ does not come

in this sense,

Why do we say *rar% 'when age is demoted'? Observe, i^fwh.

1937. The affix ini comes ( to the exclusion of other

affixes ) in the sense of matup, after the worda sukha &c\

Thus flfep* nom ^i ^<sft &c. When censure is implied, then

^H conies after Rftfl, to the exclusion of *^<r
}
as H(5ft t

The following is the list of genft words *—

1^3, 2 3^1 3^H, iu^y, 5 sn^TO). 6 ***> 7 snfaf, 8 qrc* (efftiir)

Otftt, lOitfta tvtf|<r), U^5t t 12 J*, 13 mwi %^, lifsqor, IB imq (qmfo), 15

^*, 17 *F«* II ffaHfl^a, After TO the affii is added in the sense of ' oensura \

Tbus m$K, N S, imft II

1938. The affix ini comes in the sense of matup,
( to the exclusion of othevs ), after nominal steps ending in

dhairaa, Stla, and vuvna.

Thus Kwmrt ^ ^ffi^^t, tifewtfii - Krowti n mir>nftl^. mm
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1939. The affix ini comes in. the sense of matup,

after the word haata, when a genus is denoted by the word

so formed.

thus 5ffltsCTlf^-?ff*RL N. S. fstfr 'an elephant', Why do we say

*vhen meaning a snfa ' a genua ' ? Observe 33^ ^T- (I

<u)« \ *w)mwi<®i u i * i w i*

1940. The affix ini comes in the sense of matup,

after the word varria, when the word so formed means a

Brahmach&rin.

Thus qfttft
' a Brahmachart '. Nom, Sing *tff II

jy0Jfg Tlio firafc three ^ or CFisfces, who aro entitled to tho invcsLibnto with

b Bftored thtaad
>
and lead thB life of a Brahma student, are 00 called, \Vh<m Uiq

QBDing ie not of Brabmaoliail we Wo qdfor^ It

VWl 1 spwnftwl i$ u 1 * I W H

gwnfi'tf 1 q-^rsft 1 *ft f%* 1 3*grT*rr^ft 11 wiKtfrfrorjflsmi *
11 st%%$\ *mtf «

rift* * h sfafl 1 s^sfr 11 wrf^ri^rfirftflr * u vft 1 qfWr 3 *rf«* " *s*flw * if

1941. The affix ini cornea in the sense of matup,

after the words pnshkara Sso r when the word so formed

denotes a locality

Thus gncftofr
( a tank ', q?jW &c. Why do we say when ' locality

'

fs expressed ? Observe g**<WliiiCr »

tfS* / ;—The afEx ^conies after *a preceded by *r§ or <*?, as wr^ftr^

Vdtt >-$(> also after words preceded by ^ i as, (Wr*t SWfaFt.

«f^sft wi if _.

Fdrf ;—So also after *p* when meaning < not near
j
as stRi* meaning

OTJfstTftftfrsn
' wanting wealth '. Otherwise -**Nft

r having wealth \

Vdt t '-So also after a compound ending in 9T<f, as t^rtf, f|<*H*ff II

1 3**. 2 <*. 3 ***, i «**, 5 $s;, e n* 7 *ft«i, 6 for, 9 vict. 10 *fo

urn iflftn*. is*G*. uRrfta. 10 "ww, ie wre(ww), tfraro 18 to,
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1 <u m 1 i»i'H

1942. After the nominal-stems bala &c, cornea the

affix matup optionally, as well as ini.

The afifix ^ffi will come in the alternative. Thus wraisiof «tf ( Horn,

of *fft=0 ; wrflp«H.or ?m$ ( Nom of zimffa) u

9 5B* ( lOijjfl*, 11 BTtsuTT, IS BeiT^fT, 13 3q4W, H «rr€rV) 16 *T«r%* ( 16 qfagr?, 17

3% 18 Sflpr, IS fiTCITTO, 20 ^T^5T, 21 ^ict II

U*3 1 ^mw irwirwro; I ^ I * I ^\a II

1943. After a nominal-stem ending in ff^ or vt comes

the affix ini, in the sense of matup, when the whole word so

formed means a name,

Thusaflrc^+*ffi»n[5ra+ra(VI 4< U4»S 679) - srr*Tf*P* fem. jrfaFWt it

So also ifrfitfi U Similarly^ ijtRuft,m SlTMt U Why do we say, ' when

meaning a name ' ? Observe, tfurqpg, U

&m <raawtf i qffl 1 ^fr>Ti i sta? > *ffi' < *te' 1 *ff<r 1 «fa. 1 w ithr Ufa nfft i

1944. The seven affixes va, hha, yns, ti, tu, ta and

yas, come in the sense of matup, after mn ( water and happi-

ness \ and Jflu ' happiness ',

Thus wv, w» 4$; wP?r ,
^fji, *:«., *^«, *wi, *[«*., *fa, <nftr:, *pji,

The Win 5^ and^ , make the stem, a Pada ( I, 4, 16 S. 1252 ), the

result of which is that h of ^*i and q^ is changed into Anusvara before these

two affixes by VIII 3 23, S m. When denoting a Name, the forms will be

%*H\ and wq U The anusvAra is optionally changed to a nasal homogenous
to the class that follows. The va and ya become nasalised when preceded by
an anusvAra. (Thus the first affix is * va and not * ba as given in the

Kastka ],

^yy I sfcsrfw^: U I * I \\K II
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1945, The affix bha («) comes in the sense of

* pride ' matup, after tundi, valiand vati.

Thus aw. 'having a protuberant belly ', ^Rnr" and qfft 11 An-

other form is qffrc!, because q(§r is included to the PAmMi class V, 2, 100 S.

1907, The forms gfatft &c, are valid by V, 2, 1 17 S. 1924,

1946. The affix yns (5) comes in the sense of

matup, after the words aham 'pride', and the indeclinable

ubham'good'.

Thus wraji-OTRWl^L. ' selfish, haughty', 3*T3i*wwtil
(

auspici«

ous '. The fl of3^ makes the words^ and $vr*, Padas ; and if is changed

into AnusvAra ( 1, 4, 16 , VIII. 3 23 ), See V, 2, 123,

Here ends the chapter on Matup-affixes,

••O'*
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THE VIBHAKTI AFFIXES

1947. The affixes taught from this aphorism forward

as far as V. 3. 27. 8. 1974. ( exclusive ) are called Yibhaktu

The affixes herein taught do not change the sense of the word, 1, ev

they are h(4 affixes which leave to the word their own denotation. The rule

IV. I. 83.S 1072 extends no further than this, hence the worda formed by

these affixes do not produce epithets connoting the sense of the primitive

and denoting something else.

The affixes now to be taught being ^rf^Np, the amiV|ittr of tfWhw
and qqifls of IV. 1. 82, S, 1073 does not apply to them, The word m of

IV. 1. 82. S, 1072 however applies here, bo that these affixes axe optional,

thus we may have $fln or WT^ , $* or Sifat^ 1!

Note—Thug V. 3. 7 S, 1953 declarep, fclmt after the words fa* la 'the

ablativn there is itoe affix nf^i as 93: *H' IIP 1*

Jfoifl :—The purpose served by designating these affixes afl Vibhakbi is (a) to

debar the elision o£ final ^wul n of the affixes aajn (I. 3, 4. 8. 190), Thusm

the affix qfin, V. 3, 18, 9 1907 % ib not ^> had it been so, file 1, 1, 47 would

haTO applied \ (b) to regulate tho accent of f^j thus^+ Hfit^M^ 5 here by VI.

1. 171, 9. 371V the affix tffas^ becomea ud&tte. by virtue of its being VibhaUtf,

otherwise, the accent would have been regulated by the indicatory gr ( VI, 1 1&3 S.

6676
J (0) to make applicable to thcee words the rules of ajtffa;, that io, tho uilea given

in the SOlma VII. 3. 102 8.265 and those that follow. Tkus^ + flfa^-W*
the ^ hemg replaced by if by VII 2, 102, 8. 205.

3948. These Prftgditfya affixes come after the word

kim, and after a atem called saryanima, and after Miu ; but

not after dvi &c.
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The words fi[ &c, though ^ptw ar« exempted Thus $v, gr*P, w*,

Note ,—Why do we Bay «Tg^q|ft * not *Wi &o Observe SJ*nni, 5*fc H Why
do we say pfin <fco P Observe <j^nj ,^ &o. The word fgpn is & ff$?im r

but it b«iug

included in fchfl dvyidi olase, would have bum exempted from tho operation of thw

rule had it not been separately mentioned.

Note

.

—The word qg here is '* SankhyA.' Theiefore, the affix doea not apply

1949. For idam, there is the substitute l*{ (*), when

a PrflgdiSiya affix follows.

The word ijrfr^:
'

IS understood here also. The ir of ytfis indicatory

of the substitution of the whole ( L 1. 55 ). Thusnu+I V, 3. n,*-*f tt

^> I nfta* *«t; 1 x I I i * U

1960, The substitutes ort and S3 come in the place

of idam, when * a Pr&gdi§lya affix beginning with ?: and *l

respectively follows,

This debars f^ti The >T in * is for the sake of euphony, Thus ^* +

fK-Vtff(V, 3. 16)' TO+^MWCV, 3.24).

tfmfwn. ^as^. it q^ 11 <?3at *st wh 11 to 11 TOT ?^r 1 »^w^»««rfftwj •

1951, The substitute snj; comes in the place **z\%

when a Pragdigiya affix follows.

Note:—According to Kneika the substitute ih VD^I The <fl of ^[ o&naefl

the replacement of the whole ( I. I. S5 S 45 ). Aooordhig to Pafcanjali the Bubstitutfl

isNr^ and not sj^ II ThuH qg^ + tf^.-enri V, 3. 7 S, 1963 j si* V
f
3 10.

This sutra must be divided into two, (
1 )^V, and ( 2 ) *t;j, the mean-

ing being, (
I

) The substitutes m and m come in the place of qaT when

affixes beginning with c and tf respectively follow, as *Jfl?; + f$3r=T?<Tff (V, 3,

2 1 . S 1969 ) ij?^ + *T5 = f«T* H The v must be the V of 1% which comes after

idam ( V. 3. 24 S 1972) for the apphcaiion of this rule ( I ), and not the v of

Vi$ ( V. 3 23 S i9?i ) before which the substitute will be stct n The word

qerq; will take vs by the implication of this rule. The substitute *\H, replaces

qf!i£ bcfoi© other Pfagdiglya affixes As the substitute consists of more than
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oneJetter.it replaces the whole of etad Thus q-ff?; + ?rRf^-^+^«^i

( the 1 is elided by VI II, 2 7 S. 236 ).

ux* 1 n4*«r wTs^?i^*n fr 1 x 1 \ 1 * 11

mfa*M TOift $m <ft s&a sir ^r ws 11

1952. The w is substituted optionally for *T# before

apragdi&lya vibhakti beginning with T N

Thus st^t or «^r ll When the affix ts not Pragdigtya, there is no

substitution '. as
t
*tf p?| B'^?( Mffipft ' a BriLhmant who gives all

\

1953. The affix tasil (3^) comes after the word, ftnj

a sarvanama, and "bahu, when ending in the ablative case :

but not after dvi &c
As ffrn+nftfla-gr-HWiji The following sACra changes ft* into $: It

1954. $ is substituted for fan; before a \ibhakti

affix beginning with a 3T or a S II

Thus j?Tt^^rQTfF( ti ^t, f? ( V, 3, 13, 7. S. 196 1 and 1953 ). The fin

ft means beginning with a * 11 So also ^ffi, WTi «RPi Iff-, «T£fl:,W " But

not after ^ &c As jqpun, \\

\VM I *&1* I * I 3 I * II

1955. The affix tasil (as;) is substituted for 38; (V.

4, 44, 45 S. 2111 and 1221) when 1dm, asavvan&ma, and bahu

follow.

This substitution is for the sake of accent , and for giving it the

designation of vibhakti, Otherwise tr<^( V, 4. 44 ) being taught subsequently

and it not being a PragdiSiya affix, it does not get the name of vibhakti, and so

Ttft&c cannot he changed to q when sfq will be added ( VII. 3. 102 S. 265 ),

So we can never get the form ^- as in the sentence etfTis^«re$fa \\

vm stfaa mil « wfanrefaft^ * ft <*fta \ viku j?nf ; 1 ^rf^irf* 1 *wi

1956. The affix tasil comes after pari and abhi also,
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Vdrt 1—TliJb affix comes when irft means 'all'
t
and ^f^f means 'both.

Thus iRtf.-Hfo' i

' a ll round '

, ^rfSffi'i zwn 'on both sides'.

1957. Tbe affix tral (^) comes after kirn, a sar-

vanama, and bahn, when ending in a locative.

Thus grc (VII 2 1043,1954) ' where ', «|* (¥11,2.102,5, 265)

' there ', <5^ ' *" many places

'

1958 The affix s comes after *^ ending in the

locative.

This debars ^ II Thus « ( V 3 3, S. 1949)
4 heie '.

UV-lfWtS^l W 3 MR It

1959. The affix w* ( sr) comes optionally after kim

ending in the locative, as also the affix tral.

We must draw forward the word stf
' optionally > from the sfttra after

the next. So that this sAtra is an optional one. Thus ftiUffTH ll Now

applies the next sutra by which (%*Us replaced by 3; ll In the other alterna-

tive sfcrf also comes, as ^t=r ll

\Z.$o I Wf% I V9 I R M»X I*

1960.
1

g> is substituted for ft* before the vibhakti

wt(V. 3.13).

As fR 1 So also jjst h

Note .—The snbRtimte ^ of VII 2.104,8,1964, before tho affix sr would

have become ifi, bn ti it would have caused gona, hence tliis separata substitute.

Had the sutra been f^JiflS^ it would not liflve included the ffTepr augmented fa* ||

1961. Optionally the affix S also comes in the

Ohhandas, after the word kim in the locative : as well as

the other affixes.

As m the Rig Veda VI IT, 62. 4 : ^tr grjipirg ift^WfaS' 11
c Wjiere

are ye two? Wtieie are you going? Where do y on fall like eagles "?

120 S
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1962. In the room of^^ in case of its re-employ-

ment there is the substitution of the gravely accented

««l when the affixes * (V. 3, 10. S. 1957) and **z ( V. 3. 7.

S. 1953) follow, and the affixes * and as; are anudatta also

(gravely accented).

Thus 8ti ' here ', and snpr ' hence
',

in the following —^fiJRW g*$r

*[tfPT' | suft or? BTm?»r^ i

' We live in this ( etasmin ) village happily, therefore

let us read with full devotion in this ( atra )' ^WW^S^S*^, *Wr *T?r

RrmW*n?N '
' Learn from this student Prosody and also learn from him

Grammar', By rule V. 3. 5, S. 1951 *l% is declared to be the substitute of

qFT£ ;
its repetition here Js to indicate that the sti^uf anvadesa. is anudatta,

\it\ I JcTWflsfa SJpr??t I H I * I \* II

(rnt w*i?i* hti^i *t vrtpu «^riws?f^i enrwrni ^tfhfa't t^Riffa: t

«na*nr* it

1963. The above affixes are seen coming after kim,

a sarvanama and bahu, ending with other case-affixes also,

besides the locative and ablative,

That is to say, the affixes af«^, *rsr, ? &c come after klm &c which

are not in the ablative or the locative case. By the employment of the ex-

pression ' are seen \ it is hinted that this may take place not on every occa-

sion, but only when in juxtaposition with such words as ^q; 'Your Honor',

tftaTS 1 'Jong-lived*, *(£««* 'having long life ', and ^r*rft*: 'the beloved

of the Gods'. Thus:

Aco« h* *tt% or flfff «T?^T«T^ £ Wffit£ II

Ins fr*r hw or^ YT^r = fo *r*mr u

D*t. Hift^ or ^ h™ = a#r vt^ft 11

Abb, fl?fr >rt?ji or f^ it^FT- = fTOT^ 1W It

Gen. flfft V^PTl or ^ *TTT! =flW *T*f?Tl II

Loo ?rfl> >rqrff or ra *qft *^f^^^ ,|
•

vSiinilarly with the words tfqigp, trrgfffnt and frw fito »

SW I inh>Rrffc*rW *T% *T i y I \ I ^ tl
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gfff^mf surar^* wf *r s*irft 1 ^ffw=^r^ sit 1 %ky 1 <?^r 1 st^to 1 mi 1

1964 After sarva * all ', eka ' one ', any a ' other \

kirn ' what', yad ' which *, and tad 'that', when time is

denoted, comes the affix ^T, the words being in the locative

case.

The word ^c^r V, 2. ro S. 1957 is understood here and not Hie word

jgtrrttf of the last, This debars <%& it Thus fl^f or s?r ( V. 3. 6 S. 1952 )

< at every time' or ' always ', rr^r ' once ', *%*mi ' at another time \ ^r ( VI f,

2, 103 S, 342 )
' when ', q*r ' when ', w$ ' then '.

Why do we say grrlr 'when time is denoted'? Observe flfolfr

where although the case is the 7th, the affix is not %u because the sense is

•in eveiy place ' or ' every where \

1965. After idara
{ this \ ending in the locative

ease, comes the affix rhilff when time is denoted.

The words sreitttf: and gjfr are understood. This rhil debars hai

The ^ of fifois for accent. Thus w%**fit-q*rf$ C V, 3- 4 S. 1950
)

'
at this

time'. Why 'when time is denoted'? Observe, |* 'in this plac&\ as f?

aft li See V. 3, 4 S. 1950

lw 1 <^*t 1 y 1 v v* n

1966- After idani ending in the locative ease, comes

the affix wgsrr, when time is denoted.

Thus nn+W[-I + w«Pir(V. 3.3 S. i949)-o + fnpu ( S. 311)-

stHHF II According to Karfika «feR ^r^ = bt^TF-
c

at this Lime
',
e^ is substi-

tuted for mand, $* affix is added.

1967. The affix danim also comes after idarn, end-

ing in the locative, and denoting time.

Thus flft^astf-wrtta C V, 3- 3 S. 1949 )' at this time \

\<£S I ffft V * I X I * ' t* »
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1968, After tad, ending in the seventh case, when

time is denoted, comes the affix *r, and also danlm.

The qi^L is read into the sOtra by (bice of the word ^ ' also '. Thus

aisr^EjrrsN^or ^t% 'at tnat time '> M ri —Thls sfttra
*
so far as lt

ordains ^r after ^ is useless, because the word ^ already takes $\ by V, 3 15,

1969. The affix rhil comes optionally, in denoting

time not of the current day, after the words ' kim J

the

Karvanaina, and bahn &c>' in the 7th case.

The anuvfitti of ^rjf% is not read into this sfttta This is a general

rule, Thus^ or 3rth ( VH. 3, 103 S, 342 ), sff ov ^^t, t(S 01 a^, Trg^ tt

^ f^rcr?^ t qm^m swi^fr 3^ Tfsnt* 1 ^rirf^s^f^ ear 1 ^T^mt^ 1* 3sr-

fl*nr?it( viift* 1 <j*ff$t*^ T^fi i nl«> 3^ "mi* u spt t^ tfTtf 1^ nsmw tfq*sft* 1

1970. The following word? are anomalous , sadyah,

parut, parari, aisliamas, paredyavi, adya, purvedyus, anyed-

yus, anyatavedyus, itaredyus, apai-odyus, adharedyus, ubhay-

edyus, and uttaredyns.

The words s^njr. and ^ aie understood heie. The base, the

substitute, the affix, the particular time &c, must all be deduced from these

forms, Vdrl \—^a\ is formed from mtt, by substituting tf foi sr*R, and adding

W*; in the sense of a day \ *wis*i%~Qcr "the same day'. T^A-The
tf and ^c aie replaced by m, dud then ^ and srifi are added, in the
sense of 'a year \ Thus ?$fm«<raft-q«ii ' last year'. $& wqi~TO&
'the year before last'. ym _The ^ replaces **, and qua* is added,
in the sense of

'
year', ^faT^ swft -fa*, ' during this year '. Vtht .—To ^

is added raft In the sense of « a day ' ^ .rftaift ^ q^ft < the other day
J

.

Far/ -The** replaces 1^ and m^ ls added in the sense of 'a day',
Thus ffwt =.«„ <

to dayJ
. ^W:^To #, ^ w^, ^ **»
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*flU and 3tK is added the affix q^m
,

111 the sense of ' a day ' as jf%a?pr =

g^g^'on the day before \ ^^^-wr^a' on the following day '. ^.
^f^rafpf*3^^^'

J

°n elther of tw0 da^'
sJ

* WdW^fi-ftfiH'
f

on another

day'j sq^r^ffT^^ffT^ on the following day ' ^Hf%?f3ft =BT^ 'on a

pievions day
J

3¥raK5r = a*raws 'on both days'. Vd/£.—Soabo &&<?$ is

formed by dyus added to ubhaya,

\W\ I STOtWl qic5 I *» H L ^ I'

1971. The affix thftl ( «n ) comes, after the words kirn

&c Y. 3. 2, when we speak of a kind or manner of being.

The sfltra V. 3. 2, S 1948 is to be read into this, The anuvjitti of

pjtanff" and qj^T ceases. The word qsfiK means the differentiating quality

distinguishing a species among the genus it means ' sort',
'
kind ',

' mode ',

' manner,' &c, Thusfa q^ftt <*1WI ' ^, in that manner * Similarly qtrr 11

tfQte 1—The affix jTrcfi^^gl't in V 3 69 S. 2024 has also the earne force,

with this differ/ence that jattyar applies to words which denote things poshcaaing such

a quality ( iffitHr^ ) while thai denotes made itself. Therefore, one does not debar the

.ofchor, bo thafc we have forms like aTTtftf* .
and qmsutfw II

\s.3\ i {eprcqgs I «( n UW II

1972. After idam comes the affix tharmi (to) in

the same sense i. e. in denoting manner.

^^ ;_It comes after etad also. This debars irr* ;
thus —«w* or ifinr

^ftor = ^MlV, 3, 4, S 1950' in this mannei,' The * in ^ protects then

from becoming H ( See I. 3, 4- s -
r 9° )<

1973. Also after Mm, comes the affix thamu in the

sense of manner

Thus 3ft TTSfiftl - 3OT '
how ?

'.

Here endb the chapter on Pragdislya affixes.



CHAPTER XXXVIII.

THE SVARTHJKA AFFIXES,

V ^ 11

1974. After words which primarily denote 'direction

'

ending in the locative, ablative and nominative, and referring

to ' direction \ ' locality * or
{ time \ comes the affix astftti

(SWpU<0 without change of sense,

jy ;B ;—The word fqg^ qsfr: means ' words denoting directions \ Thus

g33tt{i has nil these thiee significations in the following sentences, iJOT^afa 'lie

lives eastward', S^n^FTSP 'h&o&mB fiom eflst' 3^r£ W^ihlH ' It ws delightful

previously ', Similarly with ^^[^ II l?or further explanation Bee S. 1977 below.

1975. After ptirva, adhara and avara comes the affix

asi(?wO in the sense ofastftti; and pura, adh, and av are

their respective substitutes before this affix,

ftoto .—The word «^^tqri dees tiofc govern ibis p^trn. TIihb ^ TOft, $*

smr?T:, 5^ tRUfanil Similarly sp^iin<1 *nq; uilh q^ffi, ^ir flnd mtfum, II Aa

Brwtesfa wr-^ri^iNtorafa*, STCFTClRr, OTITIS and fl^fafUffan n See S 1984,

STOT?l 1 W 1 ^sitt n

1976, The same substitution takes place when the

affix astatl (sc*m?0 follows.

That is ft for <&^ for bt^ and st* for *m u Thus h«([([ or **-

«TPl or WW*, <TClfii or Wl?i or wfa* II

IWiftifiwiTOqrUi^i^ii
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bt^wtwtSV its* «*rsr 1 *r*rer?[ I iwsrrn 1 q*3tr^ n 1 ftffi s*mt fan 1

^jsit m(x 1 a««rra%*H! fare 1 »$ «nn Ter 1 farif^faww fa*u "rif^gtr ^{% \

1977 The substitutioa of w^for sraT is optional

when ast&ti follows.

This declares an option when by the last it was compulsory. As

*rewt 0J sTOSru^rarm. ^Tr»Trr , or wmfapiii

Why do we say ' after words which primarily denote direction ' ? Ob-

serve ?siqt rfrfF S^ft, 'He lives in the Aindra direction ", Here q;# is a

secondaty word denoting eastern duection. Why do we say 'ending in the

locative, ablative and nominative ' ? Observe ijfo mq ittt- ll Why do we say

when the sense is ' a direction ', ' a locality ' or a ' time ' ? Observe <gfrefflLBft

TOft ' he lives in the piesence of the Guru '.

Not»\—This offix is a ?^rf^r^T ftflfixj like the affixes taught previously. The

words denoting direction must be primitive words of ducction
j and not deuvative

wordfi like ^fl- &c. wlnoh also denote direction.

The sfltra 1976 indicates by implication that the affix ^r^nft V. 3,

27 S, 1974 is not debarred by 3T*£ after these words.

1978. After dakslnjjfi, and 11 ttara (referring to a

direction or a locality or a tiraej and ending with the locative,

ablative or nominative), comes the affix atasuch. (9tf*£) II

This debars s^niT 11 Thus tfSrosrt, mqxi V

Note :—The word ^P3jr o*m never refer to time, bo tWHi regard to it

direction and locality aro only taken. The ar of tffflg^ is for the sake of differentiat-

ing this affix from to. in afitras like II. 3 30.

%tm I Rrmm«ra«rT:f¥«n^i <t i 3 IH ll

1979, Optionally after para and avara, conios the

affix atasnch, in the sense of astafci.

Thus T^Tf or iR??rrrC II So also B^tttffil or *TW I'

irr^ia^nrt'HrsRi&^r if
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1 980. After words of direction ending in ^>^ , there

is Ink-elision of the affix ast&ti

Thus qr^orsrerer: as m«ir ftfa TOft-sirH smrer, mm<rai, unwofaii u

The feminine Hffk of JTPsft is also elided, when the taddhita affix is elided by

g*£ ii See I. 2 49 S 1408 So also ^tfMn the north'. Similarly when locality

or time is denoted,

1981. The words upari and uparishtstt are anomalous

in the sense of ast&ti

, These words are derived irregularly from the word g^f, by changing

it into 7Ti and adding the affixes R^and Rffri^il Thus *&?m ftftr lafi^

3TR q^rf^ I So also ?q^¥TfT« 3*R wft«1 H STftsr^feh ^TfWWTff , 3<lK*npr<ifan II

*6.tf* I TOR* 1 X H H* H

wwa t*hw BTrt?rw usarswrafW:

»

1982. The woid pagchat is anomalous, in the sense

of ast&ti.

The word is formed by changing bttc into <tw and adding the affix

Notet—So also lvhen sjq* is preceded by cm other ivord dono ting direction,

it is changed into pectin, mid &ti is added, As ^(^TOiq^ri| , STTWTrF^ H

Note*—So also when STvJ follows budIi a compound, apaia is changed into

pafoha;tt8,*faq|iwfii SWwfs U

NqIci— Apara ib changed into pnfolm, -when followed by ardha, and not

preceded by any other word. As, qiflvfi n

«tTOh 1 v\m<i 1 *fwn 11

1983. To the words uttara, adhara and dalishina is

added the affix &ti, in the sense of astftti.

Thau 3Ttroii flft TORf ta9WrwRt H Similarly s^rri; and qf%urr<l II

*TWft«l *Wt Wl^fa'tff SHOT "TSWitf ft*rr I St^gt I ST^of I

M* 1 *ft fliriw n?rar: 1 « *r%£W[«(taiT3*r3f Rp$.wff*ftw3 i#t*wui
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1984. The affix en ap (<J?) com eg optionally, ( after

the words uttara, adhara and dakshina in the sense of astati),

when the limit iudicated is not remote, and when it is not a

substitute of the ablative case-affix

Note —Tho affix wrefTffa and the obtiBr affixes taught above come with the

force of locative, ablative* and nominative The (nj^comca wifch th& fores of locative

sdcI nominative and not that of ablatLve. The adverbs so formed refer to objects

not at a distance

Thus StI^H or^rRr* or a*rwft *rqf?r 01 ixOtw 11 Similarly t^ftm, *T«TO»i

•Wffi?wffi &c, so also ^faqH.^nrr^^^r.^rm See, 'He lives near by

in the north- ward or southward ' Why do we say when not denoting distance ?

In the other alternative the ordinary affixes will come as S(f%<flfli TTOfl:,

JPTflMIZ > STO* I
Observe grsfmTO^ be lives far away in the north ' Why do

we say 'when not having the force of ablative ' ? Observe ^fflfPTtTi * come

from the north'

Note ;—The word 3r<TS*TRff: governs all the succeeding stltraB upto V. 3 39,

exclusive-

Some do not read 3^ &c - in^° this sutra • according to them this

is a general rule applicable to all words denoting direction. As qjjfa vjxn
,

wftv WPTI ( II. 3. 31 )" The t in enap is for the sake of accent (III. 1. 4, S.

3709).

*,wt I ^Nr^r* I * 1 * 1 %* \\

1985. The affix ach (m) comes after the word dab

shrna, in the sense of astati, but not as a substitute of the

ablative case-affix.

The word srgjt of the last sfltra is not read into this though the word

STtrs-qTCT* governs it. Thus $f%mr TOfif or wffa*i but ^ftpRT *W to the

ablative.

Note t—The ^m *rn£ is not for the Bales of accent ( VI. 1 163 S 3710 )for

.-the aimple affix ^rf iY©uld be uditta by (she general rule III I 3, S. 3708 The -ar flams

the purpose of differentiating fchia ^Tf from other affixes in Sutra II. 8. 29 S. 595.

1986 The affix ahi <*nft) conies after the word

dakshina, in the sense of astati, as well as Ach, when- the re-

ference is to a distant limit.

131 s
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J. 1986,

We draw in the affix m% by force of the word **
( and ',

Thus ^miVn *m* or ^f%oir *»?fft
' he lives far away in the south '.

Note, Why do wa any ^t when the adverb denotes a distant; limit ' ?

Obacrve qffimi W(?t II Th& word tr<rwp«IT" governs this also ( ae, tffo<T[?T *MTfl> II

^* i straw 1 <* u 1
ys

11

**ttrft i **<r i»

1987. The* affixes srr^ and sni% come after uttara

in the sense of astati ; when the reference is to a distant

limit.

Thus grrcr or giwf? t^ or l^mft 11

K He lives far away m the

north . or the northward far away is, pleasant".

Note _But when ' dmtanca ' is not meant we hftvc 3^("ftU *T*Wffi It The word

HHs^wn: govei'tiH tlue nlea r& 3*ru?TTTtir' H

^q i ^rcr fam*} vn I \ I ^ I «* II

1988, The affix, dha ( *rr) comes after a nominal-

gtem denoting a Numeral, when it means the mode or manner

of an action.

Note'*—Tli&vrord ft*ff and fftm hare the same mealing. Thus adverba BO

(ormcid apply to even kind of nottou

Thus rr^qr 333^ ' he eats once', fj*TT *T^Tsf ' he goes twice ' Simi-

larly favfl ^f^ q+^qi n

^t 1 arfwr^fa^i^f gr
1
H 1 3 1 y^ 11

1989. The affix dha comes after a numeral, when

the sense is a change in the apportionment or distribution of

substances.

fate ._ThA word rfqjrini is understood hare, The word nf^Fpi means
rantlar, stuff, anbafcance ', fi*m ' change m numbers '. Thus to make one into

nuny, or to mnke inar v Jiifo one.

Thus inn «fir T*W 5?
f

divide one heap into five \ Similarly iffo*
q*Ti^r *p " makr* these many heap? into one '\

^° 1 «7fT?T ^^g^TfT'C^^TH: I ^ 1 § I «tf II
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1990 After the word eka, the substitute dhyamufl

(vuh,) comes optionally instead of dim.

Thus 1&m <nfi 3^ or q^n ^ ; q^f^^ i^^ g^.
|}

Not6 :—Tho repetition nf qj u\ the antra bIiowb that the imliatotntion takes

place f^hen the Reiine 15 that o£ fat|r> as well &b when itis that of afi^f^of fa^ra 11

H*d **r tiob been repeated, the jmbstitnbioti would ha,v« como m che notifia of vrft^ftc*

f^qr?; only, ns uuoiediately proocduig this slStia

1991. The substitute dhamufl *m comes option ally,

in the place of w after the words dvi and tri.

Note: —Here nluo it comes in both the fttqrif and wfawr pTOff seufics

By % the woud ' optionally ' i& thnwu into fchb sfttia.

Thus fan orW,m-ovW \\

YAtt',—The affix ^(4^, vvi tli the elision of the final vowel) comes

without changing the sense, after words ending in dhamufi, As qjtf,

\ik\ \ cram I ^ 1 \\ «« 11

1992. The substitute edhach ( q&\ ) comes optionally

in the place of dha
}
after dvi and tri.

Thus"^ (VI. 4. 148 £ 3Ti ) or\^or f$qr.%**r V**oi [%qr ir

1993. The affix pagap ( stst ) denotes something as

insignificant.

The woid ^fOfl means ' contempt, trifling ' &c, Thus cfrsETW' »HW fn^
Pw^inri ' a very bad physician.' So also flr^TTtr 11

$ot& '—Of course this will not. com© \n denoting a person v*ho is a good

physician, but bears ft bad character* oi* who is a good pei formal' of sacrifices but immoral.
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1994. After ( a nominal stem being ) an ordinal

number ending in tiya, comes the affix Wl(3T) (the word

retaining its denotation ), when a ' part ' is meant

This sutra is made only to teach accent, for the word to which ^pj

is added undergoes no other change of form except in accent. Thusffttai (V.

t, 54. 5, i8S4)hasudattaon^(IIL 1. 3. S. 3708 ) but when ^ is added,

the accent falls on ^ (VI. 1. 19;. S, 3686). Thus ffcfr*t ^m -fffort 'the

moiety ', Similarly qr?fliT» ' the one-third \

jffotel—Why do we any Trlien * part
'
ia meant P Otherwise, there i& no ohange

in accent. Tho affix $m always cornea in farming ordinal numbers and for no

other pnrpose, for the sffa m words like g(s?fta ie not significant as it ia not an

affix. The employment of the woid ijwi in the aphorism \s useless for the

parpoaes of this sdfcra. Its anuvptti, however, rune in the other sutras, and that

is the only purpose that it serves here.

V/ttt :—The affix fa^ ia added to words ending in (fa, without

changing the sense. As ^frijfap, nitffqhl^, in the same sense as fiSftq: and

j*V It

Vdtt ;—But not so, when the word ending in tffa refers to fom II As

fafat Pror, ^m Pw u

1995. After an ordinal numeral upto eleven exclu-

sive, comes the affix w% the word retaining its denotation,

when a ( part ' is meant ; hut not so in the Ohhandas
This is for accent also. Thus ^gifi, frapp, £fl*ri, fan, fa : \\

Note i—Why do we Guy qrrtaftTO:
l

before eloven ' H Observe ^ft^;, fft^l

no change of accent (VI 1 T 223. S. 5734) Why do wa aay ' nofc in the Ohimndaa ' ?

Observe, q^aprffifa'raU'UilitHIT ( isapf has aoute on the final being formed by ^
preceded by q* V. 2. 48, 49 S. 1849, i860).

IB.U 1 TOraflmt JT^IHHI^ll
TOUi q& *n<r»w t w* 1 *rrem i *te*ti ii

1996. The affix aa (si) also comes as well as ^
after shas^ha and aah^ama, when a 'part' is meant, but not

in the Ohhandas.

The words w*t and srs^fa ate understood here. By % the affix wn
is included. Thus %hj or <*ib:, $rer*ri or trrw 11
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qgiBn^i^T^r wm ^^5^ *ar *ift q^ ^ qr«q 1 to^t hut: m*r %?t 1 btct»

mvt fare g*w* s?fa 3T(m frwftiir scn<T*r^ n

3997. After the words shashtha and asbtama there

may come respectively «&=* (m) and ^ elision of the affix,

when the meaning is a division of a measure called mdna

or grain, or the part of the body of a beast respectively.

The word m^ means a giam weight (gfif^ qufas g«fof ) 11 That is lo

say, ^ comes after qff: when a division of 1R ' measure ' is expressed ; and

§j^ comes after "STE when a part of trqjf is denoted. Thus ^8^r*n*n ' a sixth

oi a gr^n measure ' sjgqf >TTT ' an-eighth part of the body of a beast ' The
5jat here takes the place of the affix *r as well as g»^ 11 By i t

the affixes

above mentioned are also employed as ^rgj or qg:, sngfl : or 3rpr II When
a measure or the body of an animal is not denoted

h
this rule ( though

optional ) will not apply.

Though under the Great Option ( IV 1. 82. S 1092 ) all these

affixes may be elided, yet the separate luk elision herein taught indicates by

implication, that the sf and bt*£ of the preceding aphorism are compulsory

and cannot be elided by the Great Option. See also V. 3. 1, S 1947

TrsR^r 1 w i TOsft 1 win 11

1998. After the word eka, comes also the affix &kin-

ich ( $mi%^ ), ( the word retaining its denotation ), when the

sense is ' without a companion \

By the word q, the affix g^and the elision gar also take effect the

elision being of gj^or mrfofrTO t) Thus qgtfTSft £ nom qgjr^t ), 7^r> or q^ 11

Note —By using STflSKl, it is indicated that the word qqpj here ia not a

numeral meaning ' dug ', but a noun meaning ' alone \ qsfitsajtffr IT^R % ^T%, stafr,

«Tirr 11 srrtrrtfr, crm«r s^t, ^term ** usw 11 So that thiswoid will have dual

mifetftt and the plural TOf^ It

1999. The affix ^rc (with the feminine in sft^)

comes after a nominal stem, the word retaining its denota-

tion, when the meaning is ' this had been before '
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The word qEr^t is a compound of %i and %m the compounding being

by SJ^jqTi and denotes something done in a past time, Thus ^rrsqf y^^ —

»tiiWR
4 once opulent

'

Note t—Tlio ^ ndicates thnt the feminine will ho m ^ftq, an, BjrSQ'tfO u

Tha^r is nob ^fj m "SfT^ though required by I 3 V S. 189 This proves thnfc sij

rnla rs anifcyft. The si^tra V 2 18, S lSl9 might have been read after tlna, with the

saving of the word ijjr^:, but then 4333, would have dobaned «q*£ which is, howevei,

nat intended,

*o»* |qw**f ^ I ^i 3 I W II

2000. After a nomiiuil-stem ending m the sixth-

case, corner the affix ^r, and also =spc^, in the sense of

' having belonged formerly to somebody '.

The word qjt^ here qualifies the sense of the affix, and not the sense

of the base, as it was in the last s&tra. Thus %*mm ^1^ <frp = #«in^«(i ' the

cow tina.t formerly belonged to Kri^a'. Sirmlaily ^f^jw ll The affix

^?^ not being included in tasiladi class of siitia VI 3. 35. S. 836 does not

cause the masculisation. Thus ^jsrntr £31^ =3jsrr^a[i and not SFftKSi 11

2001. When the sense is that of surpassing, there

come the affixes GW{ (3*[) and itf^ (%$), after a nominal

stem, the word retaining its denotation.

Note :— TIibbb flftixoB form the superktive degice, The word qrfawira is an

iri'flgulftr foim of 3Tl%flS?i t
and it qualities tbo sense of the primitive. The

^fpfo affixes sometimes qualify tho senAe ot the primitive.

Thus ?rp8Hftr- X$ $r WW, SlWrflft^FiriSi ' the richest ' 1. e ' these

are all rich, but he surpasses them all in nches 1

Similarly q^j—<Ti*B., 55 —
nfat; m~?s^B' C VI. 4. 155. S. 17K6 }

Note :—When among suporlntivee, furthei excellence is indicated, then the*!

words m*y 'n-ko additional aftixt^ also as ^a, though a superlative, forms SftjrPT LI

Aa ^nr *: ffftsr m<Tng $&3m* ^*fa i sftrev %ww. 3*<nrffif?f 11

fap^rntffra?* ift^ flun ^[?[ 11

2002, So also after a finite verb, comes the affix

tamap, when ' eurpaising ' is meant.
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ii^iii frii^f*iifciiiEanaMM

By the next sGtra, the affix ir^ gets the designation gha ^ n

Note —By ^rTSCHrmqfS^ IV. 1, 1. g, 182 whose force runs throughout^

the taddhita affixes mo Qiclaitird anlv aftei- nominal &tem
; thej would not Imve come

ftfeor verbs
,

lienco this sutra, Tliiia <ref?rHJTr* ( the «rr<T.]s added by V 4 11, S

2004) = s$fRq^^fsr, ^>qr*Tfa^*^fa, 'l>o cookn BnipriMnglj* :n**n1mm"I

&c, The affix^ never comes after ft verb, aa by V. 3. 58 S. 2005 it is reBtncicd

to adjectives

^^r w it

2003, The affixes tarap and tamap are called H II

As this affix is gha, the next sutra applies.

2004 To the affix arc and a* (* 1. l. 22. S. 2003

)

ordained to come after the word T%* (Y. 3. 55. S. 2001) or

after a word ending in n: (VI, S. 17. S 975) or after a finite

verb ( V- 3. 56. 67. S. 2002 ) or after an indeclinable, is added

the affix am { 5TO ), but not if the oxcess belongs to a subs-

tance ( and not to an action or quality ),

Note i—The ^ or fl^ &t*d fffTqr, affixes &r* employed for comparison ( m^ ' ex-

cess!
'

) of adjectives mid advoiba This rule applies to adverbs and not to

adjectives 1 e. when an adverb qualifies a verb or another adjBCtipe, but uot

when an adjective qualifies a noun, The JJ^Sf denoting word by itself baa no

' excess ' <fco, it in the adjective* which ctualtGrs ijuch substance that is capable of

excoss or comparison, The prohibition in "?nf^fl*K4 tberofoie rcnlly rclatca to

the quality of n substance, \* e \o odjectivca fs^rS^WW «T ftirVOSTT \

Thus fowtr^or f^m* " how excessively
u

, jrrg^rcr* or trrfttfirv, w
f?rani or q^qrwiPi " he cooks surprisingly ", A&Ut , 3*#ST*rr»l " more or

most loftily or loudly".

But when the excess belongs not to a.n action of attribute, but to a

substance, the km vm h-not added, As &%&• era'
" a most lofty tree ".

h^spk. itfnrc^i a<rw m*n*n\ q^«i i q*tam ii
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2005. The affixes tamp (i?t) and iyasnn (%m$)

come in the sense of ' surpassing \ after a nominal Rtem or a

finite-verb, when iL expresses (comparison between) two

tilings, or when that which is added to it ( upapada ). is to

be distinguished from another.

jtfofo !—The word ffWT doeB nofc mean f dual \ but means an explosion For

two f^TSSf is 11 regularly formed by mf, and means ' that which ia to be distingui-

shed or differentiated \

This debars tfflt^ and f&{ ti

TLo rule of araren$*T ( I 3 10 S 128) does not apply hare. First to tn.be

an exmple of f^g^l or when fiotnpenaon in between ivro things thus t ^TftW313titi

•^niwra^T^TrW^i ' both aiD noh, but he is richet amongst the two 1

So

also FQttH and gTsflqPi; LI

Similiyily simffK', q«Tl?<Ttt ^qfHntTt (V. 4> 11. S 2004 )\ w with

^n^nsijR^lr qg W^5rtfa*iq?T ^^T^faR 'more skilful of tho two'jsnfau^U

Secondly to take an example of f%TR3^ *Tr<IT^ 1 e when a word ra construction n to

bo differentiated" thus mtjTf; qRfpi5«f3t»«f ^ITWW ' The men of Matbura aro richor

tlisn those of Patyiliputrn ' Heie there aie more than two things but ns the wotda arc

expressed in the aentenca, the comparative dogreo in plural number ia used,

Similarly so also ?4taT a in*q»q' qgacr "The northerns are more skilful

than the easterns " qahifcr 5T^W! II Of course all these wotds must be plural,

as they refer to moie than two persons,

2006. The two affixes beginning with a vowel { i. e,

$*m; and W ) axe added only after words denoting attributes.

Thus ARtbi JrcfcnX; but not after words like qfT* &c, there we have

""TOW:i ITTOTO: I)

ffojit—The TTord tr 4
only' restricts the scope of the ajftoet, and not of the

pnmittvet, ThnB ^^., V£r\m are also valid forms

ffl.^dinatflflUHr wi 11

2007. These affixes ishthan and iyasun come in the

Chhandas after a nominal stem ending in w \\

The tj ib ablative of » which includes both 3^ and g^n This extends
the application of these affixes to words other than attributes.
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Roc* 1 gft&Sm: g I M tt I W* 11

2008. The affix h U elided before the affixes w%
SOT*** and *igq; II

Thus snfts , ft*rPw.. flrflffs. fi^fa^V ^3 ! il The whole affix 3 is elided,

otherwise only the last vowel (fa
1

) with the following consonant would have

been fclided by the following rules

Thus«TRwraa* stf~*fift3- (3Rf + wr*=^-ra by VI. 4- i54i S 2008

h is elided ), As sirgfa ^Rg SKjWr *II 11 By the Vartika undei VI, 3 35 S.

8t6 ?n?^r is changed into masculine tfffrf and then fctf is added by VI. 4.

1 45 S. 2008 ).

^oeg. 1 sr*r*«w W 1 X \% I *• 11

*rra fflH^ 1 wT^nft 11

2009* For srci^r is substituted «r
,
when these affixes

ishthan and fyasun follow.

Then applies the following.

30*0 I H^SRPBtJ t Ltf I W ll

WifMtai^n^i wr* 1 w '
*rat* ll

2010. A monosyllabic bha stem retains its original

form, without undergoing any change, before the affixea

?B, sn^and**!^ II

Thug ^g: and ^q, II

jurcwi *sfefl wifsi^rav- 1 «39 it

2011. For praSasya, 5T is also substituted before

these two affixes.

As 5^5- 11

*ni 1 wT^rasi 1 « 1 1 1 w» n

wft: qwai 1 sqiSffllil

2012. «?t is substituted for the first letter of 4^
alter ^ U

As wu* 11

.tfoie 1-53 is substituted foi- RAW by V, 6. 61. 5. A>n.

123 s
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2013. *mt is also substituted fox ^ar, when ishthan and

lps follow.

Thus sq@ ' the oldest \ ^ronn* the older'.

Note'.—By VI. 4 167, S 2016 ^ is also substituted far ^g Mid ^q W*
stffer nnd qsffapt; bIbo^ The word fjg though not a gu^&vftchanaj takes tbeee affixes

b^ the implination of Hi is slltra.

CTi^ti i 3Rg i *ftw i arte i *n¥tei*

»

2014. For sjiI^bji: is substituted Stor, and for to ib

WW, when these affixes follow.

Thus afa. i *t#ircj srrfaHi and ^(^(Itl

2016, Before the affixes SS, **^ and feq;, is elided

the last semi-vowel with that which follows it, and for the

first vowel, a Guua is substituted, in *=»|j£, %K, 53^ , 5*3, f^*

and ^$ H

That Is q, t, ^ and ^ and * are elided Thus ttrftfj., tfrsffap*; i$s:

s^^j vmu nfat^ sjdiSLj f^f|q^, *fiw; ^Rai, *3Ktar*i ^ftm ii The
words ijffl, i%q, and ^f are read in Piithvadi class and take ' Imau ' affix ( V i

122 S. 1784 ) *itf?s
, (fftftaR, tjffrrr 11 Why do we say <H in awrftqt ' th

last semivowel
' ? The first semivowel of %tn and^ «. e, q of g and * of ij

should not be elided. The word 53S is employed for the sake of distinctness

qitfNfgTfrF3[r; I ^ 1 » 1 ^ ||

Vfai^faT *traiire. fsRsrftH 1 *&t 1 ftai 1 «%9 t 1 qfa i *r%%- i tRb' i *wr j

2016. Before the affixes %$,^ and fcR,the follow-

ing substitutions take place :-* for ffrl; ^j for ft>W, *R for

ftWt,^ ** w, n; for^ m for g*. ** for nr f
** for «, spti

for t&i and *f$ for wrcir ||
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Thus ifg-, ^r, m* j Rm, ^0' ^TZTfq w*f , J^TT, TO', star* f 35, *Rff>

flfrqr *rft*ra , *frsr, ^rf%&^ sftara: *i?rt , 3* ?rf?g , n<fanr ^fw , ^r. ?if<fo vflqnu

Qf the above, pnya, uru, guru and bahula are lead m the Pritlivddi

class and take W,( V. I. 122 S. 1784 ) while others do not

2017, The * and 4 of these affixes {^r^ and &m)
are elided afteT q% , and fov ^ is substituted ^il

tfote :—In the case of fg, thn following afttra, 2018 will apply. Uudfli?

I 1, 54 and 67. <Tff! being m the Ablatiuu, the Jirat letter of tho alicecodmp; Icim is

elided, vi7 $ or £ ,
111 this ease t*g belongs io the Prithvadi cIasb and talics $q^&flix,

( V, I 122 S, L784i TLo lepetitton of «nfr w for tiie sake af pointing out the nthiinf: for

which the word ijis to be Bubotituted otherwise *r would have replaced theaa affixes,

W WES (BW STT **rm fwin* 1 *jfa&: 11

2018, After ^ me augment fq^ia added to u, and

^ replace ir^n

A s gf^g 11

Note —This augment fq^dohnrfl the lopa substitution of (he lost flfttra in

the cmp or 53 11 They in fq? is for the sake of pronunciation, the augment being

uil Or f5 may be iakon to have lost its ^ by the loregoing Butra, and to the £ *ba

ftugmont fq tody ba added.

2019, Before these affixes, «* is optionally eubstitu-

ted or 2^ and sr<t II

Thus Ef?r*TB , ^ifrar^ or srfag , altar* l similarly *f?<re , WFfar^ Of WRWU

swwsKsfaui: i stmts' Brviftarttfii *r u
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2020. The affixes fa^andun; are luk-elided, when

ishthan and iyasun follow.

^qrofitofl*. flfa* i wiRftafwr wri*Kf?rsT*m, ffsftor^i wim* i^ftw *rftf

jVotej.—This sflfcra ib ft papfcka or indicator tlint vrOTds Budrag in fl^wd n^

or^ form their comparative and superlative degrees by adding fa^ and fsj^ II

2021, The aftix ^i* ( ^t ) comes, without change of

connotation, after a stem (nominal or verbal) denoting praise.

Note •—The word q^^p; mea>n& ' praise', and ifc qualifies ths aensQ of the pri-

mUiTfl; i. e. when, the sense of ths primitive is that of
(

t
raise', than $4 T is

added. As a general rule the HTf$3t affixes, whinh do not ohange the dsnotfi'

tion of the ^md, &&rve tho purpose o£ prominently bringing forward one parti-

cular meting oub of the several meanings possessed by n> primitive.

Thus q^?Ti qj -^Sttt ' a celebrated artist'. So also qirsJ^T. II

The affix comes after a verbal word ending in f?t^, for the word Rr^
V 3. 56, S. 2002 is understood here also. Thus i^^n, f^mwior q*rf?fl-

^TO, ' who is celebrated, who two are celebrated or who all are celebrated in

cooking'. These words q^fq^gqii &c cannot take dual or plural; because

the action denoted by the verb is only one, not many, These words are

always in the neuter gender, by the general usage of the people.

2022. The affixes wn, {** ), ft*, and fcjh^ ( tffcr)

come after a nominal or a verbal stem which connotes a slight

incomplete ness.

The word smft means 'fulness of objects', A little non-fulness is

called faiKRiftil Thus ^fq, ^s^i, ^"ifivqn, GflEIW or R^tfta
'a clever hut slightly incomplete 'le' 1

tolerably clever ', So also after verbs,

as ireRmm, &c,

5<T ftsV ^faw^l
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2023 Optionally to a declined noim may be added

the affix y%% ( stg ), but it stands before : when the sense is

slight incompleteness

This is the only exception to the general rule that an affix is added

after a word. The affix *g* however is added before the word, The ^ of

3JE^ indicates that the udatta will fall on the final vowel of the word. See

VI. i. 163, S 371a Thus *g<r|' 'a tolerably skilful person*. By the word

'optionally' it is indicated that the affixes gjptf Stc also rome as Tg*EP7 11

Why do we say £t ' to a noun ending in a case-affix i. e. a declined noun \

For it indicates that the affix is not added to finite verbs (ftrer)l' As

W* 1 jt^i^t^ wtfhn; 1 ^ i \ 1 tt h

2024. The affix outfit^ comes after a case-inflected

word which expresses ' a speciality \

That which distinguishes one thing from another is called TOrc of

1

speciality ', When a word expresses speciality, it is called qffiiqw: 11 This

word qualifies the sense of the primitive, The affix Tjrcfrn^ and the affix vr$

V 3 23, S 1971 both denote jt^ht, but while -mum. denotes q^r7| the

other denotes TOnTWT * e merely ijjjrpt 11

Thus <r§*rr^ta: ' he may be reckoned among the clever persons '.

ffofe :—The abore Stffcra may, therefore be translated m these words a]fl<?>

"the affix 5ff?ffa^hae the sense of " heUmgivq to tks c/assoj" " betoff of the nature of",

f+tmw <«*

2025. The affix lea (^ ) governs all the sfitr&s, as far

as « ive pratikritau "
( V. 3. 96 8. 2051 ).

]$ t e —Properly speaking «fi extends only nptg V. 8, 86, S. 2041, Tims m

the sflfcrn srgrpr V S 73 S 2028 the word sr tnuat be supplied to complete the senae

As tmrar , nf^rlfri n Thia affix ^t does not oome after finite verba (ffifffftT

)

(
hut the

affix *r*i*r V S, 71 S 2 2G comes after such veiba. lu other TTorde, the phme

fltm Y. 3, 56, S 2002 should be connoted, by way of anuvrilfci, -with the nextshia ,

and not *vith tins.
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2026, The affix akach (W } ia added to an Indec-

linable and to a Pronominal, before the last vowel of those

words ; in, the sense of Pr&giviya affixes,

flata—The ^ shows that the icuta accent falla on the fln&l ( TI. 1. 163 S,

37)0), though the affix is inserted in the middle of the word The phme

ftyiqr V 3. B6 S 20 32 ia tnidei stood here also This ^^l debars ^ \\ Thua S*J< +

q^»7i?4if|+^^ t Similarly fft^Ji, SRlfc. fiom *fr% and^%iU So also

after Pronominals,. aa fl^, fa^^. and ?^^ from *#, fofc and avr?! II

2027. The letter % is the substitute of the final $

of an Indeclinable, when the affix akach is added.

Note —The word aqsqq ia to he read into this ailtra and not ^r^TrT, becauaa

no Pron Grown} ends in ^u Thus ^fltili ^51 *nd ppjf^ from fy%, i%^&n^

yqftU Thusff^ + sra^-ift^+sr^ +^sf^;^, now cornea the proBent rule and

the final a^ia changed into?;, m f^f^ or °{| ll

^Snrwci hist* * H *t*ht s ^?ffro>: ^TirsT* * ii g^qn i arras^r i gwRfrtf i

fflEqr^p^T^^ <**' i <p#sw§r ii rfift ^r^nw " u fFtfuffatfswftai i T*af% i ^rft^s

2028. The affix * ( Y. 3 70. S. 2025 ) and 3^ ( V.

3. 71. S. 2026) come after a word, noun or verb, when some-

thing or somebody not known, is spoken of.

This «TW Of want of knowledge refers npt to the object itself, but to

its relation with some other object. As *t*w ' whose horse? ' Similarly in

n% * high * ( is it so?) frfa ' Is it low '? ST$* ' was this agieed to by all
1

?

So also Rw$ II Similarly *«nrfi? " He cooks, is it
,J

? stpq^plr, • He speaks,

does he ' ?

The affix is added to g«fQ words i, e to declined nouns, and not to

UlTcRi^ or crude-nouns: as was required by IV. I. i, S. 182 Sometimes,

however, the affix is added after a Pratipadiha also. The usage will deter-

mine when the affix should be added to a Nominal stem ( PrAtipadika ) and
when to a Subanta woid, Thus m gwrarrfSr, «msRrft', 3*^13, jwwrs, 3*arari,

vnnmt, the allix is added to thelMtipadika viz, to 3^ , ^<^ giving 3«w
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HWtt which are then declined as Pronominal But in the examples t^^r,

*rt*r, mft' AIRF, the affix ^ is added to wu, m (the Instrumental

case ofgw^ and TOTO> and nm and qfa the Locative singular of the

same

Vdrt—The ffix wt is added before the final syliable ( ti ) of a

Sarvanama or a Pronominal a Pratipadika when a case-affix beginning with

in, fl or * follow,

Fifri—«The affix is added to the declined pronoun, in the remaining

cases.

Vdrt +—The affix am is added to the Indeclinable 3?*ftqui The * Is

Indicatory, therefore, qjr come 1

* before the final vowel (I, i, 47 S 3;), As rptyk

+*T~(£ilft*irci as tRtff^rorcar,^m ffafif
r he remained silent

'

Vdrt :—When, however, the meaning is 'that whose habit is so \ thet

the affix q; is added, and the n. of (Jjnftn is elided, As feoffor
(

a taciturn '.

The phrase fir?*r ( V. 3 56. S 2002 ) being understood here, the affix^ comes aftei finite verbs also. As q^fir—^Jifa l 5TFqfif—3f?7m% 11

W* ! sffel* I it ^ I v»« U

2029. The above affixes come when the thing is

spoken of aa contemptible.

Thus ^wfgR ' a sorry horse ',

2030* The affix kan (^1) comeB in the above sense

of contemptible, when the whole word is a Name.

The word $faflt of the last sfttra is understood here also. This w^

debars ^ U $t$mt I ?TW tl The difference between Jfp* and 3T is in the accent.

(VI. 1,197 S 3686).

\*\\ I «3*rarerre I X I * I ^* H

2031. The above affixes come when compassion is

denoted.

The word ^g^>»qf means l compassion, pity, endearment \ Thus sjw

' the httlu child ',
' poor child

'
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* 2032. Also as an expression of courteousness, the

above mentioned affix ie added to that by which compassion

is shown.

The word iftRr means ' policy ' or ' expedient ',
such as * conciliation

',

* dissension
1 and * punishment '. fl*jTfilf* means ' joined with that ', l. e, with gift

compassion &c. In other words, the things signified by the bases, are connec-

ted as means of relief with the persons or things that have been objects of com*

passion. Thus, (??rlr «rr«W 'alas 1 here are barley for you 1

, q?i%, anrfa ' 0-

dearl come and eat
1

, ( These words are supposed to be addressed to a person

who is starving, by one who wants to relieve him, Being moved with compas*

sion> he entreats courteously the object of sympathy , with gifts to relieve Ins

want) In the last SGtra, the affix was added, in the sense of compassion, to the

name of the person or action that evoked pity, In the piesent sutra, the affix

is added to the object or action by which pity is shown, The word q^f% is

from ^ the Imperative second person singular of % * to go ' with the

upasarga w W

2033, The affix ^hach ( %m ) is optionally added to a

word of more than two syllables, being the name of a human
being, as an expression of compassion or of courtesy joined

with compassion.

In the alternative we have ^also. As srgsffpqeft s^tT ->\ftw (*ror-l-

*^«>T+rfi V, 3, 83. S. 2035), When^ is added there is no shortening of

thebase, as^flTOiUi Similarly qr^t or ovcron IP

Why do we say ^ 'after a polysyllable?'. Observe i^i
| 5^: \\

Why do we say ' being a Man-name'? Observe )«««*: *HH*'» which are

epithets and not Proper Nouns ( *jjfr *rg nw), or these are names of quadru-
peds.

Am
2034. Also the affixes ghan(w ) and ilaoh(w)

como after a word of more than two syllables, being the
name of a human being, when compassion or courtesy joined

with compassion is expressed,
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Note 1—The forca of *r is thah the oth«r affix^ alH0 aom^
t
afl we!1 aa ^ „

Thus from ^f^ we We: 5^', ^ftwP . Sffoi, ^TtI^i ( V. 3, 83. S. 2035 ),

*q^ I senwfvirfafttftTO i^i^i^ii

*pmft * f*i*Tr«rr pfrqY ^eus # n '4*?**. u ^, n

ww sjtowi ** * u tf^i \ ^fas 1 sfasn 1 urn;* u

CRT 11

wSw TO* •* * 11 *IT5^ *T(S5r: II

SFToff^ * 11 wftft* 1 «rfir$3r. * ffftm q?T uwu
t^hj^** ^ art i$<rcw * 11

^flf?ft tftfts 33<jfaf ?oT*af it u ^ «

2035. When tha ( V. 3. 78 S. 2033 ) 01? ooe of the

affixes beginning with a vowel (Y. 3, 79, 80S. 2034, 2036)tau~

ght above, follows, there is elision of all that portion which

comes after the second vowel of the name of a human being,

The word «n ta understood here from V, 3. 8a, S, 2039. The word

sfl^l indicates that the whole of that portion of the term which follows the

second vowel should be elided, otherwise, only the first letter of the third

syllable would have been elided (by I. 1 54. S. 44 ). TIie illustrations have

been given above. Thus Ift^ + ^i here all the letters after the w of^

should be elided : as %$m f
so also jft*n, sffowi H

The affix r h replaced by fa^ or *r ( VII. 3. 50; 51 ). hence its special

mention in this sutra. For had it not been used, the sutra would have run

thus. 'When an affix beginning with a vowel follows &c ' This rule would

have applied to^ substitute of «s, but not to ^ substitute of z which

comes after words ending in 3, jsr,
n;,

t«t.and ^11 But it is intended that m
( and not %^ ) substitute of 5 should be added to words whose second syllab-

les end in s^(* or qf ) vowels. If It be said that j*r substitute of v would

be sufficient for words like *T3W &c also as it will cause the elision of the

third and subsequent syllables; and when such syllables are elided, *r would

be the proper substitute to add to *tj and not Mr, which we can do by the

rule ofsthanivat; we say, It Is not so. For if it were the case, we should add

the 5t substftute and not ^ff in the following, &T$ff + *s( VI, 4. yi S, 231 3 )

«*tf%*+^ (VI, 4. 148. S, 311), because, after elision, q fa* ends with
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But we know that ^ is not added but f^ and we have-?rfarte n Hence the

employment of ff in the stitra is proper as st^tT—%\Qm , fa^n-*-ftiJ*i II

fr^/:_lt should be stated that the portion after the fourth vowel

is elided in certain cases, As srpir*<rar ^TO'I?^^, Wtfai', W1*

ffa
1

it

Ydrt\—When an affix not beginning with a vowel followsj the elision

Is optional. ThusfaqfT+EKq^^fffi or to; qSWf. or s^^i it

Vdrl :—There is elision of the first term, when these affixes s^&c.

denoting compassion, whether beginning with vowel or not, follow. Thus

<fiffi*
f tf^'j ^fw, ttw from^n^ or ^^T orm^ &c-

-pfot :_The dlmunitive of compassion or endearment may be formed

without adding any affix, by simply dropping either the first or the second

term of the name. Thus ^1 or \* from W* , s&swftrr—*TT*TF or %&\ n

Vdrti—The affix %% is replaced by & after a word ending in 3 as,

*rr35Ti from unS^T'i <HJ5n—*1W I! The 3 is a designation for lopa in the

terminology of the ancients,

fAttika .—So also after a word ending In ^j as sfagpj ortffflftra II

2036. According to the opinion of Eastern Gram-

marians, the affixes adach ( to ) and vuoh ( aw ) also come

after a human-name beginning with the word sq \\

The ^ shows that the former affixes also' come, The sen^e of the

affixes are the same as above viz, compassion ot courtesy. Thus from the word

tf?«*, we have, i. mro*^ ( kan ), 2, %i&i ( thach
), 3, efign ( llach

), 4. ^m
(ghan), 5. rap ( vuch ), 6,w (adach) The shortened forms are by V, 3. 83

S. 2035. In diminutives, the foims are generally shortened. The worduraf

is used as a sign of respect
( pujartha ), for the word ^T was understood In the

aphorism by anuvntti from V, 3. 78,

wi*iftwnftra* 11
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t

2037. The affix fcan m is added to the Name
of a human being, which expresses a special idea : when
compassion, or courtesy is meant.

The word manushya namnah of S. 2033 is understood here.

The wRfTPRLare words like ««r^ &c. which are welUknown names ol"

particular species of animals &c, but which come to be applied to men by

way of metaphor. The anuvritti of i&n does not extend to it, This Is a

general rule. Thus fff^t, new tKTW H The word *n being understood in

this sutra, the previous affixes also come, as fafi^: \\ The word sipp* Is used

along with mft, to prevent the affix being added to the word- form gmft

< I. 1. 68 ),

Vdrt —When the second vowel is &ft, sfr, q;, or ^, then this is also

elided. As stf^i from «($? , c^(^ from $5(3 it

V&rt :—When the first member consists of a single syllable, there is

elision of the second member as ^rfaeffi from SFTrafTfrii ( the ^changed back

to w because the stem is now H and not to and mle VIII, 2, 39 S 84 docs

not apply ). So also tsPmr srft^i LI The form qftwi ( and not qft^t froqi

^r) is an exception, It is diminutive of qv^g%9?ri \\

2038. There is elision of that portion of the word,

which follows the third vowel, in the case of a man-narne

beginning with Sevala, Supari, Yigala, Varuna, and Aryaman,

when the above affixes tha or those having au initial vowel

follow.

This debars tho previous su.fcrs. Thus WS^fl^fff^^TrT "^TffftQi , "^fFrtff,

itqtSia, U*{§G, §7fo ,
gqftar. fro™ ^RW'i s0 *I«° fofrfftWJ, fiwfai:, ftwtffa.'i

^f&MT> ^Pffl. TOTS, «rifa*T. ^if'iTH' and *T^r?5Ti II

2039. The affix kan( * ) comes in the sense of com-

passion, after a man-name ending in *ri5R, and this second

member is elided before the affix.
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The words 3^ and n&Wl**. are understood in this sutra. Thus eupjjt

from uraift* and ft**' from fimftW " VyAghrftjina and Sinhaj.ua are

names of men.

*•«* I W& 1 X I 3 1 *X H

2040. The above-mentioned affixes *r(Y. 3. 70 S.

2025

)

and the rest come in expressing the small quantity

or small number of anything.

ThuB *TPfr tfa-aHNf ' a little oil.'

2041 The above mentioned-affixes ( Y. 3. 70. S.

2026) come in expressing shortness of length or diminutive.

The bk here is opposed to to? or ' long \ Thus ftqti*r. °* S*TO: ' a

6mall tree '.

*•** i%*ratHP*iXi*i™«
Wfcw w ajtr wit wtrawt ^i ^rarest* i *qra I'Jwg*. ii

2042, The affix kan (qi) comes when the short

thing is a Name,
Thus ftroi, >uj*p ii This debars q; it

*w §*t 9*K i «4W i aw ii

2043, The affix T. comes after the words kuti, flaml

and sundfl, whea shortness of length is meant
The woid g*rc is understood here, but Hot^ it This debars ^ V. 3.

;o. S, 2025. Thus *^r f^ffo*, mftt; and u«w n

Jfote 1—The derivatives atB masculine names j though the primitives are

fgnriQttte,

**W I SWTfr^ I X H »^tt

2044, The affix qUipach (^) comes, in expressing

diminution, after the word kutfi 'ajar \

This debarg ^ \\ Thus $3^, from 53. the long ^ being elided owing

to * II It means a small leathern vessel for oil, This word is neuter alao*

*a
i &SH1II See Amarakosha II, 9, 33,
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2045. The affix flhtaraeh ( a* with feminine ( IV,

1, 40, S. 497) comes in expressing diminutive, after the words

kfteti and go^l.

Thus *ot *X% - wnottf ' a small lance
'

; iftdtofl ' a small sack \

2056. The affix shtarach expresses elenderness, after

the words vatsa, ukshan, aSva, and jushava.

The anuvfittl of yw ceases, Thus q^rc: a weaned calf becoming

slender in reaching the second period of its age, w?Tf f 'a slender bull '

:

being the third age of a *W 11 tmci ' a mule '

' ( frc* trOTTOf'tyVOT ) , OT
fftf 'a sfender bull or that cannot draw the load \

How \ ffo*$r?Mfri)
>

#$i\*wt $nva i x 1 * I \\ II

2047. After the words fa*, **$ and af , in determin-

ing of the one out of two, comes the affix (Jatarach ( 3RW: with

the elision of the final W and *i$ ) II

Note :—Thja affix oooieB in the svirfcha senae. Tlie differentiation of a portion

from the whole by meana of its peculiar caste, action, attribute or name is called fflVftOT

or specification.

Thus sririft wittVflftt ' amongst these two, who is a Vaishnava \

Similarly to* * of the two the one who ', VOT
f of that two—the one \

The taddhita affixes being optional by the Great option of sutra IV.

I, 82, S 1072 this idea may be expressed by the word *.i *i or «r also. As, ^r

*PfwT ^WT- *T V*TOS ' who amongst you two is Devadatta, let him come'.

^ i m «g*f 5frfewfoT& s&** 1 it n 1 Mil

2048. The affix <jatamach ( «RTff with the elision of

the last syllable ) comes after kirn, yafc and tat, optionally,

when the object iB the determining of the one out of many,

the question being that of jftti,
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The phrase the question being that of caste ' is redundant.

The words fo*m*i and ft^kw i?^ are to be read into the sutra

Thus xnft ^frt «W ' which of you, Sirs, is a Katha Brahmana ?
' ^Rt *mi TO

OT wn^E ' tuat one °f vou
>
Sirs, who ls a Katha, let him come

'. The

word m 'optionally' indicates that the affix 3r$^ (V. 3 ft. S 2026) also

comes, as q^ *wrNir, TOi *WT*B3 11 This idea may be expressed by «t q:

and tji also, owing to the Wfavrw ( IV, 1. 82. S, 1072 ): as, ^ ^flf ers qfc,

Y&rt -—The affix^ has also this force, after the word ft*, as, e^*

*TC?risiS: 'which of you, Sirs, is a Katha Brahmana ?' As may be inferred

from the sutra. ^a^tT^lr sirfrTRnfr (
II. 1. 63. S. 742 )

W& Oflr^ STWH I ^ 1 $ I 8.y \\

s<tc*em *w 1 ar^r^^^i \ mn^OT: it

2049 After the word W, according to the opinion

of Eastern grammarians, may be added the affixes (Jatarach

and datamach in the above senses.

The v draws m T?TC^ II That is ^v^ comes when one out of two

is to be specified ; and sjpt^when one out of many is be specified, The

word 5nfaqT?fiffl does not govern this sutia it being a general tule, Thus

The word sr^tq. Is for pujarthaj because the word *r is already

understood in the sutra.

2050. The affix kan ( *K ) comes after a nominal

Btem, in expressing scoffing.

Thus EqratTOit
( Grammar ' used m a derisive sense, when its study

produces pride. As wffTOr^ ITT 11 nflfcr. thou art proud, because thou hast

read grammar only', Here the word sm^m is used in a mocking sense.

When, however, the derision applies to the peison itself, then qr* Is added by

V, 3. 14. S. 2029 : as toror? &c

So far the governing power of or V, 3. 70 S. 2025.

.0:
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CHAPTER XXXIX.

tadrAja affixes.

2051. The affix ^ means also 'like this'; when

the imitation of a thing is to be expressed,

The word ^ is understood here, Thus ?n? ;^R>n? fT1%^f?^«T^,

4;*

' an Imitation of a horse ' Jn wood or clay &c. Why do we say ' imitation ?

'

Observe mffatW " The gayal cow ".

2052. The affix kan comes in the sense of * like

this ', when the whole word so formed is a Name.

This applies when imitation is not meant. Thus BT^ETO tfflT"*TOKi

' a thing reminding a horse
J

. 3f*t ii

W^ 1 1^3^ I <i U I a* II

2053. When in the Game way a Man is denoted,

the affix is elided by lap ; the word retaining its number

and gender.

Thus ^3f^T ( ^'taTSjrap
)

' straw-man ' i e. an effigy in straw. So also

WW &c, For accent see VI. i, 204. S 3692.

Note 1-Why do ire say 'a man* 7 Observe mw, SgSff; &°> Tliia flQfcift

may be considered to be an enlargement of V B. 100, 5, 2055.
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2054. A similar elision of the affix ^R^ takes place

then also, when the figure is made a means of livelihood, it

being presumed, that no traffic is driven thereby.

That which is bought and sold is called 70*, that which is not so

dealt with is «rt*qi B The rule applies to the images of gods which are made
means of subsistence by a low order of Brahmanas, not by selling them, but

by exhibiting them from door to door. Thus iu$m ' the idol of Vasudeva '

fjTOt the idol of Siva ', ctf*. &c,

Why do we say w^l ? Observe, eff^mr^ frtftafft • he sells the Images

of elephants '. WW, WfiT*U

Note j—Thts rule is also an Amplification ol V, 3
t
100. S. 5055.

Note .—suftg |JRT«fi3 r^*r^t-^% ^ 1

2055. After the words devapatha &o, there is si-

milar elision of the affix kan, ( Y. 3. 96 S. 2051 and 97 S. 2052

)

expressing an image or a Name.

The^W class Is iflfftW {I Thus^^T', ^rqtri II

to omw iotijw, uRrcjw (f&iTij, i2R^mi% {fftsnRO, las^iffor (¥5-

iflqr), 14 *f*TC^ (Tl»K53)i 15^?r
p

I6pgr, 17 jus, 18 I«T 19 »RW, 20mwrr

21 <-*£, it i« wwfa<rar w

Note •—Tho affix^ is Glided when the imitation is an image of & god. that

ib worshipped, or a piotmc, oi a deaign on a flag, Aa ftffif, ft«nji are examplea of

gadfl> *nfr: 'the picture of. Arjuna \ yfrqiii ' the picture of Durjodhana f

g;fa:
' the

flag having Lbo figure of monkey ' ir^y the eagle-flag,

2056. The affix (Jhan ^ comes after vaati, in the

sense of 'like this'.

The word ^ is understood here. The affixes taught hence forward

come in a general sense, and are not confined to images Thus ^frtfifa °» 3R?HT !

fern, mitfft ' like the abdomen \

w* i ftmrar JU^mi^ 11
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2057. The affix cjha (rw) comes after SiJft, in the

sense oflike this'.

Thus fii3*«faini vk curd, hard as stone, According to some the affix

rsi also comes after faffr* by dividing this sAtra into two namely ( 1 ) fosnqn
" the affix £han comes after alia ". ( a ) s.

,( So also the affix £ha ". as kmn H

2058. The affix^ comes, in the sense of 'like this',

after gftkh& &o.

Thus ^^BW!, 5**t ( VI* 1- 213 S. 9701 ) TO*r, s^yr,uw

«

^oy&.
1 £*tf ^ vis* l ^ 1 ^ I

?o\4 n

2059. The word "SFQ is anomalous, meaning beau-

tiful.

The word ffs*f is formed by adding tftto the word £ It The word W
means 'nice, excellent, proper, fit, having or containing in himself aAl the

desired requisites'. As ff^nfa nrgprt* how nice (a this BrAhmana '.

2060. The affix ohha
(
fa )

comes in the sense of

* like this'
}
after the word kuSftgra.

Thus <frcti*ftqr ( ^CTrUffisr g^*/wni ) ^i^T "Inteltoofe sharp as the point of the

www *w &frw«f- 1^3^ wnrwrtrCTfeara*^' J tow** i *Tflfttfma

ilfr wfitofistf > it

2061. The affix chha ( fa ) cornea also, only in the

sense of 'like this,' after a compound noun which contains

in itself the force of 'like this'.

Nate l—The word n^ refer* to |*, ftD* ?rf|q?T m<i<rti& lll^m U A cottpowd

tfrioh is formed with the force of |*r, takoB the <vffix E, when « second |« ifl to ha

"4 S
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H^i^^«^Vi^B^i^i^

indicated. In the chapter on Compounds, no Bnmfisa ie taught with the force of ™-

this butin, thsicfore, indicates by implication that such a Bflindsa of two noons can be

fanned, Laving hidden in it the senae of \q II Such a eamasa will come under the

head of gi g*r sure ( II. 1. 4 S 640 ).

Thua 5Risfifrr^*i t
spm?sqi*fai*» nawwftara. «

The word tfiffiai^means 'like the crow and the palm- fruit . the

unexpected and sudden fall of a plam-fiuit upon the head of a crow so as to

kill it, at the very moment of its sitting on a branch of that tree ; and is used

to denote a very unexpected and accidental occurrence '. Thus Devadatta

happens to enter a village, and on that very day, robbers happen to attack

the vd lage, and in the fray, Devadatta is killed, this coincidence of the robbers,

and Devadatta is called ^Tffir&TsKWW, and the killing of Devadatta is

like that of the crow by the %m fruit. The first case of *mr?r*r: will form the

compound, the second case ofw will give rise to the affixing of rj> as Efii^ffiJT-

tffaltoWW- (the compound qnqftioT meaning SR»3RHl5rai[ira«I«fa SW'W
and the derivative word Effl3raitfta< meaning qnqfflft^gq. )•

Similarly BTSffsqidfrq means "like the death of a goat ( aja ) by the

accidental falling of a sword (kfipana) at> the goat was passing" Similarly

9Tft4<nJ3ift means " like the accidental falling of a quail (vartalta) in to the

hands oi a blind person who thus captuies it'\ All these are unintentional

(atarkita) and curious (chitrikarana ) coincidences, In short, these woids

mean ( accidentally ', ' unexpectedly'.

RotU 1 Jjferf^Pqt SUT \% I 3 I \M II

2062. The affix an ( sr ) comes in the sense of 'like

this', after the words garkara &c.

Time q^ftq » WTOty
l si&T, ^ERqr^r, S^qrreqTT, 4*fM&sfft (ssR^r : flffoli wftil*), fi

ysfas, 6 w^q^, 7f)Rrcfr, 8gma*i 9 «iri*fl> 10 wtf Crctf&r), h«t$b (i$fcr)i

12 (ta^r ii

2063. The affix thak
(
%$ or Wi ) comes in the sense

of ' like this \ after the words anguli &c.

Thus sn^f^i ( -arqgjrffo ) *raftw» \\

B?R*. «lift lOgft*, U^°, IB qVV| 13^1^ 14 iffqfl, 16 g*^ 16 $ftnr,

17 ftrcir H
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2064. The affix thach (%i) also comes optionally

after the word eka£6l&, with the force of ' like this ',

Thus qsffl[pf3Si by {bach or ^^tiRs^i by J^u

20G5. The affix fa comes in the sense of ' like this
f

after karka and lohita.

Thus supflfar 1 'like ^ or while horse'. ateiftai PFf** ! 'a crystal

though not itself red, appears red, owing to the reflection 0/ some thing

behind it
1

,

WIT 1 Mtff?Tfc?*Hi u

2066, The affix nya («r) is added without changing

the connotation, to a word denoting a horde, but not when

the word is derived from the name of their leader.

The anuviitti of ^ ceases The word £»t means a crowd of men of

various castes, having no fixed livelihood, connected together with ihe object

of acquiring wealth &c. Thus HftftiM&ti * the red bannered horde \ dual

slf^unsft, pi. Afta^STTJ n Similarly, %**it,%iftf Rrt^*, ^HW«J., ^wwft, ^marn li

In the plural, the affix Is elided by II. 4< 03. S. I1Q3-

Note {—Why do we Bay vrwflfilfrl ? Observe ^CrT^t" ( V, 2 78, S I S7S
)

1 a horde whose leader ig Devadatta'. From this sUtra, commence the fljnr affixes

&c
t

the affiles fchathflve the sense of * King thereof. Tha affix wr, tWefoie, bn*

this meaning also via, 'the leader of the horde 1
. Here wo repeat V ( 8, 113. S 1100

owing to the context,

2066, A. The affix Sya comes after the name of a

wild band, and after a word ending in ohphafi ( wr* IV, t.

98. S. 1049) without change of sense ;
but not in the feminine.

A collection of persons of different castes, having no determined live-

lihood, aad living by violence arc called mil or '
wild band ', Thus tfiriftnwi
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ra wild band living on pigeons', d *tfqpWTOt»nd pi. qtffcwftiT: ll So with words

ending in <qgrs£, as sfcrsmw, <*• ^r**wft pi. ftwfWtf j, Riwrapri d *r^n*ft pi

BUVrW: II

tfQ l6 '—Why do *e nay " not in the Feminine ? Observe qpfHTTraft, fftfanflv

2067, To a name expressing a multitude living by

the taade of arms, is added the affix flyat («* with, the fern, in

$ ), when it is the name among the Y&hlkas
; but not wheu

it is the name of a Brahmana, nor when the word is R&janya,

The anuvfitti of trftrwi. does not govern this siltia. Thus 3Ji«;fi;CT»

tn<w> m«i#r pi. wnv fem, urntfi m

Why do we say ' living by the profession of arma ' ? Observe vim' tt

Why do we say ' a multitude ' ? Observe *nfl5 ti Why do we s*y ' amongst

the Vahikas' ? Observe jroiTt ll Why do we say " not a Brahmana or the

word-form Rajanya"? Observe jfnrw^T Htjr^r , the Brahmana cow-herds.

qmfiVTt WVTn U In the case oi a Brahmana the rule applfe<3 to a word that

l&qual%fitd by the word Brahmana; while in the case of otto, the sutia

teaches that the very word-form rajanya ' should be taken,

2068. The affix tenyan («c«t) with the fem. in j,

comes after the word "Vrika, a class of persons living by

trade of arms.

Thus msfaqi ( m%a%f, pi. £*>r, fem, qftvft ) it

Why do we say 'living by the profession of arms'? The affix will

not come when f^r means 'a wolf
J

. As vppjiitiV T3<qpii snffcrrft t*lfa* 11

^t 1 ywwnf^ft iJ^aw * m 1 3 w\\ 11
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2069 The affix chha ( Iq ) comes without changing

the sense, after dtaiui &o, and after the six warrior-stocks

called Traigarta shashtha.

The following art thesis warrior races, of Trigftttftt-^o^qtiT, qi'nrfti, $J*5T%,

pi. ^pffTtiri i w&Rtw pi. iiwuw,

«rrgs
rJftFwf«tf^wrw wmnsffw w¥ i <rrifa i qrrftft i t^t* i *h§m i

2070 The affix an (sr) comes after paifin &c, and

the affix afi ( $r ) comes after yaudheya &c, without changing

the sense : when these words denote warrior clas&es.
i

Thus ^Hk ,
a. ^isH'r pi *rctr. 1 3iw ^ «toft p'. 3rair u

l stf. ^ «W 3 w.» 4 wnfls?j ( *Nfar) , 5 *f«i^, fl *s. 7 *rot, s s^ft, 9

^mj 10 faw*, 11 TOR 12 SRT<frTO II

i Ifaar, 2<fcrir*i 3 #r^ar, 4$rffc, fiwifa, 6wfa 7**«wq (*w«^),

8 fanw, 9m w stf** u itoto, 12 *rf* w See 17. 1. 178.

2071. The affix yart ( *T ) oomes without changing

the sen&e, after the words abhijit, bidabbfit, gal&vafc, flikhftvat,

tantvat, ftrnavat, and framat, when those words end in the

Patronymic affix STOi, II

Tlio aouvptti ot HlgvpftTO'TOt ceases. Tbna Vftfa^STW^-WlfanfflTi add

^ to this, tnfoAiw'i pi vftftmr , Hww. p^W. wnmwi pi *mw*n, iww
pi faintu «pftw pi wftwn. «Wwn. Wim^w *nd ^'"" ; »

#of, t—The **[ here is PatronjnJio, Otherwise Wlftftm irft «d «tftf*T'

IV. 2. 24 S. 1226 ceBpeotuvoly.
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2072. The affixes fiya &c, ( V. 3. 11 2 &c 206§ ) am

called tadr&ja.

The illustrations of Tadraja affixes have been given above, The

word tryrsrr occurs in Sutra IF 4 62 S 1193.

Being tadrflja, the affix is elided in the plural number of non femin-

nine words, As jftffawnfr (S. 2066), gtfraTl^r (S. 2o6£ A), qfiswmr:

( S 2066- A ), spsjwin ( S. 2066 A ) &c

nsn l 3*w f%ufar 1 ft ft T'ft wf?r fcrft^r* if ffcmfaiPi n

qr?^?!*^^^^^!^ f*fai*t
*

" fi^r*ft3iT* 11

2073. The affix vup (3W?) comes after the words

pftda and 6ata when preceded by a numeral, the sense being

that of distributive relation; and the final of the stem is

elided.

Pratlpadlkas preceded by a numeral and ending tn the Words 7P* or

M take the affix gft when a distributive sense (^Mf )ls to be expressed : and

by the addition of this, the final is elided,

By VI. 4, 148 the final *% of pada and aaU would ba?y£ been elided

before the taddhita affix vun ; even if such elision was not taught \\\ this rule,

The lepetition of the word sfrr in this rule, theiefore, indicates that^the elision

ordained here is not one caused by the affix, For if the elision had been

caused by the affix, then by 1. i, 57, such £r<rr\*i or » substitute" would be

equivalent to the principal (sthantvat) and would thus debar the application

of the rule VI 4. 130 by which qr£ p&d (and not Pada ),is changed into qg; It

In other words, the lopa taught by JKqfa ^ is qiTfrr^T^ or caused by some

thing which is subsequent, namely, by a taddhita affix or by f or \ affix

;

therefore, this lopa would be sthani-vat for the purposes of the rule which

would apply to something preceding it ( I, 1, 57 S. 50), Therefore, pad

becomes sthani-vat to pad, Therefore, the anga or base ending with

' p&d* ' wiH be called n, and not the base ending with * pad \ and therefore

VJ. 4. 130 which applies to *T bases will not apply, and there will be

no substitution of <r£ for m% t as there is not in the form 1RW II But we want

such substitution and hence the employment of words "the final of the stem

is elided '\
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Thus if fr <tt£r ^rfer " he gives two quarters to each" -fTTit^r «rffl

(%r* H^r^ + ^-fs^+aftVl 4 i30 = fsqt^r Vlt 3.44 8.463
by whwh * of ** is changed into f ). Similarly 5 \ qft ^ft- faftm ^ifa II

The compounds above foimed are taddhitartha Tatpurusha com-
pounds, viz. compounds containing the sense of a taddluta affix, by rule il

1,513.728, After the compound is formed, then the affix ^ is added.

Thus first we have t^TR and rssra compounded by II 1 51 S. 728 then the

affix is added. The words m% and ^a when not so compounded, take^
affix, only in the feminine,

Nate—Why do we aay "of the words qiq niul wr " P Obsei'veJUr m*ft

Wfa, no affixing. Why dq wo aft/ " preceded by a narneral "
F Obsotvo qT? T(«{

fWft 11 Wh/ do we say l,mu distributive ssnss"? Obaevre fjmfiT ffffa "Ifa

gives two quailers ;
" $ 313" ^f/ff H

F4^ '—The enumeration of to and sw is useless, as the affix Is

found after other words also. As
t
f^%f^i ^rfr " he gives two cakes to each ",

Wto^t 11

2074 Also when the sense is of a punishment or

a donatio a.

The word W€ means " punishment ", and b^q$ means " gift or do-

nation", The pratipadikas 71? and *r?r preceded by a numeral, and conveying

the bense of punishment or donation, take the affix %\ }
and the final *T is

elided. This sutra is begun to show that the " distributive sense" does not

apply here. Thus fy <rrft *Pw - T^ffan* *fr¥?ri " punished with the infliction

of a fine of two Padas( a quarter coin
)

J,

.^tTrft sqi^rar"15^^ Bnq^rr^

" he makes a gift of two Padas ". Similaily f^falir %laZW "punished with a

fine of two hundreds ". fl^rtT^t sq^fcT &c.

^•^ 1 ^nt^w srsKsisrar^ 1 x 1 * l 3 W

gtror vfr *
« gwt^sii 1 top ll

2075, The affix kan m comes in the sense of " like

that or specialty ", after the words sthula &c.

This debars the affix sif?ff^( V- 3, 69 S, 2024 )• Thus ^JOT 1 -PJW
•'bulky ". So also irgjsPi 11W »

Y4t( ,—The words ^q; and %%n should be included in the list of

sthftladi words, As, ^ffi v ff^Ri H According to one version the words ate
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W\ and ^ and not tt% and %^\\ So the derivatives will be f^* and «wfl!

the words ihdt end in long vowels err, £ or $, shorten their vowels before this

affix, by VII. 4- 13 S 834,

Gann-nfltia—The word £«l takes efft vvhea tik ih meant ; as ftaiirifircf-

Ga^n-sCifcift —ht tnlcen <RH when meaning ^Rf, aa iron: It

Gatift-sfttift —(£, fflST, <rra, W*, and *mnf take this affix when wine i*

meant, a wftnir, SiriW lT^lftW " » kind of wine",

Gnna^Utm .— «fr*J5 takes this affix when meaning a oovering, as tffiq^fc

1 & covering oE the colour of cow's nnne, or go~niutra may mean a certain

arrangement of colours such aa white and black'.

Gana-sAtra,—g<r takes ^ when meaning a snake, as g^; (VII, 4,

13 S. 834)" a kind of snake of the color of wine".

Note 1—As §<r + 3T1 =gw. " snake- like".

Gnna eutrat—^nJ takes the affix^ when meaning aali grain, aa 9ft*fojri w

Sff^^PTT W5W II
The following is a list of SbhnUdi words

^•v« 1 w?T3T^n^ *ri?* I ^ I tt I tf n

ftorari 1 Phrst 1 uPTim 11

2076. After a participle ending in kta, comes the

affix kan, when the meaning is something not yet wholly

completed.

The word *ra*ff<Tffi means " an act which has been fully accomplish-

ed" ", Ttswi'tft therefore, means, " an act which has not been ftiUy accom-

plished". Thus r^jr +^-n^^n"not yet wholly divided" So also fffiffi* &c.

Note *—W"hy do we say "sometlnng not wholly completed" 1 Observe fSfflU

'totally divided", fffSTCL" totally cat".

2077. Not so, when a word in the sense of " half,

precedes such participle.

When the word flrfa or any other word having this sense, is compound*
ed, with a partctple In *fi. the affix ^ is not added to denote the sense of

incompleteness, Thus mftwi . «rfi33^i"t &c ( IL \. 27 S. 689). The wordm shows that the synonyms of flfft are also to be taken, Thus vftfm. I
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Not* —O^iom ,—It ia redundant to have prohibited^ after a word pn*.

o lod by « half \ heatuse tbe word "lull" itialf Aoim fcUfc tho aot10n h*B not been
completed

tfofa —Awwer \ -The prohibition contained in this attra doei not refer to

tbe cfi^ of the I a at sutra where it hua tho s*nne of " iDCOmpkteneaa ". It refers to

tbitt^T whiDh comas ate avoid, wnboutdiangiiig the eenBa of that word tenfcfiTtJ II

Thus the Words fvnr^ and ftirsre ( the comparative »nd superlatwe degree* of

fas ) Bbow by the \ery faofc of (heir compaiieon, that the action denoted by Ihem is

not complete. These words f*qw and falfa* aUo take tho affix q^ without change
of fionse, An flflfiKar andf^fTT^I and TgiTW &o as uaed by Pit&nj&U himself

in the following simtoncOB i—itf ft f£nroinna£ Wfa <ftfi$ £«* 0*1^3 II This

ib also prohibited in thB case of compounds with ^f?f \\

In fact, the prohibition of this sutra teaches by implication (Jfiapaka;

that a>v£ corner also in the sense af sv&rtha. Aa a^ra^u

2078. The affix kan comes after the word brlhati

when it means f( an article of dress ".

The word 3^ Is to be read into this sdtra and not its prohibition.

The force of this SflOs «j7, or it is an example of Wfi? sj^il Thus f^ftr + #^
**^fa*T ( KtVK ) ( VII. 4- 13 S. 834, by which long vowel is shortened

)
(i an

upper garment or mantle". »ee Amarakosha H. 9. 117.

Why do we say "'when it means dress " ? Observe '^<3)&M" the

metre called Byihatt".

writ 1 wNjroiT *fHf S 1 %r*niin $h j?nf 1 unnrar TraTsfaf&anfa?rjftffurc

<m \ Prim^s^ %m 3rd" *fft* wtb^^ti 1 ^srs^frDi 1' Hu*fi*T< 1 ftaftsn. «n 1

*5R?Ti upsi l 'Trfrrcq were*' r ??tfr wtswi flWflwrftfSf ti

2079. The} affix kha ( **J ) comes after the words

ashadksha, aSitangu, alafrkarma, alampurusha, and after a

stem ending with adhi.

The force of^is^nx i, e. it does not change the sense of the word.

NoU t—The worckSPTOTT means " that which has not bii flyos".Tj^r is com-

pounded from q«r + *fim by adding q^ V, 4 113 S. 652 ,l h viug biz eyes"

Tne affix *3T i« to ^a added to this word already ending in tho Affix ghaoh.

Thus tfTTOtffan *ro " a secret cot having six eyes ",
i(

e, " a secret

125 S
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known or determined by two persons { four eyes ) only, to the exclusion of a

third ". Similarly uflftrairift «*«!*=» mftfflr m^sf^R^-tKiFr^^ " a foiest

where formerly cattle had grazed ". The augment a* is added to wftm by

mpauna, or irregularly So also *rcra*ffin. -«ih«*c«ii mw <rafa-- competent

to do any act, clever, Soft* $rtw -***«* g^-*ft*wrfr~fit for a man.

A word ending with wr, will be a Tdtpumsha compound, by II. i,

4o, as the word 151ft belongs to Saun^adi class, As ^arci^H
>
u

The affix khft in the case of these words is invariable (nitya);

because the word flmiqT occurs in the next sGtra
,
(and it is a maxim of

interpretation ttmt a rule occurring between two optional rules js mtya),

According to others the above words always occur with this affix

and never without It while in the case of other words taught hereafter this

affix comes optionally,

There are other affixes also which are Svdrthik* and nitya,

Such ac br* &c up to the affi* «n( V, 3, 55 to 95 )

jR&cupto^,(V. 3. U2 to V, 4. i.)

&tv{ & c.' uptofliia; ,
( V. 4> n to 21 ),

And* afixeu taught from V. 4, 6 i. e, ** to V. 4 9, far), ending in

And all SamasanU affixes.

^=R^%^pq?r?HT?iif^f^iii^t wracf ^«rpji m^, vrftm 1 upto, traJfafaiu

2080. The affix, kha (^3 ) may optionally be added

without change of sense to a stem ending in anoh (*J^),

when it does not mean a point of the compaBB used in the

minine gender.

Thus n\*f> or yqMq "old", ir^or fl#4RJT*^W, or sraraRH "new".

Why do we say "when not denoting a direction In the feminine?"

Observe -51^ fir^ " eastern region
"

t
Vtfr# t^f" " western region ", Why

do we say t(
a point of the compass "? Other words in the feminine will taKe,

this affut As nigral ^?nft ll Why do we say "in the feminine"? A direction

orr^h' used in any other gender will t ke this affix,
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2081. The a#x chha (^)is added without change
of sense, to a stem ending in the word^i

, when H means
ppropriateneBs.

Jfc*.—TtewDid*^ mean* ih, Eunice r wbrtittu-ni ,n whpch j£ti

or gninrioqwlijr .«,,„ o r Aliy thrng fcy wh,*h a Lh,ng ,S1 egu^Ud a«t Individ.

Thus mUTOitfton H appropriate to
;

£> BrAhmana '\
^gfouurfor"

Why do we aay "when meaning appropriateness", Observe
3FigTBranf?rt nrm*i ; the BrAhmana caste is beautiful ",

fl^j means that substance by which the genua Erthm&ija, Kshatnyi

He Is distinguished.

2082. The affix chha (fer) ia optimally added to a

stem ending in^^iFT, if it ia compounded with!, something

with which another is made to take an equal place,

The word ^TTFT means hrmt wPWW * whose place la the same ' or

or equal, Thusfqw^f^ft£W{!fl*n or ffifl*qw (Iqfjffa-WT^W^hote

place is that of a father ),

Why do we say "when it means equal to
M

. Obsewe Jfi^pR
3"

"cowshed",

Note .—The word %flrrnTmftnfa La <ot the BaKa ot dtstinotneaa The v/ovd

W3IR as a Ualmvrlhi compound ia the appropriate word to bo fctikou hore, sni not

when it is taken aa a TntpuruBha oompaund like gin*^^ ^pr ^r tt The vord

^3." when "
< a a conjunction. : and joins the two meanings.

The rule S, 30Sl occurring beetween this rule andS, 080 fe-nh

of which are optional muat be a nltya rule, as explained, above ^t^rr-

crftf^cqr^fvpr. it

2083. The affix ^hak cornea after the vrord aiui&adin,

without changing its sense.
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Thus tfr3«Tffl*T
" repeater or who echoes back ",

2084. The affix an is added to the word fanfcl

Tvhen a word expressing " fish " is to be made.

Thus^fft**" a fish"- Why do we say " when Jt means a fish"P

Observe fafltf*W " Devadatta who is gliding out",

2085. The affix kritvasuch (froO is added to a

Numeral, when the repetition of an action is to be counted,

This is also a svartha affix. The word tfrwii^fai means " again and

again or repetition ". The counting of actions belonging to the same class

and having the same agent, which occur again and again ts called ^n^r^frT

II Thus T*HTtH S^-'ITOtfS'k " he eats five tinles "*

Why do we say "after a Numeral"? Observe ^(^ *ru*]FR "he

ats many times"

** $ 1 ftf**ai* g^ um ^11

gwg%S<TW I I i^ I ft I KWW I "*! «

2086. The affix "such" (*0 is added to the

numeral dvi, tri and chatur, in the same sense of counting

the repetition of an action.

This debars 5**3^ U Thus ft- ffcr,"f^T— ^W "'W—^3*. m ft^^i
« The ^m the last example is elided by VI II 2, 24 S, 280

Note,—Bat ^T^T meaning Mool j

', and "^ig^" foui -times "j are diiTci enfcly

accented - the ^f oE g^ indicating that fcho accent udaUn Falls on tlio lmt syllable,

Tims %J^ (.-^ffUn V, 58, being formed with the affix ' vr«n * added to *&£), and

( with^ ) ll

2087. The word ss^is substituted for TO before the

affix ^^, when an action is to be counted.

Tins debars flRjg^H The ' icpetition ' being impossible, the action
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alone is counted so the anuviiLti of Hpflir only inns into this sutra and not

ofsi«IP|fiT: II Thus shrift "he eats once" ffitftftif |l The ^of^is
elided by VI II 2 23 S. 54 and not by VI i,68 S 252; because the $ of

that sutra refers to the $ of g» and not to the g of g^ , as the fa of that

sutra refers to fir* and not to fa-» as in irWl*i;( See page 1 28), But not

here in q^fi m^i as being against usage,

«rftiriwww 1 *^r Rto« s^ 1 srrsm^w f%*i ^ifr iTrcrw^Flfc 11

2088. The affix vtt is optionally added to the

numeral srg to count tlio repetition of an action occurring in

a not distant period of time.

This debars uwgT which comes in the alternative The word

*lf^Tt??ft " not remote ", qualifies fadtr^fip ; J e when the recurring of the

action takes place within a shott time, it is <srfair^5ff3finT ll Thus ci^r or

T31M^R S5,% "lie eats many timei a day ". But when a remote time is

denoted then tjr does not apply. Thus ^l^\ *\mw Tg^K ' he eats many time*

in a month, not daily, owing to poveity &c'

ijtwtoi 1 wrtw 1 wi5£r uffctfra mnw *nen 1 twin t$ u

2089, The affix mayat (*rcr with the feminine in

grave t) is added to a word in first case in construction,

when the sense is " made thereof", or " subsisting therein ",

( or ' made abundantly').

Noia'—The tj &.rielation of the stitra given nbovo is according lo the

rendering of Piof, Bohthngk Accoidmg to KA'jikfc —^signifies thnt Lha ward

in «onstruohon to which the affile is to ho *ddad should be, m the liomiimtire

casd, ( IV. 1, 82 ) the -word n^rf means *' happening lo bo m abundance ,p

, So

fclmt according to this intflrpetntion the efitra. should be tianslatod, as done bjr Dr,

DalUntyne. ' The affix mayat may ba employed fitter a -word denoting soma

aiibstarjce, when we require nn sxpvesBion for it aa abundant,' Tims

"•TIPTOE " abundance of food", ^iffiqrt " abnndanoo of oak* ", Acoording to

others thafc in which thera jb abandnnco of tlio thing signified by the word to

which the affix Rqr is added, is denoted by the whole word, ThuscriT ^ (Rfam- aawft

Ttfli "a feast m which, there ia abundance of food", ar^H* ^k eiii«hi|ijj^i^ril

Both denaoe *re poFBiblo, na the sutra is constructed.

The word prakrita 13 made up of pra and knia, pin ]\M tha force of Aljund-
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autly and kjLfcB meana mado. Praknta th^Lefort meane " mad« m abundinoe". That

which axpi eases (vaohaiM) this w called prakrtta, va-chana.

The word ^^n in the stitra has two senses It being made by the

affix q£?i conveys the force both of the nature {Ml 3. 114) and the sto>

In the former case, ( taki tig acCTW^nto mean "the mention of that as

abundantly made"), we havetfRTTPFr" abundance of grain". ^qim^W II

But in the second case, ( taking It to mean " that in which something is

spoken of as abundant)", we havetfra^ q*r " a sacrifice at which food I s

abundant" so al&o.^MJ-iLr <r£ll

2090. When that, whereof something is made or

subsists in, is a multitude, then -the affixes expressing

great quantity ( IV. 2. 37 &c B. 1243 ) may also be employed

to denote '/made thereof, subsisting therein ".

The ~% shows that q%^ also comes in the same sense. Thus

*?«*!' *W *IS*W wapr^qflfai* ( 1V -
3

- 47 S. 1256 ) or w^nm; so also

mlufrfc^H or trHGtftroi K In the second sense we have, ifi^ uggr- ^fa^

^fafarafr or Hpwrai' ^1 j m»®fiwi of ^Gijifrra »

^o«.^ i sRnriTO^fa^snKW 1 X l « I H\ ll

2091. The affix fiya (*T) comes, without chang-

ing the eenHe, after the words ananta, Avasatha, itiha and

bheshaja*

Thus <$mwi>* «prs?T
, VWWH-wraswi ' a dwelling place, a sanctuary

for sacred R re
1

. qm^n-fRt ? ' traditional account
1

, the affix here is added

to a word which is not a pratipadika The word jfa % means tradition, as Utt

Nate—It ib optional to ndd this aBU, oiringf to tho geneml optional no-tare

ol all taddhita affixee. See IV, 1 82 S. 1072,

*>&* \ ^Hrcirai«^3 qq; i ^ i a i *y n

2092. After a stem ending in the word ifaaT being

in the fourth case in construction, comes the affix ^ in the
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1

1
I ir «

sense of (r appointed for it '\

The word srif^ has the same meaning as &rf " for the sake of that

"

(II. I 36. S. 698), Thus<nfifo3HriT ^««rflftqw " offering &C) sacred to

Agfil " So also fa^W* 11

it *
1
r^i 1 tfoni 1 Hfwsi^rH^ Vt 11 vrrir^m 1 T^are. 1 Tfffaw mflvramnmnH

• 11 mtim. 1 marrow. 1 is^r tffa 1 mtftfr 1 erqr^4 it

2093. The affix *T?S cornea after the words W and

q» being in the fourth case in construction, when the mean-

ing is
(

for the purpose of that '.

The word ^t^ is understood here also, Thus 7ra$«^«qTqH "water

meant for washing the feet ", So also «i«qnil The accent of these words ia

governed by VI. 1. 213, S, 370 the udatta being on the first syllable.

Note 1—The -<r in the Bfltra implies the inclusion, ol worda other than 715 and

ff^f not mentioned here. The affix q^ applies to other vrorde also, as ipf ^

SlWfira* T$sKl< JT*trqf^i I So also *ft, *w^, ^r^, <tffo ^*r, 3W, ^s, rs^S,

5^f( 3R, ^ ?iq, tfjf, TTff , gfag II Those worda tako n^ m the Vedaa. Thus

fl^sn,, qriRHs, «TT^i, 3i*3, %lT*i Wli. Wwi, fa«#faF*l«^ *wp3r»r ^.^q,
*$, q£: nnd nf^g^. m »ifirfftTOMw»i i sTUwr TORf : ( fafar*5*pqTOug^mt verpTr

swfr ) tfnfis& 1 gwtf% 1 %*tti qwffi 1 Tnr^nw. n r«^wi tori* 1 s**3 wrffr i

^cTjfri 1 <J?U? ftw I ^Wwrfa wn I «$< I Hff: * qftOT: ll So also tho woid*

PTJrt :—^ Is the substitute of «TT, and the affixes sr^, sp^ and <h are

added to it , as.w^t., *EjcR*, T*fti»l U

P4rl; To the word it meaning ' old ', the affix *r 19 added as well as

the affixes «,h* and <jr e, g. m% and iTWI, ffaw and tffar*U

V4rt s—The affix vjq is added to the words urn, ^<T and ?nn e, g. «!!-

Vdrt j—The affix ^sr, comes aftei sntferr and ^ivrtoTj as, aroftvr,

*tiW i M H The feminine Is formed by tffa as ismfttft, tfrwtf «

Jtfote 1—All th«sa are illustrations of the option allowed by IV* 1, 82, 8,

1072 do tb*t aomofcimes tliese affix^ do not apply aa ^«ftW sffRTr ffl»«V»ir H! It
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2094. The affi flya ( ) comes after *ftfa in the

foartli case in construction, in the sense of " for the purpose

of that".

The word flfit* i s understood here also, Thus *rf?rv*J W,= *ttft II

2095 The affix a«* comes after t*i without change

of sense.

The anuvrittiof fllTcn; does not apply here and ceases. Thus ^Tf 6*

Jf (c -„ This word is always in the feminine, another example of the rale that

a vfQiH deiivod by n avaitluha nflix does not always follow the gander of its

primitive,

Hoe.
1 ?fr «n X I * l ^ »

^if^TlT^. ii

2096. The affix *K comes after sift, without change

of sense.

Thus srfto'^srft! it

2097. The affix ^ cornea after the words 7^ &c,

without changing their sense.

Tliustfrrzr* i'-W ,iin»i^t -ifa, 11

reanrRlr. iiqarft%p io vt $r«m, 16 ^305, 17 {tow (w^Oi is srr^r, ig *n?rrrT*

0, S. The affix ^ ib added to gvn and nfl?r "when denoting a season ; jib,

\5cui*Fi5Fr^;' I tiitffi SK^I II Otherwise scrfrsfai.tfrtlS^fi" |l G S
' *& ail & $m\<\ take^

lvien denoting an animal, as ^jraji or f^qrcw TU'j othaiwise c^r^^l't fa'Wlft' sfNi, U

G. S. tf°J takes qp^ when moaning 'clever
1

,
as rpgqj StHg^otbcrvnse sq^f only, G-. S. g*

tnkcs e^ ^hen meaning ' artificial ', ae, g^ERt llftf{f*;ftftl!f ' tl G" S ^|fl takes (fi^ when

denoting n, student who Lbs completed his study of the Vedaa, ris^ra^: II G< S, 5J?*I

takes ^l^vliau meaning empty, m affair ifati^S SEpT^r, otherwise OT» R513: i fl
.

7TfTr? tltiTMl G & wn tnkea qtq; when contempt is meant, aa $f?fr^T'T = ^rsf I* 1

G, S, ng tnk&B^ when woanrnfj thread, as cl^^W 1553*51, otherwise eg> tlftfl U

Q, 9 The word ending in fog^ inked qjq;, na $^fc u G . {3. The woide denoting

p](i> things of girfa tako ?fi^ as sfi^mi
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2098. The affix ^ cornea, without changing the
sense, after the word Aft;*, when it means a precious stone.

Thus tf$(HR: «5frftsr " Ruby ",

Notei—Why do we say 'when it means a preciaUB stone P ' Obtferye

*»^ 1 ^ <sm%£r i x » $ 1 ^ 11

2099. The affix^ comes after sftf^T, when it meana
color which is not permanent.

Thus orrfrrar <*r7*T " red with anger". pfa$?rari [fl«3«r II

tfote »— Wliy do vpb soy » not permanent," Observe qftj%«ft »ft;
" a red cow *\

tftfttf ?IW* " tho red blood M
,

Vdrt •—The deiivatJve of srr/|(T may not take the gender of the primi-

tive, as 5irf?m^T or ftrftftw WW 11

*?*o
I ** I X I * I ** H

2100. The affix toc conies after the word sftffer mean-

ing a substance dyed red.

As Psififffi: ^t«WT* or qff. " a blanket or cloth colored fed with shellac

&c ". The wftrtika of the preceding sutra applies here also. Similarly tfiflfiraf

or ar^fa^r *rtf 11

2101. The affix^ is added to the word ^F5T, when

It means a passing color, or dyed with color,

The word *3fa wfaif and t$ are both understood here, Thus «roti 5^

^^o! « the face black with shame or confusion ", $TW q* * a doth dyed

blue- black
1

. wfcrtir fltfM

\\9\ \ tonnfipFHTO 1 n i v* 1 \m 11

2 J 02. The affix 3*, ( i or ^ ) comes without chang-

ing the aense after the word faTO and the rest.

126 s
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ThusVBw - f^w:» «rr-?f*Fwi 11

tfana afara i—The in a£ ^JFH is shortened, fta, wn?W%' 11 The w*>rd iffiMi^

etoulcl be rend afl mOTm h orfw to apply^ and not *, bs wmfeffi II The ft u

elided, because it » an Ayyaya, 8» VI. 4, 149. S,m The affix is optional by*

IV, l! 82. S. 1072,

i fa% a *pm. 3 sira* < wrcrc) ff^tf "* ( #rof«fei ). * toft*, s *wf>, Gtot-

ton, 7 tow*, a *m*m, 9 sq^n^ 10 mar^R, n stok. 12 ftuqrc, 13 C^farit

2103. The affix 51 comes after %\% when it means

the purport of the message spoken hy another.

Note "-—The word E^rgff meana ' declared, expressed ', That which was spo-

ken formerly by another, and which is carried by a third pn.ity as a 'tiding' or

4 news \ is called s^l^rlpf II Thug mM\ S»*T*lffi ' bo relates the Terbal message '.

TlPT^i TI^T II Some flay it applies to written message also.

Thug vrfc&jft^G^VW^ 11 See Amarakosha I, 6. 17.

Note \

—"Why do we any " when it means a Vorbal message P " Observe ifytf

qre^q^TTCI ' the speech of Devadafcta is sireat ',

2104, The affix peonies after the word *«»;' occu-

pation ' when it occurs in connection therewith ( i. e. when

it is the result of an oral message or commission ).

Thus q;rtaq=af4 'an occupation of a commission agent (?) \ I e when

*n act is done in pursuance to or on hearing of a verbal message or commfssion.

wiifsoi 1$m fa*fa i ^rara'r far* 1 <sfr«nr^'^ ^n 11

2105. The affix m^ comes after *tafa when it does

not nwan a species.

Thus ^Unt faffir
H he drinks medicine '. Why do we say " when not

meaning a sura or species", Observe, 4lra^,^^7T«T^ " the herbs are

growing in the field'.

^o* 1 srtrrf^Fro i x 1 y 1 ^ 11
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21 06. The affix srur^ comes after the words srsj <frc.

( the words retaining their sense ).

Thus qra =H?r !

w a wise person", feminine qffir so also^t, anr**W \\

Note .—While (HUT •' a man poeaeased of mHdom " with feminine (ft^i oomofl

from R^TT " wiGdom " by the affix uj having the sense of ifg^ (
" being poaseesed of "

)f

taught jd V. 2, 101, S, 1908, Th* q% of fcbia afitra comes from the root fpffffllft^iffP

u ho who knows fully ",

The word f%^q[. occurs in the liafc of q^rrF^ words. It ig formed by the,addition

of the affix^ ( III. 2, 124 S 3100) to the root, as, fa£ + q§ -ft^non). b for^ it

The very fact that we have auah< a< form fsr^ shows fchnfc the onbafcitntion ot ^|J

lor v% aftai* the word pr?; taught in VII. 1, 36 S< 31DB ( by which w get ftgrqi) is an

optional subatitation, tha word "optionally " being dr&^n in from Sflfcra VII. 1.

35. S, 2197.

The word »«ft^" fcakea *n!X whan meaning ' body ', as *$m^ ; othotviae fftan
L the BBnae of heanng ', ^pffj takes 51^ when meaning ' a blaok antelope', ae^f^. U

The woid ®siT takes srqi when meaning ' a blaok nntolopo ', as, tffl<:<fi, \\

1G»J3 (<ffl), 17 bB-it, IS^U^U, l»^S(T«tl), SO^ (^ f ), 21^, 23

33^ (»jr) ( 23 srnpg (sreRt, ?PW ). 2i wi?, 25 a^, 26 shrki*, 37 sTg* ( arr^ 1

)

28 *^, 29 ftwq, 30srofa
p

31 qwrq* (w), 32^,38^, 84 «flW, 35 ijjf

36 tfflf II

^o<$
| qgfem* ( V. 1 « t H »

2107. The affix RttM; comes after ^f (the word re-

taining its sense).

Thus sfrPfir-*s: '
fflud '•

Mote •—Of coursu, Hub ih also an optional ftffix not a. nitya affix like nituiy ot

bhe BvAi'tlnka afflaea eiiumei-ftted in V. i, 7 S. 20'79,

^o*
i ^^fr sstamm; 1 ^ i « i «o 11

2108. The affix ^r and 5C comes after *$$ when it

means ' excellence \

This debars the affix WW. V. 3. 66. S. 202 1, Thus ifwar ^-vwr or

f?5rr 11 These two affixes are nitya or invariable, 1. e, whenever superiority is

to be expressed we must add these affixes The reason for our calling it nttya

is that the word BTarfr<SW ' optionally ' follows it in Vr 4, 42, S, 2JOQ. &o that

this affix is not optional, cf, V. 4. /, io, &c,
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*5ffi rerft *gw 1 wrn^ tf?™ ii wrraf*Hjrsrrcffsr«r* # w ^ssgft

2109, After a worcl signifying much or little, cornea

the affix sre; optionally, when the word stands in agreement

with a verb ( as a karaka ).

No especial ^R3T being mentioned, all cases such as accusative &c

arc to be taken. Thus s^fr ^rfft - *§m Wft, iffiwm = *gtfr ??rfa 11 So also

3fHT *u*r^fir or n^n srrnw &c< Similarly sreTsft *frr?f-3rptT or we^ &c.

Why do we say "signifying much or little "
? Observe irj ^r(%, %(*$

Why do we say ,( \vhen it is a karaka "? Observe sr^f wft " lord of

many". Here the words are in genitive case and a genitive or 6th case is not a

qmflT or case, dependent or related to a verb: and so the affix is not applied here.

Y&rt :—By the word signifying the synonyms of *% and ?t?t are

also Included, Thus qfttff ^lf?r, ^ttrtft ^rft 11

Vdrti—This affix is to be applied to bahu and alpa only when the

action refers to an auspicious or Inauspicious act respectively, Thus q^rjf

WlT»=wwnwswg l WJfrTOfa^srftBS Ej#g 11 Thus ?g5&WJ* " Give much

on auspicious occasions as sacrifices Sic". *$mw W "give a little on

Inauspicious occasions as funeral feasts &c ", But not here ^ftft ^rft (srfatjj),

or mv ^fa (w^ft^s

)

2110. The affix *ja comes optionally after crude

forms denoting numbers, and words denoting units of a

coin in the singular number, when a distributive sense is

to be expressed (and the word is ak&raka).

Thus |f Jt %^f HTffi-ittft $tv& **rfit "He gives two sweet-meats

to each ", So also fa*r n Similarly after words m the singular number an

qiT«ftTTtfr TOfw " he givesa KarshApana coin to each". So also *}T«r*r , tn?ifi*

VWW 11 That by which the sense of unit is expressed is* called eka-vachana.

The words karshApana &c denote quantity, but their function in the

sentence js to denote one-ness I.e. one to each, though in fact many are given
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•riHi

Why do we say "after Numbers and units of com '? Observe q*
qfc ^r(ff

,r he gives a pot to each". Why do we say " when a distributive

sense is meant"? Observe $ <j?rra
,( He gives two", ^Wi smH "he

gives a karshapaua ".

This rule, of course, applies when the word is in relation with a verb

vfz, when it is a karaka, and not when it is in the genitive case governing

another noun. As ^rjCr- ^pft " Lord of two each ". *jr<fa<nsi ^RniW wr*ft

" Possessor of a karshapanas each *\ In fact the work " kirakat " of the

last sutra is understood here also. This sutra is exception to VIII, 1. 4,

2111. The affix afe comes after that Ablative case

which is ordained owing to the union with the Karma-

prava-chaniya word fffit tl

This Ablative case is ordained by Sfltra IL 3. n, S, 600. Thus

gqp^i fliwiff 1 fffd II The anuvritti of v " optionally " runs here also: thus It Js

an optional rule; we have the regular forms fjwittn &c^ also

VUft —The affix &i% comes after the word wfi &c • as, irffarii

TWMMtHW TP^Ts 3SW ! &c. This is an akritigana, no complete list being

given; so we have ^*r- or y\v*\ WW &d

2112, The affix afe comes after that Ablative

case which has the force of an Ap&dana Kamlca, except

when this apftd&na relation arises owing to the union with

the verba^ ( passive of ^r ) and ^K II

Thus qr*r?r wpTEsfa or mm% W See Sutra 1 4, 24, 2$ t and 36 &c (

Why do we say " excepting Mya and ruha"? Not so when the verba fa and

^? govern the ablative : as ^% fw% q^rit m*t?fa II

jy (<j -—The form §m ia given in the fldtr* to indicate that Hie verb jr whose

preaent ih a^ffa '» to betaken, and not faflfer (( Time we tare tifar sfairfft or

qft-^^jj^ (( jjow, do y0ll explain fcbo u9e of
4I

tflsi " in the follotfin^ well-known

verse ;
" J&$^ WK$\ ^^T ?\ "P The words hone nro not in the nbbtWe, but ia

the Instrumental oaao i. e, ?^*T 3*fa ^r ft«t' II
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fa* i\*jffr Rno n

2113. The affix tasi comes after that Instrumental

case which does not denote an agent, and is governed by

a verb having the sense of " to excel", " not to give way }

\

and H
to blame ",

Thus Tffifrm or ^fol^sfafasft II This means when a person of

good conduct surpasses others through his conduct he is said " to have excelled

through his conduct and character ". So also 5^ or ^fr ^ sqqft ; similarly

^ft%*T or ^rfbf^t &c
i
^e sense being he does not succumb oi is not moved

owing to his strength of conduct or character, Similarly ^pr oi £ri<n f^,,

^f^ir or -erft^ Rrrrt " blamed owing to his bad conduct ",

Why do we say " when not denoting an agent "? Observe^^ f%Hf

"blamed by Devadatta".

WV* \ ffwm rq^mre i * \ u i y\s 11

2114. And the affix 'tasi comes optionally after

a word ending in the third case-affix, when such word is

joined to the verb "hiya , or the noun ''p&pa'*; not

denoting an agent.

The words W$hR avidi ^tftarnr: are understood in tin's ftphonam, Thus

^%fl $3% or %tT<TT tlQ3 II *fR«to £fq% or ^ifc^m fr^ II So lUso in oonstiuction

with tht> word qiT, as, ^%ij vw or |tnf <, q^j: if ^nft^ur qfT: or ^rR^rT: rW> H This

use of the affix is in places other than those where censure Is meant In

other words, it comes where no censure is implied, but a simple fact is

mentioned, Where censure is implied, the affix tasi would come by force of

the preceding aphorism V, 4, 46. S. 2113.

The word sre^R being understood here also, the affix does' flot come
when the 3rd case-affix has the force of an agent : as^^sf ^[t^ II
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21 15. The affix tasi comes optionally after a word
ending ia the sixth case, when the sense is that of a

party name or faction.

Taking sides with one faction or another is called sgrniq: II Thus
^Pi^lW <ras«q*«=^( ii»qVsTOUl < The Devas became Arjunites '. So also

«[f?3tf *n5(fts*TO " The Adityas became Karnaites ",

Why do we say "when it denotes a Party-name ?" Observe

y^W fiMI " the branch of the tree
"

*W \ TfrwiwiS 1 y 1 w 1 ye. it

2116 The affix taai cornea optionally after a word

denoting a disease, ending in the sixth case, when the

healing of the same is denoted.

The words ftir means • disease ', and bwiot means * healing ',
' curing ,

Thus qtn^rar: mitart ^-Jnrrr^R. $5 w

Why do we say 'when healing is meant? Observe iretffairatri fl#ffi$5 II

1\V* I Wfltel^nt <STO?K&ft fNiUI^I *K° 11

2117. The affix chvi comes after a word, when

the agent has attained to the new state expressed by the

word, what the thing previously was not
r
and when the

verbs kri ' to make ', *£ ' to be
J

, and ^ 'to be * are

conjoined with it.

Vdritka /—When something or somebody has become that which

is expressed by the stem, when it was not that previously, then this affix

fa is added. When the cause of a thing arrives at the state of being that

very thing so produced, it is gaid to be abhutatadbhava—'the state of that

what it was not'. The agent of the action of attaining is called sanpadya

karta,

\\\* 1 ww «ft 1 \» 1 « n* 11
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2118- Long J is substituted for the finals or Sir

of a Qominal stem, before the Adverbial affix ft*

Theft being aprikta ib elided. The chvi ending word is an Indeclinable.

Thus*T|iWf: $*W ?TTO%«T«lifrft Ba Si«fl^ft'
*' He Slacken*;', when some one

who is not black becomes black i. e someone makes him so. Similarly 33ft

yfat —The final w of an indeclinable is not changed to long J

before chvi. Thus qfanjaw faTON «Rn IL This is enunciated by Patanjall

in his gloss on 1. 1.41. S 4$t,

2119. The ^ belonging to a Patronymic affix,

preceded by a consonant, is elided before the Denominative

affix *R and the adverbial affix l%* II

Thus «n*fowft»ntfMft or mflfrafc 11

W» 1 wRr m 1 « 1 * 1 v* n

*$t <f<: TfoW wru 1 &^**fa 1 "Tg ^cnr i stst*^ <fcfat *(<r ^N^rfspfer* (

>«rtt WiTtawn m? *townt iwj 1 (l^t 1 m*ft*rtlf?r

"

2120. A long is substituted for the final vowel of

the stem, before the Abverbial affix ft* ( V. 4. 50. S 2117 ).

As snft *wfai 11^1 " Some say the final vowel of an indeclinable

is never lengthened. This is without authority, The non-lengthenmg in

Will *nr?I can be explained by the non application of chvi under the great

option of IV. 1. 82. S, 1072, and as there is no fa added, so there in no leng-

thening,

Obj, As the great option IV. 1. 82 S. 1073 declares an option only,

so in the alternative there will be affixing offa and then if we do not make

the above exception about indeclinables, there will be lengthening and we

shall get weft Wt% <i Ads. Let it be so ; where is the harm ?

Obj, But this is not desired for we never find it in usage.

Ans. Then let us say that chvi never comes after svasti, so there is

no difficulty, andj we have come to our former point that under the gieat

option no chvi is ever added to svasti

By VII. 4, 27 S. 1234 the final *t is changed to before chvi Thus
weft qftffa II
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2121, The affix chvi cornea after the words ante,

manas, chakshns, chefcaa, l'&has, and rajas, and there ia

elision of their final consonant

The affix f%* would have come after these words by force of the

sQtra V. 4.50. S, 2117. which is of universal application : the present

sfttra is made in order to teach the elision of the consonant, Thus vr^i
***«%, ^*ftRr«TO*itfi?t. TO*tiftr W Wf 11 So also ttH\ sjKtft, ^^, or

Mnt , so also TOJffc ft^f^ft, Pnft, and ftnft E(£ffir r vnffi or Hiq « The
short a of >¥ps and **$£ is lengthened by VII. 4 26, S, 2120 and the * of the

other words is changed into £ by VII, 4, 32. S, 2118.

fMfWi <jrfir*f surras** n

2122 The affix afiLti may be employed optionally in

the sense of chvi, when something ia changed in all its parts

into something elso.

The whole phrase " when the agent has attained to a state it pre*

viously had not and the verbs Iqi, bhti and asti are in conjunction ", is uader-

stood here.

Rl^\ 1 ^nq^w>: I «f I % HKl H

2123. The «r substitution does not take place in the

affix OT* and for that *T which stands at the beginning of

a word.

Thus ant here is the affix ordained by V, + 52- S »« and It would

have been changed to * by VIII. 3. 59, S. 212. The present sutra prevents

that, The Padadi 3 lefers to those verbs which in the Dhatupatha are taught

with a a, and for which a a is substituted. This also L exception to VIII, 3.

59. S. 212. Thus tffitarn Itftam 1 *WM So also with Padadi *r as^
fa^Rr, *3 Rr*^r it

The affix ftfft is employed when the original is changed In Us totality

($?^), Thus *rfNrc: ^^ w«r* " the whole weapon is in a blaze—has be-

come fire ". We may also say *rtfk vnm JlWt II

127 s
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Why do we say " in Its totality " ? Observe qafafa q*? %$ vft($ » the

cloth whitens in part ",

The word "optionally " shows that the affix chvi also comeb in the

same sense* While the optional affixing of these terminations chvi, sati &c

is governed by the Maha vibhasha of sutra IV. l, 82. S. 1072, ( see V 3. 1 ),

W« I *ft ft& WW « 1 ^ I ** 1 ^ U

tfw 33Kfaft*r $ft mRwi ^rsqiHt 1 1% s>«tfe?rafTt far. i *nsr g ^raffi* i

2124, The affix sati comes after a word in the sense

of chvi, when it is in construction with the verb sam-pad, and

the meaning is that all things of a kind are changed into some

thing else, though partially.

The word *rftfaPr: means l

pervasion \ The force of the word sr in the

sutra Is that the same is expressed when the verbs f», *£ and w^q are in

construction as well. By drawing the anuvritH of the word vibha<sh& into this

sutra, we may, in the alternative, employ the affix f^j in the same sense of

abhividhi : but then it must be followed by the verbs 3f, *J. and *r^ only and

not by the verb 3l3 H

Thus ^ffffflfi w*m or qlitani *rcft ; »TOmi GTO% or *^r% &o Or

What is the difference between the words abhividhi and kartsnya of

these two sutras ? Where all things of similar origin get changed, though it

be partially only, it is called abhividhivikara, As, wcrf ^TTCr*. ^tirlft *rfq,

vm. "iRtttlil «*TO%» or w\§ s$* Rtt*.«*%&«i H*W& O Here stf has the force

ofiraKtRra. namely, all things belonging to the kind of weapons such as

swords, lances &c and all things of the nature of salt, but not these things in-

dividually in 11s totality. While the word kartsnya means that one thing

in all its parts a ^umes the form of another thing, In short, the difference

between these two words is this ' when one object is changed in all its parti,

it is kartsnya change when many objects are cha ged in some of their parts,

it is abhividhi change,

win. w^nftaft' tfq*r v 4fl 1 v"i»rr$ttnf?h qw^&qifti TOpfl*r%?nf: H

2126. The affix s&ti comes after a word, expressing

a master or lord \ in the sense of ' dependent upon this \
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when it ia in conjunction with the above verbs kri, bhti, asti,

and sam-pad.

The anuvrittl of ftT^a?^ ceases here, as a different sense altogether

is assigned to the affix. The anuvrittl of the four verbs Kri &c, however, runs

into the s&tra, The wordm^ means ( under the supremacy or control of that ,

'under the propt letorship of that
1

. The proprietor in general and the object

of rulership in general aie indicated by the word tadadhlna, Thus irai^fT

3TCti^ - *ra*U?t ^qffr " he ( a king ) brings it (a kingdom) under Ins dominion ".

Similarly xwmil Rmx or mm or wuft 11 So also fltsmmi^ >^r% qKifa,,rarfi

or STtfa 11

W* I $$ ^T ^ 1 H I « I W II

212(J, The affix IrLt cornea iu the Ben kg of (

to he

given to that \ as well as the affix FiSLti, in conjunction with

the above verba kri, bun, asti and sum pad

The phrase "dependent upon that" is undei stood here also. Tho

jtford ^q qualifies the above phrase, When a thing winch is known as a pro-

per gift for the Biahmanas, is put undei their control by offering it to them,

then the affix tia is employed. Thus Hnjjmi^M^i qrffr "SrrgPW or Biswranx

i*ir?rr% tl
" He gives it to the Bralimana, as it is an object which ought to be

given to them ", ^rsr^r«i

f

t*w fff
" it becomes given to the Brahmana ". So also

with ww and ato^ " wllv do we say " wnen t!ie sense ' s that of to be 6,ven "

Observe qsrant n?m *'£* 11

W« i |smg«T^3*m&wrt f^rcrcra**M§OT u i u i ye it

afrrmH* 11

2127. After the words deva, manushya, purusha,

puru and martya ending in the 2nd or 7th case, the affix trft

is diversely employed, having the force of the accusative

or locative case.

The anuvrittl of sati ceases, that of ira continues. The verbs krf,

bhu and astl also have no scope here. This is a general sutra Thus^m

«T«Bft-%w n*5ffi, "^3 ^«rH=^mr rcrffi n So also i^fr, swr sw,

tylm 11 \m\^ ^ m it

By using the word ' diversely ' in the aphorism It is intended that the

affix comes in this sense after other words Also ;
as sg*n sfofft nn u
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W% wwc vtf T £ sar *^n Willis *u?jt i ^T?*tr^ «rra OTr|i^3tf*swftr-

f^ifr n *rfq- fq*?fafl % argtf* * n faamilffes 5*^^*11 sr^KanfoflKf

Gfinsft^^n^n q*s;q mn 1 iffi WRKTONrit 1 <w 1 q*qsf*nTr3 t srs^rg**-

2128, The affix daoh comes cafter the half of a word

denoting an imitation of an inarticulate sound, when such half

consists of at least two syllables, and when it is not followed

by the quotation-word ' iti \

The sound in which the letters btw &c are not distinctly expressed

U called avyakta 'Utimanifest' or 'inarticulate*. The imitation of such a

sound is called avyakta-anukarana. That whose half consist"? of at least two

syllables is called dvyajavarardha, that is a polysyllabic word of four syllables

or more when doubled, the smallest number of whose vowels are two,

not less, when halved. The phrase rt when joined with kri, bhQ and asti" is

understood here, The affix comes after that ivord which when reduplicated

is such that its half ( ardha ) is at least ( avara ) of two syllables ( dvyach )>

V4rtikat—When the affix tcw is to be added there is diversely the

reduplication of the word. That is, first the word is reduplicated and then the

affix la added. The force of the locative in qrrfa is that of faqq^H*ft and not

qroirft H Had ft been the latter then there would be the fallacy of petitio prtfi-

cipu. By adding flach and doubling we must see whether the half is at least

of two syllables If it is, then $acb is to be added, Thus if^ is a sound

imitation word, By reduplication it becomes qsr^ qjq; U

Now applies the following VAiHka .—

Vdrtikd ;—Of such a doubled sound imitation word, to which the
1

affix ^n is added which causes the elision of the final wj, *or l^ e final 1 °t tnc

first member and the initial consonant of the second member, such subsequent

consonant is always the single substitute.

Thus qzfj q?fj-q^ qs^q? q*^ with Tp^=qsq*n)
The final ^ of the first woid is changed in to the form of the next

letter % and then for two m'A one is substituted by this vartika. Thus q*q*^

^ftfa^qsq^T ififlfa "he mattes a sound like pa+at paint ", So ako with vraffi

and *ui| \\ So also TOW SKtfo *rtr3 or ?zit?t « T he final^ of qirqffq 13 elided

by VI, 4 143 S, 316 before the affix ^r^, having an indicatory s^the real affix

being w ti
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Why do we say " when ft is name of an imitative sound " ? Observe

W^TOlftl i'
st makes or turns to stone ". Why do we say " after that half which

consists of At least two vowels " ? Observe^ ejrcrfo *he utters the exclamation

srat\ Why do we say " at least " ? Observe i&t*qrc?r q;u(q where the half

consists of more than two syllables and the rule still applies But bad the

sutra been " spsrrqfa half two syllables" then it would not have applied here

as the half consists of three syllables. So also frq^rr gjfnlr H

The sfltra ought to have used the word wfojrre' "after a word

of more than one syllable" instead of dvyajavarardhat Thus before the

affix *r^ the doubling takes place by reason of the affix which is exhibited

in the seventh case ( %\fa in the vartika ) this doubling being caused by

something which follows. Why do we say " when (ft does not follow "P

Observe ifcfawiffr (VL I. 98. S 81). The ^ of *\% is for the sake of

accent, it prevents the circumflex (swarita ) accent Thu^, qzq«F+frtru

Here first the bt of *ti% which was udatta, becomes anudatta by VIII, i. a8,

S. 3935 Then by VIII, 2. 5. S. 3658 <Efr of ar and *r of sti%t coalesce into an

udatta vn, as <rsq?*Rr 11 But then comes in rule VIII. 2. b S 3659 which would

make this *rr optionally svarita, the indicatory ^prevents it Some read

gmmi«int , the q however does not change the sense.

r ft*** 1 ft<ft«i ??fta ^1 *»dfa fitftaretftffr 1 ^*nraqRr 1 tow qfiiwft 1

•rg^m tie w*r st* vftnw jtffir n**ra?iRr 1 f&n ^% «pffa tfwraiufa it

2129. The affix d&ch comes after the words dvittya,

trifciya, tfamba, and bija when connected with the verb kj-i,

and meaning " to plough in such ti way ".

By force of the word diversely in the vftrtika under the last stttra,

thete is doubling only when inarticulate sound is imitated and nowhere else

The repetition of the word $ in this sutra indicates that the %, and

*rft?r are not to be taken. Thus fifm qtfiSf = (%rfta ^i«f ("frSTO*) «i|fa

1 he makes the second ploughing of the field '. So also $?ftsrt ^tiffi. tof swift

'he makes the field ploughed contratiwise to what it was ploughed before

««T3Rfaiitf frrsT' in*mtf5*fif « So alsoaftw *wrSif-si€riTT faster* atffa «

Note,—Why do we say when manning "to plough"? Observe f$*fcr ^{|fa

1W "I

H\\9 l *NqwigT garT??rrcT: I * I VJ I ^%\\

tpsft qi«f $qr *\% Vfflt 1 ftarfraroft sm t $**•?* ifa1* *kw wfotorfi 11
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2130. The affix (Jach comes after a Numberal

followed by the word guna, the sense being to plough bo

many times'.

The word $ is understood here. Thus f^aii or P"TCpiT EfitfffT <fh*£
r( he

ploughs the field twice 01 thnce" **ft,qp\ RfoiSFT 3T*tfa WTO II

Why do wa eay " when iucaumg to plough
M
P Observe fg$0fi t^rf^f ^5^

l, hedoublea the rape".

WW i s*rora *Tirroi^n*r i ^ \ a i v it

$qrfarlr ft^* > wfr qr*r ecqjqnt i swrwrRr i tot wqRraftari »

2131, The affix dach comes after the word samaya

when $ follows, and the sense is that of 'neglecting'.

The word $ is understood here also. The anuvritti of $q ceases,

The getting of leisuie from the duties is called era or ' time'; the neglect

or loss of such time is meant by the woidnrqsfni Thus wiqr ^sW¥t-«rffft4

crfa (itu *t qrcro, w <mJr <w=( *tto ^ tfr*i3 farsg irfMSfr, a q*s^a

)

"who procrastinates
1

.

/Mel—Why do W8 Bfty \fhen the sense ia that "neglpctmg "7 Obaeiva

^pTH qftft " he mates time "

TOircTOr*ft rcrrVirfam STntotf. i wPro^ fano m* Em* *n *<tfa tot* u

2132, The affix dach comes after the words sapatra,

and nishpatra followed by the verb kri, when the sense

is that of causing intense pain,

The word $ is understood here also The word atl-vyathana

means "violent pain*
1

Thus ?mr 3tti^f vt hii* -wf tcto *tfft wtrafr " *ne

hunter pierces ihe stag with the arrow so violently that the feathered part

of the arrow also enters the body'. So aiso from vi)fct*-*rfhnr OTWfT^S
f^K^R^fit " he pierces so violently that the arrow entering one side comes

out of the other with its feathers " Why do we say " when meaning to cause

violent pain"? Obseive sppi or fawn* milft qjwq; \\

WW i fir*$3(iftiw6ra3i i ^ i y i vi n

2133, The affix dach comes after the words

nishkula followed by the verb $, when the sense is 'to
disembowel ',
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The verb eg should be read into the sfttra. The word fepaifotq means
to bring the inner organs out or to eviscerate, Rs^r ^tflRt *fft*IR " he

take3 out ihe kernel 01 seeds of the pomegranite"

Note Why do we iajy ' when meaning to disembowel or tako out tha

kernel '7 Obfterrs (*T%51T^ SPctft ^r^< " lie makes the uhhium family-loss ".

*W
1
s^towgtfrw i h i * i tt n

2134. The affix qlach cornea after the words sukha

and priya, followed by kri, when the meaning is (
' to concede

'

* gratify ')
f to go with the grain \

The word **T3$t»*r means ' agreeabillty \ ' to conform to the wishes

of the object of adoiation '. Thus s*ST sftft, ftw ERttffi m^» «w*l?flftw«iwft
" tries to please the heart of the master &c ",

Noto x—This affix comes when, while doing a plcns&nt or agitable llung,

thfl ideo is to please another by suob rui not, OthenvjfiO obweive g^j qfftfWor

fitftptRf wiWnH^ L
"tliB drinking of medicincB giTCH pleasure &o",

2135. The affix dach comes after the word dutdrtia

followed by kji, when meaning to do something against

the grain or " to contravene ".

The verbfj is understood and prfttilomya means ' to oppose* or ' to

act against anothers wishes ",
u
to pain the heart of one's master &c ". Aa

S'^T Siftftf ^?T ^iffall " tne servant pains the master ".

Note .

—
"Why do we say " when meaning to go agsiaBt the gmn M

? Observe

2136. The affix dach comes after the word Sula

followed by kpi
(
when the sense is that of " roasting *\

Thus r& TO(NWI ^rttRI TfoWL" he roasts the meat on a spit ",

Note',—Why do -we flay "when meaning to roast"? Obserre l&lfifa

ar#wo '* the bad food oftusefl colic',

^\* J ^3^iT^m«r I M « I «^ II
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2137. The affix (J&ch oomes after the word satya,

followed by kpi, when not meaning to swear.

The word G3T means ' truth ' as opposed to ' falsehood \ Sometimes

it means' to swear ', as m the sentence " fl&T WT3T fttr*
1
'

II This latter sense

is prohibited. Thus ?r?Tr <fi«m ^faa*W** 11

'he merchant concludes the bar-

gain oi the goods i. e. he settles that he will purchase these wares ". Why do

we say ' when not meaning to swear ' ? Observe fftfiffftrfi Prf* " the Brahmana

swears ".

2138. The affix cj&ch comes after the word madra

followed by kri, in the sense of ' to shave \

Trie word TftaiqKT means ' to shave ' ' to ra/e '. The word *pg means

• auspicious '. Thus upr s^fr «mTrit* H?r mv® n

PVJ^ So also after the word v^ . as *ffr flfitfft mfasp $Ttf " the bar-

ber shaves the hair of the boy on the auspicious occasion ".

Why do we say when meaning (

to shave \ Observe *tf or *rjr ^ffit II

Here eud the Taddhitas,
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ON REITERATION.

\\^.\ ^mw\^\ tun

2139- From here upto VIII h 15. S. 2150 include,

is to be supplied always the phrase " the whole word is

repeated '\

Note t—ThiB is an adlukfa, sutra Whatever wilt he taught hereafter tipto

?TW { Vlll. 1 Ld S. 401 ) fl\eJu8ivo
t

thaie the phrase ^flf % should ho supplied fctf

complete the sense. Thus VIII. h 4- S. 2140 tenches " when the senBDia that of

'a-lwaya', and 'each" Hote tho phrnBQ ' bho whole word is repented' ahatild be

supplied to complete the sense, i a, "The whole word is repeated when tho flange is

that of always and mch M
. What 10 to be repeated 7 That whioh is most appro-

priate in sound and &cnse hoth Thus ono tj'scfa' becomes two, fla
t T^ffa T^ft ' he

always coolcs '. Similarly U^ Trifl' C*T<jfto 'every visage is beautiful '

The sutia 'aarmya dvo \ should riot bo confounded «a meaning 'the

woid form aujki js dou hied ' for then rnlra hk& YL 1, 99, S 82 and VJ, J, 100

S 2128 will find no 8f/>pe The woid aaiwa has several meanings . ( 1 ) the totality of

things ( js^i ) as crcVltarffi ( 2 ) the totality of modta ( tmi ) wftlifaftfig -sfc?W
iffl >T^qRT ,

('1 ) the totality of fiieMhus ( *T*ifaJ ), as srf, 7?f^i II In tho present

bGE-i-b, the word *am haa this last qeneQi namely aH the fflifflfars of ft word

are doubled, no portion is omitted, The forrce of the genitive case in flflrrflfiya,

ig that ofsthflna, i e in the room of the i^ote of the words like gft <S* thei e is

doubling So one meaning of the BiJtia is, that m the room of the ono word,'

two are rnhbiiMtdf, In making Buoh auhtfittdtm, wo must have regard to tho

rule oE neftinega.

Another meaning of the adtra, however iff, tliac it does not teach nth*

stiluhon hub repetition or employment, not adeia, but ptayoga, That ia to Bay,

ono woid ib employed* twice. In this sense, of conwe, there is no room left la?

finding out tho pjoper substitute The yery word^form, q^f?r <H i& employed

twice, i, e, ia lepeated twice or pionoanoed twioe-

Tho woid eaivaRya in employed m the sdtra for the pake of distinctness

only OtliQi wiao ono may doflble only the last letter of a word by the rule of

•TOTSi&W, though that rule ia not, sLnoUy speaking, applicable to such ca*OB r

128 S
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Obj, The word <T{W should b* «nploj*d in th« Bfttra, id order to pre*

vent tbe Application of tho rule to Sumiaft (compound), to taddhitaft. And to

v&kyaa (flentencesj. Tbus ^qoflSffTT^I II Beie there m the aense o£ y\pbi with

regard to aeven leave*, and dflus not moan ft tree having soTen leaves, Thert

ought to have been doubling; but at would not take placo, if -wo take the word

pftdnsya m Ihe aphorism Simjlaily firqftilir S^rilT, here alao the &ense 1b that at

vipsH, and there ought to havo becu doubling, bafoie the affixing of the taddhit*

affix So also in ufa GTO wfilH the sentence lfr% Tf^rfll is not doubled, u we

employ ymduBye ^° ^6 wor^ rfldfteya p
ab™^ be employed m the sdtra,

MoieOTer, rt would prevent our employing the word padaeyfl again id VIII, 1, 16 S 40

L

Ana, We could not employ the word padaeya in this ailtra, for then

tho rnle would become very much 7GstrJcted> Moieoyer m the above examples,

there can be no doubling
, for ^ffqai means ' that whose every twig boars seven

JeaveE, q^fa q^fa ^HTT^ !1W 'i ^ fc 'mt the senee of inpai is not here inliHient

in tbe word uapta or parua In tho case of tbe ta^dhita exutnple, tueri

would be 3io doubling, becftusti the force of vipsft is tlieie denoted by tho

taddhita ajjfo itself, and so doubling is not 7\ec£ssaty, Moi cover, a sentence

oan never bo doubled, because \jpsa can take place with regaid to a word-,

and not a sentence, therefore the word q$t3 should not be employed in tho sfttm.

On the contrary, if wo employ the word padaaya m the edtia, it would

giva rise to the following anomalies, We could not haye q^i^ qq^rf^ . for

upnuarga being considered as a separata pada, only T^fa would be doubled,

and q wonld not, So also, "we have two forms jfr»qT and jfrsf II Hcie ^^ is

added lo the ruol g^, and 5 is optionally changed to q by VIII, 2 77, S 3R4andm

the other alternative there is K II As q and 3 aie both aeiddha f VIII 2, 1, S. 12) the

doubling wou'd takfl place without making this q or 3 flubatitution. So that

haTing iiis-t doubled the word (something as £|^r jt^Hl) ^ien ophonnl' q or

S change ivill talto plnce, and we ahull got wioog fonus, like fi^l £i3T f &TST gT^r

in doubling, While tho coueob forme aie f|gr jiijr, 01 ffl'qr fl^T, and not the

hybrid doubling ai given above. Hence tbe tiPcesaity of the \oUika "j^rrfijflfa'iltfa^

( Ses VILI. B. 3 S. 48» iBBt TftitikA

)

Or tho word Sf$ may ba considered to bo formed by ^r^ affix of ari£l&Tr«l^

meaning q'$ qrinT qfaraiT?! tffa? ^, flTO % >mi LI That ib, all operations having

been jiwi perfonued, to the word is donblod, so that a word in its inchoate state

is not doubled.

Wo 1 fasuStagirY. 1 * \ % 1 y n

2140. The whole word is repeated when the sen§e

is of ' always ' turd ' each '.
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What words express ' always '? The finite verbs, and the Indeclinable

woids, Foimed by krit affixes, What 'always' h meant here ? The word 'nitya'

here means 'again and again', and this Idea of 'repetition' is the quality

of an action. That action which the agent does principally, without

cessation, fs called "nitya'', So that miya lefers to an action ( See 111 4 23.

S. 3343 ) Thus <rrRr <ntf^
p

he cootts continually'. $*utt %wj wzfa or *fi3» ^
STJTfflT 'each one, when he has eaten goes away'. See III, 4, 22, S 3343. ^ftft

S^ft^^T* g*rfir ( See 111,4. 2 S 2825 ),

Note *— The words formed by afSxea Hvh find na&aul and fcha Iroperalire

mood exprefiH the idea of 'again and again
1

, only ithen thay are lepeated, "While

the words formed with the affix H^( Intoflflivo ) express thia idoa by the inhaiBnt force

of the affix, without repetition. Thus $*? gq. f-errfr^TrWn I And whan this ialenniTS

aorion in continually done, then this word also should be repeated j ai qrT*^ TITSHfc 11

In the above, oxftinplgs We been gi^en of nitya, a* illustrated by finite ysrbilike

tr^flf, Indeclinable kyifc vroida like ^hht, and hfce Mint II

Note :—

A

Totr for ifcflr II In wljfit ™jda f ho i\s$i is found P It 10 found in

noune ( gv Formed woidB ) Aa finite verba (fas* ) Denies* nityn, eo Jiifleoted nanus

( 51) expreaa vipee or a dieti ibutive Ben^e, What ib meant by tha word Ttpefc ?

lb ia the wish of the agent to- pervade ( vy&ptura lclichhk ) an object tVirougb mid,

through with a oertiin quality or eotion. That is, when many objects are wished

to bo pervaded by the apeatai wilb a partionlar attribute 01 action BimuUanaouily,

»t \B vtpeft, Thua ^^ fa-atft '' He ^atern ovary tree ". mft mn\ woftq \ 'tTiry

Tillage ii beautiful *, Bo b.Iho snrrft ^TTfr ^*T«^V*t , 1ST $W Pta*T&f?r H

When ft finite verb 19 repeated owing to the idea of mlyati ; ind-ffftaJsft

wish to add to audi a verb the affix denoting eotnpaiatiTfl or superlative decree,

such affix moat be ftdded after the word bftfl been I'epfcftted, rh «J^fa l^fita*! 1* II

Bat in. the case of a. noun, whioh lb tepeated owing to vtpsi, tb© ^hole soperlatWfe

or comparative word ehould be lepeuted, as >TITO^tT[r«T?^TMiT II

2.141, The word <lft is repeated when employed in

the sease of with the exception or exclusion oV.

At qft Tfc ^F*«fr i& frj ( 1. 4. &8, and II. 3, jo ) 'It rained round

about ( but with the exclusion of ) Banga'

Not* ;-—Why do *e nay when meaning exclusion 1 Observe ^ft«T TTWiTWfir I

Vhrt Optionally Tft meaning 'exclusion', is repeated when it

occurs not in a compound as qfttft q|f*-qfl 3|m: « ^ n a compound,

there is no repetition as, <*ftF<mtf ifel^T'. because the word qft haa not the

meaning of exclusion only here; in fact, the whole compound word denotes

the Idea of exclusion and not the word ific alone.
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jnr?/« :—Ths word <rft ib here a Knrmapr&Tftchaniya ( J, 4, 88 S 596) and

gOvBina thft &Sth c»so by II. 3, 11, la <lft(^s*lf?T the ivoi'd is &u upnnaigfli.

2142. ^tft, wRr, and w*m are repeated, when they

express uninterrupted nearnesB.

The word samipya means ' proximity
J whether in time or space As

l*Mt tnm, " any locality in the immediate vicinity of a village".. *T*ufain**i,

miWfl&Wa P^ce near a loka". Similarly mtu^ST* "anything imme-

diately following after pleasure" \ t e. pain. Why do we say ' meaning near ' ?

Observe 9^ft 'Wir II Why the word is not repeated here 3Tit ftivSt

"W Wfflffi W The relation expressed here is not that of nearness, but that of

above and below.

*#tRtow *tf w tfnnW

'

Here the doubling is in the sense of vipsa*

«rasrqra» g*T* 5; ?<;w ft tfrorii i swr. \tifri wtsftc i sfift, gfttfastf

-

2148. A Yocafcive, at the beginning of a sentence, is

repeated, when en^y, praise, anger, blame, or threat is meant

by the speaker.

A collocation of words, expressing one idea, is called a sentence or

vakya. Thus ( l ) envy —§;^ §?,< ^ % aV^"0 beauty! O beauty I

in vain is thy beauty U" (2) praise —\% \* **drSf§
l, Deva' Deva

!

adorable art thou!" (3) anger —jrlsftn ^frfta Wft ^fiutr "O ano-

gantIO arrogant! now thou shalt know" (4) blarne —nirg«i» w%&f\ qui

9^5. "0 archer I archer I in vain is thy bow". (5) Threat—^t^r $

qrafawaft W» *»*R|tfirffi WO thief thief I shall kill thee" The first

word becomes pluta as well as gets svan t a accent, by VIII, 2. 103, in the

case of the first four; in the case of • threat \ the second woid or the

amregMta becomes pluta by VUI 2 95. S, 3614, Why do we say "at the begin-

ning of a sentence"? The Vocative in the middle or the end of a sentence

is not to be repeated, as fln^rr ^r% TTOtf^i II Why do we say of Vocative ?

Observe ^W^wiT: il Why do we say ' when meaning envy &c '

? Obseive
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In some books, the vakya is defined as * a collocation of words having
one finite verb \ ( qsRfaff *mw$$i im) II

gqf^r aft si^ii'mm^r mrffi"Tfi?u«iT*rar»irtg^ 1 qitaqigar
1 t; yfrvm smcmr-

Rm% r%^ *r 5 *£^rMrsrf?rt*r«%* ^r?fr t q%^& aft if

2144. "When <W is lepeated, it is treated like a

member of a Babuvrthi compound.

The making it a. Bahuvrlbi* is for the sake of eliding; the case-aflix,

and treating the word as a masculine, even when it refers to a feminine. Thus

sSww: 7&M (not (^Wl ) Here the case affixes after both words being elided

they assume the form jfftqr and being treated as a Babuvrthi they become

a pratipadika or nominal stem and then to this whole as a crude form is

added the case- affix qffc^nrgsn ^jftfa ( not qqftqnr ). Here the first member

has become masculine. The difference is brought out when analysing namely
(

it will be qqr-1-qqmr and not qw + WIT 11 The accent js regulated by VI, 2. 1.

the case affix is elided by II. 4 71, and masculinising by VI, J. 34,

Note —According to the Kasika this double wOJt! jf%^ should not howovet

be treated Iilie a Bahuviihi for the purposes of the application of the following

three rules, (1 } The sfitra I ], 29 by winch pronouns are not declined as

pronouna when membcrB of a Baltuviflii compound, The word i$i^j however

is declined like a pronoun, aB q^ftftfjr %(% M For eflfcta I, J, "29 applies to a compound

"which ia really h Babuvrthi, and not to a word-form which ie healed Wee a Bfiliuvrihi,

The repetition of tlia word BahuvHiii in that Butia, though its anuVjiUi vine

underetood from the preceding one, indicates this (2) The application of the

rule of accent. Thus by the following fiftlrn, a word in icpcated when a merit*!

pain or affliolion ovei something is cxprcaaed, Thtie it t\ ^(rfa. ggnrnft U This

double-word 18 treated like a Bahuvilhi, but, not for the purposes of accent, For

by VI 2. 172 a Babuvjihi preceded by Tf org gota boii(b on the final, but not

bo q?r or gg (I Heie four mien of accent present themselves : -lat, VII 223

S. 3734) ordaining acute on the final, 2nd, VI 2 1 tho first member retaining

ite accent, 3rd, VI. 2. 172 3 3906 already montioned 4th VIII 1 3 S 3670 by

which the seoond member bcoomGS amidatta The rule VI. 2- 1, however regulates

the acoent, in supersession of the other three. (8) The Mind tuIb wlilah does not

apply to this Bahurrihi-nfc <r3ta? is the rule of sMofelntn affixing. Thus *T^W$ T-T-

( doubled by VIII. 1. 10 S 2145 ) do not get the uratotnU affix V by V. 4 74,

« In the sfttra * *frflrft (
l 1 • 29 s - ™2 X thfi repetition of the word

B ahuvtfhi, when its anuvrltti was cunent from the preceding sCitra 1, 1, 28,
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S 292, is for the sake of making that rule applicable to the Prlmaiy

Bahuvrihi, ( and not to analogical Bahuvrihi like that of this sutra VIII,

1, 9. S. 2 144 ). Therefore in the case of words which are Pseudo-Bahiwthi:,

or Analogical- Bah uvfih is, the prohibition of S. 222 does not apply, and the word

remains aSarvapftman, and is declined as such." This is the opinion of the

indents. But as a matter of fact, this whole sutra I. 1. 29 has been over,

ruled by the opinjon of the Bh Ashy a- author Patanjali, Even in the opinion

of the sutra-author Panin^ the prohibition of J 1. 29 S. 232 applies to the

stage of grammatical analysis of a Bahuvjrihi compound and not to the

Bahuvrihi compound as such. That is to say, a sarvanaman is not to be

declined as such, if it is going to form the member of a Bahuvrihi compound.

So that in the analytical stage before composition, the word wii] not be

declined as a pronoun. Aftet composition, of course, the word loses its

pronominal character by the vartika under 1. i, 29, S t 222, So there can be

no question of that sutra applying to an analogical Ba/mvrihf, for such a

Bahuvrihi can never be gtammaticatly analysed like the primary and true

Bahuvrlhls, Therefoie, we have n^fi^r^ and not ij^r^Vfl II

Winwri^i \\\*\\

tftsnii ^Tsraf 1: tar 3fieftr^r*r i tt?t»t?t; i fircsrctfrwin^iiafa ' ^sfifmf-

2145. A word is repeated, and is treated like a

member of Bahuvrihi compound, when a mental distress

over something is expressed.

Thus Tijirai ' gone, gone to my affliction ', ^he', qfaaTffffTr In the

masculine. Here the case affix is elided after the first word by treating it as a

Bahuvrihi, and n*TO> lETer, ifatTRfaflT in the Feminine, here the first term

becomes masculine and ( not »THr*T^T for the reasons given in the preceding

aphorism ) The accent is governed by VI, 2, 1, S. 3735.

2146. In the following rules, the double-word is

treated like a Karmadharaya compound.

The reason for making it a Karmadhftraya is to elide the case-affix

(II. 4 71 S 650), to make the fiist member a. masculine term even when
the word refers to a feminine (VI. 3. 42 S. 746), and to regulate the accent

by making the final acute VI, 2. 33, S. 3757, or S, 3734.



CHAPTER XL,
J. 3147.) AN REItfeRMiOK IOZ3

Nat* ,—The -word g^S is for tba sake of diitmotiiBSs, tb« ifttra b«mg
an ftdluklia one, would have applied to th« Bubuequent &phoriRms, without «Tan the

^ord uttaioshu,

^H^flffS^^rtTST, ^R?J^Tf%^«I« 1J$F*[ I USUI 5U* I U^UsB* <TCi It

**ra<3$ * 31^ ft 11 ^gjs tf|5Ti 11

s^or t\\$i weifaER*rr nfltni ^rate * u gli^' 5^?^ 1 srf' ^ 3^ V u

faarflnrwft ^ * 11 g^fegift^&qw s^ift 1 fiartfaralffft fasw3 fa<*rf

fan 1 w s^sft wct *re *rs^?r qra^f "rag qc n

wwft^rc fiffn 1 3r*3[w»$r s^fagnf? 1 wearer g^tTiu^ v« *»*> 1 7* umi

1

tow 1 www 1 Wfcrc ^r f^ HTsra^r^ *it vim* 1 <n* ^fart wuitfi Mfawr

«nrrf €k$w% fair wsswiws « ^ n

2147. An attribute is repeated, when it is meant

to express that the said attribute belongs to a thing only to

a limited degree, and the double word is treated like a

Karumdharaya.

Thus q^qgu 35*51 where the first member has lost the ease-affix,

TSTjfr S3*fl where the fiist member is a masculine, even when there is a

qf in the penultimate as ^ifiSfiTfaW ( See VI. 3- 37 and 42 ), 15^1 1**ff,

the accent falls on the final, for the rule VI. 1. 223, S. 3734 was debarred by

V1J1, i 3. but the present rule re-instates VI. 1. 223.

The ward being treated is a K arm ad hftraya there is m»sculis*tIon

of the first member and the final takes the acute under VI. t. 323. S. 3734'
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means *

The word iffiK means both 'difference', and 'resemblance' It

resemblance ' here: i.e. the person or thing icsembles
y
but is not

fully Itte, the thing expressing the attribute Thus q^«T| ,
' tolerably sharp',

q5<T£t " she Who is toleiably sharp" %%$< "pretty soft". qpwPri'" &c.

The sense is that the attribute lb not fully possessed by the person. The

affix 3itfNu( V. 3, 69 S, 2024 ) also expi easing *Efflt, is not debarred by this

sutra, Thus q^sttfiqi, ^H^lT II

The doubling takes place both where the adjective is a secondary

member qualifying a substance, and where it is an attribute pure and

simple, In the abstract, without any particular subbtance. As 5J$3$i ^z\

" tolerably white or whitish cloth." 3J$^ " whitish ".

Why do we say prakare " when denoting some what like it"? Observe

qgft^en ' the clever Devadatta', Why do we say ' an attributive or adjective

word '? Observe vf'ntiiirj*^,,
fa fiery boy ', «ff *f#tK<

fa cow-like Bahtka', Here

4agm' and 'gau' are not naturally adjective words, though employed here

like adjectives

VArt ,—An adjective is repeated, when denoting that persons or

things possessing that attribute are to he taken in their due order. Thus

^J&r^W " lt is thick in all its roots one after another" *%q ift H$HV>,

Note.—A word denoting more than one is repeated without change

of sense when it denotes the limit or extent of the thing. Thus ir^ni

siiT^IT^TK^T^wi *fR m$ *n? 'give a masha> a masha, out ot this UArsh&pana to

you two l, e, give only two masha one to each'. A kArshapana contains

many mashas, out of them, the extent of gift is limited to two only This

therefore is distinguishable from the distributive double ( vJpsa ). The word

UNT irK^fo~J[Vtith.e jfrsr does not take the dual case here. Why do we say

'when it expiesses the limit
1

? Observe sretftfi; m?TOrftg fl^P^MPWIi Sft

ilH\*tt Ifti ifrf^r qw^qft. Here the word ffl* itself does not express limit

but the qualifying woids tr^fr, <sft^&c Why do we say 'denoting more

than one'? Observe ym^ SRW<roifTO ^^a\ %Wh4$$ "

Idrt:—In expressing perplexity or alarm, a word may be repeated

twice or as many times as one likes, so long as the meaning is not manifest

to the person addressed. The word ^ffRir in the vaitika means 'a confused

state of mind, As s<f *rf Qtm qaffi "a snake, a snake, beware, beware " It is not

a necessary condition that the word should be repeated twice only, but as

many times as one likes, so long as his meaning is not manifest As

*$ Hkw5W 5«ro &m u
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Vdrt '—When intensity or frequency of an action is denoted, the

woid is uttered twice- as, 3^ ^ft$ ifa^ g^ft „ see ni. 4. 2 Though
the doubling would have taken place under VI I L r 4. S. 3140. also yet

the present vartika ordains doubling in the sense of intensity, Or it ordains
doubling of the imperative, giving to it the additional meaning of frequency,

Note —In re-iteration the word is doubled as, g^r ^m PTSTfa $N
*fa fl"S|f?T H See [[[,4 23. This has also been Illustrated Under VIII. I. 4.

Note—The word is repeated when the affix sr^ follows; as q?q?r

sfitrfa T*l*f*l?T ll This doubling takes place when the word denotes an

imitation of an inarticulate sound ( V.4 57 ). Therefore, not here fttftar

Sftftft. S^faf ^nfo where the affix :yr* denotes' to plough', (V. 4. 58, )

Because of this restriction, some read the vartika as, tyrf^r V^mt II

If the rule meant that the half word must be of at least two

syllables before doubling, and then £ach should be addrd, then it would

not apply to words iike qr^ &c Therefore the " half-not-less-than two-

syllables
Jl

refers to the doubled word, the doubling being caused by dach

The above difficulty arises if the locative in ^n^r has the force of <rccnpft W

But if we take the locative as ftqqqcflift then the difficulty is obviated.

Note.—The words <p? and mw are repeated when a comparative or

superlative sense, is to be denoted , as 13$ ^f <pctri5fr, WH ir*f* Wit II The

comparative and superlative affiles are not debarred hereby, as, <pfa$

5wq^
p
quiwt q*q=lT l|

Note:—-The words' ending m the affixes :?<r* and ^$rj comparative

and "superlative, are doubled when they refer to feminine nouns and are

employed in determining or pondenng upon the relative condition 0/ the

superiority of one out of two or many ;
as svTrftlWKTf. tfiTtf ^itt tTTOKrvHT

" Both these are nch r let us ponder how much is their richness " qi xq %jmv,

WfflT WWf qvflfipTf H This is found 111 words other than those ending in m
and fttti as ;

STrft^ragr. foiWfti%nft' wttWS^r 11 This is also found'where the

abstract noun denoting condition (asstrsw) is not in the feminine as
(

**TffaWTra4r. ttV * wssujffl^< '- 9oth these are rich, let us see what is

their respective greatness."

y&rl'.—In denoting reciprocity of action, the Pronominal is doubled
t

ano\ diversely it is treated like a compound, Because the word ' diversely
'

is used in the vartika, the pronomlnMs anya, and pata are never treated like

a compound ; while the word Uara is invariably treated as such and never

optionally. II. 2, 27 S, 846

Vdrt -—And when it Is not treated like a compound, then the first

word is always exhibited In the nominative singular, See I, 3, 14. III.

3. 43, and V.4. 127.

120 s
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Thus. BTPwarfa"** marmr ^r^f^r " these Erahmanas feed one another."

«n$isarw* m®m *ttfa u otjssto nww %tmG$-ti%Bm <fawfa N The

word ^rtq- and «n are never treated as a compound, and ^rc is always so treated.

So also m\mh, sr^rssrr^^ts%gjti, waftsHKita*, urais^r Swfihrert Magna

So also tou wheie the vi^arga is changed to H because It belongs to Kaskadi

class. >So also (sfttH* I tfT«ft«i &c -

Frfrt.— In the feminine and neuter, the augment <%m is added

optionally to the second term under the above circumstances, as, waft saftfifa

rowft flWKT'j swrsar ifrTOi f^( *tsro?r'. ttot% tttspis. n ^tsaft?^

wswifft *wra-i ^sforcrfaT wrenrgft *tswi *eft?rcfaft wrarT^ *?ra*nri n

Here some say, The ann, substitution takes the place of the affixes of the

accusative only : because the examples given in the Mahabha&hya &c are of

accusative only. Theiefore, the feminine and neuter words do not assume

the masculine form in the Instrumental and other cases. This is one opinion,

Others say, the examples given in the Bhashya are merely illustrative, and

therefore, the affixes of all cases, are replaced by erpi 11

Verse.

i„ The absence ofer^in the both members of the doubled word.

2. The replacing of g and g^ by =&r^r in the Neuter,

3. The non-elision of g in compounds.

These three operations take place by force of the word bahulaka
' diversely ' in the vartiUa.

i t Thus in sn^raf and to^h there would have come the Feminine

affix snq; 11 The form ought to have been sr^f+eRrr-'srHTratr II But it is

a^. +BTHr:=sTafr$Hrl J This is prevented by the vartika. Nor will vartika

under IT, I. 51, S, 728 apply and cause masculisation.

Note , —That Tartika states the Pronouns bfioone masculine whenever they

occur aB iunotions—vritti—of a compound or ataddhita.

Because arsf and q* in the above are treated as not parts of a

compound. Nor is re- iteration a vjttti or function of a taddhita, For if

re-iteration be considered a vritti as Understood in U. 1,51,8, 728 vartika,

then it would apply to the following also, qf ^ irrqi qflfli QKRKttilr m SP" &o»

Note f—Patan]ali also usee it in this wayi thus,

^rtER ^l raHPlfaiqr qf arf H% m *T%rC U Mahabhaahya. I. 4, 51.

2. The replacing of 5 and ^ ( Nom. and ace Sg ) by add er^y li

Thuawpffaraif^RTOll Here by VII. 1. 25 S. 315 the affix WZK would

have come and the form would have been s^ar^ and tfRWKK, U Thft

present vartika prevents that.
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3 The non-elision of § in compounds,

Thua in ^Rl^fS^ »J$feqRin H«rpiWi I TOTOfiraiEOTJ STCeT^ft" U

In all the above examples the g would have been elided by the

above vartika The word * diversely * of the vartika prevents it.

The illustration of this vartika, as given by the Mahabhashya, is to be

found in the sentence sRn^'sr*? $Q% vrff%, as used by Patanjah in his

gloss on IVi i. 3, (t5RPO> So the Great Commentary is also an

authority here,

2148 The words 'priya' and 'sukha,' are repeated

optionally, when they mean "easily, without any difficulty".

The words fi>s^ means 'difficulty and sorrow', ^r^^ means 'without

difficulty or soirow, 1 e pleasantly'. Thus iq^ftfaai %mfo, smg^ft ^|[%, or

F^°t ^rfa. sg^i ^iRr = ^mft«JH^ ere^ratSi 33ii?r '< That is, he gives with

pleasure, without feeling it as a trouble, hi reiteration the word is treated

as a Karmadharaya and so there is elision of the case-affix as already

mentioned above,

NoW—Why do -we say ,(
V7hen meaning easily" Observe fjjq gsji "beloved

son", gijft im II

HV&\ \ wre^ *rara*w i * i \ M« 11

2149 The word *r*n*rf»* is irregularly formed in

the sense of "respectively, fitly, properly".

The word yathftsvam is an Avyayibhava with the force of vtpsi,

Whatever is this self and whatever belongs to this self all that is denoted by

yathftsvam.

What is one's own nature, and whatever is natural to one, that is

called nqrc* M 1° t,1IS sense Is formed wirew* there being doubling and

neuter gender, It is an Indeclinable. As jiron B^wtf wnW^WKWi'
"all objects have been known according to their respective nature". qwr H

3riirapj-3*ntftS »

UIWM
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2150, The woxd " dvandvam *' is irregularly formed,

in the senee of * secret ', and when it expresses a ' limit \ l a

separation ',
' employing in a sacrificial -vessel ', and ' mani-

festation \

The word ??£ is foimed from ft by doubling it, changing the first \

ipto wk,i and the second f into *t and making it a Neuter. The word tf% itself

means {fen of secret ; while it marks 'limit ' TOiqr &c only secondarily! by context

of the scnteDcel Thus {st«(S9tq% 'they are consulting some secret \ kimit or

wisiS"***, as, wmst tf^ qmtt I** P^W^t "upto the fourth degree^ these

cattle copulate with each olher." *uar $%nr fa*T,T T*&ra, <ft^oT, 3l|S^r

lift H (See Maitr. S, 1. 7 3 Sankh, Br. 111. 97 ). Separation of

*5^mi^WSWrar»-ftvtOT!*m 3**raforan tt Vyutkramana mea is bheda
or separation, placing at a different place. Employment with regard to a

sacrificial vessel (qgnwtfitr:) as—(p* q^qrvfSi s^fapftr (See I, 3, 64 >
3HW*ai%t or manifestation; as—$?$ wwiik> «5« ifta* mf$& -«r^r^^^

The word ^ is found employed in connection with other senses also
'»

W, 5?f £3 *$%, TO*5* S3%#t'i *ftW &o,

Here ends the chapter on Reiteration,

Herb ends the Volume One of the SiddhAnta Kauotdj

BY BlfATTOJI DlKSHITA.




